THE R EPRESENTATIVE COLONEL C:OMMANDANT

A

NNUALLY on 31st D ecember/ISt January one of the Colonels
Conunandant becomes " Represen tative" for the ensuing year.
Few of Royal Signals know much of the work of this office and so some
mention of it at this time is not inopportune.
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Simply phrased the Representative Colonel Commandant, second only to
Her Royal Highness our Colonel-in-Chief, becomes the titular head of Royal
Signals during his year of office. As such he presides over meetings of the
Corps Committee and is responsible for all decisions made ex-Committee.
All communication With H .R.H. our Colonel-in-Chief and with the Sovereign
is made through the Representative Colonel Commandant.
He visits a majority of Signal Regiments in U.K. and B.AO.R. during his
tour of office. In addition he has to deal w1th a great volume of correspondence
on a variety of topics affecting Royal Signals and his advice is sought on all
matters except actual training and operations.

Ir is a position of great responsibility and entails considerable labour; all
or nearly all of which has to be done at tihe "Representatives" own home
without benefit of clerical assistance.

In Coronation Year (1953) the extra arduous duties of Representative Colonel
Comm andant were in the hands of Major-General C. M . F. White, C.B., C.B.E.,
n.s.o., (C.S.O. Eighth Army, C.S.O. 21st Army Group and C.S.O., ME.L.F.,
this latter during the arduous post war years of the" phony" peace in Egypt).
D uring the actual weeks of the Coronation period, General White was almost
permanently on duty, in full dress uniform as, amongst other duties, he was
attached to the staff of the Representative of Spain.
As readers of THE WIRE will know he has visited a great number of Signal
Regiments during h is tour of office and has recently concluded an extensive
tour in Germany and Austria, revisiting so many pla~es in Germany where
under his command in the immediate post war period telecommunications
were provided out of chaos.
His successor to be Representative Colonel Commandant in 1954 is MajorGeneral C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., still and for a further six months Chairman
and Treasurer of the Royal Sigmtis Association. Unsparing of himself in our
service, General Fladgate has made a tradition that perhaps only he can live
up to. He has been Royal Signals from its very beginning because he held
a staff appointment in the War Office (S.D .) during the time the new Corps
was being formed. From those early days he has done much to guide Royal
Signals to its present statute. Director of Signals in the early days of the
War, C.S.O., M.E.L.F. during the heat of it, he has already held office once
as Representative Colonel Commandant when under his guidance the Reserve
Army Tea Party and the Buffet Supper were introduced into our year.
His long service to Royal Signa.ls culminated in these arduous years given
to the Association, to the beginnings of the Mercury Houses and to so many
other reforms in the work of the Association.
Now Royal Signals asks of him yet another task and all will wish him success
in it.
Ending on this note we must say thank you to General White who so soon
after his retirement from the Active List was called upon to undertake for us
the arduous duties of Representative Colonel Commandant in Coronation Year.
As always Royal Signals was well served .
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Reports of Christmas festivities of Units can be accepted for inclusion in
the February issue of THE WIRE, but cannot be included in the March issue.
A

PERSONAL
COLUMN
<!&bituarp
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL (T.0.T.)
R. A. MACKINTOSH, O.B.E.
A brief announcement of his death appeared in the
personal column of November, 1953, and we are indebted to
the "Gibraltar Chronicle" for the gist of this fuller notice.
He enlisted as a boy in the Royal Engineers in 1907 and
served in all ranks until his retirement as a LieutenantColonel (T.0.T.) in 1952. His services were additionally
honoured by the award of the MB.E. early in the last war
and his promotion to O.B.E. in 1945. On his retirement in
1952 he was awarded the MS.M
His war service included 1914-18 mainly in France and
1939-46 first in Southern Command in U.K. and from 1943
in Gibraltar.
On his retirement he was re-employed in a civilian
appointment as Technical Officer Telecommunications in
Gibraltar Signal Squadron and he worked there until his
last illness.
MR. FRANK SHAKESPEARE
There must be very many thousands of Signalmen of
the older generation who knew Frank Shakespeare who ran
the Barber's Shop of Royal Signals at Maresfield, Crowborough and for very much longer at Catterick. There his
enterprises were far in excess of the mundane business of
hair-cutting.
He was for a great number of Officers and very many
Warrant and Senior Non-Commissioned Officers an
"agent" who supplied either t!he requirement, or the
"know how" of how to get it.
All his very many friends of Royal Signals will be sad
to hear of his death in St. Mary's Hospital, Eastbourne, on
the 2nd December. At least one member of his own Corps
'
Captain J. A. Handford, attended the funeral.
Mention of his name has always brought back a host of
memories and it is certain that the Editor of this journal
will receive many letters commenting on his life, and regretting his death.
. The. deep sympathy of all in Royal Signals will go to
his widow, and if any wish to write it should be to
24 Northern Avenue, Polegate, Sussex.

For Sale

Mr. W. J. Carver, <?f 4 Lawson Place, Dundee, has for
some years been runmng a Mobile Cinema Circuit, but is
now prepared to dispose of the following items of equipment: 2 Professional Type De Brie Sound Projectors.
No. 1 Approx. £r50.
No. 2 Approx. £130.
Three screens, rewinders, etc., and if necessary a 1949
tandard Vanguara Brake to take it around in. Value £400.
2

[Cou rtesy : W. A . Puddicombt, Tht Strand Studios, Exmouth

The mllrriage of John Richard Garrat, Royal Signals, elder son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Garratt, of Shermanbury, Sussex to Phillipa Jane,
younger daughter of Major-General and Mrs. W. A. Scott, of Budleigh Salterton, took place on October 31st at All Saints' Church ,
East Budleigh, Devon.

Captain (T.0.T.) I.M.A. Jones from M.E.L.F. to School
of Signals.
Major (Q.M.) S. G. Bow, FARELF to School of Signals.
Colonel T . A. R. Scott, Northern Army Group to U .K.
Major M. S. Hancock, War Office to U .K.
Major A. F . McGill, Joint Services Staff College to 5
Corps Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Swainson, 5 Corps Signal Regiment to M.E.L.F.
Major J.E. D. Farr, H.Q. Western Command to Northern
Army Group.
Major A. C~ Cox, F ARELF to Senior Officers' School
and thence to Northern Army Group.
Major J. D . B. Thornton, War Office to Senior Officers
School, and thence to M.E.L.F.
Major L. E. Wardley, B.T .A. to U.K.
Lieutenant-Colonel Burges -Winn, W. Africa to U.K.
Major J. E. V. Rice, School of Military Intelligence to
U.S.A.
Major D . A. R. Elliott, 1 A.A. Installation Troop to U.S.A.
T /Major E. J. Beale, 1 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment to Staff
College, Camberley.
T /Major C. Mitchell. chool of Signals to Staff College,
Camberley.
Major R. C. Kerry, 2 Training Regiment to D epot
Regiment.
T/Major M. E. Golding, Depot Regiment to B.T.A.
T /Major S. W. Brackenbury, Korea to U.K.
ArrivalH and Departures

London Gazette

30th October, r953.~Major G . B. Stevenson and Major
M. A. Charlton, o .B.E., to be Lieutenant-Colonels.
Major (Q.M.) F. C. V. Harris to R.A.R.0.
Major G. F. H. Walker, o.B.E., T.D., to be LieutenantColonel.
13th November, r953.-Major D. M. Rhind, o.B.E., to be
Lieutenant-Colonel.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Lee, o.B.E., T.D., to be Brevet
Colonel.
24 November, r953.-Major E. C. R. Blaker to be Lieut~
enant-Colonel on rst April, I954Movements-Officers

Major A. E. Wood, U.K. to 3 Training Regiment.
Maior E. A. Sinnock, 3 Training Regiment to r H.Q.
Signal Troop.
Majo.r F. A. Felton, U.K. for draft to Canada.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. I. E. Mozley, U .S.A. to Northern
Army Group.
Major P. W. Fountain, Royal Military College of Science
to 2 Training Regiment.
Major G. L. C. Moss, Staff College, Camberley to U.K.
T /Maior J. McK. Lamb, Staff College, Camberley to U.K.
T /Maior S. B. Coyne, FARELF to U.K.
Major H. D. Bould, U.K. to Northern Army Group.
Captain (Cipher) H. H . C. Henning, FARELF to 1 Corps
Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel I. F. Meiklejohn, SHAPE to
FARELF.
Major A. V. Brandle, M.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major A. W. Stewart, M.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major B. A. H. Bogle, M.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major (Q.M.) R. F. C. Ashford, U.K. to Eastern Command Signal Regiment.
Captain (Q.M.) J. L. Callan, Depot to 51 (H) Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.).
Major W. A. Woods, War Office, M.T.1 to 49 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.).
Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Conner, Afghanistan to U.K.
Major A. J. Clarke, F ARELF to School of Signals.
Major J. W. Smith-Ainsley, 23 (Southern) Corps Signal
Regiment (T.A.) to M.E.L.F.
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Air Formation Signal Regiment

Arrivals:
Captain F . V. B. Philp and family.
Seco:ld-Lieutenant G. A. Hawkins.
S.Q.M.S. R. F. Wilford.
Departures :
S.Q.M.S. Sladdin.
Sergeant Lord, to F. of S. Course.

Births

SWAN.--On 14th November, 1953, at B.M.H., Rinteln,
B.A.0.R., to Marian, wife of Captain Ian G. Swan, a son,
Nicholas John William.
THOMAS.--On 26th October, 1953, at B.M.H., Rinteln,
B.A.O.R., to Dorothy, wife of Corporal B. W. Thomas, a
daughter, Dorothy Lorraine.
JOHNSTON.--On 8th July, 1953, at R.A.F. Hospital Rinteln, to Sergeant and Mrs. C. W . Johnston, a son, Keith
Charles Robert.
HILL.-To Sergeant and Mrs. E. W. G. Hill at Vienna on
21st October, 1953, a daughter Lesly Ann.
BELL.-On 24th October, 1953, at B.M.H., Munster,
B.A.O.R., to Captain and Mrs. William Bell, a son, Kevin
William Glenn.
BRADFORD.-To R.Q.M.S. and Mrs. J. E. Bradford of
H.Q. Squadron, 5oth (N) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.) on 19th October, 1953, a daughter, Diane.
THRESHER-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. M. E.
Thresher of No. 1 Squadron, 5oth (N) Infantry Divisional
Signal Regiment (T.A.), on 13th October, 1953, a son,
John.
HOWES.- To Corporal and Mrs. W. M. Howes, of Malta
Signal Squadron, a daughter, Delphine Ann, on 14th
October, 1953.
MAcKINNON.-On 6th December, 1953, at Catterick Military Hospital, to Jean, wife of Captain N. R. F.
MacKinnon, a daughter, Margaret.
Marrlage11

SHAUGHNESSY-ANDERSON.-Signalman W. Shaughnessy of No. 3 Squadron, 50 (N) Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment, T.A., to Miss Annie Anderson on 15th August,
1953, at St. Paul's Church, Gateshead.
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STEVENS-FEETHAM.-Corporal G. S. Stevens of 50
(N) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.), to Miss
Audrey Feetham on 2nd October, 1953, at Darlington.
WHALLEY-TURNER-Corporal Whalley to Private
Ethel Turner of Scottish Command (M) Signal Regiment
on 31st October, 1953.
Deaths

CARVER.-22972621 Signalman E. J. Carver on 7th
November, 1953, in U.K.
BEALES.-226o1592 Signalman B. D. Beales on 9th
November, 1953, at Rush Green Hospital, Romford, Essex.
RICHARDS.-2225oo61 Sergeant Peter James Richards on
6th December, 1953, in U.K.
TODMAN.-On 30th November at his home, II3 London
Road, Camberley, A. E. Todman, Life Member, Royal
Signals Association.

*
~lask

*

*

Fencing ('lub

A committee has been formed to revive the Masks Fencing
Club which went into suspended animation at the outbreak
of war in 1939.
Membership of the Club is open to all ranks of the Army,
serving and retired.
Its object is to encourage fencing, by arranging suitable
matches with the other armed services and civilian clubs and
to promote club competitions for its members.
The Club is sponsored by the Army Fencing Union-the
official body for fencing in the Army-and is affiliated to the
Amateur Fencing Association of Great Britain.
It hopes to recommence operations in the season 1954-55.
After such a long lapse of time, it is proposed to start with
a completely new register. .
Old members of the Club desirous of re-registering and
new members seeking admission should please write to the
Hon. Secretary for fuller details: Major T. L. Fletcher,
A.P.T.C., G(PT) Branch, H.Q. Eastern Command, Hounslow, Middlesex. Tel.: Hounslow 2371 ext 249.

*

*

*

Major W. J. Cornish of Scottish Command
ment has FOR SALE: Semi Detached House-Selsdon, Surrey.
, rooms, Lounge, Dining, Garage and Garden.
lent condition. Vacant possession. Freehold.

*

*

Signal RegiThree BedAll in excelPrice £2,700.

*

Scrambled Television

A method of sending scrambled television pictures during
wartime has received a patent. This system presents a
jumble of light on television screens unless the receiver is
equipped with a special oscillator to straighten out the
pictur4!.
.

BOUND VOLUMES======~
of "THE WffiE"
We have available material to bind in book
form 20 copies of the 1953 WIRE. Messes and
individuals who require bound volumes should
please let the Editor know as soon as possible.

~=======PRICE IS 35 SIDLLINGS
3
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------EVENTS
MARCH

Branch Honorary Secretaries' Meeting,
London, 27th March.
APRIL
Dance, Chester, Royal Signals Band, xoth
April.
Royal Signals Band Concert, Chester, II ~
"
April.
MAY
Reunion and Band Concert, London.
West Country Reunion, Newton Abbot,
"
22nd/ 23rd May.
Central Committee Meeting, London.
JUNE
Annual General Meeting and Reunion, CatJULY
tetick, 17th/18th July.
Royal Signals Hockey Club
Feb. 17 . . . R.E.M.E.
Catterick
Mar. 3 . . . R.AO.C.
Catterick
Royal Signals Rugby Football Club
Jan. 23
Liverpool
Catterick
,, 27
R.E.M.E.
Catterick
Feb. 6
Middlesbrough
Catterick
,, 13
Roundhay
Catterick
,, 27
Leeds University
Leeds
EHPLOYIUENT VACANCIES

(Anyone obtaining employment through answering
advertisements in THE WIRE is requested to notify the
Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.x.).

*

*

*

Vacancies exist for Departmental Examiners (Electronics)
for the inspection of Radar, Wireless and other electronic
equipment manufactured for H.M. Government. Applicants
must have had at least three years' trade experience in
electronics or have held the service trade of Foreman of
Signals or of Line, Radio or Telegraph Mechanic Class I.
44 hour, 5 day week. Commence £8/15/10, rising to
£9/7/xo; pay up to £9/17/xo on certain work. Employees
are usually based at Bromley, but may be required to travel
anywhere in the U.K. Subsistence allowances and payment for travelling time are admissible during periods of •
detached duty. Apply to:The Ministry of Supply (I.E.M.E.),
"Aquila,"
Golf Road,
Bromley, Kent.

*

*

*

Robertson Thain Ltd., Ellesmere Port, Cheshire have
vacancies for Trainee Draughtsmen. Applicants shocld be
aged. not more than 25, must have completed their National
Service, and should have a knowledge of Drawing. They
should also possess knowledge of Maths up to Secondary
Sdtool standard.
O>mmence at £5 xos. od. per week, rising to £6 after
thr~ months._ After three years on a Drawing Board, the
U~1?n recogruses a man as a .fully trained Draughtsman, the
rrummum rate of pay of which is at present £10 per week
at 25 years.
Applications should be made in writing to : - Mr. E. H.
Hardy, Robertson Thain Ltd., Cromwell Road Ellesmere
Port, Cheshire.
'

IF YOU HAVE NOT RENEWED YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION, YOU WILL NOT GET
YOUR "WIRE" IN FEBRUARY.

I

I Letters

L__

*

to th e EDITOR

qualifying for a decent pension that makes a man think
trwice before re-engaging.
The business about parting from wives, etc., may effect
a very few but in the majority of cases having married whilst
in the Army this is an accepted hazard."

*

Mr. W . L . K err, (ex-Captain Royal Signals), writes :" I read in the October issue of THE WIRE, in three short
lines, of the retirement of R.S.M . G . Kerr or "Tich" Kerr ·
as he was more commonly known throughout the Corps. I
don't think these three short lines really did justice to
" T ich " who served Royal Signals for 27 years and whose
whole life was devoted to the Corps. He was intensely
proud of belonging to "Royal Signals " and thought them
" second to none " (I should know because I am his brol'her).
" Tich" joined Royal Signals as a boy in 1926. He
obtained his JIMMY at Boxing and Rugby and some of the
"older hands may remember his fight, with me, at the
"Blood Tub" (I was then in The Cameronians) in 1928.''
Although we were brothers there was no " love lost" in
this fight which " Tich " won althougih I was Jl years older.
Believe me it took me quite a long time to live this down
in my Regiment. A bad attack of pleurisy put an early
end to his athletic career but he still took a very keen interest
in the Corps sporting activities.
"Tich" served during ~e War first in the Middle East
with Air Formation Signals and 3 Indian Division and with
30 Corps in the Invasion of Europe, where he was mentioned
in despatches.
I myself, to his great satisfaction, was transferred to Royal
~ignals from the General List in 1944 and served the Corps
m Italy and Greece. I am sure that Royal Signals, which
he served so loyally and well, will wish mm " All the best "
in his strange new life.''

*

Mr. G. W. H<?llands, 23 Brooke Avenue, Garlinge, Margate,
Kent, writes:"As an ex-Royal Corps of Signals member, I would like
to let serving members know the following:
In 1929 I joined the Royal Corps of Signals Association,
serial No. is 693. Little did I know at that time, that I should
ever need assistance of any kind.
However not knowing what is round the next corner, I
needed a spot of help early this year, and within ten days
of asking, actual help was available; since then I needed
further help again, the above Association have still been
willing to help me in keeping my employment. I am indeed
proud to be a member of such an organisation that is ready
and willing to help when one is really in need as I was. May
I wish you and yours, good luck and good health always."

*

Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. Ogden writes: "I have read with interest the letters you have orinted
with regard to the prospects, promotion and re-engaging of
senior N.C.O.s and am filled with alarm Wlhen reading about
senior N.C.O.s with eight years' service. I fail to see how
in eight years any man can gain the experience to qualify
for the title Senior N.C.O. without being entitled to call
himself. even a senior soldier.
Senior Officers, W.O.s and N.C.O.s will I am sure agree
with me that their burden is made a lot !harder by this lack
of experience of younger Sergeants, etc.
Nowadays the tendency in the Corps is to get rid of
seniors whether S.S. (Q.M.) Officers or W.O.s before they
can qualify for anything like 100 per cent pension. It should
be remembered that it is the years after 26 years' service
tfrtat mean the largest increase in pensions. I personally
think that it is the knowledge that he will be "axed" before
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1954

Captain (Q.M.) W.W. Page, n.c.M., writes:" The name might not " ring a bell " but possibly the
mention of the first Royal Signals Display Team 1932H. N. Crawford, Jerry Young, Jack Angell may connect with
H.Q. S.T.C. and the signature (W.W. Page).
In enclosing my Annual Subscription to THE WIRE, I felt
I just had to say these few lines in respect of one of the
' old school ' who has just ' passed on.' Although not a
member of the Corps in the sense of the word, he was nevertheless probably much better known than many who were.
I am referring to the late Frank Shakespeare, who passed
away quite recently at Polegate, Sussex, at the age of 62.
I have no doubt you have all details and a note will probably appear in the January edition. I knew F rank well, and
his value to the Corps behind the scenes, i.e. in his capacity
of leader of the Saturday night D ance Band in N ewbigging
Hall in the early struggling days of 1927 /30 was tremendous,
I am probably telling you something you already know, but
I do feel we of the Corps should acknowledge the excellent
job of work done over a number of years.''

*
THIRD \VORLD WAR

Despatch Carryi"1g
By Ex -Glider Pilot

*

I had spent the majority of the between war years in the
flesh pots of the Carribean, which was as up to date in its
equipment as was the Army in India at the outbreak of the
1939-1945 war. The result was that I was floundering
around trying to get the form for the first few weeks in the
Corps Signals to which I had been posted.
My story relates to the air D.R. and I will let you have it
as I learnt it from Sergeant Proudflyer who was one of the
new breed. He had sufficient service to be one of the old
breed too.
I had noticed that several of the Signalmen were wearing
wings above their breast pocket. I had also heard about our
Air Despatch service but had not heard much news of what
they usep or who ran it, so I decided to get the gen from one
of those with wings. Proud.flyer was one of the first I met
who seemed to be off duty, so I cornered him and asked him
to tell me all about it.
He had been a D .R. during World War II and had crashed
his quota of motor cycles. He had also driven ·his full
share of jeeps in and out of damnation, so he was one who
knew the guts of the machine. He was also rather adventurous by nature and free from family bonds, by which I
mean he was married but it did not bother him. Very soon
after the end of that war life seemed a bit drab for him.
He had a bit of money and he was in Germany. He wanted
a new kick out of life and one day he got it.
He joined the Gliding Club run by the formation in which
he was serving. He went gliding whenever he could. He
got a "C " Certificate and one leg of a Silver "C "-the
height qualification-which he handsomely passed with
2,000 feet to spare.
One day an officer suggested that he should join the Glider
Pilot Regiment. He hadn't thought of it before but it struck
THE WIRE. JANUARY
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him as a good idea so he did. His gliding experience turned
the scale in his favour. He was allowed to go and he was
accepted. H e served his time with the Glider Pilot Regiment and then returned to normal Signal duties. A year
later, volunteers were called for in Signals to operate the
light helicopter D espatch Services. The early stages were
very experimental as to organisation and general running.
Proud.flyer was one of the first to volunteer and he was
off doing a different sort of flying. The helicopters were of
very light and simple construction. One man crew with a
payload of about 250 lb. They were extremely simple to
fly (a pleasant change from the rather complex handling of
the earlier types of helicopter) and strange enough they were
easy to m aintain.
Proudflyer learnt to fly the machine very quickly, and he
the n learnt how to do normal first line maintenance.
He was posted to No. I Air Despatch Squadron Royal
Signals on leaving the training school and he was the fourth
person on their posted strength of fifty. The Squadron
was organised as a H.Q. and six flights each of five helicopters. The H.Q. was administrative. Each flight had a
sergeant i/c flight and five pilots all junior N.C.O.s.
The object was to attach flights to formations as required.
With a normal set up of two to each of two corps and two
flights to Army. Squadron H.Q. would be at Army.
Owing to the inconvenience of war, training was all rather
rushed and when war broke out the Squadron could, in fact,
only field H.Q. and four flights, and the Squadron as a whole
was allotted to Airborne Corl>§.
During the early days, they were flying almost ceaselessly
between Airborne Corps H.Q. and the Divisions and
between Corps and Army and Whitehall. Then they were
sent overseas to join xst Army whilst a fresh "hot house"
trained Squadron joined up under Airborne Corps who were
to have their own Squadron from then on.
Proudflyer was sent with his flight to 2 Corps. That's
how he came to be there. As for the job, well, night and
day they were running routine runs and special runs between
Corps H.Q. and the Divs. On occasions they were required
to go up to Brigade H.Q.s At night they had to use their
Infra red headlights and of course they flew much higher,
about 200 feet above ground level on really dark nights, down
to about 50 feet on bright moonlight nights. During the
day, of course, they hedge hopped the whole time. It was
like riding a motor bike twenty feet up in the air. N<r-no
one bad been shot down. There had been one or two accidents but nothing serious due largely to the simple and
rugged structure of the machine. Honestly-you never went
high enough to crash.
The machines had stood up to the three months active
service very well indeed. They were flown back to an
R.A.F. maintenance base once a month and were given a
very thorough check up.
For the rest-well Proudflyer had started the last war with
little idea that he would be flogging jeeps round the countryside. It was much easier to fly his helicopter from Corps
to Division than to drive along the forever congested routes.
Anyhow, there are no mines in the air and he had not forgotten hitting that mine on the edge of the road East of
Falaise. He was lucky to be alive after that. It was much
more fun hopping over all their heads. He wouldn't go back
to motor bike or jeep for all the tea in China. (He is T.T.
I learnt later). He then had to leave us as he was due back
at the Signal office.
That was how I first learnt a bit about the Royal Signal.
Air Despatch Squadron (Helicopter).
CORPS PICTURES

Captain L. N. Lloyd, 36 Hampton Road, Worce ter Park,
Surrey, can supply Photo copies of THROUGH, MENIN
GATE, THE CABLE WAGGON BURIED CABLE.
Normal size 24 in. by 18 in. with 3 in. white border
£2 xos. od. each. Smaller izes by arrangement.
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Vice President, General C. W. Fladgate, Great Britain; Secretary Treasurer, Col. van Lanschot, Netherlands; President, M. Albert Morel,
France; Secretary General, Mr. H. Elliott Newcomb, U.S.A.; Vice President, General Miloji Milojevic, Jugoslavia; A Dutch Veterans ' Leader

Great Britain was represented by, amongst others, MajorGeneral C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., Chairman of the Association
Brigadier H. R. Firth, Secremry of the Association, and
Bri.gadier J. J. Duvivier, C.B.E., who in a pause between his
r~~r~ment fr<;>m the Army an<;f taking up an important
c1vihan appomtment, found time to assist the British
delegation.
General Fladgate and Brigadier Firth both had other
duties, the latter being Chairman of the Resolutions Steering. Comm~ttee whi~~ precluded him from taking any
~cuve part lil the Bnush delegation. General Fladgate, as
1 known, was appointed a Vice-President of the Federation
in 1952, and as such he took a most prominent and
honou;ed part in the fourth General Assembly. In the
unavoidable absence of the President of the Federation
he, General Flad.gate, acted as Chairman of the Executiv~
Board, the Council, and a number of other important committees which preceded the Assembly itself. During the
Assembly, although he had already done so much, further

Chairmanship was demanded of him and that the arduous
one of the Committee which dealt with the Federation's
Policy for 1954
The Assembly proper took its normal course. The first
Plenary Session was opened by Her Majesty Queen Juliana
of the Netherlands in an admirable speech spoken in the
most perfect English in tone of voice very reminiscent of
our own Royal Family.
There was a strong representation at the Assembly not
only of Great Britain, but also of the Commonwealth and
Colonies. Canada, the Gold Coast, India and Pakistan were
all represented on the Council of the Federation. St.
Dunstan' s, and the Returned Prisoners of War Association
Malaya, Nigeria and Sierra Leone, all sent observers.
'
A number of messages of goodwill were received from
the Commonwealth. Sir Winston Churchill wrote : " At your Assembly in the Netherlands, a country
which faced so. courageously the darkest hours of the
last war, I send the World Veterans' Federa·t ion my good
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Her Majesty, Queen Juliana of the Netherlands, seated by the small round table, is about to open the 4th General Assembly

wishes for its work in assisting those who suffered in
the war."
Other messages were received from the Prime Ministers
of Canada, New Zealand, Ceylon, India and Pakistan, the
Governor of Nigeria and Sir Gerald Templer, High Commissioner for Malaya. Sir Ian Fraser sent a most cordial
message.
The British delegation proper included representatives
of the Royal Naval Association, Royal Air Forces Association, Royal Artillery Association, Royal Signals Association
and the Association of W .R.N.S.
On the second and third day the delegates got down to
business, working in three Committees devoted respectively
to Rehabilitation, Policy and Internal Affairs.
The Policy Committee had a very heavy agenda, but such
was the quality of General Fladgate's Chairmanship, that
this Committee completed its work prior to the other two.
The Internal Affairs Committee had as Chairman Major
Ghulam Hussien, of Pakistan, whose handling again of a
difficult Committee containing at least one elderly F rench
Constitutional Lawyer, won all our admiration.
From the point of view of Great Britain, the Assembly
was a great success. There was a marked increase in
attendance of the representatives of the coloured r aces, particularly those from West Africa; whose aspirations for
independence have led, amongst many other factors, to the
formation of ex-Servicemen's Associations, and it was felt
that the adhesion of these Associations to the Federation
could do nothing but good.
The main accent of the Assembly was on Rehabilitation
which is in accordance with the wishes of the British
delegation . Plans were endorsed by the Assembly to aid the
handicapped by means of grants for the setting up ofrehabilitation centres, fellowships for the training of personneJ, and for the provision of specialised equipment.
Federation plans for 1954 include an extension of its
rehabilitation programme in Asia and in the near East and
new developments in West Africa. T he project here is to
tart a Rehabilitation Centre n ear Kurnasi in the Gold
Coast where physically handicapped West Africans may be
aided to fit themselves to take part in industry and agriculture.
Dr. Ludwig Guttman, o.B.E., of the Ministry of Pensions
Spinal Injuries Centre, Stoke Manderville, was awarded the
World Veterans' Federation Rehabilitation Prize.
Before the Assembly there was a two-<lay Conference
of Rehabilitation Consultants and Advisors, a panel of
distinguished experts in this field, which besides Dr.
Ludwig Guttman included Group Captain C. J. S.
O'Malley, Director of the Garston Manor Rehabilitation
Centre, Watford.
Perhaps the best tribute to the good work done by the
Federation was the announcement that subsequent to the
decision of the Briti$h and United States of America to
withdraw from Trieste, Jugoslav ex-Service Associations
had voted £450 to aid Italian ex-Servicemen, victims of the
recent flood disaster in Calabria in Italy, and during the
Assembly the delegates of these wo nations formally and
publicly declared they would use all their influences to
ensure that the future of Trieste was settled without
recourse to armed conflict.
There was a great deal more to it than this. Not only
did t:he delegates of 23 different countries meet in the
various Committees, argue strongly, though always with
courtesy and friendship, but there were innumerably offrecord conversations between men whose governments are
to some extent estranged about their mutual problems.
Such contacts, conversations and amity can do no~hing but
good.
The British delegation was extremely pleased to see the
way in which this young international association is growing
up. The resolutions submitted were in general much more
sober and practical in context than a year ago. There was
much more give and take amongst delegates; much less

nationalism. In all it was a success in which the reputation
of Great Britain stood very high and all members of the
British delegation were respected, and their advice sought
on innwnerable occasions by delegates from other
countries.
Perhaps the greatest tribute to Great Britain was the
respect repeatedly accorded to General Fladgate whenever he appeared to take the chair in Committee, or to take
his seat next to the President. Invariably all the delegates
clapped.
D uring the Assembly he resigned as Vice-President
owing to expected pressure of work during 1954 in his
services to Royal Signals. He was, however, over
persuaded to stand for election to the newly created post
of Chairman of the Council of the Federation. His election
to that office was made by the final Plenary Session by
acclamation which .rendered the taking of formal vote
unnecessary.

Brigadier H. R. Firth acts as a "Teller" during the election of the
Federations' Officers for 1954

Bertrand Stewart
Prize Essay Competition 1954
"For many years it has been necessary for a large proportion of the Army to be stationed in the Middle East
as a strategic reserve. This has necessitated costly and
extensive troop arrangements for the relief of units and
individuals and has meant that Regular officers and soldiers
are often separated from their families for long periods.
It has been suggested th.at under modern conditions it
would be more economical and better for the morale of the
Army if the strategic reserve were stationed in the U.K.
with a fleet of transport aircraft permanently available to
take it wherever it was required at short notice.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this suggestion and say whether you think it would be practicable."
The result of this year's competition was as follows: Winner: Captain D. S. Clarke, Royal Signals.
Runner-up : Lieutenant-Colonel A. D. R. G. Wilson
M.B.E., A. & S.H.
The rules for the 1954 competition were given in the
July, 1953, and October, 1953, edition of The Army
Quarterly, but can be sent to you if you have not a copy
of thi review available.
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CommunicatioJ1s
with the
Falkfand Islands
Dependencies Survey
by W.

J. Meehan

" An OWL among the penguins"

THE

Falkland Islands Dependencies consist of that part
of the Antarctic which is administered by the Government of the Falkland Islands and includes the area from
Grahamland to the South Pole and the outlying islands to
the South Shetlands and South Orkneys. It is not intended
to fully describe the area here, sufficient to say that all that
is apparent is snow, ice and glacier-worn rock.
Six British bases are maintained in the territory by an
organisation known as the Falkland Islands Dependencies
Survey (FIDS). Their task is to further our knowledge of
this vast continent by survey and a study of its animal and
bird life, geological make-up and allied sciences. Long
term meteorological work is playing an increasing part in the
survey's programme and as far as its immediate value is concerned it hl!S already proved its worth with weather forecasts to whalers during the Antarctic summer whaling
season.
The main Grahamland base is staffed by ten men, normally a Doctor, two Surveyors, a Geologist, diesel mechanic,
W /T operator and four Scienti.fic assistants. The remainder
of the bases are staffed by five men-three Scientific assistants, mechanic and operator. They are relieved and restocked annually during the summer months by the FIDS
ship, the Royal Research Ship " John Biscoe." From then
on, during the winter months they are left entirely to themselves, except of course, for the ever faithful Husky dogs.
From this and a glance at the distances involved on the
adjoining map, it can be seen how important a part good
radio communications must play in the whole organisation.
Never before in Polar history has a communication system,
su.ch as this been attempted, let alone successfully maintamed. The nearest pre-war approach to it was by our predecessors of l3GLE (British Grahamland Expedition, 193437) who paved the way for us in so many aspects of polar
travel and existence. One notes in passing that the "signals"
officer with BGLE was a R Signals officer-Lieutenant
Meikle john.
Unfortunately for all concerned, radio was an unheard of
luxury in the early days of polar travel. How it would have

altered the fortunes of Scott or Shackleton, we shall never
know-but it has now become a necessity.
The radio equipment at each base varies slightly and the
station layout and aerial array depend entirely on the preferences of the individual operator. The standard main
transmitter in use at all bases is the RCA ET4336 (Admiralty
89) a CW /RT transmitter with an output of 250 watts. This
set is still in operational use in smaller ships of the Royal
Navy and gives comparatively troub!efree operation over a
range of 1.5-20 mes. An RCA speech amplifier unit is provided with the transmitter. Receivers are mainly of Admiralty B28 pattern (Marconi CR 100). Two are provided, one
for mains and one for battery use.
Mains power is obtained from two Enfield diesel engine
-run alternately. These also provide power for various
scientific instruments, for lighting and for battery charging.
In the event of mains failure a small wind generator is
brought into use for battering charging. There is no shortage of wind!
For standby purposes and for mobile use, sledging and
boating, the normal set is our old friend the Army 68 (and
18) set. It is generally agreed among operators "down
South " that this little fellow has worked wonders. It is
usually stripped from the rather heavy manpack carrier and
mounted in a homemade plywood container. As communication while actually on the move is seldom required it can
be used with a half-wave wire aerial. Distances of 6oo-8oo
miles on CW and 250 miles on RT are commonly worked
with this set, given fairly good conditions. Any normally
intelligent person can become a competent RT operator on
the 68 with half an hour or so's instruction, making it ideal
for use by parties away from base.
The uses of the main station at each base are many and
varied. Throughout the year, thrice daily, weather observations must be sent to Port Stanley in the Falkland Islands.
Following each of these three " weather skeds " is a " traffic
sked " when private and administrative traffic is passed to
and from H.Q. and bases. In an average day one will probably have two or three other appointments to keep on the
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air Perhaps medical advice for human or husky is required
fro.m the Doc at the main base or the Leaders of two bases
wish to discuss some particular problem over the RT. Then
there is contact to be made with a sledging party from your
own or another base. Information relativJ! to ~~ progrc:ss
of the journey is received and news of base activity, offi:c1al
and social is passed on. Many of the~e. contacts are a. l~ttle
one-sided during periods of bad condiuons, not s.urpnsmg,
considering the difference in power of the tw? stat.tons. ~ut
even if there is no contact with the outstation a short mformative broadcast is made.
Once a month, after the arrival of the mail steamer from
Montevideo up at Port Stanley, 200 word letters fron.i home
are broadcast for individuals on the .bases. Woebeude the
operator who misses this, for he will have .to endure the
wrath of 80 per cent of his 10<'.al po~ulat.ton. Pleas of
" QRi\i and QRN " are of no avail to him.
.
.
In the evenings the who!~ party often gathers m the uny
radio room for a gossip with neighbou~s on anoth<:r bas~.
Here they will smoke the operator's cigarettes, drink his
rum, and natter over the air with a la~k ?f proc~dure that
would bring tears to the eyes of Cattenck s hardiest procedure king. If you can imagine a slightly enlarged te~ephone
kiosk housing a small but select social club patroru.sed ~Y
what appear to be bearded tramps, then you can visualise
the scene. A wonderful fug and a ~hick tobacco smoke haze
within and a howling "force 8" without.
With the arrival of the summer, so 'weJccome nc:ws °,~
approaching ships is received-the R.R.S. Joh? Biscoe
or a naval frigate. The former leaves the U.K. ID October
and contact is established between her and the ba~~ by tJ:e
time she crosses the Equator. Day by day her posiuon will
be marked on a wall map as she draws gradually nearer.
Then comes the day of panic when she a~chors nearby and
the shore party go on board to greet ol~ fne~ ds and to make
new ones-and at long last to open their mail fron; home_.
Each base is also licensed as an Am~teur Radio Stat.ton
with VP8 callsigns. Using the base eqwpment contacts are
made throughout the world, particu:1arly at the end. of the
winter, when conditions are vas~J'. improved. . Durmg the
winter months with very low cnt.tcal frequencies the h:un
who wants to raise Europe must be prepared to "".ork durmg
the early hours of the morning, not alwar s a f~asible pro~
sition at a base. These contacts are pnzed m . the outside
world of amateur radio and so a good collect.ton of QS6
cards arrive with the mail. (Any of you hams hear VP8A
during 1952/3?)
'
·
h
Low temperature difficulties are encountered . with t. e
equipment but can be overcome. The ~ost i;iouceabl~ 1s,
of course, the usual cold starting troub~e with. diesel en~me~.
When all-night paraffin heaters prove msuffic1ent, starttng is
generally effected by the applica.tio? of flares or a few drops
of aether solv solution to the air mtakes. Mercurr vapour
valves prove troublesome and double the no:maI time may
be necessary to " season" them and for warm~g up. "."hen
camping, the sledge set is generally left outslde the mn~r
tent and operated from long key a~d eari?hone leads to avoid
trouble from condensation. .Static a~nals must be made
sufficiently secure in summer-time ~o ~thst~nd the wear and
tear of frequent gales, for re-erect.ton ~n .wmt~ would be a
very unpleasant task. A final hazard-it 1s advisable to keep
huskies out of the wireless cabin. . They are no respecters of
property and are not above chewmg a battery l~ad.
.
In case I am misunderstood, let me emphasi~e .that J;lls
radio duties are but a small part of an oper~tor s Job. "."~th
the Survey. He is expected to play his part m all a~t.ty~t.te~
and above all is a member of a team. The ~ther acuvmes.
Well that is another story. But to appreciate the South,
you :Uust go South.

THE DEPOT REGIMENT
The Spirit of C hristmas has invaded I_legim~n~l life
during the past few days and the pressure is begmrung to
build up to what promises to be a very full l?rogramme..
The proceedings open on F riday,_ 18th, with .the Regimental D raw with entertainment dunng the everung by the
newly founded Regimental" Goon Show." On ~unday, 2otJ:,
a Festival of Lessons and Carols led by the Regimental Choir
will take place, an All Ranks Christmas Dance on -i:ues~y
22nd and the kiddies party on Wednesday 23rd. Mixed ID
with 'this is the W.O.s and Sergeants' .Mes~ Chris.tmas Dai;ice
on Saturday 19th. T he big problem 1s qwte obviously ·g?mg
to be time, there just doesn't appear to be enough of lt.
The sporting month of the Regiment has been a full one
alth-0ugh the results do not reflect the many good, hard
games that were played.
.
"d
On 7th November, 1953, the Regnmental Rugby si e
played Dartmouth Old Boys. The result was a dra~n game,
no points being scored. It was a very bad day, ram. all the
time, and the backs chiefly left it to the fo~ards to kick an~
rush. On 14th N ovember, 1953, an?ther rainy..da~~ the Umt
was beaten by 6 points-nil, by Te1gnmouth A.
·
Concerning Football. Smee
our last notes "D ame L uc.k"
has not been with us in so much that of the three Seruor
matches played, one has been drawn and ~e two others lost.
In our game with Teignmouth A.F.C. ID the H~rald Cup
Competition we managed to hold our own on their ground
to the tune of four goals each. We are due for the replay
on our ground on the 19th of this month and hope to come
out the winners.
In the Devon Senior Cup we were drawn at. home !O
N ewton Abbot A.F.C. and went down rather he~vily by. S1X
clear goals. However, the result was I think a little un7ust
although Newton were by far the better team. They are of
course in a higher class of football than us and are a much
more experienced team. The game was kee? and hard
throughout and Williams gave a Vf!!Y ~ct;llent display as c;mr
custodian. (Congratulations to him IDcidentally, on bemg
C
selected for a Corps trial).
.
.
The following week we entertained Kmgsteign~on A.F . .,
the League leaders, and again went do~ figh~ to fi~e
goals to one. Another good, hard game m which we did
quite a lot but could not find the goal.
.
In the Inter:.Departmental League the Cooks' team are m
a very favourable position having W?n all five games played
with a goal analysis of 33 for, 6 against. A very good ~ffort
by a nicely balanced team. However the League con~nues
until late in the season, so their cap may be caught yet·
In tfue Torbay Wednesday League we had our fi:st success
by beating the "Devon General," the local trac~on people
by 7 goals to 1 on their ground. There were whispers o~
" Stan Mortensen" being in the Depot team on that day · ·
On Wednesday, 9th D ecember, the. Unit Hockey team
visited Plymouth to play 47 Coast Regiment RA.
Conditions were ideal, the ground perfect and ~e game
was ]ayed winh a great amount of spirit and enthusiasm. It
was ~ fast open game and although no goals were sco~ed
each goalkeeper came under constant fire from fast movmg

f

fo=g~j Ranks' Dance was held on Friday, 20th November

At the Dance, Mrs. P. G. Goodeve-Docker, the ComOfficer's wife, kindly presented the Cri~et Inter
Squadron Competition Cup to 1 Squadron, tlhe wmners.
We welcome to the Regiment Major L. G. Warren, D.C.M.,
who is in the process of taking over N~>. 1 Squadron (Draft.. ) Departures during the month mclude W.O.~I P. A.
mg . to embark on a new career m
. ciVI
. "] l"f
1
Mr· ·I
Parker
i e as P am
1

:?i~dlng

Wait until February, and then in Naeerby's eolumn
read the scintillating story of '' ~Iara the Blush "
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6 Boys

Training
Regiment
Representative Colonel Commandant at Blacon Camp

-Visit of the Colonel Coniniandant
to Blacon
*

Blacon CaII?-p, ~n. the morning of 17th November, 1953,
presented an mspmn~ spectacle as the two Units in camp,
H.Q_. A.E.R. Royal Signals and Western Command Signal
Regunent were drawn up in line, facing an empty saluting
dais behind which sat an enthusiastic group of spectators.
The parade was commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel R. H.
Copeland, Commandant, H.Q. A.E.R Royal Signals.
Punctually at rn.30 hours, Major-General C. M. F . White,
C.B., C.B.E., n.s.o., Representative Colonel Commandant
accompanied by the Chief Signal Officer, Western Command~ Brigadier D. St. J. Hoysted, and the Officer Commanding Western Command Signal Regiment, LieutenantColonel L. W. J. Dryland, arrived. As the Colonel Commandant stepped on to the saluting dais, the order "General
Salute-Pr~ent Arms " was given and the big day began.
After talcing the salute, General W<hite inspected the
troops on parade and returned to the dais. The March Past
which fo~ow_ed was. only, in the opinion of the spectators,
exceeded m rmpress1veness by the advance in review order
and General Salute which climaxed the parade. By courtesy of the Officer Commanding and officers of The Depot
The Manchester Regiment, their band was attached to u~
for _the occ_asion ~d there is no doubt that their playing,
dunng the mspecuon and the marches, helped immensely.
After th<: parade, the Colonel Commandant inspected the
camp, rnalcing a thorough tour of the H.Q. A.E.R. training
rooms, technical stores and vehicle park and Western CornS~g~l Regiments barrack rooms and NAAFI. The
mens dining hall and the W.0. and Sergeants' Mess which
are shared by both Units, were also included.
'
At t!he Sergeants' Mess, General White consented to pose
fBor the benefit of our private photographer, R.Q.M.S. R.
urge.
The visit to the Married Quarters was much appreciated
by the occupants. Mrs. Townsend and Mrs. Smith, whose
husbands have been posted to other stations in recent
months, were visited amongst others.
Th~ highlight of the afternoon "'.a.s the Families' tea party
held m the ~AAFI: All the families assembled enjoyed a
good tea durmg which the band played selections and had
the opportunity of meeting the Colonel Comma~dant in-

formally. All reports are very enthusiastic and everyone
voted the party a great success.
In the evening, the Colonel Commandant and the Chief
Signal Officer joined the officers and !!heir other guests in
the Officers' Mess for dinner, the band of the Manchester
Regiment being once more in attendance. During the
course of the evening General White entertained the Mess
by playing the saw, accompanied by the Band, and various
Officers produced an amusing playlet on "The Old and the
New" in Mess life. Among the guests were Brigadier J. F.
Metcalfe (B.G.S., H.Q. _Western Command), Brigadier D .
St. J. Hoysted (C.S.0.), and Lieutenant-Colonel Winkfield,
RE. (C.R.E., Mersey). Altogether the evening passed off
very enjoyably.
On departing, General White expressed his appreciation
of all he saw on his visit, and commented on the high
standard reached.

Lieutenant-Colonel A. J.
Keddie, first Commanding
Officer - October 1953 ~
December 1955
[Photo: courtesy Hull Daily Mail

man?
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R.S.M. M. Robinson, General C. M. F. White, R.S. M. Stoner. and
Lieut.-Colonel R. H. Copeland
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The late Boy Derek Miller
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The Boys returned from their summer leave on 28th
August and in spite of the long break, quickly settled down
to the many activities which have now become a part of the
daily routine of the Regiment.
One of the biggest tasks at the beginning of the term
was the organisation of the move of the Recruit Troop to
Brayton Camp, Selby. Although the Regiment ?ad only
been in existence some three years, numbers have mcreased
to such an extent that Normandy Camp, Beverley, ha
become incapable of holding them all, and as a result the
Recruit Troop, which caters for the basic training of all
new entrants had to be detached. It is pleasing to note,
however tha~ despite the separation, the Troop maintains
close co;tact with its parent Unit and remains an integral
part of the Regiment. •
.
On 15th September, Major-General P. H. de Hav1lland,
c.B.E., visited the Unit to confer the B.E.M. on Sergeant
P. D. Moloney, Royal Signals, for his outstanding work as
English speaking supervisor on the ALFCE exchange when
he was attached to the ALFGE Signal Squadron. We feel
extremely proud that such a. high honour has been bestowed
on a member of the Regiment.
On Friday, 2nd October, the whole Regiment was
shocked by the news of the tragic death of Boy Miller a a
result of an accident, in which he fractured his neck whil t
playing Rugby for the Boys' Regimental XV again t Hull
Grammar School.
Boy Derek Miller was an outstanding athlete and fine
all-round sportsman, with a natural style of running that
wa a joy to watch. He won the Junior Boy ' 100 yards in
the All England Inter-Schools' Championship in the
summer of 1951, and during his eighteen month ' ervice
with the Regiment he was both the Northern Command
and Army Boys' 100 yards print champion for two year.
in succession.
What endeared Miller to all who knew him wa the wa •
II

Regiment on Monday, 7th December. In addition to meeting boys working diligently at divers hobbies, General
White also inspected a Boy N.C.O. smartly dressed in the
newly proposed Boys' No. 1 Dress.
The improvement in the educational qualifications of
Boys leaving the Regiment for Man Service continues. Of
this term's output, 33 have passed the Junior Test
(equivalent to the Army Certificate of Education, 3rd Class),
23 have passed t>he Intermediate Test (Army Certificate of
Education, 2nd Class), and 16 the Senior Test or General
Certificate of Education. In addition a further 10 boys,
who have already passed the Intermediate Test, are awaiting the results of the November examination in the Senior
Test.
SPORTS

NORTHERN COMMAND BOYS INTER-UNIT BOXING SHIELD, 1953
The Regiment also won it in 1952. An account and names appear in the notes

in which he always gave of his best, whatever the occasion
whether on the running track, the rugger field or in hi~
military training.
~e was a boy entirely unspoilt by success, and with a very
bright future before him. His untimely death was a great
loss not only to ihis family and to the Regiment, <but also
to the Corps and to the Army.
The G.O.C.-in-C., Northern Command, LleutenantGeneral G. C. Evans, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., inspected the
Regiment on the 4th November. He saw the Boys in all
aspects of .their training and also witnessed the Trooping
of the Regrmental Standard. The General later kindly sent

CERTO

his warmest congratulations to all who took part in the
parade on their excellent performance.
This year for the first time, a Drill Competition was held
at York on 12th November, between the Boys' Units in
Northern Command. The 6o Boys nominated to represent
the Regiment trained conscientiously beforehand, largely
during after-working hours, and though they only came
third in the competition, they gave an excellent account of
themselves and would undoubtedly have merited a high
place had they not rushed the step in !!he final March Past.
The Repres~ntative Colonel Commandant, Major-General
C. M . F. White, c.s., c.B.E., o.s.o., paid a brief visit to the

CITO

The Senior Team passes out, December 1953
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The Boys' R ugby team, which was only formed last
season, has already reached a high standard. This season
they possess a remarkable record in that !!hey have not yet
lost a single match, and this includes the A.A.S. Harrogate,
whom they beat by 27 points to 3. The Boys have developed
a very keen intere t in Rugby and are looking forward
avidly to the formation of an Army Boys Inter-Unit Cup
competition next season.
With only one member of last year's boxing team eligible
to box this season, it was feared that our boxers could not
hope to emulate their predecessors. In addition several
promising newcomers were ruled out through the lowering
of the age limit to 17 years. However, tli.rough rigorous

2 TRAINING BEGIIUENT, ROYAi.. SIGNAl'.S

Durililg the month boxing has been a prominent feature
of sport, and we have achieved varying degrees of success,
both in International and Command matches. The Command match versus British Railways, York, which was a
team almost entirely from the Regiment, ended in a draw,
and the accompanying photograph shows some of the team
and their trainer prior to the match. Signalmen Heaynes
and Waters were both successful in their fights at London,
versus London A.B.A., and have two very attractive plaques
to show for it. At Stoke, Signalman Heaynes easily outclassed a German opponent and won a very attractive dinner
service, and Signalman Waters, who was unlucky enough
to connect with a lucky •p unch when he was well ahead on
points, thus Jost clle fight and won a tea service. The writer
was also fortunate in being presented with a musical
Coronation mug by the boxing organisers for his assistance.
The Regimental football team achieved a grand victory
over the Cameronians early in the month by nine goals to
one and has had varying degrees of success, and at present
are ninth in the league (of fifteen).
In cross-country running the team, although of necessity
-demobilisation and ,postings-varied, has had a fair
measure of success. Signalman K. Norris has had four
firsts and one second, and is still unbeaten in Inter-Regimental runs. In addition he finished first in the South v.
North d England run. Corporal Block has recently been
awarded Corps Colours at Stockton, and we hope to see
him with many more successes to his credit.
It would appear from the above that the Regiment does
little but run and box and play football. This, however, is
not the case, and work goes steadily on, making tradesmen
from the raw material and filling up holes in Units abroad
with the correct shaped plugs, according to the Golden Rule
as ordain,ed by War Office and Records.
A local branch of the Royal Signals Association has been
fupmed in the Unit, and it is anticipated that Corps Ties
will be even more closely knit by this new incursion. The
P.R.I., however, will still continue to sell Corps Ties as
advertised in nm WIRE. The other ties of Co11ps loyalty,
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training in their spare time and boundless enthusiasm the
boxing team rose to the occasion when the Northern Command Boys' Inter-Unit Boxing Championships were held
at Beverley on the 9th December, and they succeeded in
retaining !!he Shield which was won last year. Individual
titles were won by four boxers-Boy Quigg (flyweight), Boy
Johnson (feather), Boy /Lance-Corporal Hall (lightweight)
and Boy O'Donoghue (light-welterweight).
It is hoped that the boxers will meet with the same degree
of success in the Army Boys' Boxing Championships which
will be held in February.
It is with regret that we say goodbye to the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Keddie, who is leaving
the Regiment at the end of this term. Colonel Keddie joined
the Regiment soon after its inception in October, 1950, when
it was very much in its infancy. He had the formidable
task of organising an entirely new type of Unit, and the
measure of success, in such a short time can be gauged by
the large proportion of former Boys who have qualified
in " A" Trades and secured N.C.O. status in Man
Service and by the high standard of efficiency and morale
of the Regiment today.
Colonel Keddie, who ·himself represented the Corps in
boxing and cross-country l'UDiling, ·h as also shown great
interest in sport and as a result of his encouragement the
Regiment has already made a name for itself, particularly in
boxing, athletics and cross-country running.
AH ranks send him best wishes in his new appointment
as C.S.0 . H.Q. I A.A. Group.

and the badge d friendship are hardly won, and will always
be kept near to us all by these associations.
We welcome Lieutenant T. H. N . Rance, Lieutenant M.
Watts and Lieutenant Thomas, the first two with wives,
who are a welcome addition to the social circle, and the
third a love-lorn bachel-Or who has so far eluded the
machinations of Cupid's arrow and the essence of Psyche.
Having dipped into Greek mythology one hopes that readers
will not go so far as to portray our single officer as looking
into limpid waters with only a reflection in view.
The Sergeants' Mess has continued to hold its own in
the indoor league, where stars appear to blossom particularly at snooker and billiards, probably forced by the
size or thickness of the glass. (I have not had Mr.
Cuthbert's expert gardening advice on this). S.S.M.
Radcliffe has left for N.A.G., and S.Q.M.S. Mullins and
S.S.M. Thomson are welcomed to the fold.

(Ph oto: Todd & Btswick, Sco11011, Yorkt .

Trainer and Boxing Team before success at Redcar
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3 TRAINING REG IMENT LADIES ' CLUB
Back Row : Mesdames Butlin, Scott, Mcloughli n, Goldberg, Gentleman, Steel , Robson P., Robson J., Egglet on , Gi lks, Cordner, Colli ns.
Front Row : Mesdames Illi ngworth, Nash, Spence, Burke (President) , Stretch, Broadhead

3 T RAINING R EGIMENT

Well, here it is, 1954, and a very happy New Year to
everyone. Yet, strangely enough, we were sorry to see
December on its way.
You're all thinking of Ohristmas and the " whacko " time
we all had. Phew! Wish I could -remember more about
it-both Captain M . Cook, W.R.A.C. (Messing Officer) and
Captain J. Brine (Entertainments) had warned me about
rich food and excitement at my age, but how was I to know
this season's repast and fun would outshine that of last
year. Anyway, I'll not forget the spontaneous cheering that
greeted the Commanding Officer (Lieutenant-Colonel W. C .
Burke) and the fact I've still got a flippin' headache.
Yes! Christmas indeed played its part but the whole
month was an exciting one and not only does our "halo"
now seem brighter but we've added a pair of boxing gloves
for garnish.
And a proud Regiment we are with the season's first cup
safely on the sideboard-nothin'g less than winners of the
Northurnbrian District Inter-Unit Novices' Boxing Championship with a 17- 16 points win over 68 Training Regiment, RAC., in Mosul Gymnasium on 8th December.
. As I mentio?ed in the jottings last month, there's very
httl~ wrong with the. youngsters of today-clean, spirited
boxmg .and a team spmt that sent nostalgic" G" Company
memones rampant. Great credit to Majors A. E. Wood
and E. A. Sinnock and S.S.I. J. Treacey, A.P.T .C. for
o~anisation and training, and to the team, Lance-Corp~rals
Sb!r~t, Stanger and Morley, Signalmen Bentley, Clinton,
Wilkinson, Crabtree, Gannon, Allen, Gore and Simms for
so worthily upholding the Corps and Regimental traditions.
In the unavoidable absence of the District Commander
the Commanding Officer had the honour of presenting the
prizes. Proud? Yes, inordinately so.
That's not _all-the cross-country team under Major G.
tretch are lymg a comfortable third in the District Championships-:and only odd things like trade training and regimental duues appear to prevent us from leading 'em all.
The basketball team (Second-Lieutenant E. Hart) and
badm~nton team (~ajor N. A. C. Clubb) have successfully
nego?ated the openmg rounds of the District tournaments.
Can tt be that 1954 will at last reward patient endeavour and
a "non-gladiator" team spirit?

the Representative Colonel Commandant. During his visit
he took the Pass-Off Parade of No. 5 (Regular) Squadron,
after which he addressed parents and recruits. He then
saw the trairung of National Service Squadrons. MajorGeneral White spoke of many of the N.C.0.s and recruits.
The next day the D.C.I.G .S., Lieutenant-General Sir
Dudley Ward, K.B.E., o.s.o., paid us a brief visit. It was
unfortunate that on this day Catterick weather was truly
up to form and there was a thick fog. However, just before
his arrival it cleared slightly so that he was able to see
Regular and National Service troops on weapon training,
drill and P.T.
A further visitor to the Regiment was Brigadier H. R.
Firth, the General Secretary of the Royal Signals Association. He gave a very interesting talk to N.C.O.s and recruits
which will inspire us all to even greater efforts to spread
the gospel of our As~ociation.
On the entertainment side a most successful Regimental
All Ranks' Dance was held on the 28th November to help
raise funds for the children's Christmas party. It was very
well attended and a most enjoyable time was had by all,
including the two Pipers who played for Scottish dancing.
Great credit is due to the organisers and to those who
decorated Baghdad Gymnasium so tastefully.
From the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess comes
news of a very enjoyable evening when, at the latter end of
November, a party of members of the Mess and their wives
were entertained by ex-W.0.II H. Hills, now "mine host ."

Could be ! And the hockey, soccer and rugger teams
appear to have " disgorged the two d igits "- so hail 1954
and its at:tendant promise.
December will also be remembered for the visit on 9th
December of the Colonel Commandant, Major-General
C. M . F. White, C.B., C.B.E., o .s .o. This was indeed a happy
affair-the General prodigious memory and obvious delight
at again meeting so many who had served under him was
a joy to behold- and his words of " Signal " advice and
encouragement to the " youngsters " was a greatly aippreciated gesture.
Two days later we were again honoured. This time by
the D.C.I.G.S., Lieutenant-General Sir Dudley Ward,
K.B.E., c.B., o.s.o. Short though the visit, the General was
obviously impressed with our workaday appearance and
training, and especially so wi·t h the W .R.A.C. operat:,o r
switchboard training.
And our final visitor was none other than the General
Secretary of the Signals Association (Brigadier H. R. Firth),
who again addressed a large audience of Regular soldiers
and National Service Men on the Association's aims and
fnnctions. It is again significant that there was an upward
swing in membership queries, and these we shall consolidate
without doubt.
So often have I written of the Regimental Ladies' Club,
and although tlle photograph is not fully representative you
can see for yourselves just why it is so popular, and Mrs.
Burke tells me 1954 promises to be "really something." I've
had a peep at the social programme--wish I could think
of an excuse for attending.
Welcome to Major Ray Underwood, of the Royal
Australian Signals, and Captain I. B. Gram-Hansen, and
congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. T. N. Bennett on the
"arrival of the first "- a boy.
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the presentation of a small memento from the Mess.
Heartiest congratulations are offered to Sergeant F .
O'Brien and Mrs. O'Brien, who tied the maritial knot on
the 4th December, 1953. All members of the Mess join in
wishing them every happiness for the future.
Our soccer team continues to go from strength to strength.
In the Army Cup competition we have been successful in
the second and third rounds, first of all by beating 66
Training Regiment R.A.C. 4-1 at Catterick on 20th
November, and secondly by beating 17 T raining Regiment
R.A. 2-1 at Oswestry on 8th December after a hard game.
A series of matches is being arranged against professional
clubs to provide stiff opposition for the team which we
hope will eventually win the Army C up. The first of these
was played at Catterick on 3rd December against Sheffield
Wednesday and resulted in a win for u s by 4-1. It was a
very interesting game to watch with our side having the
initiative most of the time, and it gives an indication of our
standard in beating a First D ivision team of the calibre of
Sheffield Wednesday.

Catterick
Jottings

by n acerby

C ome in '54-So Long "53
That's the trouble, being in Catterick-things happen in

the outside world like whole years slipping by and Christmas
falling (by kind permission of Barleaux and Regimental
Orders) on 25th December, that one is a little bewildered by
these rapid changes. It certainly affects one to an alarmin~
degree-I arrived in the S.T.C. in December, 1951, and tt
seems as though I have been here two years.
Honestly !
Nevertheless I knew it was 1954-and I've a pile of unpaid
1953 bills to prove it-good mind to send all those tradesmen to Coventry.
Barleaux: "Good topical stuff that, Nacerby."
Me: " Ssh! Don't wake Uncle Alf."
And so a very happy New Year, everyone-and you have
placed your 1954 order for THE WIRE, haven't you-and
paid your subs? Good !
Overl1enrd-The Sn"lngs ol l 953 ..•

Colder today: I remember when we once had shin sleeve
order.
Again? Remember that one he dropped on the Square?
That bloke makes me sick.
Thanks-I'll stand in for you sometime:.
Every week-end I get caught for something.
Rat, that's what I call him.
I suppose I ought to put my bolt in-if I can find it.
Can't tell me what's on at the Ritz-I suppose?
Know what's for supper?

7 TRAINING REGIMENT

This month has been marked by events which illustrate
the many activities of this Regiment and show that in
addition to our military function we are able to enjoy ourselves as well as maintain a full sports programme.
On the military side we were particularly pleased to be
visited by Major-General C. M . F. White, c.B., c.B.E., o.s.o.,

of the Red Lion, Coxhoe, Co. Durham. The occasion was

The D.C.l.G.S. being met by Lieutenant Colonel J. P. North , M.B.E.
on his visit to 7 Training Regiment
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Could you lend me a fag old man?
Only six more days to pay day.
N ever been so browned off since I joined up.
Very seldom I get away with it like that.
Every time-hopeless. You know what he was in Civvy
Street?
Rather lucky I saw orders wasn't it?
Spud bashing again tomorrow. We do it every time.
An y mail Corp? Haven't had a letter since yesterday.
Two teas while you're there, Bert.
I think he's a lousy sender.
Organised chaos-that's us.
Never a dull moment! Blimey l
IS
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Stop Press-lat Edition N .C.l.s
Hav~ been pre_ssing for a long time for an issue of Nacerby
Council Instructions, and due to delay with Christmas sport
et~, now have pleasure in reproducing N .C.I. No. 1 : ~
'
In future, when berets are worn, hair cuts will conform
to the diagram."
And the best of luck!

That Driv ing Se rial •••

The Clerk of the Weather looks like being on a "thick
'un:" H ere's the War Office laying down fuel schedules and
telling-sorry, ordering that Winter will fall on lst
November, and here we have the mildest December since
18-something or other.
:WWch, as ;Bareleux would say, proves something- if you
think something wants proving.
Wh_at's this to do with driving? Dunno but:
Ten little driver boys, thinking driving fin~
One forgot to check his brakes, then there 'were nine
·
Nine little driver boys drove at a steady rate,
~e w~t too .r uddy fa:.t, then there were eight.
Eight little driver boys driving down to Devon
One slept at ~e steering wheel, then there we:e seven.
Seven little driver boys up to lots of tricks
O_ne ~how~ off a bit too much, then there 'were six.
Slll: little driver boys, glad to be alive,
~e r_an out. of petrol, then there were five.
Five little driver boys, perhaps a little raw,
One thought he knew it all then there were four
Four little driver boys as hawy as could be
·
One ca~ght a ~utie's eye, then there were three.
Three little driver boys said, we must get through
One ~shed t?e traffic lights, then there were tw~.
Two .little driver boys on a daily run,
One 1~nored. the cross road sign, then there was one.
One httle driver boy cut in just for fun,
He hit an omnibus, now there are none.
16
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(Reprinted from the Canadian Military Journal)
. Suggested decoration for all those who have taken part
m any week-end retreat by forced march from Richmond
t? Catterick~participat~d in the daily victory over depres~ion,. nostalgia, opera.tor s cramp and the o6oo hours slee.pIJ?-g sickness and survived over two years at Catterick without
yielding to cowardly desires to drink, smoke or find escape in
complaining conversation.
With bar added for all who have stood in seventy cinema
queues, fifty-one NAAFI queues and/or thirty-nine ablution
queues.
Design of eight . pointed star to indicate the heavenly
scene upon proceedmg to breakfast for choice of eight meals :
l, Bacon; 2, Sausages; 3, Spam; 4, Sausages; 5, Sausages; 6,
Sausages; 7, Sausages; 8, Sausages. The eight points are
also indica~ve of the eight things to do at the week-end :
I , Go tRio.Richmond; 2, Go to Richmond; 3, Go to sleep; 4,
G o to chmond; 5, Go to Camp Centre; 6, Go to Richmond; 7, Go to sleep; 8, G9 to Camp Centre.
A light grey tone in the centre of the ribbon indicates the
concrete roads, the loose gravel of the square and general
appearance of the sky, the complexion of the Squadron
office personnel, the NAAFI tea and the general outlook.
The grey tones away to a light brown with a deeper and
imperishable browning off at the edges.'

. and now one from me to my old instructo r at Cattericka three minu te record of high speed mo rse • . . "

of Signals

Fifty colorful years of progress and development ... from
the days of relative obscurity to a role as one of the vital
components of the Canadian Army-was celebrated by the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals on October 22, 23 and
24.
Focal point of all anniversary activities came on October
24 at Vimy Barracks, Kingston, Ont., home of the Royal
Canadian School of Signals.
. Publ~c ceremonies that day included a full-scale parade,
mspecuon and march past, demonstrations by the RCCS
despatch riders team, performances by Active and Reserve
Army Signals band and various social events.
The anniversary ceremonies coincided with the annual
meeting of the Canadian Signals Association. Guest speaker
during the annual dinner of the association at Vimy
Barracks the night of October 23 was His Excellency tl:le
Governor General of Canada.
This historic, 5oth milestone paid tribute to the officers
and men who have contributed to the development of a
branch of the service which organized and operated the
complex communications system of two wordd wars built
the vast radio network that unites the Northwest Terfitories
and the Yukon, and brought Canada's military comm unications to its present high standard.
On October 24, 1903, as the result of a prolonged campaign by a young staff officer, the late Captain Bruce
Carruthers of Kingston, Ont., the " Signalling Corps
(Militia)" came into being with an establishment of 18
officers and 6o men. Thus Canada came to have the first
signalling corps in the British Empire, fur it was not until
after the First Great War that other independently organized
signal corps were authorized.
In 1913 the Corps was renamed t!he Canadian Signal
Corps and upon the outbreak of the First Great War a
signals company accompanied the First Canadian Infantry
Division overseas. By the time the Armistice was signed
the Corps was represented in France · by four divisional
signals units, a divisional artillery signals unit, a field
artillery brigade signals section and a corps signals unit.
D uring this war one of the Corps' most illustrious officers
rose to prominence. He was Col. Elroy Forde of Kingston,
now retired, through whose ardent persuasion following the
F irst World War, the General Staff was convinced that a
need existed for Signals in peacetime. It was Col. Forde,
too, who sought and finally gained a permanent home for
the Corps at Vimy Barracks in Kingston.
In 1921 t!he T itle Royal was granted to the Corps by His
Majesty the late Ki ng George V, and a depot was established
at Camp Borden, Ont. The Corps did not move to its
present permanent home near Kingston until 1937.
OFFICEll TRAINING WING, SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

Jihe pa t month has been an eventful one for the Wing.
" Operation Tanker " took all our drivers, giving them an
opportunity to show their capabilities, and incidentally
causing training programmes to be re-cast. Though many
of the drivers did not drive the large articulated tankers they
did good work and enjoyed themselves.
In sport we continue to have a successful season, particularly in SmaU Bore Shooting. We now lead the Garrison
Small Bore Senior League and have three nominations for
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the Army Team. At hockey we have won four of our nine
matches in the Northumbrian District League and expect
to do better in the future. At rugger Captain D . W. Callaghan, Second-Lieutenant J. N. Hancock and SecondLieutenant J. N. Taylor have played for Northern Command, and with Captain J. R. Ellis all played in the Corps
Matoh against the Royal Engineers. The Unit Team is
still in the Northumbrian District Knock-out Cup, having
rece~tly won a closely contested match with 65 Training
Regiment R.A.C. In the Northern Command Cup we again
played 65 Training Regiment R.A.C. and won 16-3. At
soccer we lead the District Junior "A" League on goal average. During the month we beat Royal Signals Wing 10-2,
drew with 7 Training Regiment Royal Signals " B " team
3-3, and lost to 4 Training Regiment Royal Signals 2-1. We
may yet end the season at nhe top of this league.
Officer Training Squadron. The finals of the Quarterly
Boxing Matches took place on the 2nd November, 1953, and
there were several excellent fights, notably the heavyweight
contest between Second-Lieutenant J. A. Wells and SecondLieutenant I. C. I nman.
Officer Cadet A. K. Sneddon was awarded the Commanding Officer's Prize for the best Officer Cadet in Course 312.
Technical T raining Squadron. The Squadron provides
four members of the Unit Small Bore Shooting Team and
also has a Squadron Team in the Junior League. Basketball and football are also popular sports within this
Squadron.
H.Q. Squadron. Major K. A. Nash, the Officer Commanding, has recently written and produced at short notice
a Revue "Here It I s " for the Cary Theatre. The show
went off well in spite of remarks in a local paper made by
a reporter who walked in unnoticed at the dress rehearsal.
The Squadron is busy preparing for Christmas and it
would appear nhat our cooks have benefited from their
courses at No. 4 C.I.C.
General. In conclusion it can be said nhat the Wing looks
forward to the ew Year, when we will be training larger
numbers of cadets than we have for several years.
EASTERN CO.l\IMAND SIGNAL R E GllUENT

Nothing of great importance has happened during the
past month, there have been several minor upheavals, such
as the arrival of Second-Lieutenant Stucbbury as D .S.O.
to Eastern Command Signal Office, causing a slight dislocation of traffic at London Airport-and our new R.S.M.,
Mr. Douthwaite, who we hear has turned the Sergeants'
Mess upside down, probably for the good of its soul.
The Army Commander is corning to visit us shortly on a
"routine" visit as he has not seen Warren Camp before.
Of course, normal work will proceed; no special arrangements you know-the Radio Mechs lounging about their
shop, Command Wireless Troop wondering what to do with
their spare time, Sergeant Maddock and his men busy
repairing trucks? Ha, ha. Little do they know.
We are sorry to see several familiar faces leaving us, we
have already said goodbye to Sergeant Allen, and Corporal
Brooks and S.Q.M.S. Turvey will recire himself shortly.
SCOT T ISH COMMAND (M) S IGNAL REGIMENT

This month has been a quiet one here in Glencorse Barracks. We have seen the end of our seven week course of
Individual Trade Training and the Regiment now contains
many wiser and more confident tradesmen.
Another group of A.E.R. personnel have joined us for
their fifteen days training and have settled down well to
the extensive programme provided for them.
We have also been vi ited this month by the 7 Training
Regiment rugby team, who were up here in Edinburgh to
play 8 Training Regiment RE. We hope we contributed
;n some small measure to the team's successful game, and
they left us with our best wishes for greater succe in the
future.

c
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On the 27th November we held s grand All Ranks' Dance
which wa very well attended and was a great success.
e welcome this month Lieutenant E. L. Burt, W .R.A.C.,
and Second-Lieutenant J. Traynor, W.R.A.C., who returns
to us from a course at the School of Signals. We also welcome Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Jenkinson, who will be replacing
L ieutenant-Colonel (T.0.T.) Britton, o.B.E., and wish him
a pleasant stay with us.
Our congratulations go to Corporal Whalley on his marriage to Private Ethel Turner of our W.R.A.C. Squadron on
the 31st October, 1953. Corporal Whalley would like to contact Lance-Cor poral J. Brown, ex-attached 26 Field Regi.:
ment R.E., M .E.L.F., who returned with Corporal Whalley
to this country on the 24th March. Would Lance-Corporal
Brown write to him at this Regiment.
Lastly our gratulations go to Captain and Mrs . C. D elyleT urner on tlhe birth of their infan t d aughter.

SIGNAL WING, SCHOOL OF
EN'GINEERING

b ard of their truck only to have th em devoured by a
hungry dog. One officer narrowly escaped frostbite through
sleeping with his foo t outside his blankets; and one detachment, in true cavalier style, lanced a local bus with its poles
tele wood. We live and learn.
T he amenities of the S.M.E. cater in first class fashion
for almost every fo rm of outdoor or indoor entertainment.
All married personnel are provided with quarters within
a mon th or two of arrival.
T<he Wing have recently opened an Amateur Radio Station G3JC1 and have already exchanged calls with most
European countries and some even further afield. We welcome a call on 7 megs morning and evenings of most days.
It is rumoured that the All Arms Signal Training "get
together," Dovetail Terrius, m ay be held here at the end
of next April. Both then and any ot:her time we welcom e
visitors from the Corps who are in the vicinity.
Greetings and best wishes for the new year to all members
of the Corps especially those serving with the various Nan
Troops.

~DLITARY

Being such a small outpost of the vas t signal empire, we
do not send regular n otes to THE WIRE but it was felt fitting
at this festive season to establish communications and send
greetings to members of tlhe Corps.
This Wing was fonned j.n March 1950, on the disbandment of the All Arms Wing at tlhe School of Signals. It is
the smallest of the AI'ms Signal Wings, the complete staff
being shown in the attached photograph amongst a setting
of training aids and other necessary equipments. There are
only four members of the Conps, Major Pidsley, Chief Instructor, Sergeant Jones, Instructor, Lance-Corporal Cooper
and Signalman Nabb both R~dio Mechanics. The majority
of the staff, that is, one officer, one Q.M.S.I., tihree Sergeants
and two Electricians are Sappers. The civilian clerk and
storeman complete the picture.
To be in this Wing is a great opportunity of serving with
our parent corps at the S.ME., which is their equivalent to
the School of Signals at Catterick. Teaching the Sappers
signalling may be considered teaching one's grandmother
to suck eggs but it is amazing what grannies forget.
The Wing runs courses for RS.Ls and Regimental Signallers from October to June and assists the T.A. in the
summer season. In addition to this tib ere are continuous
minor tasks such as training officers or supplying communications for anything from floods to ceremonial occasions.
The climax of training is the four or five day exercise
when the complete course tours the south of England. These
exercises prove excellent value both for teaching wireless
working and station admini tration unde;r near-active service
conditions.
We have bad many good laughs. There was the detachment who left their rations of steak and sausages on the tail-
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Radio Society of G reat Britain Exhibition 1953

The Corps was again represented this year at the R.S.G .B.
Exhibition which was held from 25th-28th November, 1953,
at the Royal H otel, Worburn Place, L ondon, W .C.1.
The Royal Signals stand was organised by a detachment
from this Regiment under the Second in Command, but this
year we were helped out during the actual show by members
of the Army Emergency Reserve and Special Air Service.
M ajor D . W. J. H aylock, R oyal Signals A.E.R., who commands the A.E.R. Signal Sq uadron was himself present for
long periods at the time and spoke to the Amateur Radio
enthusiasts in their own· language and met personally many
"hams " with whom he had worked, on the amateur bands
but had n ever met in person .
The Exhibition was officially opened by Brigadier E. S.
Cole, c .B.E., C.S.O. Southern Command, whi lst the Director
of Signals, Major-General W . 0. Bowen, c.B., C.B.E., also
visited the exhibition. Our stand was well situate d directly
in front of the one and only entrance, and a large Corps
facia panel in the shape of a shield was hung directly overhead. The equipment displayed was as follows : -

It is ~pecifically de igned t·i have a very high standard of
frequency resetting accur:.:r;y and stability. An op~cal projection system enlarges the scale length to an equivalent of
120 inches for each bwd to achieve the first aim and use of
rhe Mullard high stability capacitor does much to reduce
the overall frequency drift to a minute fraction of the signal
frequency. (One part in 20 or even 40 thousand is quoted
by the m anufacturers). T he receiver is robustly made and
looks as though the Navy had quite a say in its shape.
Some twelve diffe rent types of vibrators, opened up for
inspection, were displayed to show the present types under
development for the services. This exhibit was loaned by
S.R.D.E.

Tape Recorder

A Valve Amplifierless Loudspeaker

An R.E .H . 1 tape recorder was available for the public
to record their voice. l A.A. M ) Signal R egiment kindly
made W.R. A.C . personnel available to operate this exhibition.

The Great Northern Telegraph Company kindly loaned
us one of their iiand driven loudspeakers. This speaker was
described in the January 1953 copy of the Wireless World
and for its amplification relies upon the Johnson-Rahbeck
effect, i.e.' the electrostatic attraction between the surfaces
of a conductor and a semi-conductor which slide upon one
another and between which is applied a suitable electrical
potential. The model exhibited consisted of what appeared
to be a perfectly standard re-entrant horn P.A. speaker
mounted on a tripod. The only strange part was a small
handle fitted at the rear end. By turning the handle and
speaking into the associated mike a good 6 watts o~ audio of
good intelligibility were produced, and for very little !1and
cranking effor t. T he turning of the handle revolves a cylin~er
provided with a semi conducting layer. A metal ~and wi~
one end fixed to the diaphragm of the speaker is held m
tension round part of the semi conductors periphesy by
means of a metal spring. The coefficient of ~riction betw:eri
these two surfaces is then altered by applymg the varymg
mike voltages to the semi-conductor. The speaker is fitted
with a 6 volt motor to avoid hand-cranking but when no
battery is used the motor becomes a small generator and
energises the mike.
We had no experience of this equipment and naturally
oave it a trial in Chelsea Barracks prior to the Exhibition.
We hung the mike in front of a domestic receiver playing
dance music and faced the speaker out of the barrack room
window towards the drill square and duly turned the handle.
Our surprise was as great as that of the Guards drilling on
the square when the strains of Edmundo Ross sud.de~y
burst on the morning air like an atom bomb. A slll111~
equipment is undergoing investigatio~ at S.R.~.E., and lt
is thought that it may well ~ useful m _the s~rvices as well
as in civilian life for its performance is quite equal to a
similar sized equipment with valve amplification.

A Display Panel of Vibrators

Oscilloscope and Valve Tester
T hese two items were shown as typical test apparatus
available in Royal Signals workshops.

A 40 Display Panel
An A 40 exploded "nto its component parts laid out on a
panel was loaned by S.R.D.E . and sh<;>w~ the latest . subminiature techniques. A block schematic diagram of this set
was also shown. An 88 set in a perspex case was shown
alongside so that an easy comparison could be made between
the present and future man pack sets.

S .A.S. Equipment
Wireless equipment used by the S.A.S. during the last
war behind the enemy lines was exhibited and includ~d ~e
" B2 " set with a 2,000 mile range and yet only weighing
about 30 }b. for the OOI?tplete station. A.Isa. shown was the
"A" set with a 500 rmle rnnge and weighing only 20 lb.
approx.; and finally the M.C.R. I personal receiver which a

This piece of equ ipment kindly loaned by the Commandant, School of Signals, Catterick, shows in analogue
form how r adio waves are reflected or pass through the
various reflective layers in the ionosphere.
It consists of a shallow rectangular frame measuring 4 ft.
by 2 ft. 6 in. by 6 in. deep. A metal plane with three undulations running right across corresponding to the E, F1 and
F2 layers, is set within•this framework at a slight angle to
the horizontal. Ball bearings are then released from an
inclined chute pivoted at the corner of the frame and run
up the metal plane where they are " reflected " by one of
the undulations or "layers. " The height of the chute is
calibrated in frequency and the pivot allows the angle of
radiation to be altered. The apparatus therefore enables a
student to be shown the effects of frequency and angle of
incidence on the reflection and skip distance of radio waves.
This apparatus was o.f particular interest as an associated
plaque explained how it was presented to the Director of
the Royal Corps of Signals by General Spektoren, the
Director of the Norwegian Army Signals as a token of friendship between the British and Norwegian Signal Corps. It
was, in fact, designed by an officer of the Norwegian Signal
Corps.

A Display Panel e>f Relays
S.R.D.E. loaned us a panel on which some fourteen different types of relays were mounted without their covers. This
exhibit was popular with the many " hams '~ who w~e on
the look-out for ideas on relay control of radio transmttters.

Amateur Built Receiver

All-Wave General Purpose Communication
Receiver GFR 562
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U.H.F. Exhibits
Captain J. A. Bladon, Royal Signals A.E.R.,. who is the
second in command of the A.E.R. Squadron, kindly loaned
some U.H .F . exhibits which had been made or in some cases
modified by himself. The exhibits included D isc Seal
Triodes Reflex Klystons, Coaxmical Mixer Cavities, Wave
guides ~nd T-junctions suitable for working on frequencies
of the order of 2,300 and 3,300 mes and over 10,000 mes.
These exhibits were beautifully prepared and Captain
Bladon, whose call is G3FDU, was present for some of the
time to explain his techniques.

The Ionospheric Training Aid

This receiver is at present undergoing trials to see if it
will be acceptable for use in the Army. It is a very high
grade 16 val"Je superhet with a frequency range of 640 kcs
to 36 mes in six bands, with CW, MCW, AM / PIM facilities.

5 valve superhet covering a frequency range of 100 kcs to
15 mes, the receiver alone has about half the volume of an
88 set less battery.

A part of the Royal Signals' Stand at this year's R.S.G .B. Exhibitio n.
The new all-wave General Purpose Communication Receiver GFR
562 is shown on the right
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Finally, we showed an all-wave communication receiver
constructed by Corporal Houghton, Royal Signals A.E.R.,
call sign G3AMO. The construction achieved a desire to
simplify the design and reduce the number of controls to
a minimum in such a receiver. The frequency range was
1.7 to 20 mes but space had been allowed on the chassis for
a 2 meter converter to be fitted at a future date.
The Exhibition was well patronised considering that there
were only about fourteen separate stands and the appeal was
mainly for RSGB members. The R.A.F. had a stand but
Royal Signals 'Was alone i_n the ~my fi~I~..
.
The object of our showmg at this Exhibition is to attract
amateur radio men into the Royal Signals A.E.R., and the
interest taken in the Army stand was good so it is hoped
that time will show increased recruiting for the A.E.R.
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Anti - Aircraft f:Mmmand
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I A.A. (lU ) SIGNAL BEGI.HENT

Brigadier R E. H. Hudson, o.s.o., the Deputy Commander of l AA. Group, inspected the Regiment on the
27th November d uring the course of the Annual General
Administrative Inspection, and a Regimental parade and
march past were carried out.
Sergeant T. Stephenson was presented on mis parade with
the B.E.M., which was awarded to him for his work in
connection with the East Coast floods of February, 1953·
The Regimental soccer and hockey tea.ms have played
matches as below d uring November, 1953: S occer
v. Gravs Wednesday
v. Grays Police
v. 57 H .A.A. R egiment R. A.
v. P.L. A., Tilbury
H ockey
v. Essex Agricultu re College
v. 1 6o Bnn ery 57 H .A.A. Regiment
v. R.A.F., H ornchurch
v. 63 H .A.A. Regiment R. A.

Lost
Won
Lost
Lost

12-1

Lose
D raw
Won
Lost

4--0

6-3
6-1

3- 2
1-1

3-1
3-<>

Lieutenant W. S. D awson again represented the Corps
at hockey, playing goalkeeper during their Southern tour,
2nd-5th December, 1953.
T h e Regiment has now embarked on a full programme of
winter training and, in addition, we h ave a Regimen tal
Week-end planned for 12th/ 13th December, 1953, and an
inspection by the G.O.C.-in-C. A.A. Command on l~th
December, 1953·
4 A.A. (.H) SIGXAL BEGilUENT

The story of the last six monnhs or so is a record of
contti.nued setttling rin and improvements. Last January
now appears very far away, for it was then we left the
comparative comfort and bright lights of Warrington to
move into a rather desolate cluster of buildings vacated by
hardy harvesters. The picture is now very different. All
the buildings have been painted both outside and inside,
with the barrack rooms particularly palatial in the irresistible cream and green.
As usual Annual Camp provided the major activity of
the year. This time we migrated to Devon where at
Pl~sterdown Camp, a profitable and, for the most part,
enioyable fortnight was spent. The highlights as far as
Training was concerned was " Exercise Agrippa " the
brain child of Major J. 0. M. Williams, M.B.E., and enthusiastically carried out by the whole Unit. On the ocller
side of Camp life, every evening was occupied with either
a film show, a dance, or a Squadron Concert Party or a
a;iach outing. The concert party given by 71 A.A. (M)
Signal Squadron T.A. was of a very high standard and the
Regiment g:Uned great prestige by holding it o.n me night
that the Duector of W.R.A.C., Dame Francis Coulshed,
D.B.E., T.D., A.D.c., and several other Brigadiers were visiting
us. No. 79 A.A. (M) Signal Squadron upheld the honours
of the ~egulars by also laying on a very creditable if not
~o polished performance.
Second-Lieutenant R. D.
Gilchrist discovered some considerable skill as a compere
and dark horses appeared on all sides. The regulars managed to hold tiheir own on the soccer field as well but
vociferious supporters of Swansea and Birmingham' who
both produced very good teams out of very small numbers
almo t persua~e~ themselves ~at they had won. Perhap~
the best descnpuon of Camp 1s that the time passed witih
incredible rapidity.
Despite the fact that we are such a small Unit and consequently face severe manpower problems, we have yet
m'.111aged to produce teams in all sporting spheres. Our
cricket team despite being hampered by the lack of a
ground, managed to win most of its matches while our
athletics team, taking into account the very fe~ members
we had to draw from, acq?itted itself nobly in the Group
Sports. At the present time, our football team, despite
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a large numbe.r of eJ?-forced changes, is playing well and
would appear to be m for a successful season. By next
winter, it is hoped to have our new sports ground complete with football, hockey and cricket pitohes ready for
use.
. Both _our regular W.R.A.C. of?.cers have recently got married, Lieutenant Maureen Atkins, now M rs. Francis h as
gone to live in Westmorland, and Captain Eva Ro~ ' n ow
Major Melmore, is still with us but goes out in Ja~uary.
From now on, may all their trou bles be little ones! Very
sorry we are to see them go, they have done a great deal
to produce a very efficient and happy family. We are proud
?f .our W.R.A.C and ~~ marriage rate, unwelcome tihough
It is, confirms our op1ruon of their worthiness.

18 ARMY GROU P SIGNAL REGDIENT

We had been warned about "Afl Aboard '" our task was
to m ove the Regiment some 200 miles and di.stall all communica?o?-s for H ._Q. Nor thern Army Group including
firs~ pnonty locals, m seven days. Just to help, it had been
decide~ at ·t he last moment to disperse the T.Q. into a
colJecuon of groups some three or fo ur miles apart.
The balloon went up at lI.3~ on Monday, 9th November,
1953· By 12.30 the barracks displayed a scene of animated
confusion. All l Squadron arrived on site by midnight.
Just to remind us of home comforts, the OIC Weather
put on a special frost, which r eminded everyone of the
comforts they'd left.
Tuesday was notable as the day when the cookhouse fed
a stream of strays from dawn till midnight.
We all went to work, and between us got the job done in
six days two hours, to the satisfaction of the C.S.O. and
the Staff.
Thus having had a chance to thaw out, the Regiment
has been settling down with renewed enthusiasm for life
in barracks. All sorts and varieties of upgrading courses
instructional courses and just courses have had a chance t~
get under way.
The last of the AF's G.998 have been duly signed and
despatched, and consequently Troop Officers and their
Sergeants are looking much happier than usual.
The Regimental rugger team has gone from strength to
strength. Out of eleven matches we have won ten: Signalman Mullins has scored 54 of the 208 points scored for us
and in our match against 2 L . of C . Signal Regiment, ~
the first round of the Inter-Onit Signals Cup, we won
19-3·
Our hockey team defeated 17 /21 Lancers, 5--0 in the
first round of the Army Cup, and in the match against
1 A.S.S.U. in the Lubbecke District Cup, Sergeant Cantle,
by scoring five, brought his own individual totaJ to over 50
goals this season! Our next match is against our old
rivals I I Air Formation Signals.
The Regimental boxing team had an easy win over l
Wireless Regiment-we only lost one bout.
We welcome to the Regiment our new T.O.T., Lieutenant
J. C. Ashman, who has already disappeared into the Wireless Carrier Troop. Recent departures have included our
long-suffering Assistant Adjutant, Second-Lieutenant R. A.
Acton, off on N .S. release, and Lieutenant E. J. Brooks, on
appointllllent to a Cipher Commission who has gone to our
new sister Regiment, 19 Army Group Signal Regiment.
We wish both of them success in their respective spheres.
True or Not True?
A SignaJ Officer walked into an R.M.P. Information Post
on "All Aboard." The N .C.O. on duty rose smartly to
his feet saying " Sir, I beg to report that the telephone is
now through."
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Up rose another N.C.O. from a dark corner:
"Sir, I corroborate that statement."

19 AlllUY GROUP SIGNAL REGIMENT

R.H.Q. and 2 Squadron. Captain D. Galbraitih of "Display-teams-of-the-past" fame joined the Squadron and
entrenched himself as second-in-command after that seat
had been vacant for some time. We welcome bis experience and his Scottish industry.
Not long after bis arrival we handed the manning of
Rhine Army Signal Office and Exchange to an 18 Army
Group Signal Regiment Detachment, and put in a spot of
mtensive training for Exercise "All Aboard."
The Exercise proved to be a smallish affair as far as traffic
was concerned, but the work of organising and preparing
the communication plan was considerable and kept the
T.O.T. and bis T.M. Troop very bu y. Others had more
time and during the preliminaries a good deal of practice
traffic was passed between the various Signal Offices. The
following " verse " appeared as part of that traffic. Message
from D.S.O. 19 Army Group Signal Regiment (housed in
permanent buildings) to D.S.O. 18 Army Group Signal
Regiment (housed in tents):
Our hearts go out to NOR THAG Sigs
On whom rain and sleet are beating,
Whilst we here are snug as happy pigs,
Kept warm by central heating.
We pity them in their office tents
With nights so cold and chilly,
We'd like to change places with good intent,
We would? Don't be silly!
So stick it out you lusty men,
Don't let the side down, be stout hearted Fellahs,
Remember when it's minus ten
Ouc tihoughts are with you from these warm cellars !
The reply came back from those tents in " terse cold and
proud verse" D .S.O. to D .S.O. thus:
Though your cellars may be warm
Whilst our tents are very torn,
We feel no cold so we are told
Because we're soldiers strong and bold
Who'll face t!he enemy in all kinds ol weather
Living here amongst the heather.
For we are fresh with eyes like cats
And not a load of cellar rats !
The Officers' Mess has moved to the old 1 Corps H.Q.
Officers' Mess and a certain amount of official house-warming has taken place, althougih the offioal party is to be in
early January.
You'll be hearing more of that and news d our sportin'
life in future notes.

2 SQlJADBON 2 L. OF (;. SIGNAL REGIMENT

Apologies to our regular subscribers for the omission of
notes from the December issue. Our regular scribe has been
busy touring Europe, and has just realised that the notes for
the January issue are almost overdue. A brief resume of
the Squadron achievements since the last notes, will indicate
to past members of the Squadron, _that we have lost none of
our skill or estn·it de corps. Pride of place goes to the football team, who, like the mighty Arsenal have slowly crept
from the bottom of the loc:il league to a very respectable
position in the table. The Squadron entered three te<l!Ds
for the District Small Bore League. To date the National
Service Team have won the N.S. League Championship,
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while the Squadron "A" Team are top of the "All Comer '"
League with only two more matches to shoot.
During November, General Sir Richard G ale, C. in C.
Northern Army Group visited District Headquarters, on this
occasion the Squadron were asked to provide the guard and
although very little notice was given, drill and turn-out was
of a very high order and earned the commendation of the
C. in C. and the District Conunander. During the visit,
S.S.M. W. L. Mayhew, was introduced to the C. in C. by
the District Commander.
Social and educational activities have included visits to
the State Brewery, the Continental T yre F actory and the
Hanomag Motor Works. Our very sincere thanks are extended to the Directors of the firms for the excellent organisation and hospitality extended by them to this Squadron.
Sergeant Dady has been invited to represent the British
Army of the Rhine at Hockey, and S.S.M. Mayhew has
played in the B.A.0 .R. T rial Matches.
This month we said au revoir t.o Captain and Mrs.
Elsmore on their departure to civilian life. We wish them
most sincerely all the best of luck and assure them they will
be sorely missed.
NO. l wmELESS REGIMENT

November has been a momentous month. The Regiment
has been redecorated. After weeks of chaos, corridors filled
with tubs and buckets of paint and incoherently gesticulating German painters we have at last emerged fresh and
shining. It is hoped that the apparently innate desire cl.
Signalmen <to run up the walls and over the ceilings will
now be restrained.
The barrier across the main entrance has been found in
pieces once again; it has been established that this was due
to the endeavours of the duty driver to get in and not to
members of the Regiment trying to get out.
The activities of I Squadron goes apace. The square
resounds to the sound of oonununication drill and it is
doubtful whether anyone other than O.C. l Squadron
knows just how many upgrading and D. and D. courses
we have in progress at once.
A great deal of sport has been played with mixed success.
The hockey and soccer teams have done well and we appear
to have the makings of a very good basketball team.
We congratulate Captain Baldwin on bis marriage and
Captain Bell on the birth of a son, Kevin. Captain Baldwin
takes over as Adjutant from Captain Leatherland who has
retired to the seclusion of Royal Signals Wing, Catterick.

11 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

Unlike the housewife the Regiment had a " Spring Clean "
in November for the Annual Administrative Inspection.
Brigadier E. C. J. Woodford, C.B.E., n.s.o., Conunandcr
Lubbecke District and bis staff, gave us the "once over" in
a very thorough manner-leaving no stone unturned as the
saying gcies.
We have not as yet had our report but rumour has it that
we get a very good " pass " in this examination, maybe even
a "D."
We continue to hold our own in rhe sporting world fortunate of course in the fact that we do enter the 2 T.A.F.
Competitions as well as the Army ones. Plenty of practice.
Results to date on Soccer and Hockey are more than satisfactory and in the Rugby and Cross-cQuntry we are placed
nicely. We open the Boxing season against our friendly
enemies-Northag Signal Regiment--and on their present
record we look like having a great match on the nth December, 1953·
The Regiment has completed its Annual Range Classification. A lot of our N.S. Men have discovered that a Red
Flag has another meaning besides the political one-but the
enjoyed themselves and are learning quickly.
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6 Armoured
Rugger Cup, no wonder the Tank Corps motto is "Fear
Naught," nevertheless we "have a go " and someone has
to win.
One of the highlights of the month was a visit from
the C.-in-C., B.A.0 .R., who spent three hours with the
Regiment during which he inspected the Quarter Guard
and prei.entcd S.Q.M.S. Young with the B.E.M. During
lunch in the Offic~rs' Me?s he commented very favourably
~:m the fine collect~o~ . of silver and was especially interested
m the latest acqumuon-an excellent model of a wartime
A<;:.V prese~ted by the wartime Officers of the Regiment,
with the assistance of the Corps Committee. Our pictures
show some of the events of the General's visit. One unrehearsed incident-which luckily went off with a laugh,
occur~ed after lune~ whei;i the General, who is fairly large,
sank mto an armchair, which promptly collapsed under him.
He still thinks we did it deliberately .
. Although Christmas will have come and gone by the
u me these notes appear, we must mention that the Christm as atmosphere is very much in evidence here.

2 L

The G.O.C.-in-C. inspects the Q uarte r Guard

We would like to open our notes this mon th by wishing
all old members .and friends of the Regiment aJl the very
best for the conung year.
Th~ past i;nonth has involved us in a series of visitations
and mspect:ton~--0f telecomns equipment, vehicles and
fi_nally preparauon for the Annual Administrative Inspection.. On th~ " lighter " side we h ave been doing our
physical efficiency tests and having our innoculations
brou~t up-to-date-;-not a good combination.
Socially the Regunent .has been very active . Our very
successful All Ranks Signal Association D ance (which

raised £ 45 for the Association fund s) was followed by an
equally successful Officers' Mess D ance and finally the
W.0.'s and Ser~eants' Mess gave an excellen t party whioh
was greatly. enioyed by all p resen t-including the new
G .O.C., M aior-General F . N. Mitchell, C.B.E., o.s.o., and
a large number of the Officers, Warrant Officer s and
Sergeants and ~heit' !amilies from the Headquarters.
.on the sportmg side we have been equally active, but
with r ather less success. We were narr owly defeated by a
~oyal Tank Regiment in the Hockey C up, by 3rd R. Tanks
m the Soccer C up, and by a Royal T an k Regiment in the

The General presenting the B.E.M. to S.Q.M.S. Young
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R.H.Q. and I Squadran. During the past month we
have had two · detachments of 5 Medium Wireless T roop
and one detachment of 6 Medium Wireless Troop attached
to us. In addition our first draft of L inemen have arrived
to commence the formation of a Con Troop. One and all
have now settled down and playing no small part in the
commitments and daily running of I Squadron.
During November we were called upon to assist in a
small way with Exercise "All Aboard." We provided personnel for SDS runs and DSO. In addition we had a few
extra lines on our Exchange. Though this assistance was
only small, we pride ourselves it was nevertheless important
and useful.
On Remembrance Day a contingent of the Unit took part
winh Rhine District in a Remembrance Day Service and
parade.
In the B.A.0.R. Signals Inter-Unit hockey competition
we have beaten 83 Group Air Formation Signals 6---x.
This is a ,g rand start, but only a start, we have not finished
yet.
At soccer, we were not so fortunate, in that we got knocked
out of the Army Curp by the Sherwood Foresters 9-3·
Every Wednesday, throughout the season, we play in the
Rhine District League. Though not yet at the top we hope .
to be at the end of me season. Within the Squadron InterTroop football has commenced. This is proving most
popular.
At rugby we succumbed to superior forces, namely 18
Army Group Signal Regiment-the tune of 15 to 3.
3 Squadron. Little to write about this month. Sport is
our main pre-occupation outside our normal d uties.
The Squadron soccer team has shaken down considerably
and shows more than a little sign of becoming a very good
team indeed. Time alone will confirm mis but we are
moving up the league table and are now in the top half.
A Squadron hockey team took the field recently and
administered a sound beating to the R.A.S.C. New
challengers are now eagerly awaited.
We were honoured by a visit from Brigadier Coryton,
C.S.O., N or thern Army G r oup, during the month. In spite
of the difficulties under which we have worked ever since
the Squadron was formed he appeared to be very favourably impressed by all he saw and we trust he will visit us
again in the not too distant future. We were also visited
by Lieutenant-Colonel A. V. Benton. This was a visit we
were NOT pleased ·to receive becau e it was his "farewell"
visit prior to ha nding o ·er command of the Regiment. We
can only say that we are more than sorry to lose him and
wish him the best of luck in his new appointment.
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:; AGR A (A.A.) SIGNAL S q UADUO.
In July the command of the Squadron changed from
Major J. Ray to Major R . M . Bircumshaw. The former
left for service in Korea, where it is to be hoped that life
will be as pleasant as it can be.
The Squadron took part on " Exercise Coronet" during
July, and covered a considerable mileage, finally ending up
in Holland. At one stage we were handicapped by a tendency to " blow up" the 53 set and only our productionline conveyor-belt system of supplying sets to the broadcast
link kept things going. On this exercise we learned muoh,
including the need for a new uadesman on establishment,
namely Jack's steeple, aerial erecting; how to disguise command vehicles as haystacks on the Q-ship principle, without
a conflagration, and, we believe, our O.C . now knows not to
eat lighted cigarettes.
But perhaps our finest hour was when we were given a
detachment of Radio Relay to bridge the River Maas.
Hamlet's vacillation was nothing compared to the indecision as to whether we were to be deployed on the
autumn man<>euvres. Finally to " fox " everyone we went
off on our own " Exercise Lockout," and handed our
barracks over to spectator officers for "Grand Repulse."
To aohieve good wireless communications the H.Q. staff
and the Fire Command Battery were dragged, albeit a little
unwillingly, to the top of the Minden r idge. Here there
was a quarry, which worked day and night, giving good
battle simulation noises, and this, coupled with our own
pyrotechnics heliped to make inter-unit raiding more
realistic.
One particular highlight was a patrol against the Fire
Command Battery, which meant scaling seemingly prec1pitous " jungle "; we believe the 0.C. was saved from
losing us by a gunner signaller with a loud voice. This
raid was definitely successful, but not so a further one,
when Driver Broomfield lost an argument with a barbedwire fence, and Signalman Gibbons unfortunately uied to
capture the Brigadier, but the Brigadier won. Was it
surprising that the afore-1llentioned Signalman was later to
be seen doing fatigues?
However, despite our boyish pranks communications
worked, and we ended the training season on a high note.
Life has now become a series of priority crises.
There is a great deal to •r eport concerning extra-mural
activity, as it were. In this connection our soccer team
m ust take pride of pl ac~. We are proud to record that we
can lllOrmally hold our own with the AGRA (AA) Regiments and have beaten a full regimental side on occasions.
Driver Dunbebin ably captains the team and he has had
good suipport from Messrs. Jewkes, Burrough and Keating.
Also in connection with football, S.S.M. Lafferty organises
the AGRA (AA) Minor Units League, whilst Sergeant
Ewens is Secretai:y of the Referees Association for the
AGRA (AA) and outlying area. Is this why our capable
Second-in-Command, Captain McCarthy, is now a qualified
referee?
The Squadron rugby team goes in fits and starts; what
we lack in skil:l and science, we compensate by enthusiasm.
The cricket season was rather chopped up by exerci es,
but some good games were had. Particular mention must
be made of the match involving Officers and Sergeants
versus The Rest. The "old men" were handicapped by
not being able to bowl well over-arm, and the fact that
Lance-Corporal Beever hit a fine 70 against them. No
doubt Driver Martin still wonders how he bowled that
" Chinaman" to dismiss his O.C.
Finally a new innovation-riding.
Several of the
quadron have started to learn; Signalmen Miller and
Williams will soon be challenging Colonel Llewellyn, not
to mention Hawkey, who was jumping (to his . urprise I)
his first time on a horse.
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The run down of troops in B.T.A. involves a run down
in Royal Signals and we shall be reduced to a Squadron
with H.Q. and a troop in Klagenfurt and a troop in Vienna.
12 Wireless Squadron will still continue to flourish at Graz
but they will be the only unit of any size there.
37 Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron is being
disbanded and there is much regret that this lusty infant, now
very firmly walking on its own feet, should come to so untimely an end.
B.T.A. is a first class station and it is a pity t!hat the
strength of Royal Signals has to be less. Several drafts
have already left and the railway station at Klagenfurt has
been the scene of boisterous yet somewhat touching farewells. Very few have wanted to leave. The large numbers
turning up to say good-bye have been ample proof of one
of the Army's greatest assets-the spirit of comradeship. T o
all those ex- "B.T.A.-ites" who are now serving elsewhere
we send our very best wishes-sorry you had to go.

Visit of Representative Colonel Commandant
During October we were delighted to have with us for
five days Major-General C. M. F. White, c.B., C.B.E., n.s.o.,
Representative Colonel Commandant for 1953.
Being small and ~mewhat scattered we could not mount
all the ceremonial t!hat attended his tour in B.A.O.R., nevertheless we hope he carried back with him memories of the
genuine pleasure and esprit de corps that his visit produced.
He saw a good deal of Austria and the maximum of the
Corps-particularly married folk. We still recall his hostess'
confusion in Vienna when in a moment of mental aberration
she enquired as to how he was enjoying his period of " Camp
Commandant " ! Honours were even next morning when
the General thanked the same lady for an "exceHent cup of
tea " when she had served what she considered to be coffee!
These things will happen.

*

*

*

We may be small in numbers (less tlian a Signal Regiment)
and scattered over a large area but we take barticular pleasure
in playing DAVID, in sport, to the GOLIATHS of the
infantry battalions-and with some success.
Keeping up the Corps tradition we have just won the
~.T.A. inter-unit Rugby Football Cup beating R.E. (Austria)
m the final and such doughty opponents as the Middlesex
and the Green Howards in earlier rounds.
Some of the team learnt to play rugby since coming to
B.T.A.-we have a nursery for beginners.
Apart f!om this, during the summer, we triumphed over
the battalions and reached the final of t!he inter-unit cricket
where ou~ old fri~ds RE. (Austria) proved too good for us.
In the mter-urut team athletics we were third, being narro~ly beaten by the Middlesex unit out of second place but
bemg well ahead of the Green Howards who were fourth.
Our hockey team acquits itself well and we are prepared
t~ J:old our own in basket ball, water polo and tennis. Association foo~ball results have been a little disappointing but
w~ have ~gh hopes of the Royal Signals (Austria) team
dou~g well m tfie knock-out competition about to start.
·
.Fmall)'., we mte~d to take ski-ing very seriously this year
with a view to domg well in the B.T.A. championships in
February 1954.

*

*

*

Vienna Signal. Troop. Once again we make ~ur presence
known, after bemg absent for a month. The past month
has bee~ notable firstly for a visit by our Colonel Comfnandant, Maior-General C. M. F. White, c .B., c .B.E., n.s.o., and
secondly the success of our Soccer team.
'.fhe Colonel Commandant was impressed with Vienna, of
:viuch he manag~d to see quite a lot, and appeared not ununpressed by Vienna Signal Troop itself. He met the
Office.rs, Seruor N.C.O.s and their wives at a cocktail party
held m the Park Hotel.
In the football worW, the troop has done quite well in the

first half of the league, having won four out of five matches.
R.A.F. Schwechat were too good for us the first time, but
we hope to at least play them to a draw next time.

Betfor Signals
Hey, Mr. Editor-we in BETFOR Signals are not dead
and buried yet! We are still very much alive and kicking
(the latter to good effect judging from the efforts of our
football stalwarts).
At one stage we certainly th~ught our days could be
numbered on the fingers of two hands (with perhaps a
couple of .big toes thrown in) and everyone was hard at
work ~eking up ~tores and equipment, leaving out only
!)be mmun~ reqwrements. It became quite dangerous to
go near. Wrreless Troop for one was liable to be bundled up,
crated m a 3 x 2 x 2, labelled and stencilled before you
could say" How many dozen more crates do y~u require?"
Has anyone seen Co.l'poral Matthews, our ju-jitsu expert
'
recently? ?
The days now tend to drag on, especially for the married
blokes whose families axe gone. Nails and screws are
gradually being extracted from boxes except in the "Q"
Stores, where we suspect that the tidy and safe custody
of stores with no transactions and the perfect answer to the
" Spot 0ecker" provid~ rt he most heaven sent opportunity
of all tune.
TJie recent demonstrations kept the troops confined to
barrac~s, a~d o~ly essential duty personnel were allowed out.
T~e s1tuatlon 1s now back to normal and preparations are
gomg forward for t!he Christmas festiviities under the direction of our 2 IC, Major T. P. Saunders, who has been lucky
enough to arrange Christmas leave for himself!
U.K. leave has no"'.' recommenced after a halt of eight
weeks, much to the relief of all ranks. All being well no-one
should miss a brief srpell in U .K.
What~ver happens. here, .w.e. are still keeping Signals in
front with our &portmg activltles. The Unit foo~ball team
under the guidance of W.0.II Chapman, B.E.M., has been
playing well in t!he Corrunand " B " League. Results so far:
Pl~yed 3, won 3, lost nil, for 14 goals, against 7. Great
things are expected from our team, as we are much stronger
th.an last season. The loss of Corporal Lee on N.S. release
will, however, be keenly felt. At present there is no
league hockey, but friendly matches are played, and we
have won our first four games. We now have at long last
a qualified umpire in !'1-a.i?r ~· P. S~unders who, many
years ago, he tells us, failed m his pracucal test having done
a petifect theory paper in some hard station. We are
expecting. great feats from our Unit boxing team who are
bemg trained by S.S.M. Markey for the Command Boxing
Championships in January. They are all very keen and
the early rising seems to be having a good effect.
We were extremely sorry to have to say gaodbye late in
N?vem~r to Major L. G. Wardley, M.B.E., and Sergeant
Wilson, both of whom returned to U.K. for medical
reasons . We all hope that they will have a speedy rec-0very
to perfect health. Major Wardley had been Command
Cirpher Officer, Senior Duty Signal Officer and O.C.
Operating Troop for over three yea:rs and received his
M. B.~. and promotion to his present rank early this year.
C.aptam T. P. Canham ?as handed over 24 Infantry Brigade
Signal Troop to Captrun J. Tate and left us on posting to
the S.T.C.
After a long and hard fight against the inevitable we were
forced to close our Officers' Mess during November. The
members are now very comfortably housed in Devonshire
House and there seem to be no grouses against the excellent
food rprovided. It is believed, however, that one officer at
least, has had to visit the tailor to have "a piece put in 'the
back " of his waisvband.

SHAPE SIGNAL SqUADRON
This month we welcome Sergeant Kennedy, our latest
new arrival, and congratulate Corporal Druett and LanceCorporal Gammer on the successful completion of their
P.T and D. and D. Courses. Sergeant Stowe is at present
on an Amphibious Warfare Course.
The Squadron football team continues to show promise
and although the hockey team has not yet beaten the
SHAPE Supporting Battalion team it is only a matter of
time. It is apparent that W.O.II Grant has some promising
runners for the Squadron cross-country team which is now
entering in the Inter-British Unit Cross-Country Competition organised by AAFCE. The competition is expected
to take place at Fontainebleau next February.
The weather CQntinues very mild for the time of year
and the M.T. Troop is duly grateful. However, there have
been several thick mists as a result.

IPlain Tales

I

by Barleux
Initial Issue, 1954
.
Here's to you as good as you are,
And here's to me as bad as I am,
But as good as you are and as bad as I am,
I'm as good as you are as bad as I am.
Well, there must be someone who hasn't seen that before.
I think it was composed by Gilbert Harding, who never
seems to be quite sure that he is as good as the other man.
A happy New Year to you all. If you are mixed up in
world affairs, and who isn't these days, I hope that 1954
will bring you a better deal than 1953. Perhaps you will
be home from Korea or the Canal Zone. It may be that
you will be excused guards or pick up a stripe. Not that
last year was all that bad, but every year has a chance of
improving on its predecessor. I hope it keeps fine for you
all. Whatever you do, avoid making a heap of New Year
Resolutions. Just make one. Become an annual subscriber
to THE WIRE. (Advt.).
Uncle Alf: You didn't say anything about coming home
from Germany.
·
Me: Don't be silly. Who wants to come home from
Germany?

Seats In All Parts
Many of the cinemas in this country are beefing about
the loss of business due, so they claim, to the attraction of
television. The time has now come for me to put cinema
owners, film barons, directors, producers, continuity girls
and itsy bitsy musicians in the picture. They are all right
off the beam. Loss of business is due, not so much to the
rivalry of TV as to the unsuitable material displayed by
the cinemas. The number of tenth rate picnures shown is
fortunately decreasing, but although quite a number of very
good British made films are coming along they are nearly
all ruined by a totally unnecessary background of what for
want of a name we will call music. Actually, some of it
could really be music and no doubt would be appreciated
in a different setting or conveyed by another vehicle. The
worst offenders are documentary films where it seems to be
necessary to have waterfall music, mountain valley, shipyard, cloud, meadow and river music. Sometimes it stops
or tones down for the COMmentator or the actors if any,
but more often we have to guess what they are saying.
This is bad enough but when a potentially decent film
like "Genevieve" is sent out with a mouth-organ dithering

through it from beginning to end one really begins to
sympathise with those patrons who walk out swearing never
to return. Perhaps it is cheaper to have just a zither or a
mouth-organ rather than a full orchestra. Either way the
noise gives most people "the willies."
Uncle Alf: They call those things harmonicas these days.
Me: Think nothing of it. What they call the sergeantmajor is not necessarily what he really is.

Blow Gently
Does it ever occur to you that we place too much trust in
medicines, tonics, ointments, salves, balms and all kinds
of sucker bait? I am inclined to agree with the writer of a
letter in one of the national dailies. He advocates. pushing
one's soapy little fingers up the nostrils whllst washing in
order to cure the common cold. He adds that he discovered
this remedy forty years ago and hasn't had a cold since.
The Cold Research Unit ought to be told about this. It
might save them a lot of time and money.
I remember when I was a small boy at school I though¢
it would be ·a good idea to put my thwnb on my nose
and spread my fingers in the direction of the headmaster
who happened to be writing something on the blackboard.
I looked round and smilingly acknowledged the admiring
glances of my form mates. It was a pity that when I again
faced front the Head was regarding me with what I in later
life came to re<:0gnise as concentrated hatred. On this
occasion you may well believe that I "caught a cold." So
you see, there might be some connection somewhere if only
we could discover it. Let me know how you get on.
Arishooooo !
The Remedy
What else could it be but Smacko. Try the large bottle
which contains rather more than the little one. Thousands
of lem:ers from infuriated customers. Remember the name
Floggo. Stops coughs, colds, spotted nose and pimples on
the forehead. Read this letter from Ted Ray. Dear Sir (he
means me),-Before taking your Plonko I couldn't play a
note. Today, I can play a note quite easily.
The Green Paper
Ukann Larfe, the world famous detective, sat facing the
mysterious Madam X in a private room at the Cafe au Lait.
Madam was extremely angry. She had looked at the green
paper and had turned deathly white. Ukann Larfe was
very puzzled about the whole thing. " Madam," he said,
"You must believe me. I haven't an inkling." He
made a note on his cuff. Remember to get some inklings.
He wondered what they were. " Monsieur Larfe," said
Madam X, her voice shaking with rage, "je vous advise aller
a la Place Pigalle and tthere vous will find beaucoup inklings.
Maintenant get out of my chambre. Va t'on, scrarnmez
vous." As the charming lady was in the act of balancing a
knife to throw, the intrepid detective thought it might be a
good idea to leave. He leEt. He descended the stairs deep
in thought. He thought it was a good thing he had managed
to retain the green paper. He thought that Madam X was
still an extremely attractive woman but wondered why she
had not turned the hue of ashes like the others. Madam
X opened her dqor and yelled down at him. "Because je
suis all burned up." Ukann Larfe thought she must be a
thought xeader or pecllaps. she had read the script. He
sat down at a table in the cafe and ordered a bottle of rum.
Several of the men with beetle brows were still there. They
eyed him sullenly. Ukann Larfe noticed that the room had
gone very quiet. The beetle brows slipped furtively
through the back door. The bar tender turned the hue of
ashes. (I knew somebody would). The silence wa
broken by a deafening crash as a square foot of soggy turf
demolished the bottles and glasses on the shelf. Hermoine
Larfc sat down oppo ite her husband and smiled happily.
" So there you are," she said. Ukann Larfe drank a pint
of rum and looked his wife in the eye. He spoke. " Did
you turn the gas off before you came out?"
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Mrs. Wheatley presenting the Cup to Sigmn. Swan, I Inf. Div. Sig. Regt., for second place in the Individual Championship

THE WHITEHEAD CUP
Two rounds standing at 100 yards. The end of the run down from 600 yards

A very successful first Royal Signals (M.E.) Central Rifle
Meeting was held at Fanara Ranges on 26th-27th November,
1953. Thirteen teams entered for the Unit Team Championship and 125 individuals for the Individual Ohainpionhip.
The conduct of the Meeting was based on the AR.A.
Central Meeting at Risley. The competitors for the
Individual Championship had to fire a Whitehead Match
and a Roberts Match. The best 16 of the Roberts Match
went forward to the final stage, which was an Army
Hundred Match. For a Corps which is not primarily concerned with small arms very creditable scores were obtained
in such a severe test of marksmanship. The conditions on
the Fanara Ranges are not comparable with those at Risley,
Although up to mid-day the light is very good. We were
very lucky with the weather as it was bright and calm
throughout the Meeting. On the evening of the last day
it rained very hard.
The most entertaining match to watch was the Falling
Plate Team Match. Teams of four could compete in this
match and so there was sharp co:npetition between the
smalle: units: The breathless dash of a hundred yards to
the firmg pomt followed by rapid loading was as much a
test of physical fitness as a test of marksmanship for those
tt3ms who had to fire more than once.
Air Formation ~ignals walked off with all the team prizes
except one, and mclude the Royal Signals Middle East
Individual Champion, Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. K.
Hewletc, amongst their number.
Lieutenant-Colonel
Hewlett also won che Pistol Match and the Pool Sweepstake.
You can't shoot a good man down !
A Bisley atmosphere was created by the strange assortment of "uniform " worn by co:npetitors, but the Risley
5louch hat was conspicuously absent. Nearly all the officers'
.D. caps are now ruined by the backsight cutting into the
peak.
. It was a gra d sight to se~ 32 competitors moving abreast
m the rundowns of the Whnehead and Roberts brightened
by the tragi-comically spectacle of a well-~ officer
taking up the wrong firing position on one occasion.
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Everybody enjoyed the Meeting, even the hard working
and sorely tried range officials and butt markers. The
District and Command Rifle Meetings are due to take
place in the New Year and Royal Signals should do well.
It will be most interesting to see if someone who attended
"Little Risley " in 1953 and became keen on competition
rifle shooting does well at Risley next year. Plans are
already afoot for "Little Risley, 1954."
Brigadier G. H. Bell, c.B.E., in the absence of MajorGeneral M. S. Wheatley, C.B., C.B.E., who unfortunately was
indisposed, ad.dressed the gathering before Mrs. Wheatley
very kindly presented the prizes.
J.

2.

INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM RESULTS
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP
(a) Whitehead Cup. Winner, Sigma . Swan, l Inf. Div. Sig. Regt.
(b) RobeTIS Cup. Winner, Lt.-Col. Hewlett, 4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt.
(c) Army Hundred. Winner, Lt.-Col. Hewlett, 4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt.
(d ) Individual Champion-Open. HPS 550.
Score
Winner Lt.-Col. Hewlett, 4 Air Fron. Sig. Regt.
332
Second Sigtllll. Swan, 1 Inf. Div. Siri. Regt.
330
Third Sigma . Gordon, 4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt.
295
(e) Individual Chantpion-Cp/s. and below . HPS 550.
Winner Sigmn. Swan, r Inf. Div. Sig. Regt.
330
Second Sigm.'1 . Gordon, 4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt.
295
Thild
Sigtllll. Jones, 4 Air Fmn. Sig. R egt.
286
(f) Sixteen entrants qualified to fire in the last stage of the Open
lndiuid1<al Championship, and the final placings in addition to
(d) above were: Score
4th S.Q.M.S. Vaughan, CAFSO Branch MBAF
288
5th Sigmn. Jones, 4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt.
286
6th Sigmn. Drysdale, 2 AGRA Sig. Sqn.
277
7th Lt. Adams, l Inf. Div. Sig. Regt.
266
8th Major Green , CAFSO Branch MEAF
258
9th Sigmn. Thursfield, 3 I "lf. Div. Sig. Regt.
254
roth Lt. MacGillvray, 16 Indep. Para. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
252
uth S!!t. Arnott, 4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt.
236
r2th S1gnm. Bodys, 16 I~dep. Para. Bdc. Sig. Sqn.
235
13th Major Burrows, CAFSO Branch MEAF
234
14th Lt.-Col. Thorpe, 3 GHQ Sig. Regt.
223
15th L/Cpl. Swift, 16 I"ldep. Para. Bde. Sig. Sqn .
2r5
16th Cpl. Roberts, 1 Inf. Div. Sig. Regt.
213
UNIT TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
Winners 4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt.
Sigrnn. Gordon
Major Burrows
Sigmn.Horswill
Capt. Kilminster
Sigm."l. Jones
Sgt. Arnott
Ddv. Griffiths
Sigmn. Chamberlain
Runners-up 4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt. "B/'
Col. Gordon
Cpl. Hayward
Lt.-Col. Hewlett
L/Cpl. Livesley
S.Q.M.S. Vaughan
Sigmn. Robertson
Sgt. Clarke
Dvr. Bell
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5. FALLING PLATE TEAM MAi:CH
Winners r6 Indep. Para. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
Lt MacGillvray
Cpl. Muckstep
Cpl. Ashton
L / Cpl. Swift
Runners-up CAFSO Branch MBAF.
6. INDIVIDUAL STEN MC MATCH
.
Winner Sgt. Shepherd,
r6 lndcp. Para. Bde. S!g· Sqn.
Seco;:id Sigmn. Gould, 16 ~ndep. P~. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
Third
Dvr. Bell
4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt.
7. INDIVIDUAL PISTOL MATCH
4 Air Fm:i. Sig. Regt.
Winner Lt.-Col. Hewlett
3 Inf. Div. Sig. Regt.
Second Major Hunter
4 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt.
Third
Major Tebbs

OFFICERS, W .O.'S A ND SGT.'S UNIT TEAM MATCH
Winners 4 Air Fron. Sig. Regt.
Col . Gordon
Major Burrows
Lt.-Col. Hewlett
Capt. Hutley
Major Tebbs
Capt. Kilminster
Second 3 Inf. Div. Sig. Regt.
Third
3 GHQ Sig. Regt.
4. CORPORALS AND BELOW UNIT T EAM MATCH
Winners 4 Air Fmn. Sig. R egt.
Sigmn. Horswill
Cpl. Hayward
Sigmn. Jones
Sigmn. Chamberlain
Dvr. Griffiths
Sigmo. Gordon
Second 16 Indep. Para. Bde. Sig. Sqn.
T hird
2 A GRA Sig. Sqn.
3.
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HALTA SIGNAL S(!UADROX

The general routine continues smoothly, int~rrupted
occasionally by an exercise. When one of th~se 1s added
to our tasks, Operating Troop bundles 22 sets mto. a handy
vehicle along with a few operarors and bonh vehicles and
operators disappear for a day or two.. Where they go and
what they do is a matter for some coll)ecture amongst those
of us who stay behind.
.
Our Officer Commanding, Major Yule, has left us to
take up the appointment of S.O.A.F.S. an~ now _operates
from Air Headquarters where he controls his ~pue from
behind an efficient looking inter-comm. He still supports
us on the sports field where he wields a very useful _hockey
stick. In place of Major Yule we: welc;ome Maior W.
Hotchkiss who came from Cyrenaica Signal Squadron.
Mrs. Hotchkiss has not been able to i?in the Officer C~m
manding yet, but we are hoping ~he w1~ be here by ~hrist
mas. We hope they will both enioy their stay on the island.
We have entered for the Garri on Junior Soccer League
and have been moderately successful in spite of t~e fact
that three of the team have been debarred from playmg on
account of injuries. In our first five matches we have
beaten Garrison Headquarters and an R.A.0.C./RA.P.C.
team, drawn with R.A.S.C. and R.A.~.C., and lost. to
R.E.M.E. Five of our team are to play m an Anny trial,
and we have high hopes that most of chem will be selected.
At Hockey we have not been so successful and have so far
drawn two of our league matches and lost two. However,
Tonnison has been elected Army Secretary of Hockey
and he, Captain Watkeys and Sergeant Wagstaff have all
played for an Army team so our Hockey flag has been kept
~~
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OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT

RH.Q., I Squadron, 3 Squadron. This. contribution,
we hope, will arrive in time to wish all our fnc:nds at home
good luck in the New Year. Due to the _vanous chang~s
in the Regiment we seem to have been a bit lax recently m
forwarding our notes to THE WIRE.
This omission your present scribe hopes to remedy.
Since we last appeared in print, the Regimen~ has taken
on further responsibility, this time the inclusi_on of the
Wireless Overlay for most of che Zone; a good mcrease to
our overall numbers which now approach the region of
I 200 men. At the moment we are busily preparing for the
Christmas festivities and also our annual administrative
inspection, which takes place in the first week of the New
Year. We are very glad to have the Corps Band with ~s
once again particularly so, as we now understand they will
helip us on'" The Day." There is no let up on the amount
of work that has to be done and, as normal the linemen
and D.R.s bear their usual share of it. Our U.G. linemen
find little .i:f any time to indulge in their private hobbies,
spending most of cheir time dealing with "cable cutters."
However we still manage to indulge in sport. In athletics
we must c~ngratulate 3 G.H.Q. Signal ~egiment on a ;t~ry
fine win in the Royal Signals Inter-Regimental compeu~on
in which we came third. Perhaps they can find more ume
for training than we do.
In hockey soccer and rugby the teams are all going
strong, but tiruortunately not always producing the correct
result at the required time. To date the hockey team ha
shown the best results, having won nine out of 12 matches.
Unfortunately one of the matches lost was in the second
27

rotmd of. the Army (E) Competition, where perhaps over
confidence proved our downfall.
2 Squadron, Fayid. It is sometime since we last wrote,
but we have eventually made it. There have been several
changes in the Squadron. We are now commanded by
Major J. S. Routledge vice Major R. W. P. Brader, who
left for the U.K. Second-Lieutenant Williams, who was
our D.S.O., has also left for U.K. on release. His place has
been taken by Second-Lieutenant Green, to whom we wish
every success. Second-Lieutenant J. Williams has left us
for 1 Infantry Division Signal Regiment and L ine Troop
is now commended by Second-Lieutenant D . Johnson.
In the field of sport we have met with a modicum of
success. The soccer side is lying fourth in the league table
following a good win 7-2 over H.Q. R.A. 1 Infantry
Division, who have not been beaten previously this season.
The rugby team under the captaincy of SecondLieutenant M. G. Green have not done so well. Nevertheless they are full of spirit and take on the largest of
opponents with a will.
The Christmas " sports " begin on Monday, 7th
December, 1953, with an all rnnks' dance in the Olympia
Stadium. Despite the abseru:e of snow and ice, there is
quite a full programme of entertainment with, we hope, the
usual Christmas fare and liquid refreshment.

Fnr Enst
lnoil Forces
MAL"YA SIGNAL REGIMENT

Since our October Notes we have had several changes in
the unit, with our two outstation squadrons being disbanded
and the remainder preparing to reduce to a squadron in the
new year.
We welcome to the Regiment W.0.II Finnister and Sergeant Gibson (ex Hong Kong Signal Regiment) to our
Cipher Troop and trust their peregrinations in FARELF
will permit them to stay long enough to enjoy the beauties
of Malaya.
After several false starts Captain A. E. Scaife, who has put
in many days' hard work improving the shooting in the Regiment, (whilst not employed in paying out "Casuals," etc.)
has now received his sailing date. We wish him and Mrs.
Scaife bon voyage and the best of luck in their new surroundings at Northern Command. Also delayed in his
departure was Sergeant Hill (ex M.T. and Class I Mess
Caterer) who is returning to civilian life, the best of luck and
happy memories.
Whilst gathering our resources for the Christmas fray we
wve kept up our successes in the sporting activities in and
around Kuala Lumpur.
The Rugby team reflects the successes we read about at
Cattcrick for in 19 games we have won 16, drawn nil, and lost
three. Points for 219-against 78. We have also beaten
H.Q. Malaya (25-0) in the FARELF Inter Unit Competition
and now meet the 12th Lancers in the second round.
On 12th December, Signals Malaya and Signals Singapore
clash in the annual challenge match when we hope to repeat
last year's success.
On the Hockey field we have won 18 games, drawn 2, and
10;5t 7. On 5th December we play the 12th Lancers in the
First Round of .the FARELF Tournament. This year we
hope to be luckier than last year and get beyond the semifinal.
In the Singapore versus Signals Malaya annual Hockey
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match on Saturday, 28th November, we managed to keep up
last year's reputation and won 2-r.
The game was very keenly contested and a draw (although
we say it ourselves) would still have been a fair reflection of
the play.
Our team was formed from 17 Gurkha Divisional Signal
Regiment, Chief Signal Officers Branch H.Q., Malaya, and
this Regiment plus two players attached with other units, as
opposed to G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, Singapore District
Signals and 19 Air Formation Signals. The Malaya team
appreciated the welcome given to them in Singapore and
tihank the G .H.Q. Signals Sergeants' Mess for everything
they did, including the efforts to get us down before the
match.
I COMMONWEALTH DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Division went into reserve early this year, 2nd U.S.
Division taking its place in the line. However our Gunners
remained in the line under command, and so, of course did
2 Squadron. So, possibly for the first time in history, an
American formation went into battle supported by British
Commonwealth guns and a British Commonwealth Subunit of Signals. The Regimental Lines officer, SecondLieutenant H. Hilde also remained with the Americans witll
the double object of explaining the intricate line set-up to
them, and of seeing what they did to our system against the
day when we returned to the line again. This explains why
he has been seen since wearing a U.S. Signal Corps Scarf
and insignia, and talking about " swinging grounds " and
"trouble-shooting parties." He has now been sent to
Catterick for re-habilitation.
The Division returned to the line in spring, and took part
in a number of actions, culminating in the Hook battle in
May, which kept L Troop (Captain R. Gladwyn) and F
Troop (Lieutenant E. Baxter) busy trying to keep line communications going.
The Armistice brought easier times to some, though not
to Signals. Recovery of cable and stores from the Demilitarised Zone was followed .by intense activity on the line
side. Hundreds of miles of new routes have had to be laid
to serve our new position, and this work is likely to continue until cold weather-the real cold promised to us by
all the old hands (there is only 14 degrees of frost at present) brings it to a standstill. Figures show that over 1,500
miles of cable were recovered, and our present commitment
is over 3,000 miles in use in our area, and still increasing.
Operation Homeward Bound in August, that is nhe exchange of prisoners of war, gave plenty of work for the
Divisional wireless sets. A 53 set link from " Freedom
Village " in our area sent particulars of each ex-prisoner back
to Kure in Japan, where these were sent out over Comcan
to the Commonwealth countries concerned.
We are now preparing to hibernate, exercises and other
circumstances permitting, in our comfortable tents and
"hootchies," Quanset hut canteens and cinema, to mention
only a few of our comforts.
After this trade training will begin in earnest.
At this time of year the Division undergoes a peculiar
transformation. Within six weeks there is at least an 8o
per cent change over of officers, warrant officers and senior
N.C.O.s, with considerable changes in Other Ranks.
We have lost our Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel E. C. R. Blaker, who is <returning to U.K. to take
up an M.S. appointment, as yet unspecified. After justt
about a year in command of this Regiment, a very successflli
year for the Commonwealth Signals, he leaves with a high
reputation. The best wishes of all ranks go wit!h him.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Starr, who succeeds him, comes
to us from 3 Training Regiment, and has the advantage of
having served under the new G.0.C., Major-General H.
Murray, C.B., o.s.o. We wish him a pleasant tour in command, most of us having arrived about the same time.
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[Photo talren by Major Kohnsta mm
I COMM O NWEA LTH DIVI SIONAL SIGNA L REGI MENT, KOR EA
left to Right Standing : Lt. Col. Be nso n ; Lt. Col. Ellis ; Lt . Col. Casserley, Lt.
Co l. Blaker, Lt. Col. Le r ne r, Lt . Col. Star r ; Lt. Col. Foscer, Majo r Freeman.
left to Right Seated . Major Boot h-Jones ; Capt. McM illen ; Major W yt he ;
Ma jor Polk ; Capt. Winte r.

To finish with a reference to our good American friends,
the picture shows a get-together in the Officers' M~ss
hortly before Lieutenant-Colonel Blaker left. Each maior
American Signal unit with whom we are at P.rese~t
associated is represented in the picture. The everung m
question started early-the first light aircraft touched down
at 1630 hrs. -and by normal drinking time was already
well under way. After dinner various liar dice schools got
cracking during which our suspicions were confirmed that
some of 'c.olonel Lerner's stories about Texas might perhaps
be r ather on the tall side-to judge by his skill at liar dice,
anyway.
.
.
We would like to wish our many fnends at home, m
the Commonwealth and in the United States a very happy
Christmas-we will be thinking of you whilst sitting
round the Yule (Korean pattern) log sipping our mead
(Japanese brew).

installed have 171 valves and cost about £3,000. They sort
out tlhe best of the three signals being received and keep
themselves tuned automatically. A modification to produce
a cup of tea for the operator every six hours was turned
down. (It was felt that this would be spoiling the ship for
a ha'porth of char).
The towers have been built on a swamp and they have
been a tricky engineering problem. Although a grand area
for bouncing rad io waves off to the inonosphere, the aerial
maintenance parties are going to need webbed feet whenever
it rains. Fishes and alligators live in the draining ditches,
and no doubt " High Frequency Harpoons" will be invented
before long to deal with them.
The nerve cen tre of the squadron will be the new Tape
Relay Station. No page messages will be handled, just miles
and miles of rape. T he work done by the "Operators Keyboard and Wireless" will change quite a lot. One hundred
per cent accuracy on the Keyboard will be n~de~ at rh:e
outstations that work in to the Tape Relay Station (1mposs1ble sez you? When were you last. trade tes~ed?) In the
TRS most of the work will be rout.mg the mighty flood of
traffic. The days of the lonely artist pounding a brass key
doing his own routing, fault finding, tuning and so forth have
ended for all main communication channels. Red and green
lights controlled by a technical controller in a glass walled
room like· a railway signal cabin will tell operators whe~er
the circuits are OK for traffic. The days of ZST (slips
twice) signals are numbered, we hope.
.
Perhaps you are wondering whether the expense of al~ this
is reasonable. Well, it would cost over a pound a mmute
to send the messages we send over COMCAN from Singapore to London if we sent them via Cable and ~ireless, 3;0d
London is only one of our customers. Out with that slide
rule, tidy sum of money isn't it?
In a modern factory the key man is now the skilled technician who adjusts complex machines instead of the old
craft man who handled the actual material being processed.
The same revolution has been going on in t!he communications world for some years, and now we in Signals have got
to face up to the consequences. Visit your nearest COMCAN
station if you get the chance. The developments you see
there may soon affect your own job in Signals more than
you expect.

A.W.t:. SIGNAL S~UADRON (ALIAS C:OlUC:AN)
SINGAPORE
Before 1939, Regular Soldiers trained inside the f~ame
work of Divisional Signals. Except for ~ne or two s~ple

handspeed wireless links,_" hi~er ~ormanon" commurucations were regarded as bemg unsold:ierly amusements. However the war soon showed t!hat only half the Signals effort
was required for Divisional and forward ~ea work, the
other half being needed further back at big headq1;larters
and on the L . of C. Over complex cable and long distance
radio systems, Signals had to clear the floods of messages
that controlled the huge forces spread out all over the world.
This "paper war" has continued into ~·peace," and .so
the Army Wireless Chain is b~ing. mo?errused to. de~ w~th
it. It is the most fundamental iob m Signals and It will give
us a superb chance of training higih grade tradesmen for the
Corps as a whole. However this is .enough i? th~ w~y of
general background, let u~ see what ts happenmg m Smgapore Island.
. .
The receiver station is about half a square mile 10 are~,
and lattice towers have been built to carry tlhe ~ho~b1c
aerials. These are arranged in three groups to g1v~ tnple
spaced diversity signals to the receivers. (Ask that wise guy
pal of yours W\ho always knows everything what !hat me3;0s,
if you don't know already). Some of the receivers bemg
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Transmitter Hall at CH IN BEE Wireless Station.
installed.

E. IO's being
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AMENDMENTS No• 12
Continued on pages 31, 33, 35, 37 a nd 39
TRADES ROSTER
Promotion to Warrant Officer Class
Derwent, G. M. (M.B.E.)
Grill!!, T. W.
Trrucott, ll. E. E.
t-0nr.r, G. A.

C.arter, A. E.
Rood, H. G. R.
Bruce, G. J.
Furtado, R. G.
Robinson, G.

2325516
23:!0
6746367
232.l 6
2321576
:!3:!1 01
23232:!3
2324 4
'38391

67 •.\

75
76

ii
7
79
0
1
84

247
255
283
28-4

7 Jun., 52

11 Oct., 52

4 N~v., 52

Boxing. • t last the Regiment has mustered a terun and
have entered the District championship-sad to relate our
very fine heavyweight, Signalman Croft, late 2 Training Regiment, will not be competing in the Team Championship;
Lightheavy is to the top weight in the FARELF-we hope
to relate our successes in March x954.
Promotions. A rare occasion in the Regiment and duly
celebrated. Second-Lieutenant Philp now a Lieutenantfrom being unique is now just one of many. Apart from
this joyful note, other events have occured in that three
engagements have been announced: Lieutenant A. C. Earl,
Corporal Ford, Signalman Worth. Liaison with the R.A.F.
is extremely good. Congratulations !

"

292
294
301
245

BaU!s, F. W.

2323235
7
03
2321463
2323714
232361
2570725
H-42550
2323§28
8369U
2321799
49i4006
61403 J
412 9
2323505
2325620
2322457
6845001
2323558
2323357
2323906

a

Q

447A
159
460
461
400A
462
463
463A

Q

464

~

Q

g
Q

~

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q
"Q

465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472

473
474
475

824
707
7J7
723

722
762
08
10
11
83
776

31
25
27
30
30
22
30

Dee.,
Apr.,
Apr.,
Apr.,
Apr.,
.Tun.,
Jun.,

52
53
53
58
53
53
53

913A
938
858
860

; J~I. , 53
10
7
11
29
6

Jul.,
Aug. ,
Aug.,
Aug.,
Sep.,

53
53
53
53
53

*
19 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIME...~T

There is no end of activity in the Regiment at the moment.
Upgrading Courses, Trade Boards, D. and D. Courses, and
Civil Defence Courses, in fact everyone is more than busy.
In spite of the laborious days we still manage to alleviate the
burdens by our monthly Inter Squadron Games Tournament, and we hope to go one better this month by holding
a Regimental Dance. The Inter Squadron Games Tournament is highly popular-or is it just a "case" of "Anchors
Away."
The Regiment's Families Club is now in fu.H swing and
meetings take place every alternate Tuesday; there is no
doubt that it is a most efficient "Money making organisation," and the attendances most heartening. Picnics, Bring
and Buy, Tombola, are only a few of their activities, and I
am sure they have many more on the agenda.
Sport. Although confined to only t o major sports the
Regiment are holding their own and improving as time goes
on. In the hockey league we are now close on the leaders,
and without "wishful rhinking" should take the honours of
the league. Notable performances to date: Captain E. R Haxell, Combined Services Trial; Army
representative; Corps representative.
Lieutenant A. C. Earl, R.A.F. Chingri Corps Trialist.
S.S.M. Dickson, Corps representative.
Sergeant License, Corps representative.
Sergeant Potter, Corps representative.
Lieutenant J. E. P. Philp, Corps reserve.
The badminton team although having only just started
playing are at the moment all square, having played two,
won one, lost one. The team is composed of M.0.R.s and
although the competition is keen for a place, it is reported
that the " Commanding Officer" may break this monopoly?
the scouts say he is pretty good. There is a healthy programme before the team.
30

AFRICA
SIGNAL WING EAST AFRICAN
TRAINING CENTRE

More moves are afoot. Our Officer Commanding, M ajor
G. F. Lower goes to Headquarters Southern Area in Moshi,
Tanganyika, on Ist December, x953, as D.A.A. and Q.M.G .
He will find it considerably hotter there. His replacement,
Captain Richards, is coming from Korea. S.Q.M.S. L.
Clarke is shortly going on promotion to another unit in
Kenya. His replacement is S.Q.M.S. W. Miskelly whom we
hear is looking forward to serving in this area. Corporal
Stevenson is leaving us for G.H.Q. and it will be his first
experience in a large Signal Office. Swarbrick is now full
Corporal and Joslyn by becoming Lance-Corporal has
started his climb to fame. ·
The drought has ended with the coming of the " short
rains." It is quite amazing how a few days rain transforms
the countryside from a parched brown to a pleasant green.
An unfortunate effect of the rain is that it usually comes just
after lunch and washes out any games. It did so on a recent
Sunday and prevented the E.A.T.C. from reaping the
rewards of some very good bowling by Signalman Lovett.
We continue to work hard and are now Training our third
British Regimental Signa1lers Course. Yes! we know the
brigades should do it themselves, but they are so widely
deployed on Anti Mau Mau tha~ they have not the time,
the instructors, nor the equipment to do the job.
49 INDEPENDENT INFANTRY BRIGADE
SIGNAL TROOP

This is our first contribution to the Corps Journal.
It was the 2]th August, I953 that we were officially told
that we were proceeding ro Kenya to fight tihe Mau Mau.
Thus off went the troop on seven days embarkation leave.
During this period indents were forwarded and stores began
to roll in from all sources to make up our G 1098.
We started packing s-tores for transport by ship and by
air, this took us to nth September, x953 when six tons of
freight was flown out to Nairobi with the advance party
which consisted of our Officer Commanding SecondLleutenant Rigby, Sergeant Radcliffe, Corporal Deamer and
Signalman Rooney.
On Saturday, xoth September, I953, we we.re inspected by
the C.-in-C. Eastern Command, Lieutenant-General G. K.
Bourne, c.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., who made a stirring speech and
also gave some very good advice to all our young soldiers
who were proceeding overseas for the first time.
In the next three weeks the remainder of the troop were
flown out to Eastleigh Airport, Nairobi, for duty up country
at Nakuru where we stayed for six weeks living in tents and
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Q
Q

Q

!/
Q

476
4i7
478
4711
·180

86l
8fJ
H8
65
867

10
11
J
20
22

53
fJ3
53
53
01 t., 53

;;ep.,
Sep.,
01·t.,
{) ·t.,

Promotion to S.Q.M.S.
2!ll9816
:!31!!611:1
t:l2032-1
271760
2:125010
2321026
2570080
2326680
256351W
83116117
2321377
5771275
23295tlll
23255111
232:i215
107(.141
2321002
4690921
2325892
232 211
2326677
2324455

W1•lll11M, A.

Willi•, W. H.
Hancock, ~·. ~·.
O'tsnllivan, D.
.Tom~, ~,_

Morey, E.
\fa. . . 011, .J.
Wulh, (; \\' F.
OJi\'f'r, \'".

Perrin H. ('.
fh·nuou, T.
Hunt, C.H.
Larw, l•'. 1. H.

Wnlkn. A.

SH
846
848
851
854

2!l20050
3243!!18
2320521
2321934
2a20542

Week•, J.
<·recd A. J.
Utntlemen, J. W.
Brown, ll.

Promotion to Warrant Officer Class II
Bennett, J.
Ball, R.
French, A.
Davies, B. J.
O'Keefe, P. J.
Jones, E. 0.
Oglanby, J. L.
:Jsher, . J.
Johnston, J. r.
Robinson, P. E.
tratton, J. G.
Dwyer, L .A.
Bridges, C. H .
Whitbre.•d, w. c.
Scott, G. H.
Parlsb, A.
Page, A.
Flooks, J. W.
Lindley, F.

11,.,,._ H. It.
\lclnt-0><h, 0.
ll,.yuor, Jo'. :.I.
'ln"hry, (, L.
:;c111J1011 P.

Phll1iott, J. M.
Austt'O, J,. W.
L'rlme, A. G.
Dunn, l'. J.
M Kenna, J. P.
.Borehum, E. G.
Hall , W.
Whlltroough, A.
Pars-00", G. H .
Gilhooly, A. L.
Holt, L. ll..
Wride, R.
Stl~kell•, fl. J . C
Blnck. E. L.
Young, A.G.
Laing, ll.. J>.
Lane, N.
Jones, D. A.
Holt, F. L.
Vaughan, T. A.
Grant, H. A.
Bell, J. N.
Taylor, L. J.
Simon~, H. A.
Rainford. ll.. S.
Wrl,zht, C.
anders, }'. J.
O'Connor, F. J.
Brown, H. C.
Stalte, T . H .
Nock, T. J.
Bracken, H.
laddin, .E.

Ol!2A
J8:l

Q

Q
Q

Q

g
<!

98!lA
984
1185
9811
987
ll'*I

0119
1190
091
!IU:!
09:!

OU4
0115

11115.\
911H

Q
Q

Q

~324267

Q

2320162
2577919
2325034
3444266
2826737
2320627
2325701
6201693
3445606
5671938
2325869

Q

2327711
233783
25 7930
5253250
23!!1198
3597:352
2328387
22569710
2321008
232191
6397823
2326668
2320999
5248781
23255il
6009452
2321121

Q

Q
Q
Q

Q

~

Q

Q
Q

Q
Q
Q

Q
Q

997
098
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1007A
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1010
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029

1303
1317
l!l27
t:lli9
J39:J
HOJ
140'2

1403
HOI
1405

HOO

:! Apr., 53
:J AJ>r., 53

10
1:1
2·1
25
26
27

Apr.,
A1>r.,
Apr.,
Apr.,
Apr.,
Apr.,

5!J
53
53
53
53
53

30 Apr .. ;,3

1407

HO

1409
lHO
1411
1412A
1413
Hl5
Hl9
H20
1412
14:!2
H24
1377
1412
1427
1428
1429
1420
1431
1432
H33
1497
1566
163
1670
1687
1434
1430
1439

l439A
1441
1442
1443
1417
1444
1325
1445
1447
144

:io loi~y. sa

1 July, 53

7 J;;,y,
10 July,
24 July,
25 July,
26 July,
4 Aug.,
7 Aug.,
11 Aug.,
H Aug.,
22 Aug.,
4 ep.,
6 Sep.,
10 Sep.,
11 Sep.,
27 ep.,
1 Oct.,
16 Oct.,
20 Oct.,
20 Oct,,
22 Oct.,

53
53
63
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
58
53

Promotion to Sergeant
Steadman, R. W.
J<'ord, J.
MacDougall, J. K .
Woodley. J G.
Jewell,$. G.
' teacJ, P.
Edii:e, l!'. P. J .
Hayward, H . .K.
Hon.tall, C. E. V.
Walker, J. T . .R..
Prlday, D . R.
Brrnn,.n, J. S.
Hop•on, C. E.

Kimber, V. J.
Beale, C. J>.
Prlestnnll, F.
Heard, J. D.
Wllbun;t, F. R.
Uenrne, (). J. E.
McGrcJ;or, R.
Thrumble, Ji. M.
MorriP, .
Cumpbell, G.
Kilby, W. G.
Garner, J 1~. J.

Davies, B. J.
Camplou, ll.
Murphy, Ji'. M.
J$arker, U.
OUroy, 1. A.
l!cCormick, T.
Day, J. t;.
~·owler, P.
Davies, D. H.
Gunu, W. J.B.
Rowb~ttom, N.
I.\."il(hton , "D.
Charlurn, J.
Omhnm. R.
Urawford, b\
Morrison, J. B.
Smith , R. C.
Sauodera, J . E.
Rusi brook, .0. A.
Hawkes, K. W. E.
81.rluger, R .
Allcock, Ii.

Oram, G.

254 200
211826 0
2596946
19034979
15002504
2321778
14203628
2578208
2

~~~~51~

14081793

Q
Q.
~Q

Q
Q
Q.

a
Q

2547278

Q

22515935
144494ll9
2547762
2549283
254 654

QQ

2ici~~~~~

14002704
60 5415
J.1442719
3055781
2326882
692227U

254 995
2575501
5885827

~221276

2547284
22204673
21\49837
222.6521
0044093
7018765
222471\4
10011592
23244 2
2519834
25477 0
11093285
19041460
25745 2

19045102
25\19312
2540534

.~2 296101

21016161

Q
QQ

~

QQ
QQ

Q
Q

Q
Q
Q

Q
Q

2474A
24HB
249JA
2689.A
2i04
2705
2706
2707
2708
2709
2709A
2710
2711
2711A
2712
2713
2714
2715
2716
2717
2718
2719
2720
2721

~~~N

272-1
2725
272(1
2727

QQ.

272
2729

Q
Q

:!730
2731
2732
27$3
2783A
2734
2735

Q
QQ

Q

(q•
QQ

Q

Q
QQ
Q
Q

273l1

2737
273
2739
2740
2741
2742
2743

2744
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i'>075
5735
5198
5952
5027

31 Dec., 52

5050
5072,.\

5096
6098A
5122
5146
5159
5190
5245
5250
5280
5285
5301
5304
6310
5859
5369
6372
53 4
5885
5387
5412
5412

2 Jf;o., 53
3 J;{o., 53

.i,

Jan., 53

5 Jnu., 53
6 J;{n., 53

7 J;~u., 53

J~n., 53

6458

M66
5469
5507
5514
5547
5553
55 0
55 6
5599
5607
5647
56 2
5693
5702

5727
5733
5766
5790
6 04

9 Jan., 53
10 Jan., s3

12 J an .• 53
16 Jan., 53
19 Jan., 53
19 Jau., 53
22 Jnu., 53
24 ,T;;n., 5S
27

J·;;n., 63

2 Jan .• 53

Edw:ml• ••I II.
Wll•on, W. B.
)[ilnr.

E.

AlllflOn. J. S.

Poe0<·k. D. C.
Clark, W. R. D.
Hughes, S.
'fopPn, A.
Woodward, 0. ll.
J orgtnJ1cn, l~. V.
Hamilton, T. J,.
!,aimer,\\!. fl.

Mo$<owun, A.
JohDHtoue. P.
Richard•, P. J.
Me.\Jplnt-, R. ll.
f"hlvprton. J ~·.
PhUllps, J,. G.
Harrow, G. T
Kelly, J. D.
Ewen, G.
Uerry, C. A.
Rowthorn, D. G.
Bon<I, D.
Wright, J.
.Barnett, H. II.
Delf, R. J .
Larnarque, J. V.
St.ather, R
Doonan, P. J .
Oglesby, J. A.
Brhlut, R. TI.
::itantford, R.
Do\"e, J. C. A.
Lyon•, D. J.
Blease, n. M.
Btll'selJ, D. G.
Walker, N.
• lckson, w.
Peberdy, . B. C'.
Potton, F. G.
Dennison, R. H.
niter, •
Wllion, ·.n.
Brown, J.
Welghell, R. E.
McLeod, N.
Clarke, D. D.
Flt.sell, K. G.
. . aUon, W.
Bayliss, J. H.
Levins, M. J.
Green, J.
Dunlevy, J . M.
Sopp, I.
Greenwood, R. E.
Handley, D. R.

Doe, E .

Donovan, G.
Wilson, D.
Burns, A.
Seaman, P. D.
Hatcher, A. P. G.
White, D. G. 0.

Peat, A. W.
Berry, J.
Holden, R. W.
Beadle, K.
Metcalfe, P. F.
Woods, C. A .•.

Wilson, F. G.
WUllams. :F'.
Worsdalc, W. F.
Windle, J .
Harvey, L. H.
Glll,P.
Gwynne, W. G.
Hnle, J.
Wright, H. E.
Gladden, P. C.
May, E. J.B.
Cooper, W.
Ross, A. M.
McCartney, . W.
Carnely, W.
McKay, A. Y.

MoMnlion, }'. T.
Clarke, Y. J.
Allon, R. D.
Grosble, K. J.
Gowman, A. H.
Anderson, J. D.
lllal, W. E.
Audley, W. D.
Clark, F. J .
WatkiDH, P. J .
Kerton, JI .
purgln, A. JI.
Dcvnnncy, P.
Haskcy, D . w.
Downs, 'J.'.
lchol•, K .
Carrlug!.-00, J.
Bird , A. W.
I•'elton, T. lL
Young. A. C.
A hton, .I''.
'l'llomns , K
G Cid, R.

23000.i:;
~1005711

Q
Q

2224951
25495!!1
2549316
22oarnsu
22236360
2328507
254gr,:io
222051!17
22212\illt
22212112

~
a

21128!l9!J
2221202:1
22250061
21052402
2540209
141 944
2548000
22272800
2756000
2540517
2228541l
18
16
2547263
2223 49
22212993

Q

254902:!
222504 3
5732385
"22212560
22212717
2549586
:!547774

254951'1
222 5360
2549502
2549504
22205092

i22 1 61
222966 0
21005790
22296193
22237502
21005459
2549706
2254176

2549596
14959614
146 1194
21005761
22242105
22265021
22203531
254932
557057
1-1452127

14478331
22515193
22515539
22272339

225396 2
22539 92
2549621
22155176
22589162
22249575
2549669
22623422
14836642
19197176
22212358
22296077
225!7431
22523172
22242357
14191 98
2253 49
22242577

22156529
225·1 293
2255 fi02
2827911
22546286
22640633
222396'>

19039:!69
222421 6
22550959
2211!2571
2225 004
22539675

-2559462
222 12573
22309517
22537099
2254 7 9
2:?242353
22242160
2~524080

2264045

22541 2
22547760
22539465
22212751
~100571 l
2549008
22540914
2256306

8
Q

~Q
Q
Q

g

~
~
Q

a
Q

I
a

Q

Q
Q

a

i
Q

a
Q.

Q

8

t;-1:--.

2757

2758
275U
27Ul

2762

21ua

2764
2765
:?766
2766A
2767

276
27611
2771
2773
277-1
2776
2777
2778
2779
2779A
2780
27 l
2781A
2782

2783
27 4
2785
27 6
2787
2788
2789
2790
2791
2792
2792A
2793
2794

2795
2796
2797
2797.A

279
279 A
2799
2800
2802
2803
2803

~

2S04
2805
2805A
2806
2807

a

280

Q
Q

Q

Q

a

Q

~Q

Q
Q

Q
Q
Q

Q
Q
Q
Q

Q
Q

a
a
a
Q
Q

8

:!9 Ja11, .,

:!74!>
27·17
2748
t749
2750
2750A
2751
2752
275:J
i754
2755

2809
., 10
28ll
2812
2813
2814
2 15
2 16
2 17
2 1
2 JO
~ :!O
2 21
t ·22
:? 23
2 24
2 25
2826
2827
2 27A
., 2
2 20
., 0
2 81
:! 32
2 33
2834

J;;n.,

.11
6a
l l t h. ;,

j

ts F~tJ., 5.J

6014
U015
fl0-l2
flOJ5
1.055
11059
r.102

tl628
6632
6636

17 ~r, 53

is M8.r., :;3
to i)fur, 53
24 Mar., 5:$
21 Mar., 5a
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tables. During this period the linemen as usual were very
busy and our wireless operators opened operational links.
Our detachments with t!he Inniskillings and the R.N .F.
arc settling down well and our detachment at the Kenya
Regiment under Corporal Nicholas has completed a number
of patrols in the forest already.
On 5th November, 1953, we proceeded to Nanyuki winh
the Brigade Headquarters and we are now living in tents a
few miles from Mount Kenya exactly on the Equator.
We welcome to the troop our new Officer Commanding,
Captain Pocock from C.S.O. Branch and hope his stay will
be a happy one. We also give a welcome to his wife and
family who recently arrived by air.
On Saturday, 3rd October, 1953, we were all shocked to
hear of the accidental death of 22840347 Signalman "Taffy "
Gough whilst on a patrol with the Kenya Regiment. Signalman Gough had not been with us very long but had m ade
many friends due to his very pleasant personality.

Reserv e
Army
-&2nd (LANCASHIRE) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL
S IGNAL REGIMENT (T.A.)

After completion of the collective training cycle we are
now launched on individual training and are delighted by
the prospect of our own camp in June this year near Rhyl.
Quietly encamped under the shadow of the Wesh mountains
we shall be thinking sympathetically of our sister regiments
floundering in the mud of Salisbury Plain.
Looking back at 1953, a very hectic year, we can say our
Annual Camp at Bulford was a military success all right. We
certainly agree with the sage who said the T erritorial Army
has lost its amateur status, for ours went with a bang during
the War Office Signal Exercise Hecate in 1952. Whenever
the word Hecate is mentioned limbs at Old T rafford stiffen
automatically.
T his year we took the full scale divisional exercise Scamperdown II in our stride. Perhaps we are getting used to
being professionals. Our strength of five hu ndred and fifty
was swelled to lower establishment by the loan of one hundred and fifty A.E.R personnel who played ball very well
and to whom we were most grateful. The firs t week was
not the frantic whirlpool of 1952 but a busy and well ordered
mobilisation of our resources. On the middle Saturday we
went for fun in buses to Bournemoullh, which was followed
by Regimental Day. This started with C hurch Parade
attended by Major-General Blomfield and the D ivisional
Staff at which the Foreman of Signals reproduced from u pwind the choir and organ of St. Paul's Cathedral. Intertroop and individual competitions both auhletic and technical
followed for the rest of the day with plenty of variety including a grass speedway race for the D .R s. The sports
field was bedecked with flags and bunting; the gentle hum
from the marquee bar combining with the Foreman's reproduction of Muriel Smitth singing " I'd Love to F all Asleep."
Major-General Blomfield was present throughout and preented the trophies and prizes. Regimental D ay was the lull
befor e the expected storm of Scamperdown II due to start
the next day, and on which the General reminded us a lot
would dopend on this Regiment.
The D ivisional Exercise Scamperdown IT did not prove
so arduous as some had expected. It was refreshing to see
the tempo of movement and message traffic reduced to
normality by the presence of "live " infantry and enemy.
Th.is despite saboteurs who did their best to wreck signal
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Hutley. P. <J. I> .
01uub<>ll, V. J .
Ni:ath, KT.
AIJc11, U. H .
On·t•11, W. A.
Waters, G. JI.
Overt.on, J. ll.
Clink. fl. H.

l'!lmr1lct-0n, J. Y.
l'raze,1'. L.
Whalley, A .
Williams, J. L.
!:llmp:l()n, R.
II1mop, 0. JI.
Mauuel, R. P
Paterno.;tcr, A. K
\ hworth, A. P
Hammond, P.
Joy<'-0, 1'.
Remmer, S.
~·raz.:r, J .
Klug, C.H .

Jugger, R.
'42 (LANCASHIRE) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIM ENT (T.A.)
REGIMENTAL DAY, 16t h AUGUST, 1953 AT BULFORD.
Maj. G e n. C . V. Blomfie ld , C.B., D.S.O. prese nting t he R. E. Tel egraph Com·
pany Cup to L/Cpl. W ragg, N.C.O. i/c. the w innin g cable de t ac hm e nt. (Lefc
backgro und : Lt. Col. C . H. H. Lingard , Comma nd ing O fficer ; Major P. G.
Curry, Second-In-Co m mand . Rieht background : Capt. K . Har t, O .C. C. Tp ;
Majo r C . I. Mat hi eson , 0 .C . I Sqn. ; Majo r I. W . He rbe rt, O .C. 3 Sqn.}

communications and in fact did succeed in removing the
aerial at night from a command vehicle at Main Divisional
H.Q.
The dialogue that followed between the interested
staff officer and signal officer need leave nothing to t!he
imagination! A spirited sally from · Rear Divisional H .Q.
captJUred the guerilla leader and his senior henchmen in their
base and after removal of their boots and trousers signal
communications were left in peace. Map reading at night
on Salisbury Plain was a nightmare to the uninitiated and
many a lineman or D.R blessed the nortih pole star.
To quote from llhe Military Correspondent of nhe Manchester Guardian on 21st August, 1953: "The division's
best single point was perhaps its signals. There may have
been an element of luck in this and certainly the signal
officers one talked to said they were amazed that so few
difficulties had cropped up, but it was not achieved without
hard work, especially by the linemen, who were forever out
repairing telephone lines that had been cut by tanks."
We lucky people! but give us back our amateur status.

REGIMENTAL DAY, 16t h AUGUST, 1953
Cpl. W right competing in t he Ind ividual Competition fo r D.R. 's
( Right background R.S.M. Thompson)
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50 (N) INFANTRY DIVI SIONAL SIGNAL
REGUIE1''T (T.A. )

Since we last wrote changes have occurred in high places.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Lee, o .B.E., T.o., has relinquished
the Command of the Regiment and has been relieved by
Lieutenant-Colonel G. F. H. Walker, o.B.E., T.o.
On his last night as Commanding Officer, Colonel Lee
was dined out jn the Mess in the presence of five ex-Commanding Officers and at midnight, the moment of his relief,
Colonel Lee was escorted from the Drill Hall in a manner
which befits an officer who has c-0mmanded t!h.e Regiment
for 3t years.
On leaving, Colonel Lee was appointed Brevet Colonel
and is now a Colonel, supernumerary on the strength of 150
Brigade. We wish him the very best of luck in future years.
The Regiment is now further indebted to the Royal
ignals Wing at Catterick. On Sunday, 6th December,
Captain Sturge came over to instruct us in the use of our
new baby, AN/TRC. We are once again most grateful to
Colonel Duke of the Royal Signals Wing for being so
generous with his help.
The Christmas festivities have started with the No. 3
Squadron Sergeants' Mess Ball at Gate head, on 28th
November. Meanwhile, a Happy New Year to all WIRE
readers.
2/20 (E.\ST ANGLIAN) ARMY SIGSAL
REGl.HENT (T.A.)

The last quarter of the year is seeing great activity in
the Regiment. On 23rd October the annual all ranks'
dinner was held at the T.A. Centre. The C.S.O. London
District carried out the Annual Administration Inspection
on 27th October and was apparently pleased with everything
he saw. The Regiment paraded in good strength on the
8th November and attended a Remembrance Day service
at St. Mary's Church, Wanstead. The officers held their
Annual Ball on 4th December at Wanstead and their annual
regimental dinner at the Junior United Services Club on
14th November. A Regimental all ranks' dance took place
on 12th December in aid of the Benevolent Fund. The
Christmas season calender is fully booked and on l 5th
December the Mayor and Council of the Borough of
Wanstead and Woodford are entertaining the Regiment and
presenting a silver trumpet to commemorate the Coronation
of H.M. Queen Elizabeth II.
Our fears of a repetition of la&t year's downpour were
pleasantly allayed when on 22nd November we had a fine,
clear day for the second Annual Motor Cycle Trials to be
organised by the Regiment. All Regular and Territorial
Units in London District and Essex had been invited to
participate and II2 competitors entered. Twenty-six teams
competed for the Brigadier French silver challenge trophy
won for the first time last year by the Guards Training
Battalion. The course was a severe test of skill and endurance and included three groups of hazards, one in a disused
sandpit, one in a muddy (very) lane and the third around
and through a village duck pond. A 25-mile timed section
and a map reading section meant that the whole circuit
was about 40 miles long.
The main results were: Team Prizes
I5t
2nd
3rd

44 (H.C.) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.).
358 Medium Rcgunent R.A. (T.A.).
roth Batuilion The Parachute Regiment.

tat

Corporal Blackford, 44 (H.C.) Divisional Signal Regiment
(T.A.(
Corporal Foulds, 2/ 20 (E.A.) Army SiKillll Regiment (T.A.).
Corporal Hinton, 162 Independent In1antry Brigade Signal
Squadron.

I nditlidual Prizes
2Dd

Jrd

We were delighted that C.S.O. Eastern Command
Brigadier C. H. Chadwick, C.B.E., C.A.G. Signals Colonei
A. . Milner, O.B.E., our Honorary Colonel, Colo~el R. W.
Dale, O.B.E., D.L., and the Mayor of Wanstead and Woodford,
Alderman D. L. Forbes, J.P., all watched the trials. Colonel
Dale presented the awards at the end of the day.

" ·e welcome Major G . H. Clarke, recen tly returned from
West Africa, who has joined the Permanent Staff as T raining Officer.
61 u.q. AnMY SIGNAL REGIMENT (T.A.)

The Officers went to Norwich on 21st November for
week-end training in line laying. Luckily the weather was
t, made more
fine and an enjoyable, instructive day was
pleasant by a suitable break for lunch at a country pub.
A very successful regimental guest night was held on
Saturday in the Norfolk Club. The occasion was, however, tinged with sadness, as we were dining out Major
Vernon, one of the original members of the Regiment, who
has retired after many years of faithful service. He is
sadly missed but we look forward to seeing him at many
social functions . After dinner Major Dicker, who commands the Norwich Squadron, had arranged for us to
attend a charity film performance (we believe it was done
in case we should damage his club) but it was a most
welcome after dinner occupation and left us in good fonn
for the even still later party in his small Mess.

SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
REPORTS TO ITS
LIFE MEMBERS
On the lst December, the first of what is hoped will be
a series of Annual R@ports was sent .t o the 8,500 Life
Members of the Association. The respon&e has been alarming. of the very large number of letters received, the
following is an example.
It was indeed a pleasure to receive by t-Oday's mail the
" Report to Life Members " of " Signals Association " and
to know that one is not just a forgotten "number."
Unfortunately I have been out of touch with the "Association " for quite a number of months now due to various
reasons. However, today's mail did a lot to remind me
that I am also one of rhe many thousands who do belong to
this grand Association.
I would like to send out my best wishes to Colonel G. C.
Winckley, O.B.E., M.c., C.S.M. Richardson, C.S.M Prickett
and many others who served with me in 3 Headquarter
Signals, M.E.F. in about 1940. I was the Cook Sergeant.
(W. Scott).
Dull

The first annual dinner of this only three-month-old Hull
Branch was held at the Imperial Hotel on 17th December
and was followed by a social. Almost 50 members belong
to the Hull Branch. Officials are: Chairman, M. P. Cunningham; Vice-Chairman, F. Shaw; Secretary, F. L. Wagner;
Treasurer, G. Rawlings. The entertainment committee
comprise, F. Shaw, Chairman, G. C. Spearman, D. G.
Everitt, G. Wray, P. Clubly.
Guests included Brigadier H. R. Firtl:~ General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association, who made special comment that
he had never seen a Branch spring up so quickly and he
hoped that both young and older ex~embers of the Royal
Signals in the district would waste no time in joining the
Hull Branch. Mr. M P. Cunningham after cJhe dinner,
thanked the committee for the success of the evening, then
proceeded to introduce members and their wives to Brigadier Firth. Entertainment was supplied by V.A.D. artistes,
which was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
It is wished to mention that on account of ever increasing
membership to the Hull Branch it is now necessary to seek
larger accommodation for our monthly meetings. Prospective members are advised to contact the Honorary Secretary
at 13 Watt Street, Hull, for information of t!he next meeting.
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Yerk
The Annual Dinner was attended by about fifty members
and their ladies. Guests included representatives of I Training Regiment, 6 (Boys) Training Regiment, the Band, and
Brigadier RR. Firth, the General Secretary. Speeches were
very short, but the General Secretary praised York Branch
on its vigour and enterprise both in the past and for what
was proposed for 1954.
In making announcement of the Committee's plans for the
early pan of 1954, Mr. J. Newron, the H onorary Secretary,
spoke of the Committee's wish to raise the sum of approximately £9 required to present a silver B flat trumpet to the
Band of the Boys' Regiment, and also subscribe to the fund
being raised to defray the cost of placing an artist's copy of
the famous Corps picture " Through " in the Royal Signals
Chapel in St. Martin's Church, Catterick. Both these projects were agreed to with enthusiasm by all members.
Sbemeld

The December meeting was a social evening for members
and friends. Representatives from the Chesterfield Branch
were our guests for the evening. Various games were soon
in full swing. Our T.A. members throw a very nifty dart.
They-must have been getting quite a bit of practice in on
the quiet. The Crabtree T.A. Centre is the ideal place for
functions of this kind. The warmth and friendly atmosphere
make anybody feel welcome. Lieutenant-Colonel McNeil
was unable to attend owing to illness.
Several members attended the first big Dance of the
season held by the T.A. Unit on Friday, nth December. It
was a great success and they are to be congratulated on one
of the nicest dances that we have attended for some years.
Their Committee had done a very fine job and many of the
dancers who were present remarked on the excellence of the
arrangements, which is a good boost for Royal Signals in
this not very T .A. minded City.
UYe rpool

The Branch has despatched to the Officer Conunanding
1st Commonwealth Divisional Signals in Korea a parcel containing an assortment of games, such as darts, chess, table
tennis, as a token of our appreciation and in the hope t!hat
it will combat any boredom that may arise now that hostilities have ceased.
On Remembrance Day wreaths were .planted in London
and Liverpool Fields of Remembrance, and a wreath was
taken on the combined church parade from Signal House;
T.A., Cadets, and Old Comrades attended.
A Running Buffet was provided for everyone followed by
the opening of the bar for the T .A. personnel and members.
On Friday, 27th November we held another "last Friday
in the month " Social, over 180 tickets were sold and we
gather that everyone enjoyed the evening.

IJekfteld and District

On Wednesday, nth November, 1953, at The Bridge
Hotel, the Uckfield and District Branch held their second
Annual Dinner.
A company of 77, which included Major-General and Mrs.
C. M. F. Wlhite, Brigadier J. A. S. Tillard, Canon R. Hickman, (Fenny Stratford, 1917), Lieutenant-Colonel G. G. L.
Hinde, Captain J. Donne, Eastern Command Signal Regiment, Major and Mrs. W. J. A. Nicks and Mr. G. Paling
with 20 members of the Tunbridge Wells Branch.
The Chairman, Mr. A. S. Brown, together with our hardworking Secretary, Mr. W. May, and the Entertainments
Committee had arranged with Mr. W. Pimley of tlhe Bridge
Hotel, a most excellent meal.
The newly dedicated Branch Banner was hung at the
back of the top table. The tables were gaily decorated with
Anemones and Asparagus fern trails. The ladies were presented with a corsage of flowers, the gift of 1!he President.
At the conclusion of the dinner, the health of Her Majesty
and tlhe Princess Royal were toasted by the Chairman and
President respectively, whilst Mr. Gordon Paling gave the
Toast to 1!he Success of the Association.
A local Concert Party then entertained us to an excellent
sixty minutes of fun.
All voted a jolly evening on closing at I I p.m.

Exeter

At our recent Annual General Meeting we re-elected our
President (Major-General Sir Godwin Michel.more, K.B.E.,
C.B., D.S.O., M.C., T.D., D.L., J.P.) whom we were glad to
welcome, and he very feelingly responded to the expressions
of our pleasure at the honour of Knighthood recently conferred upon him by Her Majesty, The Queen. The Chairman (Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Western, O.B.E., T.D.), the
Vice-Chairman (Major G. E. Dalton, T.D.), the Honorary
Treasurer (Major D. B. Crosse) and the Honorary Secretary
(Mr. S. W. Back, M.B.E.), were re-elected, together with a
strong Committee. The various reports read were considered to be satisfactory but we must heed the Treasurer's
warning to be careful of our spending.

*

Old Comrades of the Royal Corps of Signals gathered,
with their wives and fiancees, at the Galleon Restaurant,
on the occasion of their second re-union dinner, on 18th
November.
The Loyal Toast and the toast to the Colonel-in-Chief,
H.R.H. The Princess Royal, were proposed by Brigadier
C. E. Sketch, who was in the chair. Colonel J. R. Ross,
who has recently returned to Guernsey, after two years at
SHAPE Headquarters near Paris, then gave a brief but
interesting account of his experiences there.
He spoke of the important role played by Signals personnel in maintaining communications with the capitals of
Western Europe and with Washington, and of the many
famous personalities either serving in the Headquarters or
who visited it. Of special interest to the ladies was Colonel
Ross' account of ocial and everyday life and, in particular,
the high cost of living.

*

F. Cole and added a very appropriate foot note. Well, the
sequel is that our Chairman went and had a ohat with the
members of the Exeter Squadron wi1!h the splendid result
that twelve joined the Branch right away!
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(BOYS) TRAINING REGIMENT,
ROYAL SIGNALS, BEVERLEY,
YORKSHIRE

There are vacancies in the Regiment for boys up to
the age of r<>t years. The leaving age is 17t to 18
years, when boys enter man's service.
The training course is primarily designed to produce senior N.C.O.s and Warrant Officers for the
Royal Corps of Signals.
It also provides an avenue to conunissioned rank
for boys with high educational qualifications.
The educational curriculum takes the boy up to
General Certificate of Education sta ndard.
Games and spare time activities are well provided
for at Beverley.
The pay is adequate, and the leave corresponds to
the normal school holidays.
0
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Mr. Editor. This paragraph will, I know, please you. In
THE WIRE of November you published a letter from Mr.
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NeBB, J. W.

1''ack:rcll, E. E.
I.ee, M. J.
FLlber, J. H.

Cotterell, J.

Bicker, E.
Noel, J.C.
Chusncy, R. C.
Preecott, P.
Gandy, .H.. J.

K nt, P. B. R.
Rice, Ji.
llurtoo, D. W.

Wallie, 1'. K.
Loma.x, G. H.
Clark, J.C.
Thrower, W.R.
Swann, J. W.
I.ock, N. F. A .
lluruphrey, 1.
Bl11okmnn, G. A.
()Jemson, &. A. F.
T11ylor, K.

Well• n, D. E.
Hancock, R. G.
Devine, T. P. C.
King, C.H.
Wataon, S.
Nugent, E. E .
Jones, D. G.
C'nrter, N. E.
HarWett, J .

22276401
22274152
22651230
22308010
225lll632
2230b4:l5
2227285~

222748:1'1
225471 l
22794541
25405{)_
22640:;d7
22618201
222781115
22264257
22542190
22286334
2254 783
2549754
222756 4
22607435

Q

<l
Q

Q
Q
Q

~2607083

2256 1808
22288859
22230998
22515849
22549573
22515737
22628031
2549752
22289417
2340668
22547165
22804624
22296378
22619073
22515743
22569687
22813601
5951085
3314207
22549306
2255507
22559054
22815793
2224245
22524669
2549611
22296044
22296579
22246012
22774947
22296469
221117772
22560029
22693277
22546696
1904855
227 67i
22222602
225 3384
2226(;430
22667290
22523227
226121\12
2239 315
2327569

Q

·~
Q
Q

Q
Q

Q

Q
Q
Q

Q
Q
Q

g
Q

Q

a
Q
Q
Q

14508
14510
14518
14522
14527
14558
145611
14571
14572
14615
14625
14627
14631
14639
11644
14650
14658
U659
14666
14670
14672

7:!42

1467

7243
7244
7245
7246
7247
7248
7249
7250
7251
7252
7253
7254
7255
7256
7257
7257A
7257B
7259
7260
7262
7263
7264
7265
7266
7267
7268
7269
7271
7272
7273
7274
7275
7276

147:l0
14759
14760
14764
14768
14784
147 8
14791
14803
14842
1484
H 51
H857
14876
14886
14889
14894
14935
14936
14971
14975
14982
14985
14999
15000
15001
15118
151 5
15211
15236
15372
15388
15390
15400
15401
15408
15415
15420
15424
15440
15499
15512
155l:J
15516
15552
15566
15580
15597
15646
15671
15677
15679
15700
15720
15723
15726
15743
15744
15766
15784
15795
15799
15819
15 56
15 76
15883
16 95
15904C
15909
15952
15954
15973
1597
159 0
16000
16001
16026
16063
16079
16116
16192
16194
16220
1624

7277

~2286299

22773530
22523357
22542736
2649664
222 7752
22624631
22787784
2256 1957
2540788
19175034
22522319
222 03 2
19030967
222 0390
147360 I
225472W
222 6912
226741104
22524 91
2251899
22525 108
22274 150
22011597
22309890
22296809

7219
n2o
7221
7222
7223
7225
7226
7227
7228
7230
i231
72!J2
7233
7234
7235
7236
7237
723
7239
7210
7241

7278
7279
7280
72 l
7:!82
7283
72 4
72 5
7286
72 7
72
72 9
7290
7291
7292
7294
7295
7206
7297
729
7299
7300
7301
7302
7303
7804
7305
7306
7307
7308
7300
7310
73Jl
7312
7313
7314
7315
7316
7317
731
7319
7820
7321
7322
7824
7:125
7327
732

7829
7330
7831
7332
73!!3

n:l4

THE WIRE, JANUARY !954

16255

16260
1a211
16272

8 Aug., 63

t!hrui, R. A.
Moxoo, J. R.
Fuller, R. J .
Pass, A. D.

11 A;;g., 53

18 Aug 53

McColgao, T .
Jagger, R.
Huot, F.
.Read, M. L.
Thomas, G.
Webster, .J. 8.
Gray, D . J.
Waller, J;'. J.
Brindley, R. W.
Clayton, L.
Deering, J. .
Allen, D. C.
Sleight. R.
Crompton, S. \ '.

22524671
25171150
22548446
22643436
22561773
19179652
22248040
22696771
22542903
225·17035
22837129
2265!3752
2:125905
225159".W
2254 3i
22792138
:!2265400
22:!422!tt

Q

<l

Q

7335
7336
733!!
7340
731l
7342
7343
7344
7345
7346
7347
7348
7:149
7350
7351
i352
7353
7353

16295
16304

23 Sept '63

16:JU6

16410
16413
164W
16427
16415
16471
10474
165!19
16581
16630
16643
16668
16856
10574
10501

25 ~p .• 53
2 Ort., 53

CIPHER ROSTER
24 Au~ .. 53

Promotion to Warra nt Officer Class
Baxter, E. J. F.

31 Aug., 53

~p .. 53

SA

47H576

20-1

3 April , 52

Promotion to Warrant Officer Class II
Angel, T.
Apps, L. J.
Nutt, J. J.M.
Finister, R.
Dlbloy, G.

4744923
6091758
3973700
10037714
6086665

a
Q

240A
242A
247A
249A
25tA

130:!
1304D
13t7
1359
1350

30 Jan ., 53
31 Mar., 53

5057
5002
5002.A
5006A
5032
5052
5064
5068
5116
5126
5141
5143
516
5203
5227
5227B
5'
6289
5307
6309
5350
5358
5001
5048
50:!7
6008
5025

31 Vee., 53
30 Sep., 53

Promotion to Sergeant
15 Sep., 53

Pyne, ll.
Lally, T.
Anderson, .
WJllJams, G. H.
Collett, J. R.
Wallis, A.

Peacock, B.
Price, E. M.
Marriott, E .
Almond, R. S.
Woolnough, J. T .
Sutherland, R. M .
Jarvie, R.
Brookes, A. N.
Dunbar, L. P. S.

Raynes, E . G.
Cooper, F .
Rose, M. J.

Bricknell, K. J.
Parr, E. F.

Brown, H.

23

;;p.,

53

Wall, W. C. G.
Carr, J .
Cotton, J. H.
Matheson, R.
Jack on, T.
NelU t, A.

21051595
3782823
25 7508
4801508
211817 0
10039792
22212500
2105 1523
22546694
2549018
2032499
22296852
225:!6496
22562532
22412001
2:!032145
2ti480 4
22519415
22540222
22287916
225474 6
22326179
49H099
2549513
2M931
114 063
2100579

Q

Q
Q
Q

Q
Q

Q

Q

Q

1395A
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
Hl6
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421

142'2
H23
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
H29
1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435

P ro m oti on t o Cor po ra l
Delamare, E. W.
Johnson, P. A.
JncoL, W. A.
Walton. A. A.
Wa ll, W. G. 0.
Bennett, R. 0.
Dubof.s, G. 0 .
Heddoo, A. K .
tcele, M. C.
Elcombe, E. C'.
Teears, R. D.
JWwland, P. J.
Reynolds, P.
O' ' ulli vnu, T. P .

Powell, S. A.
Anderson, A. W .

lllow, D. M.

Bull, H. 0 .

Littlejohn, W.
Cattermole, I.
Bromley, M. C.
Merry, L. J. H .
Montag ue, F.
Hn.rrh;, P. J .
Holmes, J . 0.

Beveridge, T. R .
Osmand, V.
l.nttu, D.
Abbs, K .

Bendell, D. K.

Broome, D . .
Woodfield , 'F. M.

Ei.ey, KW.

22560 115
2:!7i6710
2340192
22624004
2:!326179
226450:!4
22550845
i:!790:137
2267 573
2:!231527
22114003 1
2i665347
2286658:!
22656 1 0
22666331
22683550
2:!1!98178
2260079
22515761
2:!708850
2:!7 07
22515035
22515 50
:!2537334
22537534
:!:! :!1968
22537535
227

:? 7

22550003
2:!711763
22537122
2:!670f>31
2~7U:'> 21

Voddls, E.
BIUlng, A. W. P .

22s:n:t.a2

Pa)'lle. L.

225600:!

Chesney M.
Hnzt>lgmve, C.

:!261)07:!9
22-174056

22711409~

Q
Q

Q

5246A
52850
5312C
5357
535
5350
5359A
5360
5361
5362
6;163
5364
5305
5366
5367
6368
6369
5370
5371
6372
5373
&374
5375
5376
6377
6377A
6:17
537 A

3 1 July,
Au11.,
3 1 I>cc.,
31 July,

52
5:!
52
53

537 c
537 D
63i9
53 0
53 OA

53 l
53'!2
53H3
[>'

11Au11.,r.a
7 1111 , 6

..

5:185

11

;;g,

(13
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Welfare
~

___ sect i

Below an attempt is made to describe with suitable anon:r
mity seven cases taken from the Welfare Section files current
during the first week in December, 1953. Also on this page
is a simple statement of income and expenditure.
Ex-Sergeant, 1934-44. His wife writes: " I am writing
for my husband as he is not well enough. We both much
appreciate your great help at this time and must thank you
for the cheque sent to SSAFA. I am afraid my husband's
illness (T.B.) will take some time."
Signalman, 1952, and still serving. His parents are very
grateful for help to pay the very high cost of fares to visit
him in hospital wher<: he has been for six months.
Ex-Signalman, 1940-46. Has been out of work through
sickness for a year. The Fund helped with arrears of rent
and rates.
Ex-Corporal, 1941-45, and previous service in other
Regiments, has been out of work through sickness for eleven
months; and the Fund and the British Legion have continued to buy him some clothing.
Ex-Wa:rrant Officer, 1928-46. Has been ill and off work
for three months. He and his family can manage all except
insurance premiums, which the Fund is paying until he
gets back to work.
Widow, husband, an ex-W.O., died !n an accident. Full
compensation will be long in coming so the Fund helps a
little.
Ex-Signalman, 1940-46, has had a relapse into T.B. after
a period when he was "cured." The Fund has paid off
small commitments entered into while he was earning a
good wage.
Subscripricns received during November, 1953 :
War Office Signal Regiment (Engineering)
18 Army Group Sig,al Regiment
.•.
. ..
rt Air Formation Signal Regiment .. .
. ..
7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment (No. 5 Ullit B~anciij
42 ~·~ Infantty. Divisional Signal Regiment ...
r
tt css Regiment ..
...
.. .
5 A.A. (M.) Signal Rcgin:ienc ...
Singapore Dimict Signal Regiment
6 (Boys) Traini:>g Regiment . . .
. ..
2 Squadron, West Command Signal Regiment
Vienna Signal Troop . . .
...
...
.. .
. ..
39 Heavy Regime:-it, R.A., Signal Troop . . .
...
. ..
J Malay Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron (British Sector)
Royal Signals Corps Funds
2

~onation1 received during November, 1953 : -

ewcastle Bra,.ch
...
Mr. D. F. Higgins
Mr. J. E. Dyson
Mr. R. J. Nicholson

Mr. R. Weir

. ..

.. .

. ..

. ..

£

8
5
8
30
5

..

8

0

5
2

5

I
0
I 15

. ..

. ..

0
0
0

16
45 4
2

£163

6

0

0

14

0

2

6
0
0

8
5

.. .

0
0
9
0

l

Caputin G. Evelyn

Bxpenditure during November, 1953

0
0
0

5

IO

...

0
0

15 0
6 13

.. .

Total Receipts . . .

d.
6

0
0
0
0

20

3

0

3

. ..

£368 3 4
(Includes: Removals; Cota and Prams; Rent and Rates· Reliabilit.ation·
Hire Purchase; General Auinance).
'
'
A l'l<Jl>.>sis of Cases :
Families of eoldiers serving in U.K.
...
4
,, B.A.0.R.
r
,. F.A.R.E.L.P.

Wid~a ~d Oepcndan~·a

::. ·~:~·
Released and Discharged Soldiers ...

9

I

2

38
Total cases assisted

~~

n

0

47

CORRIGBNDA
The following donations were wrongly acknowledged in previous issues
ol THB WIRE .. We now offer our apologies and acknowledge as under: March, 1953, usue. £11/5/6 entered as No. 5 Unit Branch-should be
7 Arm?urcd Divisional Signal Regiment.
July, 1953, usue. £15 entered as No. 5 Unit Branch-should be 7
Armoured Divioional Signal Regiment.
Novemb<'T, 1953, issue. Cs entered as London Di•trict Signal Trooi;>thould be London District Signal Regiment (A.E.R.).

Civil and Military Tailors
and Outfitters
97 New Bond Street, London, W.1
Telep/tone : Grosvenor 5016-7-8

")!'or the Fine-,t in Service and Civilian Wear"
Special Export Facilities
Our Representatives will wait upon you where and
when you so desire, and at our premises every
courtesy and attention is assured to both old and
new customers

Emergency Service: Tailor-made Uniforms to
individual measurements within 48 hours

22801745
22661769
2~ 29358

Cuddlngt<m, A. F.
Thomas, I>. H.
Flndlnt~r. r. T.
Goldthorpe, V. A.
\\'oodwartl, J·~. \.

53R6
6:187
5!388

2~63-1424!

()~80

22516 21

53\li)

18 Aug .. 53
3 ep., 63
t Sep., 53
30 SPp., 53

CIPHER ROSTER
Sergeants
1'hom(JJ'on,F.G. 6335187
Loudoun, U. E. 22242510

('hctwynd, D. J
\ hman .r. V.
Crookea, D.

2329~!\.I

10
11
12

!!547260
14721302

24 July, 52
7 Oct., 52

200
209
210

Jlobln,on,
C. L. ~;.

Rugby Football

Royal Signals (Austria) beat R.E. (Austria) by 14 points5 points in the final of the B.T.A. Inter Unit Knockout
Rugby Competition 1953 after beating 1 Battalion Middlesex
Regiment and t Battalion Green Howards.
The result of the Corps match versus Royal Engineers
played at Catterick on the 11th November, 1953, was: Royal Signals
26 points
Royal Engineers
I I points
Cycling
7 Training Regiment were placed second in the final
results of the 1953 Army Cycling Inter Unit Challenge Competitions.
'

Tavlor, R.
Cl.iird,lll, L. Jl.
Wilkin on. J. 0.
J.'oakcs, P. W.
IT nrdeu, ~[. CJ. J,.
Wall, J .
JJods, J. !>.

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

1447:1955

2548649
~548U·t

l

60:!1553
HWl7ij9
M4816H
1901263J

237A
245
246
217

31 Mat., ~3
'i July, 53

712
717
720
733
736
7!!7
741

24~

240
:.!jO

2221!!408

5

"65
76tl
7(i7
70!<
7611
770
791
772
773
7H

232!!725
2329433
2696080
14443157
254 92·1
25411287
2549279
2549507
2549582
22285079

Hooper, L. C. 1H42812

Corporals

Pickett, R.

5034
5035
5037
5038
50R9
5040
5041

Q

Q
Q

10001
10007A
10022
lOJ:lO
10167
10181
102011

30 Sep., 53

Corps Pro111olion Order No . 5 o/ l 91h Ju~e, 1953
TRADES ROST~'.!! (Promotion to Corporall: woby, P . !· 223 ~597 60 ~;·.
0
TRADES llOSTER (PromoliOK lo Lance-Corporal): Bn~lhacre, E.
2--:6~715
15600 ; Web b, J . 22791846 15689 ; Wood, A. 22~4 9M 15176 ; 1 oung,
I!:. J. 22504218 160~9; Conway, R. J. 22607394 16077: YcDono~g h. B.
0
22265fi73 1610 ; Punter. W . F. 22575i01 16200; Powell! H. 2~5-076~
16229; Wat1mn. A. M. 22537116 16325; Welc•h, R. 22538403 168 0,
Andrew, M. l. 22546914 16121 ; Wood, W. L. 22583818 16467 ; mirk, • ·
2U94680 165 9.

!1·

INSERTIONS-TRADES ROSTER
W.0.1
2$22040

Jones, E. A.
Colliu(!1!, R . E.
Winfield, 1•'. J.
Rankin, R. A.

22776439
22776421
14465011
2598740

65

Sergeant
1323A
H17A
2136A
2192B

Oxberry, J.
.Bratllp, G.
Tipton, .
Kinch, N. L.

l0052A

Deletions

The following ap]><'intments and pro motions are cancelled :,
.
Corps P~omotio n Order No. 4 o/ lith April, 1953 • -·n
050
TRADES ROSTER (Promolton lo Lance Corporal): Lnmbert, R. 2271fo __ 1 -.o
TRADES ROSTER (Promotion lo Corl>oral): Proudfoot, J. R . 22539893 6622;
•
Merrywenther , G. 22522716 6561.
0
0
CtPHER 11.oSTER (Promotion lo Strgeant): MitchAll, R. G. 22~12447
l .>96.

. orfiePt, H.

22539464

TRADES ROSTER

Promotion to Corporal
Q

5033A

Lance-Corporals

19 Dee .. 52

7Bti
913
1896
2130
211)9
5740
5874
6162
6213
10535

GENERAL DUTIES ROSTER

14185640
316203
19047399
14103384
6215491
22542250
22265427

22776466

2254A

22776463

25 0903
19031 17

2259A
2807A
2337A

Crossley, 1'' . L. 21022015
Webley, !>. 11. 21127949
22296089
Rogen>, G.
Sim•, n.
14186743
Pedder, J. C.
2221\544
Tnylor, J . W.
2252532
Drage, J . C.
211 25 9
Jeffrle.i, 1''. W. G. 19041355
Friend, T.
206085

5916A
6021A
622413
M76A
64HA
6·189A
64 9B
6656A
6819B

376
777
19
976
1611
1777
17 8
1862
1868
2067
2370
5284
5459
6119
6199
6214
6224
6235
6243
6321
6369
6403
6404
6472
6500
6579
6598
6710
6738
6810
6 12
6 29
6 36
6 5
6970
7023
7044
7045
7326
10000
10176
10248
10321
10595
10775

10860
11245
11328
11348
11463
11750
11837
11965
12077
12242
12245
12258
12259
12290
12348
12407
12613
12615
1261
12619
12620
12644
12695
12700
12725
12726
12727
12730
12732
12733
12734
12736
12 94
12 99
12903
12952
129;.l
12990
13047
13049
13050
13074
13075
18091
13111
13132
13201

13202
13237
13238
13258
13266
13278
13319
13322
13336
13363
13364
13378
13379
13424
13425
13431
13440
13523
13529
13555
135 0
135 2
135 3
1362
136 3
13697
18723
13739
13752
13763
13 16
13818
13823
13828
13874
13875
13892
13 93
13916
13917
1391
13960
13961
189 4
139 5
13992
14066

2327905
5110895
5626767
2325082
225R9730
lHU 986
14190936
2549771

5028A
5035,\
6084Il
52HA
52-lOA
5325A
6530A
5875A

10136A
10950A
14(1J7 A

Lilley, Tl.
Gibso11, J. M.
hn11cl, J.

14795
14 25
H 29
14832
14838
14 59
14 64
14 71
1487
14 95
14 96
14926
14027
14929
14943
14945
15002
15008
15029
15037
15055
150
15094
15104
15116
15124
15131
15134
15136
15161
151 1
15224
15228
15340
15370
153 2
15392
15404
15417
15421
15468
154 2
15491
15505
15507
15526
15527

15543
15573
15575
155 6
155
155 9
15594
15603
15608
15613
16623
15625
15644
15674
15i06
15742
15754
157 0
15791
15800
1580'2
15806
15 09
15 32
15853
15 15863
15900
15904
15923
15924
15032
15957
15970
159 5
15995
16014
16017
16050
16053
16065
16092
16111
161H
16143
16150

16157
16166
16169
16199
16207
16209
16246
16258
16267
16278
16297
16299
16302
16313
16317
16329
16344
16353
16360
16386
16391
16399
16450
16452
16470
16490
16511
16521
16534
16560
16561
16584
16591
16607
16612
16617
16112'.!
16646
16663
16676
16
16695
16697
1677
16 71
16903

Deletions

Lance-Corporals
Ot\!lagher, M. 222 12391
Parry, R.
220117469
Woodhead. J . ll223H09

14067
14068
14069
14096
14137
1413
14142
14169
14172
14173
14174
Hl 5
14232
14269
14271
14273
14274
14275
U27iB
14277C
14292
14296
14300
H315
14336
14361
14369
14400
14416
14444
144 2
14493
14506
14537
14542
14606
14653
14654
14655
14703
14719
14744
14752
14775
14776
147 9

GENERAL DUTIES ROSTER

Corporals
Tomplctoo,
ll. H.
Waller, T. R.
Jasper, S. G.
Short, G. R.
Jtevlll, J. H.
Casey, T. A.
Peters, G. F.
Uew!'On, J. lt.

II\

76·1 \

Alexander, A. E. 22212299

7

Whalley, A.
Ra••ett, A.
Price, L.
O'Connor, M. W.
olomon~. E. M.
Gardinrr, A. R.
Maxwell, J. P .

5019A

GENERAL DUTIES ROSTER

Promotion to S.Q.M.S.
Martin, H. S.
Pott.<. J.
Buckley, C. J,
Frost, K M.
~·atrbr.lrn, R. 1''
• ix on, J. R.
Dewitt , V.
Hazel, D.
Webb, N. F.
'rtlton ••T. A.

Crane. P.
2U0122

10 A~g., 53

Hockey

The following are the results of Corps matches: Royal Signals v. RM.A., Sandhurst, played at Sandhurst
on 2nd December, 1953: 2 goals
Royal Signals
RM.A. Sandhurst
...
3 goals
Royal Signals v. Royal Engineers, played at Aldershot on
3rd December, 1953: Royal Signals
Nil
Royal Engineers
5 goals
Royal Signals v. R.A.S.C., played at Aldershot on 4th
December, 1953: 7 goals
Royal Signals
R.A.S.C.
.. .
. ..
...
1 goal
Royal Signals v. Royal Military College of Science, played
at Shrivenham on 5th December, 1953: Royal Signals .. .
.. .
. ..
...
. ..
1 goal
Royal Military College of Science
Nil

13tl2A
13GH

FOREMAN OF SIG NALS-S.Q.M.S.

Promotion to Warrant Officer Class II

CANCELLATIONS

SPORTS NEWS

H320'l63
25493:!2

Corporals

Promotion to Warrant Officer Class

Branches at

Appointed Tailors to over fifty Regiments and Corps

\Varner, A.
A•hton, H. U

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER

285

CAMBERLEY, ALDERSHOT, RAMSEY (1.0.M.)
CAITERICK

13018
1344

1903·1541
22525655
211 255

Hl78A
1l319A
J6076A

1307
5036

10085
10090

10094
10097

10161
10169

10195
10199

10200

10:.!H

525

5304
6317
63111
63!!0
63:!!>

CIPHER ROSTER
Deletions
1809
5040
5077
5110
5201
5209

5214
5215
5221
5222
6223
5225

5226
5227
5230
5231
5232
5233

5239
524l
5242
5245A
5246
524

5249
6260
5251
5252
5257

5~61A

5268
5296
5297
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TOBY..
the 'hallmark' of
fine Beer

was a wonderful year and Royal Signals in all its work and play
did much to enhance our · name.
195At3home
the year started with disastrous floods on the east coast and in

The famous Charrington range :

ROYAL TOBY *

Ext ra st ro ng Pale Ale for the
G reat Occasio n

TOBY ALE*

A fu ll st rength Pale Ale of
muured flavo ur

PALE ALE*

A fi ne sparkli ng
Lig ht Ale

PUNCH STOUT *
ANCHOR STOUT *
BROWN ALE*
BARLEY WINE *
TOBY LAGER*

P E RCIVA L COACHES
{o r PRIVA TE HIR E

A special 5toutnot too bitter ... .. not too sweet

Lu xury Sa l oon Coaches

Rich and
fu ll bod ied

a v a i l abl e for Mi li t ary

Brewed to combine
swee tness and character

un its a t sh or t notic e

A • trong Da rk Ale
of superb qua lity
Tl!U!PKONl! : RICHMOND 2 348

A true Pilsen-type beerbest served cold

CHARRINGTON & CO. LTD., Anchor Brewery, LONDON, E.1

T HE \V I R E
The

Corps

R 0

YA L

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd

The

53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

SI G N ALS

Magazine

of

the

SIGNALS

Official

Organ

of

the

ASSOCIATION

Editor:
BRIGADIE R

CB ERR Y'S

{!
~larket

Plaee~

Richmond~

l}
Yorka

Telephone 2293 (2 lines)

FISH

FRESH

GAME
AND

& VEGETABLES

FRUIT

WREATHS AND
CROSSES

POULTRY

Richnwnd for Beauty-Cherry's for Quality

The Signal is -

JACKSONS!
( Not claim ing t-0 be the only butchers. but ncverihcless-one of the best)

Telephone 2955 (2 lines)
Grocery Branches : 125 Salisbury Terrace ; SS Corporation Road
Butchery Branches : Auckland Road, Co: kerton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastboume Road (Telephone 2989)
/>ally Deliveries In Catterick Camp for oFer thirty-five years

R.

FI R T H

All correspondence and matter for
Dear Sil".
.
M ay we introd u ce ourselves to you as highlyskilled w orkers s pecialising in the making e:i:cluaively
by hmul of one type of m•ticle only.
W e refer to REGIMENT A L BLAZ E R BADGES in
wire and siUc. IVe shalt be please d t-0 ttialte 0 Royal
Si!Jnals Badge for yin• and to t.-upply tltis , cut t-O shape,
t.uith a •nargin of e ither Dark N avy o•· Black c l-0th at
your option. lf you prefrw to d e tach your blazer pocket
and send this t-0 us w e shall b e pleased t-0 worle the
badge dfrecUy on t-0 your cl-0th; but please do not send
the complete blazer f
As there is no Stich tiling as ' ' mass production "
(each bctdye b eing 'individually •nade for every
customer) will you please be advisecl by wt and order
NOW.? We will deliver at any future date during 1954
ro. stnt your convenience. You may s end the •noney
wrtlt ytJur O>'der or wait until we notify you tlmt flour
b<JClye UI reacly for despatclt.

lf'e guarantee t-0 give you a quality article that will
last you for years and that you will be proud to wear.
Tlte price is ThirtiJ-five Shillings inch«ling registered
1>ost charge. May we have the pleasu>'e of scrrving
Yt>U to your complete satisfaction?
Yt>Urs faithfully,

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON

n.

D. J. PABH.JNSON.

publication for

THE WIRE

addressed to The Editor,

should be

THE WIRE,

88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.J.
Matter for publication must be received
by the 15th of the month preceding
publication.
Remittances should be made payable
to: Ro-yal Signals A ssociation. S ubscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months, 12/-; sing/.e
month, 1/-.

FEBRUARY
Vol. U

•
N ew S eries

1954
No. 2

P.S.- lf'e d-0 not use Wl1ile Metal wire (best Silver
only u:11ere necessary) and tl•e Crown is property
padded and" jeu:clled."
51a,

NORFOLK SQUARE, BRIGHTON.

PRICE

ONE

SHILLING

the subsequent civil and military operations very many of Royal Signals took
an active and worthy part. The part played by Royal Signals both of the
active and the Reserve Army during the Coronation brought high praise.
Later 300 of the Association upheld our credit during Her M ajesty' s Review
of ex-Servicemen. In sport we accomplished the " impossible" in Rugby and
Association Football and missed the Treble by losing the Army Team Boxing
in the last round of the last fight.
Overseas, 1953 brought an uneasy peace in Korea but no lack of efficiency
to the Commonwealth Divisional Signal R egiment. In M alaya our communications satisfied Sir Gerald Tt;mplar, and in addition the year was spent
training the signalmen of indigenous forces to take our place.
In the Canal Zone our Signalmen worked perhaps harder than ever before
in peace time and endured considerable discomfort while doing it.
In Kenya we provided communications from very limited resources for the
fight against Mau Mau.
In Europe all our work was good but the end of the year saw a diminution
of our resources, if not of our responsibilities in Austria and Trieste.
THE

INSTITUTION

This was safely and firmly inaugurated in the last days of 1953 and we
look forward to the promised publication of its Journal in the first half of
1954· M ajor-General R. F. H. Nalder, C.B., o .B.E., published the first really
great "History" and with the volume covering the Second World War now
in its second edition, we are proud to state that he is already at work on a new
book covering the history of Signals from the earliest times. Few realise the
magnitude of the tasks he is undertaking for us.
THE

ASSOCIATION

Over 9,000 new members were gained by the Association during 1953 and
this is something like the progress that should be made. The greatest credit
is due to those officers, warrant officers and non-commissioned officers,
particularly in the Signal Training Centre, who are doing so much for so good
a cause. The following figures speak for themselves : 1950
1951
1952
1953
New Life Members
New Annual Members Enrolled at
H eadquarters
New Annual Members Enrolled by
Unit and Local Branches

234

219

591

402

3o6

1,027

1,647

No really accurate record
Total

The increase in Life membership has great significance. A great many
are young soldiers at the commencement of their Colour Service. The figure
includes a very high proportion of those on regular engagement. It is hoped
that these figures will increase in 1954·
The Welfare Section. Although there appeared to be an increase in work
statistic shew that slightly fewer cases received assistance at slightly less cost
than in 1952.
Income from Regiments of the Active and Reserve Armies shewed a
dramatic increase
1953
1952
1951
1950
£1,830
£1,100
£1,350
£6oo
The Association wishes to place on record its deep sense of gratitude to all
those whose generosity made the increase possible. On a rough calculation
this sum, £1,830, is just about equivalent to what was given to those in need
whose claim is based on service which commenced after 1946.
(Continued on page 43, column 2)
A
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Seniorit y

and ProD1otion

The Editor, The Wire.
Sir,
"NON Nobis Solwn " undoubtedly has the interests of
....
the Corps at heart. His letter, published in the
October issue of THE WIRE is most interesting, and it indicates that the subject of promotion is being carefully studied
-as it should be-in regimental messes. It further shows,
however, that there are some misconceptions regarding this
all-important matter, and we are grateful, Mr. Editor, for
allowing us space to make the various points clearer to W.O.s
and N.C.O.s.
The 1939/45 War interrupted the normal flow of promotion and deprived soldiers of the opportunity of obtaining
educational and trade qualifications. It would have been
grossly unfair when the war ended to have imposed suddenly
a rule that all W.O. and N.C.O.s would revert to the ranks
for which they were qualified. This was also impracticable
as the whole Army would have been left with so few senior
ranks that it would have ceased to function. The Shadow
Roll was, therefore, devised as an interim measure and all
regular soldiers were placed on it in seniority assessed
according to certain given rules. The initial shadow rank
granted was qualification free, and was a guarantee-with
certain necessary reservations-that the soldier would at
least hold that rank on the introduction of peace promotion.
The Shadow Scheme allowed for shadow promotion, and
this subsequently became "subject to qualification." On
Ist April, 1952, the Shadow Roll became the Substantive
Roster for peace-time promotion.
The peaqe promotion code allows for substantive and acting rank. (Local rank can be disregarded from the point of
view of this letter). Substantive promotion is subject to
qualification. Acting rank may, however, be granted free of
qualification, or according to specific instructions laid down
by Arms of the Service.
With these facts in mind let us now examine, in turn, the
points raised by "Non Nobis Solwn."
To what is the high proportion of Acting Ranks in the
Corps due?
Abnormal commitments in various parts of the world
make it necessary for the present STRENGTH of the Corps
to be much greater than the planned peace-time ESTABLISHMENT. The difference is a fringe which is liable to
fluctuate or even at some future date to disappear. The
planned peace-time establishment provides the "hard c-0re "
of substantive or permanent ranks while the "fringe" is
covered by active ranks. While this is the rough principle
there are other factors which tend to increase the ratio of
acting to substantive ranks. These factors cannot all be
detailed in the space available for t'us letter, but one very
important point to remember is that the vacancies in the
acting components of higher ranks can only be filled by
those holding lower substantive ranks, and, therefore, the
More junior the rank, the greater must be the proportion of
acting ranks held in the Corps.
From "Non Nobis Solwn's" remarks regarding the high
proportion of acting ranks in certain units it appears there
is a feeling that acting rank has not been granted in a fair
order of seniority. This is not so. Entitlement to acting
rank is assessed by 0.I.C. Records strictly in accordance
with Corps Memorandum No. 11, and authorities to promote
are issued accordingly. There may be some time lag in
a_crual promotion in some cases, however, as, at any given
rune and place there may not be a vacancy and posting-and
even drafting-action may have to be taken to get the man
oromoted.

Although it may seem desirable that an even proportion
of more senior, and hence, substantive, N.C.O.s should be
allotted to each unit, no firm undertaking to do this can be
given as jt would involve a very high rate of movement
between units. It would also cause grave hardship to those
with families, particularly overseas where frequent changes
of station would be incurred with all the complications of
expense and the finding of fresh accommodation.
How is Acting Rank granted ?
When the Peace Promotion Code was instituted, Acting
Rank in the Corps was granted free of qualification. This
concession was essential at the time owing to the large
number of men who had not then obtained their educational
and/or technical qualifications. Thus Acting Rank was
subject only to recommendation by a Commanding Officer
and the man's seniority.
The situation has now changed for the better regarding
the number of men who are qualified and, in future, Acting
Rank will be given to available qualified men first, and not
until all these have been absorbed in the higher ranks will
unqualified men be promoted. This provision will appear
in a revised Royal Signals Corps Memorandum No. 11 to
be issued shortly.
The moral of this will be obvious. The sooner men obtain
educational and trade qualifications the sooner they will
achieve not only substantive promotion but also higher acting
rank.
"Non Nobis Solum " has referred to N.C.O.s "not even
qualified to hold their own substantive rank" in view of
the initial, and qualification-free, shadow rank granted them.
Now the initial shadow ranks of these men were guaranteed,
these men having been accepted as qualified for the substantive ranks they hold and it is incorrect to speak of them as
unqualified for these ranks. A promise must be kept. Such
men who have hitherto been granted acting rank according
to their recpmmendation and seniority have Tightly been
promoted according to the rules which have been in force.
Henceforth, they will have to become qualified to be certain
of ANY further promotion.
Unqualified personnel on rosters
The position regarding these men has been explained
above, and they rightly hold vacancies on the rosters. Under
this heading, however, "Non Nobis Solwn " speaks of others
who have taken great pains to become qualified, saying they
have to remain in their initial ranks until a vacancy occurs
in the higher rank. He thus infers that W.O.s and N.C.O.s
who have not qualified since being granted their substantive
rank, should be passed over within their rank by those who
do qualify. This would not be fair play, neither could the
proposal be put into effect. If such a procedure were to be
introduced it would have to be made applicable to all W.O.s
and N.C.0.s in the Corps and an individual's position would
be unstable in the extreme. Once granted substantive rank,
with a given seniority, an individual should retain that
seniority.
Technical Qualifications
That trade qualifications should revert to the standards
originally laid down in Royal Signals Corps Memorandwn
No. 11 is a matter which is being kept in view and is one
which we are most anxious to re-introduce. There are
obstacles which cannot at present be overcome, however, the
chief being the need to provide full facilities for training to
Class I and upgrading tests.
Separate " Q " and Regimental Rosters
The idea of separate S.Q.M.S.-R.Q.M.S.-Q.M. and
S.S.M.-W.0.I-Administrative and Cipher officer rosters is
not new; it has been studied on several occasions in the past.
It has not been finally rejected but it bristles with difficulties.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1954

Forecast of Promotion prospects
To do this would entail an enormous amount of research
and calculation and would require a separate staff in Royal
Signals Record Office; it is, therefore, impracticable. However, such forecasts would be of little more value than can
be obtained by careful study of " The Blue Book," for so
many unpredictable factors can change the situation almost
from day to day. Another danger : individuals would tend
to regard the Record Office forecast as a firm promise and
disappointment might ensue.
General comments
The 1939/ 45 War created abnormal and unsatisfactory
conditions which to some extent still persist. These led
first to the shadow scheme and later to the peace promotion
code under both of which some concessions have had to be
granted. On balance they are fair to the great majority of
regular soldiers. The concession phase, inevitable after six
years of war, is passing and will come to an end as the reci~ients leave the Corps. This process is going on all the
tJ.me.
As regards acting rank, no one likes it but it is a necessary
evil which must be endured-possibly for a long time. Howeyer, its effects ~e not all bad; it carries pay and pension
nghts and an actmg W.0.I, who passes the 40 years age limit
is still eligible for substantive promotion.
'
It is interesting to note that within the last month the
Corps has been allotted some 1,500 additional substantive
vacancies with a corre~ponding reduction in acting ranks,
so that the necessary evil has been abated to this extent.
The aim of all N.C.0.s should be to qualify educationally
and by trade rating not only for the next step upwards, but
for the highest ranks and for a commission. Those who can
gain Class I of their trades (or two Class II in any two
trades) and an Army First Plass Certificate of Education
the while improving their soldierly qualities, will have littl~
or nothing of which to complain in the promotion prospects
of their Corps.
Yours faithfully,
D . R. PATERSON, Colonel.
THE

w AR

OFFICE,

AG.II.

Continued from

EDITORIAL

Page

Employment. It continued to be possible to place a
majo;ity o~ suitable applicants in the light electrical industry
and m various branches of Government communication services. The problem of placing others, and partiC'dlarly of
finding employment for older men, continued to be most
difficult.
The Wire. Circulation continued its increase in 1953 and
financially, despite rather more lavish production, the year
shews a very small profit. It was an expensive year in the
sense that where Royal Signals and the Association does so
much, so well, the recording of great achievement in words
and pictures occupies much space. The obvious solution
that Royal Signals must do less in 1954 in order that THE
WIRE may make a substantial profit is not to be thought of.
Life Members. Something like half the Life Members
of the Association do not, cannot, belong to a branch. In
consequence they hear little or nothing of what is going on
in Royal Signals. On 1st December therefore, at some cost,
a ~epon was sent to each at hi~ ~ast known address, telling
briefly the story of 1953 and givmg a forecast of reunions,
etc. arranged for 1954. The response amply justified the cost.
!'1- very great amount of appreciative c'?mment is still coming
m. Sales of THE WIRE and of such things as ties and badges
have increased. It has proved, if proof were needed; how
very many are still very proud of being a Signalman.
Branches. The most important of all in the work of the
As_sociation. Although some have difficulty in keeping
go~~' we lost three; a, majority are in a strong and healthy
posmon. New branches were formed at Croydon, Hull,
Loughborough, and 2, 3 and 5 Training Regiments.

1954
We look forward with confidence. We do not know what
is in store. We know that Royal Signals at home and overseas will continue in their careful regard of our reputation
whatever diffic~ties are added to their work. They should
know that behind them are well over 20,000 active members
of the Association who are equally careful of our credit.

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS, THE DEPOT BATTALION, 1928
(See Scarborough Branch Notes, page 71)
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ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS

1922-2 5

BETBOSPEC
And may t i~, sons, chat are to be
More worth) ervice 9ive to Thee
But nont: more loyal hearts than we.

If Royal Signals of 1922/25 had looked forward to 1953
the " tag " quoted above might have come into their minds .
For this account of the " service " given in those years
we are indebted first to Major-General R. F. B. Naylor,
c.B., c.B.E., o.s.o., M.C. who placed his album of photographs
at our disposal. Recourse has also been made to the pages
of the 1924 WIRE.

The Diploma of Honour, reproduced here, was
awarded to each indivual who accomplished ' standard time
or distance ' in any event.

ARMY CROSS COUNTRY TEAM C H A M P IO NSHIP
1914 Winnl!rs. 1st Training Battalion, Ro yal Signals.
(Bock Row) · Signalman Smith, Signalman Sprunt, Signalman Blades, Signalman Gosling, Cpl. Ursell, Signalman Lyall. Signalma n Brundell, Signal man Iveson , Si1 nalman
Beeton. (2nd Row) : L/Cpl. Richardson, Cpl. Cayley, Cpl. Cotterell, Col. E. F. W. Barker, Major F. R. Co bb. Signalman Smith, Sirnalman Reeves. (Fro nt Ro w) : Sl1nalman

Bundy, Signalman Ayres.

There was no Army Cross Country Race in 1921 but the rst Training Battalion were the Eastern Command Champions
as also in 1921, 23, 24. In 1922 they tied for first place with 2nd Training Battalion, Royal Signals. This is a record which
will take some beating.
The famous Corporal W. M. Cotterell won the International Cross Country Championship in 1924.

0000

ATHLETICS
Army Team Championships.

1922

Tied for second place.

1923

1924 ATHLETIC TEAM

-

19H

-

1925

W inners .

(Bock Row ).
Signalman Murphy
Signalman Garnell
L Cpl. Tapley
L/ Cpl. C hignall
Sign alman Thorn
Sgt. Cobbe
(100, 200, H. Jump, Hurdles)
(BBO)
(Hu r dles)
(BBO)
(440)
(Hurdles)
(3rd Row ):
Boy Davenport
Signalman Bu tler
Signalman Craig
L/ Cpl. Iveson
Signalma n W h ite
L/ Cpl. G ear
(Shot)
( H. Jump)
(220, 440, 880)
(I mile, 3 mi les)
( L. Jump)
(t mile)
(2nd Row) :
Signalman Gosling
Dvr. Garnish
Signalman Bundy
Signalman Ayres
Sgt. Nicks
Signalman Hanso n
Signalman Mat t hews
Signalman Beeton
(3 miles)
(Pole Jump)
(l mi le. I mi le, 3 miles)
(I mile, 3 miles)
(100 yds.)
(·440)
( 100, 220)
( I mile, 3 mil es)
(Front Row) :
Lt. E. G . W . Pearse
Maj. R. F. B. Nay lor
Col. E. F. W . Barker
Lt. D. A. L. W ade
Lt. H. A. Spencer
(100, 220, HO)
(Hu r dles), Team Captain

*
ARMY

*TE

*

AM

*
*BOXING

Army Champions 1923 and 1925
Runners Up 1924.
Imperial Service Champions.
Li e ut . H. A. Spencer, Light
1922, 23.
Army Champions.
Lieut. H. A. Spencer, Light
Signalman Collins,
Fly

1922
1924

*

Lieut. H. A. Spencer, Cpl. Wheeler, Signalmen Viney, Richmond,
Collins and Driver Smith fought for the Army In 1923 and 24.

THE

1913

TEAM

S/Sct. Hayd en ,
Sicnal man Rich mond, Signalman Hutches~ n. L/Cpl. With. LICpl. Viney. Signalman Hughes, Boy Collins,
Driver Em ble m, Lt. B. H. House, Lt. H. A. Spencer, Col. E. F. W . Barker, Lt. L. 8 . Nicholls, Cpl. Wheeler.

L Cpl. Jones,
Driver Smith.

AIR FORMATION SIGNALS MIDDLE EAST

PERSONAL
COLUMN
l.ondon Gazette

27th November, r953
·Major T. Morgan, T.A., to be Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel W. J. Sharpe, T.A. to T.A.R.0.
Lieutenant-Colonel T . W. Boileau, o.B.E., to R.A.R.0.,
and granted Honorary Rank of Colonel.
25th December, r953
Major-General W. A. Dimoline, c.B., c.B.E., n.s.o., M.C.,
to RA.RO.
Major-General W. A. Scott, c.B., c.B.E., appointed Colonel
Commandant 1st January, 1954, vice Major-General Sir
Leslie G. Phillips, K.B.E., C.B., M.C.
29th December, r953
Major A. J. M. Atthill, o.B.E., to be Lieutenant-Colonel.
Movements-Officers
Major S. W. Brackenbury, Korea to ALFNE.
Major A. Juniper, FAR.ELF to H.Q. A.E.R., Royal
Signals.
Major J. G. Geary, Depot to M.E.L.F.
Major P. F. Pentreath, School of Infantry to Northern
Army Group.
Major D. A. MacDonnell, 7 Training Regiment to
Northern Anny Group.
Major N. D. Farmer, 50 (N) Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment, T.A., to Depot Regiment.
Major W. J. S. Clemmey, 3 Training Regiment to Retirement.
Major D. R Yearsley, Canada to I I Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment.
Major P. A. Lonnon, Korea to Northern Army Group.
Major J. Knowles, B.T.A. to M:E.L.F.
Major C. S. Kidd, Malta to U.K.
Major R. H. Petty, Depot Regiment .to 1 Training Regiment.
Major A. D. Brindley, Northern Army Group to
FAR.ELF.
Major F. W. Stoneman, 1 Special Base Signal Troop to
U.K.
Major E. J. Bardell, FAR.ELF to Staff College.
.tlrrival11 and Depart•res
HONG KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT
Arrioals
Lieutenant-Colonel D . E. L . Gardiner and family.
Major A. J. Wildy and family.
Major T. l... Richards shortly followed by his family.
Captain J. R. Maxfield and family.
Captain (Q.M.) R. J. Hoar and family.
Lieutenant (Cipher) H. E. Berwick and family.
Lieutenant V. S. Smith and Second-Lieutenants D . V. Bradley, P. A.
Spooner and P. E. Riding.
S.S.M. Parks shortly to be joined by his family.
S.S.M. Woods and Sergeants Pebcrdy, Moss, Byers and Darlow all
from Korea.
Signal~ HodS<m to join his brother, Corporal Hodson, in 27 Brigade
Signal Troop.
r TRAINING REGIMENT
Arri11als
W.O.II MacSwceney, R ., from Edinburgh U.T.C (T.A.).
Sergeant Cole, J., from Malta.
Departures
S.Q.M.S. Foi.kard, B. C., to Korea.
W.O.II Townsend, A. F., to N.A.G .
Sergeant Stuart, P. E., to SHAPE.

46

Arri11als Officers
Major A. J. Hamilton
to 4 Air Formation Signal Regiment.
Maior B. E. Tebbs
Captain B. E. Brock
Captain D. S. Hutley, G.M.
,, ,, ,,
,,
,,
u
Major G. H. Pierson
to 18 Air Formation Signal Regiment.
Senior Ranks
W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) Cloughley, W . to 4 Air Formation Signal Regiment.
Sergeant Clnrke, V.
Serge•nt Clarke, G .
Sergeant Grant E.
,, ,, ,
,
Sergeant Jeannette, G. H. to CAFSO Brancb" H .Q. MBAF.
S.S.M. MacFeeters, W.
to 18 Air Formation Signal Regiment.
Sergeant Crosse, W. R.
S.Q.M.S. Homewood
,, ,, ,,
Departures Officers
Major B. H. Bostle to U.K.
Lieutenant (TO'f) D. J. Chetwynd to U.K.
Captain R. H. A. Salisbury to U .K.
Senior Ranks
W .0 .II (R.Q.M.S.) Walker, A. E., to U.K.
II

The Band

The Royal Signals Band has been spending the winter
in M.E.L.F., where no doubt it enhanced its, and our,
reputation.
Concurrently the Band of the Royal Canadian Corps of
Signals is spending six months in FAR.ELF. Naturally its
duty is to the 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade in Korea,
but it is hoped that wise auhority wiJI enable this famous
band under its Director, Lieutenant B. J. Lyons, to be
heard by some of the Royal Signal Regiments in this theatre.

Fortheoming

ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

Arri11als
Major J. B. Anderson, rejoined from Senior Officers' Course.
Second-Lieutenant G. A. Tiffin, from O.T.W.
S.Q.M.S. J. W. Sinclair, from U .K.
S.Q.M .S. A. Shillacker, from 2.tld Infantry Division Signal Regiment,
and Mrs. Shillacker.
Mrs. Lincoln, wife of Signalman Lincoln.
Mrs. Cameron, wife of Signalman Cameron.
Mrs. Faichney, wife of Signalman Faichney.
Deparwres
Major M. D . Price and Family to U .K.
S.Q.M .S. F. Moehle, to U .K.

Births
OAKLEY.-To Captain and Mrs. D. F. Oakley, at Catterick Military Hospital, a daughter, Gillian Fiona Susan,
on 16th December.
PATBRSON.-On December 20th, 1953, at Stanborough
Nursing Home, Watford, to Joan, wife of Captain J. R. T.
Paterson, a son.
BAYNHAM.-On December 17th, 1953, at B.M.H., Singapore, to Ann, wife of Captain D. H. Baynham, a
daughter.
WALMESLEY-COTHAM.--On December 21st, 1953, at
B.M.H., Iserlohn, Germany, to Rosemary, wife of
Captain J. H. Walmesley-Cotham, a daughter.
DICKENS.--On 19th December, 1953, a daughter, Christine
Jacqueline, ·t o R.S.M. and Mrs. D . C . Dickens, at the
Greenbank Maternity Home, Darlington.

(All nth Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment)
RHODES.-On 17th November, 1953, at the B.M.H.,
Hanover, to S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. J. K. Rhodes, a son,
Robert.
MORRIS.--On 26th November, 1953, at the B.M.H.,
Rinteln, to Corporal and Mrs. F. H. Morris, a son, David
Frank Edward.
COYNE.-On 28th December, 1953, at the B.M.H.,
Rinteln, to Corporal and Mrs. A. Coyne, a son, Michael
Anthony.
Marriage•

All the following of: 5oth (N) Infantry Divisional
Signal Regiment, T.A.
MERBDITH-McSTR.AVICK-Signalman R. G. Meredith, of No. 1 Sguadron, to Jiliss Ellen McStravick, on
27th July, 1953,-at St. Augustine's R.C. Church, Darlington.
SMITH-HART.-Signalman D. Smith, of No. 1
Squadron, to Miss Veronica Hart, on 12th December,
1953, at St, Patrick's Church, Thornaby-on-Tees.
GUNN-JACKSON.- Signalman P. Gunn, of No. 2
Squadron, to Miss Nina Jackson, on 3rd October, 1953,
at St. Thomas's Church, Middlesbrough.
COFFEIR-MUSGR.OVE.-Signalman N. Coffer, of No. 3
Squadron, to Miss Jennie Musgrove, on 17th October,
1953, at St. Michael's Church, South Westoe.
GREATREX-ZERBE.-At Herford, on the 6th November, 1953, Corporal A. L. Greatrex, of 1 Ith Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment, to Fraulein Leni Johanna
Zerbe.
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EVENTS
MAR.CH

[Court.,y: Porttr.an Press Bureau Ltd.

The Christening of Margaret Lorna Mackinon, daughter of Captain
and Mrs. N. F. Mackinon, at Brompton Parish Church on 5th January,
1954.
Dea tit#

HAMIL TON.-22515456 Sergeant H. H. Hamilton, died in
a military hos.pital at Singapore on December 27th, 1953.
FORD.-22693769 Driver J. M. Ford, on 5th December,
1953, at B.M.H., Kinrara, FAR.ELF.
FOWLBR..-22796755 Driver M. R. Fowler, on 4th
December, 1953, in B.M.H., Fayid, M.E.L.F.
RICHAR.DS.-22250061 Sergeant P. J. Richards, on 6th
December, 1953, in U.K.
CLEMSON.-14736684 Corporal R. A. F. Clemson, on 7th
December, 1954, in B.A.O.R.
FLYNN.-22296488 Co11p0ral J. W. Flynn, on 8th
December, 1953, in Hong Kong.
DILLON.-22no857 Sergeant N. B. Dillon, on 25th
December, 1953, in Battle Hospital, Reading.
STRINGER.-22679526 Signalman D. F. Stringer, on 8th
December, 1953, in Queen Alexandra Military Hospital,
Mill bank.
JVDDVLPOllE HEVNION
All of Royal Signals who served in the Indian Signal Corps
will associate themselves with the greetings sent to the Corps
of Signals of India for their Reunion at Jubbulpore, 9th to
16th February, 1954.
Mercury Ho•se--Colwy" Day
With effect from 1st February, 1954, the undermentioned
tariff was brought into use at Mercury House, Colwyn Bay :
Adults
Oct.-May
June-Sept.
Weekly Rate
£4 15s. od.
£5 15s. od.
Daily Rate
18s. od.
19s. 6d.
Bed and Breakfast
13s. 6d.
13s. 6d.
Children
4-12 years
£3 15s. od.
£3 17s. 6d.
1-3 years
£2 10s. od.
£2 15s. od.
0--1 year
No charge except for laundry and extras. Rates to be
at Manager's discretion.
Christmas Daily Rates
Adults
£1 IS. Od.
Children 4-12
14s. od.
7s. 6d.
1-3
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Branch Honorary Secretaries' Meeting,
London, 27th March.
APRIL
Dance, Chester, Royal Signals Band, roth
April.
Royal Signals Band Concert, Chester, nth
"
April.
MAY
Reunion and Band Concert, London.
West Country Reunion, Newton Abbot,
22nd/23rd May.
"
JUNE
Central Committee Meeting, London.
JULY
Annual General Meeting and Reunion,
Catterick, 17th/18th July.
Royal Signals· Hockey Club
Feb. 17
R.E.M.E.
Catterick.
Mar. 3
R.A.O.C.
Catterick.
Royal Signals Rugby Football Club
Feb. 27
Leeds University ...
Leeds
Mar. 6
Billingham
Catterick.
20
Royal Military College of Science Shrivenham.
27
Workington
Catterick.

DINNER CLUB
Annual Dinner, Wednesday, 26th May, 1954.
Regular Officers' At Home, Thursday, 27th May, 1954.

IOt~

Anniversary
NORMANDY LANDINGS
Whilst it is not possible to arrange for a visit to the Normandy Battlefields on the actual tenth anniversary of the
landings, preliminary arrangements have already been made
for a Pilgrimage leaving London on the morning of Friday,
30th July, and arriving back· in London in the early evening
of Monday, 2nd August.
The Pilgrimage organised by the Legion in 1952 will be
remembered, and the visit on this occasion will be similar
in nature. The beaches and cemeteries will be visited, and
the co-operation of all the local authorities and people has
been assured.
The cost from London back to London inclusive will be
ten guineas per head and a detailed programme will be available very shortly. Anyone interested in joining this Pilgrimage is asked to communicate with Headquarters, Briti h
Legion, Pall Mall, London, S.\V.1, marking their application
"10th Anniversary Pilgrimage-Normandy" and full information and the necessary forms for completion will then be
issued.

*1I

Letters

to th e EDI T OR

REUNIONS

EMPLOYMENT VAC:ANCIES

Signals. Fifth Reunion of All Ranks, 18, 6 and 70
Divisional Signals Special Force Signals and 34 Independent
Cor ps Signals in London, 13th March, 1954. Write M ajor
A. A. Bradshaw, 3, Bank Buildings, Cranleigh, Surrey.

*
Mr. J. A. Cooper, late Major, Royal Signals, and now
Regional tudio Engineer (Midland), B.B.C. writes : -

MAJOR-GE 'ER AL SIR EDW' ARD NORTHEY
In its issue of December 29th Tlte Times gives a lengthy
account of the career of the late Major-G eneral Sir Edward
N orthey "who died on Christmas Day in a Nursing Home
at Goring-on-Thrunes at the age of 85." "Early in 1916 he
was given command of rhe Nyasa-Rhodesia Field Forces."
Hi column was known as Norlorce and this approaohed
the fighting area in East Africa from the general direction
of Rhodesia."
In the rainy season of 1919 I had established a special
receiving and transmitting station in a block house near the
top of a small hill at K ifoku in East Africa. Adjacent to the
block was a large fever tree, which tree is characterised by
the fact that it has a very long trunk and no branches whatsoever except at the top. These branches were firs t cut off
and then we used the trunk to support a number of inverted
" L" aerials radiating out from the tree in all directions.
T he down leads were brought to a linJ...-ing box made of a
piece of wood and portions of petrol cans. Reception was
normally carried out with all aerials in parallel and connected to a Pack Set receiver. When a signal was intercepter all the links were removed except one, which was
aioved along the various contacts until the aerial giving the
loudest signal was found. Communication was then established u sing this particular aerial, it being directional for
the station concerned.
While carrying out a listening watch in this way repeated
calls were intercepted from station BOW. This being a
strange call-sign to us I wired Wireless Headquarters Dares-Salaam for permission to reply and accept traffic. This
was given and I was informed that BOW was one of the
si;>ark transmitters u~ed bf General Northey. On answering
his call and accepung his traffic I found that his normal
chain of wireless cormnunication was broken down because
an enemy shell had destroyed a linking transmitter. He
could not use helio, there being no sun due to the fact that
it was the rainy season, and he had no lines. We cleared
all his traffic over our own wireless and line system and
at the conclusion I received a telegram of thanks from
General Northey.
There may still be readers of THE WmE who were members of t?-e Wireless Signal Company, Royal Engineers, in
E~st Afnca (1914/1919) or of "Z" Signal Company, who
will perhaps remember handling the traffic.
(Incidentally it may be of interest to add that the first
O.C. of the Wireless Signal Company East Africa was
Major H. Thirkill, who ~s now Sir H~ry Thirkill, ~.B.E.,
M.c., Master of Clare. His successor was Captain W. V. G.
Fuge who was D.C.S.0. Scottish Command 1939/1940).

*

*

*

L ieutenant (Q.M.) J. Ogden writes: Two ,Year ago the wea~ing ?f Collar Badges was, subject
to C.O. s approval, authonsed m AC.I's. So far we in the
Corps have not been permitted to wear same
ow the majority of members of the Corps a~e not entitled
to any decorations I think it would be an excellent idea to
mtroduce the Collar B.~dge in an effort to (i) Brighten a
OI?-1ewhat dull ..~·J?., (11) encourage personal pride in his
uniform, and (m) increase Esprit de corps.

*

*

3rd Divisional Signals Reunion Club D inner- Duke of
Yorks H .Q., Chelsea, Saturday, 13th M arch, 1954. All
ranks welcomed. Details from H on. Secretary, Mr. J. R.
Atterton, 37, Cherry Tree Avenue, Staines, Middlesex.

*

KING EDWARD Vll's HOSPITAL
FOR OFFICERS (SISTER AGNES)
The Extension to the Hospital has been completed, the
original building has been brought up to date and the H ospital is now provided with the very latest equipment.
As is already known the Hospital has a Consulting Staff of
eminent physicians and smgeons, and patients who desire to
avail themselves of their services are charged in accordance
with their means, on a scale agreed by the Council. Patients
may, however, still make their own arrangements with any
physician or surgeon of their choice if they so desire.
A number of ward beds are set aside for serving officers,
who are entitled to free bed, nursing and maintenance. Extra
charges are cu t down to a minimum and are constantly reviewed and the ability of the patient to pay is always considered. We have recently introduced a Samaritan F und to
assist those in financial need.
The Hospital is mainly for surgical and medical cases and
has its own Medical Officer (from whom preliminary advice
can be obtained without charge), a Psysiotherapist and an
X-ray apparatus.
The Hospital has been disclaimed by the M inister of
Health, and is therefore entirely dependent on voluntary
support. Subscribers, who are entitled to special rates, are
asked to pay £1 yearly by Bankers Order, which can be
obtained from !he Honorary Appeal Secretary, 15, Ormond
Yard, Duke of York Street, S.W .1, who will also be pleased
to receive donations.
All officers, serving and retired, permanent and temporary,
are eligible for admission.

(Anyone obt~ning employ~nent through answering
advertisements in THE WIRE is requested to notify the
Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.r.).
Roll~-Royce Limited, A.ero J?ngine Division, Derby, offer
a spe~1al fori:n of. ~pprenuceship to young men who intend
entcrmg Umvcrsmes to read Mechanical Engineering on
completion of National Service.
'
The course includes the following : (a) O~e year pre-Univer.sity pr~ctical training;
(b) Six-week courses durmg Umversity vacations;
(c) One year post graduate specialist training.
. An adequate alary will be paid during periods of training
in the Company's Factories.
The next course be~it;s in September 1954. Applications
should reach the T raming Manager Rolls-Royce Limited
Nig~tingale Ro~d, Derby, by June, f~om whom also furthe:
details are obtainable on request. Applicants will be interviewed in July.

ignal
Training
a

~entre

TRAINING REGDIENT, ROYAL SIGNAIS

. We welco~e t? the Regiment, W.0.II T yler, and wish
him success m his stay with us.
W.O.I .Boyton and Sergeant Mullen have n ow joined us
from their Drill Course at Pirbright, Sergeant Mullen will
now have to watch those floor boards on the G uard Room
verandah.
The new idea of P!Oviding a Buffet for some 1,200 N.C.O.s
and Men of the Regiment has greatly varied the m onotonous
Mess routine. This is clear!y approved by all diners. It
was a very large order and qwte an undertaking for our Cook
Staff, nevertheless, it was a great success, as the photograph

W OT THE DRIVER SED !
True extracts from statements
AllJ)

llS

T ~·~

W l~ ~ESS

*
Record of Ex-Regulars

--

\J o••

T•S.TCF'f

Employment Association
The 1,000,oooth ex-Regular soldier, sailor or airman to
be found a civilian job since 1900 by the Regular Forces
Employment Association has now been placed in work.
The Association-the Services' ' own "employment
agency," the full title of which is the National Association
for Employment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen
-was established in 1885. It is the only organisation of its
kind sponsored for employment purposes by the three Services. It is supported almost entirely by Service funds, and
takes no fees from applicants or employers.
Working in close co-operation with the Ministry of
Labour, the Association specialises in considering the requirements both of the employer and the applicant, and
tries to put the right person in the right job from the start.
More than 50 " job finders " in large centres throughout
the United Kingdom make it their business to find what
s?rt of pasts are vacant locally, so as to be ready to fill positlOns directly ex-Regulars become available.
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A working gentleman offered to be a neutral witness in my favou r

shows, thanks due to tl;ie hard efforts of the Commanding
Officer, and Cook Staff concerned. T his is now a regular feature held once a month.
T he recent festive season saw many hidden talents reveal
them sel~es to the ~rganising powers of the Regiment and
the Regrmental Chnstmas Variety Show, " Hi-Everyone." A
r~cord audience .o f 1,200 saw a display worthy of profess10nal status (Nearly !). T he producer, Captain Mackenzie,
an:d the co~pere (R.S.M. Boyton) had a few nail-biting
mu~utes , owmg t~ many minor alterations of programme
~hich , were croppmg u p during the show, but a few good
mghts sleep has done the world of good. With such backing and enthusiasm shown by the large cast and the resultant
reception by the audience, it is hoped to run shows in the
new year.
!he Unit dance band ably lead by Sergeant Ford is
qwckly reaching a reputation in the local area which makes
a. healthy booking list for fu ture months. Regimental funcuo.ns need no longer depend on outside Band help. The
children of the three local Barnardo Homes were given a
slap. up feed and . party in . the Garrison Theatre during
C lmstmas along with the children of the Regiment. Father
Christmas (Lieutenant Tant) arrived on schedule and after
stabling his reindeer proceeded to hand out the presents in
the true Regimental fashion.
T he highlights of Regimental Soccer in December was
the. winning of the Hulme Cup for the second year running.
This match was played on Boxing Day on the Rioon City
ground against Tadcaster Magnets Sports Club. The first
part of the game was a fierce battle but once our team had
settled down to play fast football the issue was soon settled.
The final score of a win 8-o tells its own story.
In the local league, both First and Second Elevens are
still unbeaten this season. We have won the first round of
the Northern Command Cup at Catterick and the fourth
round of the Army Cup at Plymouth is to be played shortly.
We are .still in the running for the Ripon League Cup and
the Whmvorth Cup. The latter cup is for senior clubs in
the Harrogate Area and we were invited to enter after winning their Seven-a-Side Claro Cup.
Early season succes es on the Rugby field have been overshadowed by the Regiments clo e defeat by 6 (Boys) Training Regiment in the Army Cup and an equally close defeat
in the Northern Command Cup.
The latter was a hard match fought in extremely foggy
weather against O.T.W. Catterick. We lost by 12 points to
8, after some attractive open foo tball on both sides.
We hope to avenge this defeat in a return match in
January. The team is now training with a view to the
" Seven-a-side" later in the season and we hope to do fai rly
well in this Tournament.
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a model for all who
came into contact with
him.
Especially was he
proud of the Regiment
and in his retirement he
can find comfort in the
knowledge
he
will
always be remembered.
Good luck Bill - we
shall always be glad to
see you.
Fancied we had done
everything in the Regiment, but S.Q.M.S.
Scott sprang a surprise
on New Year's Day
when he became, pending the delayed arrival
of the midwife, an "actMaJor W . J. S. Clemmey. T D. Royal Signals
ing midwife" to Mrs.
Scott - .result Beryl
Susan-and a beautiful baby at that.
. Brigadier G. Walsh, C.B.E., o.s.o., c.o., D.G.M.T. Canadian Army, was our first 1954 visitor and accompanied by
the Commandant (Brigadier W. D. J. Harries, C.B.E.) toured
~11 aspects of operator training and was especially interested
m the new tape recorder method of teaching morse. Shall
tell you more about this method next month but we are
certainly on a winner this time.
'
It is not often I mention the Officers' Mess but the end of
the year party was a terrific success-and fortunate indeed
we were to have Major K. Nash as a guest. Why? Just
look at the magnificent caricatures he produced.

*
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Cannot ever before remember watching the Regiment lose
a sporting event and yet to be so filled with pride as on 12th
January when we were defeated in the first round of the
Army Inter-Unit Boxing Team Championships by 6 Battalion R.A.0.C. by 19 points to 14.
But proud I certainly was, and I echo the sentiments of
the whole Regiment, after watching a display of sheer dogged
courage by our chaps against seasoned experienced
opponents.
Before a large and distinguished audience that included
Brigadier W. Snook (Commandant C.O.D. Donningtlon),
Colonel R. Kirkpatrick (0.C. E. and R. Group, Donnington),
Lieutenant-Colonel N. G. E. Sims, M.B.E. (ADOS Northumbrian District), and Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. Tyrrell (0.C.
Signals Group C.0.D.), the issue was open up to the interval
and as Charlie Childs remarked-" I haven't see such enthusiasm and plucky fighting for years."
Don't know how much longer I shall be in the Regiment
but the memory of a gallant band of losers will long live
with me-small wonder the Commanding Officer's (Lieutenant-Colonel W. C. Burke) voice rang with pride as he congratulated both teams.
o a glad hand to Major A. E. Wood (Boxing Officer),

so

S.S.!. J. Treacy (A.P.T.C.) trainer, and details are
(R.A.0.C. first): !....Private Dormer beat Lance-Corporal Bentley (referee
stopped fight in third round).
Private Flack beat Signalman Clinton- knockout.
Private Horrix beat Lance-Corporal Hamilton-knockout.
Private Weaver beat Signalman Wilkinson- knockout.
Private Cheny lost to Lance-Corporal Hutchinson-on
points.
Private Wlaiting beat Signalman Gannon-on points.
Private Harrington beat Signalman Allen-on points.
Private Anderson lost to Corporal Williams by technical
knockout.
Private McKenon lost to Signalman Gore by technical
knockout.
Private Gargans beat Signalman Clarke- knockout.
Associated with the Regiment from its inception and in
those halcyon days known as 3 Operators Training Battalion
at Whitby, we bid a sincere sad farewell to Major W. J. S.
Clemmey, T.D., who has retired to civilian life.
From the early 20's as a young T.A. Subaltern his paramount interest in all things pertaining to the Corps was early
manifest and through the succeeding years this interest was
TH E WIRE, FEBRUARY
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In addition to the routine of training National Service
"A" Tradesmen, the Regiment has started fortnightly refresher courses for A.E.R. Radio Mechanics most of which
received their initial N.S. training with th~ Regiment. A
warm welcome is assured to all A.E.R. who have yet to
report for their training.
The Cary Theatre Club under the direction of its President, our Commanding Officer, continues to put on excellent entertainment every month.
The current show "The Holly and the Ivy" was produced by Captain Bate, Royal Signals, and is drawing good
houses.
The hockey team has played 10 games in the Northumbrian District M ajor Units League, winning six and lo ing
four. The team is continually improving their skill and we
hope for success in the Knock-out competition. Corporal
Howie has been selected to play in both Corps and Northern
Command trials.
A young and enthusiastic cross country running team has
been built up from scratch and we have high hopes of a
very successful season.
To date we are runners-up to Synthonia Athletic Club in
the .North Yorkshire and South Durham Harrier League
and won the first race in the Northumbrian District CrossCountry League.
In the Army Rugby Football Cup the Regimental side of
I Training Regiment at the moment is the best that has
ever represented the regiment, and it has now reached the
last four in Home Commands.
The two sternest games have been those again t Eaton
Hall Officer Cadet School and 4 Training Regiment Royal
ignals in the 4th and 5tl1 rounds respectively.
In both games keen tackling and robust forward play has
been a feature, but neither Eaton Hall nor 4 Training Regiment had the clever anr,j often brilliant back division of I
Trainiqg Regimem.
·
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Lance-Corporal R. Higgins, the Lancashire blind side
wing forward is in. splendid form this season and must be
seriously ~onsidered for an International Cap. Both he and
Second-Lieutenant Ian Thompson (68 A.A. Signal Regiment) were picked for Combined Services v. New Zealand
on Boxing Day. Lance-Corporal Mackie has been hooking
very well for Yorkshire and he is a reserve at the First
England Trial. There is no doubt that several other players
will be considered when the representative Army side takes
shape.

*
THE DEPOT REGIMENT
Christmas hit the Regiment with a sudden crash, swept
over us and left each and every one, dazed and wondering
where on earth the days had gone to.
The round of entertainment started on the Friday before
Christmas with the Regimental Draw. The evening was
enlivened by the Concert Party, who by the dint of some
. very hard work in the preceding weeks put on an extremely
creditable show. Their efforts set a crashing opening to
the festivities which went to the extent of Sergeants Perry
and Trotman not only bringing down the house but the
stage as well!
Sunday evening a Festival Service of Carols, led by the
Regimental Choir, was held. The Gymnasium had been
transformed into a floral picture setting off the crib as
centrepiece. The choir sang magnificently and were a just
tribute to Mrs. P. G. Goodeve-Docker who spent many
patient hours training them and who was responsible for
the very lovely decorations. The service was conducted by
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Roberts, D.A.C.G., South Western
District, and Major-General C. L. Giribank, c.s., G.0.C.
South Western District, read one of the lessons.
On Tuesday, 22nd December, a most successful All Ranks
Dance was held, S.S.M. Hesketh ably functioning as M.C.
The following afternoon the Regiment entertained the children at the annual Christmas party. Young minds were
satiated with Walt Disney cartoons, a puppet show and
Punch and Judy, and young appetites satiated with an
abundance of Christmas fare. Father Gohn Snell) Christmas contrived to arrive at the right time and place and distributed the contents of his sack to the eager waiting hands.
Christmas Day-a grossly laden 15 cwt. truck, driven by
the "Duty Driver" of the day, Major Mike Golding, with
30 Officers, W.O.s and Sergeants both in and on it, was
warmly welcomed by the Depot Regiment's O.R.s when it
pulled up outside the Men's Mess ... for this was the prelude to the· serving of a truly magnificent Christmas dinner,
plentifully supplied by Messing Officer Lieutenant Dobson.
After this gargantuan meal the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel Goodeve-Docker, in wishing everyone
a Merry Christmas, said that this had been the most successful Christmas season he could remember ... words that
everyone present obviously agreed with most heartily.
The full and varied Depot Regiment's programme for
Christmas 1953 was rounded off by a well-attended and
hilariously enjoyed Smoking Concert on Christmas night,
at which the theme song could well have been "Roll out
the Barrels."
The W.O.s and Sergeants visited the Officer ' Me s on
Christmas Eve to drink the traditional noggin, and on the
" Twelfth " night the Officers' Mess held what is now becoming their traditional Families' Party.
The W.0.s' and Sergeants' Me s have been extremely
busy entertaining over the season. A Dance on the 22nd
December, their families' party on Boxing Day, and bringing
in the New Year in no uncertain manner. On the 12th
January the Mess held a party for blind kiddie from a local
Sunshine. Home. The members went all out in amu ing
the youngsters and many a throat had a very large lump
seeing these kiddies overcoming their handicaps.
The sporting side has been rather quiet over Chri tma .
SI

In a replay of the 3rd round South W75~ern District ~ockcy
Cup the Regiment defeated the Amph1b1ous Warfare ventre
by 3 goals to nil and we now meet Depot Devon and
'\ es ex Brigade in the 4th round.
·
The Cross Country runners have for the past month been
oloughing their way through the Devonshire mud in tra~n
ing for the South Western D istrict Cros.s Country Runnmg
Championships which will take place m February. Two
of the three Inter-departmental races have now been held
and the final run to be held on 27th January will decide
whether 1 Squadron will retain the cup or lose it to 2
quadron or R.H.Q. I has been rumoured that whilst the
Adjutant has been furtively trying to effect a few cross posting to improve his team, the 0.C.'s I Squadron and 2
Squadron hav~ been doing their best respectively to draft
overseas or demobili e their opponents' best runners.
Despite the efforts of the above-mentioned gentlemen the
Regimental T eam is beginning to take shape and we hope
for better results this year.
Tewcomers to the Regiment this month are Major R. C.
Kerry and Sergeant Mitchell, whilst we have lost Major
M. E. Golding, an old friend who bas left us for the fleshpots of Vienna (The " Fourth Man" is on his way), and
Sergeant T rotman whose voice can now be heard anywhere
within_one mile of the 0 .T.W.
SCOTTISH CO~OIA.J.~D ( IU) SIGNAL REGIHE..~T

In Februar y we say farewell to our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. Linton, Royal Signals, who leaves
us to take up the appointment as G1 the School of Signals.
Mrs. Linton will also be missed from the Regiment, not
least for her activities in the Wives' Club. We welcome as
our new C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel G. I. Burgess-Winn,
o.B.E., and hope he will enjoy a pleasant stay with us in
Edinburgh.
At present the Regiment is preparing for two events, the
Annual Administration Inspection in March, and the move
of the Regiment in April, from our present home in Glencorse Barracks, to our new one at Dreghom, East Troop

eyes its three ton drums of cable with a certain amount of
reproach.
A grand All Ranks' Dance held at Christmas was a great
success and was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. The Sergeants' Mess Dance and Draw held three days after the
Other Ranks' Dance was also a great success. Q.M.S. Hogan
was the M.C., and everything went with a swing. The Draw
provided many laughs and great was the anticipation over
who would win the gallon jar of pickled onions and whether
they would be the only things pickled that night. After the
Draw and Dance came the Sergeants' Mess Dinner. An
excellent dinner was provided by R.Q.M.S. H.1ll and Sergeants Thom and Hartford, and a pleasant social followed.
On Christmas Day the Officers' Me~s was invited to the
Sergeants' Mess before going to the Men's Mess to serve
dinner. On New Year's Day the Sergeants' Mess was invited to tl1e Officers' Mess before serving New Year's dinner
in the Men's Mess.
Amongst the Senior N .C.O.s we welcome to the unit
R.Q.M.S. Symonds from the School of Signals, S.Q.M.S.
(F. of S.) P. Harvey who replaces S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) M ilton, who disappears in a far easterly direction, and S.Q.M.S.
McRae from Germany. On the rst February we expect
Sergeant Travers from the School of Signals.
With this month's photograph we offer a challenge to all
Units. The total service of the six officers shown is 210
years and runs as follows: Lieutenant-Colonel Britton,
o.B.E., 42 years, Major Westwood 39 years, Major Cornish
33t years, Major Brunton 34 years, Major Harris 31t years,
and Captain Middleton 30 years. All ex-boys except Major
Cornish and Captain M iddleton. Can any other Unit beat
this fine record?
At Christmas we said good-bye to Lieutenant-Colonel
(T .O.T.) A. H. Britton, o.B.E., who, with the exception of
two years in West Africa, has served in Scotland since first
being Commissioned in 1936. We all wish him and M rs.
Britton a long and happy retirement.

Anti - Aireraft fJommand
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Major P. Harris. Captain J. E. Middleton, Maj o r W. Brunton , Major
f . H. Westwood , Lleut.-Colonel A. H. Britton, O .B.E., Maj o r

C. E. Cornish
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Another successful Regimental week-end was held on
12th/13th D ecember and a full programme was enjoyed by
all and sundry. On the Saturday the hours of daylight were
taken up by keenly contested 6-aside Hockey and Soccer
tournaments and evening relaxation took the form of an allra nks dance in the G arrison NAAFI. The Sunday morning was taken up with a C hurch Parade and in the afternoon
a very enjoyable mixed Hockey game was played with the
Westcliffe H ockey Club who beat us by 4 goals to 2.
The Christmas preparations were halted for a visit and
inspection by the General Officer Commanding in Chief
Anti-Aircraft Command, Lieutenant-General M . S. Chilton,
c.B., C.B.E., on 15th December, 1953. He was accompanied
by the Commander of 1 A.A. Group, Major-General G . D.
Fanshawe, n.s.o., o.B.E., and the two Officers lunched in the
Officers' Mess before proceeding on their next inspection.
The Sergeants' Mess Christmas Draw was held on 19th
December, 1953, and proved a very successful and enjoyable party. On the following Monday, the 21st, the Garrison's Christmas party was held for the Service children and
both Father Christmas and the Punch and Judy men worked
overtime. In the evening a Ladies' Guest Night was held
in the Officers' Mess to herald the advent of the Festive
Season.
We greet 1954 with confidence but must record our regret
at the departure of our Adjutant, Captain R. P. Hughes, on
the first stage of his transfer to the R. A.P.C., and of Captain
June Parke, W.R.A.C., who sets off to seek marital bliss in
Kenya.

G A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

Our Christmas and New Year festivities started off with
a Cocktail Party in the Officers' Mess followed with a
Grand Draw and Dance in the W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess
The main winner in the draw was R.Q.M.S. Brownley who;
incidentally, was calling out the lucky numbers-I wonder
if there was anything in that.
~he children had a very nice Christmas Party and Father
Christmas duly appeared with a present for everyone. The
New Year was seen in, in the Officers' Mess in fine style
and a good time was had by all. Mrs. Eraut wife of th~
C?m~andi~g Officer, seems io be running a Jolly popular
wives meetmg, but mere males are now barred from observing the proceedings and the Q.M. has been debarred from
the tea serving arrangements.
We welcome tt> the Regiment Major R. T. M. Sharp as
o~r new Sec:~nd-m-Command, and wish him a happy stay
with the Regiment.
At Christmas time another effort was made in aid of the
Benevolent Funds of the rwo Corps. Collections were made
~hrough ~he Regiment, an~ the Choral Society sang carols
m the neighbourhood. This, added to the collections in the
Messes over the last six months, enabled us to send Royal
Signals £10 6s. 5d. and W.R.A.C. £4 19s. od.
13 A.A. (H) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

Since last appearing in print we have to report the arrival
of R.S.M. G. J. Bruce and family who are now settling in
their new married quarter. The unit extends a hand of
welcome and hopes they will thoroughly enjoy the tour of
duty in this Unit.
On 27th August the Unit was honoured with a visit from
C. M . F. White, C.B., C.B.E., n.s.o. Unfor tunately the Commandi~g Officer was unable to be present owing to business
commitments.
The AGRA Signal Squadron was severely tested in September in and aroU?d Yorkshire and, by all reports, put up
a very good show m what was a new venture for all personnel taking part. Major Hay was unable to attend and
Captain Lawson deputised for him.
The_ W.R.A.C. side of the house has been doing great
work m the Handicraft Exhibition by winning the second
prize in the open competition held in London. Private
Ballantyne took second prize in the individual exhibits. Well
done the W.R.A.C.
The Officers' annual Cocktail Party took place in the Drill
Hall at Brandon Terrace on roth October, 1953, and was a
great success.
The girls of 77 A.A. (M) Signal Squadron T.A., Glasgow,
were defeated in a netball game at Stirling on 1st November
1953, losing to the girls of a H .A.A. Regiment R.A. but the;
were by no means disgraced. Keep it up 77 and we shall
do better in 1954.
After the Annual Administrative Inspection in November
the social season started with great gusto. First a dance on
12th November, 1953, in aid of the Children's Christmas
Party. T he dance was well attended and it was a great
success. Let's have more of them.
Then followed a " Bring and Buy Sale," an idea of the
W.R.A.C. P.S.O ., which really was a great success. Again
the proceeds were devoted to the Ch ildren's Christmas Party.
On 26th D ecember the great day for the children dawned
and we had 132 children to cater for. It says much for the
organisation that every child was well p leased both with the
food and the presents they received. The Unit was very
fo~tun~te in obtaining the services of that ACE conjurer,
Brigadier W. M . Ponsonby, o .B.E. , C.S.O. Scottish Command.
. The Permanent Staff, both Military and Civilian, did sterling work on all these occasions and their work is warmly
appreciated by all ranks.
The final event of the season was the Smoking Concert
held in the O.Rs Canteen on Tuesday, 29th December, 1953.
THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 1954
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The attendance at this function could have been bettc1
nevertheless all those present had a thoroughly enjoyabl~
evening.
During. the ev<;ning. Captain Milne, W.R.A.C., was presented wtth a pig-skin brief case by Private L orentsen
~-~.A.C., on behalf of all ranks of the Regiment, in appre~
ciauon of all the good work Captain Milne has put in during
her tour of duty with the Regiment.
Captain_Milne leaves early in January to join 4 A.A. Group
and of this more anon. Just now we will wish all ranks
of the Corps and the W.R.A.C. a happy and prosperous New
Year.

Catterick
Jottings
by nacerby
Put On the Mor&rning Crepe •..

Oh! dear. Almost didn't write the notes this month-'cos
I'd .sI?ent an .awful long time trying to figure out why 7
:rrammg Reg1ment were defeated by 9 Battalion R.A.O.C.
m the Army Football Cup on 12th January by 5 goals to 1.
Several ~haps told me it was because they had five goals
sco~ed agamst ~em-but even allowing for that and the fact
Qwxall and Fmney weren't there somehow it seemed all
wrong.
7 Training Regiment will tell you all about it, and on
reflection perhaps it's just as well the honours go round !
But 5-1 ! Dear! Dear!
·
lnven.tories •.• Messing A rou n d With •..

Old 'uns and young 'uns alike will remember those
ghastly iron railings that "graced" the circular plot at Camp
Ceni:e-they were there when Major Ernie Nash was a boy,
and m those days there was no such things as regimental
numbers-everyone knew everyone else by their christian
n31!1es and N.C.0.s wert; called Centurions. In fact, just
a little before Barleux's ume.
. Alas! they are no. more and in keeping with the Camp
improvements there 1s now a grand tessellated circular wall
not only pleasing to the eye but a pattern piece to link up
with the Coronation Park.
Am happy to deny the r,iimour that the railings were taken
down to surround a statue to the operator who passed his
trade test at the first attempt!
llor., to BetHnne a B orn l n stra.ctor

"Capture the attention of your class with a bright introduction."
That dictum was uppermost in the instructors mind when
he began:" An ACI, w.e.f. today gives an O.C., R.S.M., W.O., or
~.S .M. power to award C.B., to any N.CO .. or M.A.N. who
is A.W.O.L., F.F.I,. or S.0.B."
The students came out of their sleep and dithered. It
was th~ i:esul~ the instructor . ~~icipated because one Army
abbrev1auon In the form of mltlals can be more shattering
than a grenade. Especially E. and M. which was the
in tructor's speciality and Operators' pet bogey.
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From his gripping introduction the instructor passed on
ea ii to E. and M.
"There i imply nothing in electricity," said the instructor " Tor in magneti m."
Here it hould be mentioned that on this unique occasion
the in tructor was a Sergeant (no Lance-Corporal being
available) who had mastered the elements of electricity dµring a peace time cour e which lasted six years.
" Electricity may be likened to water," he said. "Imagine
a water pipe with a pump inserted.

This cap we will call the surmounting piece for the sake of
clarity--clarity begins at home, you know."1
Obedient laughter to cover up the interval in which the
instructor steals a sly look at his manual.
"The underside of the surmounting piece is bevelled,''
he continues, " and the uppermost surface is divided across
its diameter by a recess-the size of which does not concern
you in this lecture. Take my word for it that the recess is
of a uniform depth. The lower half of this object-Mark
III starred by the way-is tapered and so designed that its
recesses form one continuous groove throughout its length.
Anv undue stress or strttin on any of the recesses already
indicated will impair the efficiency of this Mark III binder
or jointing lug."
" In the test you will be expected to know this and I
advise you to memorise the definition I have given you. We
have two minutes left-any questions?"
"Yes, Sergeant. Isn't this lug known in Civvy Street
as a two-inch screw? "
"Good. Yes, that is correct. Fall in outside."
l'ond-enined . .• Or Ca11 I Change You Now, SirP •••
I am standing at the corner by the King's Head hostelry

Trying to get a picture of water in their brains was easy
for this particular Troop.
" Quoting from Signal Training (All Arms) Pamphlet No.
3-and I flatter myself I am word perfect-a water pump is
connected to a complete circuit of pipe which is full of water.
If the pump is at rest the wat~r in the sump will remain stationary. When the handle of the pump is moved down,
pressure is exerted on the water which is made to flow round
the pipe in an anti-clockwise direction."
There was some lively cross-examination by various members of the Troop. Several expert questions were put to a
discomforted instructor by an old member of Wigan Rowing Club, a plumber, a cistern-makers assistant, and a man,
who, in ·vii life, amused small children by flooding the
streets and gutters with the aid of a long water-tap key.
It was revealed that water in Civvy street is composed of
Hydrogen and Oxygen. The Army have made no fundamental change in this composition.
You do not want to hear how the instructor gradually
drove home his points until the more advanced stages of
imple Cells and Conductors were reached.
Sufficient to say that this particular Troop failed lamentably in the E. and M. Test. BtJt it was generally agreed
that this was the best Troop ever turned out in Water
Pumps.
Epllog•e • . •

"This," says the instructor as he holds up a tiny, shiny
object, "is an integral part of the instrument under review.
I will skate over it simply-take notes as I talk."
"The small polished cylindrical upper part, roughly onethird of the lengLh of the object is surmounted by a fiat cap.

and observing the population mingle and intermingle when
whom do I see but Clara the Blush strolling aimlessly about,
which surprises me very much indeed, notaoly because she
also allows some of the guys to give oral vent to their wolfish
feeling.
Personally, I have always had much respect for Clara the
Blush because she is one doll who is strictly no all-in
wrestler, the reason for this being not that the guys have
not at all times indicated their desire for such sporting
events to take place. Indeed, I always understand that Clara
is knocking them in the aisle from quite a young child, and
she is also never having any trouble at school, it being mixed
and the teacher susceptible.
But as I am trying to explain, all this attention paid to
her by the opposite sex is leaving Clara more than somewhat
cold, she being at all times most interested in the finer things
of life and a regular reader of the works of Misses Ethel M.
Dell and Berta Ruck.
Whilst I am ruminating, I am admiring the graceful gait
with which Clara the Blush makes progress through the
densely populated square, for if there is one thing that this
dame has got it is a walk like she was the Queen of Sheba
on ice skates.
Suddenly a big guy stands in front of me obscuring my
view of Clara, which makes me think it will not be amiss to
give this guy a poke in the snoot. But as he is also obscuring
the view of the stone monument which stands like an outsize
petrified gherkin in the centre of the square and gives me
a pain in the neck no matter how the citizens of Richmond
regard it, I decide to be pacific, especially as he is a large
guy with shoulders like the Kemme! Bus.
This' guy's face is also very high up and when I focussed
my eyes I see this man-mountain is Hippo Harry. His
expression is melancholic like he has been told to spend the
rest of his days in this Burg we are in, and this state of
affairs furrows my brow because here is the guy who is practically hitched to Clara me Blusih, which is a very pleasant
fate according to my way of thinking. I say "Clara's across
the way. When's the wedding?" He scowls, sucks half my
cigarette away as he takes a light, and strides off in the opposite direction to Olara as though the same was dynamic.
Frankly, I am intrigued, and when I see Clara entering a
shop where she purchases most of her finery, I go in Woolworths too. She is not exuding any spirit of welcome until
I ask what poison she will drink, tea or coffee. She says tea
on account of it leaves fewer stains on her pearl-like dentures,
and soon she is pouring out the story of her love-life like
I was the editor of the Woman's page.
"Hippo Harry is just a dim memory," she says. "In fact,
he is all washed up and I am glad I realised my mistake in
time." I then appreciated the reason for Hippo Harry's
melancholia.

"It there is ~ne thin~ Harry does not have, it is Appearance, she conunues with that bloom of complexion which
cau~ her to ~ known as Clara the Blush. " And appearance IS everything."
I am not inclined ~o agree with this view when I think
of Busty the Bass, Git-on-Parade Joe, Willie the Worrier,
and s~ch characters.. But I do not care to argue with dolls
especially good-looking dolls.
'
"Harry," continues Clara, "thinks so little about me that
when he keeps our dates he is clothed in a blouse that
appears to have harboured a mixed menagerie of rats
ferrets ~d m<?ths. In fact, it is a blousy blouse and I d~
not believe bun when he tells me he has chased it on
condemn parade seven times.
It appears that Clara's suspicions about Harry's Pride of
A~pearance deepen ~hen he tells her he is posted to the
0iddle East. Especially as he makes his farewell embraces
m a brand-new battle suit which Clara believes he might
have obtained befor~ it is too .late for her to appreciate.
Furthermore, she believes that Hippo Harry wishes to dazzle
the dusky dames i foreign parts. But he says he will soon
be back with hi~ battle ~louse as good as new, and when
she vows to be his everlovmg sweetie until he returns Hippo
Harry sheds a manly tear which is partly due to pent-up
emouon and partly to a recent gargle of several gin-antonics.
.
. "Two years pa~s by, " contmucs
Clara, "and our re-union
is not so ~stall~ on account of Harry's blouse being
smothered with 011, grease, dr~ps of Nile, Brylcreem, and
at.her substances of a n<>n-sartonal nature. In fact his blouse
sunks. "I give him a reprieve as he says Funer~ Frankie
t~e Quartermaster has promised a new outfit. I do not s~
him for a wee~ as he is doing some sort of penance for giving
~ sergeant a bi.ff on the beezer. Then he appears one evening
~n a blouse that no self-respecting guy would be seen drunk
m and he says this is my new outfit and how well it fits him."
A Ola;a unfolds h<:r sad tale it seems that she recognises
the remams of a certam meal on the front of Harry's blouse
and when she turns up the waist to take a gander at the
number thereon Harry's new jacket is none other than the
garment he had condemned two years ago. Harry says the
Q~arte~guy has p~ed. a fast one, although this quatrerguy
th~n~s it more hyg1eruc to pass his blouses back to their
ongmal .occupants. .But Harry's pigeon is already slllffed
and. he ~s left flat with the ring which he gave Clara after
~~ding It too near the edge of a tray in a certain jeweller's
JO!llt.

When Clara has finished her heart-rending discourse I
realise she is the kind of dolJ for whom I can start a hire
purchase account with Mr. Drage and I ask her to sink
another tea for which she can pay later.
"Thank
· " she says, " b ut I am now visiting
. ~ f or Iistenmg,
a movie with I?Y new fiance. Here he comes." And she
takes a ni:nble mto the a~s of Funere~ Flfankie who begins
to pour mto her shell-like ears sordid details of his last
conde;nn parade and the kindly way he deals with all applicants for new blouses.
Thoughts on Promotion ... (By Various
Pt>Oflll!) •••
Well~ old boy.

I'm so glad you have got that stripe at last.
Its mce to see someone get promotion.
I wi~h I could play rugby/ saxophone/football/ cello/ drink
beer/piano/run.
No one who deserves it ev111· gets made up.
One more for the duty roster.
He only joined in '50. Look at me, 16 years an N.C.O.
You only get places by crawling these days.
Tailpif'N~-Tliis ~lonth'11

ln11trrictor's Problern

It is 0940 hrs. You h~ve just lit a cigarette in your lecture
room preparatory to gomg to Squadron Office in order to
hand in ~ return which should have been in by 0900 hrs.
~. Secuon, not even shown on your programme, comes in
noJSJly. You hear the C.O.'s voice outside and see the
Brigadier in the distance. What would you do?
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY
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. For the first time in the .hi~tory of Blacon Camp a Rugger
side has been formed consistmg or representatives of A.E.R.
and ourselves, notable of whom is Sergeant (Busty) Harrop.
We have not been flushed with ini_tial success but that is
not due to lack of enthusiasm or weight!
We have had Rugger matches against Eaton Hall "B"
CoJ:?pany, .R:A.F. West Kirby, a H.A.A. Regiment and the
Pohc<: Trammg School, War~gton, so far have a good fixture ltst for the New Year which we trust will bring us some
successe~. Now that the initial games have been played the
Royal S~~nals Blacon Camp team is settling down and with
the .a~diuon ?f players such as Signalman Sherwen (ex 1
T~a~mng Regm~e.nt), the side should be capable of rnaintammg the .tradmon of the Corps at this game.
The R~gu:~ental Soccer Team in the Chester League is
now h?ldmg its ?Wn and we have had one or two good wins.
An enioyable tnp was arranged to the England v. Ireland
s.occer mat~h at Ev~rton by S.S.M. Davies and on this occasion we enioyed bemg organised.
The 0arrie~ Fa~ilies are coming into their own these
days wtth various mteresting activities under our Camp
Commandant and are still talking about the splendid Tea
P~rty with ~.e Representative Colonel Commandant during
his recent visit. Amongst other things there is a fortnightly
"Olde Tyme" Dance, a fortnightly Whist Drive and Badminton in the Unit Gymnasium. Lectures, by highly qualified _lecturer~ from ~iverpool University, followed by Tea
Parues are give? twice monthly. The subjects of these lectures cover a wide range such as Design in the Home Dress
Making, Women in Politics, and the Social Services '
Chris~s is over once more and we can settle down to
normal life again. Festive activities included a dance in the
Officers' Mess and a very jolly time was had by all. That
was the first event which was soon followed by a very
pleasant social evening in .the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeant~' Mess. A programme of events for Other Ranks
was earned out but the weather was not very kind. A
soccer match between a combined team of Command Pay
Office and Western Command Signal Regiment versus
A.E.R. Royal Signals resulted in a win for the former by
five goals to nil, but pouring rain spoiled a good game. A
very cheery party was held in the Canteen for all children
of Bl~con C~p. The. child~en had a most enjoyable afternoon s entertamment, mcludmg a film show tea and a visit
fro~ Father Christmas, who gave ~rese~ts to all. On
Chnstmas Day a comic soccer match between Blacon
Bac?elors and the Married Maurauders produced good sport
until BOTH teams were driven from the field by the
weather clerk, who used large hailstones as ammunition
C~risti;ias dinner was attended by our Chief Signal Officer;
Bngad1er D. St. J. Hoysted. Corporal icol proposed the
health of the C.S.O. All ranks had an excellent dinner and
most had a second helping. The A.C.C. staff were loudly
cheered for their work.
However, we were extremely thank-ful that Christmas
arrangements were not disturbed by strike duty and we were
all pleased that Christmas travel was unaffected.
We were brought sharply to earth again at the end of the
year when we were visited by the G.O.C.-in-C. Western
Command, Lieutenant-General Sir Lashmer G . Whistler,
K.B.E., c.B., n.s.o., who saw all departments of the Regiment.
The hop~d-for iJ:?provement in our sporting fortune is
no~ .bec~mmg mamfest and we are steadily improving our
posmon m the Chester and District League.

APO L OGI A

It is regretted that due to an error on page II of the
January 1954 WIRE, the caption to the photograph of Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Keddie stated that he commanded the
Regiment from October 1953 to December 1955. Thi
should have read from October 1950 to December 1953.
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welcome, albeit a bit late, to W.O.II Thompson (S.S.M. 3
Squadron) who came to us last October.
We regret to report that Corporal Bowers, who was representing Rhine Army in the Army Motor Cycle Champion~
ships in England, met with a very nasty accident. HO\yever,
he is much better now and hopes to return to the umt; we
hope so too.

JU AR1'1'l' GROUP SIGNAL REGilUENT

11 ARM01JRED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL BEGilttEN'I

We are now being blanketed in snow while we rec?".er
from seasonal hangovers and tr.Y to face up to the adllllillstrative in pection and _up-gi;ading courses.
The boxing team is gomg ~reat . guns .and has been
defeated only by I I Air Formation Signals ill a very close
dual. Our rugby team is in the third.round of the ~.A. 0.R.
Signals Cup, and we congratulat~ Signalman . Mullms, our
right wing, on chalking up 50 ~mts s.o early ill the season.
Second-Lieutenant P. Wethenll has JUSt come back from a
tour of England with the B.A.0.R. hockey team. . , .
Christmas burst upon us with the annual ~d1es Night
in the Officers' Mess. Festivities continued with an abun~
ance of good cheer and culminated in the fancy dres~ ball.m
the Sergeant' Mess which saw the New Year m with
riotous abandon.
We extend a warm welcome to Major Sykes and hope that
life here will not contrast too violently with the tour of d~ty
he is concluding in Paris. He takes the ~lac<: of Ma_Jor
Brindley to whom we wish the best of luck m his Staff iob
in Singapore.
Congratulations to Lieutenant E. Thompson on his engagement.

*
2 C\"FANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

After our Annual Administrative Inspe~tion _in ~~y
November, we plunged straightway into i_nten~iv~ ~d1vidual training which is still in progress. This urut is without doubt the busiest in the British or any other Army.
The major event on the social side was the marriage that
took place in St. David's Church at Divisional H .Q. between
Shirley August, our Q.M.'s elder daughter, an~ s.q.M.S.
(Shirley) Shillaker, formerly in 2 Squadron of ~h1~ regllllent,
S.Q.M.S. Shillaker's nickname is a genuine coillcidence and
we are sure that it augers (or Augusts!) well for the future.
The reception afterwards was held in W.O.s and Sergeants'
Mess and despite the unavailing efforts of the confirmed
bachelors all the wedding arrangements were voted an unqualified success.
Christmas was celebrated in the traditional style and there
was the usual party for the children which the parents
appeared to enjoy. There were no complaints from the
men about the meal except perhaps that the waiting at table
was unprofessional. (Officers, W.O.s and Sergeants have
been told to watch this in future!) The Officers' and W.O.s
and Sergeants' Messes entertained each other and there ""'.ere
investigations afterwards as to whom had been responsible
for mixing such and such a drink. On New Years' night
the W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess had a combined Fancy Dress
Ball with 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment and serenaded the
Adjutant in the Guard Room armed with trumpets, drums,
triangles, etc. The report that the Adjutant immediately
locked himself in a cell tinder protective custody is strongly
denied in official quarters.
Captain C. 0. Bound (Adjutant) was posted to Korea in
December and S.Q.M.S. Glennon (O.R.Q.M.S.) follows him
shortly. They have been replaced respectively by Captain
D. H. Thursby-Pelham and a newcomer to the unit,
.Q.M.S. Best. In spite of the change of management there
appeared an order a short while ago: "The Regimental
Orderly Sergeant will ensure that the wife of any married
per on placed under close arrest is informed accordingly as
oon as po sible after confinement" I We also give a warm
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the evening. Major A. MacTavish and Major F. D. McConnell-Wood co-operated very neatly when called to draw out
of the drum by including each other in the winning tickets,
someone was heard to remark " fiddle.''
The evening's entertainment was rounded off by dancing
and a bumper buffet. The Foreman of Signals gave a very
good imitation of the "Creep" in his first dance although
towards the end it was definitely " Apache " tending towards
a chase me and catch me effort.
The Garrison Children's Party held under the auspices of
Major W. Hammond went off very well. This year it was
decided to let the youngsters dress-up and fancy dress was
the order of the day. Parents must indeed be congratulated
on their interest, ingenuity and originality.
Padre and Mrs. Woode who have only recently joined the
Regiment kindly consented to act as judges, the winning costumes were: -

*

The highlight of the November activities w~s th~ visit by
the Commander-in-Chief B.A.0.R., General Sir Richard N.
Gale, G.C.B., K.B.E., o.s.o., M.C.
.
Our Annual Administrative Inspection was earned out on
10th December 1953. The Inspecting Officer being the
Conunander Ro'yal Artillery, Brigadier D. S. S. O'Connor,
c.B.E. Inclement weather, the first for weeks, caused some
last minute programme changes. However, the rain eased
off during the morning and the Ceremonial Parade ~ook place
at noon. During the parade Brigadier O'Connor presented
Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to R.Q.M.S. F.
Lindley and S.S.M. G . S. Hunter.
. .
The Brigadier left the unit. lines at 4 p.m_. and w~thm
twenty minutes the Commar:dmg Officer received a highly
complimentary letter from him.
The Regiment's official Cocktail Party on the 15th
December was a great success. Among the two hundred
guests we were especiallY: pleas~d to m~et the officers of the
recently arrived 1 Canadian Br_1gade Signal Squ~dron. .
The following day the Regrment took part m Exercise
Cobwebs-an overnight Divisional Headquarters moveme~t
exercise. It is odd how popular young fir trees are at this
time of the year for camouflage pi;rposes !
.
Christmas was then upon us with a vengeance with an
All Ranks Dance on the 19th and the Children's Christmas
Party on the 21st. Our congratulations go to "A" Troop
and " D " Troop who were the winners and_ runners-up
respectively in the Divisional Headquarters Christmas InterTroop /Department Football Competition.
Early Christmas morning saw the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants distributing "gunfir~" .Crum an~. tea) to the men.
Christmas dinner was served m the traditional manner by
the Officers Warrant Officers and Sergeants. The Divisional
Commande~, Major-General H. E. Pyman, looked in to ~ay
a few words. His speech was very short and to the pomt
and the spontaneous applause he received at the end showed
.
how much his visit was appreciated.
Those who tried to catch up with some sleep on Boxmg
Day morning had their peace disturbed by the Fancy Dress
Hockey Match between No. 1 Squadron and Headquarters
Squadron. The game resulted in a draw which called for
a bottle of beer all round.
Christmas and New Year jollity is now all behind us, but
what of the itnmediate future? Forthcoming attractions in
January include two exercises (it ~s snowing as this goes. to
press), and will see the start of Unit WeaP.On and Gas Traming and trade upgrading courses. The unit was very sorry
to have to say good-bye to Major M. D. P!ice, who has ~een
2 i/c since 1951, during December; he will be sa~~y missed
by us all. His efficiency, hard work ~d never-f~ilmg sense
of humour will long be remembered m the Regiment. To
him, Mrs. Price and family, we wish all good fortune.

*
7th ARM01JRED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT

We recently held a most enjoyable Sports Day with 6
Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment, during which honours were equally shared. They beat is hollow (10-nil) in
the B.A.0.R. Corps Hockey match, in a friendly soccer
match the draw 3-3 was a fair one, and in the first round
of the B.A.0.R. Corps Boxing Championships, we beat them
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THE W.O.'S AND SERGEANTS' TEAM
Sgt. Edwards, Sgt. Campion, Sgt. Hull, Sgt. Cattell, Sgt. Campbell,
Sgt. Lewis, R.S.M. Carter, Sgt. Newsham, Sgt. Grainger and Sgt.
Slaughter

fairly comfortably 18-15. We hope they enjoyed their visit
as much as we did.
In the Boxing, Sergeant Spurgin, Corporal Barµes, Signalman Russell, Signalman Landers and Private Brown
(A.C.C.) quickly dealt with their opponents in the first or
second round, Craftsman Beresford and Lance-Corporal
Fletcher (R.E.M.E.) won on points, Lance-Corporal Robertson retired with a cut eye, Signalman Brant with an injured
rib, Lance-Corporal Hackman failed to beat the count, and
Lance-Corpnral Shipley maintained the traditional position
of British Heavyweights. R.S.M. Carter did sterling work
in organising the team, whilst our W.O. i/c L.A.D., AS.M.
Vine, was a most efficient trainer and second.
Our Christmas festivities were of the usual "high " (but
not dry) order, with less real trouble than ever. This was
due to the fact that the few bad hats managed to get themselves into the cooler before the festivities started. We
know who put the dustbin on top of the flagpole, but we
are not proceeding in this case.
After a most enjoyable Carol and Lesson Service on
Christmas Eve the usual All Ranks' Dance, W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess Draw, Families Children's Party (100), German
Employees Children's Party (another 100), Men's Dinner,
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess drink parties, etc., etc., provided no time for boredom and litt'.e for sleep.
A photo is enclosed of the W.0.'s and Sergeants' team
who olayed in what has now become our traditional Comic
Football Match on Boxing Day.
It is only fair to say that the facial expressions are due in
some part to the external applicatio-n of liquid by the fire
hydrants, with the help of which the W.O.s and Sergeants
allege they won the match.
II

Am

FOlll'IATION SIGNAL REGDIENT

December has produced the usual soate of Christmas festivities and the W.O.s and Sergeants'-Mess started the ball
rolling on the 22nd December, 1953, with their Annual
Christmas Draw. Over one hundred prizes including
Chickens-Pork-Whisky and many delightful wicker
baskets full of attractive items of Christmas fare.
All are amazed at the astounding luck that came to
S.Q.M.S. Wright and family, S.Q.M.S. Fletcher and Sergeant Rapson wl10 collected many "lucky numbers " during
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Mhs Heather Hammond.
Ma ter Joscpb Green.
Miss Dilliao McCoo ~ ell-Wood.
MaSt(T Rod:ier Todd.
Miss Margar~t Rae.
Master Teddy Banham.

Nell Gwyn.
Oriental Potentate.
Page Boy.
Pirate.
Bo Peep.
Cow Boy.

A film show consisting of five shorts and Father Christmas
(Major F. D. McConnell-Wood) giving a fine present to
each and every child completed a jolly afternoon.
Christmas Day started somewhat early for the poor
maligned W.O.s and Sergeants taking around the traditional
RUM and Tea.
At 11.30 hrs. the W.O.s and Sergeants went to the Officers'
Mess to partake of a little Christm'!IS spirit. It was quite a
gay affair until the time to depart for the Men's Dining Hall
came, then it was developed into a Signals Display Team
effort with two cars (Officer pattern-London to Brighton
vintage) carrying a multitude of the backbone of the Army
both inside and out; it was in fact by Mud-guard-Crook or
Bonnet.
A Grand Raffle organised by our Second-in-Command
Major W. Hammond, was well appreciated, many prizes including Watches, Fountain Pens, Ronson Lighters and
Christmas Cakes were collected by the lucky ticket holders.
The Regiment united with No. 1 ASSU for the Boxing
Day festivities, commencing with the Traditional Fancy
Dress Soccer Match cum Rugby-Officers v. W.O.s and
Sergeants, under the comoetent refereeing of the very Acting
Untemporary Majority of Mrs. Hammond the 2 i/c wife.
Kick off went with a BANG, the ball helped along with
a thunderflash took off like a jet and returned to earth somewhat deflated. The Hula Hula Girl (S.S.M. Walker) in
grass skirt and there you have it, by half-time looked, due
to nhe co'.d spell, as if his wife had been extremely liberal
with the " blue rag " instead of sun tan lotion. Portly Mrs.
(Sergeant Bob) Skudder is still being shadowed by the Mess
Property Member; reason, a deficiency of one broom housewife for the use of. Final score pending C. of I.
The afternoon Hockey Match (Ladies v. Gentlemen?)
provided many loud laughs, with anything from a football,
balloon or genuine ball, was quite a success.
The Regimental Boxing Team is progressing very well
indeed. In the 1st round of the Lubbecke District on the
nth December, 1953, we met 18 Army Group Signal Regiment. The competition was held at Lemgo. The team put
up a really good show, winning by 17 points to l'i. The
competitors were very evenly matched and some really good
boxing was seen by all.
In the semi-final, on the 18th December, 1953, also held
at Lemgo, we met 38 Corps Engineer Regiment, winning by
21 points to II.
The boxing was of the highest standard. Lance-Corporal
Castle, the team light middle, took on the opposing team's
middle weight, winning easily on point . Lance-Corporal
Marshall took on the opposing team's light-heavy, winning
in the 2nd round.
Second-Lieutenant Robinson had his first bout of the
season on this occasion, winning the Ist string welter bout
ea ily on points.
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With a 3-0 win over H.Q. I G.B. Corps in the Lubbecke
District and a imilar score agains1 16 L.A.A. Regiment in
the Major Unit Hockey section, we find ourselves well placed
for future h nours in these two competitions. 0 tr r un of
successes however came to an abrupt halt when we lost to
Guters!oh Airfield, on their grass pitch. There was no doubt,
however, as to which was the better side. The absence of
Captain Brewin and the injurf to C.S.M.I. Bartells, which
kept him our of the game, made the going very heavy indeed.
A 3-2 victory however over 1 Corps Signal Regiment in the
Signals Cup has done much to soften the blow, and we look
forward to our match with 2 L. of C. Signals in the semifinals in the near future.
83 GROUP AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIM&""T

The month of November has been the introduction of a
weekly conference between all Troop Commanders. This is
bigger than it sounds as it entails gathering people in from
all over Northern Europe. The discussions cover a large
field and has enabled notes to be compared and to generally
co-ordinate activities both on the sports field and in the
office. Comprehensive individual training programmes are
now going on for a number of trades, and personnel from
Wing troops have again been made familiar with the drill
square.
Reports from the Wjng Troops also indicate intense activity on the training side. 20 Wing Troop have apparently
come across the " gremlin " which struck the Squadron on
Exercise "Coronet." Perhaps a small version, but a pin
has the same effect as a six inch nail when driven through
two legs of cable. After discussion we also think that Air
Formation Signals must .!>e the only units whose communications depend to a large extent on which way the wind is
blowing!
Soccer. Results to date look most encouraging, but there
is no room for any complacency. Results have been narrow,
and there has been some very hard games. The hard training done by the team is most noticable and showed particularly in the match against RA.F. Butzweilerhof when a
draw was a most satisfactory result after the hardest game
of the season. In the Cologne Allied League we have two
teams, the "A" team having been defeated once and the
"B" team-well at least they are in good spirits!
Shooting. Regular practices and matches are now held
each week and the standard is improving rapidly. The
shortage of ammunition and rifles, though, has had an
unfortunate result in limiting the number of personnel who
have participated in practices. The anticipated arrival of
new sights for the two borrowed rifles has been the SergeantMajor's favourite topic for some time. Nothing less than 94
average will do now Sar'nt Major!
Hail and Farewell. This is the last edition of "WrRE
Notes," at least for Lhe foreseeable future, that will appear
under the superscription of 83 Group Air Formation Signal
Squadron. By the time the next is due we will have reached
the exalted status of a Rs:giment.
Farewell then to the Squadron and Hail to its reincarnation as 1~ Air Formation Signal Regiment.

sailed through (see what studying for the Third Class Certificate-with honours does to one)-Maths- English and
shocking grammar all rolled into one. Asked how he enjoyed
the holiday period the local wit was heard to say "that never
have I had such a tremendous time spending so much money
I haven' t got and haven't a hope of getting- why it's almost
like the ' Pun.key ' days."
Our regular scribe is still suffering from overwork and
these notes are a gallant effort to maintain WIRE sales
(shortly to be increased here by one hundred per cent) and
to keep our name before the public.
The Sergeants drew lots as to who should wait at Christmas Dinner and as to who should man the Signal Office.
How proudly they proclaimed that not a mistake was made,
not a message went astray. A post mortem revealed that
there just wasn't any traffic during that period-wait till next
year, we will fix 'em.
We admire the despatch rider and his escort who braved
the rigours of mild spring weather-and during the early
hours of the morning of the 25th of December, 1953, set out
into the Great Unknown in order that Santa Claus would
not disappoint at least one child-they'll never know just
how really necessary their journey was or what happiness
they were responsible for-well done.
Apart from the impending departure of the S.Q.M.S.
(Darkey Whitefield) to civilian life after twenty-two years'
loyal service, and the warning order received by our Stalwart
M.T., Sergeant for Korea, there is very little of interest to
report, except perhaps the opportunity for Nacerby to replace his Meres, all that is required is the price of a tow
from Hannover to Catterick.
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Christmas Dinner, British Mess Hall Camp, Voluceau, 1953

We congratulate Captain (Cipher) Sawyer on his promotion, and Sergeant Kelly on his engagement to Miss E.
Dibber of Pontypridd.
This month the Squadron soccer team is second in the
league having won two games, lost one and drawn another.
We are confident that by the end of the season we hall
have won the league championship.
With a successful 1953 behind it the Squadron looks forward to an even more promising 1954 and takes this opportunity of wishing all past and present members of the Corps
a Very Happy New Year.

5 · AGRA (A.A.) SIGNAL SQUADllON

The Inspection by CAGRA (A.A.) and its preparation
must surely have meant that CRAOC has run out of paint,
and the DCRE will need to re-stock whitewash. The drill
parade was so good that one needn't be surprised if we replace the Brigade of Guards on the Horse Guards Parade in
June.
Christmas was traditional and passed somewhat hazily.
The Squadron "get-toge.t her" was voted a success, especially as it disclosed a wealth of talent. Lance-Corporal Meys
deserves pride of place for his impersonation of a (or was it,
the?) Commanding Officer; Signalman Gracie on the mouthorgan (sorry, harmonica!) and Sergeant Campbell on his
bag-pipes ran a close second. Argument is still rife as to
just what Corporal Bonner's act was supposed to be, but
nevertheless it was very diverting.
But to move to serious matters, the Squadron football
team has progressed well in the Army Minor Units Cup.
We have won a hard-fought game against our neighbours,
237 Fire Command Battery, by 3-1; then we disposed of
B.A.0.R. Ranges by 7-1, and finally H.Q. Squadron 7 Armoured Division by 4-2. In these games Signalman Wilson
and Driver Dunbebin were towers of strength while Signalman Burroughs was our leading goal-scorer.
In another sphere we warn other units that our crosscountry team is training hard under their captain, LanceCorporal Parker.

2 L. OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT

2 Squadron. The Christmas festivities got off to a rlying
start on the 23rd of December-with a visit by the members
of the Association to the Kaiser Brewery, so well did our
members conduct themselves that they were invited to visit
the Brewery again on the following morning; our sympathies
to our very loyal secretary who is bemoaning his fate for not
going and is still living in hopes of a unique cigarette lighter.
The festivities (but not settling day) are gone and Nineteen
Fifty Four was well and truly launched on a very stormy
financial sea-the severity of the storm would appear to be
directly proportional to the pace at which the holidays were

operators passed the trade test and we congratulate them all.
There was one exercise in N ovember, "Exercise Cygnet,"
which a the name signifies is " A L ittle Swan." I t is certain:y not so for us, but the students on the Ground Liaison
Officer's Course at ld Sarum, for whose benefit it is run,
all seemed to enjoy their trip to Germany. Of course, we
are always pleased to spend a few days among the luxurie
of life on an R.A.F. Station.
After a very poor start to the season the Hockey team is
going from strength to strength and has now reached the
semi-final of the District M inor Units Cup. Our first game
was against the winners of last year's competition, H.Q.
R.A.S.C., Osnabruck, and after a very hard struggle we managed to win by 2 goals to r.
The foo tball team, complete with new strip, has so far had
quite a succes~ful season. After an indifferent start they
pulled themselves together and beat 1 Corps Signal Regiment by 5 goals to 2. To show that we breed them tough
at Storonoway Barracks, the team, after a forced.nine-mile
route m:u ch in t he morning, were still good enough to bea t
101 Provo Company by 6 goals to 3.
The many creaking joints in evidence last month proved
that the annual P.E. Tests had come round once again.
Sighs of relief greeted the end of this sudden burst of
physical activity, and the M.I. Room staff are no longer ih
great deqtand.
The Unit Christmas Party was a success thanks to our
energetic Entertainments Committee, ably led by Sergeant
Johnson. The Christmas draw had so many prizes, that i t
eemed everybody in the unit must win one.
Our congratulations to Sergeant O'Malley on his appointment to S.Q.M.S. His gain is our loss for he leaves u
early this year for places unknown.

I AIR SUPPORT SIGNAL UNIT

Since our last notes appeared, the unit has been settling
down to work in the classroom and eagerly awaiting the
Christmas festivities. There has been a steady trickle of new
recruits to replace the seasoned National Servicemen who
leave us during the early months of every year.
The recent OWL B I I course which we ran proved successful. Many of the operators who took the course, found
tha~ the practical work which they had done on schemes
durmg the summer stood them in good stead. Some dozen
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SHAPE SIGNAL SQUADROlV

Our copies of THE WIRE arrived early in December and
it was pleasant to see once again the familiar Christmas
cover with Santa C laus driving his sleigh over the rooftop .
We hope that this traditional scene will continue to appear
in the years to come.
As in previous years at SHAPE we have had a full and
varied entertainment over the Christmas holiday, On the
22nd December a very successful party was given for 150
children by the British element at which, to everybody's
great delight, Father Christmas actually descended a
chimney. Very many thanks are due to, amongst others,
Captain Bushell and his team of helpers from the Squadron.
On the 23rd December as is their custom, the Officers,
Warrant Officers and senior N.C.O.s entertained the other
members of the Squadron and provided drinks and sandwiches. Captain Page, the Quartermaster, has an apparently
bottomless store of amusing and witty stories which are
well worth taking on ledger charge against next year's party.
Thanks are also due to Lance-Corporal Garnmer for his
unique party piece.
Although we are an international unit, the traditional customs of " Gunfire " and Christmas dinner, served by the
officers and senior ranks, are still observed, as can be seen
in the accompanying photograph.
The strike of ground control staff at Orly airport unfortunately prevented several members of the Squadron taking
advantage of a special B.E.A. Christmas excursion to London on Christmas Eve. However, some people did get away
on a flight leaving the following day and the remainder
travelled on the boat train. The Paris postal strike held up
the majority of the Christmas mail which eventually arrived
towards the end of the first week in January.
We welcome Captain R Hardy from the 7th Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment, Sergeant Johnstone from 1 War
Office Signal Regiment; and every success to Captain Fairlie
now Adjutant of 51st Highland Divisional Signal Regiment,
T.A., and Sergeant Stowe who should by now be somewhere
in the Middle East.
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JPiain TalesJ
by Barleux
Brief J11ler1·ien·

"Oh. Sure. I guess I wen all over Idaly an everbardy
was mos kine. They don have so many elervadors as us but
I got around plenny."
"Well thank you very much for coming along."
"Nodadall. G'bye now.'
Uncle Alf: American visitor this month?
Me: No. Just another English girl crooner who imagines
that she sounds better with a phoney transatlantic accent.
She may be right too. She also sings that way. I wonder
why. Nobody likes popular modern number ung in a
frightfully refined voice, but what is wrong with a cockney
accent or a flavour of i orth or West country?
Some of our radio crooners must brush up on their general
knowledge. I heard some girls singing about Papa Somebody or other from Idaly (wherever that is) and referring
to senoritas at odd moments in the song. ome of these girl
certainly get around plenny.
There. Now you've got me at it.
Wltrt NotP

Did you drain your radiator last night? If you forgot
that, you probably forgot to book your holiday accommodation at Mercury House, Bournemouth or Colwyn Bay as
well. Cut this reminder out and tick on the wall. Then
drop a line to the locality of your choice and find out what
the chances are. Applications for reservations are alreadv
coming in fast and by every post. A holiday at either of
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th· Mercurv hou e will cost you le s rhan one at a horel
run for private gain and you will meer people who tall· your
i worth trying.
language.
Jo"ranl; ShalH•Hp.-ar-t>

Another link with the old Mare field day wa broken
when Frank died at Eastbourne on 2nd December last. I
was very grieved to hear thi ad news. Frank and I .were
closely a ~cciated in the early 192o's when we casI;ied m on
the ever increa ing demand for dance band . With Frank
on the piano, Wallace Chisholm violin, and Barleaux on
drum with an occa ional tootle on the flute, we formed the
Frivolity Trio. We did very well at orivate hou es and
village hops all over Su sex. When we -moved to Cartcrick
we re-formed at the first opporrunity and played in Richmond. It was there that we tried out a !ad to sing with us.
He w<:1 good but he became better. You must have heard
of him. Donald Peer . An awful lot of water has pa sed
under the bridges since those day . Although our way
eventually led in different direction , Frank and I ke9t in
touch, usually with the ame Christmas card travelling backwards and forwards with appropriate amendments. I
watched hi progress a a tonsorial artist over the year as
he moved from a rusty pedal cycle to a shiny new car. We
had fun whenever we met and that is the way I shall
remember him. A good business man with a real sense of
- humour. Even in bis long illness he could still crack a joke.
Over the past thirty years there can only be very few Signals
types who never knew Frank Shakespeare. His many friends
will wish to join me in offering Mrs. Shakespeare our sincere
;mpathy in her sad loss.

1

Ukann Larfe drcs ed himself carefully and pinned on hi
latest decoration, the Noble Order of the Boot (with crossed
Laces). He tucked the green paper into his breast pocket
,ind admired himself in the wardrobe mirror. He was easily
pleased. For a moment he wondered whether a dark green
ilk shirt went well with a yellow tie. He toyed with the
idea of discarding his morning coat and striped trousers for
a hacking jacket and denims. He shrugged his shoulders
and adjusted a corduroy cap at a rakish angle. He inspected
himself again in the mirror and was sufficiently impressed
with what he saw to spring to attention and salute. Smiling
heepishly he auntered forth into La Rue de Gesture now
bathed in wintry sunshine.
Uncle Alf: What happened to Hermione Larfe?
Me: Oh.
he keeps coming and going. Take no notice.
Madam X watched the celebrated detective from her
boudoir in the magnificent block of flats opposite the Cafe
au Lait. ·I'l ·bet you didn't know where she lived. I n't it
a scream about these characters? I can make them go and
live anywhere. As a matter of fact I have decided that all
those chaps with beetle brows are now living in the flat over
Madam X's apartment . If I find time I shall probably have
them cutting holes in the floor and squirting mushroom
oup into the lady' champagne. Right now, however, we
must keep track of Ukann Larfe. He thinks we don't know
but actually he is on his way to the docks at Boulogne. He
plans to cross over to England on the afternoon boat. The
famous detective glanced swiftly right and left then dived
into a narrow alley and vanished.
Curse it. I shall have to think about this. Don't go away.

SIGNALS MIDDLE EAST

AIR
CAFSO

Now that the long Egyptian summer is over and we no
longer go swimming every afternoon, we have turned our
attention to the more serious sports such as athletics, rugger,
occer and shooting, although a limited amount of sailing,
tennis and hockey still continues.
We have been inspected by the C.S.0. M.E.L.F., MajorGeneral M. S. Wheatley, C.B., c.B.E., recently and he seemed
well satisfied with our efforts (Q have you still got that whitewash ... ?).
Of the many Corps sports meetings, Air Formation Signals
have been responsible for organising the Athletic and Rifle
Meetings. The organising of these Corps sports involves
a lot of hard work. Royal Signals are kept es!)ecially busy
in Egypt on the repair of the hundreds of miles of underground cable which are constantly being cut and sabotaged.
To the once-poor Egyptians the Canal Zone is a veritable
lead (gold) mine. Organising Corps Sports under these conditions is not easy.
With effect from the 1st December, 1953, Malta has become an independent Command, we have therefore lost our
S.O. Air Formation Signals, Major J. de D. Yule, who had
just taken over from Major C. S. Kidd on posting to the
U.K. Our parish is slowly shrinking.
.
We congratulate Signalman Horswill of this Branch who
has won his Corps Tennis (M.E.L.F.) colours, and to the
six members of the staff who shot so well in the Royal
Signals Central Rifle Meeting.
4 Air Formation Signal Regiment
1

Tiu> Green Pnper

Squadron. The Squadron is at present divided up into

2 'V ing Signal Troops and a Construction Troop. 10 Wing
Troop is at present commanded by Captain R. B. Handisyde
(" Three extra duties Sergeant") who is ably assisted by a
number of well known personalitjes, including a certain
fault-control N.C.0. known as the "Major-General" (" My

woodwork master told me . . ."), and a well known Scots
driver (" I felt faint, sir, so went for a NAAFI break").
I I Construction Troop deals mostly with P.L. work,
and is at present employed on the Treaty Road, rebuilding
a section of the Overhead Route. They have been reinforced
by a number of 11 Wing personnel, and in order to finish the
job by 30th November they are having to work very long
hours.
Our Squadron soccer team is giving a good account of
itself in the FAYID Garrison League (Minor Units League),
and we are hoping for even better results now that they
have Sergeant G. Clarke with them.
2 Squadron. We find ourselves at the time of writing,
quite hard worked in one way or another. Our chief job
has been the installation of a four position Type " N " CB
switchboaul involving a good deal of UG cable. At the
same time we have been recovering three cables which have
been abandoned due to incessant cutting. The question now
is whether or not the Egyptians can recover it faster by night
than we can by day.
A forthcoming DADMEs vehicle inspection does not
prevent us launching forth into the "winter " season of
sport. Our first soccer match in the Moascar Garrison
Minor League was disastrous, losing 9-1 to a Mauritian
unit. What with our inter-troop competitions about to
commence, rifle shooting and many outside soccer matches
to look forward to, we shall have many busy afternoons.
Congratulations to Major K N. Smartt on winning his
C orps Tennis (M.E.L.F.) colours, Signalman Gardner on
coming third in the R.A.F. station I smailia cross-country
race, Signalman Gordon on coming third in the Individual
Championship at the Royal Signals Central Rifle Meeting,
and Driver Bell coming third in the Individual Sten Match
at the same event. This is quite an achievement and we are
very proud of being able to show the Corps flag on a station
where approximately 1,100 men are serving.

Squadron. Friday the 13th November was certainly an

unlucky ~ay for the Squadron, during the early hours of
the .mormng "."e had .the first of the heavy rains. About half
an mcl~ of r:iin ~ell m about three hours and circuits went
d.own like runepms. Work was hampered and faults contmued to be reported as a result of the heavy rain for the
next five days. However by almost continual work and two
fine days the situation is nearly back to normal.
W~ bad wh.at. appears to ~ a!1 annual job for the Squadron, 1.e. providmg commumcations for the racecourse and
several people have been heard muttering something about
"Francasal and Bath all over again." However, the rain
caused a pos.tponement of the meeting for the time being.
Second~Lieutenant D. F. B. Anthonisz and some of 8
Construction Troop moved up to Amman to start work
on the new airfield there.
. ~aptl!:in (T.O.T.) S. F. King has been over to Fayid to
hai-s~ with the T.O.T. and Q.M. at 4 Air Formation Signal
Regiment aI_J.d bas spent several days at Amman.
Second-Lieutenant U. F. Berbuto has made a visit to
S~aibah to inspect our. detachment there, and reports on
his returi:i that communications are decidedly shaky, and it
loo~s as if we shall have to reinforce Shaibah and do more
maintenance down there.
Co!poral K~nopka and Signalman Morgan continue to
play m the station ~ugger team and are off to Kuwait to play
a team from the Oil Company. Two cups have arrived in
the .s.S.M:s heavy kit, one for 18 Air Formation Signal
R~grment mter-troop soccer, and one for 18 Air Formation
Signal Regiment inter-squadron swimming-we should have
NO difficulty in retaining that one.

3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment

DE-MECHANISATION OR WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A CAVALRY
OFFICER TRANSFERS TO A DIV. SIGNAL REGT.
Captain Tony Hughes, 16th/5th Lancers, who has been with our
Regiment for the past 6 months, was officially granted a Regular
Commission in Royal Signals on 18 Nov., 1953.
We are all very pleased to have him permanently In the Corps, and
hope AG 11 will leave him with us for a long time. He has taken
over command of "B" Tp., with the results as shown.
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3 G.B.q. SIGNAL REGIMENT
So much has happened since our last notes in December
that o1:1e does not really know where to start but here goes
-Christmas first.
Christmas was celebrated in the customary way and it is
unde~stood that the NAAFI Manager has bought an adding
macl;llne as he cannot work out in any other way the astrono~cal figures of beer consumption over the Christmas
penod.
The annual gladiators contest between Officers and Ser~eants took place on Boxing Day before a highly apprecia!J.Ve and vocal cro~d-when one sees a mixture of spaghetti
m tomato sauce bemg firmly rubbed into an erstwhile dignified face who c~ f<;>rbear to ch~r? This year the appearance
of the Sergeants side was so frightful that we decided that
n~ referee was quite so foolish as to enter the arena, so we did
w~thout one and the several different battles commenced
with great eclat. Personally I lost track in the first minute
but reports give. the result as a draw-3 goals, a try, 71 runs,
two sets, four hns, a home run, one hole, three treble nineteens and S.Q.M.S. Bell, each. Uncle Tom Cobley may
h~ve ~n ~here but under the circumstances I did not recognise hrm.
After the "game" the officers descended in force upon
the Sergeants' Mess to show their prowess in a pastime dear
t? every Sergeant's heart: definitely no prizes for the solution to that one.
~ow to sport-the Novices Boxing Competition was held
durmg Nov~m~r and provided a fine exhibition of courage
and dete~nation, H.Q. Squadron provided practically all
contestants m the first part of the competition and the voice
o_f Officer Co~anding H.Q. Squadron could be heard plaintively announcing that he had always understood that there
were three Squadrons in the Regiment-where were the
other two? Lance-Corporal Whyte, Signalmen Queenan,
. Oldfield, Pet.ts, Farr, .McCormick, Pearson, Lance-Corporal
Machon, Dnver Davies, Signalmen Eldrich and McDonald
caught the eye in their bouts and we are lucky to have so
many up-and-coming young boxers in the Regiment.
Cori:o~ll;l McSweeney, the heavyweight, was booked for
a!1 exhibmon bout as the final item and an interesting situation developed when it was discovered that he had no
?PP?nent.. Me1:1 of bis weight and size were seen disappear~ng mall directions at hi?h speed. The Editor of our Sportrng Record, however, did not run away and when it was
announced that Corporal McSweeney had been awarded a
walk over, he bravely crawled out again from under his seat.
Soccer-we hav<; ?OW completed all our league games but
as yet the final positions of the league have yet to be decided
-we expect to to finish up somewhere around fourth place.
T.he .team have shown a fine spirit in all their games and
pr<_>vided ~ome most exciting games from the spectators'
. pornt ?f view and of course no game was complete without
the v01ce of the Football Officer, Major (Q.M.) W. H. Clark,
wrathfully insisting that someone should "unload it" or
"fill i~ th.e space." O~r outstanding player, beyond all
doubt, i~ S1gna~an Sma1les, the team captain; imperturablc,
always m the ng~t place and when he kicks a ball it goes
where he means 1t to; other players who have consistently
play~d fine football are Corporal Anderson, Signalman
Harnes, the goal-keeper; Signalmen Heywood Glavin
Vallor and Blackmore.
'
'
Smailes and Harries have played in all the Canal South
District representative games so far this season.
Rugby is forging ahead literally as well as metaphorically
and the team have had a succession of well deserved and
convincing wins, not achieved with stern effort let it
be said at once, Judging by some ta ty black eye and scarred
faces I have seen lately. With such stalwarts in the team
as Lieutenants Marsh and Kinsley Second -Lieutenants
Carroll, Douglas and Fisher, Sergeant~ Lerigo, Murray and
Walker, Corporal Waudby and Signalman Jones how can
we go wrong?-now a little guessing game-so~t out the
best black eye from that lot-first prize: three tries to lift
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the P.R.I' new <:t of weight 'ifter' ba~be!ls, but ~rst a
word of warning: the captain f the boxing tea'? tned to
do just that and was more than somewhat surprised ..yhen
he almost fell flat on his face and didn't move the weights
one inch off the floor.
16 l~DEPE:'\"DE:'\"T PAllATllOOP DlllGAD E
GROl'P SIGXAL SQC~DRON

A:i ranks will feel a ense of loss when, at the end of
January, Major "Vic" M artin leaves the Squadron to take
up an appointment at the School of Infantry. H<: has wo~n
the Red Beret for so long now that Airborne ~ign~ls will
hardly seem the same without. him .. y.re shall miss him and
extend our thanks both for his unurmg work and our best
wishes fo r his future.
.
In Major " Jimmy" Geary we see a new "boy" to Airborne Forces. T o him we hold out a strong hand of "".e!come and await his arri val confident that our eager anticipation will be fully justified. We h ave gathered that he has
already been " blooded" in training at Aldershot-a great
start.
Chrisonas was a riot. Many men supported the Carol
ervice and Midnight Mass and tihe othe_r traditional ~unc
tions followed in strict sequence. No ntual was omitted.
The Officers were alternately intoxicated forcedly and
drow;ied (involuntarily). The annual soccer match was
more reminiscent of the Rhine Crossing (" so the Sa'ent
Major says '), nhe Corporals' Club of a Bear G arden (so
D.B. says) and the canteen, with th<: Gully-Gully man balancing a bicycle on his nose, of Sauckihall Street on a .Saturday
night. The Corporals' Club to.ok great pleasure m ent~r
taining twenty sailors over Christmas fr~m H.M.S. W hirlwind. The success of the party was due m a small measure
to the sympathy which each service had for the bottle and
one another.
Space must be short but congratulations are due ~o. Cpl.
Cook on playing tennis for the Army, to L t. MacGillivray
on p~aying · rugger for the United Services, and to t~e
Squadron on winning the Ismailia Cup---the Parachute ~ri
gade Minor Units Sporting Trophy. On the more serious
side of soldieri ng we are doing a considerable amount. of
parachuting at the moment and look fo rward to a succession
of Airborne exercises in Jordan where we shall renew our
friendship with the Arab Legion.

CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
Winners of the Brigade Minor Units Meeting. Sigmn. Clarke, Cpl.
Hughes, Cpl. Carner, L/Cpl. Paul, Sigmn. Brookes, Sigmn. Burdett,
Sigmn . Morris, Capt. Barker.
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2G AllMOURED BRIGADE SIGNAL S QUAD ROX

Much ha changed in the Squadron since we last wrote
in this Journal. Many of the old faces have disappeared
under bowler and other civilian forms of headgear, whilst
new faces are found under the Blue Berets in the
Squadron.
econd-Lieutenant Geoffrey Jenkins has been
with us now for some months to provide us with our third
Officer. Sergegnts Kennedy and Oliver have ~lso arriyed
during this period and have taken over respectively ~ue
less and M.T. in the Squadron. To the 80 odd National
Service men who have left us and to the other departures :
" So long, it's been good to know you."
.
Our congratulations go to S.Q.M.S. Burton on his ~ell
deserved promotion to S.S. M . and to the award, agamst
much competition, of the Coronation Medal. Also to
Sergeant Stout on his ·promotion to s.9.M.S. The ~ask of
S. Q.M.S. in this Squadron ha~ m uch m ~ommon with .the
old idea of trial by combat: 1f you survive, you certainly
deserve your pro:notion to S.S.M. I n addition to the normal
d uties of a Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant? _because ~e
are completely independant, he has all the additional duties
of a Quartermaster, dealing with such things as rations,
accommodation, furni ture, etc., and for good measure he
has all the other buildings in our half of the aerodrome on
his charge: not a bad responsibility for a Staff Sergeant!
We have been pleased to welcome S.Q.M .S. D erby this
week who has arrived to assist with ithe accommodation
and accommodation stores: long may he remain !
In the realms of sport we have had two notable successes;
in September we were the D istrict S~.immin g Champ i~ms.
Of the nine events we won four oumght, deadheated m a
fifth and came second in <three more. Nine teams were
co:npeting and four District records were broken. Well
done Messrs. Jenkins, Robertsham, Bembury (of the
R. A.E.C.), Lea, Wheat, Pepper, Bellchambers, a~d not f?rgetting the two members of the .team from a ne1ghbourmg
Signal T roop, Cotton and Lee.
Our other success has been in the traditional Corps spor ts,
boxing. We managed to beat a Regimental Team 18 points
to 17. Commendable considering the disparity in sizes of
the two units. I t was an excellent evening's sport and
the aeneral arrangements made by our hosts made it a
me:n~rable occasion. T he highlights of the match : Signalman Bellchambers winning the Bantam weight, Signalman
Preston winning the Light weiglit, having t aken con siderable punishment in his earlier fight in .the Lig~ t-we1ter ~lass,
L ance-Corporal Clowes' beautiful displays m the Lightmiddle and the Mid dle weights, and Signalman H icks for
being a very good " best loser " and giv_ing. a hea~t<:ning
display of guts and courage. I~ the Dist;1ct Individual
Championships we had three winners : Signalman Bellcha:nbers Lance~Corporal Clowes and Signalman Preston,
and. one r~ner-up, Corporal Wall in the Heavy weight class.
Christmas h as passed in the way that Christmases do, and
looking back perhaps one might say that we had the ArO:Y
traditional Christmas this year p ar excellence. We did
nothing revolutionar y but enjoyed what we did. . Through
a shorthand writer's error at D istrict we had a holiday from
Wednesday midday instead of Thursday; not of.ten one
benefits from rhese sort of things! The dinner on Christmas D ay was particularly good, thanks to .t he d~votion of
Corporal Morgan and his band of the Army Catering Corps.
On Boxing D ay, all the avid readers of Wes~erns coi:Id
be seen, coming out of their nooks and cranmes, making
aopropriate conversation to show their skill in a few chukkas
of donkey polo. On the whole a humiliating game for the
players and certainly an uncomfortable one: to see strong
men manoeuvreing around the field on the knife-edge
posteriors of the local donkeys, with little or no c?ntrol. ov~r
their direction or speed makes the spectator fair split his
sides with laughter and the player to feel tha.t other
portions of his anat~my are about to do likewise, due to
causes other than laughter. At .t he conclusion of the
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gladiatorial combat the local Christmas Handicap was run
off. As the course was in the direction of home, navigation
was m uch more accurate and good speeds were sustained.
On Sunday evening we held a Squadron party in the
N AAFI and the evening commenced with the Christmas
Draw. Lance-Corporal Payne was the lucky winner of no
less than three prizes, including the First Prize: how
terrible to be so unlucky in love! After refreshments a
fa mous local singer who happened to be present was
~ rsuaded ,. after a suitable collection had been made, to give
his rendering of an old French song and everyone joined
in the chorus with great gusto. The singer was heard to
remark afterwards that he wished he always got five guineas
when he sang. Incidentally, the collection was for the
Wireless for the Blind Appeal Fund.
Other items of news: the Christmas pantomime "Alladin
in Africa," produced by Major Tony Kingsford, our
Brigade Major, had strong support both in front of the stage
and behind it from members of the Squadron, and was a
successful venture into the world of the theatre. We now
have our own Amateur Radio Club, call sign 5A2CJ.

lations are especially due, not only for their marksmanship,
b1:1t also for the obviously expert coaching of their respective
wives.
. The Regiment has done quite well on the Rugger field.
Unfortunately we were knocked out of the running for the
FARELF Cup by the G.H.Q. F ARELF team in the semifinals. The latter is rated the best U nit team in this area
and it certainly deserves this distinction.
Corps Colours were presented for the second time to
Captain Frost (Cricket) and to Sergeant Bligh (Soccer)we:I done!
New arrivals in the Regiment include Major C. H . Golden,
our new second-in-command, Second-Lieutenants E. Sutherland and M . Taylor, our first National Service officers,
S.Q.M.S. Dique from U.K. and Sergeants Bowman and
Williams from Korea. N umbered among those posted from
the Regiment were Sergeant Chater and family to Hong
Kong and Sergeant Latimer, on promotion to S.Q.M.S., to
Signal T raining Squadron (Far East).
DONG KONG

FAR EAST
LAND FOB~ES
S IN GAPOUE DIS TlllCT SIGNAL R EGIMENT

Chrisuuas in Singapore, as far as the Regiment was concerned, went with a tremendous swing. Jµst prior to this
festive holiday, Mrs. Stuart, the wife of the Commanding
Officer, organised a most successful "Bring and Buy" sale
which was extremely well attended by all the wives. Fortunately it was not necessary to post the regimental police
to keep away tihe Singapore spivs; they would not have had
a look-in, anyway, since bargains were the order of the day
and the turnover was excellent.
Following the sale came the Children's Christmas Party
which was a very happy affair. Father Christmas, in nhe
(ample) form of Sergeant Sarfety, actually appeared from a
chimney (specially constructed by the Unit " chippy," since
chimneys and fire-places are conspicuous by their absence
in Singapore). There was the inevitable " gully-gully" man,
an excellent " bun-fight" and a present for every child in the
Unit.
We were very pleased to see Colonel I. F. Meiklejohn, the
new C.S.O., Singapore Base D istrict, who very kindly
attended the other ranks' dinner on Christmas Day, in spite
of the fact that he arrived in the Colony only rwo days previously. The troops were afterwards entertained by a
quartet of senior N.C .O.s, whose efforts at controlling nhe
Sing Song were remarkably successful.
Now, with the holiday behind us, we are preparing for
the G.O.C.s Annual Administrative Inspection, due in two
weeks time. By the time these notes appear in print we
shall have forgotten all about it-we hope!
The R egiment's .22 Rifle Club, the formation of which
was reported in previous notes, h as been most successful.
In the six months since its inception it has produced a team
which has beaten all comers, and this team, comprising
W.0.II (R.Q.M.S.) Hipperson, W.0.II Appleton, S.Q.M.S.
Walsh and S.Q.M.S. McKirgan, recently walked away with
the N ee Soon Garrison Handicap Cup. The club's Ladies'
T eam, comprising Lady Nepean, Mrs. Hip.person, Mrs.
McKirgan and Mrs. Stein, also did very well to take second
prize in the Ladies' Class competition.
In the iUnit ladder S.Q.M.S. McKirgan beat W.0.II
(R.Q.M.S.) Hipperson and it is to these two nhat congratuTHE WIRE. FEBRUARY 1954
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The R egim ent. It is regretfully many months since anything about the Regiment appeared in THE WIRE. Our New
Year's resolution for 1954 is to return to the fold and tell
you something about our activities regularly. At the same
time we wish all past members of the Regiment and also all
men;bers of the Corps the very best of good fortune .for 1954.
L ieutenan t-Colonel D . E. L. Gardiner, who arrived in
October wicli Mrs. Gardiner and their children, has now
taken over command. We wish both him and his family a
very •h appy time here in Hong Kong. Not only have faces
changed very considerably during the last few months but
our whole organisation is now different. We now have a
H.Q. !Squadron (Captain T. C. L. Davidson) Md four
Squadrons (Majors A. J. Wildy, J. E. Evans, T . L. Richards
and J. D. Norfolk). We are now well into the collective
training season and find life very hectic. To conform with
the weather and possibly also the Chinese system of doing
things backwards, our training seasons are reversed here
compared with Europe.
There will not be space to tell you all about our activities
this month and we therefore intend in future to deal each
month with the activities of one Squadron at a time.
Another Source of Line Faults-Padres. On a recent
Exercise, in order to test the defences of a L.A.A. Battery
H .Q., R.A. Officers and men (including their Signal Troop)
did some energetic patrolling. The Padre led one party
armed with pistols and pliers, the latter presumably to cut
his way through barbed wire entanglements ! He could not
find the barbed wire so, not to be outdone, cut the next best
rhing, the telephone lines. Unfortunately the lines were
. nothing to do with the L.A.A. Battery but were some of the
long Divisional H.Q. locals. Prompt work by "C" Troop
restored the situation, but the Padre, on his return from
the fray, found more telephone lines which he thought
needed cutting. These were the same ones he had cut previously. It was as well that he was safely out of earshot
when the linemen arrived to repair the line again! !
Sport. There is only space for one or two of our achievements. The Regimental P.T. team, found this year from I
Squadron were placed 2nd in the Colony Competition.
Corporal Forster was our leader and Signalman Kirbitson
set up a record for the obstacle course. Kowleen Garrison
Signal Troop won the competition for us last year. We'll
try again next year.
Signalman Burnside of 27 Brigade Signal Troop won the
" All classes " event in rhe Colony Motor Cycle Trials. I
Squadron won our inter-Squadron swimming gala and 14
Field Regiment Signal Troop are top of their Regimental
inter-Troop soccer league. 27 Brigade Signal Troop who
provide most of their Brigade H.Q. soccer team are also in
rhe news. Their team is unbeaten in the Minor Units
League in the New Territories. We hope they keep it up.
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o~ ~eminine underwear tastefully fashioned out of ·
air recogn 1tI On pane Is. A t "K ,, T r?OP
a friendly score of one all
was agree.d after an energe~c. match against Camp. "N ,,
Troothp. bemg a s~all tr?Op, JOmed in with the sappers two
of
e1r stars bemg Signalman Whitnell and Si '
Haggerty (late of Chelmsford City). Our Regiment!in::~
teamh has been ve!Y successful this season winning six
mate es and drawmg two. "C " Troop h~v
structed a foot~a~I pitch, which is a great asset.en;'~~~;
were !ecently visited by Brigadier J. T. Burrows n s 0 ED
who. is the new Commander of Kayforce. Sh~rtly bef~r~
Christmas they held a smoker in their canteen with pe
formances by Maoris, Kiwis, Brits and Katco~s (Korear;;_
atta~hed persoi;inel). One of the latter sang both 0
·
Italian and '~Silent Night " in English as well as in rro~: m
. ~)vcr t~e rive~ the Canadians are busy starting up an 0 a~~
ltlon radio station to our own " Crown Radi'o " It · plpl d
"M
I L f ,,
·
·
is ca e
ane . ea , . and 1s keeping "J" Troop pretty bus
Meanwh!le skatmg h_as at last started on the 2 i/cs ruJ;
Freeman s Folly, a trrnmph of his will power over the vagaries of the Korean temperature and his desire for sleep-he has b~n knm':'n to stop up leaks in sandbags at 0200 hrs
The b1~ eve?t m everyone's mind is the start of 1954. Ali
can say, ' This year . . . "

*
COMMONWEALTH DIVISION EXERCISE
" SHAKE-UP "

*

*
Our last notes referred to the wholesale changes of officers
and men which take place in October and November particularly. Since then the " new team " have been settling
down, braced, inspired and occasionally depressed by the
admonitions and advice of our predecessors. " From rst
December,'' they would say, turning with one foot on the
gang-plank, " you'll find you can't get a pole in the ground
until Ist April." On 2nd December, as we moved stickily irlto
the sea of mud which was to be our exercise location for a
week, we brooded a little about this. So far winter has been
kind to us, heavy frosts at night, but usually sun by day.
Then periods of rain (particularly during exercises) recalling
Catterick to many of us.
The political conferences on Korea are things we read '
about in the newspapers. We're rather busy getting dug in
(in all senses), not forgetting to make notes for our successors: "Next Christmas,'' begins one, "ensure that at least
250 crates of beer are available for the Kiwi canteen." For
the linemen this has been a period of intense activity, pulling
our 5-pair cable snakes over the hills. For the operators
trade training has alternated with divisional and brigade exercises, though, in at least one brigade troop, exercises came
as light relief from the joJ> of sandbagging test points. For
the new drivers and D.R.s there has been the job of accustoming themselves to the tricky driving conditions out here,
and the interpretation of such cryptic road signs as "PM/
MFP," which Americans assure us means "Preventive Maintenance Means Finer Performance." Are they kidding?
Certainly there is always plenty of maintenance needed out
here, and all too few to do it. The radio mechanics, for
example, are trying to keep going sets which have been in
continuous use for as long as the Division has been here.
F and X Troops have changed over completely, arriving
with their respective regiments; F Troop with 42nd Field
6-4

*

*

"G"
T roop notes are published
·
"
separately. In addition
to G" Troop,." C," "D" and "H" Troops are all Royal
N ew Zealand Signals.

SIGNALS COMMAND GROUP
CLOSING DOWN

*
Regiment R.A., have come from Northern Army Group,
while X Troop with 5 Royal Tank Regiment have mostly
come from U.K., although there are some old hands who
were in B.A.O.R. with the regiment. These new troops are
getting down to work in fine style.
In most parts of the Division work ceased early on Christmas Eve and restarted on Monday 28th, with a sort of pause
on New Year's Day. Of course, the usual essential Signals
and administrative services continued, and for H.Q.
Squadron, particularly, it was a busy time. The Main Divisional Signals area 1s changing almost daily now; yesterday
a new parade ground, today another Quonset hut, and
tomorrow signposts pointing everywhere, including New
Zealand. All troops of the Regiment, wherever they were,
enjoyed a good Christmas dinner, served by the Officers and
Sergeants; many of the good things were a gift from the
American government. Rain fell heavily throughout the
day, but by keeping wet within, morale was high. And not
only morale . . . .
Other Christmas activities included carol singing, for example at Main Division, and "L" Troop, where some twenty
men visited the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes where their
efforts were suitably rewarded in beer. Then there was the
Officers v. Sergeants fancy dress football match, in which
the Quartermaster's walking stick played such a large part
in preventing the sergeants from scoring. Soccer was played
by nearly all troops, including a 7-a-side inter-troop game
which "A" Troop won with "B " Troop runners-up. " 0 "
Troop, by the way, claim to be "virtually unbeatable" at
soccer, "A" Troop merely referring to themselves briefly as
"unbeaten "-some difference of opinion here. The team
from " L " Troop, who won their Brigade knock-out competition, were knocked out early in the 7-a-sides, but upheld
their honour by decorating Command Group with a frieze
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KIWI NEWS
16th Field Regiment, Royal New Zealand Artillery
Signal Troop

With the cessation of hostilities in Korea work did not
ce.ase fo.r "G " Troop C?f t~e Royal New Z~Iand Signals.
~mes still have to be mamtamed and in a Korean winter this
~s n? pleasant t~sk. Apart from the freezing cold the terrain
ts difficult, a mixture of razor backed hills and frozen paddy

I COMMONWEAL TH DIVISIONAL EXERCISE "SHAKE-UP"
Major C. E. Booth-Jones, OC 3 Squadron, (back view), 2nd Lieut.
F. Taylor, RNZ Signals, C Troop, Lieut.-Colonel G. H. Starr, CO.
and Captain D. McMillen, R. Australian Signals

~eld~. Th~ _linemen ~owever laid a total of 300 miles of
Ime m addtt1C?n to ~armg for existing lines in the past two

months, no mcons1derablc feat considering the circum
stances.
. Th~ ffiTroop also operates the normal wireless sets and
s1gna o ce on a 24 h?ur bas.is. The Drivers and D.R.s are
k~pt mdore than ~usy m keeping their vehicles mobile under
t ese a verse w!nter conditions. Normal training also goes
on a~d the Regiment in its entirety moves out on frequent
ehxerc1ses, to the prepared lines of defence where it means
t ree separate H.Q.
'
As ~ny 3:me~ties as possible are provided for the men,
a st~d1Iy built cmema, a well stocked library; and of course
the mevitably busy wet canteen.
Sports are well on the way, and the Regiment with the
h~lp of two men f~oi:n. "G " Troop, have been d;clared the
wmners of the :p1v1s10nal Rugger competition. The Ali
Blacks now tourmg England would, I feel sure welcome
some of these players?
'
The Regiment as a whole had rather a dismal Christmas
and New Year. Elaborate arrangements had been completed ~o make Cll:istmas a br!ght and merry one but on
awakenmg on Chu.stmas. morrung we learnt much to our
sorrow of the tr.ag1c train smash which occurred in New
Zealand on Chnstmas Eve. All our thoughts were with
t?ose. unfortunate people back home who had lost their
lives rn New Zealand's worst train disaster
New Year's Eve, as the saying goes, was g~ing to be on for
young and old, but once again this was not to be. Around
20?" hrs. on 31st December, we were just in the spirit of
thmgs, whe~ fire broke out in the main canteen and in what
se~med no um;; tlJ;,ee Quon~et huts were just a smouldering
mass of st~eL G Troop linemen were quickly on the job
as all our lines were burnt to the ground. No one was heard
to remark on the loss of the Quonset huts but plenty was
heard on the amo~t of beer that had been destroyed. We
w~nr to bed cold, dirty and worst of all sober, and the things
said about Korea would not be published even by THE WIRE
The troop commanded by W.O.II R. Rutledge of the N z·
Regu~ar Army from Christchurch, seconded by Serg~t
Marun, !· W., of Auckland, participated in two Regimental
ceremorual parades recently, each being in the nature of a
farewell. One was for Brigadier Park, o.B.E., Commander
of Kayforce, the _o~h.er for Brigadier Gregson, C.R.A. 1
Com~onwealth DtvlS!on. Each parade provided a stirring
martial spectacle:. a h.undred. glittering vehicle and twentyfour guns advancmg lD precise formation.

U.S. Army helicopter evacuating a casualty from I Commonwealth
Divisional Signal Regiment RAP
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Canadian Corps of Signals

I s·
Is' units
on took the salute as detachments from Roya
igna
Canada's Minister of National Defence, the H~n • .Brooke Cd 1.axft o~t of the Forde Building at the Royal Canadian School of
.
h d ast the reviewing stan m r
from all parts of Canad a mare e .P
.
h C
s SOth anniversary celebrations.
Signals during t e orp

N event of significance to all Commonwealth Sigi:ial
Corps took place in Canada when the. Royal ~ana~an
Corps of Signals observed its Fiftieth Anniversary
fi~~
0
fashion at centres across the country over the wee -en ul
24th October, 1953. The principal and t?ost spectac ar
celebrations took place at Vimy ~arracks, Kingston, home of
the Royal Canadian Sohool of S~gnals.
C
dia s· l
Dele ates to the Annual Meeung of the ana n igna s
Associ!tion came from points as far distant as Vancouver
and Halifax.
d ·
Retired and serving Signals Officers and men reporte. m
a steady flow at a Vimy Barracks they scarcely recogrused
beneath an unaccustomed array of flags and banners, and
bea tifully floodlit by night. Detachments of Re~rve Force .
uni~ (corresponding to the Territorial Army) arrived by b~~
and train, and those from farther east and west Uy spec1a
airlift.

A

f

Apprentice Parade F-Irst Event

The first public event of a week-end filled wi.th impressi':e
spectacles was a parade and inspection of the Signal School s
proud unit, the Appre!l~ce ~rainin~ Squadron of 100. boys.
Apprentice (boys) trammg is a fairly new venture m the
Canadian Army, but a very successful one. As part of the
ceremony the apprentice Squadron gave the ~eneral salutf
to the accompaniment of the Royal Canadian Corps o
Signals Band. During his inspection ?f the troops,. !-he
Chief of the Canadian General Staff received the surpnsmg
information from the first boy he questioned that he had
been in the army just three weeks. The squadron then
marched past the reviewing stand in column, m column of
route and advanced in review order.
Governor-General Praises Corps

The most memorable occasion in the histo.ry of V~my's
famous Officers' Mess was the colourful mess dinner on 23rd

October. After Mess Call had been soun~ed iy ti~~~~~J
scarlet-clad Corps :i'~~~~rf:~:e~~~erehel~ in observguests entered the dining
.
Guest of honour was
nee of Signals' golden anruversary.
d
h R
IDs Excellency the Governor-General of Cana a, t e t.
Hon. Vincent Massey.
.
His Excellency was introduced by Brigadier J· :· ~et~
c BE Mc Honorary Colonel Comma?dant o
e . rp
· d Chi~f ·Signal Officer of First Canadian Ar~y during ~e
S~ond World War. Brigadi~r Genet said tiha~r of
Governor-General could be considered almost a mem .
1
the Royai Canadian Signals as. he I;ad once served as signa
officer of the Queen's Own Rifles m Toronto.
" I am happy to be present here on ~he observanc~f th~
oth anniversary of your Corps-I rrught say ou~ . rps,
;aid His Excellency. " 1 count it a very great privilege to
have been once associated with you.
.
.
f
" Your Corps has played no small part m the history ?
Canada. lntercommunica.tions ha:ve developed greatl~~
civil life during this period of ?me and wh~~ has
learned in civil life has been appbed to warfare.
The Governor-General said he had tried to look.ui;> so~e
hin about signals in both encyclopaedias and dicuoi;ianes
~nd ~bout the only thing he had discovered was that a signalman must be intelligent.
. . .
"Fifty years is a long time in the history of ~n ~nd1vidu~l
and it is a long time in the history of an ,?rgarusauon, particularly in such a young country as ours, he declared.
He touched on the development whioh h~d .taken P~~~
since the close of the nineteenth cen~ury, pom.ung out .
while wireless had been discovered m x899, it ~as s?-11 ~
stand-by for land line in 1918. When the Can~dian i~na
Corps was organised ~~ 1903, i~ was the first mdepen ent
signal corps in tihe Bnus~ Empi.re.
Mr. M assey said that it was m the early 1920'5 that the
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With the sounding of Mess Call by the Corps Fanfare Trumpeters, His Excellency The Rt. Hon. Vincent Massey was escorted
to the dining room by the Honorary Colonel Commandant. Brigadier J.E. Genet, C.B.E., M.C. Seen in the rear is Colonel
C. A. Peck, O.B.E., C.D., Commandant, Royal Canadian School of Signals.

Corps began "its great and continuing contribution" to
development of the Canadian north. The Corps began
operating stations at Mayo Landing and Dawson City in the
Yukon on 20th October, 1923. This small network expanded
into the vital Northwest Territories and Yukon Radio
System.
The year 1939 had been the beginning of the most severe
test the corps had encountered: "You met it successfully,
you emerged with added laurels." He reminded those present that twenty-four officers and 367 men of the Corps were
killed during the Second World War.
" Confronted, as you are, with the increasing tempo and
vast complexities of science, it is amazing for me as a layman
to recall that the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals have
always kept up to, and even anticipated, the effects of the
new weapons and the development of new techniques of
war.
" With current advances in microwave, in radio teletype,
and in television facsimile, this masterly advance seems certain to continue."
His Excellency pointed out that machines would never
replace the human being-that efficiency and service would
always be necessary. He concluded his remarks by reading
a despatch on the work of Signals which had been written
by the late Field Marshal Earl Haig in the First World War.
Distinguished guests at the mess dinner included, in addition to the Chief of the Canadian General Staff and other
senior Canadian Army officers, Lieutenant-General Sir
Archibald Nye, G.c.s.r., G.C.M.v., United Kingdom High
Commissioner to Canada; Hon. Brooke Claxton, Minister
of National Defence; Dr. 0. M. Solandt, o.B.E., Chairman of
the Defence Research Board; Colonel J.C. Hardy representing the Royal Corps of Signals, and Brigadier-General Emil
Lenzner representing the United States Signal Corps.
A large audience saw the composite parade of 900 men
and six bands marshalled by R.S .M. J. E. Burman of the
Royal Canadian School of Signals. Across the front of the
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parade, one hundred picked men from the School formed
an impressive guard of honour, with chromium-plated
bayonets gleaming. The various Active and Reserve Force
detachments were drawn up behind them.
A nostalgic touch was lent to the scene as Colonel Elroy
Forde, o.B.E., n.s.o., v.n., who had been Chief Signal Officer
in the First World War and head of the Corps for the twenty
progressive years that followed, led the parade in a marchpast before the Minister of National Defence.
The bands on parade then entertained for a half-hour.
They included the scarlet-coated Royal Camdian Corps of
Signals Band and equally colourful 2nd Signal Regiment
Trumpet Band of Toronto, 3rd Signal Regiment Band of
Ottawa, and the trumpet bands of 8th Signal Regiment,
Toronto, 1st Independent Signal Squadron, Hamilton and
the Royal Canadian School of Signals, Kingston.
· The roll call of regiments on parade was heralded by the
eight fanfare trumpeters of the R.C. Signals Band.
lUotor Cycl

Display

is Climax co Celebrations
The concluding half-hour of the afternoon's programme
supplanted the shivers of a raw and windy autumn day with
the chills and thrills of spectacular motorcycle feats, as the
already famous R.C. Signals Despatch Rider Display Team
took over the parade square. This team, inspired by the
Royal Signals Display Team, won many new admirers with
outstanding feats of precision formation riding, acrobatic
routines and daring Jumps through fires and (mock) brick
walls.
After the motorcycle demonstration, the bands marched
off, the officers were fallen_ out and the regimental sergeant
major dismissed the parade that had been assembled from
Signal Units all over Canada to mark the fiftieth birthday
of their Corps. In the evening, social functions in all mes es
rang down the curtain on the first half-century of the Royal
Canadian Corps of Signals.
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The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Col~mel J. ~·
Honeysett is at present attending a T ac Course m Aus~ali~,
and Maio; R. P. Woollard is administering command m his
absence.
dd'
f
The Regiment turned up in force at the we mg o
Captain Hill to Sister Mary Burns, Q.A.R.A.N.C., on xc;ith
October. Lieutenant-Colonel Honeysett ga~e the bnde
away. The reception was held in the Office~s Mess. The
bride and groom are at present honeyrnoomng abo~rd ~~
Changsha on the way to Melbourne, where Captain Hill
.
takes up his new appointment.
Other rank personnel at present with ~e Regiment from
1 Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment and .BRITCOM Cornn. Zone Signal Squadron total 17, whilst the
Regiment bas two members attached to .1 Commonwealth
Divisional Signal Regiment and four with BRITCOMComn. Zone Signal Squadron.
Major D. M. Humphries, ex Bl~,ITC<?M Cornn ..Zone
Signal Squadron is at present. staymg with the ~egunent
whilst awaiting movement to Smgapore, and Captam T. q-.
H. Jackson, ex 1 Commonwealth Divi.si.onal Signal Regiment is staying with us whilst awamn~ movement to
Australia for attachment for duty there, Ma1or S. W. Brackenbury and Second-Lieutenant J. H. Hill of I Co~on
wealth Divisional Signal Regiment, spe~~ ten days .with .us
whilst they were taking part in the sailing championships
which were held at Hiro.
.
Regimental teams have been trainin& bard and playmg
practice games of Basket ~all, Austr~lian Rules Footb~,
Rugby Union and ~occer, m preparan.on .for the competitions commencing m November. In~cauons are that ~e
Regiment will be strongly represented m all spheres durm.g
the coming competitions. Incidentally the Soccer team is
comprised mostly of attached U.K. ~r~onnel.
The Regimental team bas been tralillng bard for the 1.8
miles relay race to be held on 1?th ~ovember. Th_e ~ace is
an annual affair and is from Hiroshima to Kure; it is run
in one mile stages. The team trainer, W.O.II Blair, predicts
success for the team.
~orthern

C:ommnnd Signal Squadron

Northern Command Signal Squadron (C.M.F.) is located
in Brisbane and. in addition to the L. of C. element, has the
following troops under command for. purposes of peace-time
training and administration: 2 H.Q. AGRA (:?cl) Signal Squadron.
2 Independent Regiment R.A.A. Signal Troop.
I I Fd. Regiment Signal Troop.
2/14 Queensland Mounted Infantry Signal Troop.
7 Infantry Brigade Signal Troop.

C.M.F. Motor Cycle Display Team
This team consists of C.M.F. volunteers and National Servicemen who gave up hours of their spare time to train as a
Display Team under th~ cajolling hand of our Adjutant,
Captain W. E. Smith (Royal Australian Corps of Signals) and
veteran display team rider of 101 Wireless Regiment Team,
Corporal S. LovelL These lads within six weeks, only 23
hours of actual practice, average age of 19 years, were able
to put on a display equal to thllt of any teain. To give them
greater glory, on their first public appearance, the track
was a home made one under Fort Lytton's wireless masts,
in fact, a cow pasture.

This appearance was run in conjunction with our ani:iual
ports Day held during our Annual Camp ~nd was th~ h1.ghlight of that gathering. Visitors and relauons '";'ere mVIted
down and were amazed and enthralled at the daring of these
young riders.
.
The di play almost overshadowed the presentation of the
"Lytton Cup " presented by Ma/or R. B. Robinson. to the
troop attaining most points during the sport~ which. has
been won two years running by 7 Infantry Brigade Signal
Troop.
h
This day was the beginning of ~ame for our team w o
were once more to the fore; to thrill tens of thousands by
giving a display during an Army Hour at the RNA 1953
Exhibition at the Brisbane Exhibition Grounds. Eve.i;i more
daring were the feats with a graded trac~ to. do their stuff
on this time. One Signalm~ Osb?rn~ d1sdams to read ~he
news conventionally, but enioys domg it on a Harley DaVIdson, steering by his feet.
The unit has been reflecting in the glory of international
sporting activities through thre~ members of our Squadron.
Test cr.icket all-rounder, Signalman Ron Archer, and
rugby union players Cor~ral Gav Ho~sley. playing in South
Africa and Signalman D1egnan playing m Ceylon. Also
Lieut;nant Ray C lark, Royal Australi~ Signa~s, ex-c.aptain
of Australia's Rugby Union team prior to his posung to
Korea.
'th h C
Welcome back to Corporal S. Conlon away w1 t e oronation contingent and one of the selected few to have the
honour of doing Palace Guar?.
.
Sergeant A. Tilbet now ac.ung S.S.~.! ~me m~e member
of Royal Corps of Signals Airh<?rne _D1V1~1on~l Signals, ~d
who is settling down in Australia with his wife and family.
It's a long way from Hardwick Hall, ·eh .sergeant? .
Just to show it is not all fun and ~olhes, tl~e umt had a
practical workout during a week-end bivouac with the Infantry represented by our Infantry Signal Trc;>OP and supported •
by "Batteries" represented by Arty Signal Troop, and
Armour by 2/14 Queensland Mounted Infantry Signal
Troop. The Exercise was a m obile move and the battle was
developed around the area of Nerang, a town south of
Brisbane. After the battle had been run to a successful conclusion around 6 o'clock on the Saturday night, the local
habitants made available to us their show ground as Camp
area, and at night the local Returned Soldiers League subbranch organised a dance for the troops.

BOUND VOLUMES of "THE WIRE"
We have available material to bind in book
form 20 copies of the 1953 WIRE. Messes and
individuals who require bound volumes should
please let the Editor know as soon as possible.

Eastern Conunand

The National Servicemen are progressing satisfactorily
and 80 % of our first intake received on 21st November, 1951,
have elected to serve on, on a voluntary basis.
On 26th September, our C.M.F. and N.S. personnel tested
WS 122 over the French's Forest area. This area is highly
susceptible to bushfires, and our tests prove~ that communications will play a major part in the combating of busbfires.
d
Signals were successful in winning the Eastern Cornman
Basketball competition, defeating I Field Regiment 38-35.
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The Unit has organised three dances in aid of Eastern
Command Appeals Fund, which helps children who lost
their fatliers during the war. A good time was had by all
and we are all looking forward to tlie next one on 5th
December.
Major J. Herrick has marched out to Japan, and Major
J. Batchl<:r has now gone on 50 days' leave in Hobart prior
to assuming command.
Our No. 10 set tower has now proved its worth. ASSU's
area is right alongside tlie Sydney Sports Ground, and on
the night of the World Title Fight between Jimmy Carruthers and Pappy Gault, members of the unit had a free
seat.
Central Command

This month's big event was the Coronation Year Tatoo
notable for spectacular displays by 2,000 troops of the
Command.
Signals provided the communications and received a commendation. Major R. C._ Aldridge and his Motor Cycle Display Team put on a show which was unmatched for skill
and dare-devil riding. The Aberdeen Taxi was a fitting
finale when 20 riders climbed onto one motor cycle, unfortunately (?) the front wheel began to lift, so the one remaining member of the team sat on tlie few square inches left of
the front mudguard making a total of 21 on a standard
machine. That is not the final count for future displays
as I have been informed tliat, with additions to the foot
rests, Major Aldridge intends to mount 26. (Could this be
construed as a challenge to the Royal Signals Display Team?)

...
A _F_B_I_CJ_A

__j

SIGNAL WING
EAST AFRICAN TRAINING CENTRE

As these notes are being written on the first . day back
after the Christmas celebrations one cannot help but record
a few details of these events.
The junior other ranks Mess in which Signals Wing is
at the greatest strength, held a very successful Social and
Dance on 22nd December, 1953. This was well attended
and proved to be one of the highlights of the whole Christmas programme.
This year for the first time the JOR's were invited into
tlie Sergeants' Mess before lunch on Christmas Day. This
was a nice gesture and much appreciated. After mis liquid
entertainment the W.O.s and Sergeants upheld the honour
of the service and served the JOR's Christmas Day dinner
in the JOR's Mess. This was a sumptuous feast and enjoyed
by everyone.
In the Soccer field the Wing is making a reputation. It
has at least five representatives in the Unit Ist XI, a mixed
team.
At the moment, in the training world, we have more
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Cricket is going very well indeed. Sergeant Hughes,
Corporal Morgans and Private Wiltshire (A.A.C.~.) have
been joined by some new blood in the persons of Signalman
Chard and Lance-Corporals Newton and Watts. The result
is a pretty formidable team unbeaten to date. The very
creditable victory over the Northern Comi:nand Metropolitan Team in Bri$bane recently resulted m five members
being chosen for Command Trials.
.
A further amenity has been added to the Camp-a mne
hole golf course. She's a real bush course at the m?ment
-local rules include what to do if the ball reposes m the
coils of a black snake. However,. the Commanding Officer,
Sergeant Allwright and Corporal Killick can ~ seen from
time to time thrashing their way through the uger country.

students u.nder inst~uctio~ than ever before, and early
January bnngs us a little light relief in the form of the 4th
British Regimental Signallers Course.

Sierra Leone Signal Squadron were winners of Sierra Leone and.Gambia District
Motor Cycle Trials. Picture shows : Standing: Sgt. Petty (team Captain and
. winner of the Individual competition) ; Sgt. Stevens (individual rider) : Front
rrrw: Cpl. E. K. Enaman ('4th In individual competition) : Major R. E. Scouller,
Squadron Commander; Sgt. E. Kojo (2nd in Individual competition and lst AOR).

Reserve
Army
ARMY PHANTOM

SIGN.~L

REGIMENT (T.A.)

(Princess Louis~s Kensington Regiment)
The Christmas period jnevitably involves a short break
in training but the effect of the break is only to inspire
greater efforts. From January a carefully planned programme is being carried out with the object of attaining
the highest possible standard of efficiency before the Regiment takes part in the exercises later in the year. To this
end, Exercise "Sort Out" in the middle week-end of Janu:;iry aimed at ascertaining the state of training of all ranks in
order that they could be " teamed-up " into suitable subunits to operate together for the remainder of the year. Two
Sundays in January are devoted to the training of officers
and another to the training of Warrant Officers and
Sergeants.
Before Christmas there was an excellent Regimental
Christmas Dance at the Regiment's Harrunersmitll Headquarters which was well attended and thoroughly enjoyed
by all. Early in January the Regiment and the Old Comrades Association combined to give an excellent party to
the children of both serving and ex-service members of tlle
regiment at which Father Christ.mas was played in his own
inimitable style by Captain F. Kendall who, although
forced by business commitments to leave the regiment in
1953, still takes a very active part in O.C.A. affairs.
We wish well to Squadron Sergeant Major E. Blogg who
leaves the Regiment on taking a commission, and bid a reluctant farewell to Captains L. Harper and P. Pearson who
depart from us for business reasons, the former to renew his
acquaintance with India. To tlie Regiment, however, comes
Second-Lieutenant M. E. Tyson from 2 War Office Signal
Regiment and we wish him welcome.
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'\u h interest and enthusiasm has been raised this winter
by th Inter-Squadron Competition for the Michelmore
Cup. This involves the Rifle Meeting, ~niarure Range
League, Driving Competition and D.R.. Trials. The champion drivers of each squadron gathered m Taunton on Sunday 12th December to show off their skill and we were all
ple~sed to find the 'G. .C., Major-General C. L. Firbank,
c.a., c.B.E., n.s.o., an interested spectator. He drove his staff
car in the time event with the utmost accuracy but when
invited to take part in the next event (changing a wheel)
declined much to our orrow. The three drivers who
thought 'they could drive a jeep and trailer backwards down
a zig-zag course have now put in their applications to remuster as Operators Wireless.
2/20 (EAST AN"GLIAN'") ARlUY SIGNAL
REGDIE...~T, T .A.

The ties between the Borough of Wanstead and Woodford
and this Regiment were further strengthened on 15th
December, 1953, when the Mayor, Alderman D. L. Forbes,
F.C.A., J.P., presented to the Unit in the name of the Burgesses
of the Borough and in commemoration of the Coronation of
Her Majesry the Queen, a fine engraved silver trumpet. The
Council entertained most handsomely some 50 officers and
men of the unit in the Council Chamber. Amongst tihe distinguished guests were the Vice-Lieutenant for the County
of Essex, Chief Signal Officer Eastern Command, Chief Signal Officer London District, Colonel R W. Dale, O.B.E., D.L.,
our Hon9rary Colonel, and Colonel
. R Salew, o.B.E.,
Seretary of the Territorial and Auxiliary Forces Association
of Essex.
Lieutenant-Colonel L. H. Gentry, the Commanding
Officer, after receiving the trumpet into the safe keeping of
the Regiment, presented to the Mayor on behalf of the Regiment, an engraved Corps plaque which is to be hung in the
Council Chamber. The plaque was designed and made by
S.Q.M.S. Thomas of No. 2 Squadron.
The crowded Christmas and New Year programme of
social events is over and the Quartermaster is obviously
pleased to see the Drill Hall looking its old self again. He
can now get into his office and stores without getting
entangled in bunting and flags and is no longer driven
frantic by the seemingly daily tuning of the piano.

(By courUJY: Essex Publishing Co., Ltd.

(left to right) Colonel Sir John Ruggles-Brice, Bt. O .B.E., T.D., D.L.,
J.P., Councillor R. S. Edwards, J.P. (Deputy Mayor), Alderman D. L.
Forbes, F.C.A., J.P. (Mayor), Brigadier C. A. Chadwick, C.B.E., Lieut.
Colonel C. H. Stoneley, O .B.E., Lieut. Colonel L. H. Gentry, T.D.,
'1•. A. McCarlie Findlay, LLB. (Town Clerk), Colonel R. W. Dale,
O.B.E., D.L.
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Our Annual Christma~ Dance was held at Norbury Hall
o Friday, nth December. This event proved to be a huge
success, proving beyond doubt that the art of wearing evening dress is not yet lost to the inhabitants of this industrial
city. We were very pleased to see the strong representation
of Association members present, and hope that in our small
way we are furthering their cause by republicising the fact
that "Jimmy " is growing up in this area and is in fact
getting bigger every day.
The committee under the able direction of Major J. R.
Long arranged a first class programme for the Annual
Children's party, complete with the arrival of Father Christmas via chimney. A thousand pities that he could not be
detailed to produce snow to counteract the smog which was
prevalent in this industrious are_a.
The Regiment's Associatlon members attended in force a
Christmas Social evening organised by the local branch and
held at the W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess at this Centre on
Friday, 4th December, but notes about that joyful evening
will probably appear elsewhere, and far be it for me to
"borrow" material from our worthy secretary.
A little quiet in the sporting field, although it might be
of interest to the lovers of the fistic art that Corporal E.
Ludlam, ex middle weight champion 1951, is now doing
well since becoming a professional in this area. It is hoped
that with his help, plus the valuable services of Corporals
Busby and Stockdale (both of whom boxed recently for the
Territorial Army versus a London amateur club) the Regiment may yet enter for the T.A. competition in 1954.
During the month of November, the Regiment held a
mobile week-end exercise along the east coast area, in connection with this, our thanks go to 5 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment at whose H.Q. at Scarborough we staged a night. We
have recently had the gooq fortune to acquire more accommodation space for training rooms, etc., in consequence of
which, we can now proudly claim that each troop possesses
its own office/store, etc. I can also add that the trade training for 1954 is to take on a new look, details of this were outlined by the Commanding Officer on Sunday, 3rd January,
1954·

*
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By way of consolidating friendships gained throughout
the training year a most welcome precedent was created in
this Regiment on 19th December, 1953, at the May Fair
Hotel, London, when the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel H. Prince and Mrs. Prince received sixty-three
Officers and their ladies and guests upon the occasion of
the first Regimental Officers' Annual Dinner Dance.
W.hiJe we regretted the unavoidable absence of our Honorary Colonel, Colonel R. P. A. Helps, o.B.E., M.c., and our
2 i/c, Major J. D . COoke, the latter due to an illness from
which we wish him a speedy recovery, we were honoured
to welcome among our guests Colonel A. S. Milner, o.B.E.,
CAG Signals and Mrs. Milner; Lieutenant-Col. C . H.
Stoneley, o.B.E., C.S.O. London District, and Mrs. Stoneley;
Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Swainson, O.C. 5 Corps Signal
Regiment, and Mrs. Swainson.
The work of the organising committee was heartily appreciated by everybody and after an excellent dinner, dancing
was enjoyed in the public ballroom to the strains of a lively
orchestra. It is hoped there will be more of these functions
in the future.
The more serious side of the week-end however, was
devoted to a Regimental Officers' Training Week-end and
began with a visit on the 19th to War Office Signal Regiment to see how things work there. For those able to see
all that was to be seen, it was a most interesting visit and we
are indebted to War Office Signal Regiment for an instructive afternoon. On Sunday morning training was resumed,
perhaps a little less enthusiastically, with a S.E.W.T. based
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upon an .Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron's
role.. ~beve lt or not, but we think something was learned
eycn lf ~t was only the fa~t that all s~ores needed for a defen~ve acuon wo.uld be available. Quite a staggering assumpuhon ~?cope.with behind the haze which usually accompanies
t at . mornmg after the night before" feeling!
Th:s was a truly good week-end and on Sunday afternoon
~e dispersed to our respective corners of this land " whi h
is for ever England" to enjoy the Festive Season.
c

Assoeiation
Notes
Shemeld

No. I Squadron
It is flPPropriate that l Squadron who normally hide themselves ~n Ealham, London, should appear in THE WIRE b
extending a very hearty welcome to Major "Jimmy" Ril/
whffio, on 1st Nov~mber succeeded Major Frank Vernon a~
O cer Commandmg Squadron.
~o our late Officer Commandmg we wish a very ha
retirement after a long history with the TA and · ppy
ticular
· · he' in
par.
, as. th e "fa ther " of 1 quadron which
formed
with the aid of P.S.I. Sergeant Bewick who is still with us
but also ~ue shortly for the road to greater freedom.
'
From Jts humble beginning in a borrowed room some
thr~e years ago, the squadron has now reached proportions
which call for constant work and enthusiastic effort which
together can raise it to the status worthy of a unit in the
Royal Corps.
We still use t.hat ~arrowed room by the way, so perhaps
we may be forgiven if we quote the wartime words of a far
mor~ famous scribe-" give us the tools and we will fini·sh
the }Ob."
~ecent activities have included a regimental rifle shoot at
Millbrook Ranges, Bedford; a Regimental Officers' training
we:k-end ~t Norwich, during which we were initiated into
an 1mprov1sed c~ble laying drill specifically designed for use
by a depleted. li~e detachment and for fast laying (some
at~empts at swmgmg the hammer would provide an excellent
skit for the Crazy Gang), as well as our usual week-end
schemes at Sevenoaks WETC. All of these were well
attended.
We, .of. I Squadron, would particularly like to record our
apprec1au~n and thanks to Major G. S. H. Dicker Officer
Commanding 161 Independent Infantry Brigade' Signal
Squadron, and his helpers for the most excellent arrangements made fo~ the enjoY1?1ent of the mess dinner and sub~equent entertamment durmg the Regimental Officers' trainmg week:nd at Noz:yich. Our efforts to initiate our late
Commanding Officer mto the Order of Cardinal Puff would
defy all description. Suffice to say that we don't think Frank
Vernon really wanted to become a Cardinal. Anyway, we
work hard and play hard and-we like it
~n .Preparation for _th~ Annual :rrade Bo~rd in March, our
tram.mg programme 1s m full swmg enlivened by our weekends at Sevenoaks w.here we endeavour to practice what has
been preached on Thursday i:ights. We are glad to record
tha~ a.ttendances are on the mcrease and give grounds for
opu~sm for the future. Should this result in pa.rt from
the mildness of the Autumn, for our personnel are far flung
dare we hope that January and February will be so kind. '
. Alre~dy the tan~ of Folkestone's air is in our imagination,
~not m our nostrils, wafted from R.H.Q. through the smog
is t_he n:ws that. once again we hall occupy t. Martin's
Plam (alias earwig all~y or Beetle Paradise), but this time
as part of a full regimental camp commencing on 2 2nd
Au.gust, 1954. Even the "Q " has demanded line store reqmrcmcnts--don't forget the cells dry inactive, Mr. Quartermaster, or the teles "sanguinary L."
Fa~, be it.from us to encroach upon another unit's "Red
Area, but if there are any ex Royal Signals wallahs in the
Balh~ area who have nothing particular to do on Thursday mghts and ~ho would like to twiddle a knob or punch
a key or lay a !me or - - well, we're waiting with open
arms.
We. hope to be in print again soon; but for the pre ent
we thmk the Editor is sharpening his blue pencil.
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The January meeting was held on Friday, 8th, at the

Crabtree.~·:A· Centre; about twenty members attended. The

?sual faeth~es were made available and a comfortable evenAfter the small amount of business
wbas dealt WJth, a Beetle Drive was arranged which was won
Y one of our stau.ochest lady members, Mrs. Kirkwood.
C.S.M. Stevens able deputised for R.S.M. King who is
unfortunately confined to bed. All members wish him a
very speedy recovery.
We ~ere very pleased to have our Branch President with
us. Lieutenant-Colonel Holland is a busy man these days
and we ~re always happy to see him when he can spare u~
a few mmutes.
Attendances are still not quite as good as we should like
Tl?e few old s~alwarts still turn up as regular as clockwork:
Sull, the year JS young yet ~d a big improvement may yet
be sh<?wn. The Commandmg Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
Mc~ed, has arranged for us to use the very comfortable
meeUng plac;e, and we hope that the members will rally
round and give all suppon in return.
ing was enJ<;>Yed by all.

Searborouglt

I wonder how many of the old timers will start thinking
back when they see the photograph of the members of the
Sergell?ts',-Mess, The Depot Battalion, 1928. The photo~aph JS kindly lent by Captain D. V. Pummell who appears
m the back row. The Branch is progressing steadily and
apa_rt fr<;>m .the monthly meetings we run a very popular
~hist drive m Burniston Barracks. We are also represented
m the Scarborough .l'.'tiniature Rifle League and have improved on last year.
. The Re~ar Re~ent J;iere in Scarborough (5 A.A. (M)
Signal Re~rment) JS working in very nicely with us and
ther:fore if any old 5 Divisional chaps are up this w~y do
call m ,we shall be delighted to see you; first Tuesday in
every month.

London
The following was extracted /mm the" The Star" of 28th
December, 1953: . Miss Margery Archer of Westbourne G.rove, Paddington,
is the. 0:°1Y woman branch secretary in the Royal Signals
Assoc18:uon-the Corp's "Old Comrades " organisation.
S~e is honorary secretary of the London Branch.
..Miss Archer st~rted off as assistant secretary in 1951. She
iomed the A.T.S. m 1941 and served as a teleprinter operator.
As. branch secretary she attended the Association's annual
reumo~ at Catterick in 1953.
. She 1s on the secretarial staff of the Marylebone Probationary Office.
Exeter

CHILDREN'S PARTY-3rd JANUARY, 1954
Our people, as before, amalgamated with the Exeter
Squadron ~or the organisation of this popular annual fe tival.
Ab?ut 6o lively boys and pretty girls as embled at the Territorial Centre, Exeter, and enjoyed to the full all that was
put before them. The huge tree kindly provided as in
fori;ier .years, by the Honorary Colonel of the R~giment
~Bng~dier Ralph Rayner, M.P.), was prettily decorated and
1llummated, and reached to the roof-the biggest tree ever r
Mr. R. Burden, on behalf of the Exeter quadron and

M;.
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canley Back (Honorary Secretary, 0.C.A.~ between them
thou oht of everything e.xcept the tea which Mrs. G:·. ·
D.il . n once more organi ed with her well-known ~apabihty.
he had the old-time willing lady helpers to assist her-a
grand team really, who provided a grand tea, and we thank
'em all mo t heartily.
f
After tea there was conjuring by Alan Ward, a son o
our old comrade, games under our "old reliable "-:-Freddy
Cole; a cinema how by H.Q. Staff and .then tJ:le high spot,
the pre ents "Father Christmas" arnved wlth a fanfare
of crumpet ." He was preceded by "Rudolph" his reind~r
drawn by little boys and girls and Oh ! what a recepuon
he got! After that, ice-cream and s".'eets, and then the
happy youngsters were restored to their fond parents.

R 0 YA L

SIGNALS

CLUB

(Edinburgh and District)
At the Annual General Meeting of the Club the following
were elected to the Executive : Brigadier W. M. Ponso~by,
o.B.E., President; Lieutenant-Col~mel H. Scarborough, V~ce
President; Douglas Gifford, Chairman; J. D. Ramsay, V1ceChairman; Jas. Hunter, Hon. Secretary; Chas. Croall, Hon.
Trtasurer. _
· d · ·
d
Colonel J. Gardiner, c.B.E., T.D., who !?reside , mumate
that he was retiring from his post as D1rect?r of t?e Post
Office in Scotland, and as he would be leavmg Edinburgh
very early in the New Year he felt compelled, though ~eluct
antly, to vacate the Presidency of the Club. JoJ:in Riddell,
Vice-President and a former Secretary and Chamnan~ also
intimated his resignation owing to pressure of other busm~ss.
Brigadier Ponsonby, who is Chief Signal Offic~r, Scotus~
Command was unable to be present at the meeung, but his
appointme'nt has proved extremely wpular with Club ~em
bers. He has been a welcome guest on sev~ral ?ccasions,
and in addition to being a charming personality, is an able
exponent of the magic art and we look forward to happy
sessions of "appear and disappear."
.
Various social functions have been held durmg the year,
all well attended and thoroughly enjoyed. At the time of
writing a Children's Christmas Parcy is being arranged and
we know that members and the ladies, will give of their best.
A first class social e~ening was held just before Christmas
when tribute was paid to Colonel Gardiner for all his good
work on behalf of the Club. On behalf of the members,
who had turned out in force, Douglas Gifford acknowledge
the debt which they owed to the retiring President for his
inspiring leadership and wise counsel. He ~sked the Colo~el
to accept a case of pipes as a token of their regard for him
personally, and hoped that he would visit the Club whenever possible. Sincere thanks were also expressed to John
Riddell for all that he had done for them, especially in the
early days. Following an entertaining programme of song
and story, in which many a war-time experience was relived, a well deserved vote of thariks was extended to the
ladies for the excellent .. efreshments.
The Royal Signals Old Comrades Association (Edinburgh
and District) has been revived and a new committee has
undertaken the work of the 0.C.A. in affiliation with the
Royal Signals Association Headquarters. J. A. S. Wright,
who will look after O.C.A. interests and act as welfare
officer, has been in touch with Association H.Q. and hopes
to be able to let members have more details shortly. The
welfare and secretarial work will be carried on under the
direction of the new committee, the social side co be
arranged in conjunction with the Club committee.
Brigadier H. R. Firth, General Secretary, will be visiting
the Club on 29th January.
Christmas and the New Year will be over 'ere these notes
are read, but we take this opportunity to send greetings to
, ignalmen everywhere and to wish them all the best. Please
do come and see u~ at 7 Torphichen Street, Edinburgh; we
have every facility and a warm welcome awaits you.
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Exprndlturc dunng December, 1953
. .
..
. ..
. . . [.792 5 3
(Includes: ~cnts and Rates; Removals; Hire Purchase ; Rehabilitation·
'
Ge:icral .Almstance).

Welfare
._ _ _ _ _ _ sect i

0

n

Donations received during December, 1953 :
Chester Branch . . .
. ..
D . H . McEwan, Esq.
E. C. Partridge, Esq .. . .
F. J. Wheeler, Esq .. . .
W. L. Mayhew, Esq.

E . Cook, Esq. . . .

[.
10

. ..

d.

0

0

6

10

0

0

29 15
4 0
8 3

0

8
2

0

0

20 0
7 19
5 7
5 0
3 0
2 0

0

I Ii
19

0
0

l

Captain S. A. Bygravc
Major 0 . Ditchfidd .. .
J. P. Pollock, Esq ... .
K. W. Stevens, Esq ... .
H. E. Prater, Esq.
Captain J. Fish ...
Mrs. K. Wakeling

8.

20 16

5

0

6
0
0
0
0

0

10

6

10

8

0
0

7
7
7
6

0
0

6
6

6 0
3 6
2 6
Total Receipts

I

l

4
34
14

APOLOGIA

denly of meningitis, just previously another: child ha_d
returned home after three years in a T.B. hospital, neces~
tating removal to a larger house with consequent expenditure Help given for funeral expenses.
Signa'IJDan, 1940-46. North Africa. He ~s very ill and
has had a service pension since 1948, and this. has recently
been increased; he can work. only very occas1onally. His
wife denies herself everything so the Fund, through
SSAFA, is getting some clothes for her..
.
Corporal, 1950, stil~ serving.. Prev:1ous service from
1938 in Household Bngade. He 1s serving abroad, makes
an exemplary voluntary allotment. His wife had to spend
all their savings moving from quarters and so the Fund
paid for a cot for an expected baby.
R.E. Signals, 1915-18. He and his wife are no~ elderly.
His wife is normally ill and he frequently. Childless of
th~ir marriage, they adopted two children and the Fund
paid for a school outfit for one to fit her for Grammar
School.
"ed
Widow of Signalman, 1941-46, FARELF, who di
in November after a fearful illness, leaving a wife and two
young children. Their house is their 0~11m but during her
husband's illness rates had not been paid. They are now
paid.
Sergeant, 1939-46. Middle East. Has a ~ife and three
school age children. He had a very bad accident at work
thus much reducing his income for several months. The
Fund helped a little.
Signalman, 1943-47. He is in a T.B. hospital and has
four young children. His wife is also a T.B. suspect. T _h e
concerned branch of the Association is looking after him
and his family, and the Fund helped as asked ~y the branch.
Signalman, 1953, still serving. Af~er paymg out. all ~e
has to, is left with 2s. 6d. a week for hunself, and still this
does not meet his family commitments. The Fund helped
-generously.
Training Regiment
4 Training Regiment
7 Training, Rcgi.rmnt
Depot Regiment
. ..
. ..
. . . . ...
Officer Training Wing, School of Signals
19 Air Formation Signal Regiment . . ..
II Armoured Divisional Signal Rcgunent
I Corps Signal Regiment . . .
.. .
. ..
4 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment
61 H .Q. Army Signal R~ment (T.A.) ...
Southern Command (M.) Signal Regiment ...
Kem Coan Troop
...
...
.. . . . . .
. ..
Berlin Signal Squadron (No. 4 Urut Branch)

Inter-Counties Cross-Country Championship, Epsom,
16th January, 1954. Winner: Signalman K. Norris, Middlesex and Royal Signals.

3

Total cases assisted ...

Signalman, 1941-46. North A_frica. Daughter di~d sud-

l

!hro_ugh a regretted mistake the following donations received m October were not acknowledged in the December
WIRE. Apology and renewed thanks is due to the donors.

Fam11Jes of Soldiers serving in U.K.
...
,, B.A.O .R.
.,
,,
,,
,.
,, F.A.R.E.L.F.
Widows and Dependants
.. .
. .
..
. ..
Released and Discharged Soldiers , up to 1946 .
After 1946 ...

Bel.ow an attempt is ma.de to describe with .suitable anonymity eight cases taken from the W effare S ectum files c:urrent
during the first week in Dec.ember, 1953. ~lso on this page
is a simple statement of income and expenditure.

Subscriptions received duri>1i D ecember, 1953:

57

The result of the Corps Rugby match v. Waterloo played
at Blundellsan~s on 19th December, 1953, was: Royal Signals . . .
.. .
...
. . . 34 points
Waterloo . . .
...
. ..
...
. . . 3 points
T~e result of the Corps Rugby match v. RA.0.C., played
at Bicester on 6th January, 1954, was: Royal Signals . . .
...
. ..
. . . 20 points
Nil
R.A.O.C. . . .

A nalY,sis of Cases :

£156 13

4
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Donation• Reoeived During October, 1953
[.
8.
10 IO

Tunbridge Wells Branch
Uckfie!d Branch
..
Southampton Branch .
Captain P. Baldwin
. .
..
Majoic A. E. Smart, R.C.C.S.
Brigadier W. M. Ponsonby
Mr. S . Ledger ...
..
Mr. T. H. Stevens

8

d.
0

0

6

I 15

0

l

0

0

l

0

0

2 10
IO

0
0

8

0

*

IL

II

Rugby-Corps and Di..-triet

The following are the results of Corps and Royal Signals
(Catterick) Rugby football matches played up to midDecember: Date
Sept.
,,
H

,,

Oct.
• ,,
•

5
17

26
30
3
17

,,

21

"

31

Nov.

* ,,
"

D~~.
u

• ,,

7

II

14

28
5

12

16

Opponents
Ground
Huddersfield
Cattcrick
Percy Park
Tynemouth
Sandal
Catterick
Harrogate
Harrogate
Halifax
Cattenck
Cambridge University LX Club Catterick
Oxford University Greyhounds Oxford
Durham City
Durham
West Hartlepool
W. Hartlepool
Royal Engineer>
Catterick
Round hay
Leeds
Leeds University
Catterick
Huddersfield
Huddersfie!d
Durham City
Catterick
R.M.A. (Sandhurst)
Camberley
• Corps Matches

Result
Won 32--0
Won 26--3
Won 55-5
Won 13--0
Won 11--6
Won g--6
\Von 42--0
Won 18 6
Draw 6-6
Won 26--II
Lost 5--6
Won 27--0
Won 14-3
Wo:i 31-12
Wo:t 22-8

The record up to 16th December therefore reads:
Played 15; Won 13; Lost 1; Drawn I.
Points for 337; Points against 72.
It will be seen that the Corps side again defeated the
Sappers in t!he second of our annual "Royal Signals Officers
XV " v. "Royal Engineers Officers XV" and this year it
was our turn to entertain their team at a Regimental Guest
Night. A most enjoyable evening was spent by both teams
at the Headquarters Mess after the match and we were very
pleased that the Commandant from Chatham, Brigadier
Browning, was able to attend.
Previously the Cambridge University LX Club ihad stayed
with us and a first-class game, in which there was much
brilliant play on both sides, ended in our winning 9-6.
Oxford Greyhounds, a few days later, never seemed to be
together and despite the fact that cliey had two blues playing and other well-known players they couldn't cope at all
with a side that played brilliant football.
The result of the Corps Rugby match v. RM.A., played
at Sandhurst on 16th December, 1953, was:Royal Signals
22 points
RM.A.
8 points
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1954

*
*
Rug"er In Singapore

"SIGNALS BUST sec RECORD,,
"SIGN4LS EARN A DISTINCTION BEATING

sec"

These headlines in the ,Singapore Sunday papers announced. to the local population that, on 2nd January, a
Royal Signals team had been the first Service XV to beat
the Singapore Cricket Club. The Cricket Club fielding
their strongest fifteen were humbled 11 points to 8 by a
si~e composed of players from Singapore and Malaya, and
picked as a result of the armual match at Kuala Lumpur
when Signals (Singapore) and Signals (Malaya) drew 8
points each.
The Cricket C lub had a taller, heavier pack and strong
fast backs and, starting off at a cracking pace, looked as if
they would over-run the Signals. A penalty in front of the
posts and a very good converted try, scored as a result of a
long cross kick, put the Cricket Club 8 points up. Signals
came back immediately and right from the kick off, Foreman
of Signals Knight, following up a loose ball, robbed a
defender and dived over near the posts. Major Fairman
converted to make the score 5-8 at the interval. The Club
opened the second half by an all-out attack and only by
determined tackling and quick smothering did Signals hold
their line. The pace began to tell on the Club and gradually the fitter Signals took the offensive. They were heartened in the fifteenth minute by Major Fairman landing a
grarid penalty goal from 35 yards. Knight then had to retire
from the game witili a shoulder injury and we on the touch
line wondered if the fourteen men could keep it up. Our
fears were groundless, for the closing minutes of the game
saw the Signals running the Club off its feet. Amid great
excitement Lance-Corporal Dunne, a Selangor Sta~ player,
·p ounced on a loose ball and, racing 30 yards to the corner
flag, put Signals in the lead with an unconverted try.
The Club tried desperately at the firllsh to keep their
unbeaten record but the jubilant Signals were equally determined to stop them. The final whistle brought ungrudging
applause from the Club's supporters and whoops of delight
from the Army.
As the local papers said, there were no outstanding players
in the Signals team. Victory was won by a team playing
hard, never letting up and making the most of its opportunities. Team: -

Major Fairman (S); Signalman Harris (S); Corporal Davies (M), LanceCorporal Dunne (M), Lance-Corporal Evans (M); Signalman Bolton (M),
Corporl!l Pah (S); Signalman Swaine (S), Sergeant Fawcett (M). Signalman
Morrison (M). Stcond-Lieutenant Sutherland (S), Corporal Briggs (M)I
W.O.II (F. of S.) Knight (S), Signalman Neale (M), Lance-Corpora
English (M).
($}-Singapore; (M) Malaya.

APOLOGIA

In the January 1954 issue of THE WIRE on page 36 the
"Guernsey News " was inadvertantly published under the
heading "Jersey." The error is regretted.
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BLUE BOOK 1953
AMENDMENTS No. 13
DELETIONS TRADES ROSTER
260
26S
585
701
7
004

921
92'
98S

lSOSA
1456
1600
188CI

2097
U27
2456
2Cl75
2747
6155
6251
6561
11147
11866
11562
11569
G6 6
11707
II 59
11900A
11941
6951
7055
7068

no•

7118A
7121.i
726i.i

12578

10173
10673
1068-l
10826
10851
109H
10992
11014
11252
11511A
11567
11747
11 23
11896
11966
12050
12081
12083
12115
1219'1.
12849
12408
12409
12417
12429
12621
12636
12662
12900
12901
12948
12963
12973
18112
13114
18116

13126
18203
13239
13240
13269
18367
18450
13451
13524
13680
13631
13700
1572'
13725
13742
137
lS i2
13947
13962
1S966A
13987
14004

14053
14054
14070
14071
14097
14126
HHS
14204
14276
14277D
14282
14317
14833
14339
14417

15066
15060
15061
15129
16153
15167
15168
15178
151 3
15197
15347
16358
1&873
15411A
16411B
15431
164-33
16{60
16462
16469
15478
15503
15517
16531

1029
HH7
14474
U48
14532
14538
14556
14566
H607
H608
14609
14667
14705
14736
H7t4D
H750A
H763
H779
14798
H820
H830
14 SS
H 37
14862
H 75
14885
14887
H 90
14919
14983
14941
14972
14974
14976
150H
15026
16083

1553~

15542
15547
15559
15574.
15592
15616
16618
16620
15632
16634
15637
15648

16649
15667
15716
15727
15760
15764
1579
15 15
15 18
15 26
15839
16 54
15 57
16866
15 79
15 OS
16926
15988
16949
15963
15963
15971
169 6
16993
15994
16007
16056
160 1
16145A
16164
16162
16183
16247
16269
16300
16819
16820

1638~

16391
16395
16397
16398
16405
164H
16429
16466
16459
16475
164 2
16486
16466
16492
16494
16522
16542
16577B
16596
16598
16600
16605
16627
16676
16705
16 19
16874
17248
17427
17466
17553.i
17570A
17783
17800
17848
18832

IY A"OIHTMtHT
HAfTU.S TO TH(
UTI k lNC HOUI 'ft

(BON D STREET) LTD.

REGIMENTAL CAP MAKERS TO

ROYAL
BOSTOCK & KIMPTON

5136
5284
5243
5252A

6260
6261
5266
5266A

6272
6279
5280
5805

6267
5269
6270
5271

5308
530 A
5311
6315

5321
6822
5329
5386

38

EW BO D STREET, LONDO , W.1. MAYFAIR 078 4

40A

LO DO

ROAD, CAMBERLEY
( Wtdnnday afurnoons only)

Proprietors of "G.H.Q." and other Sherries
CIVIL & MILITARY HATTERS

PANTON H O USE
25 HAYMARKET

DELETIONS CIPHER ROSTER
ll27
15711
6044
5080

LTD

SERVI CB
WINE MERCHANTS SPECIALISTS
TO NAVAL, MILITARY AND AIR FORCE MESSES

SIGNALS
REGIMENTAL & CLUB TIES

LONDON, S.W.l
TRAFALGAR

TELEGRAMS

1441-2

BOSTIMTOCK, LESQUARE, LONDON

TELEP HO NB

DOll5

DELETIONS F OF

s

ROSTER

10

POINTS ABOUT
DELETIONS G.D. ROSTER

5028

10005

10108

10160

TRADES ROSTER ADD
9611
1022
11211

2290A
2307A
23 l.i

2392
2700
2757

2806
2857
286•

6151
6195
6359

CIPHER ROSTER ADD

''Q''
111179
6760
6853

''Q,,

.7085
7202

SPECIALISE IN
REGIMENTAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS

6112

TRADES ROSTER
i'31

HIORNS &MILLER

1031 11

2603

2630

DELETE ' ' Q ' )

2704

BROCHURE

ON

APPLICATION

Personal attention given to all orders and enquiries.
Estimates and samples sent on request.

RING 437 DEVONPORT

The Signal is -

JACKSONS!
(Not claiming to be the only butchers, but neverihelessooe of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON
Telephone 29SS (2 lines)

Grocery Branches: l 2S Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Cockerton (Telephone 3104)
0 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Daily Dtllvtrlu In Cal/trick Camp for over thirty-five years

A Printing Service backed by over 63
years reputation . Diestamped Stationery, Invitation Cards, Account Books
and Printing of all descriptions from a
Visiting Card to a Regimental History.

LIFE ASSURANCE
~ar an~ .l'.lying Ri~ks CAN normally be covered at
ordinary cmbai:i premmms. Existing policies restricfing
cover or charging extra premium can usually be converted to advantage.
Officers with present intention to pilot aircraft or wa~ned
for F!ir East can get o!ll}'. restricted cover OR pay extra
pren;i1un;is. Such restrictions may grow if international
tension mcreases.
. It pays. to slll:rt polici~ _young, and before becC\ming
mvolv~d m pohc::y restnct1ons ; by delaying you also
pa~ higher premmms and lose Bonuses. (Apropos of
which, do NOT take long-term Endowments Without
profits, advertised at low premiums.)
~ncome Tax co~ces ions usually represent a su bsidy of
2~ % and make Life Assurance a very good investment.
Life Assurance can also help greatly in connection wit h
Estate Duty and House Purchase.
DETATLED RECOMMENDATIONS ANO EXPLANATIONS
TO MEET YOUR FROBLEM ARE GIVEN FREELY ANO
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

A Leaflet, "Notes ~n Life ·Assurance for Young
Officers," will be sent on request.
Also insu~ance of household contents, kit and valuables,
motors, w1n1er ~ports, etc., and investments, annuities. etc.

R. T. WILLIAMS, LTD.

HIORNS & MILLER LIMITED

40 Marlborough Street, Devonport

(Brigadier R. T. Williams)

EARN,

LEARN

AND

PROGRESS
A large Company in the Midlands manufacturing
Electrical Communications Equipment, offers
steady progress through a thorough grounding
in all Test Departments followed by transfer
either to Drawing Offices, Laboratories, Sales
and /or Administrative Departments, for suitable
men, preferably with Secondary School education. Applicants must have completed National
Service or be exempt from Service. Applications particularly welcomed from ex Royal
Signals personnel. Staff appointments permanent and pensionable. Apply to The General
Electric Co., Ltd., Copsewood, Coventry.

69-70 EAST STREET, BRIGHTON
Telep/Jone Brlgli1011 23056

•
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Dear

TOBY..

!'""

JUay <e<' inf'roduee ourselves to
a.-t hig.hl yskillcd worl<et'S .~pccialisitig in t11e 1nal<1t1g e:i:cltunvcly
b /mud. of <>ne type of article only.
.
YJf!e .,cfer to REGIMENTAL BLAZER BADGES m
wire and silk. ll'e shall be pleased to 1nal •e a lloyal
Signals Badge fo» yo1& atid to supply tl1is cu t to shape,
u·it/i a >ltat'gin of eithet' Dari< Navy or Blacl< cloth at
you>' opt-ion. If yo1& p>'efer to <lctacl• your b l azer pocket
ati<l seruf. this to us u·c sl1al.l be pleuscd to worh the
hadge di»cctly on to yo"" cloth; but p l eaJJe do not sen d
tl•e complete blaze" I

the 'hallmark' of
fine Beer
ROYAL TOBY *

Extra strong Pale Ale for the
Great O ccasio n

TOBY ALE*

A full strength Pale Ale o f
ma tu re d navo u r

PALE ALE *

A fine sparkling
Light Ale

*
ANCHOR STOUT *
PUNCH STOUT

BROWN ALE*

*

TOBY LAGER*

IVe gum·antee to give you a q uality a >'ficle Omt 1.cill
last you fo>' years and that you will be prou d
wear.
'l'lie price is Thirty-five SltUlitigs including reg&stm:ed
post clwrge. JUuy we have the p l easure of serving
you to yo1<r co1n11lete sutisfnct:ion?

t"'.

A special Stout-

not

too

N 3rd March the United States Army Signal Corps celebrated its 91st
O
birthday. Our congratulations to them and may the friendship between
Royal Signals and the Signal Corps forged in War long continue in Peace.

As tliere i.'< no sticl• tliing as '' tuuss protltiction "
(each badge beitig imlividually tuade for evC1'fl
custmuer) will you 11tea.~e be advise<l by us a1~d or~
NOIV? lf' e will deliver at atiy f1&ttn·e date durmg 1054
to suit yo 111• convenience. You •nay semi the tnoney
tcith your order 01· wait ttntil 1.Ve notify yo1& U w t youl'
badge is ..eady fol' d&'<patch .

The famous Charrington range :

BARLEY WINE

ir.

biu-er .•• no t t oo sweet

Rich a nd
full bodied

Yo..,·s faitllfully ,

Brewed t o combine
s weetness and character

D. J. PARIDNSON.

A >e ro ng Dark A le
of su pe rb quali ty

P.S.-I Ve do not use JVltite ~fetal wire ( b est Silver
only . ..,here ttecessary) and t11e
rown is p r operly
padded an<l "jewel led.''

A true Pi lsen-type beer-best served cold

51.a

NOllFOLK

SQUA R E,

BRI GHTO N .

CKARRINGTON & CO. LTD., Anchor Brewery, LONDON, E.1
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THE SPORTS DEPOT

FOOTBALL BOOTS AND JERSEYS
REPAIRS TO ALL SPORTS EQ UIPMENT
TRAVEL GOODS
HOCKEY STICKS, ETC.
ROYAL SIGNALS CA ES, CRESTED
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THE BAND AND THE ASSOCIATION

The Royal Signals Band will be at CHESTER on 10th-nth April, 1954.;
For details see page 107.
LONDON on rst May, 1954- For details see page Sr.
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The Royal Canadian Corps of Signals as written in the February WIRE
is 50 years old.
This makes Royal Signals very young in age as a separate Corps, but we
are elderly in the tradition and experience inherited from the Signal Service
Royal Engineers, which dates from about 1870.
For accuracy in defining the date of the beginning of the RE. Signal
Service we await the publication of the History of Army Signals now being
written by Major-General R F. H. Nalder, c.B., o.B.E. The original Signal
Units, 22nd and 34th Company mainly for work with the G.P.O. at home,
and "C" Troop the first "formation '' Signal U nit, were formed in 1870
and '71. Again in March, 1884, these were amalgamated into the RE.
Telegraph Corps.
It is interesting that a number of Royal Signals Regiments of the Reserve
Army are of great .antiq uity, tracing an unbroken descent from Royal
Engineers Volunteer Battalions formed in or about 188o.
On page 103 is an example ef one such Regiment and it is hoped that others
will provide material for a similar record in subsequent issues.
March also brings back memories of the last war-the first real test of
Royal Signals. T he crossing of the Rhine by 21st Army Group and the
recapture of Mandalay by 14th Army Group.
On page 93 will be found a short notice of the recreation of 12 Air Formation Signal Regiment (somewhere in Europe). This Regiment took a vital
part in providing communications for 2nd Tactical Air Force which provided
the Air Cover for the. Rhine crossing, as indeed throughout the campaign
which took 21st Army Group from Normandy to the Baltic and the River
Elbe. 12 Air Formation Signal Regiment is therefore no stranger to its
present area of responsibility.
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SHILLING

*

PRESENTATION OF SILVER KUKRI TO THE ROYAL CORPS OF
SIGNALS BY GURKHA ROYAL SIGNALS.
A

PERSONAL
COLUM N
On 2nd February, 1954, Her Royal Highness the
Princess Royal became an Honorary Freeman ~ the
Worshipful Company of Basketmakers. In gr.aciou~ly
accepting this honorary freedom, our ~lone!-m~ef
dignified an existing association of this anci~t City
Company with the Corps, for on 20th Janu~y, !ts C:Ourt
formally approved the adoption of London D1stnct Signal
Regiment, A.E.R., by t!he Worshipful Company.

*

*

*

The Imperial Service Medal has been awarded to Albert
Charles Barham of the Portsmouth F.S.S. Troop. (See
Southern Comm~nd (M .) Signal Regiment notes).

*

I COMMOI\""WEALTH DIVISION AL
SIGNAL REGIMENT

Honours and Awards. London Gazette, 8thD ecember, 1953
O.B.E.-T /Lieutenant-Colonel · E. C. R Blaker.
M.B.E.-Major J . M Sawers.
M .B.E.-Cap tain J. A. Massey.
B.E.M.-A/W.O.I A. Parish.
M entions in Despatches
Major D. M . Humphries.
Captain R. F . C. Gladwyn, M .B.E.
Captain T. L. Richards.
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) P . R. Moores.
Captain T. G. H. Jackson.
Lance-Corporal H. Jennings.

*

12th January, 1954
Colonel C. G . M oore, o.B.E., to be Brigadier.
Colonel D . W. Burridge, c .B.E., to be Brigadier.
15th January, 1954
Liell'tenant-Colonel T. A. R. Scott, c.B.E., to R.A.R.O.
and is granted honorary rank of Colonel.
26th Janwzry, 1954
Lieutenant-Colonel
L ieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-Colonel

To be Colonels
J. N . Barker, O.B.E".
R. Pearce
17
• W. P. Br adford, M.B.E.
C. D. Gardiner
R. G. Yolland, o .B.E.
R. M. Adams

Colonel J. G. Underwood, T.D., Honorary Colonel, 46
(N.) Corps Sig_nal. Regiment, T.A.,. ~as been appoint~d
Chairman, Territorial Army and Aux1lliary Forces Association in the County of Derbyshire.

*

*

*

Lieutenant-Colonel V. C. Holland has been appointed
Honorary Secretary of Soldiers', Sailors' and Airmen's
F am ilies' Association in the County of Derbyshire.

*
LT.-COL. (T.O. T.) A. TRAPMORE
M.S.M. Royal Signals
On 31st January, 1954, "Bert" Trapmore became a
civilian after nearly 41 years' service. To those who know
him and his love for the Corps, it will come as no surprise
that' on 1st February, 1954 he became the first R.O. III to
be employed as an L.O. (Tels.).
To those who do not know him, a brief history may be
of interest and of value.
On 1st May, 1913, Boy Trapmore began his Service
career as a Telegraphist, and joined the <ranks the next year
as an Operator Line. In this capacity he saw ser.vice in
Greece, Salonica, Serbia, Bulgaria and Turkey durmg the
First World War.
During the period 1919-1922 he decided to become
"Teohnical" and obtained his Class I Ratings as O.W.L.,
Lineman, and Operator Visual, and also becam~ an
Instructor in P.T., Drill and Musketry. These qualifications earned him appointllllents as an Instructor at the
Eastern Command Signal School and with the Oxford
University Officers' Training Corps.
. .
.
He became C.S.M. in 1929 and R.S.M. m 1935, servmg
in India from 1932 to 1937, when he was commissioned as
a Technical Officer (Maintenance). In this capacity he
served with the B.E.F. and came home through Dunkirk
in 1940. He then changed his T.O.M. status to that of an
Emergency Commissioned Combatant Officer.
.
By 1942 he was a Major in U .K., b?t then went to P~rsia
via India. By 1944 he was commanding IO L. of C . Signal
Regiment in Basra.
At the end of the war he rould have retired but he elected
to .revert to his T .0.M. staitus. He came down to Substantive Major (T.O.M.) but regained his 1:-ieutenan~
Colonel rank in 1947 in Southern Command Signal Re~1ment. From 1949 until his retirement he has been m
B.A.0 .R., commanding a T.M. Troop, runnin* the ~ .T.,
working various "fiddles " for the benefit of his Regiment
and warning his C.O. when things look " D icey."
In his spare itime he has indulged in most forms of sport.
He has represented the Corps at boxing, rugger, s~cer
athletics and cricket. He was, in fact, our first heavyweight
champion in 1921. Until he tore a muscle in 1952 he was
a regular member of the Officers' team against the Serge ~nt~
at any game, and a foregone winner of the Old Soldiers
Race.
He wishes it ito be known <that he is still working for the
Corps and wiLl still h'<lve a drink and a ~.riendly :welcome
ready for any callers. His new address 1s undecided but
will be made known as soon as possible.

OBITUARY

W.O.II W. V. C. Billington died at his home, 241 Ruskin
Road, Crewe, on the 13th February, after a long and very
painful illness.
.
His service in Royal Signals was from January, 1931, and
he was a life member of the Association. His many friends
will wish to extend sympathy to his widow and children.
Royal Signals was represented at the funeral by Captain
C. Shepherd and the bearer party from Western Command
Signal Regiment, and A.E.R. Depot, Blacon Camp.
78
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*

*

Blazers

For the past 18 months the Association has accepted
orders for the making of men's blazers. The makers now
state that due to the hold up caused by the making of
blazers they are compelled to discontinue the production of
this item.
No further orders can be accepted .
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J.tlov~naent•--Olncer•

Major M . D. Price, Northern Army Group to Depot
Regiment.
Major A. W. Stewart, M.E.L.F. to 50 (N) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.).
Major D. A. Macdonnell, 7 Training Regiment to
Northern Army Group.
Major J. D. B. Th rnton, Senior Officers' School to
Northern Army Group.
Major D.R. Yearsley, Canada to Northern Army Group.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. W. Lonnon, Senior Officers' School
to Northern Army Group.
Major B. J. Stevens, Northern Army Group to Northern
Army Group.
Major J. Knowles, B.T.A. to M.E.L.F.
Major R. C. S. Collison, J.P.S., War Office to M.T.2, War
Office.
Major (Cipher) A. Hamilton, I War Office Signal Regiment to BETFOR Signal Squadron.
Major (T.0.T.) C. B. Minns, School of Signals to Eastern
Command Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. S. Tulloch, Northern Army
Group to R.A.C. Centre.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. N. Seddon, R.A.C. Centre to
FARELF.
Major J. N. Evans, H .Q. ALFCE to FARBLF.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. I . Burgess Winn, Depot to Scottish
Command (M) Signal Regiment.
T /Lieutenant-Colonel R. Linton, &ottish Command
(M) Signal Regiment to H .Q. School of Signals.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. P. Blake, H.Q. School of Signals to
West Africa.
M ajor M . S. H ancock, Depot to Joint Services Staff
College.
Captain (Q.M ) A. M. L ynch, School of Signals to H.Q.,
A.E.R.
Major J. K. V. Lee, SHAPE to M .E.L.F.
Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) D . T odd, Northern Army
Group to Retirement.
.
M ajor (T.O.T.) J. A. Brown, Eastern Command Signal
Regiment to BET F OR.
Major D. A. D ickson, War Office to Canada.
Major B. H . T ownson, 5 A.A. (M ) Signal Regiment to I
Training Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. M . P. Hobson, B.T.A. to East
Africa.
M ajor R. H . Petty, Depot Regiment to I Training Regiment.
M ajor W. N . Sutcliffe, I Training Regiment to Western
Command Signal Regiment.
M ajor J. K . Brown, 3 T raining Regiment to BET F OR.

*

*

*

Arrivals and Departures
r TRAINING REG IMEN T
.
S.S.M. MacSweency, 23rd November, from Ec!!nburgb .
S .Q .M.S . Humphries, 28th D ecember, from Smgaporc.
Deparw res
S .S .M . T ownsend, 2nd D ecember, to q<:rmony.
S.Q.M.S . Barton, 28th D ecember, to Smgapore.
HO N G KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT
Arrit1als
Captain H . Scott, from K orea.
Sergeant Dossctter , from Korea .
S.Q .M .S . (F. of S .) Webb, from Singapore.
Sorgeant Cbater and family, from Singapore.
Sergeant Berezai, from U .K .
Sergeant Wingrove and family, from U.K.
Depar;ures
L ieutenant Wells. to U.K.
Major Prynnc, to U .K.
I
CORPS SIGNAL REGIM,BNT
Arrit1als
Captain and Mrs. P. G . Carruthers, Royal Australian Signals, from
" down under."
D eparw res
.
s· al
" d
Captain and Mrs. P . Trost, Royal Australian 1gn s, to
own
under.,,
.
Captain and Mrs. R. H. (' , D unmore, Royal Signals,_ r~. M .~ .L .F.
Second-Lieutenant H . M. King, Royal Signals, to civilian life .
A~~
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2 L. OF C. S IGNAL REGIMENT
Arrit!als
Second-Lieutenant P. Summers, ex-U.K., 15th December, 1953.
Lieut<;oant (T.O.T.). J. A. PvJ>er , cx-U.K., 2ut January, 1954.
Capuun E. H. Wn&ht, ex-U.K., 29th December, 1953.
Captain E. F. Bartlett, cx-U.K., 30th January, 1954.
Departure
R.Q.M.S. Dunaway, to U.K. Depot, 2nd February, 1954.
r2 AIR FORMATION SIG N AL REGIMENT
Arrivals
Licuteoaot-Colooel A. H. Costen, from 7th Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant (Q.M .) Parks, from Nairobi.
Lieutenant (T.O.'r.) Cbetwynd, from Middle Eu t.
Lieutenant Whitney, from Cattcriclc.
S.S.M. Finch, from 7th Armoured D ivisional Signal Regiment.
Departures
S.S.M. Townsend, to Hanover .
Sergeant Bell, to Depot (for K orea).

Blrtlu

WILLIAMS.-At Berlin, on 10th November, 1953, to
Corporal and Mrs. G. Williams, Berlin Signal Squadron,
a son, F rederick George Charles.
SCOTT.-On 1st January, 1954, at Catterick Camp, Yorks,
to Beryl, wife of S.Q.M.S. R. W. Scott, a daughter, Beryl
Susan.
BENNETT.-On 5th January, 1954, at Bury St. Edmunds,
to Lois, wife of Caiptain (T.O.T.) T . Bennett, a son, Peter
Tom.
L ANG.--On 30th January, 1954 at No11thallerton, to Anet,
wife of Lieutenant-Colonel F . S. P. H. Lang, a son.
ROWSON.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Rowson, a daughter,
born 3rd January, 1954, at Wegberg R.A.F. Hospital.
LEA.-To Lieutenant (C ipher) J. H . Lea, 6 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment, a daughter, Judith Christine.
TOOMBS.-To Major and Mrs. P. A. Toombs, at Catterick
Military Hospital, on 26th January, 1954, a daughter, Jill.
STEEL.-To Captain and Mrs. A. D. Steel, at Tunbridge
Wells, on 30th D ecember, 1953, a son, Arthur Drummond.
O'CONNELL.-A daughter, Janis, born to Signalman and
Mrs. E. O'Connell, on 9th N ovember, 1953, at Greenbank
Maternity Home, D arlington.
E ngage m e nts

ROBINSON- ANDERSON.-The engagement is announced between Captain James St. C. W. Robinson and
Miss Oonagh Anderson, the only daughter of Mrs. I.
Anderson, Cheval Place, London, S.W.7, and Belfast,
N orthern Ireland.
J.tlarriages

H ILL- MARLOW.-On 19th December, 1953, at St.
Peter's Church, T horner, Lance-Corporal F. Hill to
· Miss Joan Marlow.
JOHNSTONE-BURNETT.- On 17th October, at Church
of St. Louis, Fontainebleau, France, Second-Lieutenant
Hugh Johnstone to Danielle Alzingre-Burnett.
D AVEY-RI BBO. TS.-On 26th September, 1953, at the
Abbey Minster, Sheppey, Lance-Cor poral E. R. Davey
to Mary Dorothy Ribbons.
MARSDEN- ETHERIDGE.-On 19th December 1953,
22537026 Conporal Marsden, B. G., to Miss Jean W.
Etheridge, at Ghrist Qmrch, Surbiton, Surrey.
SPARROW- KRAUSE.-22541949 Signalman Sparrow to
F raulein Annamarie Krause, at Portz, on 23rd January,
1954.
All the following are of: 50 (N. ) Infan try Divisional
Signal R egiment (T .A.)
CRA WFORD-BARKER.-Lance-Corporal H . Crawford
to Violet Doreen Barker, on 19th December, 1953 at the
Parish Church, Bexley.
LUCAS-LANGHAM.-Signalman A. R. Luca to Eva
Langham, on 15.th August, 1953, at St. Andrew's Church,
Haughton, Darlington.
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BRYCE-RICHARDSON.-Signahnan R. Bryce to Evelyn
Margaret Richard on, on 12.th December, 1953, at the
Parish Church, Jarrow-<>n-Tyne.
COLLINS-W ADESON .-Signahnan E . Collins to Josephine Beatrice W.adeson, on 15m August 1953, at me
Cburch of the Blessed M ary, Hewarth.
PRINGLE- JONES. -Signahnan W . Pringle to Elizabeth
J ones on 23rd July, 1953, at the Parish Church of St.
M ary's, G ateshead.
Deatlu

SUTHERLAND.-At Civil and Military H ospital, Fontainebleau. on 30th December 1953, Margaret, younger
daughter ·of Sergeant and Mrs. Sutherland, ALFCE
Signal quadron, aged seven months.
WARREN.-2582764 Sergeant R. H. Warren, on 15th
January, 1954, in ME.L.F.
W ALKER.-22827476 Signabnan J. A. Walker, on 22nd
.
January, 1954, in B.A.0 .R
HARDING. -22659054 Driver I. C. Harding, on 22nd
January, 1954, in B.A.0.R.
PICKETT. -22688340 Signalman B. R. Pickett, on 21st
January, 1954.
HOLLANDS.-Mr. G . W. Holland s, an ex-member of
Royal Signals, and a life member of the Association, died
at - h is home at 23 Brooke Avenue, Garlinge, M argate,
Kent, on the 1st February, 1954.
FIELD.-Major John Field, at Plymouth, in early January,
Royal Signals, 1925-45; Plymouth Branch Royal Signal s
Association, 1945 to January, 1954
BILLINGTON.-W.O.II W . V. C . Billington, at 241
Rusk.in Road, Crewe, Royal Signals, 1931-13th February,
1954. Life member, Royal Signals Association.

*

*

*

MT. A . P. Bettison, life member of the Association, has
just moved from Tetbury to c/o 133 Wills Street, Largs
Bay, South Australia. He will be delighted to hear of any
ex-Royal Signals living near Adelaide.

*

*

duction and handshakes, which m ade me feel quite a
member of the family, we sat down to the meal, which
consisted of many varieties of meat sausages, salad and
black bread and wh ite rolls, which I hear;i_ly enjoyed. After
tlhis tea we exchanged numerous questions and then settled
back to listen to m usic, while I was shown several family
albums. T he mother then p ut out the electric light and
we sat sipping wine in the flickering light from the candles
on the Christmas tree. Then we ate a traditional meal of a
large sausage and potato salad, followed by cheese, sardine,
cucumber and other varieties of sandwiches, followed by
coffee. It seemed ver y strange to eat such delicacies at this
Christmas time, but it really was an eJCl>erience which I
would not have missed, to share in a Getman family's interpretation of this festive season."
EMPLO YME N T VACANCIES

(Anyone obtaining employment through answering
advertisements in THE WIRE is requested to notify the
Employment Section, R oyal Signals Association, 88
Eccleston Square, L ondon, S.W.r.).

*

C!bristmas
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ASSOCIATION

London
and

Dollle Counties
R eunion
SATURDA Y,

st

MA Y,

1954

THE ARMY PHANTOM SIGNAL

*

REGIMENT, T.A.

*

*

EMPLOY MEN T FIG URES FOR THE QUARTER
EN DIN G 3w DECEMBER, 1953
41
23

Applicants registered ...
Placings oonfim:ned

Will be held from 6 p.m. to 10.30 p.m,
at

THE DRILL HALL
190 HAMMERSMITH ROAD

Foriheoming

by courtesy of

BAND ENGAGEMENTS

Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment

THE BAND OF THE

*

------EVENTS
March 27m
April

"
May
"
"

"
July

IO th
I I th
1st
22nd/23rd
26th
27th
27th
17th/18th

Branch Honorary Secretaries' Meeting,
London.
Dance, Chester, Royal Signals Band.
Royal Signals Band Concert, Chester.
Reunion and Band Concert, London.
West Country Reunion, Newtton
Abbot.
Officers' Annual Dinner, London.
Central Committee Meeting, London.
Regular Officers' "At Home," London.
Annual General Meeting and Reunion,
Catterick.

Royal Signals Rugby Football Club
March
"
April
,,

20 Royal Military College of Science
27 Workington
IO Percy Park
24 Otley

Shrivenham
Catterick
Caitterick
Otley

TH E W I R E, MARCH
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" I do n't care where you ' re from - I still demand to see your
movement order."

LONDON W.6

ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS

Although it is quite unrealistic to read about what went
on during Christmas in March or later, the following
exzract from the notes of Berlin Signal Squadron makes
such pleasant reading that publication is desirable-Editor.
Christmas broug' .t tangible demonstration of German
go9<iwill towards the Occupation Forces in the shape of an
opera performance, at which the whole house was reserved
for us and our French and American Allies, the presentation
of a 100-year lease of the site of the newly-built Garrison
C:hurch of St. George to the British community, and invitauons from German families for soldiers to share their
Christmas Eve celebrations. Berlin Signal Squadron participated i!1 all th~se activities, and Corporal Amos reported
thus on his experience as the guest of a German family: " I t was Christmas Eve and I made my way by U-Bahn
to the h~>Use to which I had been invited for the evening.
It was situated close to the border of the Russian Zone in
the American Sector of Berlin. I received a very cordial
welcome from the family, which consisted of a mother and
her daught~r. What ~i ght be d~scribed as a sumptuous
feast was laid out awa1tmg my arnval, and after the inuo-

SIGNALS

Openings exist witih Vidor-Burnde pt, Ltd., for men with
academic or professional q ualifications to train for appointments in the following departments : Engineering Research and D evelopment (Mechanical,
Electrical or Chemical).
Production Planning and Control.
Accounts.
Sales.
Len~th and scope of training, salary and tyipe of appointmen t vary according to the applicant's abilities and requirements. T hose with previous experience or training may be
considered for d iirect appointments carryin g defined duties.
The Company has six factories, two in North Kent, two
in Scotland and two at South Shields.
Full details may be obtained from the Employment
Section, Royal Signals Association, 88 Eccleston Square,
London, S.W .1.

*

Mr. J. E. Greenall, ex-Corporal "K" Section, "D " (1st)
Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi, who finished his service as
C.Q.M.S. in 1938, is working in the Post Office at Radcliffe,
near Manchester. He is .Jame in the left leg of polio and
cannot get about very much, but would be delighted to hear
of old friends.

ROY AL

will play throughout the evening
REFRESHMENTS

March 26th .. .
27th .. .
April
5th-9th
IOth-IIth
14th-21st
27th-30th
May
I St .. .
2nd-15th
21st,
22nd,
& 23rd
24th-25th .. .
26th, 27t!h, 28tih
May
3otth to
June 12th ...
June
14th to
July
3rd

Doncaster Enot definite) Association.
B.B.C. Broadcast, 2.30-3 p.m.
Eaton Hall O.C.T.U.
Chester. See .page 106.
Southport.
Eaton Hall O.C .T.U.
London Reunion.
Eastbourne.
Newton Abbot. West Country Reunion.
Colchester.
Crowborough.
Eastbourne.
Leeds, rehearsing for and preparing
at Northern Command T attoo.

BAR

RAFFLES

Tickets
Ss. Single, 7 1 6s. Double
[including a lady] from
Royal Signals Association
88 Eccleston Square, London S. W.1
All Profits to the Welfare Section
Benevolent Fund

G U A RDS A RMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
REUNION, 1954

will be held at "The Marquis of Granby," Cambridge
CIIcus, London, on Saturday, 1st May. Tickets for buffet
iupper 7/- each, from: Major I. W. K. Smith, 43, Whitehorn Avenue, Coulsdon, Surrey.

CORPS MARCHES
A new recording of the Corps QUICK and SLOW
March has been made, and records are n ow available, price 10/- each, from: The Honorary
Treasurer, Royal Signals Band, H.Q. Officers'
Mess, Catterick, Camp, Yorks.
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Lette1·s To
1

THE EDITOR

Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Ellis, until recently C.S.O.,
A.A. Group, and now retired, writes from Latitude "o ":

"It trikes me that it may be of interest to my old
friends of the Corps to know that I am now in permanent
residence on my small farm, in Mau Mau land l
A determined raid on my farm cottage only two days
before Christmas, when they stole practically everything
movable and desuoyed the remainder, caused me t~ move
in permanently and do some very real Home Guarding.
My first couple of days was spent in fixing XP and J
frames to all windows, and building a close IO-strand barbed
wire fence around the cottage.
Additionally I used a small break-wire alarm which I
personally ·wire up every evening just before dusk. I ~nclose
sketch of the circuit, not only because it may be of mterest
but in the hope that maybe one of the boffins can offer a
better alternative!
Having also obtained a couple of old Tele P and a few
yards of D8 I propose installing a simple phone circuit to
my neighbour, four miles away, using in the main our wire
fences. The only answer, of course, is radio, but n•, 19•,
22•, or anything seems as always non-existent.
Life during the daytime, in our near perfect climate, is
never dull, with all the new buildings and other jobs on a
new farm, but the nights are rather long and one gets
just a- little weary, forever on the alert, listening and
·
waiting.
' Lakini ' we keep smiling and hoping for a speedy end
to this much misunderstood rebellion of our Wakikuyu.
Police have just been in to show me our 1952 (day
page) diary. It was stole-n in the raid but now has a hole
right through where a Sten gun bullet put paid to another
Mau Mau."

I War Office Signal Regiment (Traffic) in kindly making
a "draughtsman's" copy of the diagram add the following
commendation and Wtzr11ing.
The circuit used is ingenious and "fails to safety" under
most circumstances. If the current in the upper relay is
interrupted (by breakage of the " break wire" or failure
of the main battery), this relay releases and breaks the holding-on current to the second (lower) relay, at the same
time making a circuit containing an auxiliary dry battery
and buzzer. The second relay completes the circuit from
main battery to main alarm lamp and bell when it releases.
Thus there is little chance of a failure, as the buzzer
sounds even if the main battery (presumably an accumulator)
runs out.
The only danger is that some electrical-minded Mau-Mau
might short-circuit the break wire instead of breaking itwhich wauld NOT saund the alarm!
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We were honoured by a visit from the Deputy G.I.G.S.,
Lieutenant-General Sir Dudley Ward, K.B.E., c.B.E., n.s.o.,
on 10th December, 1953. His visit was necessarily of
shorter duration than we would have liked, but nevertheless
he managed to visit some of the training rooms and se-e
some of the trainees at work.
Every member of the Unit Cross-Country team is to be
congratulated on his great efforts this season. Entered in
the North Yorks and South Durham Harriers League, the
team finished the season second to Billingham (Synthonia)
Recreation Club in an entry of 10 clubs.
Sixteen trained consistently every evening, and in the six
runs in the league finished fourth once, second three times
and first in the two final runs, winding up by beating
Synthonia on their own ground.
The remarkable development of the Unit team was a
tribute to the efficacy of the daily evening training.
In the Northern District League, in which 12 teams are
entered, rst Training Regiment has so far won the first
two of ithe four runs and is leading by 448 points over the
curmers-up.
The final two r>uns take place on 20th January, 1954, and
10th February, to be followed on 25th February by the
Northern Command Championship run which we have great
hopes of winning in order to qualify to compete in the
Army Championship.
The Unit's ambition is to enter a junior team (18 to 21
years) in the following events:
N.E. Counties Championship at Newcastle on 6th
February, 1954.
N. Counties Championship at Manchester on 27th
February, 1954.
English (National) Championship at Birkenhead on 13th
March, 1954.
T he Rugby team continues to prosper and on the 18th
January meets I I S.M.E. in the emi-final Home Command
of the Army Rugby Competition. They hope to win
through to the final again this year and if it is a question of
fitness, then they have a good chance. H ard training almost
every · evening throughourt: the season has been one of the
main factors in their success and we are immensely proud
of Lance..COrporal R. Higgins, who played himself into the
English team to meat Wales on 16th January by an exhibition of great skill, energy and physical fitness in both trials.
We hope that this will only be his first of many appearances
for England.
In all other games ithe Unit is holding its own, being third
in the G arrison ,Small Bore League, sixth in the
Northumbrian District Basketball L eague, and almost the
middle of the Hockey League table.

*

*

*

In February we were delighted to receive the Director
of Signals, Major-General W. 0. Bowen, C.B., c.B.B.,
M.I.B.E., accompanied by the Commandant S.T.C., Brigadier
W. D. J. Harries, c.B.E. In the limited time at his
dis')()sal the Director saw a fair cross-section of the Regime~t's work.
During the month we also welcome visits by LieutenantColone.l D. C. Barnett, of the Indian Army Signals, and by
First-Lieutenant Leopoldo Urbano, of the Italian Signals.
Cross-Cauntry. The Regimental cross-country team put up
a splendid performance at Newcastle on 6th February to
win the North-Eastern County Junior Championshjp.
Signalman W. S. Bowron, 1st Training Regiment, was first
man home of the Juniors. The course was very difficult,
much of it being frozen, rutted ground, and conditions were
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not pleasant, and Bowron's performance was a tribute to his
fitness and stamina. It is also a tribute to Captain Lloyd, of
3 Squadron, who has devoted a great deal of time and effort
to ensu1e that the team is properly trained.
The final r>un of the Northumbrian District CrossCount:ry League, due to have been run on Wednesday, 10th
February, was postponed owing to the dangerous condition
of the ground. A thaw is gradually spreading throughout
the area and it is hoped to be able to complete the League

The boxing team defeated the 1st Battalion TilC
Gloucestershire Regiment 19 points to 14 points in the
semi-final of the Northern Command Boxing Championship on the ·15th February. The Northern Command team
is almost entirely composed of 2 Training Regiment and
we expect individuals, three ci whom have represented the
Army this season, to do well in the individual championships at Darlington in March.

hOOn.

We all join in congratulating Signalman Norris, of 2
Training Regiment, on his very fine performance in the
cross-country events at Epsom and in Belgium and France.
Rugby. The hard weather caused a postpOnement of the
Army Rugby final (Home Command), which was to have
been played at Aldershot on 3rd February. 'the previous
round draw versu~ I I S.M.E., Chatham, finished with a
score of 53-0 in our fav-0ur
The Home Command fi al (Army semi-final) on 16th
February resulted in a victory, 27 points to nil, against our
old opponents, the Depot and Training Regiment, R.A.M.C.
Lance..COrporal Higgins played a fine game for England
against New Zealand at Twickenham and came back
" Bloody but Unbowed," with Stuarts' shirt and a healthy
respect for the vigorous, but absolutely clean, game played
by the New Zealand team.
Higgins has just g-0ne down to Twickenham again to try
conclusi-0ns with some Irishmen.
Lance-Corporal Higgins, Lance-Corporal Mackie and
Signalman Evans have played for the Combined Services
this year, and Lance..COrporals Higgins, Mackie, Boston,
Sutton, Dunn, S.Q.M.S. Rees, Signalmen Evans, Gabbitas
and Hanley for the Army.
Farewell. This month we bid farewell to R.S.M. W. E.
Boon, Royal Signals, on his retirement after 21 years'
service. During his 18 months with this Regiment Mr.
Boon earned the regard and respect of all ranks and it is
with real regret that we take leave of him. We all wish
him every success and happiness in his new life.
2
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The New Year has seen the Regiment settling down to a
reshuffle due ro the cutting down of the Cadre. Major P. N.
Fountain has taken over the combined Lineman's Training
Squadron, Major R. C. Kerry has left for the Depot ·Regiment, and Major H. W. Philpott has retired after 33 years'
service in the Royal Signals. He leaves the Regiment and
the Corps with the very best wishes of all.
The living-in members of the Sergeants' Mess have
increased in numbers due to an influx of young Sergeants.
Of the older generation welcome is extended to S.Q.M.S.
Black (now W.0.II) and W.0.II Stubbs. The new R.Q.M.S.
is R.Q.M.S. Williams, in the place of R.Q.M.S. Wride,
who has gone .to 2 War Office Signal Regiment. R.Q.M.S.
Wride is a big Joss to the Sergeants' Mess in more ways
than one and a new star will have to be found for the
billiards team.
The oross-counµ-y running team, led by Lance-Corporal
Norris, has competed in the Northumbrian District CrossCountry League, which is not yet completed, and has held
its own in inter-regimental runs. Lance-Corporal Norris
has been going from success to success in international
events, having recently represented Great Britain against
France and Be.lgiwn.
Both in soccer and rugger we are at a stage of building
up our strength. It can only be said that there i good
support for ,t he teams, but their prowess has not been
sufficient to get them through the leagues.
Small bore shooting was expected to show a decline since
the loss of Captains Hutley and Rose, but strangely enough
the results so far have been very good.
Enthusiasm for hockey still continues but, as usual, the
weather bas hampered extensive t·raining.
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When I tell you two foxes were seen in the vicinity of
Haig Road Gardens, you can have a little idea of the severity
of the winter we've had, though I must confess that Major
Ernie Nash tells me he knows chaps that see pink elephants
at the bottom of their gardens regularly!
All outdoor sport was cancelled and it was interesting
to see the number of skiers taking advantage of the conditions. Really thought we'd have to equip the Regiment
with skis for the Director of Signals' (Major-General W. 0 .
Bowen, c.B., C.B.E.) visit on 2nd February-and what a
successful visit this was.
Accompanied by the Commander S.T.C. (Brigadier W.
D. J. Harries, c.B.E.) and the Commanding Officer
(Lieutenant-Colonel W. C. Burke), he toured all aspects of
training at " Signal" speed, even unto the "Odd Corners,"
as it were, and was especially interested in the tape
recorder method of teaching morse.
In tthe evening, in company with the Commander, the
Director was the guest of honour at the Regimental Dinner
Night, where he amazed everyone by his skill at prestidigitation. One item, wherein paper disappeared with
merely a wave of the hand, only to reappear at some other
place, was a mastetipiece. In some indefinable way it
reminded me of my bank manager!
We are probably the first Signal Unit to have a recognised
Bavbell Club, and under the enthusiastic leadership d
Corporal Williams (2 Squadron) the Club has blossomed
into a ~ea! " he-man " concern.
The basketball team has reached the final of the Northern
Command tournament for the third successive year, and our
opponents will be 5 Training Regiment from Ripon, whilst
the badminton team passed easily into the quarter finals
of the Northumbrian District championship.
Qnce again postings out take a heavy toll-Major J. K.
Brown, who has commanded the Regular 0.W.L. Squadron

3 Training Regiment Guard of Honour for the Director of Signals
on 2 February, 1954, with the C.O. (Lieutenant Colonel W. C.
Burke) in attendance.
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Winners Northumbrian District Novices Boxing Championship
1953/54.

for nearly three years, has been relieved on posting by
Major G. A. Weedon, and Major W. R G. Rencher takes
over at the mountain outpost at Gallowgate.
S.S.M. J. Brierley gathers bis pension and achieves
another ambition in taking over the " Two Dutchmen " at
Mars.den, near Huddersfield. All Signals personnel and
especially Association members are sure of a glad welcome
if in the area.
The Ladies' Club, under Mrs. M. Burke, has begun the
year in fine style-report increased membership and a
terrific programme to herald the Spring.
4 TRAINING REGIMENT

As our first contribution to WIRE Notes for 1954,
Lieutenant-Colonel H. Worrall, our Commanding Officer,
and all ranks extend to readers, and especially to all exmembers of t!he Unit, our good wishes for the New Year.
We have been honoured with a number of distinguished
visitors, including the D.C.I.G.S., Lieutenant-General Sir
Dudley Ward, K.B.E., C.B., o.s.o., the Representative Colonel
Cormmmdant, Major-General C. M. F. White, C.B., c.B.E.,
o.s.o., who visited and met members of the Sergeants'
Mess and also showed a keen interest in all aspects of Unit
training and work. On the 3rd February, the Director of
Signals, Major-General W. 0 . Bowen, C.B., C.B.E., inspected
potential officer, cipher and keyboard and wireless training.
Brigadier W. D. J. Harries, C.B.E., Commander Signal
Training Centre, a ::ompanied the Director on his visit.
It is not proposed to even attempt to cover all aspects
and spheres of Unit activity, but mention should be made
of some outstanding results in both rugger, shooting and
hockey.
Hockey. As predicted, the Unit hockey team has now
shaken down into a smooth working, efficient unit, results
in the last four games showing victories by a large margin
in each case. We now have very high hopes of the Northern
District Challenge Cup, especially as there have been some
strong additions to the team in the shape of Signalman
Hyde, Signalman Goddard and Major Rencher.
Rugger. The Regimental rugger team have had a truly
remarkable season. The cold facts are these. We have
played 24 games, won 18, drawn 3 and lost 3. Since
October we have scored 305 points with only 91 against.
We reached the quarter final of the English Army Rugby

Cup falling to No. r Training Regiment, Royal Signals.
We have reached the semi-final of the Northumbrian
District and Northern Command Cups. One of our better
games was that against the Officer Training Wing. We just
lost in the last minute of the game by a penalty goal, but
avenged an earlier defeat when we beat the R.A.F. Regiment, CatterJck, 29-0 I Lance-Corporal Jolliffe, Signalman
Mankey, Signalman George and Corporal Small have
played outstandingly well in a team where it is very hard to
select outstanding players.
Shooting. We are justly prQud of our record to date
in this sphere. We are now second from the top of the
District League and are in the second round of the Army
Small Bore Cup, having defeated the Guards Depot "B "
team. We have two individuals still competing in the
second .round of the Army (Independent) Cup in the shape
of Sergeant Townsend and Lance-Conporal Shaw. Our
"A" team is second from top of its division in the
N.S.R.A. League and our "B" team top of its division,
neither team having lost a match. Credit for much of the
impetus behind Unit shooting must ,b e given to both Major
W. R. M. Dunkley and Sergeant Townsend. Apart from
shooting, we also have to congratulate Major Dunkley on
achieving his Majority.
Cross-Country Running.
We are second in the
Northumbrian District Championship League to 1 Training
Regiment, and so formidable is our lead in points over our
nearest rival that we do not anticipate losing this position.
Our sporting successes have not distracted us from the
main job in hand, and we have an excellent reCQrd in the
negligible numbers of N.F.Q. tradesmen who leave this
Unit. An intensive system of final relegation of trade test
failures, where central trade test punch up and plug a
potential tradesman's weaknesses, result in that N.F.Q.
bogey being almost entirely eliminated. Petential officer
training has handled very large aumbers over the winter
months, and it is now proposed, in order to accentuate
powers of leadership, to introduce such items as line construction in the programme. We have also arranged fortnightly attachments of our Operators Keyboard and
Operators Keyboard and Wireless Instructors to No. r War
Office Signal Regiment, and we feel certain the long term
results .in realism and objectivity of training will be
spectacular.

S TRAINING DEGIMENT

most of the credit for this season's results. Sergeant Taylor
must take some portion of credit and unfortunately he has
since been demobbed.
A newcomer to the team, Signalman Saunders (2
Squadron) has proved. to be a natural shot, who regularly
scores possibles, and it is hoped that his sprained wrist
mends quickly to enable him to participate in the weekly
competition.
Hockey. Only one away game played against the R.A.F.,
Topcliffe, a draw I-I. A much better result may have been
achieved but for the fact that the fifth round of the Army
Cup (football) was held on the same day.
Motor Cycle Display Team. We welcome to the team
Captain M. H. Cherry, and hope his arrival brings a change
in the weather and road conditions.
Readers will be interested to know that our famous
Display Team is again visiting the Royal Tournament this
year. Best of luck, chaps.
7 TRAINING DEGIMENT
A SCENE FROM " ROOKERY NOOK"
The players are Derri ck Brewin, Joan Kemp, Margaret Quinn, Kay
Baxter, David Johns, Gerald Tyler and Hilery Jarvis.

The Regiment say farewell and good luck to W.O.II
Eccleshall, S.Q.M.S. Craig, Sergeant Alexander and
Sergeant Bliss.
We welcome to our Regiment S.Q.M.S. Webster,
S.Q.M.S. Berry and Sergeant Howard.
We are now preparing for the Annual Administration
Inspection, due on the 12th March.
On the 3rd, 4th and 5th of February, the Ripon Garrison
Drama Society, eager to bring cheer amidst Arctic conditions, presented Ben Travers' delightful farce, "Rookery
Nook," with all the enthusiasm they could muster. The
cast, under their producer, Second-Lieutenant D. C. Simpson, grappled with the play's lighthearted banter and spirited
slapstick. Judging by the receipts and expressed opinions,
they seem to have met with success.
The next "Combined Operation" under consideration is
Agatha Christie's "Murder at the Vicarage."
Basketball. The Regiment have competed in the York
and District Basketball League and so far are top equal of
the League, having won three out of four games.
In the Command stage of the Army competition we have
reached the final, having won two knock-out games by a
total of 84 points to 37.
Our g·ymnasium has now been fitted with two spotlights
to shine on the baskets, and new kit and boots have added
interest, which we are glad ito report is increasing in the
Regiment.
Soccer. (Whitworth Cup). In this !found we were drawn
against Harrogate Town. The game ran to extra time and
ended six-all. For the replay we lost the services of LanceCorporal Anderton and were beaten 3-1.
In the fifth round of 1the Army Cup we were the last
Corps team left in, but unfortunately we lost to No. 6
Cookery Instruction Centre, 2 goals against I.
However, we are still in the Northern Command Cup
and have been drawn to play at home against 65 Training
Regiment R.A.C.
Small Bore Shooting. I Squadron won the Squadron
prize of £3 for the highest aggregate score in the East and
West Riding Area competition for December.
The Regimental team have gone from suength to strength
since me beginning of the season in 1the Yorkshire Small
Bore Winter League competition. The last eight matches
have all been wins and the team now lies third in the
League.
S.S.I. Miller, S.S.I. Yallop and Sergeant Collin take

7 TRAINING REGIMENT CYCLING TEAM 1953
to Right : L. Corporal A. S. Brittain (Winner Llandudno-Warrin1<on Two
Day Suie Race) : 2 Lieutenant G. B. Nearn (Cycling Officer) : LelutenantColonel J. P. North , M.B.E. (Commanding Officer) ; L Corporal H. Mackenzie

Le~

(Army Sprint Champion, 1953); Signalman J. Grieves (In Midland Championship,
19S3). Cups: Army Inter-Uni< Challenge Trophy; Army Sprint Championship
Cup; Midland Championship Cup; Northern Command Inter-Uni< Challenie
Trophy.

She suddenly saw me and lost her head.
TH E W I RE.
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At the time of writing Catterick is living up to its old
reputation, but as the weather has been the same throughout the country we can have no particular grumble. The
cold winds and snow have made conditions unpleasant but
training bas continued. with few deviations from the normal
programme. In fact the Director of Signals, MajorGeneral W. 0. Bowen, c.B., c.B.E., in his address to parents
and recruits on the Pass-Off Parade on 3rd February complimented all concerned on the high standard of training
achieved despite the weather conditions and the time available. The Director of Signals emphasised the necessity
for writing home regularly. He said that from his own
experience as a parent, he knew the natural anxiety that
parents have when no news is received from sons away
in nhe Army.
Our sporting activities have been much curtailed by the
weather, but we have one notable success to record. This
was the winning of the Northwnbrian District Basketball
Cup on 13th January when, after a very close game, we
beat the rst Battalion Cameronians by one point.
Our activities in soccer have not been so fortunate. After
beating 17 Training Regiment, RA., in the fourth round
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Signalman Wood (team captain) lead ing t he team on to t he fi eld for
the match against Manchester City Football C lu b.

of the Army Cup 2-1, we were due to meet 9 Battalion
RA.0.C. in the next round. A match, whidl resulted in a
draw 5-5, was played against Manchester City on 5th
January in preparation for this, b ut sad to relate to no
avail. Against 9 Battalion R.A.O.C. we lost 5-1 at Catterick
on 12tn January. We offer no excuses but we would
mention in passing that we were without the services of
Lance-Corporals Quixal and Finney. Our good wishes go
with the sporting RA.0.C. team. Fur.thermore we were
knocked out of the Northern Command Cup after a drawn
game 2-2 and a defeat 6-2. However, we continue to have
hopes for the Northumbrian District League and have
already started to build next season's .team, which we hope
will retrieve our fortunes.
Although snowbound pitches have delayed League,
District and Army Cup matches, our hockey team shows
promise. We have done well in Northumbrian District
League, having won all matches, except a defeat by Royal
Signals Wing, and a draw with 68 Training Regiment
R.A.C. In the first round of the District Cup we defeated
68 Training Regiment R.A.C. 4-0, but in meeting the same
team in the Army Cup three weeks later the result was a
draw I-I. The replay was also a draw 1-1-third time
lucky perhaps!
From the Sergea..'lts' Mess there is little to record except
the departure on draft for the Middle East of Sergeant R
Jones, who has been with the Regiment since June, 1947.
Many, no doubt, will remember him as the Regimental
Police Sergeant. In December we also said fa rewell to
Sergeant F. C. Williams, who has now returned to civil
life after 24 years' service in the Corps. Best wishes are
extended to Sergeant and Mrs. Williams for the futu re.
Our heartiest congratulations are extended to S.Q.MS.
J. T aylor and S.Q.M .S. R A. Boddington on their
promotion to W.0.II.
Our congratulatic111s are also extended to Major P . A.
T oo:nbs and Mrs. Toombs on the birth of a daughter, Jill
on the 26th January, 1954. Also to Captain A. D. Steel and
Mrs. Steel on the birth of a son, Arthur Drummond, on the
30th D ecember, 1953.

DISCARDED CLOTIDNG
The Welfare Section at 88 Eccleston Square has an
insatiable demand for clothing. All too often an ex-Signalman is unable to apply for employment because he has
~othing that is not holed. Coats, trousers, shirts, collars,
ties, shoes and socks all badly needed.

Life in the Regiment during the past month has been
exceptionally quiet. Like the rest of the country, we have
had our share of the wintry weather, a very unusual sight
for these parts, so the natives say. The plumbers have been
kept hard at work coping with the steady stream (literally)
of burst pipes.
Lieutenant-General Sir Ernest E. Down, K.B.E., C.B.,
G .0.C.-in-C. Southern Command, paid a brief visit to the
Reoin1ent on 25th January. The G .O.C.-in-C. was original!; scheduled to arrive by helicopter but a last minute
chang_ of plan took place and the journey was made by
road.
The Di trict Messing Competition took place during the
week 8nh/ 12th February, clle inspecting team visiting the
Unit oru 10th February. From what we can glean the
Messing Officer, Lieutenant F. Dobson, and his staff have
acquitted them elves very well indeed, and great undercover efforts are being made in an endeavour to ascertain
how we stand in the placings. Until these results are
known the Messing Officer will remain up on the chandelier
where he has been for the past fortnight! !
The adverse weather conditions have played havoc with
clle sporting fixtures, but nevertheless most fixtures have
been played off. We were knocked out of the second round
District Hockey Competition by the Devon and Wessex
Brigade after two exciting games, the first l;>eing a draw.
T he cross-country team ran extremely well over an ard uous
course in the District Co:npetition, they being placed eighth
in the Small Units race.
OFFICER TRAININ G WING, SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

T he Wing is building up to its new enlar ged strength,
and we welcome four new officers. Captain R. T . Hone
joins us from 99 G urkha Infantry Brigade Signal T roop
and is now in Signal T actics Grou p. Captain A. M . Hewson
comes here from 6 (Boys) Training R egiment, to lecture in
Military Law. C aptain P. T ainsh has left H.Q. Squadron
to attend a course at the Military College of Science; he is
replaced by Gptain R. E. Button, posted to us from 68
A.A. Signal Squadron. Captain T. P. F . Unwin, from 3
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, has joined our Signal
T actics Group.
The first large cadet course arrived on 1st J anuary, 1954.
These large courses are divided into two for training purposes. This will result in keen competition between them,
and the greater number of cadets and Young Officers will

These players have rep rese nted the Officer Training Wing. Royal Signals, In the
unit soccer team during t he 195) / 195~ season . (Back Row) : Mr. A. Button ,
(Sports Storeman). 2/ Lieutenant P. A. Davies, R. Signals, D. R. Sullivan , L. Smith,
R. C. Scott, 2/ Lieutenant G. B. Crook, R. Signals, S.Q .M.S , E. J. Ford , (Team
Manager. (Second Row): H. Spencer, T. C. Bryant, Captain E. E. Balley, R. Signals,
(0 l/ c Soccer), Lieutenant-Colonel G. S. K. Haydon, R. Signals, (Commanding
Officer), W. E. Bartlett (Captain), W . Kinsella, F. C. Lea . (Front Row) : T.
Whyte, L/ Cpl. A. Banks, P. Jones, L/ Cpl. A. Robinson, W. O ' Donnell.

enable the Wing to put forward better teams in all games.
No n Subalterns Part I Course leave us this month.
We ~ish all of them good fortune in their new appointments including those going to Norway for winter training,
with ~horn we in snow-clad Catterick especially sympathise.
Our playing fields are either waterlogged or icebound, but
this has not prevented us from leading the Junior League
at soccer. We hope to win this League, and having
secured a draw in the final match against Royal Signals
Wing it i safe to assume we have d'?ne so.
.
.
At shooting we lead both the Junior and Semor Cattenck
Garrison Small Bore Leagues. The Junior League team is
raised by the Technical Training Squadron and organised
by Sergeant G . Berry, to whom m~ch credit must be give!l
for the winning lead enjoyed by his Squadron. T.be Urut
Eight has qualified for the final stage of the Army Small
Bore Unit Championship.
Our rugger team has enjoyed a fair sea~on this year an~ in
common with squash, hockey and badmmton we can fauly
claim to have held our own.
At hockey, Major K. M. Evans, Captain G. A .. S. Exell
and Second-Lieutenants K. A. Olds and J. M. P1got have
all represented the Corps in representative matches.
S01JTDERN COMMAND (M) SIGNAI.. REGIMENT

Salisbury Plain, covered by the heavy_ snows, con~ists of
" miles and rniks of nothing but miles and miles of
nothing." Indeed, the same applies to the whole of ~e
Comm.and area. Our D.R.s look like Mother Carey s
chickens and one of them, Lance-Coliporal Playfoot, seemed
to have been stolen by the snow fairies for some hours o~ a
200-mile run to the North-East of the Command. Happily
he returned none the worse.
Our W.R.A.C. contingeru: at H.Q. Southern Command,
under Major Frame, has had a change round of officers,
Captain Crowe and Lieutenant Dugard going off to Ald~
shot and Captain Minkin and Lieutenant Buncher taking
their place at Command. Sergeant Taylor ~as decided to
sign on and is, we are gla.d to say, staymg ~th us.
We take this oppor•turuty of congratulaung Mr. A lb e~t
Charks Barham, of the Portsmouth F .S .S. T r oop, on his
well merited award of the Imperial Service Medal. He
joined the Royal Engineers in 1909 and after nine ".ears at
Gibraltar he returned to the U.K . and served with the
Fortress Company R.E., at Plymouth. He retired in 1920
and in 1924 was transferred as a civilian to th ~ Portsmouth
F S S Troop with whom be has served ever smce.
·We. wish God speed to ex-R.Q.M.S. "Wally" Clackett.
After a memorable send-off party (for those who were able
to remember) in the Sergeants' Mess, Mr. Cl~cke~t now
takes up a post in the civil service. We shall ~1s s him.
We welcome Sergeant Snaith, formerly with G .H.Q.
FARELF, and Sergeant Jones, R.E. ~.E ., from th~ Gurkha
Rifles in Malaya. Also Corporal Field from Trieste, and
Corporal Potts. Still on die subject . of newcomers, _we
congratulale Signalman Bishop on the birth of a son, Keith ,
last December.
.
Sport Our football team figures high in the Wilts
Military League under the steady captaincy of Corporal
Paradise. Lance-Co11poral Stirrat is to be congrat~ated on
representing the Corps. He and C<?riporal Par adise have
contributed largely to our success this. season.
.
We also fielded a hockey team. Whilst not conspicuous
as a match-winning side, the team generally gives good value
.
and plays a hard game.
We fi nished four th in the D istrict Small Bore Shooting
Championshiip recently, and ·t he result is pleas~ng in ':'iew
of our small numbers. W e hope to improve on lt next time.
Adding Insult to Injury. Scene: H.Q., South-West
.
D istrict.
A call for the D uty Signal Officer from Catter1ck.
Would he give the following message to .the G.O.C. :
6 C .I.C. 2 goals; 5 T raining Regiment, Royal Signals, I goal.
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The cold weather seems to have affected all of us and
put a stop to activities worthy of note. The Annual
Administrative Inspection by G.O.C. Home Counties
District went off very well, although at short notice.
C.H.Q. Troop are showing all the branches of the H eadquarters that Signals can work and play hard. They head
the socx:er table, two points ahead of their nearest rivals.
Two small bore shooting teams are keeping their end up,
although the "B" team require a little more practice.
Sergeant Bwmg has arrived on attachment from I H.Q.
Signal Troop.
3 Squadron is having a quiet period preparing for the
camping season at Stanford P.T.A., which commences next
month. Twenty-two Cadets attended a short course early in
January and all were afterwards classified as Signalle_rs. We
expect a busy time instructing and classifying durmg the
camping season. Buokenham Tofts is again to be the
" Mecca " of the Cadets. There is to be no D istrict summer
show this year, and so another hard task will not have to be
done. Last year we had five sets of P .A. equipment working as well as numerous administrative telephones.
2' Squadron and R.H.Q. at Warren ~~p~ Cro\':'borough,
h"ave been the centre of n umerous v1s1ts, mcluding those
from · Major-General G. K . Bourne, C.B., c.M.G., C.B.E.,
Commander Eastern Command, and the Chief of Staff,
Eastern eoi'nmand. Pant of the camp is to become a
T.A. week-end training centre, so our quiet week-ends. of
last summer will this year be shattered by the war-like
cries of week-enders. It is certain mat they would not be
so jubilant if they could see us now in the grips of winter
and the bracing Crowborough air. Perhaps the ~hosts
of 1920 Depot Holding Battalion chill the bones m the
Warren..
SCOTTISH COltDIAND (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

Last month has been a quiet one, devoted to preparations
for the forthcoming Annual Administration Inspec~on and
the move to Dreghorn Barracks. In these preparauons we
have been hampered by bad weather of the traditional
Scottish cype which neither affected the change of command n-0r da'mpened our welcome tO Lleuten~nt-Colonel
G . I. Burgess-Winn, o.B.E., our new Commandi~g Offic;er.
On the football field we are progressing steadily, hav~ng
reached the third round of the Murray Cup, by beaung
Leith Welfare 5-2, and Edinburgh University "B" team
5-0, at Edinburgh.
.
We have been honoured by a visit from Brigadier Futh,
Secretary of the Royal Signals Ass~i~tion. Brigadier Firth
spoke to the Urut about the Association and gave us ~ome
very welcome information, which was much appreciated
by us all.
The Corporals' Mess held a very well attended and
successful dance on the 15th of January, while the Sergeants'
Mess has held its January social and has this month entertained the old and new Commanding Officers.
We have recently said goodbye to S.Q.MS. Reed and
Sergeant Gillanders, and welcom~d Sergeant Burns. We
have also said goodbye to our thud group of A.E.R. personnel on completion of their training with us.
Maj~r Cornish and Major Harris have just r~tur~ed fr?ID
No. 8 Senior Officers' Equipment Course, brunmmg with
technical knowledge.
.
.
Meanwhile several of us are engaged m the pursuit of
knowledge in order to obtain First Class Certificates of
Educa.tion.
.
In other fields of endeavour, our Rifle Club, which entered
for the Scottish Command rifle competition, won the ~s
Shield outshooting quite a number of Infantry Battalions
and D~pots. We al o entered for the individual championhip and obtained fifth. and eighth places. Our congratulations to Corporals Kelly and Fewster for this fine effort.
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Thi month sees the departure of our Commanding
'5cer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Swainson, who has ~
·ur C.O. almo t from our formation in late 1951. He fhes
on the 17th to M.E.L.F. to take over comn:iand of 3 Infantry
Division ignal Regiment. Farewell, Sir, our very best
wishe- go with you.
.
The command of the Regiment has passed to our 2 i/c,
Major R. E. D . Mathews, who. will be i!l the chair until
our Commanding Officer designate, L1eutenant-Coloi;iel
A. F. McGill, o.B.E., arrives in early April from the Jomt
Services Staff College.
In addition to our change of Commanding Officers, we
have also had a change of Adjutants, Captain P. H. Manley,
who i due for posting shortly, is in the process of handi'?-g
over to Captain J. S. Agar, who arrived last month. Captain
Agar, as readers may know, has recently returned to this
country on the conclusion of an attachment with the
Briti h North Greenland Expedition.
For the rest, we look forward (?) to a very crowded
summer training programme with all its hazards. More
of this in succeeding monrhs.
W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess. The Unit having returned
from Block Leave on roth January, left the Mess Committee
with only 12 days in which to prepare for the annual dinner,
which was successfully held on Saturday, 21st January,
1954. The ladies were invited, and commencing with sherry
at 7 p.m., a most enjoyable dinner was concluded by toasts
to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, propo ed by our oldest
member, RQ.M.S. "Pat" O'Malley, and a toast to our
Colonel-in-Chief, the Princess Royal, which was proposed
by the P.M.C.
The social side of the evening commenced at 9 p.m.,
when most of our officers with their ladies joined in an
exceptionally well organised dance and social, which was
ably put on by our Entertainments Committee.
We offer belated congratulations .t o Sergeant D. G. E.
Hopkins on his promotion to that rank.
Hockey. In the first round of the Army Hockey Cup we
were fortunate to draw a bye, our opponents in the second
round were the Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Regiment,
who gave us a very strong fight. At half-time they were
leading 2-0, but we managed to score two quick goals to
equalise. Our team from then on did most of the pressing.
The Battalion made one breakaway and scored and in the
closing seconds we managed to equalise again. This meant
extra time of -ten minutes each way. Although we did
most of the attacking, we could not score and the game
ended 3-3. We had to travel to Bedford by coach for the
repfay. Our opponents had surrounded the 1pitch with
spectators and the ground looked like a miniature Wembley.
They scored first and at half-time led 1-0. We managed to
equalise. and from then on it was a ding-dong struggle. In
the closmg seconds Corporal Boddington, our inside right
put a beautiful pass to our centre forward, Corporai
Harri~on, who bit the ball very hard, it hit the upright and
went mto the net and 5 Corps Signals are now in the third
round.
The whole team played exceedingly well but our skipper
Lieutenant Lawrence, and our right-half Sergeant Lawry'
0 ur opponents in the' third round are'
.
were outst~mdmg.
ro Training Trades, Royal Engineer&, Chatham and as we
are playing at home I think we have a sporting c'hance.
Basketball has sprung suddenly into the fore in Garrison
ports, and the Regiment have entered two teams in the
Garrison League-one from each Squadron. The r
Squadron team started rather weakly, but are picking up
no""'.. The 2 Squadron team have done extremely well,
havmg lost only once, and in one match winning by the
phenomenal score of 82 points to 18 points. We expect
bo.th !earns to improve still. more, and have great hopes of
brmgm~. home a trophy m the forthcoming knock-out
o:npeuuon.
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There are 175,000 war widows. If under 40 years of age
without children and able to work, they receive 20/- per
week; if over 40 years of age, their pension is 42/- per week.

*

I A.A. (.lU) SIGNAL REGHIENT

Since publication o,f tlle last edition, the Regiment has
expanded to include the newly arrived 17 Squackon. We
heartily welcome them.
Their arrival is appreciated in particular by 15 Squadron,
who anticipate relief from commitments at London North.
We also welcome Captain J. Telfer, who conducted a
smooth "withdrawal " from 5 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment at
Scarborough on 5th January. We wish them all a happy and
successful association with the Regiment.
The time is upon us, for A.A. defence exercises, and we
are deeply involved in provision of communications for our
benefactors.
On 5th January we said " Cheerio " to our Adjutant,
Captain R. P. Hughes, on transfer to the R.A.P.C. He made
many friends during his service with the Regiment, and
those of us who knew him well are regretful of his departure.
The Regimental hockey team, with enthusiastic guidance
from the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. S.
Sanders, o.B.E., has tackled its opposing sides with considerable success so far this season.
The team is now undergoing training for the semi-finals
of the Minor Units Hockey Competition.

*

*

There is also the indisputable claim for justice in the
pensions of some of the older officers whose rate was also
fixed in 1919. This was being presented by the Officers'
Pensions Society.
A measure of relief was announced on 2nd March.

Catterick
Jottings
by nacerby

51 (U) A.A. IN:tEPENDENT (M)

SIGNAL SQUADRON, T.A..

On the departure of Lieutenant Russell from the Unit
there was a farewell party on 5~h November, which was a
great success. There was also a dance on the 13th, which
date did not, in this instance, prove unlucky. During this
period raffles were arranged <to cater for the expenses of the
children's party which was held on Saturday, 12th
December, the afternoon following the December Squadron
dance.
The party was a great success, all the children of the
Unit being present and in view of the strength a remarkable number. All the young received a present, including
S.S.M. Welsh and S.S.M. Lawrence, W.R.A.C. The
gifts had been carefully chosen by the W.R.A.C. of the
Unit. The tea was very well served by the NAAFI and the
arrival of Santa so well staged that several of the children
are still convinced that they saw the reindeer.

PENSIONS
As a climax to the British Legion's campaign for increase
in the basic rate of War Disability Pension Sir Ian Fraser,
M.P., National President of the British Legion, addressed a
crowded audience in Caxton Hall, Westminster, on 22nd
February.
The campaign depends on the fact that the basic pension
for the 100 % disabled private soldier fixed in 1919 at 40/bought goods in 1938 which today cost 90/-. There have
?een modest rises, 5/- in 1946 and ro/- in 1952, but the
u.iescapable fact remains that 55/-, at which the basic pension now st;mds, does not buy the same amourtt of goods
as 40/- did in 1938.
Successive Governments have improved the condition of
the badly disabled by such as Unemployability Supplement
£1/15/-, constant attendance allowance (maximum)
£2/10/-, and Comforts Allowance 10/-. But these are not
a right.
•
There are 668,ooo War Disabled Pensioners. Of this
number 48,76o are 100 % disabled. Only 6t% of the total
benefit from the allowances. Less than 500 receive the
maximum from all three of these allowances.
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in a reminiscent mood this month, and also a little
with some of the oW 'uns who will forever talk
Iof'Mannoyed
"Them were the days." 'Tisn't that I'm at all embarrassed when they talk about the "North-West front tyre in
I~nteen," surcingles, Barleaux, Uncle Alf and "Why, I
knew 'im when he was a Lance Jack." Not at all!
But somehow they tend to overlook the achievements of
today's youngsters. Each month brings outstanding performances-it would take a column to list them all-but
here's a few that'll make you sit up with pride.
I Training Regiment wins the North-Eastern Counties
Junior Cross-Country Championship, besides having the
first man home in Signalman F. Bowron. Signalman Ken
Norris, of 2 Training Regiment (how that man reminds me
of "Joe") adds to his impressive list of victories by becoming inter-counties' champion, besides winning the Mezibon
race in France and another international contest over 9,700
metres on 7th February in Belgium, in 32 minutes 58
seconds.
Fancy, 2 Training Regiment could give Ken a well
deserved write-up!
Lance-Corporal A. R. Higgins, also of 1 '!'raining Regiment, :repre ented England v. New Zealand Rugby touring
side, and all who watched the TV saw him play a "blinder."
Lance-Corporals Quixall and Finney, of 7 Training Regiment, are permanent fixtures in the Army Football XI, and
now 3 Training Regiment have reached the final of the
Northern Command basketball tournament for the third
successive year.
Up the Corps!
It Co1dd Happen to 1'011 . . .

This is the tale of Gerald Gee,
Called up in April '53.
said " Bye Bye " to Ma and Pa,
And reported straight to 7 T.R.
Did his early training there;
And having passed out as very fair
Was sent to 5 T.R. at Ripon.
'Cos " driver " he had set his heart on,
He'd heard the course was so intensive
THE WIRE, MARCH 1954

And feeling slightly apprehensive,
Arrived at last at Squadron One.
His real tuition had begun,
Not only had this lad to strive
To learn the Army way to drive,
He also had to turn his brain
To understand how to maintain
His vehicle. The Highway Code
Taught him good manners on the road,
And with stout heart and cheerful grin
He took his varied knowledge in.
And very soon our hero goes
To Nth DIV SIGS and soon he knows
He's picked to drive an LC V.
(A fact quite pleasing to young Gee),
Which he maintained and drove so well
That shortly after it befell
That he received a Lance Jack's tape.
A fact that made some Drivers gape.
In Korea his Div took on the brunt
Of always being " there " in front.
However thick the shell and shot
Young Gee was always on the spot,
Saved his C.O. from the "Prisoners' Pen,"
By good use of his trusty Sten.
The Colonel said " Gee, You're a gem."
And put him up for the M.M.
Now this true story I have stated
Just shows that trying is NOT wasted.
What! No Sponsors?

Abs~nteeis1n-The

Truth

It seems some people actually take their cue from happenings in the House of Commons. Take the case of the
Scottish Nationalist M.P. who, on the first day in Parliament, was refused permission to take his seat in the
House because he would not accept the idea of having·
sponsors. New Members, it was pointed out, must be introduced by sponsors according to a !fesolution passed in 1688.
Now it appears that this incident in Parliamentary history
gave one George (" Scruffy ") Mookraker some distorted
notions. " Scruffy " had just come back from leave, see.
He had gone on a 36 hours' pass and he had kept putting
off his return trip until "tomorrow "-you know how one
procrastinates. Consequently the date of expiration on his
leave pass became somewhat overdue-a couple of months
or so, taking into account the alterations he had made
on the pass in order to preserve its validity. He was straight,
was " Scruffy."
What's more, he came back of his own accord because of
some little tiff with his wife about his :financial status. Of
course, he reported to the Commander of the Guard, who
said: " Why the 'ell do you have to come back when I'm
-0n duty?" And when the other formalities of welcome had
been completed and " Scruffy" had been asked if he had any
objections to living on his own for a short term, the wheels
of Army Jurisprudence began to turn. "Scruffy" was interviewed, in rotation and in order of seniority, by the S.M.,
the R.S.M., the 0.C., the C.I., the S.T.C., and the R.S.V.P.
(Royal Society for Voluntary Policemen), who sought
information as to how he had "got away with it." But
"Scruffy" preserved his secret, as he thought a detailed
explanation might prove a temptation to others. He was
made of the right stuff, was "Scruffy."
Came the day when " Scruffy" was scheduled to be confronted by the Colonel, who had now sifted from his Manual
of Military Law the maximum amount of punishment at his
disposal. " Scruffy " stood outside the Colonel's door
awaiting the interview with fatalism and with the determinationi to tell the whole truth as far as practicable without
prejudicing his case.
However, sensation loomed. The R.S.M. produced two
witnesses and escort, but no sooner had he revealed his
intention of marching the whole party into the Colonel's
89

room than ' cruffy" jnterposed. "Pardon me, sir," he
aid, with due humility and re pect, " but I refus to have
pon or . Furthermore, I claim my right as a citizci., under
an Army Act of 1416, to be rid of the presence of such
ns r , who nau eate me, e pecially the tall Corporal with

..

The R.S.M. replied, with dignity, "When you address a
remark to me, my good man, kindly assume the prescribed
posture of attention-a laid down by the Army Act of 1812.
And now may I say that you WILL accept these sponsors
under the revised Army Act of 1696."
" • o sponsors, sir, I insist-and the Act of 1696 was
rep~led in 1703."
"Tradition and Convention demand sponsors-and I
a ure you that I do not quote my Army Acts from memory
but from my Manual of Obsolescent Lore which, although
dated 1902, contains many pencilled revisions."
" Sponsors--Jflever ! I am adamant." " Scruffy" was
proud, was "Scruffy."
"Very well and so be it," said the R.S.M. "You WON'T
go in at all. You are obviously a trouble maker, Mookraker, and I advise you to clear out of here-you and your
fancy ideas."
So " Scruffy " drew his credits and went. And that is
why the RS.M. rarely smiles these days.
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R.H.Q. and 2 Squadron. There was quite a queue of
mall brass monkeys waiting outside the L.A.D. brazing
shop this morning, they really looked jolly cold too in this
spell of anti-cyclonic weather we are all having. There
appears to be good grounds for arguing that an early morning issue of rum would be more appropriate before morning
P.T. than a "cuppa."
_The soccer team are doing well these days with a league
wm over Base Workshops R.E.M.E. of 14 goals to nil, which
puts the team in second position. A bye into the second
round of the B.A.0.R. Sigrials Cup must be used to
advantage on Saturday next, when we meet 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment away.
Rugby is at a standstill because of the hard, frosty
grounds. We can only hope that the Rugby team will
emulate the soccer score reported above and score as many
points when play recommences.
The Adjutant, Captain P. J. L. Wickes, has left us for
0.T.W., and Major C. V. Walsh is off to West Africa-we
wish t?em both a very happy landing in their new jobs.
Arrivals have happily appeared in quite a reasonable
number. Major (Cipher) F. J. C. Wollaston and Major
J. D. R. MacDonald, of T.;e Cameronians (Scottish Rifles).
We have taken oyer I and 2 Heavy Wireless Troops from
18 Arn:iy Gro~~ Signal Regiment. New blood is always a
refreshmg addmon, and we wish the newcomers a heartfelt
welcome.
18 ARlUY GROITP SIGNAL REGHIENT

At_ long las~ Jack Frost has caught up with us, and he's
certamly makmg 1:1P for lost time. Cold? Why, even the
monkeys have emigrated !
Due to the weather, most of our activities have taken
place indoors? especially in the s~rting world. Our boxing
team have climbed another rung m the Inter-Signals com90

petition by beating 7 Armoured Divisional Signals ver y
convincingly ten fights to one. Watch out I I Air Formation
Signal Regiment!
Our hockey team have braved the cold but lost by the
o,.d goal in n ine to 6 Armoured D ivisional Signal R egiment
in the Inter-Signals Cup in a very exciting battle. In the
Army Cup we have kept the Corps flag flying and have now
reached the semi-finals of the F ormation Section.
R.S.M. Buchanan has found a new way to drill the
members of the W.0 .'s and Sergeants' M ess. On Wednesday evenings you can hear him putting them through their
paces in true National style, aided by Lance-Corporal
F orthsythe on the drums and Lance-Corporal MacDonald
with his accordion. H e hopes to start soon on teaching the
Corps Reel.
On the 23rd January the barracks were invaded by a flock
of Tramps who congregated at the W.O.'s and Sergeants'
Mess for the Annual Tramps Ball. A very enjoyable
evening was had b y all except the R.Q.M.S., who had a
most unfortuna·te adventure. Dressed in his Glad Rags, he
started off ito the Mess in his newly acquired car. Driving
through the town the local Police flagged him down and
requested proof of ownership of such a handsome looking
vehicle. Alas, our gallant tramp carried no identity and
so a most efficient force deprived our hero of his worldly
goods until the early hours of the following morning, when
they were full of apologies. So much for the idle rich.
This month we say Auf Wiedersehen to a very old
member of the Corps, Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) A.
Trapmore, M.S.M., who has been retired. Colonel "Bert"
has been with us since 1949 looking after our wants in the
way of transport, technical maintenance and numerous other
~hings. We are indeed sorry to see such a great character
leave the Regiment and the Corps after giving us so many
years' valuable service. We are fortunate that we are not
losing him altogether, the Civil Service have given him a
"retread" and he is taking up employment as a RO. in
B.A.0.R. We all join in wishing him, MTS. Trapmore and
Wendy good luck and good hunting for the future.
A slightly younger member of the Corps is also leaving
us, Major (Q.M.) F. G. Suange. Freddy has been with
us since March, 1952, during whioh time he has housed,
clothed and fed us like a mother, and we are indeed grateful
for all his hard work. Now in bis fortieth year of service,
he is thinking of retiring a.nd is returning to U.K. to rejoin
his family and look for a job. Good luck to you " Boy"
Strange and every happiness in the future.
Yet another departure this month (take note you chaps
in postings! ) from the officer Ianks is that of Oi.ptain C. A.
Taylor on posting to 4 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment. Beware,
ladies, he tells us that he has a way with women!
And last but not least in our farewells rwe say good-bye
to S.S.M. J. Skirving, who is leaving the Col"ps after 23
years' service. We are indeed sorry to lose his services
and also the help which Mrs. Skirving has always given to
the Regiment. Good luck and happy days to them in their
new life.
'
Have I forgotten anyone? No, not you T.O.T. You have
only got in 34 years. Besides, you have been out here
so long the local authorities are going to elect you
Burgemiester at the next elections.
J CORPS SIGN Al, REGIMENT

Thif, being the Regiment's first contribution this year we
extend to all members of the Corps and Commonwealth
Signal Regiments our wishes for a very happy year.
1:he Squadron_ Championship, 1953. This competition,
which was won m 1953 by No. I Squadron to be known
now for a y~ar as "Champion Squadron," 'was organised
to promote rivalry and competition (as if it were needed)
between the Squadrons of the Regiment. Each Squadron
commen~es the year with a number of points. Additional
ones being added for good work, exercise camouflage,
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reports on C.I.V. inspections, reports on administrative
inspections and winning inter-squadron sports competitions.
Likewise, points are deducted for late returns, absence, bad
reports and other " blacks.''
Congratulations are indeed due to the present champion
Squadron for their convincing victory which has now
earned them the position of right of the line within the
Regiment. The way in which Major J. N. Congdon and
W.O.II CS:S.M.) Newsham watched the points would have
been admired by the most ardent and experienced oools
backers.
·
Exercise _Ground ~era. This exercise of Corps H.Q.
and the Signal R egunent took place in the field from
20th-23rd January. I t was indeed of great training value
and gave a great opportunity for the Regiment to get to
know a practically new Corps Staff. I t is not absolutely
clear whether the name of the exercise referred to the R. A.F.
~ho co-operated or. the weather. Certainly, if the latter,
1t w:1s most appropnate.
Sport: L ittle sport has taken place during this month,
what with the N ew Year, an exercise and the condition of
the pitches. T he frozen groun has put rugger right off for
the time being. I n the soccer world we went down to
I Wirele s Regiment by a penalty goal to nil in the second
round of the Royal Signals (B.A.0.R) competition. We
were also beaten by I I Air Formation Signal Regiment at
hockey, the score being 3-2, after a very close match.
The Regimental cross-country and rugger teams are
training hard and we hope to see them win their respective
co;npetitions.
Signals Association. .A very good Association dance was
r un by the Unit Branch on Friday, 29th January, 1954·
Amongst other highlights of the evening, some 50 new
members were enrolled. Full credit to Major W. C.
Morgan and S.Q.M.S. Banham for the efforts in producing
a really first-class show.
6 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

Since o ur last notes we have ventured forth on our first
exercise of the year, n ot inaptly named "Cold Comfort."
In fact we were very lucky, for we managed to fit the
exercise into the few bearable days of the month and
suffered no real harm from the cold. Since then we've had
bitter weather, with everyithing frozen solid.
N ormally our Main H eadquarters is "jungly" and our
Rear prefers villages. After the reconnaisance had been
done t he G.S .0 . I turned the tables neatly and Main lived
in a village for the first time ever. Everything went su!lprisinly well for our opening gambit and everyone from the
General downwards seemed highly pleased--except,
p~rhaps, the officers' Mess, who were charged tourist rates
when they based themselves on an enterprising hotel!
We are doing fairly well on the sporting side these days
and have great hopes of winning the B.A.0.R. Signals
H ockey Cup. We play the winners of 2 Divisional· Signals
and I I Air Formation Signals in the finals. Our semi-final
tussle with 18 Army Group Signal Regiment was bitterly
contested and it was anybody's game up to the last.
The bitter weather has brought rugger virtually to a
standstill, but soccer continue much as usual.
At the momenrt we are still in the running for the B.A.0.R.
Signals Soccer Cup, having scraped through the first round.
We continue to lo e our "oldest inhabitants" and this
month we say farewell to Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Jack Foster,
who has rendered yeoman service during his long and happy
spell with the Regiment.
Among ithe replacements, we say " welcome" to
Lieutenant Guy Rogers from West Africa and S.S.M.
Godfrey from Austria.
S.S.M. Godfrey celebrated Iris arrival in the Regiment
by coring five goals a<t hockey against 7 .Airmoured Divisional Signal Regiment, so he is a very welcome addition to
our side.
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We were well and truly laid low in the second round of
the B.A.0.R. Royal Signals boxing team championships.
Ho':"'ever, the team wep.t down gallantly with colours flying
aga1~st the far superior team of 18 Army Group Signal
Regiment, to whom congratulations and good luck in future
rounds.
Sergeant Spurgin and Corporal Warren fought close
fights in which the decision must have been difficult to
arrive at.
Sergeant Betty saved our duck by breaking his opponent's
nose with a really solid blow in the first round .
Corporal H enderson went the full distance against a
superior and stronger opponent by clever body weaving.
Signalman Williams put up an extremely gallant fight
before being knocked down, for the fourth time, for the
count.
Cor poral Barnes again went the distance by clever
defensive boxing.
Private Brown was stopped by a tremendous right hook
to t he nose from a most experienced and hard hitting
opponent; Craftsman Beresford was not quite strong
enough to beat his man.
Due to the wide freeze and snow up, there have been few
other games during January. Advantage has, however, been
taken of this to put all ranks through their P.E. and gas tests
and when not coughing and crying their eyes out, the
troops can be seen running all over the games fields and
surrounding woods in every form of uncomfortable dress.
Rumour has it that a thoroughly good time is being had by
all. Quite a few other ranks have been seen practising on
skis, whilst the less falutin have had fun with toboggans and
snowballs.
The snow has .now gone alas, just leaving the cold. However, this affords some relaxation to ·prevent the soldiers
fro:n getting bored in the form of starting all engines up
for ten minutes every three hours, day and night. Rumour
hasn't the face to lie about this one though.

NO. I wmELESS REGIMENT

At the beginning of February we say good-bye to
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. S. J. Dagg, who have been
with us for the past two years. Both have done much for
the Regiment and their presence will be greatly missed by
all. We wish them good health and good luck. At the
same time, we extend a warm welcome to LieutenantColonel and Mrs. P. W. Lonnon; may their stay be a long
and happy one.
I Squadron bas been buzzing furiously with its various
upgrading courses. The S.S.M. has been turned out of his
cosy den to take D. and D. courses, and the young officers
are perpetually being chased to take lectures. 2 Squadron
has been rivalling Cooks as travel agents.
Our 1st XI football team is doing quite well in the
Garrison League. However, our main thrust lies in the
B.A.0.R. Signals Trophy,,. which we hold from last year.
So far we have beaten I (G.B.) Corps Signal Regiment in
the first round.

2 L. OF c;. SIGNAL llEGIMENT
2 Squadron. At long last the New Year looks very much
like any other year. The emphasis this month ha been on
producing "learned scholars.'' As going to chool is by
comparison with other duties a holiday, volunteers for
schooling . are always plentiful.
All Regulars and
approximately three per cent of the National Service Men
are now in possession of an Army Certificate of Education.
It is hoped that in a very short time all National Service
Men will have qualified. Many of the rumours regarding
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additional strength have now ceased to be rumo:.irs and we
· lcome to the Squadron the advance party of 18 Con:;truction Troop.
Lieutenant Luker has arrived from the Jung~es of !'-'1alaya
and has already settled in to relieve the strain. Sighs of
.
relief fm.'11 the D.S.0.
The Small Bore team have finished their last matoh m
the District League, and are .awaiting the result of one
other-optimism is rife and it 1s hoped that for the second
time in succession we ' shall be able to report "S uccess. "
Pride ct place this month is shared betwe~ the G.S.0.
Construction Troops and the D.R.s, for despite the ~eally
appalling wintry condition~ every~g has g~e .with a
swing-with not even a mmor accident. Considering the
many thousands of miles covered, and the hardness of the
ground on the ranges, it is a first-class show.
We said goodbye to Sergeant Bu?er and ?is familyand wish them bon voyage and a qwck re-umon, our loss
.
is somebody else's gain.
Sergeant Fisher has signed on the dotted line to complete
22 years' service; obviously he likes the Army.
.
3 Squadron. As seems to b~ commo~ to eyeryon~ m
January, we have undergone quite a sen.es of mspecuons
and visits. We were pleased to see Lieutenant-Colonel
F. A Young, our new C.O., who very kindly spared the
time from the multifarious duties of settling in to a new
command to pay us an inaugural flying visit. This was
followed very closely by the Annual Administrative Inspection which thanks to the high standard we normally
maintain c~used no unusual flap. Finally, a few days later
still, we ~ere honoured to receive .M.ajor-General Lamplugh,
c.B., c.B.E., Commander Rhine District, who called in to
see us as part of his inspection of the Base H.Q. All seemed
quite pleased with what they saw and on only one occasion
was even the faintest sound of bells heard in the distance.
Apart from this, life has been fairly quier. Our soccer
team having completed all fixtures up-to-date, is having a
well-earned rest, and the weather is not clement enough
for other sports. There have been rumours, though, that
one or two of our more enterprising members are, quite
literally, getting their skates on. As a final note on sport,
the Squadron provides five members of the Regimental
hockey team. It is noticeable that all except one can be
classed as "old soldiers," which just goes to show.
Which brings us to the main topic of conversation nowadays. Everyone is especially interested in the weather for
the simple reason that, the Squadron being dispersed as it
is and the available transport being what it is, our comfort
depends very greatly on the mood of ·the elements. Our
accommodation is some seven miles from our offices and
our basic (and almost only) form of transport is the good
old Jeep, non-winterised. With the prospect of some 30
miles a day to be travelled it is no wonder th.at l!he skies are
scanned with more than usual intensity.
Finally, congratulations to Sergeant Clarke (5 Tele
Operating Troop) and Sergeant-Major Fletcher (Cipher
Troop) on their well-earned promotions.
4 Squadron. 1 he Squadron small bore team are meeting
with a measure of success in the District League and at the
time of writing are placed third. Our gentleman supporter
of the football team is, however, very reticent in his comments on that noble game; his shouts from the terrace
inform us "that his grandmother is a better player than
our team"; it is a well-known fact that his grandmother
has been dead for over six months.
We learn that, before the ink of the Editor's notes is
dry, the Squadron will be in the midst of yet another
District Exercise. All concerned hope most fervently that
this will not be a repetition of the December Exercise (since
re-named" Freeze Stiff").
Farewell to our late reporter, Sergeant Chambers, and his
wife, whc are leaving snowbound Hamburg for the sunnier
lands of M.E.L.F. We wish them happiness in their new
station. The Signals Association will miss them both.
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unable to compete with the intense cold. However, as a
consolation we have won two rounds of the AGRA Minor
Units Cup. Unfortunately, Signalman Dunbebin our
inspiring captain, has left us, but Messrs. Stirling, K~ating,
Wilson and lanterly Long, all produce good football to keep
the flag flying.
" At h.ockeX, . we ~an also tell of some good struggles.
Mentions m this sphere must go to Captain Parker
Corporal Stevens, Sign.almen Hawkey and Stephens.
'
Finally, our equestrian friends are still to be seen in the
school tirotting without stirrups, being told to look into their
~ands a1?-d jumping fences in gr~t style. Mention of jumpmg remmds us to ask the Maior how many times he and
Betsi parted company the other evening!
BERLIN SIGNAL SQUADRON FOOTBALL XI
WINNERS OF
BERLIN INDEP BOE. 'B' LEAGUE FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
1953-54
Standing (left to right) : Sergeant Scaife, Signalman Hodson, Corporal Apps,
Si1nalman Creed, Signalman Needham, L/ Corporai Moretti , L/Corporal Hull,
Seated (left to right) ; Signalman Cassell, Signalman Connolly, L/ Corporol Jones,
Major L. J. Brunnen, Corporal Billing, Signalman Swift, Signalman Rogers.

BERLIN SIGNAL SqUADRON

" Never a dull moment " could well describe the goingson in Berlin since our last notes appeared. The death of
Berlin's Strong Man, Mayor Reuter, found us in the
Grunewald in the throes of an inter-allied exercise, while
shortly afterwards the Berliners staged an Industries
Exhibition, concluding with an impressive finale of a
massed bands tattoo, for which members of the Squadron
acted in the unusual trade of "Operator, Searchlight."
Lance-Corporal Jones' football team, groomed for stardom by the T.O.T. and Sergeant Scaife, brought honour
to the Squadron by winning the Berlin Independent Brigade
"B" League football championship. It was an especially
popular victory as the hard-fought final, in which a draiw
was forced after being three goals down, was played against
our new neighbours-the Military Police. It was a game
that will go down in the annals as Lance-Corporal Moretti's
match, for the great part he played in it.
We are pleased that .the Squadron· shooting team were
successful in winning the Royal Signals Minor Units
B.A.0.R. shooting competition.
The Squadron was sorry to lose one who was almost a
founder-member, with the departure of Sergeant Firth;
and the enforcement of a limited Berlin tour will deprive
us of more of our oldest inhabitants.
5 AGRA (!A.A.) SIGNAL sqUADRON

Apart from short exercises and an imminent trade board,
the more serious aspects of our work is as the cairn before
the storm of the training season to come.
A mccessful Squadron church service was held, attended
by a good quorum of the Unit, including Lance-Corporals
Broad and Stevenson as efficient sidesmen. The first 1954
meeting of our Number 33 Branch of the Association was a
successful round of business, tombola, darts and competitions. Sergeant Sellars, our newly appointed Secretary,
successfully enrolled 31 members during the evening.
A DriH and Duties Course, run by local R.A. Regiment,
enabled Lance-Corporals McKay and Gracie to achieve
excellent reports; the former is also to be congratulated since
his wife h.as presented him with a baby girl.
Like Arsenal, we have met our Norwich City, for the
football team has at last been knocked out of l!he B.A.0.R.
Minor Units Cup by a LA.A. Regiment Workshops in a
game spoilt by gale-force winds; a lead of 2-1 at half-time
was too slender for a second half against suoh ai wind, so we
lo&t: 5-2. Another defeat of note was by a H.A.A. Regiment, RA., in the AGRA Cup, when our players seemed
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!'-1any months have pa se~ since 0is little Unit had anythmg to tell our fellow ignal Uruts, now it seems that
everything has occurred at once.
It was with real sorrow that we said "Goodbye " to
Colon~l T . A. R (Tommy) Scott, C.B.E., who after many
years m the Corps has now retired. We wish him every
happiness.
Colonel H. L. Lewis, c.B.E., has arrived from SHAPE to
take over the arduous duties of CAFSO; let us hope his
tour in Germany will be something to remember!
We also welcome Mr. R. J. Williams, of SX (CTG), who
has temporarily joined the Unit in order to reduce the
amount of work performed by our three harassed officers.
Corporal (now Sergeant) Les Curtis has married S.A.C.W.
Pennycook (W.R.A.F.) against all our better (bachelor)
judgment. At the reception there were no complaints
except for the few who kept saying that the bar wa moving
whilst the Barman (a duty pe.rformed by Signalman
Mannion) was stationary (on his back). Now he has taken
the plunge, we all wish him and his wife every success in
the future.

12 AIR FORMATION SIGNAi, REGllUENT

The revival of 12 Air Formation Signal Regiment which
occurred officially on 1st January, 1954, brought back to
existence a name which many wartime members of the
Corps and some who are still serving will recognise as
having performed distinguished service in Northern Europe
from Normandy onwards. We have this on the authority
of a slim and perhaps little known Regimental History
which is now going the xounds of the present members who
acknowledge their gratitude to the author for reminding
them of their distinguished predecessors and of the high
tradition which they must maintain.
Although 12 Air Formation Signal Regiment is new, it
should not pass without comment that it is, in effect, 83
Group Air Formation Signal Squadron with another title.
Old 83 Groupers will add with a certain amount of feeling,
that a much bigger "Q" organisation and some additional
officers he1ps to make the wheels go round a good deal more
freely than before. The swan song of the Squadron at
least in the way of sport, took place at Lemgo when we
defeated 11 Air Formation Signal Regiment by three goals
to two in nhe B.A.0.R. Royal Signals Knock-out Competition-and in so doing fulfilled a seoret ambition of the O.C.
Squadron.
Rugby football results :
1953

D ec. 12
,. 19
1954

Jan.
,,
,,

Air Fmn. Sig. Rcgt. v. 12 Air Fmn. ig. Regt.
12 Air Fmn. Sig. Regt. v. H.Q. 20 Liaison

II

9 Cologne F.C. v. 12 Air Fmn. Sig. Rcgt.
23 R.A.F., Butzwcilerhorf v. rz Air Fmn. Sig. Rcgt.
30 12 Air Fmn. Sig. Rcgt. v. R.A.F., Wahn
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Won
Won

Lost
Lost

Won

3-2
8- 1
2-

1

3-0

2-1

11 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

This month has been a somewhat " fresh " one in respect
of the weather and your scribe does not find that it
sharpens the wits, especially 28 degrees below.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. Todd, M.B.E. Just a brief line
from all members of the Regiment and G arrison to wish
yo~ all the best in your new life. To say that we miss you
is inadequate. We thank you on behalf of the Corps for
the faithful service you have rendered.
Captain (T.O.T.) ~· Brewin and family left us early in
the New Year on postmg to FARELF. By the way of being
an expert on Air Force Communications, Bill Brewin also
served with this Regiment during the war years and the
advance across the Continent. His posting has left a serious
gap in the Regimental hockey team which is hard to fill.
Best wishes to " the " Brewin family.
Lance-Corporal Castle. It is also with regret that we say
go:odbye t~ Lance~Corporal ~astle, Lubbecke District lightm1ddlewe1ght boxmg champion, unbeaten in his two seasons
of Army boxing and star i:ierforrner of the Regimental
boxing team. We wish him all the best.
Maj& and Mrs. F. Wainwright and family joined us
on the 28th Jan?ary. Their welcome back to Germany was
a somewhat chilly one, but we hope their stay with the
Reg.iment will be a long and happy one.
No. 4 Con~truction Troop. 4 Construction have gone
out on Exercise Zero. We were all a bit concerned over
the amount of snow and ice around but on the actual day
the sun was shining, the ground wa; dry and altogether the
gods were most kind. It seems that the authorities are
most determined to make 4 Construction Troop a more
religiously minded body of men. At Vechta on the last
exercise we were sited next to a monastery and a Catholicrun public school. The men were most amused when the
Troop Officer dined with the monks one evening.
On ground Zero the Signal Centre is again near the
school and nearby we have the Rectory and an Alms House.
Everybody is now accustomed to seeing white clad monks
walking around meditating in the evening when the light is
fading and there is unlikely to be a scare as there was at
Vechta.
Our Rugby team is progressing steadily but due to the
snow we have only had one game since mid-December. This
we won ha~dsomely by 14-0 against 101 Provost Company.
We are looking forward to the B.A.O.R. Signals Competition
with a great deal of hope and expectancy.
3 Wing Signal Troop. Work on the Airfield has been
carried out in blinding snowstorms and in deep fog. The
O.C. enlisted the help of the G.C.A. to get Jiirn round the
peri track one foggy morning. Gales have added to our
troubles, with three telegraph poles down in one night.
~~rk must g? on in all wea~ers and we are anxiously
awaltlng the arrival of cable to improve our pericable.
2 Wing Signal Troop. With a hope that our U.G. cables
will not give us much trouble we happily "sally forth"
into 1954· By mid '54 we will almost have a complete new
Troop, but we shall welcome some new blood in the hope
that they will find us, as always, rough but ever ready.
Our activities in the sports fields are, at the time of
writing restricted as we have temporarily lo t some of our
regular soccer players. But we are holding our own in the
Station League and maybe this year we will obtain full
honours.
.Sergeant Cunningham our Troop Sergeant, ha during
this quarter been posted, but we wish every succes in hi
new appointment as S.Q.M.S.
Hockey. It is with regret that we say goodbye to Captain
Brewin, our popular centre...Jialf, who has proceeded to
Malaya. His replacement will be hard to find now that
C.S.M. I. Bartells has become a casualty. However we
manage to keep the flag flying, being well placed in the
R.A.F. League and Cup, the Signals Competition and the
Lubbecke District Inter-Unit and Major-Unit Competition .
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Williams go early next month. Our best wishes go to
Sergeant Kelly (Cipher) and his fiancee, Miss E. Dibben,
vho are being married in Paris in the near future. Also, to
Driver Cla>.."ton, who is being married in the U.K. on
February 6th.

MELF
1 INFANTRY

Wedding of 2/Lieutenant H. A. Johnstone, R. Signals, (A.LF.C.E.
Signal Squadron) and Mlle. Danielle Alzingre-Burne, at the Church
of St. Lou is. Fontainebleu, France, 17th October, 1953.

ALLIED L\ND FORCES CENTRAL EUROPE
SIG~AL SQ1JADRON

It might well be said that faces in ALFCE Signal
Squadron are never the same two days running. This is
probably due to the fact that ALFCE was created just over
two years ago, which bas resulted on an almost 50 per cent
turnover recently.
This, however, has proved no obstacle to us. Our own
cookhouse is now nearing completion and will provide an
eye-opener to any Cook-Sergeant or Cooks who are posted
to us.
It boasts a refrigerator as big as a "Gin Palace " and a
percolator as large as a 53 set. Our only fear is for troops
being posted to or from us. They will develop ulcers either
from going on to too rich a diet or from returning to the
ordinary variety of cookhouses. The percolator is of
unknown quality as yet, but will probably be easily convertible to a tea stewer.
In the sporting field we can also feel proud of ourselves.
Until recently 'there was no sports field at all for our use.
But now, thanks largely to the American Engineers, we
pos_ess a good football pitch, soon hope to have a hockey
pitch in operation, and by next summer should have a fair
cricket square.
In closing we would like to congratulate W.0.II
Willoughby on his recent promotion preparatory to taking
over S.S.M. fro:n S.S.M. Stubbs, who will shortly be
leaving us for 2 Training Regiment, and also Sergeant
Royan on his promotion.

Dl~~IONAL

SIGNAi, IlEGDIENT

The latest Divisional Signal exercise-known as "Caesar's
Witch," provided the Regiment with an excellent opportunity to demonstrate that .m e cable detachments are almost
as fleet footed as mountain goats. Driven on by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. R. Stead, O.B.E.,
" C " Troop linesmen performed prodigous feats in laying
cable, mostly " on foot," over the Gebels and down the
Wadis. Even the directing staff were suitably impressed
with the telephonic communications provided, especially
when rhey found they were speaking on a "carrier channel.''
It was in fact a .t riumph for the line equipment side of the
Regiment.
An interesting wireless trials " Safari " was made by
Major J. T. Lloyd and Captain G. Klosser, of 1 Squadron,
ably supported by Captain A. E. W. Dring, of the L.A.D.,
across the Canal into the Sinai Desert to St. Katherine's
Monastery. The " Safari" consisted of three Command
vehicles, four "gin boxes," four Landrovern and " Betsy,"
the L.A.D. Scammell, and despite the adverse weather conditions a good time was had by all, even though they
travelled all day and operated wireless all through the
night. Rumour has it that O.C. I Squadron nearly "blew

SHAPE SIGNAL SQUADRON

January is always a quiet month, coming as it does after
the bustle and excitement of Christmas and the New Year.
Thi month has been no exception and the bitterly cold
welther has brought all outside activities to a standstill.
Although the majority of the Squadron work in wann offices,
both M.T. Troop and "Q" Troop have had a particularly
hard time of it on the open car park and in exposed stores.
Our lowest temperature so far recorded has been 23 degrees
of frost and there is no indication that the weather is likely
to improve for some time.
Both Captain Hardy and Second-Lieutenant King have
bee:1 on courier duties to Naples during the month and
appear to have enjoyed themselves. Having been told that
the wings of his particular plane could fold and unfold
Second-Lieutenant King spent a miserable hour waiting fo;
them to do jus~ that.
We wish a bon voyage to Corporal Cummins, who has left
us on release and we shall be sorry to see Lance-Corporal
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BOOTS AND SADDLE CLUB ROLL OF HONOUR

(Left to right) : S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Stiles, Sergeant Morris, Sergeant
Dean, Sergeant Morgan, and Sergeant Thrower.
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his top " when, having missed the L.A.D. vehicles for an
hour or so, he_ went b~ck ~o fi.nd them and saw "Betsy"
perched precariously with its side wheel hanging over the
edge of the only track back to civilisation. Captain Dring
is still trying to explain away that little mishap!
No. 2 Squadron is now commanded by Major P. A.
Worsnop, with W.O.II Wenman as S.S.M. SecondLieutenant Pitkin is now firmly in the saddle with "E"
Troop and is ably assisted by Sergeant Downes. The Troop
fields a strong football team and provided several members
for the Field Regiment team in the persons of LanceCorporals 0 /Shea and McLeod. Lieutenant I. Spear has
left us for a Part II Course at Catterick and has handed
over "F" Troop to Second-Lieutenant J. Williams.
Lieutenant M . Jarrett is still with " G " Troop; he has
recently managed to spend two weeks in the Lebanon skiing, leaving Sergeant Brown (ex-War Office Signal Regiment) to run the Troop in his absence. " H " Troop still
lives in the " Dome " and manages to get through further
on a rod aerial than anyone else, at least so they say; SecondLieutenant B. Freeman was to have taken over the Troop,
but alas he is convalescing at home, having accidentally
been shot in the leg.
Major J. P. D . Mullaly has taken over command of 3
Squadron. There have been many changes in all the
Brigade Troops. Five of "J " Troop's old established and
key N.C.O.s, namely Sergeant Best, Corporals Splaine and
Chandler, and Lance-Corporals Delderfield and Weldon
have left the Unit. CQrporal Roberts has moved to another
Squadron. All their replacements have had to come from
within the Troop, except for Sergeant Davey, who has come
f.rom 1 Squadron. The Troop Sergeant, Sergeant Carnley,
has been on inter-tour leave and we congratulate him on
his marriage. The Troop has done well at sport and one
of their teams, led by Corporal Splaine, won first place in
the Brigade H.Q. rifle meeting.
Athletics has been the most successful activity of "K "
Troop. Having won >their own Brigade H.Q. spor.ts they
won the inter-troop sports and then played a large part in
helping H.Q. 2 Infantry Brigade to win tlle Brigade Minor
Units trophy. Star performers were Corporals Noel and
Bar.terton, Driver Brown, Lance-Co11poral Cleaton, Signalmen Youles and Baker. "K" Troop have said farewell to
Major G. Pierson, Sergeants Hood and TayJor. Captain
J. St. C. W. Robinson has taken over the Troop but news
has just come through that he is to go to Cyprus in May
as D.A.Q.M.G.-(so it's worth working for the Staff College
after all).
Captain D. Clarke has recently taken over "L" Troop.
They run a very keen football side, which is supported by
their R.M.P. colleagues. They have been busy ·with an
Administrative Inspection and all that that means. Corporal
Lomax is still with "N" Troop and they have hopes that
SignaJman Rivers will get a place in 'the Army side ! He
has already represented Canal South.
3 Squadron are running the Regimental Training School
and individual training for O.W.L.s has now started in
earnest and by the end of March it is hoped that lots of
Class III O.W.L.s will have been "refreshed" or upgraded to Class II. Professors (Major) J. P. D. Mullaly
and (Lieutenant) B. H. Adams have almost qualified for
"Gerta Cito" mortar boards.
Lastly we must not forget the W.0.'s and Sergeants'
Mess which continues to be one of the best in the Zone.
W.0.1 F. Butler has returned to the U.K. and we welcome
most heartily W.0.I R. J. Leonard, M .B.E. We also welcome
S.S.M. Day, who has come to 1 Squadron in place of S.S.M.
Hendry, who has gone home. The Boots and Saddle Club
(five days on an exercise in the desert with a red star for
exercises in Sinai) got off .ro a good start and soon there
should be 100 per cent membership. Sergeant lent is
most proficient at keeping the bugle clean!
To all ex-members of 1 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment we send best wishes for 1954.
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5 SIGNAL EQUIPMENT TROOP
ANNUAL DINNER, DECEMBER, 1953

The Troop annual dinner was held this year in the old
"C" Officers' Mess, T.E.K., on 23rd December, and was
voted a most successful evening by all members of the
Troop, who enjoyed an excellent meal. Guests of the Troop
were Major J. C. Atherton, R.A.0.C., commanding 5th
Battalion R.A.O.C., and Captain D. Bush, O.C. "A"
Company 5th Battalion R.A.0.C.
The R.A.O.C. Administrative Inspection was held last
week and the Commander congratulated Sergeant Bell and
the Troop on their high standard in the barrack room and
their kit layout.
.
Since our last notes we have started football and hockey;
also held the 5 B.O.D. athletic meeting. In the latter meeting Captain Bosher kept up the good name of the Troop by
taking first place in the throwing the hammer contest.
Lance-Corporal Morrison ran in the one mile. Captain
Bosher and Driver Fazackerley represented 5th Battalion
R.AO.C. in the T.E.K. Garrison meeting.
Corporal Burns is a regular player for the 5 B.0.D. soccer
team and has played for the Garrison XI v. 19 Infantry
Brigade. He is also playing in a Corps trial this week.
Driver Fazackerley played in a Corps Rugby trial last
week and has been chosen as reserve for the first Corps
game of the season.
Captain Bosher and Signalman Burnett are regular players
in the 5th Battalion R.A.O.C. hockey team.
As the strength of the Troop is only 12 we are quite
proud of our sporting achievements.
3 L

OF C. SIGNAL

IlEGilUE..~T

Once again Christmas is over and the Regiment has
settled down to normal routine, in fact very quickly this
year, as we had our first Administrative Inspection on 6th
January, 1954.
Everybody enjoyed having the Corps Band staying with
u , and we also understand that they enjoyed their time
in the Regiment. As well as their official engagements,
they took on many small unofficial ones here and, a a
result, brought pleasure to many of the men.
Due to our operational commitments here we had to
serve two complete Christmas dinners, which was done on
Chri tmas Day and Boxing Day. Well done the Cooks.
Our Admini trative Inspection by the Commander
Moascar Garrison took place on 6th January, 1954, rather
soon after Christmas, but it did mean that we had the Band
with us and they put the real finishing touches to a good
Regimental parade.
Everybody had put their backs into the preparation work
for the inspection and the results were well and truly
apparent on the Day. The immediate result was a halfholiday granted by the Commanding Officer, and we have
ince heard that our report was well up to standard.
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The New Year ha een an increase in the activ~ties of
the local "cable-cutter ," consequently our l! G. linemen
have been working harder than ever. However, the
"cutters" have not alway got away scot-free. The eff~t
na al o been noticeable in the increase of M.T . plant m
the Line Squadron who now boast Scammels, cranes, bulldozers and low lo;ders on meir strength.

TRAINING
RECREATION
PERSONALITIES

At last real Korean winter conditions are upon us, subzero temperatures at nights, snow on the ground and the
Imjin frozen over. The predictions of our predecessors
seem more like reality, we feel we really do deserve our
winter clothing, and everyone is satisfied. As long as it
doesn't go on too long, of course. Most days are clear and
sunny, and as for the cold nights, tent stoves keep us warm
until bed time or until the tent catches fire, which sometimes happens. " B " Troop, now-but let's leave scandal
out of this.
This is a training period-" up to 20 miles route march
in Marching Order, and hill climbing up to 610 metres in
Battle Order" is the standard- and priority is being given
to physical fitness, weapon training, drill and also trade
training. Later on, by the time you read this, mobile
exercises will have started. It is a busy time for all, with
normal Signals work going on all the time, as it must, and
as a result the weeks pass rapidly, which is a good thing.
Sport continues in many fields, soccer, hockey and basketball having first place. A cross-country running team is
assembling, and so is a boxing team.
A pleasant break was provided recently for a party . of
officers, W.O.s and men who visited H.M.S. Newcastle at
Inchon, just before she left Korean waters after a Jong tour
out here. All the visitors were most ho pitably entertained.
R.S.M. Fiske and S.S.M. L'Homme, regaled with rum in
the P.O.'s Mess, reported their impression of the ship" rather like a large CV, only more equipment."
Congratulations to W.O.II Routledge, R.N.Z. Signals, late
of "C" Troop, on being commissioned in the field and
appointed to command " G " Troop.

" CHARLIE TROOP"
!his particular Charlie Troop is the only one of its kind,
bemg part of 1 Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment. Within the Division the name "C" Troop brings
to mind New Zealanders at once, although there are 20
U.K. linemen under a Sergeant and 30 "Katcoms"
(Koreans) u~der their own Sergeant also in the Troop.
The predominant character of the Troop is Kiwi, since
there are 70 New Zealanders (and that includes Maoris)
with two officers.
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There is not much to report in the field of sport, but we
did produce four members of the Corps boxing team
(Egypt) who have just succeeded in defeating the Sa.ppers
(Egypt)' by 19 points to 14. We are now looking forwaird
to the Corps boxing tournament which •takes place at the
end of February, and this year we hope to win the InterU nit Boxing Cup.

The Camera puts
into pictures some
of the a c t i v i t i e s and
personalities of the 1st
Commonwealth D i v i sional Signal Regiment.

So this is no ordinary cable troop, either in size or composition. Nor is the job it has done. Since the Armistice
mis Troop has laid and built over 3,000 miles of cable
and is still laying it. They have built many test points,
which are quite elaborate little huts in themselves; one
that was rebuilt in a new location recently had 16o trunk
lines through it, and many locals.
·
This is not the .place to go into technical details of the
methods used out here. These were explained in an article
in a previous issue of THE WIRE. It is enough to say that
the five pair snakes used require great strength to pull them
out over the steep hills of Korea (and very few of the routes
stay on the fiat for long). The strong, tough Maoris excel
at this work.
The weather brings its own problems. Pole-holes may
have to be dug by thawing the ground with burning petrol
first or with explosives. In extreme cold, jumpers are liable
to break when hit. One may see the bizarre sight of earth
being cut with an axe.
The New Zealanders who carry out this job are members
of "Kay Force," the New Zealand contingent in Korea.
They are volunteers to a man, often with no previous
military experience. They serve in Korea for 18 months
(sometimes extended), which is longer than most U.K.
troops. Like Kiwis everywhere, they are keen on sport,
and have their own version of the All Blacks Rugby team.
The Maoris, in particular, are a musical race, and "C"
Troop canteen in the evening invariably resounds to singing
to the accompaniment of guitars or banjos. Like all linemen, they have a good capacity for beer.
The Troop is split into detachments, but these are completely integrated, Kiwi and U.K., the Katcoms normally
forming a separate detachment. The Troop is a cheerful,
hard-working one-it has to be, since their work has hairdly
altered since the Armistice. Line laying, line maintenance
and fault repair (the night fault detachment is called out
with the regularity of clockwork) keep all ranks busy.
This work is not without risk, and last week, while putting through a main route burnt down by a bush fire, Signalman Kaipa, a Maori, was blown up on a mine. He is, at the
time of writing, on the D.I. list, with one leg amputated
and multiple injuries. .Atll rranks of the Regiment wish him
a safe and speedy recovery. Meanwhile, the work of Charlie
Troop goes on.
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Prize Essay Competition, 1954
Bertrand Steward
P. ·ze-£8o. Closing da~ 19th June, 1954.
SUBJECT

" For many years it has been necessary for a large proportion of the Army to be stationed _in the ~1.iddle East.
This ha nece itated costly and extensive troopmg arrangement for the relief of Unit and individuals and has meant
that Regular officers and soldiers are often separated from
their families for long periods.
"It has been suggested that under modern conditions it
would be more economical and better for the morale of
the Army if overseas ~ri ons_were red~ced to_ a minim~m
and mobile reserves stauoned m the Umted Kingdom with
a fleet of transport aircraft permanently available to take
them whereve:r they were required at short not!ice.
"Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this suggestion and say whether you think it would be practicable."
Genei·al conditions for the essay are concained in ACI
683/53.
George Knight Clowes Memorial Prize Essay, 1955.
Prizes-First prize £35; second prize £i5. Closing date
7th January, 1955.
SUBJECT

"When, after the war, National Service was instituted as
a means of filling the ranks of the Regular Army, many
people predicted that it would result in serious loss of fighting efficiency, especially in distant overseas units. These
forebodings have proved false, and the Army has fulfilled
all its commitments successfully.
"Comment on the present Army system of handling,
training and utilising the National Service man and the
National Service officer, and make suggestions for improving existing methods. If possible give examples from your
own experience, or which are within your knowledge."
General conditions for the essay are contained in
ACI 625/53.
Gold Medal and Trench Gascoigne Prize Essay Competition.
Prize-Thirty guineas and gold medal. Closing date
15th November, 1954.
SUBJECT

"To what extent will the introduction of atomic
weapons and guided missiles modify the traditionaJ functions of the Navy, Army and Air Force; and what changes
in the structure and training of the three Services will be
necessary to enable them to perform their new functions? "
OR

"Rearmament and the maintenance of large land, sea
and air forces during a cold war cause national bankruptcy.
Our economic position at present prohibits the support of
large armed forces and, consequently dominates our
strategic policy. Discuss what strategy, in your view
should be adopted in the circumstances and what type of
force, bearing in mind the need for efficiency and balance
should be maintained to implement it."
'
General conditions for the essays are contained in ACI
No. 102/ 1954.

CORPS PICTURES
Captam L. N. Lloyd, 36 Hampton Road, Worcester Park,
Surrey, can supply Photo copies of THROUGH, MENIN
GATE, THE CABLE WAGGON. Normal size 24 in. by
I~ in. with 3 in. white border, £2 10s. od. each. Smaller
sizes by arrangeme'1t.

THE TOP OF THE TREE
OR

By Comcan to the Four Corners of the Earth
AVE you ever thought, when operating your wireless set,
exchange, etc. in the field, what there is behind you?
Your reply will probably be "Don't be a clot-of course
I do-Divisional, Corps, Army, W.O., the R.A.F., RN.,
etc." "Agreed, but from tihe Signals' angle-of coursethe rear links to Corps, Army, etc. . . ."
The writer also knew that, and thought himself quite
clever and up-to-date until one day, right out of the blue,
his boss said, " Look old boy, I want you to take overTroop."
Being a good soldier the reply was "Right, sir," and off
he went, expecting to find nhe usual type of Signal Troop
containing its normal quota of line and wireless equipment,
personnel, vehicles, etc.
On his arrival at his new command he found a Signal
Troop--yes-and even some vehicles, line and wireless
equipment-but wireless sets! On his first sight his first
reaction was " There ain't no such animal." A second look
brought it home to him that these were no ordinary radio
sets but the big brothers to the 88, 19 and 53 sets-the Eros
and SWBns used to provide world-wide links between the
War Office and Commands overseas.
At this Station the staff is nominally three officers and 56
O.Rs (sadly undeposted like everyone else). Radio Mechanics are in the majority as they operate, tune and maintain
the eight transmitters.
The eight transmitters are four Exos and four SWBus,
together with a multiplicity of bits and pieces go to make up
remotely controlled Radio links.
Each shift consists of four or five men under a sergeant
operating over the 24 hours, seven days a week, their main
task being to set up, tune and supervise the transmitters and
associated equipment as may be required by Control located
in London.
In support of the shift personnel is the Maintenance team
whose business it is to ensure that the equipment is maintained at peak efficiency ready for immediate use.
We must not forget, too, the aerial party-six Linemen PL.
Their primary task is to erect 97ft. Masts, construct Rhombic aerials and feeder routes and nhereafter maintain the completed aerials from day to day (and sometimes night) in all
sons of weather. The activities of all nhe station personnel
are co-ordinated and welded into a team by the Foreman
of Signals whose commitments may range from the design
and layout of a Rhombic aerial to the diagnosis and rectification of an obscure fault in an Exo Transmitter.
Finally, on the technical side, we have o~r Standby power
supply-two 275 KVA Alternators driven by 7 Cylinder
Diesel motors-looked after by our Driver Electrician and
capable of assuming the' full station load in four minutes.
Thougoh the emphasis must be on the technical aspects of
the Squadron's commitments, the Q side is vital particularly
in the immediate provisioning of spares.
The schedule of Carried Soares is the S.Q.M.S's "bible"
and his business is to ensure that, contrary to age-old custom,
he can always say" Yes" to the request for stores-and when
it is considered nhat there are 1,357 different items in an Exo
the enormity of his task becomes apparent.
Clerks, drivers, cooks, GD men, draughtsmen all have
their place in the teain and in their various spheres guarantee that the communications at the top are just as efficient
as those at tlhe bottom.
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POINTS ABOUT

"A thing

is a joy for ever."

LIFE ASSURANCE

WHY NOT ORDER YOUR
War and Flying Risks CAN normally be covered at
ordinary civilian premiums. Existing policies restricting
cover or charging extra premiums can usually be converted to advantage.
Officers with present intention to pilot aircraft or warned
for Far East can get only restricted cover OR pay extra
premiums. uch restrictions may grow if internati.onal
tension increases.
It pays to start policies young, and before bec0ming
involved in policy restrictions ; by delaying you al o
pay higher premiums and lose Bonuses. (Apropos of
which, do · NOT take long-term Endowments Without
profits, advertised at low premiums.)
Income Tax concessions usually represent a subsidy of
22 % and make Life Assurance a very good investment.
Life Assurance can also help greatly in connection with
Estate Duty and House Purchase.
DETAILED RECOMMENDATIONS AND EXPLA ATIONS
TO MEET YOUR PROBLEM ARE GIVEN FREELY AND
WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

A Leaflet, "Notes on Life As urance for Young
Officers," will be sent on request.
Also insurance of household contents, kit and valuables,
motors, winter ~ports, etc., and investments, annuities. etc.

(Brigadier R. T. Williams)

Telephone Brighton 23056

CHERRY'S
Plaee,

Biehmond,

NOW

7

For delivery at your specified date. Individually
worked by hand in fine wire and silk, to last you
for years. Crown fully padded and "jewelled."
Worked on your own pocket, which you must
detach from your Blazer, or supplied ready to
stitch on, with dark navy or black cloth margin.
Gedn now before the seasonal rush delays our
delivery position ! Price thirty-five shillings,
Registered Post paid.

J.

PARKINSON

R. SPENCE & CO. LTD.
Yorks

Telephone 2293 (2 lines)

FRESH FRUIT
& VEGETABLES
WREATHS AND
CROSSES

FISH
GAME
AND
POULTRY

BLAZER BADGE

5 la, NORFOLK; SQUARE, BRIGHTON

69-70 EAST STREET, BRIGHTON

lHarket

REGIMENTAL

D.

R. T. WILLIAMS, LTD.

Richmond for Beattty-Cherry's for Qualfry

FOR FURNISHING
IRONMONGERY
GLASS & CHINA
CALOR GAS STOCKISTS

Large and Varied Stock
at Competitive Prices
Regular Deliveries to
Catterick Camp and
District

MARKET PLACE
RICHMOND · YORKS
Telephone 2171
Branch Showrooms: Finkle Street

The Signal is-

J ACK SONS!
(Not clniming to be tbc only butchers, but neverthelessone of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON
Telephone 2955 (2 Imes)
Grocery Branches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Cockerton (Telephone 3104)
63 Enstbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Daily Deliveries i11 Ca11erirk Camp for over thirty-five years

Blue Book Amendments

ef beauty

It is expected that t'he first Number of the

JOURNAL of the ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION
will be published in

AJ•RIL,

1951

see page 108
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BOUND VOLUMES of "THE WIRE "

,,

I

l

We have available material to bind in boo~
form 20 copies of the 1953 WIRE. Mesi.es and
individuals who require bound volumes should
please let the Editor know as soon as possible.
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PRICE IS 35 SIIlLLINGS

HO:XG KOXG

SIG~AL

Central ComJnnn d

The 6th Field Regiment, Signal Troop, Launceston,
celebrated the second anniversary of its formation with a
dinner at Paterson Barracks.
All members of the T roop attended, and the officer commanding the Troop (C aptain T . C. Robinson) welcomed
the Staff Officer, Signals, Tasmania (Captain F. Wood), and
guests from various local U nits. Toasts included the Loyal
toast, that to the Colonel-in -Chief (The Princess Royal,
Princess Mary), and the toast to the Unit.
A tape-recording of a Christmas message from the
Director of Signals was played, in which a tribute was paid
to the work of the R oyal Australian Corps of Signals during
the year.

REGDIENT

This month we intend to "focus" on our No. l Squadron
Major Wildy, who recently arrived from the Ministry of
Supply, has taken over command, and has. S.S.M .. Parks to
as ist him. 5 Heavy Wireless Troop, which has JUSt been
formed (Captain Fox, Sergeants Nixon and <;irime) are V'frY
bu y getting themselves organised. There 1s much excitement and concern in the matter of aerial masts and where to
put the:n (silence in the rear rank! ! ), and similar items of
technical profundity. The Operating Troop (Sergeants
Teyen and Jiowell), our Fire Command Signal Troop
(Second-Lieutenant Merry and Sergeants Dossetter and
Corcoran), the Cipher boys (Lieutenant Berwick and S.S.M.
Cowsill) and the two Troops across the harbour, all continue
t...'ieir good work. Our Switchboard Operating Troop is still
to be formed.
Our home is Murray Barracks on Hong Kong Island.
These are the old pre-war Infantry Barracks which have
been occupied by Signals since the re-occupation. Although
a little ancient in some respects, the Barracks are very conveniently situated, being near our work and yet within easy
reach of the city and the ferry, which plies between Hong
Kong Island and the mainland known as the New
Territories.
Across the water we have our two " Out Troops,"
Kowloon Garrison Signal Troop and the L.A.A. Signal
Troop (Second-Lieutenant Keeling and Sergeant Kemp,
with Corporal England looking after the Gunners). They
like to think of themselves as separate entities, which indeed
they are in many respects.
The effort of the Squadron at the moment, apart from
doing the normal job of Signalling, is directed toward an
internal economy blitz, aimed first toward the annual
Administrative Inspection, which is taking place as these
notes are being written; and second toward the Regimental
Inter-Troop competition which starts very soon. Where the
paint comes from nobody knows, but there is an intense
rivalry between Troops to ouHio each other in the art of
"beautification " or " words to that effect"! ! We have
not gone to the extent, as some we know, of burnishing
shovels GS and chromium plating dust bins. Someone
remarked "this sort of thing went out with the horses " but did it?
Christmas seems a long way behind now and most of the
kids seem to be wondering what Father Chcistmas will
bring next year. Our children's party was a great success.
Captain "Jumbo" Lloyd, a very familiar face to old Hong
Kong people, was a wonderful Father Christmas, and
Lieutenant Kerr was a real clown. His togs came from the
local visiting circus. The enclosed photo, taken by LanceCorporal Hoare (1 Squadron again) depicts O.C. l Squadron
suffering from an over-exuberant Oipher Officer.
Sport. Again with I Squadron in view, just a short note
on our achievements. Both our soccer minor unit teams
are mainly 1 Squadron, assisted a little by Air Support
Signal Troop, who have just left us for 3 Squadron. One
team is undefeated at the top of the league and the other
afte· less successful start, is slowly going ahead. Basket~
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tion." We are gradually stopping him from starting a conversation with " as I said to Sir Gerald . . . ! "
The Athletic Championships, ably organised by Captain
Peter Grahan, R oyal Signals, were a great success. Everybody was very fit after training for the annual physical
efficiency tests, and rivalry between H.Q. and Operating
Squadron was keen. The Challenge Cup was retained by
Operating Squadron.
We are pleased to say that Northern Command had a
first innings win over Eastern Command at cricket recently.
Four of our members, Sergeant "Bill " H ughes, LanceCorporal Denny, Signalman Cha!fd and Private Wiilshire,
were in the team. H ughes, with a masterly last wicket stand
of over 50, played a major part in the success.

O u tli n e
ball is another favolll.'ite, and we have had many visitors,
including U.S.S. Wisconsin, H .M.S. Newcastle, H.M.S .
Consort and H .M.S. Tyne. We beat the Royal Navy, but
the Yanks were too good for us.
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Australian Notes

PART I 1903-1918

D.C.F.K.

The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. D.
Honeysett, returned from Austr.alia after attending a Tac 5
course.
Major S. W. Brackenbury, Royal Signals, stayed with the
Regiment on his way home to U.K. for reposting. Major
J. Ray, Royal Signals, 0.C. Britcom Cornn. Z Signal
Squadron, stayed with us whilst in Kure on duty.
Lieutenant E. Thompson, Royal Signals, is staying with us
whilst here on duty on behalf of Crown Radio Station.
Despite general opinion in the area, the Regiment failed to
repeat last year's win in the annual 18 miles relay race. The
race developed into a struggle between the Regiment and
C.P.O., who alternated throughout in taking the lead.
C.P.O. won by approximately 200 yards.
A game of Rugby Union, Officers versus Warrant Officers
and Sergeants, resulted in a 5 points to 3 win for the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants. Lieutenant-Colonel J. E.
Pascoe, C.S.O., B.C.F.K.l presented the "challenge cup" to
the captain of the winning team, W.O.II D. E. Callahan.
Northern Command

Northern Command Signal Squadron (C.M.F.). The
emphasis over the last few months has been placed on training courses for officers and N.C.O.s. The method of
running the course, in view of the fact that the students are
serving part-time only, is for the Unit to conduct a ten-day
night and morning course. These courses are very trying
to both student and instructor, but .results have proved the
effort well worth while.
Fifteen members of the Unit motor cycle team were
selected to lead the parade of many hundreds of civilian
motor cyclists from motor cycle clubs throughout Bl"isbane,
as part of the Brisbane Motor Cycle Safety Week campaign.
J 0 J W ire l ess Regim e n t

We welcome back to the fold Captain J. I. Williamson
after a year "holding 'em back in tihe jungles of vhe FederaT H E W I R E , MAR C H 19 54

ANKING among the various .factors which have gone
together to make 1953 a significant year in the history
R
of the Canadian AI"my is the celebration of the fiftieth
birthday of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals. This
historic milestone in the development of the branch of the
Service that organised and operated the complex communications systems of two world wars, built the vast radio
network that unites the North-West Territories and the
Yukon, and brought this country's military communications
to its present high standard, was observed with fitting
ceremonies at Vimy Barracks, Kingston, on 24th October.

THE FATHER OF THE CORPS
It was on that date in 1903 that the Corps came into
being as the "Signalling Corps (Militia)." The publication
of General Order 167 of that year, which authorised the
formation of the new Corps, did not, of course, occur
spontaneously. It was, in fact, the result of a prolonged
campaign relentlessly pursued by a young staff officer who
has since come to be regarded as the father of the Royal
Canadian Corps of Signals.
The officer whose foresight was responsible for the launchof this forerunner of the present Royal Canadian Corps
of Signals was Captain (later Major) Bruce Carruthers, a
staff officer at National Defence Headquarters whose duties
included responsibility for the various signalling methods
in use by the Army at the time. A graduate of R.M.C., he
had served with the 21st Lancers at Omdurman in 1898
and in the South African War. Envisaging the growing
significance of military communications, it was Captain
Carruthers who conceived the idea of a separate Corps of
the Canadian A.rmy to look after its signalling problems.
With the authorisation of the "Signalling Corps (Militia)"
and its diminutive entitlement of 18 officers and 6o men
for all Canada, he achieved a Canadian "first." It was
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not until after the First World War that independently
organised signal corps were authorised in any other part of
the British Empire.
It is unfortunate that Major Carruthers did not live to
witness much of the development he had foreseen. He
died in 1910 and was buried at Cataraqui on the outskirts of
Kingston, present home of the Royal Canadian School of
Signals.
Five years went by before Carruthers, now a Major and
holding the appointment of Assistant Adjutant-General for
Signalling, was able to initiate orders designed to give the
Corps its own badges, uniforms and colours. With no
tradition to guide him, it was inevitable that he should fall
back on his own military connections.
The dress regulations of 1908 authorised a blue uniform
with collars and cuffs of French grey-the traditional
Lancers' colours. Service dress was the standard khaki
with shoulder straps of French grey. Crossed blue and
white flags were substituted for the crossed lances of the
21st Lancers (Empress of India's Own), as the chief motif
of the new Corps badge. The numeral "XX! " became
the letters "C S C," the regimental name was replaced by
the Corps motto, Velox, Versutus Vigilans, in a scroll
surrounded by maple leaves, and the whole surmounted by
a beaver and crown.
The choice of Major Carruthers' successor turned out
to be a portent of things to come. Captain F. A. Li ter
of The Royal Canadian Regiment, who had been his
assistant, filled the post until the First World War and,
after winning the D .S.O., went on to become a Brigadier
later in his career, setting a pattern for many subsequent
Signal officers who have reached po itions of prominence
in the Canadian Army.
Among the officers who joined the infant Signalling Corps
from other units, there came from the 77th (Wentworth)
Regiment a subaltern who was to win for the Corps a
101

Histo ry of Beginients
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Mason Street
Drill Hall
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1st Lanes R.E. Volunteer Bn. R.E.
1------Sudan Campaign 1885

w'""" Sigmtl

'TP"""

R.E.

1914/18 War.

1920

2nd Western Corps Signal Company

1920

55 West Lancashire Divisional Signals
Lt.(:ol. J. Tennant
Lt.Col. Dodd
Lt.Col. R. Baron, o.B.E., T.D.,

I

1935-1942

D.L

- -- - --No. 2. Company, Prescot.
1937

Signal House
Score Lane

R.H. Q.

l

& 3 Coys. 55 West Lanes Divisional Signals.

THREE GENERATIONS

.... ...... .... ....... Cadre for 4 AA Divisional Signals.

Photograph taken during the SOth Anniversary celebrations of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals shows behind Defence Minister Claxton (left to right) Brigadier M. S. Dunn, O.B.E., E.D., Eastern Ontario Area Commander ; Colonel E. Forde, O.B.E.,
D.S.O., V.D. (Retd.), Chief Signal Officer of the Canadian Corps in the First World War and leader of the Corps development
between wars ; Brigadier J. E. Genet, C.B.E., M.C., (Retd.), Chief Signal Officer, First Canadian Army during the Second World
War and now Honorary Colonel Commandant ; and Colonel W. W. Lockhart, Director of Signals.

prestige such as its founder must never have dreamed
possible. In 1903 the Colonel of the Wentworths had
recognised in one of his junior officers a man capable of
organising a signalling detachment for the regiment. With
considerable knowledge of telegraphy to his credit, and an
enthusiasm for military communications generally, young
Lieutenant Elroy Forde had gone to work with a will. As
might be expected, his equipment was none of the best,
but he had achieved some success in flag, lamp and heliograph instruction. He had come to appreciate the greater
possibilities offered by the newly organised Signalling Co.[lps
so that when the opportunity for transfer presented itself
in 19-:J7, he was quick to avail himself of a posting as a
District Signal Officer.

SIGNALS' RECORD IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR
At the beginning of the First World War, the responsibilities of the Corps, wihich had been renamed the
"Canadian Signal Corps " in 1913, were limited to telephone
communication and visual telegraphy, which embraced flags
lamps and heliographs. The higher branches of signalling
were then, as in the British Army, the province of the
Engineers. As a result, the Signal Company of the First
Canadian Division and the various Signal units formed later
in the war were hybrid combinations of Engineer wireless
and telegraph sections and Canadian Signal Corps sections.
It was a direct result of the far-sightedness behind the
organisation of the " Signalling Corps (Militia)" that it was
possible, in 1914, to form the First Canadian Divisional
Signal Company at Valcartier from Militia units all over
Canada. This Company set an admirable example by the
rapidity with which it prepared to embark for overseas
service.
The First World War saw the development in the
Canadian Expeditionary Force of spark wireless, buried
telephone cable and message rockets, in addition to the
widespread use of motor cyclist despatch riders, messenger
102

dogs, carrier pigeons and the old reliable lamps and flags.
Daring despatch riders and men who laid telephone cable
from six-horse cable wagons driven at a gallop led
glamorous, if somewhat dangerous lives in those days.
During the muddy fighting in France, one of the Corps'
pioneer officers rose to prominence. Elroy Forde went
overseas as a Captain and before the end of the war was a
distinguished Lieutenant-Colonel, and Chief Signal Officer
of the Canadian Corps.
·
Under his astute guidance, Canadian communications in
France had developed so that at the time of the Aqnistice
the Corps was represented by no less than four Divisional
Signals, a Divisional Artillery Signals, a Field Artillery
Brigade Signal Section, a Corps Signals and a Cavalry
Brigade Signal Troop.
The thorough training of the multitude of Signalmen who
staffed these units w as one of the Corps' great achievements
in the First World War. In Canada, a shortage of wireless
equipment and qualified instmctors confined signal training to a visual and line telegraphy. This was carried out
at a training depot in Ottawa, by a veteran officer, the late
Lieutenant~Colonel T. E. Powers, n.s .o.
In England, wireless training equipment at the Signal
Training Depot was equally inadequate, despite the demand
for wireless operators, which increased steadily from 1915
•Until the end of the war. However, the Officer Commanding, Major Charles Shergold, M.C., n.c.M. (R.C.E.), produced
wondrous results with what equipment he had. In France,
the Canadian Corps Signals School trained not only men for
Signal units but regimental signallers of other a·r ms as well.
In 1917 this School was finally able to undertake wireless
training, but the staff and facilities were so limited that the
training was given only to men who were already professional telegraphists. Nevertheless, of all Allied troops in
France, the Canadian Corps made the most extensive use of
wireless.
(To be continued)
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Signal House
Score Lane.
Signal House
Score Lane.

22 Corps Signal Regiment TA, Lt. Col. A.

----'- -----,

son, M.B.E., T.D.

I
Squadron, 42 Lan~ Infantry

3
Divisional SignalRegunent, T.A.
22 Corps Signal Regiment, A.E.R.

16 AIRBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT,
T.A. (MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY)

Our Annual Camp tihis year is a Regimental one, at St.
Martin's Plain Camp, near Folke~tone, a~~ we are already
planning for an instructive fortru&'ht trammg there.
.
The Regiment has expanded with ·t he .recent formauon
of 1 Squadron, commanded by Majo_r S. J. Williams, M.B.E.,
T.D. This Squadron is already settling ?own, and at camp
this year we hope to see it fully prove itself.
.
Our Annual Camp last year, a. Divisional one, saw S1~s
fully committed, and the only incide~t ~o mar an ?therw1se
successful camp in Norfolk was the miury to Maior B. A.
Milne (3 Squadron), caused when ~g a paracl_iute
descent on one of the Brigade Group Air~rne exercises.
Happily his arm, which was broken, is meniling we~.
We congratulate among m~y otihers t.h~ followmg _on
their recent promotion. Maior S. J. Willia~s, Caiptai.ns
I<.. B. Lintott, P. H. C. Walker, Sergeants Craig, Tampm,
Milner, Phythian.
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'T'here are three re~sons for asking Regiments to contribute to this
column in future months. First
because, alas, it is about this time
that many of the older officers, who
have served with the Regiments
for thirty or more years, arc now
forced by age alone io retirement.
'T'hey alone have the knowledge of
the history of these Regiments.
Secondly, it has been the privilege of the WIRE to record our
history since 1920. Except for
Brigadier General E. G. Godfrey
Faussett, C.B.E., C.M.G., few have
consciously written "history," but
much for the hisrorical record has
been written, uninfentionally in
the form of " Unit Notes."
Much remains to be written, and
is now being written, by MajorGeneral R. F. H. Nalder, C.B.,
O.B.E. Information provided for
this column of the WIRE will be
of great use in aid of his research.
Here an attempt has been
made to uace the descent of 22
Corps Signal Regiment, A.E.R. As
always the history of theTerritorial
Army is bound up with its Drill
Halls and alas an A.E.R. Regiment
has no permanent home. The
" drill hall" tradition of Liverpool
however still lives on.
For any inaccuracy in the record,
apology is made to the Regiment
and !he Squadron. It is based on
notes written in Red Rose Mercury
th~ News Letter of 42 Lancashire
Infanuy Divisional Signal Regiment, TA.

Social life has been busy lately. Our annual dance and
prizegiving in November was a great success an? very well
attended. We bad another all ranks dance JUSt. before
Christmas, a children's party in early J~nuary, with the
inevitable Sergeant Gideon as Father Chr~stm:is (or should
we say "with Sergeant Gideon as the m~vitable Father
Christmas") and another dance to come this month. We
welcome .th~se opportunities to get together and have a
good time.
We are happy to record tihe _recent grant of a T.A.
Corrunission from the ranks to Lieutenants E. A. Scarlett
and L. Wilson.
. .
Our H.Q. has expanded and offices and trammg r~ms
re-organised, so that many past members would have difficulty in finding their way around.
"K" Troop's annual d~er at ~e end of last year
started with a three-hour trammg period on Saturday afternoon, then to dinner, and on to a theatre, for a cost of 10/a head. The following day (Sunday) was devoted to an
all-day Troop SignaJ exercise, njoyed by all.
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Whether or not it was because of the New Year spirit,
unfortunately no Note were forthcoming from this "Outpost" for January, so thesP. must do for both months. It
is intended to hold a Regir: iental Trade Board at the end
of March and so everyone is working hard at present on
individual training. We now train on Su days and so far
this has proved itself a great success, with excellent
attendance figures and plenty of useful training completed.
On 21st and 2:z.nd December we had our annual
Administrative Inspection, this year conducted by the
Divisional Commander. We are pleased to record that he
gave us a good report.
The Annual Officers' Regimental Dinner was held in
the Mess at Aberdeen on 12th December. The guests
included Brigadier Ponsonby, C.S.O., Scottish Command,
who kindly entertained us after dinner with some baffiing
and amazing conjuring. A more informal Officers' Dinner
was held at the Athenaeum Restaurant on 9th January,
which was to say farewell to our Adjutant, Caprain M. D.
Scott, who leaves us for B.A.O.R. via Shrivenham, and
to welcome Captain D. 0. Fairlie, who comes to the Granite
City from Paris. Our best wishes go out to both of them,
hoping that they will quickly settle down in their respective
new environments. We were very pleased to have our
Honorary Colonel, Colonel E. Birnie Reid, o.B.E., T.D., and
two other distinguished previous members of the Regiment,
Colonel T. P. E. Murray, O.B.E., T.D., A.D.C., and Major A.H.
Reid, T.D., present at both these functions.

D.q. 60 AllHY SIGNAL

llEGIME~T

(T.A.)

At the time of writing the Regiment is busy with preparations for the annual Administrative Inspection to be held
in April and, looking further ahead, to the Annual Camp
which this year takes us to Rolston, on the North-East
Coast, but more of that anon.
On the week-end 2nd/3rd January the Commanding
Officer held his Annual Training Conference, where the
training policy for the New Year was born. If the
enthusiasm shown by all the officers and N.C.O.s present
is any guide to the future efficiency of the Regiment, then
our target for 1954 is well assured. Troop training has now
started and all Troops are doing two week-end camps before
going to Annual Camp. On the 16th/17th January the
Engineer Signal Troops held a training week-end at the
T.A. Centre; this is to be followed on the 24th/25th April
by collective training in the field. On the 30th/31st January
the Terminal Equipment and Wireless Carrier Troops
combined forces to a week-end at the T.A. Centre; their next
joint effort will be a week-end in the countryside. This,
together with their normal week night training evenings
should prepare them for the various tasks to be completed
at Annual Camp.
This month we said cheerio but not goodbye to one of our
P.S.I.s, Corporal D. Hardy, who has returned to civilian life.
We wish him the best of luck in his new job. He should be
returning any day now to increase our number of N.S.
Vols! ! if not to sign a Regular engagement ! ! We also
take this opportunity of welcoming to the Regiment two
more P.S.I.s, S.S.M. Page, G., and Corporal Wade, P. It
is hoped that their stay in Sheffield will be long and enjoyable.
The Badminton Club, which meets every Tuesday evening, is making good, steady progress. A few members were
seen to bring their own new steel shafted racquets after
Christmas; that is a very encouraging sign! !
The figures seen wandering from office to office with ink
mudges on flesh and cloth are the editorial staff of our
monthly magazine, «The Courier," which is due to be
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launched upon the unsuspecting world in the very near
future!
Last, but not least, we would like to offer our sincere
congratulations to Mr. F. C. Radley, a ~e~ber of ~ur
civilian staff, on the award of the Mentor10us Service
Medal.

IO AIR SUPPOllT SIGNAL UNIT (T.A.)

Last summer's camp was again at Chickerell, near Weymouth, with 63 H.Q. L. of C. Signal Regiment also present.
It coincided with (a) the local monsoon season, (b) the
hurricane season which factors caused a mass wjthdrawal
to Lulworth Cove in the second week.
The O.C., Major N. T. Warren, M.B.E., T.D., combines
the bliss of married life with the cares of commanding a
T.A. Unit. Captain D. B. McNeill is 2 i/c and a Doctor
of Philosophy.
Among officers and N.C.O.s formerly wjth Regular
A.S.S.V.s are Lieutenant A. J. Keble-White and Lieutenant
R. C. Thornton (2 A.S.S.U.) and Lieutenant P. J. R .
Clifton and Sergeant Moody ("A" A.S.S.U.).
Mr. Keble-White has been studying engineering thi~
summer in the U.S.A. and is now with Vauxhalls (complaints or queries about Bedford vehicles will not be
accepted), and Mr. Clifton has been as wireless officer on
an expedition to British Columbia. Both he and Mr.
Thornton are reading Jaw.
We were very sorry to lose on posting last month our
P.S.I., Sergeant " Snowy " Worsdale. He will be an old
friend to many pre-war soldiers and has been conneoted
with Air Support since before the war, when for a time he
was civilian wireless operator at the Army Co-op School
at Old Sarum. He was the P.S.I. par excellence during
his four years with us. We wish him the best of luck
back in the Regular Army again in warmer climes.
We welcome Lieutenant Kingdom from Holland and
our new P.S.I., Sergeant Smyth, from A.A. Command.

n.q., A.E.R. ROY AL SIGNALS, DLA CON CAMP
In sports affairs Blacon Camp is progressing admirably

under the able and energetic direction as Sports Officer of
Captain K. Homersharn, R.A.S.C. To date there has been
a very successful soccer season, with the team at the moment
being top of both the Chester Wednesday League and also
of North-West District Minor League competition. Due
credit should be given to A.Q.M.S. Slee, who has been a
fatherly captain of the team, and recognition should also be
accorded to those who have assisted him, name1y "Jock "
Vandal, Sandoe, Everett and Knox.
The Rugby footballers have not been quite so successful,
having only won one match, but considering that this is
theli- first season, they have played very well and are improving with each game. Second-Lieutenant Josephs has beeq
the main stay of the fifteen, both on and off me field, and
Signalman Simmonds as full back and Corporal Thompson
deserve mention.
The H.Q. A.E.R. have a small bore shooting team entered
in the City of Chester Rifle Association League, which
consists of civilian, Regular Army and T.A. teams.
So far in this, our first season in the League, we have lost
only two maitches and are now holding second position . .
Recent officer arrivals in the Unit have been Major
Holliday, Major Lynch, Major Juniper and Major Hodgkins,
S. Staffs. Amongst new arrivals at ~e Sergeants' Mess
are W.0.II A. Walker, now acting as R.S.M., and W.O.II
MacMor.ran, who has been appointed S.S.M. of Training
Squadron. Other arrivals include Sergeant C. Townsend,
Sergeant Peat, Sergeant Richards and Sergeant Camm.
After three years with .the H.Q., A.E.R. Major Warren has
left on posting to the Depot Regiment, Newton Abbot.
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W.O.I Stoner has left the Unit on release after 22 years'
Army service, and W.0.II Burrows has departed on release
after 33 years' service. S.Q.M.S. Webster has ·been posted
to 5 Training Regiment, Ripon, and Sergeant Pigg to
Northern Ireland. Sergeant Morris has also left on release.
There have been two marriages in the Unit, Signalman
Cubitt and Signalman Vandal, and we wish them every
happiness and everything they may wish for themselves.
February 6th marked the first day of the 1954 A.E.R.
training season, and members of U.K. Land Forces Signal
Regiment were g.reeted at Blacon Camp with the thermometer showing four degrees of frost. It was not a very
auspicious beginning for a two weeks' annual camp,
especially with all the roads being icebound, and there being
such a glut of burst 1pipes in huts and ablutions around the
camp. However, there aippear to have been few complaints
and the new arrivals found their huts comf.ortable enough,
winh stoves burning brightly. It was not long before conditions were restored to normal, and now, at the time of
writing one week later, the weather is quite mild and everybody s~ems well and truly set.tied in.

*
Association Notes
East Africa Branch

After much hard work on the part of our energetic
President, Ghairman and Secretary, we managed t~ sell
tickets to and seat over 100 people at our ·a nnual dmner
and dance at Torrs' Hotel; our usual venue-the Queens'
Hotel-had ito be discarded this year owing to lack of space,
which was as much a blow to us as it was to the management as the Queens' have been so good to us throughout
the y~ars with .regard to a meeting place and it seemed such
a pity to let them down.
The menu was just about the best that Kenya can supply
and the servke was the same-I understand that many cases
of sus-peoted food poisoning were ju~t the effects of t~ much
food-s·p eaking for the lobster which was served m. large
steaks almost ai half an inch thick (there was no truth 10 the
rumour that the Secretary's wife's eyes grew to twice their
normal size when it aippeared)-well, it defied description. I
do know mat at least two people refused to drink any m?re
after it ill1 order to <preserve the taste; the turkey which
followed was the type that melts in the mouth and the ice
cream which followed was of a type to please both young
and old.
The toasts to Her Majesty the Queen and our Colonelin-Ohief were ·proposed by Major Savage,. followed _by
"Our Association," proposed by Colonel. ~llis, a~d _which
included a talk on our aims and arnbmons w1thm the

WEST COUNTRY REUNION
In connection with the Depot Regimental

Week-end

22nd and 23rd MAY, 1954
Branches and individuals wishing to be invited
should apply for details to O.C. Depot Regiment,
Royal Signals, Rawlinson Baa:'racks, Denbury,
Nr. Newton Abbott, Devon.
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Branch. This was followed by Padre Ford, who told us
that we both had the same type of jobs but that we were
geni.ng more recruits than he was. The toast to " Our
Guests" was proposed by our Secretary, which was replied
to by Colonel Moders, the Chai.xman of the British Legion.
At this stage the Chief Signal Officer, Colonel Crichton,
asked if he could say a few words and asked all present to
foster our cause and try to obtain more recruits to the
Association in East Africa. " Absent Frfonds " was proposed by Colonel Armstrong, of the Army Wireless Chain,
after which the Chairman asked if we would adjourn to
the wings in order that nhe floor could be prepared for
dancing. The dance, by all standards, was a great success,
so much so mat the orchestra did not want a break and even
offered to carry on for an extra hour as the dancers were so
appreciative. Our President, Chairman and Secretary did
the rounds of the tables many times in order to meet all
the guests, much to their discomfort, as the drinks were
coming in fast and furious. The Secretary's wife was seen
making the rounds of the tables in order to collect
signatures on her menu card and missed every dance by
doing so. I understand that she missed no-one's signature.
When the dance was over, it was unanimously decided
that we should have more functions of this type and judging
by the letters of appreciation that have arrived, we feel that
we should do so. Before I stop, I must say how pleased
we all were to see our Ohairman's wife, Mrs. Savage,
enjoying herself in the old-fashioned waltz, which reminds
me that we had what should have been a most successful
sundowner at Maxy Nutts' house, but owing to inclement
weather and the emergency only about a dozen people
attended, of whom Mrs. Savage was one, having arrived
from U.K. by boat only that mor-ning. So we go on, from
strength to strength and are now looking forward to next
year's party.
DEDICATION OF BRANCH STANDARD

Little did we realise when, early in July, the Secretary
was asked to contact the Padre regarding an all-Signals
Church Parade that it was to be such a huge success. The
Chief Signal Officer very kindly took matters right out of
our hands by arranging everything and apart from ~e band
being late owing to shortage of transport, everything. went
off without a hitch. Never have so many Royal Signals
been seen together in on.e parade in this Colony and never
has the turnout and marching done so much to enhance
our prestige in Nairobi.
Well over a hundred men were on parade, which was commanded by Major J. J. H. Swallow, the C.0. of East Africa
Command Signal Squadron. Owing to the emergency only
13 Old Comrades were able to be present and it was certaiilly a proud and moving moment for them when ~ey
could again swing their arms and step out to the strams
of " Begone Dull Care " at the March Past.
The service was conducted by the Reverend R. A. Ford,
Deputy Assistant Cha~lain Gener!11 to 0e Forces in East
Africa and was essenually a family aff3.lr. No-one could
have failed to be moved by the address, in which he
emphasised how often men were unaware of ~e comradeship they found in the Armed Forces until they . ha~
returned to civil life and then found the need to regain It
by joining the Old Comrades' Association.
The Standard was carried by Majo.r W. C. Savage, our
Chairman and escorted by Mr. G. Ansell and Mr. L.
Eustace, ~ho, owing to Police duties, arrived in Police
uniform.
The Salute was taken by Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. L.
Crichton the Chief Signal Officer:; also on the saluting base
were Lie~tenant-Colonel J. H. Ellis and the Reverend R. A.
Ford.
After dismissal, the Old Comrades and some of the
officers attending the parade met at the Queens' Hotel for
an appetiser before lunch.
0
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(Left to right)
Colonel E. Birnie Reid,
O.B.E.

Mr. A. Smith,
Hon. Secretary,
Aberdeen Branch.
(with pipe)
Brigadier
H. R. Firth.

Exeter

Ex-Corporal, 1940-48. Married, one child. Injured at

At our recent Annual General Meeting the members
expressed a strong desire that the Branch should have a
Standard. This is just what our active and enthusiastic
Honorary Secretary wanted to know. He at once got busy,
and it was a delightful surprise to us when he subsequently
informed the Committee that he had nearly "got the
money "! There seems to be no limit to what a man of
enthusiasm can accomplish, and it is great news to know
that after 20 years we shall have our own flag. The order
has been placed with H.Q., and Lieutenant-Colonel P. G.
Goodeve-Docker, Officer Commanding, The Depot Regiment, Newton Abbot, has written e~pressing his delight in
agreeing to the dedication ceremony taking place at the
West Country Reunion at Denbury Camp on Sunday, 23rd
May next. For many years our friends of the Salisbury
Branch have kindly brought their Standard along to any
important function and we are very grateful to them for
this.

work so income down by over one-third until he recovers.
Fund made a small grant to clear off the last of a longstanding H.P. agreement.
Ex-Signalman, 1942-46. Marri::d, two children. Works
when be can but has chronic asthma. His firm make him
an allowance as well as what he gets from the State. The
Fund did something towards warm clothes for the children.

Plymouth
[Courtesy : The Press and
Journal, Aberdeen.

Aberdeen

The Annual General Meeting was held at Fonthill
Barracks on 30th January under the chairmanship of Colonel
E. Birnie Reid, O.B.E., The Branch consisted of 54 life
members and 76 annual members, which was much the same
as last year. The finances of the Branch were in a reasonably healthy condition.
The Branch officers were re-elected with the addition of a
second Vice-Chairman, Lieutenant-Colonel
. M. Hay,
M.B.E., Officer Commanding, 51 (Highland) Divisional
Signal Regiment.
Th~ General Secretary of the Association attended the
meeting and gave a short report of the increase in membership which had occurred in 1953 and announced that Her
Royal Highness the Princess Royal, Colonel-in-Chief, Royal
Signals, intended to visit Edinburgh during May. He stated
that also in May the Royal Signals Display Team would be
at Dundee for a Tattoo there.
Subsequently 46 members of the Branch had supper,
preceded by the following original form of grace proposed
by Sergeant Fraser.
" For all we ea;t and all we drink
Tonight as friendship mingles,
Our heartfelt thanks to you, oh Lord,
From the Royal Corps of Signals."
(With ocknowledgment to Robert Burns).
Afterwards the company was entertained by members of
~e Branc~ to sketch and. song. The sketches being mainly
m l~al dialect, were qwte uncomprehensible to the three
Englishmen present, but were none the less entertaining.
Sergeants Fraser, Lorie and Ewing were mainly responsible.
Lo•don

The Annual General Meeting of the London Branch was
held at Fulh~m House, S.W.6, on Friday, 12th February,
and was presided over by Colonel Vigers, o.B.E., M.C., T.D.,
D.L., President of the Branch. Fulham House is the Headquarters of 23 (S) Corps Signal Regiment (T.A.), and as
Honorary Colonel of the Regiment and President of the
Branch, Colonel Vigers welcomed the Mayor and Mayoress
of. Fulh~ and Major-G~neral R. F. H. Nalder, c.B., o.B.E.,
V1ce:Chamnan, Royal Signals Association, as guests of the
everung.
In his opening address Colonel Vigers spoke of the good
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work done by the officers of the Branch during the past
year; the increase in membership, and said how pleased he
was as Honorary Colonel of 23 (S) Corps Signal Regiment
(T.A.) that the London Branch had made Fulham House
its Headquarters, with its long association witlh the Royal
Signals.
There followed the business of electing the Branch
officers for the coming year, and Mr. A. W. Smith, the
Chairman of the Branch, took the chair. Mr. Smith and
Miss M. H. F. Archer, the present Secretary-Treasurer,
were unanimously re-elected.- Captain L. Burrows was
elected Vice-Chairman, and the members of the Committee
are now Messrs. E. Palk, E. Meager, F. Ruthven and G .
Lockyer.
Following the election of officers, Colonel Vigers again
took the chair and introduced the Mayor of Fulham, who,
in his reply, expressed his pleasure that the Mayoress and
himself had been invited to attend the meeting and spoke of
the happy association between the Borough of Fulham, the
Royal Signals and tlhe Royal Signals Association.
Colonel Vigers then introduced Major-General Nalder,
Vice-Chairman, Royal Signals Association, who, in his reply
gave a short history of Fulhao:i House, the work of th~
Association and the increase in the membership of the
Association as a whole.
In conclusion, General Nalder expressed his appreciation
for the good work done by Miss Archer-, the Branch
Secretary.
Then came the most important and solemn part of the
mieeting, '!!he presentation of a Royal Signals Association
Standard to the London Branch.
Before making the presentation, Colonel Vigers thanked
Lieutenant-Colonel Newcombe, the officers, N.C.O.s and
men of 23 (S.) Corps Signal Regiment (T.A.) for their part
in making this presentation possible.
~e said that the Standard would always be a rallying
point for the Branch and it would be taken to all Association
meetings that the Branch had .t he honour to attend. He
then handed it to the Chairman of the Branch, Mr. A. W.
Smith, for safe keeping.
Colonel Vigers announced .t hat the dedication of the
Standard would take place at All Saints Church, Fulham,
on Sunday, 21st February, at I I a.m., the Reverend
Prebendary A. J. G. Hawes, PH.D., B.D., F.K.c., officiating.
The meeting then closed and the social activities of the
evening commenced.
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The Branch is sad to repor.t the death in ear>ly January
of its first Chairman, Major J. Field, who assumed that office
in 1945. He had been ill for two years, having been forced
to give up taking ipart in Branch activities since 1951.
Despite his long illness, his death when it came, was
sudden.
The Branch sent a wreath and on their behalf the funeral
was attended by Major G. K. S. Hamilton Edwards (15
Wireless Squadron, T.A.), Mr. Davey and Mr. Hookway.
In his pride in Royal Signals, 1925-1945, and in loyalty
and service in his Branch of the Association; Major Field
will be hard to replace.

Welfare
_____ _ sect i

0

n

1939-46. North Africa. Married, three
children, in good employment. Fire destroyed their borne
and all in it. Fund made an immediate grant, more to
follow if necessary, and other societi~ also helped.
Widow of Corporal, 1944-46. Two children. He died
after four months' illness, and after paying off all debts she
is very hard up. The Fund paid for warm clothing.
Ex-Cor1•oral, 1945-40. M.E. Married, four children,
one of which is ill and has to have special diet costing 10s.
a week. As the mother is ex-W.A.A.F. the R.A.F. Benevolent Fund helped for three months and Royal Signals have
now taken over.
Ex-Signalman, 1939 • 46. Married, one child. He
developed T.B. and went into hospital. The Fund helped
to clear hire purchase agreement entered into before his
illness.
Widow of Sergean4 1950-53, who died in accident.
Grant made to enable her to make a fair start.
Ex-Signalman, 1942-46. One child. Small disability
pension, can work only occasionally. British Red Crc;iss
Society and Royal Signals both made grants to clear him
of debt.
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Donations receiued during 'January, 1954 :
Exeter Branch
.. .
2
Southampton Branch
...
l
Lieutenant W. J. Thomas
2
Mr. D. A. Hogben
1
Mr. W. E. Eastwood
...
I
Major F. J. C. Wollaston
Mr. M. Snow
Mr. E. L . Hopkins
Mr. P. G . Rogers ...
Mr. T. W. Forse
Mr. C. A . Burgess
Sergeant E. E. Hatt

..

Expendiiure during 'January,
(Includes: Rent and
Rehabilitation; General
Analysis of Cases :
Families of Soldiers serving

Wid~!.vs ~d D~pendant~

1954 :
Rates; Hire
Assistance).
in U.K.

P~~cliase;

I3
0
18
13
0
6
2
12
0

Released and Discharged soldiers up to 1946
,,
,,
,,
,,
after 1946

0
0

5
0
0
0

7
0

9
0
0

5
0

6
0

0

0

5

3

0
10
4
0
4
0
0
0
0
16

0
0
0
0
6
3
0
0
0

IO

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9
2
l

I
0
0
12

9
8

5

5

3

I2 II

...
{.715 IJ
Clothing;

.. .

'~ ..F~LF·· ·

d.

15
0
19
0
0
IO

{.242

Below an attempt is made to describe with suitable anonymity eight cases taken from the Welfare Section files current
during the first week in 'January, 1954. Also on this page
is a simple statement of income and expenditure.
Ex-Driver,

Sub scriptions received during 'January, 1954 :

I

5

...
...

Total cases assisted

2

8
30
I4
59

NORTH WESTERN BRANCHES
The Royal Signals Band is to play for you at

CHESTER
Saturday 10th April 1954
DANCE
Town Hall 8 p.m. - 11.30 p.m.
Tickets 4/- Single 7/6 Double (limited to 300)
From: President Entertainments Committee,
Royal Signals Association,
8 Hoston Place, Blacon, Chester.

Sunday 11th April 1954 2.30 p.m.-4.30 p.m.
BAND CONCERT
Tickets 5/- 316
2'6
From Messrs. Rushworth & Dreaper, Ltd., Chester.
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Hockey
The result of the Corps match v. R.E.M.E., played at
Catterick on 13th January, 1954. was:
3 goals
Royal Signals
6 goals
R.E.M.E.
Soccer
The result of the Corps soccer match played at Bordon
on 20th January, 1954, was:
2 goals
Royal ignals
4 goals
R.E.M.E.

Royal ignals team: Signalman Fernley (5 Training Regiment), Sergeant Cameron (7 Training Regiment), Signalman Levie (4/7 Dragoon Guards Signal Troop), LanceCorporal Pearson (7 Training Regiment), Lance-Corporal
Denial (7 Training Regiment), Signalman Wood (7 Training Regiment), Lance-Corporal Stirrat (Southco Signal
Regiment), Signalman Davies (7 Training Regiment),
Signalman Ripley (O.T.W.), Col'poral Howells (I Training
Regiment) and Lance-Corporal Rutter (7 Training ;Regiment).

*
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All Ranks Royal Signals and all members of the Royal Signals
Association will join in congratulating our Colonel-in-Chief and
Patron, Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal, C.I., G.C.V.O.,
G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., D.C.L., LL.D., on the occasion of her
birthday, 25th April.

The S E M 1- F I N A L A R M Y R U G BY
F 0 0 TB ALL C HAM PI 0 NS H I P on
16th February 1954.

CORPS SOCCER

Experts have forever been puzzled at the idiosyncratic
behaviour of football teams playing as if inspKed for periods
of the game and leaden-footed and uninspiring for other
periods, and the annual Inter-Corps football match versus
R.E.M.E. (U.K.) on the delightful Daly Ground at Bordon
at the end of January was no exception.
R.E.M.E. won by four goals to two, yet up to the last 20
minutes it was, as the critics say, "anybody's game."
R.E.M.E. provided the first shock and were ahead in five
minutes with a beautiful goal scored by Private Tansey, the
ball entering the net at terrific speed off the post, giving
Signalman Fernley no chance whatever.
But despite a little uncertainty in defence, Signals were
undismayed, and it was no surprise when Lance-Corporal
Rutter equalised £rom close in after delightful inter-passing
by the whole forward line.
Just before half-time Signals were ahead through a
penalty scored by Signalman Davies, following a foul on
Lance-Corporal Stirrat, and it seemed to the large crowd
that Signals had indeed taken command of the game.
Half-backs were " finding " the forwards with precision
passes, the R.E.M.E. goal was under repeated fire. This
state of affairs continued well into the second half until, in a
breakaway, the R.E.M.E. centre forward, Lance-Corporal
Smith, was obstructed in the penalty area and LanceCorporal Clarke brought the scores level.
It was at this stage that the command of the game passed
to R.E.M.E., and Signals were undoubtedly hard pressed
until the final whistle. Lance-Corporal Smith, who led
the R.E.M.E. forwards with intelligence and dash, took
advantage of a Signals' defence mix-up and hit a fine goal,
and Private Tansey completed the scoring after a tantalising
dribble.
The game was played at a terrific pace throughout, and
the fitness of all players was a remarkable tribute to training methods. Signals wen> undoubtedly handicapped by
the absence of Lance~Corporals Quixall (who had to withdraw with boil trouble just before the game) and Finney.
The defence was sound but inclined to over-kick when
under pressure, and lack of covering up was another notable
deficiency.
Signalman Wood was perhaps outstanding both in attack
and defence, and Signalman Davies the pick of a forward
line al ·ays eager for goals but lacking a finishing cohesiveness. It will probably be a major mystery to all the players
that the game passed out of their control when leading by
two goals to one and when everything portended a clear-<:ut
victory.
The reception and other a,rrangements by 4 Battalion
R.E.M.E. were excellent in every respect, and the large
crowd, which included Brigadiers F. G. Allen and A. E.
Morrison and other serving and retired officers of the Corps,
was undoubtedly impressed by the standard of football
served up.

*

Following of Royal Signals played in the Army Rugby
XV on 24th February: T. J. Brewer, W. J. Boston, B.
Gabbitas, R. Evans, A. R. Higgins.

*

Training Regiment, Royal Signals
. 27
Depot & Training Centre, R.A.M.C.
Crookham . . . . . Nil
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HILE this number of THE WIRE is being printed the representatives of
the Branches of the Association will be meeting in London on 27th
March to hear a report from their Chairman, also the Representative Colonel
Commandant, on the work of the Association during 1953.
It will give pleasure. Everything is "UP." Numbers, Branches, income
(though not enough), enthusiasm, Area Reunions and so on. General Fladgate
will be followed by the Dire.ctor of Signals. General Bowen will also have a
pleasant tale to tell. It is not for THE WIRE to forecast what he will say. He
will have said it before you read this, but you have only to turn to Catterick
Jottings and to the Sports pages of this nmnber of THE WIRE to see that in
sport at least we are keeping up our great traditions.
The Editor does not know what proportion of subscribers to THE WIRE
read all the notes sent in by Regiments. He suspects that he is one of few
who read all of them-he does it at least TWICE. Now these notes are not
an official report, but to the experienced and understanding eye they make
good reading. A Regiment that can finish a tough exercise on 18th December;
whip into barracks; celebrate Christmas and New Year in the traditional
fashion and be out on another "flat out " exercise on 3rd January is efficient,
and they are mostly just as good as that. Read the notes of even a few taken
at random in this issue. You will find much to be proud of.
Concurrently, THE WIRE is devoting some space to the Signal Corps of
the Commonwealth. We make no apology for this; we think it is good for all
to know how like we are to the Royal Corps of Signals of Canada, Australia
and New Zealand.
In May we hope to publish some account of the Reunion of the Signal
Corps of India. The photographs show remembered faces, a little older, but
so are we.
We have spoken before of the increase in membership of the Association
which, as has been said, has taken place mainly at Catterick. S.S.M. G. D.
Rockall has enrolled into the Association r,2u Life Members, and 1,168
Annual Members since the 5th November, 1953. All these are regular soldiers.
Concurrently, R.Q.M.S. J. Hopkins in his own time has personally done
the documentation of 435 Life Members and 994 Annual Members. This
is a most remarkable achievement by both.

"Q"
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ONE

SHILLING

*

A.ft.A.

*

The A.R.A. have recently agreed to a triangular contest between Royal
Artillery Royal Engineers and Royal Signals, to take place at Eisley each year.
A rose bowl to be known as "The Woolwich Trophy" in view of the past
association ~ith the Shop, has been presented by D.R.A., and will be awarded
to the team reaching the highest position in the Methuen Cup. The trophy
will be inscribed as follows : ' Presented by the Royal Regiment of Artillery for competition annually
between the Royal Regiment, the Corps of Royal Engineers, and the
Royal Corps of Signals."
A

PERSON AL
COLUMN
OBITUARY

Royal Signals Association and Liverpool Branch in particular have suffered grevious loss by the sudden death of
Mr. F. J. Johnsey, Chairman of the Branch.
He served in the Signal Service R.E. 1914-1920 and
transferred to Royal Signals on the formation of the Corps,
retiring in 1929 as Company Sergeant Major.
He made his home in Liverpool and was a founder of the
Bra~ch, its Honorary Sec.retary for many years, becoming
Chamnan of the Branch m 1951.
The great strength of Liverpool Branch is largely due to
him.
He was admitted to hospital with meningitis in early
March and died on 12th March.
His very many friends in Royal Signals will join THE
WIRE in deep sympathy to his family, II6 Broad Green
Road, Liverpool 13.
Lo•llo• Gazette

9th February, i954
Lieutenant-Colonel (T.0.T.) A. F. Herbert,
retirement.

M.B.E.,

to

Moveme•ts-Ollieer•

Major D. E. Stoney, War Office to Depot (H.S.).
Major N. D. Farmer, 50 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T .A., to Depot Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. C. R Blaker, Korea to G.S.0.1 of
a Division.
Major C. S. Kidd, Malta to R.A.R.0.
Major A. D. Brindley, Northern Army Group to
FARELF.
Major R. E. Scouller, West Africa to Depot (H.S.).
Major W. R. G. Rencher, 1 Training Regiment to 3
Training Regiment.
Major G. G. Stretch, 3 Training Regiment to 4 Training
Regiment.
Major (Q.M.) F. G. Strange, Northern Army Group to
Record Office.
Major (Cipher) C. V. Walsh, Northern Army Group to
West Africa.
Major A. St. G. Prynne, FARELF to R.E.M.E.
Major F. D. McConnell-Wood, Northern Army Group
to 2 Training Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. B. S. Eraut, 5 AA. (M) Signal
Regiment to 1 AA. (M) Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. S. Sanders, 1 A.A. (M) Signal
Regiment to &hool of Signals.
Major P. F. Pentreath, School of Infantry to U.S.A.
Major F. G. Barnes, Norway to S.R.D.E.
Major P. W. Rogerson, School of Signals to M.E.L.F.
Major D. A. MacDonnell, 7 Training Regiment to
Northern Army Group.
Major A. M R. Mallock, S.R.D.E. to Northern Army
Group.
Major H. A. Leece, West Africa to Depot.
Major I. H. Martin, M.E.L.F. to School of Infantry.
Major A. J. Woodrow, Northern Anny Group to Depot.
Major G. A. S. Fearfield, H.Q. Eastern Command to
Korea.
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L ieutenant-Colonel P. G . Curry, 42 (L) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., to 6 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment.
Major K. W. Jordan, 4 Training Regiment to Northern
Army Group.
Major M. G. Gray, War Office to SHAPE Signal
Squadron.
Major G. S. Camp, Depot to 42 (L) Infantry Divisional
Signal Regiment, T.A.
Lieutenant-Colonel R H. Copeland, H.Q. AE.R Depot
to Malta.
Major C. M W. Young, Pakistan to Northern Army
Group.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H . L. Crichton, East Africa to
H .Q. A.E.R Depot.
M ajor J. V. Warner, Ministry of Supply to Northern
Army Group.
Major L. J. Parker, War Office to East Africa.
Arrival• and Departures
BETFOR Signnls
AmtJals

Ma jor (Cipher) A. Hamilton from I War Office Signal Regiment.
Sergeant Coxon, P ., from Tripolitania. .
D"f>aTlures

Sergeants McKie, S., Chiverton, Blake, Woolnouah and Halah to

U.K.

Major Saunders and Lieutenant (T.O.T.) Pritchard to U .K.

F orthe oming

*

- - - ----EVENTS
May
,,
"
"
"
July

1st
22nd/23rd
26th
27th
27th
17th/18th

Reunion and Band Concert, London.
West Country Reunion, Newton Abbot.
Officers' Annual Dinner London.
Central Conunittee M~eting, London.
Regular Officers' "At Home," London.
Annual General Meeting and Reunion
Catterick.
'

Royal Signals Band ProgramJDe, 1954

.Aipril 14th-21st
27th-30th
May 1st
2nd-15th
21st, 22nd and
23rd
24th-25th
26th, 27th, 28th
May 30th to
June 12th
June 14th to
July
3rd

Southport.
Eaton Hall O.C.T .U .
London Reunion.
Eastbourne.
Newton Abbot. West Country Reunion.
Colchester.
Crowborough.
Eastbourne.
Leeds, rehearsing for and playing
at Northern Command Tattoo.

Births

McFARLANE.-To Signalman and Mrs. W. McFarlane,
at Malta, a daughter, Rosemary, on 10th December, 1953.
LEYSON.-To Major and Mrs. W. M. S. Leyson, in Paris,
on 28th February, 1954, a son.
SEDDON.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Seddon, a son, Ttomas
Andrew, on 6th February, 1954.
COOMBER-To Corporal and Mrs. W. Coomber, a
daughter, Francis Julie-Ann, on 6th February, 1954
COLLAR-To W.0.11 and Mrs. W. J. Collar, at Bad
Llppspringe, on 29th January, 1954, a son, Richard
Michael Edward.
FYNNEY.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. A. R. Fynney, at
Bad Lippspringe, on 24th January, 1954' a son, David
Rex.
YOUNG.-To Sergeant and Mrs. P. Young, at Rinteln, on
21st January, 1954, a son, Gordon.
BEALE.-To Sergeant and Mrs. C. D. Beale, at Rinteln, on
16th February, 1954, a daughter, Lynn.
RHODIE.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Rhodie, 7 Training
Regiment, twin boys, on 5th March, 1954-

Royal Signals Display TeaJD Engagements, 1954
DATE

May
5
12/15
23
29
June
1/19
28/3 July
July
17/18
28/29
August

5

n/14

21
27/28

ENGAGEMENT

Press Show
Dundee Tattoo
Depot Regiment Reunion
Stavely Iron and Chemical
Co., Ltd.
The Royal Tournament
Northern Command Tattoo

LOCATION

Catterick Camp
Dundee
Newton Abbot
Ohesterfield
London
Leeds

Old Comrades' Reunion
Shanklin Carnival

Catterick Camp
Shanklin

Burwarton
Agricul t\Jl'al
Society
Aldershot Show
Westgate-in-Weardale
Stanley Urban District
Show

Bridgnorth,
Salop
Aldershot
Weardale
Stanley

Royal Signnls Rugby Football Club-Fixtures

Marriage•

. GAIR-HOWSON.-Signalman F. W . Gair to Miss May
Howson, at Parish Church, Balderton, Nottingham, on
22nd December, 1953
Deaths

WHITTINGTQN.-Anne Ruth, only daughter of S.Q.M.S.
(F. of S.) and Mrs. A Whittington, London District
Signal Troop, on the 31st January, 1954' at the South
Middlesex Hospital, aged 17 months.
McGUFFE.-22669703 Signalman A. R. McGuffe, on 8th
February, 1954, in British Military Hospital, Hanover,
B.A.0.R.
WALKER-22827376 Signalman J. A. Walker, on 22nd
January, 1954, at Herford, Germany.
BATT.-Major F. G. R. Batt, ex-Royal Signals, on 4th
March, 1954, in Salisbury Memorial Hospital.

*

*

*

S.S.M. J. Brierley, on retirement, has assumed command
of "The Two Dutchmen," at Marsden, near Huddersfield,
and hopes that his friends will call when in the vicinity.
THE WIRE, APRIL 1954

April 24

Otley

At Otley

Royal Signals Golfing Society

Entries for the Spring Meeting are to reach Captain 0. J.
Peck, Royal Signals Golfing Society, 26 Robertson Road,
Catterick Camp, by 26th April, 1954.
April 29-30
Spring Meeting
Pannal
May 5
Corps
RM.A., Sandhurst
Camberley Heath
May 15-21
Army Meeting Royal St. George's,
Sandwich
Strensall
June 16
Friendly York Golfing Club
R.E. Golfing Society
June 25
Corps
Royal Wimbledon
Sunningdale
R.A.O.C.
Corps
July 7
R.A. Golfing Society Sunningdale
Corps
July 23
Worplesden
Sept. 8-IO
Autumn Meeting
Sept. 22
RM.A., Sandhurst
Corps
Camberley Heath
It is hoped to arrange a friendly match against Beaconsfield Golf Club.
THE WIRE, APRIL 1954

"Tell me that bit again about you checking that we had plenty
of aerial wire •••. "

GUARDS AllMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
BElJNION, 1954

will be held at "The Marquis of Granby,'' Cambridge
Circus, London, on Saturday, 1st May. Tickets for buffet
supper, 7/- each, from: Major I. W. K. Smith, 43 Whitehorn Avenue, Coulsdon, Surrey.

*
15th

(SC:OTTISD)

DIVISION

Next June it will be exactly ten years since the landing
and early fighting in Normandy, upon the outcome of which
so much depended in the final struggle against Hitler.
Heavily engaged in the battles to break out of the bridgehead was the 15th Division, whose members are unlikely
to forget those strenuo'.ls days. The six miles won by the
Division to gain crossings of the Odon, in its first big
battle, were quickly dubbed " Scottish corridor" in the
Press, despite the necessary veil of censorship imposed.
Although the Division went on to different scenes and
successes in Belgium, Holland and Germany, it is fitting
that the Divisional memorial, unveiled in 1949, stands
amongst the fields and orchards of Normandy, where the
sustained intensity of the fighting called for the Division's
greatest efforts and where more of its members fell than
in any other battle area.
Upon this tenth anniversary it may be that there are some
who would like to revisit Normandy and to attend a service
at the memorial to pay tribute to the memory of fallen
co:nrades. For example, anyone planning a holiday in
France next summer might be interested in such a proposal. In order that appropriate arrangements can be made
well in advance, it would be helpful if anyone who would
contemplate taking part in a Divisional reunion in
Normandy on about 26th June would write to: Major
Gordon Campbell, 21 Halsey Street, London, S.W.3.
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Royal Signals Assist
in the

(Jonquest of

EVEREST

ADIO communications for the successful Mount Everest

Expedition of 1953 were very much in th: hai;ids of the
R
Corps from the earliest planning stages. Brigadier W. R.

Smijth-Windham, Wireless Offi~er on; the 1933 and 1936
Everest expeditions, acted as radio adviser to. (th~n) Col~nel
John Hunt the expedition leader. When Brigadier Smi1thWindham 'was posted over~~~ in No~ern~r, 1952, he
handed over his responsibihues to Brig~er ~H.
Moppett, who had recently re~e.d voluntarily . to JOlil Pye
Ltd. at Cambridge. The expedmon member who actually
handled the radio communications on Everest was Mr.
George Band, the expediti<?n's young.est member, wh? had
recently completed his Nauonal Service as an officer m the
Corps.
· d"
s ·;,.i-.
In discussion with Colonel Hunt, Bnga 1er Jru,..._.Windham worked out the basic signal plan. After cai:eful
evaluation of the advantages and disadvll?-tages they ~ecided
to do without radio sets capable of radi<;> contact :with !1"1e
outside world. Once committed to their task, discussion
with people remote firom the actual conditions would, th7y
thought, have been of small assist~ce. The del_ay m
getting news back of success or failure was considered

.J·

[Photo by courtesy Edward Leigh

The Walkie-phone and battery-carrying waistcoat worn
under the clothes to keep the batteries at working
temperature
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[Phoro by courtesy of "The Times "

Brigadier Moppett explaining the use of the walkie-phone
for the Mount Everest Expedition to John Morris, The
Times Correspondent, who went out with the Expedition

unimportant. It would have been fut~le to carry much
heavy equipment just for that puripose; lt was far ~tter to
devote the weight to equipment that would contribute to
the main task of reaching the summit.
It was decided, therefore, only to take equipment for
internal communication within the expedition's sphere of
operations, for keeping the various parties in touch ai:d
receiving the vital special monsoon forecasts from All-India
Radio and the B.B.C. Radio was considered to be of
maximum use during the initial build up period. At _the
greatest heights h was thought better to devote all possible
weight carrying capacity to oxygen.
Incidentally, Mr. T. D. Bourdil~on, who look~ after ~e
oxygen equipment on the expediuon and who, m reaohmg
the S. Summit of Everest 28,7ooft. paved tihe way for the
successful assault was also a former officer in the Corps.
When Brigadie; Moppett took over the ~ask .of fulfi~~g
equipment details of this plan, on Brigadier Sm11£?Windham's departure to Europe, Mr. C. 0. Stanley, Chairman of Pye Ltd. and an old friend of many in the Corps,
placed the full resources of the firm a~ his disposal to d7~ign
and produce all radio equipment .required for the exped1uon,
as a free contribution. Just a little over two months was
available which was stretched to three months by the firm
shipping' the equipment out by air. This also minimised
handling aad the possibility of transit damage, as well as
ensuring the batteries would arrive in the pink of condition.
It was fortunate that Mr. George Band, the expedition
member selected for iradio duties, was at Cambridge as a
post graduate student, so that his advice, based on c;onsiderable mountaineering experience, was always available as
work on the equiipment progressed.
For communication between parties up and down the
mountain it was clear a dry battery operated V.H.F. Walkie
Talkie set was required. The Pye c6mmercia1 wa!kiephone was considerably modified for this role. The set was
made small enough to go on the chest, without impeding
the climber, by removing the lower half of th~ case, which
normally contains the batteries. These were carried instead
in a special waistcoat under the climber's clothes, to use
body heat to keep them at working temperature, becaiuse for
THE WIRE. APRIL
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much of the time the temperature at high altitudes is
sufficiently low to reduce battery output below the level
needed to make the sets work. This arrangement also
distributed the weight more evenly. It was possible for one
climber to wear the batteries and the other to wear the radio,
plugging together to use the equipment. The weight of the
walkie-phone was 5lbs.
The sets, arranged for single frequency simplex, were
fixed tune at 72 Mc/s, with crystal control both for transmitters and receivers. This ensured that sets would never
go off tune and made netting absolutely accurate without
any adjustment. In fact the press-to-talk switch was the
only control. There was not even a volume control, so that
the climbers never needed to take off their gloves to use
radio. The microphone was mounted on top of the chest
mounted set, near the user's l~ps, and a single light Ardente
headphone was worn on one ear, under the head dress,
leaving the other ear firee.
To enable the climbers to use their sets to talk from
camp to ca.mp when tucked up in their sleeping bags, a
rod aerial on a folding tripod was designed for erection
outside the tent, with lightweight co-axial feeders 12 or 30
feet long to plug into the walkie-phone. The legs of the
tripod could be stacked round with rocks or pieces of ice
to hold ~he aerial against the wind. Under severe wind
conditions the tripod legs could be opened out horizontally,
to increase stability.
For short wave broadcast reception the Pye PE 70B
export receiver was modified by fitting it in a stout wooden
case containing the batteries as well. This set is a conventional all-dry battery receiver covering the normal broadcast bands up to 18 Mc/s. These receivers were painted
bright red to enable them to be picked out from other
stores.
Mr. R. P. Richardson, Managing Director of BurndeptVidor, another old friend of the Corps, was equally generous
in producing and supplying the dry batteries. These had to
stand up to transportation t>hrough the tropics and then in
Arctic, low pressure, conditions to give a useful life at the
roof of the world.
For the H.T. batteries a form of the Vidor Kalium cell,
which employs a potassium hydroxide electrolyte and a
mercuric oxide depoloriser, was used. This type of cell
gives much greater capacity for weight and bulk than
nOl'ffial cells. The batteries were sealed into solid blocks in
polyester, cold setting., resin. Standard Vidor batteries
were found suitable for L.T. after wax treatment of their
containers.
The 90V H.T. battery, weighing 3fl b. gave 90 hours'
service at 20°C, 66 hours at 0°C and 41·5 hours at - 10°C.
The 1tV. L.T., weighing 8oz., have 18 hours at 20 °C, n·5
hours at 0 °C and 8·5 hours at - 10°C. The same H.T. was
used for both the walkie-phone and the broadcast receivers,
while a larger Vidor commeircial battery was used as L.T.
in the broadcast receivers.
Ten walkie-phones were taken by the expedition. This
was not the first use of V.H.F. radio equipment on Everest,
for Brigadier Smijth-Windham had made successful use of
Eddystone sets, built by Stratton and Co., in 1936, but it was
the largest scale employment of radio so far used for the
purpose, and tho:ough technical progr~ss ~ the interim, the
sets used this time we.re nearly 1/3 the weight.
Mr. George Band reported that all sets worked satisfactorily except for occasional minor faults and gave valuable
service, pa£ticular1y in assisting ~he build-up of stores over
the icefall. The following camps were in communication
with each other at various times: - I to II, II to III, I to
III, III to IV, IV to VI, IV to VII. III to IV was J>:OOf
and I to IV did not work (blocked by the curve of the icefall and the mass of Nuptse). Best of all were I to VI
and I to Lobuje, which was six miles. away down. the
Khumbu Glacier. Most of these camps did not have visual
contact. All batteries gave very good service provi~ed th7y
were kept from being too cold. It took twenty mmutes m
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the waistcoat under the clothes for batteries to reach operating temperature when the air temperature was below zero.
The 1highest that a walkie-phone was used was Camp VII
(24,oooft). One was taken to 26,oooft. on the South Col but
it sustained a broken battery plug and could not be used.
Discarded as useless . weight for the descent, it remains
there, the highest piece of radio equipment on earth!
Sir John Hunt spoke very highly of the service rendered
by radio communication, which he stated had made significant contribution to the success of the expedition. The
Corps may well be proud of their part in this magnificent
British achievement.

*
Rl!J al Signals

_

_J

Film Competition
Past and present members of Royal Signals are invited
to enter a competition to choose a suitable title for the Royal
Signals film which is to be made in 1954 for showing mainly
to Officer Cadets and recruits, to depict the activities of the
Corps in peace and war. The film will run for about 30
minutes and will be produced on similar lines to other wellknown films such as "The Infantryman," "Pegasus," "Men
in Armour," " Greensleaves," etc.
Prizes of £5 (First), £2 (Second) and £r (Third) are
offered for the three best suggestions received by he Film
Committee before the closing date on 31st May, 1954.
Entries, which will become the property of the Film Committee and will not be returned, should be submitted, in
type if possible, direct to The Under Secretary of State
(M.T.8.), War Office, Chessington, Surbiton, Surrey, and
must show clearly the competitors's name and addre s.
Envelopes should be marked " Competition."
Entries of more than five words are unlikely to be successful but will be considered. The Film Committee does not
bind itself to accept any of the suggestions.
Only a few suggested titles have been received. As the
production of the film has been delayed the date of the
Competition has been extended to 31st July, 1954.
~IEllCUR"l.'

DOt;SE, BOt;RNElUOUTU

The following are the weekly tarjffs now charged at
Mercury House, Bournemouth : October to May
£4 I 5 o
June
£5 o o
£5 15 o
July to September .. .
Special rates are available for children according to age
and the type of accommodation they occupy.
Daily rates are also available. Full details may be
obtained from the Manager.

CORPS ltl.Ulf"llES

A new recording of rhe Corps QUICK and
SLOW March has been made, and records are now
available, price 10/- each, plus cost of postage and
packing, from: The Honorary Treasurer, Royal
Signals Band, H.Q. Officers' Mess, Catterick Camp,
Yorks.
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ROY AL

SIGNALS

ASSOCIATION

London
and

2 TRAINING R E GIM ENT

DoDle ~onnties
Bennion
SATURDAY,

1st

MAY,

19 54

Will be held from 6 p.m. to 10.30 p.m.
e Cable Laying

at

TIIE DRILL HALL
e

Field Exchange

190 HAMMERSMITH ROAD
LONDON W.6
by courtesy of

THE ARMY PHANTOM SIGNAL
e Suspended Animation

REGIMENT, T.A.
e

Princess Louisers Kensington Regiment

No. 10 Site

THE BAND OF THE
ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS
will play throughout the evening
REFRESHMENTS
BAR
RAFFLES

Tickets
51 -

Single,, 7 1 6d. Double
[including a lady] from
Royal Signals Association
88 Eccleston Square, London S. W.1
• These FOUR PHOTOGRAPHS ARE THE BEST RECEIVED up to March 1st, 1954. They are published
without prejudice to the final result. " 10 Set Site" and " Cable Laying, 1954 " are by an artist who wishes
to remain anonymous. " Suspended Animation " and " Field Exchange " are by Sergeant R. A. Moore,
Middlesex Yeomanry
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The Unit Scribe's no longer here,
The cry went up "A volunteer Is wanted, who can read and write,
A man who wields a pen with might,
Who thinks up stories by the score
To keep the Unit to the fore."
And in a weaker moment, I,
With burning ardour said I'd try,
And now I sit-thoughts uninspiring
In Catterick Winter-all perspiring.
Anyway the Adjutant says "No notes-no leave." Have
you ever noticed how sympathetic everyone is to the person
who writes T HE WIRE Notes? You haven't? What unsympathetic comrades we both have!
Well, we have had some " weather" this last month, and
our snow ploughs have been out but, even so, they tell me
~3:tterick is not living up to its reputation. Anyway, Spring
1s iust around the corner, along with all the other wet things,
and a little bird tells me that O.C. l: Squadron is busily dusting out his seed beds-definitely a sign of the times.
We would like to welcome to the Unit, Major McConnellWood, who has arrived from I I Air Formation Signals. He
has taken over H.Q. Squadron and is now busily engaged
in finding out how many cooks it takes to spoil the broth.
Any number above this figure will be sent to assist at T.A.
Summer Camps. The T.A. don't eat? drink? consume broth
apparently.
Congratulations to Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Lang on
the bifth of a son. There is no truth in the rumour that
one of the Line Troops is engaged in knitting blue bootees
for the new arrival. This rumour arose through the O.C.
Troop referring tv "a bundle of knitting," in a blue
atmosphere.
I regret to repon that our gallant Boxing team-and they
were gallant-fell before the 6th Battalion R.A.O.C. in the
Finals of the Command Inter Unit Team Boxing Championships held on 10th March. The R.A.0.C. won by 20 points
to 13.
In fact our main sporting achievements this month all lie
in the Individual field. In the Command Individual Boxing
Finals held at Ripon from 2nd to 4th of March, LanceCorporal Waters and Signalmen Gibbs and Owen emerged
victorious. Gibbs' fight was particularly spectacular as both
he and his opponent joined the spectators during the contest
-through the ropes.
And finally, once more we congratulate Lance-Corporal
Ken Norris, this time on winning the Command Individual
Cross Country Championship on 25th February.
W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess. The weekly social nights
are very successful, thanks to S.S.M. Black, who made
Sergeants' Mess history this month by bringing in a harpist
to entertain us. One would have thought from the looks of
concentration on the faces of the R.S.M. and members that
they were picking up tips for the life hereafter. It could be
termed wishful thinking, but the exponent, Signalman
Marston, gave a much appreciated performance.
We are delighted to welcome Sergeant Murphy from
Korea, and Sergeant Longstaffe, R.A.E.C., as new members;
and have regretfully said farewell to S.Q.M.S. Jenkins and
Grint, and Sergeants Mentiply and Johnson.
National Service release also takes its quot.a in the near
future in the persons of Sergeants Champ, Dorward and
Turner.
l 15
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Apart from the normal routine so many things hap ened
this month, it's difficult to give any priority so perhaps I'm
safe in starting off with the ladies-bless 'em.
.
Under the chairman hip of Mrs. M. Burke, and with the
wife of the Commander S.T.C. (Mrs . W. D. J. Harries) in
attendance, the start of the Spring programme attracted a
full gathering to the Clubroom wh'ere Lieutenant-Colonel
F. Knibbs, R.A.E.C., had arranged an e.xtremely interesting
floral display demonstration and lecture.
I gather the husbands were enthu iastic about this event
as one put it: " Why buy 'em when you can make 'em and
don't they last longer ! "
For the third year in succes ion the Regimental Basket
Ball Team has won the Northern Command Challenge Cup
defeating 5 Training Regiment by 53 points to 30-a remarkable achievement and a record in the history of this
competition. The guiding force and mentor throughout has
been C.S.M.I. J. Wootton, A.P.T.C., with Corporal E.
Fackrell the leading points scorer.

strokes, with really impossible luck. His remarks-" Played
for old boy" ha damned him for ever.
Produced by Corporal C. D. Hawkes (2 Squadron), the
Corporals' Club Concert Party "Red Tape Revels," has
delighted large audiences with an excellent variety programme and are in keen demand throughout the Centre.
Like Little Audrey I just laughed and laughed, and it is a
remarkable tribute to a keen Regimental spirit that personnel can produce in their leisure hours so fine a show.
Brigadier A.G. Wilson and Major F. C. Heweston of the
Royal Australian Signals, were interested visitors during
the month.
At the end of the month we said farewell to the last OWL
refresher course for A.E.R. personnel-a grand bunch and
strange it was see so many erstwhile trainees, many with
the Korean Medals proudly displayed.
Finally, condolences to the fitter who adjusted the tappets
on the C.0.'s car-" I measured the gap with my eyes, sir"
... Alas! !

*

Lieutenant Colonel M. Stonestreet presents S.Q.M.S. Maskell and
Morris with the L.S. and G.C. Medal.

We welcome Major F. M. Handsley who has recently
arrived from M.E.L.F. and has now taken over as O.C. 2
Squadron.
Our sporting activities have also been greatly curtailed by
the weather and now, with the approach of better conditions, we have to catch up on outstanding matches. After
our defeat in the Army Cup soccer we pinned great hopes
on our hockey team which managed to reach the final of
Northern Command. This was achieved by beating 68
Training Regiment R.A.C. in the quarter-final 4-0, and then
36 Army Engineer Regiment 6-o in the semi-final. However,
after a great game against the rst Battalion Cameronians on
12th March we were beaten by 1-0. This was a great disappointment but every member of the team can take credit
for a very fine performance and only losing in the second
"extra time" after over two hours play.
The soccer team is now recovering from injuries received
earlier in the season and still maintains its position at the
head of the Northumbrian District League.
From the Sergeants' Mess also comes news of success in
their winning the Darts Section of the orthumbrian District Senior N.C.0.s Indoor Games League for 1953/54.
They are also well up in the Billiards and Snooker Section.

.; TRAINING llEGllUENT

[Photo: Marjori•, Richmond
3 TRAINING REGIMENT BASKET BALL TEAM 1954
WINNERS OF THE NORTHERN COMMAND CUP FOR THE 3rd YEAR IN
SUCCESSION.
Front Row : Sergeant Thompson, R.A.E.C., l 'Li eutenant Hart, Lieutenant·Colonel
W. C. Burke (Commanding Officer) C.S.M. I. J. Wootton, A.P.T.C., Corporal E.
Fackrell.

Bock Row : Lance Corporal lles 1 Lance Corporal Rodger, Corporal

The Regiment say farewell and good luck to W.O.II
Martin, S.S.!. Miller and Sergeant Ion. S.S.!. Miller will
most certainly be missed by the Unit Small Bore Team.
We welcome our new arrival Sergeant Rowthorn posted
to us from Korea. Congratulations to S.Q.M.S. Turner on
your promotion to W.O.II, also to S.Q.M.S. Maskell and
S.Q.M.S. Morris on being awarded the L.S. and G.C. Medal.
These Medals were distributed by the C.O. on a parade.
We think the "Q" staff were a bi.t merry after parade with
Five Pounds down and a huge thirst on.
The Regimental Association Football Eleven has reached
the Semi-Finals of the Northern Command Cup. In the
last round they defeated 65 Training Regiment R.A.C. 4-2.
It was a most exciting game, clean and well refereed. In
the Semi-Final we visit the Depot R.N.F. at Newcastle, and
despite losses through releases we still have a good side.
In the Local Football League the First Eleven is still
unbeaten. In the second round of the Ripon League Cup
the Second Eleven have drawn against the First Eleven and
they are all out to win.
The Unit team continues its run of good shooting in the
Yorkshire Small Bore Winter League. It has just completed the sixteenth successive win. 2 Squadron must be
congratulated on their winning the January prize in the
East and West Riding Area Sm~ll Bore Inter Squadron
Competition.

Biggs, Signalman Potts, Lance Corporal Filliston, Lance Corporal Galley, Lance
Corporal Cole, Lance Corporal Dayer.

And for the second year in succession the Badminton
Team under ~ajor N. A. C. Clubb, has reached the final
of the District Knockout Tournament-and we meet old
rivals in I Training Regiment.
Perhaps the main social event was the annual indoor
games tournament, Officers v. W.O.s and Sergeants, and
won by the Officers by 35 games to 34. The Sergeants aver
"It's a case of mis-spent youth," but I can assure you it
was the result of " sheer concentration and devotion to the
job in hand."
The Commanding Officer (Lieutenant-Colonel W. C.
Burke) threw perhaps the niftiest dart in the history of the
game, but he swears someone kept moving the dart board.
I think there's some truth in this assertion 'cos when I
played, our hosts had definitely put up two boards (on my
Whitbreads honour!).
Captain John Brine won an amazing billiards match
against ergeant Gummett with an extraordinary run of
impossible shots, from impossible angles, with impossible

I was scratching my nearside on the bank when the accident
happened

We still await results for the Mackworth Trophy Competition which was fired off on the 25th February. We have
great hopes with an average score for each team member
of 93.3.
On at least three nights a week the delightful strains of
modern dance music is heard from the Education Centre.
The Unit Band is practising and quickly becoming serious
competition for the local bands. Talent is now being collected together for: tl;le presentation of an Easter Vauderville
to rival the unparalleled success of the Christmas Variety
Show, and it is hoped to combine the talents of both the
Regimental personnel and our very good friends and compatriots in the Ripon Y.M.C.A. Variety Section.
Week-ends now see a keen group of Motor Cycle enthusiasts setting out under the able leadership of S.S.!. Nicholson, to perfect the Regiments high standard of Trials Riding.
Our future engagements include the approaching Bolton
T.A. Trials and the Inter Service Trial at Bagshot. Room
is being made in the Silver Cabinet for additional Trophies.
7 TllAINING llEGDIENT

During the last month the activities of the Regiment have
been greatly curtailed by bad weather, but despite these
difficulties the standard has been maintained. In fact only
one Pass-Off Parade had to be cancelled and this only
because falling snow got the better of those trying to clear
the parade ground. On the Pass-Off of Nos. 3 and 4
(National Service) Squadrons on 3rd March, when the
parade was taken by Brigadier A. G. Wilson, the Australian
Army Representative in the United Kingdom, conditions
were again not too good. However, a certain amount of
shovelling and sweeping made the march-past possible.
Brigadier Wilson, in his address to parents and recruits,
complimented all concerned on the standard that had been
shown, despite the weather conditions, in such a short
period of training. He also advised the recruits to make
the best of any opportunity to go abroad. He said that the
experience gained and the knowledge of other peoples and
lands would be invaluable, even after they had left the
Army.
A Cocktail Party was held in the H.Q. Officers' Mess on
8th March at which officers and their wives attended, to
say farewell to Major and Mrs. D. A. MacDonnell. Major
MacDonnell is leaving the Regiment on posting to Germany
after just over two years as 0.C. 2 Squadron. We take thi
opportunity of wishing Major and Mrs. MacDonnell all the
very best :or the future.
THE WIRE, APRIL
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Catterick
Jottings
by nacerby
Hang out the Bunting • . . Sports Edition. •.•

OW often have we all desired to say, "Well I told you
H
so," when we have seen forecasted victories flourish
to fruition. So I'm a little complacent this month, and you
can bring out those Corps ties, scarves, cuff-links ... just
enjoy this little lot!
Pride of place to 1 Training Regiment, again winners· of
the Army Rugby Cup by I I points to 6 over 1st Battalion
South Wales Borderers, Rhine Army champions. Played
at Hanover, I understand the Corps played magnificent
football, and if you'll order a copy of next month's WrRE
you'll have all the details.
The Northern Command Cross Country Championship
was almost a " closed shop," with 1 Training Regiment easy
winners of the Team Championship with the amazingly low
total of 56 points ! 3 Training Regiment were fourth and
the individual champions were: I. Lance-Corporal K. L. Norris, 2 Training Regiment.
2. Signalman P. McParland,
1 Training Regiment.
3. Signalman J. W. Bowron,
I Training Regiment.
And when Joe Cotterell reads these words he can find
comfort in the fact that the glorious example he set i being
followed faithfully by the youngsters of today.
3 Training Regiment further added to the Centre's honour
by winning the Northern Command Inter-Unit Basket Ball
Challenge for the third year in succe.sion, defeating 5
Training Regiment by 53-30 points, and are now off to
Aldershot to compete for Army honours.
This till leaves 5 Training Regiment in the emi-final of
the orthern Command Football Cup Competition.
But br athtaking i n't it? Especially when you consider
that we've had our usual quota of representatives in Army
Rugby Football, Hockey and Boxing teams.
Musn't forget that Lance-Corporal \V. J. Bo ton, I Training Regiment, has been selected for the Rugby League team
to tour Australia.
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And take my advice, don't try to argue with Special Constable Jimmy Emblem of Aldershot ! .
Don't want to irritate you young soldiers, but we talked
of "G " Company the days when operators were operators
-and the scandalous price of beer ! He told me he'll be
at the Re-Union at Catterick in July.
So all you old and young "Comrades," book that date-17th/ 18th July.
I 0 66 an d all tliat •••

I drew the attention of Major Ernie Nash to the long
service challenge of Scottish Command (M ) Signal Regiment in the Febr-uary issue of The Wire.
His reply was lucid and to the point-" X?x + = ? % ! !
x? %%." This, being translated, merely meant, "Let'>
have their mans' service record-they can keep N.A.A.F.I.
breaks privilege leave and boys' service. Wait a minute
whilst'! brush up my old R.E. cap badge!"
Ooooer !
So I'm popping up to the School to borrow a slide rule,
and I'll report on Catterick's old and good 'uns next month .
But 210 years ! Phew !
Tailpi cce • • •

L/Corporal Ken Norris, the International runner and Ind ividua l
winner of the Northern Command Cross-Country Championship,
recej.ves the congratulations of Signalman P. McParland (right), who
was second, and Signalman W. S. Bowron, who was third.

And so the honours come to us !
Almost landed two more--contested two more finals- 7
Training Regiment lost to the Cameronians in the final of
the Northern Command Hockey Tournament by r goal to
nil after additional extra rime, and 2 Training Regiment
went down by 13 points to 20 to the experienced 6 Ba~
talion R.A.0.C. in the final of the Command Inter-Una
Boxing Tournament.
So there we have it-versatile lot, ar:n't we ?
Esta•Us lun e11ts or · · 1\"hat,s YO[;IC l~iae • •• ••

This " Establishment " business is a fascinating oneyou've all at some time or another heard those magic words
-"You're entitled to four Adjutants, two Regimental
Policemen, 95 G.D., one four seater and a couple of motorcycles etc., and any surplus you'll have to put up for
postin'g. . . ." Whilst odd~bods like Chief Instructors and
Training Officers are hard put to justify their existence !
How's it all done ? Simple. Every so often, but not
during the winter months, a select committee descends like
a depression over Iceland upon some unsuspecting unit and
then the fun begi_ns.
Someone thinks of a number, doubles it, takes away the
square of the hypotenuse, permutates into four columns
and you find you are left with 50 chaps to do the work
oi 90 !
Does this dismay you ? No ! Until someone thinks of
an ingenious set-u.v called a Domestic Organisation, with
the motto, "Up G.D., and at 'em."
The 50 blokes are then sorted out into bundles of ro,
reshuffled, dealt out, and if you don't allow for leave, death,
courses, duties, marriage and postings, it's easy for these
50 chaps to do the work of-50.
Which should prove something or other, and I bet I
think cf it when I retire ! And don't let 'em kid you there
are only 24 hours in a day.
JU01·r a ln119 plrallf> •••

I parked my car under a "No Parking" sign, as is my
wont, and was prepared to argue about my rights with the
policeman who, inevitably, loomed up in the distance.
But one l'X>k at those ears, nose and determined chin,
and for once (Agreed.-Editor) words just wou1dn't come.
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N acerby g<I"atefolly accepts the offer of a Mercedes from
2 L. of C . Signal Regiment in exchange for two N .F .Q.
Operators (I can't take morse, sir-I get n oises in m e
ears !).

*

J WAR OFFICE SIGNAL BEGDIENT (TRAFFIC; )

It is sever al months since this Unit featured in THE WIRE,
and high rime something was done about it. Since we last
wrote there have been m any changes and, m ovemen ts being
especially noteworthy, we start with a brief r ecord of postings in and out.
Major W. H. Bowler has gone to the Medals Branch at
Droitwich; we miss the sight of his attache case coming
across the Square each morning at 0830 (sharp). In
November, Captain C . J. C url relinquished his job of
Adjutant, which he had done very efficiently, to join the
School of Signals. A for tnight later we lost our Q.M.,
Captain C. J. Shaw, who went to Canterbury. H e arrived
there in time for the winter, but we trust that h is conscience
as Fuel Economy Officer did not interfere with his comfort
as Quartermaster. Hard u pon this came the departure of
Captain E. J. Bernasconi, who proceeded on terminal leave
at the beginning of December. The Mess bar profits are
already showing an alarming decline.
With the old year went Lieutenant H. W. Russell, who,
as Messing Officer over the festive season, figured largely
in our lives. It has always been our conviction that those
i/c catering should look as though they knew what was
good to eat, and we hope that 4 Training Regiment, Royal
Signals, will think the same.
We also said goodbye to Major A. Hamilton (Cipher),
who left us for BETFOR Signal Squadron on New Year's
Day.
"Though much is taken, much remains." Numerous
postings-in have supplied the gaps and we are now well
up to establishment.
We welcome the following Officers who have joined us
since last September: Major S. F. Dunkley, who has now
assumed the exacting duties of C.D.S.O.; Captain (Q .M .)
E . H. Long (not forgetting his dog); Captain G. F. Mitchell,
our new Adjutant; Captain A. Gordon Smith, a living
legeno in Army sport; Captain R. H. A. Salisbury and
Captain P.R. Fisher, both come from the Depot Regiment
to take over as- D uty Signal Officers, though we shall shortly
lose the former to the T.A.; Captain H . H . C. Henning, a
new arrival on the Cipher side; and Lieutenant (T.0.T.)
P. E. C. Davies, who has already left us again en route
for Germany.
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We were .particularly glad to see the return, after illness of
Captain W . H. Buttle, M .M., without whom nothing in tlte
Signal Office seemed quite right, and of Captain (now Major)
Connaghton, who takes over the job of M.T.O.
For the loss of only two Warrant Officers (W.0.11 Bradbury and W.0.11 Edmunds) we have gained the following
Wairrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s: W.0.11 I. A.
Crawley from the Depot Regiment, W.0.11 A. J. E.
Cheshire, W.0.11 J. Moseley and Sergeant (now W.0.11)
Seymour from No. I Special Base Signal Troop, S.Q.M.S.
L. Irving, Sergeant L. E. Trevithick and Sergeant J. Taylor
fro:n SHAPE Signal Squadron, Sergeant H. Graig from 5
Training Regiment, and each Squadron has acqcired a new
and fearsome Sergeant-Major in W .0.11 A. S. Roberts and
W.0 .11 T. T. Butterfield.
I n the .r egion of sport the Regiment has not distinguished
itself this season, though the Hockey XI, ably captained
by M aijor N. C. B. Cleveley, did well to reach the third
round of the Preliminaries for the Army Cup. Another
notable fixture was the Officers versus W .O.s and Sergeants'
hockey m atch, played on the first fine day of the year, which
ended in a victory of 2-1 to the Officers. The R ugby and
soccer teams, however, have only won a few matches
between them. This has not been d ue to any lack of
enthusiasm but nther to the difficulty caused by shift work,
of raising the same team for each game, or even a team at
all.
T he winter is always a bad time here in our large, da.rpp,
draughty and dilapidated ba11racks, now believed to be
officially uninhabitable.
The main problem in cold
weather has been to keep the place warm without actually
setting fire to it, though no doubt m any of us think that this
would be a noble way for condemned buildings to perish.
The sharp frost at the end of J anuary brought the smooth
flow of things to a standstill, and, while inconveniences
were fo und, few of them could be made to work. In fact,
D.S.O.s were not the only ones who found themselves
unable to arrange for a proper relief. The warmest place
was, undoubtedly, the Signal Office, so we had none of the
usual grouses from that quarter.

EASTERN COMMAND SIGNAL REGIMENT

In the February WIRE, Scottish Command (M ) Signal
Regiment asked if any other Unit could beat the record for
length of service of six of their Officers. Some of the
older hands of this Regiment reckon they can beat the total
by ten years. These " Old Soldiers " are :
Major
M ajor
M ajor
M ajor
Major
Major

(T.O.T.)
(T.O.T.)
(T .O.T .)
(T .0.T.)
(T .O .T .)
(T .O .T.)

W est
Webster
Bevan
Minns
Brown
Field

...

Years
Years
Years
3d Years
3 2t Years
36 Year
42
36
39

22ot

We have two reserves in Major Ashford and Captain
Walton, but we do not think they will be reqcired.
Kent Coast Troop have had their share of burst pipes, but
now look forward to a peaceful existence.
The approaching Spring and Summer will be welcome
after our cold spell, but with them will come all the trials
and tribulations of another training season.
Units come and go in our area and each seems to require
something different in its static communication layout in
camp, or barracks, Cadets need instruction and demands for
P .A. equipment are always heavy. All tihese comminnents
keep our small band of men busy.
Ca!Ptain S. C. Walton, who has commanded E.A.D.
Signal Troop for the past 18 months, leaves to join r A.A.
(M) Signal Regiment next month.
On Saturday, the 6th March, 1954, on a parade at R.H.Q.,
the Commanding Officer presented Major (T.O.T.) W. A.
West with his M.S .M . and we all add our hearty congratulations (it is said Major West was a little worried on the
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parade, as the last time he had been drilling by fours). No
doubt some memories flashed through bis mind because
it was in this very camp (Warren Camp, Cr~borough)
that he transferred to the Royal Corps when it was first
formed.

Anti - Aircraft CJommand
l

(A . A.)

(~I )

SIG~AL

BEGllUENT

Our newly arrived 17 Squadron has settled in successfully and has borne the comm.innents at London North in a
smooth and effective manner.
We welcome their new 0.C. Squadron, Captain F .
Dymond, who has recently joined us from Eastern Command Signal Regimen t. Another new Officer, SecondLieutenant D. H. Stewart, has joined us from the Officer
Training Wing. We hope they both have a successful and
happy association with the Regiment.
We are pleased to say the Regimental hockey team has
successfully dealt with all opposition in the 1 A.A. G roup
Minor Unit's Hockey Competition.
Our main opposition was found in the matches played
against 16o Battery, 57 H.A.A. Regiment, R.A., in the semifinal.
The first game was drawn after extra time, and a replay
was necessary before we obtained our place in the final.
The final was played at Orsett Camp against the A.A.
Command School of Technical Instruction, R.E.M.E., and
resulted in a win for the Regimental team by five goals to
nil.
The Regimental team consisted of : Goal , Lieutenant W . S. Dawson;
Backs, Sergeant S tephenson and Captain J. Trlfcr; Halves, LieutenantColonel J. E . S. Sanders, Captain I. G . Cameron-Webb and Sergeant Hall;
F orwards, Second-L ieutenant H . D . Stewart, Lance-Corporal Chambers,
Lieutenant B . D . Smith, Secood-Licutcoanr H . Smith and Corporal
Rawlings.
The following reserves played in earlier rounds: R .Q.M.S . Harris and
Lance-Corporal H ouse.

The team now plays in the semi-final of the Eastern
Command Section of the Minor Units' Competition.
All ranks spent a very busy five days early in March taking
part in a big Air Defence Exercise. We were able to show
that we can hold our own at work as well as on the hockey
field.
2

A.A.

(H)

SIGNAL REGDI ENT

The regiment has been running smoothly, but not
altogether uneventfully, during the last month or so. With
detachments at Bristol, Portsmouth and Bude, and a false
alarm concerning an exercise, which had all personnel out
of their beds at 0330 hrs one morning, we have had something to talk about at Aldershot.
In the sporting sphere, the regiment though having no
outstanding success, has had a good season, and we hope
our progress may be continued during the summer months.
The Unit Rugby team has had an average season, hampered by injuries to two or three of the old-established
players, though Second-Lieutenant T. Brewer, besides playing really well at centre-threequarter for the regiment, ha
had a successful season also with London Wet h.
Our Football team raised our hopes by winning it wa y
through the first three rounds of the Aldershot and District
Cup, only to meet defeat in the semi-final. It also gained a
respectable position in the local league.
Changing the subject from sport to work, the Unit's Telegraph Mechanics have reason to be pleased with themselves, for on their All upgrading course held recently here ,
they achieved 100 % success.
Our Foreman of Signals, S.Q.M.S. N . Webb, after marrying Sergeant M. O'Connor, W.R.A.C., early in March, left
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the regiment for po ting to Egypt two we ·ks later. He is
repla d by .Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Hooper, late of 4 A.A. (M)
Signal Regiment Warrington. Other movements out a:e
Captain Cooper, our M.T.O., and football officer,. to
Catterick, Captain umner, reg~ental Q.M., to Harwich,
Sergeant Holne s al o to Cattenck, and Sergeant Hales to
Egypt. Recent po tings in have been Sergeant Berry,
Sergeant later and Sergeant Saxton.

EUROPE
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The past month has been one of feveri h activity in preparation for the Annual Administrative Inspection, C.I.V.
Inspection and the new training season. Time, however,
ha been found for recreation and entertainment. A most
welcome contribution to the garrison entertainment was
made by Major Cuffe, the Regimental Cipher Officer, who
produced the comedy "See How They Rlllil," on 161.h and
17ili February. The casr, who gave a very creditable performance, was almost entirely from the Regiment.
In spite of the extreme cold, sport has continued with
the exception of rugger, for which the grounds have been
too hard.
The hockey team has continued its successful season with
a defeat of I I Air Formation Signal Regiment in the Army
Cup Competition. We now enter the quarter finals stage
of this competition.
The soccer rerun, however, has not been quite so
successful, for they were defeated four goals to one by 12
Air Formation Signal Regiment in the second round of the
B.A.0 .R. Signals Cup.
The boxers of the Regiment appear to improve with
every entry into the ring. Their last success was on 18th
February against H.Q., orthern Army Group. This was
shown on the programme as a "friendly contest," but those
who saw the contest are of the opinion that this was a
printer's error.
The Inter-Squadron cross-country race for the Sanders
Cup took place during the month and was won by 2
Squadron with 47 points.
On the 21st February the Regiment said farewell to
Lieutenant E. Thompson, who departed to U.K. to attend a
Subalterns' Part II Course and to get married.
19
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R.H.Q. and 2 Squadron. During February we have had
a good number of changes within the Regiment. Our Regimental Cipher Otf,;er, Major Walsh, who left us for West
Africa, has been replaced by Major Wollaston, who now
joins the "Sandeman's Crowd" ex-3 Squadron. Captain
Wickes' ohair has been filled by Captain D . Galbraith.
Towards the end of the month we lost Captain McKenna,
who was the L.O. (Tels.) here, and in addition was a stalwart
me:nber of the Regiment and Mess. He has been replaced
by Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) Trapmore (Retd.), and all
die -hards in the Corps will know what that means! We
are watching him like a hawk, and we are very pleased
he c~es into our fold.
Sport practically ceased recently because of the weather,
and we have concentrated on preparing for the Annual
Administrative Inspection, now happily concluded.
We congratulate both Sergeant Sneddon and Corporal
Coomber on the recent increase in their domestic establishments (see Birth Notices).
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3 Squadron. At the end of January, to our regret, .we
we lost Major F. J.C. Wollaston, who had been perfoxm1;11g
the duties of 0.C. 7 Cipher Troop cum Squadron Administration Officer. In the latter duties he has been replaced
by Lieutenant J. D. Plummer, recently returned from the
Middle East whilst 7 C1pher passes to the care of W.O.II
Gill. The o'ther pending change is 1the departure of S.S.M.
Crompton to Korea to relieve, so he tells us, the same S.S.M.
Fisk whom he relieved here.
We have for the past two months been in the grip of
winter and our activities have been rather restricted. Apart
fro:n general oveiihauling in preparation for our Annual
Administration Inspection in March, there has been an
expedition to Sennelager by the Tele Op Troops, where they
assisted the R.A.0.C. to fight a three-day paper (telephone)
battle. The D.R. Troop has also experimented with crosscountry training in the local snow-clad pine forests. After
a few a£ternoons' practice we found o'Jr feet if not our footrests, and were soon getting around at reasonable speeds,
so we thought, until the ego's of our speed merchants were
considerably deflated by the appearance of our O.C., Major
Morton, ort a pair of skis one day. We still wonder how
muoh of his speed was intentional.
As a result of the weather, the football and hockey pitches
have been out of commission almost continuously and there
is in consequence nothing to report on our sporting
activities. At least we have been spared the blown looks
normally observed in January amongst players who celebrated o'er well at Christmas and the New Year.

2 IN"FANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

January and February have been spent completing our
individual training programme and preparing for the
" battles" that lie ahead. We are still all convinced that
we are overworked and grnssly underpaid, but these conditions do NOT seem to affect our desire to continue
in that state!
Signalman Bramley has kept up the Unit's boxing reputation by winning the Divisional light-heavyweight title by a
knock-out. At the moment of going to press we hope that
he will be putting his opponent to sleep in the B.A.0.R.
championships.
W.0.II Budden has arrived from Berlin to swell the
strength of the W.0.'s and Sergeants' Mess and we also
welcome him as a hockey player. Both Sergeant Tremear
and Sergeant Baalham have come into Main Div. from
Brigade Troops on promotion to S.Q.M.S. The shock of
leaving .t he "fighting .t roops" and the fact that they now
ha'>.e to get out of bed before 1000 hours has led them
senously to consider whether promotion is worth a change
of brewer. The W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess bas been
further upset by the fact that Sergeant Ownsworth recently
wore a pair of boots for a period Of seven hours. There is
no knowing what may happen next.
It was with deep regret that we learnt of the death of
W.O.II Billington, who left .t he Regiment last year. "Bill"
Billington was a fighting soldier in the highest traditions
of the Army, one of the most loyal mem&ers of the Corps
and a true and valued friend of all with whom he came in
contact. Our sympathy is extended to his wife and family
in their bereavement. The Regiment was represented at his
military funeral in England by Sergeant Tully. Wreaths
were sent by Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. C. Harrison, O.B.E.,
and All Ranks of 2 Infantry D ivisional Signal Regiment and
by the W.O .'s and Sergeants' Mess.

*
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Since last appearing in print we have survived the first
our 'Yinter exercises. We were in fact lucky enough to
hit a mild spell and nhe only casualties were the Officers
who were ~h~rged. tourist rates f~r staying in an enterprising
hotel. This is their first (and we imagme the last) experience
of hotel life on exercises.
The W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess are very proud of their
latest acquisition- a beautifully modelled silver "Jimmy"
centrepiece standing some 18 inches high on an ebony
plinth.
We have been .fa.irly active on the sporting side recently.
After a very thrillmg game, fought out at a killing pace
I I Air Formation Signal Regiment beat us 3-r in t!he final~
of nhe B.A.0.R. Signals Hockey Cup. We have been trying
for some weeks now to get a decision against I I Armoured
Divisional Signals at soccer in the second round of the
Signals Soccer Cup, and meet 7 Armoured Divisional
Signals in the semi-final of the Rugger Cup.
The Regiment is undergoing a considerable reshuffle at
present, as is normal at this time of the year, and we are in
the process of saying farewell to very old friends like Major
Cooper, Lieutenant (T.0.T.) J. Foster, Lieutenant J. Lea,
S.S.M. Glover, and at the same time welcome Major J. E. D.
Farr, Captain W. Batty, Second-Lieutenant Taylor and
Lie'Jtenant (T.O.T.) P. G. Davies.
.
Good news, too, is the promotion of S.Q.M.S.s Young
and Griffin to S.S.M., and of Sergeants Kneebone and
Richardson to S.Q.M.S.
Corporal Waterton is still the Unit's ambassador-at-large.
Wherever there's a NAAFI committee meeting, a messing
or welfare meeting-there you'll find our Alf. That is,
of course, when he isn't acting Sergeant-Major H.Q.
Squadron!
That concludes our gossip for this month.

a-'.
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Exercise "Cold Comfort" in January coincided with a
brief thaw between cold spells. Road conditions on low
ground were fairly reasonable, but S.Q.M.S. Rhodes with
No. 3 Squadron on higher ground, unfort",mately b;oke a
collar bone when his jeep overturned. We returned to our
peace locations to start the Unit trade upgrading courses
and to watch the bucket of anti-freeze outside the guardroom freeze up!
The courses and the very cold weather are now-we
hope-almost over. As these notes are being written the
students are busily " punching up " for next week's trade
boards.
We welc<?me Major D. R. Yearsley and family, who
recently arnved from Canada. Major Yearsley has taken
over No. I Squadron. Recent departures include Lieutenant
N. Bolton Moss and Lieutenant J. A. E. Hasell, of Equitation, Ski-ing and Pantomime fame.
Rugby. The Rugby team has enjoyed a most successful
season to date. Although we have no " stars," the players
combine together and the result is plenty of team spirit.
In the Army Cup we were beaten by the South Wales
Borderers, after winning our first three cup matches. However, we have great hopes of getting somewhere in the
Divisional Cup.
March activities include the move of the Unit to
Sennelager, where the annual Range Courses and Physical
Efficiency Tests will be carried out. To round the month
off, a short exercise has been forecast.
It is with deep regret that we announce the death of
22827376 Signalman J. A. Walker, who was killed
instantaneously in a vehicle fire on 22nd January, r954.
Signalman Walker, who was a young Regular soldier, will
be sadly missed by his many friends in the Regiment. He
was buried, with full military honours, in the Military
Cemetery, Hanover.

7tla AIUIOURED DJVJSIONAL SIGNAL
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Affiliation. To celebrate the affiliation of the Regiment
with 1 New Zealand Divisional Signal Regiment, a silver
statuette of an Officer in the full dress uniform of the Corps,
was recently presented to the New Zealand Regiment. It
was provided by subscriptions !from Ml Ranks of this
Regiment.
A picture of the statuette and some account of the
presentation is on page 132.-Editor.
From a letter of Lieutenant-Colonel Agar's acknowledging
receipt, it is obvious that the spirit· in which it was given
was correctly interpreted. Lieutenant-Colonel Agar says,
"but you will realise that it will be primarily vah.ted for
what it represents, a symbol of the association between rhe
two Regiments, which is already strong by virtue of war
association, followed by personal visits, but which I know
will become stronger with the years, and I hope further
visits in both directions.''
Sport. After a long hibernation due to frost and snow,
our Regimental soccer team emerged succes fully to beat r
Wireless Regiment in the second round of the B.A.0.R.
Royal Signals Soccer Cup. The team is now playing
excellently together after a slow start. Driver Reynolds was
first-rate in goal, Signalman Orr captained the team
effectively, Signalman Gaunt scored two fine goals at centre
forward, La.nee-Corporal Finlow netted a third, and Signalman Steppens brought the final score to 4-r.

*
e

THAT THE SWEEPSTAKE ON THE NATIONAL IN
B.A.O.R. RAISED £86 FOR T HE WELFARE SECTION.
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The Winter round of individual training and inspections
are over and now a new crop of code-words are being
bandied about, which presage joys of exercises to come.
Because of this being the between-period the report this
month is mainly of a sporting nature. Our association football team has had some good games in various cups but we
have not captured a trophy; however, we have some good
new blood especially Signalmen Gore and Morrow. Against
·a G.S.O. team in an AGRA (A.A.) competition we have
surely learnt that you can't win rnatche by getting yourself sent off the field or appealing to the referee.
Rugby has had a new lea e of life after frost, we have
had enough games to how the superiority of our Radio
Mechanics, for Signalman Lomas Reynolds and Taylor are
always in the thick of the "battle."
But perhaps the most important news i of our cro country team, which held their own in the AGRA (A.A.)
Chanpionships and then beat five regiments in the B.A.0.R.
Royal Signals Cross-Country. Stars are Signalman Bishop,
Lance-Corporals Hawkey and Parker, ignalman Reynolds
-the latter in fact running quite a di tance without hoes
in the Royal · Signals race, after losing them in mud.
Mention mu t be made of two member of Royal Signals
detachments with AGRA Regiments, both of whom have
had outstanding success. Lance-Corporal Perkin ran
second for 74 LA.A. Regiment in the AGRA Cro -Country
out of r20 competitors.
ignalman Webster br ught the
Corps even more fame by finishing econd in the slalom in
the B.A.0 .R. Skiing Championships when competing with
35 L.A.A./S .L . Regiment.
By and large our "ambassadors" with regiment u ually
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more than hold their own and often help a Gt•.mer regiment
to victory.
.
A novel venture is now a possibility, and that isi to compete in the annual 100 mile march in HoJland; strangely
enough interest has been aroused by the P.E. tests-but
that's only nine miles.

*
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This month has seen a continuation of the cold weather
with occasional snow. It has not, however, prevented us
from continuing our winning way on the sports field and
has no doubt, had a somewhat desired cooling effect on
m~y a "fevered " brain in the Training Wing where individual training is rapidly reaching its climax with the inevitable Trade Board.
In the hockey world, our matches are being played off
rwice a week. To date we are in the R.A.F. League, in
which we hold top position, R.A.F. Cup, Luebebcke District
Semi-Finals, and Signals Finals. Our biggest win so far
was a 15-1 victory over H.Q. Unit R.A.F., in which game
our versatile outside-left, Sergeant Webb, scored 10. We
were eliminated in the Major Unit Competition by 18 Army
Group Signals, who defeated us 2-0.
Today we played 6 Armoured Divisional Signals at Herford in the finals of the Royal Signals in B.A.0.R Competition, and after a hard fought game became the winners
of the shield and cup for the third year running. The score
was 3-1, goals being obtained by Sergeant Webb, Signalman
Chapman and Sergeant Gardiner.
No. I Squadron Soccer team continue to do well despite
various star players being released-professional clubs please
take note. At the moment we are holding second position
in the ZECO " B " League, being three points behind the
leaders and a game in hand. Two recent league wins resulted in the rather overwhelming scores of II-O against II
A.S.D., and 7-0 against I I Armoured Division Ordnance
Field Park.
We have now reached the semi-final of the John Rice
Trophy by beating H.Q. Squadron I I Armoured Division
5-1 in the third round. This trophy is at present held by
the Regiment, and with good football and the luck which
is always necessary, we hope to keep it.
We continue to register in the Boxing world-having
reached the Finals of the Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) Competition. Our worthy opponents-as usual-18 Army 0-roup
Signal Regiment, on the 12th March, 1954. Our boys just
lost the Lubbecke District championship 16-17 to 37 Army
Engineer Regiment. In the District Individuals we had
two winners-Corporal Marshall, Middle Weight, and Corporal Tilley, Light-Heavy Weight-with Signalman Farmer
runner-up in the Light Welter; Driver Keating lost by sheer
bad luck. Our boys did so well that five of them have been
invited to take part in the B.A.0.R. championships in early
March.

3 Wing Signal Troop. The deep freeze has affected
3 W.S.T. pitifully, we now walk around like abominable
snowmen envying the R.A.F. their winter woollies. If the
fault party proceeds on the airfield mere picks and shovels
are useless. A pneumatic drill and compressor are now the
usual equipment.
We await the arrival of spring with eager anticipation and
spades at the ready. A project awaits our attention, as soon
as we can make some impression on the ground.
u

Rudolf

II n

Wing Signal Troop. Once again six hardy characters
from 2 W.S.T. took pare in" Rudolf II," our winter survival
and toughening up exercise. This year "Rudolf" was a
2
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combined exercise with five men from 261 Ground Liaison
section and five R. A.F. personnel, including Pilot Officer
Taylor our ski-ing expert completing the party which was
comma'nded by ou r O.C., Second-L ieutenant H edderwick.
The site selected
for our camp was
three miles from Bad
Harzburg, in the
shelter of a small disused quarry, where
the snow was only
nine inches deep. By
cutting down small
trees we got plenty
of branches to keep
us off the snow. On
top of the branches
went two thicknesses
of tarpaulin and on
top of that went ourselves, wound into
five blankets. Over
"Rudolf 11" Mess Tent and Cookhouse
all went the tents
which were our homes for six days.
We had an anxious moment when it was reoorted that
neither Hydro-burner would work. Out came the tool kit
and a pair of self-styled mechanics who call themselves "the
two Wing Badges," got to work. They were in their element.
A few minutes of grim, grimy silence and one Hydro functioned. The other was classed B.L.R.
Catering presented a problem. Milk, eggs, butter, bread,
meat froze solid, but the worst affected were the oranges
which became like cricket balls. The conditions lent themselves best to cooking s~ews with everything in them and
earing those tough little biscuits instead of bread.
After some practice ski-ing on a tree studded slope near
the camp we ventured off to Torfhaus where experts were
going at impossible speeds on what looked to be ice. We
left them to it and found a less populated slope where the
going was not so fast, bur quite fast enough for us. Signalman Holloway has never been seen to move so fast as when
his O.C. was descending on hi.tn in a most undignified
manner, quite unable to stop, at speed which would have
burnt out the seat of his pants on anything but snow.
One day, three of
our party, after the
inevitable stew for
lunch, set out " lookinis for a good slope."
They returned just
as the light was
growing dim with
stories of having
found the perfect
slope except for one
snag. They claimed
to have been chased
out of the Russian
Zone by some men
with fur caps and
big boots. The story
was good, but the
truth was obviously
stretched somewhat,
in view of the fact they showed us, that evening, a delightful
pub half a mile from the camp, where they were not
unknown.
Without the flying suits which we borrowed from the
RA.F., we would have been very cold. In them we looked
like men from Mars crowned with cap comforters.
Our six days passed all too soon and it was sorrowfully
we left our quarry and headed back to Guetersloh. All the
way back seventeen toughened men munched those tough
little biscuits.
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Squadron. Pride of place this month must go to the
members of the U nit, who .represented the only Royal
Signals Regiment entered for the B.A.0.R. Team Ski Championships. Although injuries prevented the team from completing the course, Second-Lieutenant John L akeman put up
a magnificent effort and finished fourth in the Army
Individual Ohampionship and sixth in the B.A.0 .R.
Individual Event. Our sturdy S.Q.M.S. (congrat ulations on
his promotion) Jimmy Woolgax, although not placed, earned
the commendation of all for his extremely plucky display,
the standard .required was fa r and away beyond anything
he had previously experienced, but he never once flinched
or hesitated. Since his return the M.0.'s stock of liniment
and plaster has diminished at an alatming rate.
From ski-ing to football- the arrival of new members has
strengthened the foonball team, and but for the lateness
of the season, the team might have finished top of the
League. Nevertheless, the opposition are very chary and
we keep the Corps Colours flying. In an effort to find
relief from Comcan-Tape Relay Procedure-trying to dig
cable trenches in frozen ground-and appeasing the Command Secretary, the Squadron has gone all "Arty" and
sweepstake conscious; rumour has it that there is nothing
the Squadron cannot-will not or is not doing. Running,
a theatre booking office-the district hockey, assisting in
the country club-producing display posters-to say nothing
of the " sweep" that we hope will produce a considerable
amount for the Welf31re Fund, are a few of our current
extra mural activities.
The Smoke Signal Interception T.roop has reported that
" Dickie " will shortly be leaving to "pull beer pumps "
and fill glasses, somehow we can't imagine him without the
Corps Cap Badge being worn in the upright position
immediately over the left eye. Perhaps he has visions of
the bar being a combination of a Signal Office and Cable
Test Point-No! We don't believe it.
This month we said " Auf Wiedersehen " to LanceCoI'poral " J ordie " Owens--on his depaxture for civili3?
life. We know be did not really want to go. Our loss is
50 (N) Divisional Signals' gain. "Jordie" will be surely
missed. He was one of the Squadron's best all-rounders at
work and play-and had rightly earned the affection of all
from the highest to the lowest, who came into contact with
him· a mere notice of departure could never suffice to
exp;ess the " Respect " we all have for him.
To Mrs. Stringer and the children we extend a most
sincere welcome and know they will soon settle in.
Finally our congratulations to you, Mr. Editor, for con.
tinuing to' produce a fi rst-c1ass "Q ua Ii ty "Corps M agazme
and at a profit! !
2
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February has been a month which will long remain in
our memories as the "Big Freeze." Temperatures fell to
the lowest point recorded in liliis area for 75 years. However in spite of the conditions, communications continued
to f~nction smoothly, for there is a saying at SHAf'.E "We
never close-down." Conversation 1has centred on anti-freeze,
drain-off and " Fancy, the Sergeant-Major's car wouldn't
even go down-hill." We are considering entering a team of
Squadron drivers for the next Monte ~arlo rally, a~ .we
have now acquired vast experience of accident-free dnvm.g
under the worst possible conditions, i.e. ice, snow and Pans
taxi-drivers . . . anyone with a spare JagulH' please call
SHAPE Extension 4968.
Our weekly cross-country run continued to impr~ss our
friends and neighbours of the rugged types, wh1ch the
climate in our country, and the training in our Army,
produces, despite certain distracting features of th.i~ locali~.
The Squadron team competed in vhe lnter-Bnush Umt
cross-<:ountry co:npetition at Fontainebleau on 17th
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SHAPE SIGNAL SQUADRON CROSS COUNTRY RUNNING TEAM, 1951
Back Row (left to rig ht) : Signalman MacNelll, SignalmanWoodcock. L/Corporal
W iitshire, Signal m2 n Kirkwood, Signalman Collins. Front row (left to rirht) :
Signalman Br own , W .O . II. Grant, {Team Capt.), Major W . M. S. Leyson. L Corporal Jones, L/ Corporal Druett.

February. It was a great gathering for Royal Signals sportsmen. There was a field of 56 and we were happy to see
W.0.II Grant and Lance-Corporal Jones come in second
and third ,respectively. The team results were:
tst

20d
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

Independent Air Formation Signal Squadron .
SHAPE Signnl Squadron " B " Team.
ALFCE Sig~al Squadron.
ALFCE British Army Element.
SHAPE Signal Squadron "A " Team .
90 R.A .F. Support Group.
NAVCENT R.N.

Towards the end of the month, our soccer team displayed
their prowess again by beating our guests-Independent Air
Formation Signal Squadron-6-5. There was a 50 miles
per hour gale blowing, but our trained soldiers proved
highly skilled at "aiming off."
The rugger enthusiasts also had good span during the
month in two games against the Racing Club de France.
It would be more accurate to say, three games, because in
the first match an entirely fresh French XV came on to the
field after half-time. Nevertheless, these rather unusual
tactics failed to shake our side to any great extent. Many
members of the Squadron saw the famous All Blacks lose
against France 3-0 in ~he international match at Colombes.
We feel almost confident enough to challenge them next
time they come to Paris.
Lieutenant G. G. Campbell, one of the original founder
members of the Squadron, has left for 7 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment. The sad looking expressions
of certain American W .A.A.C. Officers indicates that they
are going to miss bis cheerful personality as much as we do
in the Squadron. In his place we welcome SecondLieutenant Scott-Kerr whom we hope will soon be equally
competent in the Comcentre.
Our congratulations to W.O.II (watch your security-but
this isn't half as cold as Korea) Kelly for two major events
in his career this month, i.e. his marriage (as forecast last
month) and his promotion. Two excellent reasons for celebration-neither of which were missed. Driver Claxton
also entered the matrimonial field in U.K. after a great
send-off.
Proud fathers this month are Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Pedley
and-stop press-almost in March WIRE notes--our O.C.,
Major Leyson.

*
BLUE BOOK AMENDMENTS
See page 139.
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THE WAR IN KOREA

Essay Competitions

MAJOR R. C. W. THOMAS, O.B.E.
The Campaign 1950-53 by the United Nations Forces to
:epulse Communjst. aggression will be of great historical
interest because 1t 1s the first United Nations War. The
actual campaign is also of very considerable interest to the
student of military history and provides perhaps a fore taste
of things that may unhappily come to pass.
Recently the Minister of Defence likened the First World
War to "all-in-wrestling,'' the Second World War to
" bo.xing,'' and su~gested the J"hird, should it occur, might
be like the after dmner game Are you there Moriarty?"?
Memory and Major Thomas' book reveals assault by the
North Koreans; the complete disintegration of their forces·
the massive assault by the Chinese which took the battl~
~ack to the 38th Parallel; the prolonged period of stalemate
m 1951 and 1952 when the Chinese armies were withdrawn
to a distance. This was the Moriarty period. After a prolonged lull along the whole line the Chinese would put in
a heavy and costly attack in very great strength on one hill.
This often lead to months of heavy fighting in a strictly
limited area.
. Major Thomas gives the hi torical background, a description of the country and of the opposing forces of North and
South Korea. He traces the fighting clearly and logically.
A later C t.apter derails the progress of the prolonged discussions leading to an armistice.
His last Chapter on the techniques of fighting in Korea
is especially valuable.
Written with considerable economy of words and well
illustrated, this book is admiraqle both for th~ casual reader
and the serious student.
Gale and Polden, ros. 6d.

1954~~~~~-'1955
Bertrand Steward Prize E say Competition, 1954.
Prize-£80. Closing date 19th June, 1954.
UBJECT

"For many years it has been necessary for a large proportion of the Army to be stationed in the Middle East.
This has nece sitated costly and extensive trooping arrangements for the relief of Units and individuals and has meant
that Regular officers and soldiers are often separated from
their families for long periods.
"It has been suggested that under modern conditions it
would be more economical and better for the morale of
the Army if overseas garrisons were reduced to a minimum
and mobile reserves stationed in the United Kingdom with
a fleet of transport aircraft permanently available to take
them wherever they were required at short notice.
"Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this suggestion and say whether you think it would be practicable."
Gene1·al conditions for the essay are contained in ACI
683/53.
George Knight Clowes Memorial Prize Essay, 1955.
Prizes-First prize £35; second prize £15. Closing date
7th January, 1955.
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.Over the las~ tw? months we have taken part in three
Airborne Exercises m Jordon. These have required a Base
wireless detachment stationed at Mafraq. Corporal Green
has been in charge recently, assisted by Lance-Corporals
Swift, Lunney and others no less keen but of less renown.
Corporal M~ssey, Corporal Clarke and Corporal Lawbuary
have each m turn provided communications for their
Battalions. Corporal Toms has been responsible for the
Airborne tentacle. This consists of jeep and trailer loaded
with WS 52 and C 348 and batteries. Most men have
managed to visit Amman and Jerusalem during their few
days with the Arab Legion. Our next exercise will be Mainspring in March, when we will be providing communications for the Brigade in Sinai.
The boxing team, consisting of Corporal Trotter, LanceCorporals Whiting, Seymour, Crowley, Andrews, Russell
and Sergeant Eldridge, did well to win the Brigade Minor
Units' Boxing Competition. Corporal Trotter and LanceCorporal Whiting were later selected to represent the
Brig~de v. 3 Commando Brigade and the Corps v. Royal
Engineers. Lieutenant MacGillivray has had a most
successful rugger season. Besides captaining the Army
(Egypt) XV, playing for United Services and the Corps, he
also captained the Brigade H.Q. XV to the semi-finals of
the Army Rugger Cup.
Corporal Cook is to be congratulated on being selected
to represent t!he Army at tennis, and Sergeant Eldridge the
Corps at hockey.
It will be with no regrets when we turn our back on
the Canal Zone in July and head for home. Our advance
party leaves in April and August will find us installed in
Malta Barracks, Aldershot.

SUBJECT

"When, after the war, National Service was instituted as
a means of filling the ranks of the Regular Army, many
people predicted rhat it would result in serious loss of fighting efficiency, especially in distant overseas units. T hese
forebodings have proved false, and the Army has fulfilled
all its commitments successfully.
"Comment on the present Army system of handling,
training and utilising the National Service man and the
National Service officer, and make suggestions for improving existing methods. If possible give examples from your
own experience, or which are within your knowledge."
General conditions for the essay are contained in
ACI 625/53.

*
MEL .F
OFFICIAL
CAR

BADGE

Gold Medal and Trench Gascoigne Prize Essay Competition.
Prize-Thirty guineas and gold medal. Closing date
15th November, I954-

The badge illustrated

SUBJECT

obtained

"To what extent will the introduction of atomic
weapons and guided missiles modify the traditionaJ func~ons of the Navy, Army and Air Force; and what changes
m the structure and training of the three Services will be
necessary to enable them to perform their new functions? "
OR

"Rearmament and the maintenance of large land, sea
and air forces during a cold war cause national bankruptcy.
Our economic position at present prohibits the support of
large armed forces and, consequently dominates our
strategic policy. Discuss what strategy, in your view
should be adopted in the circumstances and what type of
force, bearing in mind the need for efficiency and balance
should be maintained to implement it."
'

above

is the only

official 'car badge for Royal Signals, and is
from

the

headquarters of the

Association, 88 Eccleston Square, London,
S.W. I.

Price ll : IS : 0

We understand an unauthorised copy is on
sale at some retail shops at £2 : I0 : 0

Verb Sap!

General conditions for the essays are contained in ACI
No. 102/ 1954·
12'4
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The month of February saw the departure of LieutenantColonel A. M. W. Whistler, our Commanding Officer, for
the more rigorous climate of England. Lieutenant-Colonel
A. M. W. Whistler had formed the Regiment and saw it
through its many trials and tribulations of the past tliree
years, and his departure will be felt by old and new members
of the Regiment alike.
We now welcome Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Swainson who
has taken over command, and hope that his stay with us will
be a long and happy one.
In the near future we also lose our 2 i/c, Major H. B.
De M. Hunter, who is on his way to Benghazi, and already
his successor, Major J. W. Smith-Ain ley, has settled in and
taken over the numerous headaches of second-in-command.
Among senior rank , we have welcomed S.S.M. Muxworchy to I Squadron, and S.Q.M.S. J ames to the clothing
store.
Soccer is as popular as ever, and the Inter-Troop League
headed by " K " Troop, is in full swing. The Minor Units
Competition ended with H.Q. Squadron in third place, and
1 Squadron in fifth. Our endeavours in the Army Cup lasted
to the third round where, after a very good game, !St Para
proved our betters by 2-0. Since then, we have played
against 3 Para in a friendly and beat them 4-3 after an exceptionally fine game. Our Rugger team has sallied forth a
couple of times in search of points, but unfortunately, with
not very much success. So until the next edition, may we
wish Signal Regiments, far and wide, the best of luck.
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ostalgia for Britain continues to be offset by the
meteorological advantages of being in Tripoli. Although the
weather is a little wet and unseasonable, in general it has a
curious and most engaging Spring-like quality; the sight
of grass and flowers springing from the desert is, to one at
least who held conventional ideas about the Western Desert,
quite startling.
everal visits by ships of the Royal Navy to Tripoli have
provided tasks and diversions to vary the normal routine.
. Ship to shore communications after anchoring were provided by means of Don Three, weighted with rocks and
laid on the harbour bottom. All was well in one instance
until an oil tanker decided to shift its anchorage and did
so dragging anchor and telephone line with it!
The District motor cycle trial organised by our C .S.O.
aroused much keen competition. Under the friendly cover
of M.T. bays, otherwise slothful D.R.s were seen to be
polishing cylinder heads (seen unofficially, of cour e ! ),
adju ting tyre pressures and actually cleaning their machines
without being told! They studied maps with a will, went
out on training runs and map-reading exercises-and to our
delight Corporal now Sergeant Haseltine our ream captain,
was declared the individual winner by a sub ntial margin.
Had we not had a burst tyre in the early tagc of the trial
(on bike o. 13 of all thing ) we might well have won the
team trophy in addition.
till, there's always next yeer !
A lighming visit of the Light Orchestra and D1nce Band
section of the Corps Band was most welcome. They played
during the NAAFI break on several days, were the tar
features of a Di trier concert, and visited the ho pital. We
were sorry to ee them go.
Our occer team ha suddenly come to life with a bang
and are now hot favourite for the District Knock-Out Cup.
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The other day we looked up the word " Bora " in the
dictionary. With true Englis.h understatement it said "A
trong north-east wind in the Northern Adriatic."
Having blown at a mere 40 miles per hour fur abou.t a
week it suddenly stepped up the other day to 70 rrules
per hour. It did not drop below this !or 15 hours, b~t it
certainly was above it. Continued gusting reached at omes
well over 100 miles per hour. The anemometer at the local
weather station stuck at 105, and so .defeated the record
which had stood since 1896. Have you ever heard the
expression "streets running with blood " ? That is exactly
what the streets here looked like the next day. Piles of
frozen snow swept into the gutter some 10 days previously
was now covered with masses of broken red tiles. Every
street was the same. In a town of a quarter million
inhabitants there was probably not a single roof undamaged.
Quite a number of houses were blown down completely and
a giant crane over 200 feet high came crashing down only a
few yards from our M.T. garages. Over 400 families in the
town were rendered homeless.
Line Troop have been stretched tighter than their own
uspension wires repairing cables and Wireless Troop are
still looking for some of their aerials. They are thinking
of organising a trip shortly to Rome, where they believe
one of them may have landed. Subsequent rain has gurgled
happily through roofs where tiles are A.W.O.L. and the
Q.M. department has quite run out of buckets and such
like required in the top floor barrack rooms.
Another activity bas been unpacking boxes which we
filled up with such gay abandon in October, when we

Lieutenant Colonel G. Mellor presents the Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal to Lieutenant (T.O.T.) Pritchard
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expected to leave here at very short notice. "Now in which
box did I put that spare bottle opener? "
The demand for crutches has nearly exceeded supply and
the number of wounded warriors seen about leads one to
ask" Where was this terrible battle?" Alas, it was only on
the ski slopes of Austria and Northern Italy, where great
fun and games have been enjoyed by many. When we hear
a certain clip-CLOP-dip-CLOP we know the S.M. is
approaching and discreetly fade into the background.
Our football team, which showed such promises early
in the season, has suffered badly from .postings but they
struggle gamely on.
Our basket ball and hockey teams have done very well,
the latter only losing to I Loyal Regiment in the Command
Cup by 2-1 after extra time. A good effort of David against
Goliath.

*
HALTA SIGNAL SQUADRON

We have been reading through our contributions for the
last year and have discovered that we have only mentioned
work tiwice, so perhaps a mention of our responsibilities
would not be amiss. In addition to normal Signal Office
Duties we provide all the R.A.F. communications and all
naval lines outside the Dockyard area. We also rent lines
to the local Rediffusion Service from their receiver site to
the Distributing Centre. Although, fortunately, units are
static there is a considerable amount of maintenance to be
done and new projects keep the S.W.S. Troop, under
Captain (T.0.T.) J. Spofford, more than busy. A fortnightly
Signals Exercise stops us from getting rusty.
The Light Orchestra' Section of the Corps Band has been
with us for a week and have proved most popular. We
arranged an All Ranks' Dance while they were here, and
although the date had to be changed twice on account of
changes in their arrival and departure dates, it was most
successful. The W.R.N.S. and the Naval and Military
Hospitals provided us with partners, and an excellent buffet
combined with the services of the bar, helped to make a
most enjoyable evening. We hope to hold dances more
frequently in the .future.
The Squadron Wives' Club has just started to function
under the leadership of Mrs. Hotchkiss. In order to raise
funds the club raffled a food hamper at the All Ranks' Dance.
It was won by a guest from the Signal Troop attached to 36
H.A.A. Regiment RA., and he very kindly returned it and
it was put up for a Dutch Auction. In all, over twelve
pounds was raised for their funds.
Captain Watkeys who had been with the Squadron since
December 1951, Jeft us at the beginning of January. He was
one of the leading lights in the local rugby world, and as
we could not' produce a team ourselves he organised a combined Army /R.A.F. Signals XV. As he was also a valuable
hockey player we shall miss him a great deal on the sports
field. We hope he and Mrs. Watkeys survive the rigours of
a Catterick winter.
No. r Ships Signalling Section which is attached to the
Squadron during its visits to Malta is at present away on a
six weeks cruise. They are on the frigate H.M.S. Meon,
which acts as a H.Q. Landing Ship, and apart from occasional exercises appear to live a peaceful life. However,
they were called in to help paint ship before a recent
Admiral's Inspection. During the inspection itself they also
had to row a whaler ro_und the ship at top speed. On
account of the small numbers in the Troop the O.C., SecondLieutenant Henry, had to act as coxswain.
Preparations are now going ahead for the visit of H.M.
The Queen and H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh in May.
There is to be an Inter-Services Parade during the visit
and as our Barrack Block overlooks the parade ground we
are hoping for a grandstand view.
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On the next page the camera puts into pictures some of the activities and personalities of the Regiment
"I Squadron- It's been re-named," said the operator,
"8 T.R. they call it no~." Well, this may be news to the
War Office, but it describes our recent activities fairly well.
w~ ~re still training intensively-trade training, educational
trammg, D. and D., route marches, hill climbing, weapon
training, even first aid. A recent trade board found weak
spots, and so did the Army Third Class-" Name your
Regimental March " was answered by one signalman as
"Beyond All Care."
Mobile training has started too, mainly in the out troops
at present. Love Troop, for example, belongs to a brigade
with a taste for bizarre titles for their exercises : " Prontos'
Joy" was followed by "Nothing Heard," evidently pleasingly misnamed, as the Brigadier sent out a signal after it
"For all Prontos. For Nothing Heard read Loud and Clear
(generally)."
Despite grim warnings by our predecessors of an early
grave awaiting anyone sweating during winter in Korea, we
have continued to play soccer, hockey and basket-ball,
though the ground surface has been either liquid mud or
hard frozen earth.
On the lighter side Kil}g Troop were entertained recently
by Baker Troop in their canteen, the latter winning the
sports tournament; next day two utchis were built from
the empty beer crates. Meanwhile Charlie Troop have
quietly become divisional snooker champions. We had a
visit from the Band of the Royal Canadian Signals the other
day. Their swing section played in the cinema, while a
small light orchestral section performed in the quiet room.
Both were well attended, and much appreciated. This Band,
which is out here for six months is providing e..'Ccellent publicity for Signals in general, and Canadian Signals in particular. Capt. Judd-you have been out-played-what about
it? Melf is nearly half way!

Q~ebec, assisted by Lieutenant J. Baby of Montreal. Operaung on a freque~cy of 1090 kilocycles with a power output
?f 500 watts, Radio Maple Leaf, on the air St hours a day
is the ~anadi~n soldier's link with home, and a successfui
competitor with the many American broadcast stations
operating in Korea.
The R.C.C.S. Band commanded by Captain B. J. Lyons
Direct~r of Musi;, arrived ~Korea on 12th December, 1953:
for a SIX months tour. Smee their arrival they have given
many concerts and "Jam" sessions throughout the Commonwealth Division. Although this band was formed less
than two years ago it has already gained a fine reputation
and has been selected to play at many official functions. Due
to go home in June 1954, the band will go to Germany at
a later date.

Niee to see you again
Having heard that you are joining us in Korea we thought
we'd write and .... You didn't know! My dear chap, you
look rather unwell. The humour of that chap in AGn is
a by~ord. "Tell the b_askets on the boat," he roars, picking
up his golf bag. We lik~ him. He sent us all here.
Well, not having been told is your problem. Our only
pre-boat advice is don't tell your wife you volunteered-she

Royal Canadian (;orps of
Signals in Ko1•ea
I Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment in Korea
is an integrated unit. Among the Commonwealth troops in
the Regiment are two Canadian Troops-25 Canadian Infantry Brigade Signal Troop (J. Troop), commanded by
Captain R. R. Ulrich of Camp Borden, Ontario, and 4 Regiment Royal Canadian Horse Artillery Signal Troop (E
Troop) commanded by Lieutenant G. Vann of Edmonton,
Alberta. In addition to J and E Troops another Canadian
Signal Unit-the R.C.C.S. Band, is here for a while.
In 25 Canadian Infantry Brigade, each Infantry Battalion
has on strength two Corps Signal Officers. The Brigade
Signal Troop has four officers, the Troop Commander, his
second-in-oommand, and two others who operate Radio
Maple Leaf-the Canadian Forces broadcasting station in
Korea. The R.C.C.S. is represented here by a total of I I
officers and 195 men.
Radio Maple Leaf first went on the air 011 31st December,
1953. It is situated at the Brigade Recreation Centre. The
station equipment which was purchased in Japan consists
of studio equipment, turntables, etc., and a KP5-10II 1 KW
transmitter. The station was bought and assembled under
the supervision of Lieutenant L. G. Cote, M.C., of Aylmer,
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'B' Troop after security training -similarity with the well-known
figures is obvious and natural

might misunderstand. They always do. Our concern is
your welfare here in winter.
Take boots, for example, not those delicate little objects
you are wearing, but thumping great clobhoppers issued for
winter conditions. Within minutes of arrival we were sur127

rounded in the mess by a compassionate group, all typically
Koreanised, rather plump that is, and determined to get
their stories in first. Summer time it was, and hot. The
conversation was of the ~iaccatto, lonely-men-in-tight-places
type. Suddenly the 2 i/c said abruptly, "You must take
your boots to bed." Well we thought, shifting uncomfortably from one foot to the other, that belts old Kinsey right
in the slats. Any man who could want to take boots to bed
after months in Korea must be worthy of a column in vital
statistics. Mind you, he didn't look a boot fetish type,
healthily globular with short hair, but you never know with
these things do you? We all went into lunch then-the
usual hard tack--chicken, green peas, roast potatoes, with
fruit and cream to follow, and didn't have time to explore
the boot idea. I mentioned it diffidently once or twice afterwards but stories could only be told by certain people
apparently, and even then it was a matter of personal copyright. A subal tern who told the Adjutant's story of frozen

you must avoid while wearing it. You must never get warm,
because if you do you sweat which makes you cold, and you
have to remove clothing to make yourself cool to prevent
sweating. This causes a good deal of chaff among the troops
as you can guess. One Squadron Commander wears his
sleeping bag permanently but prefers one not to mention it.
He has a horror of eccentricity.
For leave we have a system called R. and R. This means
rest and recuperation, and it is so placed in your tour as to
allow you several months to recover before posting. F ive
days is the period, and for an outlay of a hundred pounds
you can have a thoroughly good time and send home four
picture postcards-but what postcards !
Well, there it is. We look forward to your arrival, and
you will be glad to know you are taking over Messing, Welfare and Sports in addition to your troop commitment. The
chap you are relieving has all vouchers ready, and a first class
story about a lost 62 set. You will be starting with a clean
slate, as all your sergeants are being posted the day after you
arrive, providing the Court of Inquiry on the gutting by fire
of your stores is completed.
By the way, have you had any experience in the lifting of
North Korean m ines?
A.R.W.

*

HONG KONG SIGNAL REGDIENT

Sergeant Rankin , 29 Brigade Signal Troop, at DI test point when it
was being rebuilt

egg yolks, di d ten Courts of Inquiry in a row, People get
touchy out here.
We were relieved to discover that boots are taken to bed
to prevent them freezing. I t also makes a fine story to tell
in after life, and we intend taking ours to bed on our last
night in Korea. To avoid having to wear frozen boots we
either use the pair dried out the day before, or make our
accommodation comfortable. So a few words about accommodation.
We saw an officer photographing his tent one morning,
and noticed at the same time there were no flaps at one end.
We asked him why he had an open tent. This made him
furious, and he shouted that if he closed his tent his washing
water wouldn't freeze, and there would be no frost on his
pillow in the morning.
.
.
There is no compulsion however. You may, if you wish,
make yourself as warm apd comfortable as possible, and so
that you can write letters beginning " Kor~a is ~ cold grim
hell " an open-sided tent has been erected m which you can
spend one night.
.
We should make it clear that our remarks do not m any
way refer to the infantry way of life, which is as hard as
ever it was.
And clothing. We have the best winter kit in the wo~l d,
and .t he Korean villagers prefer it to all others. One thing
[Photog raph1 by N o.
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The results of our Inter-Troop Competition are out and
today Colonel J. Stuart-Usher, our C.S.0., is to present
the challenge cup to the Champion Troop. 32 Medium
Regiment Signal T roop (Second-Lieutenant Spooner and
Sergeant Mar tin) are the worthy winners, followed closely
by two other Troops of 2 Squadron (Major J. E. Evans,
M.c.). Well done, 2 Squadron, from us all!
H ong K ong Independent Line Squadron. This is the
new designation of 4 Squadron and is commanded by Major
J. D. Norfolk, assisted by S.S.M. Woods. In the Squadron
are th ree Line Troops, responsible for Hong Kong, Kowloon
and the ew Territories respectively. Personalities are
Major (T.O.T.) Brice, Captain Dale, with S.Q.M.S. Holman,
S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Webb and Sergeant Marriott in Hong
Kong; Lieutenant Downe and Sergeant Thompson in
Kowloon; and Lieutenant V. Smith and Sergeant Bentley
in the New Territories.
It is a composite Squadron with Hong Kong O.R.s and
locally employed Chinese civilians to help the British
element. For the information of old members of the
Regiment, Sergeants Chan Fook and Fung Chan Man lead
our H.K.0.R. linemen and Chan Tong our civilian jointers
and linemen fortress. Our locally enlisted men have proved
their worth beyond doubt and are now integrated to form a
)TI.Ost efficient team . The party which they gave us at
Chinese New Year helped greatly to forge that spirit of
comradeship which is so essential, as did the Regiment's
help in kind when ten of our Chinese families were rendered
homeless on Christmas Eve in the disastrous fire, which
you may have read about in the Press.
Line work, as we all know, is never ending. Our reputation as a Corps so depends on the efficiency of telephonic
communications. Line Squadron are setting about their
task with a will. Project follows project and we are steadily
seeing results for our labours despite the efforts of the local
populace who seem to think that the lead and copper of
undergro'und cable is more 1rightly their ! Alarm circuits
have to be fitted to most of the important cables and quick
action has brought a number of these character to heelin the local civil courts.

*

*

*

Concrr:itulations to Sccona-Lieutenant Keeling on winning the Combined Services and Army Golf Champion hips
and also the Stableford foursomes at Fanling. It was a
great achievement.
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Just as we were settling back into the "rut" came a letter
stating that the R.E.M.E. inspection team wanted to take
our vehicles to pieces to see what made them tiok. We
survived that but it still seems just as difficult to get
transport.
Since our last notes we have waved farewell to one of the
• founder "of this Regiment. To Major W. Millichip may
we offer our heartiest congratulations on his promotion and
best wishes for his future. Is it true you landed in Singapore with Raffles?
S.Q.M.S. Balnis leaves us tomorrow. He has let his
hair grow in preparation for the English climate; our best
wishes go with you P.J.

Overheard on G.O.C. Inspection
G.O.C. "When did you get that Medal Ribbon,
Sergeant? "
Sergeant (chest expanded) " 1935, Sir."
G.O.C. "Well, it's about time you got it changed then."
(Collapse of chest).
The Amateur Radio Club continues to thxive, although
membership has dropped due to our inability to speak to
U.K. This is purely temporary and when condition
improve during March we should once more make our
nightly contacts with England.
The Unit M.O.R. badminton team continues to do well •
by defeating all-comers. We hope soon to produce a B.O.R.
team, but progress in that direction is, as yet, slow.
Foo~ball has had several setbacks due to inclement
weather, but with the finish of the rainy season we hope
to get more matches.
Our tennis courts have at long last been declared fit for
use. We hope soon to start a local tournament.

Air Marshal Sir Clifford Sanderson, K.B.E., C.B .. D.F.C., ta lking to
Colonel C. D. Clapp, O.B.E., and S.S.M. D. A. Dickson after inspecting 19 Air Formation Signal Regiment.
Sl~GAPOllE

DISTHICT SIGNAi, HEGDIENT

The G.O.C., Major-General O'Carrol Scon, C.B., C.B.E.,
inspected the Regiment ~m 15th January and express~
himself well satisfied with all he saw, and the Unit
obtained a well-earned good report.
May we now "kill " the rumours that we borrowed a
Company of Guards for the parade. They really were
District Signals.

Outline

History

of

the

ROYAL ~ANADIA _ N
~OBPS OF SIGNALS 1903-1953
•
BY

STAFF SERGEANT

F. w. PRATT,

DmECTORATE OF SIGNALS, ARMY HEADQUARTERS

•
PART II -

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CORPS IN THE
POST-WAR ARMY
The Canadian Army has Lieutenant-Colonel (later
Colonel) Forde to thank that the Corps was perpetuated
after the First World War. It was only by his ardent persuasion that the Staff was convinced that a need existed for
ignals in peacetime and eventually, in 1919, he was authorised to take a few vacancies from the Instructional Cadre
to form a "Canadian Signalling Instructional Staff" in the
Permanent Force. He was fortunate in having an enviable
field from which to choose an authorised five officers and
fifteen men as a nucleus for the Corps he planned to build.
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1919 - 1939

Signals, now completely divorced from the Engineers, had
thus secured a precarious foothold in the vastly reduced postwar Canadian Army. It was at this time that the British
Army first adopted the idea of a separate Corps of Signals,
reversing the usual order of things by following a precedent
set in the Canadian Army. However, the distinctive badge
used by the British corps was adopted, in a modified form,
by the Canadian corps, while the earlier badge which had
been designed by Major Carruthers was ohanged slightly to
form "the present collar badge. The central figure in both
British and Canadian Signal Corps badges is the Greek
Mercury, symbolic of speed. He has become familiarly
known by signalmen throughout the British Empire as
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"Jimmy.' In any case, Signals in the past fifty years have
fully lived up to this motto and, in so doing, ,gained an
enviable reputation for initiative, ingenuity, efficiency and
devotion to duty.
In 1921, after a few months under the temporary title of
" Canadian Permanent Signal Corps,'' the title "Royal "
was granted by His Majesty the King to the Permanent
Force element of the Corps and the present name was
adopted.
In the meantime the forerunner of the present Reserve
Force was being re-organised and the Signal units in the
various centres across Canada became known collectively as
the Canadian Corps of Signals. The main function of the
five signal officers and fifteen W.O.s and N.C.O.s of the
Permanent Force was to supervise the training of these nonpermanent units. Several officers and N.C.O.s from other
Corps were loaned to assist as District Signal Officers and
instructors. One of these was Captain J. E. Genet, M.c., of
the P.P.C.L.I., who not only joined the Corps when the
establishment permitted, and in 1939 took the 1st Canadian
Divisional Signals to England, as a Lieutenant-Colonel, but
served throughout the Northwest Europe campaign as Chief
Signal Officer, First Canadian Army, as a Brigadier. He retired in 1947 and is now the Honorary Colonel Commandant
of the Corps.
To standardise signal training throughout Canada, all
instructors were gathered together at Rockcliffe, near
Ottawa, during the autumn months of both 1920 and 1921
for refresher training at "Royal Schools." The third Royal
School was held at Camp Borden in 1922 and from it
developed the Corps' first home, known as "The Depot, R.C.
Signals." There was nothing very pretentious for the signalmen who first moved there in 1922. Through the indulgence of the R.C.A.F., already well established .ip the camp,
the newcomers were accommodated at Borden somewhat in
the manner of poor relations. Fo7 a few months one barrack
room served as headquarters offices, living quarters, storeroom and classroom. With the growth of the establishment,
training quarters were found, unfortunately, at some distance.
Signals were fed by the R.C.A.F. kitchen, an arrangement
which grew increasingly unsatisfactory as both continued
to expand.
About this time another important organisation that was
to be a great factor in the development of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals was formed. This was a depot for
the inspection and overhaul of wireless equipment coming
back from overseas, originally called the Signals Inspection
and Test Department and located in rather dingy quarters
a few blocks from the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa. This
depot presently undertook the development, design and
manufacture of wireless equipment that made much of the
Corps' coming expansion possible.

THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES AND YUKON
RADIO SYSTEM
In addition to being the fiftieth anniversary of the Royal
Canadian Corps of Signals, 1953 is also the occasion for
another anniversary-the thirtieth birthday of the far-flung
communications network what spans the Canadian north
from Hudson's Bay to the Alaska border, the Northwest
Territories and Yukon Radio System.
In 1922 the Department of Interior, realising the impracticability of any other means of communication in this area,
asked the Defence Department to consider the installation
of Army radio stations, with all expenses borne by the
Department of Interior, thus, in 1923 the opening of radio
stations at the Yukon mining communities of Mayo Landing
and Dawson City heralded the coming of the system which
has grown from two to twenty-one stations, ranging in size
from two to nineteen men. It has become a vital link in
the development of our country's rich northern frontier, providing reliable radio communication for government offices,
mining companies, aircraft, trading posts and prospectors.
Regular weather reports from these stations form the basis
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for national forecasts from the Dominion Weather Office.
The early growth of this system was made possible by the
manufacturing facilities of the Signals Inspection and Te t
Department, where most of the original wireless equipment
was built.
OTHER PEACETIME SERVICES
When air mail was introduced to the Canadian public in
1927, the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals, with its alreadywon reputation for reliable radio service, was made responsible for a nation-wide system of radio beacons, reauired to
guide the mail planes. The Corps also supplied communications for the first transatlantic air mail from ships at sea
to Montreal.
Despite these civilian-type duties, the principal official
task of the Permanent Force Corps remained the supervision of the signal training program of the Non-Permanent Active Militia. Under this guidance, the forerunner of
the present Reserve Force Signals developed to a high degree
of efficiency, enabling it to become the backbone of the vast
and intricate Canadian signal system of the Second World
War. Invaluable field experience was obtained in the annual
N.P.A.M. concentrations at Camp Borden and at Sarcee,
Alberta.
The steady increase in responsibilities assumed by the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals during the twenties and
thirties and the growing recognition which accompanied
these increases, did not come automatically. They were the
results of an unrelenting battle waged in Ottawa by Colonel
Forde who was constantly on the watch for new ways in
which Signals could prove their value to the Army. Canada
had the dogged determination and ardent persuasive powers
of Colonel Forde to thank for the fact that an adequate
communications force was ready to answer the call that went
out in 1939.
A DREAM REALIZED
Ever since The Depot, R.C. Signals, opened at Camp
Borden in 1922, there was a cherished dream at the back of
Colonel Forde's mind. This dream envisaged a permanent
home for his growing Corps, the authorisation of which he
sought for ten long years before receiving a ray of hope. It
was, curiously enough, an economic depression which made
the building of Vimy Barracks possible. It was authorised
as an unemployment relief project and on May 25th, 1935,
the then Governor General of Canada, His Excellency the
Earl of Bessborough, P.c., G.C.M.G., laid the cornerstone of
the main building which was to bear the honoured name
of Forde. Two years later a proud day came for Colonel
Forde as he watched the men of the Permanent Force
element of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals move from
the primitive huts of Camp Borden and take up residence
in the gleaming new barrack blocks of Vimy on the shores
of the St. Lawrence near Kingston. By this time the name
of the Depot had been changed to the Canadian Signal
Training Centre.
In the short time that remained before September 1939
the Canadian Signal Training Centre got over its organisation pains and became fully prepared to play the part that
lay in store for it.
To be cominued.

BOUND VOLUMES of "THE WIRE"
We have available material to bind in book
form 20 copies of the 1953 WIRE. Messes and
individuals who require bound volumes should
please let the Editor know as soon as possible.

PRICE IS 35 SIDLLINGS
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Royal
New Zealand Signals
There are a number of ex Royal Signal.s ~.C.O.s serving
in the Regular Force in New Zealand and 1t ~s hop~d to send
detail of them in the near future. Vacancies exist ~or the
enlistment of Radio Mechanics and Opera~o.rs, details can
be obtained from the New Zealand Army Liaison Staff, The
Adelphi, John Adam treet? .L.ondon, .w.C.2. .
Recently 7 Armoured D1vlSlonal Signal Re~imen~ presented a ilver tatuette of an officer o_f ~?ya! S1~nals m fu~l
dress uniform, to r New Zealand D1vlSlonal Signal. Regiment to mark the official alliance between the two regiments
approved by H.M. The Queen in 1952. The statu7tt;e. was
formally handed over to the C.O., l ew Zealand D1v1Sional
Signal Regiment (Lieutenant-Colonel G. L. Agar, J?.S.o.,
o.B.E., by the Director, Royal New Zealand SignaJs
(Lieutenant-Colonel G. B. Stevenson) at a ~eremony held m
Wellington on r3th January, r954. In making t!:e presentation Lieutenant-Colonel Stevenson recalled that m 1952 the
Queen approved an alliance between the r New .z~land
Divisional Signal Regiment and the 7 Armoured D1v1S1oi;ial
Signal Regiment. The alliance perpetuated the .clo~e association which had grown up between the two un_its m the war
year and to provide_ a_ 1;31lgible.reminder _of this, t:J:ie C.O. of
the 7 Armoured D1v1S1onal Signal Regunent? L1eutenantColonel C. ettleship, o.B.E., T.D., had sent this statuette to
Lieutenant-Colonel Agar and all ranks of the 1 New Z~aland
Signal Regiment. Lieutenant-Colone_! . ~tevens~n said ~e
him elf had served in 7 Armoured DivlSlonal Signal Regiment from September 1939 to September 1?41, and was
Adjutant at the time the first contact was established between
the two Regiments, when a number of officers from the
advance party of the New Zealand Fo~ce were atta~ed to
the 7 Armoured Division.a~ Signal Regunent for trainmg ..
In peace, the opporturuties for members of the two Regiments to get together were infrequent, though advantage was
taken of the those which did occur, as was shown when two
members of the New Zealand Regiment who were included

(Ri&ht to left) Lieutenant Colonel Agar (C.0.), Lieutenant Clarke (Adjunnt),
Maior Borman (R. of Q .), Captain Reynolds (O.C. C Troop rep. O .C. I Squadron) Major Pope (O.C. 2 Squadron), Major Parkhouse (O.C. H.Q. Squadron),
Captain Robinson (GJ Sl&nals, Army H.Q.), Majctr Missen (R. of 0 .), Major
Snow (O.C. 3 Squadron) Lieutenant Colonel Stevenson, Director of Signals
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in this country's contingent at the. Coroi;ation, visited the
7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment m Germany.
Colonel Stevenson added that Colonel Agar had . been
serving with the New Zealand Divisional Signal ~eipi;nent
at the time its close association with 7 Armoured D1':'is1onal
Signal Regiment was formed, and had comman~ed_ it from
1941 to 1943 and from the date of its recon~utuuon as a
Territorial Force unit in December 1948, until the present
day.
'd .
ld
Colonel Agar, in accepting the statuette, s.ai It wou
further cement the alliance between the two ~mts and woul~
be a greatly treasured and honoure~ possession of the Reg~
ment. He said be would present It formally to the Regiment before he retired.
During the Royal Tour both Regular and Territorial personnel of Royal New Zealan~ . Signals wer~ ei:nployed on
street lining duties and providing commurucauons for . the
movement and ass~mbly of street lining pa~ti~~· in va:1ous
centres. In addition H.Q. Squadron 1 D1vmonal Signal
Regiment provided a Royal Guard a~ Government House,
Wellington, on 14th January, and Ma1or N. R. Ingle, Royal
New Zealand Signals, was appointed n:ovements o~cer for
the tour in recognition of which service he was invested
with the M.V.O. by H.M. The Queen before her departure.
Major N. R. Ingle has been appointed C.0 ..1 New z:ealand
Divisional Signal Regiment as from 1st Apnl, 1954, !-11 succession to Lieuti;:nant-Colonel G. L. Agar who retires on
thatdat~
.
At the time of the Tangiwai railway disaster on Christmas
Eve personnel of the School of Signals, w~ich is located at
Waiouru were early on the scene of the accident and among
other du'ties provided emergency li~htin~, teleprinter c~m
munication for the Press and mobile wireless commumcations for search parties operating along the banks of the
Wangaehu River.
T H E W I R E, A P RIL

At this time of the year the greater part of Regimental
training takes place at the Drill Hall. However, in February, there was a successful long-range wireless exercise, with
patrols at Bridgewater, Crowborough and Edenbridge, from
which much was learned about frequencies probably to be
used during the period of Annual Training later in the
year. One Sunday devoted to a convoy drive provided the
drivers, including National Service Men, with some useful
training. A big feature of the indoor training was the InterSquadron Phantom Patrol Competition held at the end of
February. For this each squadron entered a team of two
officers, four O.W.L.s :md four "coders." Among the
many items tested were officers' duties, wireless operating
and procedure, ciphering and deciphering; emphasis was on
speed and accuracy. Although competition was close on
some items, "A" Squadron proved to be indubitable and
worthy winners and it was to their representative that, at
the end of the evening, the Commanding Officer presented
the " Efficiency " Cup-the regimental trophy for inter-subunit competitions.
·
Early in February the Regiment was honoured by a visit
from Major-General G . F. Johnson, c.B., C.B.E., o.s.o.,
G.O.C. London District, who had wished to see T.A. Units
training in their Drill Halls : he toured the classrooms and
inspected Stores, M.T. and other accommodation during
his vrsit.
The Regiment's period of Annual Training in Germany
has now been fixed for the period 19th September to 2nd
October. The Adjutant and Quartermaster have been to
Germany during March on a preliminary visit to ascertain
to what extent the Regiment will take part in the N.A.T.O.
exercise and to make preliminary contact with formations
with which patrols from the Regiment will be working.
Highlights of Regimental social activities during the past
two months have been the first social evening 'o be held
by the M.T. and Intelligence Section-a most successful
"first night," "C" Squadron's annual social and, on 20th
March, another first class dance run jointly by the Regiment
and the Old Comrades' Association. Looking forward a
little, the Regiment is proud that its Headquarters is once
again to be the venue of the Annual Reunion of the London
and Home Counties Royal Signals Association on 1st May
next.
Finally, a welcome to Second-Lieutenant J. S. Evan who
comes to the Regiment from 3 Training Regiment.

*

D.Q., 60 ARHY SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.
The weather prophets forecast "Dense fog in the Mid-

lands" and so at the time of writing our T.A. Cent!re in
Sheffield is completely obscured. But our spirits are not,
as wi.th the lighter evenings and Spring just around tihe
comer we realise that in the not too distant future our training will take us to the pleasant countryside which surroun~s
this City of Steel, as by t!he end of March each Troop will
have completed ·t heir one woek-end training at the T.A.
Centre and looking forward to a week-end out of Sheffield.
On the 13th and 27th February, 223 Medium Wireless
Troop and 190 Line Troop held a successful week-end at

the T.A. Centre respectively. 133 Construction Troop are
due to hold their week-end at the T.A. Centre on 2oth/21 t
March, 1954.
On Monday, 8th March, we were honoured by a visit
from Brigadier C. D. Gray, o.s.o., O.B.E., and Brigadier L.
de M. Tbu!Jier, o.B.E. It is wit!h regret that we learn of
Brigadier Gray's relinquishment as C.S.O., Northern
Command, on retirement to civilian life, but with one
accord we wish him the very best of luck for the future. We
welco:ne Brigadier L. de M. Thullier as our new C.S.O.
The past month saiw the publication of the first edition
of our monthly magazine "The Courier," although briJliant
in material matter, it is hoped that 'l'he reproduction difficulties will be overcome by the time of publication of the
next issue.
Congratulations to our OWL P.S.I., Sergeant Nicholl , on
his initiation into t!he ranks of the educated with the award
of the Army Certificate of Education First Class, while 01,1r
Lineman P.S.I., Sergeant Mears, is still sweating it out at
Ripon, hoping to achieve the same coveted award. Who
said " Operators are Linemen with their brains knocked
out." No comments!
In the field of sport we have one success to record this
month, that being a badminton match with 271 Field Regiment R.A. (T.A.) in Sheffield. Signals won 6-2.
Corporal W. H. Gowan (ex-0.T.W. School of Signals)
has been entered for the Territorial Army Cross-Country
Championships, 1954, which is to be held at Formby, Lanes.,
on Saturday, 20th March, 1954 We wish him every
success.

*

U.Q. 61 ARMY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T . A .

The highljght of our activities during the month of
February, was the final week-end of a series of four held
during the winter months, on which various junior members
of the Regiment have learned to become Junior N.C.0.s.
For this week-end, held at Bedford on the 13th and 14th,
we were honoured with the presence of Brigadier C. A.
Chadwick, c.B.E., A.D.c., C.S.0. Eastern Command, who inspected the pass off parade of the N.C.O.s, afterwards
speaking to members of the Permanent Staff stationed at
Bedford.
During the training evening at Bedford on 23rd February
we were once more honoured, this time by a visit from
Major-General R. H. Bower, C.B., C.B.E., G.0.C., Ea t
Anglian District, who, after seeing personnel at work, gave
us a short talk on future training policy with regard to
Atomic warfare.
On the 28th February, 89 AGRA (Field) Signal Squadron
from Bedford, held a very successful mobile wireless exercise in the Dunstable area, this being marred only by a
lightrting blizzard which lasted for a short while during the
afternoon.
At Wanstead on the 20th and 21st of February, No. I
Squadron succeeded in operating their ro sets, this being
the first week-end exercise on which they had been used.
At the same time 162 Independent Infantry Brigade
Signal Squadron were enjoying an exercise held at the
W.E.T.C. at Sevenoaks.
We take this opportunity of welcoming to the rank of
our Permanent Staff, Sergeant R. S. Rainford from 5 Corps
Signal Regiment, who goes to Cambridge as P.S.I. to No. 2
Squadron there.

*
ESSEX

*

YEO~IAN RY

*
II. A.,

T . A.

The Royal Signals Troop of this Regiment is urgently in
need of a volunteer Troop Sergeant at the Ongar Road Drill
Hall, Brentwood, E ex.
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Training period is only 15 days a year with full army pay and allowances plus £9 tax. free. bounty.
Volunteers are posted to Signal Regiments of the Army Emergency Reserve and. train with their
own Regiment. All Members of A.E.R. Signal Regiments are Rese rvists.

H.q. A.E.R. ROYAL SIGN ALS
The tempo of postings in and out has slowed down during
the last month. New arrivals include Major (Q.M .)
"Ginger" Hobbs, now an RO.III, who is making his weight
felt in H .Q. Squadron, and W.O. I Faircloth, who has
assumed the duties of R.S.M. Amongst the departures,
Sergeant Townsend discharged on medical grounds and
Sergeant Green, who completed his colour service and
decided to pound a beat.
As our last notes showed, the weather has not been very
kind, although at the moment it seems as if summer is
already u pon us, but we have managed to get some sport in.
On the rugger field we beat 21 H.A.A. Regiment, R.A.,
16-0, and 79 H .A.A. Regiment, R.A., x8-6, although in the
N.W . D istrict Cup we lost to the D epot, The South
Lancashire Regiment, af,t er a ha:rd struggle, the final score

was 6-5 .

o~

u..

(T.A.)

The past few months have seen many changes in the
Regiment. On 7th March Lieutenant-Colonel E. R. Price,
T.D., who has been in conunand since 1950, handed over to
Lieutenant-Colonel R. N. Houston, M.B.E., T.D. We were
pleased to hear that Lieutenant-Colonel Price is to remain
on the Active List of the T.A. for another three years on
promotion to Colonel.
Major L. C. Suggars, M.M., retired from the T.A. on
31st December last.and Major (Q.M.) Leslie Teal, our Q.M.,
is due to leave us in the nea,r future for overseas service. All
were suitably "dined out" with the good wishes of the
Regiment at a Mess function on 12th March, which was
attended also by our Hon. Colonel, Brigadier E. A. James,
O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., and our C.S.O., Brigadier D. St. J .
Hoysted.
We offer our congratulations to Lieutenant-Colonel R. N.
Houston on his promotion and wish him a successful tenure
as C.O. He joined this Regiment in 1949, after many years
as a T.A. Officer in 15 (Scottish) Divisional Signals. Our
best wishes also to Major Ralph Ironmonger and Major
R C. Reid-Jones on their promotion.
Another departure is W.O.II A. G. Campkin, who has
migrated to New zealand-a real loss to this Regiment and
the T.A. W.0 .II H. King continues his good shooting and
is again in the final stage of · the T.A.R.A. Small Bore
Championship. The Regimental shooting team also did
very well in the Premier Division of the T .A. Small Bore
League.

EX-SERVING MEMBERS OF ROYAL SIGNALS ARE PARTICULARLY INVITED TO
JOIN
THEIR SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE ARE CONSIDERED A GREAT ASSET.

JOINING THE A.E.R. ALSO ENABLES THEM TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH THE
CORPS AND OLD FRIENDS
(Members of a paid ARMY RESERVE are not eligible to join : National Servicemen a:e. permitted ~o Volunteer after
they have cOll'lpleted ONE Training Period of their part·tlme service but are not eligible to receive the BOUNTY.
When they have served their obligatory periods of Train ing they then qualify 'or the Bounty.'

IF YOU HAVE LEFT THE ARMY
IF YOU MUST LEAVE THE ARMY

or

Please write for full particulars to : THE COMMANDANT
H.Q. A.E.R .. R. SIGNALS,
Blacon Camp, CHESTER.

M ajor A. A. Hodgkins, South Staffordshire Regiment, has
taken over the management of the Unit's shooting activities
and is using his infantry experience to full advantage. In
the City of Chester Rifle Association's Second Division
League we hold second place, with three matches still to
shoot. We hope to record wins in these matches and if
lady luck is on om side we may " top the table " yet. The
team's average shows steady improvement and at the
moment stands at 91·3. Notable Unit shots are LieutenantColonel Copeland, W.O.II McMorran and Sergeant Welsh.
52 L. of C. Signal Regiment have completed their annual
camp, a satisfactory time being had by all.
H.Q. A.E.R. are now preparing for some high level visits
from the Army Commander, the Director of Signals and the
Representative Colonel Commandant, not forgetting Captain
Judd and his merry boys.
Preparations a:re in hand for sports day, this promises to
outshine all previous efforts, and S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.)
Shelley has started to select his tennis players for the Unit
team to enter Western Command tennis competition.
It is rumoured that several of the Officers are seeking
stage auditions as a result of ,t he playlet st.aged for the
C.S.O.'s Exercise "Straight Reply II" and ably produced
by the Padre.
THE WIRE, APRIL 1954
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Ex-Sergeant, 1927-51. Previously in RH.A. Was drawing a good salary in engineering until suddenly discovered
with T.B. He had quite heavy H .P . committnents and has
a large family. Royal Signals and RA. Charitable Fund
much reduced the H.P. commitments, S.S.A.F.A. arranged
for the weekly rate of payment to be reduced to within the
family's means while he is in hospital and not earning.
Ex-D r i ver, 194~6. Married, two children. A normal,
self-reliant family who suffered a series of mishaps one
after another, the effect cumulative. The Fund eased the
burden.
Ex-Signalman, 1938-50. (F.E ., P .O.W.) Was earning
good wages in heavy work but became ill and off work for
three m onths; his wife was also ill. Was behind with H.P.
commitments and latterly with rent also. Royal Signals,
Returned Prisoner of War Association and S.S.A.F.A. all
helped a little and he now writes that he is to start work
again at once.
Ex-Signalman, 1941-46. Has a daughter in hospital (T.B.)
a long way from home. Four weeks off work, no fault
of his, lowered his otherwise good earnings. The Fund is
now helping with fares to visit the sick child.
Ex-Signalman, 1942-47. All his four children became
seriously ill successively and one died; his wife eventually
collapsed with overwork and he had to stay at home as
nurse and cook. He delayed much too long before asking
for help, but now he is able to write that they are getting
on their feet again.
Signalman, 1953. His widowed mother supports two
younger brothers on a meagre income and a voluntary allotment. The F und helped her a little.
Ex-Signalman, 194~6. (F.E., P.O.W.) After trying a
variety of employment he set up in business as a hairdresser, mainly on borrowed money. A year of unsuccessful business caused a mental breakdown and he is to go
into hospital. The Fund straightened his affairs so that
his wife could have a fair restart.
Ex-Signalman, 1942-46. Previously RE. Signals, 1915-19.
An old man with a long record of illness, he died in the
Star and Garter Home last year. His widow is employed
but no savings. The British Legion and Royal Signals
paid to get her furniture out of store to enable her to have
a home.
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Sub1criptions recrived during February, I954 :
Royal Signals Corps Fund . . .
...
. ..
...
53 (W) lnfaniry Divisional Signal Regiment .. .
1 Wireless Regiment . . .
...
. ..
...
. ..
...
49 (WR) Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment ...
18 lnfaniry Brigade Signal Squadroll ...
5 AGRA (A.A.) Signal Squadron . . .
...
. ..
. ..
...
...
1 Malay lnfaniry Brigade Slanal Squadron (British Element)
BBTFOR Signals
...
. ..
. ..
. ..
1 Special Communicatioos Regiment .. .
Doruuions receiwd durinsr February, I954 :
Aldershot Branch
...
S.Q.M.S. M. Woolgar .. .

Mr. W. Notley .. .

. ..

Total receipts .. •

.[,
41
4

0

15 12
5 0
3 0
10
2
2
2
I

.[,Br

2
0

8

3
0
0
0
0

6

0
0
0

2

s

Expenditure during FebrulZT)I, 1954
•••
•• • ..• ...
. .• /;,747 I S
(Includes : Rems and Rates, Rehabilitation, Hire Purclluc, Cott and
Prams, General Assistance).
Analysis of Ca.sss:
Families of soldiers scrvina in U .K.
.. .
,, M .E.L .F .
,, F.A.R.B.L.F.
,,
,,
,,
,,
,, W. Africa
•. •
Widows and Dependants
.. .
. ..
. ..
•. •
Released and discharged 10ldicra up to 1946 ...
,,
,,
,,
,,
airer 1946 •••
Total case1 assisted

135

New

Stand ard

-

making loads of lovely cakes, laying and clearing tables.
pecial thanks are due to Mr. Pick, who washed up. One
small sink and stacks of plates, saucers, cups aq.d glasses.
Had he soldiered on, it could have been Catterick again.
A Dance was held at the Shelthorpe Drill Hall, Loughborough, on 29th January. This also was a success, financially and ocially. The Royal Signals Dance Band came
from Harrogate specially for the evening-one reason why
the floor was so packed. The buffet was excellent. One
thing noticeable-the cold weather did not keep the folks
away. Thanks to Major Barron and a hard-working committee for putting on such a good show.

WEST COUNTRY REUNION
In connection with the D epot Regimental

Week-end

22nd and 23rd

~IAY,

1954

Branches and individuals wishing to be invited
hould apply for details to O.C. Depot Regiment
Royal Signals, Rawlinson Bairracks, Denbury:
Nr. Newton Abbott, Devon.

The Band

. .

The Display Team

*

Hull
We have done it again. Still more success. First it was
our annual dinner ju st before Christmas, and on 4th March
our very first social evening. This was held in the City
Hotel, and the hall ~ith its cosiness, warmth and highly
organised services, did us exceedingly well.
Members brought along their friends and in very short
time the hall was filled to capacity. It was most pleasing
to meet ex-Signals, who were longing to become members
of our Branch, having heard of its existence in recent
months. Mr. Frank Shaw, president of the Entertainments
Committee, must have worked very hard in arranging everything. First-class artistes provided us with hours of entertainment. Here it should be mentioned that one of our own
members is a tip-top vocalist (Mr. G . L. Smith). M.C. was
Frank L. Wagner.
It was generally felt that another social evening would
be welcome before very long.
[Pharo : Clampit, 13 H Kingwood Rd., S. W.6.

By Courte5)1: Fulham Chronicle

The new Standard of London Branch was dedicated at All Saints Church, Fulh; m
on 22nd February, 19H. left to right : Mr. D. H. Alexander, Mr. C. E. Meage r,
Captain L. J. Burrows, and also Major M. J. R. Fletcher, representing 23 (Southern)
Corps Signal Reg iment, T.A.

*
Loughborough
The inauguration meeting was held at the BuU's Head on
18th November, and there was a very good attendance. With
few exceptions, most of the members are from War Office
Wireless Station, Beaumanor Park, and 10 Wireless Training
Squadron, G~uats Hey. There have been various changes
in the committee since the first elections. The present
committee consists of Messrs. A. Britton, Chairman; L. Pick,
Vice-Chairman; R. Stevens, Secretary; and S.Q.M.S. Shaw,
IO Wireless Training Squadron as Treasurer. Brigadier J. J.
Duvivier, C.B.E., is President, and Major B. Barron, M.C.,
Officer Commanding IO Wireless Training Squadron, is
Vice-President.
One of the chief difficulties-that of accommodation, has
now been overcome. The President, Head of War Office
Wireless Station, has given permission for the Branch to
use l?remises in Beaumanor, suitable for meetings, social
functions a d dances. Furniture is a little inadequate at
the moment, but it is hoped, not for long. I forgot to say
that there is a well stocked bar in perfect working order.
The Branch has begun to function socially, and a dance
was held at Beaumanor on New Year's Eve. This was a
great success financially and socially. The bar almost
succumbed under the heavy pressure.
On 2nd January a party was given for the members'
chµdren in the ViUage Hall, Woodhouse Eaves. About 150
children were present and well entertained. Very grateful
thanks are due to the hard-working committee who organised
both the Dance and the Children's Party, one so soon after
the other. A lot of work was done in a very short time.
Thanks are also due to the ladies who assisted the party by

*
Sheffield

The Annual General Meeting of the Sheffield Branch
was held on Friday, 5th March, 1954, at the Crabtree T.A.
Centre. There were 14 members present, and made up in
enthusiasm for the Jack of numbers. It was, however, not
very heartening for the members and especially the officials,
to see such a small turnout for so important a meeting. The
A.G.M. is the only ~eeting in the year which is purely
business, and 14 members is a poor number from which to
elect new officers for the year.
We were pleased to see our P~sident, Lieutenant-Colonel
Holland; apologies were_ received on behalf of the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel McNeil who was out
of town.
A keen interest was taken in the proceedings, and although
the financial side is only just keeping its head above water,
the general feeling was that greater efforts be made to attract
old members back to the Association and to enrol new
members, stress to be pla~ed on the excellent accommodation
for the meetings, and the social side of the Branch activities. T.he Secretary's review of the year's activities stressed
the loyalty of the hard core of active members who have
stuck by the branch and helped to keep it going. A vote
of thanks was moved to the officials and T.A. members for
the good work and ·co-operation throughout the year, which
was heartily endorsed by all present.
Lieutenant-Colonel V. C. Holland was re-elected as President, and Mr. E. Taylor re-elected as Treasurer. The
positions of Chairman and Secretary have yet to be filled,
but we are hoping that Lieutenant-Colonel McNeil can be
persuaded to accept the chair. Mr. Ryalls has agreed to
carry on as Secretary until the nominated member can be
contacted.
So once again we face the year full of hope and ready to
welcome any ex-Signals to our happy band. We can
promise them a pleasant evening once a month-the first
Friday of each month.

Sailing
S

AILING in the Army is becoming an increasingly
popula.r sport. It provides excitement, fresh air and
a temporary freedom from the tiresome restrictions of this
~odern iworl~ which ~s .exper~enced in few other occupauons.. What is more it 1s available at a reasonable cost in
pracucally every Army station in the world.
The Royal Signals Sailing Association was formed fo
1939 with the object of encouraging sailing in any form
3!11ong officers of t~e .Cor.ps. Any officer who has at any
ume held. a comrmss1~n. ~n Royal Signals is eligible for
membersh1p. The acttviues of the Association are at
present.confined to the United Kingdom where three boats ·
are available to members for charter.
Cit<? is an ex-German 30-square metre yacht, which is
kept lr;t the Solent area in full cruising trim. Although
not suited. to <:<>IDpete with modem ocean racing yachts,
s~e has sailed m several short races in the last few years
~1th reasonable .success. She provides comfortable cruising accommodation for three, and a fourth can be car<I"ied
for. a short cruise. .In order to . save the heavy costs of
mamtenance and fitting out, she 1s now laid up each year
at Marchwood on Southampton Water where the Royal
~n~ineers keep a kindly eye on her. Me'.inbers of the Associauon have been forming parties on weekends in the Spring
to. fit her out at M~rchw?O<l, under the supervision of Captam Barker, who 1s stauoned at the Royal Marine Signal
School, Eastney Barracks, Portsmouth.
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Germany
There are few places in the world where Royal Signals
officers have a better chance to sail than in Germany There
are four l~es ~ the British Zone where officers'· sailing
clubs prov1d~ vanous yachts and clubhouses with residential
accommodation. Regattas are held every weekend One
of these lakes is within reach of each Signal Reg~ent in
the theatre. There is ~ annual triangular regatta between
RA., RE. and Royal Signals. In addition, the British Kiel
Yacht Club h.as a number of craft available for charter by
anyone who is a member of the clubs mentioned above.
These are mostly 30-square metres, similar to Cito, though
th~e. art'. several larger yachts. They provide excellent
crmsu~g m the Baltic which is one of the most delightful
~reas m the world for this &port. All the sailing facilities
m Ge!!Jl1any are extremely cheap.
Middle East
Owing to their location, units in the Middle East theatre
genera!ly have ample opportunity for sailing. In the Canal
Zoi;ie itself there are many Service clubs all offering the
thnll ?f small boat sailing at very low cost. At Fayid
rpere 1s the. Inter Service Yacht Club, open to all canks,
'.l°d po~sessm~ a large .fleet of Fireflies and Snipes. As its
lffimediat~ nc;1ghbour 1s the Royal Signals (Egypt) Yacht
Club, ~h1ch is open f?r membership to any Royal Signals
offi~er in Egypt. This dub has three Fireflies and five
Srupes and with its neat little clubhouse affords a very
Although
pleasant . venue for after-duty relaxation.
comparatively small it has already made a name for itself
L~st year Sec?nd-~ieutenant Spear won the Canal Zon~
Frre~y C:hamp1onship. In July this year the club will be
holding tts first regatta as an officers' sailing.
Far East
F.A.RE.L.F. Sailing Club has a fleet of five Fireflies and
seven R .. ~.A. !4ft. dinghies. It shares the club premises
and ameruues with the Royal Singapore Yacht Club, whose
ra~es and regattas are open to all members. The Royal
~r Force have yacht cl1;1bs at Changi and Seletar, which
1~clud~ a num~ of active members from 19 Air Forma!JOn Signal Regiment. Regattas are held in all these place
m January ai:d February and there i also an annual passage
race .fr~m Smgapore to Changi. Hong Kong al o has a
flounshmg yacht club.

Pirates and Sharpies on the Dummer See.
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.For member~ sta.tioned at Catterick, there are two Fairey
Ftrefly I2ft. ~1~ghies on Lake Windermere. This branch
of the Assoc1at1?n is affiliated to the Royal Windermere
Yacht Club, which runs races for dinghies of this class
th~oughout the Summer. Captain Holbrook Royal Signals
Wm~, The School <>! Signals, is in charge ~f the activities
of this branch and will be glad to arrange sailing at Windermere for ~ny officer who wishes to join .
.1:rom time to time members have taken part in various
sailing events, as when a team went over to Dublin last
se.ason to enter for the Irish Team Ohampionships. Major
Lm~, 9 Foxcroft Rood, Shooters Hill Woolwich coordinates s~ch racin.g activities and is al~o responsibie for
the chartermg of Cito.
!he Royal Signals Depot Regiment runs a very active
saiJm~ dub. oix:n to all ranks. Last season they ran five
Redwing dinghies a~d one ex-German 15-square metre
yacht, and too~ part m numerous regattas in South Devon.
.1:'he ~ollmymg are some of the overseas stations where
sailmg 1s available:

1954

West Africa
Because of the dangerou coast, sailing in West Africa is
co~ned to Freetown Harbour and Lagos. The sudden
tropical squalls and local currents make sailing exciting for
he~sman and crew. In .Freetown there is the additional
thnll for those who capsize of the danger of being eaten
by sharks before the rescue boat arrive I In Lagos on
137

" sailing days " a launch service calls at the jetty in the
Signals lines and at the Yacht Club clubhouse which is
set in an ideal position at the entrance to " F ive Cowrie
Creak."

Civil and Military Tailors
and Outfitters
97 New Bond Street, London, W.1
Telephont : Gros venor 5016-7-8

"For the Finest in Service and Civilian Wear"
Special Export Facilities
Our Representatives will wait upon you where and
when you so desire, and at our premises every
courtesy and attention is assured to both old and
new customers

BOSTOCK & KIMPTON LTD
WINE MERCHANTS SPECIALISTS IN SERVICE
TO NAVAL, MILITARY AND AIR FORCE MESSES

Emergency Service: Tailor-made Uniforms to
individual measurements within 48 hours

Proprietors of"G.H.Q." and other Sherries

PANTON HOUSE
25 HAYMARKET

CAMBERLEY, ALDERSHOT, RAMSEY (1.0.M.)
CATTERICK

LONDON, S.W.l
TRAFALGAR

TELEGRAMS

Branches at

1441-2

Appointed Tailors to over fifty Regiments and Corps

BOSTIMTOCK, LESQUARB, LONDON

TELEPHONl!

East Africa
The emergency in Kenya has restricted the activities of
the Army Sailing Club, which until recently was based on
Lake Naivasha. The .club has now been transferred to
Mombasa which is a popular leave centre. There are also
local clubs as Lessos, Kisumu, Entebbe and Dar-es-Salaam.
Malta
There is an Army Sailing Club at Malta which allots
boats to interested units. One of these boats is run by
the Malta Signal Squadron.
Anyone who is stationed in the United Kingdom and
would like more information about the Royal Signals Sailing Association should write to the Secretary, Captain
Maunsell, c/o The War Office (M.0.2), Whitehall, S.W.1.
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G.H.Q. Signal Regiment defeated 30 Battalion R.A.O.C.
by nine bouts to two, in the final of the Singapore Base
District Inter-Unit Team Boxing Championships, held at
the School of P. and R.T. Gymnasium, Tanglin, Singapore,
on Friday, 19th February, 195+ The "Anchor" Cup and
medals were presented to the team by a representative of
the Archipelago Brewery Company, which kindly donated
the trophy for this championship in 1951. The G.O.C.
Singapore Base District, Major-General A. G . O'Carroll
Scott, C.B., c.B.E., at the end corrunented on the clean and
high standard of boxing of both teams. The Unit team
was as follows :

Lance-Corporal
Lance-Corporal
Lance-Corporal
Lance-Corporal
Lance-Corporal
Sapper Jones
Signalman Hall
Team Manager

Gent

. ..

Cairns .. .

Green .. .
Raison .. .
McLennan
...
.. .
...

D.

J.

PARKINSON

5 la, NORFOLK SQUARE, BRIGHTON
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Midclleweigbt
Light-Hcavywciaht
Bantamweight
Llgh t-W el terwcight
(211d String)
Light-Middleweight
Welterwciahr (211d Suing)
Featherweight
Wclterweighr (ISt Suing)
Ligbr-Weherweight
(ut Suing)
Lightweight {2nd String)
Lighcweigbt (m Suing)
Major ~· H. Farlow, M.B.B.

Well done G.H.Q. Signal Regiment and the best of luck
in the FARELF Inter-Unit Team Championships next
month. Vale and best of luck to Corporal W. Wilkinson,
who is returning to U.K. in early March. He will be much
missed by his fellow members of the team.

covERJNG

Policies for :
For delivery at your specified date. Individually
worked by hand in fine wire and silk, to last you
for years. Crown fully padded and "jewelled."
Worked on your own pocket, which you must
detach from your Blazer, or supplied ready _to
stitch on, with dark navy or black cloth margin.
Get in now before the seasonal rush delays our
delivery position I Price thirty-five shillings,
Registered Post paid.

Inter-Unit ChampioD8hip

Hockey. In the final of Royal Signals Hockey competition, I I Air Formation Signal Regiment met 6 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment on 24th FebrJary at Harewood
Barracks, Herford. After a very even goalless first half, 6
Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment scored soon after
the interval. This put the Air Formation Signals on their
mettle, and they pressed hard, scoring three goals to win
the cup for the third year running. Score 3-1.
Cross Country. Nine teams entered for the Royal Signals
Cross-Country Olampionships, which were held at Lemgo,
over a stiff course chosen by I I Air Formation Signal Regiment. Although that Regiment had won the championship
during the last three years, 18 Army Group Signal Regiment
finished first this time in fine style, beating them by over
200 points. I I Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment were
third. The first individual home was Lance-Corporal
Ibbutson, of 18 Army Group Signal Regiment, who beat
Signalman Escott, of 1 Corps Signal Regiment, in a very
close finish.

SINGAPORE BASE DISTRICT INTER-UNIT
TEAM BOXING CHAMPIONSHIP-1954

Corporal Wilkinson
Corporal Anderson
Lance-Corporal
.. .
Lance-Corporal Pedley

"A thing

ROYAL SIGNALS SPORT IN B.A.o.n.

ARMY RUGBY FOOTBALL CUP FINAL

1 Training Regiment, Royal Signals . . .
1 South Wales Borderers ...
Played at Hanover on 10th March, 1954-

AMENDMENTS No. 15
DELETIONS-TRADES ROSTER
16
77
252
264
297
334
884
433
710A
747
871
967
1039
1565
1733
1775
1863
2013
2016
2076
2467
24 3
2499

2710
2765
2827A
6383
6579
5859
6881
5913
6962
6084
6222
6260
6289
6457
6485
6526
6553
6648
6679
6718
6792
6835
6848

10109

OFFICERS' KIT :-

6281

6324.

1023
1745
2413
6551

667 A
5683
6294
6667

6931
6937
6945
6088
7120A
7142
7146
7176
7208
7209
7226
7260
7273
7318
7404
10371
10540A
10658
lOill
10823
10833
10993
112443

11263
11889A
12179
12243
12322
12325
12464
12571
13063
13100
13136
13633
13646
13647
13920
18921
13994
14014
14015
14016
14017
14073
14216

14«3
1446'
14465
14466
14468
14472.A
14494
14509
14557
14656
14738
14739
14744
14754
14809
14903
14909
14910
14977
15015
15036
15038
15045

15081
15157
15191
15198
15389
15398
16403
15450
15498A
16523
llifl22
15059
15682
15572
16842
15849
16802
15875
16 9
15892
15 98
1590ID
15911

15922
16961B
1&030
16076
16118
16123
16177
16226
16276
16314
16348
16351
16373
16S76A
16418
16448
16502
16508
16524
16620
16625
16664
16665

DELETIONS-G.D. ROSTER

DELETIONS-CIPHER ROSTER

MOTOR INSURANCE :Home and Foreign

6357

TRADES ROSTER-ADD ' ' Q''

PERSONAL ACCIDENT
HUNTER, EfC.

B. E. THOMPSON

& co., LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS
ALBANY CHAMBERS, 41, MARKET PLACE,
Tel. No. 2308
RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE.
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BLUE BOOK 1953

Endowment, Investment, Education, Death
' Duties House Purchase, etc.
'
OTHER INSURANCES
Europe 15/- per £100
(Ex. Russian Zone)
World Wide 25/- per £100
HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS

11

6842
7297
7390
7455

7623
7755
10227
10570

10593
10773
10887

CIPHER ROSTER-ADD

12543
12572
12635

12980
12910
189811

''Q''

U2A

G.D. ROSTER-ADD ,, Q ' '
10046
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To-day

TOBY..
the 'hallmark' of
fine Beer
•

The famous Charrington range :

ROYAL TOBY*

Extra strong Pale Ale for the
Great Occasion

TOBY ALE*

A full strength Pale Ale of
matured flavour

PALE ALE*

A fine sparkling
Light Ale

PUNCH STOUT *
ANCHOR STOUT *
BROWN ALE*
BARLEY WINE*
TOBY LAGER*

A special Scoucnot too bitter . . • not too sweet
Rich and
full bodied
Brewed to combine
sweetness and character

A Hrong Dark Ale
of superb qua li ty
A true Pilsen-type bee!'best served cold

• • • •

just a in the time of the Peninsular,
Crimean and the two World War , Hawke
& Co. are at the service of Officer in
almo t every Regiment of the British
Army. Correctnes of style a nd detail i
a ured. Uniforms made to mea ure in a
short time ; measurements are taken
without obligation.

THE

N

Moreover ....
it i at Hawkes, famous for civil Tai loring.
that gentlemen may obtain all other dres
requirement . In Hawke ' Department
for Immediate Wear costs are kept down
by modern methods of production, but
the cut, workmanship and finish are of
the faultle s Savile Row Standard.
Lounge Suits, £ 18-18-0 to £29-10-6; Overcoats, £18- 18-0 to £34- 19-6; D.B. Dinner
Jacket and Trousers,£25-8-4 and £29-19-6;
Sports Jackets, £7~7-0 to £13-10-0.
Established 1771

Hawkes of Savile Row

TD .E

\VIRE

Regimental Tailors and Outfitters
CHARRINGTON & CO. l TD., Anchor Brewery, LONDON, E.1

SAVILE ROW W.11,

(Tel.: REGent 0186)

68 IDGH ST., CAMBERLEY (Tel.: Camberley 829)
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AS SO Cl AT ION

Editor:

....

addressed to The Editor, THE WIRE,

THE CAMP CENTRE

88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.l.

or Telephone Catterick Camp 2225

Matter for publication must be received

PRIVATE
HIRE SERVICE

Telegrams: ATAXI, CATTERICK CAMP
You may book your requirements at our office opposite the G . P.O.

BRIGADIER

D.

H.

FIRTH

All· correspondence and matter for
publication for THE WIRE should be

by the 15th of the month preceding
publication.
Remittances should be made payable
to: Royal Signals Association.

The Signal is -

mail) : Twelve months, 12/-; singte
month, 1/-.

(Not claiming to be the on ly butchers, but neverthelessone of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON

MAY

Te/ephon• 2955 (2 lines)

Grocery Branches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Cockerton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Daily Deliveries in Catterick Camp for over 1/ilr1y-fi1•t years
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New Series

No. G
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This is a large and ei..--pensive number of THE WIRE due to the unusual
number of photographs and the quantity of copy received.
The Editor apologises for the fact that ·he has had to considerably mutilate
the notes of severaJ. regiments, noticeably in B.A.O.R. Opinions as to the
justice of this will vary, but he is confident that a large number of readers who
served in India and are now serving in Northern Army Group will receive
some consolation by nurning to page 168 where there is a small account and
some pictures of the 1954 Reunion of the Co11ps of Signals of India.
Additional space has also of necessity been taken to give an account of
the Meeting of the representatives of Branches of clle Association in March.
This Editorial commences with W!hat is unashamedly an appeal for contributions to the Welfare Section, some indication of the work of which is
giiven on page 174· Also on this page is the story of the "Thr<?ugh " Fund
which is equally commended to the attention of aJ.l.
Page 175 contains a short account in words and pictures of the Army
Rugby Cup Final 1954-

*

IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT THE JULY rr-WIRE" REACHES
CATTERICK IN TIME FOR THE OLD COMRADES REUNION ON THE
17TH / 18TH JULY, THE LAST DATE FOR RECEIVING COPY FOR THAT

I•Hl(."E
140

Sub-

scription rates (post free, except air

JACKSONS!

WELFAHE SECTION

OT infr~quently in the past appeals have been made to those now serving
to consider carefully their obligations to those of their comrades who need
he.lp. It is emphasised again that this need arises in nearly all cases from
misfortune and not through the fault of the applicant.
Appeals have been well answered and in 1953 Royal Signals Regiments
and Squadrons provided the q~nsiderable sum of £1,830 to the cause.
. T?e balance of the require~ent was made up by sale of invested capital.
This mvested capital was provided almost entirely by those who served
during the 1939-46 War.
As all know some 10,000 men have passed through the ranks of Royal
Signals each year since 1947· Most of them were very young. They are
now older. Many of tho~e who commenced their service in the earliest post
war years are now married and have children. Illness or accident causing
loss of wages is now often something of a catastrophe. In such circumstances
the State provides, but only the barest minimum for subsistence. Children
continue to Qutgrow their clothes whether or not the father is earning. Adjustment from comfort to poverty takes time.
Already the number of post war applicants approaches the numbers who
base their claim on service during or before 1946. The figures are progressive.
1st Enlistment 1st Enlistment
on or before on or after
31 December, l
January,
1946
1947
Cost.
1954 January
30
14
£715
February
36
26
£747
March
23
28
£785
On average therefore 89 men who individually had paid something into
the fund during the war took a total of £1,274 out of it during the quarter.
The remaining £973 went to men with post war service only.
During the same period the Signal Regiments and Squadrons of the
Regular Army, Territorial Army and Army Emergency Reserve provided £465.
This was £32 more than in the first quarter of 1953, but still £408 less than
the required sum.
Royal Signals have a deserved reputation in work and in sport. Can we
not ensure that in generosity our reputation is superior to all others?
We have not yet achieved £2,000 in any one year; as will be seen the
requirement is well over £3,000.

O~E

SHILLING

NUMBER WILL BE FIRST POST ON FRIDAY, llTH JUNE.

1954
A

T H E LATE F"HEDERIC:K JOUN JOHNSEY

Brigadier

F. P. L.

GRA V~ D.S.O. 0.B .E.

" Peter," as he is known to all his contemporaries, was
commissioned in the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers in August
1918, and served in France before November 1918, acquiring the British War and Victory Medals. A year later he
accompanied his Battalion to India, where he was to spend
nearly all of the next twenty years.
He wa~ seconded to the Indian Signal Corps (F Divisional
Signals) in 1923, and after successfully completing his "Q"
Course at M aresfield he transferred to R oyal Signals in
1925.
J ubbulpore, Kohat, Waz-iristan Rawalpindi, Ri alpur,
Sialkot, M eerut. In all those years there were few of Royal
Signals who did not know him and like him.
The highlights for him wer e undoubtedly his Equitation
Course at Sangor, and his service in the Cavalry T roop at
Meerut, and the Mounted Wing, Catterick Camp.
Service in India was interrupted by five years at home.
Mounted Wing first, and for three years h e was frequently
with the Royal Signals Display T eam at the various Agricultural Shows and often at the Royal Tournament.
He rode good h orses and bad horses with equal skill and
not infrequently bis success on one of the latter, unexpected
by the local " know alls " brought in the price of a good
dinner to his friends. Two years with the Cavalry Brigade
at Aldershot, and in 1939 he was back in Meerut with 3rd
Indian Divisional Signals.
Major Gray went early to War as 2 i/ c of the 4th
"Eagle" Indian Divisional Signals which was to be a sure
stepping stone for him.
"Peter" spent a year away as D.C.S.O. Soudan and in
7 Armoured Divisional Signals before returning to command 4th Indian Divisional Signals from M arch 1941 to
November 1943. He had a two months " break " acting as
C.S.0. 30 Corps. Home in November 1943, as C.S.O.
2 Tactical Air Force, he was in Egypt once again in June
1944, as C.S.O. Alexandria, and it was here th at he met
Pamela Brenda, daughter of Brigadier-General E. N. Tandy,
C..M..G., n.s.o., who was serving there as an officer in uhe
Auxiliary Territorial Service. They were married on 28th
April, 1945. In 1946 Brigadier and Mrs. Gray went to
A.A. Command at home, and 1948 took them to Singapore,
(C.S.0., ~~ELF) and the arduous duty of building up the
Co:nmurucation Sy~tem for the campaign against the terrorists. In 1951, with their son aged 4, they came ho:ne to
Norther:n ~an? at York, where most tragically Mrs.
Gr~y ~ed. His friends could only grieve with him. He
retued m March 1954.
Es.sen~ially a first class soldier, nhough he often aHempted
to disgwse the fact, he enjoyed field sports above all else.
A first ~lass horseman and horse master, he spent nearly 20
years with horse ~nd horsell?en. For the rest, a gun and
a dog and good friends provided for most of his needs.
Few ~ave !J;,en m?re .popular, few ~eserved popularity
m~r~.
Pe~er to his friends and, behmd his back, to his
Bntish. soldiers; h~ was " Fplgray " Sahib to the very many
of India and Pakistan who ~reasure a memory of a good
officer, who had a great affection for those fine soldiers.
. The quality of ~is leadership of 4th Indian Divisional
S1gn~ls brought him a Mention in Despatches in 1941,
~ppomtment as an Officer of .the Order of the British Empire
m 1942~ and to be a Compamon of the Distinguished Service
Order m 1943.

~ So;:ond Mentioi;i in Despatches proved his worth as
Chief Signal Officer m FARELF in 1950.

By his retirement Royal Signals loses one of the last of
~ose distingui~ed officers who ~rougbt to the Corps the
ideals and traditions of otber Regiments. Few now serving
~e~lise the mag_nitude. of the task performed by those who
iomed Royal Signals m 1920 or during rhe next few years.

The obituary notice recording the passing of Frederick
John Johnsey, the Chairman of the Liverpool Branch, which
appeared in the April issue of THE WIRE will have come
as a deep shock to his contemporaries and his many friends
in the Corps.
Fred, as he was familiarly and affectionately known, was
truly an old soldier who understood and practised that
spirit of brotherhood so pithily and neatly expressed in the
phrase Esprit de Corps. He was a very loyal member of
Royal Signals and throughout his adult life he sought to
enhance, by example, tbe traditions of tbe Corps from its
inception to the day of his death.
He commenced his military career with The Wiltshire
Regiment in 1908, serving at home and at Gibraltar. The
year 1914 took him to France with bis regiment, and in
July 1915, be transferred to the Royal Engineer Signal
Service. He was mentioned in despatches in 1916. On
the formation of the Corps of Signals in 1920, he was at
Maresfield Park and became, with contemporary members
of R.E. Signals, the loyal and secure founda tion upon which
has been built the Corps of today.
In 1924, he came to us in L iverpool as a P.S .I. and he
continued to serve in that capacity until 1929 when, on
completion of twenty-one years' service, he was discharged
despite a keen desire to continue serving in the Corps he
loved. T he esteem that be had won and the friends tbat
he bad made prompted him to settle in L iverpool with bis
family. He joined tbe staff of B.I. Cables at Prescot, remaining witb them until tbe time of bis death, a period of
twenty-four years.
H e did not, however, sever his association with the
Corips, for in 1931 he joined 55 .West Lanes. Divisional
Signals and served until 1936. ~1th the outbreak .of War
in 1939, he endeavoured to re-enlist b:i-it ~cause . of his occupation he was not permitted to gratify his desire. Not to
be outdone he voluntarily acted as an instructor to the
newly form~d 59th Divisional Signals and also joined the
local Home Guard.
The peace found him eager to continue his long association with the Corps and with a few others he became one
of the founder-members of the Liverpool Branch of tbe
Association. Firstly, as the Honorary Sec~etary and finall:y,
as Chairman he was the foremost figure m the many activities of the' Branch. These activities, pleasantly arduous
tbough they were, did not satisfy his desire to serve and
assist others and twice weekly he could be found among
the boys of the Royal Signals Cadet Force, which h~ had
joined so to continue his association with the Corps m an
active manner.
His passing at tbe age of 63 years, after a very short and
sudden illness, has left the Branch with a sense of loss
difficult to define, for, it seemed tbat he possessed the fine
qualities desirable in us all, but seldom found in any one
person. His comrades of the Royal Signal~ and in the
Association will cherish his memory and will always remember him for his charm of manner, dignity and his
willingness to proffer a helping hand.
T.B.

*

A DESPATCH RIDEll'S DREAM

According to the News Letter of the Armed Forces Communications Association of clle United States of America
tb3:t great country has built a midget jet helicopter which
~e1gh~ only 100 ~b., but is capable of lifting more than fom
times its own weight, and flymg at speeds of up to 80 miles
an hour.
. Because of the simplicity of its design, it is estimated tbat
it ca~ be produced in quantity for as little as £416 13s. 4d.
It is powered by two ram-jet engines mounted on the tips
of th.e .motor ~lades_, these engines being of an improved
alummmm design with self-starting characteristics.

*

*

Obituary

Major W . M. Knight, Post Office Rifles, 1889-1915,
Royal Signals, T.A., 1915-30. "Billy" Knight was the
doyen of City of London Signals, T.A., in which he served
from 1920 at least until 1939.
.
After his retirement in 1930, he continued to serve his
Regiment in the Mess and in a variety of other ways.
Successive generations of Subalterns sought his advice on
matters military. He educated successive Regular Adjutants
into the Territorial Army way of tbought and life.
Successive Commanding Officers relied on his judgment.

PERSONAL

COLUMN
W.O.I (S.C.) S. F . Hart was awarded the M .B.E. in the
New Year's Honours, 1954.
London Gazette
I9th February, 1954

Lieutenant-Colonel (T.0 .T.) D . T odd, M.B.E., to RA.R.0.
2nd March, I954
Major F. ]. Swainson to be Lieutenant-Colonel
9th March, I954
Major R. N . H ouston, M.B.E., T.D., to be LieutenantColonel.
5th March, 1954
Lieutenant-Colonel E. R. Price, T.D., to T .A.R.0.
I6th March, 1954
Major H . Prince to be Lieutenant-Colonel.
Mo v enients-Olflcers

M ajor H. J. Thompson, Denmark to M.E.L.F.
Major H. A. Leece, West Africa to 4 Training Regiment.
L ieutenant (T.O.T .) J . Foster, Northern Army Group to
M.E.L.F.
Captain (T.O.T.) I. M. A. Jones, M.E.L.F. to School of
Signals.
Major (T .O.T.) W. L. P. Brennan, Pakistan to B.A.O.R.
Major G . A. Weedon, Northern Army Group to 3 Training Regiment.
Major F. Sloan, to Royal Signals Records.
Major ]. K. V. Lee, S.H.A.P.E. to Egypt.
Major D . J. Benson, Scottish Command Signal Regiment
to 1 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Marshall, Senior Officers'
School to M.E.L.F.
.
.
Major T . H. C. Grigg, War Office to .
Major B. S. Walker, 1 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment to
School of Signals.
Major T. G. Chambers, West Africa to School of Infantry.

The following on first commission are posted:
Lieutenants (Q.M. F. G. Ferguson, L. R. Hills, S. T . G.
Marks, W. E. Roscoe, F. W. Simpson to M .E.L.F.; J. T.
Justice to 1/20 Army Signal Regiment (T .A.); H. E. Strype
to Western Command Signal Regiment; B. Sellar, C. C.
Cross to Northern Army Group.
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) T. Reece, M. Hogan ro School of
Signals.
Major ]. H. Cooper, Northern Army Group to East
Africa.
.
Major (Q.M.) L. Teal, 1/20 (S.M.) Army Signal Regiment, T.A., to 1 Independent Air Formation Signal T~oop .
Major E. P. Stanton, S.R.D.E. to 18 Army Group Signal
Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. B. Rowett, Northern Army Group
ro Cyprus.
Major A. J. Paris, Northern Command Signal Regiment
to 4 Training Regiment.
Major N. A. C. Clubb, 3 Training Regiment to War
Office.
Major J. P. Hewitt, 4 Training Regiment to War Office.
Wh ·le tlze M ovements of Officers note~ in this column .arc usually founded
on official noti/icatiou , tlicre arc oc.:ca.srons w hen entncs arc made from
private info rmati~n . Officers slzould, .therefore, not. regard an)' jo~ccast of
their movcmenl 01 llus column as being an m11honty so to nsoi:c .
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Mor,.m,•ts-("hPr R11•kt1

Forthcoming

W.O.I C. A. Thompson, from 42 (Lanes.) Infantry
Divi ional Signal Regiment, T.A., to 6 (Boys) Training
Regiment.

Am••als
Major J. N. Evans and family Crom Fontainebleu.
W.O .IIs Weatherley and BccleshaU, Sergeant Burgo}'ne and family
and Sergeant Mumby.
Departures
Sergeant Mann and family to U .K .

May
,,
"
,,
July

I ('orps Signal Regimenc
Arrivals
Capram R . Murray from T.A., U.K.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) W. lr\'ine from 11 Air Formation Signal Regim<:nt.
W.0.11 (S .S.M.) Stanford from Depot (<:x-M .B.L.F.).
S.Q.M.S. Richardson from 6 Armoured Divisional Signal Regim<:nt.
D epartuus
Lieute~ant (Q.M.) W. E. Judd to I I Armoured Divisional Signal
Regim<:nt.
W.0 .1 Hardiing to 11 Air Formation Signal Regim<:nt .
S.Q.M.ll . Banham to Depot (for M.E.L.F .).

I Wireless Rr.giment
Arrivals
Lieut<:nant-Colonel P. W. Lonnon, M.B.B ., Crom Senior Officers' School.
Departures
Lieutenant-Colonel S. J. Dag11, M.B.B., to U.K.
S.S.M. Rawlinson and family to rx Armoured Divisional Signal
Regim<:nt.
S.S.M. Purvis and family to I I Air Formation Signal Regim<:nt.
Scrgeant Brough and family to 6 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment .

BET F Oll Signals
Arriuals
Major I. K. Brown from 3 Training Regiment.
Major (T.O.T.) J. A. Brown from Eastern Command (Dovu).
Departures
~jor T. P. Saunders to 19 Army Group Signal Regim1:nt, B.A.O.R.
Lteut<:nant (T.O.T.) A. G. Pritchard to Si::gapori: District Signal
Regiment.
Serg<:ant Woolnough to Korea.
Scrgeant Blake to M.E.L.F.

83 Gro u p Ai r Form ation Signal Regiment
ArritHJs
Major D . A. MacDonneU Crom Catterick.
Major F . E. Boon from Singapore.
Second-Licut<:nant J . Fender from Catterick.
Second-Lieutenant A. S. M. Anderson from Catterick.
Sergeant G. D. Harriott from N.I.D.
Corporal J. Lee from U.K.
Departures
Sergeant F . Cross to Korea.
S.Q.M .S. A. Sunderland to 6th Armoured Divisional Signal Regim<:nt.
Sergeant W. K . Bell to Korea.
Corporal K . H . Livigg to 18th Army Group Signal Regiment.

The Wedding of Captain J. St. C. W . Robinson and Oonagh Anderson
took place in London on 3rd April, 1954.
The Guard of Honour was formed by Majors J. C. Clinde and
J. M. W. Badcock, and Captains E. J. Beale and L. R. Griffiths.

.:tlarriages

ROB!~SON-:-ANDERSON.-On 3rd April, 1954, at Holy
Trtruty, Pnnce Canson Road, S.W.7, Captain James St.
C. W. Robinson to Oonagh Marianne Anderson.
1+4

Dec.

4th

"

4th

Uniforms

May 21st, 22nd and Newton Abbot, West Country
Reunion.
23rd
Colchester.
24th-25th
" 26th, 27th and
" 28th
Cruwborough.
30th to
" 12th
Eastbourne.
June
Leeds, rehearsing for and playing
14th to
"
at Northern Command Tanoo.
July
3rd
Royal Signals Disphay Tenm E11gagemenh1. 1954

Deaths

KNIGHT.-On 29th March, 1954 at Forest Hill, Major
William Marriott (Billy) Knight, T.D., aged 82 years.
BEALEY.-At Cardiff, on 29th March, 1954, Mr. R. Bealey,
member of the Association. He was for many years the
oldest member of 53 (Welsh) Divisional Signal Regiment,
joining a forerunner of that Regiment in 1908. Later he
was Sergeant Saddler and Steward in the Canteen.
THOMSON.-22903414 Signalman S. K. Thomson, on
14th March, 1954, in Scotland.
MAXWELL.-22636638 Signalman W. F . Maxwell, on
22nd March, 1954, in U.K.
W ADE.-22736694 Signalman F. Wade, on 26th March,
1954, in British Military Hospital, Rinteln, B.A.0 .R.
DOBB.-227476oo Driver D . J. Dobb, on 26th March, 1954,
in B.A.0.R.
Hissings (Egypt)

RAYBOULD.-22559512 Signalman H . Raybould, on 15th
March, 1954.
FITZGERALD.-22712001 Signalman J. M. Fitzgerald, on
15th March, 1954.

Birtlis

BARDELL.-On 18th February, 1954 at Aldershot to
Margaret, wife of Captain E. J. Bardell, a son, Hugh
James.
GASKELL.-On March 16th, at Basingstoke, to Major and
Mrs. W. T. M. Gaskell, a son.
BRUCE.-To R.S.M. and Mrs. Bruce, at 22 Southfield
Road West, Portobello, on 1st April, 1954. a brother for
Marina (Sandra).
BRAIK.-On 14t!h February, 1954, at B.M.H., Munster, to
S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. H. Braik, a son, James Albert.
BALDWIN.-To Corporal and Mrs. A. M. Baldwin, of
Malta Signal Squadron, on 10th March, at Malta, a
daughter.

West Country Reunion, Newton Abbot.
Officers' Annual Dinner, London.
Central Committee Meeting, London.
Regular Officers' "At Home," London.
Annual General Meeting and Reunion,
Catterick.
" At Home " for T.A. and A.E.R. Officers,
Dorchester Hotel, London.
Officers' Annual Buffet Supper and
Reunion.

22nd / 23rd
26th
27th
27th
17th/18th

Uoyal Signals )Sand Prugramml', 19:;4

2 Training Regiment
Arrivals
Sergeants Webster, Thomas and Herberts.
Deparrures
S.S.M. McRob<:rts to Northern Army <ftoup.
Sgt. Thw.Ute to M .E.L.F.

*

EVENTS

.trrivals a•d D4>pnrt•res
Don~ Kong
ignal Regiment

*

THE METRONOTES, a small vocal and instrumental group
of ex-Signalmen, offer their services for dances and socials.
Mr. T. Long, 8~ Highbury Hill, London, N.5.

*

*

*

11\'ITIATl\'E

On page 174 amongst the list of those whose generosity
has benefited the Welfare Section (Benevolent Fund) will
be found an entry "Tombola, H.T. Charlton Star £2 2s. od."
Thait is really all we know. Clearly, last February a number
of Sigmtlmen were travelling from Somewhere to Somewhere else. A Tombola was held to pass a portion of a dull
day and hey presto we are able to help some unfortunate
Signalman of post-war service who is in need. Thank you,
those Signalmen who in February were on passage in
H.T. Charlton Star.
THE WI R E, MAY 1 95 4

May
5
12/15 .
23
29

Press Show, Catterick Camp.
Dundee Tattoo, Dundee.
West Country Old Comrades' Reunion, D epot
Regiment. Newton ~bot.
Staveley· Iron and Chemical Co. Ltd., near
Chesterfiel d.

June
Royal Tournament, Earls Oiurt.
1/19
24/Jul 3 Nortlhern Command Tattoo, Leeds.
July
Royal Signals Regimental Week-end, Catterick
17/18
Camp.
.
Newport Agricultural Society~ Newport.
24
. Shankling Carnival, Isle of Wight.
28/29
August
2
Ely Sports Association, Ely.
.
5
Burwarton Agricultural Society, Shropshire.
Penh Agricultural Society, Perth.
1i/14
The Al<iershot Show, Aldershot.
Westgate in Weardale Show, Oi. Durham.
2r
Stanley Agrioultural Show, Co. Durham.
27
September
.
h
Middlesbrough Motor Qub Mi~khlesbroug .
2
South Shields Tattoo, South Shields.
21 /24
6 (Boys) Training Regiment, Beverley, Yorks.
25
lloynl Signals 9mcers Golfinl( SocieCy-195·1
Fix Cures

Course
Royal St. George's,
Sandwich.
16 tYork Golf Club ... Strensall ..
25 *R.E. Golfing Society Royal Wunbledon.
t Friendly Match.
* Corps Match.

Date
May 15-21
June

"

Opponents
Army Meeting

*

*

*

Heunio11 Dinner

Indian Signal Units 19u-1926 Old Comra~es ~eunion
Dinner at Eccleston Hotel, Eccleston Square, V~ctona, London, 5 p.m., Saturday, 29th May, 1954. Paruculars from
The Secretary, 153, Mytchett Road, Mytchett, near Aldershot, Hants.
THE WIRE,
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Ready-to-wear uniforms
correct in every detail and
complete with rank and
ribbons can be supplied in
a matter of hours. If made
to· mea ure they can be
completed in a few days.

TAILORS TO THE SERVICES
FOR 70 YEARS

MOSS BR~~
OF COVENT GARDEN

T HE COMPLETE MAN'S STORE
Junction of Garrick and Bedford Streets, W.C.2
Temple Bar 4477

AND BRANCHES

143

S. T. C.
2 TRAINING REGIMENT

Our regular scribe is unfortunately languishing in hospital, however from his bed of pain he has managed to pen
the following little ditty. Rumour has it that each of his
legs has been operated on by a different doctor and that
each report independently on the date of discharge of their
respective legs, and if what we hear is true the patient looks
like suffering further painful and unscheduled operation as
so far the two dates differ by several days.
The Draughtsman
The Draughtsman he was drawing plans, as draughtsmen
sometimes do,
His thoughts however, far away were with a girl called Lou,
A link up, true, of sorts he'd made, twix Main and Rear
and to Brigade
But right in midst of No Man's Land, stood Cupid with
his bow in hand.
The moral lies, when drawing lines, don't get confused
with Valentines.
When suffering from severe frustration, don't dabble with
communications.
The Lineman
He started off with lots of wire, and all the tools he might
require,
A Lineman, one who knew his route, and lots of other
things to boot.
He didn't need a safety belt, too tough for kid's stuff how
he felt.
And when his 0.C. came along, all round the pole a happy
throng
Was watching Jimmy Know All dangle, his neck at a
peculiar angle.
From Safety Rules don't go astray, then you won't stretch
your vertebrae.
. The Clerk
The Clerk, a brainy lad was he, for once was feeling all
at sea,
All his amendments up to date, his forms and letters never
late,
But still a feeling something's wrong, a niggle one can't
stand for long.
His memory's failed, what's he forgotten, it must be something pretty rotten.
And then his face lights up and smiles, he beams at all his
tidy files.
Recalls before it is too late-submits his pass for 48.
The Storeman Tech
A!1d now the Storeman Technical, as a1ways a bit sceptical,
Like all good storemen the world o'er, well versed in
Quartermaster lore.
We ain't got it, you can't 'ave it, but sign 'ere just tt:e same
You can't have those they're obsolete, it's all a plant and
frame.
The new kind ain't arrived yet, we're waiting any day
And when you get 'em, if you lose 'em, you're the 'one
to pay.

*

*

*

Sporting activities since our last notes have been confined to individual success.
~ance-C~rporal Wate,rs becomes the reigning Army Light
Middle Weight Champion, having gone up a wei,ght since
last year.
1'46

Lance-Corporal K. Norris has added further laurels to
his already inspiring list of successes in the Cross Country
world. He was first home in the following events : Northern Command Championship on 25th February.
Southern Counties Championship on 27th February.
Army Championships on 17th, March, 1954.
Combined Services and Southern Counties Championships on 30th March.
In the National Championship on 13th March he ran
second to Gordon Pirie by less than 30 secs., and in the
International Championship on 27th March was second to
Mimoun of France by an even narrower margin. This last
event must have taken a lot out of him as in the Inter Services Championship three days later he was just beaten by
W. P. Ranger of the R.A.F., who had run third in the
International.
W.O.s' and S ergeants' Mess. The biggest "event" to
record this month is the departure of R.S.M. T. Mellor to
the Depot on his appointment to a Quartermaster commission. During his three and a half years' stay with us
he took great interest in the mess and carried out a lot of
improvements. A presentation of a pewter tea-set to
R.S.M. and Mrs. Mellor with the congratulations and best
wishes 9f the mess was made on our last social evening
held on rst April.
Quite a large number of members attended the prize
presentation night for the Catterick games tournament in
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Club on 8th April,
1954. Although we were not on the list of " honours " we
nevertheless had a most enjoyable evening. Major-General
Colquhoun, G .O.C. Catterick District, presented the
trophies.

3 TRAINING REGIMENT

With Catterick Camp in perfect "Easter bonnet"
weather, the visit of H.R.H. The Princess Royal to 3 Battalion W.R.A.C. on Tuesday, 13th April, was indeed a splendid and auspicious affair.
As is well known, this Regiment is the largest "employer"
of W.R.A.C. personnel in the District, and in so busy and
detailed an itinerary with the W.R.A.C. Battalion, this Regiment was particularly honoured with the visit to the Bourlon
cookhouse and dining rooms, W.R.A.C. telephone switchboard training rooms and the old type cookhouse and mess
rooms in Aisne Lines (where 0.C. 4 Squadron, Major G.
Stretch, was presented to Her Royal Highness).
With Major-General C. H. Colquhoun, o.B.E., G.O.C.
Northumbrian District, and the Commanding Officer
(Lieutenant-Colonel W. C. Burke) in attendance togett:er
with District and Battalion W.R.A.C. Officers, Her Royal
Highness talked to each and everyone of the kitchen staffs
and trainees and was obviously impressed with all that she
saw.
I popped over to the dining room to see the lovely display
of floral blooms so tastefully arranged by Major E. Nash
and Captain M. Cook, W.R.A.C. (Messing Officer), and I
think the simpJ.e, sincere words of one proud and happy
mess orderly sums up Her Royal Highness's visit-" Oh!
it was so wonderful."
The Basket Ball Team-proud winners of the Northern
Command Inter Unit Challenge Cup for the third year in
succession-put up splendid performances in the Army
Championships at Aldershot to reach the semi-finals, and
after one of the best games in the tourney lost by 46-37 to
the eventual Champions, the Royal Canadian Horse
Artillery.
Again the guiding mentor was C.S.M.I. J. Wootton,
A.P.T.C., who leaves us for Germany in the near future. A
most versatile athlete he will certainly be hard to replace.
The Badminton Team again just failed in the final of the
Northumbrian District Tournament against I Training
Regiment. The ~aptain (Major N. A. C. Clubb) and Sig-

H.R.H., The Princess Royal ,
leaving 3 Training Regiment
Cookhouse accompanied by
the Com m a n d i n g Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel W. C.
Burke, Royal Signals

[Courusy: '' Evining Gaz~tte,
MiddltsbOTOU.fh
0

nalman F. Gittins gave the team a good start by winning
the first doubles and the issue was in doubt until the final
set.
Brigadier C. G. Moore, o.B.E., presented the Cup
and Medals before an unusually large audience.
The Regimental two-day rifle meeting coincided with perfect spring weather and 3 Squadron (Gallowgate) were
somewhat easy winners of the Inter-Squadron Cup Competition. (Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Starr, Commonwealth
.
Division, please note!).
S.S.M. C. Nicholson (4 Squadron) gained individual
honours with Lance-Corporal Skinner (4), and Sergeant
Kendall (3), second and third. I gather there'~ a challenge
in the air Officers v. W.0.s and Sergeants, which p_robably
accounts for the terrific migration of birds and rabbits from
· h
the area.
The Ladies' Club, with again increased mem?ersh1p, ave
been socially busy with whist drives and ~~llmg bees, and
Mrs. M. Burke informs me it's a pure comc1dence that the
first outing for the wives coincides with the husbands' pay
"
,, .
increases. Alas! the MAN always pays!
I daren't print his name 'cos he'.d pr?bably Na.sh his
teeth in rage but for the first ttme m Corps ~story a
T.0.T.'s private car has had to be towed by .an agncultu;al
tractor and his explanation that he was testmg the pulling
power 'of the tractor-well, I ask you! !
.
Wann congratulations to three very popular semors:
R.S.M. W. Timbrell, S.S.M. "Lottie " Lutwyche . and
S.S.I. W. Skelton on promotion to shown rank~-:-th\s is
the time odd-bods talk of elbow grease or elbow lifting.
Only one more set of notes from my pen 'ere I hand over
(see Catterick Joottings) so can I warn you to order your
copy nf THE WIRE in advance? I can? Oh! good! And
finally, a belated welcome to Lieutenant Ken Bod~y, a glad
addition to the Regimental Golfing Team (but with a very
dubious 18 handicap), and a regretful farewell to the M.O.
(Lieutenant Brian Whittard, R.A.M.C.).

*

BURMA REUNION - Royal Albert Hall, 4th June.
Tickets from : Hon. Sec., Burma Star Association, 7
Hamilton Place, Park Lane, London, W.1.

Catterick
Jottings
by aacerby
Indent for More Bunting ••• Sports EdlUon • • •

"HEY-HO! and a Hey-Nanney No." So,unds a delirious
beginning perhaps, but who wouldn t feel that way
· when recording the latest list of Corps spo~ts successesand strangely enough it isn't the total that thrills me as much
'th
as the variety.
"Diversified sports activities " said one chap WI P.s.c.
after his name (School of Signals, I believe), and of course
.
he's right. Here we are then . . .
Pride of place to r Training Regiment-dear. w1~ers
with 94 points of the Army Cross Country 01amp1o~sh1ps,
with Lance-Corporal Ken Norris of 2 Trammg ~egtment,
the Individual winner in 36 min. 4 sec. The last ttme I saw
that happen was at Bulford in - - ~ell ~t d?,e n't really
matter cos, " Whoops! We've done 1t agam ! . ~o.t only
that but Ken Norris ran second to Gordon ~me m the
Int;r-Counties Championship, and was second m the International run. Brilliant performances, and matched by the
unassuming modesty of this young man.
In the Rugby world r Training Regiment has not only
supplied a regular bevy of players to the Army XV, bu~ were
convincing winners by 17 points to 3 ove~ Roundhay m the
Final of the Yorkshire Rugby Cup. Wmners also of the
Northern Command Inter-Unit ChalleJ?-ge Cup ov~r 6 (Boys)
Training Regiment by 33 points to ml, the Regtment has,
147
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I think, had its best season ever, and a remarkable tribute
to Major "Pops" Fraser and Lieutenant-Colonel R. Atkinson (who, I understand, will have departed to the West
Country by the time these notes appear).
What now? Cycling? Yes, indeed !
7 Training Regiment were second in the Eastern Command 25 miles Inter-Unit Team Time Trial, and LanceCorporal A. S. Brittain came 7th in the Individual Road
Time Trial ... and this Regiment won the Northumbrian
District Football Challenge Cup by a clear 4 goals to I victory over. 68 Training Regiment, R.A.C.
Lance-Corporals Finney and Quixall continue to be on
the "inventory" of the Army Football XI.
Boxing? Of course !
Lance-Corporal B. Walters of 2 Training Regiment, took
the Army light middle weight title.
And finally .. .
3 Training Regiment reached the semi-final of the Army
Inter Unit Basket Ball Championships at Aldershot, only
to be beaten by the Royal Canadian Horse Artillery (the
eventual winners) by 46-37. An extremely close and strenuously fought game with old timers paying tribute to both
teams' physical fitness.
Just one more ...
I Training Regiment won the Northumbrian District
Inter-Unit Badminton Cup, defeating 3 Training Regiment
by 2 matches to I after a very exciting fight.
Well, there' the major successes, and I keep on telling
you there's very little wrong with our present day youngsters
even if there's a "silver lining" in what little hair I have
left .. .
Stop Press .. .
4 Training Regiment defeated I Cameronians in the final
for the Northumbrian District Hockey Challenge Cup by
two goals to one (after a re-play) on 14th April.
Makes you dizzy, doesn't it?
Tl., Bachroom Boys . . .

'Tis a human frailty, I think, that we invariably take for
granted the services and events that form part of our daily

live . Seldom do we give a thought as to who is responsjble
for the detailed work and planning. Although I have been
connected with Association matters for years I was astonished when attending the 8th annual meeting of Branch
Secretaries and other officials at the spacious and comfortable 16 Airborne Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.) Headquarters on 27th March.
It was here that one got an insight into the tremendous
amount of work performed by the General Secretary and
his staff, and also that done by those so often "unsung
heroes "-the local Branch officials.
A detailed report of the speeches and agenda will be
given in other columns of THE WmE.
It struck me that if it were possible for ALL Association
members to attend one of these meetings there would result
a permanent and more aciive participati<Yrt in Branch
matters which would certainly bring a smile to the faces of
not only the Headquarters staff but to those of Branch
officials.
A most pleasing aspect of this meeting was the fusion of
youth and old 'uns among those present, and as I have so
often commented at the annual reunion, there is an atmosphere about this that defies description. One seems to
"glow " with an inner pride and satisfaction-and this pride
was certainly intensified by the address given by the Chairman of the Association (Major-General C. W. Fladgate,
C.B.E.), and the record of Royal Signals during the past year
by the Director of Signals (Major-General W. 0. Bowen,
C.B., C.B.E.).
In the unavoidable absence of the Commandant S.T.C.
(Brigadier W. D. J. Harries, C.B.E.), Lieutenant-Colonel R.
W. Atkinson gave an outl:ine of the programme at the
Signal Training Centre for the Annual Reunion on 17th/
18th July, 1954, and if you take my advice you'll book early
with your Branch.
Stupendous just about describes the proposed arrangements-or, as G eorge Bayliss said in the " Bar"-" It's the
highlight of the year and no mistake."
Words of wisdom indeeel !

out I'm handing his greatcoat in. Who cares anyway? . Oh,
Boy I Just let me get near that train. I'll kiss it.
Home tomorrow for good. Frum.
P.S.-You can burn that photo of me in khaki.
N.C.0. No. 2 said ...
My Darling,
.
,
Shame, fury, indignation-all these are mme t?dar ! I m
being " released " tomorrow. I, who have gloried m honourable khaki am no longer wanted; and why? Just because my release group is due. Did they ask me to stay?
No! Did they say they were sorry to lo,~e me? No!
" You will proceed to Release Centre.
Those are the
words which knocked the bottom out of m~ world. Gone
is the vision of a Field-Marshal's baton which spurred ~e
on. No longer will my stripe command re~pect _and obe_d1ence No more will luxurious NAAFI chairs brmg evenmg
plea~ure to my soul. Fate has tri~ked ~e. If o~y I could
turn back the years and once agam. thrill t? the JOY of the
barrack square and the comradeship of p1cquets, .the exhilaration of week-end schemes. But, _alas, my ume has
come. N ot for me the pleasure of pounng scorn on we~
lings who preferred week-end passes. The Army says Ive
had it, so I'll be home for tea tomorrow.
As always,
23856o78,
Lance-Corporal of the Royal Signals.
Sequel:
The June issue will contain the la.st jottings under
Nacerby's pen (order this historic copy m adv~nce~. Y_es,
I'm being posted from Catterick, and t?e question . is this :
How should I compose a letter regrettmg my leavmg Catterick. Send your answers in asb~s t~s envelopes and be
careful of naked lights-Whoopee . .1 .

1066 and all tli.at . .• c ontinri.e d .. •

You'll remember that last month I threatened to tell
Scottish Command (M) Signal Regiment about the old 'uns
in Catterick? 'Fraid I just can't do it, and it happened this
way .. .
At a certain C.0 .'s conference (not a hundred miles from
Bourlon L ines) one Squadron Commander began a discourse _on the whys and wherefore s of p ay p arades. After
four mmutes .. . paniC' ... and M ajor Ernie N ash brought
the discourse to a very definite stop with these words :
" Pay parades haven't altered since the days of Queen
Boadicea-and I know." CFrom that you can gather Ernie
is the last surviving member of the Roman Old Comrades
Associaion- G erchah ! ).
Hay11 ol Sunshilf-e . . . (Nacerbu edition)

I remember during the war utilising the only spare half
hour I evor had in asking two N.C.O.s to write the sort of
letter they would despatch to their wives (one each) on the
day they received their group release-you'll find out why
at the end (and no peeping).
N .C.O. No. I said:
My Dearest. It's happened ! I've got my ticket! DDay, V-Day- what have they got on today? Today I've
got my ticket, my ticket, my ticket.
I'll be home tomorrow at tea time, dear. If I wait for
the first 'bus I shall have to travel by the 7.0 a.m. train,
so I'm walking to the station and catching the 6.30 a.m.
It's only five miles.
Sorry I haven't much time- being demobbed is a big job,
and I want to do it properly. Lots of papers to sign too.
I agreed to tny credits at £7 10s. od., which will just pay
for my kit deficiencies, provided the Sergeant doesn't find
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THE REG IMENTAL BASKET BALL TEAM OF 5 T .R. WHICH
REAC HED T HE .fl NAL OF THE NORTHERN COMMAND
CHAMPIONSHIPS.
( Back Row) Cp l. Boa rd , L/Cpl. Towel, L/Cpl. Mason. (Front ~ow)
Refe ree Sa ppe r Salt, L/Cpl. Mason, 2/ Lieutenant Hay, S.S.I. Dixon
and Umpire, Cpl . Paul.
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[Courtesy: R . A krill, Led.

A happy grou p of Mess Members and Wives in Fancy Dress.

:; TRAINING REGIMENT

The Regiment is now more than relieved the Annual
Administrative Inspection is over. A very _good report has
given added interest to all ranks of the Regunent.
The W.O.s and Sergean ts' Mess held a Fancy Dress Ball
as a well deserved reward after all the hard wo~k before a
very satisfactory Annual Administrative Inspection.
.
Thanks to the hard work put in by our most en<;rgeu_c
entertainments committee, ably led by ~.OJI Perkins_, it
was a success. The F ancy Dress was varied and amus~g,
unfortunately we had no Hula Girl (Boy) or the Bouncmg
Baby. Judgi~g by photographs in the local rag the Press
Photographer was satisfied with results.. .
The N ovd Supper Bar was both sausfy,!ng and cheav-;;
Fish and Chips for 3d. reminded us ~ the good old ~ays.
I t was served in customary style with a second ch01ce of
American Hot Dogs at a penny each.
We congratulate RS.~ . Blackm~, R.Q.M.S . McGregor
and S S.M Baxter on the1r promouon.
Th~ Reiimental Basket Ball team i~ still making pro~r~ss
in the York and District League, holding the happy pos1uon
at the top of the present league table.
.
The standard of the Regimental team has improved recentJy with practice. ·We now have a much better undertanding and consequently have obta<ined a better and faster
s arne of Basket Ball against our opponen.ts. Corporal Board
fs still the highest point scorer,_ plaring ~ome excellent
games, whiilst Lance-Corporal Maison is _tryn:g bard to get
back to his normal standard of pl~y which is well known
and recognised by all who play this game.
Lance-Corporal Towel and Lance~rporal Gratton are
rwo very good defenders who are very difficult to pass, bot?
are capable point scorers, with a number of basket~ to their
credit.
. .
·
d t
The Regimental Associauon Football eleven 1ourneye .o
Newca&tle to meet tlhe Depot Royal NorthumberladndSFus1occer
liers in. the semi-final of the Northe!n Cornman
Cu and emerged victors 2 goals to nil .
.
the game was the best played by th~ team this se?son
d "f they maintain the same form, the Fmal at the Stadium,
Oiu~rick, on 2Sth April will be one of the events of the
d G" b
b t the
season.
The goals were scored by Campbell an
I sCorpon, u Fl
team played as a team and as such, kept the
s ag
fl ·
What about a Corps XI v. Northern Command
Fl~~TI-sts (? Winners) at C atterick for Corps Benevolent

F~ds? March we only
mate~~~ one against R.A.F.

played two Rugby football
Topcliffe, result _bemg 15-1~;
and the 'other against 7 Training Regiment, which was agam
a draw 9-9.
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[Pharo : T . H o/li11gr.oor1h, B everley

ARMY BOXING C HA MPIONS, 1954
L/Cp l. Quigg, Sgt . Hall, Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Connor, Boy
Saltiel

I Photo : T . I:lolli11gworth, B everley

TO

MAN'S

SERVICE,

We are now practising hard for the Seven-a-side Northern
C«nmand Competition in which we have reasonable hopes
of success.
The l!nit ~able Tennis Ohampionships were held on the
'7?1 April. Pnzes were presented by Mrs. Stonestreet. The
s1!1gles were won by Signalman Marshal and the doubles by
Signalmen Marshal and Lewis.
This ~ulmina~ed a successful season in which our "A"
team finished third and the « B" team sixth in the local "A"
Lea~e. Our Uni~ d,iampions then played the Engineer
Trauung Centre, wmrung 6-o.

WOT THE DRIVER SED !

" I told her ' Rations, No lifts,' but she insisted ! "
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(BOYS) TRAINING REGIMENT, ROYAL
SIGNALS

The term opened on 4th January and the Regiment had
hardly settled down after its Christmas leave when it had
to bid farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Keddie, who had
done so much for the unit, and to welcome the new Comm~ding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Conner, who
hao come from Kabul to take over his duties officially on
15th January. All ranks wish him a long and successfu l
stay at the unit.
The Director of Signals, Major-General W. 0 . Bowen
C.B., C.B.E., paid a visit to th~ Regiment on Thursday, 4th
February, and saw. t;Jie Boys m all aspects of their training.
A welcome addiuon to our staff is the Unit Chaplain
Captain J. F. Morton, R.A.Ch.D.
'
In addition to the normal activities, a number of new ones
have been introduced this term. A model Car Club has
been formed, and a series of weekly illustrated lectures
started on such diverse and interesting topics as "Are there
me~ on Mars? " and "Prehistoric Animals." Another innovaaon has been the fortnightly publication of "Number
Six,'.' the unit newspaper. The paper originated on the suggestion of a number of boys; it has already attained a high
degree of proficiency. ·
The detached Recruit Troop at Brayton, near Selby, held
a very successful Parents' Day in bright sunshine at the
end of M arch, and a high proportion of parents attended.
The number of Boys leaving for Man Service at the end
of. this .term is lower than it has been of late, being only
th1t:ty-six. Of the~e Boys, two are already in possess.ion of
the1~ General Cerufic~te of Education, two have passed the
Regunent.al Boys Semor Test (rst Class Certificate), 13 the
Intc::r~ed1~te Test (2nd Class), and 17 the Junior Test. In
a_d diuon eight of the boys who hold the Intermediate Certificate arc now awaiting the result of the Senior Test which
they sat in March.
In spite of the break in training caused liiy Christmas
leaye, the Bo)'.s Boxing t~am we~e soon fighting fit again.
Evidence of this was provided dunng the Army Boys Boxing
Championships held at Harrogate on IIth, and 12th Februa_ry, when three out of the five Boys entered won Army
titles. These were Boy /Sergeant Hall (Light-weight)
B/L/C?rporal Quigg (Fly-~eight) and Boy Saltiel (Ban~
t~m-weight) . . Thus the Regunent had more Army Champions than any other single unit. As title-holders, the three
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boys were nominated to box for the Army in the Imperial
Services Boys Boxing Championships at H.M.S. G anges,
Shotley, near Ipswich, on 24th February. Unfortunately
BI L/Corporal Quigg was overweight and therefore unable
to box. However, of the two remaining boys, Boy Saltiel
succeeded in gaining an I.S .B.A. title. We are proud to
record that Boys from our Regiment helped the Army to
win the Boys Inter-Services T rophy outright for the first
time since 1932.
T he Regiment's Cadre Rugby team has also done well
this season and succeeded in reaching the Finals of the
Northern Command Cup. This achievement is all the
more remarkable when one considers that the number of
r ugby players available for selection has never exceeded
eighteen at any one time.

Colonel A. M. Mann, D.S.0., O.B.E., Colonzl AQ , HQ Northumbrian
District presenting R.S.M. D. C. McA Royall with his LS. and G.C.
Medal.

7 TRAINING ltEGIMENT

On the 22nd and 23rd March, a very &uccessful Unit
Rifle Meeting was held on Deerpark Ranges.
Very
keen competition in the Inter-Sq~adron matches cau~ed
great interest as did the competition for t!he Ohampion
Shot. No. 3 Squadron are to be congratulated on
winning the In~r-Squadron Cup with 1,515 points from
No. 4 Squadron, as runners-up, with 1,470 points. The
Tile-Shoot was won by No. 1 Squadron who beat No. 3

7 Training Regiment Association Football Team, winners of the
Northumbrian District Cup 1953/54 with Lieutenan t N . V. Dawes
(Football Officer) and C.S.M .I. Pettett (Trai ne r).
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Squadron -in the final. Ser~eant J . C~eron, by some very
fine shooting, came out top m the individual matches. The
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. P. North,
M.B.E., in presenting the p~izes, congratula.ted Serg~ant
Cameron on his success, particularly as a Nauonal Serviceman he was competing against more experienced shots.
The' runners-up in the Individual Competition were LanceCorporal K. S. Gladwell and Sergeant W. D . Landymore.
From the talent and keenness displayed at this meeting we
look forward to some good results at the Northumbrian
District Rifle meeting in May.
At the Pass-Off Parade on 17th March, a presentation of
Long Service and Good Conduct Medals was made by
Colonel A. M. Mann, n.s.o., o.B.E., Colonel A.Q., H.Q.
Northumbrian District, to R.S.M. D. C. Mc. A. Royall;
S.S.M. H. W. H. Treloar; S.S.M. J. T. Holmes, and
S.Q.M.S. G. A Grice.
The Soccer team has retrieved some of its past glory in
winning the Northumbrian District Knock-Out Cup. The
final, played on the Central Ground, .Catterick, ~gainst 68
Training Regiment, R.A.C., r~~ulted m a 4-1 wm for ~he
Regiment. At the time of wntln~ we also lead. the Seruor
Northumbrian District League with the followmg record:
Played 24; Won 20; Drawn 3; Lost 1.
Congratulations are extended to S.Q.M.S. J. Otley and
S.Q.M.S. A. Dove on their promotion to W.0.II.
Many members of the Sergeants' Mess and their wive
spent a most enjoyable evening at the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants' Club, Catterick, on 8th April, when trophies
were presented to the winners of the Catterick Garri~on
Senior N.C.0.s Indoor Games Tournament by Ma1orGeneral C. H. Colquhoun, o.B.E. The Mess had the honour
of winning the D arts Section of the Tournament.
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The past month has seen the Commissioning of our fir t
large course. The Commissioning Parade, at which the
Inspecting Officer was Major-General P. H. de Havilland,
C.B.E., was held on Friday, 12th March, 1954. The Commanding Officer's Prizes for the best Cadets of the half
courses were awarded to Officer Cadets J. A. Coombs and
R. G. Davey. Major-General de Havilland also presented
S.S.M. K. Hardwick with the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. S.S.M. Hardwick will be long remembered
by many Regular and N.S. Y.0.s within the Corps, and we
wish him good fortune in Korea and welcome S.Q.M.S.
J. I. Jenkins who has come to take his place .
As the Cadet and Y.O. strength of the Wing increases,
so does our number of Cadre Officers. Lieutenants R. K.
Nice and W. Gittins have joined Wireless Troop. Captain
P. J. L. Wickes, Captain P. H. Manley and Captain G. L. N.
Langworthy are with Officer Training Squadron as Course
Officers. Captain D. W. Callaghan, our Adjutant for the
last two years, has left for 5 Corps Signal Regiment and
has been replaced by Captain P. J. English from Officer
Training Squadron. Number 12 Subalterns Part I Course
joined us this month and are already providing our Sports
Teams with fresh and enthusiastic members. This year
their e~ly morning riding is taking place in the Summer
to avoid the inconvenience suffered by their predecessors
who _completed tl:eir riding in the icy-dark of Octobe;
morrungs.
At Hockey we reached the semi-finals of the Northumbria~ District Cup after an exciting match with 7 Training
Regunent whom we beat 2-r. We lost 2-nil in the semifinals to 4 Training Regiment.
Our Small Bore Shooting experts are still busy practising
for numerous competitions and handicap shoots. Rugger
and Football virtually ceased for five weeks due to the
waterlogged state of the sports fields.
. Officer ~z:aining Squadron Boxing is in progress at the
tune of wriung, and the finals are on rst April. With the
large number of contestants the standard of these fights
should be high.

*
ROYAL SIGNALS WING
Wirt>less Equipment Squadron

. A walk through Royal Signals Wing can provide a study
m contras~s ... ~e ~anderer starts at Wing H.Q. This
~e~:re. of civil1sauon hes, as an agent's prospectus might put
it, slightly detached in its own generous grounds of asphalt
a~d wallflowers." A shon walk leads past the market garden
city, Headqu~rter~ Squadron, through Line Squadron
(already described m these columns), straight into the black
country, where the hum and thunder indicate that the
chool Workshops Squadron continues to strive with works
orders for wo<?<lwork,_ repairs and wiring. Choked with
the soot and grime of industry? our wanderer, seeking calm,
~om~s before the neo-Georg1an fa9ade behind which is
facucs quadron, and where the sombre architecture seems
to match the awfol solemnity of establishments.

Then he starts J:o climb. Pursuing a winding hill track
he reaches broad upland slopes. On his left is User Trial~
Squadron, which based on an Italian type villa (a little
~asse pe!~aps), ~opes with novelties for 196o. To the right
~1es Tra1rung Aids Development Troop, with, just beyond
it an_d under a charged atmosphere, Basics Squadron.
. Still _he stru?gles on, up and up. Signs of life, as he knows
it, beg~ to disa~pear. A biting wind lashes his clothing
a~out h!-ffi, and, if. he has chosen the wrong day, the hail
stings his face. R~g~t. on top of the hill named Vimy is a
large cluster of pnnuuve huts. The area is a mass of tall
poles, connected by intricately linked wires whilst surmoun~g all, like a ~ot~m pole, is a ridiculous ~ickety structure wi~ two du~tbm lids perched precariously on top.
Here 1s the ultunate contrast between civilisation and the
secluded highland reserve. For on this squalid peak live
an aloof and hostile tribe-Wireless Equipment Squadron.
Not only is their strange language pointed with such
terms as "Velocity modulated," "Frequency shift" and
"ff
"der,"b
, unco ee-g~m
. u~ they appear, too, to be completely
educated m considermg ~at all elements of the Wing, apart
from themselves, are qwte redundant. The tribal ruler
Major R. J. F. Whistler, acts through a council which meet~
o~ Saturday mornings, and he prays that all his mandates
will not be forgotten by Monday.
The~e are four elements in this detached community.
Were it not for the crumbling walls, the ruler from his
paper-littered thro~e,_ ~ght see .straight before hbn to High
Power Troop. Within its echomg precincts are whispered
the secrets of the monster machines which link this country
with Dominions and overseas J:heatres. All are admitted
to view the specim~~s-specia_l courses, Long Tels, Subalterns, Foremen, visitors official and casual-and a noise
like an air-raid warning causes the unknowing to rush for
~over as the E10 purrs (LP) or snarls (HP) into life. Turnmg_half-left on his_ throne, the ruler sees Principles Troop.
In it~ laboratory, w.ith ebb and flow of courses, is constructed
or disembowelled that long suffering machine the standard
superhet. Sometimes a cats cradle, nicknam'ed Koomans
appe.ars on two sticks.. Trips round the solar system ar~
offered at moderate pnces, and a model ionosphere is held
~or the _operation of which considerable skill at bar-billiard~
is reqmred. There are also demonstrations of how aerials
do, and occasionally do not, work.
T~e two other elements are behind the rulers throne. In
Radio Relay Troop are worried men, undecided as to
whether they are wireless or linemen. For the benefit of
studen~s, AN/TRC and ro sets are mingled in circuitous
confusion, with forward area VHF sets thrown in as a
bonus. The latest multi-element Yagi was, it is rumoured,
constr':1cted fro~ the backbone of a sperm whale. This
troop is responsible, too, for maintaining the tribal totem
pole, and for aligning its dustb.i.J. lids. To this end, recalcitrant students are sent aloft from time to time to cool off.
Then there is, lastly, Field Wireless Troop, offering all
sets from 19 to 53 to all comers. These are the tribal
rn:ir~uders, for nhey not only hover over decrepit little boxes
within ~e c01~pound, but actually venture further outside
the penmet7r u;ito t~e lowlands. In large, roaming vehicles,
~rammed with imprisoned students, they raid the surroundmg ~ountry in search of the ionosphere, and they stop at
nothmg, not even the traffic lights.
.
. Courses come and courses go, elated or dismayed accordm~ to powers of endurance and robustness of spirits. The
ram usually comes. When it does, tribesmen rush forth
and ring with chalk the puddles on the floors. They then
yell " Sappers" I When these kind gentlemen arrive the
chalk marks have been trodden away, and the next cl~ud
burst has to be awaited. The wind just stays and whistles
on. Halyards clank mournfully against metal masts. The
telephone rings. "Can you come down and see us about
..... . ? ))
They dare not venture up into the wilderness .

EXERCISE

"STRAIGHT
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The Chief Signal Officer, Western Com~d, Briga~er
D. St. J. Hoysted, held his second week-end mdoor exercise
on 6th and 7th March, 1954, at Saight<;m Study_ C~ntre,
Chester, for representatives of all Royal ~1gnals umt~ m the
Command, including 4 A.A. Group Um.ts. For this exercise, the proportion of A.E.R. representation was stepped up
considerably.
. .
The aim of this exercise was to study the commurucauon
problems involved in the Corps area as a _result of the intr<?duction of atomic warfare and the possible use of atorruc
weapons by either -side. The first phase. of the_ ~xercise
was the development of a divisional defensive pos1uon; the
second phase included launc~ a major coui:~er attack
against a critical enemy penetr_auoµ o~ the pos1t1on taken
up in the first phase. The tacncal settmg had been drawn
from H.Q. Western Command Exercise "Look Ahead"
held in November 1953.
.
.
Brigadier Hoysted was ably assisted by LieutenantColonels Copeland, Clarke and Co?~ay as ~e " DS,"
together with the C.S.Os Branch consistm~ of Maior Lamb,
Captains Webb and Bullard, and Lieutenant-Colonel
(T.0.T.) Sherman. Admirable demonstrations of ANTRC
radio relay equipment working three speech and one teleprinter channel between Saighton and Blacon, and the large
and small cable ploughs, were given by H.Q. A.E.R. Roy~l
Signals and 52 L. of C. Signal Regiment A.E.R. (Captam
W. J. G. Barnett, M.B.E.
.
.
The following special items were included m the exercise
programme : A Film-" Atomic Support for the Soldier."
A Lecture on Atomic Weapons and Development by
S. W. Coppock, Esq., Deputy Scientific Adviser to
the Army Council.
"Any Questions " to Brigadier H. R. Firth, General
Secretary of the Royal Signals Association.
A Playlet illustrating a Divisional Sigs " 0 " Group receiving Signal Orders for Phase II above.
A Lecture on "World Affairs" by Major H. A.
Cobden, R. Tks., G2(Int) H.Q., Western Command.
The Army Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir. Lashmer
G. Whistler, K.B.E., C.B., n.s.o., attended the exercise on the
first day and gave us vivid and compelling views on defence
and counter attack in any conflict that may ensue. The
Chief of Staff, Major-General K. G. Exham, n.s.o., and
the B.R.A., Brigadier A. J. Daniell, n.s.o.~ ~.B.E., attended
the exercise on the second day, the latter g1vmg us excellent
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advice on gunner communication requirements in the more
complicated counter-attack phase.
The " O " Group caste (Messrs. McKean, Bullard, Dodds,
Josephs Holliday, Second-Lieutenant Lynch, Wilmot and
Major (Q.M.) Lynch) were well coached and directed by
Staff Padre Cox, who will be well-known as an amateur producer to many who served in Mala~a.
.
On Saturday evening, a Royals Signals Guest Night_ was
held in the Officers' Mess, Saighton Study Centre. Nmety
officers attended, the guests being Mr. Coppock, and
Brigadier T. B. L. Churchill, C.B.E., M.C., Major Cobden
and Padre Cox representing H.Q. Western Command, and
Brigadier H. R. Firth. Units at!ending v~ry kindly loaned
silver as before and the Royal Signals Strmg Orchestra and
Trumpeters of'the Corps Band played during t!he evening.
In the ante-room afterwards, Brigadier Hoysted called for
toasts with normal honours to Lieutenant-Colonel E. R.
Price, T.D., on being selected for promotion to su_bstantive
Colonel (T .A.) w.e.f. 7th Marc~, 1954, o_n vacaung command of 1/20 (S.M.) Army Signal Regunent (T.A.); to
Major R. N. Houston, M.B.E., T.D., who was to assume
command of the regiment vice Lieutenant-Colonel Price

[Photo : Fotocreft Co., Ch•tt<r

left to right : Lieutenant-Colonel B. T. Sherman ; Major J. McK.
Lamb ; Brigadier D. St. J. Hoysted ; Captain E. P. Bullard ; Captain
P. H. F. Webb, M.B.E.
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promoted; and to Major P. G. Curry, Regular 2 i/l. .µ (L)
Infantry Divi ional Signal Regiment (T.A.) for election for
command of 6 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment,
B.A.O.R., in the near future. These toasts were replied to
suitably. and Brigadier Hoysted went on to announce a
Grand National Sweepstake on behalf of Mercury House,
Colwyn Bay, which was heartily subscribed to, and drawn
a midnight approach by Lieutenant-Colonel E. R. Price,
T.D. (almost Colonel! ) and Lieutenant-Colonel C. E.
Calve!ey, O.B.E., A.D.C.
Traditional mess
games
developed,
and flashlight photographs were taken,
not to mention a
group photograph on
Saighton
Square,
which we hope the
Editor will publish
in due course.
As these .exercises
appear to be popular, and of the greatest value in bringing
regular, T .A., and
A.E.R. personnel into intimate contact,
we hope to produce
another next winter
with a "Cornn Zone"
flavour to suit our
Army, L. of C. and
Air Formation elemen ts.

*
Brigadier Firth is interrupted i n rabelaisian
reminiscences
with
lieutenant-Colonel W.
F. B. Nott, 21 Army
Signal Regiment, A.E.R.
[Cour1esy: Fo1ocraf1 Co.,
Chester
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C.H.Q. Troop. The main topic of conversation here has
been the departure of Second-Lieutenant A. W. Stutchbury
to East Anglia District Signal Troop.
On the 18th the ·Troop, and indeed the whole H.Q., were
startled to see and hear, a contraption of unidentifiable make
and design, appear at the main gate. We rather thought
that some film Company (A.K.C. ?) had decided to re-make
"Geneveive," and that this was part of a location unit, filming the dreamed-up Brighton to Hounslow race. However,
our curiosity was soon satisfied for lo and behold a person
disentangled himself from the "Thing" and we soon learnt
that be was our new D.S.O. by name Second-Lieutenant
Baxter.
The Troop Soccer Team played their final fixture in the
Inter-Branch Football League, making a draw with "Camp"
3 goals each.
This gave us the championship of the league by two
points, having been undefeated throughout the whole
season, with a goal average of 27 for, and 9 against.
Kent Coast Troop. The Social Club had a special night
on the 6th March, 1954, to bid" au revoir" to Major J. A.
Brown who is in transit for Trieste. Mrs. Brown is remain-

had a very keen game against our local rivals, The Depot
Cheshire Regiment, and we were defeated 4-3.
Our Rugby team (a team from combined Blacon Signal
Units) is steadily improving and we had two successes
against 21 H.A.A. Regiment R.A. and were narrowly defeated by R.A.F. Hawarden and R.A.F. West Kirby.
The weather has not been particularly suitable for hockey.
In our last fixture we lost to R.A.F. Hooton Park by two
goals to nil after a very spirited game.
. .
One duty which gave pleasure recently _was the provmon
of P.A. Equipment and staff for the English Cross Country
Championships at Birkenhead. The pers?nne~ on d~o/ saw
Gordon Pirie finish in fine style to retain bis posmon as
champion, and w<:re also photographed by newsreel cameramen. Film contracts have not yet been awarded!

C.H.Q. - Arrivals and Departures

. /,.. ,,,
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Mr. Stutchbury 'out'
(Too bad Chilton forgot about
the tyres-or did he 1)

Mr. Baxter ' in '

ing behind but hopes to join her husband later.
The party spirit was soon going with D ancing, Passing
the Dido, Hats on and Hats off, F anning the Paper Race
and, of course, the Race Game. Lots of fun and games were
put on by the Committee, and coffee and eats kept the party
fit.
Farewell speeches were made and at the conclusion
Major Brown and Mrs. Brown saw the members off the
premises. A most successful party.
Lance-Corporal Ward has left us on returning to civil
life, and they say he wants to return here as a civilian
jointer.
Mr. Hollingsworth sends his salaams to Major A. Low.
E.A.D. Signal Troop and No. 3 Squadron. The month
of March proved to be rather uneventful at East Anglia
District, although the approach of the end of the financial
year caused something of -an upheaval in all corners of the
Troop.
The month has also brought about in most schools in the
district the end of the Easter term and the usual last minute
rush of C.C.F./ A.C.F. classification tests which has caused
S.S.M. Kilburn to spend most of his time travelling about
the countryside.
The Easter holiday Cadet course has now commenced,
and 22 keen schoolboy types are now swotting procedure
and will later show their prowess at line laying and wireless
operating. 5 Corps Signa~ Regiment have kindly arranged
to put on the R.M.A. Brigade Signal Troop de~onstration,
so that Cadets can see what Royal Signals do in the field.
They will also be able to see a Golden Arrow.
E.A. SWS Troop. Our detachment in Stanford PTA
is busily preparing telephones for the training season which
started last month. According to the camping programme
they will not be as busy as in past seasons. Perhaps it is
just as well. We may be able to do some training ourselves.
2 Squadron. As summer comes the main activity in Warren
Camp seems to be the erection of rustic fences and gardens
to enhance the barren wastes, and even the Orderly Room
have been winkled out to erect "Pergolas " causing an
appreciable unaccountable noise level from the O.R.'s.
Captain "Pa.ddy" Coyne has taken on the M.T. Troop,
arriving in time for the annual R.E.M.E. inspection; incidentally the vast new car he owns bears no connection.
Command Wireless Troop are reaching a fever heat of
expectation for exercises and are off in the near future for
a·demonstration at RM.A. Sandhurst.

Major W . A. West, Eastern Command Signal Regimen_t, receives the
M.S.M. from Lieutenant-Colonel G. G. L. Hinde.
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Springlike weather has again returned to Blacon C~mp,
much to the relief of rhose who have had_ th<; lJ!lenV1able
task of keeping the water in the ~arl'.P flowmg m its !?roper
places. " Things " are even begmrung to come up m the
gardens.
We are sorry to record the departure of our better known
personalities. Lieutenant Buisseret _has ?ow returned to
the rigours of civilian life ai:id we wish him the very best
of good fortune and prospemy.
.
S.S.M. Davies has left us for the. Army Apprenuces
School at Chepstow. He will be sa~ly_ rrussed by the ~bester
Branch of the Royal Signals Association where he did some
very useful work. We wonder if he got the car to go as
fa r as Chepstow !
.
We are now awaiting the results of the Annual Admmistrative Inspection which took place on 18th/ 19.th March,
1954. Much hard work was put into the preparauon for ~he
inspection and we were pleased to have fine weather durmg
the parade.
.
.
We were pleased to have a visit by the Director of Signals
on 1st April which was marked by a parade of W!'!stern
Command Signal Regiment and H.Q. A.E.R .. Royal Signals.
The skirl of the bagpipes which accompamed the marchpast must have astonished the residents in Blacon l
In the sporting world our fortunes have fluctuated. The
unit soccer team is now at reduced strength, and the loss
of Signalman Hargreaves has been particularly felt. We

This month began well with the f'.ass Off parade of a
Drill and Duties Course whose efficiency and smartness
were judg'e d outstanding by all. The weather was outstanding too, the parade taking place on the only cold_ day
in the middle of a warm spell. The spectators we~e revived,
however, by coffee half-way through the proceedmgs.
The most interesting occurrences lately have ~een co~
nected with pay. Oa 8th April, 1954, regulars received their
first increased rates over the pay tables. The apparent
unconcern with which the N.S. Subaltern stretched out the
extra silver deceived no one; those who looked closely could
see that his hands were trembling.
The Shooting Season bas started. A TCV full of potential marksmen set off lightheartedly one afternoon ~awards
Rainham. It was held up in Blackwall tunnel on the JO~ey
out and got hopelessly jammed in the queue for Woolwich
Fe;ry on the way back. Still, a pleasant afternoon was
had by all, and under the guidance of the C.0., we look
for great things from the chosen VIII.
..
With the coming of Spring a make-and-mend. spmt has
become noticable in the unit. An example of this was th_e
unsually rapid recovery of the C.D.S.O .. after he had hit
his head on a projecting portion of the Signal Office roof.
All Heads of Departments of height 6 ft. 6in. or over should
take warning from this.. .
.
Another sign of revivmg. mtere~t was an overdue V1Slt
from the R.E.s. It is these mspectlons of the ~~rack! that
make one realise how thin is the line that d1v_i~es ,, outstanding for repair " from " scheduled for ~emoh~on. The
most immediate advantage gained from ~s particular tour
was by a Subaltern who found one pair drawers cellular
short in a disused barrack ro?m an~ ~onfisci1:ted them to
help make up his kit deficiencies. S~ar thrift was practised by the Messing Officer who, seem~ several small table
knives doomed to untimely destrucuon on a condemn
parade appropriated !hem for the mess tea-table.
Man'y rooms in the barracks are still deserted, but one at
least has been unlocked and converted to a useful purpose
-the former Unit Library. An attempt has b_een made to
lure Orderly Officers to their pl~ce of duty at rught by turning this room into a cosy bed-sitter.
Summer seems well on the way now; but before the
Sports Grounds were finally " phased out of play" (to use
an official term) an impromptu Inter-Troop Hockey ~om
petition was held. This aroused the greatest enthusiasm
and early victories were hotly contested. The final match
was between 1 Squadron H.Q. and Command Group, and
Cipher and M.T. Troops _(,;z, Squadron). It was a close
fi · h the latter just wmnmg by 3 goals to 2 after extra
t~~ had been played. W.O.~I Thomas is to be con_gratulated for skippering a well-knit team : and we commiserate
with Major Chapman and his side who y;ere worthy
medals,
runners-u P. The winning . eleven all rece1ved
d
which Mrs. Winterbotham kmdly presente .
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With winter safely behind us, the Regiment is now amidst
a spate of glorious weather preparing for what is hoped
will be a summer of summers.
TI1e air in the barracks resounds to the s0und of clattering mowing machines as the area is gradually transformed
from a minor jungle to a miniature Kew G ardens.
The emphasis at the moment is preparation for the
Regimental Week-end and Old Comrades West of England
Reunion on 22nd/23rd May. We are fortunate in having
a section of the Corps Band and the Display T eam with
us over the period, which give us a very good star t to the
proceedings.
T he programme for the wek-end follows the lines of
last year's show. Saturday will see a Ceremonial Parade,
the semi-finals of the R egimental Sports and a "Stag" party
in the Sergeants' Mess in the evening. Sunday morning a
Church Parade 'vill be held at which the Standard of the
Exeter Branch, Royal Signals Association will be dedicated.
The Representative Colonel Commandant, Maj or-General
C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., will take the salute. TJ·e finals of
the Regimental Spor ts will be run off during the afternoon.
On Thursday, 26th M ay, the Regiment is holding a Subscription Ball in aid of the Benevolent Fund. T his will be
the first function of this nature held by us and from the
initial reception by the local populace it portends to be a
first-rate success.
The Regimental Cross-Country, Hockey and F ootball
competitions have been fought to their conclusion. R.H.Q.
and H.Q. Troop took the Cross-Country Cup from 1
Squadron, "Q" Troop the Hockey Cup from 2 Squadron,
and the Cooks gained the Football Cup. Quite a general
post. The Cups and Ashtrays in Corps colours as supplied
by the Signals Association were presented to the winning
teams by Mrs. Goodeve-Docker at an All Ranks Dance on
26th March.
The emphasis is now on Summer Sports, although the
Football team with the advent of Spring have taken new
life with a run of four league wins in a row, which has
now established the Regiment as Third in the South Devon
League. Cricket and Sailing are taking over the field now
and after some trial batting practice in the gymnasium it
was decided that the Barrack Damage Account wasn't that
large, so the nets have been moved expeditiously to the
cricket field ! The fixture list opens on 8th May and the
team, under Captain D. Turner, hope to give all our opponents a good sportsmanlike match.
Our five "Redwing" West of England Class Racing
Dinghies are now in the water at Torquay and the enthusiasts are now busy rigging them. Members of the Royal
Signals Club and A.S.A. are reminded that they are eligible
for membership if they are visiting these parts.
The Inter-Regiment Small Bore Competition is under
way and the shots are working up to participation in the
Bisley meeting in conjunction with Southern Command
(M) Signal Regiment.
The W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess held a very successful
dance on 27th March. The buffet was as usual superlative
the curry satisfying even the Frontier Types.
'
T here have been some internal ·changes recently.
~.Q.M.~. Mas_kery has left the service after 22 years and
is now m a differen colour uniform with the W.D . Constabulary. Very good luck to him. Congratulations to
S.S.M . Wall on appointment to R.Q.M.S., S.Q.M .S. Waller
and S.Q.M.S . Knight on promotion to W.0.11, and to
Sergeant Bain on promotion to S.Q.M.S.
As a p~int of_ interest the Regiment is now collecting
hardware m a big way, namely, a "Battleship" and the
" Houses o~ Parliament "! At least, according to an AF
~n 57 received from an unnamed unit of a Signal Trainmg Centre not very far from Catterick that is the case. We
are !lot quite sure of . the method of getting them here;
possibly the Grand Umon Canal could be utilised!

39 HEAVY REGl.H ENT R.A. SIGNAL T ROOP

We are only a very small unit, and in consequence appear
in T HE WIRE at infrequent intervals.
We are a normal Independent Gunner Troop serving a
H eavy Regiment (Field). Emphasis is laid on the word
" Field," for the times we have been addressed as 39 H.A.A.
Regiment Signal Troop are too numerous to mention. . Our
job is ll'.luch the same as a Field, Regiment or Medium
Regiment Signal Troop. The m ain difference is that communications are very much more extended, as the Batteries
have to be far apart in order to cover a wide front. On the
other hand the guns take a comparatively long time to
come into action, which means the line detachments have a
longer time in which to lay the lines.
The Troop is commanded by Lieutenant J. P. Durrant,
The Troop Sergeant at the time of writing is Sergeant R.
Gore, who is aboul to hand over to Sergeant Jenkins, whom
we welcome from 2 Training Regiment. We wish the best
of luck to Sergeant Gore who is about to depart to civil
life. As far as sport goes we cannot claim any great fame.
The Troop foootball team is top of the R egimental league.
Signalman Burgess, however, excels at boxing. He won the
Salisbury Plain District Bantam Weigrt Title, and was
unlucky to be beaten on points in the semi-finals of the
Southern Command Competition.

No . I WIRELESS REGI MENT
Annual Ad ministrative Inspection
(Left to ri gh t) Lieu t enant R. Tay lo r, Captain W . Be ll, Brigadier
E. C. J. Woodfo rd , C.B. E., D.S.O., Lie ut e nant-Col o ne l P. W . Lon·
non, M.B.E .. W .0.1. Toogood. In the backg round a re Sgt. Roth·
w e ll and S.S.M. Rawlinson

B.A.O.B.
18 ARMY GROUP SIGNAL REGIMENT

The 9th M arch found us well prepared for our Annual
Administrative Inspection. The Inspecting Officer was
Brigadier E. C. J. Woodford, C.B.E., n.s .o., Comm ander L ubbecke District. Brigadier Woodford was most pleased with
everything he saw.
On the 3rd March the Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) Cross
Country Championship was held at Lemgo. T he Regiment
distinguished itself by soundJy beating all comers. Second
were IIth Air Formation Signal Regiment with 429 points
to our 185. Congratulations to Lance-Corporal Ibbotson
the Individual winner. Our thanks to Major Holifield, M.c.,
for guiding our t eam to victory.
The Regimental Boxing Team has been in full fighting
trim throughout the season. We started with a nucleus of
stalwarts, namely Corporals Quick and Wooding, LanceCorporal Chappel and Signalman McLoughlin.
We lost (the only time) to nth Air Formation Signal
Regiment in the Lubbecke D istrict competition but managed to stage a classical come-back by beating our previous
vanquishers in the B.A.0.R. Inter-Unit Royal Signa1s competiition. This was a very closely fought contest which was
decided on the ~st fight when Corporal Quick outpointed
Second-Lieutenant Robinson in an exceptionally good display of endurance, skill and aggressiveness. The Cup,
Shield and individual awards to winners and losers were
presented by the C.S.0., H.Q. Northern Army Group,
Brigadier R. H. 0. Coryton, C.B.E. Throughout the season
our Quartermaster, Major Ditchfield, and C.S.M .I. Hills,
A.P.T.C., bullied and cajoled the team into physical fitness
and the final result was a reward for their joint efforts.
The Unit Hockey Team did well in reaching the semifinal of the Lubbecke District Cup and were just beaten in
this round by H .Q. R.A.S.C., Osnabruck. Result 3-2 after
extra time. Injuries sustained during this game weakened
our team for the Formation Final of the Army Cup versus
our old enemies 6 R.T.R. The game was played on a
neutral ground at Osnabruck. Result lost 3-0.

1.

T he Rugby football team were beaten 14-8 by I Corps
Signal Regiment in the B.A.0.R. Signals Cup on 20th March.
Sergeant Collett scored a try and Second-Lieutenant Wotherspoon kicked the goal and a penalty.
In the Office rs' Mess Friday evenings of each week have
been given over to a L~dies' Night.in which I:u~ba~ds commit their wives to the tender mercies of the livmg-10 members for some Scottish Country D ancing.
.
Captain G . M. Allan and family .have rec~ntly arrived from
East Africa and have taken up residence with us.
N ext we welcome L ieutenant Q.M. C. A. Tu.r ner, M.M_. ,
on first commissioning from 19 Army Group Signal Regiment. Congratulations, and we sinc~ rely hope that you and
Mrs. T urner will enjoy your stay with us.
.
To the Warrant Officers rank we welc?me W.O.II :Wnght,
recently of 7 Training Regiment, Catten ck C amp, with congratulations on his promotion.
.
In the W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess the wedding bells ha_ve
been ringing once again. This time for Sergeants C:ockenll,
Warwick and Barnett. We extend our very best wishes for
their fu ture happiness.

*
f)
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R.H.Q. and 2 Squadron. The Regimen~ ha~ spent the
past month preparing for an exercise which ~s about . to
begin, and also knocking ~e . rough ed&e.s off its shooung
team which entered the D istrict compeuuon.
In the competition the team gained the following results,
which was a very good performance:
Offic.:r • Match
Warrant Officers' and Sergean ts' Match
Corporals' and Below Match
Young Soldiers' Match
Sten Gun M atch
L.M .G . M atch

7th
3rd
rst
3 r~

1

P lace
Pince
Place
~l=~~

ioth Place

The Reaiment was placed second in the U nit champ ion'°
.
.
,
ships with 101 pomts to the wmners n2.
The following qualified for the "L~~becke 48 " (48 best
rifle shots from the fir st four compet1uons) :
ergeant Sneddon
Major Wollaston
Sergeant Evans
Sergl!llnt Copestake
ignalman Atkinson
Lance -Corporal C linton
ignalman Huggonson
ignalman Whi1wam
The following were individuol plocings:
Sergeant , ugg
H ighest 1en M.C. Score
ignalmnn Whi1wam
H ighest Rifle Score Corporals and Below
ignalman Huggonson
Second High<>! Rifl e Score Corporals and Below

NO . I WIRELESS REGIMENT
Annual Admin. Ins pecti o n-visit to the W .V.S. Social Centre.
(Left to Right) Lieute nant-Colonel P. W . Lonnon, M.B.E., Bri~adier
E. C. J. Woodford, C.B.E., D.S.O., Major F. G. Bolam, MISS A.
Garrod , W .V.S.

~o.

I

WIHEl.ESS

BEGUIE:\"T

Our Annual Administrative Inspection was carried out
on the 16th Febr uary, 1954. After a ceremonial parade, the
Brigade Commander inspected the barracks and then l_unche.d
with the officers. L ater he visited the men at work m th7ir
various departments. All went off well a~d a very sausfac tory report was received. Congratulauons to all con.
d'
cerned.
1 Squadron are still kept very busy runrung upgra mg
and D and D courses. One of the brighter boys on the
D and D course when asked to ~efine th7 s~fety rule regarding gas, produced the followmg astomshmg stateo:ient
" . . . . then war gas must be taken for safety precoruo1:1s
until proven overwise." Obviously we breed them tough m
this part of the world. However, No. 3 Course passed out
very well on the whole.
.
Congratulations to S.Q.M.S. "Pip" O'Co~or on his
promotion to S.S.M., and to Corporal J. B. Tiffin on promotion to Sergeant (0.R.S .).
A number of old faces have recently disappeared from
the Sergeants' Mess and we. wish them good. luck and
happy days in their new umts. S.S.M. Rawlmso:i . ~d
S.S.M. Purvis have been posted to I I Armoure~ Div!Slon
and I I Air Formation Sjgnal Regiments respecuvely, both
on promotion to acting W.0.1. Sergeai:t Brough has now
joined 6 Armoured Division Sign~! Regime°:t, and W.O.II
Everitt has proceeded to U .K . prior to posting to warmer
climes.
Our hopes for winning the B.A.0.R. Royal Signals Football Cup for the second year were. S?<;>n sh~ttered wh~n we
were put out by 7 Armoured Divi_sion Si~al Regunent.
Our chaps were there the whole mnety mmutes, but the
opposition defence was too strong for them: However, next
year we hope that some players at pres~nt m the second XI
will help to strengthen the team and brmg home the trophy
once again.
Having finished third in the Garrison Maj.or Unit L~ague,
we still have 011.e trick up our sleeve, that. i_s we are m the
final of the Garri on Knock-Out Compeuuon and we are
hoping to collect the " pot " for that.
The Regimental Shooting Team has been v_ery busy e~
pending ammunition, and it is hoped ~at _their. efforts ~111
produce some good result when the District Rifle Meetmg
takes place at the end of March.
Con_gratulations to Signalman Atkinson and Signalman
Bonner on reaching the_ sem~-finals of the B.A.O.R. Table
Tennis Doubles Champion hip.
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Squadron. The month of March was probably the
mo.t "mad" month the Squadron has ever experit:i1ccd;
it wa ea ily its most successful. The highlight of the busy
period was the visit of I Training Regiment's Rugby team
for the final of the Army Cup.
Th match was played within a few minutes' walking
distance of our H.Q., and in addition to the very welcome
job of accommodating the team, we were responsible for
the sale of tickets, seating arrangements and other administrative jobs. Everything went with a swing. One of the
problems was how to beat "Reuter " with ~he news of the
result. We did it-but there hangs another tale.
The game was voted as being easily the best game of
Rugby that has ever been seen in Germany and whi,Je congratulating I TTaining Regiment, particularly the outside
and back division, all who saw the game agreed that the
rst Battalion of the South Wales Borderers put up a magnificent display and almost pulled it off. The Corps
spectators had· some very anxious moments; cries of" Come
on the Amateurs" from the 700 or so fervent Welsh Rugby
fans helped to enliven the proceedings.
The aftermath was, for Signals, even more exciting than
the game. At ro.30 a.m. the following morning, when the
team was touring the sights of rebuilt Hanover, an
immediate signal arrived which meant that the team HAD
to catch the mid-day train for the U.K. With the aid of
8 D.R. Troop-the Sergeant-Major, three-ton lorries and
the Royal Military Police patrols, nhe team was rounded up
and managed to board the train as the wheels started to
turn.
During March,, with the splendid co-operation of all
Units of Royal Signals stationed in Germany, we managed
to raise a considerable sum of money for tihe Benevolent
Fund (£86, no less-Ed.). During these activi,ties the
newly raised 18 Construction Troop was being formed,
drawing stores, vehicles, etc., and preparing to be deployed
on a N.A.T.O. exercise-No. l (G.S.O.) Construction
Troop was struggling to finish a 20 pair loolb. overhead
route and prepare for Exercise "New Alliance"; No. 2
Construction Troop were working a 15-hour day completing
the underground cable system for a new calibration range
and installing a new exchange and permanent overhead
system for the Engineer Bridging Camp.
The arrival on the ranges of the Dutch and Belgian
Armour, together with the C.R.A. and the Artillery of 2
(Infantry) Division, all helped to ensure that there were
few slack moments.
The Squadron also contributed in a very large measure to
the successful launching of the new Garrison Theatreneedless to say, the Signal offices continued to "tick over"
with their usual efficiency.
The results of the District Small Bore Championships
have now been decided. We entered three teams-the "A"
team were successful in winning the Open League championship, with "B " team placed third, while our "National
Service" team won the N.S. League Championships.
Three old members of the Corps were discovered in
Hanover worki~g for the Foreign Office, and were promptly
enrolled as Life Members of the Association. Captain
(T.0.M.) J. G. Creegan, ex-R.S.M. H. Peach and Ted
Jarvis, of Bulford fame. They send their salaams to all
old comrades.
Congratulations to Mr. Mayhew on his well deserved
promori?n to W.O.I His place in the Squadron is going
to be diffic~t to fill; fortunately he stays in the Regiment
as the Regunental Sergeant Major, and we know that
R.H.Q. and No. l Squadron are looking forward to his
arrival.
4 Squadron. We open with a "tinge" of regret on reporting our defeat by the R.A.F., Uetersen, soccer team
in the Hamburg District Cup-good luck R.A.F. ! As
against this, our "run of recent victories" in the Hamburg
District League should see us very near the top.
2

•

Still in t:he realm of sport, the Corps colours were well
and truly hoisted in the Hamburg District Motor Cycle
Reliability Trials held in the Fischbek Range Area on
3ist March, 1954. The awards gained by our three teams
entered were: "A .. Team (Sergeant Washer, Corporal Morgan
ignalman Holl), first
Military 350 / 500 c.c. class.
Corporal Morgan, first Military individual 350 nnd 500 c.c . class.
Signalman Holt, third Military individual 350 and 500 c.c. class.
Signalman Pafford, ninth Military individual 350 and 500 c.c. class.

(The O.C.'s thanks to rhe Signa:ls D.R. (Jeep) who
brought the District Commander back when his own jeep
broke down) .
These results are a direct reflection of the hard work put
in by the M.T.O. (Corporal Morgan) and his staff, who
still-so they say-have a fortnight's hard evening work to
get all the motor eye.Jes ready for the forthcoming 406's.
Recently the Squadron said good~bye to S.S.M. Hose. We
lose a great friend. No one could have wol'ked harder than
he for the provision of entertainment and tlhe welfare of his
men.
During his last night at the Hamburg Branch of the
Signals Association, Major M. M. Simmonds made a speech
on behalf of the Squadron thanking S.S.M. Hose for his
great work.
A hearty welcome is extended to the wife and family of
Captain E. F. J. Barfilett, who have just joined us. May
their stay in Hamburg be long and pleasant.

I

CORPS SIGNAL HEGIMENT

The annual inspection this year took place on 25th March,
1954. Brigadier D. W. R. Burridge, c.B.E., was the Inspecting Officer.
Captain M. S. Gordon-Jones, Sergeant Davies, Corporals
Orton and _Griffiths are at present breaking most hearts, if
not all backs, for they are taking the Regiment through the
ailI1Ual PE tests. Throughout the area personnel are to be
seen climbing ropes, scaling walls, carrying otl1ers or just
plain " bashing " out their nine miles.
Well, we said we would, and we did, for on 31st March,
1954, the Regiment beat I I Air Formation Signal Regiment
in a very hard fought final of the Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.)
inter-unit rugby football competition. The final score was
9-0. These points, which were all made in extra time, were
scored by Second-Lieutenant J. D . Stirling, Lance-Corporal
Dunn and Corporal Taylor. Congratulations are indeed due
the Regimental XV and to their worthy opponents.
How r Corps Signals Regiment won the Cup: Round One-Bye.
Round Two-Beat r Wireless Regiment 32-3.
Semi-final-Beat 18 Army Group Signal Regiment 14-8.
Final-Beat II Air Formation Signal Regiment 9-0.
Due to bad weather many fixtures have been cancelled in
all sports. The unit continues to do well in the local soccer
league, and is also in the semi-final of the Lubbecke District
major units cup. Lance-Corporal Griffiths has played for
the District Football XI as a full-back. In the Royal Signals
(B.A.O.R.) Cross Country event, although the regimental
team as a whole did not shine, Signalman Escott ran magnificently, being beaten into second place by a yard. Hockey
has been reduced to inter-troop games, though we hope
after Easter, to recommence some serious Regimental
matches. The sailing members of tl1e unit last week virtually opened the 1954 season by putting the boats back into
the water after their winter storage and repaint. Of the
indoor sports tlhe unit did well to beat II Armoured Division
Signal Regiment by 7 games to 2 at table tennis.
The tl1ird annual birthday party of the Regiment was
held on Friday, 26th March, 1954, in the Officers' Mess. It
was a first class evening enjoyed by all. It was particularly
nice to receive birthday greetings and telegrams from old
members of the Regiment such as Captain P. A. (Magillygully) Trost, Royal Australian Signals.

l
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Our exercise season starts with three new faces to guide
us. We welcome first to the Unit Major Bould, and wish
" bon voyage" to Major Woodrow who leaves us "en
route" for Canada. Next we welcome S.S.M. Parish fresh
from Korea (" I can't get used to these brick buildings "),
and say "all the best" to S.S.M. James on his posting to
England. S.S.M. Parish has ~een able to tell us ho.w. ?ur
old friends are settling down m I Commonwealth Division
- S.S.M. Fisk, Sergeant Latham, Corporal Hall and all tl1e
others who are, we trust, carrying on the good name of the
Unit.
Our third welcome is to Second-Lieutenant Burdon who
takes over from Second-Lieutenant Mahler. Let's hope they
all have a happy stay in the Unit.
The usual trials and tribulations were encountered on
the first exercise in March aptly named " Spring Fever,"
but we are shaking down to what we hope will be anotl1er
highly successful season.
We are holding our own in the field o~ sport. .The hocke.y
team reached the semi-final of the Minor Umts compeution before being knocked out by H.Q. Squadron 61 Brigade
4-r. It was a fast clean game but the visitors just had the
edge on us. In the Zeco League (Soccer) Section B, we are
lying fifth in the table, thanks to the sterling work of Corporal Hall and Corporal Robinson-m_anager and trainer
respectively. We have several games m band over those
teams above us, so we can anticipate finishing very near the
top-if not at the top.
We have amalgamated with our good neighbours I I Air
Formation Signal Regiment for all Signals competitions and
the combined teams have had great success. The hockey
team won the Signal Cup for the third year running, and
the Rugby team has now reached the final of their cup.
Our ambition now is to beat the local German hockey team;
our record at present stands at : Played 6, Drawn 4, Lost 2.
II AIR FOBlUATION SIGNAL REGDIE:l\"T

Once again exercise preparations are on hand and l
Squadron has been the scene of great activity during the
momh preparing for Exercise "New Alliance.". No doubt
these preparations have come as a welc?me relief to m~y
who have spent most of the winter studiously_ employed. m
the Training Wing even if it does mean Air Formation
SignaJs spending a month "in the field" to the R.A.F.'s
three days.
.
We have achieved once more many outstandmg results
in the sporting world and of co~se hav.e suffered the occasional inevitable reverse. Here is a bnef note on some of
the more important sporting events.
Hockey. The team travelled to Uetersen on Saturday,
27th February to play R.A.F. Ueter~on in tl1e cup, and
despite the long journey becam~ t:J:e victors
6 goals to o.
We now play Celle in the Semi-Fmals. A wm of 4-:° ov~r
R.A.F. Bueckeburg gave us two more valuable pomts m
the league, where we maintain top position. A very hard
fought, and well umpired game at Lemgo on Saturday, 20th
March resulted in a win for the team v. H.Q. Northag by
4 goal; to l. We are now m.atched. against R.A.S.~. C?snabrueck in the final of the Maior Umts Lubbecke District.
Rugby. Since Christmas our XV has progressed rap~dly
and the side has gone through a complete transformation.
We have unearthed considerable talent from our out troops
who have sent in their candidates for the upgrading courses
at R.H.Q. Every game this year has gone our way and not
once has our line been crossed. We have accoui:it~~ for
6 Armoured Divisional Signals and I I Armoured DivlSlonal
Signals in the Signals Cup. The former ?le defe~te~ 9-0,
and the latter most convincingly by 24 pomts to ml m the
semi-final. We had a wonderful mud bath when we be.at
19 Army Group Signals 12-0, but perhaps our most ex~it
ing game was against 652 A.0.P. It was 3-3 at half-rune

hr

11 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT HOCKEY TEAM.
WINNERS R. SIGNALS IN B.A.0.R. HOCKEY COMPETITION
1953/54 FOR THIRD CONSECUTIVE YEAR
(Standing) R.Q.M .S. Mason, Cpl. Davidson, Sigmn. Simms, Cpl.
Atkins, Sigmn. McMahon, S.S.M. Walker. (Seated) Sgt. Gardiner.
Lieutenant-Colonel Galbraith, Captain Banham, A.S. M. Todd, Sgt.
Webb.

but thanks to some brilliant work by Lance-Corporal
Gormley and Signalman Thomas in lines out and. loose,
three more tries were scored. We are most determmed to
avenge our earlier II-8 defeat by I Corp~ Signal Regiment
when we meet them in the final of the Signals Knock-oout
Cup.
· Cross Country Running. The Team had to be completely
re-formed from scratch, at the beginning of the season and
indeed the standard set by last year's outstanding t~am
proved too high for us to ma~tain. We have had mixed
success in the R.A.F. competmon.
Nevertheless we have not disgraced ourselves and _ma!laged to finish first out of eight in. th~ Lubbecke D~strict
Championship, and second out of nme m the Royal Signals
B.A.0.R. Championships.
Congratulations ro Signalmen Smith,_ Wheatcroft and
Corporal Robinson on their excellent achievement throughout the season.
Soccer. Having reached almost the last mon1;h of Socc<:r,
No. 1 Squadron can look back on the season with a certam
amount of satisfaction.
After reaching the semi-final of the "John Rice" trophy,
we were eliminated by r Corps Troops W /shops R.E.M.E.,
the score being 2-0. It just wasn't our day, but better
luck next time.
In this match special mention must be made of our goalkeeper, Signalman Bedford, who to" coin a phrase," played
a " blinder.''
.
As far as the Zeco League goes, we are m the happy
position of being league leadei:s, with five P.oints !~ad over
our nearest rivals and a game m hand-a fairly satisfactory
situation.
Boxing. We finished up the Rllllll:ers-up to 18 Army
Group Signal Regiment-the fight gomg to the very last
bout before the decision was reached.
Very special mention must be made ~f SecondLieutenant Robinson's fight with Corporal Qmck. There
was no doubt of the result and Quick was the better boxer
but Second-Lieutenant Robinson well and truly earned tl1e
ovation he received for his plucky ~ffort.
,
.
\Y/e now "call it a day" for this seasons Boxmg-once
again many of our stars will leave us artd we can only hope
that more will come in to fill the breach.
We also have to say good-bye to our Team Manager/
Trainer W.O.I Irvine on his promotion to Q.M. and subsequent posting. It's difficult to replace a good man.
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22 Wing Signal Troop.
Fortunately weather prevented
fivin when a German contracting firm, u ing a mechanical
g;abber alcng ide the Peri-Track, drew u p and damaged a
ro pair ·.G. Armoured Cable. T h ree mile of cable were
run our and terminated in two and a half hours. A good
effort wh ich cfe erved the prai e of the Air Traffic Controller.

8:l 4jlCOt "P .UH FOIUl .\TIO~ SIG:\".\I. HEGHIE~T
(I 2 .\ir Formuiiun Si1tnal H"'Jtimc-11•)

The month of March ha been particularly noteworthy
for the fact that we have received our fir t official visit of inpecrion by CAFSO 2 AT AF Colonel H. L. Lewis, c.B.E.
who subjected everything and everybody to the closest
scrutin,· in his well-known manner. We are happy to report
that despite our recent formation as a Regiment he was not
dis ati fied with what he saw. On the 23rd March we recei\·ed Colonel F. T . R. Darley, O.B.E., O.C. Troops Rhine
District, with his staff officers for the annual administrati':"e
in pection. For the parade we were lucky enough to obtam
the services of the Regimental Band of the East Lancashire
Regiment, for which grateful thanks are due. Although the
writer was absent in Brussels on a .A.T .O. exercise also
it is understood, went off very well.
At the time of writing we are all busily engaged in setting
up the extremely complicated communications for exercise
New Alliance. We are told in the "editor's chat " which
introduces all exercises, that this particular one is not a
Signals exercise, but is merely to practise the staff. Having
been at work now for the past ten days, during which time
not a single staff officer has yet put in an appearance, we
regard this information with emreme distrust.
The sporting highlight of the month was the defeat by
three goal to two of 7th Armoured Division Signal Regimem in the B.A.O.R. Royal Signals competition. This despite the los chrough release of our star player, Corporal
Paton.

3 Wing Signal Troop. With the com ing of Spring we
have at last been able to start on project WF 5; the big dig
of this ·ear.
It will soon be necessary to install a line to nhe Steinhuder
Meer, a job which is guaranteed to last the whole week in
pleasant surroundings.
Once again we have lo t our M .T. garage.

SH .\l•E

SIGNAi.

SC}l".\DUO:"\"'

T he quadron h ad a very welcome visit from the C .S.O.
Eastern Command, Brigadier C . A. H . Chadwick, C.B.E.,
A.D.c., on 30th M arch, 1954, during which he carried out a
very thorough in pection of the whole unit. In addition
the C.S.0 . presented Safe Driving Certificates to Drivers
Corrin, D ark and Dethridge. These certificates are awarded
to every driver completing an accident-free 3,000 miles,
which is a considerable achievement in this part of the
·world. Corrin has a particularly fine record in this respect
having completed upwards of 20,000 miles wirhout a mishap.
The same evening, the Officers of the Squadron entertained at dinner, and the following guests were present:
Major-General Ankenbrandt, U .S.A.F., Chief Signal Officer
SHAPE, and Mrs. Ankenbrandt; Brigadier and Mrs. Chadwick, Brigadier W. R. Smijth-Windham, C.B.E., n.s.o.,
Deputy C.S.O. SHAPE, and Mrs. Smijrh-Windham; Colonel
John J. Fettig, U .S.A., and Mrs. Fettig. Colonel Fettig is
our much respected operational Chief.
We were very sorry to lose W.0.II Wyatt this month on
posting to Northern Army Group and we unders.tand that
S.Q.M.S. Brown will be returning to East Africa before
long.
We have now started a Branch of the Royal Signals Association at Camp Voluceau in Which it is eventually hoped
to enrol the major portion of the Squadron. Any Royal
Signals or ex-Royal Signals personnel in this part of the
world who would like to join are cordially invited to ring
Galvani 3000 extension 4968 for further details.

D ETFOR SIGNALS

The squadron is now very busy preparing for the Spring
M anoeuvre, an exercise very aptly, in our opinion, called
" Spring Clean." .
.
.
Wireless exercises h ave been gomg on wnh real gusto, to
beat into shape our latest batch of wireless operators. Line
T roop are also hard at it laying the lin~s required. .
We are also going full steam ahead with our Physic~l Efficiency T ests. T he sick, lame, and lazy were hopmg to
creep out of it, but their stories so far have not been at all
convincing.
.
As months slip by the thought of evacuauon gradually recedes into the back ground . Arrivals and postings are now
in full swing, so once more Trieste is a well sought after
posting.
.
Football Hockey and Rugby are now drawing to a close,
and with tlie warm weather approaching we look forward
to a successful cricket season. We shared honours. last year
with H.Q. 24 Infantry Brigade, and though. w~ will have a
completely new team, hope to do better this time.

MIDDLE EAST
LAND FORCES
3 INFANTRY DIVISIONAi, SIGNAL REGIMENT

Once again, we bid welcome to. all Signal Units and particularly to Divisional Signal Um~s.
.
"
We are now approaching our third summer m the wonderfully gay and pleasant land," the Canal Zone.
Since our last issue we have bade farewell to two old
stalwarts, W.O.II Clarke to the more c:arefree land of
Cyprus, and Sergeant Bill Kilby to the dubious pleasures of
"Civvy Street." We have als~ _seen a large demob gro~p
depart. Among the many familiar faces that left_was S1~
nalman Wright, whom man_y will remember for his exploits
on both the Soccer and Cricket fie~ds .
.
Life in the Regiment has cons15ted chiefly of courses,
both in Trade and that ever popular item, DRILL. After
much panic from the Q Stores enough beds, mattresses, etc.
were found for the courses, and th~y a:e now well under
way. The main topics of conversation m the NAAFI nc;iw
being, " What's an end fed " and " How to slope arms with

s

,,

a Ate~~w O.R.s dining room bas been built by the L.Ap.,
consisting of a wooden support. and canvas roof, and is a
tremendous improvement both m looks and usefulness.
Exercises have once more started and alread_y we have
had a one-day movement exercise which was quite succes~
ful and produced many points for us to get our teeth. m
before the next one. It was amusing on th~ _last exercise
to see one of R.H.Q.s vehicles pull into posiuon and find
a bird's nest (complete with ~ggs) ~n the roof.
So to the sporting side of life, which, due to the change
over from winter to summer seasons has lapsed ra~her a
lot during the past month. We ent_ered a. team m the
Annual "Pimple Race " at Fayid. This con~ists ?f ascending and descending a hill in the shortest P<?Ssible time. Unfortunately this is not one of our strong points, an~ alth~ugh
everyone finished we were fairly well down the list. I ootball and Hockey' have finished and, althoug~' o~ ;tcrTroop Soccer League isn'J: full)'. _completed, K
roop
are now in an unassailable posiuon. Thougl:ts hare _n~w
turnin to cricket, tennis and swimming; already t. e enc et
nets a!e in position and the Cricket Officer, Captam Pear~,
has been running a professional eye over the ~ew gear.
s
et we are still being unlucky with our new intakes as re~a;ds to Cricket, and we ar_e still. having to r~ly o~e~~:~~
enthusiasm instead of applied sl_cill. O~cer i/c I ho e
p
please note. Anyway, more of this next ume, when
we shall have completed a couple of fixtures.

S.H.A.P.E. SIGNAL SQUADRON
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Major-General M: S. Wheatley, C.B., C.B.E., inspects Tripolitania
Signa l Troop, accompanied by Chief Signal Officer, Tripolitania
(Major H. J. Waters, T.D.)

· TRIPOLITANIA SIGNAL TROOP

We have just been inspected by Major-General Wheatley,
Chief Signal Officer Middle East Land Forces, and we
flatter ourselves that' he was not too displeased 'Yith w~at
he saw. There were as usual moments of _pamc beh~d
the scenes-to wit, the same Corps flag which fio~ted m
the breeze above the saluting base also flew outside the
Signal Office area five minutes after the March Pa~t.
The Troop Soccer team has suddenly pulle~ up its socks,
or rather stockings, and has reached the semi-finals of ~e
District Soccer Knock-out Cup. 1:hey are f~eely bemg
tipped as winners. This is due to their long awaited change
from a collection of individuals to a team.
.
This month we say good-bye to three old fnends all recently promoted and consequently posted.
S_ergeant
Matthews goes to the Sudan, and Sergeant ~aselnne and
Sergeant Keenan to the Canal Zone. We wish them the
very best of luck.
The prospects f~r ~eke~ looks good as some talent (as.
yet untried) looks like hverung ~p our team.
Our families 'Strength was mcreased recently by one
potential recru~t_. Congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs.
Kitson on the birth of a son.
25 AllHOUllED BRIGADE SIGNAL SQl'.\DllON

Undoubtedly the highlight ~f the las~ couple .of .months
ha been the success of the boxiI?g te<llD; m the Dis.trict ~ox
ing Championshi·ps. We combined w1th Cyrena1ca Sign~!
Troop and entered as "Royal Signals." We had a bye m
the first round, and met rhe l~al RoyaJ Army Ordn:m~e
Corps Depot in the second, which was rhe best evenmg s
boxing seen here mis year. We were fo11tunate t? h~ve
General Wheatl~ey with us to add ~ustre to the s<;>etal si~e
of the meeting, which w~s held m our own Cinema in
Benina Camp. After the eighth bout, the scores were equal
and rhe excitement intense, but we won the last thre~ fights
fairly easily, and so qualified for the next round agamst the
Headquarters Squadron of the Royal Scots Greys, old establi bed rivals of ours.
Once again we were fi?htin~ at home, and our opponents
and their supporter~ arrived m force by truck and special
train to spend the week-end with us. As it turned .out the
Administration problem was greater than t~e boxing one.
In the rJng, we got off to a good start when Signalmen N?rton and Bellchambers each won rheir fights, the latter Wlth
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a convincing knock-out. The next two we lost; Signalman
Beardmore after a very spirited performance despite being
outcla sed and Lance-Corporal Warren who came witliin
a hairbreadth of winning against an opponent with a coniderable reputation. Driver Preston then met an old rival
and in a closely contested fight managed to win, thus giving
himself game and rubber in his private series. After the
Interval Corporal Elkins, Sergeant Smithard and Signalman
Owen all won their weights and decided tlie result of the
match. Corporal T r uran fought well but lost on points in
the light-heavy-weight class, and to end up with we had
two quick knock-outs in our favour, Corporal WaJJ in the
beavie , and Corporal Clowes (in 35 seconds) in the rst
string welter. Final result : 8 fights to 3, and to meet Headquarters Company of the Ist Battalion Sherwood Foresters
in the final.
T he finals of the
District T eam Championship were held
in the local AKC
cinema before the
Brigade Commander
and some 900 spectators, not least vociferous amongst them
being the Signals
Once
personnel.
again we got off to a
splendid start winning the firs t fi ve
bouts in q uick succession and finished
by winning nine
bouts to two, of
which
five
were
Corporal Wale rece ives the District
knock - outs,
and
added the District
Team Boxing Cup
Boxing Champions~ips to the Swimming Championship we won last summer.
We have had several changes in the Squadron. It is with
regret that we say good-bye to the "founders," Major
Warren, Captain Beaver, Lance-Corporal Lee. At the same
time we warmly welcome Major Hunter, Lieutenant Simpson, Sergeant Worsdale.

OTHER STATIONS
CABmDEAN AREA SIGNAL S(tUADRON
The ancient excuse that" We've been too busy to write"
may for once, perhaps, be put forward with some truth on
behalf of this Squadron. Throughout the past twelve
months our nose has been kept constantly in contact with
the grind-stone and it is only now that, lifting our head, we
can survey in proper perspective the achievement of the
year and report ourselves to WIRE readers.
And what a year it has been. The early montl:s of 1953
saw us hard at work not only with our usual commitments
but also with preparations for the gigantic Coronation
T attoo which in June was to celebrate in fit style the crowning of Her Majesty. Our linemen, under Sergeant Mildren,
must be specially mentioned here for their Herculean efforts
on the T attoo grounds: often during their leisure hours
but always ungrudgingly and with never-failing efficiency.
The gallant D .Rs, of course, have received their share of
praise from the I sland's Press; those who appreciated the
difficulties of their task compared their show favourably
with that of the Catterick Display Team. Altogether in fact,
and without any further attempt to mention specific groups,
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the Squadron showed well-and the Tattoo was an immense
success.
Following hard upon the Coronation came the Queen's
Birthday Parade through Kingston, to which we sent a
smart contingent led by the O.C.
All this time the Squadron's normal work continued, with
a gradual increase in the amount of traffic through the
Signal Office telling the tale of mounting tension in British
Guiana. It was to be some time yet, however, before the
trouble blew up.
Through August and September the Cipher-staff worked
furiously-with that tight-lipped determination, peculiar to
Cipher-staffs, to reveal nothing--as the British Guiana affair
moved to its climax: and at last, in early October, we were
off. All aboard H.M.S. Superb and with our pictures in
the papers. (The loc_?l press in Georgetown, proud of
its military knowledge, called us "Communications
Engineers ").
We could thrill you now with descriptions of our earlymorning landing beside the Royal Marines, if it were not
that space is limited and the Editor is insistent trat we tell
the truth ! The operation, in fact, had been arranged so
efficiently that it appeared a mere routine affair, and in no
time we were established in H .Q. at the "Mariner's Clu b "
and making valiant efforts to deplete its stock of liquors.
A small detachment worked with the Royal Welch Fusiliers, and the rest of us quickly crganised a Signal-Office
with contacts to Jamaica, British Honduras and the Royal
~vy vessels engaged in the vicinity. Working" the Boats"
was fun for our operators if not for theirs, and a valuable
trade-link was soon opened in duty-free cigarettes. All in
all, the affair was most enjoyable and interesting. We have
even been told that we were useful.
T he Squadron returned to Jamaica after three weeks,
leaving a small detachment (sent from U.K .) to co-operate
with the Argyll and Sutherland H ighlanders who formed
the new garrison . Communications with B.G. are still satisfactorily established.
Immediately on our r eturn we set about p reparations fo r
the long-awaited visit of Her M ajesty. Apart from providing a number of men for the cer emonial parade it was
our job to establish station s along the rou te to be taken
in the Queen's drive across the I sland in order that prompt
action could be taken in case of anything amiss. In cooperation with the Signal Platoon of the RoyaJ W elah
Fusiliers, we set up r9- and 62-sets at intervals right across
Jamaica from the airfield at Montego Bay where the Royal
Party was to arrive, down to King's House in K ingston-a
distance of r20 miles. One operator in a staff car travelling
with the procession and in a second car five miles ahead
kept in constant touch with these stations (and with the
Jamaican Police Force) throughout the 8-hour d rive, relaying to towns and villages atead details of the Royal progress
and ensuring speedy assistance in th.e even t of any accident.
All was successful. Apart from a little r ain nothing happened to mar the great day, and once more the Squadron
was congratulated on a notable achievement. Do we sound
proud of ourselves ? Well, we are!
Let it not be imagined from the above that the year has
been of all work and no play. If we have worked furiously,
we have played hard-though, let us admit, not aAways with
the same success. Our Cricket- and Soccer- teams might
best be summed up by the phrase "enthusiastic but erratic."
But the games were all hard-fought and we shall do better
this year.
The twelve months have seen many changes in the
Squadron's personnel. We h ave welcomed SecondLieutenant M. A. Wallace (as 2 i/c and goalkeeper for the
football team) in place of Mr. Jones, now sadly departed
to Civvy Street. And Foreman Ashman (now Lieutenantmay we say, with all respect, good old Clem) has been
succeeded by S.Q.M.S. Paul-F. of S. and soccer rightwinger. Among the smaller-fry of the Squadron there have
been changes too numerous to mention : but all the newTHE W I RE, MAY
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comers have settled down satisfactorily to the life out here,
most of them discovering that Rum and Coco-Cola is a not
unwelcome change from Black and Tan.
Last but not least, the evening of the Squadron Dance
(30th January) saw also the marriage of Signalman Jones
to Marie Belle Chattoo. The Dance was a great success.
May we wish the same for the happy couple? On 15th
February, Corporal Maillard in Belize was married to
Alfonsa Perez. All the best, Lou, to you and your bride.
Lastly, belated but none-the-less sincere congratulations to
W.0.II Redstone and his wife on the birth of their son,
Christopher, on 14th February.
MAUR ITI US SIGNAL TROOP
To those readers to whom geography is not a strong
point Mauritius is situated in the Indian Ocean some 700
miles east of Madagascar. It is variously described as "The
Rainbow Island," "Island of the Swan," "The Jewel of
the Indian Ocean " and, when it rains which it often does,
by other less complimentary descriptions.
It is a mountainous island of considerable beauty. The
chief commodity, other than sugar, being rain; it is a case of
"the higher up the mountain the greener grows the grass."
The G arrison is "up the mountain" at Vacoas, and at the
time of writing it has been raining almost continuously for
three days.
Because of the rain the Troop has to flourish, there are
always tele Fs to be baled out and 6o line F and Fs to be
hung out to dry. However, the rain has its advantages,
apart from making the sugar grow so that one is un~ble to
see the scenery, in that it is the cause of our most delightful
sports grounds set midst typical ~nglish .scenery. All
British r anks of the troop take an active part m sports. We
also form a goodly portion of the H.Q. cricket team in the
G arrison league-detailed successes will not be listed!
Lance-Corporal Van Boeckel, our radio mechanic, when not
struggling with rather tired 53 sets, does sterling work for
the G arrison soccer team.
Most exciting happening of recent months was a near
miss by a cyclone which went on to do serious damage in
M adagascar. All precautions were taken, emergenc!' tele
lines laid, etc., and the troop securely battened down m the
more substantial buildings. The 0.C., Captain Watts, and
Sergeant Butt were observed staggering to cover with what
appeared to be a crate-doubtless it contained valuable
equipment! However, the cyclone passed by and apart
from some high winds which made one line route look
rather silly, did no damage.

MAURITIUS SIGNAL TROOP
Seated in front /eft to right ; Lance-Corporal Sullivan, Sergeant K.
Lance-Corporal
Butt, Captain K. Watts, Corporal Freeman,
Van Boeckel.
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SOUTHERN ABE.A SIGNAL TROOP, D AR ES
SAl.AAM
In December last the troop made one of those feverish
moves at short notice from Moshi beneath the snows of
Mount Kilimanjaro to come to rest at the Haven of Peace
(Dar Es Salaam), t1he promisingly named Capital of T anganyika.
From mere, we operate wireless links to detachments scattered further afield in Nyasaland and the Rhodesias and
surmount all those familiar snags consequent upon the sudden occupation of half-built barracks. Even though it is
high summer we are engaged in securing our wireless masts
with concrete against the onset of the rains.
Last week our football side beat the local Bully-Beef factory team, and we are now launching a combined Signals/
KAR team into the first division of the football league where
we will encounter some bare-footed but tough opposition.
A goggle-fishing club has been started and the tr~p is
virtually amphibian. Indeed, the barrack-room WJtchdoctors have diagnosed embryonic gill-slits in the persons
of S.Q.M.S. Norsworthy and Sergeant Peter Riah u.
In conclusion, we send our best wishes to Captain and
Mrs. Armstrong-Whitworth who have left us for colder
climes.

F.A.B.E.L.F.
HONG KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT
I t is the turn of our No. 3 Squadron for this month's
notes. Commanded by Major T. L. Richards this Squ.adr~m
is more widely dispersed than any. In the New Terntori~s
are the two Brigade Signal Troops and 7 Royal Tank Regiment Signal Troop. Captain P. W. Malins, who is_ now
handing over to Captain H. Scott, looks after 27 Brigade,
assisted by Sergeants Daglish and ~aynor. S.erge~t
Mumby has just arrived to replace Daglish. 35 Brigade is
looked after by Captain R. H. Maxfield and Sergeants
Corcoran and Searles. Corcoran replaced Sergeant Mann,
who recently left us after a long tour in the Colony, and
Corcoran himself is being replaced by Sergeant Burgoyne,
another new arrival. The 7th Tanks is the domain of
Sergeant Squires and his little band of radio mechanics,
OWLs and drivers. These are all the " sharp end " boys.
Coming nearer the " flesh pots " we find 40 Divisional
Signal Troop commanded by Second-Lieutenant ~radley
with Sergeants Stephenson and J. Taylor, ~d the AII ~1:1P
port Signal Troop belonging to Second-Lieutenant Riding
with Sergeant A. Taylor.
.
Major Richards assures us that he and his men are always
busy. We know they are al~ays out on exercises .an~ the
like because whenever one tries to phone them one ts either
told "No reply. I'm sorry, Sir," or "Would you ring back,
Sir, he is out on exercise So-and-So"! Needless ~o say ~e
poor Squadron or Troop clerk is kept very busy with takmg
messages for "when he gets back."
We have been doing quite well. Our Hockey XI meet
the Tanks in the major unit's final next week. Fingers are
kept crossed. Our Kowloon Soccer XI did well, but were
beaten the other day after extra time in the minor unit's
semi-final. Congratulations on athletics for ignalman
Williamson (2nd in Army mile and 2nd in the Colony 1500
metres), and Signalman Spooner (3rd in tl:e Army three
mile). Our Rugger XV reached the Colony quarter-final
to be beaten by the R.A.F. "A" side who held the winners
to extra time in the next round.
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{Back Row) Sgts. Mahmud Bin Abdul Ghani, Mohd Hashim Bin Mohd Abu Bakar, Abdu llah Bin Shukor, A. R. Bligh, R. E. Edwards, L. G. Peters, Mohd Don Bin Ismail
J. Edwards, R. Sharp, R. Humphreys, J. Lightfoot, D. Bond. {3rd Row) Sgts. R. S. M. Williams, D. Bushnell, R. H. Stein, R. Ingram , E. E. Nugent, Abdullah Bin Sharon,
S. H. Clarke, P. Stead, W. A. Grist (R.A.P.C.), J. Grant, P. Stringer, C. M. Brown (R.A.E.C.), L. Newton . (2nd Row) Sgts. G. F. Ponnlah, Chan Kon Hin, S.Q.M.S. J.
Sarfaty, S.Q.M.S. P. Farrell, S.Q.M .S. J. Randle, S . ?·~ · S . Petit, Lee Kim Ann, S.Q.M.S. B. Bowie , W.O. ii T. McKirgan, S.Q. M.S. M. C. Buesnel, S.Q . M.S. Dique, Sgt. Yahaya
Bin HJ Omar, Sit. V. Shanmugan. {1st Row-S1tt1ng) S.Q.M.S. J. Latimer, W.0.11 C. Walsh, Lieutenant Colonel R. C. B. Stuart, Captain S. A. Frost (Adjt.), W.0.11 (F
of S), L. Knight, W.0.11 R. J. Clarke, W .0.11 0. G. Appleton . W.0.1 (R.S.M.) H. Marjoram. M.B.E., W .0 .11 T. Hipperson (R.Q.M.S.), W .0 .11 Samad Bin Hi Jaffar, S.Q.M.S.
T. Evans, M. M.

SINGAPORE

DISTRICT

SIGNAL

REGIMENT

In keeping with other Signal Units, we also have had our
share of promotions and postings on promotion.
W.O.I H. Marjoram leaves the appointment as R.S.M.
on promotion to Q.M. and is off to take up new duties in
M.~.L.F. _We wish him and his family all the very best in
their new life and thank them for all they have done during
their stay with us.
We congratulate S.Q.M.S.s P. Farrell, J. Carfaty and
R. E. Edwards on their recent promotions. Everything
apparently c~mes to ~ose who wait. We congratulate
W.0.II McKirgan on his recent promotion.
S.Q.M.S. R. S. M. Williams, coming to us ex Korea,
• had a short stay and has now gone to 3 Signal Equipment
Troop and regains his rank as shown.
This month .of Marc_h has seen the usual rush of closing
accounts; finding receipts and asking ..for the balance of
leave before the end of the leave year.
Sport

_Shooting. At the end of the quarter's shooting in the ·22
Rifle _Club, W.0.II (R.Q.M.S.) Hipperson ran out
diampion of the men's ladder and W.O.II McKirgan was
the runner-up. Mrs. McKirgan won the ladies' ladder
with Mrs. Hipperson a close second.
'
Soccer. Lance-Corpo~al Floyd, Lan.ce-Corporal Emery
and Sergeant ~almud b~n Abdul Ghani have been playing
for the Royal S1gnals (Singapore) Corps side.
Our first team, playing in the Singapore District League
have played three games to date, having won two and
drawn one.
The M.O.R. team is in good form, having won all their
four matches.

BLUE BOOK AME DME TS
see page 176
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Cricket. The month of April sees the return to this sport
and we should be fielding another good side this year if
present form is anything to go by. Lance-Corporal Fl~yd
and Signahnan Jackson have already started well, both have
been picked for the Army (Singapore) XI, and Signalman
Jackson knocked up a very attractive 48 not out in the last
match.
Badminton. Under the captaincy of Lance-Corporal
Valladares, the Unit badminton team are enjoying a very
good season, as the following resuJts show: ·
Singapore District Signal
Regiment
Singapore District Signal
Regiment
Singapore District Signal
Regiment
Singapore District Signal
l{eoiment

19 Air Formation Signal

Regiment

7

6
6

s

0

Malayan Basic Training Centre

G.H.Q. Signal Regiment

hand did nothing to damp the enthusiasm of the players.
Since our arrival in Kuala Lipis, the camp has taken on
an orderly and comfortable appearance, the Bashas having
been refloored and renovated in general. Our chief desire
at present is for a permanent water supply, for recently,
the authorities which deal with such things had a nasty
habit of turning it off at the most inopportune moments.
Usually whilst one is halfway through the process of
showering or shaving. Otherwise, everyone appears to be
quite happy and settled down in his new surroundings
except, perhaps for a little wishful thinking about Kuala
Lumpur and its many attractions.
Needless to say, we are still upholding the good name of
the Corps by maintaining speedy and efficient communications at various points throughout Malaya. At the same
time, the Squadron is up to date in its military training and
ready to cope with any emergency which may occur. As
well as staffing the Brigade's Static Signal Office, we supply
OWLs to the various Battalions within the Brigade and
generally assist their Regimental Signal Officers wherever
possible.
One of our most useful assets is a film projection unit
which, in conjunction with the AKC, provides us with a
choice of three films weekly. The unit is ably managed by
Corporal Carruthers, assisted by Signalman Batiste. It goes
without saying, that the films are a very welcome diversion
from the daily routine of the Brigade.

The Unit Annual Administrative Inspection is now a
thing of the past, suffice to say we maintained the very high
standard of the Corps. The number of telephone calls
received by the Commanding Officer the following morning told us " the story without words." Captain Hair, our
Adjutant, was so delighted with the result of the inspection,
he even offered one of his brother officers a cigar in his
sanctum-an occasion surely worrhy of note. On top of
this event we received news to go ahead and implement our
new establishment, to press "we are going ahead"; rehabilitation of MOR accommodation and R.E.M.E. inspections, and rehearsals for the Queen's Birthday Parade, gives
us no time to bask in the glory of last year's administrative
achievements.
To our departing C.A.F.S.O., Colonel C. D . Clapp and
family, we wish bon voyage and God speed, it's hard to
realise that the time for departure has really arrived-nevertheless we hope to hear from you from time to time and we
will surely remember you, Sir.
Our new C.A.F.S.O., Colonel R. N. Seddon, has arrived

and in the customary way we welcome him and his family
and wish them a happy stay. At present, together with the
Commanding Officer, he has gone forth to inspect his vineyards in Ceylon, and, according to schedule, will visit Hong
Kong late in April. Apart from inspections of installations,
the Commanding Officer hopes to find the secret of
Lieutenant A. C. Earl's " enforced " stay in Hong Kong; he
only went for a "couple of weeks last November."
Since our last notes Lieutenant A. C. Earl terminated his
short engagement and has acfded one charming lady to the
Family Club-and a Singer two-seater sports car.
Comings and goings have been numerous, and the latest
bombshell is that Major A. P. Johnson, O.C. I Squadron,
leaves for the R.M.C. Shrivenharn on 5th May, 1954. He
must be a candidate for the Inner Circle of Magicians, the
quality and performance of his Standard Vanguard has improved so much since the arrival of his posting order (without even being serviced). It's incredible-It's for sale.
Lieutenant J. E. P. Philp leaves us also in May for the
Subalterns' Part II Course.
T.0.S. C.A.F.S.O. Staff-Elizabeth Wilson, daughter of
Major R. 0. Wilson.
Football and cricket are now in full swing. We are fielding three ·soccer teams and to date are doing fairly well.
In the Corps XI we normally supply four players, and if
Lance-Corporal Samsuddin and Signalman Arshad keep up
their lively performances we should make it six representatives. Lance-Corporal Jones and Signalman Brook have
added lustre to the Corps, by being selected for the final
trial of the Inter Services Team, and since commencing
these notes, news has it they've made the grade and play
against Malacca on rJth April-well done.
Cricket.-Played two, won one, lost one; we have hopes
but no Huttons.
Boxing.-Although we lost in the first round of the District Team Championships it was a near thing-16 pts.-14
pts. Since this was our first venture into this field of sport
we have every reason to be proud of our display. LanceCorporals Deathridge, Edwards, Ismail, all reached the
semi-finals of the District Individual Championships-and
lost narrowly on points-well done indeed. Lance-Corporal
Deathridge has been awarded Corps Colours in Hockey.
Congratulations to S.S.M. Dickson and Sergeant Petter
on being awarded Corps Colours. Their constant high
standard of play was a great feature of last year's games.
Mirabile Dictu. To aH ex 19 Air Formation-ires we have
at last got an M.0.R., S.S.M and S.Q.M.S., it's been a hard
struggle. S.S.M. Marimuthu and S.Q.M.S. Fredericks.
To clear all doubts, C.A.F.S.O. does not mean Chief Air
Formation Sailing Officer.

L/Cpl. Samsuddin, Sgmn . Abdullah, Sgmn. Zakaria-Orderlies on
G.O.C.'s Parade.

W.O. II (R.Q.M.S.) McClenaghan receiving his L.S. and G.C. Medal
from Brigadier E. J. Montgomery, C.B., C.B.E., Brigadier i/c Admin.,
Singapore Base District.
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_This month brings us. to the. departure of our 2 i/c, Captam K. S. Newell, who ts leavmg us to take up an appointment with the Malaya Signal Squadron. We extend a
hearty welcome to Captain W. MacDonald.
We have also to say good-bye to our Squadron SergeantMajor, W.O.II Nutt (RHE), along with Sergeant Clarke

(RHE).

The Squadron still boasts a successful soccer team which
despite a far from ideal climate, does much to uphold oul:
prestige on the sports field . We are also strongly represented in the Brigade Headquarters Football team by
Corporals Ryan, Murdoch, Signalman Taylor (captain),
Johnson, Sharman, Haddock, Hart and Gardener. This
Neo-~ignal~ si,de sc?red ~ glowing victory over the 2nd
Ba.ttalion King s Afri~an Rifles by 2 goals to nil, both goals
bemg scored by Signalman Gardener. Its defeat by
CRASC South Malaya, however, saw off the last of our
chances in the Calbeck Cup Competition, but on the other
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"A conunander ha staff officers. What are the different
kinds of work the e staff officers do? Illustrate by examples
taken from this Divi ion." So ran a question set to a recent
D. and D. course here. One answer received blew the whole
gaff on this decentralisation business: "The Staff officers
in this Division are the 2 i/c, Major Freeman. He does all
the work for Colonel Starr, and the work he cannot do he
sends to the Adjutant, Captain Winter. The work the
Adjutant cannot cope with he gives to the As istant
Adjutant, and he gives ome of it to the R.S.M."
That about sums up that though as Lance-Corporal
Headi;hone \~~s heard to n:tutter, it doesn't go far enough.
W<: re po iuv.ely becommg more mobile every week as
exercises following each other. Ali Headquarters have now
move~ several. times, n?t forgetting to bring tha•t trailer for
~c kitchen sink. Bngad~ Staffs, ably assisted by their
Signal Troops, are becommg adept at arranging exercises
so ~s to be co~pletely out of touch with Division. The
ments ?f carrymg 170 AH batteries for man-pack stations
along hill-to.i;s have J;>een descr!bed in picturesque language
by L Troop s battalion rear links, and a black market in
22 AH . batt~ries is thought to be flourishing. Meanwhile
m~ air strikes .by Sabre and other jet planes keep interest
gom~, as the pilots come in very low indeed, even the
marned men.
A sho~t while ago thawing of winter frost, followed by
heavy ram for 48 hours caused near-collapse of a number
of test points, in their little sand-bagged huts. These had
been tactically sited in the shelter of steep hill-sides which
crumbled away .very S'Uddenly. T~s danger was av~ted by
h~d work by Imemen, and somet.tmes by re-siting the test
pomt.
No sooner had this been finished when the now tinderdry scrub began catching fire all over the divisional area
C?ur multi-pair line system suffered where we had not had
ume to cut fire-breaks. This culminated a week ago in a
2-day period during which three routes were burned
rhz:ough for a total length of 75 cable miles-over 150
pairs were destroyed. Then came heavy rain which was
welcomed. by all Signals, and the fire.s went o~t. But the
trouble will no .doubt go on recurring until the July rains.
Now for a different phenomenon. The scene is the MT
par~. A group of scpuffy individuals in oil-cum-dust covered
d~s lounge about holding mugs of tea. A smart looking
dnver passes and salutes, and the oiliest of those present
returns the salute. In fact, an MT course for Squadron
and. Troop. Commanders, run recently by R.E.M.E. for us.
No mspecung Officer is now complete without bis adjustable
spanner and some cotton waste sticking out of bis pocket.

operators, who were sent over from the Base Signal Regiment in Kure and announcer and technicians for Crown
Radio the Divisions broadcast station, who were suppli~d
by rhe Britcom Broadcasting Unit also stationed in Kure.
In these spheres all personnel have worked very hard and
have settled into their work alongside their Commonwealth
brotlhers in true Australian fashion.
In order that more Australian Signals officers could gain
overseas experience in an active theatre of war the Director
of Signals at A.H.Q. Melbourne, agreed to second some
officers of the Corps to the Royal Australian Infantry for
their period of service in Korea. Thus a large number of
young junior officers who had not had experience in the
Second World War were able to come to Korea with a
battalion of the Royal Australian Regiment to fill various
appointments. Not all of them could be employed as
R.S.O.s or 2 i/c Signal Platoon and in consequence many
of them saw service here as platoon commanders, Assistant
Adjutants, 2 i/cs company, or other normal infantry officers
appointments. Amongst those to serve here are Captain K.
J. Hill, Captain R. B. Rogers, Captain F. Barnard, Captain
J. K. Gayland, Lieutenant K. Taylor, Lieutenant R. A.
Clarke, Captain N. McPhee, Lieutenant A. M. McDonald,
all of whom served either as R.S.O. or Assistant R.S.O. to
one of the battalions of the Royal Australian Regiment.
Other officers who have served as normal infantry officers
are Captain C. H. J. Griffiths, Captain R. E. Wells,
Lieutenant D. Commerford and Lieutenant T. A. Maizey.
More recently the command of K Troop Which serves 28
Bri<tcom Brigade has been taken over by Captain D. J.
McMillen, who is in the 11.lilique situation of commanding an
entirely U .K. troop, and the incumbent language difficulties
are slowly being overcome!
Valuable experience bas been gained by all Royal Australian Signal officers and men in whatever position they have
held and the real pity is that a regular Royal Australian
Signal unit could not have been sent to Korea as an integral
part of the 1 Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment.

R OYAL AUSTRALIAN SIGNALS IN KOREA

During the war and since there bas been a sprinkling of
Royal Australian S~~I~ per~nnel scattered throughout the
I Commonwealth D1V1s1on domg a variety of different jobs.
l!nfortui;ately apart from the battalions of the Royal Australian Re~ment no regular units of the Australian army have
served m Ko:ea as an en?ty for various reasons and many
hav~ lost this opportumty of acquiring operational expenence.
The first Signals. appointment to be filled in the D ivision
~as tha~ of Secu:ny Officer with 1 Commonwealth Divis10n~l Signal Regiment. This appointment was filled successively ~y Captain F. R Barnard, Captain R. B. Rogers
and Captam D. J. McMillen, all of whom were posted as
0 III on. the staff of H.Q. B.C.F.K., but who were exchanged with a U.K. o!ficer in the Regiment. This was
found ~o be a very satisfactory arrangement enabling an
.f\u~trab~ .officer to serve in Korea and at the same time
givrng Bn~sh representation in the C.S.O.s Branch in Kure
Other Signals appointments held were those of ciphe;

"J UST A COUPLE OF SCROUN GERS "
Captai n D . J. McMillen and fri end .

[Photos by SI st Signal 8otto/ion United Stores Siinol Corps
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1939 - 1953

Brica dler C , H . I. Akehurst, S. O .·l n·C.,takin1 the salute at the March Past of the s ·Tc
· .I p arade on 15th February, 1954
• • c eremonta
• (Rlirht) Sub. Major and Hon. Captain Chl\ajja Slnch

.
Many of THE WmE's "Old Guard" subscribers who
m bygone days served in the " Shiney " will be interested
to he~ that the second post-war Reunion of the Corps was
held m the Signal Training Centre, Jubbulpore, from the
12th-r6th February.
Ii:i addition to all C.S.O.'s, Unit Commanders Subedar
Maio~s and many visiting Officers and Other Ranks the
Reumon was attenc;fed by some 90 of the Corps' pensioners.
Amongst the pensioners, whose date of enlistment varied
from 1902 t<? 1925 were a number of familiar figures like
Su~dar Maior (Honorary Captain) Chhajja Singh, Sardar
B~rnadur, 0.B.I., Subedar Sewa Singh, Subedar Ujagar
Smgh and Jemadar Govinda Fadtare.
1st and 2nd f?iyisional _Signals, "B" Corps, Peshawar,
Kohat and Waz.mstan District Signals were particularly
strongly represented.
This ge~g together of old comrades who had last seen
each other m the r920s or early '30s was indeed a sight to
gladden the eye of tho~e who had served with them.
Events at the Reumon included Corps of Signals Inter
Comm_and S~rts and the Signal Training Centre Individual
Athleuc Meeung. !here were also a number of Conferences, a qorps o~ Signals Committee Meeting and a Regimental Dmner rught.
On the l~th February, the anniversary of the Corps Birthday, the Signal Training Centre mounted a Ceremonial
P~ade some 2,000 strong. The S.O. in C. inspected the
uruts on parade, took the salute and in conclusion addressed
·
the parade as follows : -

"Colonel Shahani, Officers, J.C.0.s and Other Ranks of
the Signal Training Centre :
It is very fitting that your ceremonial parade should be
hel~ today, the 15th Febn.~ary, the day we celebrate as the
anmversary of the Corps Birthday. Further, it is very fitting
that so many officers and other ranks from the three commands, and .that ~o mai:iy of the old guard, our pensioners,
should be w1tnessmg this parade. I say that it is very fitting
because we m1;1St remember that the young men in th~
Centre today will be the backbone of our Corps in the years
to co~e. !he young men we have seen on parade this
morrung will comprise those experienced tradesmen those
trustworthy non-commissioned officers and those wi~e and
able J.C.O.s o~ the future, and remembering that, we must
all be filled with a tremendous pride and confidence in the
future of our Corps. I have attended many ceremonial
parades on this ground in the years gone by and I have
come to expect a certain standard on those ceremonial
parades. In today's parade, in your turn out, your drill,
your move~ent and your general behaviour on parade, you
have been, ~deed, we~ up to that standard and I congratulate you for lt. In S~)'.mg well done and well done again, I
know that I am v01cmg the feelings of all those visiting
~fficers and other ranks that are here today as representatives . of ~e Corps throughout India."
. Brigadier Akehurst then spoke of his own impending retiremen~ afte~ 39 years' service, 34 of which had been with
the Ind~an Signal Corps and the Corps of Signals of India
He announced that Brigadier Iyappa was to succeed him:

•
S.0.-in-C. ilmonc veterans : (left to rieht) Sub. (Hony Lieutenilnt) Keh a~ Sin1h, Major Sahib Singh, s.o .. in. c., Sub. Major
(Hon. Captain) Chhajja Singh and Su b . Major (Hon. Captain)
Fauja Singh

•

(Left to right) Hav Devi Chand, Sicnalman Hlra Slnch, Signalman
Veera Rairhavelu, Naik Narain Singh

AN ENVIABLE SECOND WORLD WAR RECORD
~he Second World War, with its unprecedented requir<:ment for communications befitting large-scale mobile
.fightmg, s.aw a tremendous increase in the size and scope
of operauons of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals.
Each of Canada's five fighting divisions was furnished with
a divisional signal unit of nearly a thousand men and the
Corps also supplied a large signal unit for each of two
Corps Headquarters, f?r Headquarters First Canadian Army
and another for the Lmes of. Communications Area. Hundreds of trained signalmen served in base signal units and
~any more served in North Africa, Hong Kong and Australia. The ~ar also brought tremendous advances in equip~ent and m the techniques used in military communications.
When mobilisation came in 1939, Canada was thankful
for the ~oresight whi~h had J;>een responsible for the raising
of the force of part-time soldiers, the Non-Permanent Active
Militia. While the small Permanent Force element of the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals formed a nucleus and a
trainin~ staff in most units, it was the hundreds of loyal
Cana~ans who had made a hobby of J?ilitary signalling,
two rnght a week, who played a large part m the organisation
of the huge Signals force of the Second World War.
Between wars the development of signalling methods bad
not been particularly spectacular, but the first years of the
war brought rapid strides. The No. 19 Wireless Set which
was developed in Great Britain, was manufactured in large
quantities in Canada and became the reliable standard
throughout the armies of the British Empire for short and
medium-range radio communication. It was standard
equipment in every tank, and has yet to be surpassed in its
field. More powerful sets were developed for radio communicatfon over greater distances. Much of this development work was made possible by the expanded facilities of
the old Signals Inspection and Test Department which,
under the impressive name of the " Canadian Signals Research and Development Establishment," had moved into
equally impressive new quarters among the National Research Council laboratories near Ottawa.
Between more or less fixed points, telephone was the
backbone of communication, many thousands of miles of
cable being laid by Signals linemen, often under very
hazardous circumstances. Portable carrier equipment was
developed, enabling one line to do the work of many by
providing several separate communication channels.
Field teleprinters carried a great volume of message
traffic, especially in rear areas. Bulky orders and urgent
messages were carried over the length and breadth of the

battle areas by Signals despatch riders, whose blue and
white armbands allowed their motorcycles and jeeps clear
passage through all barriers.
The Second World War proved that service in the Royal
Canadian Corps of Signals offered a share of the hazards
faced by the infantry and tanks. 24 officers and 367 men
gave their lives while serving overseas with the Corps, most
of whom had come from the ranks of the Reserve Force in
1939 and 1940.
Many battlefield decorations were awarded to courageous
soldiers of The Royal Canadian Corps of Signals. Most of
these were won by linemen and despatch riders who, realising the importance of their missions, persevered under
enemy fire--often after being wounded-to mend a broken
line or deliver a vital message.
An event of lasting significance to the Corps was the kind
acceptance in 1940 by Her Royal Highness, The Princess
Royal, of the appointment of Colonel-in-Chief of the Royal
Canadian Corps of Signals. Her Royal Highness, sister of
the late King George VI, is also Colonel-in-Chief of the
Royal Signals (British Army) and of the Signal Corps of
the other nations of the British Empire. Her Royal Highness has taken a keen interest in her Canadian Signalmen
and visited most of the units of the Corps which were in
England during the Second World War. Since the war she
has continued to follow the activities of the Corps with
interest.
After seeing his Corps securely launched as an important
part of Canada's wartime Army, Col. Forde reluctantly retired from the Army in 1942. As a lasting tribute to his
great part in the development of the Royal Canadian Corps
of Signals, a handsome portrait was painted by Kenneth
Forbes and presented by his brother officers to the Officers'
Mess at Vimy Barracks, where it occupies a position of
prominence.
THE CORPS IN THE POST-WAR ARMY
In the re-organised post-war Canadian Army, Signals
play a part in both Reserve and Active Forces. Reserve
Force Signals units are authorised to carry more men and
better equipment than in the lean pre-war years. Many of
their officers and N .C.0.s have recent battle experience to
guide them in the training of the signalmen on whom the
Army must depend in a future emergency.
The Corps is represented in Korea by a large brigade
signal troop and by men serving with the artillery regiments.
In Germany a brigade signal squadron is undergoing field
training in the shadow of the iron curtain.
In Canada, members of the Active Force element of the
169
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Royal Canadian Corps of ignals are engaged in a number
of important tasks. They operate the Army component of
the National D efence Communication ystem, a modern
c0untry-wide automatic teletype system. They maintain
over twenty isolated stations of the Northwest Territories
and Yukon Radio Sy tern some of them inside the Arctic
Circle. They perfect inlproved types of communication
equipment at the Canadian Signals Research and Development Establishment near Ottawa, and test some of it in
the bitter winter weather of Fort Churchill. They serve in
field training- units ready for service anywhere on short
notice, and they operate the Royal Canadian School of
Signals for the training of both Active and Reserve Forces.

This is the story which began fifty years ago . in the
mind of Major Bruce Carruthers, and which established
militt.ry communications as one of the arts of war, in 19141918. This is the story of tl?.e Corps which barely survived
the First World War but, thanks to the efforts of Col. Forde
and his faithful few, lived to establish a great radio-communication system in the N orth and to establish and train
a large part-tif!1e army of eager signalmen. This is the
Corps that provided the thousands of trained signalmen
needed to control the vast Canadian forces of the Second
World War, the Corps that, backed by a half-century of
hard-earned experience, stands ready to provide the military
communications whenever Canada calls.

CoNCLUDED

H.q. A.E.n. RO'\..A.L SIGNALS
In Blacon Camp the last month has been packed with
activities, and we have been honoured by visits of rte
Director Signals, the Representative Colonel Commandant,
and the Corps Band.
On Ist April, 1954, the Director of Signals, Major-General
W. 0 . Bowen, was received in the camp. For the occasion
a ceremonial parade and march past had been arranged in
which contingents from both Western Command Signal
Regiment and H.Q. A.E.R. Royal Signals made a tour of the
camp, including accommodation and training areas, and it
was gratifying to learn later that he had passed complimentary remarks on progress being made.
The Director of Music, Captain Judd, and the Corps
Band have been with us in Chester during the last few
days. On Saturday evening 10th April, 1954, the Band
provided the music for a dance given at the Chester Town
Hall. It was well attended and everyone present had a
very enjoyable evening.
On Sunday, the day after, an impressive drum head service was held on the square in Blacon Camp with the Corps
Band again in attendance. On parade were H .Q. A.E.R.
Royal Signals, 54 L. of C. Signal Regiment A.E.R., and
Western Command Signal Regiment. The service was conducted by Padre Cocks and the lesson was read by the
Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General C. W.
Fladgate, C.B.E., who later took Jhe salute at the march
past. In the afternoon a very fine concert of music for all
tastes was given by the band at the Gaumont Cinema,
Chester.
The Corps Band was still not permitted any respite, and
on the Tuesday evening, 13th April, 1954, provided a varied
programme of light music at the Ladies Guest Night held
in the Officers' Mess. It was indeed a most enjoyable occasion for all those who attended.
Turning from social to sports matters, there is little more
to note since last month except that our football team has
managed to reach the semi-finals in the N.W. District Smlfll
Units League Association Football Competition, and
Chester Mid-Week League. It is therefore hoped that by
next month we shall be able to report that we have won
both, or at least one, of these cups.
In the field of cycling, we are pleased to record Corporal
Coltman's commendable effort in coming in 7th in the
Preston Wheelers 25 miles road time trial, and 4th in the
Leicester Forest 25 miles road time trial. In both events
there was a field of 120.
A good friend of the Unit, Captain N. Jones, R.A.P.C.,
has left us on posting to ME.LP., and we wish him every
good luck. Captain E. L. Burke, R.A.P.C., has recently
arrived to take over pay duties. W.O.II Burge has left
the unit on promotion to W.0.1 and posting to 52 (L)
Infantrv Divisional Signals Regiment T.A. We send on
to him congratulations and good wishes.

T.A.
16 AIRBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
(MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY) T.A.

In saying good-bye to Captain (Q .M.) W. J. Robertson
and wishing him the best of good fortune, we welcome our
new Q.M., Captain R. H. A. Salisbury, who is wai·t ing to
earn his "wings" in July.
Our 2 i/c, M ajor G. S. Fenton, M.B.E., c. de G., recently
spent a month on attaohment to tfhe Swedish Army and returned full of stories of his experiences.
No. I Squadron has only recently been formed, and is
settling down in preparation for its important role a.t annual
camp t!his year, under the watchful eyes of Major S. J.
Williams, M.B.E., T.D. Will they win the inter-Squadron
competition this year? The other Squadrons shoulCi watch
out!
Major J. D. Angus has a No. 2 Squadron somewhat
different from last year, due to losing some men to No. I
Squadron, but there is much experience remaining from
the last annual camp.
It is wit!h tihe greatest pleasure mat No. 3 Squadron welcomes Major B. A. Milne back after many weeks absence
following his accident while parachuting at annual camp last
September.
Our parachuting this year opened with some balloon
jumping last month at Frensham, enjoyed by all. Mo&t of
the volunteers d id four jumps during the week-end and all
felt pleased with tlle successful week-end.
Next month we start aircraft jumping.
Troop and Squadron exercises have been in progress most
week-ends. " K " troop's annual dinner at the end of last
year started with a 3-hour training period on Saturday
afternoon, then aJl went to a dinner and on to the theatre,
for a co&t of ·10/- a head. The following day was .devoted
to a troop signal exercise with maximum attendance.
Our G.O.C., Major-General F. D. Rome, C.B.E., o.s.o.,
visited us recently and saw the Regiment working on a drill
night.
This year we do a Regimental camp near Folkestone from
21st August-4th September, and we look forward to a useful
and enjoyable fortnight by the sea.
We congratulate the following on their promotion: Major
S. J. Williams, Captains Lintott and Walker, Sergeants
Craig, Tampin and Phyvhian, Corporals Clementson, Petts,
Youngman, D ungate, Lance-Corporals Good, Costello,
Gray, McCarthy, P., and Duncan, P., among many others.

44 (D.C.) INFANTRY DIVISIONAi. SIGNAL
JIEGIMENT, T.A.
The W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess Ball, a Recruiting Drive,
and the Annual Dinner were three of the events which made
February one of the busiest months of the Regimental Year.
6th February literally set the Ball rolling when the W.O.s
and Sergeants held that spectacular and popular eventtheir Annual Ball. This year the Drill Hall, where the Ball
was held, was decorated in a carnival atmosphere. Under
each mask was dis.played a name tag of Mess Members.
Guest of Honour at the Ball was the Mayor of Chiswick,
Councillor E. A. C. Branczick, J.P. It was an appropriate
choice, for the Regiment has been adopted by the Borough.
However, one notable figure was absent-I Squadron's
S.S.M. George Searle. S.S.M. Searle has been seriously ill,
but happily is now back on duty. "Feeling better than
ever, too," he says.
As with all these events many former Mess Members
were invited as guests. And, needless to say, the bars
did excellent business while stories and memories of the
" good old days " were exchanged.
3 Squadron, commanded by Major R. List, T.D., have
their headquarters at Richmond, and on 13th February, a
Recruiting Drive was held in Station Square, Ridu:nond.
The Drive, which was for 3 Squadron, had the backmg of
the Regiment, most of the wireless vehicles coming from 1
Squadron.
.
It was not anticipated that a great number of recr~ts
would come in, but the Drive did illustrate the work which
a Signals T.A. unit does.. This proved popular with t;he
public, especially the younger element,. and a tent contaming some of the equipment used by Signals also attracted
an interested crowd.
The following week-end saw a happy crowd set off for the
Chatham location where the Annual Dinner was being held.
Sergeant Holden,' Chatham's P .S.I., had done. a magnificent
job in arranging the event. Every man arnved to find a
bed had been allotted to him at the NAAFI Club or the
Navy House.
.
After the Toasts had been drunk, the Commandmg
Officer spoke of the year's w<;>rk, and his expectat!ons for
the following year. He complimented the urut for its work
at Annual Camp, and reiterated his statement that he had
complained about the conditions which the Regiment had
to cope with. This year's Camp would be one where we
would be on our own, and it would give the Regiment a
chance to train up for the 1955 season.
The work of the Squadron P.S.l.s-S.Q.M.S. Ted
Weaver Sergeant John Baker and Sergeant Holden-as
well as 'the Regular Staff-Major Caldicott the 2 i/c, C!1ptain MacLean tlle Adjutant, Lieutenant (Q.M.) T. L. Wilding, and the Orderly Room Sergeant, S~rgeant Manuelwas highly praised. And, the Commanding. Officer added,
they deserved the thanks of the whole Regunent.
The cup for the most efficient performance of any man
in the Regiment was won by Sergeant John Gale of 3
Squadron. Sergeant Gale is a National Service Volunteer,
and has been with the Regiment nearly three years. He
previously served in B.A.0.R.
.
.
Saying good-bye is always a sad occasion, especially
when you are leaving friends, and it was so 01;1 20th March
when the W.0.s and Sergeants of the Regunent held a
party to wish Lieutenant (formerly R.S.M.) and Mrs.
Buscall luck on their new venture.
Lieutenant Buscall had been our R.S.M. for nearly
eighteen months and the feeling in the Regiment was " best
R.S.M. we have had." That was a sentiment volubly ex.
pressed at the Party.
A Presentation of a Travelling Clock to Lieutenant
Buscall and a Handbag to Mrs. Buscall, was made by the
Mess P .M.C.-S.S.M. S. Fiddes on behalf of the ~ess
Members, and S.S.M. George Searle said a few appropriate
words.

H.q. 60 ARMY SIGNAL REGHIE~T (T.A.)
By the time these notes reach me press we will have said
good-bye to our worthy Adjutant, Captain D. W. Boswortll.
He has been a tower of strength in this comparatively new
Regiment and has in fact outlived two C.O.s and was gr~du
ally wearing out t!he third! His cheerfulness an~ enth~s.1asm
will be greatly missed, he was equally at home_m repal.I'~g a
10 Set or filling in an AB 64, and our loss is the gam of
2 War Office Signal Regiment. The very best of luck to
you, Sir. With the same breath we ~xtend a wafl!l :velcome
to Captain G. C.H. Armstrong-Whitworth who 1oms us as
our new Adjutant.
Weck-end training goes on apace. 223 Medium Wireless
Troop had a very good week-end at Ollerton Camp on 27th/
28th March. The weather was kind to them and all their
Wireless Sets seemed to work. Well done, Captain Cresswell' Lieutenant Turner and his merry men, 14 Wireless
Carrier Troop, took their No. 10 Sets and ANTRAC Equipment out into the Derbyshire Moors for the week-end 10th/
nth April, and the C.O. was ~eard to .i:emark d;rrin& his
visit that he was well pleased with the skill of thel.I' drivers
who had managed to perch t!he 10 Set trailers on the top ~
most inaccessable looking hills. They came back with thetr
tails wagging .as they managed to get everything working.
Corporal Gowan represented the Regiment in. the -:i-erritorial Army Individual Cross Country Champ10n~hips at
Formby, Lancashire, on 20th March, and we heartily congratulate him in gaining 8th pla.ce out of a field of 18~. He
was accompanied by R.S.M. Kmg, who tells us that lt was
a very close finish and Gowan lost by only a few seconds.
His performance is indeed remarkable because at the
moment we are fighting to get him tra_nsferred from N.S~.
to Volunteer and are having great difficulty because he is
well below the Pulheems Medical Standard!
StS.M. Page startled us by his ability in playing ~e p~no
at our Social Evening in the O.R.s Club on 9th April. Which
just goes to prove ~at appearances a~e. decepti':'e and we
now believe that he is a talented mus1c1an. This was the
best show which we have had for some time, and our thanks
are due to Major Cooke for organising it so well. He was
ably assisted by some of the young ladies from 305 W.R.A.C.
Battalion, and their help and suppor.t undoubtedly helped
to make me evening a great success.

H.tt. 61 ARMY SIGNAL R EGHIENT T.A.
The month of March has been a busy one for us, there
having been activities at the various T AC's on all ~eek-end~.
358 Medium Regiment R.A. Signal Troop assisted thou. parent unit the Suffolk Yeomanry, on a deployment exercise on the,6th and 7th March, and during the same wee~
end, 89 AGRA (Fie!~) Signal Squadr.on from Bedford paid
a visit to Millbrook rifle range for their annual range course.
Despite the fact that it was a cold and windy week-end,
there was a good attendance with some g~ scores. '!1/e
were pleased to see Signalman Bea.rd, a National Serviceman, outshoot the 'old uns ' to gain highest score.
.
The following week-end 162 Independent ln_f a?try Bngade Signal Squadron visited the w.eek-end trammg cam_p
at Bury St. Edmunds fot the first ~e, and although this
week-end was very cold too, the trammg was very successful. They were surprised to find themselves accommodated
in huts with "H. and C." running water for the Sunday
morning ablutions.
.
After this, on the 20th and 21st March, the Reglffient
garnered ait Bedford for the Annual Trade Board, and d the
fifty odd personnel taking part, thirty-eight we~e successful.
On the evening of t!he 20th, the officers took ume off from
failing people and sat down to a mess dinner.
On the 27th and 28th a successful CW exercise w~s staged,
much uaffic being passed between Brentwood, Ipswich, Bedford and Balham.
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D.Q. 61

A H :HY SIGNAi. REGl:HEN'I', T.A.

1 Squadron The main event in our lives since last
appearing in THE WIRE was the visit on 25th February of
Brigadier C. A. H. Chadwick, C.8.E., A.D.C., C.S.O.
Ea tern Command, and Colonel A. S. Milner, 0.8.E., C.A.G.
Signals, Eastern Command, when the C.S.O.. inspe~ted 0e
Squadron during training .and ~xpressed his .sa~sfacuo;i
with what he saw while bemg rrundful of our limned faolities. In this respect the C.S.0. was able to give us some
hopeful news of our future home.
On 27th/28th F ebruary, we said good-bye to our Sevenoaks W.E.T .C. at Montreal Park with a wireless and line
exercise teed up with a wireless rear link to Wanstead. .
We are glad to retain the kindly ministrations of Captam
Carey and his staff at Warren Camp, Cr?wbor~ugh w?t;re
on 3rd/ 4th April we made our debut with a line trammg
programme. While regretting the end of M?ntreal CaIJ?p,
for it suited us well, we are glad to have this opporturuty
to express to L ieutenant-Colonel G. G . L. Hinde, 0.C.
Eastern Command Signal Regiment, our appreciation for
the privilege of using his Officers' and W.0 .s' and Sergeants'
M esses during our visits at week-ends. We can imagine
the doubts which mus t in vade the mind of any Commanding Officer who grants a free r un of his Mess to week-end
soldiers from many Regiments of all arms who will in future
be visitots to Warren Camp. Should there be such doubts,
they are completely hidden by the letter of welcome which
greets us upon the notic.e board when entering the Mess. We
of 1 Squadron, 61 Army Signal Regiment T.A., will know
how to respect this hospitality.
On 2nd April the departure of our late 0 .C. Squadron,
Major Frank Vernon, was marked by a farewell dinner
given by the Officers of the Squadron. Some of u s could
not help feeling that one more of the good old school of
conscientious volunteers was passing from our active life
and that far too few of them are left. After an active
T.A. life and an aggregate of 10 years' active service in
two world wars, we wish Frank Vernon a very happy retirement, a pleasant trip to the U.S.A. and a safe return to
enjoy some pleasant times with us in the future as an Honorary Member of our Mess.

Association
Notes
BRANCO REPRESENTATIVE MEETING
The 8th Annual Meeting of the Representatives of
Branches of the Association was held on Saturday, 27th
Mardi, at the Headquarters of the Middlesex Yeomanry in
Chelsea.
The Ch.airman, MAJOR-GENERAL c. w. FLADGATE, C.8.E.,
in introducing the Director of Signals, emphasised how
much the Association owed to Chief Signai Officers, Commanding Officers and All Ranks of all Regiments of the
Corps for the increasing support given to the Association.
Very much of the progress made had been due to the work
of the Signal Training Centre under Brigadiers Duvivier and
Harries and to the Depot Regiment.
The Director of Signals, MAJOR-GENERAL W. 0. BOWEN,
C.8., C.8.E., then gave a short review of what had been going
on in Royal Signals during the past year. Speaking of our
heavy commitments be mentioned such places as Kenya,
Egyp t, Trieste and British Guiana, and said that a recent
estimate showed that Signalmen in the Canal Zone were
working a seventy hour week.
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He mentioned the introduotion of tape relay .into the
Commonwealth Communications Army Network and t!he
establishment of tape relay stations in East Africa, Middle
East and the United Kingdom.
Referring to the successful conquest of Mount Everest he
mentioned that both Mr. Band and Mr. Bourdillon, who had
so nearly succeeded in the first assault, had served in Royal
SignaJs.
He gave an interesting account of the work of the Corps
in collaboration with Royal Australian Signals in providing
the telecommunications for the series of atomic tests at
Emu Field, Australia, and his audience was gratified to hear
that t!he message announcing success had been transmitted
over three service channels of communications and one civil
channel. Army Signals got the message to the Ministry · of
Supply in London six minutes after the first explosion. The
Royal Navy took 9, the R.A.F. 10, and the Press 17.

*

MAJOR-GENERAL C. W. FLADGATE then gave his report as
Ch.airman of the Associatiion, and announced that membership had increased by nearly 9 ooo. Of these l,6oo were
Life Members. Considering that on the lst January, 1953,
a fair estimate put our fully paid members at 20,000, this
increase represents nearly a half.
His statement about the Welfare Section is referred to in
the EDIT ORIAL of this nwnber.
THE WIRE continued to increase in circulation in 1953
and, financially, despite rather more lavish production, the
year showed a very small profit. It was an e:x;pensive year
in the sense that where the Corps and the Association did
so much so wel l, the record ing' of great achievement in
word s and pictures occupied much space. ·
Three new Branches were formed in 1953, Croydon, H ull
and Loughborough. We lost, temporarily at least, Branches
at Brighton and Bolton.
Six new Branches were formed in Signal Regimen ts: I l
Signal Park Squad ron, l Corps Signal Regiment, 6 Armoured D ivisional Signal Regiment, 5 AGRA (A.A.) Signal
Squadr on, and 16 I ndependent Parachute Brigade G roup
Signal Squadron. All Regimen ts in the Signal T raining
Centre now have Branches except I Training Regiment;
6 (Boys) T raining Regiment form part of the Beverley
Branch.
In his oth<:_r capacity, G eneral Fladgate, as R epresentative
Colonel Commandant for 1954, mentioned the wor k of the
Band and of efforts made by the Band to lbe during the year
at centres convenient for m embers of tthe Association to go
and see and hear it.
He h ad rec~n tly visited the Signal Research and Development Establishment and assured his audience of the excellence of the work being done there.
He congratulated the lst Trai ning Regiment on winning
both the Rugby Foo,tball Championship and also the Army
Cross Country Championship, and he mentioned the exploits
of Lance-C.Orporal K. Norras of 2 Training Regiment.
0

Birmingham also _secured assurance that the Association
supported the British Legion campaign to fix the basic
pension of the 100 '.'{, disabled private soldier at £4 10s. od.
In the course of discussion of this matter Branches noted
the wish of the Ministry of Pensions that they make contact
with local offices of that Mi nistry. The Minister has emphasised the extreme value of local contacts of this nature
which enabled voluntary Associations to undertake many
works of kindness to aged and infirmed pensioners.
London (City) secured sympathy for, but failed to carry
a proposaJ, that entertainment of the Association on the
Saturday evening of the Reunion should be limited to men
only.
Portsmouth failed to secure agreement to a proposal that
Scrolls be presented to members or their ladies who have
given outstanding service to the Association.
London (City) secured agreement that if it was possible
to arrange for the Band to play for a Reunion in London in
1955 every effort should be made to include dancing in the
programme.
Co.rnish secured an assurance that everything possible
would be done to give warning of performance by the Band
or the D isplay Team in Branch areas.
Catterick secured approval for a.project to obtain "packs"
containing a lighter spirit and a collecting box to be distributed in messes and selected licensed premises, the proceeds
to go to the Welfare Section.
Catterick also proposed a system of ticket identification
to be taken into use during the Reunion.
Bournemouth were assur ed that National Servicemen
who had served in Other Arms of the Service were entitled
to membership of the Assod ation when re-badged into
Royal Signals for their T erritorial Service.
A very full report of this M eeting has been circulated to
all Branches.

*
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Middlesbrough

Ex-Signalmen have Standard.
This appeared as a heading in the local evening newspaper recently. Perhaps you will have guessed that our
Branch has ordered a Standard and are now making the
necessary arrangements to have it dedicated, on arrival, and
to whioh service we members will take great pride in attending. We are hoping, with the co-operation and assistance
of the local T.A. and other O.C.A. Branches in town, to
make a fairly big parade of it. Up to the present we are
not making much progress in that direction. A good turnout, and press covering will surely help with the recruiting
for both previously mentioned services.
We are steadily increasing our membership and have now
voted in a Women's Section; we anticipate some social
workers here.
Among other things we are all looking forward to the
Catterick re-union, when we hope to be there in full
strength.

Sheffield

LIEUTENANT-CoLONEL R. W . ATKINSON r epresenting the
Commander, Signal Training Centre, gave Branch Representatives an account of the proposed programme for the
Annual Reunion at Catterick.
Various proposals were then put to the meeting by
Branches. Birmingham proposed that the Annual General
Meeting and Reunion at Catterick be brought forward to
May. After discussion, during which Colonel Atkinson
gave four factors, which, as far as the Signal Training
Centre was concerned, made a later date more convenient,
it was decided that the date of the Annual Reunion at Catterick be left to negotiations between Headquarters of the
Association and Headquarters, S.T.C.; the selected date
to be as early as convenient to the latter.
Birmingham was successful in securing agreement that
the Association News Letter be issued about the 25th/26th
of each month, instead of on the last day of each month.

!Photo: H alle Studio

DEDICATION OF EAST AFRI CA BRANCH STANDARD
Royal Signals March Past parade comma nded by Major J. J. H. Swallow, (on saluting base,- Li etu enan t-Colonel J. H. L. C richton,
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Ellis, Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Ford,
D.A.Ch.G.
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DEDICATION O F EAST AFRICA BRANCH STANDARD
Old Comrades March Past at Dedication of Standard (Major W. C.
Savage, Standard bearer).
THE WIRE, MAY
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The April meeting was held on 2nd April at the Crabtree
T.A. Centre, 17 members attended.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. McNeil took over as the Chairman
· and after thanking the members for their confidence in him,
expressed the hope that this year would show an all round
improvement in attendance and membership, and stated be
would do his best to make the meetings as attractive as
possible.
We are now looking ahead and devising ways and means
to revive the interest of old members and draw new
members into the Association. It is going to be hard work
as the apathy and lack of interest in ex-Service affairs of
the ex-Service community in this city has to be experienced
to be believed. However, the hard core of stalwarts can
be relied upon to do their best along with our fellow
members of the T.A.
The meeting was very informal and soon over, the committee went into a deep huddle whilst the rest of the
members generally relaxed and made themselves comfortable. Under the mellowing influence of a warm room, a
comfortable chair and a pint at elbow, campaigns were soon
won and lost, and the Army reorganised in so many ways
that we must have a few ex or budding general amongst
us. However, it was an enjoyable discus ion, and after all,
nineteen years is a long time, men and things rave had time
to change as the Blue Book and WIRE so aptly show.
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Sigmalnmn, 1942-46.

Married, four children, one in
Royal N avy helps a little. Disability Pension, a very sick
man indeed. He has one child with T.B. Misfortune
overcomes them, but they are courageous. The fund
helped a little.
Sigmabnnn, 1941-53. Married, five children. Husband is
not well enough to work regularly, and not for the first
time tl1e fund helped a little.

Welfare
_ _____ sect i

n

0

Subscriptions received during March, I954 :
4 Air Formation Signal Regiment
.. .
.. .
...
...
. ..
4 Squadron , 2 L . of C. Signal Regiment (No. I Unit Branch) ...
4 Squadron. z L . of C. ignal Regiment
I8 Army Group Signal Regiment .. .
. ..
Southern Command (M ) Signal Regiment
H.Q., Officcts' M ess
Depot Regiment ...
1 Training Regiment
4 Training Regiment
5 Training Regiment
7 Training Regiment ...
. ..
2 Wireless Regiment
...
. ..
IO Wireles Trnining Squadron . . .
. ..
.. .
. ..
...
Kent Coast Troop. Eastern Command Signal Regiment ...
39 Medium Regiment, R.A. Signal Troop . . .
...
. ..
East Africa Command Signal Squadron .. .
Donations received durit1g March, 1594 :
Birmingham Branch
Chislehurst Branch
Comish Branch . . .
.. .
. ..
...
Glossop and District O .C .A.
7 Training Regiment (Parents and Friends)
Camp S!llff, Famley Park Camp .. .
Per H.T., " Charlton Star "

[.

0

6

5

0

9

0

0

I IO
I6 4
IO 0
I9 7
5 0
IO 0

9

6o
2

0
2

3 0
3 0
9 16
20

6

I
21

0

8

7

10

5

8

IS I9 II
2
2 0

Total receipts

Expenditure dllring March , I 594
...
...
...
. ..
(Includes : Rent and Rates, Hire Purchase, Cots and
Prams, Fares, Beds and Beddings General Assistance).
Analysis of Cases :
Families of Soldiers serving in U.K.
. ..
, B.A.0.R.
,,
,,
,,
,,
,, F.A.R.E.L.F.
Widows and Dependants
...
.. .
. ..
. ..
Released and Discharged Soldiers up to 1946 .. .
after I946 .. .

2
I

I

6

27

28

Total cases assisted

Below an attempt is made to describe wiih suitab·e anonymiiy eight cases taken from the Welfare Section files current
during ihe first week in April, 1954. Also on ihis page
is a simple statement of income and expenditure.
Signalman, 1953. Married, one child, wife in unsatisfactory accommodation was offered a modern flat. As the
husband makes a good allotment and also National Service
grant, the fund helped with removal and occupation
expenses.
Signalman, 1943-47 and T.A. to 1953. Married, two
children, one in a special school. Husband has been long
in hospital with T.B. The fund continued to help with
fares for the wife to visit husband and child.
Signalman, 1925-37. Killed in road accident 1949. Previously he had been been married and a son was born
after his death. The widow married again, leaving the
child with his grand-parents. Now the grandmother is
also widowed and aged 70. The fund helped her to look
after the grandson.
Signalman, 1941-46. Wife and two children. He has
cancer past hospital treatment. The fund provided some
of the necessary bedding, etc., for his wife to nurse him
at home.
Signalman, 1943-46. 100% Disability Pension T.B. Married, three children. Two elder sons have T.B. also. He
writes:. " Will y~u be kind enough to convey to your
Comm_lttee my smcere thanks for their kind and sympatheuc treatment of my case. I am sure they will
understand what Jt means to me to be relieved of financial
worries that have been accumulating for a long time.
Sig11_alma11, 1940-45. Died 1945, leaving widow and two
children and a r.eavy mortgage on their home. The fund
helped, not for the first time.
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GiHs of Cfofhing

The Welfare Section gratefully thanks Lieutenant-Colonel
H . R. V. Cooke of Bridgnorth, Shropshire, for another gift
of clothing.

6
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5

2

0
0

1st Training Regiment, Royal Signals

v.
1st Battalion South Wales Borderers

*
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THE ARMY RUGBY
tJUP FINAL, 1954

"-at:brougb" jfunb
After the 1953 Reunion of me Association in Catterick it
was suggested that an artist's copy of the famous picture
"Through" should be hung in the War Memorial Chapel
in St. Martin's Church (The Royal Signals Church) at
Catterick Camp.
This task was accepted by the Headquarters of the AssOciation in tihe sure knowledge that all the Branches thereof
would wish to join in this as a tribute to all of the Signal
Training Centre and School of Signals who do so much for
the Assocfation, particularly during the Annual Reunion.
It was further decided that as the cost of the picture would
be in the region of £70 it CQUld be met by a subscription
of approximately £1 per Branch in the United Kingdom
only.
It was appreciated nhat many Branches would like to give
more than nhe necessary £1. It was decided therefore that
any surplus S'hould go to the provision of silver, or silver
plated, "E" Flat Trumpets for the Band of 6 (Boys) Training Regiment who also do much for the Association, and
still more for the Co!'ps.
This appeal was inaugurated at the Branch Representatives
Meeting on 27th March, 1954, by which time a number of
Branches had " beaten the pistol " as the following lists
show:Donations to the "Through" Fund received before 27th
March, 1954: £ s. d.
I
0 0
Aldershot Branch
0 0
I
No. 28 Unit Branch
0 0
I
No. 1 Unit Branch ...
Harrogate Branch
2 0 0
Jersey Branch
IO 6
No. 3 Unit Branch '
2 ~o . o
Newcastle Branch
2 0 0
I
6 0
W. Knox, Esq., Dumbarton
Cane.rick Branch
5 0 0
I
H.Q. Royal Signals, British Troops in Austria
I O
York Branch (also a Trumpet) ...
I
0
I
Chester Branch
I IO 0
Cornish Branch
II 0
Manchester Branch
5 0 0
I
Loughborough Branch
0 0
I
0
0
Prescot Branch
Donations to the " Through " Fund received on or after
27th March, 1954: Salisbury Branch
I
o o
3 Inf. Div. Signal Regiment (27 Unit Branch)
1 o o
Middlesbrough Branch .. .
1 o o
7 Training Regiment (including a Trumpet)
10 o o
I A.A. (M) Signal Regiment (24 Unit Branch)
I
o o
Liverpool and Catterick Branches have pro:nised to provide a Trumpet each.
T H E W I R E,
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It was decided this year that the Final of the Army Rugby
Cup should take place in B.A.O.R. instead of at Aldershot
and so on 10th March, 1 Training Regiment Royal Signals
played 1st Battalion South Wales Bordcrers at the Hindenburg Stadium in Hanover.
The regiment had many anxious moments before the
game due to illness and injuries among the team. The Army
v. Navy game, and the 6th Round of the Yorkshire Challenge
Cup were played on the previous Saturday, 6th March,
and so the team was unable to travel to Germany before
the night boat on 8th March, and only arrived in H anover
on the evening before the match. Unfortunately LanceCorporal Boston, Lance-Corporal Jackson and Signalman
Evans had been obliged to withdraw from the Army Team,
and Lance-Corporal Mackie from the Yorkshire Cup Match
on account of sickness and injuries. Signalman Evans
(scrum half) did not recover in time to travel to Germany,
but the others were able to play, although Lance-Corporal
Mackie, the Yorkshire County Hooker had to have an injection before the game.
·
Without the usual Scrum Half, Lance-Corporal Sutton (a
Stand Off Half) played as Scrum Half and although unaccustomed to the position he played reasonably well.
A well-known Rugby authority in B.A.O.R. wrote after
the game to say that the impression he came away with was
" the magnificent team spirit which enabled I Training
Regiment to continue to play good open football despite
some harsh decisions by the referee and the robust play of
the S.W.B.," and this sums up the game.
The S.W.B. were very keen and played excellent football, but they had not quite the polish of the Signals Team
who fully deserved their win by 1 goal, 2 tries (11 points)
to 2 penalty goals (6 pts.).
In the first half Signalman Manley crossed for Signals
after some clever inter-passing and Lance-Corporal Dunn
converted. Signals went further ahead from a try by Boston
but Dunn failed to convert. Before half time, S.W.B. were

[Photo: courteJy , Public Relations, Northern Army Group

" Threes Away."

Hanover 10th March, 1954.

awarded a penalty from which they scored, and the score
at half time stood at I Training Regiment 8 pts., S.W.B.
'3 pts.
Although S.W.B. kicked another penalty increasing their
score to 6 pts, I Training Regiment went further ahead
when S.Q.M.S. Rees crossed far out after a fine bout of
passing to give I Training Regiment a victory by I 1 pts.
to 6 pts.
It only remains to be said that nothing more could have
been done to improve upon the arrangements made for the
reception and comfort of the team by Major "Dickie "
Dirs commanding the Signal Squadron in Hanover, and
his able helpers who looked after the team and spectators
admirably right from the Hook onwards-the only regret
the team had was that they were unable to stay longer in
B.A.0.R. and play against a representative B.A.O.R. team
as bad been hoped.
I Training Regiment team was:
Full Back: Lance-Corporal J. Dunn.
Three-Quarters: Right Wing, S.Q.M.S. D. F. Rees (captain); Right
Centre, Lance-Corporal W. Boston; Left Centre, Lance-Corporal P. Jackson;
Left Wing, Signalman J. P. Horrocks Taylor.
HaltJes: Fly, Signalman B. Gabbitas; Scrum, Lance-Corporal E. Sutton.
Farwards : Corporal J. A. Turner, Lance-Corporal N. 0. Mackie, Corporal
D. Holdsworth, Corporal W. G. Spillane, Signalman G. T. Curnow, LanceCorporal A. K. McCrae, Signalman D. M. Manley, Lance-Corporal R .
Higgins.

[Photo: courtesy, Public Rtlations, Norrhem Army Group

1st Training Regiment Rugby Football Team, Hanover March 10th,
1954.
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S.Q.M.S. D. F. Rees assisted by Lance Corporals W. Boston and
R. Higgins. Hanover 10th March, 1954.
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H11gg«"r

The Northern Command Rugby Football Final is to be
contested between Ist Training Regiment and 6 (Boys)
Training Regiment.
lloxi111t

In the Army Individual Team Championships, LanceCorporal B. Waters, 2 Training Regiment, and Signalman
G. Martin, won their weights.
llndminCon

T

The Northumbrian District Badminton Finals are to be
contested between 1 Training Regiment and 3 Training
Regiment.

*

*

*

Army Rugby Tenm

(Photo: S. Sarkis
WINNERS ROYAL SIGNALS EGYPT
BOXING CHAMPIONSHIP 195'1
Sack 1ow : Sergeant Hunter, Corporal Coombes, Signalman Hehir. Driver
Pilkington, Drfver Moloney. Captain Sutherland. M. M., Lieutenant-Colonel E. G .
Day, 0.8.E.., T.0., Sergeant Biles. Centre : Lance-Corporal Shields, Signalman
Newson, Sign;ilman Ca.Ilion , Paruroope.r Hopwood. Front : Signalman Hunter,
Driver Fish.

SPORT

Having been beaten by tl:e Royal Navy on 20th March,
the Army strengthened their team for the match against
the R.A.F. on 27th March by the inclusion of FIVE of the
Royal Signals team; P. Jackson, W. Boston, B. Gabbttas,
R. Evans and R. Higgins.
For their game against the French Army on 31"d April,
the Army Team were witllout "R. Higgins and B. Gabbitas
of Royal Signals, who were otherwise engaged. However,
the following of Royal Signals were picked to play for the
Army against the French Army on that date: W. Boston,
T. J. Brewer, P. Jackson, R. Evans, N. 0. Mackie, A. K.
McCrae, J. A. Turner. A total of seven out of fifteen!
S.S.M. D. J. Grace, H.Q. London District, acted as Linesman for the Army Association Football Final at Aldershot
on 14th April, 1954, between the R.A.O.C. and A.C.C.

Cross Cou11try

1st Training Regiment having won the Northumbrian
District and Northern Command Cross Country Team
Championships were successful on the 17th March in winning the Army Cross Country Team Championship 1954.
The first man home was Lance-Corporal K. Norris of
2 Training Regiment, who on 27th March lead the English
Team to victory in the International Cross Country Championship at Bromford Bridge Race Course, although he
himself was beaten by Alain Mimoun of France, in the
Individual Championships. The English team got six men
into the first eight places to win very comfortably over
France, with Belgium, Scotland, Wales and Ireland finishing in that order.

The Signal is -

JACKSONS!
(Not claiming to be the only butchers, but nevertbeles&one of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON
Telephone 2955 (2 lines)

Grocery Branches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Cockcrton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Daily Deliver/.. In Carter/ck Camp for over thirty-five years
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LONDON AND HOME COUNTIES llEUNION, ht MAY, 19~4
H E Headquarters of the Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment, T.A.,
was transformed for us on the night of the F.A. Cup Final. At great
self-sacrifice the Band broke their journey from Chester to Eastbourne for our
entertain:nent. Alas, only about two hundred instead of the expected four
hundred came. There were so few Londoners that the Reunion was misnamed. The Home Counties gave cl their strength, Slough, Tunbridge Wells,
Uckfield; there were men of Birmingham, Northampton, Chester and much
further North. Of the 1,500 Londoners notified only a very small percentage
came.
After the Chairman of the Association, Major-General C. W. Fladgate,
c.B.E., had spoken the Act of Remembrance and we had stood for a moment
to think of our Comrades, we settled for a short speech on the Corps and
the Association.
In previous years, as he said, one of the other Colonel Commandants had
performed the pleasant task, but this year he, General Fladgate, was also
Representative Colonel Commandant.
All present joined in his thanks to Lieutenant-Colonel D. C . Cocks, T.D.,
and the Army Phantom Signal Regiment who had provided the gaily
decorated hall and made all the arrangements. This, as General Fladgate
said, was the more worthy of mention because until 1947 the Princess Louise's
Kensington Regiment had no connection with Royal Signals. They were
Infantry and as such had earned fame in two Great Wars. They had their
own Comrades' Association-nothing at all to do ~ith Royal Signals.

ONE

SHILLING

*

*

*

*

*

*

General Fladgate spoke of the Corps and those now serving in it. In
the Canal Zone it had been said that they were working a 72-hour week. He
had very good accounts of the Regiments in Germany and from everywhere
that Royal Signals were serving.
The Minister of Defence, Lord Alexander of Tunis, had paid compliment
to telecommunications by his presence as guest of honour at the Wireless
Dinner Club the previous evening. The club was an association of all those
of the armed services and the civil service who worked in telecommunications. It also includes senior representatives of the trade.
He paid tribute to the presence of the Band, who literally between trains
had come to play for our pleasure. He quoted reports of how the credit of
Royal Signals had increased by their tour of the Canal Zone last winter
where their morale and bearing had been as much admired as their music.
The 1st Training Regiment had again won the Army Rugby Football
Cup and had added the Army Cross-Country Team Championship to our
successes. A young Corpora1, K. Norris, was the individual winner and he
had had many other successes.
Royal Signals, Catterick, had again won the Yorkshire Rugby Challenge
Cup, still remaining the only service side to do so.
Speaking of the Association, General Fladgate referred to the task he
had set during his five years as Chairman, to have a branch in every Signal
regiment. A great majority of regiments now had bnmches. One consequence of this was that subscriptions to the Benevolent Fund from Regiments had improved. More money was still needed .
This, however, was only one side of the picture. It was equally important
for local branches composed of ex-Signalmen to consider carefully the
problems arising from the release to civil life of many younger men who were
already members of the Association. The word " Branch " conjured up in
many minds the older men of World War I. He, General Fladgate, like a
majority of his generation, enjoyed a glass of beer with old friends talking
"horse " or about the fighting and the comn:deship of their early years.
Those who were in World War II did not generally serve for as long
in the same unit nor, despite the fact that many "Jeeps" had name , was
there the same joy in talking about them.
The younger men now leaving the service were not interested in such,
and branches of the Association must be prepared to change to attract them.
Without handing over control, they should invite the younger men on to
branch committees, and do all they could to make branches attractive to the
younger generation.
Cofttinu ed overleaf
A

General Fladgate then read the following most gracious
telegram from our Patron and Colonel-in-Chief H.R.H.
The Prince s Royal c.1., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., R.R.c., T.D., o.c.L.,
LI.D.:

"Most g1·ateful thanks for your l?Y~ greetings. . I
lwpe all members Roya: Signals Associauon present tv~ll
s-pend a happy evening together.-Mary, Co!cmel-in
Chief."
After playing for an hour as a concert orchestra, the Ba~d
did a quick reorganisation and thereafter dance music
delighted listeners and encouraged many dancers.
:'tlEETJ~G

OF

E..~-DO'\:· s

A very successful and happy meeting, which was attended
by 16 Ex-boys on the occasion of the London Re-union and
Band Concert, which was held at the T.A. Centre, Hammersmith Road London, on Saturday, 1st May, 1954. Those
who attend~ were of an unanimous opinion that this, the
first meeting of Ex-boys ever to be attempted, was far ab?ve
expectations as regards attendance and was a healFhy sign
for future meetings.
Those present were:
Bill Nicks " Spud" Murphy, "Barny" Barnicott, Dicky
Bray Sam Farmer, Bi'll Solley, Ernie Major, "Erb" Small,
Bill Day, Dan Monaghan, Vic Blackburn, "Gravo" Graves,
"Buck ' Cooper, ' Pip" Hipwood, "Lofty" Barnes,
Jacques Jacob.
Apologies with best wishes for a happy meeting were
received from:
"Pedlar" Palmer, Frank Mansfield, Jock Hunt, Jerry
Jerram, "Topper " Brown, Bert Hamilton.
To these and ahl Ex-boys who were unable to attend
owing to employment or domestic difficulties, those present
send their best wishes and hope that they
be able to
attend the next meeting.
During the evening, Sam Farmer, who is at present
serving as a P.S.I. with the Army Phantom Signal Regiment, T.A., but who is retiring from the Army in the very
near future, was presented with a clock from the Officers
and members of the W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess in appreciation of the good work tbat he has done during bis stay
with the Regiment. The presentation was unique, in that it
was jointly presented by Major-General C. W. Fladgate,
c.B.E., Major-General R. F. B. Naylor, c.B., c.B.E.,
o.s.o., M.c., and Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Cooks, T.D. MajorGeneral Fladgate was Sam's first Field Unit C.O., having
been the 0.C. 3 Divisional Signals at Bu'!ford in 1924.
Major-General Naylor was bis C.O. at a later period and
Colonel Cocks is bis present C.0. We all wish Sam the best
of luck in civilian life and we shall always remember the
above presentation, which was made in the presence of the
remaining 15 Ex-boys who had served as Boys with Sam 34
years ago. In addition to Sam Farmer, "Pip" Hipwood,
" Erb " Small and myself served under Major-General
Fladgate in '24 and many tales and experiences of Bulford
and other stations which Signals have graced with their
presence were retold.
It was proposed during the evening that a dinner be
arranged in London on Saturday, 9th October, 1954 for
Ex-boys and their wives. The venue and cost of the dinner
will be published in THE WmE at a later date-so· a flash
to all Ex-boys. "Keep Saturday, 9th October, 1954, free
for this engagement,'' so that a successful dinner may be
held.
Although I am only attempting to record the meeting
of the Ex-boys, this would not have been possible without
the help of the Royal Signals Association, for we arranged
our meeting to coincide with the London and Home
Counties Reunion, so to them, the Corps Band and Officers
and Permanent Staff of the Army Phantom Regiment, T .A.,
on behalf of all Ex-boys and their wives who were present,
I say " Thank you for a very happy Re-union."
JACQUES

wm
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Letters To

THE EDITOR

PBOHOTION

Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. Ogden's letter in the January issue
of THE WIRE may create more " alarm and despondency" than the situation merits, so the following comments
are published in the hope that they may obviate wrong
impressions on this subject.
A senior N.C.0. is a sergeant or S.Q.M.S.. Is it unreasonable to assume that a man can and will be an efficient sergeant after eight years' service? We think not, and
it must be borne in mind that promotion to any rank is
dependent upon the man's qualification and his Commanding Officer's recommendation. Many are passed over
because they are not of the standard required in the next
rank, but that is no reason why the good men should be
retarded.
As to the " tendency in the Corps to get rid of seniors "
there are several viewpoints which need to be taken into
account.
Firstly the S.S.C. (Q.M.) Officers, (this does not include
TOsT and Cipher Officers, the excellence of whose promotion prospects cannot be disputed). Before the 1939/ 45
War there were 15 vacancies for Regular Q.M.s and neitrer
Cipher Officers nor S.S.C.s; the strength of Regular Other
Ranks was in the region of 8,500. Now the establishment
of Q.M.s is 50, with a possibility of a further increase, and
55 Cipher Officers; the strength of Regulars Otl~ er Ranks
is about 13,500. The prospects of gaining a Regular Commission ·have risen from about one in 566 Other Ranks to
one in 128 Other Ranks, a very considerable improvement.
(The prospects of Foremen of Signals, by the way, are
something better than one in two-probably the best in
the Army). Before the war there were two hurdles to take;
a man had to become a W.0.1 before reaching 40 years of
age and a Lieutenant (Q.M.) before 45 years of age. The
hazards were great and many fell by the way. Now a man
not only has very much better chances of gaining a Regular
commission, but there are a large number of S.S.C.
vacancies to be filled. The S.S.C.s are the product of prevailing abnormal conditions and bridge the gap between
the planned peacetime Army and the inflated Army whose
size is dictated by "Cold War" commitments. A large
proportion of W.O.s appointed to S.S.C.s are eventua":y
granted Regular Commissions and as time goes on this
will be the case in almost every instance, but some are
bound to drop out on account of age, medical standards,
etc. The man who gets a S.S.C. but misses a Regular Commission has no real cause for complaint, for had trere been
no S.S.C.s he would not have been commissioned at all;
the S.S.C. in his case is in the nature of a bonus.
The Corps policy is that the period of a Q.M.'s S.S.C.
should in future not nbrmally be longer than five years as
a Q.M.; this is where the p~ovisions of Armr Council !i:struction 841, of 1950, permit of a lesser penod and eligibility for a Regular Commission is not affected. Exceptions
to this rule are that those eligible to be considered for the
grant of Regular Commissions as Q.M.s are permitted to
serve until they pass the age limit of 43 years and others
may have extensions granted if they are suitable for employment in administrative posts or on Extra-~egimental
employment (i.e. outside the Corps) and vacancies can be
found for them. The underlying principal is that there
must be a steady and constant flow of promotion from the
bottom rung of the ladder to the top and this cannot be
achieved unless there is regular movement on every rung.
Lieutenant Ogden may remember the long and tedious
wait there was in the rank of sergeant before 1939, when
it took anything from I I to 13 years to reach C.Q.M.S .; he
must agree that such stagnancy was bad for the individual
and for the Corps. It was said then that N.C.O.s were
leaving the Corps because promotion was too slow; are we
THE W I RE, JUNE 1954

now to hear that they are leaving because it is too fast.
The second point, that of Warrant Officers, follows much
the same trend as the first point. If W.O.s, who for one
reason or another had not been commissioned, were all
allowed to fill vacancies at the top for years and years, a
block in promotion would be created, which would have
repercussions throughout the Corps.
D. R. PATERSON, Colonel (A.G.II)
The War Office.

*

*

•

Captain J. Birchall writes . from 12th East Lanes (Withington) Home Guard Battalion, T.A. Centre, Moor Road,
Wythenshawe, Manchester.
Meeting the General Secretary in Manchester oi:i 5th
March on the occasion of the Manchester R?yal S1g~als
Association Branch, Hot Pot Supper and Re-union, 1!1enaon
was made of the fact that this Home Guard Banahan had
amongst its members both Enrolled and Reserve Roll a
number of ex Royal Signals Officers, ~.O .s, N.C.Os and
Men. A suggestion was made that ~nef notes fo~ THE
WIRE might be sent along together with some particulars
of those ex Royal Signals personnel.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel T. A. H.
Lea, M.M., T.D., ex 42nd E.L. Division~! Signals T.~., and
former Royal Flying Corps, also sometune ~f 18th~ Formation Signals in Germany, and the Holdmg Battalion at
Scarborough and Catterick during the .war. .
The Adjutant Quartermaster, Captam J. Birchall, sometime of 1st Indian Divisional Signals and .later Q.M. of 5
O.T.B. Royal Signals, 3rd and 1st (M) Signals and later
.
of 14th A.A. (M) Signal Regiment T.A.
The Signals Officer, Lieutenant G. S. Harnson, ex 42nd
E.L. Divisional Signals T.A.

The Q.M., Lieutenant W. E. Brennan, ex 42nd E.L. Divisional Signals T.A., and Chairman of the Manchester
Branch.
. .
Platoon Officers: Lieutenant J. 0 Buchanan, 66th D1v1sional Signals T.A., and Lieutenant F. Platt, of 42nd E.L.
Divisional Signals T.A.
.
R.S.M. L. Banks, ex Royal Signals, and Royal Canadian
Horse Artillery, one of the earliest Signals in Manchester.
C.S.M. T. Burke, o.c.M., ex 42nd E.L. Divisioi:ial Signals
TA a well-known character in "B" Cable Section.
·c:Q.M.S. C. J. Glover, ex 42nd E.L. Divisional Signals,
sometime R.Q.M.S. of the present 42nd (Lanes) Infantry
Divisional Signals Regiment T.A.
On the Reserve Roll we have :
Sergeant A. Knight, ex 42nd E.L. Divisional Signals
T.A., and later of Signals at C~ester.
.
Private E. R. Forster and Pnvate E. A. Fitgerald, ~oth
ex No. 1 East Lanes C.M.A. Signal Section, S.R. Pnva~e
R. Redman ex 42nd and 66th Divisional Signals T.A. Pnvate S. C~oper, ex 42nd E.L. Divisional ~ignals T.A.
Private R. R Gayden, ex Royal Signals, Cattenck, and W:e~t
African Signal Units. Lieutenant J. Toole, ex 3rd D1v1sional Signals, 1939-4r.
The remainder of our members come from the Army,
Navy, Air Force, and yes, we h~ve a leatherneck amongst
us, our 2 i/ c is an ex Royal Manne.
. . .
We may be small in numbers but the spmt 1s there and
so long as that remains there is little else to worry abo~t.
We parade on Thursday evenings, S? if any ex Signal
member wishes to join in with us he will be welcomed by
us all
.
Naturally we cannot get away from S~gnals as we also
use the Miniature Range at the Royal Signals, H.Q., here
in Manchester.
.
To anybody who may hav~ recalled any ?f u.s we wish
to say that a number of us will be at Cattenck m July for
the Annual Re-union, so look us up.

·
· ·oned Officers • 1st Indian Divisional Signals, Cambridge Barracks, Rawalpindi,
Officers Warrant Officers
an d N on· c omm1ss1
'
'
India, 1927.
I
d ·
h"ch it is remarkable that a very larce number of names were found .
3
carefu fstthue ~·i~sin~ names which are published below : n some o
•
'
B
2 1Lt Seeley l ' Lt Roney Dougall (Deceased), Lt. Peachell, Capt. Lander,
(Left to Right) Front Row : C . Q .M.S. Pad1eley, C.S.M . Edwards, l / Lt. astyanK, . h• Ad ' 'Lt F.irth c QM s Coppack C.Q. M.S. Chivers . 2nd Row :
·
sM J
C t ' ' ? ? Capt Bailey Capt. n1g t,
Jt.,
·
• · • · ·
•
,
Capt. Hall, Ma1or Morse, C.O., R. · · ones, ap · · ·
•
·
' ,
S
E
t
t Weston Sat Sharples Sgt. Johns, Set. Snooks, Sit. 1 i l 1,
·
d) s
p
Sgt Humphries gt. ynot , 5 g ·
• • ·
•
l / Lt. Moore, Sgt. Monk, Sgt. Justice (Decease • gt. ope,
·
' I
p i 1
d Row • F/S)Sgt Orr Sit. McKenna, Sit. McCormick, S1L
3
'1
"
Sgt
Addison
2
Lt.
r
ng
e.
r
.
•
•
s 1 t. Sheale, S1L Law, S1t. Nicholson, S gt. S tan Iey, S I t · · · "
·
•
S
S
kl n Sgt Barker (Pasha) s 1 t. ? ? ? ?, Sit. Strode, Sit. Isaac,
1? 11, Sgt. Alder, S1t. Barker (Ti ch), Sgt. Greenall, Sgt. Coombes, Sgt. LLawson, Cg... 1 ;~~c L7C~I G.ibbs L Cpl.? ! 1' 1 L Cpl.? 11 !, L Cpl. l l l !, L Cpl.
S1t. Hayden, Cpl . Smalley, S1t. Philpotts. 4th Row: Sgt. Green, Sgt. S~wson~ CPI·~
L/Cpl• Simm,ons
Back R~w: L Cpl . Dawson, Cpl. Emblem
l ! 'L 'C I. ! l? L C~I. ! ? ! !, L Cpl. Skipper, Cpl. Llcrlt, L Cpl.
Tant, Cpl. Hunt, L/Cpl. Holland, Cpl. Bernasconi, L/ Cpl. ! l l l, L/Cpl.
aw,
1
(not the boxer), L/Cpl. ! l l ?, L/Cpl. Smith, A.O., L/ Cpl. Collins, L/Cpl . Rees, LP P.
L:C ' 1 ~eadl •
Birchall, LICpl . Ryan, L/ Cpl. earcey,
P ·
The chance meetina of three of those in the photoer-aph lefidllt 0i

Possibly others may care to

1

Jb :' i '
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7 Training R egi,ment

PERSONAL
COLUMN

Departures
W.0.II G. Forrest, Hong Kong.
W.0.11 H. Treloar, East Africa.
Sergeant P. J. Kinsella, West Africa.

I2 Air Formation S ignal R egi,ment
Arrivals
Second-Lieutenant Marten-Smith , Catterick.
Sergeam s T . W. Neal and G. D. Harriott.

Births
London Gazette

IJth April, r954.-Lieutenant-Colonel L. Hayes, T.D., to
be Brevet Colonel.
23rd April, r954.-Majar C. S. Kidd to RA.RO. and
granted honorary rank of Lieutenant-Colonel.
"!Jlovcmcnts-Offleers

Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. Dutton, FARELF to Ministry
of Supply.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. B. McVittie, Northern Army
Group to WM" Office, AG.II.
Lieutenants (Q.M.) on first commission:
W. F. Cox, to M.E.L.F.; H. Sorfleet, to Northern Anny
Group; T. Mellor to 5 Corps Signal Regiment.
Major W. G. Mitchell, M.E.L.F. to I Training Regiment.
Major R J. Western, 7 Training Regiment to 4 Training
Regiment. Lieutenant-Colonel H. Worrall, 4 Training Regiment to
Malta.
Major D. C. Lyall, East Africa to RA.RO.
Major G. H. Hoerder, Northern Anny Group to Korea.
Major (T.O.T.) W. Millichip, FARELF to 5 Training
Regiment.
Major (T.0.T.) G. H. R. Flynn, 1 Training Regiment to
H.Q., S.T.C.
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) A. G. Pritchard, BETFOR to
FARELF.
Lieutenant (Cipher) W. A. Lavers, M.E.L.F. to 18 Army
Group Signal Regiment.
Arrivals and Departures

Air Formation Signals, Middle East

Arrival<
Q.M.S. R. D . . Willingale and Sergeants J. H . Bristow, J. Bates, J.
B~own, J..Curungham, V. Camble and R. Morris, 4 Air Formation
Signal Regunent.
DepartuTes
Sergeant R. Gray, U.K.

Signal Wing, East Africa Training Centre

Arrivalr
S.Q.M.S. W. Miskelly from U.K.
S.Q.M.S. W. Eley from East Africa .

H.Q. A.E.R. Royal Signals

Arrivals
Major (Q.M.) M. M . Hobbs, Rtd.
Departures
Sergeant W. A. Green
W.O.II R. Burge to 52 (L) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (T .A.).
I I Armoured Divisional Signal Regi,ment
Arrivals
A~jor J. D . B. Thornton, f .K.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) W. B . . Judd, c Corps Signal Regiment.
R.S.M. T. Rawlinson, I Wueless Regiment.
Sergeant.. w. i:i. Butchers and Sergeant H . Fletcher, 2nd Infantry
D1vmon Signal Rcgunent.
Departures
R.S .M. W. Tyers, U.K.
W.O.II G. S. S. Hunter, Korea.
S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) A. N. G. Gent, U.K.
Sergeant P. Young, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment.

Hang Kong Signal Regiment

Arrivals
Sergeant Blackburn , U .K.
S.Q.M.S. Hornby, Korea.

SHAPE Signal Squadron

Arrivals
Major T. I. G . Gray, War Office.
DepartuTes
Major W . M. S. Leyson, H .Q., Northern Command.

Ir Air Formation Signal Regiment

Arrivals
Majc.r (T.O.T.) W. L. T. Brennan.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) H . Sorllcet.
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HINTON.-~o Major~~ Mrs. K. ~nton, on nth April,
1954, at Tidworth Mihtary Hospital, a son, Nicholas

Jonathar..
BARR- To Sergeant ai;id Mrs. G . Barr, on 25th March,
1954, a~ M ayday Hospital, Croydon, a son, David George
SHAUGHNESSY.-To Signalman and Mrs. W. Shaugh~
nessy, on 29th January, 1954, at Springwell, Gateshead a
daughter, Moira.
'
DIGGLE.-To Ser geant and Mrs. C. Diggle, on 23rd
Febwary, at Darlington, a son, Graham.
ALD:RIDGE.-To Signalman and Mrs. D. A. Aldridge, at
Skipton, Yorks, on 27th January, 1954, a daughter, Sylvia
Anne.
HAM!BLETT.-To W.O.II and Mrs. A. E. Hamblett,
SHAPE Signal Squadron, a son.
MEAGER-A daughter, Sarah Jane, for R.Q.M.S. and
Mrs. C. E. Meager, on 5th October, 1953.
PERRY.-A daughter, Pamela Elizabenh, for Sergeant and
Mrs. J. E. Perry, on 21st February, 1954.
GODDEN.-At RA.F. Hospital, Abyad, on 6th February,
1954, to Sergeant and Mrs. Godden, 3 L. of C. Signal
Regiment, a son, John Dennis.

LAST TRmUTE TO MR.

Deaths

SHARPLES.-22880546 Signalman J. Sharples, on 20th
April, 1954, at Military Hospital, Colchester. •
BRADY.-2325695 W.0.II C. Brady, on 2Jrd Aif)ril, 1954,
in B.A.O.R.
W ALSH.-On the 4th May, 1954, at the British Home for
Incurables in London, where he ·was a member of the
staff, C.S.M. H. Walsh, Royal Signals, 1920-45 Lile
Member of the Association and member of the L~ndon
Branch.
KENDALL.-2363548 ex-Corporal G. F. Kendall, on 2nd
May, 1954' after a long illness. Served in the Corps from
October, 1939, to June, 1946. Life Member of the
Association.
BENNETT.-Lieutenant-Colonel M. C. Pcnnett, o.B E.,
late Royal Signals, as a result of an operation, 2, St. Mary
Abbots, Ringwould, near Deal, Kent, on 15th April, 1954.
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WALSH

Forthconiing
Events

*

July 17th/ 18th
D ecember 4th

,,

Marriages

THOMAS-HOLDING.-Signalman E . J. Thomas to
Ba.l'bara Holding, at the Parish Church of Easton, on 30th
September, 1953.
ELDERS-MOTHBRDALE.-Signalman P. Elders to
Irene Motherdale, at Shildon, Co. Durham, on 27th
February, 1954.
JONES-BRADURY.-Signalman L. Jones to Miss Margaret Dorothy Bradbury, at St. Mary's Church, Lowe
House, St. Helens, on 27th February, 1954.
HAZEL-ROBERTSON.-S.Q.M.S. (Foreman of Signals)
D. Hazel to Miss Jean Mill Robertson, at Longforgan,
Perth, on 27th March, 1954.
BOYLIN-MAIRSH.-Driver T. Boylin to Sheila Hilda
Marsh, on 17th April.
TURNER-ASTON.-SignaJman J. Turner to Ruth
Adeline Aston, on 10th April.
SMITH-PAXTBN.-On 15th March, 1954, at the Church
of the Holy Family, Moascar, Corporal P. Smith to
Lance-Corporal F. A. Paxten, W.R.A.C.
OWEN-THOMPSON.-On 7th May, 1954, at St. George
Church, Moascar, Corporal C. W. Owen to Corporal
F. P. Thompson, W.R.A.C.

n.

Many relatives and friends, including his wile and children paid their last respects to Mr. "Geordie" Walsh, a
retired Warrant Officer of the Royal Corps of Signals, on
Tuesday, M ay nth, when he was buried with full military
honours, at Norwood Cemetery, London. The firing party,
pall bearers and trumpeters were provided by 1 War Office
Signal Regiment, Woolwich.
The Corps was represented by Captain Hardy, also of 1
War Office Signal Regiment. Among other old comrades
who attended the moving ceremony were Dickie Bray, Vic
Blackburn, Dollie Gray, Busty Ball, Len Eaton and Badgy
Low. The G overnors and many members of the staff of the
British H ome for Incurables, where "Geordie " had worked,
were also present.
Among the many floral tributes was a striking cross, in
the Corps colours, from his wile and children.

to

Annual General Meeting and Reunion,
Catterick.
" At H ome" for T.A. and A.E.R Officers,
Dorchester Hotel, London.
Officers' Annual Buffet Supper and
Reunion.

Leeds, rehearsing for and playing at
Northern Command Tattoo.

Royal Signals Display Team Engagements

June
19
27
28 -Jul. 1
July
7
9
1

-

IO

14
17 24
28 -

Royal Tournament, Earls Court London
G.P.O. N.E. Region Sports Day York
Northern Command Tattoo ... Leeds

R.A.F. Regiment
The Army Apprentice School . . .
5 Training Regiment, R. Signals
R. Northern Agricultural Society
18 Regimental Week-end
...
. ..
Newport Agricultural Society ...
29 Shanklin Carnival
.. .

Catterick
Harrogate
Ripon
Aberdeen
Catterick Cp.
Newport, ~al.
Isle of Wight

Royal Signals Cricket Club Fixtures, 1954

June 16th
,, 30th/
July 1st
,, 2nd/3rd
" 8th/9th
19th/20th
Aug. 13th/
14th
All matches

RM.A., Sandhurst
R.A.S.C.

at
at

Sandhurst
Aldershot

Royal Engineers
R.A.0.C.
R.E.M.E.

at
at
at

Chatham
Catterick
Catterick

R.A.C. Training Bde. at Catterick
begi,n at II .30 hrs. unless otherwise stated.

Royal SiJ4nals Officers' Golfing Society

June
"
July
,,

16th
25th
7th
23rd

Strensall
York Golf Club
R.E. Golfing Society Royal Wimbledon
R.A.0.C.
Sunningdale
RA. Golfing Society Sunningdale

EDlployment Fignres for Quarter Ending 31st
lUarela, 1954

Applicants registered
Placings confirmed . . .
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For<!e8

Dro a dcastln ~

Ser v ice

Vacancies are mainly for young men on discharge from
the Army but in the case of technicians at any rate older
men will be accepted subject to qualification.
Work in Cyprus, Benghazi, T ripoli, Canal Zone or East
Africa.
Announcer, Scriptwriter, Producer, News Editor, Field
Recording Assistant, L ibrarian, Administrative Assistant,
General D uties Assistant, TECHNICAL ASSISTANT
(equivalent Rad io Mechanic). Starting salary £330--£505
plus overseas allowance.
.
Further details available from nhe Employment Secuon,
88 Eccleston Square, S.W .1.
BRITISH wmELESS DINNER CLUB

Royal Signals Dancl PrograJDIDe

June 14th
July 3rd

VACANCIES

(IMPORTANT: Anyone obtaining employment through
answering advertisement in T HE WIRE is requested to
notify the Employment Section, R oyal Signals Association,
88 Eccleston Square, L ondon, S.W.1).

69
20

The 31st annual general meeting and dinner of the British
Wireless Dinner Club was held at the United Service Club
. on Friday, April 30th, with the President, Air Vice-Marshal
C. W. Nutting, c.B.E., n.s.c., in the chair.
It was reported that membership had now reached 500
and that the financial position was satisfactory. The meeting elected Major-Gener~ C. H. H. Vul~my, c.B., o.s.o.~ as
President and Mr. H . Bishop, C.B.E., Drrector of Technical
Services, 'B.B.C., as Vice-President for the ensuing year.
The Chairman of Committee, Captain B. R Willett, R.N.
(Retd.), the Hon. Treasurer, Lie:itenant~ander .s.
Francis, and the Joint Hon. Secretaries, Captam F. J. Wylie,
R.N. (Retd.) and Mr. L. T. Hinton were re-elected.
The auest of honour was the Minister of Defence, Field
Marshal The EarJ Alexander of Tunis, K.G., who, in his
speech, not only revealed an early inter~st ~ wirele~s
(unlicensed) but also mentioned the part which it played m
modem warlare and underlined the electronic aspects of
future operations.
.
.
.
In proposing the health of the President, Air V1ceMarshal Sir Victor Tait, K.B.E., recalled the vast amount. of
planning and build-up which Air Vice-Marshal Nutung
had done immediately before and in the early years of the
last war.

R. SPENCE &
FOR FURNISHING
IRONMONGERY
GLASS & CHINA
CALOR GAS STOCKISTS

CO. LTD.
Large and Varied Stock
at Competitive Prices
Regular Deliveries to
Catterick Camp and
District

MARKET PLACE
RICHMOND · YORKS
Telephone 2171
Branch Showrooms: Finkle Street

*
Signal Officers and N.C.O.s are required by 32 City of
London Home Guard Battalion, Southend Hall, Footscray
Road, Eltham, S.E.9 (Tel. Eltham 5994).
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Signal
T 1•ainin g Centre
6

(B0"1.S) Tl lAINING REGIMENT,
UOYAL SIGNALS

6 (Boys) T raining Regiment, Royal Signals, was formed
on 25th August, 1950, from the Boys Training Squadron,
Royal Signals, attached to No. l Independent Selection
Squadron, Royal Signals. The growth to Regimental status
has been exceedingly rapid. Only ten month~ previously,
in October, 1949, the fust boy recruits were received at
Richmond in Yorkshire. Today the Regiment numbers
some 450 boys under training. T he establishment is 6oo.
I t is a truism to say that the British Army has always
relied on fus t-dass Regular N.C.O.s. But the present
structure of the post-war Army with its constantly changing
National Service element, has greatly accentuated that need.
It is primarily to satisfy this demand that this Regiment
was formed. Our purpose is to produce for the Corps a
constant supply of young Regular soldiers whose early
training in !Joys' Service pre-se!ects them as fu ture N.C.O.s.
On entering the Regiment a Boy recruit spen ds his first
few weeks in the Basic Military T raining Troop, which is
now at Brayton Camp, near Selby. The purpose of this
period is to help him make the transition from civilian to
Army life. He is taught to make his bed, to fit his equipment, etc. He learns the .purpose of the various departments and the ranks and functions of persons within. the
Regiment. He learns the history of the Conps and his own
possible future within that Co!1ps. He is given an educational test, begins his physical training and learns the basic
movements of foot and arms drill. Behind all this, however, is the attempt to instil in the individual the rudiments
of a self-discipline which often he has never been called
upon to exercise before.
After his period there, there is a passing-out parade
before the Commanding Officer. The weak are relegated
for tiurther training, and the rest pass into the Squadrons
at Beverley.
There are at present liWo squadrons, each with two
troops, and provision, when numbers increase, for a third
troop. Selection of the squadron to which a boy goes is
purely arbitrary, depending upon the numbers required in
either squadron. Boys live in barrack rooms according to
age groupings and within that barrack room come under
the control of a Boy 'N.C.O. and Cadre Sergeant. Boys of
the same troop live within the same series of barrack buts
and the fust responsibility of the Troop Officer is for the
welfare and administration of his troop. So far as is
practicable, a boy remains in the same troop and the same
squadron throughout his service with the Regiment This
ensures that othe Officers and N.C.O.s are able to know the
boy more intimately and consequently better able to assess
his character and capabilities.
From nine o'clock in the morning until four in the afternoon all boys, who have passed into the squadrons, are
engaged in training which is co-ordinated by the Chief
Instructor. This Officer is responsible for the co-ordination
of educational, military and physical training. Under his
control, and with the special responsibility for their own
depa~ents, are the Military Training Officer, the
Education Officers and the Q.M.S.I. of the Army Physical
Training Corps.
No trade training, except for some basic general instruction, is done within the Regiment. This at fust may seem
anomalous, since we are a technical Corps. But the purposes
of the educational training is, among other things, to ensure
that a boy has the proper background to take the highest

class trade of which he is capable. If much time was given
to 1trade training in tlhis Regiment, his general education
and therefore, in the long run, his trade would necessarily
suffer. The results of the system are satisfactory in that at
present over one-third of the boys passmg-out of the
Regiment are selected for Class "A" or "X" trades. It is
likely that this proportion will increase now that all boys
spend a minimum of one year with the Regiment. None
have been rejected as unfit for trade training. Further, since
boys leave this Regiment at 17t , as opposed to 18!f 19t
from the Anmy Aipprentices' School, any disparity between
nhe two ty;pes of training is overcome before the boy leaves
his Trade Training Regiment.
Educational instruction is carried out by Sergeants of the
Royal Army Educational Corps, under the supervision of
three Officers of that Corps. The purpose is to prepare
boys for the various Army Certificates of Education. These
certificates, which have been re-introduced by the Army
Council, are one of the inecessary qualifications for N.C.O.
ra nk. For example, one of the quadifications for the rank of
Sergeant is the Army Certificate of &iucation, Second Class.
As a result of the educational test taken whilst in the
Basic Military Training Troop, a boy embarks on a certain
course of study. It may be that his previous ed.ucational
baokground is such that he can afford to omit the Army
CePtificate of Education, Third Class, and begin studying at
once for his Anmy Certificate of Education, Second Class.
Alternatively, it may appear that a boy needs additional
instruction before he is ready to begin a course of study for
his Army Certificate of Education, Third C lass. Although
the lat>ter is compartively rare, provision is made for such
cases.

CATTERICK REUNION
July 17th and 18th

EXPECTED PROGRA:MME OF DISPLAYS
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The course of studies includes English, mathematics,
general science, map-reading, history, geography, citizenship
and electricity and magg.etism. The aim is that a boy should
have passed at least his Army Certificate of Education,
Second Class, before he leaives the Regiment to enter man's
service, but where a: boy can advance beyond thaJt: stage,
preparation is given for the Army Certificate of Education,
First Class, and higher examinations. In the hierarchy of
examination, the Anmy Certificate of Education, Fir:>r Class,
is somewhat lower than the School Certificate or the new
General Certificate at the Ordinary Level. For those boys
who prepared at school for the School Certificate or the
General Certificate, and through force of circumstances were
unable to sit the examination, arrangements are made by the
Regiment for nuition and they can sit the examina1ion at a
iprescr~bed centre.
Instruction in military training is given by Royal
Signals N.C.O.s under the supervision of a Royal Si.goals
Officer. This training includes drill, weapon training, fieldoraft and a course of lectures on both strictly military and
general subjects. The course is designed to produce not
only the trained recruit but also potential instructors in
!.'hese subjects. Fiekkraf!, which takes the boys out of the
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(Any similarity be ween this and any other Tournament shows great Imagination on the part of the reader.-A.W.)
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cla sroom atmosphere, is made as interesting and di\ erse as
po ible.
Physical training in all its aspects plays a considerable
part in the life of the Regiment. The gymnasium work
which i designed for boys is progressive and so far as is
pos i 'e made to meet individual needs. Personal records
of each boy arc maintained wd a careful check on his needs
and abilitie kept. Thi , however, is only ane aspect of
physical training; sport is the other. During the . summer,
cricket, and the winter soccer, Rugby, hockey and basketball are the standard games. In addition to these, great
stress is laid on athletics, boxing and cross-country running.
The Regiment has already made a name for itself in the last
two, both in the Anny and Imperial Service Boxing Championships and the English National Cross-Country
Championship.
For athletics, which is made into an aJl year activity, three
standards, a lower, intermediate and advanced, are laid
down. These standards consist of a list of field and track
events, for whioh certain minimum times or distances are
stipulated, and in orde.r to gain any particular standard a
boy must achieve the minimum stated for every event.
Those standards gained are recorded and contained in the
boy's personnel documents. As a feature of compulsory
training these standards give the individual boy an allround athletic ability.
Boxing, ald:u>ugh encouraged for every boy, is not compulsory. Cross-country .runs for the whole Regiment are
held periodically during the winter.
Many outside matches are arranged and inter-troop competitions are held in all forms of sport. Apart from providing a worth while activity, this also serves to build up a
regimental and troop spirit.
For pruposes of Military Instruction the age of grouping
which exists in living quarters is maintained and boys are
formed into sections within their troops according to their
age groups. These average about 20 ooys per seotioo.
Although training falls into distinct departments, the
policy is to regard all training as a unity. Otherwise, and
especially with boys, the.re is a constant danger of making
progress in one subject and disregarding a weakness in
others. Thus plans are in th.and for providing set standards
not only in education and athletics, but covering every
aspect of training, and a boy will be graded accru-ding to the
standard he obtains not in one subject, but in every subject.
At present a boy may not hold any N.C.O. rank without
possessing at least an Army Certificate of Education, Third
Class.
Within the Regiment full Boy N .C.O. ranks from LanceCorpora! to Regimental-Sergeant-Major are maintained.
This is regarded as an integral pa.rit of training for the better
qua!.ified boys. Although these ranks carry little additional
pay, the added responsibilities are compensated by addi- ·
tional privileges. For example, a Boy N.C.O. is allowed out
of barracks in plain clothes.
The privilege of being allowed out of barracks in the
evenings and at week-ends is extended to every boy. He
may ~avel with.in a 20-mile radius of it.he camp, excluding
the city of Hull. The rule has conscientiously been
adopted to avoid the frustration which older boys feel when
restricted to camp boundaries. The policy is to allow all
boys out of camp but provide sufficient activirt:ies within the
camp to discourage their aimlessly parading the streets.
The finding of new methods of encouraging a proper use
of leisure time receives constant attention.
Within the camp itself, in addition to the usual NAAFI
facilities there is the Boys' Club. This provides a library
of ~m~ I,400 books gathered from a variety of sources,
which 1s shortly to be increased, and includes a reading
room, games room, billiards and table tennis rooms and a
quiet room where boys can read and write letters' home.
Special recreational rooms for Boy N.C.O.s are planned.
There i~ fencing for the enthusiasts and photography
aero"'lThOdelli.ng, dram.a, w!ireless, film, stamp and modcl
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railway clubs. The Regiment possesses its own projector
and sound track, which is used both for training and
e.n tertairunent.
The gymnasium is always open during ilie evening and
inst.ructors provtided to coach as necessary.
The Regiment now possesses a resident Chaplain, and
civilian Roman Cavholic and Nonconformist clergy are
attached. These visit the Regiment at their own discretion,
and for an hour on Monday or Thursday evenitngs during
the last period of 'nhe working day. Every Sunday there is a
parade service for Anglicans in the barracks, except once a
month, when it is held at Beverley Minster. Those of other
denominations go to their own place of worship.
Annual monthly camps are held, at which emiphasis is
laid on swimming, fieldcraft and other outdoor activities.
Additional Pay
Rates of Pay
On joining
17 / 6 per wk.
;Vter one year's service
Boy/Gpl.
2d. per day
24/6 per wk.
Boy/Sgt.
3d. per day
After two years' service
W.O. (I & II) 4d. per day
28/- per wk.
LEAVE GRANTED ANNUALLY
Cb.risunas period
3 weeks
Easter period
3 weeks
Summer period . . .
4 weeks in August
Certain days of the year are set aside as parents' visiting
days, when displays are presented.
.
Parents are encouraged to write about any point on their
son's welfare or future which may concern them, and aJso
to visit the Regiment if they wish to do so.
At the age of 17t the boy enters Man Service. He may
join the Regiment at school leaving age. It has recently
been laid down that 16t is the maximum joining age, except
in centa.in circumstances of advanced technical ability or
close ties with the Co11ps. This means that the minimum
time a boy spends with the Regiment is one year. The aim
is that he shall enter Man's Service with a record of achievement and proved ability which distinguishes him as a
potential N.C.O. At the end of rus time in the Regiment
a Personnel Selection Officer decides on the trade most suitable to him, taking into consideration the boy's own preference. He then leaves to enter on his full career as a
Regular soldier.

*
4 THAINING REGIMENT, ROYAL SIGNALS

The Regiment is undergoing a stare of considerable
change, and we are busy either welcoming new faces, or
making the usual rather sad farewells.
To date we have dined out Major J. P. Hewitt1 ex-0.C.
3 Squadron, and Major Jctrdan, ex-0.C. 1/2 Squadron, the
former having laft for War Office, London, and the latter for
11 Am- Formation Signal Regiment, Northern Army Group.
We wish them the very best of everything in their new
posts. Major W. R. M. Dunkley has left 4 Squadron to
take over the reins of 1/2 Squadron, and we welcome Major
A.G. Paris from Northern Command Sii~al Regiment, who
has assumed command of 3 Squadron.
Finally, we are now having rt:o bid a very sad farewell to
our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colone.I H. WotraJl,
who is shortly leaving us to assume the appointment as
C.S.0., Malta. We welcome his successor, Major R. J.
Western, at present Chief Instructor of 7 Training Regiment, Royal Signals.
We also have to welcome Captain L. S. Bamber, who
has recently motored home to us all the way from West
Africa, via Spain and France.
Now to review briefly the Regiment's sporting position.
Soccer. This year we have improved considerably upon
last season's results. The season started with a very exciting win against 1st Battalion Cameronians in the preliminary
THE WIRE, JUNE
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round of the Army Cu p, which was followed in the first
round by a worthy defeat by 5 Training Regiment after a
hard fought game. In the D istrict League in the autumn,
the Regiment won a succession of matches .against s~r<?ng
teams and in the Spring a very fine game agamst 7 Trammg
Regi~ent on the Gaza ground, although it was a win for
our oppone nts, showed that .o ur team was capable of some
very fine team-work, and a high standard of play. We were
not as succeSS>ful during February and M arch, but towards
the end of the season, luck tUJl'.n ed again in our favour and
we finally can look back on a season which, if not outstanding, is still very creditab!e. The team has .been composed mainly of members of the cadre, of which LanceCorporal Redfearn and L ance-Corporal Pearson have been
outstanding ably supported throughout the season by
Sergeant Nook, Lance-Corporal Crilly, Lance-:Corporal
Fazackerley (captain), Signalman Jones and Signalman
Duffy. Many thanks all'e due to R.S.M. Gay, who has
devoted much of his time and enthusiasm to ~e tea~, and
who has always managed to conjure up the ngh~ km~ of
encouragement, edible or ?therwise, at exactly the ng~t tune.
Shooting.
The Regunent are runners-up m ~e
Northumbrian District Small Bore League . . ~unners-up. m
the 50 National Small ~re League competmon, and thud
place in League 59 National Small Bore League. We have
the highest aggregate score in the District Small. Bore
League, and have won the highest aggr~gate team pn:Ze for
December, 1953, and January, 1954, taking the f;,4 pnze on
each occasion. The following hav~ won th~ s~lver spoon
for the highest month·IY aggregate m the D1str1ct League,
Sergeant Townshend, Signalman Shaw, Signalman Walker
and Signalman Lewis. Se.~eant Townshend also sc<?red
395/ 400 in the Army Indiv1du~ Small Bore Ohamp1onships and quaJified for a cash pnze.
.
Rugger. The Regimental side reached the senu-finals of
two cups, the Northern Com:nand Cup, where we fell. to
1 Tlfaining Regiment, Royal Signals, and. the No~l.llllbnan
District Cup, where we were beaten m a rep.ay by 59
H.A.A. Regiment, R.A. We also reached the quar~er finals
of the Army Cup (Home Commands) ~nd the serru-final of
the Northern Command sevens. Besides cup games, the
side has played many Wednesday and Saturday fixtures,
the total record being: Played 28, won 19, lost 6, drawn 3·
A very good record.
.
.
Of the games lost, a few were due to the mexpenence of
the players, whose average age was low. Only foll! players
have been present throughout the year1 Second-Lieutenant
A. C. Longden, Royal Signals (captam), Covporal Small
(full-back), Sergeant Garrett (centre) and Serg<:ant Parry
(loose-forward), the rest of the team have been tramees, who
unfortunately were not with us long enough tio play m~y
games. Trainee players were mostly from the Potential .
Officer Squadron who at one time of the year could have
turned out three very good sides.
It was at this time of the year, between 16th September,
1953, and 6th January, 1954, the Un~t played 1.8 games and
lost only one, which was to 1 Trammg Regunent, .Royal
Signals. Aipart from Regimental ~ames, the 1:Jrut has
supplied many of the Catteriok. Services team, while a few
players have played for the Corps.
All who have played would like .to place on record the
support given to the team by Maior G. Gourlay, Royal
Si.ignaJs, who was alw~ys there to cheer us on and lend a
hand in training the side.
Hockey. After a very successful s<:ason's hockey, we ha".e
won the Northern District Inter-Umt Knock-out Compeution beating 1st Battalion Cameronians 2-1 on the final
repl~y, after an exciting first final, when there was no score.

Visit of t he Director of Military Training to 3 Training Regiment.

Left to Right : Lieutenant-Colonel W. C. Burke (Commanding) ;
Major General R. C. Cottrell-Hill (DM r) ; Major W. R. G. Hencher
(0 .C . 3 Squadron); Brigadier W. D. J. Harries (Comd. S.T.C.) and
·
Major N. A. C. Clubb (Chief Instructor).
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These notes will be the last from my pen for the Regiment and I think I summed it all up in my Jo~ngs Column
-I've had great fun writing them and portraymg the. more
important ev.ents ai:d 1:appen~s of ?ur,, everyday. life.
Certainly, if " variety 1s the spice o~ ~e, the~ believe me,
we are well seasoned. Life in a Tralillng Regtment can be
straining but as our friends in "What's My Line" saywe do have an end ...product and it is this product that
grips one to give of that "little something extra the others
. .
haven't got."
We may not reach Utopia m the resul~ but our c~
bined efforts in t'he training of Operators ~ueless and Lrne
and Operators Switchboard needs no !?iar~sh at all to convince all visitors that our constam goal 1s better and better
operators."
· · f 1!h
This was especially so on .~e occasio~ of the v1sn o
e
Director of Military Trammg (Ma1or-Genera~ ~· C.
Cottrell-Hill, c.B., c.B.E., n.s.o., M.C.) at the begmn.mg .of
May. Accompanied by the Comm311dant S.T.C. (Bngad1er
W. D. J. Harries, c.B.E.), the D.M.T. toured W.R.A.C. and

NACERBY'S FAREWELL PARTY

It is regretted that the notes from the Signal Training
Centre do not appear in strictly regimental order. They
fit this book better as they are.
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Left to Right : Lieutenant-Colonel W. C. Burke (Commandin.g),
Captain E. A. Mcloughlin, Major A. E. Wood and Nacerby (Ma1or
N . A. C. Clubb).
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~uadron v.'1tch b-Oard trammg room , the Regu.'lr and
rauonal ervice OW'L Squadron and particularly 3
quadron at fullowgate in it entirety.
The General di played discerning imerest throughout the
whol tour and particularly in the tape recorder method of
teaching morse the Training Signal Centres and rhe theory
model roo..ms. Small wonder nhe C.O.'s (Lieutenant-Colonel
\X'. C. Burke) look of pride was so contagious.
And this feeling of pride was intensified on IIth May
wh n the District Commander (Major-Gener al C. H.
Colquhoun, o.B.E.) spent the whole morning with us looking into the training organisation as only a General can.
Once again GallO\vgate "caught the eye" and the m any
thousands of tirainees who have passed through that
Squadron would undoubtedly have shared the_ Gener~'s
approbation at its spick and span alertness and air of muning efficiency. But don t imagine Bourlon and Aisne Lines
were 'sleeping partners" as it were.
ot at all-but
Gallowgate being so far away tends to just miss the limelight.
But excuse me whil t I adjust our halo!
Thi eason could well be ours in the cricket world.
nder the captaincy of Major Ray Underwood, Royal
Australian Signals (mark you, I haven't rold him yet that
we won the Ashes!), we led off with a magnificent victory
over the Inniskilling Dragoon Guards and if keenness counts
for anYthing-we'll be among the honours.
S . .'M. J. Broadhead kept me flag flying a-t the District
Rifle Meeting despite the celebration in the W.O.'s and
Sergeants' Mess over the promotion of R.Q.M.S. Judge to
that rank.
A glad welcome to Major B. S. Wa!ker, ex-I A.A. (M)
Signal Regiment, and finally the photograph of my farewell parry! Fancy, I could have written a wonderful autobiography in my usual egotistical way, but the happy send
off I was given will certainly go among my lasting Corps
memories. (Has anyone please got a couple of aspirins! ).

WOT THE DRIVER SED

:t '1'11 .UXIXG llEGDIE:!\°'£, llOY.'\L SIGNALS
The Regimental First XI kept the Corps flag flying by
winning the Northern Conunand Soccer Cup on the 28th
April, 1954.
In the final IO G roup R.P.C. were outplayed and we won,
6-o. The G.O.C. Northumbrian District, presented the
Cup to the team captain, L ance-Co11poral Gibbons, and
meda.Is to the team. This was a triumph for team spirit and
the efforts of the u·ainer in repairing injuries; because we
have no League players and only two part-time professionals
in the team.
Thi s season we have won the following:
orthcrn Command C up
H arrogate Battle of Britain Cup
Hulme Cup
Ripon Charity Cup
Ri pon League Cup

and were finalists in the Ripon Visitors Cup.
This is probably the best season the Regiment has had
and we look forward to the Army Cup next season.
With the cricket season now open, our .t houghts are again
turning to the Northern Command Cup, etc. This season
we have at least one fast county bowler in Signalman Halfyard. Signalman Halfyard has been selected to play for the
Army this year.
The team under the leadership of Lieutenant J.
Treglown, are carrying out some real hard practice at the
nets, etc., and with the aid of Signalman Halfyard we hope
to produce some good bowlers.
The Regimental baskenball team has been very successful
by winning the Yotikshire District League, also reaching the
final of ,t he Northern Command Cup, losing to 3 Training
Regiment, 30-53.
The month of May has seen the start of the summer
Motor Cycle Trials programme, with the Unit trials on
the 1st of May.
The course, which all took place in about three square
miles, had 28 observed sections and plenty of water. Nearly
all the D.R. Instructors took part and spills and thrills were
enjoyed both by the riders and the spectators. The winner
was Lance-Corporal Ives and the runner-up Corporal
Sankey, both riders have distinguished themselves in past
motor cycle trials, including the Civil Service trial on 25th
April. Staff-Sergeant Nicholson brought honour to the
Regiment when he won the Services' IndividuaJ Award for
the best performance by a Service rider on a W.D. machine
in the Civil Service Trial.

2 T I&AI N I NG l& E f;IIU ENT, ROYAi. SIGN'ALS

We're pleased to see the month of May, and le.ave behind
an Aipril grey,
A month of weather quite serene, but full of temperaments
and 51Pleen.
The reason wasn't far to seek, when " livers " really reached
a peak.
Parades, inS!pCCtions, checks galore, as Annual Ad.min
loomed before.
It's spit and polish night and day, and whitewash everything that's grey,
And paint-a shortage? Hear me laugh-we've got a most
efficient staff.
We have no br ushes but who cares, we're not the type for
splitting hairs,
We cut our own with frantic chops, and make it into little
mops.
We scrape, we paint and decorate, and never reek the cost,
We pull out and locate things that were written off as lost.
And men at last with glow of pride, we haven't anything
to h ide,
All surpluses-the one way track, into the Q.M.'s big
" deadsack."
Amyway the U nit was busy last month-in. addition to
the Administration Inspection, the annual U rut Shoot "'.'as
held on 25th/ 26th April. The weather was dull and with
a cold wind blowing. H owever, there was no lack of
enthusiasm and competition was keen.
T he Sergeants emerged victorious from the Rifle Shoot,
with uhe Officers and W.O.s a close second. Other teams
competing were a Junior Ranks' team from each Squadron
and a trainees' te am from each Squadron.
·
Congratulations go to Sergeants Maskell and Turn~r a~d
to Signalman Watson for being first, second and thlfd m
the individual rifle shoot. Also to Corporal Rontree and
Signalman Goodwin as the winning pair on the Bren, and
ro Captain Scaife for being best shot on the Sten.
W .O.'s and Sergeants' Mess . Our social activities have
been confined to an evening social before the Easte~ ?reak
and a dance on the 1st May, the day after the Administration Inspection. The latter was a great success an~ _we
were very pleased to see members. fI'?m the o~er tr~mmg
Regiments in the Catterick area enioyu:ig uhe rught with us.

MOTOR

*

DISPLAY

CYCLE
TEAM

7 THAINfNG llEGIHENT

I remembe r nothing after the " Haycock " until I came to and
saw F.C. Brown.
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The highlights of this month are mainly concerned with
our successes in the field of sport, although the training
side of the Regiment has been very much to the fore as
always. In fact, since the increased National Service intakes, which started on 8th April, our activities in thi
respect have gone from strength to strength.
Our successes were, first of all, in winning the Northumbrian Di trict Soccer Cup in which we beat 68 Training
Regiment, R.A.C., in the final by four goals to one. In
soccer also we came out top of the Northumbrian District
League by a two point lead over our nearest rivals, 68
Training Regiment, R.A.C., still with three games in hand!
The hockey team also ended a very successful season by
winning the Northumbrian District Hockey League. It wa
a very full season in which nearly 40 matches were played,
out of which only five were lost. Great credit is due to the
team for the enthusiasm shown and the results achieved.
Signalman J. Watson, in winning the Richmond Chess
Club Annual Tournament on 4th May also demonstrated
that the Regiment can excel in the less active pastimes.
THE WIRE, JUNE
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Catterick
Jottings
by nacerby
Its no' in books, its no' in leaf
To make us truly blest,
If happiness bas not her sea.t
And centre in the breast,
We may be wise, or rich or great,
But never can be blest.
ND these simple words of Robbie Burns jus.t about
up the Jottings. For over two years I've ~ad
immense fun and happiness in writing this column, gett!ng
terrific pride in reporiting Corp~ Sports s~sses~ "ta.kffi,g
the micky" here and there, actmg as Maior Errue Nash s
Press Agent and in general telling old 'uns and_ young 'uns
alike that Catterick isn't a place that was specially created
to be on its way to somewhere else!
Now I'm off to more august spheres, not a hundred miles
from War Office and hope I can persuade me F.ditor to give
me a column each month, which I shall head-line "London
Laughs.'' So can I advise you to order yo~ July _copy ?i
THE WIRE now-otherwise you will be so disappomted m
missing Vhis scintillating column of wit and up-to-date news.

A sums

Certo Cito • • • • Sports Edition

5 Training Regiment xounded off the ~ter season in
grand style by defeating 10 Group R.P.C. m the final of
the Nonhern Command football competition and, of course,
1 Training Regiment won all the seven-aside Rugby
tournaments in the area.
Now for the summer sports and an especially attractive
item is scheduled for 23rd, 24th and 25th June, when
Combined Services .play ithe Pakistan touring .si~e on _the
Centiral Ground. Major K. Evans, Officer Trammg Wmg,
School of Signals, is Secretary for this fixture and ha~ lots
and lots of nckets
for sale. Shouldn't
miss this if I
were you.

."

[P/Jo10 : "Northdrti Echo/' Dar/mgton

One of the new items of the Motor Cycle Display Team - a rider leaps his machine over eight of his team mates
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Poultry
Farming

Major Arthur
Brooke, of S.T.C.
Head q u a rters,
tells me it's inadvisable to put a
varocious puppy
in with week old
chicks. One learns
a lot about tactics
but as a long term
plan for egg -it
stinks.
Ne v e r theless,
he is taking his
poultry bu ine
very seriou ly, and
having difficulty
with his flock,
wrote to the Mini try of Agriculture - "Somethinf.
is wrong with my

c
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chickens. Every morning I find two or ,t hree lying oo the
ground, cold and tiff, with their feet in the air. Can you
tell me what is th mauer? "
After a while he received the following reply:
"Dear Sir,-Your c:hiiokens are dead."
Dnre Def'ifs on

~lotor

Cycle.s • • • •

So mamy eulogistic notices have been \Witten about the
Corps Motor Cycle Di play Team and w1hen each year
bring new thrills aJ11d tricks one certainly is hard put to
give adequate praise to such a wonderful show.
And o it was on 5th May on the Central Ground. Before
the largest crowd I have seen assembled there, the toom
gave a display that'll bring "Coo" from the youngsters
and " I don't believe it" f.rom the adults wherever they
appear. A look at the photographs will show you what I
mean, so wherever you are and who ever you are and you
know the team is giving a display in your area, just drop
everything and pop along.
If you're not thrilled and humoured by this display I'll
eat my F.S.M.O.
Pay Increases • • • •

It all began when I wanted to use the 'phone and asked
the Mess Corporal for change for half-a-crown.
"Sorry, Sir," he said, "since the increase in pay I only
carry paper money "-and me with all that month lef.t at
the end of my money.
However, I did receive the following appealSir,
Reference pay increase. What about it?
(Signed) Anxious Signalman.
-and I sent the following reply" I have consulted the Pay Office Sergeant and it seems

you are all wrong in your assumption that, w~th the new
rares of pay you are actually drawing less money than you
used to.
"In fact, your pay has increased by 10 shillings. Natur.a.lly, certain deductions have to be made from .tJhis, namely:
6d. Barrack Damages
3/6 Fund for Reluctant
9d. Haircut
S.Q.M.S.s.
2/6 Sergeants' Mess Fees
1/6 Gas, Water, Elec11d. Sports
tricity
6d. Barraok Damages
9d. Danger Money
6d. BaNack Damages
"You will find mat after your increase of IO/- has been
taken into consideration, you owe t!he Regimental Paymaster
I I 5 per week. A lot of people share your mistaken impression that you are losing on the deal.
"Perhaips you will now put them right on that score."
(Who says I'm not a he1pful sort of chap?).

OFFICER TRAINING WING, SCHOOL OF
SIGNALS
The main event of the past month has been the visit of
the Director of Signals, Major-General W. 0 . Bowen, c.B.,
c.B.E., who was the Inspecting Officer at the Commissioning
Parade of 317 Course on 9th April. The Commanding
Officer's prizes for the best Cadets of the half courses were
awarded to Officer Cadet D. L. Cannon and G. Clal'ke.
Also present at the parade as spectators were 32 Cadets
from Welbeck College, who were at Catterick on a week's
training visit. An account of their visit aippears elsewhere.
The Cadet and Y.O. strength of the Wing continues to
increase and with the departure of 315 Course on 10th April,
the last of the nomial sized courses left us. The five
National Service Courses at present in the Wing are each
nearly 40 strong and with a total number of over 200 Y.O.s
and Cadets, we have reached peak strength. Amongst the
new arrivals who are helping to cope with this increase is
GS.MI. Carter, who has replaced C.S.M.I. Swindells in
the gymnasium.
The highlight Qf the Wing's sport during April was in
the Northern Command Rugby seven-a-sides, in which we
reached the final and lost to I Training Regiment 8-18 after
a great fight. The successful Rugby and soccer seasons
have now finished and practices have started for cricket and
tennis, in both of which we start with high hopes. The
Small Bore Shooting experts continue to shine and at the
time of writing we are also preparing for the District Rifle
Meeting.

rovers. We were giJven a marvellous display of crosscountry riding by S.Q.M.S. Nicholson, who showed us some
of the more difficult manoeuvres on rough ground."
Apart from the various demonstrations, they were
invited to an excellent band concert given by the Corps
Band one evening; they very sportingly played us at rugger,
choosing a team from their total st!rength of 32; they had
a day's outing to the Lake District, accompanied by a few
young Regular Officers of No. 12 Subalterns Part I Course
and they watched a National Service Commissioning Parade
on 9th April.
All in all, they had a very fuJ,1 programme and there is
strong evidence that they enjoyed it thoroughly. Our thanks
are due to Royal Signals Wing, I, 2, 5 and 7 Training Regiments, who co-operated to the full in the programme for
Welbeck College. It is likely that this visit will be an annual
one so that the majority of Welbeck College boys will have
an 'impression of Royal Signals-and of Catterick Camp
before going to the R.M.A., Sandhurst.

I WAR OFFl(;E SIGNAL llEGDIENT
(TRAJ<'FIC)
This has been an uneventful month, marked only by
the slow but steady progress of the Spring. A nwnber of
bulbs (tulip) haive forced their way up through the ground,
while even some bulbs (electric) have managed to make
tlheir 31Ppearance. As a result of this, the occupants of
some barrack rooms hitherto ·plunged in ~oom, have
suddenly seen the light.
.
.
.
The ash is out before the oak, so it looks like bemg a
good sununer. On fine m~rnii:gs the .whiff of treacle in
the air indicates diat tlie wmd is bl0W1ng from Tate and
Lyle, and so is probably set.fair for the day.
The chief event of Apnl was the departure of our
R.S.M., W.O.I A. Medlycott, en route for Cyprus. His
farewell <party was well attended, and w~ sen~ him off with
every good wish. He Jeaves a gap wh1oh will be hard to
fill.
'
The farewell Regimental Dinner held in the Offic<?rs
Mess on Friday, 7th May, 1954, was perhaps a trifle
optimistic, but :n least it brought the p~oJected mov~ one
stage nearer. The dinner itself was a triumph of culmary
art-incidentally the current Messing members' swan-song.
The same night' the statue of "Jimmy~' on the Mess lawn
was found ·pointing mysteriously uphill (he usually faces
the other way). Is 1this a portent?

WESTERN t;OMMA~D SIGNAL llE(.DIE~T
The weather behaved wonderfully throughout April and
put everyone into high spirits ! On the first day of the
month we were visited by the Director of Signals, who
inspected a combined parade of Western Command Signal
Regiment and H.Q. A.E.R., Royal Signals, under corrunand
of our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. J.
Dryland. The results were most pleasing.
During the second week of April we were fortunate to
have the Corps Band in Chester. The Chester Branch of
the Royal Signals Association organised a very enjoyable
dance on 10th April, in the Town Hall, which was well
attended. On Sunday, 11th April, the Band had a full
programme. In the morning they played during a Drumhead Church Service, which was attended by all Units in
Blacon Camp; our Representative Colonel Commandant,
Major-General C. W. Fladgate, c.B.E., honouring Blacon
Camp and the Signals Association festivities with a visit over
this week-end. took the Salute at the Church Parade. In
the afternoon the Band gave a very enjoyable concert in the
Gamnont Theatre, organised by the Chester Branch of the
Association. On Monday, 12th April, the Band played for
the benefit of families at a Tea Party, and finally they provided the music for a Ladies' Guest Night, which was held
in the Officers' Mess. We send our thanks to Captain Judd
and members of the Corps Band for making the week a most
memorable one.
No. 6 Combined Cadet Force Course assembled in
Blacon Camp during April and pleased everyone by their
smartness and bearing.
The Easter holiday period provided a welcome break in a
busy iprogranune and was followed by the attendance of
Field Troop on Exercise " Black Primrose III " which, we
are assured proved most interesting. The members of the
Troop are ~ateful to Second-Lieutenant Roberts' intuition
whioh enabled them to get clear of the business end c:l a
barrage of live mortar shells !
.
The fine April weather enabled the arrears of sporung
fixtures to be completed. These included some spirited
games played in competition for the Inter-Troop Trophy.
The results were:
Hockey :
Soccer :

Winners
Runners-up
Winners ...
Runners-up

H.Q. Troop
T.M. Troop
T.M. Troop
Field Troop

One sport which is iproving most popular is soft-ball. Keen
interest is taken in "pitching-hitting homers," etc., and
we may be able to produce a first-class team with practice.

Best foot forward The Motor Cycle
Display T earn
at the
Press Show at Catterlck

[Photo : "Northern Echo,"
Darlington
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VISIT OF WELBECK COLLEGE C.C.F.
CONTINGENT TO CATTERICK CAMP

Officer Training Wing was given the responsibility of
co-ordinating the visit of 32 Cadets of Welbeck College
to Catterick Camp from 4th to 10th April. As we had our
own accommodation problems due to running double-sized
National Service courses, the Welbeck boys were given
excellent barrack accommodation close by in 5 Squadron, 7
Training Regiment, Royal Signal lines. Their meals were
provided in our Corporals' Mess and they were looked after
by Captain D. H. Searle, Second-Lieutenant D. Suckling
and Sergeant J. Oramp, of this Wing.
During their stay, the boys visited demonstrations by
Royal Signals Units in the area, which will no doubt be
described elsewhere; they thoroughly enjoyed them all and
none more than their visit to 5 Training Regiment, which
was described by one of the boys in these (uncensored)
terms:" The climax of our visit was reached with a visit to 5
Training Regiment, where we were allowed to do our worst
to the motor bikes and even to a few of the jeeps and landTHE WIRE, JUNE 1 954

The Officers
Western Command Signal
Regiment
and
H.Q. Army Emergency
Reserve
Royal Signals.

J. W. Roberts, F. A. Lynch, Captain (TOT) L. U. de B. Wilmot, Captain (QM) J. J. Ryan. 2 Lieutenant M. Josep~.
Middle Row (Left to Right) : Lieutenant (QM) H. E. Strype, Captain (QM) T. H. Luscombe, Capt>ln H. Clarke, Major (TOT) A. Juniper, Major (QM) R. M. Lynch, Major Ad ·
Hodgkins. Captains D. Hamer, A. M. Dodds, Captain (QM) A. W. Fisk. Front Row (Left to Ri11ht) : Major (TOT) T. E. Hall, ':1•jor (TOT) .R. B. Newman, Major R. W. Bra er.
Brigadier o. St. J. Hoysted. (Chief Signal Officer), Lleutenant·Colonel R. H. Copeland, Major Gen eral W . 0. Bowen, (Dore~tor of Signals), Lieutenant-Colonel L. W . J.
Dryland, Rev. P.. E. Cox. Majors G. B. McKean, C. N. P. Weatherhead, N. f. Holloday.

Back Row (lef< <a Right) : 2/ Lieutenants R. D. H. Inman,
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We are now looking forward to the opening of the cricket
ea on. In our first practice match against an eleven from
H.Q., A.E.R., Royal Signals, we managed to win by 14 runs.
The highlight was a "hat-triok" by Lance-Corporal H ead,
followed by a smart" run-out." Four wickets in four balls
i a good start for the eason !

*

THE DEPOT

HEGl.HE~T

One of the major difficulties in these Barracks is the
control of the very large areas of grass, the cutting of which
is a never-ending task. The air is filled with the strident
clatter of mowing machines as they hack their way into the
jungle, and xumour hath it that one machine forced its way
into the undergrowth only to find that the grass gr ew up
behind it, resulting in a search party going out.
The onset of summer has seen the close of soccer and we
look back on the team's record with some satisfaction. The
team has given a good account of itself in the South Devon
and Torbay Wednesday Leagues, having won four, drawn
two and lost four in the last ten games of the season in the
South D evon League, and won all three remaining games
in the Torbay Wednesday League.
Individual players worthy of note are L ance-Corporal
Williams, who has given some excellent displays of goalkeeping, Corporal Cheer, of the A.C.C., our very able rightback and captain, who has definitely he}ped to keep our
opponents scores down, and Private Cunningham (righthalf, also of the A.C.C., who has maintained excellent form.
The former have all been selected for the South D evon
League representative team which have played again st other
Leagues in Devon. For the record our fi nal performance
in the two Leagues for the season is as follows : P.

W.

L. D. F . A. Pts.

(' O!UlUAND SIGNAL llEGIMENT

and No. 2 Squad ron Annual Administrative Inspection has
now been r eceived. With one or two minor exceptions the
standard was excellent and the District Commander's
remarks were " A very sati$£actory insipection."
Sports Field. At long last work has been commenced on
our own spol\ts ground. At the moment it looks rather
like a patch of No Man's L and as our fathers mew it way
back in the 1914-18 war, but the Sapper seems to know
what he is doing willh the bulldozer and should have it
level led off in the near future. We hope to be playing on
our own ground by this time .next year-.the first time since
the Unit moved to War.ren Camp in September, 1952.
The soccer team is still having mixed success. This is
not due to al!ly lack of enthusiasm or support, but to the
fact that we have very limited faciliities for training and all
matches are on "away" grounds.
Command Wi.reless Troop are well i.nto chei'r SIUffim.er
conunitments and are away from home almost as much as
they are willh us.
As WQS ,prevtlously predicted, t!he quiet week-ends of
Warren Camp have been shattered by the arrival of No. 3
Week-end Training Centre. Large numbers descend upon
us each week-end, 1tear round in small circles and depart
in a cloud of dust ait about 4 p.m. Sunday afternoon. The
Officers and W .O.'s and Se11geams Messes have successfully
catered for up to 20 and 32 extra members respectively,
with the possibility of these illumbers .increasing in the
future. To date we are able to report " No incidents."
S.S.M. Skinner has left us for B.A. O.R. and Sergeant
Ha~ton having completed 22 yea:rs' sen.Uce has gone to
pen sio n.

Position

South Devon League ... .. . 24 rr 9 4 61 56 26 5th out of 13
Torbay Wednesday League .. . 8 4 4 o 28 26 8 3rd out of s
The Sailing Club has now five West of England Class
"Redwings " (14ft. dinghies) down on Haldon Pier,
Torquay, and is ready for an enjoyable sailing season.
Timing races were held by the Torquay Corinthian Yacht
Club on Easter Monday and again on 24th and 28th April,
and our two entries had a very enjoyable race on each
occasion.
The weather has been a little :unkind for dinghy ra~ing
with 50 miles per hour gales on Saturday, the 1st of May,
for the first Points Race, and racing was cancelled.
The main object of this year's racing is the "National
Redwing Championship Week" at Torquay from 30th
August to 4th September. We intend to "have a go."
The cricketers this season have a pitch that can be called
by that name without a blush, and in common with the best
c.ounty sides opened their season on Saturday, 8th May, with
a match against the Torquay Willows. Although we lost
by 56 runs, this was no disgrace. S.S.M. Knight came out
with a match analysis of 8 wickets for 41 runs and Captain
Turner set about leather bashing with a very attractive 48
runs. The tables were reversed on Wednesday, 12th May,
when we beat Broadhempston.
The Regimental Sports are being held during the Regime~tal Week-end and the tug-of-war final will be pulled off
durmg the afternoon between the Messing Troop and 1
Squadron (odds are on the Cooks, as the Messing Officer
is suspected of diverting prime rump steaks in their
direction).
The shots of the unit under Lieutenant Marley have been
busy on the range recently retesting possibles for the Bisley
team. They are meeting up at Bulford next week with the
Southern Command Signals shots to produce the final team
to ret?rese;it the Corps in the Command at Bisley.
I t 1s with regret that we have said goodbye to S.S.M.
D itchfield and his family on posting to Malaya. Our very
best wishes go with him in his new Regiment.
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Annual Administrative Inspection. The result of R.H.Q.

CORPS FLAGS

Royal Signals Corps Flags and Union J acks are
available through H .Q., Royal Signals Association,
88 Eccleston Square, Lond on, S.W. r.
8'
6'
4'
4'
3'
2'

CORPS
x 4'
x 3'
x 3'
x 2'
x 2'
x 18"

FLAGS
@ 68/ @ 48/6
@ 42/6
@ 38/6
35/6
27/-

UNION JACKS
6'
x 3'
@ 36/4'6" x 2'3" @ 22/6
8'
x 4'
@ 55/6

~

PLUS POSTAGE

Accounts are sent direct to the Unit from the
makers if the Unit is situated in the United Kingdom.
T o save delay, Association H .Q. pays for the orders
of overseas Units and then asks for reimbursement.
As the Crest has to be hand painted, orders should
be placed as early as possible.

COUPS BAND

V ACANCIBS FOR BANDBOYS
There are a few vacancies for Band Boys in
the Corps Band. Musical experience is not
essential but applicants should not be more
man 16 years of age.
Full particulars from:The Band President,
7 Training Regiment, Royal Signals,
Catter.iok Camp, Yorks.
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C .S . O .' s

EXERC I SE,

1. Lieutenant F . J. Dobson
2. Brigadier G. S. O "N. Power,
C.B.E.
3. Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. S.
Tulloch, O.B.E.
4. Major K . J. Hinton
5. Lieutenant-Colonel P. C.
Williams
6. Lieutenant-Colonel P. G.
Goodeve-Docker
7. Lieutenant L. E . James
8. Lieutenant O . P. Devenish
9. 2/Lieutenant D. L. S. Jones
10. Lieutenant R. E. J. Bishop
11. Major E. A. Sinnock
12. Lieutenant-Colonel R. G.
Baker
13. Lieutenant A . L. Phillips,
M.C.

SOUTHERN

14. Captain J.B. Derham
15. Captain R. F. Brown
16. Major F . J. Ba~
17. Major G. P. Atkinson
18. Captain R. D. Forrest
19. Lieutenant W. D. Mcintyre
20. Captain M.A. F. Hiles
21. Lieutenant A. J. Keble-White
22. Major T. R. Cook
23. Captain R. H. Stock
24. Lieutenant J. R. Durrant
25. Lieutenant D. S. Garton
26. Brigadier E. S. Cole, C.B.E.
27. Major L. G. Warren
28. Mafor W. C. Ramsey
29. Major S. H. McKay
30. Major N. D. Farmer
31. Maior G. A. Fleming
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32. Captain N. W. E. Wight
. Captain W. G . T~c~er
33
34. Major F. T. C. Williams
35. Major G. Proudman
36. Major T. L. Ronald
37. Captain A . A. G. Anderson
38. Major A. M. R. Malleck
. Captain A. D. Ad~ock
39
40. Major A. E. Hollingshead
4i . Major R . H . B. Evans
42. Major H.P. Barnes
43. Lieutenant-Colonel A. T.
Sladen
44. Lieutenant-Colonel W. G.
Daubeny
45. Major L. E. O. Evans, T.D.
46. Major M. A. Lloyd
47. Major W. E. Lyske
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48. Captain V. I. Milne
4 9. Captain L. J. Sharp
50.
2/Lieutenant M. Adams
51. Captain A. Mowatt
52. Lieutenant A . V. Bagwell
53. Lieutenant A. G. H. Wainwright
54- Captain M. M. Barber
55. Lieutenant W. S. L. Ellis
56. Captain T. G. Simpson .
57. 2/Lieutenant D. R. D. Willis
58. Major N. T. Warren, M.B.E.,
T.D.
59. Major E. 0. Smith, D.C.M.
6o. Captain D. C. Hibberd
61. 2/LieutenantP. G. McDonald
62. Major R. j. Harvey
63. Captain G. W. Carpenter
64. Mr. E. Foster

Some Russians
rnHBSE days one is constantly adjured to .le~. about and .

.l underst and the Russians. Whether this JS m order to
follow the precept "krrow your enemy," or its countefP!1rt
" love thy neighbour," depends upoi: the source of the mjunction. In either case, understandmg can only be _found
in knowledge and the best source of knowledge m this case
lies in person;u contact and dealings. Ge!Dlany, post W?~ld
War II has pr ovided many and vanous opport~iu<;s
between' ourselves and members of the U . ~.S .R., bo~ mdividiually and collectively. This account JS offered m .the
cause of promoting better knowledge and und7rstandmg.
The incidents are selected at random and are m no way
int erconnected.
·
d
The first was accidental, in more way~ than one, an
entirely unsought. It began with the Russian sentry at t?e
Western bauier to the Soviet controlled autobahn to Berl.in.
H e looked at the passes of a British party, each .of w~ich
colourfully displayed the Union Jack, chec~ed this .agam.st
the la.rger one on the front of the car, v.:ith a smile said
" Americanski, O.K." and lifted the barrier. _Soon aft~,
the C:ar an old German one, broke down. It did so agam,
and ye~ again, and darkness overtook the party before they
were halfway to Berlin. No efforts could get Jt started and
while the party were debating what to do, a small, bedraggled
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looking saloon car pulled up al~m~ide wi~ six ~ussian
officers in it. Each one in turn ms~sted on inspect~g the
defunct engµie, displaying as they did so a complete ignorance of things mechanical. They all finally seemed to agree
that it was defunct. In a hybrid tongue, mostly German,
they offered a tow and immediately set to work themsel".es
on connecting up tow ropes,. and wer~ altogether most pohte
and helpful. Off the combined paroes set.
Some miles on, they turned off the aut~bahn and pull~
up in front of a house well lit ?P by floodl~ghts and heavily
guarded by Soviet Army sentries armed with tonuny gun~.
The car was parked under a light, a guar? pla~ over It
and the party in'Vited into the house while r~airs were
carried out. An enquiry about the luggage l~t m the car
solicited the information th~t it could be qwte safely left,
as the repairs would be earned out on the spot:
Inside the Mess, for such it was, entertamment was
friendly and good, though burdensomely slow. Even ~ t;x?ttle
of whisky, one of the Russian's most treasured acq~sitton~
at that time, was produced, and the food w~s good, .if. some
what oily. At length, after repeated but polite enqwnes, .the
car was announced repaired, and the party went outside.
The engine was running, profuse thanks were offered, and
the British officers took their seats. One of them glanced
191

casually at the luggage in the back and to his horror saw that
the lock
the cases had been neatly cut out. He looked
at the arc-light at the entries, and failed to restrain
a violent exclamation. One cf the Soviet officers looked in
to the car, apologised and said "We find it so difficult m
control these Germans ." This was just about un-answcrable. A later check revealed a lot missing, but luckily
nothing cf importance had been in the cases.
Another close meeting occurred after a ses ion of the
Allied Control Council. This august, high-level body had
the shock of the more extremeiy opposing views of its four
member nation largely ironed out for it by a Co-ordinating
Co:nmittee, where arguments were long and often acrimonious. It was perhaps because of this pre-sorting of
ideas that the four Comman<ler -in-Chief of that time managed to remain on co.'Ilparatively good terms. On purely
personal grounds General Clay and Marshal Sokolovsky
could be spoken of as friends and, on business, all three
western Commanders-in-Chief had an admiration for their
Ru sian opposite number. When the representative of a
great nation is instructed to put forward a view known to
be the antithesis of that of the others, there is no doubt that
his methods of so doing make or mar his relationship on
that body. General Koenig's method was bright and
breezy, sometimes apologetic, but a1ways firm. Marshal
Sokolovsh.")' on the other hand never seemed quite sure of
himself when faced with pages of instructions from Moscow
which he knew would completely put a stop to the work in
hand at the conference. It was easy to see when such instructions for him bad arrived. With an expressionless face,
he would read off the Moscow-written speech with a r ush,
not waiting for the interpretors, who stood behind him
wondering what to do. Finally, the low-voiced R ussian
monologue would cease, and, if one of the others did not say
so first, Sokolovsky would say, in a more normal voice,
that he assumed no verbal translation was req uired. This,
naturally, was always the end of that particular item, if not
the whole meeting.
At the particular meeting in question, all four parties
were in good humour, for they had discussed nothing of
importance and agreement had been easy. It was even
being rumoured that the sphinx-like countenance of a certain R ussian brigadier, who never left the side of Marshal
Sokolovsky, had been soon to relax at one corner of one
Mongoloid eye: everyone wondered what his reports to
Moscow said of his master, who himself probably wondered
more than most. As the Commanders-in-Chief led the
way from the conference room, exchanging a few words
here and there, Marshal Sokolovsky stopped to have a talk.
He was in a friendly and communicative mood, and
appeared to glance round the room to see who was within
earshot. The Mongol Brigadier, as he was always called,
for once was not; in fact the Marshal was almost alone.
The conversation that ensued was remarkable for its
ease and freedom, particularly as it was between a Marshal
of the Soviet U~ion, who knew little of the English tongue,
and a co:nparauvely very junior officer of the British army
wh<? certainly knew no Russian. T heir talk got on to the
subject of books and what were available in translations in
each other's countries. T he British officer had to admit of
little first hand knowledge of Russian authors, but the
Marshal, it appeared, was an avid reader of British works.
His favourites were Shakespeare and Galsworthy, particularly the latter, almost all of which were available in Russian
~ut it was th<: final question, p<ise<l in such a way as genu~
mely to seek mformation, which left the British Colonel in
a quandary. The Marshal asked him if it was true that the
Forsyte Saga painted an accurate picture of present day life
in England.
The Mongol Brigadier and Semeonov, at that time the
head of their Polit-bureau in G erm any, were with them
again before nhe Col?nel had made any coherent reply, and
the Marshal had busmess elsewhere before he got his information. It was noticeable that Semeonov returned shortly

afterwards and carried on a rather pointless conversation
with the British officer.
As was the custom, the Colonel was later having a meal
with his opposite numbers of the Allied forces, and he mentioned the incident. He discussed it in particular with the
Russian, a plea ant and very intelligent woman, who was
well-read and who had spent some time in Bngland. Unfortunately neither of them noticed one of the Mongol
Brigadier's minions at a nearby table. A few days later,
through a Latvian murual friend, the C ofonel received a
message obviously passed while under S\::Vete stress in
which the Russian woman bade him farewell; she wa; on
her way back to Moscow, perhaps beyond, under guard.
It appeared that some of their conversation had been overheard and conclusion'S drawn from it which lead the Soviet
authorities to decide that she was inclined to be too friendly
with the British. One would like to know her fate.
Two more small experiences of close contact with Russians were complementary. The first again took place on
the autobahn. Two British officers motorilillg from Berlin
to the British Zone were stopped on a lonely stretch of road
by a Russian soldier for no apparent reason. He was armed
with a tommy-gun and, in bad but understandable German
he began to be abusive. One of them, who was somewha~
quick of temper, disarmed the Russian and, with a pistol
firmly against his neck, made him get into the car. Their
intention was simiply to teach him a sharp lesson in manners
by making rum walk some miles back to find his gun, which
they had thrown into the forest. (With the pros and cons
of such action, incidenta11ly, we are not concerned here).
The Red soldier began to blubber and, when they stopped
to deposit him he almost went on his knees for mercy.
They were left in no doubt as to how he expected the incident would end. When left to find his own way back he
was surprised and bewildered.
The com,plementary incident took place on their return
to Berlin the next day. One of them was accompanying
the normal night patrol of the Military Police, which, at
that time, had comparatively good quadriipartite co-operation. The patrol picked up a soldier of the Red Army, who
although only friendly-drunk, being in the British Secto;
might easily have caused a disturbance. He was taken to
the Soviet police post and the officer in charge was told
what bad haippened. He was most aipologetic for the behaviour of the man and said the case would be dealt with
at once. It was; uhat Russian was taken out and shot.
It is not difficult to dra.w the more obvious conclusions
fro.:n such minor but personal experiences- the R·ussians
seem to lack c;ertain morals, are quite ruthless, and may
be backward-but just how much of these qualities belong
t<J the individual and how much to the Communist system
is more difficult to determine. Some attempt at friendliness is there, both on a high and a low level, and the writer,
for one, is convinced that it is not all "part 9f the system":
it is probably one of the strongest reasons for uhe Soviet
maintenance of an iron curtain, ,proof against personal
contact.

llO YAL T OU R NAMENT, 1954
John Bull, published on 29th May, 1954, contaiined a
most excellent article on the R oyal Tournament, entitled
"Colonel Dyer's Volunteer's Invade Show Business," by
John Harman.

*

*

*

While the July WIRE will contain the WIRE'S impr::ssions
of this year's tournament, it is clear from the reaction of
the Press to the dress rehearsal on 31st M ay that the Royal
Signals M otor Cycle D isplay is going to be "top of the
bill " in popular esteem.
Newspaper r eaction is alwa}"s interesting and clearly the
established favo urites of the T ournamen t retain their place.
T he R oyal Signals Display is-an established favo urite.

2 A.A. (M) SIGNAi. REGIMENT

On 21st Aipril 48 W.R.A.C. and 54 Royal Signals repreented the Regiment in the large march past arranged as
part of the Aldersh<;>t Centenary Celebrations. The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. Rowfand, M.B.E.,
heartily congranu!ated all concerned on the high standard
of turn-out and performance. This was, indeed, a memorable day in ~he history of the Regiment and the 5'1lute was
taken by the G.0.C. Alders.hot District, Major-General
A. D. Campbell, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., M.C.
Several important contributions have been made to the
cultural and social life of the Unit within the last few weeks.
Two television sets have been hired and TV Clubs organised
for both N.C.O.s and Signalmen.
Sport, as usual, is well to ~e fore in extr~ mural
activities. Lance-Co11poral Nodding, W.R.A.C., IS to be
congratulated on her being one of two representing 2 A.A.
Group in the Combined Women's Service Display Team of
Indian Cub Swinging at the 1954 Royal Tournament.
The football team was placed sixth in the Aldershot
District Small Units Football Leagu~, winning eight and
drawing two out of a possible _17 matches.
. .
.
Preliminary trials are now m progress ~nd 1t 1s believed
that under the able direction of Second-:Lieutenan_t Hemus,
the Unit team will play a notable part m local c~1cket. In
athletics, too, a team is preparing to compete m 2 A.~.
Group Athletic Championships to be held at Aldershot m
early JU111e.

[Photo : courtesy "Daily Sketch"

Aldershot Centenary Parade - 2AA(M) Signal Regiment, W.R.A.C.
Contingent.

EURO PE
18 ARMY GUOUP SIGN"AL llEGDIEN T
All Fools Day saw the main body of the Regiment m~v~

out to the wet wood ion which I Squadron had been livmg
for a fortnight, laying the lines for Exercise "New Allianc~."
There was still a few days in hand befo~e the Ex~rc1se
started, so the Officers seized the opportumty of ~olding a
Rea-imental Guest Night to say farewell to Captam A. G.
Cl;pham, who has been in charge of Pay for the last twelve
months. In spke of heavy rain, the cooks-led by Corporal
McCabe, A.C.C.-and a staff of amateur ~airers pro_duc<:d
a dinner which one would scarcely have believed possible ~
the Field. Which all goes to show, you never know unul
you try.
The Exercise was a great success. The staff-and not
least the C.S.0.-were satisfied, and we all learned at least
something more about our job in the Field. No. ~ Construction Troop livin" in a water-logged wood beside the
Netherlands Co~s H.Q., learned how to build beds out
pickets, staywire and anything else that came to hand, m
order to sleep dry. They al~o learned how to smoke D utch
al
cigars.
. .
M · G
During tlle Exercise we were VISl ted b¥
ajor- ener
Bry"oo F.rench Army who is C.S.O. of Allied Land Forces,
cer:iral Europe, and' by our own C.-in-C., General Sir

?i

11 A.A. (M) SIGNAL BEGDIENT (T.A.)

We apologise for the non-appearance of notes from this
Regiment in recent copies of T H E W I R E and hope to
appear more frequently in future.
. .
During March the WRAC held a trammg wee~end,
which included the 1953 WRAC Drill and Netball Fmals,
both events being won by 67 Squa?ron.
Over the Easter holiday the Reg~ent . ran ~ succ_ess~ul
camp at Lippitts Hill which had as its mam object a jumor
NCO s D and D. Course under S.S.M. Froud. A
p~rty :.Vas held on Saturday evening ~ the NAAFI f~r
the large number of p7ople w~o contrived to have their
birthdays over the holiday period!
. .
Since then, the Officers have attende_d a Tra~mg :v.eekend, in order to exercise themselves lJ?- all. th.elf military
faculties, during which they succeeded m. biddmg farewell
to Brigadier and Mrs. Morrison on posung to. M.~.L.F.,
and the Adjutant, Captain A. P. B a~er, who 1s going to
B.A.0.R., and welcoming into the Regun~nt from B.A.0.R. ,
Captain A. G. Clapham as the new Adjutant.

18 A RMY G ROUP SIGNAL REGIMENT CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM 1954

WINNERS BAO R ROYAL SIGN ALS CHAMPIONSHIP
Bock Row : Corporal G•rvcy, 2 Lieutenant Wauon. L'Corporal Wiikes, Corporal
March•nt 2/ Lleuten•nt Newman, Signalman Mellor, L Corporal W•llacc,
Front Ro.; : Corpor•I Cossins. Corporal Christle, L Corporal lbbouon. Major
Holifield, Signa lman Chestcrs. Corporal Hod1son. L Corporal Foulds
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Richard Gale. The latter on arrival at the Transmitter site,
asked" But where are the sets? "- which was a very pretty
compliment to our camouflage.
The Exercise ended on the Monday before Easter and
the bulk of the Regiment were in barracks by the end of
the week. We are now busy cleaning ourselves up, holding
stocktaking boards and settling down to a little individual
training.
During April we welcomed Major J. V. Warner, O.C.
3 quadron designate, and Captain J. L. Mcl<.eller, our
new Officer i/c Pay.
We also celebrated the wedd~ng of Miss Sheila Cuffe,
daughter of Major W. J. Cuffe, B.E.M., our Chief Cipher
Officer, to Captain M. H. W. Cooper, Royal Signals, late of
this Regiment. Since both bride and bridegroom were both
well-known to many of us, it was very fitting that the reception should take place in our Officers' M ess. The Regiment
ends its best wishes to the happy couple, now at Catterick.
Lasit month we announced our success in the InterRegimental cross-<:<>untry. Here is a photograph of the team
taken after their kit had bee!l to the Dhobi.

WELCOME TO THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL
SIGNALS INSTITUTION, THE FIRST COPY
OF WHICH REACHED "THE WIRE" ON
25th MAY, 1954
2 I,. OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT

G ARHOL"RED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL DEGIMEl\"T

Since our last notes we have said farewell to LieutenantColonel E. I. E. Mozley, who bad to return to U .K. to
recover from a sudden unfontunate illness, and welcomed
our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel P. G.
Curry, from the 42nd (Lancashire) Infantry Division (T.A.).
Other departures are Captains WiHis and McCormack and
Lieutenant Rylam:_.::.all founder members of the re-formed
Regiment, who will have gone by June and will be sadly
missed.
The final of our Inter-Troop Soccer League resulted in
a win for "D " Troop---all the more creditable when you
consider the size of t!!he Troop, even though they were
helped by L.A.D.
The Officers played the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
at hockey in a hailstorm during the Easter break and confounded the experts by holding them to a draw. The
Officers, in fact, described this as a moral victory.
. Mr. _Derwen_t,_ our R.S.M., has recently achieved one of
his ma1or ambrttons by purchasing on behalf of the W.O.'s
and Sergeants' Mess a lovely 18-inoh high model of
"Jimmy " in solid silver, beautifully modelled and
mounted on an ebony plimh.
Our picture hardly does it justice but does show the
fine proportions of this beautiful centrepiece which does the
Mess great credit.

The Gua_rd of Honour provided for the C.-in-C., A.L.F.C.E. (General
Carpentier of France). on his visit to Divisional Headquarters.
General Carpentier 1s accompanied by Major T. R. Warburg.

I I

ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIHENT

The summer training season started off well with
exercise " Pied Piper " at the end of March-it rained the
whole time! Somehow it always manages to rain at least
once during _every exercise. The Unit enjoyed? its week at
Sennelager m March when we carried out our Annual
Range Courses and Physical Efficiency Tests. Our cong~at~ations go to "D" Troop/H.Q., I Squadron, for
wmnmg the Inter-Troop Shooting Competition and to "H"
Troop/H.Q.,. 2 Squadron, for winning the Inter-Troop
Phys1cal Effic1e.ncy Tests Competition. Our only casuhlty
was Second-Lieutenant Cochrane, who unfortunately hurt
~s back i~ .a jeep accident. He is still in hospital at the
ume of wnung and we Jook forward to his early return.
\Yednesday, 10th March, was virtua1ly a day off for the
Urut, who were very well represented amongst the
spectators at the final of the Army Rugby Football Cup held
at Hanover. I Training Regiment thoroughly deserved
their ~I-6 victory over I South Wa les Borderers. The
following week, at Sennelager, we shared a cookhouse with
the South Wales Borderers. ,Fonunately no-one mentioned
Rugby.
We extend a welcome to Major Thornton, Lieutenant
(Q.M.) Judd, Lieutenant N. B. Moss (from a Jong spell of
being " sick at home ") and R.S.M. Rawlinson.
Recent losses include three stalwarts of the Unit. R.S.M.
Tyers has been with the Regiment since September, 1951,
a~d has now go11;e to the U.K. to take Uip an appointment
with a T.~. Reg!ffi~t. ~ore. his departure he was presented w1th a swtably mscnbed pace stick. S.S.M.
Hunter has done sterling work .in Headquarters Squadron.
On the day a£ter his departure, we read .in the Daily Mirror
of the suc~ess. of his so;i Dennis, aged n years, who gained
second pnze m a National Art Competition. Congratulations, Dennis. Sergeant Young, of Able Troop fame has
been posted to 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment and is n~w a
S.Q.M.S.

n.H.Q./ 1 Squadron. Spring is in the air once again
and shades of winter recede seemingly into the distant past.
Dusseldorf, as usual, lived up to its reputation and we had
heavy snow and brilliant sunshine on the same day. However, it would seem that a fine spell has set in and everybody
is busily getting muscles stretched and straightening out
winter kinks, preparatory to the summer sports and
pastimes. Football fixtures are a thing of the past, and
although the Squadron did not get a high position in the
local League table, the games were enjoyed by all who
participated. Perhaps next year will present a different
picture with regard to league position. No doubt, certain
people are looking forward with some trepidation to the
return of Signalman Goodwin from his P.T. Instructors
Course. The latest trials for athletics suggest that various
people can do all these strenuous looking events without
harming themselves an awful lot. The more promising
athletics are now under the watchful eye of Captain Smith
and if he has his way, we shall have several budding Piries,
Zatopeks and Jessie Owens. Cricket practice takes place,
with Captain Tidey in charge, and this year the team is
all new blood. We should see some really good games.
Swimming will start shortly, as soon as the Swimming
Pool opens for the season, and we hope to win the District
Shield for aquatic SipOrts once again.
We have said "Cheerio" to Lieutenant Pyper and his
T.E. Troop, who will be with II Air Formation Signal
Regiment for the next six months. We shall miss those
smiling faces, but no doubt will see them again. Our best
wishes go with them.
Exercises took toll of our manpower during the first half
of the month, and the S.S.M. almost had to get down to
polishing floors himse!tf. The excitement seems to have
died down again now and those concerned are back to
normal.
Second-Lieutenant Sitwell, the old stager of the National
Service Officers, will shortly be leaving us and he and his
"jaloppy" will be sadly missed, particularly among the
sporting fraternity. Does anybody want a good car for 10/-.
To those who have recently joined us, we extend a hearty
welcome, and those who have gone to civvy street take our .
best wishes for the future with them. We also hope the
T.A will benefit f.rom the knowledge and experience gained
whilst with the Regular clement.
Following upon a long winter period and
the late anri.ivaJ ·o f Spring, the opening of the cricket and
athletic seasons introduce a we!rome variety.
The cricket team, ably led by " Bill " Fawley, has got off
to a good SJtart, having won the three games so far played.
Unfortunately, courses and postings have already started
to affect continuity, nevertheless, we are confident of retaining the Championship Shield.
.Second-Lieutenant Martin and Mr. Mayhew are wo.M:ing overtime trying to discover potential athletes; working
on the prill1ciple so ably demonstrated by 3 Divisional
Signals of Bulford fame, that you never know how many
" Dal'k Horses " are shieing off Exerci e, all ranks are
"Burning Up" the tracks around the Hindenburg Stadium.
Ex-members of the Squadron will learn wihli surprise
that we almost beat 4 Armoured Workshop "A" team in
the semi-final of the Garrison Cup. The magnificent spirit
displayed by the Squadron team was easily its best ever
and alnhough it is invidious to mention names, the steadi2 Squadron.

ness of Corporal Boyle and the energy and skill displayed
by our ·own Tom Finney-Jefferies and Huntington almost
produced the answer.
The past month has been a record for the number of
co11plimentary remarks received by the Squadron for both
its teohnical efficiency and its contribution to a number of
successful social activities throughout the District. Nos.
I and 2 (G.S.0.) Construction Troops continue to earn the
highest praise from visiting Gunner and R.A.C. Regiments
of all the N.A.T.O. countries using the Ranges.
We welcome to the family Mrs. Gibbs and Mrs. Clarke,
and say " Au Revoir " to Sergeant Holden on his promotion
to S.Q.M.S. and departure to Signals 7 Armoured Division.
He will add strength to their hockey and cricket teams and
our very best wishes go with him and Mrs. Holden.
BERLIN SIGNAL SQUADUON

Since our last contribution to THE WIRE much has
happened in this Four-Power City. The Foreign Ministers'
Conference got under way in January in a winter temperature averaging 30 degrees of frost, and quite a few of the
Squadron came to recognise and chat with various members
of the large delegations taking part in the "parley.'' The
Conference naturally kept us busy for close on a month,
providing couriers, D.R.s, operators and public address
"operators," the latter for the various receptions held in
sub-zero temperatures.
Almost simultaneously we said goodbye to our G.O.C.,
Major-General Coleman, our Brigade Commander, Brigadier
"Freddie" Stephens, and our own S.S.M. Cartledge; the
new arrivals being Major-General Oliver, Brigadier Sandars
and S.S.M. Bracken. We wish them. all a happy stay in
Berlin.
Close on the heels of the Conference came our annual
administrative inspection, and the way in which our 0.C.,
Major Brunnen, manoeuvred the Squadron on parade
through a mass of R.M.P., Brigade H.Q. and Signals transport was something to be marvelled at.
Recently the Squadron has acquired new German-built
equipment in order to operate our rather complicated
command net, and so the struggle with 16 CN 348 and one
original Model R.A.F. II3I 7X and II32 RX has come to
an end. Control is fortunate in having his aerials on top of
a tower. We put the equipment to the test on the Berlin
inter-Allied Spring manoeuvres in the forest of the Grunewald. The line and wireless commitments were such that
some very heLpful assistance was given in the form of three
CV's and a Gin Palace complete with 36 men under Captain
McCormack from 6 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
The exercise went down quite well, despite the slightly
chilly early April air.
As these notes are written we are preparing for May Day,
when East and West Berliners both hold mammoth rallies.
Under the management of Sergeant Jackson cricket is
about to begin, and rwe are, of course, hoping for a good
season.
5 AGllA (A.A.) SIGNAL SfllTADHOl\"
The first formation exercise, christened by our erudite
staff "Cretan Bull " has come and gone without unit disaster. Communications worked very well on the whole, so
apart from exhausted linemen, worn-Out sulbalterns and
switchboard operators with frayed nerves, we are fit.
Several unit exercises need one of our Fire Command Signal
Troops, so tt>at we see quite a lot of the countryside.
Sergeant Ewens has also left for U.K. leaving a gap in
the efficient Referees' panel which we organised. We
should like to congratulate his wife and him elf on their
new son, born 3rd April, 1954.
Rugby football has been wound up in energetic tyle.
In the AGRA (A.A.) Cup we were beaten but not disgraced
by the 74 LA.A. Regiment 15-0. In the even-a- ide com-
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petition we faced this re¥iment again_ and lost 15-8. If we
had combined better earlier on, we rmght have won. LanceCorporal Gore and Signalman T aylor were our try-scorers.
The team included ignalmen Lomas and Ryall-Haney,
Sapper Davi , Major Bircumshaw and Captain Parker.
Cricket has reached net stage and we hope that the
season will not be ~o cut up by exercises as last year. ~ail
ing ha started and soon we. hope to have som~ qualified
Pirate skippers if only to relieve the Commanding Of_fi~er
of the risk of going "in the drink." (Note tl:e preposmon
used advisedly).
The recent Soccer highlight was undoubtedly the Officers
and Sergeants plus Corporal Bartlett, and an excellent goalkeeper, Signalman Grindley, versus the rest of the
Squadron. Signalman Grindley alone saved the Offic~s
and Sergeants from double the 6-1 score. Excessive
modesty prevents the writer from naming the scorer for
the losers. All good fun for the noisy spectators, whom tte
S.S.M. bas noted for reprisals.
So if one mentions the addition of riding and athletics
it would appear unfairly that we never work. Sufficient to
say that we are as the celebrated undressed revue theatre
"We never close.'
Stop Press. Congratulations to Sergeant Campbell, G.,
whose wife bas presented him with a son.

11 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL HEGDlENT
Once again exercises have caught up with us and this
month bas seen a large part of the Regiment in the field
on Exercise " New Alliance." In sp~te of this and the
activities of Wing Signal Troops in preparing for their
annual Administration Inspection, we have still been able
to achieve good results in the sporting world.
Hockey. The hockey season for 1954 is now ove.r and
a very successful season it bas been. The Regiment won
the Royal Signals B.A.0.R. Championship and the R.A.F.
Central League, both for the third year in succession, and
in addition became the Lubbecke District Champions for
1954, defeating H.Q. R.A.S.C., Osnabruck, b~ three goals
to two, on the Stadium ground, Bad Osynhausen. Colonel
H. L. Lewis, c.B.E., Chief Air Formation Signal Officer,
kindly preseDJted the shield and individual prizes.
Soccer. On Saturday, 1st May, the 1953-54 soccer season
ended on a victorious note for r Squadron. It was on this
date that, as winners of the ZECO " B " League, we played
the winners of the " A" League (No. 8 Command Post'<ll
Depot), to decide the championship. The match ended in
a 3-2 win for us, after an exhibition of good, clean soccer.
The Championship Shield and " B " League Cup were
presented by the Garrison Commander, Herford. We now
have the honour of beirlg the first Signal Unit to win dle
championship.
We say farewell to Driver Galliers, our skipper, who bas
now departed for civilian life and who was unfortunate to
miss the championship game. We wish _brim good luck in
"Civvy Street."
Crickei. The recent fine spell has enabled us to get in
some serious practice and review the capabiltties of
cricketers in the Regiment. There are a few members of
last year's team stilll with us, in spite of the posting efforts
of Records (particularly in the case of one of our stalwarts,
S.Q.M.S. Fletcher) and a lot of promising talent amongst
new arrivals, so we have high hopes of building a good
Regimental side.
We have already had one match agains.t r A.S.S.U.,
which went in our favour and we are now looking forward
to some measure of success in nhe Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.)
Inter-Unit competition. Our first opponents are 2 Infantry
Division Signal Regiment. At present we have no prepaa.-ed
wicket on our sports field but if the Garrison Engineer
fullfils his promise we shall have a Dutch wicket by midMay.
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r Squad1·on. Almost ~mmediately after the last Trade
Board of the season, Exercise " New Alliance " took most
of the Regin1ent out in the field for a month or more. After
a few days of fine weather we suffered two weeks of continuous rain and many cable routes were laid under tlle
most adverse conditions, witlh the effect that we had an
almost roo per cent. communications efficiency- a credit to
all concerned.

12 AIR FOillUATION SIGNAL REGDIENT
Exercise "New Alliance," the mairl military activity of
the month, passed off so far as the Regiment was concerned,
very smoothly. Compared with previous exercises it was
a leisurely affair, perhaps because we are becoming a little
more expert than we were before. The sun shone throughout, though without much heat, and while the staff got on
with the paper war, batches of lineme n, temporarily unemployed could be observed acquiring that sought-after tan!
Despite the weather Easter was a welcome break.
The visit of Marshal Juirl to Wahn Station provided us
with another opportunity for exhibiting our prowess and
of putting our goods in the shop window. We were also
duly impressed by the fly-past and the rocket attacks on
targets on the airfield by Vampires.
The final of the Football Knock-Out Competition for
Royal Signals Units ir1 Germany was played at Herford on
24th April agairlst rrth Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment. At least 70 members of the Regiment travelled to
support the team. We were all naturally disappointed
when, after a hard struggle, we lost two goals to nil.
We congratulate 1 rth Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment's team who. were most worthy winners. Congratulations also to Signalman Cotterill and his men for fighting
their way through all the rounds, all except one beirlg
away matches.
Corporal Paton, now a civilian but, we hope, still a
reader of THE WI R E will be glad to know that his
training methods produced a very fine team.
Our activities are now devoted to producing an equally
good cricket eleven.

SHAPE SIGNAL S{tUADllON
On completing his tour of duty at SHAPE, Major
Leyson has been posted to H.Q., Northern Con:urumd, and
Major Gray has arrived from War Office to take over
command of the Squadron.
In addition to being well represented in the H.Q.
Battalion foouball team, -t he Squadron bas played two games
this month agairlst ALFCE S1gnal Squadron and Air
Formation Signals; beating the former but losing to the
fatter.
Of the ten boxers chosen to represent the British
E lement, SHAPE, against the British Element at ALFCE,
six were from the Squadron, and Corporal Elsey, Signalmen Brown, Melrose and Jenner won their fights.
In ~be very successful Squadron athletics meeting he1d at
MarJy Stadium, by kind permission of M. le Maire, a
combined H.Q. and Cipher Troop carried off the InterTiroop trophy and outstanding individual performances were
given by W.0.II Grant, Signalmen MacKay and Reeve.
The final event of the month was the Inter-Unit crosscountry championship, in which the Squadron gained third
place, and had it1he honour of providing the first man home;
S.S.M. Grant completing the sniff st -mile course, in pouring rain, in 28 minutes 45 seconds.
Our Branoh of the Signals Association is flourishing and,
as this is the tourist season, we extend a welcome to any
Corps personnel vi~iting PaTis and invite !them to call
Galvani. 3000 EXT 4968 for information on "do's and don'ts
in Paris " and for news of local Association functions.
THE WIRE, JUNE 1954

ROYAL SIGNAL PATROL RACE TEAM
(Left to right}

Captain Irwin, Signalman Armstro ng, Corporal
Cockshott, Lance /Corporal Wilson

D.T.A. SIGNAL SftUADllON
After considerable re-organisation we have now settled
down to be known as "B.T.A. Signal Squadron," under
which title we will continue to write ir1 future. Although we
are now muCh fewer in numbers, the sporting spirit still
continues to exist, as you can see from our efforts ir1 the skiing competition.
The snow this season arrived late and was inclined to be
thin when it did come. The ski instructors had a difficult
task in picking out a downhill and slalom course for the
B.T.A. championships. However, when the time came the
weather was perfect and the snow in excellent condition.
This year we were really determined to show the other
Units that the Royal Signals could ski. Last season we
finished seventh out of nine Units, but that was our first
effort, and in the intervening time we had put in a lot of
practice. A team of 17 Signalmen, drawn from Klagenfurt
Signal Troop and 12 Wirelt!ss Squadron, were ready to
compete in the three classes of events, the open and the first
and second year novices.
The patrol and langlauf races were already behind us,
where we had finished fifth and fourth respectively. Our
most redoubtable opponents were R.E.M.E., led by Corporal
Gover, the Army champion all-rounder, followed by the
R.A.S .C. and the rst Battalion The Middlesex Regiment.
After three more days' practice we were ready for the
downhill race, and at the end of the day we had moved up
from fourth to second place, havirlg won the open and
novices "A " and come sixth in the novices "B."
The teams consisted of the following, in their order of ·
finishing: OPEN

s·gnalman Wit on
Second-Lieutenant Wood
NOVICES "A"
Craftsman Bradbury
Lance-Corporal Richards
Second-Lieutenant Walker
Signalman Starr
NOVICES "B"
Captain Walker
Lance-Corporal Marson
.Sergeant Rooke
Signalman Newsome

Captain Irwin
Corporal Impey

The following day was the slalom, where we finished
second in the open, third in the novices " A " and fourth in
the novices "B."
The teams for these events were in order of merit:
Corporal lmpey
Signalman Armstrong

OPEN

NOVICES
Craftsman Bradbury .
Second-Lieutenant Walker
NOVICES
Captain Walker
Signalman Newsome

Captain Barry
Captain Irwin
"A"
Lance-Corporal Rogers
Signalman Starr
"B"
Lance-Corporal Morson
Sergeant Rooke

Our final position overall was second out of nine, which
was very encouraging and gives us hope for entering a _team
for the Army Championships next year, at Bad Gastem.
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Signalman Armstrong in the Open Downhill

MELF
3 L. OF C:. SIG::VAL REGIMENT
Once again we start on the beginning of another hot
weather, and to mark the occasion battle dress has now
been put away until cold weather is upon us again.
Sport at the moment is quiet within the Regiment, and
we are now in that interim period when cricket and swimming have not really got going, whereas other sports are
finished. We have one success to report in boxing, as this
year the Regiment won the Royal Signals (Egypt) boxing
· championships. All our team worked hard in trairling,
and in spite of certain members being "otherwise engaged"
at the time of the competition, they produced the required
number of points to annex the Championship.
Later Lance-Corporal and Drivers Ashmore and Pilkington boxed in the Army Individuals. Lance-Corporal
Hunter was unlucky to be disqualified on a technicality in
t•:ie second round, when he was well on top of his man .
This year the annual 'Pimple " race was held at
Fayid on the 25th March, 1954, and once again we had to
give best to 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, finishing second to
rhem. Our men proved that their training and wi.lingness is
well uip to standard, but local knowledge is a great advantage. Signalmen Marsden and Maudsley finished fourth and
fifth respectively ir1 the general classification.
Tailpiece. How green i the officer who had his medical
certificate for the " Pimple " race marked " Medically fitbut insane " !

Sailing - Moascar Area
It is noted that the April issue of THE WIRE makes no
mention of sailing in Moascar. While there is no Royal
Signals sailing club on Lake Timsah we as a Corp are
intimately connected with the United Services Officers'
Sailing Club and the Moascar Other R anks Sailing Club.
In both of tt:e e clubs ignals are well represented, in the
former Brigadier Bell, C.13.E., has just been elected ViceCo:nmodore, Captain Farmer, house mc::nber, and seven
officers from the Regiment regularly sail ti" ere.
R.S.M. Colombo is Commodore of the Other Rank ailing Club assisted by W.O.II F. of . Mercer, Vic -Commodore· W.0.II F. of . Oates, Secretary; and ergeant
Taylor, Captain of Boats. Altogether there are thirty other
ranks from the Regiment who sail.
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The change from battle dress to K.D. and the first of the
season' Khamseens tell us that winter is past and that we
mu t prepare for summer spores. \Y/e can now rest on our
oars and consider the successes of the late season.
Shooting. Air Formation Signals greatest success has
been in rifle shooting. The shooting season started with
the Royal ignals Middle East Central Meeting at Fanara
in November, where 4 Air Formation Signals took all the
prizes bar one. The Individual Royal Signals (Middle East)
Rifle Champion is Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. K. Hewlett
Uanuary copy of THE WIRE). This success was followed
up at the District Meeting. 4 Air Formation Signals Regiment was placed sixth in the Major Unit Team Championship out of 23 entrants. In the Individual Championship
there were 680 entrants; the 48 best scorers only being
selected to go forward to the Egypt Command Meeting.
Four of the 48 entrants to go forward were from the Regiment. A lot of hard work was put in by the shooting teams
and many professional discussions took place on the correct
number of "clicks " up and down. Newcomers to the Bren
gun soon discovered mat it had many unlovable ways and
that it is far harder to get a good score with it than a rifle.
However, despite the formidable opposition, the teams
entered the Egypt Command Meeting full of confidence.
The results were very creditable, the Regiment being placed
sixth in the Unit Championship. In the Falling Plate
(knock-out) Competition out of 50 entries the C.A.F.S.O./
R.H.Q. and-No. 1 Squadron teams shot their way into the
quarter finals before being eliril.inated by the teams who were
the eventual finalists.
Special praise is due to Signalman Jones, No. 1 Squadron,
who was placed second in Class "C " (Young Soldiers) of
the Individual Championship. As fa r as is known, this is
the first occasion since the war that Royal Signals have been
represented at the Conunand Meeting.
Other placings were as follows : Individual R ifle Match (96 entries)
r7th
78th

Signalman Jones
also second in Class " C " (Young Soldiers)
S~nd- Lieutenant Grant

LM.G. Pairs Match
13th
45th

Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. K. Hewlett
Captain C. E. Kilminstcr
Captain E. C. Collett
S.S .M. T. A. Vaughan

Officers' Team Match-.Sixth
(Lieutcna_nt~loocl G. J:I. K. Hewlett,

Major A. T. Burrows, Captain
C, E. Kilminster, Captam D. Hutley, Captain E. C. Collen, SecondLleutcnant T. Grant)

Corps Match-F ourth
(Captain D. Hutley, S._5.M. T. A. Vaughan, Sergeant Gallivan, LanccCorporal Gordon, Signalman Jone>, Corporal Hayward, Driver
Griffiths, Lance-Corporal Horswill)
8th
2 AGRA Signal Squadron

Congreve Cup (Individual Rifle
Matches}--Twelfth.
Inter-Company Falling Plate Match

and

LM.G.

Pairs

Cumberland . The struggle for first place resulted in an
exciting dead heat between Signalman Ion, 4 Air Formation
Signal Regiment, and a competitor from 3 G.H.Q., Signal
Regiment. The team placings were : 1st
2nd
3rd

4th
5th

6th

3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment "A" Team.
3 L. of C. Signal Regiment Team.

4 Air Formation Signal Regiment " A " Team

( ignalman lot~ , Lance-Cor~ral Show, Signalman Smith,
Corporal Reddish, Second-Lieutenant Tabor, Driver Scott
Lance-Corporal Lodge. Second-Lieutenant Wells).
'
3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment " B " Team.
4 Air Formetio-,
ignnl Regiment " B " Tenm
(Signalman Watzeck, Private D ocherty, Signalman Clerke
Signalman Gray. Signalman Whitehouse, Signalman Keeble:
Driver Buckler, Signalman Achle).
3 Divisional Signal Regiment Team .

The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess Dinner was
held at Fayid on 12th M arch. This was one of the rare
occasions when all the seniors of a very scattered Unit can
meet. It was quite a change ro be surrounded by Corps
members rather than R.A.F. Types, and from the din it
would aippear that everyone was valiantly making up for
lost time.

16 INDEPENDENT PARACHUTE BRIGADE

GROUP SIGNAL SQUADllON
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March this year started like a lamb, but certainly went
out like a lion. In fact its leonine behaviour started early
in the month. We have experienced a very wet month
and have had two very bad wind and rain storms, causing
serious flooding, and finding weak spots in the U.G. cables.
Repair work has in some cases been hindered by the
fact that many of the faults occurred in cables which had
be.en down for many years under ground which had been
made up to new levels, and which were originally put down
alongside roads which have since been widened to include
the cable track. Another snag has been the fact that surface water caused by flooding has taken a long time to disperse, making it impossible to excavate for cable in these
areas. One fault still remains under a "lake" of 18 inches
of water.
The U.G. Linemen in 12 Wing Troop deserve a special
pat on the back for their work this month, and now (April
18th) we are rapidly catching up with the faults. It we have
a week without heavy rain we shall be back to normal.
Above ground, no fewer than 27 MAL poles were
snapped on a quad route up on the plateau as a result of
the terrific winds during the night 23rd/24th March. This
included several stayed poles, where the BBII wire had
broken.
We have also experienced three deliberate cuttings, in
two of which lengths of cable were stolen. We hope the
local inhabitants are not learning too much from their
Egyptian brothers in this respect.
The Squadron combined with 19 Topographical Squadron to produce an Army Team for the Station Sports. We

(Lieuienant-Coloncl Hewlett, Major Burrows, Captain Kilminstcr
S.S.M . Vaughan Captain- Hutley, Signalman Jones Craftsm.,;
Hinman, Driver Griffiths)
'

. Several members of Air Formation Signals were included
m R.A.F. station teams in the Middle East Air Force
Command Meeting.
Lieutenam-O>lonel G . H. K. Hewlett and Captain C. E.
Kilminster, with Corporal Lucas, R.A.F. Regiment, were
placed first in the L.M.G. Team Match.
Captain C. E. Kilrninster, with three R.A.F. Officers, came
first in the Sten M.C. Team Match after a reshoot (only
three points dropped). Captain D . Hutley and Signalman
Jones were members of R.A.F. station teams which were
unplaced.
The Pimple Race. The Regiment was responsible for
running the annual Pimple Race on 25th March . It is a
combined hill climb/cross-country race from behind
G.H.Q., Fayid, to the top of the Pimple (Gebel Shrubra Wit
225 metres) and back, a distance of about four miles. It is a
severe test of training and stamina.
It is similar to the hill race held in the fells near Keswick,
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trained hard between the showers, but we suffered from
the l~ck of (a) talent and (b) an experienced coach. Our
combmed s~e!igth w~s very much below that of any other
teams and 1t is considered that we did well to be placed
fifth among the nine teams entered.
Flood~ in !Jaghdad. The situation has been and still is,
very serious m Baghdad due to heavy flooding. An urgent
call for D cable from Iraqi P. and T. could not be met
from. our own s.tocks, but we managed to obtain 40 miles
of smgle AmencS?-type D8 and transported it over to
Baghdad on the rught of 30th March. Many of the Iraqi
P. and T. P.L. Circuits into and out of Baghdad (run on
24ft.. metal poles) have been under water and the D8 was
laid m the water to ~e~lace s01~1e of the wiring. It is reported that much of 1t is standmg up well. Four miles of
route, (size not known) was reported to have been washed
away in 30 minutes, which is certainly a maintenance
problem.

Much disappointment was caused throughout the
Squadron by the cancellation of the Airborne Exercise
which was to have taken place in the Sinai from a mounting area in Cyprus. A great deal of hard work had already
been put into the preparation and the spade work was
complete. Sergeant Doonan and Corporal Rutland are both
to be congratulated on their preparation of 11 Jeeps and
three trailers which were to have been dropped. A second
attempt was made to mount a Squadron Airborne Exercise
but this was foiled by the tragic Joss of one of our aircraft
whilst carrying sandbags and tentage to the areas affected
by the flooding of the Tigris. The Squadron assisted in
subsequent search for the aircraft by providing a Signal
Detachment with the Parachute Medical Team. The
detachment, composed of Corporal Lawbuary, Signalman
Whiti~g and Signalman Cairney, flew for over 18 hours,
searohmg for the wreck. In the place of the Airborne
E:xer~se the Squadron has carried out a number of ground
exercises, and has also provided conununications for recces
on the St. Catherine's Monastery area in the Sinai.
. The >boxing team wound up a good season with the Royal
Signals (Egypt) 'b oxing competition. The team won the
Min'or Un.its. Cup and Seymour, Wright, Whiting and
Corporal Trotter were all individual finali5ts-Wright and
Trotter winning their bouts. Crowley was perhaps unfortunate in meeting Conporal Trotter in a semi-final bout.
Cricket has already started and the Squadron team appears
fairly sound after opening the season by defeating 33rd
Para.chute Field Regiment, R.A.
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Major

J.

N. Evans,

T.D.,

has recently ta.ken over 2

Squ~dron from Major J. E. Evans, M.C., who has moved

to Smga;pore to take over a staff appointment. We wish
both Evans families success in their new surroundings.
2 Sq~?1;on is n:uch the same as any other 2 Squadron
of a Divmonal Signals. Here we have Troops with 14
Fie!~ Regiment. (Lieute!13nt Annan and Sergeant Constanune), 20 Field Regunent (Lieutenant Thorman and
Sergeant Byers), 32 Medium Regiment (Second-Lieutenant
Spooner and Sergeant Martin) and H .Q., R.A. (S.S.M.
Weatherley).
We have already reported in the April edition of THE
the i:esults of the ~egimental Inter-Troop competiuon to decide the champion Troop, but since 2 Squadron
are in " focus " this month we wish to record their success
again. 32 Medium Regiment Signal Troop were the
champion Troop and the Squadron also held second and
third places. They must look to their laurels in the next
competition in August because there are other contenders
for the title who are ha:rd at it already.
.Games. We congratulate Lance-O>rporal Whittam and
Sign~an ~clntosh for gaining their places in the 32
Medium Regnnent football XI, who won the Major Units
Cup.
The. Regiment won the Major Units Hockey Cup. Our
last tnumph was as long ago as 1951. We are all terribly
pleased and .the final match against! 7 Royal Tank Regiment
was a real ding-dong battle and the result was in the balance
until the last ten minutes, when Teyen and then Westmacott
scored to put us up 2-0. We had hoped to achieve the
double by winning the six-aside competition, which we won
last in 1952, but we failed. We lost to the winners (H.M.S.
Birmingham) in the first round and to clie winners of the
Loser's PJate in the semi-final The hockey ream photograph is reproduced in this edition.
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12 WI NG T ROO P U.G . PARTY IN DIFFICULT IES
" Ca ble r epai rs w ere made more diffi cult by fl ood wate r"
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Since our last notes we have been very pleased to welcome our new 0.C., Major John Richards, wbo has come to
us from Korea and J aipan. He has very recently been joined
by his family, and we had the opportunity of meeting Mrs.
Richards during the Wing Spons Meeting held on Saturday,
3rd April, when she kindly presented the prizes.
The Sports Meeting was a great success and we are
hoping for big things in the Unit individual arid Inter-Wing
challl/Pionships which are being held in the near future.
This year for the first time we are being permitted to enter
studeints and this hould make a good deal of difference,
and will enab'.e us to compete with other Wings on the
same terms.
The only other item of headline news is that the house
of our Second-in-Command, Captain J. Smith, was
destroyed by fire on the 18th March, 1954. Fortunately there
were no casualties.
THE WI R E, JUNE 1 954

S.Q .M .S. Holman, Sgt. Peberdy, R.Q.M.S. Stillyards, MaJor Norfolk,
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) Dore, Lieutenant Earl, Cpl. Barrett, Sgt. Oram,
Sgt. Teyen, Major (T.O.T.) Brice, Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. L.
Gard iner, Captain Westmacott, Major Jones, S.Q.M.S. Kemp
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KOREAN PICTORIAL
I

co::uiuo:XWEALTll un·rslONAL SIGNAi,
REGDIE~T

" Re:la. " said the signal, and E.xercise " lm~t~ " came
thankfully to a close. So did w.'le current trammg cycle.
The past three months have seen 1 Commonwealt!h Division
change slowly from a completely static Division, highly
trained for the role performed over two years of ~ar
followed by six months' preparation of a ne:v. ~efence line
behind the Demilitarised Zone. Now the D1vmon has had
three months' intensive training in mobile operations, and
had confounded its most pessimistic critics by becoming
very mobile indeed.
First the individual men were toughened up by route
marches hill climbing and military training. Then Brigade
exercise~ were held, ending up wit'.h Momentum I ~d II,
Divisional-controlled exercises for 29 and 28 Brigades
respectively. These were three-fo~ day affairs and ~re a
real test for the Brigades, and pa.rucularly for nhe Brigade
Signal troops. Th~y involved much hill climbing, with nhe
consequent complications of maintaining communications;
one Battalion rear link trudged off over the hills winh 15
infantrymen carryipg batteries for the sets at Battalion C.P.
At night such was the country, even a step-up set could not
guarante~ 100 pe;r cent wireless touch. Main Divisional
H.Q. joined in these battles and gained valuable experience
in moving. 25 Brigade, which has recently had two of its
Battalions changed, played the part of the enemy. One night
move by 29 Brigade without any lights (no moon to help)
cost us the GCV in the ditch a write-off. This was only
one of about 20 casU3lties that night. Both O.C. "L" and
O.C. "K" Troop had a testing time, and their troops did
very well, as did the affiliated field regiment troops, "F"
and "G " Troops.
These exercises, ·which came after a number of purely
Brigade schemes, were nhemselves a prelude to Exercise
Imipetus. Here we saw the whole Division out in the field.
In fact we left our place in the line and moved south 20
or 30 miles-the gap was plugged by an American regiment. The first two days were spent in concentrating, as
25 Brigade were delayed by their hand over to the
Americans, and 28 Brigade by ANZAC Day celebrations
(at which our allies the Turks were represented). Then at
first light on 27t!h April rlle D ivisional assault went in, and
in no time we were advancing in fine style-making for our
own area in the defence line; was nhis a coincidence? We
fairly raced along past rather smprised American camps,
pleased to be seeing new territory for a change. One valley
we passed through looked like a part of England, covered
in trees, with flowers and blossoms. At last we were back
in our own defence line, and the exercise ended with an
assault across the Imjun.
For Signals this exercise was a real test. Wireless nets
were kept busy with live traffic for a change, and some
peculiar conditions were encountered. The top of one
high mountain range, an obvious location for a relay station,
proved to be a complete "dead spot." For the lineman,
both " C " Troop and Out T:roops, t:h.ere was little sleep.
Despite the fast rate of movement line communication was
maintained most of the time. Theirs was really a fine effort.
D .R.s too were kept busy, as a feature of our initial locations
was lack of lateral roads between the two Brigade axis of
advance. All Signal Offices were kept busy, in fact everyone
was stretched to capacity. This way we >
l earned a lot.
About 150 years ago, during t!he Peninsular War, a
Captain Ramsay, of RH.A., earned fame at Fuentes D'onoro
by charging through encircling enemy lines with his troop
of guns. This spirit has descended to our Field Regiments
here. They kept on the move and well forward in a most
gallant way. For " C" Troop this meant leabouring up to
their positions with lines, only to find rhey had moved.
Some 11nemen came to d isbelieve in their existence at all.
The Kiwi Field Regiment rubbed the point in by occupying
"C" Troop's camp area as their final location.

Now we have a period of ".relaxation" for three months,
during which we return to work on our defence line and
prepare for the next training cycle. There are some
deficiencies to be made -u p. One TEV was hit by a traiin,
the bodywork smashed and thrown down an embankment,
the men inside stepped out alive. " H" Troop office lorry
wa on tow by a 3-t:on truok, when they were both forced
over a steep drop by another vclllcle. A R.E.M.E. fitter was
killed in the 3-t0Il!I1er.
The Division was visited the other day by the AdjutantGeneral, Wlho talked to all Officers, other visitors, to Signals,
have been our new C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel D. Vincent,
Royal Australian Signals, and the Signal Officer, 1 Cor.ps,
Lieutentant-Colonel Gerald P. Lemer, and his successor,
Colonel Wayne 0. Jefferson, both of U.S . Signal Corps.
Lieutenant-Colonel Lerner, of course, is a Texan, but
Colonel Jefferson teltls us that he himself comes from the
best part of Texas, a place called Florida apparently, this
started quite an argument in the Mess the onher day. The
picture shows our C.O. in the Officers' Club at H.Q., 1

No. II

l Squadron

Conps, apparently in the grip of a 1pincer movement by
Lieutenant-Colonel Lerner on his right and LieutenantColonel Maxwell, Signal Officer, 25 U .S. Infantry Division,
on his left. The new C.S.O. adds his weight on the
extreme left.

"I" Troop
Ltem Troop was fonµed on 23th February, 1952, on the
day that the four batteries, 248 Light Battery, 120 Light
Battery, 42 Li~ht Battery, and 15 Loc/L.A.A. Battery joined
winh R.H.Q. to make 6Ist Light Regiment, R.A. Equiipment 'had been oollect&i from all corners of the Royal
Signals Regiment and the N.C.O.s and men dragged from
the comforts of their l<>ng established troops and posted to
the new "off-spring" of the Regiment. The s"Ources of our
vehicles and equipment were many and varied; the Command. vehicle, an American 2! -ton GMC office truck, was
">borrowed " · from " M " TToop, the " Gin Palace " from
" A" Troop, the line and GS vehicles by courtesy of the
Q.M.
The establishment proved quite inadequate but somehow
an Officer and addit!ional linemen were found and t!he
Troop has managed to meet its conunitllllents.
Throughout the dUJratiOill of the war th.e mortar batteries
were spread out across the whole Division front, one
battery S'UJPPOrtin.g each Brigade. The locating battery was
~lit up and also scaittered to nhe four wind s. This was our

I.
2.

3.
4.

S.
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Tp. OPS CV Go ln 11 In to a ction.
Tp. Kiw is at Mainte n a n ce.
T p. Anot her Rou te bei n g t idi e d up.
T p . Si 11n a l man Ke mber IC Tra ns mitter Ve h icl e. .
.
Tp. M ai n D iv. S i11. O ffice. Corps T e le prin te r Circu it. S111nal·
m a n She pher d a nd Ayres are u e a point. Si11n a lma n Oaks
11etti n11 th e cl r cu it 11 ned up.

6.
7.

8.

(Photograph by 5 ur ignal Baualion, United Startt Signal Corps).
0 Tp. M ai n Div. Switchboard (Fort G e or11e Mai n) In Sig. O ffice
Ve hi c le. L/ Corpora l T r udgilf a nd L Co r po ra l Bro u1h.
A Tp. Sar11eant Anders on tun es t he WS 53 with L C o r poral Cullls
in CV AS .
B Tp. Sl11na lman Abbott ope r a t es th e r e mote r e cei ver of t he Ku re
TG n et w a t c he d by OC TP C a p ta in Beattle. L C orporal
Sulliva n i n th e bac k11round on th e D iv. TG n et.

first real problem; <With the batteries so widely paced and
R.H.Q. well back from the danger zone, our nearest subunit was four miles away and the furthest 15 miles. The
country between was hilly and most unsuitable for wol'king
wireless sets No. 19 or 62 over a distance of more vhan ro
miles. Various m ethods were tried to overcome the difficultie . The Command Post at R.H .Q. was hauled by rope
and tackle o n to the top of a nearby hill and the aeriais
at the mortar positions remoted as high as they could go
without being seen by " the little yellow men " some 400
yards a\\'lly. Even the extra height didn't give us strong
enough signals from the furthest battery, so uvge.nt cries
for help went out to the T .0 .T. to produce a miracle aerial
for us and it certainly would have been a miracle if we
could have produced the monster tha t looked so beautitiul
on paper. Our difficulties were finally overcome by using
a " T " aerial, the horizontal stretching berween rwo homemade aerial m asts built out of line poles and steel pickets
lashed together.
The line problems were not so difficul t. Ably helped by
Mie 'Kiwis " of " C " Troop, the m ain routes to batteries
were no trouble, the fac t that they only went" out" at night
was a damned n uisance, but the linemen of the Troop
see:ned to fi nd enjoyment out of travelling and working at
night and never complained about their 1 of sleep. T he
microphone lines for the Locating Battery were rather a
different kettle of fish. L aid along the ground right on to
the forward positions it was no pleasure trip having to g-0
and repair a fault .usually caused by a patrol hurrying back
to the comfort of their positions who had no thought for

the havoc they caused by tripping over the odd line.
After the truce was signed we had a hectic week providing
line communications to the Batteries in their .iritermediate
positi?ns, which were in most cases a long way aiway from
ll;DY line routes but llher soon moved .to their proper posiuons around R.H.Q., which m ade all communications a great
deal easier.
In September, 1953, we moved Item T!!oop a distance
of about 400 yards to the positions occupied previously by
the Indian A.D.S. O ur preparations had been long and
thorough and .t he T roop lines were a great success. The
Troop Office, store, line store and exchange consist of one
massive building built from canvas and wood supplied by
scavanging parties sent o ut to scour the positions whioh the
Americans had left. By liaison with the " Seoul City
Engineers" we managed to acquire a winterisation kiJt: for
one of our squad tents, the only cost being the pr.ice of t!he
ink necessary to sign for 255 doHars' worth of American
merchandise. Later we were issued with a further
winterisation kit by our own Engineers, and these, plus the
gi:een metal beds supplied by the Q.M., made everything
(well, nearly everything) just like home.
D uring the last five months our time has been spent on
n umerous exercises and manoeuvres, and in digging and
building our reserve positions. Apart from finding the earth
and srones rather hard going, t!he time spent on working in
these positions was very pleasant. The clear Korean air
and sunshine made outdoor work more of a pleasure than a
drudge, and many of the T roop have been attempting to
sign on for a fur ther tour in this beautiful land of K orea! !

THE DECISIVE BATTLES OF THE WESTERN
WORLD AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON IDSTORY.

It is a big book at a big price-30/-, from Eyre and
Spottiswoode, but what a bargain; 2,000 years of history in
one volume without a wasted word. It should be in every
mess library.

Volume r.

By Major-General

J.

F. C. Fuller, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.

OW on earth does one start to review a book of such
magnitude that in one volume it spans all really known
H
history up to the end of the XVI Century.
An introductory chapter of extraordinary economy of
words lea_ds fro!ll 1580 B.C. to Chapter I; the beginning of
the wars mvolVlng rhe uneasy Greek Confederation and me
Persians. In this period G reek intellect was to conquer
and lay the foundation of the Western World as we know
it. The first volume spans the centuries from 48o B.C. to
Lepanto 1571 A.D.
General Fuller has not written only of Tactics, he has
written of the historical, ethnological and economic background which makes war necessary. Volume I commences
with amphibious warfare for the control of the Mediterranean. Volume III we are promised will end with combined operations for the control of the Pacific. So the
wheel completes its circle.
. The writer of this review has always enjoyed "military "
history and this is history at its best. After reading the
first fifty I?ages. or so h~ gave the book to a 15 year old
son who is domg classics at one of our greater public
schools. "You don't expect me to read about a lot of
battles! " "Try the first two chapters," I replied. After
a grumbl~ he did so. In fine we fought over the book for
the remainder of the holidays and I was directed to post
the book to school the moment this review is written. . . .
I ~h~ll do. no such thing. I want to have another go at
~ap1 0 Afncanus and Zama: Arminius, who I 'discovered'
m 1946 and Don John of Austria in the last Chapter. After
th.a t, aJ?d not before, the boy can have the book to delve
with his Greeks and then his Romans.-No on second
thoughts I'll keep it a day or so longer to read 'me counte.r~ttack of Christianity in the XI and X II Centuries. There
1s a moral here applicable to our present situation.
2.01

TOBY...
the 'hallmark' of
fine Beer
The famous Charrington range :

ROYAL TOBY *

Extra strong Pale Ale for the
Great Occas ion'

TOBY ALE *

A full strength Pale Ale of
ma tu red flavou r

PALE ALE*

A fine sparkling
Light Ale '

PUNCH STOUT *
ANCHOR STOUT *
BROWN ALE*
BARLEY WINE*
TOBY LAGER *

A special Stoutnot too bitter .... not too sweet
Rich and
full bod ied
Brewed to combine
5Weetness and character

A strong Dark Ale
or superb quality
A true Pilsen-type beel"be<t served cold

CHARRINGTON cl CO. LTD., Anchor Brewery, LONDON, E.1
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"K" Troop. Signalman D arwnan Rai and another
operator were dropped, by helicopter, into a swamp area
named T~sek Bera.u, with "A" Company of the 2/7
Gurkha R rftes. T his Company had been detailed to clear
the area and to employ the local Sakai to build a Fort and
Trading Post.
The Company remained in T asek Berau for six weeks.
During that period tlley relied . entirely on the two Gurkha
Signalmen for their supply, administrative and operational
communications. All supplies were dropped by air.
The WS 19 was some 50 m.i.!es from Brigade H .Q., the
detachment worked voice during the morning and telegraph
for the remainder of the time. Had communications failed
it would have been d ifficult to have got new equipment or
technical assistance to them. T hey did not fail.
{'.AHIDBE.\X AREA SIGI\"AL S .. UADllON"
We are resting. After the hectic months of 1953, culminating in the visit of Her Majesty, the Squad ron has
returned to something like its normal round of activity.
But, though recuperating, we have still been by no means
idle. The beginning of 1954 saw u s with a " Little
Catterick" training school for Locally Enlisted Personnel
which in March added to the Squadron roll another seven
BIII O perators Wireless a.nd Line.
D uring April an observer might have remarked the
unwonted furrows on the brow of W.O .II (" Q ") Davies,
and realised that the Squadron was indulging itself in " an
audit.'' And, around the same time, a sudden spate of
activity by the personnel of Op. Troop proclaimed the longdreaded move of t!he Signal Office to its new quarters. Even
when its new home is only 80 yards or so away, the transfer
of a Signal Office so long " dug in " is a task of some difficulty-4!s Sergeant Walker would doubtless testify! How- ·
ever, all went well, and the Troop is now performing
happily in its new building. They tell us that a change is
as good as a rest.
A little earlier we had another opportunity of proving
this T roop's efficiency to the Royal Navy when five operators
opened a 19-set link from Montego Bay to H.M.S. Sheffield.
Once more a good time wa had by all concerned (which
fact is not entirely unconnected with the M .C.C. match
being played in the locality at the time! ). And the S>pirit
of co-operation which exists between the two services could
not be better demonsnrated than by the Royal Navy's offer
to carry three of our operators back to Kingston by sea in
exchange for the transport of three Ratings in a Gin Palace.
Corporal Morris has spent most of t11e time since this trip
alternately boasting of the speed with which he acquired
his " sea-legs " and lamenting the fact that Navy Rum is
not an Army is ue.
Mention of the M .C.C. matches played here recently
reminds us that our own cricket team is having a ucces fol
season. Its first three matches in the Garrison League
have heen won, and its fir t "friendly." Special mention
should perhaips be mad of Lance-Corporal McQueen's feat
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in taking seven R.A.O.C. wickets for 29 runs in the third
the League games. Keep it up, Mac.
Again in this issue we must report many changes of personnel in the Squadron. Sergeant Early has now replaced
Sergeant Walker as Op. Troop Commander. Welcome
Sergeant Early. (And, incidentally, we must congratulate
"Hooky" Walker on his performance in the Garrison
Dramatic Society's production of " The Cat and the
Canary," just before he left. We sh all look forward to seeing his name in the bright lights when we return to the
West End!).
W.0.II Davies has issued his last pair of K.D. slacks
and is now on his way back to U.K. We shall miss you, Sir.
Once more, however, nhe sadness of departure is lessened
by the welcoming of a new arrival; S.Q.M.S. Currie has
taken up residence in the Stores, and is already a popular
member of the Squadron family.
Finally, all good wishes to Corporals Clark, Gundersen
and PlendOI"leath, Signalmen Pettingell, Scott and Walsh,
who have returned to U .K., and welcome to Signalmen
Bennett, Curtis, Kemp, O'Neil and Wright, whose knees
are slowly turning a nice shade of brown in this Paradise
Isle.

D.Q. A.E.R.
ROYAL SIGN~t\LS
After serving three years as Commandant of the A.E.R.
Royal Signals, L ieutenant-Colonel R. H. Copeland now leaves
us on retirement, and Colonel J. H. L. Crichton, M .B.E.,
assumes command. At a dinner night in tre Officers' Mes
at which Lieutenant-Colonel Copeland was being dined
out, the C.S.0., Brigadier Hoysted, Colonel Boilleau,
Colonel Crichton, M.B.E., Lieutenant-Colonel Dry1and, and
the Officers of both H.Q. A.E.R. Royal Signals and Western
Command Signal Regiment were present. The C.S.O.
paid tribute to Lieutenant-Colonel Copeland's attainments
with particular reference to his total of thirty years commissioned service, and the latter years with the H.Q. A.E.R.
from its inception. A rousing finale to the evening was the
jubilant send off to Lieutenant-Colonel Copeland perched
high in the seat of honour of the rather special conveyance
which had been prepared for him.
We have at last a Sergeant-Major posted to H.Q.
Squadron in the person of W.0 .II U her, to whom we
extend our good wishes. In the Pay OtE::e, Sergeant
Thomas has left us on demobilisation and Sergeant Hou on
will be coming to take his place.
In appalling weather conditions representatives of the
Unit were participating in the North West District Weapon
Training Meeting held at Altcar, Lanes., on 1st and 2nd
May. The results achieved were very prai eworthy. Major
A. A. Hodgkins, S.Staffs, won the individual championship
Class "A" Officers, W.0.II MacMorran gained 87 out of
a possible 130 point in the Clas ' B" W.0. ' and Sergeants' Championship and in the Clas " D " Young
Soldiers Championsl:.ip, Corporal Britton gained 94 out of
a possible 130 points.
To end the football season it is unfortunf! te that we
should have to record two losses, one being again t tre
Che hire Regiment in the Chester Wedne day League, and
the other against 4 A.A. Sp.W / Shops, R.E.M .E., in the
orth West District Minor Units League. Thi is nevertheles a commendable performance as both matches were
semi-finals, and as the scores of 1-2 indicate in each a e
they were well fought.
ow we can turn our attention to cricket which is in
full wing, and tennis which is being ably assisted by
Captain Burk, R.A.P.C.
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The individual training period ended with a trade board
in March and the successful candidates are to be congratulated on the hard work they have put in all through the
wimer.
Troop training is now in full swing and week-end
exercises are being carried out with all the formations and
regiments we serve.
3 Squadron, with some assistance from Scottish Command (M) Signal Regiment, is providing the communications for the Dundee Tattoo, which is .t o be honoured by
the attendance on the opening night of our Colonel-in-Chief.
3 Squadron will at last be properly housed when the
Director of the T.A. opens the new centre at Dundee on
29th May.
The Squadron, with other Units sharing the centre, is
providing a guard qf honour for the occasion and the
Regimental Pipes and Drums will play for the parade.
Since our last notes we have said goodbye (we hope in
not unworthy fashion) to the oldest member of the Regiment, our Q.M., Major Hillman, who has !I'etired.
His service with the Regiment is so remarkable that brief
notes of it are appended:
Joined R.E.
5th October, 1914
Ser\'ed throughout Great War as a Sapper
Posted Egypt
Signals, 1919
Transferred Royal Signals
5th February, 1921
Promoted Sergeant
1924
Posted as P.S.l. to 51 Divisional Signals
1929
Promoted R.S .M. to Regiment
1933
Promoted Q .M. to Regiment
1938
Q.M. to 75 P.o.W. Camp after St. Valery
Q.M. to 51 Divisional Signal Regiment
1947-1954
Total-40 years' service, 25 of it with th.is Regiment

As he is continuing to live in Aberdeen we hope to see
him and his family often at the T.A. Centre.
A warm welcome is extended to his successor, Captain
J. L. Callan.
Teams and individuals have competed in a number of
motor cycle trials and the Regimental team was second in
the District Trial to decide which teams should compete
in the Command Trial.
The T.A. Officers' Ball, Aberdeen, was a ~eat success,
largely due to the efforts of our Adjutant, Captain Fairlie,
as Secretary of the Ball Committee.
The Regiment provided some of the Pipers for the reels.
A dinner party, attended by 35 mem.bers, ex-members
and guests of the Regiment, was held in the Officers' Mess
before the Ball. The Divisional Commander and his wife
were the principal guests.

An official opening night was held on 3rd May, attended
by the Lord Lieutenant of Glamorgan, Major C. G.
Traherne, our Honorary Colonel, and the Lord Mayor of
Cardiff, Sir James Collins. The proceedings included the
presentation of plate to the Officers' Mess by the Lord
Lieutenant, w~o also opened our new skittle alley, a well
as a film show mtroduced by the boxer Major Jack Petersen,
of his British and Empill'e dhampionship fights.
Among the many guests, we were pleased to weilcome
Colonel D . R Paterson, O.B.E., who had retired only that
week from rhe Corps, and, of course, from AG 11 at the
War Office.
The Unit also received from Brigadier Houchin, Commander, Cardiff Garrison, the South Wales Motor Cycle
T.rials Cup which we won in March. Our D.R.s have now
competed in three trials this year, coming second in both
team and individual events in the Western Command
Signals Trial on 9th May. Our successes have been due in
great part to the effonts of Ca:ptain Taylor, R.E.M .E. (T.A.),
who is our L.A.D. Officer.
The move w Park Street has been rhe major event of
the year so far, but training has not been forgotten. A
week-end Divisional Exercise, Primrose III, was held in
the Brecon area in April, in which over 300 Officers and
men of tthe Unit 11:ook part. There .have also been week-eind
exercises at both Western Command and Mid-West
District, to which we have sent representatives. Annual
Camp is from 21st August to 4th September at Kinmel
Park, Rhyl. This will mark the last week of command of
Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Goldsmith, who will be hGnding
over ro Lieutenant-Colonel C. H. Barker on 10th
September. Lieutenant-Colonel Goldsmith is C.R. Signals
desiignate of the Commonwealtih Division in Korea.
Recent changes in a.ppoinrtments among T.A. Officers
include the appointment of Major Morrell as 0.C. 3
Squadron vice Major Drake, who leaves the Regiment
after four years with us, and Captain Thompson, newlyjoined as Second-in-Command I Squadron. Two of our
ational Service Officers are leaving us, Lieutenruit
Spence-Thomas to Canada, and Lieutenant Wilson ito
Swaziland, where we wish them both good fortune.
Finally, mention should be made of two of our Rugby
players, Signalman Russell Robins, who received t:wo well
deserved caps for Wales this year, against France and
Scotland, and Lieutenant Jacobs, who has played this
season both for the T.A. and for Middlesex.
Until after camp, "YN IACH I TI."

*
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So far this year, training has been arranged by individual
Squadrons at our somewhat widely dispersed T.A. Centres,
by calling in the National Servicemen on regular evenings,
and on some Sundays.
This April, the training was taken a stage further, when
space was reserved at the Week-End Training Centre on
Blackshaw Moors, near Leek. This location, being almost
equidistant from all Centres concerned, was occupied for
a month by a small Permanent Staff, and by enthusiastic
volunteers.
Each Squadron was allotted a week-end for attendance;
and Technical Stores being on site, training could, and did,
commence immediately after personnel had arrived, and
had got "bedded in." A small line layout was prepared,
and left out for the period of Camp; thus no time was lost
in the transporting of stores and the recovery of lines.
The Camp was commodious, canteen and cooking
arrangements were well contrived, the whole schem~ pr~v
ing most successful. Much useful work was put m with
the AN /TRC equipment, our Commanding Officer,
(Lieutenant-Colonel R. E. Pickford, T.D.), having impressed upon all ranks the necessity of becoming what he
called An-Track-minded l
The final week-end was the occasion of a visit from
Brigadier L. de M. Thullier, o.B.E., F.R.G.s., (C.S.O.,
Northern Command) and Colonel G. J. ("Jerry") Underwood, T.D., n.L., our Honorary Colonel; both of whom renewed many old friendships, and, we cordially hope, made
numerous fresh ones. Another interesting visitor, whom
we were delighted to welcome, and to entertain to dinner,
was Colonel L. J. Worthington, T.D., who commanded the
Unit when the Territorial Army was re-formed after the
First War, then styled 46 Divisional Signals, for upwards of
eight years.
.
.
By the time these Notes appear m pn?t, we ~hall ~e
well towards our Annual Camp, which this year 1s a~am
being held at Strensall, near York; and news of our domgs
there will follow later.
2!1

:;3 (W) l~FANTR'\" DIVISIONAi, SIG~AI.
llEGUIENT (T.A.)

For over twenty years, until 1939, the T.A. Centre of
this Regiment was at Park Street, in the hewi: of Cardiff.
In 1947, when we reswn.ed our existence as a T.A. Regiment, accommodation was found for us with the Depot of
the Welch Regiment in Maindy Barracks. In March Th.is
year, however, after nearly 15 years, 53 Divisional Signal
Regiment moved back to iJts original home and we are
once again housed in a proper T.A. Centre with all the
accompanying facilities.
'

W.O's and Sergeants of 53 Div. Sigs. Regt. (T.A.) with 134 years
service between them. Ex R.S .M. Forse, S.S.M. Frieze, A.S.M.
Escott, S.S .M. Whitfield , Sergeant Tugwell.

Re-opening of the 53 Div. Sig. Regt. T.A. Centre in Cardiff. The
Lord Lieutenant of Glamorgan and Mrs. Traherne, The Lord Mayor
of Cardiff and Lady Collins, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Goldsmith, Brigadier D. J. B. Houc hin, D.S.O., M.C.
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No. 1 Squadron's annual test has come round agai.~ in
the shapi: of providing comms for t~e Head of the ~~ver
race and for Chiswick Regatta. Unlike Annual Trammg,
these real!y have to work, since the organisation of the race
depends on this. The former, in which over 240 "eights"
raced from Putney to Chiswick, has already taken place
successfully, traffic passing smoothly from the Start and
Finish Barges out in the river, to the H.Q. ashore.
Annual Range Classifications have been going well, with
a gratifying number emerging as marksmen, and preparatio!l goes ahead for Camp, which is early this year. We
go to Dibgate near Folkestone, and at any rate there are
sheep thcre t~ keep the grass down, unlike last year at
Chickerel' where we had practically to swim through the
hay. The~e are not supposed to be any s~ial excitc:rnents
this year, so we will have to make some, like working on
Whit-Monday for a start. Those who remember Summerhouse Hill will a~e that it offers great scope for those
athletically minded. It may put ideas in ~e heads of the
D.R. Display Tea~, who are busy preparmg for a busy
season.

*
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Our Annual Administration Inspection was carried out
on 12th/13th April by Brigadier L. de M. Thuillier, O.B.E.,
F.R.G.S., C.S.0. Northern Command The C.S.0. visited
the City Chambers during his tour and was received by the
Lord Mayor (Councillor 0 . Holmes). Our photograph
shews the C.S.O. signing the Visitors' Book with the Lord
Mayor and the Commanding Officer. The C.S.O.'s visit
was rounded off by a very S'UCCessful Officers Mess Guest
Ni,ght and a Cocktail Party.
We had the first two week-ends in May for our Annual
Range Classification on the Totley Range~. ~e wea~er
was appalling during the first week-end as u .ram~ heavily
all day, and for one period it was actually snowi:ig. _Bad
luck on the Troops who fired that week-end as It rumed
their chances of getting into the prize lists. The s~d
week-end was beautiful summer weather and condinons . .
were perfect. The following are to be congratulated:
Inter Troop Cup-14 Wireless Carrier Troop.
Silver Sipoon-S.S.M. G. W. Page, R.H.Q. Troop.
Silver Spoon-Cpl. Smith, 14 ~ireless Ca~rier Troop.
Silver Spoon-Signalman D. Bruley, 190 Lme Troop.
The C.O.'s Pool Bull yas won by Signalman F . Willis
of 223 Medium Wireless Troop, last see!l staggering hOO?-e
witth his winnings of £5 8s. od., mostly m small change m

(SOUTllEllN) CORPS SIG:'VAL llEGUIENT
(T.A.)

We welcome W.O.I F. E. Butler as R.S.M. from. I
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, an? hope to show him
what soldiering can mean. We are delighted to hav~ J:>ack
to the fold a previous R.S.M., W. T. Lowe, who ~as iomed
2 Squadron as its S.S.M. There must be somethmg about
us. But we are sorry to lose the Officers' Mess Secretary,
Major P. R. Mann, who had gallantly returned to he1p us
in this thankless capacity and w~rked ~o hard at the last
two camps aind in betiween. His 'J'U!IO domo, Corporal
A. 0. S'Wlift, has also unfonunately reured after more than
four years of Joyal service.
THE WIRE, JUNE
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an empty cartridge box. Generally the standard of firing
wa very good, there being only a few "Lancers " on parade.
On 24th/25th April the Officers had a very successful
training week-end at Rolston Camp, during which they
carried out a recce of their Troop training areas and studied
the Communication Plan to be carried out at Annual Camp.
If the fruit of our labours, etc. plus fine weather, are anything to go by, tllis should be one of the best and most
successful camps enjoyed by this Regiment.

51 A . .\. ( U) I N D EP END ENT
SQUADUON T . A.

SI G~AL

The Adrnin I nspection having been completed, the
Squadron then successively withstood the shock of a
G.O.C.'s visit, a C.S.O.'s visit, a War Office inspection and
a R.E.M.E. inspection. Recuperating rapidly in the mild
Spring weather, the Unit went on a week-end camp at Ballymacorrnick.
T his camp was a great success, about 70 per cent. of the
Squadron being present, and a motor cycle trial was run
on the Saturday afternoon. T.A. U nits from the Belfast
area were invited and about 20 riders set off on the course,
which included 18 hazards. Unfortunately it had been
raining the night before and only nine riders completed the
course. The event was won by Signalman Roulson, of the
Squadron.
The Unit has also been successful in the shooting world,
where it won D ivision X of the T.A. Small Bore League
with an average score of 577, which was equal to the second
place in Division I and above all other Divisions. In the
T .A. individuals, Sergeant Oliver came seventh and
Corporal Taylor 15th. T he Unit has also won the N.I.D .
Small Bore Rifle Competition in the last few days. A ten tative · challenge h as been issued to the R.N.V.R., whom we
hope to meet on some future occasion.

PRll\TESS J.OUISE·s KENSINGTON llEGIMENT
13th London Regiment, T.A.

T he 28th Annual Dinner of the Old Comrades' Association was held in London on rhe 24th April.
Replying to the Toast of "The Regiment," LieutenantColonel D . C. Cocks, T.D., the Commanding Officer spoke
of the more notable achievements of the Regiment during
the past year. He referred to the important task of the
Regiment in pfoviding much of the communications required to start and control the procession from Westminster
Aibbey to Buckingham Palace, a.nd how the Regiment had
later held a successful Ball to celebrate Her Majesty's
Coronation.
The Regiment had placed its Drill HaU at the disposal
of Royal Signals for several reunions.
Turning to the future, Colonel Cocks announced that the
Regiment was talcing part in autumn manoeuvres in Northern Army Group, w:hen he hoped they would be a credit
to the traditions of the Kensingtons.
Colonel W. H. Godfrey, M.B.E., M.C., D.L., proposed the
Toast of the Guests, particularly of "General Sir John Shea,
G.C.B., K.C.M.G., n.s.o., who ihad commanded the 6oth Division in which the Regiment had served in Palestine during
the First Woiild War. His friendshiip with the Regiment
and the Regiment's loyalty to him had persisted until now,
notably during the years when Sir John Shea had been
Honorary Colonel of the Regiment.
Colonel Godfrey also spoke of the Regiment's present
role in Royal Signals and of the presence of Major-General
C . W. Fladgate, C.B.E., Representative Colonel Commandant,
Royal Signals, and Chairman of the Royal Signals Association.
The Regiment had a tradition of looking after its G uests.
(T he writer was a guest. The statement is trUe).
Sir John Shea who, it may be said, looks t!Wenty years
younger than his 85 years, spoke of the fame of HIS Kensingtons and of his pleasure in continuing his friend ship
with them throughout the years. The comradeshi'P which
they had shared in times of danger continue to the great
benefit of all in the Old Comrades' Association.
General F ladgate, who also briefly replied on behalf of
the guests spoke of the importance of the Regimental traditions and of the necessity to hold on to it. Although
now a Signal Regiment he was delighted that rhe Kensington Regimen t still carry colours, and wear their own cap
bad ges and regimental in signia. It did no t make them any
worse signalmen- it made them better soldiers.
Few if any mpmbers of the Association had ever served
in Royal Sig nals, but h e -kn ew what valued backing the
present Regiment got from its Old Comrades' Association.

Welfare
n

Sigrmlmnn, 1953 (Serving). Married, three children, fourth
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Subscriptions received during APril, 1954 :
Squadron, 2 L . of C. Signal Regiment (and all Royal Signals
Regiments and Squadrons of Northern Army Group),
Sweepstake on the Grand National
...
54 L. of C . Signal Regiment A.E.R. . ..
83 Group Air Formation Signal Regiment
1 Corps Signal Regiment . . .
.. .
. ..
...
. ..
...
23 (S) Corps Signal Regiment, T.A. (W.0.'s and Sergeants'
Mess) ...
.. .
...
...
...
. ..
t 1 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment
Officer Training Wing, School of Signals
2 Training R egiment
. ..
3 Training Regiment . . .
4 Training R egiment . . .
. ..
2 War Office Signal Regiment
11 A .A. (M) Signal R egiment
...
. ..
Hong Kong Signal Regiment
...
...
.. .
...
. ..
G .H.Q. Signal Troop, Eastern Command Signal Regiment
18 Inlantry Brigade Signal Squad ron
SHAPE Signal Squadron . . .
...
. ..
BETFOR Signals {N o. 28 U nit Branch)
B.T .A. Signal Squadron (Klagenfurt) ...
B.T.A. Signal Sq uadron (Vienna)
Donations received during April, 1954 :
Army Benevolent Fund
Chester Branch ...
W.O.I N. MacLeod
Mr. T. Crawford
Mr. L. J. Jen nings
Major d. V . Smith
Mr. D. H . Hayes
2

expected. Family being rehoused and need urgently
additional bed and bedding. The fund helped.
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0

0
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I

0
0

5

£766

d.

2

6

I

6

7

I

Exponditt1re d uring APril1... 1954 . ...
...
...
··:. :·· £340 I2 II
(Includes: R ent and Kates: Hire Purchase; Rehabilitauon;
Prams and Cots; General Assistance).
Analysis of Cases :
I
Families of soldiers serving in B.A.O .R.
2
u
,,
,,
,.
,, M .E.L .F.
2
,,
,,
,,
u
,, F.A.R.B.L.P.
4
Widows and D ependan ts
. ..
...
. ..
. ..
21
Released and discharged soldiers u p to I 946 ...
18
after 1946 •. .
T otal cases assisted

SEC:TION

Below an attempt is made to describe with suitable
anonymity nine cases taken from the Welfare Section files
current during the first week in May, 1954· Also on this
page is a simple statement of income and expenditure.

' My Phantom is having a reunion in the bar with some old spirits."

circumstances. While husband's Voluntary Allotment
delayed, the fund provided.
Signa lman , 1952 (Serving). Wife, two children at home in
temporary accommodation. The fund helped her to an
army hostel and bridged the gap while Voluntary Allotment delayed.
Widow of Signalman, 1938-46, who died in 1952-two
children. She also looks after her father who is bedridden. The two children are an expense, one frequently
ill, the other mentally defective. The Branch of the
Association and the Welfare Section do what they can to
help.
Signalman, 1944-47. Married, four children. He is a dockyard employee transferred on health grounds to another
dockyard. The British Legion, Earl Haig's Fund and
Welfare Section all helped with the unexpected expense.
Signalman, 1945-48. Now fatally ill, married, one child.
Welfare Section and British Legion alternate in 10/- a
week for extra food.
ergeant, 1942-46. Married, three children. Has been ill
for a very lt>ng time. The fund helped financially and the
concerned Branch of the Association visits him.
Signalman, 1940-46. Married three children, prolonged
sickness after accident at work. The fund paid H.P.
arrears and a small weekly allowance for extras.
Signalman , 1943-47. His wife writes: "I would like to
thank you very much indeed for the help you have given.
It has lightened our burden. My husband has now been
discharged from hospital incurable. He wishes me to
thank you." Needless to say the Welfare Section will
continue to watch this case.

Total receipts ...

.______ s e c t i 0
WELFARE

Corporal, 1941 (Serving). Wife and five children in poor
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APOLOGIA

It is regretted that acknowledgment was made to 39
M edium Regiment, R.A. Signal Troop, inste~d of to 39
Heavy Regiment, R.A. Signal Troop for £3 m th~ May
issue of THE WIRE. Apology and renewed thanks 1s due
to this Unit.
THE WIRE , JUNE 195'4

"m:brougb" jfun b
After the 1953 Reunion of the Association in Catterick
it was suggested that an artist's copy of the famous picture
"Through" should be hung in the War Memorial Chapel
in St. Martin's Church (The Royal Signals Church) at
Catterick Camp.
This task was accepted by the Headquarters of the Association in the sure knowledge that all the Branches thereof
would wish to join in this as a tribute to all of the Signal
Training Centre and School of Signals who do so much for
the Association, particularly during the Annual Reunion.
It was further decided that as the cost of the picture would
be in the region of £70 it could be met by a subscription of
approximately £1 per Branch in the United Kingdom only.
It was appreciated that many Branches would like to give
more than the necessary £1. It was decided therefore, that
any surplus should go to the provision of silver, or silverplated, "E" Flat Trumpets for the Band of 6 (Boys) Training Regiment who also do much for the Association, and
still more for the Corps.
This appeal was inaugurated at the Branch R epresentatives Meeting on 27th March, 1954, by which time a number
of Branches had· " beaten the pistol " as the following lists
show:Second list of Donations to the " Through " Fund received on or after 20th April, 1954 : £ s. d.
I
0
0
Tunbridge Wells Branch ...
Cattedck Branch
5 6 8
(Balance of cost of T rumpet, £5
received 13/1/54)
2 Squadron, 2 L. of C . Signal Regiment
1 o o
Uckfield Branch
1 o o
Captain L. N. Lloyd
.. .
...
. .. I o o
Trumpets donated to 6 (Boys) Training Regiment by: Catterick Branch, 7 T r aining Regiment, Glossop and
D istrict O.C.A.

Sheffield

*

T he M ay meeting was held at the Crabtree T.A. Centre
on Friday 17th May; there were 35 members and wives
present. The Chairman, Lieutenant-Colonel McNiel, introduced the new Adjutant, Captain Armstrong-Whitworth,
we welcome him to Sheffield and hope his stay will be a
pleasant one.
Business was cut to a minimum. Mr. E. Taylor, the late
Treasurer, was proposed as Branch Secretary, and R.S.M.
King, our popular P.S.I., as Branch Treasurer, both
aippointments WJanimously approved. So once again we
have a full team and are all set for a successful year.
An outing to Hornsea on 17th July has been arranged
and it is hoped that as many members and families as possible will join with the T.A. in making a success of this
venture.
The evening's entertainment was soon in full swing, with
C.S.M. Stevens and the R.S.M. officiating as caller-out and
cashier respectively for tombola. Later, four "volunteers"
Army style, were dragged out for the panel on twenty questions. Major Long to give scholastic support, Mrs. King
and Miss Kirkwood the feminine intuition angle, with Mr.
Dixon as the "Jack Train.'' With a combination like that
we hadn't a dog's chance and they won hands down,
although I suspect sabotage of the questionmaster's list of
questions. After more tombola, refreshments were served
with musical accompaniment from Mr. Moulson and
S.S.M. Page on the piano; George's Hindustani is a bit
rusty now he says. Memo to Major Webber, ex Peshawar
district. S.S.M. Page now P.S.I. here. The evening finished
on a happy note after a hilarious game of passing the buck,
one or uwo noses were looking a bit the worse for wear after
it.
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Swa11sea a11tl Disfric•t

No doubt, spurred on by the formation of a Branch
Association at Port Ta,Jbot, a rally of old Signalmen was
" organised in Swansea, and at an informal meeti:1g on 6th
April, 1954, under the genial chairmanship of Colonel F . S.
Morgan, the formation of the Swansea and District Branch
was put in hand. Although the meeting could hardly be
caI:ed fully :representative, some 40 odd ex-members of the
Corps got down to business, and elected the following
offic-rs to pioneer the Swansea Branch through its inaugural
year.
President
Chairman

.. .

Treast,-rer

.. .

Secretary .. .
Contmiuec .. .

[B y courtesy of rhe "Lo11ghboro11gh Echo."

Loughborough
Membership has reached 150 and a further increase is
likely.
In February two social functions were held, a whist drive
and tombola, and at the -end of the month a dance, both in
the dub rooms.
The whist drive was not well attended, but the dance
was a very great success and dancing continued even after
the band had left.
The sole event in March, and a very important one too,
was the presentation of the Imperial Service Medal to Mr.
W. Blundell on the 18th.
Mr. William Blundell served in the Signal Service of the
Royal Engineers and in 1926 joined the War Office Wireless
Station as a civilian operator, and was granted his Civil
Service certificate on the 5th January, 1939.
He finally retired in 1953 after 27t years' service in the
War Office Wireless Station.
He was well-known by the majority of those now serving
there for bis unflagging zeal and energy and for the efficient
training and guidance be gave to many young operators and
others who passed through his hands.
Mr. Blundell travelled from his home in Kent to stay
at Beaumanor as the guest of the Loughborough Branch for
three days.
The medal was ipresented to him by Brigadier J. J.
Duvivier, C.B.E., Head of Establishment, in the presence of a
large gathering, including many of his former colleagues and
also Officers <:i. No. ro Wireless Training Squadron.
After the presentation a party, arranged by the Committee of the Royal Signals Association, was given in his
honour in the club rooms.
Mr F. Cameron has taken over Treasurer from S.Q.M.S.
Shaw, who is leaving shortly for the Canal Zone.
Exeter

We are feeling very pleased with ourselves here because
we have raised ALL the money necessary for .iur Standaa-d,
thanks to the efforts of our Hon. Secretary (Stanley Black)
and to generous subscribers. It will be a great day for us
when the dedication ceremony takes place at the West
Country Reunion. We have had to wait nearly 20 years
for it, 'tis time, but we shall forget that. An encouraging
feature in this matter is that the Exeter Squadron have subscribed. The number of members of our Branch who are
serving with the quadron has considerably increased, and
very good spirit exists between us and them and we appreciate the help they are always ready to give us.
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WINES AND SPIR ITS

Colonel F. S. Morgan
,v\ajor S. H . Powning
S.Q.M.S. B. O'Mattey
S.S.M. B. Griffiths
Mr. C. L. Davies
Mr. M. P. D . Jenkins
Mr. C. C. Price

The Branch membership fully rpaid, now stands at over
50, and new members are co.ming forward. The Secretary,
whose address is 17, Rhyddings Park Road, l3rynmill,
Swansea, will be delighted to welcome new members.
The successful outcome of the meeting is due, in no small
measure, to the ready help and advice of the P.S.I.s and
permanent staff of the local Royal Signals Unit, and a hearty
vote of thanks in acknowledgment was passed to the O.C.,
Major Taylor, and the permanent staff at 95 A.A. (M) Signal
Squad ron, T.A.
York

Another year of hard work has passed since I last sent
notes for TH E W r R E • The Branch continues on steadily
with the faithful few and the many "paper members."
The highlight of the year was undoubtedly the Rugger
match played between the Royal Signals XV and the R.A.F.
(York and District) XV in aid of the Welfare Fund. It
was an exhibition of the finest open Rugger I have ever
seen. The Signals are a great team and I doubt if we shall
ever again see their like. The R.A.F. were no match for
them, but nevertheless, it was not as one-sided as the score
(Royal Signals 42, R.A.F. 6) suggests. It .had been intended
to stage the game on the York Rugby League ground, but
unfortunately at the last moment it had to be switched to
the Railway Institute Ground, an out-of-the-way place
which seriously affected the gate. However, we managed to
attract a crowd of about 1,000 there, but evidently there
were "gaps in the hedge " as our Treasurer's gate money
proved. Instead of the £100 profit I had anticipated going
to the Welfare Fund, I doubt that by the time Tony has
squared all the accounts we will be able to send one-tenth
of what we had hoped.
I should be failing in my duty if I did not take this
opportunity of thanking Squadron-Leader A. M. M. Hill,
o.F.M., o.F.C., and Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Atkinson,
o.B.E., for making this match possible. To Major Fraser
and his team I can only say that they are a credit to the
Corps. If we failed financially, in all other respects the
Corps and Association received much publicity and we had
a most enjoyable evening.
On the occasion of the visit of Leeds Branch on Friday,
30th April, we took the opportunity of welcoming an unusual visitor. We declared him to be an associate member
of the Royal Signals Association. I am certain that we
are the only Association to have a HORSE as a member,
especially one that drinks his pint of beer with the best.
His name is "Dixie the Wonder Horse." Another great
evening was enjoyed with Leeds Branch and though we
cannot hope to come up to the Leeds standard of hospitality we do our best and obtained again much publicity
from this effort.
Hope to see you all at Catterick in July.
Watch THE WIRE far details of our next" United" effort,
"An El Alamein Reunion for the Narth" at York .
When in York call to see George Weeks at the Castle
Hotel.
THE WIRE, JU N E 19 54

The connoisseur of wines knows his vintage years when, from the sun-drenched vineyard ,
comes fruit of the vine that has the promise of an especial excellence.
The Navy, Army and Air Force Institutes employ experts to choose ~nes an~ spirits of
this finer quality. Carefully stored in modern cellars and perfected m maturity.
aafi
tocks pay tribute to all occasions that call for wine. In W~rdroom _and _Me s, ~a~e thi
year a vintage year with wines and pirits from Naafi. Wnte for wme 11 t, or v1 it your
N aafi shop for all your requirement

The official canteen organi ation for H.\I. For c ·
RUXLEY
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3rd Dl\"1. IOXAI, SIGX.U,S REUNION CLUB

Once again ex-members of the unit met at The Duk~ of
York's H .Q. on the 13th March, 1954, when a very enioyable evening was had by all.
Major-General Fladgate, c.B.E., was to have taken the
chair, but owing to illness amongst his family he wa unable to come.
Major-General R. F. B. Naylor, c.B., C.B.E., n.s.o., M.C,,
very kindly stepped int~ the brea~ and ~ose present ":'ere
greatly impressed by bis address m which he emp~a~1~ed
the value of reunions and appealed to all ex-3rd D1vmon
Signals member whether past or present, to come along
to the e gatherings.
. .
.
Messages of goodwill were sent to the unit m the Middle
East, to Major K. E. N. Smartt and C.Q.M.S. E. Bayley,
the Founder, Treasurer and Secretary.
. .
It was decided that in order to encourage those hvmg
further north to come along, the next reunion should be
held at Buxton. Full details of this and any matter concerning the club will be gladly supplied by the Honorary
Secretary, Mr. J. R. Anerton, 37, Cherry Tree Avenue,
Staines, Middx.

11
THE YORKSlllllE RUGBY UNION CHALLENGE
cm• FINAL, 195<&
Beyal Signals v. Roundhay - 10th April, 195<&

The Yorkshire Rugby Union Challenge Cup is the most
coveted trophy in Yorkshire and has been competed for
annually for some 74 years. The Trophy has only once
before been won by a Services XV when it was wrested
from Halifax in 1952 by Royal Signals by the narrow margin of one point, the score bemg Royal Signals 11 pts.,.
Halifax 10 pts.
In the Final of the competition at Otley on 10th April,
Royal Signals once again regained possession of "T'owd
Tin Pot " by beating Roundhay by 17 pts. to 3 pts. The
achievement of winning the Army Rugby Cup and the
Yorkshire Rugby Cup in the same year must certainly be
a record unequalled by any Services XV throughout the
years.
The game was fast, tough and keen throughout and most
ably controlled by the referee Mr. D. Pilling. With a
superb set of forward and a very experienced Yorkshire
County Full Back, Roundhay played a game calculated to
keep the ball away from the Signals three quarters as much
as possible. To a great extent these tactics proved successful but the best laid plans sometimes go wrong and when
they did, the devastating combination of Evans, Gabbitas,
Boston, Jackson and Rees proved too much for the Roundbay deience, their speed, thrust and beautiful handling provided highlights in the game which brought thundering
applause from a crowd of over 5,000 spectators.
Roundhay missed several chances of scoring, particularly
through failing to kick penalty goals and though tl:cir forwards played magnificently the backs constantly failed to
penetrate the almost perfect Signals defence.
With the score at half time showing Signals 9 pts., Roundhay 3 pts., both sides went back into the attack with renewed vigour but-as has often proved the case-Signals
were fitter and towards the last 20 minutes of the game it
was obvious that Roundhay would not add to their score.
Signals added a further 8 pts., and the final whistle brought
victory to Signals by 17 pts. to 3 pts.
A marvellous game and a Cup Final which will be remembered by all who saw it for many years to come-full
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credit to Roundhay for the way they fought back determinedly to the last moment.
Scorers for Signals were: Lance-Corporal Dunn, 2 Penalty Goals and 1 conversion; Lance-Corporal Boston, 1 Try;
Lance-Corporal Jackson, 1 Try; S.Q.M.S. Rees, 1 Try. For
Roundhay a penalty goal was kicked by J. Best (ex Yorkshire County Full Back).
In presenting the cup to S.Q.M.S. Rees as captain of the
Royal Signals XV, Mr. Leslie Bedford, the President of
the Yorkshire Rugby Union, paid tribute to Royal Signals,
the winners, and Roundhay for providing such a sporting
and exhilarating Cup Final at Otley and further emphasised
how much the game owed to Mr. D. Pilling the referee.
Extracts from reports on the game read : "Daily Mail." "Though the scoring margin was decisive
it would have been much wider but for some grand forward
play and stout defence by Roundhay because Signals were
supreme in two vital phases of the game-speed, and in
conjunction with it, the cross kick, a weapon which was
used much too sparingly."
"Yorkshire Post." "The margin was decisive beyond
argument, and the result would be acknowledged as just by
all the 5,000 spectators, yet anyone watching isolated spells
of the match and ignorant of the score could not have been
sure which side was winning."
WELL DONE, SIGNALS--0ur stock is high in Yorkshire. We congratulate Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Atkinson President, Royal Signals Rugby Club), and Major G. M .
Fraser (Secretary and Trainer) on the realisation of their
greatest ambition-to win the Army Cup and the Yorkshire Cup in the same season.
Royal Signals' team, Yorkshire Cup Final:
Full Back : Lance-Corporal J. Dunn.
Three-Quuters : Right Wing, S .Q.M.S. D . F. Rees (captain); Right
Centre, Lance-Corporal P. Jackson; Left Centre, Lance-Corporal W. Boston;
Left Wing, Captain A. C . Birtwistle.
Ha1"es: Stand-Off, Signalman B. Gabbitas; Scrum, Signal.man R. Evans.
F orwards: Corporal J. A . Turner, Lance-Corporal N. 0. Mackie,
Corpo<al D . Holdsworth, Corporal W. G. Spillane, Signalman G . T .
Curnow, Captain D . Callaghan, Signalman D . M . Manley, Lance-Corporal
A . K. McCrae.
Reserves : Lance-Corporal J. Waring, Signalman J. W . Smith.

ROYAL SIGNALS WESTERN COMMAND
HOTOR CYCLE TIUALS

The start and finish was at Blacon Camp, Chester, and
the trial was open to Regular, T.A. and A.E.R. Uruts of the
Corps in Western Command. Entries were received from
Western Command Signal Regiment, 42 (Lanes) Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.), 53 ~Welsh) Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.), 1/20 (S.M.) Army Signal
Regiment (T.A.), 1 Squadron 62 H.Q. L. of C. Signal Regiment (T.A.), 87 AGRA (Field) Signal Regiment (T.A.) and
51 °J.'.· of C. Sign.al Regiment (A.E.R.). A total of 47 riders
lined up for the st:aa'it after a most searching inspection of
rider and machine. Twelve observed sections were included
in the course, which was set over the Clwydian Range and
included cross-<:ountry sections over Moel Fammau and
Ha1kyn Moor. The most spectacular proved to be a very
steep descent down the face of Moel Fammau with two
sharp turns ending in loose shale. Severa,! instances
occurred of irider and machine parting company before
reaching the foot of the slope.
'
"Rough Passage" lived up to its name, 1,800 feet uip on
the shoulder of one of the most rugged mountains in North
Wales on a windy day. At the water splash a competitor
was heard to utter a plaintive cry from the middle of the
stream, " Can I swim it, sir? "
The concensus of opinion among~t the riders, of whom
43 completed the course, was that it was an excellent trial.
Credit for this must go to Captain P. H. F. Webb, M.B.E.,
who spent many long hours on a motor cycle selecting the
route and setting the observed sections. Before the Chief
Signal Officer, Brigadier D. St. Hoysted, was satisfied,
Captain Webb had ridden every section many times and
the bruises sustained are still much in evidence!
THE WIRE, JUNE 1954
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The badge of your unit ...
GARRARD & CO . LTD.
Uormerly The Goldsmiths &..
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have

BOSTOCK & KIMPTON LTo
WINE Ml!RCHA TS SPECIALISTS I
SERVICE
TO NAVAL, MILITARY AND AIR FORCE MESSES

for many years speciali ed
in the production of
badge jewellery.

Proprietors of"G.H.Q." and other Sherries

PANTON HOUSE
HAYMARKET

25

(e111rance in

Panton Street)

LONDON, S.W.1
TRAFALGAR 1441-2
BOSTIMTOCK, LESQUARE, LONDON

TELEPHONE
TELEGRAMS

Royal Signals
Gold and Enamel
£5 · /S·O

TYLER'S
PRIVATE
HIRE SERVICE

THE CAMP CENTRE
or Telephone Catterick Camp 2225
Telegrams: ATAXI, CATTERICK CAMP
You may book your requirements at our office op posite the G.P.O .

Gold and Enamel
£6· 10 · 0

Here is illustrated the badge
of your Unit,
fashioned into a brooch, and
produced in gold and enamel.
If desired, these very attractive
brooches can be set with
diamonds or other precious stones
for which designs and estimates
are submitted without charge.
Great care i taken to ensure
correctness of detail, and expert
workmanship is assured.

GARRARD & CO. LTD.
Crown Jewellers
The Signal is -

J ACK SONS!
(Not claim ing to be the only butchers, but nevertbelessone of tbe best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63 /64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLlNGTON

formerly THE GOLD M.ITHS &
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD.

112 REGENT STREET • LONDON • W.1
TELEPHONE: 1\EGENT 3021

Telephone 2955 (2 lines)

Grocery Branches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Cockerton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Dally Deliveries In Caller/ck Camp for over lh/rty-jfre years
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Brigadier Hoystcd addressed the competitors, spectators
and officials in the Gymnasium at Blacon Camp before the
prize giving and paid tribute to the work of the officials,
the organisers and 51 L. of C. Signal Regiment (A.E.R.),
who provided the communications, which worked excellently
both on the day and for the rehearsal held the previous day.
He went on to say that although rllis was the first year that
the championship had been held, he hoped to make it an
annual event, as he wished to see Signals take their rightful
place at the head of motor cycling within the Command.
The prizes were then presented by Mrs. Hoysted: the
"Hermes' Challenge Cup, presented by the C.S.O. for
the ream championship, was won by r/20 (S.M.) Army
Signal Regiment.
Details of leading teams and individual marking follows:
!St

wd
3rd
41h
5th
6th
tst

znd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Team Champion•hiP
Dedllctions
1 / 20 (S.M.) Anny Signal Regiment (T.A.) "A" . . .
.. .
86
91
53 (W) Infoniry Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.) "A" ...
42 (L) Iofaniry Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.) " B " ...
92
42 (L) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (T .A.) " A " . . . 108
Sr L. of C. Signal Regiment (A.E.R.) " C " . . .
. ..
. . . 127
51 L. of C. Signal Regiment (A.E.R.) "B" ...
. ..
... 131
lndiuidJUJl Awards
20
Corporal Wright, 42 (L) Inf. Div. Sig. Rcgt. (T.A.) . ..
. ..
21
Lance-Corporal Legg, 53 (W ) Inf. Div. Sig. Regt. (T.A.) .. .
21
Lance-Corporal White, 1 / 20 (S.M.) Army Sig. Regt. (T.A.)
23
Corporal Brown, 53 (W) Inf. Div. Sig. Regt. (T.A.) ...
...
24
Sig,alman Birchall, 42 (L) Inf. Div. Sig. Regt. (T.A.) ...
. ..
2'
Lance-Corporal Miller, 53 (W) Inf. Div. Sig. RegL (T.A.) .. .

Soccer

*

The result of the match played at the Stadium Ground,
Catterick Camp, on 21st April, 1954, was:
Royal Signals o, Royal Armoured Corps o.

*

SCARBOROUGH HOCKEY FESTIVAL,
EASTER 1954

A team of players drawn from units of the School of
Signals and Signal Training Centre represented the Corps
in the Scarborough Festival this year. It was not the
strongest team which could have been picked, as many
players were on leave, etc., but those who did play gave a
very good account of themselves, played some good hockey
and generally had a very enjoyable time. The grounds were
good, the weather kind and sunny (though the N.E. wind
bad a nip in it!) and our three matches gave us fast, clean
and open hockey that was a joy to watcli and a pleasure to
play. All members of the team gave full value, were untiring in their efforts and deserve all praise for the way in
which they tackled opponents with fearsome reputationperhaps mention should be made of Second-Lieutenant
Marshall, of 5 A.A. (M) Signal Squadron; although neither
a proven hockey player nor a goalkeeper, he volunteered to

put on the pads and fill a last minute ga.p in the team. He
p!ayed. very well indeed and saved many a good shot.
Clodhoppers 2, Royal Signals I

Our first game and the first time that the team had played
together. We soon settled down, however, and for some
time there was little to chose 1b etween the teams, although
we had rather more of the game. Sidney and Hyde were
both unlucky not to score on several occasions, while our
own goal also had a few misses. Our goal then came from
Hyde, who was involved in a penalty bully; but within a
few minutes, Clods broke through and equalised. After
the interval we went to sleep for a while and let our
o,?Ponents do as they p~eased, though Nickerson and Buirski,
the backs, and Marshall in goal, defended well. After a
time we livened up again and had a few more tries for a
goal, but our opponents suddenly broke away, our baoks
forgot to tackle-and that was that!
Royal. Signals

I,

FIVE YEARS
Majo~-General

N 18th July, 1954,
C. W. F ladgate, c.B.E., will complete
O
five years work as Chauman of the Association. On this date to the
very great regret of everyone, he is to resign from a task which he has done so

Picts o

An ex-member of tihe Col'pS, David Gibson, joined us to
strengthen the attack for this and our next game. The team
played well together right from the start and long &Winging
movements of the iba11 kept us well inside the Picts' "25."
But near misses were our only reward, and we also had to
beat off determined attacks on our goal. No score at halftime and afterwards we again had a dittle rest and did little
more than hit the ball straight to our opponents. However,
after some good attacks by the Picts, we managed to combine
and again had a fair share of the game, Hyde scoring in the
very last second before the final whistle.
Lancashire Witches 4, Royal Signals 3

Both teams started off playing fast hockey, hitting the ball
hard and moving it well. This was a very friendly game,
players and spectators joining in the laughs every time the
ball evaded the stick. But the hockey was good and very
soon Sidney had a near miss with a real "sizzler." Evans
and Hayes were both right on form and everyone was going
all out, but there was no score at the .interval Afterwards
Sidney had another good run down the left wing but failed
to score, and then, as in the previous game, we let the
Witclies have their own way-and they scored two quick
goa'. s. After we revived, the game was again even and our
goals came from Hyde (2) and Sidney.
In general we had three grand games and in eaoh gave
a goo:i account of ourselves, especially as our opponents
included county and internationa:l .players. And even
though we lost to the Witches, we did give the closest
game they had. We all enjoyed our Easter and look forward to taking part in next year's Festival. It had been
intended that this team should be representative of Royal
Signals as a whole, but .u nfortunately ex.pense and other
duties prevented many from attending. Perhaps next
season it will be possible to field a more representative side.
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well.
Let us remem~r so~ething ?f what has been accomplished during these
five years and cons~d~ with gratitude the amount of work involved.
1949. The Assooat10n was only emerging from its war-time role. There
were many branches established in cities and towns. Mercury House, Bourne~outh, had. been started. Little or nothing was known about the Association
m Royal _Signals of the post-war Army. THE WIRE and other publications
were costmg a great deal of money. ·
The Task. Gener~.l Fladgate set himself three main tasks . First to return
t~ the pre~war pracnce where t~ere was a branch of the Association in every
Signal umt. ~econd,. to establish the headquarter organisation on a sound
perman~nt basis. Third, to so organise the finances of the Association that
the various funds bore their ~air share of administrative costs, and that at
least a start was made to provide funds for those of our comrades with postwar service only who fall on evil times.
~rese~t Situation. 'That he ~as achieved a very great measure of success
is manifest to all. Nearly all Si~~l regiments and independent Squadrons
now . have a ~ra_nch of the Associ~uon. Such knowledge of the Association
and 1ts work 1s incu_lc'.'-ted at the S1gnal Training Centre, that more than 6o %
of those under Trammg there in 1953 became members. In the same year
more than 1,8oo men became Life Members. Income to the Benevolent Fund
from those now serving has risen steadily year by year.
The Benevolent Fund bas ceased to be a "War Charity" and in its new
name "The Welfare Section" is capable of more liberal app1ication.
Income from refunds of grants made to those in difficulty has risen. THE
WIRE has ceased to lose money. It now makes a tiny profit.
Some old branches have ceased, but for each that has ceased nwo new
stronger branches have taken its place.
The J:Ieadquarter organisation has reach~d a high pitch of efficiency.
AU this and much more has been accomplished through the wise guidance
and farsightedness of one man.
The Work. Let us not imagine that all this is done without many hours
spent in our service. He has visited the office at least once a week. Three
times each month he has acted as Chairman of the Committee which adjudicates on benevolence to welfare cases. Much paper goes to his home two or
three times a week. Advice or permission is constantly sought by telephone.
Our Thanks. All of Royal Signals and of the Association will join in a
sincere Thank You to one who has done so much for us.

*

*

*

THE CAil\:" THEATRE

During May the Cary Theatre Club presented its One Hundredth
Production-" The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" by Frederick Lonsdale. The
Cente~ary was celebrated by the production of a souvenir programme, by the
e~tension of the i:ormal wee~'s run to nine days, and by turning the final
mght, May 15th, mto something of a gala occasion.
Large audiences attended during the two weeks, the "House Full" notice
being put up on five nights, and the Theatre Club was privileged to play
before a most distinguished gathering at the final performance. General and
Mrs. Cary had found time to attend, as bad also General and Mrs. White and
the District Commander, General Colquhoun and Mrs. Colquhoun.
other old friends of the Club also came as guests to the performance and to
supper afterwards in the Green Room.
'
Many members of Royal Signals have contributed to the continued succes
of the Cary Theatre and may be interested to know that it still thrive .

Man ·

A

Scottish Command (M) Signal Regiment

Engagf'mPnt.8

Arrivals

PERSONA L
COLUMN

Major H. McPherson. R.S.F., Lieutenant (Q.M.) Strype, R.Q.M.S.
Mnson and }V.0.II Blake.

Departures

Major D. J. Benson to l A.A. Signal Regiment.
Mnior (Q.M.) \VI. Brunton to O.T.W. School of Signals.
W.0.II Scott to 3 Training Regiment.
.Q. M.S. Kendrick to Depot.
Ser!!Cant Hnmilton to B.A.O.R.

East Africa Command Signal Squa.dron

DPatla~

Arrivals

Londo,. Ga z e ttt>
27th Apnl, r954.-Colonel D. R. Paterson, O.B.E., to
R.A.R.0.
.1tl•H-' t'ments -

Offic ers

Lieutenant-Colonel A. M. W. Whistler, 3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment to Depot.
M ajor F . L. Hill M .E.L.F. to D epot.
M ajor J . A. White, M .E.L.F. to D epot.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. B. Rid ley-M artin, M.E.L.F. to
Depot.
Major J . E . V. Rice, School of Military I ntelligence to 7
Armoured D ivisional Signal R egiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. I. E. M ozley, Northern Army
Group to I T raining Regimen t.
L ieutenant-Colonel R. W . Atkinson, I Training Regiment
to 43 (Wessex) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. G . Daubeny, 43 (W) I nfa ntry D ivisional Signal Regiment to 12 A.A. (M ) Signal R egiment.
Major B. J. Walker, 12 A.A. (M ) ignal Regiment to 3
Training Regiment.
Major B. A. H. Bogle, Depot to 1 Training Regimen t.
Major W. G . Mitchell, I Training Regiment to 7 T raining
Regiment.
Major D. E. Salisbury, Northern Army Group to 2 Training Regimem.
Major P. R. P . Donaghy, 7 Training Regiment to East
Africa.
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) J. Bewley, FARELF to SHAPE
Signal Squadron.
Major R. L. Downs, Major G. D. K. Woo!rych and Major
G. A. F leming attending Senior Offi<:ers' School, M ay to
July.
Major D. C. Harris, Royal Military College of Science
to Korea.
Lieutenant-Colonel T. A. K. Howe, SHAPE to H.Q.
N .I. District.
Major (Q.M.) W . H . Clark, M.E.L.F. to 4 Signal E.quipment Troop.
Captain (Q.M.) M. Cullen, Nor thern Army Group to A.A.
Command Signal Training Camp.
Lieut. (Q.M.) H. E . Strype, Western Command Signal
Regiment to Scottish Command Signal Regiment.
Major (Q.M.) W. Brunton, Scottish Command (M ) Signal
Regiment to School of Signals.
Major P. C . McDonald, Pakistan to Northern Army
Group.
Major E. H. C. Chaffey, 1 Training Regiment to 12 Air
Formation Signal Regiment.
Major T. G. Chambers, Depot to 7 Training Regiment.
Major W. A. Adam, West Africa to Royal Herbert
Hospital.
Major K. E . S. Ellis, Northern Army Group to retirement.
Captain (Q.M.) E. L aunders, M.E.L.F. to 4 Training
Regiment.
Arrivals and Departures

Hong Kong Signal Regiment
Arrivals

Major J. T. H. Higgins and family from Singapore.
Captain L. A. Grace and fa mily from U.K.
D epart ures

Lieutenant (Cipher) A. Kerr, Lieutenant R. F. Downe, Captain P. W.
Malin~. W.O.I Parry, Sergeants Stephenson, Corcoran and Daglish
to U.K.
2' 4

The engagement is announced between Major F. E.
Moules, T.D., of Winchester, and Angela Carmen Lupton, of
Seavingron, Somerset.
The engagement is announced between 22287857 LanceCorporal H. Johnson of Field Troop, No. 2 Squadron.
Western Command Signal Regiment, to Miss Winifred
Dobie, of Levenshulme, Manchester.

Lieutenants L. A. Welton and F. A. Stork from U.K.
\V/.O.II Edmonds, S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Webb. S.Q.M.S. Dodsworth
and Sergeant Gibson (rom U.K.

Departures

Captain J. Smith to Signal Wiog, East Africa Training Centre.
Captain G. M. Allan and Lieutenant C. D. McWhinnie to U.K.
Second-Lieutenant Edwards to 70 Brigade Signal Troop.
W.O.II lilutt and Sergeants Bancroft, Steven• and Radcliffe to U.K.

3 Infantry Divisional Signal R egiment
Arrivals

Second-Lieutenant D. A. R. Driskell from 3 L. of C. Signal Regiment.
W.0.1 A. M. French from 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment.
Sergeant G. A. Barnaby from 3 G.H.Q. Central Registry.
Sergeant A. V. Hales from 2 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment.
Sergeant C. Caton, A.C.C. from 5 C.l.C. (A.C.C.).

Departures

Major A. S. Lashrnar to 3 L. of C. Signal Regiment.
Captain R. O. Dunmore to 3 L. of C. Signal Regiment.
Capt, W. D. A. Poole to Depot Regiment.
W.0.1 J. R. T. Sweenay to 16 Airborne Divisional Signal Regiment.
S/ Scrgeant W. G. A. Freelove, A.C.C. to Fayid Transit Camp.
Sergeants R. Greenwood, R. A. Anderso:-i, R.E.M.E., and E. D. George
to U.K.
I

Training R egiment

Arrivals

Major B. A. H. Bogle from 4 Air Formation Signal Regiment.
Major B. H. Townson from 5 A.A. lndep. (Mixed) Signal Squadron.
Capt. L. Beaumont from B.A.0.R.
Lieutenant W. S. Dawson from 1 A.A. (Mixed) Signal Regiment.

WISBY.-22167556 Driver J. C . Wisby, at Guys Hospital,
London, on 13th December, 1953.
EDES.-Lieutenant-Colonel N. H. Edes, on 31st May, in
London.
SIMPSON.-23001599 Signalman G . Simpson, at a Morecambe Hospital.
UDALL.-22973575 Signalman W. Udall, on 18th May, at
Newcastle General Hospital.
SOOTT.-22734267 Driver D . J. Scott, on 19th May, at
B.M.H., Fayid, M.E.L.F.

F orthconiing
Events

*

December 4th

"

Major E. H. C. Chaffey to B.A.O.R.
Major G. H. R. Flynn, M.B.E. to H.Q. S.T.C.

*

Birth4j

July
19
25
26
Aug.

-

"At Home " for T.A. and A.E.R. Officers,
Dorchester Hotel, London.
Officers' Annual Buffet Supper and
Reunion.

*

CLARIDGE.-On 16th M ay, to M ajor and Mrs. G . M . L.
Claridge, at the B.M.H . N icosia, Cyprus, a daughter.
MOYNAN.- Son, S tephen Patrick, born to Se rgeant and
Mrs. M . E. Moynan, at The M arried F amilies Hospital,
Bromley, Kent, on 25th April, 1954.
JORDAN.-To Major and Mrs. H. R. Jordan, on 1st June,
1954, at Louise Margaret Hospital, Aldershot, a son.
GALLYBR.-On 1st June, at Catterick Military Hospital,
to Captain and Mrs. N . G . Gallyer, a son, Simon Grant.

31

8
2
9 - 15
19 - 21
22 - 29
I I Sept.
30
Sept.
26 - IO Oct.
Oct.
22
lloy ul
July
18
17
24
29
28
Aug.

Rough Tor, on Bodmin Moor, has been presented to the
Nation by Sir Richard Onslow, Bart., as a Memorial to
those of the 43rd (Wessex) Infantry Division who lost their
lives in North-West E urope in 1944/ 45.
A Dedication and Unveiling Ceremony of a plaque let
into one of the rocks at the top of the T or wi ll be held on
Saturday, 4th September, 1954, by General Sir G . I vor
Thomas, ~ . C.B ., K.B ..ti., D.S.O., M.C.
All details will be available soon from Headquarters, 43
(Wessex) I nfantry D ivision (T .A.) Sherford Camp, Taunton, Somerset.

19

RICHARDS.-Signalman Richards to Mary Cilia at
Ashiak, M alta, on 21st F ebruary, 1954.
GRECH.-Corporal Grech to Gracie Grech at Zabbar,
Malta, on 17th April, 1954.
XUBREB.- Lance-Corporal Xuereb to Lily Attard at
Marsa, Malta, on 16th May, 1954.
ROWE-CARY.-Mr. C . H. Graham Rowe to P atricia
Jillian, daughter of Major-General R. T. 0 . Cary, c.B.,
c.B.E., n.s.o., and Mrs. Cary, of South Walsham, Norwich,
on 11th June, 1954, at the _H oly Trinity Church, Stratfordon-Avon.
1954

NACERBY will be returning with a new column called
" London Laughs " in the September issue.

Glasgow.
Aberdeen.
Glasgow.
Scottish Comman d Signal Regiment.
Edinburgh, Princes Street G ardens.
Southend .
Eastbourne.
Alamein Reunion.

Signals Dis play Team Engagements

Regimental Week-end
Newport Agricultural Society
Shanklin C arnival ...

Catterick Cp.
Newport, Sal.
I sle of Wight

Ely, Carobs.
Ely Athletic Association
Burwarton Agricultural Society Burwarton,
Sal op.
Aldershot
14 Aldershot Show
Middlesb'h .
Middlesbrough Motor Club

2

5
II

Marriages
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Dunfermline, The Glen.
Paisley.
Dunfermline, The Glen.

24

I

The following are all of M alta Signal Squadron : FINCH.- To Sergeant and Mrs. E . R. Finch, a daughter,
Mary Teresa, on 23rd April, 1954.
IRVINE.-To Sergeant and Mrs. J. L. Irvine, a daughter,
Margaret, on 18th April, 1954.
COTTON.-To Sergeant and Mrs. J . H . Cotton, a son,
Steven Terence, on 23rd February, 1954.
BALDWIN.- To Corporal and Mrs. A. M . Baldwin, a
d aughter, Catherine Ann, on 10th M arch, 1954.

*

opens at Earl's Court in London on 25th August and closes
on 4th September.
As usual all three of the armed services will have a stand,
and as usual the better half of the Army stand will be Roval
Signals. Visitors are invited.

lloy al S ignals Band Prog ran1me

* Depot R,esiment to SHA.PE Sisnal Squad!'?"·
Sergeant R. N. Howells,
Lieutenant-Colonel C. E. Tonry 1s appointed Mthtary Attache, Bnush
Embassy Rangoon.

*

*
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War ~lemorial-4 3rd (\"\·e 1o1sex) Infantry
Division (T.A. ), lloug h Tor, f'ornwall

Deparwrcs

*

OLD {'O NTEM PTI DLES
Major-General C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., Representative
Colonel Commandant and Chairman of th Association,
represented Royal Signals at the unveiling in the Crypt of
St. Martin-in-the-Fields on Sunday, 30th May, of the
memorial tab!et to commemorate the original British Expeditionary Force 1914, Mons to the first battle of Ypres 1915.

Hoyal Signals Crieket Club Fixtures, I 9a•i

July
19 Aug.
13 -

20 R.E.M.E .

at Catterick

14 R.A.C . T raining Brigade . .

A ll matches begin at

11.3 0

. .. at Catterick

hrs. unless otherwise stated.

Uoynl Signals Offieers' Golfing Soc-iety
J uly 23
RA. Golfing Society Sunningdale
THE WIRE , JULY 1954

Yes, it is a bird's nest ! ! I Lest aspersions be cast on the hard
working linemen of Middle East, we are assured by CAFSO,
M.E.A.F. that Royal Signals are not concerned in the maintenance
of the route in question
215

Big Bangs
OR

NUCLEAR NOISES
by

Major F-. W. STONEMAN, M.B. E., T.D.
Royal Signals

*
'

*

*

Sir William Penney greeted by Mr. P. A. Adams, Chief Scientist.
In right background Major F. W. Stoneman, M.B.E., T.D.-W .0.11
F. of S. Potts, both Royal Signals

Some reminiscences of the Atomic experiments in the
South Australian Desert in October, 1953.

*
PART

I

"THE invention of this frightful weapon will probably
mean the end of civilisation." This, in effect, was the
initial reaction of humanity many hund1:eds of years ago
when bows and arrows were invented. I.t is not surprising
if one considers that up to mat time fighting was limited
to close-quarter hand-to-hand com.001; the thought that
men could be killed at a distance, without seeing or knowing
what or who had struck them, was indeed frightening. Such
then has been the reaction throughout history whenever a
big step has been made in weapon development-in 1939
it was sincerely thought by many people that aerial
bombardment itself would finish the war quickly and that
one or both sides would be laid waste for generations. So
now, nuclear energy is the headline news and the world is
jittery at what would appear to be our pending doom.
It is not intended in these notes to discuss the strategy
and tactics associated with atomic weapons. It should,
however, be appreciated that it takes a great deal of money
to produce one bomb and unless that bomb is used to its
best advantage it may not be an economical weaipon. It
has been said that there is no defence against atomic
explosions; perhaps this is so in the sense that there is
litt!e if any defence against a direct hit from a normal HE
weapon. However, much can be done to minimise the
effects. From t!he point of view of designers, users and
those responsible for such activities as Civil Defence it is
very essential to know the actual pel'.lformance of bombs
under all conditions. Thus it is necessary to carry out trials
as for any other weapons.
In the case of atomic weapons the difficulties and exipense
involved are enormous; it is essential for safety and
security reasons to carry out such tests in remote parts of
the world and for this purpose the Central Australian desert
provides excellent territory. But its very vastness and
expanse creates difficulties; lack of road and rail facilities
and a complete absence of drinkable water make the
administrative problem enormous.
216

Before embarking on a descrkption of the work involved
in carrying out an atomic test, let us fir.st of 'all try and
form some idea of the magnitude of the explosion that is to
be measured and recorded by innumerable scientific instrummts. We are all very used to large nwnbers these days,
especially when we t!hink in terms of the fabulous millions
extracted from us each year in taxation. But have you
ever tried to visualise a single million? Stairt COUln.tinig
now at a rate of say two every second-keep going hour in
hour out, day in and day out without stopping for a rest
and it will take you very nearly a week to reach the million
mark. Now consider 50'.Jb. weight of TNT, which gives
quite a nice little bang. Start making a pile of 5olb. blocks;
add two every second and keep on piling them up at that
rate for a week winhout a pause or .rest. There you have
something equivalent to a nominal atomic bomb, considered
to produce the same explosion as would 20,000 tons of TNT
-which, it must be admitted, needs somewhat careful
handling.
Sir William Penney was responsible for the trials with a
staff of over a hundred scientists a:nd ·technical officers. I
was indeed fortunate in joining lihe same aircraft at London
Airport and on the long flight to Sydney had the
opportunity of getting to know him. One's first impression
is of a somewhat reserved and 'UIDassuaning man, hut it is
not long before his remarkable intellectual powers became
aipparent and also his delightful personality. Over a pint of
beer, for which he has a considerable taste and capacity, his
almost school1boy sense of fun and good humour shines
through-and the room soon echoes with his loud laughter.
As I saw more and more of him there was one quality which
struck me more forcibly than any other-he had a very
heavy responsibili<ty on his shoulder and was cal!ed upon to
make some extremely important and worrying decisions; die
instant tlhe decision was made he relaxed completely and
seemed as though he had not a care in the world. This, I
think, is a greu giift and must contribute enormously to
THE WIRE, JULY
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his achievements. But in case I have given the impression
of a somewhat jovial boffin, let me say immediately that he
is also no mean sportsman, which I learned to my own discomfort very early on. At Karachi we were ga-ounded for
36 hours due to engine trouble and in an effort to pass the
time (as a change to drinking beer at 8/6 a bottle) a game
of table tennis was suggested. In spite of the heat, Sir
William disiplayed tremendous energy and proceeded to wipe
uhe floor with everyone. The best I achieved in several
games was 5 points to his 21. Later on, during a quiet spell
in the desert a " Test " match was organised ait a time when
'the Australians were longing for revenge after their defeat
in England. The " England " team batted first and had
reached the sorry score of something like 16 for 5 when the
"skipper" appeared, and in a mass of whirling arms and
legs proceeded t.o knoc:k up 19 in a couple of overs before
1being caught from a truly mighty swipe. When the
"Diggers " had passed our .total with ease the ball was
thrown to Sia- William, who proceeded to bowl out their
two best batsmen in bis first over. I have tried to give my
impression of Bill, as he liked to be called, at some length
because I am certain he was the inspiration behind the
whole show, not only for his scientific ability but also his
leadership and friendliness-truly a great man.
Woomera itself is a village of about 800 residents. It lies
some 340 miles north-west of Adelaide. Tifavelling by air
the gradually diminishing fertili-ty of the land is quite
s11rilcing. Before flying out across the Gulf of Adelaide,
there are already many signs of great effort to keep the land
in production~patdhes of sand in the middle of green
fields, land whiclh has obviously been cultivated but which
is gradually falling back into disuse. Once on the western
side of th Gulf there is little sign of life at all-t!he
occasional track leading to a lighthouse or a pumping station
and here and there a solitary Slhack housing s-OIDe lonely soul
who probably has to keep his eye on hundreds of square
miles of territory. The further inland the less signs d any
human activity-as far as the eye can see just arid, dirty
sand, low, flat plateaux of sandSitone and now and then
areas of scrub and scraggy bushes. Very soon vast salt pans
can be seen. These inland lakes are of vast area but they
seldom contain water. Rain when it comes is torrential,
several inches falling in a few hours-the total rainfall in
a year in tlhis pan is perhaps about eight inches, which
would be adequate to iirrigate large areas if it could be
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preserved. The evaporation rate, however, is so much more
-it has been estimated at 18 feet per year-that the rain
soon disappears. The ground is salty and the lakes dlen dry
up, leaving vast expanses of gleaming white salt, which arc
so bright in the strong sunlight that one can scarcely look
-at them comfortably without darik glasses. Suddenly signs
'Of civilisation appear again-the tll'ans-conrinental railway
·line, a narrow gauge single line track can be seen, like a
<vivid slash across the undisturbed sand, stretching for
hundreds of miles at a time without a bend or slightest
<:urve. A cluster of bwigalows hugging the edge of.
macadam roads and a few miles away the shining strips of
a modern airfield, warn one that Woomera is below. There
is a £Oad linking Woomera to civilisation, but for hundreds
of miles it is nothing more than a dusty track, along which
heavy transport trundles along. There is also a branch line
connecting to the trans-continental ra1lway. But for
personnel, mail and light equipment, air travel is almost
universal. Bristol freighters operated by llhe RA.A.F.
plough backwards and forward daily to Adelaide and many
of the staff take a few days or a long week-<:nd periodically
in civilisation to remind them tlhat there is something else
in this world apart from sand.
Once, returning from Melbourne after a conference, I
missed the plane connection at Adelaide, and as I had been
warned to return before the following morning as an
explosion was imminent, I borrowed a car and set off for
Woome.ra, accompanied by George and Bill, two Aus-tralian
drivers of the toughest breed but of jovial temperament.
For nearly 200 miles we travelled over reasonable roods
to the northern tiip of the Gulf of Adelaide. Townships
became less and less frequem and some reminded me
strikingly of the typical wooden affairs so familiaa- in
western films. But it was during this pa.rt of tlhe trip that
I learned a lot about Australian drinking habits. After
about an hour I detected a slight strain in the atmosphere
and intuition seemed to warn me that the drivers were
thir~.
Geonge needed no more than the slightest hint
and we drew up alongside a wooden shanty which was the
village "local." Here three rounds of rather gassy ice cold
1beer were quickly disposed of. Such sessions had to be
repeated frequently along tlhe route. During one halt, feeling somewhat full, I was persuaded to try Australian whisky
-it was definitely the first and last time. Cosing time in
South Au&tralia is 6 p.m., but 1this caused no concern for
we had travelled beyond the prescribed 50 miles and were
now travellers who couLd demand a drink at any time of
the day or night. There was only one blot on the landscape-beyond Pon Augusta for the last 150 miles across the
sandy tracks of uninhabited scrub, 1there were no townships
let alone "locals." Jolting along, taking avoiding action
when a family of kangaroo became too inquisitive, stopping
now and again to stretch our legs, we finally bumped into
•Woomera at 3 a.m.-1ot hours, including stops, which was
'Pretty good going. The drivers wanted to go straight back,
for this was overtime on double pay and the return journey
would have brought them in a week's pay I
Life in Woomera village is quite pleasant, 1perha.ps a little
lonely, but many of tlhe families settled there are very
content and would not move if they had the choice. The
atmosphere is 1predorninantly military, alcllough there are a
large number of civilian scientists and staff. Many
bungalows have been erected, some wood, some d prefabricated type and some more pennanent reddy stone. The
social life centres round the messes; sitting in the beergarden outside ithe officers' mess in the cool of the evening
can be quite delightful. A few hundred yards away are
floodlit tennis courts where the more energetic dis.port
themselves with great gusto. Everyone is very friendly, a
they have ·to be in a small isolated community, if life i to
'be at all congenial. The sergeants' me overflowed with
hospitality and many of us spent several enjoyable evenings
in the ranher more democratic atmo phere of the Au tralian
way of life than nomlally is encountered in England. The
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troops had good accommodation, excellent food and
canteen facilitie . A fust-.rate cinema and a limited
number of hops completed the picture. On:e fact which is
not noticed at first adds enormously to personal comfort; in
some parts of the country flies make life miserable. Some
wise and clever person, by means of an intense programme
over a number of years, has succeeded in practically eliminating all these pests-during hours of relaxation one suddenly realise how less enjoyable life would have been but
for this fact.
But Woomera unfortunately was only rhe remote base
fro:n which uhe atomic trials were launched. Several more
hour by air, over hundreds of miles of semi-desert and scrub
land, and into the wilderness of completely uninhabited
country and there one found a scar on the otherwise viligio
countryside, where a group of huts and tent had been
erected and bull-dozed tracks connected the centre of

activity. The airfield was a graded strip on what came to be
kno~ as Emu clay.pa~; it could only be used when the wind
was kind and many t1mes fully laden aircraift had to return
to Woomera ~o await more favourable conditions. All personnel, suppli_es, water, stores an? teahnical equi.pment had
to be fl.own m; the sole exception wa5 a Centurion tank
which an intrepid crew drove for four days over the lonely
wastes.
Suah then is the background to an e~irnent of this
n~t.ure. A band of men, living under somewhat trying cond1t10ns for months on end, often short of some essentials
an?. only salty water to was.h in-and yet Vheir morale and
spmt was tremendously high.

*

*

Parts II and III will appear in ~ugust and September,
covering works at the sne-the Signals Aspect-Signals
Personalities.

rr.man
ate m
and
ry f it training, om of its per onalities
fighting to the captur of Wak:heren and to its
the guarding of a pri on camp in Jun~ 1945.
It i a story of individual experience rather than an
atte;npt to write history.
Perhaps the most interesting impression gained is that
all the varied e:ioperjence given to the Commando in training
was _not put to more use in its fighting. One had always
0-e id~a that a Commando was essentially a •u nit of indiv1dua~1sts, best used, detached in small parties, " living like
twenueth century pirates in a world of their own."
The book begins after Lofoten and Dieppe. No. 4 Commando fought only twice in the period covered by the book.
Each time they fought as a complete unit. Early in the
first assault on the Normandy beaches they performed
quickly an individualistic task, the destruction of a battery
of coast guns, and then fought their way forward to join
up with the Airborne Division in the Orne bridgehead.
They were in action continuously for eighty-two days
during which period their casualties exceeded their original
strength.
After a short rest they took a very leading pan in that
classic military operation, the capture of Walcheren. An
ordinary soldier gains certain impressions from this most
excellent book. First the unusual degree of comradesrup
between all ranks. Mind you they had been together for
three years of unremitting training. Second the unusually
high standard as "men at Arms " of all. Three years training and s,pecially selected officers and men. Third, the
waste of the talent in keeging what was essentially an assault
unit bog.ged down in a purely defensive role in the Orne
bridgehead. It may have been necessary, but was it necessary for seventy-five days? Fourth, that during the landing,
against fierce opposition and the forced march to the River
Orne, each man carried over ninety pounds on his back.
There is a moral here for the future .
By contra.st Walcheren with limited objectives and each
man carrying only what was necessary for fighting must
have been a "picnic."
Sufficient for the lessons. The book does not try and
teach lessons. I t is a grand tale, sometimes a merry one.
I t is not heroic, but heroism is not far below the surface
for an understanding reader.
I t is good reading, quick reading, it pays to read it twice.
It is good va'1ue for 12s. 6d. from Odhams Press L td.
, i

t
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ANOTHER SUCCESS AT THE ROYAL TOURNAMENT
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There is little new in this best
of all London theatrical entertainment, and as far as Royal Signals
is concerned, the accent, as our
photographs show, is on humour.
The Display contains figure riding as good, if not better, than in
previous years. Certainly even the
experienced writer of this article
obtained his usual thrill from some
of the modern variations of the
Figure of Eight. As always, rte
precision with which the very
young despatch riders in the team
handle their machines was a source
of wonder, and the robustness and
the manoeuvrability of the Triumph
motor cycle is in the best style of
British manufacture.
The larger arena at Earl's Court
makes for problems different from
those when the Tournament was at
Olympia. This especially applies to
the jumping.
In Olympia the jumps were
placed centrally and to gain speed
the rider started his run outside the
arena and had more room to pull
up.
In Earl's Court the jumps are
placed nearer the landing end and
the slightest error in landing makes
for a struggle to regain control
before hitting the end of the arena.
As always, the Display gives
enormous pleasure to London. As
always, applause is disappointing
to the performers. The act moves
so fast that the audience doe not
have time to applaud. By the time
the audience has recovered consciousness and start to applaud, the
despatch riders of Royal Signals
are already well out of the arena,
and if their performance is as good
a in previous years, the riders are
well on their way into plain clothes
and off duty!
For the rest, the Tournament contains all the old
favourites; some good Physical Training and Club Swinging by the Women's Services, an interesting but intricate
display by the Royal Air Force, and ends magnificently
with the incomparable massed bands of the Royal Marines.
As is its kindly custom, the Display Team entertained
on the 4th June a number of distinguished Officers of
Royal Signals to meet Mr. J. Y. angster and Mr. E.

[CourctSJ' : Graphic Studio1, or P. A. Rtuter

A Vet e ran Mo t or Cycle

Turner, Chairman and Managing Director, re pectively,
of the Triumph Engineering Co., Ltd. Mr. Edward
Turner will be remembered as being the guide and friend
of the earlier years of the Royal Signals Motor Cycle
Display.
Amongst many others, the party was attended by the
Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General C. W.
Fladgate, c.B.E.

JVe take great pride in announcing that approval has been 9ivcn to a ERIE..
OF PERFOR!VIANCES by the ROYAL SIG ALS DJ PLAY TEA I rn 'ORTHER\.
AR!VIY GROUP this A UTU1l1
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ROYAL SIGNALS DINNER C:LUD
ANNUAL DINNER

at the Hyde PaJ·k Hotel, London.
The Dinner Club made history on the 26th May, 1954,
when Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal, c.1. G.c.v .o..
G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Colonel-in-Chief dined with
Her officers.
Her Royal Highness obviously took some pleasure in
doing this and by their prolonged applause which preceded
and ended Her short speech, the officers indicated thei r
pride and pl~asure at the presence of their Colonel-in-Chief.
Her Royal Highness thanked Her officers for their reponse to the loyal toast, and spoke of the pleasure it gave
Her to see around Her so many well known faces, some of
whom he had known during all the years she had been
Colonel-in-Chief. She had always been very proud of
Royal Signals and had taken a great interest in Her Corps
and all that it did in work and in port.
Her Royal Highness spoke of Her pleasure at having the
Trumpeters of Her Corps to sound a fanfare when recently
as Chancellor of the University of Leeds, she had confer.red
upon Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother,
the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Law.

*

*

*

The Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General
C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., before proposing the Toast of Absent
Friends, read a telegram which had most graciously been
sent by Her Majesty The Queen:
"Please convey to the Colonel-in-Chief, the Colonels
Corrunandant and All Officers Royal Signals
assembled this evening my sincere thanks for their
kind and Joyal message of good wishes.
ELIZABETH R."
He also read a signal of greetings from the Commonwealth Divisi-0nal Signal Regiment.
He, General Fladgate, was sure that all officers were very
proud that their Colonel-in-Chief had managed to spare
time from Her busy life of public duty to sipend the evening
with them. He, General Fladgate, reminded the officers
that Her Royal Highness took a keen personal interest in
each and every one of them, and in fact, knew a great deal
more about them than they themselves thought.
Although it was not his pleasure to propose the toast o:
the Guests, he insisted on mentioning by name Colonel L.
Evans, C.M.G., o.s.o., who was in reality the founder of
Royal Signals. G.S.O. I in SD.6, he had fought and won
a considerable battle to secure the formation of Royal
Signals. There was much opposition in the War Office to
this innovation, and it was almost entirely through the efforts
of Colonel Evans that the Army Council of that day had
eventually de.cided to recommend to His Majesty, King
George V that Royal Signals be formed as a separate Corps.

*

*

*

Major-General W. 0. Bowen, c.B., c.B.E., Director of
Signals, then proposed the health of the guests. He
referred to his speech at the Dinner last year when he had
said that he hoped the coming year would be for Royal
Signals a period of consolidation. His hopes had been
falsified by events. It had been a period of expansion.
Egypt, Africa and Malaya had all been the scene of increasing responsibility for the Corps.
He spoke of the reorganisation of Air Formation Signals
now being undertaken and of the expansion of Commonwealth Communications Army Network New relay stations
had been set up in East Africa and the Middle East, and he
was proud to announce that Her Royal ,Highness the
Colonel-in-Chief was later in the year to open the main
station now being established in this country.
He spoke briefly of the exploits of the Corps in sport and
referred to the work of Royal Signals and Royal Australian
Signals in the recent tests of atomic weapons in Australia.

He then mentioned by name our Guests: Colonel L.
Evans, c.M.G., o.s.o., Major R. L. B. Scott of Canada M ajor
J. Ayto, M.B.E., of New Zealand, Major L. K. Malhotra of
India, Lieutenant-Colonel N. R. Adhani of Pakistan and
Major F. C. Heweston of Australia.
'

*

•• Tl1e lll11e llttttk "
HE purpose
this article is to explain in simple
T
language the current rules governing Other Rank promotion in the Army, and how they are applied to produce
of

the Co.nps SeniorJty Rolls which, when pubLished, have
always been known in the Co!lps as the Blue Book.
Promotion in the Corps is "by vacancy." Vacancies
occur by increases to establishment, promotjon, or by those
in higher ranks being commissioned, dischal'ged, transferred
out, etc.
Except for promotion to Warrant Officer Class I, for which
special rules exist, promotion goes to the senior who is both
recommended and qualified for promotion.
All promotion rules in the Corps apply equally to Regular soldiers and: National Service Men.
The foregoing principles are probably well known, and
apply equally to the five Corps Promotion Rosters-Trades,
Foreman of Signals, Cipher, General Duties and the Band.
The following paragraphs deal with points which may not
be so well arppreciated. They apply directly ro the Trades
Roster and, with modifications, to the other Rosters.
There are four different types of rank which can be held
today by Other Ranks-Substantive, Acting rank approved
by OIC Records (hereinafter called "Records Acting
Rank"), Acting rank granted on the authority of AC!
202/52, para 16~b) by Commanding Officers to fiH a vacancy
temq:>orarily (hereinafter called "COs Acting Rank ") and
Local rank. There are also the "appointments," not ranks
of R.Q.MS. and Lance-Corporal. The appointment of
R.Q.M.S. is of one type only and will in future be ordered
by OIC Records. The appointment of Lance-Cor.poral may
be local or acting, or Lance-Corporal on the Corps Roster.
Acting Lance-Corporals are appointed by Commanding
Officers, while admittance to the Conps Roster is authorised
by OIC Records when vacancies occur.
Substantive rank , and ' 'Records Acting Rank " are
granted on a Corps basis. " 00s Acting Rank " and Local
Rank are temporary affairs approved locally, to meet local
needs, and are granted to the best men available on the spot.
Substantive Rank is granted only by the 0 i/c Records,
and promotion orders are issued by him to units who promulgate them in Part II Orders. This rank is giveru only to
those who are recommended for it by their Commanding
Officers, qualified for it as laid down in Corps Memorandum
No. II, and are the most senior bf those so eligible. 0 i/c
Records is notified of recommendations in Confidential
Reports and in nominal rofils submitted by units on 1st
April and 1st October a10I1ually, of qualifications through
Part II Orders, and is himself the keeper of the Seniority
Rolls. Promotion orders are issued as vacancies occur.
"Records Acting Rank" is authorised by 0 i/c Records,
when vacancies on Cor.p s Rosters exist, to those recommended for it and qualified for the equiivalent substannive
rank; only when there is none so qualified is it authorised
to men recorrunended but not qualified. This, it should be
noted, is a new provision; hitherto acting rank has been
granted to the most senior recommended irrespective of
quaLification.
·
It wiJ.l be noted that 0 i/c Records "orders" substantive
promotion, but only " authorises " acting rank. Acting rank

may only be granted to a man when a vacancy exists in his
unit. Therefore, when a man becomes eligible for acting
rank by reco:nmendation, qua'ification, seniority, and
vacancy on a Corps basis, he can only receive the rank when
there is also a unit vacancy. When no vacancy exists in the
unit he cannot be promoted until he. has been posted into a
vacancy elsewhere, or a man of the aoprooriatc rank has
been posted from the unit so creating a va~ancy for him.
"C.O.'s Acting Rank" is granted by C.O.s of units, in their
discretion, to fill vacancies which posting authoriti::s (0 i/c
Records in the United Kingdom, and A(MP) Branches of
GHQ/H.Q. Overseas) cannot immediately fill with individuals of the correct Corps seniority, i.e. holding Substantive or "Re.cords Acting" rank. T his "C.O .'s Acting R ank"
is granted after the duties of the post have been performed
for 35 days, and has to be taken away as soon as a soldi:!r
holding the correct substantive or " Records Acting " rank
i posted in.
o qualification of any kind is required for "C.0 .'s Acting
Rank " except selection by the C.0.
Local rank is authorised by Brigade or higher Commanders for special reasons unconnected with Corps rules
or requirements.
Substantive rank, and both sorts of acting rank, carry
the appropriate pay and pension entitlement. Local rank
does neither.
It will be seen from the above that if a unit has a
vacancy for, say, a Sergeant, it is filled either by the posting in of a Substantive or " Records Acting " Sergeant, or
by the promotion by the C.0. of a Corporal holding a
Records' authority for the acting rank of Sergeant (in Royal
Signals a copy of this authority is signed by the man concerned and then placed with his unit documents to accompany him wherever he goes. It always bears the reference
number 126oo) or, if necessary, by granning "C.O.'s Acting
Rank" to the best man available for the duty. If this last
expedient is resorted to the C.O. has to apply to his posting
authority for a replacement, and also warns the man he
promotes that he will be reverted as soon as his replacement arrives.
Men who hold authorities for " Records Acting Rank "
cannot always expect to get that rank immediately if there
is no vacancy in their unit. In such a case a posting is
necessary and postings are caused or prevented by many
other considerations beside promotions. For example,
soldiers, especially married ones, cannot .be moved too
often or without due notice. Again, men on fixed tours,
such as P.S.I.s in T .A. units or instructors at the S.T.C.,
have to complete their tours or satisfactory replacements be
found for them. Also men cannot be moved in an overseas
station if they are in any ca e due to return to the United
Kingdom in a few months time. In circumstances such
as these, it often takes time before a posting to enable a
man to receive acting rank can be fitted into the overall
posting plan. This explains why, temporarily, senior
Sergeant "A" has no acting rank while, in another unit,
junior Sergeant "B " is an acting S.Q.M.S. In general,
however, a man with a "Promotion Authority " may expect
to get the acting rank if he has not already got it, while
a man with "C.O.'s Acting Rank " must e:iGpeet to lose it.
So much for general rules. Now for a few special ones.
Accelerated promotion is granted in rare cases to certain
outstanding individuals. All such promotions are now
published to all units so that, if a man is passed over by
one of his juniors, he will know why. All cases of accelerated promotion are carefully examined by a Board of
Senior Officers convened for the purpose and only those
who appear to be really exceptional men receive such
promotion.
The Foreman of Signals Roster is governed, not by
vacancies in unit or Corps establishments, but by a proportion of the Roster being allotted to each of the applicable ranks W.O.s I and II and S.Q.M.S. Acting rank on
this Roster is only held while on probation and is ordered
THE WIRE, JULY 1954
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-not authorised-by 0 i/c Records, as for ubstamivc rank
on the Trades Roster.
The Cipher Roster is governed by the normal rules of
promotion, but it contains no Lance-Corporals and very few
S.Q.M . .s.
On the Gener al Duties Roster there is now no promotion
above Corporal, but it is otherwise subject to the normal
rules. The few G.D. Sergeants that exist will not be
replaced when they waste out.
Promotions on the Band Roster follow the usual rules.
W.O.s I are selected by a Board of enior Officers, who
make their recommendations to 0 i/ c Records. Based on
this advice he orders promotions, both Substantive and
Acting, as vacancies occur.
T he " Blue Book," to return to our title, is a copy of the
Corps Promotion Rosters, omitting Lance-Corporals. It is
in order of substantive seniority, and will show, in future,
not only Substantive ranks held, but also promotion
authorities held for acting rank. It will not show "CO's
Acting Ranks " since they are temporary in effect and only
concern the unit and the man. The Book will also show
individuals who are already qualified for the next step in
promotion. Lance-Corporals are not shown as their
number is so great as nearly to double the size and cost
of the Book, while so many of them are National Servicemen that a considerable proportion would have left the
Colour before the Book was published.
It is hoped that the Book will be issued twice every year
in future, and the WO or NCO in the Corps should, by
studying its successive editions, be able to see for himself
the speed at which promotion is taking place and estimate
his own chances of promotion, providing he is recommended and qualified. (Without the appropriate qualifications his chances in future will be practically nil).
In pre-war days every WO and NCO carried a copy of
the Blue Book in his pocket and was an expert on its contents and the promotion prospects of himself and his contemporaries. The Book was the basis of many a heated, or
thoughtful, discussion in Sergeants' Messes, Corporals'
Rooms, and places where they talk. The result was satisfaction to the man and efficiency in the Corps, since a man
either not recommended, or not qualified, was out of the
argument. It is with the hope that the old spirit may be
revived that the Book is again being published.
Why not buy one and see how many senior to you are
qualified, or how old so-and-so is getting on, and how
many RSMs do fade away (or get a commission) in a year.

"let's not overdo it Simkins.

We all know you're a U.G. lineman"
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Royal

ignals Demonstration

MERCURY

AT ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY SANDHURST 4 MAY 1954
by

5 CORPS SIGNAL REGIMENT
HIS Regiment again provided the annual Signal
Demonstration at Sandhurst, at which the Gentlemen
T
Cadets were shown in simple form, and not too technically, some of the functions of the Corps.
Preparation started at the end of January and included
the forming of a Brigade Signal Troop from personnel
within the Regiment and the repainting of vehicles and
their careful storage until the very day. A duplicate set
of vehicles was used for training and the Unit sports
ground was marked out to resemble the area to be used
in the grounds of the RMAS. Training this year was not
interrupted by flooo duties on the East Coast and we were
able to keep to schedule.
Twenty days before the day of the Demonstration the
party of some r 50 moved down to Aldershot, so that final
rehearsals could be carried out on the ground about two
miles to the north of the Academy Buildings.
Tuesday, the 4th May, broke as a cold and very wet
morning, a disappointment after 10 previous days of fine
weather. The rain, however, miraculously stopped just
before the start of the first demonstration and held clear
until the repeat demonstration in the afternoon had been
completed and then down it came again.
The first party of Cadets, some 300 intermediates,
arrived for the "first house " at 1030 hrs. and after being
met by guides and given printed programmes, assembled
on the spectat~rs' stand. This stand was, in fact, the top
of a slope which ran steeply down into a roughly rectangular arena below measuring 200 x 170 yards.
The Brigade Signal Troop was already drawn up in a
long single line of vehicles, facing the audience with the
crew of each vehicle standing in front of the radiator; and
in turn there was a sign in front of each crew to indicate
their role.

Part of Bde. H.Q. The vehicles have just arrived at the new H.Q.
location and the race is on to see which station can be set up first
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The commentator, Major J. Elston, Royal Signals,
then welcomed the spectators and explained how it was
intended to show some of the functions of Royal Signals,
with particular reference to the Brigade Signal Troop,
and that this Troop might well in practice be commanded
by a subaltern.
The task of each vehicle was briefly described and working from left to right each detachment came to attention
as they were referred to.
The commentator then explained that it was to be
assumed that the Brigade Signal Officer had just returned
from the Brigade Commanders' " 0 " Group and was about
to conduct his own " 0 " Group.
On this cue the Brigade Signal Officer, Captain
Callaghan, and his 2 i/c, Second-Lieutenant Chitty,
advanced from "off stage," called up his senior N.C.O.s,
and held a quick " 0 " Group in front of a second mike
so that everybody could hear the orders, as well as the
N.C.O.'s questions and the replies.
Each participant in the group then returned to his vehicle
front. Shortly after this the Troop Sergeant blew his
whistle and as a drill movement the detachments turned to
their right, paused and doubled into their vehicles, taking
their explanatory signs with them. The drivers revved up
their engines and on a further signal by the Sergeant
starred " peeling off " from the right to perform a fast
circuit in convoy round the arena. After completing one
circuit the detachments shot off to their pre-arranged
locations.
The Brigade H.Q. sited itself just in front of the
spectators, while the Battalion rear links were spread out
at the far end of the arena, " A " Echelon moved to the
left near corner of the arena, and the Brigade Commander's

Major Gordon Wotton, O.C., Glider Pilot Reg ime nt, explaining
the role of his light aircraft. The A.S.S. U. tentacle in the background has just closed and is about to move off-stage
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Part of the Brigade Signal Troop lined up under Troop Sergeant Murphy for the opening item of Demonstration "Mercury"

Rover halted between Brigade H.Q. and one of the
Battalion positions. The lay-out on the ground conformed
exactly to a wireless diagram given in the spectators'
programme.
Lines were laid; the aerial masts erected and sets
through; the Signal Office, Cipher Office and Exchange all
working, with battery charging, cooking and S.D.S. runs
all taking place within five minutes of the whistle having
blown for the vehicles to move off from the original lineThe line lay-out included one pole crossing.
up.
Spectators were then allowed forward and were conducted
round in twelve companies with a syndicate leader to each
company. The leaders included 6 Y.O.s, who had recently
left Sandhurst and had just returned from a ski course in
Norway. These Officers not only provided the Cadets
with the information they required, but also did much
towards putting the show over.
Each spectator had the opportunity of inspecting the
vehicles and their contents closely. The Battalion rear
links mounted in American Armoured half tracks aroused
great interest, for these were new to most Cadets, as was
the British Jeep, i.e. our Austin Champs. After the
spectators had been recalled to their stand the dismantle
signal was given by a whistle blast and everything was
taken down, reeled in, and the vehicles moved off and were
out of the arena at the far end within three minutes. These
timings were a considerable improvement on the best
achieved last year.
The Cadets next combined a break for refreshments
with a look round the " Golden Arrow" station set up
behind the spectators' stand. The latter was working to
German~ and spectators were invited to chat on the key-,
board tc;) the distant terminal which had an ex-RMAS
subaltern near the keyboard, which added local colour for
the spectators. The NAAFI provided VIP coffee, attractive fancy cakes and biscuits. The tea marquee was well
decorated with flowers and the Corps Flag was flown on
a pole sited in front. There was an amusing incident connected with the sugar for the coffee, the latter being of VIP
quality was provided with the multi-coloured crystal type
of sugar and one of the College C.S.M.s was heard to
remark that he had seen some "bull" in his time but thi
was a new high-" Sugar in Regimental Colour indeed."
After the break the demonstration continued with a showing of an ASSU tentacle. Some difficulty had been
experienced in obtaining such a vehicle with trained crew
and in the end No. ro ASSU (Southampton T.A.) provided a half track with driver and wireless sets, while the
crew were sent over from No. r !i.SSU in Ger'Tl'.m v, and
Major S. F. Dunkley was loaned from No. I War Office
Signal Regiment because of his experience of this sort of
work in the Middle East.
The Tentacle drove on to the arena and the ASSU
Office, G.L.O. and A.L.O. very briefly explained their
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roles. The A.L.0. then called up a flight of four Meteors
on the V.H.F. set and gave them a target to the right from
of the spectators. This request and the reply from the
pilot was also fed into the P.A. system.. The Metors
quickly effected one strike, which was made realistic by
the detonation of prepared charges on the target area.
The final item, at which Major Gordon Watton, Royal
Signals, 0.C. Glider Pilot Regiment, came to the mike and
described the capabilities of the Auster and Beaver fixed
wing light aircraft, again provided a very attractive rounding
off to the demonstration. His S.S.M. and S.Q.M.S. gave
a breath-taking display of flying at very low height and
included message and stores dropping as a practical accompaniment to the talk by the O.C. The timing of the aircraft
and the accuracy of the drops were most creditable. The
aircraft finally landed behind the spectators and allowed a
detailed examination. It should be added that visibility was
poor and a tricky cross wind blew with some force, all of
which added to the hazards of this item.
The spectators were not, in fact, confined to Cadets
only; many senior Officers came from various parts of the
country and amongst those present were " D " Signals,
"DD" Signals and the Commandant of the RMAS. On
the day we got quite a kick out of the demonstration ourselves, after so long a training period, and hope that some
of the Cadets felt sufficiently impressed to opt for Signals
as their first choice.
R.E.D.M.

Captain D. Callaghan casts a critical eye on the Cable Detachment
about to lay to Bn. H.Q.
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WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS,

I TRAINING REGIMENT ROYAL SIGNALS

Bock Row (L. to R.) : Sergeants Nicholson. Dell, Ault, Flux, Cadman , Kimber, Thompson, Lloyd (A.C.C.), Phillips (A.C.C.), Sage, Ho"."ie, Hart, Gunstone, Hayward. T~ird
Row (L. to R.): Sergeants Hills, Brine, Cox, Cole. Stiven. (R.A.E.C.) McCafferty (R.A.E.C.), Seed (R.A.E.C.), lamb (R.A.E.C.), Pilkington, Johnson, Coar, Cooper, High.
Hepworth (R.E.M.E.), Forrest. Second Row (L to R.) : S.Q.M.S. Pleasants, S.5.1. Brophy (A.P.T.C.), S.Q .M.S. Johnson, Sergeants Bews, Gill , Dodds (R.A.E.C.), Trowbridge,
Ruddy, Amos. Potter, Melville, Charlton, S.Q.M.S. Cr aze, S.Q .M.S. Powner, S.Q . M.S. Humphries, 8 .E.M. Front Row (L. to R.) : S.Q.M .S. Lepplngton, S.Q.M .S. Bowman,

S.Q.M.5. Allen, S.Q.M.S. Simons, S.S.M. Hall, R.Q.M.S. Charlton, R.S. M. Burman, lieutenant-Colonel R. W . Atkinson, 0 .8 .E., R. Signals, Major G. M. Frazer, R. Signals,
Captain L. J. Webb, R. Signals, S.S.M . Moc5weency, S.S.M. Jones, S.Q.M.S. Jenner, S.Q . M.S. Mill<, W.0.1. Allen (R.A.E.C.l.

On uth May we said f;uewell to our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Atkinson, O.B.E., and Mrs. Atkinson, after his three years' command of the Regiment. We
wish them both every success in his new appointment as
C.R. Signals, 43 Wessex Infantry Division. We welcome
Lieutenant-Colonel E. I. E. Mozley, our new Commanding
Officer, who has arrived from 6 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment to take over the Regiment.
The Annual Administrative Inspection by Brigadier
\VI. D. J. Harries, c.B.E., Commandant Signals Training
Centre, took place on 22nd May, a raw cold day. The
hard work put in by all ranks justified the final result.
The Rugger season over, Cricket and Athletics are under
way. We have high hopes of our Cricket team, unfortunately rain has spoilt their earlier matches.
Athletics have got off to a good start. In the Northern
Command Individiual Athletic Championships, which have
just been completed, we entered ten athletes and managed
to pull off six events.
Signalman Whitaker
Signalman McParland
Signalman Kelly ...
Lancc-CorpJral Drummond

Signalman Chappel
Captain Whitehead
Scrgoant Slade

1st

2ad
20d
I Sl

2nd
ISl
!Sl

2nd
2nd
!St
!St

2lld
2nd

400 Yards
220 Yard
3 Miles
440 Yards Hurdles
High Jump
Discus
Javelin
Hammer
Shot
Shot
Pole Vault
440 yds. Hurdles
Pole Vault

Our team for the Northumbrian District Inter-Unit
Championships on 15th/16th June is training hard and we
are hoping to repeat last year's success.
3 THAINING REGIMENT

It is with no little trepidation that the present scribe sets
forth on the perilous sea of Printer's Ink, for in these uncharted depths he cannot vie with his illustrious predec~ssor.
(How do you hear me, Cecil?).
However, all is calm-not a ripple disturbs the quiet backwater of Bourlon and, apart from steering some 800 or so
trainee operators safely through to Class III standard and
providing half the Garrison duties for Catterick Camp (or
o it sometimes seems), we are having the most placid period
the Regiment has experienced for several months.
And now, back to land! Thanks to the ingenuity of our
T.O.T. (Major Ernest Nash), the straying sheep can no
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longer feed on our flowers. He has had them (the flowers)
put into window boxes, and the front of the Sandhurst
block looks all the more pleasant.
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal Johnson (2 Squadron)
on his splendid effort in the Northern Command Individual
Championships, 880 yards, and in so doing beating the
famous international runner, Lance-Corporal Norris, of 2
Training Regiment.
We manage a little cricket benween showers and hope to
do much better when the weather improves. We lost to
7 Training Regiment in the Garrison Knock-Out, and drew
with 5 Training Regiment (time alone beating us) in a
friendly.
We welcome Captain P. J. Ibbotson from Far East, and
Second-Lieutenants Charlwood and Douglas from 0.T.W.
Welcome also to W.O.II Pavey and W.O.II G. H. Scott,
the latter in relief of W.O.II Broadhead who leaves us
shortly for Fontainbleu. The lucky chap! He goes with
our very best wishes.
Good luck also to W.0.II Nicholson, one of our crack
shots, who has just left us on completion of 22 years' service
and joined the W.D. Constabulary somewhere around
Aldershot.
And talking of civil life, it may be of interest to many of
our older readers that our training staff includes several -exRoyal Signals of "way back." Jimmy Widgery, 1917-1947,
June Knight, Charles Mattock, Frank Stockton, Fred Allen
and Harry Hill, to name a few, and we hope soon to have
Charlie Childs with us. Anyone with recent experience of
instructing OWLs and wishing to join this select band
should write to our Chief Instructor.
This month's OWLer (really true).
On recent Trade Board.
Question: "What is the meaning of PLAYTIME?"
Answer: "NAAFI Break."
And now, to end these notes, a brief glimpse of the countryside from Gallowgate Camp in Richmond, where our No.
3 Squadron is quartered in splendid isolation.
Certain National papers consider· Catterick to be a plilce
where young soldiers are tricked and tortured into under~
standing Army discipli.ne. Others Iiiten ~t to a kind of holiday camp with its bedside mats aha .curtain§. · .T h9se in 3
Squadron have other views. · ·
·
·
·· ·
The site of the camp, on the hill above Richmond, gives
a chance to admire the well-known castle, the less famous
Easby Abbey, and a considerable amount of Swaledale.
For anyone who wishes to walk, ramble, hike or cycle, or
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even ride on buses, Swaledale abounds in beauties and
mysteries, satisfying to all except those who have a fancy
for ozone and brine. At the Richmond end, the valley is
wooded and flanked by ~teep mils. Moving upstream
towards Reeth, the vegetation thins out and Muker is surrounded by moorland.
All the villages in the area have interesting histories and
tales about them, because Swaledale has been used for military encampments since Roman days, as is oroved by the
number of castles in the area. Abbeys and Manors leave
stories of more peaceful days, many being of considerable
architectural interest. In fact, all the buildings have an
interest to people with curiosity and a roving eye. How
many have noticed that the Holy Trinity Church in Richmond has shops built into it?
The River Swale provides hours of pleasure to those who
enjoy fishing, swimming or just watching its waterfalls; like
Kisdon Force or Swinnergill Kirk, which hides the entrance
to an cxplorab ~ e cave.
All in all, 3 Squadron is more conscious of these beauties
because they are there to be seen every day, and the road
from Richmond keeps everybody in trim for exploring
further .

*
OFFICEll TRAINING WING

The annual Administration Inspection took place on the
uth May and was conducted by Brigadier C. G. Moore,
o.B.E., who also was the In peering Officer on the Parade.
The weather was fine, thus enhancing both the parade and
the appearance of the Unit Lines.
The following day the General Officer Commanding
Northumbrian District, Major General C. H. Colquhoun,
o.B.E., visited the Unit.
The G.O.C. saw Regular and
National Service Officers, and National Service Cadets in
all phases of their training.
The Commissioning Parade for Course 318 was taken
by Colonel J. R. Cordy-Simpson, M.c., the Commandant of
Mons Officer Cadet School. In spite of poor weather the
parade was most impres ive. The Commanding Officer's
Prizes for the best cadet in each half course were awarded
to Officer Cadet W. M. Madill and Officer Cadet M. H.
Sturt.
.
The Cricket season started auspiciously for the Unit with
an exciting victory against Royal Signals Wing, who were
beaten by a six, hit in the last over of the match. Several
of our cricketers have played in the Northern Command
Trials and we hope to get at least one place in that tearp.
In the first round of the Northumbrian District Knock-out
Competition we beat 4 C.I.C. by 98 runs. Officer Cadet
Dracup made II2 runs not out-an exceEent score by any
stand3rds.
.
..
Officer Training Squadron and Techmcal Tr~mng
Squadron succeeded in coming 4th and 6th out of 6o m the
.
Army Company Cup Small Bore Competition.
Training has been underway for some weeks and Umt
Athletes have achieved some successes in the
orthern
Command Athletics Meeting on the 25th and 26th May.
Second-Lieutenant Wardley won the high jump, and others
qualified for final heats.
.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. S. K. Maydon, Captam 0. J. Peck
and Second-Lieutenant D. I. N-alder competed in the Army
Golf Championships. Lieutenant-Colonel Maydon. and
Second-Lieutenant Nalder also represented the Corps m the
Army Challenge Cup; they beat one Royal Engineers' team
but lost to the R.A.0.C. Both were close matches.
The Wing is still training a very large number of Officer
Cadets and Young Officers. The arrival of C.C.F./ A.C.~.
Cadet~ for their annual courses will throw the greatest stram
on the training machine. We welcome to the Wing four
Sergeants, all of whom are now in Technical Training
Squadron, Ser.geants L. Joll y, J. Sweeney, F . K . Evans
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come from Units in England, and Sergeant L. Merrals joins
us from Jamaica, a salutary change no doubt, if only in
climate.
The results of the Staff College Examination 1954, published in The Times, show that Captains 0 . J. Pe.ck, J. R.
Ellis, D. W. Sherrard-Smith of the Wing have qualified this
year. We offer them our congratulations.

*
SOUTDERN COMMAND (M) SIGNAL
REGIMENT

Since we last went to press we have had a strenuous but
interesting time. We ran a most successful District Motor
Cycle Tria!s in March, organised by the T.0.M., Major
G. V. McDowall, and his staff, at which several of our own
D.R.s did well.
Sadly we said farewell to Major Frame, W.R.A.C., who
in Aipril departed for the troubled Canal Zone, where we
hope life will not be too insular for her, and that Major
Snowden who is due to replace her at H.Q. Southern Command, will have a good trip home before taking up her
duties.
We held a Regimental week-end in Bulford at the
beginning of May. The weather was not as kind to us as
it ought to have been, but nonetheless there was a wellattended Dance, followed on the Saturday by a very amusing series of football matches. It was gratifying to see so
many members of Nos. 2 and 3 Squadrons present.
Congratulations to S.S.M. Woodbridge and S.Q.M.S.
Snaith on their recent promotions.
~o. I Sqnadl"ou.
The training and exercise season
has started with a vengeance and the Salisbury Plain has
"now become a vast panQrama of tents and vehicles with a
natural preliminary of solid installatio~s of telephones,
switchboards and cables by the hardworking F.S .. Troop,
which is also up to its neck in heavy public address '!quipment installations for demonstrations, rifle meetings and the
visit of Her Majesty The Queen and the Duke of Gloucester.
Our new S.S.M. James has arrived anq settled down,
even though a bit shaken by the quarters allocated which
are not quite up to the luxurious standard in B.A.0.R.
We welcome Sergeant West to the Squadron and wish
Sergeant (now S.Q.M.S.) Harcourt the best of luck with
the A.E.R., and Sergeant McGione in the Canal Zone.
After a very shaky start the Unit Cricket ~eai:i, which h~s
a very fair percentage of No. r Squ~dron m It, won th~
third match in a blaze of glory. A l1ttle more net pracuce
and concentration should make it a good team.
The Squadron offers its sympathy to Signalman and Mrs.
Playfoot on the death of their son, ag~d .2! ~onths. .
The Squadron is entering for th~ District Rifle Meeung
in early Jeune, and has also contnbuted to the Southern
Command Sirnals Eisley Team which will be compo ed of
this Regimen~ and the Depot Regiment Royal Signals at
Denbury in Devon. We have some reasonab!e shots, but
unfortunately so few of the N.C.0.s, W.O.s and Officers can
be spared for the overall three weeks at Eisley.

No. 3 Squadron. Wireless training has ocoupied
most of us for the past two months, Dartmoor being the
favourite area.
The usual summer rush of applications for P.A. equipment and telephones all over the place has started.
We must have created a record in marriages in the ast
twelve months and one is forced to the conclusion that
there is something about the Taunton air, or maybe the
girls, which lead to wedlock.
.
Anyway, congratulations to Lieutenant-Colonel W. Dixon
(Retd.) on his marriage, and to Sergeant Swe~t ~ La~
Corporals Ralph and Davidson on their impending
marriages.

c
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Anti -Aircraft Command
l<i A.A. (M) SIGNAL llEGIHENT (T.A.)

Having suffered the rigours of a Liverpool winter, we
are now stoically enduring the trials of a Liverpool summer.
There is, in fact, little difference between the two. The
highlights of the past months have been mainly domestic.
Horticulture has caught the imagination of all in camp
and already there are signs of life in the flower beds. There
should be, considering the efforts spent in trying to raise
some enthusiasm in the seeds. It is on record that after a
B.B.C. frost warning some weeks ago one of our keen
" horticulturists " produced an eiderdown and covered up
the seeds she had planted earlier in the day. How can the
garden fail when tended with such loving care?
However, don't let us give you the wrong impression. In
addition to all this furious manual labour administrative
duties have also been undertaken.
Our first annual camp-93 Squadron at Stanford, Norfolk,
ended on 29th May with a road journey back to Runcorn.
By all accounts the camp was very successful and though the
rest of the Regiment will miss 93 Squadron when we go
co camp in August, we are all happy to see that 93 have
set us a good example to emulate at Chickerell. We are all
hoping that the weather will be somewhat pleasanter than
during the Stanford Camp.
The past month saw the occurrence of Exercise
"Flamingo V "-the annual Merseyside A.A. exercise.
Various members of the Regiment took part as Royal
Signals umpires, and although the weather was wet and
rather cold the exercise eminently satisfied the many high
ranking and allied officers who paid visits to the Mersey
A.A.D.A.
Discussing Personalities

Since we last appeared in print, we have regretfully lost
R.S.M. Faircloth to the A.E.R. Depot at Chester. In his
place we welcome W.0.I Hopkins from 7 Training Regiment, Catterick, and to him and Mrs. Hopkins we extend
our wishes for a happy stay in Liverpool. To his predecessor, R.S.M. Faircloth, who has served so long with and
done so much for the Regiment, we send equally sincere
wishes for a successful and happy stay in Chester.
Our P.S.I.s at Atherton have once more changed. W.O.II
Whim, who only came to us eight months ago, has been
replaced by S.Q.M.S. Holness from the O.T.W., Catterick.
To W.0.II Whim, who has worked so hard under difficult
conditions, we extend our congratulations on his promotion
and our hopes for a happy stay with his new unit. We
welc~e S.Q.M.S. Holness and trust that he will enjoy his
stay with us.
To Major Robinson and Captain West we send our
heartiest congratulations on their promotion.

*
5 A.A. INDEP. (M) SIGNAL SQUADRON

In the last quarter there have been so many changes that
we scarcely know ourselves. First and foremost we have
been re-organised and re-designated and a sort of "general
P?St" has taken place. We are now an Independent (M)
Signal Squadron and our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel R. B. S.
E~aut has be~n posted to 1 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment. We
wish both him and his wife the very best of luck in the
future.
Our Second-in-Command, Major R. T. M. Sharp, is our
new Squadron Commander and we are all settling down
well in our "reduced status."
Our Adjutant, Captain J. L. McKellar, has been uprooted
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from our midst and is now with 18 Army Group Signal
Regiment. Captain McKellar was a tower of strength in
our Unit T heatre Club and as a parting shot before leaving
us he produced two very successful plays in February" On the Frontier " and " Love in a Mist." Our very good
wishes go with him and his wife in their new posting.
As we are no longer entitled to an Adjutant, Captain J. B.
Primer, W.R.A.C., has taken over the job on a modified
scale as " Administration Officer."
We welcome Captain S. H. D. Jebb to the Squadron as
our Second-in-Command and wish him a happy stay with
us.
Easter Day found us all heading towards Weymouth and
Annual Camp. The fortnight passed very quickly-the
weather was kind and we soon settled down to " life under
canvas."
W.0.II Wilde has been posted to Singapore. It should
be a pleasant contrast from the " icy North"! We hope he
and his {amily will enjoy their tour abroad. Our late
R.Q.M.S ., W.O.II Brownley, is now our S.S.M., and rules
us all with a rod of iron!
We say farewell to W.O.II Burford, W.R.A.C., who
became "surplus" on 1st April, 1954. Records very soon
whistled her away to Signal Training Wing, W.R.A.C.,
Catterick Camp, and our very good wishes go with her.
We welcome in her place S/ Sergeant Argo, W.R.A.C., and
hope she will be happy here.

3 INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT

[Photo : Public Relations

NORTHERN
Arniy 6roup

***

2 L. OF C. SIGNAL REGl:MENT
2 Squadron. The highlight of the month was the

successful effort (that with the support and co-operation of
all other Signal Units and organisations in this theatre)
resulting in a healthy donation to the Welfare Branch of
the Signals Association. Our particular thanks are due for
the magnificent support given by the Signal Squadron of
the 1st Canadian Brigade, whose efforts for " Our Corps"
exceeded that of some Royal Signals units. Surely this
is a challenge to those who have the responsibility of building "Corps Tradition." Of the total sum contributed we,
in this Squadron, raised one-fifth of the total; 2 L. of C .
Signal Regiment, as a who~e, raised one-third of the total
amount. The Welfare Fund is in urgent need of funds,
we in B.A.O.R. have a unique opportunity of raising funds,
one that is not available for units in other theatres. All
those serving in B.A.O.R. who read this magazine are asked
to make a very special effort for the next show.
During the month, the Comm.anding Officer, LleutenantColonel F. A. Young, paid us a fonr-day visit and e~ressed
himself as very well satisfied with the way all ranks British
and G.S.0. are competing with their multifarious responsibilities. Before these notes ~ppear in print we shall have
a new O.C. and said Auf Wiedersehen to Major Dickie
Dirs, who, rumour has it, is taking over another job not far
away-prior to departure for civilian life.
In the sporting and athletic world, we continue to hold
our own; the Cricket team are top of the local league and
have reached the semi-final of the Garrison Knock-Out
Competition, while of the twelve who represented the
Regiment in the B.A.O.R. Signals Units Small Bore Championship, no less than ten were from this Squadron. We
hope next month to report a similar effort with the Athletic
team.
Our best wishes go with Sergeant Holden on his
departure to Signals 7 Armoured Division and his wellearned promotion. His place in both the Cricket and
Hockey teams is going to be hard to fill.
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2 SQUADRON - 2 L OF C SIGNAL REGIMENT. WINNERS OF
H.Q. HANNOVER DISTRICT OPEN AND NAT IONAL SERVICEMEN SMALL BORE LEAGUES.
Standing : L/Corpo ral Andrew, Signalman Coleman, Signalman
Maunders. Seated : R.S.M. Mayhew, Major J. H. Di rs, Sergeant
Holden , M.B.E., R. Signals.
APOLOGIA
It is very much regretted that, owing to the unusually
early closing date for copy, all other notes from B.A.O.R.
have had to be held over.

M. E. L. F.

[Photo : S. Sarkis

Major-General M. S. Wheatley, C.B., C.B.E., accompanied by
Brigadier G. B. Bell, C.B.E., B.T.E., inspects the Regiment
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It is with regret that we admit to failure in getting our
notes _on to the Editor's desk in time for publication, but,
this month, we have reserved our No. 1 pigeon which, we
hope, will fly "swiftly and :rurely " to Eccleston Square by
NOT LATER THAN 10th JUNE.
During the past few weeks we have seen a number of
departures (listed elsewhere), chief among these being the
R.S.M., W.0.I Sweeney, with his family, who will now be
safely ensconced in U.K. A farewell party was held in the
mess, which went "swimmingly," and we sincerely hope
that he will enjoy his T .A. job with 16 Airborne Divisional
Signal Regiment.
Second-Lieutenant Thompson has gone to "G" Troop
in Cyprus to relieve L ieutenant Handley, who is Catterick
bound on a Part Two course. Our new R.S.M., W.O.I
French from 3 G .H .Q. Signal Regiment, has now settled in
and we hope his stay will be long and pleasant.
Thanks must be extended to the 0 i/c Records for so
quickly answering our call cricketers, as we welcome
Second-Lieutenant Driskoll from 3 L. of C. Signal Regiment, who has already been appointed 0 i/c Cricket.
We welcome also the families of the Commanding Officer,
S.S.M . Muxworthy and S.Q.M.S. Ledger, who seem to be
well settled in now, and are already adding lustre to this
rather barren neck of the woods.
Congratulations are extended to Sergeants Talbot and
Longstaffe on their recent promotion to this rank.
On Wednesday, 26th May, we were honoured by a visit
from Major-General Wheatley, C.B., C.B.E., C.S.O., M.E.L.F.,
who we regret to say is shor.tly to leave us for U.K. where
he will later take up the appointm~nt of Director of Signals
at the War Office. His ever eager eye took in all and sundry!
The Regiment were congrat'lllated on the Parade and march
past and standard of the camp, even though the high winds
and sand storms of previous days did their best to sabotage
our efforts.
"A" Troop have now departed for Summer Camp to Bir
Odeib and are enjoying their life by the seaside. One crew
has gone to Greece to take pan in Exercises with British
and Greek Commandos-we expect some rough stuff when
they come back.
This month we were honoured by a visit from members
of the Canadian National Defence College, who are at the
present moment visiting the Middle East. They wanted to
see the conditions under which a normal unit lives in the
Canal Zone. We showed them all we could and we think
they were suitably impressed.
This month has also seen the reforming of " 0 " Troop
which was diS1banded in 1952, and there has been much
activity in 1 Squadron with the transfer of personnel and
vehicles. Captain Dunbar (ex "C" Troop) in command,
with Sergeants "Pat" Overland and "Buck" Taylor to do
the work.
Leave to Cyprus has recommenced and, among many
otihers, your scribe hopes to sample the joys of civilisation
again this month, so watch out for a first-hand account next
month.
The trek back to U.K. of the original members of the
Regiment s\arted this month and will continue until
November, when the change round will have affected o" r
150 men.
News in the sporting world is that in cricket we have had
two "friendlies," beating 3 L. of C. Signal Regiment, and
losing to 41st Fi ld Regiment R.A. Both games were. exceptionally good especially the former, when to the delight
and amazement of all, the Adjutant (Captain Parke ) hit
everything in sight including the winning run! In the
Troop League, "B" Troop are. now at the top, with. ~he
holder , " Q" Troop hot on their heels, and some excmng
gJmes are forecast.
So we end our " griff" for yet another month, and hope
that, 'wherever you may be serving, you're enjoying life.
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25 l11depende11t Ar1noured Brigade
Signal Squadron
We started last month well by winning the "Cap Badge"
Boxing Competition against such opposition as the Royal
Scot Grey , the Sherwood Foresters, R.E.M.E., and
Ordnance. Our team, which was much the same as that
which previously won the Brigade/District Squadron
Competition, is hown below.

these posts, showing Signalman Rowley and a Libyan
policeman, is reproduced below.

*

*

*

*

F inally, we include photographs f K ing Idres' Palace
at Tobruk and of the Greek ruins at Cyrene, which will
be of interest to those who fought in the North African
campaign.

(Left to right): Sgmn . Sankey, Sgmn. Rea, Dvr. Ainsworth, Sgmn.
Biggins, Cfn. Mcilroy (R.E.M .E. attached), Sgmn. Darnbrook, Dvr.
Harrigan, Cpl. Soutar

Of us all, ~qua_dron-~ergeant-Major Burton was probably the luckiest in havmg a clear view of Her Majesty.
He was stationed at the entrance to the parade ground, as
our photograph shows.

*

*

*

16 INDEI•ENDENT PARA.

DBE.

G.P. SIGNAL

St~lJADRON

Back row (left to right): Cpl. Elkins, Sgt. Smithard, Dvr. Preston ,
Sgmn. Owen, Sgmn. Howard ; Middle Row (left to right) : Cpl.
Clowes, Cpl. Wall (Capt.), Capt. F. R. Williams, team manager,
S.S.I. Wheeler, A.P.T.C. trainer, L/Cpl. Warren; Front Row (left to
right): Sgmn. Norton, Sgmn. Beardmore, Sgmn. Bellchambers,
Sgmn. Eccles

*

*

*

o sooner was the boxing over than the Squadron went
to Tobruk to prepare for the visit of Her Majesty The
Queen, which was, as everyone knows, a great success.
Our photograph shows Her Majesty and the Duke of
Edinburgh after they had laid a wreath at the Tobruk
cemetery, where many Royal Signals personnel are buried.
Our next photograph shows Lieutenant Jenkins standing
on LCV 1 with Richard Dimbleby and assisting in making
the recording for the B.B.C. which you probably heard.

*

*

*

*
Richard Dimbleby
making a recording
for the B.B.C.

*

*

*

O~r ~uties at Tobruk included wireless and line commumcauons from El ~dem to Tobruk, as well as security
po~ts along the 16-mile route. A photograph of one of
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For over three years I have endeavoured to describe
events within this Squadron-events which have taken men
to Cyprus, Jordan, Kenya, Sudan, Sinai, all parts of the
Zone-even England. I have seen faces change; I have seen
spirits low and high. I have never seen a lessening of the
spirit of comradeship. Men who three years ago had never
seen a wireless set now find themselves as experienced in
living and maintaining communications 200 miles in the
desert as they were on the floor of the Palais three years
before. It is fortunate that our memories are generally
pleasant and that much that was boring and frustrating has
given way to a sense of achievement-be it only in the daily
maintenance of the line between Monty's and the Agricultural Buildings, ~wo of the Brigade Security Posts in
Ismailia. With our departure from the Canal Zone must
end a phase in the Squadron's History and, whilst it is
wrong for a soldier to sentimentalise, it is often amusing,
even instructive, to chew over some of the incidents which
occur.
My mind turns back to one Sunday in October, 1950,
when I arrived in the Squadron. Now if it's any consolation to anyone who has been in an aircraft parachuting
with me it always takes me considerable mental effort to
jump. Imagine my disgust then when the Squadron Commander in his casual way mentioned that there was a " ~ot
of ballooning" the following morning. He thought I might
like to wander down. The question of synthetic ground
training or the fact that I had not jumped for over two
years did not seem to arise. I wonder if it was just a coincidence that there was a very experienced se.l'geant standing
directly behind me in the cage. A trust had been placed in
me to do something and ably assisted from behind it was
done-which is perhaps more correct than saying" I did it."
Of course, I l\ave been let down occasionally but I have
always trusted those I have selected-a fellow trusted will
invariably give his best. Eventually trust leads to a sense
of comradeship and team spirit. I remember so well in
later years that same ser.geant, now happily promoted, being
greeted on parade on Nev: Year's Day by the entire
squadron with "Happy New Year-Sar'ent Major." Or the
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awkward sfouation that arose when that same man announced
that if he found out who threw an 88 Grenade into a certain
. Well, he
tent on Christmas Day he would
could hardly have been eiopected to know it was the second-in-command.
Returning for a moment to the Aldershot days I recall
the Brigadier's particular bete noir was the correct fitting of
great coats. He would often order a man bound bot foot
to catch the "4-40" to put on his coat to check its fitting.
On his first inspection I remember the twinkle in his eye
as be viewed with "displeasure" a great coat which a few
minutes before had hung sparkling behind a bed but which,
on being donned, now hung like a sack to within a few
inches of the knees of the unfortunate owner. On my feelings as that same Officer discovered amongst the first twenty
the nine National Service Men I had claimed to be on
parade. And my trepidation as looking down the ranks of
the next twenty I could pick out at least another six. No
remark was passed but on leaving the Brigadier remarked,
"A smart lot of REGULARS."
I recall with strange relish the remark of a naval Officer
of H.M.S. Triumph on the voyage to Cyprus. Seeing a
certain Signalman strung between two guns in a hammock
he looked intently for a moment and said "Grannies."
Of our last few months in the Canal Zone I would say
this. I have heard so many persons remark on the high
morale of the soldiers that I thought I must be overlooking
somethring which was so apparent to the casual 48 hour
visitor. But after 2} years I think not. Morale is high in
the soldiers I serve in spite of the Canal Zone, but it is a
measure of their sense of comradeship and pride in their
efficiency.
Lastly, I speak of those men I have served and who have
served me those last years. Some are names on a roll through
which a line is drawn and opposite the remark " Posted,"
" Released " (from what I wonder ! ) , " Close Arrest " others are fellows I could chat to now. Each though a
character unto himself, to be studied and considered but
n :ver ignored.
For those who have not served the Parachute Brigade
the attraction is lose. In those who have rest it chann
and the secrets of its comradeship.
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3 L OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT
The highlight this month has been the good-bye visit to
the Regiment by Major-General M . S. Wheatley, C.B., c .B.E.,
C.S.0 ., G .H.Q., M .E.L.F.
The visit took place on 26th May, 1954, the C.S.O. being
met at the Regimental H.Q. by a Guard of Honour under
the command of Captain D . W. Sutherland, M.M. From
there, the C.S.O. proceeded to walk round the lines, ending
up a the Sergeant~' Mess for a farewell talk. We were all
very pleased with what he said, and in particular the fact
that the work of the Regiment is so well appreciated
throughout the Zone.
Finally, before leaving, the C.S.O. paid a short visit to
the Officers' Mess, where he bade farewell to our own
officers, and also to officers of r L. of C. Signal Squadron.

[Photo : S. S arkis

Major-General M. S. Wheat ley, C.B., C.B.E., inspects the Guard of
Honour

~ULTA

*

SIGNAL squADRON
The Queen has come-and gone. Our barracks is
situated on the edge of the Parade Ground where the Combined Services Parade was held, so we have been at the
c~tre of the whirl of activity that preceded Her Majesty's
arnval. So far as the arrangements for the visit were concerned we were fairly heavily involved. Captain Tonnison
led a ~ of nine N.C.O.s and men who were part of a
oompos1te platoon of R.E., Royal Signals, R.A.S.C.,
R.A.O.C., RE.M.E., taking part in the big parade. We
were allowed to make use of the verandahs on buildings
facing the square and everyone not on oarade and all the
families had an excellent vantage ooint for watching it. A
~ company " of forty-eight, under Lieutenant Fisher, helped
line the route on t!-'1ree different occasions-this latter party
had an excellent view of the procession, particularly in the
narrow streets of Valletta.
In the way of . tasks more peculiar to the Corps: extra
D :R.s were req~1red at all hours to carry details of last
mmute changes in the programme, whilst F.S.S. and S.W.S.
Tr~ps had to provide lines f~om the parade ground to the
salutmg battery to synchronise the feu de joie with the
21 gun salute, and from t~e ~oyal Malta Artillery Officers'
Mess Ante Room to theu kitchen to warn the Garrison
Cater ing Adviser when to make the tea.
A P .R.I. Entertainments Committee has been formed and
has prepared a very ambitious programme of events. A
dance was held three weeks ago and there is a social evening
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this week. It is hoped that these monthly dances will conni_nue, and next month y;c are moving out into the open
air where such breezes as there are will help to cool brows
overoeated by the waltz and quickstep (not to mention the

Historu of Beginie nts of

er~ ).

We must record, albeit rather belatedly, the deparbUre of
S.S.M. Watters. He had been with the Squadron for a
considerable time and had become known for his energy
in organising anything from a game of football to a
defaulters' parade. Mrs. Watters too was well known
in the Squadron, and for a long time pressed for the starting
of a Wives' Club and for monthly danceS>--We are sorry she
is not here to see both firmly established. We have also
sai~ g~-bye to Captain (Cipher) and Mrs. Reynolds and
their family. They had a very short st:ay on the island and
spent a large proportion of their time in moving house.
However, they appeared to settle down in each new home
remarkably quickly-a Reynolds house was easily recognisable by the profusion of photographs of Benghazi. We
hope they enjoy Fontainbleau.
.
Sergeant Hebden has been aippointed A/S.S.M. to fill the
vacancy left by S.S.M. Watters, and C.01.'pOral Baker and
Corporal Howes have both been appointed A/Sergeants.
EMP LO YMENT VACANCIES
(IMPORTANT: Anyone obtaining employment through
answering advertisements in THE WIRE is requested to notify
the Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.r).
STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LTD .,
North Woolwich, L ondon, E.r6, have vacancies for the
following: Engineers and L aboratory Assistants in T ransrriission
Equipment Laboratory. Electrical Inspectors on Transmission Equipmen t. M echanical and Electrical D raughtsmen.
Clerical Staff. Instrumen t M akers. Milling
Machinists.
The age limit for clerical staff is 30 : a knowledge of
accounting is an advantage but js not essen tial pr ovided the
applicant has a good knowledge of arithmetic. For all other
vacancies applicants U!p to age 45 may be consid ered. In
the case of Instrument Makers, this age limit m ay be extended for men with particularly good experience. All
classes of employees have prospects of advancement and
Electrical Inspectors can qualify for two higher grades.
Apply to the Personnel Manager at the above address,
mentioning Royal Signals Association.

The Territorial
AB E RDEENSH I R E
Aberdeen

1st Aberdeenshire Engineer Volunteer Corps.

Aberdeen

Ist Aberdeenshire Royal Engineer Volunteers

I

I

A Si;mal S ection was fo rmed about thi.<time.

Two Service Sections ... ......... ..... .
to South Africa
'

Aberdeen

xst

Aberdeensl>ire

Field Company
Fortress Company

Aberdeen

5th Volunteer Bn.
Royal Highlanders.
R.E.,

T .F.
I
T elegraph
Company

Highland Cy1list Bn. T.F

Secondly, it has been the priviledge of the WIRE to record our
history since 1920. Except for
Brigadier General E. G. Godfrey
Faussett, C.B.E., C.M.G., few have
consciously written " history," but
much for the historical record has
been written, unintentionally in the
form of " Unit Notes."

_ _I
I

Highland Divisional Signal Company R.E., T.F.

1914/18 War ............... ...... ... ·· ·
Major A. B. Robertson, D.S.O.

I

51st (Highland) Divisional Signals, T.A.

1920

I

Aberdeen

R.H.Q. and

Company

Stirling

2 Company- I

Kirkcaldy

3 Company

I

.
--I---------------1920-23
1923
1926-28
1928-34
1934-39
1939-40

Major A. B. Robertson, D.S.O., T .D .
Capt. (Et. Major) F. R. G. Forsyth, M.C.
Lt.-Col. F. R. G. Forsyth, M.C.D.L.
Lt.-Col. E.G.McHutchon,O.B.E.,T.D.
Lt.-Col. E. Birnie Reid, O.B.E., T.D.
Lt.-Col. T. P. E. Murray.

1--------- - - - ----- --:- - ----,
CORPS FLAGS

1939

Royal Signals Corps Flags ' and Union J acks are
available through H.Q., Royal Signals Association,
88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1.
CORPS

8'
6'
4'
4'
3'
2'

x
x
x
x
x
x

FLAGS

4' @
3' @
3'
2'
2'
r8"

~

68/48/6
42/6
38/6
35/6
27/-

51 st

St. Valery

6'
x 3'
@ 36/4'6" x 2'3" ~ 22/6
x 4'
55/6

w

9 Divisional Signals
Lt.-Col. A. H. Lennie, M.M., T .D,

1939-45

UNION JACKS

1947

Accounts are sent direct to the Unit from the
makers if the Unit is situated in the United Kingdom.
To save delay, Association H.Q. pays for the orders
of overseas Units and then asks for reimbursement.
As the Crest has to be hand painted, orders should
be placed as e.arly as pos·sible.

1954

War

I

--- ------ -- - -

~Highland)
Divisional Signals
Lt.-Col. C. P. S. Denholm Young

I

Lt.-Col. James Cochran, O.B.E., T.D .
Lt.-Col. N. M. Hay, M.B.E.

51st/52nd (Scottish) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.

I

PLUS POSTAGE
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51st (Highland) Divisional Signals
Lt.-Col. T . P. E. Murray

1<] 47/53 Lt.-Col. T . P. E. Murray, O.B.F.,
51st (Highland) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment T.A.
T .D., A.D.C.
1953 Lt.-Col. N. M. Hay, M .B.E.
Aberdeen
Stirling
Dundee

HQ and 1 Squaclion
2 Squaclion
3 Squadron
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There are three reasons for asking
Regiments to contribute to this
column in future months. First
because, alas, it is about this time
that many of the older officers, who
have served with the Regiments for
thirty or more years, are now forced
by age alone to retirement. They
alone have the knowledge of the
history of these Regiments.

Much remains to be written, and
is now being written, by MajorGeneral R. F. H. Nalder, C.B.,
O.B.E. Information provided for
this column of the WIRE will be
of great use in aid of his research.
Here an attempt has been made to
trace the descent of 51st (Highland)
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
T .A. It goes back a long way. In
actual fact the descent is from the
Royal Aberdeen Volunteers dating
from 1794. The original memben
of 1st Aberdeenshire Engineer Volunteer Corps (from which the " tree"
begins) came from the 1st Aberdeen
Rifle Volunteers. Subjects of study
included " Communications."
For all this and more the WIRE is
indebted to Colonel T . P. E. Murray
O.B.E., T .D., A.D.C. The date of
his joining is not revealed. Certainly he commanded the Regiment
in 1939 and again from 1947-53.
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1st

COMMONWEALTH

D iv1s1onal Signal
and

KOREAN PICTORIAL III
(1

SQUADRON -THE

" D ISCIPLINE-SNAKES. Personnel should not disturb "any snakes . . . . ." These opening words of a
recent Part One Order are a timely reminder that the British
Soldier is his country's ambassador abroad, and that none
but ill-disciplined riff-raff of soldiery go around disturbing
snake5-'probably dropping litter about the place as well.
From litter to message traffic is a shon mental step, and
here a local bogey may be mentioned. All transmissions in
this theatre are liable to be monitored by American " Communication Reconnaissance " units. All, that is, except the
fullerphone, which is regarded tolerantly by our Allies as a
sort of Commonwealth toy which keeps us amused. D eviations from correct procedure bring sheets of yellow typewritten paper, sometimes yards long. On these sheets the
errors are duly pointed out, "copies furnished," as it says
at the bottom, to every Commanding General and C.0. for
miles around. H aving publicly proclaimed your shame, a
figure called the " D iscrepancies per T ransmission " is then
arrived at. A troop command er whose operators "rating"
shoots up from, say, .03 to .30 has little alternative but to
resign bis commission on the spot.

G U N NERS)

Behind all this nel!Wor:k, like a spider in his web, sits the
legendary figure who signs all these reports, one Urban A.
Salonek. It is believed that bis name has proved so efficacious that a number of officers in turn have actlllally held it
as a sort of appointment. A further proof of its power is
that the Adjutant, recently a father, was (late one night)
persuaded by brother officers to .give bis new son the name
"Urban A." Unaccountably, Mrs. Adjutant held other
views, and the project is understood to have fallen through.
With boots C .W.W., parkas and string vests now a fading
memory, sport is really blossoming in the sunshine, our
own unit lido on the banks of the Imjin is in operation. A
buoyed rope across the river, together with a duty lifeguard,
ensures safe relaxation.
Soon we shall be working Indian hours, 0700-1300, we
hope, and every afternoon can be given UI> to sport. Despite
shortage of grounds in the area, inter-troop cricket and
basket ball matches are starting. We are competing in divisional competitions in athletics, boxing, hockey and cricket.
Volley ball is becoming popular too.
At work the emphasis is on trade and educational training

a

F Tp.

Lieutenant B. Mc D. Ratcliffe (OC F Tp.) (42 Field Regt.
R.A.) with CP CV crew

F Tp.

Exercise aftermath

*
takes people in different ways. The following official memo
received in R.H.Q. recently is thought to be one example
especially as the originator signed himself Byron :
The time has come the walrus said to talk of Eastern L ands,
The men are coming here in droves with sweat upon their
hands,
In Part I Orders, soonest please could you insert fo r me,
A little note for all O.C.s and other ranks so wee,
That salty tablets every day, will help to keep beat stroke
away.
Seriously, the constant change of faces, as men leave after
about one year in the theatre, is a definite feature of life
here in the division, and does add to normal d iffi.cU.: ties. Not
that we want things to change, because seven boats from
now ....

at present, and on improvements to our defence line. As
usual with Signals there is more to be done than there are
hands to do it.
The Doctor, whose Monday morning reports at briefing
do so much to give a b,right start to the week, has several
unusual diseases to watch for out here. Such, for example,
as Haemorrhagic Fever and " lmjin Ear," but preventative
measures are most effective.
At times, too, cases are reported of Officers and men being
"Funnel happy," especially those who have almost completed a year out here. A scandal nearly developed over one
Squadron Commander who ker-: more than a hundred little
funnels on bis desk, removing one every morning. The
matter was bushed up by the authorities. This complaint

*

H . Q. 2 Sqn. Major R. C . Kendall Baron (OC 2 Sq'n.) and Lieu t en ant P. A. Tacon, Ro yal N. z. Signals (OC H Tp.) trying to agree on
their location
234

H Tp.

Establishing an OP wireless station at Div. Artillery range
practice
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G Tp.

2/ lieutenant R. Rut ledge, Royal N. Z . Signals (OC G Tp.
h i~ cha rging shop

- 16 Fie ld Regt. R.N .Z. A.) inspects
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G Tp.

Corporal Thorpe, Royal N. Z. Sign1ls t ests out
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St. Martins

The Original Church

VERY Sunday the merry peal of bells echoes across the
E
countryside followed by the solemn tolling of a solitary
bell reminding tardy souls that morning service is about to
begin. T he parson turns into the church from welcoming
his parishioners as the last note rings o ut from the steep~e
and a few moments later the sound of music and of voices
raised in praise steals out of the windows.
A familiar scene in every town and village throughout
the Commonwealth, and finer bell ringing could hardly be
heard in London for this is the parish of St. Martins-unfamiliar? Probably, for as you have guessed, this is not
Catterick but the other St. Martins-S t. Martins, Korea,
the Regimental Church of the 1st Commonwealth D ivisionaJ
Signal Regiment. T he bells? A recording of the carrillon
of St. Margaret's, Westminster, but the minute bell is
genuine Korean.
The Church came into being when a congregation of 75
attended the firs t service held in a tent pitched in a damp
paddy field on 11th October, 1953, but even then there was
only one name for this Signals Church-St. Martins, or as
the wits would have it, St. Martins in the P addy. As the
winter grew colder, it was q uick!y realised that the tent

use of screens, it becomes a comfortable and cheerful Quiet
Room when not required for Church activities.
The Regiment takes tremendous pride in its Church. and
improvements are continually being made. As can be seen
it boasts a steeple with " Jimmy" as a weather vane, a very
fine effort by Captain John Colley and the L.A.D., a stained
'glass" window, admirably painted by Signalman Critchley,
a new piano and the usual church furnishings. Since the
accompanying photo was taken, a carved prayer desk and
oak pews have been installed and altar rails are at present
being made.
Interest has spread far beyond Korea and the pupils of
Stratford Green County Secondary School have fashioned

an altar lamp and carved an altar cross for the Church and
these are now on their way. They are also embroidering an
altar cloth.
The Regiment's enthusiasm is not confined to the outward appearance of the Church but extends to active participation in all its activities. No persuasion is needed on
Sunday mornings when the bright service and lusty singing
led by a full choir, and accompanied by Major George
Atkins or his relief pianist, the Medical Officer, Lieutenant
Ken Sheridan Dawes, always attracts a good congregation.
The weekly discussion group and Friday gramophone concerts are regularly attended.
When, on the 18th of this month, our Mother Church at
Catterick is filled to capacity with Old Comrades and serving soldiers, we at our service will be thinking of them and
will be feeling equal pride with them in our Corps Ch urch
which we all know and love so well, but at the same time
we sha'.l feel additional pride in our own t. Martins
Church, Korea.

Rev. Alan Bowers, C.F., on the steps of the Hermitage

" Ji mmy " surmounts the steeple

The new C::hurch r eady for use

was quite inadequate both in size and comfort, and from
the next allocation of Quonsett huts, one was taken for a
new church.
On a central site in front of R.H.Q. and facing the parade
ground, it was erected by willing helpers in record time
and on 20th December, _1953, it was opened with a Festival
Carol serv.ice by a congregation of over a hundred.
From this small beginning has grown a Church of which
any Regiment might be proud and one which even rivals
more elaborate edifices built with Sapper assistance in the
Division. This has been almost entirely due to the enthusiasm and initiative of our first and present Chaplain,
Reverend Allen Bowers who, besides ministering to the
Regiment, looks after all Methodists within the Commonwealth Division.
Owing to the scarcity of this type of hut, one could not
be spared for exclusive use as a church, so by the cunning

SUNDAY, 18th JULY
The object of the haste with which this number of THE WIRE has been produced is to get it to Catterick
BEFORE the Old Comrades' Reunion.
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SIR JOHN A~WBOSE FLEMING,
1'1.A., D.C.S., F .n.s.
Born 29th November, 1849 Died 18th AJ,ril, 1945

The centenary of Sir John Ambrose Fleming's birth was
duly mentioned both in the National Press and in the great
majority of magazines which have electronics as their
in piration.
The story of his invention of the thermionic valve is well
known.
THE WIRE makes apology for its latene s in referring to
this centenary, but on the principle of better late than never,
presents this very brief summary of some of his scientific
achievements.
Fleming presented a paper to the Physical Society in 1889
dealing with his experimental data on incandescent lamps
with carbon filaments.
In 1899 he became connected with Marconi s Wireless
Telegraph Company. It was whilst looking for a better
device for rectifiers of received signals than the coherer
which had been in use that he thought of using the "Edison
effect." He made a number of lamps with a metal cylinder
surrounding the filament and exhausted them as far as
possible. With these he co~ed that the lamp acted as
a valve, allow'.ng current to flow from the filament to the
cylinder, but not the other way. He accordingly called it
an oscillation valve; later he preferred the term thermionic
valve.
On the 16th November, 1904, Fleming aipplied for a
British patent No. 24580, for this invention and subsequently obtained protection as well in America and
Germany.
Fleming was awarded the Hughes Medal of the Royal
Society, the Albert Gold Medal of the Royal Society of
Arts, the Kelvin Medal, the Faraday Medal of The lnstitullion of Electrical Engineers, the Duddell Medal of the
Physical Society, and the Franklin Medal of the Franklin
Institute, Philadelphia. He was made a Fellow of the Royal
Society in 1892.
He was elected Honorary Member of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers in 1922, and received the honour of
Knighthood in March 1929. He was Vice-President of the
Institution of Electrical ~neers from 1903-1905.
The above is compiled by courtesy of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers. The Journal of the Royal Signals
Institute may care to copy.

The National Radio and Television Exhibition
EARLS COURT (24 August - 4 September, 1954)
The '.'Exhibition " ~egiment, 5 Corps Signals, is again
responsible for orgarusmg the Royal Signals half of the
Army stand at this year's Radio Show which opens on 24th
August.
Exhibitors on the Army stand will be Royal Signals and
R.E.M.E. exclusively, other arms will riot be represented.
So far as the C.Orps is concerned the personnel on the stand
will include men, W.R.A.C., and some Boys from the Boys
Trair..ing Regiment.
The main central theme will be ASSU communications
w!th a ~and~cape mo~el sh~ing a typical layout. Tied up
with this will be a glimpse mto the future-something that
~ay be with us one day-" Battle Field Television." T.V.
m Royal Signals is not envisaged yet, but this item may
help to draw the crowd on to the stand, and we must hold
o~ own against the Navy who are to show underwater T.V.
with a camera in a large glass tank suitably garnished. A
subsidiary theme will be "Ancient and Modern." Old sets
from the Catterick Museum will be compared with the very
latest counterparts.
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The latest telephone exchange from G .E.C. for use in
the 0--rps, namely the CB 20, will ·be on view. This 40-line
exchange which can be built up to an Army board with
1,040 lines has to be seen to be believed. The colouring
specially chosen by the medical boys to avoid eye strain is
something which we have never een before, but is nevertheless most effective.

FABELF

On parade the M.O .R. is very smart and likes nothing
better than to take part in ceremonial parades. The
photograph shows the Squadron's contingent for th is
year's Queen's Birthday Parade, resplendent in their
Regimental Mufti, which is the approved dress for
M.O.R .s for ceremonial occasions and for walking out.
The sarong is bright blue with Corps colours vertically
at the rear. With the addition of the songkok and t he
white undersuit the wh ole effect is very colourful

UONG KONG SIGNAi. BEGDU;N ..'

This month the spotlight moves to that veritable
Cinderella of all Signal Regiments-H .Q. Squadron. Here
we have Captain T . C. L. Davidson as Squadron Commander, P.R.I., et seq. ad infinitum, with, while the benevolence of the C.O. lasts, Sergeant Oram and Corporal
Tann aiding and abetting. The Workshop Wizard is
Captain (T.O.T.) S. A. Bristow, hopefully awaiting the
arrival of a replacement to take over the vacant chair of
S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Todd, recently departed for the U.K.
Meanwhile he has Sergeants Chater and Darlow to assist
him in matters technical. " Q " Troop is under the benign
influence of Captain (Q.M.) R. J. Hoar who, journeying
far and wide throughout the Colony, creates alarm and
despondency among Troop Commanders by his comprehensive stores checks. His many minions, some begged,
borrowed and stolen from their rightful owners, include
R.Q.M.S. Stillyards, W.0.11 Holt, S.Q.M.S.s Ross, Kemp
and Hornby, and Sergeant Wingrove. R.H.Q. is under
R.S.M. Holmes, whose pride and joy is the Regimental
Guard Room. As with the more famous Forth Bridge,
the painters' work is never finished, and monumental
quantities of whitewash and paint of many colours are
consumed in providing colour schemes which ·change
rapidly with chameleon-like facility. Sergeant Murray, the
Orderly Room Sergeant, and Sergeant Moss, the documents
king, cope with the paper work in R.H.Q. in spite of their
pessimistic view of the response to their stationery indents.
The Squadron, with its mixed complement of B.O.R.s,
H.K.O.R.s and locally employed civilians, is engaged, as
usual, in the normal daily administrative round-dealing
with new arrivals, despatching gleeful R.H.E. personnel,
looking after lodger-units, and clothing, feeding, paying
and mothering the inhabitants of Murray Barracks. In
spite of these unglamorous duties, we occasionally break
out into social activity, and last month held a highly
successful Corporals' Mess Dance. With the advent of
summer, a ferry trip and picnic for all ranks and their
families was arra11ged to Silvermine Bay, on one of the
nearby islands. Although the weather was rather unkind,
there was a large attendance and a good time was had by
all, judging by the amount of beer and other,refreshments
consumed on the ferry.
In the field of sport, soccer, hockey and even cricket have
come to a stop with the arrival of the hot weather. The
soccer season was climaxed by the praiseworthy effort of
32 Medium Regiment Signal Troop in winning the New
Territories Soccer League. However, the mad-dog-of-anEnglishman tradition persists through the agency of the
Inter-Troop Basketball Competition which, despite the
heat, allows large numbers of perspiring enthusiasts to
battle for championship honours. The sport is extremely
popular in Hong Kong and our regimental team has
attained a high standard. We hope to take part in the
Inter-Unit Basketball League and Knock-out Competition
with distinction later in the year. The only other sports
which are flourishing at the moment are swimming and
water polo, and we are busily building teams worthy of
representing the Regiment in the Army Championships.
Soon we hope to stage our own swimming gala at which
the Inter-Squadron Swimming Cup will be at stake.
TlrlE WIRE, JULY
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Training

the
Malayan Soldier
by Major R. G. BLACKMAN
EADERS of THE WIRE, many of whom, no doubt,
have had much experience of training, both on instrucR
tional cadres and on the multifarious courses run at the

[Photo : Captain P. Ashlin

School of Signals and at the Signal Training Centre, may
like to hear something about the work that goes on at the
Signal Training Squadron (Far East), where locally-enlisted
Malayan soldiers are welcomed to the Corps and taught
to become Royal Signals' tradesmen.
Firstly, it is perhaps interesting that you should know
the terms of service which are offered to the Malayan
soldier. They are, in fact, similar to those which are
offered to British personnel.
The Malayan is recruited mostly from among Malays,
Chinese, Indians and Eurasians, who must be permanently
resident in the Colony of Singapore or in the Federation
of Malaya. Subject to his being security cleared and of
the required physical and medical standards, he is enlisted
between the age of IT! and 30 years for a period of four,
nine or twelve years with the Colours. He is permitted
to extend his service by one, two, three or six years at a
time to complete the twelve years, and Malayan Other
Ranks (M.O.R.s) who have completed twelve years may
extend their service up to twenty-two years with the
Colours. Boys are enlisted at any time between the ages
of 14 and 17! years, when they enter man's service.
On enlistment the recruit is posted to the Malayan Basic
Training Centre (M.B.T.C.), in Singapore, where he
undergoes basic military training for a period of 16 weeks.
While at the M.B.T.C. he goes before a Trade Selection
Board, where he is put through a series of tests and interviews to determine the arm of the Service to which he is
best suited and the trade in which he should be trainedin fact, this selection is similar to that which obtains as
far as the British soldier is concerned.
On completion of basic military training those M.O.R.s
selected for Royal Signals are posted to the Signal Training Squadron (Far East) for basic trade training. All
Signals trades are taught at the Squadron, with the
exception of those of Clerk and Driver, which are dealt
with at the R.A.S.C. School (Far East).
Since a large number of Malayans are recruited from
isolated kampongs (villages), it will be realised that the
primary task which faces Captain P. Ashlin, Royal Signals,
the Chief Instructor at the Squadron, is that of bringing
the M.0.R. up to the standard of English necessary for

him to be able to absorb the technical instruction. This
standard, naturally, varies according to the trade allotted;
for instance, all Line trades and Despatch Riders are
taught almost entirely in the Malay language, so that the
lowest standard of English (Grade III) is all that is
necessary for potential tradesmen in these trades. All the
Workshop, Operating and remaining trades are, of
necessity, taught in English, so that trainees allotted to
these trades require to have Grade II or, preferably, Grade
I certificates of English.
With the above in view, trainees, on arrival at the
Squadron, are posted to the " Education Troop," where, for
four weeks, they are taught nothing but the English
language. For this special training the Squadron has a
staff of one Warrant Officer and one Sergeant R.A.E.C.
and three suitably qualified M.0.R. N.C.O.s. A certain
amount of English is taught at the M.B.T.C. but, even so,
the high standard of proficiency reached by students is
quite surprising and, indeed, very gratifying. Further
training in the English language is given at the rate of five
hours a week throughout the recruits' stay with the
Squadron so that, by the time trade training is completed,
quite a large number have obtained Grade I certificates
and, in fact, it is not unusual for the Royal Signals M.0.R.
to pass the B.O.R. Third Class Army Certificate of Education while with the Squadron.
As far as trade training is concerned, the M.O.R. is
trained up to the same standard as the British rank, but
the courses at the Squadron are somewhat longer than
those at the Training Regiments at home.
The percentage of trade test failures at the Squadron i
a little above 12 per cent, which, taking into consideration
the fact that many Malayans do not get the early
educational opportunities available to the average young
Briton, is quite good. The M.0.R. likes work of a
practical nature, and the Malay soldier, in particular, is in
his element when taking part in local exercises.
At present the Squadron is located at Calcutta Camp,
Singapore, which is adjacent to the modern Princess Mary
Barracks, which hou es Singapore District Signal Regiment. Our M.0.R.s live in large, airy barrack rooms, while
the majority of the lecture rooms are of the basha-type con-
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truction and made of attap. They are very cool, even in
the heat of the midday sun and, since bare buff is the order
of the day every day throughout the year, the heat is quite
bearable.
The Permanent Staff of the Squadron consists of 20
British ranks, including three Officers, 82 Malayan ranks
and two civilian instructors. Total trainee capacity is 250
and, in addition, the Squadron is able to take on certain
up-grading and conversion courses as detailed by the Chief
Signal Officer, Far East Land Forces. Among the stalwarts
on the Permanent Staff are W.O.II (F. of S.) Turner,
S.Q.M.S. Latimer, Sergeant N ewton and Sergeant Chan
Leong Choon.
The high humidity of Singapore and the fact that the
equipment has constantly to be kept in use contributes
mainly to the maintenance problem, which is no small one.
The Squadron runs to a Model Room, which has been
contributed to by most of the Instructors. The demonstration end-fed aerial slung from a model tree to a model jeep
must have robbed someone's small son of one of his toys
but no questions are asked!
'

Trainee O .W .Ls at morse read ing practice. T he two men in the
foreground are attached from the Federation of Ma laya Signal
Squ adro n

It is, perhaps, fitting that this article should close with
a mention of a recent achievement by four Malayans at
present undergoing training in the Squadron in Workshop
Trades, Signalmen J a'afar bin Mohd Said Abdullah bin
Haron, Osman bin Ghani and Chua Poh fu. These four
men are at prese~t attending an Electrical Engineering
Col;ll"se at _the Junior Technical School, in Singapore, in
their own ume, together with r8 other Asians from different
walks of life. The result of the end-of-first-term examination placed Signalman Ja'afar bin Mohd Said first with 96
per cent ~nd Abd~llah bin Haron second with 92 per cent,
O~man bm Gham and Chua Poh K im were jointly fourth
with 88 per cent. This is an indication of the type of
Malayan now being attracted into the Corps, and tends
to sh_ow that the Malayan Other R ank can, with interest
sustamed, become a first-class tradesman and hold his own
among his civilian contemporaries.
R.G.B.

The WIRE would welcome a really c omprehensive arti c le
on "Wha.t really 1oes on° In MALAY A .. There ha ve been
so many or1anlzatlonal c han1es It 11 d ifficu lt to u ndersta nd
the role of the varlo u1 Sl1n a l Re1i m e n u a nd Squ a dro ns.

FED E RATIO N
SI GNAI~ S
When it was finally decided that the rst Federal Division/
District would be formed and that its H.Q. would be located
at Taiping some kind of plot could at last be made by
Signals.
The two Squadrons were then located at Port Dickson
and Kuala Lipis, with detachments spread over Malaya.
Federation Signal Squadron moved up to Taiping on
14th September, and took over immediately the commitments then being carried out by 2 Squadron of Malaya
Signal Regiment. We were, therefore, on the ground before
actually tl1e Division came officially :into being, i.e. 1st
October. Meanwhile it remained as it had been for some
years at the H.Q. of North Malaya Sub District.
The Squadron was fortunate enough to take over a
"going concern" equiipped with Signal Centre, Transmitter
Sites, M.T. Park, etc., but no "Q" Stores and very small
office space, etc.
So we quickly settled in and officially on 1st October
became the Signals for the new Division with not only
H .Q. commitments, but detachments Kota Bharu with 3
Malay 0 , this battalion now being directly under D ivisional H.Q. operationally-at 1 Malay, small troop at
Penang for the Garrison, and a fairly large one at Port
D ickson. This, of course, was outside the Divisional area,
but we also had to continue providing Brigade Links for
the MO Malay Battalions left in Pahang under 18 Brigade.
At the time of writing these notes that still remains t he
situation.
Then almost immediately we had to provide operators
to work with the S.A.S. on a special operation in P ahang.
Actually these five operators were away entirely alone from
a Signals viewpoint for three months. They won h igh
praise from all concerned in maintaining c«Dmunications
under most difficult circumstances. Again as anticipated
our commitments from an H .Q.'s point of view bore no
relation to records produced by the previous Squadron
when it was N ormaldist. Immediately everything increased
by approximately five times, and it is to the credit of all
the British and M alay N .C.O.s and plart.icularly to ithe
Signalmen that the "shock " was taken and held, and now
after eight months the Squadron can look back with some
feelings of pride and a job well done.
Meanwhile events of major importance had been taking
place affecting the other Squadron. At the llime of the
formation of our new Division it was decided that H.Q.
I Malay Infantry Brigade would hand over to 18 Brigade
and move to Alor Star in Kedah to become the second
brigade in Division (the other being 48 Gurkha Brigade
already located in Ipoh, Perak).
So early October 1953, H.Q. 1 Malay Infantry Brigade
moved in and occupied parts of 5th Battalion Malay Regiment quarters, barracks, offices, etc., together of course with
I Malay Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron.
It had two Battalions under command, 5th Malay and
a British Battalion with its H .Q. at Butterworth. Operation " Sword " was -already on-had in effect been on for
some time and so operators continued with practically no
break.
Life has not been quite so hectic for r Malay Infantry
Brigade Signals as in Pahang. They deserved, however
a quieter time after operating for many months with a~
many as six Battalions under command. It has permitted
some very necessary training and upgrading in various
trades, etc.
Then on 1st January, 1954 (the secret did not officially
break until April) the Federation Corps of Siignals came
into being. This also applied to the Engineers.
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As far as we are concerned it has had no immediate effect
naturally. Our members are the same-we consist of two
Sq uadrons (Federation and I Malay Infantry Brigade Signa!
Squadrons) and the Signal Troop with the Federated
Armoured Car Regiment.
We have also become the parent unit for any British
Armoured Car Regiment in the Divisional area.
What remains to be evolved is a new establishment (this
for the third time in three years) and, of course, new dress.
The time has now arrived when we shall give uo wearing
our familiar songkoks and possibly by the end of the year
will be all wearing our new dress.
We are now Federation Signals of the Federation Military
Forces and possibly will be approxinlately 300-400 strong by
the end of 1954.
In s-pite of it all, however, somehow we have found time
for some sport.
Although 1 Malay Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron were
not able to field a teatTu---they did contribute to the tune
of six of the Hockey XI of H.Q. I Malay Infantry Brigade.
It is hoped in the not too distant future to field a very
good Federation Conps Signal team.
Members of Federation Signal Squadron did very well
in the Garrison Sports at H.Q. I Federation Division on
30th April. They undoubtedly contributed to Camp
winning the Championship.
Major Ellis still finds time for the occasional game of
golf, and ~jor Chapman somehow still manages to find
some kind of form at cricket-the season, of course, which
has just started for 1954. So far he had managed to take
r2 for 34 in three games-it's the climate he states.
The following Officers, Warrant Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers are serving or have served in Federation
Signals during th~ period under review. (Extracted from
the above article) : Major R. A . H. Chapman.
Major F. F. Ellis, M.B.E.
Captain D . K. P . Hannigan.
S .Q .M .S .s Feegan
Gordon
Young
Angus
Goulden
Fraser
Lea
Licence

H.Q.

W.O.Il I. J. Robertson,
W.O.II Sawyer.
Sergeants
Barratt
Parker
Renouf
Hall
Howells
William
Wallis
Manson
Coupe
Parvin

18 INFANTRY BRIGADE
SQUADRON', MALAY A

B.E.M .

S IGNAL

The last six weeks or so have been devoted to upgradin£
courses, D . and D . courses and the like at H .Q. Malaya and
G.H.Q. Signal Regiment respectively. T he results of the
former are as yet unknown, but the victims of the drill
course were all well up when the placing were finally
announced. Meanwhile, the potential B II Owl's can be
Seen ~ r ing .'Worried expressions (and O.G. of course)
whilst awaiting the day of reckoning. Let it suffice that
each of the participants is confident that he has passed or
failed. Electricity and magneti s~? ,. o co:nment !
Another mystery unfolded itself recently when tape relay
procedure appeared on the horizon, with a result that Corporal Murdoch was despatched to Malaya Signal Regiment
for instruction on the subject.
Our Soccer team, or rather the Brigade Soccer team, of
which eight are Signals, paid a uccessful visit to the 2nd
Battalion King's African Rifles at Kuantan, where they
trounced the Africans by four goals to one. What happened after the game is nobody's business, although we are
given to understand that the dividends of the Archipelago
Brewery Company showed a ubstantial increa e at the end
of that week.
General Sir Gerald Templar, who is soon to leave us for
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Northern Army Group, paid us a farewell visit cariier thi
month. Nat>Urally, the Squadron was reprc~·.-:nted on the
cere:nonial parade, but no amount of cajolery cou"d induce
the Band of the Royal Hampshire Regiment to play " Begone
Dull Care " ! Apparently they don't play our kind of
music. It was also our lot to provide a picqi;et, which was
to stay in ambush positions throughout General Templar's
inspection and speech. Black mark to the picquet commander who, when detailed for this flying patrol, begged
to be excused bccaus·;: he was allergic to heights.
A new face has appeared in the unit lines, namely that
of W.O. II Wilson, ex G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, Singapore.
We welcome hinl to the Squadron and at the same ti:ne,
hope that his stay will be a happy one. Our Sergeant-m"ljor
i no newcomer to Kuala Lipis actually, since he was (back
in the dark days) a member of 48 Brigade Signals. He will
find that the town has changed very little since then, except
perhaps that the town now boasts a railway line.
Amid the constant changing scenes of life, we of the notso-old contemptibles, are striving to keep the flag flying high
in the world of co:nmunications, our efforts were rewarded
recently, when we were listed on the traffic analysis (Malaya)
as having bandied more groups per minute (C/W) than any
other unit in the theatre. We are not, however, resting on
our laurels for we have managed to fit in a training propramme for our Owl's. A cosy l!ttle training room has been
equipped by our hard working radio mechanics and in addition to this, operators are given plenty of opportunities to
show off their C/W and R/T abilities through the medium
of unit exercises.
By the time this article appears in print, we shall have
said good-bye to Corporals Thompson, Richardson, Parker
and Donaldson, along with Lance-Corporal Bishop, Signalmen Sharman, Batiste and Thorley. All are en route for the
U.K. via the good ship Empire Hallidale, and will be sent
on their way rejoicin g (who wouldn't ?) on T hursday, 28th
May.
Speaking of good-byes, reminds me that I too must take
my leave. We will, of course, be back in THE WIRE as
soon as possible and we invite ex-member of the Squadron
to tune in then. Meanwhile, there is other more important
work to be done.

S.D.R. MALAYAN PATTERN
S.D.R. crossing river ferry at JERANTUT
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For WIRE readers who do not know us, what we do and
intend doing, read on. The Squadron has two jobs. Communications-internal and external-and training African
ranks in the different asp-ects of signals work. Our communications are Inter-Command W /T and R/T links, using
WS 53 transmitters and AR 88 receivers; internal line communications and normal air and ground despatch services.
Attached to the squadron we have the Army Wireless Chain
Troop who maintain SSB and CFS links to London and
Ottawa re pectively. Africans are trained here as linemen
operators, mechanics, D.R.s and Drivers, and absorbed int~
the Squadron at the completion of their training. The
Squad.r~m complement is mainly African with a small body
of Bnush ranks. Eventually, the Squadron will become
"Africanised " when the Gold Coast Colony gains independence of colonial status, with a small complement of British
ranks remaining to maintain the AWC Jinks.
Two events highlight the first six months of 1954· The
first was the Administrative Inspection by the District
Commander-Brigadier Ritchie, o.B.E. Rehearsa~s for the
initial parade and preparations for the tour of the unit lines
produced their laughs and curses, but, as so often happens,
1:HE day came and went, after much worrying, without a
h1tch. The parade was well uo to Signals standard and the
following tour brought not too many adverse c~ents
from the District Commander. Perhaps that heau of wire
~~d cabh~, in the Training Troop building, was an -exchange
m the process cf construction" ? The high stan<l11.rd of
tu-:nou.t can be seen in the photograph of the Squadron
bemg inspected by the B_,rigadier, with the 0.C. in attendance.
The sec~nd e~ent was the loss of our signal office block
by fire. L1ghtnmg struck power cables in the roof and in
no ti.-ne the creosoted wooden building was burnt out. HCYw
many frustrated Signals personnel have wished for their
antiquated signal ~ffices to bum down, probably with the
hope that new eqmpment will be forthcoming? A word of
warning to would-be arsonists. Th:: "keepers of the purse"
are found to be tight-fisted. New equipment has not teen
seen, except m small 9uantities, and a new building seems
to be. a fact of the distant future. R::memtcr ! what you
have 1s a great deal better than what you will get after the
fire. We know! As fires go, I modestly admit, ours went.
The af1-.::r:n1th set on a stage, would not have disgraced the
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Palladium. Imagine a scene named "The great frame up"
o.- "w o swiped my flipping pliers." Another more interesting "Hunt the sub criber" in which the ca t sit around
~ '-phyed cable
nd chanting "Eeny-meeny-miny-mo."
: · ... s:y . nc Squ ... dron p •t in some very Jong hours, and
..1-:. techm~al types worked v-...ry hard to get things working
~g~m. Ta~mg over th·.:: Command stationery store we turned
It mto a signal office. The Linemen built an exchange and
terminal frame from what could be scavenged from various
ob cure pJ~ce .. A~my Wireless Chain and Cipher Troop
had to wait unt.11 lights, and power ooints wer.:: insta 'led
and_ in the meanwhile worked in other places: Receiver
station f?r A.W.C. and 0.C.'s office for Ciphers. After a
wee~, thm~s ettl~d down. to the u ual steady pace, though
nothmg will be nght unq] a building has been provided
with enough space in which t? re-build the signal office:
auto room switch room and cipher office in their various
complexities. Th-.:: picture shows how completely the signal
office wa gutted.
In the sphere of s.porr we are restricted mainly to Football due. to lack of suitable pitches for Hockey and Cricket.
Rugby is out of the question as the ground is sand and
larerite and very painful to fa]] on. At soccer we are, until
the season tarts anyway, supreme. The Squadron team
won both CUJ? and league (W.B.A. please note) in the
European sections. Hockey receives quite strong support,
but so far due to turn over of keen players, we have been
unlucky. We hope to do much better in the future. Cricket
does not draw the support here that it does elsewhere.
Apparently it doesn't aippeal to the African in the same
way as ~occer, "".hich dr.aws quite a large crowd of s.pectators.
Entertammen~ 1s not m great s~pply or of high quality.
Mootly, the d1~erent messes provide their own by running
T?mbola evenmgs ~nd at periods holding socials and dances.
Cmemas we have; m the camp an A.K.C. cinema and about
seven miles away in Accra there are a few second-dass
cinemas showing second-rate films. This definitely is not
a "Charlie '' station.
Movement of Officers and N.C.O.s in and out is
spasmodic. Notable during this period, is the change of
C.S.O. and O.C. Our C.S.O., Colonel M. G . A. Hepper
left us, to be replaced by Colonel E. P. Blake. Major H. A.
Leece has been replaced by Major M. P. King, who took
over command just in time for administrative insipection and
~he fi~e. A warm welco'.Ile? We also had change of Administrative Officer, Captam P. D. Parker taking over from
Captain W. J. Baldwin. Among the N.C.0-.s W.O. II (Bob)
Mitchell, R.H.E. on promotion to W.O. I, and Sergeant

(Andy) Cunningham on promotion to S.Q.M.S . R.Q.M.S.
Pavey, Sergeant (Margy) Mar-Gerrison and Sergeant (Dove)
Lanyon, all R.H. E . on completion of tour. Also R.Q.M.S.
"Nobby " Hall, who came for a few months only before
R.H.E. on promotion to W.O.I. He has been replaced by
R.Q.M.S_, (Jerry) Watt from Nigeria. We were all sorry to
say good-bye to W.0.II (Cipher) Lombard, R.H.E., surplus
on the promotion of W .0.II (Cipher) Jones.
EAST Al<'IUCA
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The Squadron is now firmly established in Buller Camp
behind a veritable hedge of barbed wire and since our last
notes has been kept quite busy.
In September we installed and took into use a new CB
type N position switchboard at G.H.Q.-just in time, as
the old board was dropping to pieces. The change-over
went without a hitch, for which praise must be given to
the A.W.C. installation team for their technical advice and
assistance, also to the Line Mechs and U.G. linemen of
the Squadron for their good work on the frame and in
the cable pit.
In December the Signal Office was inspected by Colonel
Lyddon (G.S.0. I Signals 7), who declared it to be
" above average."
In January the Garrison Commander held the Annual
Administrative Inspection of the Squadron, on the whole
the report received was extremely satisfactory.
In our last notes we mentioned that we had entered a
combined Royal Signals team in the F.A. Cup of Kenya.
We had the pleasure of beating the Army 3-0 and were
duly beaten ourselves in the semi-final, by a civilian team,
the eventual Cup winners, by three goals to nil, in a replay,
after a o-o draw. The Squadron team has now been
promoted to Division II of the Nairobi and District League,
and we look forward to a successful season, which is just
due to commence.
We have had two entries in the East Africa Army Boxing
Championships, Signalmen Bushnell and O'Halloran, who
both got into the finals, Bushnell losing on points and
O'Halloran on a technical knock-out.
During the past few months the Squadron has taken
part in several small bore matches and is practising with
a view to providing as many members as possible for the
Royal Signals (East Africa) team, whose first serious
engagement will be the N.S.R.A. postal competition due
for completion during May.
African Squadron football matches are a regular feature
and are well attended.
In October Corporal Riley was blessed with another son;
in March Sergeant Burke a daughter; and in April Corporal
Cox a daughter. We congratulate Captain L. A. Welton
on his marriage in April-the reception was held in the
Kenya Garrison Mess, and provided an outstanding social
event for the Squadron.

T.A.
ARIUY PHANTOM SIGNAL REGiiU ENT (T.A.)
(Princess l.ouise's Kcusiugton Regiment)

The Regiment's training programme is somewhat complicated this summer becau e there are to be two Annual
Camps. The largest part of the Regiment will do its ~nnual
training in Germany in September . ai:d take par~ m the
British Army exercise. However, a limit has been IIIlposed
on the numbers who can go to Germany, and as a res~'.t
about one-third of the Regiment will attend an alternative
Camp on Salisbury Plain during the period 4-18th July.
This camp will coincide with that of H.Q. 49 (W.R.)
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Armoured Divisional T.A., and the Regiment has been
asked to provide certain wireless detachments for controlling
one of their large scale exercises.
However, for the majority of the Regiment, training continues apace with an eye to carrying out our role in Germany later in the year. Useful week-end exercises in April,
May and June have helped towards building up a state of
efficiency, have shewn up needs for further training on certain as.pects and, in particular, have indicated clearly who
are the best men for the various jobs. As a result to a very
large extent it has proved possible to decide the composition
of sub-units for later in the year. For operators in particular,
is planned for Whitsun another medium range wirelesexercise.
11.Q. 61

ARMY SIGNAL REGDIEl\"T

(T •.\.)

First, although rather late, we congratulate Colonel
R. P.A. Helps, O.B.E., M.C., our Honorary Colonel, on being
appointed a Deputy Lieutenant of the County of Bedfordshire; an honour greatly deserved. We feel that we are expressing the thoughts of many of the Corps, especially those
who served in Karachi years ago, in saying " Sha Bash
Rowley Sahib."
The Regiment literally started the month with a bang,
the Regimental Rifle Meeting being held at the Barton Mills
range near Bury St. Edmunds, on 1st/2nd May. This was
a very enjoyable arid keenly contested week-end, although
the latter part of the time was marred by rain.
The main co:npetition, the Hawtin Cup for rifle, was won
by Lance-Corporal Jenkins of 304 Field Regiment R.A.
Signal Troop, and the runner-up was Lieutenant D. G. S.
Williams of 2 Squadron, a position he held last year. Eetter
luck next time, sir. The Officers .proved their ability by
beating the W.O.s and Sergeants in a team match for Sten
and Pistol, also Captain J. A. Johnson topped the list in the
Sten Individual competition.
A cross wind made things so:uewhat difficult for the Pool
Bull, but Sergeant Hopkins (161 Independent Infantry
Brigade Squadron), Lance-Conporal Moore (2 Squadron),
and S.S.M. Lenton (162 Independent Infantry Brigade
Signal Squadron) triumphed over this to share the prize.
Finally, the Inter-Troop Rifle and Bren competition was
won by 162 Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron
"B" team, comprising Captain P. B. H. Stobart, Sergear.t
Sieling, Driver Raymen and Signalman Edwards.
One Squadron Commander who was motoring nearby
with his family, called in to see how things were going and
the C.0. promptly ' asked " his wife to present the prizes.
We are grateful to Mrs. Dicker for performing this duty.
Whilst this meeting ~vas taking place, member of 27
Engineer Group Signal Troop were taking part in " Exercise
Cae ar's Footsteps " in which a bridge was thrown across
the Thames near Pangbourne. We were very grateful for
the help given by Eastern Command Signal Regiment, thev
certainly struck a very busy week-end.
Also during the month 2 Squadron and 358 Medium
Regiment R.A. Signal Troop have paid their vi it to the
range for the purpose of firing their Annua l Rang..: Cour~es,
and as a follow-up of the Regimental Rifle Meeting, a
team was entered in the East Anglian Champion hip , but
unfortunately without success.
On 22nd/23rd May, 89 AGRA held their annual Signal
Exercise in the Bedford area, and the personnel of the regimental signals troop and of the AGRA Squadron met to
provide communications. This was done mo t succe fully,
despite the fact that incessant rain made the life of the linemen very miserab'. e indeed.
In closing this month's note , changes in the Perm nent
Staff see us bidding farewell to Sergeant F. H. Gray afl.:r
four years' service with No. l Squadron, and extending a
welcome to S.Q.M.S. E. RumforC: from 6 (Boys) Training
Regiment, and S.Q.M.S. P. Haigh from the Depot Regiment.
2'43

"~brougb"

Exeter

West Country Reunion. We took a large party to
Ra,~linson Barracks, Newton Abbot-the home of the Depot
Regunent-on Sunday, the 23rd May to witness the
dedication of our Branch Standard. It ' was an event we
had all been getting "worked up " for, and now it is all
over we look back upon the occasion with a feeling of
tremendous satisfaction.
For many years past we have from time to time heard
this sort of remark, "We ought to have a Standard" but
it was not until we saw the dedication ceremony of a Branch
Standard last year that we "got up on our toes " and at
the Annual General Meeting the proposal to hav; one was
made and enthusiastically adopted. Our Honorary Secretary
(Stanley Back) also was all set on his mark, went off with
a Roger Bannister stride and "completed the distance in
splendid time." A few weeks later he reported that the
amount needed had been subscribed-altogether, a magnificent effort.
It was a most inspiring moment when we witnessed the
banner-our banner-being borne through the church with
its escort, and ~t was a ~ery cheerful party that paraded
under our President (Maior-General Sir Godwin MichelWELFARE

SECTION

!Jeside an altempt is made to describe with suitable anonymt~ seven cases taken from the Welfare Section files current
d.unng the first wee~ tn Ju,ne, 1954. Also on this page is a
simple st<Uement of income and expenditure.
Drh~er HUH, S~i~I Serving (overseas).

His wife and
child at home livmg with parents were allocated a flat .
The fund helped towards necessary furniture.
Signalmau 1937, _S till Serving. Married, large family.
On recommendation of the Commanding Officer was
helped to pay off outstanding debts.
Driver 1949, Still Serving. The fund helped his wife
an~ ~ami!Y with last minute expenses before they set off
to iom him overseas.
• ·orporal I 044-»2. Had a bad fire at home which
destroyed nearly all he had. The fund joined with others
i~ help both in money and in kind, and is agitating for
him to be re-housed
('orpo~al . ~ 951-5~ {previous service RA.F.). Question
of ~sability pension not yet settled. The family exmarned quarters have few personal possessions and the
_fund helped to purchase essentials. \\ i~ow of Signalman 194:J-4G. He was killed in
ac1dent 1952., four children. The British Legion and the
Welfare Section alternate in periods of weekly financial
help.
Sl~11alm11rt 1030-42. His wife had long and expensive
!}lness. He out of work and two children. He writes:
Many thanks for your generous help which has cleared
u~ of .debt, and the new job you got me is a topper. The
wife is now nearly better."

more, K.B.E., C.B., o.s.o., M.C., T.o., D.L., J.P.) for the March
Past-a memorable occasion indeed!
We all feel deeply grateful to Lieutenant-Colonel P. G .
G?~eve-D?Cker and the Depot Regiment for all they so
willingly did to make the occasion such a happy and
successful one. The warmth of their reception was felt everywhere, and we can only say that we hope next year more
West Country Branches will be represented because, after
all, it is a West Country Reunion and we are fortuna te in
having the Depot Regiment in the West Country.

Hoyal Signals
Association
WELFARE

SECTION

j'unb

After the 1953 Reunion of the Association in Catterick
it was suggested that an artist's copy of the famous picture
"Through" should be hung in the War Memorial Chapel
in St. Martin's Church (The Royal Signals Church) at
Catterick Camp.
This task was accepted by the Headquarters of the Association in tl:e sure knowledge that all the Branches thereof
would wish to join in this as a tribute to all of the Signal
Training Centre and School of Signals who do so much for
the Association, particularly during the Annual Reunion.
It was further decided that as the cost of the picture would
be in the region of £70 it could be met by a subscription of
approximately £r per Branch in the United Kingdom only.
It was appreciated that many Branches would like to give
more than the necessary £1. It was decided therefore, that
any surplus should go to the provision of silver, or silverplated, "E" Flat Trumpets for the Band of 6 (Boys) Training Regiment who also do much for the Association, and
still more for the Corps.
This appeal was inaugurated at the Branch Representatives Meeting on 27th M arch, 1954, by which ti.me a number
of Branches had "beaten the pistol."
Third list of Donations to the " Through " Fund
received on or after 1st June, 1954:Leeds Branch
£10 IO 0
Exeter
£r I 0

Sheffield

The June meeting was held at the Crabtree T .A. Centre
on Friday, 4th June, 19 members attended.
Owing to the unavoidable absence of the Chairman, the
President, Lieutenant-Cal.one! V. C. Holland, took the chair.
Business was kept as brief as possible. A representative
body will be attending the Annual Reunion at Catterick, and
they are looking forward to an enjoyable time. An evening's
outing was discussed and arranged for 10th September, to
Lathkill Dale, Derbyshire.
When Branch business was completed the evening's entertainment was provided by our pianist Mr. Moulson, and
comedy sketches by Mr. Woodfield. All too soon it was time
to wend our way homewards, another enjoyable evening to
remember. This time it will be a long wait to the next as
owing to the summer recess the next meeting will be the
first Friday in September.
The thanks of all members must go to the Branch Officials

for their excellent programmes on meeting nights, and
especially to the ladies who have done so well providing the
refreshments.
.Hiddlesbrongh

On Friday, 21st May, at a grand social evening in the
R.A.F.A. Club, we were presented with a Cup and Shield
which the members had won in the indoor games tournament run by the Tees-Side Council of Ex-Service Associations. Trophies were presented by Alderman W. Randall,
J.P., Mayor-Elect, who then promised support and help
where possible, during his year of office. A grand, proud
night for us.
Sunday, 30th May, was Mayor's Sunday, with the usual
church parade-but this time with a difference.
The Mayor had suggested that our new Standard should
be dedicated at the same service, and this was carried out
with the full support and approval of the Tees-Side Council.
The Mayor, Mayor's Chaplain, the Secretary of the Council,
our President-in fact, everybody worked very hard to make
this a· great success.
The Mayor being an ex-Serviceman himself desired a
larger parade of serving and ex-servicemen than in past
years. By the Dedication of our Standard, it was hoped
that Royal Signals would add to the attendance. Until
four days before th·e parade however, we had no Signal unit
at all. Our Secretary learned that "A" Squadron, Royal
Signals Boys' Regiment, were camped a few miles away,
resulting in a turn-out of I Offi<:er, I Sergeant, and 50 Other
Ranks, who, as usual, gave a fine display of marching. Our
thanks are due to Major Vickers, Mr. Sumners and the
Boys, who were even praised by the R.S.M. of the R.A.F.
Regiment, also on parade.
On arrival at the church we were met by the Standard
Bearer and a large party from York Branch-thank you,
York. Some 800 people attended the church service, including a number of V.I.P.s. The Dedication of the Standard
was most moving.
After the service the Mayor presented the Standard to
our bearer who led the Standards to the church door, and
there formed a guard of honour for the Mayor.
The Mayor took the salute outside the Town Hall as the
parade marched through the town. Congratulations were
received from the Mayor, the Chief Constable, and the
Mayor's Chaplain, who wished the Standard bearers to be
thanked for a very impressive presentation. York, please
note.
Our deepest regret was the absence of the Royal Signals
Band.

Subscriptions received during May, 1954 :19 Army Group Signal Regiment
r/ 20 Army Signal Regiment (T .A.)
r r Air Formation Signal Regiment
2 Infantry Di vi ional Signal Regim ent ...
4 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment
1 Air Support Signal Unit . . .
.. .
. ..
1st Guards Brigade Signal Troop . . .
.. .
39 Heavy Regiment R .A. Signal Troop ...
58 Medium Regiment R.A. Signal Troop ...
S.R.D .E., Ministry of Supply . . .
. ..

Donation received d11ring May , 1954 :Royal Signals Corps Fund . . .
...
. ..
York Branch (Proceeds of Rugby match)
Major F. C. Forbes ...
Mr. W . Connell .. .

£ s.
..,
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256 14
7 t2
5

The presentation of the
Bert Linsley Coronation Cup
for the highest aggregate points
by Alderman W. Randall, J.P. to
Mr. C. Tuffs.
On the left Mr. R. Mcluckie holds
the "Sapper" Dominoes Shield

4
I
0

18

0

£334 14

5

Expenditure during May, 1954 ...
. ..
...
...
.. .
. .. £372 16 6
(Includes: Rent and Rates; Beds and Beddin11; Hire Purchnse; Cots
and Prams; General Assistance).
A nail.sis of Cases :
Families of Soldiers serving in U .K. ...
2
" M .E.L.F.
2
,,
H
H
,,
"
FA.RELF ...
l
Widows and Dependants
...
.. .
...
. ..
3
Released and Discharged Soldiers up to 1946 ...
20
1946
19
Totai' ca~; assist~d
"
after
···
47
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orth Eau1rn D.i1/.v
Ga:tllt," MiddltsbroU1h
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FARELF I11tt•r-l."11it Boxing Championships

G.H.Q. Signal Regimental Team having come through
with flying colour and won the Singa.p ore ~istrict ~ham
pionships had the honc:mr of represenung Smgai:i:ore m ~he
FARELF Championship . Our opponents at this meet.mg
were the Hong Kong Champions, The King's Regin:ent. As
happen in all these case where teams travel long distances
for the meet neither side was aware of each other's form.
We had, of course, heard one or two rumours over the
"grape-vine," and then there was the O.R. who came back
from th docks where the Hong Kong Team disembarked,
and said "Did you see Lhe size of 'em, they'll murder the
lot of us." Still the real test was to take place in the ring
at Tanglin Gymnasium, and on the evening of 22nd March,
1954, the Gymnasium was well and truly packed with supporters. It was a ding-<long battle all the way, and when it
came to the last fight The King's Regiment were leading
by two points. The last fight \'IRS unforcunately won by
the G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, on a disqualification, and there
you ar..! the score was even-16 points all. The decision of
the meet wa5 originally given to this Regiment, we having
won the lst string Welterweight bout, but this eventually
was reversed as The King's Regiment had won 6 bouts to
our five. Well, tough luck, and at the same time well done,
for each one of our lads gave of his best.

Signal Regiment and Signalman Rajaram, Signal Training
Squadron F.E. Jon.es, Crofts and Raison all won their bouts
in a convincing manner and considerably helped the Army
to much deserved victory over the Navy and the R.A.F. This
brings us almost to the end of the boxing season here in
which Royal Signals have achieved much. This achievement reflects greatly to the credit of Major R. H. Farlow,
M.B.E., whose industry and enthusiasm for "the cause" has
not flagged since the beginning of the season.

CORPS BAND

V ACANCIBS

S ingapore Inter- Services Cham1•ioushi1•s, 1954

Six of the original Royal Sigiials Boxing Team were
chosen to represent the Army in the Inter-Services Championships held at Seietar Air Station on 28th, 29th April,
1954· Sapper Jones, Corporal Anderson and Corporal
Raison from G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, Signalman Croft, 19
Air Formation Signals, Signa!man Jerome Tan, District

ROYAL

SIGNALS

WESTERN

FOR

BANDBOYS

There are a few vacancies for Band Boys in
the Corps Band. Musical experience is not
essential but applicants should not be more
than 16 years of age.
Full particulars from : - •
The Band President,
7 Training Regiment, Royal Signals,
Catteriok Camp, Yorks.

COMMAND

MOTO R

C Y C LE

TRIALS

Careers in
Telecommunications

BY ,\pP()[ST)ff_N'T

~IL\

FRSWTTHS

TO TIU! L\TE KJSG GEORGE VI

The badge of your unit ...
GARRARD & CO. LTD.
(formerly The Goldsmiths &...
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have

for many years specialised

establishing and extending communication
I Nsystems
throughout the world the telecom-

in the production of

badge jewellery.

munications industry has grown to an early and
full maturity. It is an industry vital to the
development of modern society. with immense
possibilities for the future.
Established in the industry as the large t telecommunication manufacturing organisation in
the Commonwealth, Standard Telephones and
Cables Limited is engaged in the research,
development and manufacture of all types of
electrical communication and control systems.
The Company offers permanent positions to
suitable young men who have completed
National Service and who wish to embark
upon a civilian career in telecommunication .
Requirements are for University gradua~es in
electrical or mechanical engineering. physic or
mathematic and holders of a higher national
diploma or certificate. Opportunities are offered
in development and manufacturing department
or for training in patent work.

Royal Signals
Gold and Enamel

£5 · 15. 0

Gold and Enamel
£6 · IO · 0

Here is illustrated the badge
of your Unit,
fashioned into a brooch, and
produced in gold and enam~l.
If desired, these very attractive
brooches can be set with
diamonds or other precious stones
for which designs and estimates
are submitted without charge.
Great care is taken to ensure
correctness of detail, and expert
workmanship is assured.

GARRARD & CO. LTD.

A post-graduate training scheme i in operation.

Crown J ewellers

Tho e interested are invited to apply in writing
to The Personnel Manager,

formerly THE GOLDSM ITHS &
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD.

Srandard Te!epho11es and Cables Li mired
TELECOMMU

CON

A

lCATIO

GHT

E

HO

GI

112 REGENT STREET • LONDON • W.1
TELEPHONE: REGENT 3021

EER

E.

A L D \ Y C H. L 0 N D 0 N , W . C. 2
Signalman Birchall , of 42 Infan t ry Divisional Signal Reg iment, T.A.,
gets st uck in t he mud
246

Corporal Peters of Weste rn Command Signal Regiment attempting
the " Water Splash "
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•
Boy al Signals in
Sport J953 .. 4
TN August, 1953 THE WIRE published a record of the
.l sporting activities of Royal Signals Units in Catterick

such as this to avoid wntmg a bald statement of fact and
perhaps, after all, this is the most effective way in which
the record can be presented.
I fe~l sure that all readers will join in congratulating
the various sportsmen who have done so well in all branches
of -&port.

during the preceding year. This record has been well
maintained, though the Army Athletic Championship still
eludes us. The outlook in athletics, however, is pi:omising,
enthusiasm lively and hopes high. It is difficult in an article

3 Training Regiment
Winners, Northumbrian District Inter-Unit Novices'
Championship.
6 (Boys) Training Regiment
Winners (second successive year), Northern Command
Boys' Championships .
lndi1•idual SucePs8e8

Training Regiment
Lance-Cor.poral Waters, winner, Northern Command
Light Middleweight.
Signalman G~bbs, winner, Northern Command Ligh t
Heavyweight.
6 (Boys) Training Regiment
Boy Saltiel, winner, I.S.B.A. and Army Bantamweight.
Boy /S.S.M. Hall, winner, Army Lightweight.
Boy Quigg, winner, Army Flyweight.
Boy O'Donoghue, winner, Northern Command Light
Welterweight.
Boy Johnson, winner, Northern Command Bantamweight.

2

being very prominent in the Regimental team successe , was
selected for tlle England " B " team versus Ireland and subsequently for tlle England "A" to compete on the
Continent.
FENCING

Royal Signals Wing
Lieutenant R. A. King, winner, Inter-Service
Championship.

Epee

HOCKEY

4 Training Regiment
Winners (after replay), Northumbrian District InterUnit Knock-out Competition.
7 Training Regiment
Winners, Northumbrian District League.
Runners-up, Northern Command Cup.
MOTOll CYCLING

5 Training Regiment
Teiun

CRICKET

First, second and third, East and West Riding of Yorks
Championship (6o riders).
First and third, Northern Command Championships
(87 riders).
Scecond, Army Championships.
Winners, Mills Trophy.
Fastest time on timed circuit.
Second, Bolton Artillery Spring Trials.

7 Training Regiment
Winner, Northumbrian District Cup.
Runners~up, Northern Command Cup.
Lance-Corporal Padgett and CoI1poral Wood, of 7
Training Regiment played for the Army.
CROSS-COUNTRY
1

Training Regiment
Winner, Northumbrian District Championship.
Winner, Northern Command Championship.
Winner, Army Championship.
Winner, North-Eastern Counties Junior Championship.
Runners-up, North Yorks and South Durham Harriers
League.

ludividunl

5 Training Regiment
East and West Riding of Yorks Championship (6o
riders).
First, second and third, Northern Command Championships (87 riders).
Second best performance, Army Championships.
First-class award.
First, Bolton Artillery Spring Trials.
First-class award.

Individual Successes

I TRAINING REGIMENT CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
WINNERS OF THE ARMY INTER-UNIT CHAMPIONSHIP 1954
Back Row : Signalman Taylor, Corpo ral Franklin1 Signalman Rennison, Signalman Fletcher, Signalman McRobbie, Signalman Clouter, Signalman Whitaker.
front Row : Signalman McParland, Corporal Messer, Captain K. F. Lloyd, Lieut-Col. R. W. Atkinson , O . B. E., Major B. S. Fordyce, Signalman Bowron , Signalman Ross.

ATHLETICS

Training Regiment
W!nners, Northumbrian District Championship.
Wmners, Northern Command 01ampionship.
Royal Signals Wing
Runners-up, Northumbrian District Championship.
Runners-up, Northern Command Championship.
Officer Training Wing
Th!rd, Northumbrian District Championship.
Third, Northern Command Championship.

Royal Signals Wing
Runners-up, Northumbrian District Junior League.

I

ASSOCIATION FOOTJJAU

5 Training Regiment
W!nners, Northern Command Cup.
Wmners, Harrogate Battle of Britain Cup.
Winners, Hulme Cup.
Winners, Ripon Charity Cup.
Winners, Ripon League Cup.
Runners-up, Ripon Visitors' Cup.
7 Training Regiment
W!nners, Northumbrian District League.
Winners, Northumbrian District Challenge Cup.
Officer Training Wing
Winners, Northumbrian District Junior League.
248

BADMINTON

Training Regiment
,
Winners, Northumbrian District Inter-Unit Championship.
3 Training Regiment
Runners-up, Northumbrian District Inter-Unit Championship.
1

DASKETHALL
1 Training Regiment

Winners (third successive year), Northern Command
Inter-Unit Championship.
5 Training Regiment
Runners-up, Northern Command Inter-Unit Championship.
7 Training Regiment
Winners, Northumbrian District Knock-out Competition.
BOXING
2

Training Regiment
Runners-up, Northern Command Team Championship.
THE WIRE, JULY 1954

Lance-Corporal Ken Norris, of 2 Training Regiment, has
been outstanding and among his successes are : Winner, Northern Command Cross-Country; winner,
Army; runner-up, Inter-Services; runner-up, Middlesex County; runner-up, Inter-Counties; runner-up,
Southern Counties; runner-up (to Gordon Pirie),
National Cross--Country; runner-up, International
Cross~Country; winner, International Cross-Country
Races, France and Belgium.
Signalman Bowron, of I Training Regiment, did well to
win the individual title in the North-Eastern Counties
Junior Race, and with Signalman McParlane, also of 1
Training Regiment, was prominent in the van of all the
team races.
In the Northern Command Cross-Country Championship
the first three were :
First
Lance~Corporal Norris
Second
Signalman McParlane
Third
Signalman Bowron
CV CUNG

This is a sport which is achieving prominence in the
Army nowadays and is attracting a good deal of growing
support.
7 Training Regiment
Winners, Northern Command Championships.
Runners-up, Army Championships.
Individuals

Lance-Conporal Brittain, of 7 Training Regiment, besides
THE WIRE, JULY
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RUGDV UNION FOOTB.\1.1.

Training Regiment
Winners, Northumbrian District Challenge Match.
Winners, Northern Command Inter-Unit Competition.
Winners, Army Challenge Cup Competition.
Runners-up, Seven-a-side Competition, Kelso.
Runners-up, Seven-a-side Competition, Selkirk.
Runners-up, Yorkshire Seven-a-side Competition
Huddersfield.
Winners, Seven-a-side Competition, Northern Command.
Officer Training Wing
Runners-up, Seven-a-side Competition orthern Command.
6 (Boys) T1·aining Regiment
Runners-up, Northern Command Inter-Unit Competition.
Royal Signals (Catterick)
Winners, Yorkshire Challenge Cup Competition.
1

Individual Honours

Army Caps were awarded to: Lance-Corporals R. Higgins, N. 0. Mackie, K.
McCrae, W. Boston, P. Jackson, J. A. Turner,
Signalmen R. Evans and B. Gabbitas.
Higgim Mackie and Evans also played for the
Combined Services.
Captain D. W. Callaghan, Second-Lieutenant J. Hancock,
249

111111~11m111m11

teel shafts for Badminton rackets?
Yes.
Steel shafts for
quash rackets ?
o.
Naafi's spor t s r epresentatives,
speciali l at the sen ice of the
ervices everywhere, know the
an wer to all que tions concerning
game and recreations. They are
always available lo advi e (from
practical experii-nce) on matters
relating to sports and their organisation, and their advice is backed by
a service of kit and equipment
second lo none.
:'\aafi'
ports good are manufactured by the leading maker , and
Naafi-the Serviceman ·sand ervicewoman's own bu iness :---- allows a
discount of 10% , on a les to nits,
)!esse and Welfare Committees of
the Royal Navy, theArmy, the Royal
Air Force, the Territorial Army,
Auxiliary Forces of the R.A.F.,
the Sea Cadets. the Army Cadet
Force and the ..\ ir Training Corp .

1st TRAINING REGIMENT ROYAL S IGNALS RUGBY XV 1953-54.
S<onding : L/Corporal E. J. Sutton, L/ Corporal D. M. Manley. Corporal D. B. Holdsworth, Corporal W . G. Spillane. L/ Corporal J. P. Horrocks-Taylor, Signalman. B.
Gabbicas.
Seated : L/ Corporal R. Higgins, L/ Corporal P. Jackson, Major G. M. Fraser, Lieutenant-Co lon el R. W . Atkinson , O .B.E. , S.Q.M.S. D. F. Rees (Cap.tarn),
L1Corporal W . J. Boston, L'Corporal N. 0. Mackie. In Front : Northumbrian District Cup , L/Corporal J. Waring, Northern Command Cup, Army Cup, Yorksh1re Cup, Sognalman R. Evans, Northern Command " Sevens" Cup. Absent : L/ Corporal J. A. Turner, L/ Corporal A. K. McCrae, L/Corporal J. Dunn .

Lance-Corporals Manley and Sutton, Corporal Spillaine
and Signalman Curnow played in Army XVs.
Lance-Corporal Higgins was capped four times for
England, playing against New Zealand, Ireland, Scotland
and Wales. He had to withdraw from the team to meet
France owing to injury.
nmING

Royal Signals (Catterick)
Winnevs, Northern Command Hunter Traals Team
Event.
Individual Winner, Major D. L. Sylvester-Bradley.
SUOOTII\"G

4 Training Regiment
Runners-up, Northumbrian District Small Bore
League.
Runners-up, National Small Bore League 50.
Third, National Small Bore League 59.
5 Training Regiment
Winners, Yorkshire Small Bore League Division 8.

f 'OllPS MARCHES

A new recording of tlie Corps QUICK and
SLOW March has been made, and records are now
available, price 10/- each, plus cost of postage and
packing, from: The Honorary Treasurer, Royal
Sig:ta.ls Band, H.Q. Officers' Mess, Catterick Camp,

·ror~s.
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Individual

Captain K. E. P. Andrews, of Royal Signals Wing,
reached the final hundred in the Army Championship at
Eisley.
Sergeant Hayward, I Training Regiment, awarded "News
of the World " O!rtificate in the Small Bore League.
Sergeant Townshend, 4 Training Regiment, scored
395/ 400 in the Army Individual Sma!J Bore Championships and qualified for a cash prize.
SWDIJ'tlING
7 Training Regiment,
Winners, Northumbrian District League.
Runners-up, orthem Command Cup.

WATER POLO
I

Training R egiment
Winners, Northumbrian District Inter-Unit Championship.

All in Royal Signals will join the WI RE in
congratulating the Signal Training Centre on the
magnificent achievements chronicled on the three
previous pages.

\\"Y . ·\R\l\ '
\LR rOHCE I
TIT " Tr~S
Official Canh•en Oq?ani~ation for H. \1 , FoTr.-~
Sports Rranl''h ·

As in work, in sport we go from strength to
strength.

T H E W I R E, J U L Y I 9 5 4
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"A thi ng

of beauty

is a joy for ever."

QUICK DELIVERY OF
YOUR REGIMENTAL

BLAZER BADGE

TOBY...
the 'hallmark' of

fine Beer

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING ,\.N"D HEUNIO."
CATTERl(;K 17 - 18th .JULY

The famous Charrington range :

CAN BE GIVEN

ROYAL TOBY*
We make each badge BY HAND in our workr<:>om from
fine wire and silk; to last you for year.;. Best quality Silver
Wire (not wh.ite-metal) used for wh.ite sections and all
Crowns properTy padded up and 'jewelled' with coloured
silks. We supply cut to shape on standard dark navy
cloth, ready to stitch on, or we will work the badge on your
own pocket provided that you detach this from your
blazer. We require seven days from receipt of order and remitranoe, for deliv<;IY. The cost is thirty-five shillings
(cash with order) which will be; IMM~DIA TELY refund:ed
if you are not absolutely sausfied, m every respect, with
our craftsmu.nsh.ip. All badges sent by Registered Post.

TOBY ALE*

A full strength Pale Ale of
matured flavour

PALE ALE *

A fine s parkling
Light Ale

PUNCH STOUT *
ANCHOR STOUT *
BROWN ALE*

D•. J. PARKINSON
Hand-worked Badge Maker

5 la, NORFOLK SQUARE, BRIGHTON, I

BARLEY WINE *
TOBY LAGER*

IVE hundred and fifty members of the Association " booked in" for the
F
Reunion 3:nd only slightly fewer turned up. A full report of the Annual
General Meetmg and Nacerby's comments on the Reunion will appear in

Extra strong Pale Ale fo r the
Great Occasion

A special 5toutnot too bitter ••• not too sweet

Rich an d
full bodied
Brewed to combine
sweetness and character
A •trong Dark Ale
of •Uperb quality
A true Pilsen-type beerbest served cold

THE WIRE
The Corps Magazine of the

CHARRINGTON & CO. LTD., Anchor Brewery, LONDON, E.1

ROYAL
The

Official

SIGNALS

CHERRY'S
Market

Place,

Richntond,

Yorks

FRESH

FISH
GAME
AND

FRUIT

& VEGETABLES
WREATHS AND
CROSSES

POULTRY

Richmond for Beauty-Cherry's for Quality

The Signal is -

JACKSONS!
(Not claiming to be the only butchers, but neverlbelessone of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63 164 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON

just as in the time of the Peninsular,
Crimean and the two World Wars, Hawkes
& Co. are at the service of Officers in
almost every Regiment of the British
Army. Correctness of style and detail is
assured. Uniforms made to measure in a
short time ; measurements are taken
without obligation.

of

the

ASSOCIATION

Moreover ....
it is at Hawkes, famous for civil Tailoring,
that gentlemen may obtain all other dress
requirements. In Hawkes's Department
for Immediate Wear costs are kept down
by modern methods of production, but
the cut, workmanship and finish are of
tile faultless Savile Row standard.
Lounge Suits, £19-19-0 to £31-0-0; Overcoats, £19-19-0 to £34- 19-6; D.B. Dinner
Jacket and Trousers, £25-12-6 to £33-15-0;
Sports Jackets, £9-19-6 to £15-15-0.
Established 1771

Telephone 2955 (2 lines)

Hawkes of Savile Row

Grocery Branches : 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Cockerton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Dally Delrveries in Catterlck Camp for over thirty-five years

1 SAVILE ROW, W.1 (Tel.: REGen t 0186)
68 HIGH ST., CAMBERLEY (Tel.: Camberley 829)

Regimental Tailors and Outjitlers

All correspondence and matter for
publication for
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THE

WIRE

addressed to The Ediror,

should be
THE

W1RE,

88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.J.
Matter for publication must be received
by the 15th of the month preceding
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SHILLING

September.
Leeds bad much the largest contingent, but Chester, Manchester Liverpool and Birmingham contingents were all over thirty in number. '
The playing of "RETREAT" by the band at 7.30 p.m. on Saturday
was in new music and was extremely beautiful.
Rain during the rught did not prevent much revelry in the five Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Messes who extended most bountiful hosoitality.
By Sunday morning the rain had ceased and conditions for Chilrch parade
were nearly perfect. The marching was good. Ten standards led the parade,
followed by two squad.Eons of Old Comrades (200 each), and three squadrons
of young soldiers all under command of Lieutenant-Colonel R. J. Western.
During the service were dedicated:
"Through "-an artist's copy of the original painting hung in the War
Memorial Chapel.
A processional Cross presented to Royal Signals by the School of Military
Engineering, Chatham.
Chester Branch Standard, which it will be remembered was given to the
Branch by the Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the Officer Training
Wing, School of Signals.
It was a splendid service and the sermon by the Reverend C. G. Gregory,
C.F., Assistant Chaplain General, Northern Command, was an inspiration. It
was a great pity that the service could not be broadcast. We will try again
next year.
Displays on the Messines Sports Ground were of the usual high order.
On the principle that there is never enough of what is so good there was some
disappointment that 6 (Boys) Training Regiment did not " troop " this year.
Their absence did, however, give the Old Comrades more time to visit the
static displays of equipment ancient and most modern, and the Royal Signals
recruiting office "Quicksilver." It is hoped that the great number of interested
and appreciative men who visited all the exhibits was some recompense for
the time and care taken in the setting up.
It is difficult adequately to express our thanks but here THE WIRE does
represent the 500 or sc who came and very many who could not come this
year, in saying a very sincere "Thank you."
We do realise the immense labour involved and we do thank all of the
Signal Training Centre and School of Signals who did labour so mightily
and so successfully for our entertainment.

*

*

REGIMENTAL

*
lUAGAZINES

A number of Signal Regiments of the Territorial Army publish a monthly
or quarterly magazine in typescript. Those seen at THE WIRE office include:
The Northumbrian Wire
Red Rose Mercury
both these are very good BUT for sheer excellence
6o H.Q. Army Signal Regiment T.A.
will take a great deal of beating.
The contents of Volume I, No. 3, includes an inspiring leading article by
Brigadier L. de M. Thuillier, o.B.E., C.S.0., H.Q. Northern Command; cwo
excellent cartoons; illustrated advertisements of a Dance and a Football
Match; also the fullest instructions about Annual Training in Camp, and a
well drawn sketch map of the Training Area.
Notes for the various troops complete the " book" which should make
all very ,Proud of belonging to such a Regiment.
A

PERSONAL
COLUMN
THE D.E.M. has been awarded to S.Q.M.S . J.
Woolgar, M.M., of 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R.
Loadon Gazette

8th June, r954.-Lieutenant-Colonel N. I. Bower, O.B.E.,
to RA.RO.
rrth June I9S4--Major D. G. Craddock to T.A.R.0.
and granted 'honorary rank of Lieutenant-Colonel.
r8th June, r954.--Colonel C. D. Oapp, o.B.E., to
RA.RO. and granted honorary rank of Brigadier.
~lovem ent.s-Olficers

Lieutenant (T.0.T.) T. Reece, School of Signals to
M.E.L.F.
Major R. C. Dixon, Depot to Northern Command
Signal Regiment.
. .
.
Major J. A. Waite, Depot to 4 Tra1mng Regunent.
Major R. S. Campbell, 15 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment to
.
Northern Army Group.
Major J. L. Waller, 4 Training Regiment to I I Air
Formation Signal Regiment.
Major D. R. W. Thomas, Ministry of Supply to M.E.L.F.
Major M. S. Hancock, Joint Services Staff College to
FARELF.
Major G. Rowland, 2 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment to 2
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
Major P. E. Mott, 61 Army Signal Regiment, T.A., to
H.Q. Allied Forces, Denmark.
Major D. A. R. Elliott, Depot to M.E.L.F.
Major J. D. Elliott, Amphibious Warfare H .Q. to 18
Army Group Signal Regiment.
.
Captain (Q.M.) W. Potesta, M.E.L.F. to 1 Wireless
Regiment.
Lieutenant (Cipher) F. W. Moseley, FARELF to
B.A.O.R.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) F. W. Simpson, Depot to Northern
Command Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. P. North, 7 Training Regiment to
11 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
M'<ljor A. E. Wood, 3 Training Regiment to 4 Training
Regiment.
Major A. W. V. Partridge, 4 Training Regiment to
Eastern Command Signal Regiment.
Major F. P. Stewart, I Training Regiment to Northern
Army Group.
Major G. F. M. Pike, Eastern Command Signal Regiment
to 7 Training Regiment.
Major P. A. Toombs, 7 Training Regiment to Northern
Army Group.
Major B. H. P. Barnes, School of Ar-Ullery to Northern
Army Group.
Major W. C. Jarvis, 5 Training Regiment to Southern
Command (M) Signal Regiment.
Major C. E. Bucke, Scottish Command (M) Signal Regiment to I I Signal Park Squadron.
Major R. H. B. Evans, Southern Command (M) Signal
Regiment to 5 Training Regiment.
Major T. B. McVicker, 6 (Boys) Training Regiment to
Joint Concealment Centre.
Lieutenant-Colone) C. H. Barker, Cyprus to 53 (W)
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.
Major R. J. Harvey, Joint Concealment Centre to Depot.
Major J. S. Routledge, Depot to 5 Training Regiment.

M ajor F . Williams, Malta to 6 (Boys) Training Regiment.
Major I . McAnsh, 6 (Boys) Training Regiment to
M.E.L.F.
Captain (Q.M.) J. J. Brown, War Office to M.E.L.F.
Major (T.0.T.) J. F . Thorpe, M.E.L.F. to Depot.
M ajor N . C. Gordon, Army Apprentices' School, Harrogate, to 7 Training Regiment.
Major R. M . Watterson, War Office to ALFCE.
Major N. Shaw, War Office to M.E.L.F.
Major R. A. Hatcher, H.Q. 3 A.A. Group to H.Q. A.A.
Command.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Goldsmith from 53 (W)
Infantry D ivisional Signal Regiment, T.A., to 1 Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment.
Major F. D. Worthington, M.E.L.F. to 6 (Boys) Training Regiment.
Major J. Swallow, East Africa to 2 War Office Signal
Regiment.
Major R. A. B. Brown, Northern Army Group to War
Office.
Major S. H. McKay, 2 War Office Signal Regiment to
Korea.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) D. C. Dickens, First Commission to
Army Phantom Signal Regiment (T .A.).
Proniotions

W.0.II (F.O.S.) Dolbear to W.O.I (F.0.S.).
Arrivals and Departures
I

r9 Air Formation Signal Regiment

Dcpartttres
Capuiin Fishwick to U.K.

SHAPE Signal Squadron

Arrivals
Captain (Cipher) H. S . Reynolds and Sergeant R. N. Howells.

rB Army Group Signal Regiment

Arrivals
Majors E . P. Stanton and J. V. Warner, W .O.I Massey.
Departures
Major K. E. S. Ellis, W .O.II Duce, S .S.M. Parley, S.Q.M.S. Gaveling
and Sergeants Rosson, Heard, Chilvers, Pauley, Flowers, Barnett,
Purdy and Mannion.
I2 Air Farma:ion Signal Regiment
Arnvals
Sergeant R. M. Geodridae (A.E.C.) from H.Q. Rhine District.
Departures
Sergeant P. B. Warren to release.

L. of C. Signal Regiment

Arrivals
Major P . C . MacDonald and W.O.II S. J . Wy~tt from i;>epot.
W.0.II W . J. Douce from 18 Army Group Signal . Regiment.
Sergeants T . F . Rawlins, G. L . H amilton, M. Bourg01sc, A. J . Young,
F . Wood and S. Warren from Depot .
Sergeants W . H. Flowers and W . G . Pauler from 18 Army Group
Signal Regiment.
.
.
Sergeant J. 0. Smith from 1 Signal Equipment Troop.
Departures
Capuiin L. Beaumont to Signal Training Centre.
W O II A. N . Brooks to Depot .
Se~g~anc T . Holden to 7 Armoured Division Signal Regiment.
Sergeant L. P. Rann to Depot and Korea.
Sergeant A. Reay to Depot and Release.
Sergeant J. Spinner to Depot and Discharge.

r r Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment
Arrivals
Major C. W . M. Young, O.B. l!., Captain D . H . Scarfe, R.Q.M .S. A. S.
Godfrey, Sergeant R. Gemmell.
Departures
Major D . E . Salisbury to U .K.
..
Captain C. D . Nodder to " X " Branch I (Bnosh) Corps.
R.Q.M.S. F. Lindley to U.K . for Mtddle E ast.
Sergeant Beal to U .K. for release.
2 Wireless Regiment
Arrivals
.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. B. Rowett, Mai.or G . M. L . Claridge, ~ptaJ.ns
D. P. Gamons Williams, M. H. Hipkins and K. R. Cannmg.

Depa{.\~~~~nant-Colonel

C. H. Barker, Major A. S. Stewart, Captains H.
Prescott and Homer to U .K.
R .S.M. Gray to 3 Training Regiment.

Hong Kong Signal Regiment

Arriv~~O.II

G . Forrest and S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) D . Tetlow from U.K.
Sergeant R. Osborne from Korea.
Departure
.
Sergeant G. Stephenson and famtly to U.K.
S.Q.M.S. E. Bayley to C.S .O .'s Branch.

4 Air Formation Signal Regiment
Arrivals
Major J. K. Lee from SHAPE.
.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) F. G . Ferguson from Scomsh Command.
S.Q.M.S. R. B. Banham from B.A.<;>.~.
.
Sergeant P . C. Thwaite from 2 1:r~rung R7gunent.
Sergeant D. Williams from 7 Trainmg Regiment.
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Engagements

The engagement is announced between Lieutenant P. A.
Talbot and Miss Esme Mary Bartlett, on 7th June, 1954.
Death11

BIRD.-22242473 Corporal R. Bird, .in Cyprus.
SMITH.-Major G. F. V. Smith, at his home, 49 Bellvue
Road, Aldershot, on 21st J une, 1954 Royal Signals 19201951.
Association Life Member 1952, Honorary
Secretary Aldershot Branch 1953/ 54.
PRYNN.-22265036 Lance-Corporal R. Prynn, on 26th
June, 1954, in Millbank H ospital, London.
SIMPSON.-23001599 Signalman G. Simpson, on 2nd
June, 1954, in Queen Victoria Hospital, Morecambe and
Heysham, Lanes.
I n j ure d

22927904 Signalman J. Farrimond, on 18th June, 1954,
in B.A.O.R.

BETFOR Signals

Arrivals
Capuiin T. W. Dwyer from 3 Training Regiment.
Captain P. W. Malins from U .K . ex Hong Kong.
W.O.II Nutt from East Africa.
Sergeants Avery, Baldwin, Clark, Jones, Morrison and Pollard.
Departures
Captain F. R. Jerram to U.K.
Captain D . C . Newman to B.A.O.R.
W .O.II Massey to B.A.O.R. on promotion to W.0 ,I.
Q.M.S. (F. of S.) H arden to U.K. for M.E.L.F.
S.Q .M.S . H aigh to U. K .

Corps Signal Regiment

Arrivals
Captain M. D . Scott from T .A.
Sergeant Low from the D epot.
Departures
Captain M . S. Gordon-Jones to FAREL F.
Captain M . C . Strover to Cattenck.
W .O.II Russell and Sergeant Turner to K orea.
Sergeant Withall to M.E.L.F.
2

Departures
Captain R. B. Handisrde to U.K.
W.O.II R. A. Riley to U.K.

I

Wireless R egiment

Arrivals
Captain J. Prescott from U.K.
D epartures
R.S.M. D . G . T oogood.

S Training Regiment

Forthconiing
Events

*

December 4th

"

4th

Arrivals
Major (T.O.T.) W . Millichip from M alaya.
S.Q.M .S. Bagent from Eastern Command Signals.
D epartures
S.S.M . Baxter to Singapore.

"At Home " for T.A. and A.E.R. Officers,
Dorchester Hotel, London, S.W.1; 4 for
4.30 p.m.
Officers' Annual Buffet Supper and Reunion at the T .A. Centre, 206 Brompton
Road, London, S.W.3; 7 to I I p.m. (By
courtesy of I I A.A. (M) Signal Regiment
(T.A.)

Royal Signals Band Programme
Births

MAWlSON.-On May 16th, at B.M.H., Rinteln, to Captain
and Mrs. C. E. H . Mawson, of 7 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment, B.A.O.R., a daughter, Rosemary Arm
Hargreave.
WlAIRREN.-On June 14th, 1954, at Catterick Military
Hospital, to Captain and Mrs. P. D. Warren, a daughter,
Patricia.
WiAK£FIELD.-To Serge'<lnt and Mrs. Wakefield, of
Caribbean Area Signal Squadron, on 19th May, 1954 a
daughter, Lucille Marie.
COPBSTAKE.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Copestake, 19
&my Group Signal Regiment, on 19th March, 1954, a
son, Howard Kieron.
DUNN.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Dunn, 1 Corps Signal
Regiment, a daughter.
CHAPMAN.-To Sergeant and Mrs. R. W. Chapman, on
24th April, 1954, at the B.M.H., Rinteln, a son, William
Paul.
NUTT.-To Margaret, wife of W.O.II J. J. M. Nutt, a
son, James Graham John Christopher, on 22nd June,
1954, at the Stanley Nursing Home, Chester.
BLLINGWORTH.-To Captain and Mrs. John Ellingworth, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment, a son, at the B.M.H.,
Hanover, on the loth June, 1954.

August 19-21
Scottish Command Signal Regiment.
,,
22-29
Edinburgh Princes Street Gardens.
30-Sept. I I Southend.
,,
,,
26-0ct. 10 Eastbourne.
October 22
Alamein Reunion.
Royal Signals Display Team Engagements

August
19
21

Middlesbrough Motor Club Middlesbrough
Weardale Agricultural Society Westgatein-Weardale, Co.
Durham
28
Stanley Show
Stanley, Co,
Durham.
September
3-14 Southern Tour (R.A.F.A.)
Devon and Cornwall.
16
World Speedway 01.ampionships
Wembley
21-24 South Shields Tattoo
South Shields
25
6 Boys' Training Regiment ... Beverley
Royal Signals Lawn Tennis Fixtures

August 17-22

Corps Championships

Officers' Club,
Cauterick

Marriages

ARTHUR-FROST.-Second-Lieutenant D. S. C. Arthur
to Miss Mary Fro t, at Edinburgh, on 5th June, 1954.
SLATER-BLACKMAN.-210051I3 Corporal M. W.
Slater to Miss A. W. Blackman, at Didcot, Berk , on 27th
March, 1954.
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lloyal Signals Omcers' GolOng

Sept. 8-10 Aul.'Umn Meeting . . .
RM.A., Sandhurst
* ,, 22
*Corps match.

oclety

Worplesden
Camberley Heath
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l&oynl Artillery Searchlight Tattoo Woolwich
Stadium, 22nd io 25th September, 1954

ALL ARMS SIGNALS CONFERENCE

Prices of Admi ion:
Reserved Covered Seats-15/-, 12/6, ro/6, 8/6, 7 /6
and 6/-.
Reserved Uncovered Seats-5/-.
Unreserved Seats-3/6.
Gate Admission at each Performance--2/6 (standing).
Application for Reserved Seats should be made to the
main Tattoo Office, Artillery House, 58 Woolwich Conunon,
Woolwiob, S.E.18. Telephone No. WOOiwich 1494.

DOVETAIL I I I
An

The Ninth Reunion Dinner for former officers of the

~fother

to Unveil ~feillorial to FnH1ous
Scottish Divisions

On Thursday afternoon, 2nd September, Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth, The Queen Mother, is to attend a service
in Glasgow Cathedral during which a memorial window in
the south transept will be unveiled and dedicated to the
memory of the fallen of four Scottish Divisions, famous in
both World Wars. These are 9th (Scottish), 15th (Scottish),
5ISt (Highland) and 52nd (Lowland) Divisions.
A limited number of seats is available for past or
present members of all ranks of these Divisions or for
relatives and friends of those who have given their lives
while serving in them. Tickets are being issued under
Divisional arrangements and applications, giving brief
details with dates of previous ·service with a particular
Division or other claim to be allotted a seat, should be
sent to the following as soon as possible and not later than
24th July.
Representing 9th (Scottish) Division-Major M. C. Muir,
M.c., 85 Buchanan Street, Glasgow, C.r.
Representing 15th (Scottish) Division-Brigadier R. A.
Bramwell-Davis, Duncliffe, Murrayfield Road, Edinburgh, 4.
Representing 51st (Highland) Division-" A" Branch,.
H.Q., Highland District, Highland House, Perth.
Representing 52nd (Lowland) Division-" A " Branch,
H.Q., Lowland District, 11 Park Terrace, Glasgow, C.3.
All envelopes should be marked " Glasgow MemoriaJ
Service."

.................................................................................

g·············-······-····-·······-···················-··············r
n
n
~..
Picture~..
-..:.::::::::.:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:!':::::.:::::::::::::::::::::-..
The Royal Signals Corps Committee are e~loring the
possibility of obtaining a suitable painting to commemorate
Royal Signals in World War II. This is complementary
to the picture " Through " which commemorates Signals in
World War I.
Members past and present of the Corps are invite.cl to
suggest material, or the subject matter for a picture, or if
they know of the existence of a suitable painting to bring it
to the notice ~f the Royal Signals Corps Committee through
the medium of THE WrRE.
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UNE 2nd saw the opening of the third of the two-day
All Arms Signal Conferences (Dovetail III) which was
held this year in the School of Military Engineering, Chatham. The aim of these conferences, the first of which took
place in the School of Infantry in October, 1950, shortly
after the disbandment of the All Arms Wing of the School
of Signals, and the creation of signal wings under Royal
Signals Officers in the Schools of Artil!ery, Military Engineering and Infantry, is to co-ordinate the training of regimental signallers of all arms.
The Director of Signals is responsible to the Director
General of Military Training for arranging the " Dovetail "
conferences. This year the first day was allotted to the
Commandant, School of Signals, Brigadier C . G. Moore,
O.B.E., for a conference of the senior instructors of the
Signal Wings of the Arms Schools, as he is responsible to
the Director General of Military Training and the Director
of Signals for co-ordinating the signal training of these
wings.
The main conference took place on the second day and
was to have been run by C.S.O. Eastern Command, Brigadier C . A. H. Chadwick, C.B.E., A.n.c., in the presence of the
Director of Signals. It was much to be regretted that in
the event both Major-General Bowen and Brigadier Chadwick were unavoidably absent owing to illness. The Deputy
Direotor of Signals, Brigadier R. J. Moberly, o.B.E., stepped
into the breach and a most useful and enjoyable conference
followed.
The main conference was strengthened by the addition
of more senior representatives from the \Var Office, including the D.G.M.T . and D.D.M.T. Major-General W . R. C.
Penney, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., M.C., Colonel Commandant, Brigadier G. S. O'N. Power, c.B.E., of the Signals Research and
Development Establishment, Brigadier L. de M. Thuillier,
O.B.E., C.S.O. Northern Command, Commandants of Arms
Schools, and foI'tll.ation and uni.t commanders of all arms.
It is, however, chiefly about a very notable event of considerable concern and interest to all members and exmembers of the Corps that I write. On the second day of
the conference after the morning session, in the presence of
the R.E. and Royal Signals officers there assembled, Brigadier C. E. A. Browning, C.B.E., M.C. Commandant, School of
Military Engineering, presented Major-General Penney with
a magnificent Church processional cross of brass mounted
on a wooden staff bearing an inscription: Presented to
The Royal Signals Caterrick Camp
by
The School of Military Engineering
March 1954
Ubique
Certo Cito
In making the presentation Brigadier Browning said that
the Cross had been made in the S.M.E. and was a token

J

Catterick Signals O.C.T.U. will be held at the Hotel
Rembrandt, South Kensington, S.W.7, on Saturday, 23rd
October, 1954. Cost 21/- including port and gratuities.
Dress: Lounge suit. Tea will be served to officers and
their ladies in the afternoon.
Dinner Secretary: Major K. D. Anderson, The High
School for Boys, Chiche_ster, Sussex.
Queen

Event 1n Corps History

[Courttsy : Photo-Reportage, Ltd., London.

Trophies presented by Royal Signals to Welbeck College. The
larger Trophy is for Inter-House Rugby Football and the Tankard
for Inter-House Shooting.

EMPLOYlUENT VACANCIES

(Important : Anyone obtaining employment through
answering advertisements in THE WmE is requested to inf arm the Employment Section, Royal S ignals Association,
88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1).

r. COSTAfN-JOHN BROWN LTD. urgently require
INSTRUMENT MECHANICS with experience of electrical or pressure instruments, willing to travel in U.K.
Good prospects in expanding organisation.
Awly to: Chief Instrumentation Engineer, Costain-John Brown, Ltd.,
Rickett Street, Fulham, London, S.W.6.
2. PROGRESSIVE COMPANY offers training facilities as MACHINE OPERATORS for men aged 20-45 with
an aptitude for this type of work. Previous experience,
whilst desirable, is not essential. Pay during training
approximately £8 per 44 hour week. Modern factory, canteen and social facilities. .AlppJ.y by letter or in person to: The Personnel Officer, W. E. Sykes Ltd., Manor Works,
Staines, Middlesex.
3. Vacancies ~xist for EQUIPMENT ENGINEERS and
TELEVISION WORKSHOP ENGINEERS with REDIFFUSION LTD. in North-Western England, especia'. ly
in vhe Manohester area. Full details may be obtained from
the following address, to which all applications should be
sent :-The Chief Engineer, Rediffusion (North West), Ltd.,
170/2 Ribbleton Lane, Preston, Lanes.
4.
Vacancies exist at Catterick for CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS in the trades of Operator Keyboard and
Operator Keyboard and Wireless at a salary of £465, rising
to £58o in seven yearly increments. Applications should
be addressed to: -The Officer Commanding, 4 Training
Regiment, Royal Signals, Gaza Lines, Catterick Camp,
Yorks.
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Em1tloyment

of the mutual good fellowship between our Corps and of
the excel!ent relations existing between the Schools of Signals and Military Engineering.
Major-General Penney thanked Brigadier Browning for
his kindness and expressions of good will. He remarked on
the happy choice of the S.M.E. as the venue for the conference, and stressed the importance of maintaining close
relat4ons with our parent Corps. In lighter vein he related
how he began his life as a young Sapper officer at Brompton Barracks, Chatham, and disclosed the reason why he
and some of his contemporaries elected to specialise in
signals.
The cross has been p!aced in St. Martin's G arrison
Church, Catterick Camp, and plans are now being made
for it's dedication at the service to be held there during the
Old Comrades' Retµllon on Sunday, 18th July. Thus in
the presence of our old comrades, some of whom began, or
even completed, their signal service as Sappers, will one
more link be finally forged with our parent Corps.
What else is there to tell? Enough to fill more space than
the Editor will allow. Suffice it to say that nothing could
equal the boundless hospitality of our hosts at the S.M.E.
I, for one, felt almost a prodigal son, well almost! The
evening spent in the R.E. Feadquarter Mess, Brompton
Barracks, was, as ever, an inspiring and unforgetable experience and, to cap all, our host in chief had that day won
the 'Rag" Derby Sweep. If for no othe.r reason than that
the wartime sojourn of the S.M.E. was at Ripon, our hosts
will know what I mean when I characterise Dovetail III as
a "reet gud do."
C.G .M .

Flgnrt~s

for the ftunrter Ending
30th June, 1954

New applicants registered
Placings confirmed
THE WIRE. AUGUST 1954

MajorlGeneral Penney and Brigadier Browning
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Signal Training Centre
2nd TR \INING REGllUENT

We welcome to the Unit, Major D . E. Salisbury from I I
Armoured Divisional Signals, and Captain J. L. Willis from
6 Armoured Divisional Signals. Both of them are now
deeply engrossed in how to make one man do the work of
two in four places at once.
Our Adjutant has been on leave, and has just returned
lookina rather sun tanned after showing the flag round the
Chann~l iports. He set up a small private navy by press gang
methods to man the " Sea Girl " (Out of Bosham by Good
Lucic) and set sail. We are now waiting to see what effect
this has on recruiting-he is already telling yarns about the
"one that got away."
Our trainee numbers corl!tinue to rise, but it is not true
that the last intake has to sleep in Bosun's Chairs from our
suspended cable route. The story arose when one of our
A.C.E. candidates in a Maths paper gave the following unorthodox definitions of Rod, Pole and I?erch: A Rod is flexible and is used by Linemen U.G. for
cleari!}g earthware ducks.
A Pole is what a Lineman P .L. decorates. He drapes
himself on the pole and this is called dressing the
po!e.
A Perch is where Linemen P.L. roost. It is sometimes
called a Bosun's Chair.
The Unit has done fairly well recently in the sporting
line.
In the Army Individual 25-rnile Road Time Trial Cycling
Championship, Signalman Oldfield came in first to earn the
A.C.U. Medal and his Army Colours. He was so ably supported by Signalman Tough and Brennan (5th and 6th) that
the Unit came first in the team results.
The Unit Athletics team has also met with fair success
both among the Civilian Clubs of the Harriers League, and
also in the District Team Championships in which 2 Training Regiment gained fourth place, thus qualifying to enter
the Northern Command Championships.
Lance-Corporal Norris, as usual, has been acquiring fresh
laurels. He came first in the mile and second in the 880
yards in the Command Individual Championships. And at
Aldershot on 30th June he beat the Army Championship 3mile record by 15.4 secs. A& a result he will represent the
Army in rhe A.A.A. 6-miles and Inter-Services 3-mile
Championships.
W.O.s and Sergeants'

Photos of the march past and of other incidents are not
yet_printed but will be submitted for next month's issue.
The Regiment has now settled down to normal training,
offset by preparations for our part in the forthcoming "Old
Comrades'" Week-end- Swedish drill and 72-foot mast
erection competition with 4 Training Regiment. Of this,
also--more anon.
Our cricketers, under the captaincy of Major R . L.
Underwood, Royal Australian Signals, are doing very well
against other regimental and civilian teams, in their last
nine games having won six, drawn !!WO and losit one.
C~tain P. J. Ihbotson, after a brief spell as a Training
Officer, is now assuming the appointment of Adjutant and
so finds even less ti.me for the nets.
Congr.atulations to W .0.11 R. W. Scott and to W .0.11
Lutwyche on their promotion to that rank. Unfortunately
for us the latter has since r.eceived a warning of posting to
B.A.O.R.
Last month we mentioned bhe pleasing effect of the
window boxes on our Sandhurst Block. The same
ingenuity has now produced yet another wonder-a method
of making our many lamp posts more decorative. Come
and see " The Hanging Baskets of B.ourlon."
"Economy" Mail. S.S.M. Sinclair would like a word
from Sergeant Humphries and Sergeant Raynor, now .enjoying life in the Far East--stamps are only 10 cents!
5

TRAINING

~less

REGl.ME~T

The highlight of the past month has been t!he Annual
Administration Inspection of the Regiment by Brigadier
W. D. J. Harries, C.B.E. The weather was good (for
Catterick), only a 5light shower falling during the morning,
and this served to clear the air. We have reason to believe
that the Commaooant was pleased with what he saw.
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The Regimental Week-end on the Ionh/uth July was
the climax to months of preparation. The final day dawned
and hopefully anxio_us eyes gazed rtowards •t he sky, not for
flying saucers but sunshine, however, it managed not to
rain. The ~ted parents and friends started to arrive
at about 0400 hours on Saturday morning and by 1200
noon nhe sports field had a distinctly crowded look. The
bantle for rthe Inter-Squadron Athletic Shield was soon
reaching .a critical stage by about 1500 hours, for 20 minutes
I and 2 Squadrons were locked in battle, t!he Despatch
Riders and Driver Electricians of 2 Squadron (as if by prearranged plan) delivered a crushing blow by winning the
tug-of-war by professional skill; this, we are sure, must be
the Messing Officer putting rthat off-ration meat into No. 2
Squadron. Then again, with just t!he same skill, this
Squadron pulled off a first and second in the Field and
Track events.

WOT THE DRIVER SED

new R.S.M.-W.0.1 Etherington from FARELF. He has
arrived just in time for the organising of the Old Comrades'
Reunion which takes place on the 17th/18th of this month.
Other new members include S.S.M. Wat&on from B.A.O.R.,
and Sergeant Buzzard from ME.L.F.
For the summer period we have discontinued our weekly
socials and have only the monthly dance. The latter will
be held in conjunction with the Old Comrades' Reunion
this month.
Our last dance was one of the most successful we have
held in the Mess, and congratulations are due to Entertainments and Messing Committees and others who help to
achieve this success.
TllAI~I~G

ROYAL

Regimental \Veek-End

Our first event to record this month is the arrival of our
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5 Trai ning Regiment, R. Signals, Team w inners of No rthern Command Soccer Cup

The Royal Signals Display Team then gave a first-class
show which thrilled the thousands that were bunched
around the sports field . The many veterans of a year's
service or more at Ripon were not disappointed when that
legendary figure, A.Q.M.S. Perkins, put on one of his shows.
The efficiency of the R.E.M.E. once again impressed everybody.
The Veterans' race saw a thrilling duel between the
Commanding Officer and Major Clarke (Q.M.); t!he latter
just made it, lflhough there was hardly a medal ribbon
between them. Mrs. Stonestreet then kindly presented uhe
prizes to rthe successful competitors, 2 Squadron winning
the shield and Signahnan Burrell, of 2 Squadron, c:arr:Ying
off the handoome Victor Ludorum prize.
In the evening a packed audience of hundreds saw a
truly first-class show in the Garrison Theatre, with a nonstop sequence of acts and sketches lasting nearly three hours.
The Entertainments Officer Captain Macken2ie, has
received many requests to put on anotlier show with the
Can-Can Girls.
During the whole of this Regimental Week-end we were
entertained by our Corips Band.
On Sunday morning a large proportion of me Regiment
attended a church service in Ripon Cathedral, marching from the Unit lines to Ripon, with the aid of me
Corips Band this was very successful, the march past being
taken by the Mayor of Ripon. In the afternoon uhe W.O.s
and Sergeants entertained die officers of the Regiment at
cricket and tea; the cricket match was very sporting uhe
officers having so few to pick a team from; nevertheles; the
officers put up a first-class show, the final position being:
Officers 71; W.O.s and Sergeants 82.
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I left my car unatte nded for a minute and wh ether by accide nt o r
design it ran away
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The highlight in regimental activities during the past
month ha-s been the annual "Adm " in nection which was
carried out by the Commandant, Signal Training Centre,
Brigadier W. D. J. Harries, C.B.E. Although the final report
has not yet been received, there is every indication that the
high standard of the Regiment on past occasions has been
amply maintained. Congratulations to all those who have
put in so much hard work during the past year.
This month has seen the dep rture of Major We tern on
his promotion to Lieutenant-Colonel. We congratulate him
on his appointment as C.O., 4 Training Regiment, and wish
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him. every success in the future, and welcome his succe sor
Maior Chambers, who has joined from West Africa. Majo;
Do?aghy has a~so left the Regiment on posting to East
Afnca, and to him also we wish bon voyage and success
Major Buirski has taken over command of No. 5 (Regul~r)
Squadron in place of Major Donaghy, and we extend a very
warm welcome to M ajor Mitchell, newly arrived from the
Middle East, who has taken command of H .Q. Squadron.
Yet another stalwart member of the W.O.s and Sergeants'
Mess has left us, R.Q.M.S. Hopkins, having deoarted for 14
A.A. (Mixed) Signal Regiment, T.A. We -congratulate
R: Q.M.S. Hopkins on his promotion to W.0.1, and wi h
him the best of luck in his new appointment. We have no
doubt that the membersh ip of the Royal Signals Association
will increase in his new Regiment.
We have had a comparatively quiet time in the field of
sport during the past two months. However, the Regiment
has reached .the fi.n.al of .the Northumbrian District Tug-ofWar Champ1onsh1p, havmg accounted for 58 Medium Regiment R.A. in two pulls.
II? <;:r~cket, w.hilst we beat 3 Training Regiment and 5
Inmskilling Dragoon Guards in the first and second rounds
of the Northumbrian District Cup Competition, we were
defeated by seven runs by Royal Signals Wing in the Northern Command Cui>-a great disappointment. At Water
Polo we have been knocked out of the District Competition,
but have· won our first game in the Command Competition
and hope to avenge our defeat in the former.

The Depot Regiment
The main talking point of the month has been the
Annual Regimental Week-end and West Country Old
Comrades' Reunion held from 21st/23rd May. The pace
was so hot during these few da% that some refer to it as
their "lost week-end."
The tone for the many varied functions was set by the
fact that Captain J. L. Judd and the Corps Band, together
with Captain D . Cherry and the Display Team were with
us for the whole period. Major-General and Mrs. C. W.
Fladgate, C.B.E., Representative Colonel Commandant,
Brigadier and Mrs. H. R Firth and Brigadier E. S. Cole,
C.B.E., C.S.O. Southco, were our guests; so with the sta~
set, on with the show.
The primary event was a .Military Ball held in the
Gymnasium on 20th May. This typical gymnasium by
dint of some very hard work, led by Mrs. Goodeve-D~ker,
Majors Kerry and Snell, was ingeniously transformed into
a rustic garden enclosure, with rustic pergolas intertwined
with ivy and studded with hanging baskets of flowers. The
Corps Dance Orchestra was limned on a stage decorated
in the Regency period. The evening was an unqualified
success, so much so tliat dancing continued until 4 a.m.
The next day, Friday, 21st, an All Ranks' Dance was
held in the same ballroom, the Corps Dance Orche tra
again providing excellent music. The Officers' Mess held
their Annual Cocktail Party prior to the Dance.
Saturday morning a Ceremonial Parade was held, MajorGeneral Fladgate taking the Salute. General Fladgate
toured the Regiment during the course of the morning and
saw the varied functions of the Unit at work.
During the afternoon the Old Comrades started to
arrive and whilst they were being settled in, certain final
and semi-finals of the Unit Athletics Meeting were run
off. As a result of great effort by Captain D. Turner,
assisted by Sergeant Rose, the sports field had been tran formed from a meadow into a creditable Athletics Ground.
The Display Team gave a performance at the close of the
Athletics, to whioh the general public were inviccd. A very
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good crowd supported the brilliant display of "verve and
werve."
The evening was the occasion of a " Stag Party " in the
W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess, which was attended by the
officers, led by Major-General C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E.,
Representative Colonel Commandant, and the Old Comrades, led by Brigadier H. R. Firth (Retd.), General
Secretary, Royal Signals Association. Needless to say the
lamps in the Mess building "swung" merrily filld history
wa indeed being revised. Many young Mess members
were seen to " listen in " while reminiscences in distant
lands were being related. Probably the most adequate
manner in which to describe the party is to say that a grand
" session " was had by all and we hope our guests enjoyed
themselves as much as we did.
Sunday morning a Church Parade was held at whioh
the Standard of the BXieter Branch (Royal SignaJs Association) was dedicated. The march past that followed was led
by the Old Comrades, under Major-General Sir Godwin
Michelmore, K.B.E., C.B., D.S.O., M.C., T.D., D.L., J.P. The
Salute was taken by Major-General C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E.
An adjournment then took place to the lawn of the
W.0.'s and Sergeants' Mess, which became the rendezvous
for the officers, Old Comrades and Mess members, accompanied by their families and friends. Considering the overcast skies and threatening rain, it was gratifying to see such
a large attendance. Drinks were served and drunk to the
accompaniment of the music from a small section of the
Corps Band. The fact that quite a number of the males
present suffered from severe headaches was very noticeable.
We wondered if these ailments could have been the result
of the " night before " ! !
The final events of the Unit Athletic Meeting were held
during the afternoon. The contest rapidly developed into
a battle between r and 2 Squadrons for the honours. The
result was still open when the last event was held. This,
the mile medley, was won by 2 Squadron, thus settling the
score. The fina:l margin was two points, a very close
fought contest.
Brigadier E. S. Cole again showed the way to the finishing tape in the Old Soldiers' race, being hotly pursued by
W.O.II Lee and the Commanding Officer.
No. r Squadron retained the Tug-of-War Cup, defeating
the Messing Troop, and the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
reversed last year's result by pulling the Officers in their
Annual Triial of Strength. The D.R. Display Team gave
another performance as an admirable climax to the weekend. The Old Comrades dispersed on their various ways,
carrying witih them, we hope, memories of a happy and
memorable week-end.
Other events during the month were a ceremonial parade
to mark H.M. The Queen's Birthday and a visit from the
Deputy Commander, South-Western District, who gave the
Adjutant some anxious moments by asking to inspect the
Guard Reports!
The w.inners and runners-up in the Athletic Meeting are
busily training for the District Meeting to be held on
22nd/23rd June. May their efforts bring forth results.
As is usual in the early English summer, the weather
causes chaos with cricket fixtures. Of seven fixtures
arranged so far, t'WO have been cancelled by rain and of the
remaining five, two resulted in victories for the Regiment.
Both were low scoring games, with the bowlers on top.
S.S.M. Knight, our stalwart opener, had an analysis in
these two games of 10 wickets for 4fi runs. In ald games he
has an analysis of 26 wickets for 198 runs, an average of 7.6.
A very creditable start to the season.
Alas, our batting does not measure up to the standard of
our bowling and apart from Captain D. Turner, with an
average of 35 from five innings, no good scores have been
made. Neverrheless, we have the talent and with further
experience of match play several of the younger and more
unexperienced members of the team will surely produce
runs.
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As we go to press, the Uni t is tensely eicpecting the arrival
of the G .O.C., London D istrict, whose inspection takes place
on 8th July, 1954. That the preparation for this event has
swallowed up every available man is obvious from the fact
that at 0830 hours this morning, in the middle of an otherwise deser ted Square, was· a stray cat, furiously wielding
what looked, at a distance, very like a small brush, but which
may have been only its tail. All is grist, etc. Cats have a
ha.bit of making themselves conspicuous on these occasions,
as we remember from the last Administrative Inspection
when one climbed up a lime tree for a better view of the
proceedings and got stuck.
In sport, the Regiment is now well launched into a fair
season. The cricket eleven has won all but two of its
matches, and claims to be unbeatable in full strength. The
captain is Second-Lieutenant M . D . Robinson.
The Eisley team d!id not reap that silver harvest which
its most earnest admirers perhaps expected. Eleven members of the Unit combined with five other Signals personnel to fomn an Eastern Command Team. The A.R.A.
M eeting is fully reported elsewhere.
Education has been particularly flourishing in recent
weeks. The Regiment achieved an 80 % pass in the A.C.E.
3rd Class held in Aipril, while candidates for the 2nd Class
certificate in the following month were over 90 % successful.
Many are attempting all three Army examinations in the
same year, and nominations for the A.C.E. rst Class in
October already st-and at 20. Truly one feels in the words
of a great Victorian ladty, that "Knowledge is no more a
fountain sealed "-but a dam burst!
A BALLADE OF WAR OFFICE SIGNALS

Nairobi's up the creek again;
None of the•mechs has got a clue:
" B" Troop is stranded in a min
Which left the rails at Waterloo:
My shift Strength's down to twenty-~o
A slip-up there, I must admit;
How can we come to have so few?
There's always someone down ithe Pit.
A thaw has burst the water"'Illain;
The Duty cOok has burnt the stew;
A message headed FLASH-BAHREIN
Has gone direct to Timbuctoo,
(The Routing Clerk is rather new);
The D.S.O. has thrown a fit;
They've lost the key of Filing? Who?
There's always someone down the Pit.
The Engineers have blocked ithe drain :
How do we clear to Katmanclu ?,
The O.C.'s asked me to explain
Why my returns are overdue
(The Traffic Supt. contracted 'flu
On being told to check the Kit);
I really don't know what to do!
There's always someone down the Pit.
ENVOI
Princess, I'd like a word with you:
Tell them to slacken off a bit;
You realise what we're going through?
There's always someone down the Pit.
G. w. BULLARD.
9th January, 1954.
PAllT II
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We send our best wishes to our Chief Signal Officer,
Brigadier C. A. H. Chadwick, C.B.E., A.D.C., at present in
hospital for a speedy return and recovery to good health.
N o. 2 Squadl:'on. With a little warmer weather at Warren Camp the archery has started and a club name is still
being sough t (possibly the Ashdown Foresters); we have also
been for tunate in obtaining the use of a cricket pitch in
Crowborough; a long-a~aite d item.
No. 3 Squadron. S.Q.M.S. Lambert has joined us from
Home Counties District Signal Troop, and S.Q.M. Vittery
has returned to R.H.Q.
Swimming training is very popular now that summer is
here (the water is heated), and Signalmen L ucas and Brown
are training for thejr life saving Bronze medal.
In the Stanford P.T.A. the telephone requirements of
the various units in the camps keep our very small band
of linemen very busy. Next month there will be about
5,000 cadets in the area, most of them wanting to telephone
home. The exchange operators should be fully employed.
c.u.q. Troop. Our Cricket XI have taken up where our
most successful soccer team left off. To date we have collected nine pqints out of a possible 12 points, having won
three games and losing only one.
We meet our strongest rivals, "Camp,'' on Thursday, rst
July, 1954, and at the moment I would not like to forecast
the result.
However, I feel rhat with the leadership of our skipper,
Corporal "Reg" Jolly, we will pull through successfully.
Members of our successful athletics team who walked
away with the Regimental Cup, go to Chatham to compete
in the Home Counties Athletics. Here's wishing them every
success.
11.C.D. Signal Troop. After three seasons of hibernation the summer has now hit us with a vengeance.
Earlier this month a party of Cadets from Canteribury
swarmed down upon us eager to see for themselves how a
small Signal Troop wo11ks. They arrived, not in the typical
three-tonner, but in a lavish, large continental coach of
latest design. We hope they weren't disappointed with our
efforts to entertain them ... but they did have a good lunch.
Kent Coast Signal Troop. Changes of personnel here
are fow and far between; during the last twenty or more
years the 0.C. was Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) S. C.
McGregor, O.B.E. (known to most of us as Wee Mac).
Lieutenant-Colonel McGregor retired (now with Civil Defence) in October, 1951, and was relieved by Major J. A.
Brown. Last March, Major Brown handed over the reins
to Major H. MacD. Webster. Thus in the matter of three
months, three changes of 0.C.s have been registered.
Kent Coast Troop has many old time Signal personnel
in its ranks, corning from most types of signal unit, each
vieing with the other that his arm of the Service is, or was,
the best. The Navy, too, is represented-1but there most
S.W.S. Troops are the same.
The Troop held ~ts annual outing on 8th June, 1954, and
a happy day was spent by all at Hastings and Wannock
Gardens--not far from Handfords Garage-present owner,
Jack Handford, well known to many pre-war Signals of
Mons Barracks and elsewhere.

Stop
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June has been a month of rain and squalls and our sporting programme was frequently affected, nevertheless we are
proud to report some successes in the North West District
Athletic Meeting. A combined team from H.Q. A.E.R.
Royal Signals and Western Command Signal Regiment was
entered and succeeded in gaining third place in the Team
competition against such formidable opposition as Eaton
Hall O.C.T.U. and The D epot The Cheshire Regiment.
Individual successes were gained by Corporal Nicol, who
won the one mile race, and by Signalman Reynolds who
won the three"'IJliles race. The team also provided the
runners-up in the one mile relay race.
Corporal Nicol and Signalman Reynolds also competed
in the Western Command Individual Athletics Championsihips at Oswestry on 2nd June, and added lustre to the
Corps record, for Corporal Nicol won the 88o yards and
was second in one mile, whilst Signalman Reynolds was
fourth in the one mile.
We are now looking forward to further successes in the
Western Command Inter-Unit Athletics Meeting in July.
This month also saw the birth of the Tape Relay Station
in Western Command. A very useful visit was made by
some unit representatives to R.A.F. Haydock to see a
busy Tape Relay Station, and many useful hints were gained
to help in the working of our own station.
On the 23rd June, a motor cycle trial was organised by
Western Command Signal Regiment and H.Q. A.E.R Royal
Signals, in order to gain experience and to train D.R.s. The
meeting proved most useful and very valuable knowledge
was obtained.
A Ceremonial Parade was held on 25th June, 1954, during
which the Meritorious S,ervice Medal was presented by the
Commanding Officer to Major R. B. Newman, who has now
left us on Terminal Leave. He will be known to many
members of the Corps and has left behind many friends he
made during his long service. We send him our very sincere
wishes for good fortune in his retirement.
On Tuesday, 18th May, 1954, in the W.0.s' and Sergeants'
Mess, Western Command Signal Regiment, before a representative gathering of Warrant Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers, and his civilian colleagues, we bad the
pleasure of seeing our oldest civilian employee-Mr. Charles
William Midwood-being presented with the Imperial
Service Medal by our C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. J.
Dryland.
Mr. Midwood, affectiof\ately known over the years by
Officers and men alike as "Middy," was an Engine Room
Artificer in the Navy during the 1914-18 war and twice
served on vessels which were torpedoed and sunk. He
joined the civilian staff of this Unit-then the Western Command Signal Company-1921, and has remained with us as
an industrial employee on Signals Works Services for almost
33 years.
" Middy,'' now a chargehand ME.T., is nearly 61 years
of age, and altihough formally retired, continues with the
unit on a year by year basis, and still rhrows out at unsuspecting audiences, unsmiling but hwnorous remarks, similar
to that made years ago when passing a large cemetery on
the way to a job--that the cemetery was to be closed the
following week for stockt.aking !

,
Press •
Training Regiment Royal Signals, won Army Team Athletics

Championships on 28th July.
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(Full Story in September)
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We are now in the throes of a summer which can only
be described as wet. Fortunately the Regiment managed
to carry .out an intensive training period before the
monsoons hit Drehgorn and turned the camp into something like Venice. The $,ergeams' Mess have a budding
Caruso so we are well on the way to an efficiellit gondolier
anyway.
Musketry was the fashion at first, two periods per week,
with very satisfactory results. No less than 20 first-class
shots, in fact, and second-class men all over the place. How
many Regiments have an Orderly Room governed by the
gun? The next stage was the Dr.ill and Duties courses
for all, courses dreamed up by the R.S.M.-bless his soul !
The senior N.C.O.s have finished theirs, so many "Genmen" in so little time. The junior N.C.O.s are nearly
through, and are expected to pass with flying colours.
Indeed the Regiment has toned up during diese past
months, this is th~ direct .result of our training periods,
and will stand us in good s~ad for our T.A. training commitments in the coming months. A column has already
departed for the North, complete with all manner .of
equipment, intended for the training of the Army Cadet
Force here. The column has arrived, we believe; well done,
the MT.I
Spon is on the up and up. The cricket season started
pretty wobbly, but iwe were soon in our stride, and we have
lately made a name for our&elves as never hitting individual
scores of less than .one; seriously though, the Regimental
team have~ habit of winning by wickets these days. Mere
runs are things of tihe past. Tennis is our next achievement
in the •r ecent Command Tournament. The Regiment
knocked off the majority of the prizes, so much so, a bomb
was planted on the prize table, in the hopes that we would
take that home as well.
Life in the camp is the usual round, but with less than
the usual criminals. Edinburgh Squadr.o n Sergeant-Major
has a little plot of stones which deter would-be Capones
and which has been appropriately named as "Hell's Harf
Acre." Incidentally, we are having periods of "Lassoo
manipulation " for both the girls and the men, we are
tro~bled by mnaway.horses; it is foreseen that this Signal
R~ent at least will be shortly mounted again. What
with sh~ooters and wild Palminos, we are prepared to
sta~e a Wild West ?,_f Scotland show at the forthcoming
Edinburgh Tattoo- hand me my McCassidy Tartan"!
We all should! like to welc~ to the Regiment a new
character called " O'Grady " I He was present on all our
early ~orning drills du;ing the D. and D. courses, and
was qwte good at spotttng people whose minds were still
between the sheets. We sincerely hope that the Adjutant
will return him to his box, tie it with a ribbon and nhrow
it as far as he can, into the de.ep blue sea.

CORPS

BA~-it

VACANCIES FOR BAND Boys
There are a few vacancies for Band Boys in
the Corps Band. Musical experience is not
essential but applicants should not be more
than 16 years of age.
Full particulars from: The Band President,
7 Training Regiment, Royal Signals
Catteriok Camp, Yorks.
'
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Signal Wing,
Seltool of ltlilita1•y Engineering

Although it seemed impossible, since our last contribution
the tempo has continued to increase. In addition to the
R.S .I. Courses which are the reason for our existence, we
have as isted the Royal Engineers to receive the Freedom
of Rochester and the Kent Home Guard's Guard of Honour
to welcome the Royal Yacht as she passed by Shorne Mead
near Gravesend.
On this last occasion tpe P.A. equipment, installed for the
playing of the National Anthem and mar tial music made it
possible for us to persuade a tanker to move. 'she had
dropped anchor at that most unpropitious moment, right in
front of the waiting Guard of Honour. She acknowledged
our hail and moved off to the opening chords of " Rule
Britannia." It was not until afterwards we realised that this
accompaniment might have been slightly tactless since she
was a foreign veS,'iel.
The highlight of our year was "Dovetail III," the exercise
co-ordinating All Arms Signalling. On the first day, 2nd
June, the Cornman.d am of the School of Signals, Brigadier
C. G. Moore, O.B.E., presided over a general discussion
among representatives from the Arms Schools' Signal Wings
and the School of Sign~ls.
In the rnidd'.e of the afternoon the party briefly toured
the Signal Wing, ending with the Amateur Radio Station.
The fact .th~t the Derby commentary was in progress was
purely comc1dental. The day finished with a most enjoyable
guest night at the Royal Engineers' Headquarters Mess.
Unfortunately, the distinguished gathering on the second
day did not include the Director of Signals or C.S.O. Eastern
C:ommand, who were both ill. The Deputy Director Brigadier R. J. Moberly, O.B.E., was in the chair, and we were
honoured also by the presence of the D.G.M.T., LieutenantGeneral Sir Colin Callander, K.B.E., C.B., M.c., and MajorGeneral W. R. C. Penney, c.B., c.B.E., D.s.o., M.C. Des.pi_te
the fact that General Penney referred to himself as a "retread " he held the road with some valuable OPinions on a
diversity of subjects, and concluded by running a most instructive Brains Trust on signal security.
The D.G.M.T. summed up the conference and thanked
the Commandant of the S.M.E., Brigadier C. 'E. A. Browning, C.B.E,, M.C., and his staff for their excellent arrangements. He said that the chief value of these exercises was
that. they brought togeth.er all those with an interest in· signalling and helped to iron out any major differences of
opinion.
f'.lthough it. was not part of'. the exercise, it was appropriate that With such a gathering of Royal Engineer and
Royal Signrus representatives, the Commandant of the
S.M.E. should take the opportunity just before lunch on
the second day of pr~senting a processional cross to the
Royal Signals for the Garrison Church at Catterick. It was
received on behalf of the Corps by Major-General Penney,
one of our Colonels Commandant.
The heavy brass cross was made in the trade training
workshops at the S.M.E., and is a very fine specimen of
craftsmanship which took many months to perfect. There
was to have been one slight difference in design between it
and the one in Chatham Garrison Church in that the figure
of "Jimmy" was to be set into it. The Chaplain-General
how~v~r, was not over-pleased with the jdea of a pagan god
presiding, so the IJWO crosses have been left identical.
.The next of the rru1:ny friendly Inter-Corps amalgamations
will be the Sapper-Signal guest night on th 2nd Ju'.y, and
the cricket match on the 2nd and 3rd July when, as always,
any members of our Corps attending will be welcome to
the Signal Wing, S.M.E.
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It is not often the Squadron has real news to contribute
to THE WIRE, but recent activities of certain members of
the Squadron in a completely new field has put tihe Corps
in the front as the first Army Unit ever to reach the
National Finals of the British Drama League.
This was held at tlle Scala Theatre, London, on WhitMonday, 7th June, 1954, where the Squadron was placed
second to the Northwood Players-a Orama Group of no
mean experience and standing. The preamble to this outstanding achievement began in the smnme.r of 1953, when
a group of play-reading enthusiasts in the Squadron were
collected together by W.O. Instructor Page, R.A.E.C., who
is attached to the Squadron, to commence play-reading as
part of the cultural and educational activities of the Unit.
These enthusiasts were all National Service Men who had
no previous exiperience as professional actors in civilian
life. A few had experience with school and college drama
groups, but in tihe main were totally inexperienced.
The Leicestershire Education Committee, who are
interested in the educational activities of the local Army
Units, kindly loaned the services of Mr. R. Bishop to assist
the Group, and plays ranging from Shakespeare to those
of modem playwrights were discussed and read. Visits to
the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre at Stratford-on-A'Von
and local theatres were made.
Towards the end of 1953 Mr. Bishop was so impressed
with the Group's reacting of T. S. Eliot's " Murder in the
Cathedral" that he suggested that this play should be produced with a view to performing it publicly. Later he
suggested tihat, in order to gain experience in this type of
work, the Group should enter for the Leicestershire County
Drama Festival, to be held in Loughborough from 20th
March, 1954. This suggestion was approved by the Commanding Officer, Major A. W. Barron, M.c., Royal Signals,
and in January, 1954, the Group got down to rehearsals
in earnest.
P.roduction of it!he play was in the hands of LanceCorporals David Naden and Alex Vtncent-Spall, both
Na1tional Service Men on the permanent staff of the Unit.
The players themselves were all National Service Men, with
the exception of four ladies from the Quorn Dramatic
Grouip who volunteered to assist wit!h the chorus work of
the "Women of Canterbury."
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The first performance of the play was at the Village Hall
in Rothley and following their success in this qualifying
round the Group passed on to the County Final, which was
held at the Sir Robert Martin Hall at Loughborough Training College on 25th March, 1954 As only four days dapsed
between the preliminary round and the County Final, this
period was one of feverish activity on the part of the Drama
Group. Playing for the first time on a full-scale stage,
there were many thing~ to be thought of and done. These
efforts did not, however, go unrewarded, as they emerged
as runners-up and, in accordance with the Festival rules,
aUJtomatica!ly went forward into the Eastern Divisional
Final held at Stanford Hall, Loughborough, on 3rd April,
1954 The adjudicator at the County Final was Miss
Church, Director of Bradford Civic Theatre and founder of
the Young Vic, who said: "I think that this production
of 'Murder in the Cathedral' showed considerable imagination and resource, and I have nothing bUlt praise for the
choice of play and the courage of tackling such a big subject
and a large cast."
Spurred on by their success at the County Final, work
went ahead for the Divisional Final. Intensive rehearsals
took place and changes rwere made in the scenery and
costumes. On the day itself ithe Group scored a resounding victory. They emerged winners, thus turning the tables
on the County Final winners and passing into the Western
Area. Finals as the representative Group of three counties.
The We~ern Area Finals were held at the Winter Garden
Theatre, Great Malvern, on Saturday, 15m May, 1954.
The male members of the cast were accommodated at 9
Technical Training Battalion, R.E.M.E., during the Festival
week-end. The period from 3rd April to 15th May was one
of intense activity. AdministraJtive details were finalised,
smge props again modified to meet new requirements and
the whole time rehearsals continued. The cast, stage staff
and supporters were jn high spirits. On the day itself the
Commanding ~fficer and nearly 50 members of the Unit
attended the Festival and saw the Drama Group achieve
its greatest success by winning the Western Area Final in
the face of competition from 15 counties. Mr. George
Devine, a produce.r at the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre,
Stratford, adjudicating at this Final, said: " I personally
feel that in any form of theatrical production, whether
amateur or profes ional, one mu t judge the result by the
challenge. In the plays which had been seen during the
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Final only one presented a challenge of any stature to all
types of players and producers and this had been chosen
by IO Wireless Training Squadron. One could oot help
being impressed by this particular play, which presented
some difficult problems in its presentation. Ghorus work
was a difficult thing to do and those responsible for this
in IO Wireless Training Squadron's production were to be
congratulated. In chorus work sincerity was not enough,
and in the production seen, there had been some tecllnique
whicli showed a con iderable amount of attention to detail."
The Group returned to Loughborough proudly bearing
the L . Boughton-Chatwin Trophy as the result of their
labours.
As winners of the Area Finals they were now to represent
the Western Area at the British Drama League National
Festival Final at the Scala Theatre, London, on WhitMonday, 7th June, I954·
Again changes were necessary. Up till now rthey had
played on normal sized stages. The question of a full-scale
London stage presented new requirements. Changes in
production were also necessary and an immense amount
of hard work was put in during the weeks preceding the
Final. On arrival in London it was found that the scenery
had not been sufficiently fire-proofed according to rthe
L.C.C. requirements, and the whole of Whit-Sunday was
spent stripping, fireproofing, reassembling and repainting
the scenery. Fortunately, certain of the stage staff had been
billeted at Regent's Park Barracks and with nhe assistance
of 20 Company R.A.S.C. the props were ready for the
dress rehearsals on the Monday morning.

After an anxious d ay of waiting the great night arrived.
The house lights dimmed at 6 p.m. and the audience of
drama enthusiasts were treated to an evening of fir~-class
entertainment. The adjudicators, Margaret Rawlings, Alan
Dent and John C asson, placed 10 Wireless Training
Squadron D rama Group second, following a lengthy
adjudication of each play. In particular M argar et Rawlings
said: " I think they were simply splendid. Looking at
them I had the feeling that I was not watching amateurs."
A great tribute to a Drama Gro~ making its first appearance ,in competitive drama.
The G roup has made great progress du ring the few
months of its existence and enthusiasm, teamwork, sincerity
and great respect for .the play produced, have all contributed to the success of the Group. Invaluable assistance
has been rendered by the Unit carpenter, Corporal Donald
Sh.aw, R.E.M.E., who produced the scenery, and all those
who assisted with lighting, sound recording, stage management, etc.
Due to postings, it will be impossible to retain the same
members of the Group for participation in next year's
British Drama League Festival, but h is not intended 1hait
the Group be disbanded. Plans are already being made
for next season and various plays are being considered. In
the meantime .t he Group is continuing its play-reading
activities and furnher visits to Stratford and other theatres
have been arranged. It is hoped that in the next few
months suitable talent will be found amongst new intakes
to enable a first-class production, comparable with the last
successful one, to be presented at the next County Drama
Festival.

Northern Arniy 6roup
18 ARMY
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SIGNAL REGIMENT

Our " summer season " started with a series of Liaison
visits by parties of American and French officers who came
to learn how we did our job and see the equipment we
used. We laid out an Army Group Signal Office with
circuits on a reduced scale but sufficient to allow the visitors
to follow the working of the system. They were all much
impressed by what they saw and so were we at the very
searching questions they asked.
Return visits are under way. A visit to 516 Signal Group
proved extremely interesting and very good fun.
We may not have as many exercises of our own as do
the Divisional Signals, but we seem to get caught up in
theirs; and in the intervals of battle efficiency tests, trade
tests and the rest, we supply detachments of all sorts on
the various exercises.
At the end of June we had a friendly visit from Brigadier
A. C. C. Willway, c.B., C.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., who came and
looked round our various bits of German equipment.
2 Squadron won both the Inter-Squadron athletics and
the swimming. Our athletics team is coming on well and
came fourth in the Lubbecke District Meeting.
Our cricket season is starting well; in the first round of
the Inter-Signals Cup we beat I9 Army Group Signal
Regiment by six wickets.
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GllOUP SIGNAL REGIMENT
Squadron. The worth of training will

be proved in September in the main exercise of the year
when the Regiment will be fully committed by undertaking
control as well as operational commitments.
Administrative headaches will no doubt be large and
varied, as in addition to the exercise and the running of
the present location, the move to the new H.Q. location
will also be under way, and despite the most careful
planning, teething troubles at least must raise their ugly
heads.
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At present the vast amount of technical work inherent
in such a move is progressing, and the T.0.T. is fully
occupied in turning blue prints into hard facts.
In the world of sport the most recent success is that of ·
Corporal Wells who, in the long jump at the championships
at Berlin, cleared 20 feet 6 inches, which qualifies him for
the Army Championships at Aldershot. Otherwise whilst
not being a vintage year for outstanding achievements, the
usual run of summer games continues with the Regiment
partaking to the fullest extent in cricket, athletics and tennis,
with representatives going to Osnabruck shortly for the
swimming championships. The cricket team are at present
doing well in the Garrison League, but 18 Army Group
Signal Regiment recently knocked us out of the Royal
Signals B.A.0.R. Cricket Cup.
Since our last contribution appeared in THE
WIRE, much has happened' in Lubbecke. We have been
glad to welcome S.S.M. and Mrs. A. G. Green.
We have also said farewell to S.S.M. Crompton on
posting to Korea, and to Sergeant, now S.Q.M.S., Pegler
on posting on promotion to 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment. S.S.M. Green came to us on promotion from
3 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment.
Our cricket team, after a late start and various ups and
downs, has shown good fighting spirit. One " down " that
counted as an " up " was the famous match against the
Camp/District H.Q. team, led by the Colonel A/Q.; a side
that started so condescending and cocksure and ended quite
shaken, all out for 120. Much of this being due to some
really fine and consistent catching by our fielders. We
finished, however, all out for 105. Our opponents, nevertheless, were very sporting, and in the end most generous
in their compliments. S.Q.M.S. Humble still ably captains
the Squadron team, and among the staunch players W.O.II
Gill, Sergeant Bibby, Sergeant Overton, Corporal
Reynolds,
Lance-Corporal
Gundry,
Lance-Corporal
Skinner, Signalman Cunliffe, Signalman Thornewell,
3 Squadron.
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Signalman Weston and Signalman Powderham all deserve
mention.
Our congratulations and sincere good wishes for their
future happiness go with Sergeant Evans and Corporal
Loats on their marriages.
The Squadron swimming team, under the lively spurs
and encouragement of Second-Lieutenant Lumsden and
Sergeant Clarke, now names Corporal P arratt, Corporal
Gibbons, Signalmen Waters, Hampson, Weston and
Farrell among its ranks.
The Squadron members of the Regimental athletic team
include Signalmen Parsons, Sawkins, Rowney, R awnsley
and Craftsman Hobbs, under the leadership of Corporal
Itturaldi.
The Queen's birthday parade provided a welcome filip
to our drill and standard of marching. Not a few chests
were puffed out with pride as we led the Garrison p arade
and march past. Our District Commander, Brigadier
Woodford, took the salute.
Trips to " Dummer See " have become remarkably
popular of late. This unusual expanse of fresh water,
nowhere more than five feet and a few inches in depth, is
almost ideal for bathing and small boat sailing. It is in
many ways reminiscent of the Norfolk Broads. The
British Sailing Club sports Pirates and Sharpies; while
local German enterprise produces craft of every conceivable
design and rig, from sailing canoes upwards.

I
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CORPS SIGNAL REGDIENT

We welcome the complete affiliation, at long last, of the
Signal Security Troop from 18 Army Group Signals who
have been attached to us now for well over a year. We also
look forward to the forthcoming affiliation of a Medium
Wireless Troop from the same unit. We further welcome
Captain Birtwhistle and his Troop from 5 Corps Signal
Regiment attached for training.
With exercises "Woodlark," "March Brown," "May
Fly," "Blue Boy," Javelin Seven," "Javelin Ha ~f Seven,"
now behind us the Regiment is preparing for "Javelin
Eight." This exercis~, like its previous namesakes, is a
Command and Signal exercise with three divisions under
command.
The Regiment is proud to record that quick appreciation
of the situation and gallant action by Driver Morton (2
Squadron) earned him the Corps Commanders Commendation for initiative and courage on a recent exercise when
a PE 95 caught fire.
The Inter-Squadron Soccer competition was won, after
a replay, by H.Q. Squadron who narrowly beat 2 Squadron
by 3 goals to 2.
The Inter-Squadron Athletic meeting was held on 2nd
June, I954, on the unit s•ports field. This year the cup was
won by 2 Squadron with I Squadron as runners-up. In the
novelty events the Men's Mess beat the Officers' Mess in the
Inter-Mess tug~f-war. The Men having eliminated the
Corporals, and the Officers eliminated the Sergeants' Mess.
Mrs. Leg,ge won the Ladies' race, wh~lst Captain Legge won
the Old Soldiers' race. The chain of command race was
won by 1 Squadron, though some swear that the S.S.M.
turned quite green as he consumed his pint of lemonade.
Among the more serious events Signalman Gordon did very
well witih the Javelin by throwing 177 feet. Having subse-.
quently been second in the B.A.0.R. championships. H
has now gone forward to take part in the Army Individual
Second-Lieutenant A.
Championships at Aldershot.
Preston won the 100 yards with a 12 yard lead, and Driver
MacColl threw the hammer well over 90 feet. The prizes
were pres1::nted after the meeting by Mrs. R. Carlyon, the
wife of the Second-in-Command.
Several of the unit officers now sa<il regularly at Dummersee and l'\.."'Cently the weather has been ideal, for there has
been a lot of sun with a good "puff." Sergeant Head and
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others sail at the All Ranks sailing club at Steinhude
regularly.
So far this year we have only been able to manage two
games of cricket; one, a Royal Signals competition game,
wherein we lost to 7 Armoured Divisional Signals. The
score being: 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment .. .
1 Corps Signal Regiment
.. .
.. .
. ..
(W.0.II Stanford 49 not out)

...
.. .

tt4 for 2
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In the second match, a friendly, the unit did much better
by beating I I Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment by
almost the same score.
II

1

Armoured D ivisional Signal Regiment .. .
(Lance-Corporal Dale 12 3 4 for 25)
Corps Signals Regiment
.. .
.. .
. ..
(W.0 .II Stanford 61 not out)

It4
IfS

for

2

We are looking forward to the Inter-Squadron matches
in August.

*
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The Regiment was well represented in the Mechanised
March Past as pan of the parade in honour of the Birthday
of Her Majesty the Queen on Ioth June at Hamburg. Led
by Major Adams, 0.C. I Squadron, the contingent of two
A.C.V.s, two gin palaces, two line Jeeps and two motor
· cyclists looked extremely smart as they rolled past the Commander-in-Chief, General Sir Richard Gale, at the saluting
base.
Our cricket team looks full of promise this year, and we
have already beaten Corps Signals by 8 wickets jn the Roy_al
Signals B.A.O.R. Champi9nship. Second-Lieutenant Hancock is a good fast bowler and useful bat, Sergeants Spurgin
and Price and Signalman Robinson support the attack well,
and Lance-Corporal Foulds keeps wicket well and is a batsman approaching the County class. Lieutenant Pickering is
a good tactical captain of this party.
The exercise period is well upon us, and from now until
the end of September there will be plenty of opportunity
to get sunburnt or die from exposure. Wireless conditions
seem to be far worse this year, and it is to the great credit
of the many young operators comprising the new teams that
we have battled through successfully on many occasions.
CoPporals Pells and Shell have kept the big Divisional net
well in hand ftom A.C.V. I, and Corporal Carter and LanceCorporal Thompson have done sterling work out with the
Rover Group scout cars.
It is with regret that we say good-bye to our popular
adjutant, Major Bobbie Warren, and his family, on the way
to H.Q. ALFCE. Major Jack Rice has, however, ably
stepped into the breach, and we welcome him with his
family into our growing married community. Other arrivals
are Captain Allan Baker and family, and Lieutenant and
Mrs. Campbell, the former coping successfully with "A"
Troop and stretching the No. 52 set range more than ever.

*

II ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL

REGIME~T

The current training season is proving to be almost as
hectic as some of its predecessors. Since our last notes we
have passed (successfully we hope!) through Oxtail-Nonstop-Mayfly and Javelin VII. As these notes are being
written a large portion of the Regiment are in a concentration area preparing to hand over vehicles and equipment
to 43 (Wessex) Infantry Division Signal Regiment (T.A.),
who are coming to B.A.0.R. to take part in Javelin VIII.
In between exercises in June No. I Squadron went "on
location" with a film company. In the not too distant
future you may be " treated " to seeing some of our budding
film stars in a training film about Corps activities. Some of
Charlie Troop linemen were heard addressing each other
as ' Gregory " and " Alan " eut did not get as far as dis26S

Warrant

playing their prowess in drawing a pair of pliers from their
belt and knocking in bobbins at 20 paces!

Serseant1

Football

0

The highlight of the season was the winning of the
B.A.O.R. Royal Signals Inter-Unit Cup in which we
defeated r2 Air Formation Signal Regin1ent.
The Inter-Squadron competition was won by No. 1
Squadron.

*

REGIMENT
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We welcome Captain Searle and his B.70 Troop, who
have arrived to live with us and-we hope-to provide us
with some " commercial " circuits on some of the forthFor :: details of other arrivals and
coming exercises!
departures please turn to rh:e " ~ersonal Column." Our
congratulations to S.S.M. Smclair, S.S.M. Knowles and
S.Q.M.S. Dunlop on attaining those ranks.
The programme for the rest of the season is absolutely
full. We look forward to seeing H.R.H. The Princess
Margaret, who is due to visit B.A.0.~. this month.. The
Unit shooting team are about to put m some pract1c~. (or
the B.A.O.R. Royal Signals Small Arms Competltlon.
Apart from this, it is just one series of exercises culminat~g
in the " biggest ever " Rhine Army manoeuvres m
September, for which we will be provi~g the ~mpire communications. Ex-members of the Regunent will no doubt
be pleased to know that the "rat race" is still going on!
2
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2 S qua d r on. The most difficult thing during the month

was trying to award the monthly pride of pla~ for the
most meritorious performance; the result was a ne between
S.Q.M.S. ''Jimmy" Woolgar on the award of his very wellearned B.E.M., R.S .M. Mayhew for his magnificent knock
of 85 runs and a "hat-trick in one match, and a lady,
who shall be nameless, who showed fortitude and courage
of the highest order, in her determination not to spoil the
appearance of Dickie's new car. Thanks to her courage,
an efficient telephone system and a despatch rider who was
wide awake in the early hours of the morning, she made
the hospital ten minutes before the baby was born.
It is with regret that we said "Auf Wiedersehen" to
Major J. H. Dirs, R.S.M. Mayhew and their families. They
have been with the Squadron since the formation of the
District H.Q.
We welcome in their place Major and Mrs. MacDonald
from Pakistan and S.S.M. Riley from the Middle East and
know that the Signals Association will continue in good
hands; a belated welcome (our apologies) to Mrs. Luker on
her arrival on the station.
The Advance Party of No. 3 Line Troop have joined
us from 18 Army Group Signal Regiment and are busy
settling in.
This is, too, your contributor's last effort from Hanover.
Sergeant Tostavin and his merry men departed for the Hook
of Holland to work wonders with the cable installations,
and from what we hear they are upholding the reputation
of the Squadron.
~J Squa d r o n.
A diversity of sport is the main news this
month. Diverse being the corr~t term in every sense as
the Squadron activities .have ranged from Soccer through
athletics to snooker. In order of merit we congratulate our
6-a-side Soccer team for their great performance in winning
the Adv. Base Cup. As this meant beating units many times
266
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The season concluded with a very successful tour of
Hamburg, the main feature of which w~s a mat~h ~gainst
the Hamburg German Police- the Regunent wmrung by
26 points to 6. In the Div.isional seven-a-side .competition
we were beaten in the semi-finals by 1st Battalion K.S.L.I.
The season taken overall shows most satisfactory results,
out of 24 matches played we won 14, drew 2 and lost 8.

*

Officers

and

3 Sqn. 2 L of C Signal Regiment 6-a-side Football Team.

Team : Front row : Signalman Clark, Signalman Anderson, Signalman Davies.

Back row : Corporal O'Connor, Signalman Hollett,
Signalman Smith.

our strength it was a good show. By a strange twist of fate,
however, we lost to our old ibut frijendly rivals, 128 IA.rmy Fire
Company R.A.S.C., who are about as big as us, in our local
camp 6-a-side competition. A word about thi~ local competition-last year in celebration of the Coronation of H.M.
Queen Elizabeth the very energetic P.R.I. of Grobbendonck
Camp purchased a series of Cups to be competed for annually by all units in the camp. These events are known. as
the Coronation Cup Competitions, and cover 6-a-side
Soccer, Cricket, Table Tennis, Darts, Billiards and Snooker.
Grobbendonck Camp is a largely R.A.S.C. Camp of several
R.A.S.C. units with ourselves and various other minor units
also accommodated there (very happily accommodated too).
So> naturally, we are eligitble to compete for these trophies
and this year we have done so to such effect that, although,
as recorded, we have lost the 6-a-side cup, we have taken
the Table Tennis and Billiards Cups and are in the finals
of the remainder (except cricket, whicµ has not yet started).
As we have in the past month beaten all the strongest c~m
tenders in the eliminating rounds we reckon the collecnon
of Squadron silver is due to be supplemented quite a lot
shortly. We also sent a few people to R.H.Q. to hel~ out
in the Unit Athletics team and have started to orgaruse a
cricket team. Or, to be strictly correct, two cricket tearnswhich out of some 50 all ranks isn't a bad effort. Results
so far : Played 3, won 2, lost I.
There are no particular social events to record this month.
We have lost a few of the old stalwarts on release and welcomed a few newcomers in their places, but most of the
old (and older) faces remain. Perhaps the most notjceable
departures are those of our amiable Hercules, Driver Sandison (M.T. will just have to use a jack when they want to
change a wheel now), and Signalman Betts who did many
uhings in the sporting world.
.
.
Talking of M.T.-we hear our drivers have devised a new
set of laws to avoid accidents. These go something like
this:The probability of a car being parked three feet from
the kerb on the blind side of a sharp bend is 100 per
cent.
Drivers should generally expect to be overtaken
approaching a humpback bridge. This becomes a certainty if oncoming traffic is two abreast over the same
bridge.
.
.
. .
All " Stop at Major Road" signs are unmtell1gible or
made to be ignored.
A concrete rpad always leads to a cart track.
The man with the biggest vehicle has the right of way.
Whatever the signal given-don't believe it. Wait until
it happens.
I must say that these rules seem to work fairly well-we
haven't had a traffic accident in three months and 45,000
miles. Well done the drivers, and touch wood me.
C? nt inued at foo t of n ext column
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Our Regimental Sports Meeting was held on the 21st
April. We were favoured wirh a very nice day, and our
thanks are due to the Band of the 2nd Battalion King's
Royal Rifle Corps who provided appropriate music during
the meeting. Most of the honours went to Corporal Brown
of I Squadron, who won 200, 400 and 800 metres. LanceCorporal Williams, one of our attached personnel, also put
up a very good performance in winning the no metres
hurdles, Pole Vault and the Hop, Step and Jump. After
a massed start and a lot of bumping and boring, the Old
Soldiers' race was won by Major Bolam, who showed a clean
pair of heels to the rest of the pack. Mrs. Lonnon kindly
presented the prizes at the con_c'. usion of a good afternoon's
entertainment.
In the District Individual Championships which were
held on 29th May under rather adverse conditions, our competitors did very well. The outstanding performances were
those of Corporal Brown who won the 200 and 400 metres,
Lance-Corporal Hodgson who won the High Jump, and
Lance-Corporal Williams the Hop, Step and Jump, with
Signalman Fyall second. Corporal Brown won the 440
yards in the B.A.O.R. lndividu?l A1hletics and is competing
in the Army Championships at Aldershot in June.
To date we have had a good athletics season, and our
latest achievement was to finish third in the District Team
Championships.
The Cricket season started well when we beat R.A.F.
Handorf by 4 wickets. Signalman Littlefield and Capt. Bell
had hearty knocks, scoring 37 and 34 respectively. Sergeant
McKenna looked after the bowling by taking five wickets
for one run. Fixtures are very soarce at the moment but
the enthusiasm is still there.
The Regimental Small Bore team are to be congratulated
on their fine performance in being runners-up in the Royal
Signals B.A.O.R. Small Bore Competition.
·

tt. Sqmaclron.
The Squadron has, as usual, been very
active in the realm of sporting competition. We entered
two teams in the Hamburg District Small Arms Meeting at
Putlos. Tne mee1fog was held in beautiful weather, and
although no prizes were gained the Squadron reached a
h1gh standard.
.
.
The Cricket season has opened m fine style w1th two early
league victories to our credit. The last match proved most
exciting, finally victory being secur~d by only o~e r~n !
Second-Lieutenant J. Brian and Signalman Wamwnght
have played in the Hamburg District XI. .
Training has started early for the Athleuc season.. '\f!e
hope to put a strong team jn both rhe Hamburg D1stnct
Meeting and tlle Regimental M~ting.
.
Our Association Branch conunues to flourish and the
weekly "Tombola " meeting is always well attended.
S.S.M.s Cartwright and Puch and Sergeants Bell and
Morgan deserve special mention as it is due to their hard
work that the meetings are so popular.
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For the Queen's Birthday we provided a contingent of
three Officers and 50 men to take part in the 6th Armoured
Division parad~. They put up a very good show and were
congratulated by the G.0.C. for their excellent turnout,
drill and bearing on parade.
On the entertainments side, the W.O.s and Sergeants held
a dance on 15th May to welcome Lieutenant~Colonel and
Mrs. Lonnon to the Regiment. Mrs. Lonnon was presented
with a fine bouquet of carnations, and Lieutenant-Colonel
Lonnon was not forgotten as he received a framed address
of welcome. S.S.M. O'Connor was a very able M.C., and
an enjoyable evening was had by all present.
A very successful All Ranks' Dance was held on the 19th
June. Transport was organised to bring partners, and as
there was no lack of them a good time was had by all. The
Unit Dance Band, under the direction of Sergeant Garland,
ably provided the music.
R.S.M. Toogood 'has now proceeded to civil life after
completing 22 years' service with the Corps, and we wish
him all the bes.t of luck.
Sergeant Ford has recently been promoted to S.Q.M..S.
much to the delight of the operators. Congratulations
"Henry."
Those old members of the Regiment who read these notes
may be interested to hear that the R.E.s have achieved the
impossible and we now have a clock that works overlooking
the parade ground.
The Regimental farm is flourishing under the able direction of Captain Borthwick and we have a good stock in trade.
The cricketers consider the number of ducks to be found
on the sports field is a sign of ill omen as far as they are
concerned, and the clearing of geese from the 25 yards range
prior to shooting provides a certain amount of exercise as
well as entertainment.

No. I Wireless Regiment Dance Band
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In common, we be ieve, with the rest of Europe we have
been enjoying the worst type of weather, and some unfortunates on Continental leave have been literally rained out.
Not all, however. The Commanding Officer can offer definite proof that there is at least one corner where the sun
really shines. His Cote d'Azur tan may be viewed (from
a distance) practically any day.
The weather, too, has made outdoor training and sport,
to say nothing of outings down the Rhine, something less
than enjoyable, and we have all welcomed the last two days
and are keeping our fingers crossed in the hope that the
blue skies will continue.
At present on leave, somewhere in Austria or Italy is our
popular and somewhat choleretic T.O.T., Major Clements.
We wish him forgetfulness of all line problems and the
intricacies of his mysterious filing system. ·
W.O.I Kelly has been observed in a maroon coloured
Mercedes 170, complete with family, doing the local beauty
spots. He finds a little _difficulty, however, in keeping away
from his lusty baby, tlie L.A.D. None of this busman's
holiday stuff, Mr. Kelly. The Mercedes, incidentally, has
been described a " going like a bomb."
Sport. Congratulations to Signalman Johnson and Signalman Farmer in winning their fights in the final of the 2
T.A.F. Inter-Service Boxing <:;ompetition at Bad Eilsen,
thus materially aiding R.A.F. Wahn in their victory.

Inter-Unit com.petition, and we are looking forward to some
measure of success.
4 Construction Troop. In April the Troop went out into
the field on New Alliance. We were fortunate in having a
few days of fine weather at the beginning of the exercise
and in two days, with 3 Construction Troop, we had laid
150 tons of Stecker cable.
" Prune II " was the May Exercise, and the Troop spent a
most enjoyable ten days on the Dutch border. The exercise
as a whole was enjoyable, but the second day was disastrous.
Two sudden gales wrecked some of the crossings and one
tent in particular nearly came apart. When the gales had
fallen off the sun came out and we had nothing else for the
remaining eight days.
22 Wing Signal Troop. May has proved to be quite a
busy month for us at Oldenburg, wh<at with the Administrative inspection and C.A.F.S.0.s visit descending upon us in
close succession.
Ahlhorn Wing Signal Troop. This months has been
notable for its amount of inspections and visits. First of all
was our Administrative Inspection, secondly a visit by
C.A.F.S.O., and last of all came the station's annual inspection by the C.-in-C., 2 T.A.F. This inspection must have
been quite a success, as no recrimination has yet been
received.

I
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We have not altogether escaped ex~rcises with 4 Construction Troop taking pan in Exercise "Prune II," and inspections have been the order of the day. Wing Signal Troops
had their annual Administrative Inspection, followed by a
visit from Colonel H. L. Lewis, C.B.E., Chief Air Formation
Signal Officer to the Regiment and all "Out" Troops.
The transition from Winter to Summer Sports has taken
place. Cricket is well underway, an Inter-Troop summer
hockey ~ompc,:tition has started, and an Inter-Troop cricket
competition has commenced. A Regimental Athletics Team
is also being got together and preparations made for knocking it into shape. It is with great pleasure that we announce
that the Regiment is now the very proud holder of the Morrison Cup awarded by the best overall performance in the
Royal Signals Inter-Unit Sport Competinon 1953-1954
The Hockey season was very successfu'. ly rounded off by
a 3-1 victory over R.A.F. Sundern, in the final match of the
R.A.F. League; goals being scored by Sergeant Webb,
S.S.M. Walker and Signalman McMahon. The results for
matches played in this league, were: Matches played 12,
won 9, drawn 2, lost 1.
The Conunanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Galbraith,
played throughout the season, as did thore other olayers of
last year, Captain Banham, A.S.M. Todd, R.Q.M.S. Mason,
Sergeants Webb and Gardiner, whilst Corporals Butterworth, Holds.worth, Davidson and Atkins, and Signalman
Chapman proved themselves worthy players. Our goalkeeper, Signalman (Lofty) Simms, improved with every
game. Altogether, a most success.ful season, and one which
the Regiment may be justly proud.
The building of the Regimental Crioket team continues.
So far we have won two and lost two of the six games
played, and one of the two drawn games was a moral vict?ry· There is a lot of talent available and much more practJce, to ensure that some of the credited batsmen get their
eye in; we hope to have a strong side soon.
Our Dutch wicket has now been laid and is playing very
true. Also, we have at last got a good oractice wicket, so
in future, at net practice the bowlers will have to work
harder for results and batsmen will no longer be scared to
death of getting their head well over the ball.
We join forces with 1 A.S.S.U. for the Royal Signals
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Thursday, 10th June saw a combined Queen's Birthday
Parade, I 1 Air Formation Signal Regiment and ourselves,
and our hard practice beforehand stood us in good stead.
The inspection and march pas.t were taken by C.A.F.S.O.,
Colonel Lewis.
The last nine days from 17th-25th June have seen us participating in Exercise Javelin VII. Our tentacle crews
showed their paces in moves involving hundreds of miles.
The football season came to a highly successful close with
the team coming second only to our neighbours, 1 l Air
Formation Signal Regiment. We also reached the semi-final
of the Minor Units competition before being unluckily
beaten by S.A.T.C. Sennelager.
The cricket team under the captaincy of Corporal Battersby, is off t0-a good start. We are unable to compete in
a league due to our exercise commitments during the
summer, but we have a full list of friendlies. Our rivals,
I I Air Formation Signal Regiment, have only succeeded in
beating us once in four attempts. We had four representatives, Captain Dowell, Gpl. Battersby, Driver Kirk and Signalman Jeffery in the Garrison team which beat 2 Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment in a two-day fixture on uth12th June.

5

AGRA

(A.A.)

ctnes ~d an orgy of ohms and amps. In his stead,
Second-Lieutenant Corden has arrived and has been
" blooded " in several Exercise affrays.
Corporal Thornton is off to Korea and Corporal Bartlett
goes to civil life, both with our best wishes. Another
traveller of note is Signalman Reynolds, who has been
ludky enough to have made a memorable journey to Rome
and Assissi. It isn't true that he tried to repair the Vatican
City transmitter 1
Cricket is always spasmodic in B.A.0.R. field units
bec?use of training. As .a .r~sult, w~ had a h.ollow victory
agamst an Armoured DivlSlonal Signal Regrment in the
B.A.0.R. Signals Cup, when they could not raise an eleven.
We just managed to beat our H.Q. recently, mainly due to
the efforts of Signalman Phillips (31), Lance-Corporal
Hearn (17) and Corporal Langham (5 for 25).
Tiwo tennis enthusiasts, Signalman Goodall and Driver
Long, braved the B.A.O.R. championships, but Davis Cup
and county players proved too strong for them. Private
Turner, A.C.C., brought us fame by his swimming in the
B.A.O.R. A.C.C. finals.
Finally, we face a change when our CAGRA leaves for
U.K. with our sincere best wishes, and our new Commander, Brigadier P. J. E. Clapham, O.B.E., arrives. In the
circumstances we ought to end by quoting Confucius-but
n~rhaps not.I

SIGNAL S(}UADRON

This year we celebrated the Queen's Official Birthday
with a simple parade, in which other AGRA (A.A.) Units
took part-the culmination being a march past the British
Resident.
Mr. Culbertson would haive been pleased with our playing of Exercise" Forcing ·Two" since we made our contract
and communications were effective. A special mention must
be given to Corporal Kenward and his line~arty, who
worked like beavers. But one thing did not go as well as
it might have done, and that was the 0.C.'s CT Jeep,
despfre Signalman Miller's efforts. Two certain D.R.s
are not very popular, because after they wrongfully assumed
everything was all right and left the O.C., he had to walk
eight ki'.ometres at 3 a.m. in the rain. Anyway, that
Exercise is over and now th1:! cry is "Sa!bine Wolf "-our
next formation contest.
Lieutenant Dominy has left for Catterick and we hope
he won't forget the fun he has had in European capital
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The highlight this month has been the informal visit of
His Royal Highness The Duke of Edinburgh who, despite
a very full programme, found time to visit Camp Voluceau,
the home of the British and U.S. Support troops to SHAPE.
All ranks and their fatniles were able to see His Royal
Highness at close quarter& as he walked round the camp.
Since our last notes, we have said farewell to Lieutenant
Cann and family. He was one of the founder members of
the Squadron, and will be particularly missed both by the
SHAPE Village Snooker Club and the Officers' Bar.
The majority of the Squadron were released from their
international dutjes to attend a Squadron summer camp
near Fontainebleau during the first 1lWo weeks of June. A
report on this most enjoyable fortnight can hardly be included in these notes and it is, therefore, hoped that space
for a separate article about the camp can be found by the
Editor in due cour_se. Sport has been sadly lacking this
month due to the cricket pitch being under repair, and other
activities being curtailed by wet weather. However, the
Squadron branch of the Royal Signals Association recently
organised a visit to the Isle of Adam, a local holiday resort;
the outing was enjoyed by all and as membership increases,
it is hoped to organise further Association activities.
Summer Camp, 1954
Re-orientation is a word which may conjure up painful
memories of practical map reading tests. However, it is a
term much used by our American friends and is just the
right word to ex;plain wccintly, the object of the Squadron's
Summer Camp.
For at SHAPE the officers and tradesmen of nhe
Squadron are employed on shift work either in the large
Communications Centre or at the Transmitter and Receiver
Siites. There they are International Soldiers taking their
orders perhaps from an American superior, perhaps from
a French, and working with non-British equipment. On
Monday mornings those men who are not actually on shift
or who are not catching up on sleep, having been on duty
during tlhe previous night, undergo some military training
in the fashion of the British Army, but apart from that and
pay parades and t!he like, the men see little of their Troop
Officers and N.C:O.s. To many, no doubt, this would
aippear to be an advantage, but there are such things as
continuation trade training to cb e done and physical
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efficiency tests and tests of elementary training to be carried
out annually, which alone make it desirable for the
Squadron to get together under its own officers and N.C.O.s.
It was with such ideas in mind that this year, for the first
time in the Squadron's history, arrangements were made to
take . the Squ~d.ron away to summer camp.
With the willmg help of the French authorities, a compact
gr~u~ of huJs in a Fren.ch Army Reservists' Camp at
Boissise, not far from our sister Squadron at Fontainebleau
was made available for the first two weeks in June and
throuipi the co-operation of the American 7th Signal
Battahon, Who took on our operational duties in addition
to their own, the Squadron had to leave behind only a few
essential men. An Advance Party, under the S.S.M.,
equipped with brooms, brushes, signboards, Corps flag (and
mast), bags of DDT and the essential whitewash, todk over
the accommodation from the local French authorities and
made a most excellent job of the necessary preparations in
48 hours. Because of the Advance Party's efforts the
main body, whidh had travelled by a cross-country ~ute
(to show the drivers France is not all auto-routes and
boulevards), shepherded by two motor cycle patrols from
the SHAPE. Gendarmerie, were able to begin training at
once, and this set a tempo which was maintained throughout the fortnight.
The camp site is s.ituated in thick woods wi1!hin a kilometre of !he River Seine and as all the huts in the camp
looked alike, at first the map reading instruction had a
practical interest for some. But very soon, the site and the
routine became familiar and peculiarly our ownparticularly af~ the drivers had surfaced and marked
with whitewashed stones the rutted track that was the only
route into the Squadron area. Officers' and Sergeants'
Messes were established and the cookhouse working in the
open and serving all ranks, did such yeoman service with
a mixture of fresh and compo rations that not one complaint
~as received, which, in view of the lavish catering enjoyed
m comfort at SHAPE, must surely prove something. A
camp canteen functioned and, in 11ddition, the Squadron was
able to enjoy (at least towards the end of the camp, Mien
he got better) the services of a trumpeter in the shape of
Driver Claxton, calling them on the G 1098 trumpet to
such National Army pastimes as P.T. at o630 hours and first
works parade (0800 hours).
The training programme, apart from rations of foot and
arms drill, weapon and technical training, was designed to

Senior N.C.O.'s. of the Squadron parade before the D.C.S.O.,
S.H. A.P.E. (Left to right): Lieutenant-Colonel Saut, Colonel Pourdleu
Major Gray, Brigadier Smijth-Wyndham
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but rides in the "Camp Express "-a very life-like train
constructed by the M.T. staff out of a land rover and
trailer, complete wirh smoking chimney stack and authentic
whistle-proved most popular of all. A cricket match was
played against ALFCE Signal Squadron at Fontainebleau,
and a party from camp were able to visit the nearby Frenoh
civilian 250 Kilo Watt transmitter station at Assise. This
stati'on is still under construction and when completed will
be among the most modern in Europe.
Finally, the Squadron was honoured by several official
visitors as the accompanying picture shows. Brigadier
Smijth-Windham, D/C.S.0., SHAPE, and Colonel
Pourdieu, the Area Commander :respons~ble for Camp
Boissise, both took lunch with the officers of the Squadron
and saw somenhing of the activities. The latter was
impressed with the whitewash and the blue and white signboards and considerably amused by the kit plates dis.played
with Squadron Standing Orders in each barrack room.
There was general regret when the time came to return
to SHAPE and normal existence. Beas and other creature
comforts were acceptable and N.C.0.s were glad to be able
to regain their voices, but even those who went to camp
convinced they would not enjoy it, were sorry to return and
are even yet e2'pounding on its merits to those who were not
so fortunate. And the incidents, remarks and behaviour of
the camp "characters" will be a fruitful topic during the
months tJhat must elapse before the Squadron can again
go " to the woods.''

A group at map reading

reach a pitch of fitness to enable the more strenuous physical
efficiency tests to be carried out in the second week. Thus,
Whitsun Bank Holiday Monday morning found the
Squadron running a mile in battle order in the approved
time in Squads of 15 round a convenient track-tihree laps
to the mile. Some fast times were returned~particularly
after the bell had been rung-but it was small consolation
to those who were puffed to realise that they were probably
the only troops in the British Army to be so employed on
such a day.
But if the Squadron worked hard, it also played hard.
After the day's training finished at 16oo hours, some form
of organised recreation took place; six-a-side soccer,
cricket or swimming (and despite the lack of sun, there were
several hardy bathers who did not miss a day). Most
popular occupation of all, however, was Puddox which,
introduced diffidently by the O.C., rapidly captured the
enthusiasm of all to the exclusion of the other activities.
To nhe uninitiated (Puddox purists, please forgive), the
game is a cross between cr·icket and rounders. Played with
a pick helve or baseball bat and a soft ball on a tip-and-run
basis, with the bowlers allowed to bowl immediately
(irrespective of the batsman's readiness) from which ever
end the ball is returned to by the fielder, it is an ideal camp
game. Rules were adjusted as required and the S.S.M. in
p-articular became an expert in Puddox gamesmanship.
When darkness fell, activities still continued. Two
sessions on the lines of the B.B.C.'s "Any Questions " were
held and the problems dealt with by the panels varied
from the use of the hydrogen bomb in war to the three
persons one would choose as companions on the inevitable
desert island. To fue latter question, the answer by LanceCorporal Bantock, the junior member, of "my girl friend,
a blind cook and a blind violinist.," must surely be original.
A Camp Fire Concert was enjoyed another evening and on
the remainder films were shown on a borrowed projector
in the open-air. On the only Sunday, the Squadron was
" At Home " to its own families and to those of ALFOE
'Signal Squadron; the entertainment catered mainly for
the children, sports and a treasure hunt being organised,
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The B.T.A. Command motor cycle trials took place on
the 27t!h of May. The total entry amounted to I I teams
and four individual entries. In .the morning the contestants
had to cover a 52-mile course, over third-class roads, at
an average of 26 miles per hour. I should point out that
a third-class Austrian road would not be approved by an
English farmer as a good cart track.
In the afternoon there were eight observed hazards to
be negotiated. These included a fomiidable hill climb
and a mud and water splash. Everyone came to grief in
the latter and many retired. Signalman Atherley unfortunately had a blow out, which eliminated the Royal Signals
team. Lam:e-Conporal Shaw, however, went on to win the
individual championship, forfeiting only II points.

Lance/Corporal S. A. Shaw, B.T.A. Signal Squadron.
Motor Cycle Champion, B.T.A., 1954

Individual
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CYGNET
By J. A. M. INGLIS

N 8th May, 1954, twelve of us-four officers and five
other ranks from 3 L. of C. Signal Regiment plus a
O
Parachute Brigade Signal Squadron wireless detachment of
three-left the Canal Zone to visit St. Catherine's Monastery
in the middle of the Sinai Desert. The transport for our
party, which was self-contained for food, water and gasoline
for six days, consisted of four Land Rovers, one jeep and
four <trailers, one jeep and one trailer being for the wireless
detachment. The total distance from our base at Moascar
to the Monastery is only 250 miles, but the going is sucb
that it is a two-days' journey each way. Our basic plan envisaged nwo day each way for the journey and a whole day
in the Monastery area. We set off from Moascar well before
7 a.m., in an effort to travel as far South as possible on the
first day-our planned night stop being the area of Abu
Zenima, on the eastern shore of the Gulf of Suez.
Our hopes, alas, were soon dashed. On reaching the
Koubri Ferry, by which we had to cross the Suez Canal, we
found a convoy of ships passing North. The ferry is a chain
one and cannot function when a convoy is passing through
the can.al. After an hour there was a sufficient gap in the
convoy for three of our Land Rovers to cross the canal.
However, the other two vehicles were stranded on the wrong
side, and the ferry episode wasted two and half hours in aJ.l
-which had to be made up if were to maintain schedule.
Our party was armed with Sten guns and pistols, and on
crossing the canal customs officials on duty questioned us as
to the details of our arms. When told by two of our drivers
that they we.re carrying respectively a 16-pounder gun and
three Bren guns the officials solemnly wrote it all down!
Much to our surprise, the first 50 miles south of Koubri
was a roughish tarmac road and we began to wonder where
the alleged difficulties could be hidden. This we soon found
-our first spot of trouble was a sand patch which we
crossed to reach our lunch halt. Two of our vehicles became bogged down in the soft sand and would not respond
even to four wheel low range drive. Shovels and sandmats
were needed to extricate the vehicles-our first real lesson
was learned the hard way.
Lunoh on the first day had been prepared for us by the
Messing Sergeant before leaving, and we sat down in the
middle of the desert to a cold salad, including two hard
boiled eggs each. We even had our tables graced with table
cloths-to maintain a feeling of civilisation.
It had been decided by Lieutenant-Colonel E. G. Day,
the Commanding Officer, who lead our party, that comfort
should not be forgotten in planning the exercise. Consequently our stores included such items as tables, chairs,
extra food to supplement the compo rations, a sleeping bag
plus three blankets per man, one bottle of beer per man
per day, and not by any means lea~t-the C.O.'s private
supply of whisky (consumed with rehsh by all!).
The afternoon run on the first day took us off the tarmac
road, but the going was not unduly diffici:lt and there was
no question of any vehicles being bogged m the sand. Ou~
maps were studied carefully as we fo~owed a shc:irt wadi
from the coast "road" to a better track mland. This corrugated track led into the port of :"-'bu ~en~a, a most uninteresting little mining town, as d~sappomt~ng on the Gulf of
Suez as Kinlochleven is to those Scottish travellers who
decided not to use the Ballachuli h Ferry. At the entrance
of this town, a large pot hole in the mi_ddle ?f the road was
nearly the undoing of each of our vehicles m turn. There
was only just room to squeeze between the hole and a house
wall. However, we were learning rapicLly and we all made
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it without disaster. Unlike the other locals whom .we met
on this exercise, the children i.n Abu Zenima showe? little
friendliness and showered us with stones and curses-mstead
of the traditional palm leaves.
Camp for the first night was just beyond Abu Zenima,
and we lost no time in slipping into the delightful blue
waters of the Gulf of Suez for an evening bathe. The cooks
soon had a first class dinner served, and all were glad to get
inro their sleeping bags shortly aftexwards.
Security in the Sinai is an entirely different affair from
the numerous guards and the sometimes irk ome restriccions of the Canal Zone. We posted two men on guard at
a time, all taking our turn of duty, but the guard was rather
to prevent pilfering tha~ attack, and the atmosphe~e am~ng
the party wa entirely different from the hemmed-m feelmg
so often apparent in the Canal Zone itself.
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On the Sunday morning we were on the road again in
good order and in brilliant sunshine by 0750 hours, and this
turned out to be our worst day. We had approximately 15
miles of furnish track to begin with but the next 84 miles
mainly up the Wadi Feiran, took us until 1815 hours, an
average speed of less than nine miles per hour. We chose
the more difficult route for the outward journey and the
easier one for the homeward leg. Vehicles were perpetually
becoming bogged dO'\'VD, partly due to the inexperience of the
drivers in sand conditions and partly to our heavily laden
vehicles and trailers. As we proceeded, lessons were learned
the mo t effective way-by the use of shovel and strength to
correct errors ! The colouring of the hills as we climbed
imperceptibly from sea level to over 4,000 feet was a glory
to see. The colours ranged from dull amber and brown to
brilliant orange. There was never a dull moment-particularly for the navigat.Qr and tihe drivers. The district was so
barren that the maps even marked "lone trees " ! It was
with a feeling of satisfaction that we eventually arrived at
our camp site within sight of the famous St. Catherine's
Monastery.
Highlights of our second day included the oasis in Wadi
Feiran, the only oasis in Sinai according to the guide books.
One comes upon the village and trees after five hours very
rough and hard motoring through completely barren desert,
and it is truly a traveller's joy to find water and shade after
those miles. It can be imagined with what delight pilgrims
on foot or on camels will reach this haven. The inhabitants
here all rushed out to greet us and to beg for " backsheesh "
consisting of cigarettes, or biscuits, or any food available.
Some even begged for money, but there can be little use
for money in such an isolated spot. One of the sixteen
fathers from the Monastery lives at this oasis, and he is in
charge of the garden and cultivation. One of the extraordinary features about this country is that no-<>ne is ever seen
working. Even at the Monastery it'Self, all the so-called
native workers were standing or lying about doing nothing
but starling at and begging from the visitors.
We all had a bad time in covering the last few miles to
the Monastery, as the entire convoy got stuck, in varying
degrees, in a large area of soft sand. Extricating ourselves
from this morass proved troublesome, particularly as the
jeep towing the wireless trailer developed transmission
trouble and only its front wheels would drive. As this resulted in the jeep imitating a dog digging for a bone, ·we
fini hed by towing both it and its trailer to the camp site.
Two members of the party drove up to the Monastery o~
the Sunday evening to arrange for the formal visirs the
next day. Imagine their disgust when they found parked
undCl' the massive walls three large American cars. Extraordinary though it may seem, taxis will take visitors from
Cairo or Suez to visit the Monastery at an exorbitant fee.
The taxi-drivers reckon that a taxi will do the journey three
times and is then finished. Even these cars move in pairs
and like us they had spades, towropes, sparewheels, and
jerricans strapped to. the roof. The taxi-drivers will, of
course, know the best route and unlike us would not drive
straight into an impassable patch of sand. Nevertheless, it
is good going for any private saloon car to reach the Monastery, no matter how large and powerful. In extenuation of
our difficulties on the second day, I mu~t say that taxis and
private cars normally take the easier route-via Wadi Sidri
-which we used for the first day of the journey back.
On Monday, 10th May, we split into rnro parties of six to
visit the Monastery itself. The building is remarkable, both
in itself, and in the isolated position which it has. It dates
from the 4th century and is built on the site of the Burning
Bush at the foot of Mount Sinai. The entire building is
surrounded by a large perimeter wall of g;reat thickness.
This is no idle protection, as the monks were persistently
attacked by hill bedouins for many years. There is still only
one very narrow doorway into the Monastery, and all stores
are drawn up by pulley and then through an opening some
twenty feet above the ground. There is a story that a
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Turkish Army was marohing on this Monastery some centuries ago and had reached a point only a few days' march
away. The monks thereupon constructed very hurriedly a
small mosque within their battlements. On hearing this
news the Turkish. General decided he could not attack the
Monastery without committing sacrilege. He accordingly
marched elsewhere! The mosque still stands within the
Monastery grounds, as evidence of the quick wit of the present occupants' predecessors.
N apoleon took an interest in the Monastery in his heyday,
and the monks today are still extremely grateful to this brilliant soldier and statesman for the help, both material and
fimmcial, which he gave to them. It was Napoleon who
strengthened and rebuilt the vast wall surrounding the
Monastery.
The tour of its interior was under the guidance of an
elderly father who spoke excellent English, and remembered
with a degree of wistfulness an early visit to Britain and to
Wembley. This same father spoke yvith some bitterness of
the amount of fasting which they have to do! He was a
charming and extremely well educated man and proved
himself to be an ideal mixture of the worldly and the religious. The father showed us their m ain chapel and the
smaller Chapel of the Burning Bush. To enter the latter
we all had to take off our shoes-mercifully none of us had
any holes in our socks. We were then led past a bush purporting to be flowering on the site of the original Burning
Bush. Thence by means of a passage through the thick
wall we came out on to the top of the Monastery buildings.
From here we were led back to the interior and shown first
the charnel house, then the world famous libxary, second
only to the library in the Vatican. We were reminded
pointedly of the fact that the original C.OOex Sinaticus is
now in the British Museum and not in its "rightful home." .
The charnel house is a most extraordinary part of an extraordinary edifice. Owing to the rockiness of the ground
at this height, the monks have a very small cemetery large
enough only to accommod'.lte twelve people at a time. Since
many hundreds of monks have lived and died in the Monastery during the fifteen hundred years of this existence they
have naturally had a problem as to where to bury them all.
At one time there were over 200 resident monks, though
now there are only sixteen. The problem has been solved
by keeping the cemetery full of the twelve most recently
deceased monks. The others-or at least their bones-are
removed as the need for accommodation arises, and the
bones are all stacked in the charnel house. Imagine a large
room with a stack of skulls on one side, a stack of arms and
legs on another, and a stack of bodies elsewhere-the whole
guarded by a 500 year old skeleton draped with a monk's
robe. This skeleton is of a hermit called St. Stephen, whose
posture is supposed to be that in which he was found dead
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over 500 years ago. The present monks are all scared to
touch the robe-covered skeleton- for fear it should collapse
to powder.
To complete our day some of us.-age and youth combined-<limbed Mount Si.nai in the comparative cool of
the late afternoon. This mountain is 7,500 feet high and
though slightly smaller than the nearby Gebel Katherina, it
affords an excellent view extending as far as the Gulf of
Akaba and the Saudi Arabian hills beyond. Over the years
the monks have built steps in the rock leading up to the
summit. It is consequently a hard slog, rather than a
mountaineering feat, to reach the top. It did, in fact, take
the leading members of the party just under two hours to
climb.
When we got to the bottom again we were all worn out
but highly satisfied at our achievement. The climb is a rewarding one, as the views on the way up are augmented by
the different chapels, archways, and even an oasis of sorts,
which one finds before reaching the top. There is a somewhat uninteresting looking little chapel right on the summit
of the mountain, which is used by the_monks when making
the Pilgrimage.
Our return journey on the Tuesday and Wednesday was
the reverse of the first two days, though we came by a
different, and easier, route as far as Arbu Zenima. We made

far better time on the return, however, and experience
proved its worth as we had very little trouble with the sand
on the downward journey. We split the journey in the same
way as before, and were all more than pleased to have a
bathe near Albu Zenima at the end of Tuesday's run.
Wednesday was almost an anti-climax, but we all returned
to Moascar on time after a most enjoyable, interesting and
instructive five days in the Sinai Desert. Wireless communications with a 52 set had been good throughout and
the mechanical troubles were such that our RE.M.E. Sergeant was well able to cope with them. In spite of the
shocking tracks which we had to use, we had only five punctures, and of .these four were on trailer wheels.
The object of the Exercise was three-fold one: (a) To train Officers, N.C.O.s and drivers to live and
operate under desert conditions.
(b) To see St. Catherine's Monastery.
(c) To provide a relaxanion from life in the Canal Zone.
All these aspects of the object were achieved with the
maximum success, and the value of the planning and progressive training was demonstrated by the comparative comfort in which we lived,, the complete absence of major hitches
(except the excess of W .S.P. in one of the water tanks!), and
the fact that we maintained our planned timetable with the
accuracy of a main line ~ress.

Air Drop Unusual

No. 22 wireless detachment, working direct to Division
Headquarters in Toungoo, in reserve. The men would
carry all they required for three days, and the force would
receive nothing until a supply drop was demanded by them.
The column was to roll up its taiil behind it and no attempt
was to be made to maintain a line of communication through
the jungle, except for the telephone line.
The force got off to a good start, but the second day telephone communication failed and nothing wa~ heard on the
wireless. For all intents and purposes the force had " disaippeared."
By midday on the third day the silence became worrying,
and reports from aircraft said that they could see nothing
of the force. Albout three o'clock that afternoon, our wireless reported that a long but faint signal had been received.
This was to the effect that the force had been involved in
heavy fighting, which began on the second day, which was
presumably when the line was cut, and had continued spasmodically since. The Japs were in much greater strength
than expected, and, in the fighting, the column had lost
most of its medical and signal stores. An immediate airdrop of certain essentials for Signals and the care of the
wounded was required at - - - (a map reference in the
middle of the jungle) before the column had to change its
position that night.
Thi~ signal was recei~ed in clear morse, but was so faint
that many words were missed. Unsuccessful attempts were
made to establish communications, but since the signal asked
for petrol for charging batteries, amongst other things, the
failure was not surprising. We could expect to hear nothing
more and to be unable to establish a full air supply until
the requested immediate emergency drop was arranged.
While Medical and Signals were preparing the essential
stores, the R.A.F. were asked to arrange an aircraft to drop
them. But all aircraft were grounded : the local airfield was
flooded. Hurried consultations with Group produced
nothing. In fact, the R.A.F. opinion was that the task was
unsafe, if not impossible, in such conditions; even if the aircraft surv.ived, the pilot would probably be unable to pinpoint the force in rhe maze of jungle-covered hills and
valleys, streaming with rain and half in cloud.
So far, everything had been conducted through correct
staff channels. When these appeared dry vve felt frustrated
but not finished. We had at our di posal a Sentinel Ls aircraft, which operated from a tiny strip on the remain of a

IVISIONAL Signals were called on for many and often
unusual tasks during the War, and accounts of them
are, unfortunately, all too rare. An attempt is made here
to describe, from memory, a somewhat unusual use of intercommunication aircraft in the BUfilila Campaign. Since no
notes or diary of the incident are available, it is hoped anyone concerned who read~ this will forgive any inaccuracies
they may find.
The scene was set in the jungle area of Burma just to the
east of the central plain, over the Sittang Riiver from
Toungoo, not long before the Japanese capitulation.

D

*

*

*

Our division was ordered to detach a brigade to guard
the left flank of the Corps and at the same time to cut the
Japanese retreat route to ·t he hills in the East. This brigade
advanced some fifteen miles from Toungoo, over the Sittang
River and into the foothills aiong the Manchi road, a narrow, twisting track through jungle which became thicker
as the height increased. The going finally became so difficult
that the brigade was held up in a narrow defile that the
Japanese could hold effectively with a company against all
comers. The jungle was so thick and the ground so steep
that neither the air nor t:anks could help the infantry on.
Short "hooks" through the jungle on either side of the
road by infantry had' helped the brigade along so far, but
nothing short of a major detour would get round this position. It was decided to hold with one battalion and to make
a bold flanking movement with two battalions through the
jungle, circling back on to the road some Melve to fifteen
miles in rear of the Jap position. This column would have
to cut its way through the trackless jungle, and manhandle
all its equipment until it appeared again near the road, where
air supply would be arranged. It would move very lightly
equipped, but even so we judged its pace would certainly
not be more than about five to six miles a day. The Brigadier decided to accompany the force, and communications
would 1be by a telephone line laid as they moved, with one
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sports field a few hundred yards from headquarters. To
this we now turned.
When I explained the position to the pilot, he immediately volunteered to fly to the column, but asked for one
of my officers to help. Many voJunte~ed for this job, and
a dour cots major was selected. Having run through the
task with them, I left them to work out details together
while I went off to issue instructions fior the loads to be
reduced to the bare minimum essentials which the L5 would
be able to carry. The doctor was excellent and seem.ed to
know exactly what to discard and what to keep. 'I_'he s.1gnals
decision was not so easy, but packages of certain w~reless
parts and batteries were soon made up, and two round, five
gallon drums, most likely to stand the strain of a free drop,
were filled V1-rith petrol.
By now, time was g~tting short. \Vhen ~ll was collected
by the Ls, the pilot said that he reckoned, 1f _all went weJ.I,
he just had time to complete the task befor~ dark J:Iis
forecast went something like this--OUtward flight 15 minutes (following wind), search IO minutes, dropping runs IO
minutes, return flight 20 minutes (head w1i;id), total 55
minutes. There was an hour and twenty minutes before
dark leaving twenty minutes for loading.
F~st we loaded the stores, then the passenger, in th~ rear
seat and told him to try a " drop." He was so tightly
wedged against the framework of rhe plane that he could
not move the first package out. So we unloaded, and started
again. This time we load~d half the stora<> first, 0en the
passenger, and, on top of him, the rest of the stores, mcluding the two drums of petrol.
The pilot got into his seat, and, as he did so, asked for
some cartons of cigarettes to stow where he could ~nd ,;~m.
He "feh he would like to throw the chaps something. Finally we armed the plane with a piistol, Verey lights, two
carbines and some hand-grenades. Rather as an afterthought, I told the pilot that, in case h~ got delayed? the
landing strip would be lined after dark wlth a few ?urncane
lamps along its eastern edge .. He .thank~d me with a wry
smile and roared off into the ram, with a d!sgraceful overload
and 55 minutes to go before dark.
.
To the next part of the story I was, of cour_se, not a witness, and it is best told in the words of the pilot, as nearly
as I can remember them: "More by good luck than management, partic_ularly from
the weather point of view, we found the_ t~get ~n a~ut 17
minutes· it was on one of the many subsidiary ndges in the
jungle hills, and they seemed to be expecting us. I tried a
run-in from the easiest approach, but the Japs were on a
ridge on that side, so we did our first drop from the other
direction. This was down-wind and the first drum of petrol
shot over the ridge our chaps were on and finished up in
the valley near the Japs. The second drum looked a good
shot and we soon got our eye in. I had to do a lot of runs
as the target was so small we could not get much out each
time and I had to turn very steeply as soon· as we had
dropped to avoid the main ridge of hills and the Japs on it,
who were beginning to find the range. Last of all, I threw
out the cigarettes and, for luck, made a final run to wave
good-bye and get my own back on the Japs with a grenade.
" As we turned away for home I noticed we had taken
longer than I expected, but the weather was being ki_nd to
us. It took Jess than twenty minutes to get back, but n was
fairly dark and I was pleased to see the hurricane-battis. Ju~t
as we came in I could not remember whether the batit1s
were to the east or west of the run. I guessed right,
luckily."
Meanwhile, back at headquarters, I had been getting somewhat anxious as the plane became overdue, and felt a surge
of relief as it came in. The attempt to land on the wrong
side of the lamps was hardly even noticed. Neither the
pilot nor his passenger had been hit, but there was dam~ge
to the machine in some remarkably uncomfortable Jookmg
places. Their only co~plaint was of the soaking wet and
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and use their wits to soften heads of teak,
there's a language quite exciting which to some is just a
fable,
with names and hieroglyphics in the Greek.

A . A. ComD1a11d

Now the picture of a Sine W ave is the poetry of motion,
even nhough its second offsipring misbehaves.
and if yo u think that resonance is only just a notion,
then it's time you swam in phase with deep sea waves.

This column should be on page 264

The terms we often use to analyse a current flow,
or why the F reacts so well at nigh t,
seem presumptuous, out of context, or at least the sceptics
thinks so,
when ignorance gives rise to growing frigh t.

2 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT
On Sunday, 16th May, 1954' the Regiment left Aldershot to spend a fortnight at the A.A. Command Signal
T raining Camp, Chickerell, near Weymouth. Here was an
oppor tunity for many people to familiarise themselves with
the scenic beauty of the area, as well as to gain much needed
fresh air and exercise, for this district contains many
features of both historical and geographical interest. There
was an opportunity, too, for a friendly reunion with those
members of the Regiment who spend much time away on
detachment, and this was highly appreciated. The Regiment was honoured on' the 19th May by a visit from the
Royal Signals Band. A Regimental Dance, held in the
NAAFI the same evening, was pel"haps the most enjoyable
event d the fortnight and the band is to be congratulated
on the high standard of perfonnance. The dance was
attended by Brigadier A. E. Morrison, o.B.E., C.S.O., A.A.
Command. On Thursday, 20th May, Brigadier Blacker,
Chief of Staff, A.A. Command, took the Salute at a parade
and march past .in his honour.
Other notable events were an excursion to Lyme Regis
organised by the Sergeants' Mess Committee for all
members, and a very stimulating address by the Rev. B. D.
M. Price, o.B.E., R.A.Ch.D., Assistant Chaplain General,
H.Q., A.A. Command. Since the return from camp there
has been a number of postings, including some to the Far
East.

I sn't it a pity when we hear instructors' patter,
and emotions rise when young ambition's stirred,
that such an interesting and money making matter,
we describe by so indelicate a word.

*

cold rain which had poured in on them from the opened
cabin doors while dropping.
.
Nothing was heard from the column that mgh~, but we
ex.pected them to be on the mov~ SC! were not wor~1ed. Later
the next day wireless commurucauon was established, and
the first message was oqe of thanks, particularly from the
doctor.
The unusual: air-drop had, in fact, been a great success.
All the stores dropped were recovered except for one of the
petrol drums and a fow broken wireless parts, and the particular stores chosen were the most useful of all those that
could have been selected. The Brigade Commander said
that the success and probably the safety of the column, were
due to it. He ~dded that the pilot's cigarettes were ~ gesture particularly appreciated, except when some fell m the
valley beMeen themselves and the J aipanese and a battle
took place for possession.
.
There were, naturally, some awk:vard questions to. be
answered on sqious damage to an aircraft on a non-fly1~g
day. There was an official reprimand, softened by_unoffic~al
congratulations, which, I am glad to say, ended m a suitable award for the pilot.

B etfor Signals
A Little Learning

(With apologies to A.P.H.)

That portion of this City known as Barracks DONADONI
where the followers of Jimmy make their home,
is the base of those who study to obtain upgrading money,
through the theory and equation found by Ohm.
It's not nearly so absurd to find some who have a yearning,
for the type of curves which Nature ne'er designed.
And though some may think it dangerous to gain a little
learning
still, results will show that few are far behind.

*

*

At last the Summer started and with it many sore backs.
Excursions and historical visits (what a good name for
wanning have been very popular; rumour has it that the
C.O. and 2 i/c won some money off Prince Farouk in the
Venice Casino at Whitsun (or was fr the other way round?).
The Cricket season is seriously under way and the unwary, returning to bed from the canteen are likely to be
trapped in the cricket net (made of Nets Camouflage with
Scrim) whi~h has been erected on the sguare.
This month we bid farewell to Captain Donald Newman
who, for the last two years has been combining the impressive duties of Staff Officer to the C.S.O., Adjutant, Secretary of the Combined Signal Board and Secreta:ry Frequency
Allocation Committee. The popularity of Captain and Mrs.
Newman has caused a telephone crisis as the wires are being
blocked by well-wishers. Our loss is 2 Infantry Division's
gain. His successor is Captain Pat Malins. So long has this
officer served in the Far East that, on a liaison visit to the
Americans the other day, he referred repeatedly to the Free
Territory of Trieste as " the Colony." After a strained
silence he was invited to an Independance Day celebration.

CORPS FLAGS
Royal Signals Co11ps Flags and Union Jacks are
available through H.Q., Royal Signals Association,
88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.I.
CORPS

8'
6'
4;
4
3'
2'

x
x
x
x
x
x

4'
3'
3'
2'
2'
18"

~

;

6'
x 3'
@ 36/4'6" x 2'3" @ 22/6
8'
x 4'
@ 55/6
PLUS POSTAGE

Accounts are sent direct to the Unit from the
makers if the Unit is situated in the United Kingdom.
To save delay, Association H.Q. pays for the orders
of overseas Units and then asks for reimbursement.
As the Crest has to be hand painted, orders should
be placed a early as possible; delivery date usually
6-8 weeks.

T o the theorist and his mentor-who frequent this Tower of
Babel,
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11 A.A. (lU) SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.
Major J. W. Hyde, T.D., rakes over conunand of the
Regiment on the 15th June due to the sudden transfer of
Lieutenant-Colonel C. G. Wardrop, E.R.D., to British Joinr
Services Mi86ion (Technical Services), Washington, D.C.,
U.S.A. We wish Colonel Wardrop every success in his
enviable new post.
We also say farewell to Captain D. Aylen, our W.R.A.C.
Adrviser, who has left the Army for the temperance of the
Welsh hills, and we welcome in her place Captain P. M.
Oassidy, W.R.A.C.
The annual Regimental Dinner was held jn. May at a
restaurant at London Bridge instead of in the Drill Hall.
This change had many advantages, one of which was that
all ranks were able to bring their wives and friends to the
dinner.

UNION JACKS

FLAGS

68/48/6
42/6
38/6
35/6
27/-

-Sorry! Ed.
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Metcalfe
THE SPORTS DEPOT

FOOTBALL BOOTS AND JERSEYS
REPAIRS TO ALL SPORTS EQUIPMENT
TRAVEL GOODS
HOCKEY STICKS, ETC.
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MELF
2

WIREl.ESS REGIMENT

The island has begun to fill with troops, at present mainly
Sappers concerned with che new projects, a~d leave dr~ts
from the Canal Zone, but the Regunent conttnues to mamtain its sporting reputation. Second-Lieutenant Crawford
won the 880 yards in the District Athletics.
The unit entered the final of the island Hockey Championships, the islan~ six-~-side open .t?urnament, and finally
won the Services sµc-{1-Stde competmon. Corporal A. M.
Hamilton consistently scored goals from every angle and
became the most marked and elusive player of the competitions.
The cross country team were second in the island race,
to a new and very strong Sapper side. Corporal Montgomery came third, some say because his Alsatian was not
allowed to pace him.
.
.
.
The Boxing tournaments were a disappomtme~t, though m
their weights Corporals Montgomery an? Berri~gton were
worthy winners. The team met the wmners m the first
round and we were knocked out by our rivals, 49 Field Regiment RA.
The Unit hopes to sweep the board with their swimming
team for the second successive year. Already LanceCorporal Scott has won prizes at the Cataclysmos Gala
which Famagusta holds each year; and the Water Polo team
.
won both their matches by convincing margins.
We recently entertained the personnel of H.M.S. Daring
which spent a few days in pgrt. We were able to defeat
them by a comfortable margin at cricket, and the officers
scored a narrow victory over them in the evening at darts.
We also had a shooting match against H.M.S. Bermuda

which called at La.rnaca~ but were outclassed by the naval
team which included several Bisley stalwarts.
At the time oi writing these notes we are preparing for
the opening of our Mercury Garden, an open air cinema and
dance floor. It will open with an All Ranks' Dance on 26th

June.

.

.

.

.

It is a very long tune smce notes from this Regunent
appeared in THE WIRE, but we intend to repair this omission henceforth.
Meanwhile, if travel conditions permit, we hope to make
our weight felt in the Middle East Tournament of the
future.
ot

X" TROOP, UOYAL SIGNALS
14th/20th King's Hussars

For the first time we hope to see our name in THE
WIRE and therefore we say Hello to all Signal Units,
especially our parent Unit, 1st Divisional Signals, M.E.L.F.
21 ·
· ·
but on
We were originally "R" Troop, 3rd D.iv~s1.o~,
moving to the Middle East, we became 1st D1v1s1on.
Since that time there have been many changes, our first
loss was Sergeant "Pip" Harris, now reclining as S.Q.M.S.
in the Canal Zone. Also with him is Sergeant "Mick"
Carney, after "Mick" came Sergeant George Brill, who
provided us with many happy . week-ends on the beach.
Sergeant and Mrs. Brill have now left us for the U.K. and
we wish them the very best in the future.
Our present Troop Sergeant came from the Canal Zone
and is often heard to remark "It's not like the old A.C.I."
(Remember, "A" Troop. Sergeant Breslofsky is now
in the chair and we bid him welcome.
We offer our congratulations to Lance-Corporal D. Long,
who stayed on his set for 48 hours 310 miles from Base to
guide the Medical Officer of the Unit to a Trooper with
a broken leg whilst on a scheme.
And so " certo cito" friend6 before we say good-bye can
you beat this distance with a 19LP-310 miles?

News reached us during the month that Corporals Heath
and McDougall who embarked on the Empire Windrush
are apparentliy none the worse for their experience but both
have learned that a handkerchief makes a good Bikini.
Change of weather brings a change to more leisurely
sports and the search now begins for talent in cricketers and
swimmers.
2 Squadron haive now completed their Inter-Troop Sports
League and the results were:
Challenge Cup
9 Construction Troop
Football Cup
9 Construction Troop
Hockey Cup
9 Construction Troop
Basket Ball Cup
16 Wing Signal Troop
1:"he final. result of the Basket Ball competition was not
dectded until the last match of the season, and orior to the
cups being presented by tlhe Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. K. Hewlett, were treated to a very
fast and spectac;ular game between 9 Construction Troop
and .16 Wmg S1.gnal T~oop. Well done, 16 Wing in preventing all the silver gomg to 9 Construction Troop.
We offer our congratulations to Sergeant W. Barr on his
promotion.

H.M. THE QUEEN

and
H.R.H. THE DUKE
OF EDINBURGH
in

ADEN

AIR FORMATION SIGNALS, 1'RDDLE EAST
C.A.F.S.O.

A small training exercise was held at the Gulf of Suez
in map reading and firing from moving vehides. After
seeing the results of the Sten M.C. practice we think that

CAFSO BRANCH H.Q., M.E.A.F., MAY 195'4
B:>ck Row (Standing) left to right : Corporal Freeman, L/Corporal Paton, Driver
Craddock, Driver Cook, L/ Corporal Horswlll, Signalman Woolley, Si&nalman
Jones, L/Corporal Prendergast, Signalman Robertson. Seated, left to right :
S.S.M. Vauchan (Chief Clerk). Major A. T. Burrows (S.O. Lines), Colonel J. W.
Gordon (CAFSO), Major J, C. Green (G.S.0.2), Sergeant Jeannette
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the Sten Cup will also find its way to Air Formation Signals
at the next Royal Signals (M.E.) Rifle Meeting.
We offer our congratulations to W.O.Il T. A. Vaughan,
on his re-promotion, but fear that we shall be losing him
to 4 Air Formation Signals Regiment soon.
Lance-Corporal A. Horswell represented Royal Signals
Egypt in an Inter-Col'pS Tennis match against R.E.M.E.
(Egypt). The Corps won by n t sets to 6t sets. He has
now gone on release and will be joining 56 (L) Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.) so no doubt we shall be
hearing of his prowess with the racket (string, of course) in
their notes.
The Leave Camps have opened up in Cyprus and most
of the staff intend to spend their leave on the island of
Bacchus and Aphroditie. Quite a pleasant change where
the only wire is telephone wire, and we don't even have to
worry about that.
4

AIR

18 AIR FORMATION SIGNAi. IlEGIME. ·T

Does anybody want some good submarine cable linemen?
Yes, we have had one of those special downpours of rain
peculiar to Iraq on the night of 1st/2nd April, 1954. Many
of the cables went out, and the old friend the Platoon cable
was the first one; this cable has been cut, stolen, damaged and
gone out of action with sheath pitting that our linemen knew
every foot of cable by "friendly" names. With water soaking deeper, other cables went out and it was feared that the
Station Rose Garden (a hallowed spot) would have to be
dug up. However, this eventually was not necessary so we
are still on speaking temlS with the "Blue Jobs." When all
cables. were back in action a cabl~ theft took place just to
make it a lovely day. However, smce then a trao was laid
and the bait proved attractive so a conviction is- expected.
Every man that could be spared has been put on flood
d~ence work, the flood. menace from Euphrates still being
with us, but we have still managed to get a bit of rifle and
Bren practice in. We think also that we have had an unfair
allotm.ent of s~ckness, all senior ranks have been in hospital
sometime durmg the month, so our trials have been numerous-and it's raining again.

FORMATION

SIGNAL REGIMENT

During Aipril we had more than our usual share of parades
and inspections, but on che 27th we were honoured by a
visit of the Chief Signal Officer M.E.L.F., Major-General
M. S. Wheatley, c.B., c.B.E., who inspected R.H.Q. on parade
and toured the unit lines.
In May we had our Annual Administrative Inspection.
Although the Press considered l!hat El Adem smelled
strongly of paint during H.M. Queen's visit, they should
try Albyad at the moment.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1954

S.O. AIR FOilMATION
SIGNALS A.~D 13
WING SIGNALS
TROOP

It must be quire some time since the troop was specifically mentioned in THE WIRE, but the occasion of Her
Majesty The Queen's visit to Aden on 271lh April, 1954,
should not go unmarked. Her Majesty and the Duke of
Edinburgh arrived in S.S. Gothic just before 7 a.m. and
received a salute from the Royal Artillery (the only other
Army Unit in Aden). The Royal Party disembarked at
0930 hours, and in the company of His Excellency the
Governor and of the A.O.C., inspected a Guard of Honour
of the Royal Air Force. They then attended a parade and
ma.rah past by detachments of all concerned in the protection of Aden. These included Aden Protectorate Levies
Infantry, A.P.L. Armoured Cars, the Hadhramaut Bedouin
Legion and the Somaililand Scouts on camels. The A.P.L.
Band was out in force and put up a very good show, marching and playing " Sussex by the Sea," which brought on
many nostalgic memories of the author. Loyal addresses
from the Colony, the Western and Eastern Protectorates
were presented and ansiwered, and then the Royal Party
moved on to visit che Royal Air Force Hospital, and have
lunch at Government House. In the afternoon the -Duke
of Edinburgh vi ited the new Anglo-Uranian Oil Refinery
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1954

across the harbour at Little Aden, while Her Majesty fulfilled several civil engagements.
A test point was set up near the parade and provided a
very good view of the proceedings for those manning it. All
members of the troop and S.O. Air Formation Signals Staff
had a good view of the Royal Party at some time or other
during the day, and judging by the conversation subsequent y were most impressed. No faults at all were reported during the 22 hours on the visit, a record for this
area, which spoke much for the hard work put in by all
concerned on the preparations during che preceding weeks.
The natives also were very impressed, not knowing
wh1::ther to wave, cheer, stand on their heads or take photos,
and ended up by ju t standing. The success of and enthusiasm shown at the Royal Visit can be judged by the fact
that one photographer's shop alone, of which there are six or
eight, haa 1,100 rolls of film to develop in six days.
A fishing trip was also organised on a stand-down and
proved to be very popular. Two passenger launches were
borrowed and about 30 people of mixed ages set off; only
five tiddlers were caught. It seems supcrfluou to mention
the weather as it rains for about twelve hours per annum

here, but even at thi time of year there was a slight breeze
and the weather is very pleasant for those who have got
u ed to it and don't suffer from 'prickly heat."
By way of closing, the 0 .C . T roop, Second-Lieutenant
Gonin, would like to ex'tend a warm i nvitatiox~ to all Royal
ignals personnel passing through Aden to or from the Far
East, as we f el we can be of hel p in breaking the long
voyage. We also know the best shops to visit, and all ranks
can be sure of a welcome and help while here.

1st COMMONWEALTH
Divisi onal Signal Regiment
and
Korean Pictorial IV - No. 3 Squadron
" COURTEOUS and Efficient Self-Service," supposed to
' be the slogan outside a London cafeteria, might well
apply to Is.t CommonW°ealth D ivisional Signal Regiment. No
good expecting help from anyone else in improving our conditions om here, we must get on with it ourselves.
In this spirit the time since 2nd MGy (when mobile exercises were suspended) has been spent by many T roops in
building, draining, improving and improvising-in between
normal work and training, naturally- a process whimsically
described by the D ivisional Staff as "relaxing."
"O" T roop, hog.ging_ the 2 i/c's small stock of timber,
nails, plywood, and C.G .I., have run up two Sigool offices
- at Main and Rear D ivisional H .Q. T he Navy might well
have called the one at Main D ivisional "tiddly," and, in
fact, it was seen by a party of NGval pi!ots who paid us a
very welcome visit from H.M.S. Warrior, a light F leet Carrier now in Korean watC£S. Three e ut of the four, however,
were Australian, so they merely called it a "beaut," adding
something or other about their oath. Similarly, out at " K "
T roop, a reorganised camp site and a basketball pitch are
the fruits of self-help. "C" Troop, with true Kiwi in-
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genuity, lure American graders along for a day's work on
their sports field, by entertaining the driver and his mare
to meals and beer in their canteen.
M any of the results achieved in the Regiment depend on
the drive, £nth usiasm and practical abilities of one or two
men. Signalman Beswick, now in M alaya, was outstanding
in this respect; the men's canteen and bar, church and quiet
room and other buildings which our successors wiH take so
much fot granted, we have seen painfully rising under his
hands from a muddy patch of ground or a rather torn mug
tent. "K " Troop have a living em bodimen t of that famo us
literary character " The Specialist," in Signalman Spratt,
and his work lives on most usefully.
Our other occu pation is sport. We are no:w on Summer
hours. M ost of the work takes p lace between 0700 and 1300
hours daily. T his leaves the afternoon free for inter-troop
games, for swimming at our Regimental lido on the River
Imjin (with safety rope acros&the river and duty lifeguards),
and for she!Jtering from the rain. Yes, our June is as wet
as England's jus t now, presumably " the rainy season " so
beloved of our predecessors. Inter-Troop Cricket and
Basket Ball are going strong, and these and a Tug-of-War
will culminate on August Bank Holiday, when we hold a
Regimental Gymkhaoo. T his p romises to be a ligh t-hearted
get-together of all our Troops, who seldom see each other.
Tell you all about it afterwards.
Our Boxing team put up a valiant show in the Divisional
Competition but were out-classed by a strong team from
1st King's Own Royal Regimen t who were the eventual
winners. SignalmGn Lawrence (" L" Troop) and Corporal
Whiaipu (" C" Troop) did well to win their fights.
In the Divis-ional. Tug-of-War our all-Kiwi team was
beaten in the semi..Jinals by the winners of 1 Queen's Own
Rifles of Canada.
Our Hockeyteam battled (literally) its way to the semifina ls, losing to the favol.lrites, 1st North Staffordshire Regiment, no doubt due to the absence of two stalwarts, Sergeant
Maxwell and Captain Beattie.
Another dist~nction of a different nature is the appointment of Lieutenant Allen MacDonald, Royal Australian Signa.Js, as P.A. to the G.O.C. Unfortunately, he is masquerading as an Infantry Officer out here.
The Regiment was r epresented by C aptain Bound, S .S.M.
Hardwick, Sergeant Pressagh and 48 Signalmen, with an
equal number of Sappers, in the first Guard on the Queen's
Birthday Parade and were judged by many who should
know, to be the smarteSlt on the pGrade which included all
the I nfantry Battalions-<.:ertainly our American friends were
greatly impressed.
We have been unfortunate in having to lose 30 of our
Kiwis from "C" Troop on transfer to the Gunners . We
wish them luck in their new role.
28th July is our Regimental Birthday- we were formed
when the Division came into being in 1951. Unfortunately,
we are on an exercise then, so celebrations arc curlk!iled.
However, we are holding an all troop service in our Regimental Church (St. Martins-remember?) on the following
Sunday.
And thinking of earlier days, a small cross was recently
discovered behind "A" Troop lines. A plaque on it read:
SAND'Y'
"A" T roop, Royal Signals
Mascot
Died 9 April 1952.
We will remember.
Which shows how long we have been in our preserut position. Do aruy former members of "A" Troop remember
Sandy?
STOP P RESS
T he annual Sapper-Signals get-together was held on 2nd
J uly at 28 F ield Engineer Regimen t, when 58 Sapper
Officers enter tained 31 Signals to a buffet SUJPPCr and barbecue (Japanese pig laced with g~n).
J T roop (25 Cdn. Inf. Bd e .) Captai n Biii G a rn e tt ( O .C . Troop), Lieut enant John Ba ldock, S.S. M. Meins, Lieutenant Art Beam e r.
2 J Troop Workshop v e hicl e. Co r pora l Rob i ns on a nd S lsnalman
Ca irns.
l
K Troop (28 Brltcom Infa ntry Briga d e) Ca pta in Da vid McMiiian,
Royal Aus tra li a n Slsnals i n the G . C .V. with Corporal Johnson.
4 K Troop Line party und e r S a rsea n t C a mpbe ll pulllnr out a sn ake
outside a Ba tta ltion C. P .
I
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[Photos by SI S1i1nal Battalion U .S . Signal Corps a11J Cdn . P.R .S.
L Troop (29 British Infantry Brlpde) Battalion re a r link Jeep station,
Corporal Mason a nd Driver Stew;art. Duplicate W.S . 62 pack sta.
Sienalman Hirst. Gloucester Hiii In the backrround.
L Troop I Royal Scots rea.r link rin palace and Battalion W .S. JI.
N Troop (28 Field En1lnee r Re 1lment) Sarseant Delplnto with Resl·
ment C .V.
~~~~~P (5 Royal T a nks) Sa rs eant Abery dellvero a W.S. It to a Cen-

Big Bang s
OR

NUCLEAR NOISES
by

Major F. W. STONEMAN, M.B.E., T.D.
Royal Signals

PART

T wo

ERE we are then, in the centre of nowhere. Several
hundred men to be provided with the necessities of
H
life and kept fit, well and contented-alert and capable of
carrying out a difficult task. With this background let us
then try to visualise the Signals problems.
First and foremost administrative needs had to be
catered for. The day to day provision of food and drink,
the transport of stores and technical equipment and
aircraft control all involved frequent signals backward and
forwards to Woomera. The latter factor was always somewhat trying; planes usually left Woomera so as to arrive at
Emu at first light but the pilots would not take off until
they had a weather report from the site. To cover these
requirements a direct radio link was operated to Woomera
and attempts were made to work RTTY. The traffic was
not excessively heavy in total quantity but was tiresome in
that it came in heavy spurts and often during the difficult
dusk or dawn periods.
Perhaps the most important and most difficult requirement to fulfil was "MET." Quite apart from aircraft
control, the most detailed and up-to-date meteorological
information was necessary to forecast the weather suitability from the point of view of the actual atomic tests.
The chief source of " met " reports was the Australian
station at Canberra. Transmission took place over about
21 hours a day, both in morse and RTTY.
With the
equipment available and conditions existing it was found to
be impossible to receive on a teleprinter and hence the only
alternative was aural reception of the morse at 25 words
per minute. This called for an absolute first-rate operator
as the reports were often long and complex-and, of course,
no corrections could be requested. In addition long "met"
reports came from the R.A.A.F. at Woomera and were
transmitted to Emu over the "admin" radio teleprinter.
Something of the order of 6,ooo groups a day of " met "
traffic were necessary during the peak periods.
To complete our contact with the outside world an
" operational " link was required to Melbourne for liaison
with the Australian Government, Department of Supply
and London. A landline teleprinter link existed from
Woomera to Melbourne but this was a Department of
Supply circuit manned by civilians: it did not provide an
entirely satisfactory service, as a great deal of other traffic
was h andled and strict schedule hours were worked. A
direct hand speed radio link was therefore set up 0ver the
1,500 miles from Emu. The Melbourne terminal was at
200

Brigadi er L. C. Lucas, D.S.0 ., M.C. and Squad ron l eader A. K.
Gard ner both of the Aust ralian Forces, who were respons ible fo r
t he constr uction of the site at E.M.U.

the Army H .Q. Signal Centre and was m anned by the
Royal Australian Signals-of whom more later.
At Emu itself the m ain communication requirement was
rapid telephone communication all over the area. W ithout
going into details it will be appreciated that the actual sites
for the explosions were some considerable distance from
the administrative area: ther e were also several other
locations for observation and control. Altogether six
switchboards wer e necessary, but it was impossible to staff
all these and several were used more as patching panels.
The centres of activity varied as the trials proceeded and
although the telephone service was not all that could be
desired in comparison with the standard aimed at in a field
H.Q., it was adequate under the circumstances-effort was
concentrated on the area of greatest activity at the
particular moment. However, the telephones would not
have been satisfactory had it not been for the use of an
intercommunication system.
All the control centres
involved in the actual 'firing and recording of the bombs
were linked ogether, providing two-way loudspeaker contact between any of the points and, of course, broadcast
facilities from any one station to the others. This arrangement was absolutely essential during the firing and testing
periods and also served for more routine conversations at
other times, thus taking a considerable load off the normal
telephones.
Such were the total of the main communication requirements-perhaps not a heavy load but taking into account
the conditions and the limitations of manpower, it provided
many headaches. Let it be well and truly recorded that
the small band of men assembled to form I Special Base
Signal Troop, together with their Australian comrades, did
a magnificent job. They worked long hours and very hard
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- and moreover they maintained a wonderful spirit. Many
of them spent months away from civilisation· for some it
wa~ their first tour away from the comforts ~f a training
regunent ! , but one and all pulled their weight.
In addition to the normal Signal work we had the
responsi~ility of c.a rrying_out trials on equip~ent and radio
propagation. This pr ovided many days of fascinating but
gruelling work. There was no spare labour resources when
manual deeds had to be performed-officers, scientists and
men of all r anks were to be seen wielding picks and shovels
-if a hole or mound was required, then often as not whoever want~~ it had to dig it. There was no other way;
every additional m an brought to the site increased the
administrative difficulties. Worried officer s were for ever
winkling men out, one from here, one from there, to
reduc~ number s. . O.n the whole everyone enjoyed the
experience, the maionty were probably fitter than they had
been for ages-magnificent sun-tanned torsos and bulging
biceps were a common sight.
Suc.h were the days immediately preceding the tests.
Working hours were pretty well dawn to dusk in the open
-and office work and conferences in the evening. A few
drinks and early to bed completed the day. An occasional
party sprang up but usually people were too tired-the
main celebrations were reserved for afterwards-but more
of that later. In the meantime let us return somewhat
in history to the earlier days.
For many months before the arrival of the scientific staff
men of the I Field Engineer Regiment, Royal Australian
Engineers, had been creating a village in the middle of
nowhere under the guidance of Brigadier L. C. Lucas,
n.s.o., M.c. " Luke " drove his men hard, did not mince
his words, but was loved by all. I t is mooted that before
the firs t World War he was training for the Church-his
sermons would have been worth a guinea a minute. Even
now he uses Biblical q uotations freely-often recipients of
signals from him have to search hurriedly to locate a certain
passage to decipher his meaning-and it must be admitted
that some of the language in the Bible is not exactly complimentary. T he Brigadier was ably assisted by Squadron
Leader K en Garden, an airfield construction expert of the
R.A.A.F. K en seemed to be everywhere at once and lived
in a whirl of demands for cement, timber and the ser vices
of a bulldozer.
As a result of this effort a r emarkably civilised little
village rose from the sand. The centre was a tall water
tower into which salty water was being pumped continuously--even so with the engine flat out the level con-

Sir William Penny examining a tape from the auto head of the radio
teleprinter circuit to Woomera
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Sir William Penny ins pecting t he main switchboard in the Signal
O ffice at E.M.U.

tinued to fall steadily during the peak occupation period.
On one side of the tower were the Messes-an absolute
maze of h uts radiating in all directions from a central cookhouse. I t was the custom periodically for the Officers'
Mess to ask the Sergeants round in the evening for a drink
and vice-versa. I was never really certain which was the
nearest way to the Sergeants' Mess-one could leap
.straight over a dividing fence or proceed round the
perimeter either to the right or left and find a succession of
en tries-or the best way was to nip through the central
cookhouse if you could remember which door led into the
Sergeants' hut.
Behind the Mess were rows of sleeping tents; 30 yards
further on a Nissen hut was shared between the Signal
Office and the "Met Office." On the other side of the
tower were office huts and more tents. From the camp a
bulldozed track ran down to the airstrip and continued on
in a dead straight line f9r miles to the operational sites.
After traffic had roared up and down the track for a day or
so the surface became ripply, like a succession of small
waves. This forced one to drive at five or 50 miles per
hour-the latter was usually chosen, as time was valuable,
but there was little comfort attached to the journey. In a
Landrover one bounced down the road in a cloud of reddy
penetrating dust. In no time all the occupants had the
appearance of heavily sun-tanned film stars. The routine
each evening was to stand under a shower (tepid salty water
poured into an elevated tin which had holes drilled in its
bottom) and wait for rivers of mud to flow away. Even
with the most careful attention to ablutions, everyone found
after return to civilisation that it took a week of regular
hot baths to remove the traces of dust embedded in one's
skin.
Laundry arrangements were ultra-modern and at the
same time primitive. Electric washing machines were
installed in the ablution huts but being forced to use salty
water, large quantities of a thick oily detergent had to be
poured in. The net result was that the impregnation of
reddy sand in one's clothes was evened out and all
garments gradually took on a dirty brown appearance.
There were no ironing or pressing facilities and it was soon
discovered that the most effective procedure was to fold
slacks into approximate creases whilst they were dripping
wet and hang them in the blazing sun without wringing.
Although this produced reasonable results, everyone
gradually came to look very creased and ragged.
The weather, although not too unpleasant, provided
plenty of variety. Normally it was brilliant sunshine and
very hot-it reached 106 ° in what was fairly early Spring
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-but this was offset by the dryness of the atmosphere.
One or two hours of torrential rain occurred, when the
whole place turned into rivers of mud-but the following
sun dried everywhere quickly. By far the worst experiences
were the sudden winds which blew up frequently and very
quickly. Several times velocities of 40 or 50 knots were
recorded and, of course, everything was saturated in dust
and sand-tents flapped madly, kit flew all over the place
and meals became a gritty concoction.
On the subject of food-the staple diet was mutton.
Enormous chops with fried eggs for breakfast, usually cold
meat and salad for lunch and hot roast in the evening.
Vegetables were somewhat scarce but a fair amount of
fruit turned up. On Sunday we nearly always had chicken
as a change from meat. Drink was reasonably plentiful
but beer (bottled Australian) ran out several times as the
transport problem was not easy. Once whilst visiting
Woomera, a frantic signal was shown to me indicating large
thirsts at Emu. The next day I returned to the site
literally wedged into a Bristol Freighter between stacks of
crates piled high the whole length of the aircraft-certainly
priority one cargo.
Cigarettes were always a problem. The Australian
varieties are not perhaps so smooth as we are used to. A
large number of the community developed the habit (widespread in Australia) of rolling their own. Personally I
could never cope-I got thin ones, fat ones, cigarettes
bulging in the middle, but usually all the tobacco fell out
and one puff caused a sizzle like fuse paper and my lips
were burned Many, however, became experts and are
probably even now competing with Messrs. Players, Wills
and Co.
Of the many pleasant or amusing incidents at Emu, two
will always stand out in my mind. On several occasions to
while away an hour or two in the evening a bridge four
was gathered - Sir William, Captains Lloyd and - - RN. (Retd), and myself. The stake was always a
bottle of excellent Australian port and the mixture of
scientific, nautical and military cross-talk would have
shattered any system ever produced by Culbertson or any
of the experts. Another hobby during slack periods was
to go in search of Mulga wood. The tough, scraggy trees
which sprinkle the scrub-land provide wood almost as hard
as steel-it is excellent for making boomerangs and
souvenirs and takes a very high polish. The single lathe
in the workshop was always a source of controversy
between Sir William and Sergeant-Major Riley. Riley's
normal function is i/c Line Maintenance at Woomera; he
is a thick-set, tough Australian, with mahogany brown skin
and had carried out a considerable proportion of the line
work at Emu. The rivalry between these two became
renowned and caused endless amusement. This undoubted
deep regard for each other was sealed, when on his way
home, Sir William, who had only a short stay in Woomera,
made it his first act (after having a bath) to visit Riley in
his bungalow and meet his family.
In the final section of this article next month I will
describe in more detail the work carried out by Signals,
and the events leading up to the atomic explosion.

CARIBBEAN

*
AREA SIGNAL

SQUADRON

It must be the Gypsy in us. After seven years in one location our Signal Office, sorry, Signal Centre, recently shifted
about eighty yards. Now it has moved again: to within
twenty-five yards of its original home. The radio operators
are now looked upon with envy as much travelled men, and
Sergeant Earley (Op. Troop Commander) has grown into
the habit each morning of 'phoning the Exchange before he
leaves the Mess and enquiring just where he is likely to find
his followers today!
We must congratulate all those who took the recent Drill
and Duties Course on their general high standard. Many
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of them fresh from U.K., and all of them extremely junior
N.C.O.s-they yet managed to achieve a remarkable number
of passes.
S.SM. Redstone has been having a little quiet fun lately,
arranging the weapon-training programme preparatory to
our yearly Range Classification. The shooting starts somewhere towards the end of June, and a notice has been delivered to all civilians within three miles of the firing-points
warning them to keep low during the crucial period.
Our Cricket team this season is not receiving really adequate support from the opposing bowlers, but is still hanging on to a position in the upper half of the Lea.gue Table.
There is time yet, however, to climb higher, and we believe
they'll do it

F.A.B.E.L.F.
19 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGllUENT

As these notes are for the special consumption of the
" Old Comrades,'' and as tlhey are always eager to learn
news of old " Serving Comrades,'' perhaps a few names
may conjure up some old and pleasant memories. OU!r
Commanding Officer is Lieutenant-Colonel J. J . Lamb;
Second-in-Command, Major P. Smith; Adjutant, Captain
R. Hair, M.c.; Q.M., Captain A. Dale; and the Squadron
Commanders, Major E. R. Haxell, Major J. C. Robertson,
Maj~r T. A. Hall and, for the nime being, Captain F. V. B.
Philp; R.S.M. A. C. Gorringe; R.Q.M.S . McClenaghan,
S.S.M.s Bibby, Kendrick, Wilford, Mari Muthu, late
G.H.Q. Signal~sorry, by kind permission of our Q.M .,
I duly append the names of Captain J. Pollard our T.O.T.
S.W.S., and Lieutenant A. C. Earl (T.O.T.), both, he states,
are just National Service types.
Afl our major inspections are now behind us for the year
1953 (we hope) and we have every good reason to believe
we more thim made the grade-to prove it "Jimmy" still
gazes proudly over the Chan~ waters and our patrons, the
R.A.F., still think we are pretty good and even said so.
To all former 19 Air Formationites in case your
consciences still prick you as to the number of cables you
miglht have found, have no fear, remember "Begone Dull
Care," and start to chuckle, for we are still finding them,
and life here in the Regiment is still " finding tails, tracking, jointing, proving, rehabilitating," but, of course, we are
always through. No doubt there are many more yards
of decibels still lurking in tihe Ulu waiting to be gassed and
aired, so if you honour us again by being posted to " The
Regiment " they will be waiting for you.
Hari Raya is just around the comer, but by the time
you read this it will be a pleasant memory of the past.
The dancing girls are all booked on the strictly basis of
quality and exotic dancing or money refunded. The usual
wooden stage has been replaced iby a conorete court; tllis
is no reflection on Major A. P. Johnson or S.S.M. Bibby,
it just happened we needed a new court.
Social activities are going along quite nicely and at last
tlhe M.O.R. wives have started their family club and preparing for the M.O.R'. children's party. The Families'
Club is still meeting every two weeJks and recently visited
the local brewery and Radio Malaya.
In the world of sport we are having a fair amount of
success and a great amount of enjoyment. Seven of the
Unit are regular members of the Corps soccer team, and
although we a.re only providing two for the Corps cricket
team we hope to make it four before the season ends. Our
M .0.R. team is in great form and have lost only two games
this season and are adding to t!he good name of the Unit
by their keenness and ability. Golf-all twenty-four or
above, but very keen, and looking forward to tlhe next
Corps meeting. We have at last found out why most of
the officers of District Signals walk with a slight stoop, "The
hills and fairways of Keppel."
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UONG KONG SIGNAi, JlEGDIENT

The highlight of the past momh was the visit of H.E. Sir
Alexan~er .Grantham, ,~.C.M.G:, the Gove~or of Hong Kong,
to an Afr Support ex~rc1se. The. Air Support Signal
Troop, under Second-Lieutenant Riding and Sergeant
Taylor came through with flying colours.
Hong Kong Independent I.hie Squadron. With
the end of the drought and the start of the "rains" the Line
Squad!on was ready for anything. We all breathed a sigh
of relief when ~e .found ~ow little the tropical deluge
affected commumcauons--ev1dence of the good work "Line
Sguadron " ~,ad p~t in "re~abil1tating" cab'.es during the
wmter (the dry season m Hong Kong). Desoite the
rains we are still rationed to water, getting only three hours'
supply each day.
In Kow!oon, across the mile of water separating the island
from the mainland, Second-Lieutenant Bull has taken over
comm3:nd of the Line Troop. Here Mr. Wan Yeung Gai
supervises ti:e work ~ a sn:all party of civilians (six strong)
whose combined service with the Corps is 86 years.
The civilians of Hong Kong Line Troop also have long
and faithful servic!! in the interests of the Coros and their
combined seryice (nine of them) tops the centur; with no
years. Caip~n Dale, who commands the Troop, is rarely
seen on the island these days as he has so many jobs up at
the "shar.p end."
~th the Kowloon and Hong Kong Island Troops have
Bnush and ~ong Kong other ranks, ~he former being
e~loyed mamly on fault control and the supervision of
proiects. The H.K.O.R.s are organised as constrU<:tion detachments. and ha.ve done some excellent work building PL
routes, usmg Indian Pattern PL stores and galvanised iron
wire. Sergeants Fung Chan Man and Chan Fook, who will
be remembered by many who have served in Hong Kong,
command these detachments.
. Uip at the "sharp end" the New Territories Line Troop
1s more than busy jmproving things in the many scattered
camps.
Back at base, the Records Office, supervised by Captain
(T.O.T.) Rogers and Mr. Lomax (who has worked with
Signals in Hong Kong since 1932), is busy keeping the
records up-to-date as work progresses. They are supported
by R.Q.M.S. Bergelin in the Signal Park, who seems to find
a way to produce the goods as and when required.
Sport. We congratulate the following for the award of
their Corps Colours (Fareast): Hockey
Soccer
Athletics
Rugby

M ajors Brice and Norfolk.
Captain Wesrmacott.
Sergeants Teyen and Perbcrdy.
Signalmen Bagshaw, Thormton and Parker.
Signalman Williamson.
Signalmen Kirbitson and Bell.

The Regimental Siwimmdng teams are keeoing the flag
At the halfway point
m. the Water Polo League we lie third, and, in the S~
mmg League, second.
~ying in the Land Forces Leagues.

SINGAPOllE FORCES BROADCASTING UNIT

Adapted from an article by MR. VICTOR STAINES
in "The Straits Times Radio Weekly."
In March 1953, THE WmE published an article " Broadcasting to Gunkhas," and the following notes show the progress made since then.
~en the Unit was started it was prophesied that the
station would broadcast entertainment to troops of other
nationalities serving in Malaya. It is the proud boast of
Captain J. 0. Ettridge, Royal Signals, that his station in
Tanglin Barracks, Singapore, is now broadcasting to
Fijians, Africans, and Dyaks, as well as Gurkhas.
Very soon Captain Ettridge hopes to start building the
transmitter in Hong Kong to serve a similar purpose.
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ln the two and a half years since it was started, Singapore
Forces Broadcasting .Unit has gained much in experience.
It now goes ~m the air from 7 to 9.30 p.m. in Gurkali, African (S~ahah and Chinyanja), Fijian and Dyak. Gurkha
troops m Malaya and Hong Kong are the Unit's biggest r.upporters, and an average of 500 requests a month is received
from them.
Ca.pta!n Ettridge has 5,000 records in Gurkhali, Fijian
and Afncan as well as 17,000 British records which he took
over from S.E.A.C., the war-time Forces Broadcasting station in Ceylon.

A.E.B. Royal Signals
One would have normally expected a reasonable chance
of good .weather for an Athletic Sports meeting in June, but
our ch01ce of Thursday, 10th June, was nevertheless singularly unfortunate as far as the weather was concerned. At
1415 hours as scheduled, the heats of the 100 yards were
run contemporaneously with the throwing of the hammer
in the field events, and indeed for nearly one hour the events
went off like clockwork. It was soon after three o'clock
that the downpour of rain started and persisted for about
one hour. It was more than sufficient to bring the sports
to an abrupt halt, and when it was realised that the chances
?f an ~arly resum.ption were exceedingly dim, the assembly
mcluding compeutors, congregated together in the mar9uees where teas were being prepared. The athletics meetmg that was thus became a social tea party gathering. By
!he time the rain finally did stop the ground was so sodden
that the latter part of the sports comprising mainly the final
events had to be postponed until the following Saturday
tru>rning. The shield for the team gaining the maximum
number of points was won by the LA.D., R.E.M.E. contingent, and the Victor Ludorum medal by Craftsman
Wa~erson. Mrs. Crichton kindly presented the prizes.
Since that rather calamitous sports meeting, a combined
team with Western Command Signal Regiment was formed
under the title Royal Signals Blacon, and was entered in the
North West District Sports. We are pleased to record that
this team came in third out of a total of sixteen teams competing. This Royal Signals Blat::on team was also entered
in the Western Command Sports at Oswestry, where the
members put up a very creditable performance last week.
We also have our interests in cyding, and recently four
of our representatives, Corporal. Horlock, Corporal Wilkes,
Lance-Corporal Wood and Dnver Heggs participated in
t!he Western Command 50-mile road race. The course and
pace proved rather too strenuous for Messrs. Wilkes and
Wood and they had to retire. Driver Heggs was unfortunate in having a puncture, which only left Corporal Horlock
in the field. He completed the course in 2 hours 23 minutes compared with the winner's 2 hours 4 minutes-a
creditable performance.
Training is now continuing with increased vigour of a
group of motor cycling enllhusiasts who have been selected
to comipete in the N.W. District Motor Cycle Trials on
18th July, 1954. With nhe able assistance of Sergeant
Harrop of Western Command Signal Regiment some very
valuable lessons have been learned about the art of motor
cycle trial riding round and about the Halkyn Moor area.
~e recently ha~ _
a velJ'. instructive and indeed entertaining
fnend1y competition with Western Command Signal Regiment at Moel-y-Parc, in which they were the winner . Very
fine individual performances were di played by Signalman
Garrity
Lance-Corporal Rossiter,
econd-Lieutenant
Roberts and Sergeant Harrop.
In a Unit Tennis tournament Mr. Lucas won the finals
singles match against Captain Burk. Caotain Homcrsham
and Captain Burk won the doubles again t Major Juniper
and Captain Ryan . The prizes were kindly pre ~e nted bv
Mrs. Crichton.
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These Notes are being written from observations at
Strensall York where the Unit attended Annual Camp
from 26th June' to 10th July. The site was somewhat more
compact-a good point-than that used two years ago, but
otherwi e it was observed that many features were unchanged ' and many pleasant acquaintanceships were
observed to be in process of renewal.
As usual the first few days were devoted to squadron
internal ec~nomy and training, followed by a three-day
exercise in the field.
The weather could have been considerably worse-but
as it was, there were not many days without rain _at some
period in the 24 hours; but there_ was. not ~ough to ~nterfere
with training, although sunbathing JUS1: did ~ot exis~.
One of the minor worries of Camp was hfted this year
from our shoulders--0n arrival we found Captain _(Ted)
Broughton, A.C.C., awaiting us with two cookhouses m full
blast and in each, a Sergeant cook, and' an excellent meal
all ready: - Our own A.C.C. personnel _found _his helping
band and advi<::e ready from before reveille until late evening and the opportunity. was taken for a review and trade
tes~ of the cooks, and much refresher training f~r them.
On the middle Saturday, we had a ceremorual parade
under our genial Honorary Colonel (Colonel "Jerry"
Underwood, T.D., o.L.), who is always a pleased and interested spectator at most of our doings. The Adjutant had,
as usual, conjured up a band from somewhere out of no-

~

~~
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Telephone : Grosvenor 5016-7-8
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where but i·t was most unlucky that the actual march past
was U-:arred by the heaviest shower of the whole c~mp.
In a written message afterwards, he expressed h~mself as
being delighted with the turnout, which, he said, considering the fact that they were all tradesmen, reflected great
credit on all concerned.
Among some highlights of the Camp which appealed to
the admittedly somewhat warped s~nse of humour of the
present writer could be mentioned these: The warlike and quite terrifying appearance af the Chaplain (Reverend W. Speirs), especially when visiting
squadrons with his welcome NAAFI round on the Scheme.
A gallantly moustached Major making h_is wa'y f:om tent
to Mess wearing a steel helmet and carrymg a raised umbrella, and the same Major returning wearing Homburg hat
and now without umbrella.
The curious and unorthodox views e~pressed by a batman on the prospects of promotion of certain Majors, as
overheard by an unseen listener.
.
.
The ingenuity with which. the Foreman of Si~als, havm,g
been inveigled into attendmg the Comm~dmg ~~c~r s
Parade found for himself the only dry spot m the vicm1ty.
Whe'ther "Hotter than Paris " referred to the stage show,
or to the neighbouring Hostelry, when visited by certain
Cooks and Signalmen.
More seriously, the Camp was most su~c~ssful; ~ good
site plenty of really well cooked food, trairung eqmpment
on ~n adequate scale, and accommodation not overcrowded.
In short an enjoyable Camp, where much useful work was
done and objects of our training year successfully accom-plished.
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INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGHIENT (T.A.)

In the fast notes which we sent to THE WIRE we told
of a forthcoming T.A. Ball given by the T.A. Units in
Darlington and in aid of the S~~A. Be~ng, as we are,
the senior and largest T.A. Urut m Darlmgton, a great
amount of the organisation of this Ball devolves on to us.
It was as great a success as in previous yCM"s-the tickets
were sold! out three days aftlor the notification of thcir
availability and, into the bargain, £6o was presented to
S.SAFA. The music was provided by the Cor:ps Band.
The T.A. Ball marked the end of the Christmas social
activities and, vhereafter, we settled down to three weekends of trade training, which took place at Sedgefield, due
to the kindness of Major Shelton, who commands 59
Company R.AS.C., which is stationed there.
The Divisional Exercise "Zetland " took place on the
1st/2nd May in the Barnard Castle, Catterick area. We
were let down only by the weather, which was so bad
that even a half-traCk was bogged.
Since we wrote last, our Training Officer, Major "Don"
Farmer has left us to command a Squadron in the Depot
Regime'nt. To him, his wife and daughter we wish the
happiest of time-.; in Devonshire. Major A. W. Stewart
·came from Cyprus to take over. He is an ex-officer of the
Regiment, having commanded "Don" Section when the
Regiment was in the desen during the war. We hope
that his stay with the Regiment will be a happy and profitaible one.
Between now and the time we write again, we shall be
saying "Good-bye " to R.S.M. D. C. Dickens, who leaves
to a Q.M. commission. We wish him and his family the
very best of luck wherever they go. He is r~lieved by
R.S.M. Mitchell, who came to us from West Afnca.
Annual Camp i1' now practically urpon us. This- year we
go to No. 2 Camp, Farnley Park, at Otley, from the 4th
July to 17th July. The accent nhis year is on trade traini:ig
andl as the camp is being run on nhe lines of a school, with
form masters classes, etc., it will be a welcome change from
previous yea;s, wlhen our camps have been of the Divisiona1l
Exercise variety.
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[Photo : Lambert Weston & Son, Ltd., Folkurone
"4th Row (Standing) : lieutenant Weller, lieutenant Braybrook, Lieutenant Tims (A.C.C.). Lieutenant Welch, 3rd Row (Standing) : lieutenant Kingston. Lieutenant
Mendl, Lieutenant Honey, Lieutenant Harwood, R., Lieutenant Mole-, Lieutenant lsted, Lieutenant Harwood, J. 2nd Row (Standing) : Lieutenant Gammage, Capt.ain
Maguire, Captain Boyle (R.A. M.C .), Captain Davis, Captain Frank, Captain Lawrence. Captain Burrows, Captain Comfort, Lieutenant Nicholson, Li~utenant Nearn.
1st Row (Seated) : Captain Thorne, Major Cocke, Major Fletcher (life), Colonel Vigers (Hon. Col.), Lieutenant-Colonel Newcombe (C.0.), Colonel Milner (C.A.G. R.
Sigs.), Major Vincent-Smith, Major Stow, Captain Andrews, (Adjt.)
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The culmination of our year, camp, at Drbgate, near
Folkestone, has come and gone in the usual flash. It is
amazing how much work is required to provide a mere
fortn.iight's training. The miracle is that any Quartermaster survives, with so much to draw and issue, in such
a short time, and then withdraw it and hand it back, in an
even shorter time.
Being officially a "quiet" year, notih.ing very startling
was done and only a " poaed " exercise was run in the
second week.
But with a whole week to itself, the Line Squadron built
a ma~ of cables .between 3 T.E.V.s to the great delight
of the Terminal Equiiprnent rftoop, who produced innumerable circuits whose only outlet was to emulate that
mythical bi.r d. This mushroom growth of squirrel cages,
H polies, A poles and miles of quad was inevitab~y
christened Lawrenceville after our energetic boffin, Captam
J. A. Lawrence, late of 51 L. of C. Regiment.
The weather was definitely unkind. A cold north win<l,
with a little rain, in the first week, was folliowed by a cold
south wind, with torrential rain in the second. But even
then it wasn't the rain so much as the strength of the wind.
Seasoned campaigners admitted losing sleep, wondering
when their tent would take off.
We've certainly been unlucky with the weather in recent
years. Last year appalling weanher caused the cancellation
of our "At Home " and Sports Day, while this year it was
rouch-and-go whether the same would happen again. However, by pariking cars and motor coaches round the edge of
the area, the visitors were able to watch the sports and
motor cycle display. The visitors included the Mayors and
MaYQresses of Folkestone and Fulham, our adopting
bonough, while the Sports contained 1lhe novelty of a stilts
race, using half tele poles with airline clips for footrests.
Official visitors during the fortnight included the Representative Colonel Commandant, the G.O.C.-in-C., Southern
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Command, the C.A.G., Royal Signals, Eastern Command,
the Chief Signal Officer London District, the Secretary
of the County of London T.A. Association and our
Honorary Colonel.

63 D.Q. L. OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A..

The Regiment, under the command of LieutknantColonel A. T. Sladen, O.B.E., was in Camp at Penhal.e, near
Newquay, Cornwall, for nhe period 22nd May until sth
June.
Weather during the first week was only fair, but for the
second week it was all sunshine.
Much valuable training was carried out. During the
first week 15 Wireless Squadron was engaged in a three-day
Exercise-" Walk Over," which was set by the War Office.
ro Air Support Signal Unit then left camp to take part in
the 52 Divisional Exercise--" Epsom Down," on Salisbury
Plain. In the second week our Commanding Officer set
Exercise "Pons Asinorum." Many problems were set and
a number of useful lessons learned .
Keen competition was displayed for the various regimental cups and trophies competed for annually. These
were presented to winners as un er by the Commanding
Officer, at the conclusion of the camp concert on 4th June:
Inter Squadron Efficiency Cup
Miniature Range Annual Championship Cup . . .
Inter-Squadron Football Trophy . . .
Drill Competition Cup .. .
Inter-Troop (\V.R.A.C.) Efficiency
Cup .. . .
Inter-Troop
(\V.R.A.C.)
Netball
Troph)"

41 Engineer Group Sig,al Troop.
1

Squadron, 63 H.Q. L. of C.
Signal Regiment.

41 Engineer Group Signal Troop.

41 Engineer Group Signal Troop
436 Tele Operator Troop, Southampton.
476 Tele Switchboard Operator
Troop. Bridgwatcr.

The congratulations of all are extended to Captain Stock
and his Troop on achieving such outstanding results.
We are grateful to the many members of various committees who organised our sport, dances and other forms
of entertainment at Camp.
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U.q. 61 1UlMY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

The regiment spent a very quiet month, due to preparations for annual camp. One might call it "the lull before
the storm."
304 Field Regiment, 305 and 358 Medium Regiments had
regimental exercises during the month for which their respective signal troops provjded communications.
On the week-end of the 19th June, which was one of the
fine ones we have had so far this year, most of the troops
were out on various forms of training. 304 Field Regin1ent
Signal Troop were spending an instructive week-end on
Galley Wood Common. 1 Squadron came up to Bedford
where they got their 10 sets working successfully over a 15mile link, and 89 Signal Squadron laid some line to them
and provided W.T. communication just in case things went
wrong with the more elaborate equipment, but luckily this
re.serve was not required.
Our first troop has just gone off to annual camp, 134
Corps Engineer Regiment Signal Troop having gone to
Wouldham Bridging Camp, near Rochester. During a visit
there the other day we fgund them rowing in the H.Q. team
during the regatta. We must admit from their manner of
handling oars it was fairly clear which were signals people
as there were one or two waving blades, but we noticed that
S.Q.M.S. Read had been selected as a very amateur cox.
When we left, however, great fun was being had by all.
Two new P.S.I.s have joined us during the month. Sergeant S. F. Cooke returning to the army after a spell in
civvy stn."Ct, as a " T " type engagement at Luton, and Sergeant E. J. Lucraft join\ng I Squadron from II A.A. (M)
Signal Regiment CT.A.).
Going to press we have just held our motor cycle trial
at Thorpness, but more about this in next month's issue.

maximum points to Corporal Parkiss, the cook, and all the
other wi·lling hands who helped to make an enjoyable
evening.
On 10th July a garden fete was held in the grounds of
Beaumanor by kind permission of Brigadier J. J. Duvivier,
C.B.E.

In the heyday of the Curzon-Herriok family the gardens
and lawns must have been something to look at. Even now,
despite military and civilian occupation, traces of their
former glory can still be seen. Indeed much work has been
done, and more is planned, to restore the grounds to tidiness
if not to their full beauty.
Mr. Muir, chairman of the Entertiainments Committee,
and all who heLp to organise the fete are indeed to be congratulated.
The weather was good, the scene colourful, the fete well
attended. A great variety of schemes to extract money from
those attending were well patronised, the " barkers " were
in good voice and highly persuasive.
At the time of writing the financial effect is not known.
Foovballs were kicked; •ping pong ba1ls were thrown into
bowls, and one ball in secured a goldfish, but it took two
more to secure a container to take the fish away ! Hidden
treasure was found in Cyprus and " bowling for a pig" continued even after the bar was open.
A very enterprising and excellent gymnastic display was
given by IO Wireless Training Squadron and the Pipe Band
of the Loughborough Branch of the Seaforth Highlanders
Association played for us.
We were delighted that the members of the band and
their families appeared to enjoy the fete as much as any.
As evening drew on, the bar in the Association Club
opened and talking and dancing continued for some hours.

*
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Assoeiation
Notes
Lanc a s te r and

~lor ec aDib e

Branc h

A meeting was held at the New I nn, Market Street,
Lancaster, on 23rd June, 1954' at which a number of members were present. This is our second meeting, but we
have chosen a bad time to form a branch of the Association. Owing to the holiday season it was agreed to hold
our next meeting over tjll Monday, 20th S~ptember, when
it is hoped to get down to a full winter programme.
We are still open to accept new members who can enrol
at our next meeting to be held at the New I nn, Market
Street, Lancaster, at 7-45 p.m., or by contacting the Acting
Honorary Secretary, Mr. W. R. Hargreaves, 7, Hazelhurst
Drive, Garstang, Lanes.
Lougboron gh Branc h

Nothing to write about but functions, past and impending.
On rst May an end-of-season dance was held in the Club
Rooms at Beaumanor and, although not so well attended as
usual, was a success, socially and financially.
The not-so-good attendance was probably due to two
reasons-'cl nice, light evening, and something more tangible,
another dance being given by the Sergeants' Mess of 10
Wireless Training Squadron.
On 6th May the Corporals Mess, 10 Wireless Training
Squadron, gave a dance in the RS .A. Club Rooms, admission by invitation only. I was unable to attend, but from
reports of those who did, the daflce was well attended and
a great success, especially the buffet. Many thanks and
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A:lso in the 3rd List of Donations published in July Leeds
Branch were shewn as having given £10/10/-. They' should
have been shewn as having given £1 to "Through " and a
Trumpet to 6 Boys Training Regiment.

After the 1953 Reunion of the Association in Catterick
it was suggested that an artist's copy of the famous picture
"Through" should be hung in the War Memorial Chapel
in St. Martin's Church (The Royal Signals Church) at
Catterick Camp.
This task was accepted by the Headquarters of the Association in the sure knowledge that all the Branches thereof
would wish to join in this as a tribute to all of the Signal
Training Centre and School of Signals who do so much for
the Association, particularly during the Annual Reunion.
It was further decided that as the cost of the picture would
be in the region of £10 it could be met by a subscription of
approximately £1 per Branch in the United Kingdom only.
It was appreciated that many Branches would like to give
more than the necessary £1. It was decided therefore, that
any surplus should go to the provision of silver, or silverplated, "E" Flat Trumpets for the Band of 6 (Boys) Training Regiment who also do much for the Association, and
still more for the Corps. Trumpets, including cost of engraving and postage from makers to the unit or branch, cost
approximately £10; NOT £9/6/8 as previously published.
This appeal was inaugurated at the Branch Representatives Meeting on 27th March, 1954, by which time a number
of Branches had "beaten the pistol."
Fourth list of donations to the "Through " Fund received on or after 23rd June, 1954: £1 0 0
Liverpool
£2 2 0
Birmingham
Alberdeen
£1 0 0
Torbay and District
£1 0 0
4 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment (No. I Unit Branch)
...
£10 o o t
Scarborough
.. .
. ..
.. .
...
£1 o o
t A Trlliillpet has been given to 6 (Boys) Training Regiment by 4 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal Reiment (No. I
Unit Branch).
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Welfare
.____ _ _ sect i
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Below an attempt is made to des~ribe with suitable
ananymity ten cases taken from the Welfare Section files
current during the first week in July, 1954. Also on this
page is a simple statement of income and expenditure.
Signalman, 1953. Serving. A little help was given to
his widowed mother who is striving . to bring up a large
family on a small income.
Lance-Corporal.
Died while serving.
The Fund
helped his parents with fares to visit him in hospital.
R.E. Signals. Farrier S/Sergeant. The Fund helped
to clothe his son for school.
Signalman, 1933-46. Has been in hospital for two months
with consequent loss of earnings. The Fund helped to
straighten his affairs.
Lance-Corporal. 1939-45. Has been off work through
sickness for over a year. The Fund and the British
Legion helped him towards arrears of rates.
Sergeant, 1943. Still serving. Arrived home as a hospital
case, andl the Association arranged for his mother to meet
him on the quayside.
Signalman, 1950-51. Has been long in hospital, and his
wife has had a hard strug;gle. The Fund and the Royal
Air Force Benevolent Fund assisted the family.
Signahu:m, 1939-43. Died 1951, leaving a widow and
three children. The income is small and the Fund helped.
Driver, 1940-46. · He has been ill for a :vefY long time and
the Fund helped his wife to keep their home going.
Driver, 1947-49. He and his wife are both in sanatoria
and likely to remain there for some time. A small grant
was made to clear them of an old ~;e p~hase agreement.
Subscriptions receii:ed during 11me, 1954 :-"- · ;

' .,. •

Squadron, 2 L. or C. Signal Regiment (and all Roya)'Sf°gnals
of Northern Army Group) ...
. ..
!., •'
(Sweepstake on the Derby)
.· .'. .
63 H.Q. L. of C. Signal Regiment .. .
18 Army Group Signal Regiment
...
. .. '· ·::.<
G .H.Q. Signal Regiment, FARELF .. .
I I Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment ...
C.S.O.'s Branch, H.Q., Southern Command
Royal Signals H.Q. Officers' Mess
.. .
.. .•.
Southern Command (M) Signal Regiment
Scottish Command (M) Signal Regiment
Depot Regiment, Royal Signals
.. . . .1.
I Training Regiment ...
4 Training Regiment . . .
...
...
. ..
Britcom Cornn. Zone Signal Squadron
.. .
. ...
BETFOR Signals (No. 28 Unit Branch)
...
...
. ..
Kent Const Troop, Eastern Command Signnl Regiment ' ...
1 H .Q. Signal Troop . . .
. ..
.. .
.. .
. .. •
.. ,.
50 lndep. Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron ...
.., . , ...

£ s.

d.

2

JOO

0

0

9

I

0

7 JO

0

J

0

I

5

0

0

2
I

5
15

0

3

0
0

0
0

82

7

JO

0

J
0

II

7

7
0

2
0

I

10

0

5
8

3

0

0

I

0

0

I

7

6

Total Receipts ...

Expenditure During
(Includes: Rent
litation; Gene.rel
Ana1ysis of Cases:
Families of Soldiers

7une, 1954
.. .
. ..
.. . Hi:r· 'e Pu..r.cha£s5e9JReJh2nbJ1·~
and Rates; Cots and Prams:
Assistance).

serving in
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
Widows and Dependants
.. .
Released and Discharged Soldiers
n

,,

u

Total Cases Assisted

,,

U.K ....
B.A.O.R.

M.E.L.F.
FARELF

B.T.A.
...
...
. ..
up to 1946· .. .
after 1946 .. .

...
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3
I

2
I
J

4
27
J7

56

Back Row : (left to right) Mr. W. J. Rigden, Mr. G. Wright, Major
J. Stainer, Captain C. R. Child, Mr. E. Close, Captain L. Perkins.
Seated : Colonel L. R. Hall, M.C., Brigadier W. D. J. Harries, C.B.E.,
Major J. Widgery

CATTERICK

A:\'D

DISTRIC:T

B R A:\'CD

recently held their Annual Dinner, and a company of thirtyeight sat down, including as guests the R.S.M.s of the five
Training · Regiments and of the two Wings of the School
of Signals. The photograph shows the Branch Committee
with their chief guest, Brigadier W. D. J. Harries, C.B.E.,
Commander, Signal Training Centre.

BISLEY-1954
HE AR.A. Central Meeting was held this year from
21st June (when competitors assembled for practice)
T
until 3rd July, when Major Baudains won the Army Championship and H,M. The Queen's Medal in the final match
of the Army Meeting with a score of 472.
It was a pJeasant occasion, with all the traditional features
of "Eisley"; the leisurely civilian atmosphere (after all, the
place belongs to the N.R.A. and not the Army); the incessant
popping of small arms fire in the background; earnest
marksmen wandering to and fro, preoccupied before a shoot
and mentally either applying the boot or the pat on the back
after'Wards; the crowds round the notice boards; the tense
last "snap" practice of the Army Hundred Cup, where
everything may depend on placing all ten of one's shots on a
21 inch diameter target at 300 yards (and there are many
who can always do it); and .finally, the chairing of the winner
round the Eisley Club H ouses, to the accompaniment of
" See the Conquering Hero Comes " (slightly fl.at).
In short, Eisley was much as usual. The weather, coldish
and wet at times, did not quite come up to standard; and
the fact that nine-tenths of the active Army is overseas
seemed rather to divide the competitors into the very experienced and the very inell."Perienced. Still, for the keen shot,
rhe high spot of the year and (may it never be otherwise) a
formight's free leave.
The Corps was well represented, and although the results
are not dramatic or, indeed as good as we had hoped, yet
we made an appearance in mo t of the prize lists, and many
promising young shots have had their first taste of the real
thing.
After the practice days, the first match to be encountered
i the Roupell Cup. This makes an admirable warmer for
the more strenuous matches to come, consisting of three
deliberate practices at 300, 500 and 6oo yards, and is entered
for by most of those who aspire to the Army Hundred. The
H .P.S. is 105 (21 hots in all, excluding sighters), and competition intense, there being upwards of seventy scores of
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88 or over. W e d id well to obtain the following in the prize
lists:Signalman Foward (School of Signals) . . .
90
Captain Strong (School of Signals)
90
Captain English (School of Signals) ...
...
...
90
Lieutenant-Colonel Winterbotham (Signals, Eas tern
Command) . . .
90
S.Q.M.S. Berry (School of Signals)
89
On the next day the more serious business of the Meeting
begins, with the Army Championship matches. H.M. The
Queen's Medal and The Army Championship is awarded to
the competitor who makes the highest aggregate score in
three separate matches, the Henry Whitehead Cup, ~e
Roberts Cup, and, for the hundred best aggregate scores m
these two, the Army Hundred Cup.
To be inscribed among the "Army Hundred" is itself no
small honour, and not a few aspire to it without success for
many meetings; the winner of the Army Championship is
indeed a brilliant and consistent shot.
All three of these matches are essentially "fue-and-movemen~" extreme accuracy having to be maintained under
conditions calculated (no doubt with intent) to unsettle the
wits and embarrass the aim of even the coo'. est competitor;
the Roberts, in particular, is fired as one continuous practice
from beginning to end, starting at 6oo yards and involving
a hectic " rapid " at 500, a run from 500 to 300 and a "snap"
lasting seven minutes-very long minutes indeed-with the
target appearing at unexpected intervals.
The Henr1 Whitehead, too, is notable for "the run-down"
when 2 shots are fired at each range from 500 to 100 yards,
with just enough time to get from one firing point to the
next at a slow run, but not a walk.
In the Henry Whitehead and Roberts, although we had
about 70 competitors, the results were not startling. Major
Jordan made excellent sq:ires in both matches, and in particular was placed 14th in the Whitehead; but at least five
or six of us were (we feel) below form, and did not reach
the prize lists.
CuP
Major Jordan (Eastern Command) (14th)
169
S.Q.M.S. Sneddon (19 Army Group Signals) (36th) 164
Lance-CoI1p0ral Nicholas (Southern Cmd. Signals)
(Class B)
152
ROBERTS CUP
Major Jordan
112
As a result, only nwo went forward in the Army Hundred,
to fire in the Army Hundred Cup: 281
Major Jordan
S.Q.M.S. Sneddon
270
(The aggregate of the eventual winner was 304 at this
stage). The next lower scores were: . . . 256
Lieutenant-Colonel Hewlett
. . . 247
Lieutenant-Colonel Winterbotham
Before the Army Hundred Cup, however, there are the
Team events. The Corps was only involved to a minor
degree in the Parachute Regiment Cup (an exhilarating
engagement with Sten) with a four from 19 Army Group
Signal Regiment; and the Royal Ulster Rifles Cup (or
RU.R), a Falling Plate competition, which might well be
entered by more teams, was similarly only entered by one
team from the School of Signals, which did extremely well
against strong opposition, but just failed to keep it up long
enough.
There were, howtver, a number of entries for the Britannia
Trophy. This is competed for on a regimental or quasiregimental basis, and is another fire-with-movement match,
though not so strenuous as the Whitehead or the Roberts.
Teams are of six, including at least one young soldier with
less than 18 months' service, and the H.P.S. is 150 per firer
or 900 in all. In this match the winning team usually scores
ov~r 700, and the Signals teams were not in the prize list.
Signals, Eastern Commanp, fired steadily to score 614, the
HENRY WHITEHEAD
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highest Signals score, but the lowest in the prize list was
682.
T he last team event, and the one which attracts the most
interest, is the Methuen Gup. This match originated as a
sort of private war between teams from H.M.S. Excellent,
the Royal Marines, and the School of Mus.k etry, Hythe, in
1894; and gathered competitors in subsequent years until
now it is the main event in which the Col'ps compete as
such along with Naval and Air Force teams and others
drawn from the Army as a whole (such as the English
·
Regiments).
The conditions of the Methuen are exactly the same as
those of the Henry Whitehead.
This year, interest was added for us by the presentation
by the D.R.A. of a Silver Bowl- the "Woolwich Trophy"
to be competed for by the Woolwich Corps, Sappers,
Gunners and Ourselves, in this match. This trophy should
do much to encourage competition, as the three Corps usually
come fairly close together, out of reach of the Methuen Cup
itself, but close together in the list of scores.
METHUEN CUP
SIGNALS TEAM AND SOORBS
1954
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The total of 1,211 is slightly better than last year, and, had
fortune favoured us, might have been improved sufficiently
to beat the Sappers (1,250) and the Gunners 1,238).
However, shooting is one of the few sports in which a
mistake is immediately .penalised; we have no right to claim
we were unlucky. As will be seen, it was the last practice
(snap) which proved our downfall, and until the last two
men fired, the issue was in doubt.
The reserves for the Corps team were :
Sergeant G. P. Bradley (Eastern Command Signal Regiment).
Corporal A. M. Warren (1 War Office Signal Regiment).
Lance-Corporal P. T. Nicholas (Southern Command Signal Regiment).
Two other competitions deserve a mention before going
on to the Army Hundred:' the Revolver Thirty Cup, and
the N.R.A. Silver Medal and Bisley Cup.
The former is the Revolver version of the Arrpy Championship, and is competed for in two stages. In the preliminary, the competitors are reduced to 30, and in the final
these 30 competitors shoot again for the Challenge Cup.
This year, the Corps was represented by LieutenantColonel Hew~ett, whose excellent performance in the Royal
Signals Middle East Central Rifle Meeting was recorded in
THE WIRE of January, 1954. He reached the final 30, and
did well to be placed 28th in the final shoot with a score of
146; there is no doubt that had his revolver not developed a
habit of firing its bullets sideways he would have been much
higher.
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Careers in
Telecommunications
JN establishing and extending communication
systems throughout the world the telecommunications industry has grown to an early and
full maturity. It is an industry vital to the
development of modern society, with immense
possibilities for the future.
Established in the industry as the largest telecommunication manufacturing organisation in
the Commonwealth, Standard Telephones and
Cables Limited is engaged in the research,
development and manufacture of all types of
electrical communication and control systems.
The Company offers permanent positions to
suitable young men who have completed
National Service and who wish to embark
upon a civilian career in telecommunications.
Requirements are for University graduates in
electrical or mechanical engineering, physics or
mathematics and holders of a higher national
diploma or certificate. Opportunities are offered
in development and manufacturing departments
or for training in patent work.
A post-graduate training scheme is in operation.
Those interested are invited to apply in writing
to The Personnel Manager,

Srandard Telephones and Cables Limited

BT APPOINTMENT Sll.VBJWITHS

TO THE LATZ EING CEOR.GJ!: VI

The badge of your unit ...
GARRARD & CO. LTD.
(formerly The Goldsmiths &...
Silversmiths Compony Ltd.) have
for many years specialised
in the production of
badge jewellery.

Royal Signals
Gold and Enamol
£5 · IS·O

Gold and Enamol
£6 · 10 · 0

Here is illustrated the badge

of your Unit,
fushioned into a brooch, and
produced in gold and enamel.
If desired, these very attractive
brooches can be set with
diamonds or other precious stones
for which designs and estimates
are submitted without charge.
Great care is taken to ensure
correctness of detail, and expert
workmanship is assured.

GARRARD & CO. LTD.
Crown Jewellers
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD.

112 REGENT STREET • LONDON • W.1
TELEPHONE: REGENT 3021

TELECOMMUNICATION

CONNAUGHT

ENGINEERS

HOUSE,

ALDWYCH,LONDON,W.C2
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The N.R.A. Silver Medal is fired under what are known
as SR (b) condition (that is, with the use of a sling and a
sniper or civilian type of peep-sight, such as the Mk. VII,
which is normal practice for civilian shooting, though forbidden in the Anny matches). There is no movement about
such matches, in fact, competitors do their be t to immobilise themselves in their slings, so as to obtain the maximum
steadiness. Score are correspondingly higher. This par,ticular match consists of 10 shots at 300, 500 and 6oo yards,
and Captain Cooper did extremely well with a 46, 47, 45 to
finish 14th in the prize list. The difficulty of scoring 45 at
6oo yards can be visualised when it is remembered that this
score requires 5 bulls and 5 inners, and the bull at 6oo yards
is only 15 inches in diameter. As quite a gentle wind will
divert the bullet by z or 3 feet at this range, the importance
of accurate wind judgement can be imagined.
The Army Hundred Cup, the last match of the Army
Meeting, did not prove fortunate for our competitors. Their
scores were as follow: Practice
I
z
3
4 Total
Major Jordan . ..
31
41
38
43
153
S.Q.M.S. Sneddon
37
25
33
29
124
It is not known at the time of writing exactly where these
scores will place them; Major Jordan, with an aggregate for
the three matches of 434, may be in the first 90.
So ended the Meeting. We left feeling that we had all
learned uSeful lessons, that a great deal of experience had
been gained, and that next year we would ~11 be "on form "
and really do much better.
A photograph of the Q:>rps Methuen Cup team will appear
in a later issue of THE WIRE.

Sporls 'Resulls
Criclrnt If Psrdts

Royal Signals (Officers) v. Ampleforth Officer Cadets, at
Ampleforth on 23rd May, 1954:-.
Ampleforth Officer Cadets . . . 142 for 8 wickets
Royal Signals (Officers)
139 for 7 declared
Result: Lost.
Corps Cricket match v. Armoured Corps, played at Catterick, on 3rd-4th Jun11, 1954: First Innings:
R.A.C.
165
Royal Signals
234 for 5 declared
(Lance-Corporal Barker 156)
Second Innings:
R.A.C.
214
Royal Signals
178 for 5 declared
(Lance-CoDporal Barker 41,
Signalman Marner 49 not out)
Result: Won.
Royal Signals (Officers) v. Yorkshire Gentlemen, played
at Escrick on 6th June, 1954:Yorkshire Gentlemen . . .
133 for 2 wickets
Royal Signals (Officers)
132
Result: Lost.
Royal Signals v. R.A.O.C., played at Catterick, on 8th/
9th July:
First Innings
Royal Signals ...
180 for 3 wiokets
R.A.0.C. ...
166
Second Innings
176 for 4 wickets
Royal Signals
R.A.0.C. ...
86
Royal Signals won by six wickets.

Sreel shafu for Badminton rackets ?
Yes.
Steel shafts for Squash rackeu ?

No.
' aali's sports representatives,
specialists at the service of the
ervices everywhere, know the
answers to all questions concerning
games and recreations. They are
always available to advise (from
practical experience) on matters
relating to sports and their organisation, and their advice is backed by
a service of kit and equipment
second to none.
aafi's sports goods are manu factured by the leading makers, and
aafi-theServiceman's and Servicewoman's own business;- allows a
discount of 10%, on sales to Units,
Messes and Welfare Committees of
the Royal avy, the Army, the Royal
Air Force, the Territorial Army,
Auxiliary Forces of the R.A .F.,
the Sea Cadets, the Army Cadet
Force and the Air Training Corp .

Corps Tennis Matches, 1tfiddlc East

(a) Versus R.E.M.E. at Fayid, 12th May, 1954
R.E.M.E. 6-! sets; Royal Signals 11t sets.
(b) Versus R.A.P.C. at Fayid, 26th May, 1954
R.A.P.C. 4 sets; E.oyal Signals 14 sets.
G oll

Excitement was kept up until very late in the evening on
Wednesday, the 7th of July, at Sunningdale, where the
Royal Signals Golfing Society was playing the Royal Ordnance Golfing Society. At tea time Signals were leading by
6 matches to 5 (having been behind at lunah by 4t to 3t)
with one match to come jn, but this was in the hands of
experience and youth, i.e. Brigadier E. S. Cole, C.B.E., and
Lieutenant Sturt, and rigltt nobly they acquitted themselves
so that Signals ran out winners to the tune of 7 matches to
5. Colonel Longfield found himself 5 down early on in the
game and then fougiht back to win on the last green, whilst
Major Rhys Few clist!nguished (?) himself by winning the
first five holes and then just managed to scramble a ha.Jf !

Wines

No.

Spirits

C~ars

J

SAC ~~!!~~

"
"
"
"
"

3
4

5
6
7

I

R .A.0.C.
Captain Corby
I
Lieutenant Watson
... 0
I
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... I
Captain Bruhl
... 0
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... !
Lieutenant-Colonel ..Patrick 1
Lieutenant-Colonel Ranson o

...
...
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8
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SING LBS
ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieutenant-Colonel Mayden o No. r
2
... I
Lieutenant Nalder
" 3
... 0
Brigadier Cole
" 4
• .. 0
Lieutenant Sturt
" 5
I
Colonel Longfield
" 6
Major Rhys Few
::: !
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Colonel Winckley
7
I
Colonel Rowley
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~
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l\AVY, ARMY & AIR FORCE I'<. TIT TES
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"A thin9

of beaut)' is a joy for

ever."

-TOBY...

QUICK DELIVERY OF

the 'hallmark''of
fine Beer

YOUR REGIMENTAL

BLAZER BADGE
CAN BE GIVEN

ROYAL TOBY *
We make each badge BY HAND in our workroom from
fine wire and silk; to last you for years . Best quality Silver
Wire (not white-metal) used for white sections and all
Crowns properly padded up and 'jewelled' with coloured
silks. We supply cut to shape on standard dark navy
cloth, ready to stitch on, or we will work the badge on your
own pocket provided that you detach this from your
blazer. We require seven days from receipt of order and remittance, for delivery. The cost is thirty-five shillings
(cash with order) which will be IMMEDIATELY refunded
if you arc not absolutely satisfied, in every respect, with
our craftsmanship. All badges sent by Registered Post.

TOBY ALE *

A full strength Pale Ale of
ma tu red flavour

PALE ALE*

A fine sparkling
Light Ale

PUNCH STOUT *

J. PARKINSON

Sia, NORFOLK SQUARE, BRIGHTON, I

RUGBY FOOTBALL

A special 5toutnot too bitter .•• not too sweet

ANCHOR STOUT *

Lieutenant-Colonel E. I.E. Mozley, commanding Ist Training Regiment,
Royal Signals, writes :

Rich and
full bodied

BARLEY WINE*
TOBY LAGER*

Hand-worked Badge Maker

Army Group Signal Regiment; further cementing of the alliance between 1st
New Zealand Divisional Signal Regiment and 7th Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment; and the conclusion of Major F. W. Stoneman's article on the
atomic experiments in Australia.
Not least in importance is the following letter: -

Extra strong Pale Ale for the
Great Occasion

BROWN ALE*

D.

HIS number of THE WIRE contains a number of important pages and
T
photographs : H.R.H. The Princess Royal, our Colonel-in-Chief with
6 (Boys) Training Regiment; and H .R.H. The Princess Margaret with 18

The famous Charrington range :

Brewed to combine
sweetness and character

A 1trong Dark Ale
of superb quality

THE WIRE

A true Pilsen-type beer-best served cold

The Corps Magazine of the
CHARRINGTON & CO. LTD., Anchor Brewery, LONDON, E.1

ROYAL

The

SIGNALS

Official

SIGNALS

TYLER'S
PRIVATE
HIRE

SERVICE

THE CAMP CENTRE
or Telephone Catterick Camp 2225
Telegrams: ATAXI, CATTERICK CAMP
You R'lay book your requirements at our office opposite the G . P.O

\.

publication for THE WIRE

~~~:E:XT~RA~C:H:A:R:GE~
RISKS !

Policies for :

J ACK SONS!
(Not claiming to be the only butchers, but neverthclessone of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON
Telephone 2955 (2 lines)
Gro«ry Branches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Cockerton (Teltphone 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Dally Delt•erlu in Catterick Camp for o•er thirty-ft•• years

OTHER

Matter for publication must be received
by the 15th of the month preceding
publication.

ro: Royal Signals Association.
scription
mail):

MOTOR INSURANCE :-

Europe 15/- per £100
(Ex. Russian Zone)
World Wide 25/- per £100
HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS

88 Eccleston Square, London , S.W.I.

Remittances should be made payable

INSURANCES

OFFICERS' KIT :-

Home and Foreign

rates

Sub-

(post free , except air

Twel ve

months.

12 / -;

single

month, 1/-.

co.,

LTD.

INSURANCE BROKERS
ALBANY CHAMBERS, 41, MARKET PLACE,
Tel. No. 2308
RICHMOND, YORKSIIlRE.
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New S eries

No. 9

SHILLING

RECOMMENDED READING: The Commander-in-Chief's Citation of
~he Distinguished Conduct of Signalman W. J. l. Redmond in East Africa.
SEE THE DEPOT REGIMENT'S NOTES, page 303.

SEPTE~WEll

&

*

•

HUNTER, ETC.

B. E. THOMPSON

*

ut Training Regiment have, however, brought off an astounding
" treble " by winning the Army Athletics Team Championship in 1954 with
a total of 124 points. Sixth Battalion Royal Tank Regiment from B.A.O.R.
were runners-up with 119 points, and the 1st Battalion Parachute Regiment
(Aldershot), third with 115 points. See pages 335/337.
The Regiment had previously won the Amly Cross Country Championship.

PERSONAL ACCIDENT

*

I•UICE
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hould be

addressed to The Editor, THE WIRE,

Endowment, Investment, Education, Death
Duties, House Purchase, etc.

The Signal is-

ASSOCIATION

All correspondence and matter for

ASSURANCE - -

AT N~O~
coiERING

the

BlllGADIEll H. ll. FlllTH

LIFE

-----WAR

of

Editor :

For Army Officers

~

Organ

"May I .request the courtesy of a space in your columns regarding the
arrangements for Rugby Football in the lSt Training Regiment, Royal Signals
during the coming season.
It has been decided that the Regiment shall not compete for the Anny
Rugby Cup next season and it is felt that all members of the Corps would
like to know the reason. The Regiment, as is well known, has had for a
considerabie time a XV that is well above the normal standards of Anny
Regimental Rugby Football. We are fortunate in that a powerful combination of factors exist to our advantage. We are situated in a part of the country where there are numerous Rugby playing schools and clubs. With these,
we have built up strong ties and have many local fixtures. The Regiment
also is well thought of by first class clubs further afield. National Service
brings into the Army great numbers of young men from these schools and
clubs and it happens that the Regiment's task is to rrain recruits in the trade~
of the Corps that call for the mental equipment of such youngsters. It is
well known to the young entry that in the 1st Training Regiment, they can
get good club class Rugby and the keen Rugby players among them are
naturally anxious to join the Regiment. Furthermore, the courses run by the
Regiment are long ones, lasting some six months and many men remain under
training with the Regiment throughout a whole Rugby season.
T he Regiment has won the Army Rugby Cup five times in the last six
years and all things being equal there seems no reason to suppose that we
cannot continue to do so. However, for one Regiment to establish an
ascendancy in a military sport cannot be good for healthy competition in that
sport in the Army as a whole. It is important that no one Regiment should
establish a position in Army Rugger that might become detrimental to
competitive Rugger in the Army and, indeed, in the Corps as well. It is, then,
with the interest of Army Sport in mind and especially in the interests of
Army Rugby Football that we have decided to withdraw from this competition for the season 1954/ 55.
Nevertheless, the Regimental XV should remain an outstanding Rugby
team and we intend to retain our reputation in club Rugger particularly in
the Yorkshire Challenge Cup Competition."

ONE

*

*

A

PERSONAL
COLUMN
Honours and Awards
Chancery of the Order of Saint Michael and Saint George.

10th June, I954
The Queen has been graciously pleased, on the occasion
of the Celebration of Her Majesty's Birthday, to give
direction for the following appointments to the Most
Distingui hed Order of Saint Michael and Saint George: To be Members of the Second Class, or Knight Commanders, of the said Most Distinguished Order :
Major-General Leslie Burtonshaw Nicholls, c.B., C.B.E.,
Chairman, Cable and Wireless, Ltd.
S.Q.M.S. Chandler, of 3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, was awarded the B.E.M. in H.M. The Queen's Birthday Honours List.
Major Ernest Gordon Gibbons, Road Safety Officer,
orth-East Cheshire and South-East Lancashire Road
.Safety Organisation, who served in the Corps from 19201946, was awarded the M.B.E. in H.M. The Queen's
Birthday Honours List.
Major G. P. Atkinson, 3 Squadron, 43 (Wessex) Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.), has been awarded the
Territorial Decoration.
MENTIONED IN DESPATCHES

Captain G. L. N. Langworthy for service !n Korea.
London Gazette

25th June, r954.-Colonel C. D. Clapp, o.B.E., to be
promoted to Commander in the Order of the British Empire.
29th June, r954.-Lieutenant-Colonel L. A. E. Tozer to
RA.RO., granted honorary rank of Colonel.
Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) W. Clarke, M.B.E., to RA.RO.
r3th July, r954.-Brigadier (Local Major-General) A. E.
Morrison, O.B.E., appointed C.S.O., M.E.L.F., 23rd June,
and is granted temporary rank of Major-General.
September, r954.-Major-General M. S. Wheatley, c.B.,
C.B.E., is appointed Director of Signals.
Movements -

Offleers

Major C. A. Clarke, FARELF to retirement.
Major P. E. Mott, 61 (H.Q.) Army Signal Regiment,
T.A., to Northern Army Group.
Major W. A. Adam, Depot to r Training Regiment.
Major G. H. Clarke, Depot to 2/20 (EA) Army Signal
Regiment (T.A). .
Major (Q.M.) W. L. Heward, Royal Signals Records to
War Office, A.G.11.
Major (Q.M) G. R. Price, The Phantom Signal Regiment,
T.A., to H.Q., r A.A. Group.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) C. F. Webb, 2 War Office Signal Regiment to Korea.
Major P. F. Pentreath, U.S.A. to Northern Army Group.
Major E. A. Knott, 7 Training Regiment to M.E.L.F.
Lieutenant (Cipher) L. T. Cann, SHAPE Signal
Squadron to Korea.
Captain (T.0.T.) N. P. Shepherd, India to Northern
Command Signal Regiment.
Major R. F. B. Power, 2 War Office Signal Regiment to
East Africa.
Major F . T. C. Williams, Southern Command (M)
Signal Regiment to 11 Air Formation Signal Regiment.
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Major J. W. Eagle, R.C.B. to 11 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment.
Major G. C. Stretch, 4 Training Regiment to 3 Training
Regiment.
Major A. E. Wood, 3 Training Regiment to 4 Training
Regiment.
Major (Q.M.) A. H. Knight, 1st Commission to 2 War
Office Signal Regiment.
Major R. Thomas, H.Q., 5 A.A. Group to 4 A.A. (M)
Signal Regiment.
Major C. Worrin, 5 Training Regiment to 5 A.A. Group.
Major W. J. Quinn, 4 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment to
M.E.L.F.
Major B. H. P. Barnes, School of Artillery to Northern
Army Group.
Major W. T . M. Gaskell, Ministry of Supply to Royal
Military College of Science.
Captain (Cipher) F. Malone, B.T.A. to 4 Training Regiment.
Major A. T. Burrows, M.E.L.F. to 1 Corps Signal
Regiment.

Marriages

FROST-MUDGE.--On 17th July, 1954, at Plymouth,
S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) E. M. Frost, only son of Major and
Mrs. C. C. J. Frost (retired Royal Signals), to Beatrice
Ann, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mudge, of Pennycross, Plymouth, Devon.
ORMOND-BURNS.--On 31st July, 1954. Sergeant E.
Ormond, Signals Branch, G.H.Q., M.E.L.F., to Miss
Margaret Burns, at St. Cuthbert's RC. Church, Blackpool.
AITKBN- BLOOMAN.--On 23rd June, 1954, Signalman
A. Aitken, Berlin Signal Squadron, to Private Joan Ella
Blooman, W.R.A.C., at the Registrar's Office, Ayr.
HAiRRIES-WERNICKE.-On 2nd July, 1954, Corporal
J. B. Harries, Berlin Signal Squadron, to Fri. Heide
Wernicke, at St. George's Church, Berlin.
HAWTIN- W.ALKER .-At Bad Oeynhausen, on 30th July,
1954, Lance-Corporal Hawtin to Corporal Gladys Walker,
serving in B.A.0.R. with 14 Battalion W.R.A.C.
EV ANS-MOSER.-At Naaldwyjk, Holland, on 7th July,
1954, Sergeant Evans to Miss Marie Moser.

Arrivtils and departures
lletiths

Hong Kong Signal Regiment
Departures :
Sergeant R. Pyne to U.K.
I

A.A. (M) S ignal R egiment, T.A.

Departures :
Captain I. G. Cameron-Webb to R .C.M.P.
W.0.11 Veitch on release.

3 Infantry Divisional Signal R egiment

Arrivals:
Major P. W. Rogerson from H.Q., School of Signals.
W.0.11 F. C. Digweed from 7th Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
S.Q.M.S. T . A. Swailes from 62 H.Q., L. of C. Signal Regiment, T .A.
Sergeant S. Saunders from I War Office Signal Regiment (T.A.).
Departures :
W.0.11 H . Stickells to 2 Squadron, Colchester.
S.Q.M.S. Ledger and family to Malta.
S.Q.M.S. W. Chandler, B.E.M., to Depot Regiment .
Sergeants J. Packwood , P. Overland, C. Courtenay and P. Dixon to
Depot Regiment.

r2 Air Formation Signal Regiment

Arrivals:
Sergeant Goodridge (A.E.C.) from Rhine District.
Departures :
Sergeant McTavish to Depot Regiment.
Sergeant Warren on release.

I9 Air Formation Signal Regiment

Arrivals:
S.S .M . Davis and Sergeant Brady from Korea.
Departures :
S.S.M. Bibby.

Births

BARCLAY JONES.-On 16th July, 1954, at Masons Hill,
Bromley, to Alison, wife . of Lieutenant M. H . Barclay
Jones, RA.RO., a son, Peter Henry.
RIOHARDS.--On 25th July, 1954, at Greenways, Chippenham, to Margot, wife of Captain A. W. Richards, a
daughter.
CAiMP.-To Captain and Mrs. Camp, G.H.Q. Signal
Regiment, FA.RELF, a son.
LBW.I S.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Peter Lewis, G.H.Q.
Signal RegiJilent, FARBLF, a daughter.
CLARKE.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Clarke, of 4 Air
Formation Signal Regiment, a son, Clive David, at
Catterick Military Hospital.
HASTEAD.-To Cotiporal and Mrs. Hastead, of 19 Army
Group Signal Regiment, a son, on 15th July.
HUGHES.-To Driver and Mrs. Hughes, of 19 Army
Group Signal Regiment, a daughter, on 1st July, 1954.
BUSHELL.-To Captain and Mrs. C. F. Bushell, a
daughter, Julie Yvonne Mary, at Neuilly sui Seine,
France, on 21st July, 1954.
GRANT.-To W.O.II and Mrs. P. H. Grant, a son, Peter
Kenneth, at Neuilly sur Seine, France, on 18th July,
1954.
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PAGE.-Captain (Q.M.) V. M. Page, of SH.AiPE Signal
Squadron, died on the 23rd July, 1954, from coronary
thrombosis.
DYSON.-2293668o Signalman R L. Dyson, on nth July,
1954, in Moascar, M.E.L.F.
FAiLLON.-22433221 Signalman H. Fallon, on 9th July,
1954, in the West Suffolk General Hospital, Bury St.
Edmunds.
· FDWAIRDS.-22135778 Signalman J. Edwards, on 9th
July, 1954, in the West Suffolk General Hospital, Bury
St. Edmunds.
THOMAS.-Mr. Robert L. Thomas, father of Major A. L.
Thomas, T.D., Royal Signals, and a Patron of Prescot
Branch, Royal Signals Association.
LAUDE.R.~Major J. J. Lauder, M.C., T.D., South Lancashire Regiment, T.A., 55 Divisional Signals, T.A., and
Prescot Branch, Royal Signals Association.
TAYLOR.-Mr. C. Taylor, on 24th August, 1954, in a road
accident while in camp with 14 A.A. (rM) Signal Regiment, T.A. Served RE. Signals and Royal Si~s,
founder member Liverpool Branch, Royal Signals
Association, 77 Broadway Avenue, Wallasey, Cheshire.
Ex-Indian Army Signal Corps and many Royal Sig;nals
personnel will learn with deep regret of the death of the
following "old-timers ":
Ex-Sergeant Freddy Godding (Bel.1kshire Regime~t~,
late 38 Divisional Signal Company, S. and M. (F. DlVl- .
sional Signals), in May, 1954.
Ex-C.Q.M.S. Albert Edward Smith (Leice~t<:t~ire
Regiment), late Orderly Room Sergean.t ?~ 38 D1".1s10nal
Signal Company, S. and M. (F. D1v1S1onal Signals),
(Kohat District Signals), in July, 1954.

Corrigenda

*

Delete all reference to Major B. H.P. Barnes in the August
column of the Movements of Officers.

H.M. To1m•r of London

*

It is perhaps not gen~rally known that the pre.sent Chief
Warder is Mr. Alan Gnffin, late RS.M., Royal Signals, and
G. A. E. Gavey, one of the Yeoman Warders is late Captain,
Royal Signals.
.
.
Either will be only too pleased if any servmg or exmembers of the Corps visiting the Tower will make tihemselves known.
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Brigadier W. T. Howe, O.B.E., and Mrs. Howe will be in
London from now on; address: 59 Cadogan Square, S.W.1.

*

QUERY?

· Since the T.T. Races are motor cycle affairs, why should
a fast car be allotted the honour of opening and closing the
roads? A conceivable alternative would be a small squad
of former victors, headed by Fred Frith and Stanley :Wood
(no collective term exists for a bevy of motor C}'.cltsts, so
why not crib the collective noun for a co~ey
hons, and
call theme a " pride ? "). Another suggesnons 1s a plat.oon
from the Royal Corps of Signals, riding at a set speed m 3
set formation; they would be magnificent propaganda.
Many thanks far the compliment to IXION in his pages of
The Motor Cycle, 29th July, r954.-Ed.

or

Jlorthconiing
Events

*

Dinner c::Iub

December 4th

"

"At Home" for T.A. and A.E.R. Officers,
Dorchester Hotel, London, S.W.r; 4 for
4.30 p.m.
Officers' Annual Buffet Supper and Reunion at the T.A. Centre, 206 Brompton
Road, London, S.W.3; 7 to 11 p.m. (By
courtesy of I I A.A. (M) Signal Regiment
(T.A.)

The Royal Signals Officers' Annual Dinner will be on
1st June, 1955, and the Re guJ ar Officers ' "A t H ome "on
2nd June, 1955.

*

*

*

The Ex-Boys' Dinner will be held on Satur~y, 9th
October, 1954, at the Shakespear Hotel, 91-93 Buckingham
Palace Road Victoria, London, S.W.1, at a cost of 9/6 per
head. Wive's will be welcomed if they are able to attend.
The reception will commence at 6 p.m., followed by the
dinner at 7 p.m.
.
.
The menu and further particulars will be give~ on appl~
cation to: Sergeant F. W. Jacob, 14 A.A ..CM) Signal Regiment, T.A., Woolton Camp, Woolton, Liverpool.
Please book early, as firm numbers attending must be
given to the Caterer on 2nd October, 1954.

*
The

~inth

*

*

Reunion Dinner for former officers of the

Catterick Signals 0.C.T.U. will be held at the Hotel
Rembrandt, South Kensington, S.W.7, on Saturday, ~~rd
October, 1954. Cost 21 /- including port and gratu1ttes.
Dress: Lounge suit. Tea will be served to officers and
.
their ladies in the afternoon.
Dinner Secretary: Major K. D. Anderson, The High
School for Boy&, Chichester, Sussex.
Royal Signals Displar1 Team Engagements

September
16
World Speedway Otampionships
r8
R.A.F. Station ...
25
6 Boys' Training Regiment ...

Wembley
Catterick
Beverley

lloynl Signals Omeers' Golfing Soc>lt>ty

Sept. 22 RM.A., Sandhurst ...

Camberley Heath
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lloyal Signals Da11d Programme

Sept. 26-0ct. 10 Eastbourne.
Alamein Reunion.
October 22

*

*

*

Royal Artillery Searcblight Tattoo, \\' oolwicla
Stadium, 2211d to 25th September, 1954

Prices of Admission:
Reserved Covered Seats-15/-, 12/6, 10/6, 8/6, 7/6
and 6/-.
Reserved Uncovered Seats-5/-.
Unreserved Seats-3/ 6.
Gate Admission at each Performance-2/6 (standing).
Application for Reserved Seats should be made to ?'1e
main Tattoo Office, Artillery House, 58 Woolwich
Common, Woolwich, S.E.18. Telephone No. WOOlwich
1494.
44th DIVISION (1939/1942) OLD COMllADES'
llALLY, 1954

The Rally will take place at The Century Hotel, Forty
Avenue, Wembley Park (near Wembley Park Station), on
Friday, 22nd October, 1954, between 5 p.m. and 6.30 p.m.
Tickets, 4/- each, are obtainable from : The Adjutant, 257
(H.C.) Field Regiment, R.A (T.A.), The Drill Hall, Church
Street, Brighton, and a cheque or postal order (with
stamped addressed envelope) should accompany all applications.
It will be appreciated that the timing of the Rally will
enable ex-members of 44th Division who were at El
Alamein, to " get together " before proceeding to the Empire
Pool, Wembley, for the El Alamein Reunion, but it is
emphasised that the RALLY is for All. ex-members of the
Division and not only for those who took part in the battle
of El Alamein.
Wives or lady friends of ex-members of the Division are
invited.

ROYAL

SIGNALS

*

FILM

COMPETITION

It is hoped to be able to announce the results of thii;
Competition in the October or November number of THE
WmE. Progress in the makin~ of the Film has been satisfactory in spite of a number of delays caused by the weather.
It is thought that the best title cannot be chosen until the
Film Committee has seen the complete film and this will
not be possible before the end of September.

*
THE BLUE BOOK

The Second Edition of the Blue Book will be ready for
despatch by the end of October, 1954. The price is 3/6
per copy, and serving officers, warrant officers, and noncommissioned officers will be able to obtain the book
through their Regimental Headquarters. Those not at
Regimental Duty apply to Royal Signals Association.

*
CORPS MAllCllES

A new recording of the Corips QUICK and
SLOW March has been made, and records are now
available, price 10/- each, plus cost of postage and
packing, from: The Honorary Treasurer, Royal
Signals Band, H.Q. Officers' Mess, Catterick Camp,
Yorks.
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EMPLOl' ZJIENT VACANCIES

(Important: Anyone obtaining employment through
answering adve1·tisements in 1lm WIRE is requested to
inform the Employment Section, Royal Signals Association,
88 Eccleston Square, London, S. W.1).
The War Office requires temporary Assistant Engineers
for No. 2 War Office Signal Regiment at Droitwich, Worcester and Bampton, Oxon. Salary payable is on a range
£375-£765 (provincial). Starting salary will be fixed
according to age, qualifications and experience. Applicants
must be British of British parentage and possess either City
and Guilds of London Institute Certificate in Telecommunications principles (First Class in Grade I or Second
Class in Grade II) and first class certificates in one of the
following: Telephone ExcHange systems, Telegraphy, Radio
or Line Transmission/or City and Guilds Intermediate
Certificate in Telecommunications Engineering-or a first
class certificate in Telecommunication Principles Grade I
or above and two other certificates in different Telecommunication subjects which should be first class in Grade I
or II or first or second class in Grade III or above. A
Higher National Certificate in Electrical Engineering, Int r
B.Sc. will be accepted.
Applications should be submitted to the London Appointments Officer, Ministry of Labour and National Service, l-6
Tavistock Square, London, W.C.1.
6

Large Commercial Security Organisation offers permanent employment to physically fit men between the ages
of 25 and 55 who reside in the Greater London area. This
age limit is extended when applicants are found to be ·
physically fit for night work. Promotion of. Guards is on
merit, and is open to all men after six months' service.
Good pay : weekly Incentive Bonus : Pensions Scheme and
Welfare Fund. The work involves guarding industrial
premises, factories, stores, offices, warehouses, etc. Full
details may be obtained from: Securicor Ltd., 239a, Finchley Road, London, N.W.3.
The followinl{, are required for wark in North-West
London: Dxaughtsmen for small mechanical engineering
and electronic work: Centre Lathe Turner or good
Improver: Wireman : Instrument Mechanic or good
Improver: Mechanical Inspector: Storekeeper's Labourer:
Sheet Metal Worker : Westrex Company, Ltd., Coles Green
Road, Cricklewood, London, N .W.2.
Careers with Vnil.ever
Unilever is a group of some 500 Companies in over 40
countries and careers in them fall, in general, into certain
categories:

Production. These factory jobs can generally best be done
by men with degrees in chemistry, physics or chemical
engineering.
Marketing. No particular background is required for sales
or advertising, but a man must enjoy personal relationships as part of his work.
Commercial. This heading includl!s accountancy, buying
and transport.
Research. A very good honours degree in a suitable
scientific subject is required.
For men aged 20 or 21, there is a special Junior Trainee
Scheme, to provide varied e~rience in the first three-four
years, and for older candidates there is the Unilever Companies' Management Development Scheme, which provides
an initial training of 18 months to two years. Anyone
interested in joining Unilever should write to Personnel
Division, Unilever House, Blackfriars, London, E.C.4.
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Big Bangs
OR

NUCLEAR NOISES
by

Major F. W. STONEMAN, M.B.E., T.D.
Royal Signals
CONCLUDED

N early 1953, Major K. D. Gribben, Royal Signals, was
selecred to join the staff being assembled in Englan9 to
Iundertake
the atomic trials in Australia. He carried out
a majority of the Signal planning and visited the proposed
site with a reconnaissance party.
No. I Special Base Signal Troop was formed under his
command and trained at Catterick under the supervision of
the Royal Signal Wing. In June 1953, the Troop commenced to move to Australia to instal equipment and prepare for the tests.
The 18 British ranks were joined by a dozen Australians
under the command of Captain Ken O'Brien, Royal Australian Signals, and eventually split into two mixed sections.
Captain O'Brien remained at Woomera with twelve men
and the remainder proceeded to EMU.
A Signal Office and Cipher Office were opened at
Woomera in rooms adjacent to the Department of Supply
teleprinter room and remotely sited radio equipment wa:;
installed to operate the link to EMU.
For the duration of the trials this detai::hment at Woomera
provided contact with the Base staffs at Woomera and Salisbury (near Adelaide) and undertook responsibilities for
liaison and administration. It was the general practice at
EMU to signal Ken O'Brien concerning all sorts of problems and leave it to him to pass the information to those
concerned.
In this capacity he performed wonders; he gradually
built up personal contacts and assembled a vast knowledge of "who did what." For the actual tests a long list of code
names was worked out, Captain O'Brien was briefed as to
the meaning of each, and when the occasion arose all that
had to be done was to flash a single word to Woomera from
EMU; after checking that action had been taken by all the
interested parties, a single acknowledgment was returned
-not once was there a slip up of any description.
Major Gribben had the misfortune to fall sick in August,
and was flown back to England. It was at this stage that
I came into tha picture; I was instructed one afternoon to
get all the necessary innoculations forthwith and catch the
first possible plane to Sydney. I arrived in London for
briefing, having just had a whole series of needles in my
arm; I must admit I could not raise much enthusiasm
about Australia, or bombs, or anything.
Major Gribben arrived in England just in time for me
to have a talk with him, but he provided me with written
details of all the background; he must indeed have been a
disappointed man to have carried out all the donkey work
and then miss the most interesting part. However, all the
friends he had made in Australia were delighted when I
could tell them that his illness had proved to be no where
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near as serious as was feared. He did have the consolation
of sitting in the " controlling chair " in London, and was
then the first man in U.K. to know that the experiment
had been a success. For my part I was indeed fortunatl!
in arriving in Australia to find a show which was 90 °\,
completed.
The Signal Office at EMU was in a portion of a Nissen
Hut, the remainder of which was used for "met." In the
Signals, half a room made from asbestos sheeting was built
inside the outer shell of the hut, and air conditioning was
installed; this made working conditions tolerable as the
accommodation was very cramped and the atmosphere
inside a normal Nissen Hut with a shade temoerature of
106 ° outside, can well be imagined. The office-had a section sealed off for cypher and the remainder partitioned
into three cubicles, one for the Superintendent, clerk,
"met" receiver and the manual W /T position, the second
for the teleprinter, associated auto equipment and receivers,
and the third for another manual W /T position and the
telephone exchange. This was obviously not an ideal layout but it was impossible to obtain more rooms, and at
least we bad about the coolest olace on the site to work in.
The transmitters were housed in a hut about t mile away
and were remote controlled from the Signal Office.
The Cypher Office was in charge of W.0.II Cheshire
who was a tower of strength both technically and physically.
Nothing appeared to ruffle him and by the time he left be
bad almost become an adopted Australian; certainly he had
achieved a considerable attachment to Australian beer
which became obvious from the increasing tightness of his
tunic as day passed day.
His two assistants made names for themselves in their
own particular ways-Sergeant Cowling for his unfailing
good humour and his willingness to run anything, be it a
cricket match or a social event in the Sergeants' Mess; Sergeant Seymour for his lcive of practical joking. Perhaps
his best effort was a few minutes after the first explosion,
when be lifted a telephone and in a perfectly serious voice
asked the operator for " T " which was the code letter for
explosion site. After a few minutes' bard ringing, back
came the answer. "I am sorry sir, there is no reply." The

OUTSIDE THE SIGNAL OFFICE AT E.M.U.
Left to right : Major F. W. Stoneman, M.B.E., T.D., Sir William
Penney, W.0.11. Cheshire and W.0.11 . (F. of S.) Potts
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The Scientific Staff photographer in the camp area at E.M .U.

story circulated very quickly and the operator had to suffer
unmerciful leg-pulling. The same trick tried after the
second explosion, rebounded into the originator who received a short sharp, cryptic reply.
The Signal Office was supervised by Sergeant Davies,
who seemed to work 24 hours a day. The staff were very
hard pressed and had to cover very nearly 20 .tours a day.
At first a two shift system was tried, but it soon became
apparent that men had to take time off when it was possible.
Sergeant Davies was thus kept busy trying to keep the
staffing adequate and frequently took over long spells on
the key to give a man some time off. The men responded
gallantly; there was, of course, nothing else to do but eat
and sleeo and the hard work was welcome and the sense
of importance of the job kept everyone interested.
A remarkable illustration of the comradeshio and moral
that existed occured towards the end of the operation. When
the evacuation was being planned, I asked everyone
whether they wanted to be away first or last-nearly all,
automatically on the spur of the moment, said "first." I
therefore had to split them into two parties myself, and
when t: is was oublished I had a succession of visits from
tt.e men on the first party who "would really like to stay
on with the last party after all."
W.O.II Potts, as Foreman of Signals, was quite invaluable. Apart from the fact that he keot the technical side
functioning admirably under very difficult conditions, he
supervised the administration and generally did everything
when there was no one else available-all with a grin and
a deep chuckle. Frequently I sent him out into the " blue "
in a landrover to test on site some equipment for an experiment. Hours later he would return covered in dirt, perspiring profusely-quite willing to retire to the Signal Office
and tune up the RTT Link if it were not functioning perfectly-but just as willing to return to the Sergeants' Mess
!f for. refreshment. Potts, too, developed a corpulent figure
m spite of the energy he used!
It is now time to say more of our Australian colleagues.
Colonel Bruton, the Director of Signals, indicated quite
clearly from the, outset he would do everything possible to
make tli e show a success. He aooointed one of his staff
Maj.or Gay, to liaise with us, and whenever we had any diffi~
culnes, or needed extra equipment or men the reaction wds
immediate-never once was there a " why" or "wherefore ." Needless to say I was worrying Gordon Gay endlessly. He must have been fed up in his office in Melbourne with the number of signals I sent him, but he always
appeared to be able to produce the " moon." There is one
particu~ar thing for w~ich every member of No. 1 Special
Base Signal Troop w1ll always be grateful to Major Gay.
At the end of the tests it was deemed a good thing that
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the men of the R oyal Corps of Signals should h ave an
opportunity of seeing more of Australia than the desert
sand, and also make more contact with their comrades in
the Royal Australian Corps.
Unfortunately distances are great and travel costs money;
the official plan was to leave by R.A.F. H astings transport
plane from the R.A.A.F. airfield some 30 miles from Adelaide. After every possible avenue had been explored
Major Gay produced a real trump card by obtaining
authority from the War Minister himself to run a 5-day
course in Melbourne. This gave all the men an interesting
trip by Trans-Australian Airways from Adelaide to Melbourne and back, an opportunity to look round the Australian Signals layout-and some spare time in Melbourne t
We were also very grateful to Lieutenant-Colonel H. R.
Dixon, Commanding Officer of Army H .Q. Signal Regiment,. who provided accommodation and rations-and more
than adequate hospitality (for which I can vouch personally).
One of our main terms of reference was to get the information of the explosions to the outside world as quickly
as possible to avoid any possibility of unofficial news leaking out first. Many people had to be informed, tl:e variom
Australian Government and Military authorities and, of
course, the Government in U.K. and the Press. The passing
of comprehensive and separate messages to all these
addresses would, of course, have caused considerable delay
as our only real outlet was the one hand speed W /T link
from EMU to Melbourne. An elaborate system of code
words was therefore prepared and all we had to do was
to " Flash " a single word from EMU. This word was received direct in the Signal Centre in Melbourne where,
under tl:e very capable direction of Major Nunn, Royal
Australian Signals, messages were already prepared and
tapes cut for all the addresses and all possible alternatives.
To avoid any delays to U.K. by relaying messages through
the normal , channels, a special hand speed circuit was
opened from Melbourne to U.K.
Conditions were often very bad but fortunately it worked
when we needed it. As further safeguards it was also
arranged to route the messages through Air Ministry and
Admiralty Channels. Several practices were carried out;
in the early ones the time to London were of the order
of half an hour, but considerable imorovement was
achieved later.
As the time approached the planned D-day, frequent
meetings were held at EMU to check and double check
that everyone was ready and all equipment was working.
These were anxious days as certain procedure could not
be started until the time of firing had been decided-but
all depended upon the weather. Final preparations began
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one day but by early afternoon it was the un9leasant task
of the Senior "met" officer to advise that the correct conditions would not last. It would have been easy to have
allowed work to continue but Sir William knew that a later
cancellation would have meant an enormous amount of
wasted effort from a lot of tired men-with a consequent
keen disappointment. It was therefore decided to cut the
losses and await more favourable prediction s. Day followed day and the weather seemed to play all manner of
tricks-people were irritable and it did not help for "met"
to say that according to their statistics, " there had never
been so many successive unfavourable days before."
At last D minus one dawned-activity was intense
throughout the day and the following night. Rehearsals
were carried out and order came out of aooarent chaos.
Arrangement were made for V.I.P. visitors and Press
representations who were to be flown in in the early hours
of the morning and escorted to a " grandstand " away from
any contact with the staff. The intercom system fairly
buzzed and Captain Cooper, R.N., who co-ordinated the
activities, sat in his control centre, issuing instructions and
broadcasting gener al information over the loudspeakers.
Throughout this period we kept Signal Centre, Melbourne, informed of the probable time of H-hour, and
period ically reported progress-everyone was determined
that there would be no delay in the messages getting ro
the outside world.
As dawn broke on 15th October, 1953, all was ready
with only final tests to be carried out. The " Flash " message was sitting in front of the operator who was keeping
the circuit "warm." I remained at control with .a direct
telephone circuit to W.O.II Potts in the Signal Office. Final
checks on the intercom-rather like acknowledgements to
a group call on a large R/T net. The count down begana very matter of fact voice came over the intercom." minus 5 minutes." This continued to one minute, then 30
seconds. The intervals became smaller. At minus 10
seconds I gave Potts the instructions to start sending the
preamble ... "minus 9 seconds, minus 8 ... minus one
. . . zero," the voice continued quite unperturbed "plus
one .. . plus two ..." But at zero, the brilliant morning
Australian sun was momentarily put into the shade and an
enormous fire ball reached uowards. Sir William waved
his hand to give us the 0.K.~the calm voice came through
the loudspeaker giving the code word for success and I
told Potts to continue with the Signal. The "mushroom"
cloud formed but in a comoaratively short time was dispersed in the wind. The desert settled down again to its
age old peace and quiet-the only sign left, a gigantic scar
seared into the surface.
Meanwhile the messages were flashing around the earth.
Melbourne acknowledged by "zero plus 15 seconds" and ·
the official receipts indicated that the Australian authorities had been informed virtually instantaneously. Melbourne
obtained an ack. from the receiving station in U.K. in 50
seconds. Later we were told that the full text had been
delivered in London within five minutes, and that the
appropriate Minister had been informed and the story released to the Press by eight minutes after zero.
The Press traffic soon commenced rolling in and for the
next two hours we were keot busy handling the flowery
but cryptically worded stories produced by the newspaper
correspondents.
Dirty and weary men were concentrating near the m~s~es.
Sir William Penney, face beaming broadly, was rece1vmg
congratulations from all-he spared the time to ask me
to send the following signal : "Penney sends his appreciations for first rate effort by
all Signals personnel."
That evening the celebration continued well into the
night in a manner in which the Australians are very expert.
Next morning many felt indeed that a "bomb had gone
off."
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llet1i111e11111I
'''eeke11tl by Nacerby
A

S I returned to London after yet another memorable
Regimental Week-end, I was again so very conscious
of that almost indefinable "something "-that atmosphere
and Esprit-de-Corps-so real and permeating, and certainly
reflected by and in everyone-Old Comrades, serving members and recruits alike.
There are so many facets to this Esprit-de-Corps-comradeship, loyalty, understanding, enthusiasm-and it is a
tremendous tribute to this spirit that each succeeding year
brings a deeper fusing of the younger element, proud of
their Corps associations and the knowledge that they can, on
an equal footing, play their part with their older colleagues.
The enthusiasm was certainly exemplified by the distances travelled and on the Saturday delegates converged
on the Signi,il Training Centre fro~ all parts of the country
-from Chester, London, Manchester, Oldham, Scarborough, York, Leeds, Middlesborough, Sheffield, Portsmouth, Aldershot, Liverpool, Fylde, Birmingham, Newcastle, Tunbridge Wells, Edinburgh, Southampton, Chesterfield, Hull, Darlington, Catterick, the S.T.C. Branches,
Harrogate, Leicester-and bless 'em, 3 ex-W.R.A.C. members from Manchester.
Once again the magnificent administrative arrangements
made by the Centre under the chairmanship of the Commander (Brigadier W. D. J. Harries,c.B.E.) and the eagerness of everyone to be the " perfect host " were keystones
in a programme-of lasting memory, touching and exciting.

[Photo : McEwan, S. T.C. Studio, Caittn"ck Camp.

The presentation to Colonel C. S. Scantelbury by Major General
Flad gate
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And, as if conscious of this occasion the traditional playing " Retreat " by the Corps Band, under the direction of
Captain J. L. Judd, M.B.E. on Baghdad Square, eemed to
b<: fraught \vith extra significance. The significance, that
with the church parade m arch past next day, this would
be the last occasion Major-General Fladgate, c.B.E., would
be attending as Chairman of the Association.
And who amongst the huge ssembly will ever forget that
er~ct figure-known and loved by old 'uns and young uns
alike-and the proud salute given by him as the standard
and flags of the Corps, School of Signals S.T.C. and Regim.ent were lowered, with the Band playing with reverent
stillness the hymn "Abide with Me.'
'Tis not my place to write of his famed work, both for
the Corps and the Association-this will obviously be done
-but I .can testify . to his wonderful popularity, that happy
propensity of makmg. one feel individually important, his
~oughtf~ under~tandmg .and above all his paramount and
mtense interest m anythmg and everything pertaining to
the Corps.
An.d c~rtainly in unanimous voice, the annual ·general
mee~g m. Baghdad Gymnasium on the Sunday, left the
qiairman m no doubt ~s to their appreciation of his magnificent, unselfish devotion to the Association work.
Sei:vice folk, be they Old Comrades, service members or
recrmts, are seldom emotional, but the soontaneous ovation accorded him was certainly charged with emotion-real
and unforgettable.
I now merely echo the s~ntiments of all in wishing him
happy day~, to welcome his successor, Major-General C.
M. F. ~hire, C.B., c.B.E., n.s.o., and I can't help but think
we are mde~<l: forrun_ate that such distinguished sons of the
Corps so willingly give of their services.
Pi:rhaps it is best if I " skip" the Saturday ni2ht celebranons-I searched as alway~ for Barleux, "consumed"
el"!oug~ to have sunk a battleship, and finally got "involved"
with Junmy, Emblem. But tribute must certainly be paid
t~ th_e W.O. s and. Sergeants' Messes, whose tradjtional hospit~h!Y left nothmg to be desired-have you ever seen
asprrms on a bar counter before? •
The church service conducted by the resident chaplain
Revere~d R: E: Munro, in St. Martin's Church, was als~
of special. significance and in the presence of Old Comrades, ~eruor officers and serving members of Signal Regiments i.n the Centre, the Reverend C. G . Gregory, Assistant
Chaplam General, Northern Command dedicated the picture "Through " hanging in the Signai's Chapel, a proces-
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[Photo: McEwan, S.T.C. Studio, Cattmck Camp.

Members of the Aldershot and Portsmouth Branches with Major
General Fladgate

sional cross presented to the Corps by the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, and the banner of the Chester
Branch. The lesson was read by General Fladgate and
the service was atte.n ded by Major-General C. H. C~lqu
houn, G.0.C., Northumbrian District.
It was indeed fi.tting that the salute of the march past
was taken by Ma1or-General Fladgate. Accompanied at
the saluting base by Brigadier R. H . Willan, n.s.o., M.c.,
the G eneral reflected the pride at the perfect example set
~y the Old Comrades with their military bearing, and again
n seemed to me that the young recruits had been inspired
to give of that " little something extra."
And so to Baghdad Square where, in the presence of the
whole parade, Major-General Fladgate presented the T .D.
Medal to Colonel G. S. Scantlebury of the Tunbridge Wells
Branch.
Perhaps I might have mentioned the weather but I fancy
the Weather Clerk has a soft spot for these occasions because
despite overcast skies, the weather remained clear until the
conclusion of the military displays on Messines Lines
Sport Field-where to the largest crowd I have seen
gathered there were displays to thrill, excite and amuseSwedi.sh drill . by 3 Training Regiment, marching drill by
the Signal Wmg W.R.A.C., a mast erection race between
3 .and 4 Training Regiments and the Corps Motor Cycle
Displ.ay Team. Add to this the music of the Corps Band
to brmg to an end yet another not-to-be-forgotten reunion.
I walked back with Jimmy Emblem and can only echo
his simple words-" Pity it's only once a year.''
Owing to pressure of space NACERBY'S new column
LONDON LAUGHS, will now appear in the Octobe;
issue.

IL SPENCE &
FOR FURNISHING
IRONMONGERY
GLASS & CHINA
CALOR .GAS STOCKISTS

CO. LTD.
Large and Varied Stock
at Competitive Prices
Regular DeUvcrics to
Catterick Camp and
District

MARKET PLACE
RICHMOND · YORKS
[Photo : McEwan, S . T.C. Studio, Catterick Camp.

R.S.M. E. Gay and Captain C. Childs, followed by the Standards,
lead the March Past.
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WAR OFFICE

SIGNAL llEGIMENT

This has been a notable month for us. On Friday, 6th
August, 1954 the main body of No. 2 Squadron moved
to start operating the new No. 1 Signal Centre. Behind
these simple words lie long unguessed at weeks of planning
and inevitable frustrations. At times it seemed easier to
split the atom, by definition unsplittable, than 1 War Office
Signal Regiment (Traffic).
However, it was done, and on the eventful morning the
last great muster took place under the hawk-like eye of the
new R.S.M. There were some delays, of course (notwithstanding an 0430 hrs. Reveille), and the C.O. was probably
a little put out by the number of coat-hangers that appeared
on parade, but the march out from the main gate, to the
strains of the R.A. Band, and with colours metaphorically
flying, took place on schedule. At the station all went
smoothly; for once there was no need to worry about the
train at No. 1 platform being for Cannon Street or Charing
Cross, for this was a special, straight through to Gloucester,
and probably unique in this respect. Captain A. G. Smith
thought that as Officer i/c train he was also expected to
drive it and was disappointed at finding he wasn't.
The administration of the move fell largely upon the 2
Squadron Administration Officer, Second-Lieutenant J. R.
Burrows, whose face seemed to reflect, as far as was possible
through the pouring rain, a certain grim satisfaction as of
Wellington at Waterloo.
Virtue is usually considered its own reward, but we feel
that Mr. Burrows's remarkable capacity and zest for
organisation must be recorded here, if only for the sake of
providing him with a reference against the day, about 20
years hence, when he applies for the Archidiaconate of
the Outer Hebrides.
Of ·t he set-up at No. I Signal Centre it is as yet too early
to write. "Their tapes are pinned by niftier palms than
mine,'' as Lord Byron said. We trust that when the No. I
Signal Centre is officially opened in the autumn, the occasion
will find a paragyrist worthy of its subject. Someone,
perhaps, with "hands that a log from MP have delayed, or
traced to SMC a missing wire (P),''-as Gray says.
We congratulate the following members of the Regiment
on their various achievements: Second-Lieutenant B. A.
Sullivan on the birth of a son and heir (a good season this
for babies-several have popped up in barracks lately like
mushrooms); Lance-Corporal Bird, of D.R. T.roop, on
winning two events in the War Office Annual Sports Meeting at Chelsea and so gaining a year's enjoyment of a cup,
which he has ~actfully presented to the Officers' Mess; and
Signalman Carey, whose name has long been a by-word in
the District for unrivalled speed on two wheels. Alas! fatal
swiftness· his sympathetic colleagues recently heard that
Carey h;d gone through the bac~ window of a car whic:h
turned without warning across his path. Carey works m
the Pay Office, and his head naturally suffered from this
collision; for some weeks he had to use the ready reckoner
to add two pennies together. We are glad to say that he
now seems completely recovered.
The W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess, gorgeously decked out
for its farewell social and dance, attracted a good few
guests, apart from those who had been invited. Things
were growing hazy around 0300 hrs. when the Ord~ly
Officer a certain subaltern of well-known teetotal habits,
was u~able to detect the presence of a strong liquor in his
umpteenth pint of beer and knocked it back like milk. He
does not remember turning out the guard that night, but
his signature stands in ~he book.
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The main activities within the Regiment this month
have been in the preparations for camps and instructions
to C.C.F. units.
The unit was represented by 2 Squadron on a C.C.F.
Modern Equipment Demonstration. The items displayed
were the A.40, B-44, B.70, R.218 and Repeater Field Telephone No. 1, and Demonstrations were given at Pirbright,
Colchester, Buckenham Tofts, and Stanford P.T.A. In all
about 13,000 cadets saw it, quite some record; in addition
the C.I.G.S., our new G .0 .C.-in-C., and several high ranking officers found time to pay us a visit and they were all
very interested.
As most people already know, the C.C.F. descend upon
us for a short period in camp each year, and all sorts of
demonstrations are arranged for their benefit. At all of
these our P.A. equipment is in great demand, and the
operators have a hard time coping with it. Five Officers
of the Regiment have been instructing the boys on Signal
matters, and we hope they have suitably impressed some
of them.
Our Chatham Trooo have called in the services of a
cable shio to reoair a - submarine cable recently damaged
by a carelessly dropped ship's anchor. It seems that the
O.C. Troop, Major Bevan, enjoyed his trip in the Thames
almost as much as a Mediterranean cruise.
Owing to our training commitments we have nothing to
report of our sporting activities, but as the football season
is fast approaching, our various teams are commencing
training and we hope they will give a good account of
themselves.

WESTEHN
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As the summer month of July leaves us in a manner
reminiscent of a really good monsoon, we wring out our
saturated clothing and bring forth the old reinforced mackintosh and then stare August bravely in the face and say
"Do your worst."
A warm welcome is extended to Lieutenant A. McKinnon,
and also to W.O.II (S.S.M.) S. Hilton from Depot Regiment.
To W.0.II (R.Q.M.S.) Craig who departs shortly to
civilian life, and W.0.II (F. of S.) Render who leaves on
posting to 2 War Office Signal Regiment-farewell, thank
you and the best of luck in your new spheres.
The Blacon Camp garden and flower arrangement competition took place this month. Some fine gardens and
blooms were on show.
Congratulations to the Regimental .Motor Cycling Team
on winning the Regular Army team event at North West
District Motor Cycle Trial on 18th July, and to Lieutenant
J. Roberts on winning both the Novices Award and for
being runner-up in the teledraulic forks section. Good show,
chaps, and now for the Western Command Trials on 5th
September.
We have sent instructors to Kinmel and Castlemartin to
train the Combined Cadet Forces in Signal duties, and also
a demonstration team consisting of a motor cycle display,
two C.V.s and ANTRAC terminals. The demonstration
team have accumulated a host of interesting Signal exhibits,
one of which is the wireless station used by the Everest
Expedition.
The unit has quite a useful cricket team. The results
so far are in eight matches we have won 2, lost 5 and
drawn 1. The bowling analysis of Sergeant Leach of 42
wickets for 181 runs bodes ill for our opponents if, and
when, cricket does return.
Combining with H.Q. A.E.R. we entered a team for the
first time in the Western Command Athletic Championships at Oswestry on 7th July. The opposition was strong
and the team was placed nth out of 14. The main difficulty experienced in raising a team was in finding four
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competitors for every event; each event being run on a
team ba i . Once again both Corporal Nicol and LanceCorporal Rey?olds ra~ exceptionally well, both breaking
the tape fir t m the Mile and 3 Miles re pectively in addi'
tion to running twice in the 4 by 880 team.
Corpora.I Nicol is also to be congratulated on his perfor.mance m ~e Arm)'. l~dividual Championships where he
fimshed 7th m the mile m a very fast race. He has since
departed to civilian life and we all wish him the very best
of luck.
Every week we are sending a party of swimmers down
to the Publ_ic Baths and although we have yet to produce
any cup wmners, the general standard is improving and
the number of non-swimmers diminishing.
Odd ramblings: Scene: Notice Board. Time: 1700 hours.
"Look, Tom, George has been made a Lance-Corporal
and then it says W.E.F. What does that mean, Tom?"
"Well, Fred, knowing George, it probably means 'what
ever for.'"
SCOTTISH C01'UUAND (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

Yet another month. is added to our time in Dreghornwe are fast approachmg the half year mark, can it be that
we are really settled? The face of the Camp area has had
an uplift these past months, and needless to say the effect
is really an improvement over the bleak Grey of Glencorse.
Who says we can't have sunken gardens near the Arctic!
Perseverance and Robinson lamps can work wonders.
Now to news. Our detachments at the Training Camps
in the " out back" have returned at last. Nothing lost in
the sellable line, and good results all round. We had the
pleasure of the company of a Territorial W.R.A.C. Battalion who were und_er canvas in one corner of our spacious
grounds. They enioyed all mod. cons., provided by Major
Cornish and his gang, who did a thoroughly complete job
of the camp.
Apart from these events, life has been very ouiet, perhap~
it's the lull before die Edinburgh Tattoo-our- storm of the
season. There is plenty of work from the Regiment in thi~
project-here represented by East Troop. 'Tis said that
a certain T.O.T. is designing a loud speaker with an echo.
He insists that he must do this--0r design a wall-less Edinburgh Castle! And who has ever heard of a wall-less
Castle! That is one of the problems set to East Troop-a perfec~ sound reproduction over the complete range and
at varymg levels-anyone acquainted widi the Castle
Esplanade will appreciate the situation! D and D course
Number 31 !
Sport still flourishes; the cricket world has cracked
slightly since we are out of the Command Cuo--but we
have laid our plans for next year!
. Shooting. (\t present w: are busy practising in preparaaon. to <;>ur .wmrung die Britannia Trophy, although we are
finding it difficult to get bullets through the torrential rainstorms of the last few weeks.
~hat .of the social world? Things have been reasonably
quiet this last month except that we have had two highly
successful games nights. Firstly the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants' Mess entertained the' Officers' Mess the result
of the tournament being a draw. Second the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess were challeng~d by the Corporals' Mess, and once again the result was a draw. No
comment. T~e gam~s provided a very pleasant background to a highly enioyable and informal get-together.
Thl11g!ii to e o me

The Royal Signals Band is with us from the 20th to the
22nd August, and the Light Orchestra spends a further
week.. We are ~eating ~etreat, ~v.ing our annual sports
and cncket, endmg up with a Religious Service. On 6th
Septei;nber we have the privilege of a visit from our Representauv_e Colonel-Commandant. Our next bulletin will give
all details.
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11.H.q. mid 11.q. Squadron. The local Press

de cribed, during the two day summer period we were
ble~sed with, that Salisbury Plain was a dust bowl. We
bel~eye they mu t be referring to the whirl of military
acav1ty rather lhan the landscape since of recent months
B.ulford Camp_ alo~e has been transformed from a peaceful
v1~ag<: snug?hng m the lap of the plain to a front line
ob1ect1ve bemg 3;ttacked by armour, infantry, jet fighters
and bombers. Still we console ourselves that it is all in the
interests .of training .~d progress and just stick up another
prop against the ~u1ldmgs to prevent them collapsing with
the next supersomc bang or crash from the heavies on the
ranges.
The general noise level is also being maintained by the
roar of spectators at District Athletic meetings in which we
have shewn some account of ourselves in the track and
field events and reached the semi-finals of the Tug-of-War.
We have our own Sports Meeting of 7th/8th August and
hope that summer may just call in for the two days before
disappearing altogether.
.oll! congrat1:1Iations go to Captain T. G. Simpson on
wmnmg the T1dworth Jubilee Golf Cup last month and
we extend our best wishes to him on his posting to' Catt~rick where he will, we hope, knock spots off the golf champions of the area. We also welcome Captain Mottershead
and hope he has some similar tricks up his sleeve.
No. I Squadron. The summer exercise for the Unit
was held on 23rd/24th July and was most successful. It
c~n~isted of a nine-~ile march to mop up some enemy consisting of the Ad1utant (Captain Anderson), and H.Q.
Squ~dron ~ho crawled It miles in pitch darkness under
the rmpress10n that I Squadron had been issued with a
carrot ration fo~ the pa~t week! However, after a dingdong battle lastmg 30 mmutes or so victory was achieved
the Adjutant and Co., liquidated food and a rest and back
the nine. dreary ~iles to Barracks. Everyone is now quite
wel! agam, all discarded i.loots collected and blisters burst.
Maior Snowden has ar.rived at the H.Q. Southern Command.
Our best wishes go to Lieutenant Buncher on her posting
to N.l.D.
1:V.o. 2 Squadron. In Aldershot (The Home of.the
Bnush Army!) so much happens that nothing seems to
w~rr~nt chronicling. Army Finals of some kind or other
within three hundred yards of the office are almost daily
occurrences. ~on~ly parachute drops by the Airborne
boys on the ma1dan m front of the Squadron become affairs
of t~e moment. The A.RA. and N.R.A. Bisley meeting$
a!e JUSt more headaches in the managing of communicaaons. The recovery and repair of submarine cables off the
Needles with all the present summer hazards of wind rain
fog. and odd tides are just jobs in the normal day's 'work'.
Incidentally, the recovery last week entailed 29 hours nonst?P W<;>rk by .our Po!tsmouth F.S.S. Troop. Perhaps we
:Vil! w~Jte an mteresung article when we can focus things
m the1r proper perspective, but the large Summer T.A.,
C.C.F. and A.C.F. camps are keeping us too busy just now
~nd our Signals Display Stand at Bourley should arous~
mterest amongst the 1,500 cadets in camp there. Any way,
al! you chaps in FARELF, M.E.L.F., B.A.O.R., etc., etc.,
will know where to come for an interesting and varied life.
No. :l Sqund1•on. The next two months will see a
pretty large carve-up of the Squadron. Captain Brown to
T.A. Adjutant in ~ondon, Major Evans to Ripon (and the
best of luck to him), and S.Q.M.S. Frost just plain gone
and. no-o~e ~nows where! Captain Jerram and Major
J arv1s arnve m due course in lieu.
~ur C.V. together with the one from No. 2 Squadron
agam made _exe~cise "Hen Harrier" possible, and Captain
B~own,. havmg ideas a.bout the shape of things to come,
med h1;ffiself out on this one, and although he said he had
a very mter:sting and instructive time has looked pale and
worn ever smce.
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The Depot Regiment
During the past month the Regiment has been vainly
looking for the summer, but alas, visions of days in shirt
sleeve order are rapidly vanishing.
The inevitable cycle carries on, and here we are back at
Annual Inspection time; one month to go, in which all the
skeleto.c.s of the past year must be unearthed, dusted, and
no doubt hidden away again!
Occasionally the noise of far off events penetrates the
placid calm of the Depot. The connection between the
hundreds of National Service Men being released from here
and the desperate struggles going on on the other side of
the world suddenly becomes real. A routine check of
N .S.M. documents the other day disclosed this.

*

CITATION:-" The Commander-in-Chief, East Africa, has
ordered that an entry be made in the Regimental Conduct
Sheet of 22704075 Signalman Redmond, W. J. I., for DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT, in accordance with Q.R.s,
r940, para r718 (xvii)."
" In the early hours of the 18th February, Signalman
Redmonci, who was on duty together with another soldier
as a farm guard at the farm of Mrs. Worth, at Mitubere,
was alerted by the noise of battle.
It was apparent that a neighbouring house was being
attacked by a gang of Mau Mau terrorists. The sole occupant of this house, which was already in flames, was Mrs.
Butcher. Signalman Redmond and the other soldier immediately rushed to the scene.
At this stage a bugle was sounded, whistles were blown
and shots fired. Signalman Redmond, regardless of his own
safety, went to the rescue of Mrs. Butcher. Before he
reached the house he was challenged by a terrorist who
gave the alarm by blowing a whistle. Signalman Redmond
immediately engaged this sentry with his rifle and put him
to flight.
Signalman Redmond then attempted to enter the house
to rescue Mrs. Butcher, but was forced back by the flames
and intense heat.
The other soldier then arrived with two askaris. Signalman Redmond then organised a patrol of the area to ensure
that no further attack was made. During this patrol they
were approached by an African who, at first sight, appeared
to be another police askari. He was dressed in what
appeared to be -police uniform complete with the regulation red olastic helmet. With great presence of mind Signalman Redmond ordered his patrol to cover, and challenged the man. Having satisfied himself that the man was
bogus, he opened fire. Immediately the scrub to their front
became alive with crawling terrorists. Signalman Redmond
ordered his patrol to engage the enemy and after a short
and brisk engagement the gang withdrew carrying their
dead and wounded.
It was largely due to the courage and determination of
Signalman Redmond that not only was the life of Mrs.
Butcher saved, but also a large proportion of her property
and that of her near neighbours." (East Africa, General
Order No. 93, dated nth May, 1954).
GENERAL SIR GEORGE ERSKINE,

n.s.o., C.-in-C., E. Africa.
Quite a number of red, white and blue rashes were seen
in the lines when the grape vine got to work!
K.C.B., K.B.E.,

*
not had

The cricket team has
a too successful season
so far-but considering our resources and the skill of our
opponents we are well satisfied with the results, so far.
Of 21 matches played, seven have been won, thirteen lost
and one drawn. The drawn match against an eleven from
Torquay C.C. was a moral victory. Batting first we
amassed a score of 154 runs in just over two hours play.
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An opening stand of 80 between Lance-Corporal Pilkington and Signalman Simmonds, scoring 56 and 41, gave us
a good start. Our opponents with two hours batting time
did not attempt to force a result and when stumps were
drawn had scored 71 for 8.
Of the matches lost the majority have been evening
matches where each team bats for 20 overs or less. This
type of match requires considerable skill and change of
tactics where runs scored are the deciding factors against
wickets lost.
The Regimental Athletic Team competed in the Small
Units District Championships at Taunton with rather more
success than in previous years. Signalman Fowler of 2
Squadron, came third in the mile and received a welldeserved medal. Lance-Corporal Rideout, R.E.M.E., obtained the best individual result in the long jump. The team
finished 10th out of 14 entries.
Since the District Sports the Regiment has been represented at four local Athletics Meetings and three more fixtures have been arranged. Though great keenness has been
shown, we have not had any great successes .
At a friendly match between Newton Abbot Athletic
Association-Seale Hayne Agricultural College and the
Depot Regiment, the following obtained places : 1 Mile-First: Signalman Fowler.
88 yards-First: Captain J. W. Joyner.
440 yards-Third: Capt. J. W. Joyner.
Long Jump-Lance-Corporal Rideout, R.E.M.E.
Over the last month we have been holding the InterTroops Small Bore Competition. After a few rounds it became obvious that the fight for first two places would be
between I Squadron and 2 Squadron.
The final result was : Won Drawn Points
I Squadron
4
I
2344
I
2297
2 Squadron
4
At Bisley the Depot Regiment did not distinguish itself
in the shooting world, but a lot of valuable experience was
gained, which I hope will help us towards a good result next
year.
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal Lobley who represented the Corps.
While this is being written we are trying to get the men
through their annual classification, and never lose hope that
one day we will find a marksman in our midst.
The weather, as reported, has been very unkind for
" Redwing " sailing so far this season. Only once or twice
have we had the weather that makes dinghy sailing the only
possible way to spend a summer holiday. . Either th:re was
no wind at all or we had all the four wmds queuing up,
strength five, to blow the little things out of the water ...
or should that be into the water?
Whenever this class has raced in Torbat however we
have put in our usual entries and have received the occasional "gun."
But where are the long golden summer days on a sparkling silver sea? Alas! Where? Luckily ailors ~on't care!
Captain A. Mottershead has left the Regunent for
Southern Command (M) Signal Regiment. Rumour hath
it that he has pull in high places, for each successive posting takes him that little bit nearer home! In his place we
welcome Captain R. Foote, ex Pt. II Sub Course.

OFFICEH
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On the 1st July Officer Training Wing was honoured
by a visit of the C.I.G.S., Field Marshal Sir John Harding,
G.C.B., c.B.E., n.s.o., M.C. In spite of poor weather the
C.l.G.S. made an exten ive tour of the Wing, vi iring
courses under in truction, me ses and student accommodation.
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The Commis ioning Parade of 320 Course took place on
the 9ch July. The inspecting officer was Colonel A. M.
fan, o.s.o., O.B.E. T he Commanding Officer' s pr izes for
the be t cadet in each half course were awarded to Officer
Cadet P. J. Hart and Officer Cadet A. Finn.
\1 e welcome to the Unit, Major W. Brunton, Captain
W. G illett, Lieutenant G. W. Rylett an d Lieutenant D . S.
K eech who have replaced Captains B. W. Collins, W. E.
Fill F . A. Camin and E. E. Wiles. To all the latter we
wish succe s in their new civil a. d military appointments.
In the N or thumbrian D istrict Inter-Unit Athletics we
did well and came second, bearing Royal Signals Wing in
a clo e finish . This result showed that a comolete well
balanced team with no outstanding athletes can -achieve a
high placing through team work and practice. Captain J.
B. Pr ince the team Captain, won the Javelin event, Lieutenant R. K. N ice and Second-L ieutenant B. N . Wardley won
the team high jump.
The U nit has h ad a successful cricket season to date,
winning seven out of the ro m atches played. The only
defeat was at the hands of 4 Training Regiment, who beat
us by 9 runs in a close fqught quarter-final Northern Command match; we also had a very hard struggle in the
quarter-finals of the Northumbrian D istrict Cup, but after
tieing with the Royal Signals Wing we won the replay fairly
easily; we now play the Gloucesters in the semi-final. Chief
bowling honours have gone to Second-Lieutenant J. W. G.
James and R.Q.M.S. J. B. Harding who have shared most
of the wickets between them. The baning strength of the
side has been formidable, with Second-Lieutenant E. S.
Tapley and Signalman Dracup both making several big
' scores. Second-Lieutenant J. W. \Valmsley h as proved a
very useful all rounder. Four players from the Unit, Major
J. H. Collins, Major K. M. Evans, Second-Lieutenant J.
W. G. James and Second-Lieutenant E. S. Tapley have
played regularly for the Corps and several others regularly
for Catterick Services.
The match, Officers versus Sergeants, on the 25th July
struck a lighter note, and the excellent weather m ade the
day even more enjoyable.
The weather has prevented Unit Tennis on numeroU3
occasions. Captain N. R. F. Mackinnon and SecondL ieutenant M. James have, however, represented the Corps
in matcl:es against RM.A., Sandhurst, The Staff College,
Camberley, R.E., R.A.S .C., and R. A.0.C.

*

*

*

. The A.C.F .fs;.c.F. Cadet Course came to the Wing early
m August, ra1smg the number of oersonnel under instruction ro a new high level. Officer- Training Sauadron are
losing Captains 0. J. Peck, E. M . T. Crumo; J. R. Ellis
and D. W. Sherrard-Smith soon. The first two are going
to the Staff College. Captain G . L. N. Langworthy, of the
same Squadron, has been notified of a mention in
despatches for service in Korea.

Anti -Aircraft Command
I

A . A.

(IU)

S IGNAi , llE GIMENT

Since our last contribution to THE WIRE much has
happened down Orsett Way. At the beginning of M ay we
sa1~ go~-bye to Colonel J.E. S. Sanders, o.B.E.-congratulauons, sir, and the very best wishes of the Regiment to both
you and Mrs. Sanders on your new aooointment. At the
same rime we welcomed our new COmmanding Officer
L ieutenant-Colonel R. B. S. Eraut.
'
Prior to his departure Colonel Sanders kindly presented
a magnificent silver cup (The Sanders Cup) to be presented
annually to the outstanding Squadron in the various sports
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which are ru n on an Inter-Squadron ba is througl: out the
year.
June found us at our Annual Camp, Chickerell, Near
Weymouth. A very pleasant time was had by all-visitors
appeared to be satisfied and impressed with the amount of
training in progress, and the weather was first class.
The Regiment has just been widely deployed for an
Annual Exercise " Dividend." A final report has not yet
been received, but the staff aooeared to be more than satisfied, and we all at last learned more about our role in the
Air Defence of the United Kingdom.
The Jimmy Club held a successful concert which played
to a full hC"luse for two nights and is, we hope, a forerunner
to more activities of this kind. Go to it 17 Squadron.
The cricket season has been cut up by the weathei:camp--exercise, etc., but we have many attractive fixtures
-four of the Regimental team have been nominated for
I A.A. Group side. The weather · has interfered with the
Inter-Squadron tennis and cricket league, but it is hoped
that less rain and more sun will be our lot and yours in
August and September.
II

A.A.

( :H)

S IGN AL llEGDIEN T

(T.A. )

The Regiment has just returned from annual l!raining
which, this yell, took place at Chickerell, near Weymouth.
Although by no means perfect, the weather rhis year did
not cause the postponement or alteration of any of the main
featu res of the training programme.
Our list of visitors this year was m ore imposing than
usual, including Brigadier M G . A. Hepper, and our Honorary Colonel, Sir J ohn D alton, K t., A.M.I.E., F.c.r.s . W..:
were able to show teem much of the interesting training
being carried out in the excellent facilities in and around
the camp.
The m ain objects of the year's training were reached in
a four-day signal exer<:ise which took place in the second
week of camp. Signal offices wer e set up around the camp,
and also at Portesham, Abbotsbury and Walditch. Signal
traffic was passed between these offices by line, wireless and
despatch rider, and tested the resourcefulness of all, in the
face of difficulties imposed by the umpiring staff.
The offices at Portesham and Abbotsbury were of special
interest in that they were located in disused railway stations. British R ailways were kind enough to lend a platelayers' trolley with which the linemen could move their
stores whilst building a telephone r oute by the side of
the track. The trolley was also of use ween one of the
visiting generals was taken for a ride on it to see the details
of the line construction.
The despatch r iders of the Regiment were able to m ake
some interesting runs to their bivo uac area on the north of
Exmoor during the course of the exer cise, and the other
transport made a shorter convoy r un in the area of the
Purbeck hills.
The Annual Spor ts meeting was h eld on the only inclement afternoon during camp, but in spite of that some good
performances wer e put up, and there was a very close finish
to the competition for the Inter-Squadron Cup.

12

A . A.

('lU)

SIGNAL llEGHIENT

(T. A.)

M any readers will remember that fine old building on the
Bath Road at R eading known as "Inniscarra," which has
_ been the home of a Signal Unit for a long time. It is now
occupied by 2 A.A. Group (Mixed) Signal Office Squadron,
T .A., (commanded by Major H. G. Shorter), who this
month have come under the command of this Regiment.
The end of July was very fully occupied with the preparations and execution of the major U.K. Air Defence Exercise " Dividend." The greater part of the Regiment took
part, with their Brigades, in this large scale air, land and
sea Exercise.
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Since our last notes we have had to say good-bye to our
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel B. J. Walker,
who has left to take up an appointment at H.Q. Amphibious
Warfare in L ondon.
Our U nit Annual Camp this summer at Chickerell in
Dorset was distinguished by a visit from the Commanderin-Chief A.A. Command. H e stayed with us, having arrived
by air, from uoo hours to 1500 hours, inspected all our
training, visited the Sergeants' Mess and had lunch with
the Offic rs.

Military were implicated in the scheme and also T.A. personnel from Reading who, for two week-ends, were attached
to the Unit and took part in the organisation of the Signal
Office. In June Major-General N. P.H. Tapp, C.B.E., o.s.o.,
G .O.C. 2 A.A. G roup, visited the Squadron, and preparations are already in hand for the Annual Administrative
Inspection to be held this year on the 28th September.
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14 A.A. INDEl"ENDENT (lU) SIGNAL SQU ADUON

Form erly 2 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment, 14 A.A.
Independent (M) Signal Squadron was formed on rst July,
1954, under the command of Major J. C. Garlick. The
reduction to Squadron strength has naturally effected a large
number of postings. Several officers have received new
appointments both at home and abroad and Captain S. N.
F. Potter, W.R.A.C., has become the Administrative Officer
in place of Captain G . L. Davies, Royal Signals, Adjutant.
The Units' participation in the sporting events held in
Aldershot during the summer season has been severely
restricted, but it has had the pleasure of entertaining,
amongst others, the Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display
Team and the Athletics Team for I Training Regiment,
Catterick.
During the past month the Squadron took part in the
R.A.F. Exercise" Dividend" and consequently the numbers
on detachment considerably increased. Both W.R.A.C. and
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Normal unit training was slightly disrupted this month
because of the 12th July celebrations. Most of the unit
took their annual holidays over the week, and for some
time before the very young members of the city could be
seen dragging sticks and logs for the bonfire.
However, once the famed week was over the unit got
down once more to training of tradesmen and shooting.
The results so far of the shooting is the NID Small Bore
Challenge Cup and an average of over 35 % marksmen in
the unit.
Motor Cycle Trials have also taken their part in the
unit's activities when the Brigade ran a trial on 26th June,
in which, owing to slight misfortune, the team failed to
gain a place, but Signalman Roulston gained the 2nd Individual prize.
With Annual Camp starting next month the Squadron
is now in a fever of preparation for the great fortnight.
With all this preparation it should be most successful.
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We have had a busy month in July-mainly with
demonstrations for cadets, and also for G.P.0. youths, who
came for a preview of National Service trade training. Our
major success on these is a portable U G pit. I t may sound
silly-who ever heard of a prefabricated hole in the ground?
But it looks good.
.
.
.
We were delighted to see so many old friend s arnve with
the Old Comrades. I t's funny how one can always
remember faces or names but never both. I know now what
"nostalgic ' means! I even met a chap who started off
"When I was in Sidi Barran i . . ."
.
I think the funniest story was when one old-timer spoke
of a wireless set to one of our officers, who remarked that
he had never heard of that sec. However, as the set was a
popular model in 1908, this wasn't surprising !
.
We had the honour of a visit from the Repres ntauvc.
Colonel Commandant on 27th July.
Once again 1 Squad ron ~s had a. well merited succe~s. in
winning the Catterick G arnson Umt G ardens Compeuuon
-Congrats, Joe.

W.0 .'s and Sergeants' M ess. Needl~ss to say, this
month has been the scene of prepar ation for the Old
COmrades' Week-end in the Mess. Altogether we entertai ned and accommodated over 120 Old Comrades- mainly
from Tunbridge Wells, Newcastle and Liverpool. The
week-end which went off extremely well from ours and,
we hope 'from our guests' point of view, was only marred
by the 'absence from most of ~e pr?~eedings o.f Mr.
Paling, who was admitted to Cactenck Military Hospital on
the aturday evening. We are more than pleased to say
that as we write these notes he has now completely
recovered and is returning south this week. Mr. Paling,
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who is one of our "regular" attenders every year, was
missed very much and we sincerely hope that next year he
will be able to make up for jt.
There are no changes to report in regards to Mess
members-we would like to congratulate S.Q.M.S. Smith
on his promotion to that rank, and there are rumours of
other promotions in the offing. R.S.M. Etherington is
settling in very well and continuing the good work of
improving the appearance of the Mess, which was originally
started by our previous R.S.M. (now Lieutenant (Q.M.) T.
Mellor).
3
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So much has happened in the Regiment since our last
notes that it is difficult to compress it all within acceptable
limits.
First, a photo taken during our Annual Adrninistraton
Inspection showing Brigadier W. D. J. Harrie , c.B.E., Commandant S.T.C., presenting a Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to S.Q.M .S. A. S. Burlin. Our Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel W. C. Burke, is immediately
behind the Brigadier.
We had a very pleasant week-end on 17th and 18th July
helping entertain .the "Old Comrades" by putting o~ :i
display of Swedish Drill and a team i_n the Mast Erecu~n
Competition which we managed to wm. Threatened ram
held off, and a good time was had by all.
On Sunday, 25th J uly, a Signals Plaque was dedicated in
St. Oswald's Church in the presence of Major-General C.
H. Colquhoun, o.B.E., G .0.C. Northumbrian Di trier the
Commandant S.T.C., many other senior officers, and a
packed congregation. The floral decorations were mo t
beautiful (even to male eyes) and all thanks to Mrs. Burke
and Mrs. Nash. After the service a composite parade of
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S.Q.M.S. A. S. Butl in receives the LS. and G.C. Medal

Nos. 3 and 4 Training Regiments, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Burke, marched past the G.O.C.
The Representative Colonel Commandant, MajorGeneral C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., visited us on the 27th July,
and during the course of the day chatted with practically
everyone in the Regiment. It was good to see the General
looking so well.
On Saturday, 14th August, we held a Regimental Families' Day. About 250 parents came from all parts of the
United Kingdom, and after they had all sat down together
with their sons and enjoyed a first rate lunch they saw a
ceremonial parade with presentations of Long Service and
Good Conduct Medals by the Commanding Officer to
W.~.sII Pavey and Lutwyche, followed by a display of
various aspects of the trainees daily life in both serious and
lighter vein.
Space will not permit fuller detail, but a very happy day
was rounded off by a cinema show and a dance attended
by over 500 all ranks and families . Which only serves to
show that though we work hard we also play hard.
We welcome Captain E. C. Collett, who has taken over
2 Squadron, and trust that his stay. will be long and
pleasant.
4
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During the past month we have once again had more than
our normal share of changes within the Unit. We have said
farewell to Major J. L. Waller, our Chief Instructor, who
has left us for Germany, and we all wish him every success
and happiness in his new appointment there. We welcome
Major J. ~· Waite from the sunny climes of Cyprus and
hope he will have a pleasant stay here with us in Catterick.
Other new arrivals are Captains J. M. N. Lyons, (Q.M.)
Laund~rs, W. G. A. Cathcart, F. Malone, and we only hope
that, like so many others who are reluctant arrivals to
Catterick, they too will rapidly settle down and make the
best of its facilities.
The Annual Old Comrades' Week-end was held in
Catterick on 17th/18th July and was much appreciated by
all. No doubt full accounts of the many activities will be
recorded by some more competent scribe than myself.
Suffice it to say, we all enjoyed it.
The following Saturday was rather a big event in many
ways. We held a Parents' Day, which was a tremendous
306

success. The Ceremonial Parade was remarkably good·
the men marched like Guardsmen. No doubt they all pu~
a little extra into this particular parade, not only because
their parents were watching, but also as it would be the
last parade in which our R.S.M., W.O.I E. Gay, would take
part before he leaves us for 7 Training Regiment. He can
be justly proud of this, his last big parade here. The salute
was taken by Brigadier W. D. J. Harries, c.B.E., Commandant of the Signal Training Centre, and I feel sure he
was very impressed. Following the parade, parents were
shown around living accommodation, kitchens, cookhouse
and then given lunch at the NAAFI. In the afternoon they
visited the training area to see something of the training
carried on in this Regiment. This was followed by a display
on Gaza Sports Ground of a 72ft. mast erection, of Physical
Training and a very realistic Assault Course Demonstration
by the O.R.sr (potential officers) of No. 4 Squadron. After
this there were several side-shows and it is understood the
P.R.I., Major Gourlay, made a small profit for the Royal
Signals Association. The Band played throughout the proceedings and was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Although there
was rain throughout the remainder of England for this
occasion the sun shone brightly on Catterick and' no doubt
this contributed greatly to its success!
The next day, Sunday, there was a Church Parade in
conjunction w~th 3 Training Regiment, to which parents
were invited. At this service a Royal Signals Shield was
dedicated and hung in the Church of St. Oswald's. It was
a very impressive service and the march past which followed
was most reminiscent of the piping days of peace.
On Monday, 26th July, we were pleased to receive a
visit from Major-General C. W. Fladgate, c.B.E., Representative Colonel Commandant. After seeing something of
the activities of the Regiment, he was entertained to tea and,
in the evening, to a Regimental Guest Night. During the
mo~th we were also visited by Lieutenant-Colopel A. M. W.
Whistler, who came to see something of the training in
the Regiment.
Our progress in the world of sport is as follows :
Cricket. The weather has provided the main opposition
this year and many fixtures have had to be cancelled. Our
most interesting game was against the Officer Training Wing
in the quarter final of the Northern Command Knock-Out
Cup. We scored IOI for 9 declared, and in an exciting
finish 0.T.W. were dismissed for 82; Lance-Cor.poral Redfearn taking 6 for 36. Other good games were played
against r Training Regiment, 5 Training Regiment and
R.A.F. Regiment, Catterick. In these games the results
were both interesting and uncertain until the last overs.
The outstanding players for the Regiment have been
Major B. R. M. Hayles (captain), who has been in very good
form in keeping wicket, and Lance-Corporal Redfearn, who
is an outstanding all-rounder. Major Hayles has represented the Corps and the Army and Lance-Corporal Redfearn has also represented the Corps. The remainder of
the team, while not being brilliant, have done moderately
well.
We now look forward to our third "clash " with r Training Regiment, this time in the semi-finals of the Northern
Command Knock-Out Cup.
Athletics arid Cross-Country Running. Both our athletics
and cross-country teams have done reasonably well this
year. At the beginning of the season the Regimental crosscountry team were runners-up in the Northumbrian District
Cross-Country League, and our athletics team were placed
fifth in the Northern Command Athletics Championship.
Our three-mile team were runners-up to r Training Regiment in the Northern Command Championships. The team
consisted of Signalman Mills, Signalman Mur.phy, Sergeant
Bird and Signalman Harries. Signalman Mills has proved
himself to be a very promising runner. He was third in
the mile race and was second in the three miles in the
Northern Command meeting.
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The Regiment has been the centre of the various activities centred on the Old Comrades' Week-end, of which
more may be seen elsewhere. With pardonable pride we
announce a recent acquisition-our" Jimmy "-TOS in the
autumn of last year and now suitably mounted as shown
in the accompanying photograph. Perhaps it will interest
readers to know that "Jimmy" was located at Totnes,
Devon, in a well-known antique dealers, and is much
admired in spite, or because, of the fact !!hat the foot rests
on an upturned face, thus differing slightly from the Corps
badge. We believe it to be in the best original Mercury/
Hermes masterpiece style.
A very successful cocktail party was held last month to
speed Major Knott (to M.E.L.F.) and Captains Anderson
and Ingledow (N.A.G.). We wish them the best of luck,
and greet Captain W. J. Baldwin from West Africa . We
also said good-bye to R.Q.M.S. Hopkins. This month it
is R.Q.M.S. Holmes who goes, to join Signals Phantom
Regiment. We congratulate him on his promotion to W.0.1
and wish him also the best of luck in his new appointment.
May T.A. recruiting rise by leaps and bounds!
In the field of sport, we have had a successful month.
Despite inclement weather we have managed to play :?
good number of cricket matches. In cup competitions we
have fared quite well. We are now in the final of the
Northumbrian District Cup Competition having defeated
the 5th Inniskilling Dragoon Guards by 9 wickets; 3 Training Regiment by 6 wickets; gaining a walk-over from 65
Training Regiment, R.A.C.; and defeating 68 Training Regiment, R.A.C., by 34 runs in the semi-final.
We were defeated by R.S.W. in the first round of the
Northern Command Cup, losing by 8 runs. Several friendlies have been played, including three civilian fixtures, these
being particularly enjoyable. The most consistent batsman
has been Lance-Corporal G. Barker, who has scored three
centuries for us, and the brunt of the bowling has been
borne by Captain F. N. Spencer and Second-Lieutenant J.
B. Phillips.
The swimming in the Regiment has enjoyed a strenuous
season up to date. Although beaten 14 goals to 12 after
extra time by 68 Training Regiment, R.A.C., in the second
round of the Northumbrian District Inter-Unit Water Polo,
we have won the final of the Northern Command Polo, beating a Training Regiment, R.A.C. 13-2 in the semi-final, and
r Command Workshop, R.E.M.E., ro-I in the Final. Two
members of the Regimental team, Second-Lieutenant Smith
and Corporal Hainsworth, represented Northern Command
in the Army Water Polo Trials at Aldershot last month.
For the second year in succession the Regiment has won
the Northumbrian District Inter-Unit Swimming Trophy,
taking first place in three out of five events to obtain 66J
points; r Training Regiment (runners-up) having 62t
points. On 6th August we won the Northern Command
Inter-Unit Challenge Cup, scoring 32 points against 29 by
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2 Training Regiment and 17 by 5 D.G. In the Indi'O'idual
Championships we had two firsts (roo yards breast strokeSecond-Lieutenant I. D. A. Smith; roo yards free styleSignalman Woolley); and two seconds (Springboard Diving
and Firmboard Diving-both by Signalman Gallagl:er).
The Regiment entered two teams in the Northumbrian
District Golf Meeting. Team "A," consisting of Major
Buirski, Captain Gant, Sergeant Cameron and Signalman
Jackson, won the Challenge Cup presented for Medal Play
from Handicap. This is the second year running that the
Cup has been won by the RegirnenL

6 (BOYS) TRAINING REGUIE!VT
On 16th July, Brigadier H. R. Firth, the General
Secretary of the Royal Signals Association, visited the
Regiment to talk to the boys about the Association. The
lecture, delivered in the Brigadier's own inimitable style,
was a resounding success, and gave the boys a very clear
picture of the excellent work done by the Association.
The finals of the Regimental Inter-Troop Athletics
Championships were held on the Unit Sports Field on 24th
July. In spite of the adverse weather, with a wind of nearly
gale force blowing, enthusiasm ran high and many good
performances were recorded. Boy Owen won the 220 yards
in 23.2 seconds and Boy /Corporal Beazley sprinted home
to win the mile after a most exciting tussle with Boy
Blanchet. Blanchet later had some recompense when be
won the half-mile-a most creditable performance after his
gruelling mile race earlier in the meeting.
The standard in the field events was also high, with Boy
Beckett winning the Shot with a putt of 37ft. 2in., Boy
Teece the Discus (u8ft.), and Boy Sergisson the Javelin
(I2Ift.).
Boy Rowland won the Boileau Trophy awarded to the best
boy athlete, and "B" Troop won the Inter-Troop Trophy.
The meeting ended on a highly entertaining note with an
Inter-Troop Chariot Race. The Chariot Races of old could
hardly have presented a more thrilling spectacle than did
the eight teams of six boys each as they thundered in line
abreast down the length of the field towards the finishing
tape.
Mrs. Conner, the wife of the Commanding Officer, very
kindly presented prizes to the winners.
The term was rounded off with the u ual end-of-term
festivities and dances were held for the Boys, Cadre and
W.O.s and Sergeants. With a very full, hard term's work
successfully completed and the bright pro pect of summer
leave in store, the iparty spirit ran high and everyone heartily
enjoyed themselves. The jubilation in the boys' dance wa
greatly increased when the Commanding Officer declared
that in view of the success of the visit of Her Royal Highne s
The Princess Royal, he b"d added three days to the summe.:
leave.
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As the parade came to an end and the boys of " A ''
Squadron marched off to the drums and trumpets of their
Regimental Band, the white P.T. kit and red belts and stockings of "B " Squadron boys could be seen approaching from
beyond the green beech hedge which lines the ground.
Many of these were veterans from the Northern Command
Tattoo earlier in the term . To the music of merry lilting
tunes by the C011ps Band, over 70 boys of "B " Squadron
came running on to do their rhythmic exercises and
tableaux. As they finished and doubled off in a long line
of colour, the battle course began. Two sections of boys
in battle order came doubling out, fighting their way over
wire and chasms of training obstacles to reach and destroy
an enemy wireless station in three minutes, from the first
unexpected thunder-flash, the last boy clearing the last
twelve-foot wall, and the threatening rain began to remind
us how kindly it had held off to spare the long prepared
parade.
The Princess appeared delighted with it all, and certainly
in the memory of those present with the Unit, the boys have
never done better drill and P.T. for anyone before.
The Royal programme then continued ·w ith an inspection
of the Mess Hall to see how the cooking for the boys is
done by $/Sergeant Milnes and his men. Then Her Royal
Highness went on to lunch with the Officers in their Mess,
served by a dcnen boy-soldiers.
<?RMANDY Camp, outside Beverley in East Yorkshire,
N
1s the
of the Training Regiment for Royal Signals
boys. Dunng recent weeks a casual visitor there would have
~ome

found its occupants busily preparing and rehearsing for the
28th of July-the day when the Regiment was to welcome
th~ Colonel-in-Chief of the Corps, Her Royal Highness The
Pnncess Royal.
H~r. Royal Hjg~ness, the first member of the Royal Family
to vim the Regiment, had expressed the wish to see the
boy~ in their own camp after seeing them Trooping the
Regimental Standard at the Catterick Reunion last year.

The m?rning broke wet, cold and blustery, but it cleared
temporarily before the Royal car, with its D.R. escort, drove
through the befl.agged old streets of a cheering Beverley and
out to the boys' camp. There Major-General Fladgate
C:B:E., ~e Representative Colonel Commandant, and othe;
d1stmgwshed guests, with the C.O. tLieutenant-Colonel
R. A. Conner) and the Second-in-Command (Major I.
McAnsh), greeted the Princess at the Officers' Mess.
Ac~oss ~~

McV1ckers

A

?,ig sports field was drawn up Major
Squadron of boys on parade with fixed

bayonets, in front of a crowd of several hundred parents
'
local guests and families of the Regiment.
The noise of the D.R. escort could be heard approaching
and on the field drove the black car of the Princess Royal'.
as the personal standard br-0ke at the masthead above the
spectators. As Her Royal Highness stepped on to the dais
the parade gave the Royal Salute with a resounding
"Present," and the Corps Banet, in their blue and scarlet
against the green background, broke into the first bars of
the National Anthem.
N~table guests on the dais included Brigadier W. D.
Harnes, c.~.E., . the Commandant of the Signals Training
~ntre, Bngadier L. de M. Thuillier, O.B.E., the Chief
Signal Officer, Northern Command, and His Worship the
Mayor and the Lady Mayoress of Beverley.

. The Princess, in the dark. green uniform of the W.R.A.C.,
mspected the parade, pausmg to speak to individual boys
in their Service Dress tunics and caps.
Back on the dais, the Princess graciously presented two
shining silver trumpets to two boy trumpeters who proudly
c~rried them back to the Regimental Boys' 'Band on the
right of the parade. These trumpets were the gift of 7
Training Regiment, Royal Signals, and of the York Branch
of the Old Cornr~des' Association, and will replace two of
the somewhat ancient brass trumpets at present in use.
The parade continued with the complicated drill of the
TrooJ?ing of the maroon Regimental Standard under the
c<?IDmand of Boy , S'.S.M. Hall, wearing for die parade,
Lieutenant-Colonels badges of rank, Sam Browne and
sword. No-one but boys take part in this parade which
now has become a feature of the Regiment. All offic'ers and
supernumeraries' duties are carried out by boys. Their
marching won the praise of all, as they wheeled to the
march past in slow and quick time to the Regimental
March.
The:i ca~e _the now rarely seen "Feu de Joie," with
the firmg npplmg and crackling down the front rank of the
three guards and up the rear rank.
[Co1mesy: Hull Daily Mail

After lunch it was raining heavily, but the Princess would
not allow this to interfere. First the Canoe-making and
Aero-modelling Clubs were visited, followed by two · of
Major Mycroft's educational classrooms. The Canoemaking Club has only recently 1b een formed, yet already
nwo thirteen-foot canoes have been completed and another
three are under construction. These interested the Princess
a great deal.
Her Royal Highness then inspected barrack rooms and
the freshly furnished Regimental Institute, and watched th_e
drill of boys with under six weeks' service, from the Recrmt
Troop at Selby.
Finapy, after meeting the Warran~ Officers of the Re~i
ment m their Mess, Her Royal Highness took tea with

•

e "TH R 0 U G H FU ND." Her Royal Highness
presents the first of the Roy!ll Signals Association Trumpets.
members of the Regimental Wives' Club. Over 30 wives
were presented by Mrs. Conner, and the Princess stayed
talking to them until late. Among them was a parent come
from the Channel Islands for the day, mother of Boy S.S.M.
Hall, the boy who had commanded the Trooping parade.
At the end of the visit the whole Regiment lined the
route to cheer our smiling Princess on her way through the
camp.
And so a great Regimental event ended-a day to be
remembered by many future Warrant Officers and N.C.O.s,
now still boys. And as we discuss and re-discuss the
details of the day, the one outstanding memory of it all was
the kindness and graciousness of a great and Royal lady,
whom all the Regiment must feel is now their friend.

The Colonel-in-Chief with her Boy Warrant and Non-Commissioned Officers

Visit

steadily. The Royal convoy was due to arrive at 4.25. At
about 3.30 came the news that H.R.H. had been delayed
for one-and-a-half hours in getting to Sennelager, and they
did not know when she would leave, or how long (in the
inevitable pouring rain) it would take her to reach us.
Actually the convoy left at four o'clock and arrived at 4.55.
The D.R.s picked up the convoy at the exit from the Autobahn and led her down in magnificent style, coming through
our main gate in perfect formation.
H.R.H. descended and was intr<>duced to the C.S.0.,
Brigadier Coryton, and the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel
Morris, who had returned from his terminal leave to be
present. She then took the Salute of the Quarterguard,
while the band of the rst Battalion Royal Sussex Regiment
played the National Anthem. After this she ~alked to the
Mess, where Vivien Rowbory presented h~r with a bouquet
most charmingly.
.
In the Mess the C.S.O. presented the visitors and their
wives. These included Brigadier Woodford, Commander
Lubbecke District, Brigadier Burridge, C.S.O. I B.R. Corps,
Mr. Russel, the British Resident of Herford, <?<>Ione!
Barker, D.C.S.0. Northag, members of the C.S.O,. s own
staff, and Lieutenant-Colonel Rea~, C.O. of 19 Army Gr_oup
Signal Regiment. Colonel Morns then presented various
Officers of the Regiment, after which H.R.H. went in to tea.
After tea, Colonel Morris pres·<:nted the w.q.s of the
Regiment in the Reception Room, and H.R.H. signed our
Visitors' Book.
By special favour of heaven the rain had stopped and
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Waitln1 in the rain.

it was possible to get a group photograph of H.R.H. with
the Officers' .Mess, posed in front of our Bear. Then, after
a few very complimentary words, H.R.H. entered her car
and drove away. As she drove out we gave her three cheers,
and our Wolf Cub Pack gave the Grand Howl.
We had many compliments on a very successful party.

*

Editor's Note.-The Bear. The crest of Berlin is a. bear
and this particular statue af the " Berlin Bear" holding a
drum of cable was " liberated " in 1946.

Bock Row. l / Lieutenant Watson, l / Lieutenant Blanche_. Lieutenant,. Ashman, Lieutenant
Wetherill, Lieutenant Hackworth, Lieutenant Turner, 2/ Lieutenant Wright, 2/ Lieutenant
Davey.
Centre row. 2/ Lieutenant George, Captain Stears, Captain Roderick, Captain Ronald, Captain
Allan, Captain Tyson, 21Lieutenant Newman, Captain Le Gassick, Captain Rowbory, Captain
Hickman, Lieutenant Lavers.
Front row. Major D itchfield, Major Sykes, Major Lloyd, General Gale, Lieutenant-Colonel
Morris, H.R.H. Princess Maraaret, Briaadier Coryton, Miss Iris Peake, Major Stanton,
Major Warner, Major Cuffe.

ATE in June, we were told that H.R.H. Princess
Margaret, in the course of her tour of Germany, would
take tea in our Officers' Mess on the 14th of July.
The explosion of energy that followed would have
SUI'prised any atomic commission, as we arranged for
redecoration, trained guards, escorts, cordons and our
Wolf Cub Pack, dealt with innumerable problems of procedure, found suitable flowers, borrowed umbrellas against
•

Corpo ral Peters, L Corporal Wallace, Seraeant
Si1nalman Payne, L Corporal Ward, Corporal
Hod11on .

~~~~~~----------------*----------------~~~~~-

e

14 July, 1954

McCorm ick,

•

wet weather (the most difficult of all) and politely refused
requests from people trying to get a gallery seat. This all
culminated in a satisfactory but exhausting dress rehearsal
on Tuesday, after which we finished the decoration of the
Mess, directed most effectively by Mrs. Lloyd, and
wondfred, as one always does, what would go wrong on
the day. We found out.
On the 14th, the weather was vile; a cold, misty rain fell

e

Presentation of Lieutenant-Colonel Morris.

•

Vivien Rowbory

pr~sentlng

the bouquet.
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H.R.H. the Princess Mar1aret bids farewell to Brl1adl•r Coryton •
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quadron. 'l 'be shape of things to

come in the way of changes within the Unit are very
apparem this month particularly with regard t Troop
Officers. Besides Lieutenant Sellar, who has taken over
Q.M. from Major Jackson, Lieutenant Wa~d is _on his way
to the Depot Regimental Cadre, and will give way to
Second-Lieutenant J. M. Berry. Second-Lieutenant Mallet
hand over his task of M.T.O. to Second-Lieutenant
Lockett Lieutenant Beadle having joined us from the
1igours 'of Catterick is relieving Sec<?n?-Lieuten~nt Martin
in the Signals Office and O.C. r6 Trammg Operatmg Tro?p,
whilst Second-Lieutenant Dolby has taken over 7 Training Operating Troop from S~ond-Lieutenant ~illi~s,
who is now experiencing the delights of a country life with
r Heavy Wireless Troop. Captain D. F. Oakley has
recently arrived and is now Senior Duty Signal Offic~r. Of
the W.O.s and senior N.C.0.s, W.O.II Hall, after his spell
as S.S.M., 2 Squadron, will soon be reaching 4 Training
Regiment just in time for the Catterick winter, and Sergeant
Sugg will about the same time be probably getting more
, sunshine than he really wants in the Middle East. The
Mess has, however, been strengthened by the promotion
of Corporals Cull, Gilyeat and Gorton.
Second-Lieutenant Idelson and F. of Signals S.Q.M.S.
Buckley have recently spent a few days' attachment to the
French Army and thoroughly enjoyed their brief stay.
Preparations for the move to the new H.Q. are speeding
up and it will not be long before the settling in is interrupted for the move out to the big exercise in September.
Cricketing and athletic activities have been brought
practically to a standstill with the rain, although at present
it looks as though the long overdue sunshine is at last on
its way. Corporal Wells, who went to the Army Championships, ended up fourth in the long jwnp at Aldershot.
Shooting practice continues with the hope of finding
fresh talent this week, as the Annual Range Course is in
full swing.
3 Squadron. Lubbecke, home of 3 Squadron, has
regained its peaceful atmosphere and the cry of "Must you
make all that noise?" no longer pours from the lips of
our friends of the Pay Corps. No doubt the change can be
attributed to the successful conclusion of the Junior
N.C.O.'s D. and D. Course, also to the rain, which continues to deny us our Saturday morning drill parade. However, the Squadron has not been jdle during this period,
having survived the Pay Master's Inspection, also the
Annual R.E.M.E. C.I.V. It is said, that with the departure
of the C.I.V. team, a certain Sergeant is no longer suffer·i ng
from sleepless nights.
At last we can really welcome Captain and Mrs. Galbraith
into our midst. We wish them a very happy stay here and
sincerely hope that Captain Galbraith has fully recovered
from his illness. Many members of the Corps will remember
him from his days with the Signals Display Team.
We welcome Sergeant Evans back from his month's leave
in Holland, during which period he left the ranks of the
bachelors. You should have seen the smile on his face
when informed that he has been allocated one of the new
W.D. Quarters. S.S.M. Green, Sergeant Overton, Sergeant
Bibby and Corporal Pickett have also been allocated a new
Quarter, but they are not too sure whether to smile or not,
after being accommodated in requisitioned houses.
We congratulate Lance-Corporal Skinner on being
nominated for the Corps cricket trial, also S.Q.M.S.
Hwnble, Lance-Corporal Skinner and Lance-Corporal
Gundry in being chosen to play for the Unit team.

*

*

*

Full report of the Annual General Meeting of the Association. and Balance Sheets of the General Fund and Welfare Section, are on pages 328-333.
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The past two months have been spent suffering the worst
weather we can remember in Germany. Fortunately, just
before the August holiday, it cleared up and has been fine
since, with the exception of the odd thunder storm.
Some of us were lucky enough to see the European Grand
Prix motor race at the Niirburgring. This is, of course, jn
the French Zone, but as we live on the edge, it is placed
conveniently for excursions from Wahn.
On 3rd August the Unit took over the good ship Jung
Siegfried and spent the day on the Rhine, going as far
south as Niederbreisig-quite a hard plug up stream, for
the current is very swift. A temperature of 80 ° caused a
run on the bar. However, after a trip ashore at the aforesaid Niederbreisig, all were safely gathered in and accomplished the return to Porz, our nearest access to the river.
We are now working hard in preparation for two events
of significance. First on the list is the expected arrival of
51 Air Formation Signal Regiment, A.E.R., early in
September, and by the way, we have been nominated the
parent Unit for the occasion; and second, but not
necessarily least in our thoughts, is the big exercise of the
year, Battle Royal.
Although our cricket team has not exactly distinguished
itself, under the leadership of R.Q.M.S. Whitbread, a
number of very enjoyable games have been played against
local teams.
Signalman Cowan did well in the Wahn Station sports,
winning the l,500 metres and the 800 metres and, during
the course of the afternoon a fierce tussle was observed to
be going on between the C.O. and the Station Commander
in the " Over 4o's " race. I can find no record of the
result, so perhaps it ended in a dead-heat, which seems fair.
Congratulations to Signalman Johnson and Signalman
Farmer in winning their fights .i n the final of the 2 T.A.F.
Inter-Service Boxing Competition at Bad Eilsen, thus
materially aiding R.A.F. Wahn in their victory.

7 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL llEGIMENT

Presentation of a plaque, commemorating the alliance
of the two Regiments, by 1st New Zealand Divisional
Signal Regiment to 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
Tuesday, 20th July, 1954, was a fine ~ay in the midst of
many gloomy ones, for this happy occasion when a further
link was forged in the alliance between the two Regiments.
Major J. Ayto, M.B.E., of the New Zealand Army L itison
Staff in London, had kindly come across to Germany in
order to make the presentation on behalf of lSt New Zealand
Divisional Signal Regiment.
To the Regiment drawn up in hollow square, in a
felicitous speech, Major Ayto traced the relationship
between the Regiments from its beginning in the Western
Desert, tltroughout the war years, to the origin of the
alliance by Lieutenant-Colonel G. L. Agar, n.s.o., O.B.E.,
the approval by Her Majesty in 1952, and the visit of R.S.M.
Barrett and Sergeant Perry in Coronation Year. Accepting
the plaque on behalf of the Regiment, Lieutenant-Colonel
C. Nettleship commanding, asked Major Ayto to ;issure
Major Ingle and all ranks of the New Zealand Regiment
that the 7th Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment would
treasure and hold in honoured and safe keeping this
magnificent memento of the alliance for so long as the
Regiment existed.
After three cheers for the lSt New Zealand Divisional
Signal Regiment, the Commanding Officer conducted Major
Ayto to the saluting base, where the latter took the salute
of a March Past of representative detachments of the
Regiment, headed by the Second-in-Command, Major A. C.
Cox.
After being on view to all other ranks for some time, the
plaque was installed in the Officers' Mess. Here, at a
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luncheon party for Major Ayto, attended by all offic~rs ~d
their wives the opportunity was taken to examme
e
beautifully ~arved detail of the trophy.
.
.
The plaque represents a Maori warrior (toa) s1gna!ling an
alarm on his shell uwnpet (pu moana) ~s an advancmg w~
· Sig
· hted . The shell has the pomt
cut
away
.
h"ch
. and
l h isd
party IS
fitted with a carved, wooden mouthpiece w 1 is as e
firmly in position. He also grasps a rv:o-handed wooden
weapon (taiaha), which is decorated with a h~an f~ce,
with a long protruding tongue carved at the pomt. Usmg
the point of the taiaha, a quick thrust could be made, or
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the side of the blade, employed either to deliver a blow
at an opponent's head or to ward off an atta~k.
.
The face is covered with incised tattoomg (mo~o) m
itself the sign of a warrior, while round the neck is susnded on a flaxen cord a jade pendant (pe~apeka) of
~usual form. Hanging from the lobe of the ear is a curved
jade pendant (tautau).
.
· th
The timber forming the base of the plaque is kaun, e
figure is carved from totara, and the scroll rewarewa. An
applied silver plate and the badges of the two Corps
commemorate the alliance.
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Since we la t wrote to you, we have graduated from
quadron to Regimental from Regimental to Divisional
and from Divisional to Corps exercises, and we are no~
begi~ng to prepare for the last great battle of tlle year
that lies ahead. The person who said he joined the Army
to get a rest would have been disappointed if he had been
posted to B.A.0.R. If we do not all know how to sleep
out in the open now without getting wet, then the weather
gods cannot be blamed for failing to give us opportunity
to learn. For the first time we are beginning to see why
they built the Schnorchel apparatus on to the new combat
jeeps.
. ~en Her Royal Highness The Princess Margaret
visited B.A.O.R. recently she, as Colonel-in-Chief of the
Regiment visited the 3rd King's Own Hussars and
inspected them on parade. Two of "X ' Troop's vehicles
were chosen to be on the parade. They were the two
oldest trucks of the Regiment, but were quite unrecognisable
as such by the time the stalwart drivers Crook and
Warriner, had finished painting them and adding the odd
~ouch of boot poli~h. "X" Troop was congratulated on
its turn-out, both m dress and for the vehicles. Inspired
by Her Royal Highness's visit and their own success they
have been emboldened to write all the way back to R.H.Q.
and refer to us as " their brothers in a far-away place."
Just recently we have completed the week when the
~vhole. Regiment .c?ncentrates in one place and takes part
m skills competltlons, sports, amateur dramatics battle
course and even a little drill for good measur~. The
Champion Troe~ Shield was won by " L " Troop and the
Troop. Sports Shield was won by." A" Troop, but winning
or losmg everyone seemed to enJOY themselves in spite of
truly appalling weather throughout.
We cannot understand why theatre companies do not
make more money. Troops were each asked to put on a
turn for a Regimental Smoking Concert. We had a socalled dress rehearsal, at which no-one dressed up and each
pr?<lua;r announced that he would try and remember to
bnng his props on the night. The stage was a boxing ring
platform a~d th~ curtains were old sacks sewn together.
Only the dmner Jacket of the producer CUM director CUM
stage manager CUM call-boy~ Lieutenant A. J. A. Cooper,
of the Royal New Zealand Signals, lent any air of polish
to the perfo~mance. Yet it was a howling success. We
h~d a real hve wrestling match to watch when SecondL1eutenant F. A. ~mitJ:i and Corporal Hudgson threw each
other around the nng m awe-inspiring brutal combat. We
all knew that each throw was arranged beforehand because
you cannot fool clever people like us. When the 'next day
C?rporal Hod~son had a scar across his chest and SecondL1eute_nant Smith was told by the doctor that he had broken
a c:arulege, we wondered why they had n.ot stuck to the
scnpt ! All the officers at R.H.Q. were imitated mercilessly and very successfully, judging by the roars from the
au~ience.
We. enjoyed watching W.0.II ("Bomber")
Chilcott scrubbmg out the Guard Room floor with bucket
and bru~h, and Sergeant Godbeer's rendering of "knee
b?ncs, hip bon~s, thig~ bones " must rate as a real masterpiece of sheer Joyous impromptu fun-making.
So many people. come. and go these days that we have
not the .space to give a 11St of the individuals much as we
woul~ hke to. However, certain individuals' must have a
mention. Our . Q.M., Major R. G. August, must go on the
reco~? for havmg telephoned from H.Q. Rear Division to
say There are a hell of a lot of !llosquitoes down here
but they are not ~etting anything out of me! " Our twi~
brot?ers who arnved as raw National Servicemen in the
Regiment twelve months ago are now known respectively
and respectfully as 590 Sergeant Sallybanks and 591
Serg ~nt Sall~banks a_nd certainly have earned a mention.
\X'.e will not disclose his name, but the devoJion to duty of a
Signal Office Orderly who was sent out of the Signal Office
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in the middle of .the night to deliver a message to a local
office . and was picked up eight miles away the following
m?rnmg surely deserves comment. The Lord Chamberlam does .not permit us to print exactly what comment he
earned from the Superintendent and so there the matter
must rest.

BERLIN SIGNAi, SC}UADRON

The C:Y~le of events in BERLIN follows a set oattern all
too familiar to the Old Stagers of the unit oardcularly to
those C?ncerne.d. with the I?rovision of P.A~ equipment for
the ':'arious military, sportmg and social functions of the
Gar~1son: The parade held this year to commemorate the
offic~al bmhda~ of Her Majesty was almost identical to last
years .Coronauon Parade, and the system of microphones
sunk mto the ground once again fulfilled ·all that was
demanded of it in spreading the words of command over
the enormous acreage of the Mayfield.
The Squadron's technical ~ommitments at sporting events
have been ?versbadm".'ed this year by the achievements of
our competitors who, m the space of four weeks, have won
th~ Berlm Independent Brigade Minor Units' Championships for Athletics, Tug-of-War and Swimming. The teams
for all thes~ events were coached by the T.O.T. (Lieutenant K. Patuson), and much hitherto unsuspected talent wa~
revealed. Of the. athletes, Corporal Harries and Signalman
Moake~ had. earlier won events in the Brigade Individual
Championship; the tug-of-~ar t~am was urged on with gusto
by Corporal Crompton; while Signalmen Brown Lines and
\Xi'.edderburn figured prominently in the victorious swimmmg team.
Off. ?uty, Berlin continues to offer a unique range of
arneruues and entertainment. The Moscow State Ballet the
Harlem Globetrotters and_ the German world-cham'pion
football te~ have all put m appearances ~e~e in the past
few weeks, and t~e Squ~dron was fortunate m having the
ch~nce. of a.ttending an illustration lecture on Everest by
Bng~dier SII John Hunt, who was passing through here
on his way back from Mgscow. We also contributed to the

BERLIN SIGNAL SQUADRON SWIMMING TEAM
Winners of Berlin Independent Bde. Minor Units Championship 1954
Back row (left to right) : Signalman Lines, Lance-Corporal Greenwood, Signalman Thompson, Lance-Corporal Breheney, Signalman
Wedderburn , Signalman Topham. Front row (left to right) : Signalman Brown, Wall, Corporal Hall, Signalman Will iams.
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BERLIN SIGNAL SQUADRON ATHLETICS AND TUG.OF-WAR TEAMS
Winners of Berlin Independent Brl&ade Minor Units Championships 195-4
Standing (left to rirht) : Lance-Corporal Breheney, Slgnal,;,an Shead, Corporal Williams, Lance-Corporal Needham, Serieant Jack.son, Corporal Crompton, Corporal
Sharp, Corporal Harries. Signalman Thompson, Corporal Downer, Signalman Westbrook, Signalman Mclennan, Lance-Corporal Cook, Signalman Russell. Seated (left
to rirht) : Signalman Tennant, Signalman Cuthbert, Signalman Thompson, Signalman Roylance, Signalman Houlden, Signalman Hope, Signalman Moakes, Lance-Corporat
Creed , Signalman Connolly, Lance-Corporal Abernethy, Si1nalman Batchelor, Signalman Cassell , Signalman Ramsden.

who gathered at the Olympic Stadium one Sunday
afternoon to hear the message of Dr. "Billy" Graham.
As we go to press we have just had our first visit from
the D.C.S.0. (Colonel J. N. Barker, o.B.E.), who fulfilled a
crowded day's programme in the 16 hours he spent in
Berlin.

80,000

2 L. OF
Squadron.

C. SIGNAL REGIHE1'"T

Since the last WIRE notes were
submitted the monthly task of penmanship has passed to
newer and far less experienced hands, but nevertheless the
Squadron will attempt to maintain its usual flow of news,
if sometimes lacking with its previous cute humour.
We are still busy on all fronts with the Construction
Troops preparing for the forthcoming " Battle Royal"
Exercise, with all the usual priority demands for stores and
equipment rushing through-not forgetting added worries
arising from the " anti-bobbin on the trees " campaign!
In the world of sport our cricket team still manages to
bring something out of the hat occasionally with some
startling individual results. Added to the list of our hat
trick bowlers we have Lance-Corporal Fordham and Signalman Mackereth-the former being selected for the B.A.O.R.
Corps XI against B.A.0.R. R.E.'s. To date 18 matches have
been played, of which we have won II, placing us second in .
the Garrison League, and competitors in the final of the
Garrison Cup. We are also proud of our contribution of
seven players for the Regimental team versus 7 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment, the results of which, however,
we would rather not disclose.
Recently, too, we held an athletics day to select the Regimental team from each of the four Squadrons. Fortunately
we were blessed with good weather and were able to provide a good proportion for the team from this Squadrondue, we're sure, to the hard work and enthusiasm of SecondLieutenant Martin.
In the motor cycle trials field we are going ahead training
under the fatherly eye of our new 0.C.-a pre-war Display
rider-so we are hoping for some good news in the forthcoming trials. Some of the older members in the Corps
particularly will probably be interested to learn that our
previous "contributor " is still with us but noticeably less
worried now the hazards of commanding the Squadron have
passed from him.
We conclude by saying "au revoir'' to Sergeants Tostevin
and Flowers on draft for M.E.L.F. and wish them both good
hunting in their new Units.
2
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SHAPE

SIG~AL

SQUADRON

The sad news of the death of our Quartermasrer, Captain
(Q.M.) V. W. Page, is announced elsewhere in this issue.
He bad served with this Squadron since October, 1952, and
his death came as a great shock to us all. He will be greatly
missed in all branches of Squadron life and particularly as
a raconteur and entertainer, roles at which he excelled. The
funeral took place with full military honours at the cemetery
at St. Germain-en-Laye on 29th July.
During July, SHAPE moved into the field and established
a Main and Rear Headquarters for Exercise "Tryout III."
We were there in great force alongside our 7th Signal Battalion (U.S.) colleagues and apart from fulfilling our technical
role, set up a Camp Commandant's organisation to feed all
British ranks at the Main Headquarters.
Ex-members of the Squadron will be interested to learn
that our operational chief, Colonel Fettig (U.S. Signal
Corps) has left SHAPE for an appointment in the United
States. He has been succeeded by Lieutenant-Colonel
E. S. Thurston, who has come from tlie Joint Services Staff
College in U.K. and who has also assumed command of
the 7th Signal Battalion (U.S.). The practice of wearing
two hats is catching and not only is our 0.C. about to
become SHAPE Radio Officer, but Captain Hardy is to
assume the duties of Assistant Wire Officer, SHAPE.
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Cricket continues to occupy our leisure moments in
between the showers and we have won two matches this
month including one against Field Marshal Montgomery's
ta.ff ~d one against Indep ndent Air Formation Signal
Squadron. The most recent game was the result of a
challenge when cricketers of the rank of Corporal and
below soundly defeated the Officers, Warrant Officers and
Sergeants by ten wickets, despite a fighting innings of 47
not out by our O.C.
On the 14th July (Bastille Day) we joined the French
population in their celebrations. Some of us saw the
impre sive military parade in the Champs-Elysees, while
others merely re ted in readiness for the big effort in the
evening which consisted of dancing in the streets, firework displays and the like.
Our thriving Royal Signals Association Branch continues
to take part in various activities and outings of local
interest. On 4th July a party thoroughly enjoyed a visit
to Rheims to watch the French Grand Prix motor race and
a circus attendance is now in view.

phalanxes of spectators in summer dresses assembled upon
the wide expanse of smooth green turf. Oh, it was a wonderful sight! It was a tonic, my dear sir, to see it.
There may be no particular merit in a reverence for
things past, perhaps. Indeed, one hears of individuals who
actually pooh-pooh the very idea. Well, well. Let them
come to Aldershot. Here it is good to feel that the standards
of which one was proud in years gone by have not deteriorated in spite of all the vicissitudes of war with its changes
of mind and temper. We feel privileged, indeed, to work
here, and to carry forward, in our small and humble way,
the great traditions of the past into the future.

'' Trying to
Connect you, Sir ''
by Lieutenant P. M. Bonner, R.A.S.C.,

ALDERSDOT CAHEO

Military Observer

The Aldershot District Signal Squadron (No. 2 Squadron
of Southern Command (M) Signal Regiment) has one of the
most interesting, and indeed inspiring, functions of any
Signal Squadron in the U.K. We live and work in the
splendid shades of great Signals traditions here, and might
almost consider ourselves as a living embodiment of Mercury, carrying on the torch of progress from strength to
strength.
We are installed in The Compound on Queen's Avenue,
where once that forerunner of the Army Wireless Chain
wo1ked day and night to far corners of the Empire. Our
surroundings have changed surprisingly little. The writer
of these Notes was moved by his first sight the other day,
after 20 years, of Mons Barracks, its playing fields, Guard
Room, and that weedy old canal, all looking very much as
they did when these Barracks housed not one Unit, but
the great majority of Signals field units at Home, namely
A Corps, I Division, 2 Division and Cavalry Divisional
Signals.
Queen's Avenue is still the finest Army road in the world,
bordered by trim playing fields, immaculate parade grounds,
and barrack gardens ablaze with colour. Troops there are,
too, in their thousands. Although the Guards may not
occupy the barracks they once did, there are other regiments of equal fame, and ceremonial parades are still the
massive and imposing affairs they always have been here.
3,000 troops and eight Regimental bands attended, for instance, the Queen's Birthday Parade, and what colour! None
of your drab wartime working dress. Battledress there was,
of course, but also blues, dark greens, and greys, and scarlet
headdress, flashing swords, and Commanding Officers
mounted on spirited chargers, troops of Mounted Police, and

In the extremes of the Egyptian climate, maintaining
communications is no small task; and the men of the 3rd
Lines of Communication Signal. Regiment frequently work
from dawn until dusk to keep the lines humming.

TN the
.l Corps

*

*

[Army P.R. PhotographJ by Corporal P. Townend

A group of signalmen steady a 3 ton drum of cable as it is lowered
on to the trailer that will carry it out to the desert to be laid :
They are from left to right: Cpl. Chapman, L/ Cpl. Turner, L/Cpl.
Hunter, Sigmn. Caton

The Regiment, which has been in Egypt since 1923, is at
present commanded by Lieutenant..COlonel E. G. Day,

*

Canal Zone of Egy·pt the work of the Royal
of Signals is made more difficult than elsewhere;
not only because of the arduous terrain and climate, but
also because of the political situation. Yet despite these
hinderances, a vast net of communication is constantly
maintained, improved and extended by the men of the 3rd
Lines of Communication Signal Regiment, the Regimental
H.Q. of which is stationed in Moascar Garrison, its
Squadrons and Troops being spread throughout the Zone.

O.B.E., T.D.

Men of the Underground Cable Troops go out in small
parties into the desert and into ~a~ villag:s at first lig_ht
and work frequently until dusk, diggmg, tesung and re.l?~ur
ing. They have to be tough and they have to be soldiers;
for native hostility is not unknown. Although each Troop
is commanded by an officer, these repair parties, consisting
very often of only six or eight men, are led by a Corporal.
For th.is reason, N.C.0.s in the Regiment need to have a
.
.
high degree of initiative.
The work of the Regiment does not merely consist of line
maintainance. It operates · twelve of the main Army Telephone Exchanges in the Zone-with the assistance of
W.R.A.C. personnel. It handles the many hundreds of tele-

[Army P.R. PhotographJ by Corporal P. Townend

The large Moa.scar telephone exchange is worked by Signalmen and
personnel of the Signals detachment W.R..A.C.

printer and wireless messa~es pa~sing e~ch day; it delive~s
the Signals Despatch Service mall and it operates a radio
net to "cover " the telephone system in case of emergency.
All these services are rather taken for granted and few
Units outside Royal Signals realise what a vast amount of
work their operation entails.
Because of the diversity of the tasks undertaken by the
Regiment, there are a wid~ variety of_ trades to be found in
the Unit. There are linemen, wireless operators and
mechanics, telephone and teleprinter operators an~ fitters,
despatch riders and drivers, who m~st be ~ble to dr1v: anything from a van to a crane. Each ts a s1<1lled man with all
the responsibility that skill brings.
Despite the hard work, the men get. plenty c;if opportunity for recreation-Rugby and soccer m the "Ymte_r, and
cricket and swimming in the summer. The situauon of
the Regimental H.Q. in Moascar affords the. men there
many off-duty facilities, and those _else"."'here m the Zone
get their full share of sports and swimming.

I

CHERRY'S
Market

Place,

Richmond,
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Telephone 2293 (2 lines)
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& VEGETABLES

Richmond for Beauty-Cherry's for Quality
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[Army P.R. PhotographJ by Corporal P. Too:ntnd

WREATHS AND
CROSSES

[Army P.R. Photographs by Corporal P. Toum•nd

[Army P .R. Photographs by Corporal P. Townend

A view of the aerials of the powerful aimed-beam radio transmitter
which can cover the vast distances of the Middle East.
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On his recent farewell v!sit to No. 3 Lines of Communication Signal
Regiment the C.S.O. M.E.L. F. , Major General M. S. Wheatley.
C.B., C.B.E. was greeted by a very smartly turned out Guard of
Honour. After his Inspection he complimented the men on their
high standard of turn out and bearing
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To lay cables the vast distances over which they are re~uired in
the Suez Canal Zone by hand digging would be Impracticable so
in the Zone there are two Barber-Greene mechanical diggers which
carry out the work, digging a six foot trench at the rate of fifty
yards an hour. Here is one seen biting its dusty way through the
sand
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The Regiment ha had an uneventful period since our
note last appeared. Believe it or not, there have been few
exer i es to blow away the sandy cowbebs of the Zone and
we feel that the "Chorus from the Rock" by T. S. Eliot is
appropriate to us at the present time: " The desert is not remote in Southern Tropics
T he desert is not only around the corner
The de en is squeezed into the tube train next to you
T he de ert is in the heart of your brother."
After a period of comparative continuity of officers, the
expected changes have taken place. Major Worsnop has
gone to command I L . of C. Signal Squadron at El Ballah.
Captain J. t. C. Robinson has departed for Cypr us, leaving
Captain W. J. Howard in the chair as Adjutant. We welcome to the Regiment 40 Field Regiment R.A. Signal T roop.
M ay their stay be long and happy.
Training is always going on under the auspices of the
O.C. Training M ajor M ullaly. T he last OWL's upgrading
course was a grea t success, thoroughly enjoyed by all and
with some very good results achieved. T he course culminated in a wireless expedition to St. K atherine's Monastery in the Sinai D esert, led of course by the well-known
"swarmer," L ieutenant Jarrett. Very little has been said
as to what happened at the objective, so the sceptical subalterns of the Regiment are wondering about the map reading of the expeditiop. Suffice it to say then that when the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Stead, was about
to visit their night halt by AOP, Mike discovered that he
was some si.xty miles nearer home than he should have been.
A driver's and D .R.'s upgrading course has been held,

and lineman and OWL classes are under way. Officer
training is carried on weekly with a wide and varied programme. An interesting wireless project is in hand, namely
the building of a transmitter room within the camp. The
old Sergeants' Mess cookhouse is being converted into a
veritable "ham's paradise:;," whilst the R.S.M. is wandering
around looking for another pioneer's workshop.
The Regiment h as started cricket, water polo and tennis,
and should achieve good results with the talent available.
The Sergeants' Mess have built a sporting cricket wicket
within the camp, and with the ball coming off at all angles
and heights the inter-troop cricket league with Troop
Officers and Sergeants as opening batsmen is producing
some exciting stroke play.
At long last, the vanguard of the married families have
arrived, mostly from Tripoli. Does this mean that our
temporary stay as a Regiment in the Canal Zone is now a
permanent one after almost three years? We welcome the
families of M ajor Lloyd, Captain Howard, Captain Bosher,
S.S.M. Wenman, S.S.M. Allen, S.Q.M.S. H arris and also
S.S.M . Jackson whose family is due to arrive this month.
From the green belt of T r ipoli to the sandy dunes of F ayid
is quite a change and we wish them all a pleasant sojourn
and a speedy acclimatisation.
G enerally speaking, life out here in the Zone is r ather
irksome with the restrictions on travel and the plentiful
nightly .g uard duties to ·p erform, but against that, of course,
the Great Bitter Lake for bathing al)d the sporting facilities
available everywhere almost compensate for not seeing the
Pyramids during one's stay in Egypt. Leave to Cyprus is
in full swing and also free leave to the U.K. for those fortunate enough to qualify. Local leave to Port Fuad is to
be had for the asking.

*
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Hai rcu t !
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Once again we regret missing the last edition, but, with
your scribe basking in the delights of Cyprus, little thought
(if any) was given to the more serious side of life.
The past month was highlighted by a visit from the
C.-in-C., M .E.L. F ., General Sir Charles Keightley, and
although his stay was, unfortunately, all too brief, it's nice
to know that we are not forgotten in this " neck of the
woods ."
There has been much activity among the Brigade Troops
with the result that " K" are now at Ferry Point, "J" at
El Ballah, and th e new " L" Troop at Tel El Kebir. We
also welcome "E" Troop who are now settling in at El
Ballah.
These moves have resulted in a number of new faces
in our midst and, in place of the "Red Beret" next door,
we now have the " Peaked Caps " of the Scots Guards. In
fact, it is quite an event to see a " Red Beret" these days.
Once again, Bir-Odeib has been a centre of attraction,
with each Troop in turn sampling its joys for a few days.
Now, the various Troops are in the throes of the .C.O.'s
Administrative lnspection, whilst "A," "B," "C" "D,''
"O," "M " and " Q" have been through, theirs, the rest
of us await with " baited breath " the fateful day.
A change of Adjutants has come about with Captain
Chappell taking over the reins from Captain Parkes, who
has taken command of "A" Troop.
At this point we must pay a rather belated welcome to
Major Rogerson, our new 0.C. 3 Squadron, and hope that
his stay will be a happy one.
The homeward trek of the Regulars is now well under
way and many old faces have disappeared from the Sergeants' Mess, names of whom appear in our " arrival and
departure " column.
So to the subject of sport, which hasn't been too m uch
to the fore recently, but on the Cricket side our R egimental
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side put up a very good show in the Army Cup, before
losing to the holders, the Scots Guards, after an exciting
match.
In a Major Units League match, we beat the Div.
R.A.S.C. by 6 wickets, thanks to some really fine bowling
by Captain Pearce and Signalman Spooner.
The Regimental Swimming Sports were held earlier in
the month, and the Championship Shield went to " Q "
Troop, who owe their success to some very fine swimming
by Signalman Hall. Outstanding performances were also
put up by Corporal Burbridge (" C" Troop) who won
both diving events, Signalman Sylvester (L.A.D.) who won
the 200 yards free style and roo yards back stroke, and
Signalman Wilkie (K.) who won the 100 yards free style.
It was a pleasant afternoon's entertainment, rounded off
by the presentation of prizes by the C.0.'s wife, Mrs. F. J.
Swainson.
At very short notice a team was entered for the Moascar
Garrison team sports and we came 5th out of nine units,
a remarkably good performance in view of the high
standard.
To finish this contribution, we are proud to announce .
the award of the B.E.M. to S.Q.M.S. Chandler in the
Queen's Birthday Honours List.
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The swimmers have been working hard over the last
month. On 10th July, 1954, R.H.Q. provided nearly all
the team of the " Odds and Ends " Squadron in the RA F.
Station Abyad swimming gala. Far from gaining odds
and ends of points we won the gala, which is not bad for a
maximum strength of just over two per cent of the station.
But then it only needs that percentage from a good Corps.
The Regimental Swimming G ala took place on 14th July,
1954. R.H .Q.'s practice showed up and they won once
again, by a clear 30 points. The events, however, were very
m uch closer than the results indicated, which looks well
for the R egimen tal team, which is now training hard for
the Royal Signals (Egypt) and Army (Egypt) Meetings.
If any individual deserves mention it is Signalman Ion,
who added a few more tankards and medals to his collection.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) Carr is now engaged in a search for
the admirer who shouted " Good old Jack," just as he was
about to plunge.
R.S.M . Griffiths has been entertainin g junior N.C.O.s
and those who would be, in a series of Drill and Duties
courses. Most of them seem to return to their Squadrons
as living images of the gentleman in the Corps recruiting

advertisement who had "a spine like a ram-rod, a jaw like
a boxing champion, and never a hair on the back of his
head."
The Regimental Trade Test Board held in June showed
about 50 per cent passes, which is a good result for tradesmen in a widely scattered Unit.
The usual changes have been going on. Besides the
National Servicemen who have forgotten to sign on and
taken their release, Major Hamilton, our 2 i/c, has left us
for CAFSO Branch. Lieutenant (T.O.T.) Holton has
returned to the U.K. His relief, Lieutenant (T.0.T .)
Reece, is now settled in the chair.
A Small Bore League is now in full swing and R.H.Q.
team are already dusting a space for the trophy.

2 WillE LESS REGIIUENT

2 Wireless Regiment is conveniently situated near
Famagusta, the principal port of the island. At Famagusta
is the most beautiful beach in Cyprus. The long stretch of
warm, golden sand and the &parkling blue Mediterranean
offer an invitation which is hard to resist.
Recently the N AAFI opened a beach centre for the convenience of O.R.s, in which are changing rooms and canteen
facilities.
On the beach, just outside Famagusta is a leave camp,
appropriately named "Golden Sands." It is used mainly
by troops on leave from the Canal Zone. Troodos Leave
Camp, perched high in the mountains, is open during the
winter and caters for ski-ing enthusiasts.
Our open-air cinema, the " Mercury Gardens," was
opened in June with a very successful dance and social
evening. Music was provided by the Regiment's own dance
band and everyone had a very pleasant evening. Several
dances have been held in the past month and have proved
to be a very popular form of recreation.
All is not play in Cyprus, however! Work is still going
on at Paphos, repairing the damage caused by earthquakes
last September. Last month a small whirlwind struck
Nicosia, deroofing four houses. The British Military
Hospital also felt the effects of this " bitter blow," but
fortun11tely there was no serious damage done and nobody
was seriously injured.
Looking at the tanned (and blistered) bodies in camp,
one wonders often how the people at home would react to
the weather in Cyprus. The average temperature at this
time of the year is about 90, and 1954 is proving no
·:!xception.
These may well be the last notes received from 2 Wireless Regiment, because, according to legend, 1954 is the
year in which Cyprus will be reclaimed by the sea. There
are no immediate signs of this happe:ning, but .. .

*
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The Regiment's Yachting Club has been in existence for
several years but never has it been so active as at present.
The Club has three "Snipe" class yachts, the Viking,
the Passaten, and Tern, and also a 12-foot dinghy which
can be fitted with an outboard motor. The yachts were
presented to the Army authorities by the Nuffield Trust, for
the use of British troops serving in Cyprus.
The enthusiasm of members is enhanced by the fact that
we have a master yachtsman in our C.O. and a very capable
instructor in Lieutenant Bolt. The R.S.M. is al o a keen
follower of the sport.
The majority of our members are new to the art of sailing-which is sometimes obvious-but accid nts are a rare
occurrence. Famagusra Bay provides an excellent " training ground" and our yachts are particularly suitable for
learners.
Up to now we have not done any racing but the competition to form crews will be keen indeed when we do make
our debut in the local regattas.
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F .A.B.E.L.F

Swimming. 2 Wireless Regiment scored a narrow
victory over the English Club at a swimming gala held
in Nico ia on 14th July. The scorfo" was even right up to
the final event-the water polo, whic.h 2 Wireless Regiment
won by four goals to two. This put them ahead by three
points. The score wa :
2 Wireless Regiment
28 points
English Club .. .
25 points
T he following were the winners for 2 Wireless Regiment:
50 yards Breaststroke: Lance-Corporal Scott, 3 r.4

G.H.~.

s·~cond s.

250 yards F reestyle : Sergeant G lanfield, 3 minutes 17
seconds.
Medley Relay : L ance-Corporal Bedford, Corporal Elliott,
Lance-Corporal H all, I minute 19.4 seconds.
T he next gala is being held at the same club on the 18th
of August when there will be a three-cornered contest
between the Army, R.A.F. and the English Club.
An 0 .R.'s dance was held in the Mercury G ardens on
Saturday, 7th of August.
' In order to ensure the utmost success of the dance, the
civilians brought along their wives and daughters and left
them to the " tender mercies ' of the militia. Music was
provided by the Regiment's own Band. Officially dancing
should have stopped at midnight but everyone was enjoying themselves so much that it was 12.30 before the Band
stopped playing.

*

*

*

Post \Var L.R.D.G.
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INDE P El\°D ENT AR M OURED BRIGAD E
SI GNAL S QU ADRON ( K UFR A)

Major Hunter has a bath

We have just returned from Kufra. The 1,500 mile drive
there and back, across the Libyan Desert was enjoyed by
everyone, but we feel it is an experience we only want once
in a lifetime ! L ast year the Squadron went alone, this
year we repeated the performance on a bigger scale and as
a Brigade Signal Exercise. The exercise was a great
success, as wireless contact was maintained for the whole
three weeks of the exercise and over great distances. The
communications problem was, in fact, simpler than the
petrol and water problems. However as our photograph
shows, we found places in the desert where we could dig
for water. Lance-Corporal Osborne is seen having "struck
water," surrounded by a crowd of thirsty helpers. The
water was in sufficient quantity to allow us to wash.
We are grateful to Sergeant Herbert and his three vehicle
mechanics for having got all our vehicles there and backno mean feat.
We should be pleased to hear from any Royal Signals
personnel who were in Kufra with the L.R.D.G. during the
war.

Back Row : Corporal Wheat , La nce -Corporal Payne, Lance-Co r po ral
Floyd, Cor po ral Coope r, Signalman Lyons, 2/ Lieutenan t Saunde rs,
R.E., 2/ Lieutenant Higgi ns, R.H.A. , Ma jor Hunter, 2/ Lieu t ena nt
Jenkins, Craftsman Draper, S.S.M. Burton , Signalma n Baylis, Signalman Wade, S/Sergeant Richards. Front Row : Drive r Patton ,
Signalman Bell, Signalman Kn ight , Dri ve r Povey, Driver Re ed ,
Lance-Corporal Osbo rne, Co r poral So uter, Craftsman Mcilroy,
Corporal Ho pcroft, Captain Mu rphy , R.A.Ch .D. , Sergeant Herbert
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Lance-Corpo ral Osborn e digg ing fo r wate r su rrounded by :- Major
St one man, 2/ Lleute nant Je nk ins, Corporal Wheat, Lan ce-Corporal
Floyd, Signalm an Baylis, Lance-Corporal Payne, Signalman Holter,
Signalman Sankey, Lance-Corpo ral Waters
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During the last six months there have been so many
changes in the Regiment, both in the organisation of the
Signal Office and in personalities that a chronicle of these for
the benefit of 1Jast members of the Regiment would not be
inappropriate.
In January we said goodbye to Colonel Dutton, who left
us to take up an appointment at the War Office. We hope
he has, by now, had a good leave and likes his new appointment. At the same time we welcomed Colonel Thomson
as our new Commanding Officer.
The advent of February brought with it the great success
of the boxing team in winning the Singapore Base District
Boxing C hampionships, and later putting up an excellent
show in nearly defeating the King's Regiment in the semifinal of the FARBLF Championships. Major Millichip
and Captain Mcllvride left us d uring this month and were
unfortunate in travelling on the il l~fated Windrush. We
were all very relieved to hear that they arrived safely after
their un1Jleasant experience.
O ur thanks are due to Major Millichip for presenting tJwo
cups for the Royal Signals Singapore Golfing Society. We
felt we had to do something about such a magnificent
gesture, so Colonel Thomson won the Millichip Cup
" Open " and Major Wardle won the Millichip Cup
" Handicap."
Major F arlow is still going strong with the " Boxing
before all else programme " and is having remarkable
success, as the recent articles in THE WIRE will testify.
T he Signal Office, or " Signal Centre " as we should now
call it, has undergone many changes, due to the introduction
of Tape Relay working. The T aipe Relay Station and our
tributary station are under way and operating successfully.
Captain Everard, our new T .0.T., is for ever expanding his
stores and workshops. Captain Walker is still dealing with
the traffic queries. There is a continual hammering sound,
as walls are pulled down and the smell of paint is stifling,
but we have at least one satisfied person-Major White, our
C.C.O., who is always boasting about his brand new Crypto
Office, commonly known as "Chalky's Hideout."
There have been many arrivals and departures. In
February Major Fairman joined us from Signals Branch.
This heralded the issue of one Rugby ball per head with
the order" If you don't know what it's for, get cracking and
find out." Captain Cathmoir, from U.K., and Captain
Hickman came down from Malaya Signal Squadron,
Sergeant " Molly " Morgan from Korea, and our old friend
Sergeant Crane has left us to take over the Signal Troop
attached to the 11th Hussars.
R.Q.M.S. Etherington, S.S.M. Hunt and Sergeant
Gerrard, Captains Frederick, Grainger and Cooper,
Corporals Whitcombe, Gandy, Wakefield, French, last but
not least Signalman Ronney have gone home on R.H .E.,
together with many others.
The· 15-mile bash is continuing as normal and, believe it
or not, some consider it a sport. Ask Sergeant T hom, our
Training Sergeant.
Our congratulations are due to Captain and Mrs. Camp
on the birth of a son, to Sergeant and Mrs. Peter Lewis
on the birth of a daughter, and to R. S.M. Murray, who is
about to leave us, on the attainment of his Quartermaster's
Commission on 1st September. We wish him and Mrs.
M urray all the best in the fut ure, and welcome R.S .M . and
Mrs. H all to the Regiment.
Finally, we would assure all past members that life in
T yersall Park goes on much as usual and that our theme
song is "Floreat G .H .Q. Signal Regiment."
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HONG KONG SIGN.\.L REGIMENT
The last month was memorable for the visit of our new
C.S.0., FARELF, Brigadier E. D . Good, c.B.E., who made
an intensive tour of the Colony and visited all Troops of the
Regiment. At a parade held in Murray Barracks he presented the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to
R.Q.M .S. Stillyards, who has successfully completed his 18
years' " undetected."
Had we not the benefit of a highly scientific education,
we might thank the C.S.O. as a bringer of rain, for, up to
the time of his visit, we had had so little rain that our very
existence was threatened by drought. H owever, four days
of intermittent deluges have staved off the evil and we are
able to continue with our two hours' water supply per day.
We were sorry to lose the Adjutant, Captain P. S. Westmacott, and our Jack-of-all-trades, Captain E. M. Fox, both
of whom left on the great ship Empire Trooper for colder
and wetter climes. O ur best wishes go with them and their
·
families.
N o. l Squadron. Long suffering readers, who have
been anxiously waiting for news from the important
Squadron are now to have their patience rewarded.
We mentioned in our last communication that there was
much discussion about 97ft. mas ts and "where to put
them." We can no w recommend to all and sundry that they
should NOT be put on a convex slope of 1 in 3 ! H aving
succeeded in this herculean task at the fourth attempt we
are now being more gentle with ourselves and putting one
up on a concave slope of 1 in 5, and another on top of a
miniature fort on more or less flat ground.
In digging one of the earth anchor holes in the I in 5
slope we hit the natural granite of Hong Kong only a few
inches down. We therefore wrote a letter asking the
Sappers either to blow a . . . . great hole in which we
could bury an anchor, or else bore the granite and cement-in
a suitable lug with hole. In writing this, we envisaged a
bunch of burly Sappers with compressors, drills, blasting
powder, cement mixers, etc. Bur nor so! After the usual
pause there appeared a diminutive Chinaman with a

Presentati o n of L.S. and G.C. Medal to W. 0 .11 Stillyards by C .S.O .
F.A.R.E.L.F. at Ho ng Kon g on 8 July, 1954
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hammer, a chi el and a mall tent, which he proceeded to
erect over the patch of granite. He ha now been there
nearly a month, and having just discarded his fourth chi el,
is about 30 inches down. "Non cito sed certa" !
The quadron still has Major Wildy in command, but
the Operating Troop is now commanded by Sergeant
inclair, and the Heavy Wireless Troop by S.S.M.
Eccleshall, who was a humble radio mechanic when 2LO
was rather more new than 3D is now.
The Heavy Wireless Troop, one of the smallest in the
Regiment, won the Inter-Troop basketball competition
which either proves the mastery of brain over brawn, or
that those in " W " Troop are a dodgy lot. The shield was
presented by the C.S.O., FARELF, after the parade held in
Murray Barracks, and a certain radio mechanic, one of the
team who shall be nameless, when asked by the C.S.0.
whether they had not met before, replied (springing smartly
to attention)," Yes indeed, Sir, on parade this morning"!
Sergeant McLeod, as D.S.0., says that now the untraditional nomenclature of "Signal Centre" is to be used, he will
in future, answer his many 'iphone calls with the cry
"Traffic Chief" in a strong Western drawl.
Our "Radio Teletype Chief" is Sergeant Iverson, exKorea, who seems to be able to tell one piece of tape from
another without bothering to count the holes.
Since our last deposition, Sergeant Oram has replaced
Sergeant Dossetter in the F:ire Command Troop, the former
having come from H.Q. Squadron and innumerable" D. and
D " Courses, and the latter having gone to 3 Squadron to
get at least some of their wireless sets to work. Sergeant
Peberdy has come to Kowloon Garrison Troop to replace
Sergeant (now S.Q.M.S.) Kemp.
The Squadron has been strongly represented in the Regimental swimming team, which has done very well to lie
third in water polo and racing in the Army Southern
Leagues. Unfortunately, we have not been allowed to play ·
men from detached Signal Troops in this league, so that
the team has been representative of only two squadron's
worth of the Regiment. However, the Army Knock-out
Competition starts soon, and then: " Stand back for
Signals"!
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his weapon training course. This is the second occasion in
which we have provided the course "best shot," the other
being Corporal Robinson, of Seletar.
Both the British and Malayan Families' Clubs are thriving and are busy now thinking up all manner of things for
Christma , and the best means of extracting dollars from
the unsuspecting public; but as everything is for the
children s festivities, I am sure the response will be as
generous as last year-all right, ladies, you can put away
your pistols. Besides being busy, they did manage to take a
few minutes off the other week and face the movie camera,
the results were grand and I must confess they were all so
photogenic. M.G.M . and Paramount please note-the film
is copyright.
Our M .0.R. Camp is having a change of face, our "selfhelp" badminton course is just about finished, and thanks
to S.Q.M.S. Frederick and his band of G.D. men, we have
now a "chicken farm," but as yet no chickens; they are on
the way and should be with us next week. The great
efforts of our Commanding Officer have borne "large
fruit.'' The M.O.R.s are having a brand-new up-to-date
cookhouse and dining room, and work should commence
very soon-they've got the money ! ! !
Visits to our other domains have not been frequent
during the last couple of months, except that our R.Q.M.S.
is sojourning in Ceylon; he was expected back yesterday,
but news has it both Ceylon and Hong Kong personnel
are all doing well; don't forget to keep the camphor wood
chests well warered at Hong Kong.
The season of football and cricket is fast coming to a
close. Although no major achievements can be recorded,
it has been an enjoyable year. Most of our soccer stalwarts
will have departed for U.K. by the time the next soccer
season commences, but we have had already two very good
acquisitions in Signalmen Bonnard and Million, and if
Records are kind to us, we hope to do better next year.
Signalman Wainwright has brought lustre to the Regiment
by being selected to play centre half for the Combined
Services against the Australian Touring XI; in addition, he
has the distinction of being the most consistent player in
the Corps XI during the past season.
The new establishment breakdown has now been completed and nicely sorted out and the Quartermaster, Captain
Dale, now looks lovingly at his new " Bible.'' Major T. A.
Hall now commands the Mobile Troops.

" S elamaat senwa orang,'' freely translated simply means
the officers have got to learn Malay now, but it is really
fun, even drivers smile and not infrequently go in the
wrong direction. As this language course only applies to
those with more than nine months to do in Malaya, it's
amazing what hidden talent has been unfolded-Orang

1ahaz.
Events have been fast and furious during the last two
months, Station Sports, A.0 .A.'s Inspection, Inter-Squadron
Swimming Gala, and finally the Regimental F un Fair; leaving the sordid side entirely alone (amassing dollars), the
events were extremely popular anc;l provided lots of good
fun. That lovely tankard for the Old Soldiers' Swimming
Race was won by no less than our Commanding Officer;
it was unfortunate that nominations for the Empire Games
had to be submitted before the Gala, and what is more-he
won so easily (secret training). No. 2 Squadron (Major
E. R. Haxell) won the Inter-Squadron Trophy-well done,
Seletar. We are looking forward eagerly to see if our
swimming talent distinguish themselves in the Singapore
District Swimming Championships; the successes of our
Detachment in the T engah Station G ala give us hope of
at least a little success.
A successful Rifle Meeting was held recently on an I nterSquadron basis; No. 1 Sq uadron ran out easy winners; for
the Second-in-Command it turned out to be a two miles
run, a case of " shoot and r un.'' Whilst on the subject of
shooting, congratulations to Lance-Corporal Anderson on
achieving the distinction of being the only marksman on
322
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Newly erected det. ppty. conv. sit. Architect designed.
Glass-finished concrete firg. thr'out. Tstf'y dee. blue and
cream. Glass communicating doors. Excep. lge. bedroom,
fitted wall-lights, etc. Beaut. equipp. baths and toilets. Lux.
furn. lounge. Suit small sqdn. single men . . . .
Thus might run the Estate Agent's advertisement for our
new billet, and for once an ad. would tell less than the
truth. For this new home of ours is really something. It
would do them good if those who remember the days of
straw palliasses and Nissen Huts (anyone at Barnard
Castle?) could see us now. Round about lights out is the
best time with all the bed-lamps on and fifteen hardworked {?) soldiers reclining in their tropical weight
pyjamas reading "Week-end Reveille"; if this is "~onty's
New Army" which they used to talk about, then it's certainly becoming attractive.
And just in case we are likely to forg~t the even'., a party
is being held shortly to celebrate the billet's opening. We
shall report on this in our next notes.
There has been only one noteworthy addition to the
Squadron Roll since our last letter to !HE WIRE-one
" Bambi " a successor as pet to the billet to the late
lamented "Oscar." Exactly to which branch of the canine
family she belongs is unknown, but she has, without doubt,
the largest ears in the Caribbean Area.

"~brougb"

jfunb

It was suggested in 1953 that an artist's copy of the
famous picture should be provided by the Association for
War
Memorial
the
Chapel in St. Martin's
Church in Catterick
Camp. On 18th July,
1954, in the presence of
400 Old Comrad-.es and
perhaps an equal number of members of th~
Association still serving,
the picture was dedicated to the Chapel.
This gift is some
small token of the gratitude of the Association
to the Signal Training
Centre and School of
Signals for the Annual
Reunion Week-end.
The cost, £70, is to
be borne by Branches
of the Association at £1
per Branch. As was
expected, many
Branches have wished
to give more than this
and SIX have given, in
addition, a silver plated
trumpet to the Band of
General Fladgate and Brigadier Harries
6
(Boys)
Training
afcer Rctrcoc
Regiment.
H.R.H. The Princess Royal, C.I., G .C.V.0., G.B.E.,
R.R.C., T.D, D.C.L., LLD., Colonel-in-Chief, handed over
.
the first two trumpets on 28th July, (p. 309).
Fifth list of donations to the "Through " Fund received
on or after 14th July, 1954:
£
d.
Swansea and District Branch
1 1 o
London Branch
1 1 o
Southampton Branch
...
.. .
I
o o
The fund now stands at £41/8/6.
Plus six trumpets.
Still required £28/u/6, at [.1 a Branch.
AND a Jot of trumpets, which cost £10 each.
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CROWN
RADIO
" THIS is Ci:own Radio, the voice of the British
Commonwealth Forces in Korea." At 0530 hours and
1300 hours every day this announcement can be heard on
1290 kcs. throughout the Commonwealth Division and often
far beyond. It announces the commencement of the oneand-a-half hours' morning and nine hours' afternoon and
evening transmission, and repr_ese!1ts a_ tr~umph over
adversities of many kinds. From its mcepuon m 1951, soon
after the formation of the Division, it has passed through
many phases until today it can look forward with confide~ce
to the near future, when it can compete on even terms with
its many rivals.
.
.
The first Welfare broadcasting stauon was a service transmitter with an output of 10 watts, operating on a normal
service frequency. The studio, such as it was, consisted of
home-made, scrounged or borrowed equipm~nt. The station
was run by Education Branch, personnel bemg found_ from
within the Division, and maintenance was, of course, Signals
responsibility.
In January 1953, the odds proved too great and the
station closed but only temporarily. On 29th May, 1953,
Crown Radio took the air again, determined to make a
brave stand against its 1JOWerful American rivals, Nom:id,
Vagabond, Gypsy ro name but three, all_ with ?utputs of
250 to 1,000 watts, and with mode:n studio equipment.
Two three-ton vehicles were eqwpped by R.E.M.E. Base
Workshops, under the supervision of Captaii;i Too~bes,
R.E.M.E. one as a transmitter and control vehicle, usmg a
modified BC 610 E, and the other as a studio vehicle w!th
record racks turntable etc. Even so, most of the equipment was st~ndard service pattern unsuitable for broadca~t
ing, little money being available for any new commercial
equipment.
.
The station wa in charge of Captam Bentley, R.A.E.C.
and later Captain Blakemore, R.A.E.C., and became a
detachment from B.C.F.K. Broadcasting Unit in Kure, an
Australian Unit. The raff was mainly provided by the
parent unit, augmented from within the Division and by
·
Divisional Signals.
Troubles w~re numerous and continuous, power supply,
aerials, equipment all giving troubl_e or r~quiring modification. The fact that Crown Radio survived i!nd never
closed was almost entirely due to the personal effort ot
Lieut>~nant (T.0 .T.) Moores, Royal Signals who worked at
times night and day to keep it on the air and who wa
alway seeking to improye it performance.
.
Programmes consisted of recorded entertamment , rebroadca ts of news and sports it m and, of cour e, the
announcers' standby-record . Material from the Briti h,
Australian and Canadian Broadcasting Corporation wa
US\!d.
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During the autumn of 1953 it was realised that the reequipping of Crown Radio was essential up to the time
for instance there was no standby tran mitter. Plans were
got out by C.R. Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel E. C. R. Blaker,
and Lieutenant Moore , but the wheels of the Staff grind
lowly and it was many months before any new equipment
wa received.
By Christmas, 1953, the Division had settled in to, its
Truce locations, and Crown Radio was unable to reach all
Units, mainly due to lack of power and screening. At this
time, too, the 25 Canadian Infantry Brigade station Mapleleaf took the air with the most modern equipment and 500
watts!
Drastic action was called for and was forthcoming. After
various experiments, supervised by Lieutenant (T.O.T.)
Thompson and his Troop, a new site was selected in the
lines of the Divisional Signal Regiment. The equipment
was completely overhauled and some new equipment
installed, great assistance being given by the Base Signal
Regiment. At this time, too, the station was taken over
by Captain Huggan, R.T.R., who took full advantage of the
new conditions to introduce many improvements.
,With the help of the C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Vincent,
Royal Australian Signals, ·plans were drawn up for a completely new station consisting of two 10-ton semi-articulated
trailers, one with a modern commercial transmitter with
500-1,000 watt output, and the other fitted out as a studio
with modern control equipment and all the required
facilities. Record library and programming department
will be housed in a small building. An antennae aerial with
4ooft. diameter counterpoise will complete the installation.
These plans are, in fact, now maturing-the equipping of
the vehicles in Kure is well advanced and preparation of the
site has commenced. Three months will Rrobably see the
new Crown Radio take the air, more than able to provide
entertainment to all Commonwealth Forces in Korea and,
who knows, possibly in Japan as well.
Even today, still working under difficulties, Crown Radio
provides mt hours' entertainment every day without fail
and the fact that record requests are received from American
Units is a measure of its success. The pride of this
detachment, born of adversity, is apparent in that ringing
announcement "This is Crown Radio, the voice of the
British Commonwealth Forces in Korea."

1st Commonwealth Divisional Signal
Regiment and Korean Pictorial-V
JULY is a memorable month, both for the Division and
for the Signal Regiment. Three years ago the 1st
Commonwealth Divisional H.Q. assumed operational command of the Commonwealth troops already in Korea-27
an? 29 British Infantry Brigades, 25 Canadian Infantry
Brigade and 16 New Zealand Field Regiment.
The Divisional Signal Regiment main body arrived in
Pusan on 24th June and on 28th July, 195r the Regiment
w.as officially formed, taking over the Brigade and Artillery
Signal Troops already in operation. The New Zealand Base
Signal Tr~ and part .of 29 Brigade Signal Troop later
formed Bntcom. Zone Signal Squadron. Later ·27 Brigade
be.c~e 28 . Bntc~m Infantry Brigade, completing the
D1v1s10n as Jt now is.
So 2~th July i~ our third official birthday, and we are
celebr~tmg 1~ va!1ous ways.. ?n Ist August we are holding
a special service m St. Marun s Church, with representatives
of every Troop present. The G.O.C. will be present as will
the Commander of 25 Brigade (Canadian) and 28 Brigade
(Australian) and the Commander of Kayforce (New
Zealand). Our Padre, Alan Bowers will therefore address
u for the last time on a memorable' occasion.

J
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Next day, weather permitting, there will be a Regimental
Gymkhana, with side-shows and events provided by every
troop. The proper Commonwealth flavour will be given
by such items as Tree Chopping (" G " Troop, New
Zealand) and Pitching Horseshoes (" E" Troop, Canadian).
There is also a mysterious Fortune Teller, who, if his palm
is crossed with hwan, may tell the enquirer his next posting, a Beauty Competition (ugliest wins), and a cryptic event
by "H" Troop (New Zealand) called Steady Hand-is this
appropriate? But all this depends on the rain. A recent
arrival asked a bystander "Doesn't it ever stop raining
here?" to be answered gloomily, "Don't know, chum, I've
only been here two months myself."
Lastly, on 7th August, Officers from all over the Division
and from neighbouring American formations, and including all those concerned in communications, are assembling
in the Mess to lift a glass to the Regiment.
We were very pleased to receive the following message
" From Association. Good wishes, Regimental Day, 28th
July." and thank the Chairman and members of the Signal
Association for their kind thought.
Recently the monthly r Corps Signal Conference was
held here. After the conference, attended by the Signal
Officer (equivalent of our C.S.0.), I Corps, and representatives of all formations in r Corps. The rest of the morning
was spent in iputting over the composition and function of
the Regiment by C.R. Signals and Squadron and Troop
Commanders. After lunch there was a conducted tour of
wireless and signal office vehicles, Fault Control, the Mo:iin
Divisional Signal Office, and a complete line detachment.
All those concerned from various Troops worked very hard
to make this visit inter~sting and successful. Non-existent
paint suddenly appeared, and everything not quick enough
to dodge was painted. A pleasing result was a highly appreciative letter from the Chief of Staff, I Cor·ps, to the G .O.C.,
who passed it on with the note "Take a bow, well done."
Spore has not made much progress recently due to the
rain, and even swimming is "out "-the river has risen considerably, CQVering one bridge, and roads have been washed
away in places. The linemen in the Regiment are all kept
busy as lines go down, and test points tend to subside into
heaps of old sandbags.
A sideline for "C " Troop has been renewing telephone
lines across the river to assist in the operation of the
Engineers' " Flying Foxes," for passing stores across the
Imjin if all bridges are impassable. They also helped to
mark these crossings with fluorescent panels as a warning
to light aircraft and helicopters. An "eight," consisting of
Katcom (Korean) linemen, with Lieutenant Forbes Taylor
(new Zealand) as cox, took part in some of these operations,
and provided spectators with light amusement and an
increased respect for Lieutenant Taylor's vocabulary.
A CPX (Command Post Exercise, which being translated
is a Signal Exercise)-Exercise "Omnibus "-has just
finished and left the Signal Office staff, if no-one else, tired
but triumphant, having handled a record amount of traffic
by every conceivable means except pigeon. We are glad to
report that in spite of being outnumbered at times almost
roo to r by the enemy, the Division stood firm for four days.
We were intrigued by the speed at which the enemy and
our own formations moved in spite of flooded rivers and
impassable roads! We look forward to August and we hope
the end of the rain.

Korean
Pictorial
No. Five

*

Behind the Scenes

TAILPIECE-Extract fram Regimental History.
A National Service exchange operator, called Cobbin, at
Rear Division, was rung up by a Colonel, who asked for an
extension which was not on the board. Having been told
several times that he could not be connected because the
subscriber did not exist, the caller said " This is Colonel
Anderton, A.OM•S, speaking. I order you to put me
through." The operator answered, "This is Cobbin speaking, C-0-B-B-I-N, and you cannot have it."

(All P/lotos by srst Sig. Bn. Corps, U.S. Signal Corps).
M Tp,

,
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I. 1'n the centre a ticklish problem. £F,ofS. Peatson, S1t.
Kay, S1t. Pocock and Lt. (T.O.T.) Thompson.
l, Si1mn. Simpson and Stewart in a mobile workshop.
3. Turkey or ham 1 Capt. James (O.C. H.Q. Sqn.) S.S.M.
Fisk, Cpl. Wallace and S11t. Thomas, A.C.C., consider the
Inner man,
4. The Medical Officer, Lt. Sheridan Dawes, R.A.M.C.,
on Joys himself at the expense of S11t. Freeman, R,N,Z. Sis••

L.A.D.

S.

General view of the workin1 area.

6.

A.Q.M.S. Watson and L1 Cpl. Bishop both of R.E.M.E. 111

Rear Links.

7. Slst 5111. Bn. Corps., U .S. Slanal Corps detachment,
On left R.T.T. vehicle In Its bay and on rlaht du1out housln1
landline and V.H . F. terminals,
8. Land line carrier bays with monltorln1 teletypes and
V.H.F. bay, Pfc, Noyes a11d Cpl. Bottello.

the machinery truck.

43 (WES EX) INFAJ.\""TRY DO"ISIONAL SIGNAL
REGUIE .T (T .A.)

In the month of May we said good-bye to our Commanding Officer for the past three years, Lieutenant-Colonel
W. G. Daubeny, and we welcome as our new Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Atkinson, o.B.E. We
trust that his tour with this regiment will be as successful
as that he has just completed with 1st Training Regiment.
We extend a hearty welcome to S.S.M. L. Davies who
joined the regiment from Jamaica, and to R.S.M. V. Hobday who joined the regiment from 4 Training Regiment.
It is with regret that we say good-bye to Sergeant G .
Higgins who leaves us for M.E.L.F.-we shall miss his
cheery face and who more so than the members of No. 2
Squadron?
The Annual Camping season is in full swing and by the
time these notes appear in print all Brigade and G unner
Troops will have "done their bit" at Penhale and West
Down respectively, thus completing the unit's training for
the year.
Tbe feature of this year's training was the participation
of R.H.Q., H .Q. Squadron, I Squadron, "H" Troop and
H.Q. No. 3 Squadron in Exercise Javelin VIII in Germany.
There was no shortage of volunteers for this Exercise and
on 3rd July the main body together with H.Q. 43 (Wessex)
Infantry Division moved across to join the Regular Units
with which they would be working during the Exercise. A
worrying time for the Permanent Staff but the frantic preparation was well worth the trouble. The Regiment came
through the Exercise with flying colours and there is no
doubt about it, they certainly provided and maintained the
communications efficiently throughout. Our thanks are
due to our sponsor unit, I I Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment whose complete co-operation throughout was
magnificent.
,
Our congratulations go to Ist Training Regiment on their
gallant effort in proving Army Athletic Champions this
year-no wonder our Commanding Officer went to see
them carry off the t;rophy-he must have been expecting it.
Successes do not appear to come singly; Lieutenant R. E.
J. Bishop of "K " Troop, won the Command Individual
Epee Championship, and competed at the Royal Tournament, coming seventh in his class. A most creditable performance. Major G. P. Atkinson (0.C. No. 3 Squadron)
has been awarded the Territorial Decoration.
The Regiment was able, dilling the period under review
to successfully run a dance in aid of the Royal Signal~
Benevolent Fund and realised a sum of just over five
pounds.
.we were very pleased to hear of the appointment of
L1eutenarit-Colonel E. C. R. Blaker, o.B.E., Royal Signals
as G.S.0.I of the Division; may he have a successfui
tour of duty.
The Regiment looks forward to an interesting " Out of
Camp " Training period this winter in preparation for the
full Divisional Exercise on Salisbury Plain in September
next year, when we hope to profit from our B.A.0.R.
experiences.

:ii

(II)

INFANTllY DIVISIONAL SIGNAi.
llEGIMENT, T.A.

~he Regiment had a very busy pre-camp period, during
which every Troop carried out one and in some cases two
week-;end exercises with affiliated formations and units.'
This y~r the Regim~t camped by itself at Barry, near
Carnoustie. Concentration was on technical rather than
tactical trai.ning. The. weather was excellent and training
and recreau?nal purswts .~nefitted accordingly.
1:he Regiment was visited by Lieutenant-General Sir
Cohn. M. Barber, K.B.E ..' C.B., D.s.o., the G.O.C.-in-C.,
Scottish Command; Maior-General J. Scott-Elliott, c.B.,,
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C.B.E., D.s.o., the Divisional Commander; Brigadier W. M .
Ponsonby, O.B.E., the C.S.O. Colonel E. Birnie Reid, o.B.E.,
T.D., our Honorary Colonel, and Colonel T. P . E. Murray,
O.B.E., T.D., A.D.C. the last C.O.,, stayed some nights with
us.
On the middle Sunday over 500 members of families
attended Families' Day. Various competitions were held
and displays were given rby the D.R.s, under Sergeant
Mitchell, and the Pipes and Drums, under Pipe-Major
Campbell.
llegimentnl Trophies

Football Cup
2 Squadron
Intercommunication Race Cup
I Squadron
Squadron Lines Competition Cup 2 Squadron
Drill Cup . . .
2 Squadron
Tug--0f-War Cup
I Squadron
A team from the Regiment has been selected as one of
three to represent the District in the Command Motor
Cycle Trial.
On 8th August the Light Orchestra of the Corps Band
gave a concert at Fonthill Barracks to an audience of about
200. The standard of performance and versatility of the
young members of this orchestra were very much
appreciated.
Wapinschaw (Area R iffe Meeting)
The followi ng members of the Regiment won prizes:
Miniature Rifle Competition
.22 (possible 100)
I
Captain (Q.M.) J. L.
Ca!lan-98.
.38 Revolver Competition
(possible 30)
I
Captain (Q.M.)
L.
Callan-29.
2 Lieutenant-Colonel N.
M. Hay, M.B.E.-28.

r

2nd/20th

(EAST ANGLIAN) All:HY SIGNAL
llEGUIENT (T .A.)

The climax to our year's work-Annual Camp-came
during the first two weeks in July. In spite of the gloomy
forecasts of advance parties who said "You asked for a
change from Folkestone and you are certainly going to get
It," we found that Stanford Practical Training Area was
not so bad as we had been led to expect. Well, not quite!
The absence of the " bright lights " threw us on our own
resources for entertainment, with the result that Messes
~n d Ca_n~eens were very busy and there was a lot of sport- '
mg acuv1ty.
Corporal Sw~eney ensured that we had a nightly cinema
show, and Lieutenant Garvey saw to it that, although his
hair, thinned a lot in the process, we had recreational transport t? Norwich and other towns. Families made the trip
from Wanstead for Sports Day, and a coach trip to Yarmouth was well patronised.
Thanks to meticulous preparations by the very hardworking Advance Party there was no delay in getting down
to our main job-Exercise "Rocket Booster "-and some
well built lines were in evidence in very short time. We
combined in the Exercise with 1st/20th Army Signal Regiment (T.A.)-our " other half" from Birmingham-and It
certainly went with a bang. Weather and fortune were on
our side, but everybody worked with such enthusiasm that
difficulties were soon overcome and the elaborate communication network worked like a charm. So many nice
things were said about our work by visiting V.I.P.s that we
are unbearably smug, and the Commanding Officer is happily embarrassed by having to wage a "beware complacency" campaign.
We were proud to welcome amongst our many visitors
the G.O.C.-in-C., B.G.S., C.S.0. and G.S.O. r Western
Command; the B.G.S. and C.S.O. Eastern Command;
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C.S.O. London District; the Mayor an,d Mayoress of Wanstead and Woodford; the D.D.W.R.A':C. East Command;
and our Honorary Colonel, Colonel R. W. Dale, O.B.E., D.L.,
As usual 54 and 55 Signal Squadrons, W.R.A.C., accompanied us and were of great assistance during the exercise
working teleprinters and switchboards and helping with
the dreary job of manning staff telephones. As always, they
were most helpful in the social activities.
It would be invidious to mention names, but there is no
doubt tllat an exceptionally high standard of messing,
thoroughly good team work all round and, on the Signals
side, some fine work by Terminal Equipment Troop were
major factors in an excellent camp. The second week was
wound up with a welter of troop parties in inns dotted over
the neighbourhood and we returned, some gladly and
others sadly, to the peace of civilian life-and some sleep.
11.Q., HO All.lUl! SIGNAL REGIMENT (T.A.)

Our Annual Camp took place this year at Rolston T.A.
Camp, near Hornsea, Yorkshire, during July, and we have
recently returned with the comfortable feeling that we had
a very good camp. Our Troops very quickly settled down
and 36 hours after arrjval, having drawn up their stores,
they were busy laying cables and working wireless sets as if
it was all part of their daily vocation. Troop training went on
apace for the first week and on the first two days of the
second week we held our Regimental exercise "Long-Wyer."
The umpires kept everyone busy and we could have used
the assistance of a Movement Control to locate where some
of our Detts had been moved to, as they moved so often!
We learned a lot from our ex·periences and can look back
to our trials and tribulations as an achievement worth while.
We could tell of many amusing incidents, if space permitted, but one that seems worthy of the telling is of the
conscientious night sentry on Exercise location who heard
loud, persistent scraping noises coming from the region
of a three-ton lorry. He determined to catch, single-handed,
the persons who were obviously trying to make away with
a wheel from the vehicle, and he crept silently up on his
prey. With excellent timing he sprang around the side of
the vehicle from whence the noise came and fell against an
irate cow which had locked its horns in the handle of the
vehicle door !
We showed off with pride to our visitors the Band of 6
(Boys) Training Regiment who kindly came over to our
Regimental Sports on a Sunday afternoon and beat Retreat.
They were very smart and well merited the lengthy applause
which they were given.
Other highlights which we look back upon are the Commanding Officer's Parade; marching to the strains of
" Begone dull care," played by the Corps Band through our .
P.A. equipment. Our very successful camp concert the
evening before we left camp, and our defeat of Hornsea
Football Club by four goals to two goals.
Finally, we cannot close without tendering our hearty congratulations to Captain Cresswell and his 223 Medium Wireless Troop for winning the Commanding Officer's Cup.

By these means, it was possible to have all the rider from
various T.A.C.s assembled in one place. A bivouac camp
had been established by an advanced party in readine s for
the riders' arrival.
On Sunday, the riders assembled near the beach for the
reliability trial. Sand was definitely the "enemy "-the
course was set over land and beach, and many riders found
that sand was not the ideal surface for riding. A wicked
down-hill ride through bracken started the trial and then,
winding between an almost obsolete sight-concrete sea
defence posts, the riders wound their way over bumpy, soft
ground to the narrow ledge separating the beach from the
land. The beach itself was crossed at one or two points
-how heavy a W.D. machine seems, pushing it through soft
sand! and finally an up, down and " up ride " up the side
of an escarpment, completed the trial. "Combined operations " could almost describe the trial as a whole and the
Regiment are most grateful for the help and work done by
the 161 Independent Infantry Brigade Group Provost Unit
R.M.P. (T.A.) in signposting, marking and traffic control;
the 44 Medium W /S R.E.M.E. for the examination and
running of the Machines; 21 Company R.A.S.C. for the loan
of an ambulance; and the Colchester Military Hospital for
supplying an M.O. and staff, and also to all those who helped
to make the week-end such a success.
The Commander of 161 Independent Infantry Brigade,
Brigadier A. B. Barton, O.B.E., .M..C., kindly gave away the
prizes to the winning riders.
Results :
Sergeant Cates, J. H ., 358 l)uffolk Yeo. Med. Regt., R .A., T.A.
B.Q.M.S. Hammond, B., 358 Suffolk Yeo. Med. R egt., R.A., T.A.
3. Lance-Bombardier Bromwich, 286 Herts Yeo. Fd. Regt., R .A., T.A.
4. Sergeant Green, D. M., 358 Suffolk Yeo. Med. Rogt., R.A ., T.A.
5. Corporal Hinton, H., 162 Iod. Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn. (T.A.).
Badcock Cup for the best D .R . in the Regimeot: Corporal Hinton, 162
Ind. Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn. (T .A.).
Best Road Run: Lance-Corporal Catlin, B. G ., 358 M ed. R egt. Sig. Tp.
(T.A.).
Best Rider in Scramble: Corporal Hinton, H ., 162 Ind . Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqa .
(T.A.).
1.

2.

11.(t., fH AlllUY SIGNAL REGl.lUENT, T.A.
H.Q., 61 Army Signal Regiment (T.A.) held its annual
open motor cycle trials during the week-end 3rd/ 4th July,
1954.
. .
As the Regiment is spread over such a large area, it 1s
not usually very easy to have a complete Regimental Weekend, but in this particular case, it was facilitate<;! g~~atly ~y
having a road trial on the Saturday and a rehab1hty trial
on the Sunday.
.
Start points were established at Brentwood, Cambndge,
Bedford and Luton and each rider, artned with a half-inch
scale map of E;ist Anglia, rode via various check points to
the final check, just north of Aldeburgh.
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Royal Signals
Association
Report of the Annual General Meeting held at Catterick
Camp on 18th July, 1954.

The meeting wa attended by approximately 400
members.
The meeting approved the minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on the 17th May 1953, as sent out to
Branch ecretaries and published in THE WIRE.
Major-General C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., the Chairman
then presented bis report:-·
'
" Before I commence . ~y rep?rt I would like to pass
on a message of good wishes which I have received today
from General Wernyss. I am sorry to report that one of
, our staunch sul?porters, Mr.. G . E. Paling of Tunbridge
Wel~s, was ad.nutted to hospital yesterday with bronchitis.
Frrs~ and foremost I would like to offer once again our
very smcere thanks to the Commandant, Signal Training
Centre, the Commandant, School of Signals, and all Officers
~nd .Other Ra_nks who have once more done such a splendid
iob m preparmg for us. I am sure I express the wishes of
you all when I say how grateful we all are. In these
~a_nks I would like to include the Band. They should only
v1s1t Branches to hear the praise.
This is the last time I shall address you as Chairman
and perhaps you will permit me to review the progress of
our Association not only in 1953, but also over the five years
that I have had the honour to be your Chairman.
When. I ~ook over~ the A:ssociation had completed its
re-o~garusation from lts :varwne ~ole which was primarily
l?<Jkmg after P.0.W.s, to Its peaceume routine, and I should
like here to pay tribute to my predecessor General Rawson, and to Brigadier Murphy and Colon~l Roberts who
were General Secretaries during that period. As many of
YOll: kn?w, the ~ask I set myself five years ago was to
revive mterest m the Association amongst the serving
members of the Corps. We have had some success· there
are today 43 Branches in Signal Regiments and Indep~ndent
Squadrons. As yo~ know, practically all the field units of
the Corps are s~rvmg abroad and it ~s ~erefore gratifying
to feel th~t the mterests of the Assoc1auon are being cared
for yracucal~y . everywhere where the British Army is
servmg. This is almost, if not quite, a return to prewar
~ tandards. ~n 1954 membership increased by 9,000, includmg 1,800 Life Members. A great majority of this large
total were young soldiers here in the S.T.C. at the commence.m ent of th~ir colour service. I should like here to
pay tnb~te to all m the S."f.C. and particularly to 7 Trainmg Regiment, for this wonderful record
The misnamed 'old comrades ' bran~hes have also done
well. Lc;>sses there have been, but for each branch lost, we
have gamed one or two strong new branches. As an
example of w~at I _mean, Fy.lde and District Branch, formed
~mly m 1952 ts dymg, not like some of inertia but because
its components have split to form new strong branches in
Preston, Blackpool and Lancaster.
I now wis~ to bring to your notice two matters of importance. Frrstly, Area Reunions. With all our Unit~
~ broad and _no con~entration of Signal Units at Aldershot,
it has been 1mposs1ble to arrange for a big Reunion in the
outh as. was done before the war. It is for this reason
that dunng 1952, 1953 and 1954 we have attempted to
arrange local a~ea reunions to suit the very many who
cannot attend this the annual reunion. These area reunions
~ave done good, and I personally hope they will be contmued, BUT, and there is a very BIG BUT, if they are to
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continue they must be better supported. For success they
depend very largely on the presence of the Band, and for
tlus rea.son. ~he dates have to be fixed more with regard to
the availability of the band than to local conditions. Since
the last Annual General Meeting we !;ave had five. Two
at Newton Abbot run by the Depot Regiment for the benefit o~ Westcountrymen; one at York, one at Chester, and
one m Lon~on. All achieved success in that those who
attended enioyed themselves, but they were attended by
far too .few. Yet t~e General Secretary often tells me that
he receives complamts that little or nothing is organised for
branc~es-' We never see or hear the Band '-yet when the
Band ~s broug~t close to them and an evening's enterta inment _is . orgamsed for them far too few members of the
Assoc1.at1oi:i turn up. It is rather disheartening and on the
financial side a small loss is made instead of the expected
small profit for the Welfare Section.
Secon~y, there is no ~oubt that your Association is very
~~ch alive and as you will see later is in a flourishing condition. There are grave problems ahead. You have heard
of t~e numbers of ne"_V ~embers. ga~ed tltrough colour
service .. I hope that this mcrease is gomg to continue and
there w1H be . a constant stream of young men who are
members. conung out of the Army, but most of the value
of e~ollmg members during their · colour service will be
l?st, if on returning to civil life, some at least do not conunue to take an interest in their Corps through their local
branch~s: All branch~s have got to face up to this problem
of rec~1".mg and keepmg these young members within the
Assoc1at1on. Some are doing so, but it is a very big problem. I am older t~an nearly all of you here, but looking
round I see many fnends of what I call my own generation.
We. have always_ been contented to enjoy a glass of beer
talkmg of old times, old places, old faces-we can still
remember our horses. The men of tlte second war often
did not ser:-r~ long in the same units and the Jeep has not
th~ humarusmg character of the horse. The third generatto~, these young m~n of whom I have been speaking, have
nothmg whatsoever m. common with !DY generation except
Oll:f loyalty and devot~on _to Royal Signals, and mark you
this, I ~old my genera?on m no way superior to these young
men, either m d~vouon . or in . performance. They have
done a ~on?erful Job d~mg therr short two years, but their
?utlook is ?ifferent. We have got to find a way of assimilatmg them mto our bra~ches; it is your problem and that
of my successor as Charrman of the Association. .
I have only one matter of real ~egret to tell you. Mercury
Hous~, Colwyn Bay, founded durmg my first year as Chairzr:ian is. to be done away with. After very prolonged cons1de~a~<;>n the Corps Committee decided that there was no
possibility that the house could be run except at a considera?le a.nnual loss. Major and Mrs. Barlow, the manager and
his wife, have done a wonderful job and have built up a
steady and prosperous house during the summer months.
Even they cannot beat the cold hard fact that the Colwyn
Bay season is too short. We are to sell at the end of the
present season and may sell at a heavy loss. We do not
know what this loss will be or what will remain of that part
of 0e ~ri~inal capital which was spent on Colwyn Bay.
Until_ this 1s known we cannot profitably consider what to
do with the money.
I now ask you to consider the re-organisation of the
Central Committee as set out in Agenda Items 3 and 5.
W~ have long felt that the Central Committee did not
s~c1ently represent the current composition of the Assoc1auon. By the elimination of all except one of the Colonels
Commandant, we have found room in the Committee for
Two Chief Signal Officers representing those serving
wholetime in Royal Signals.
Two Officers, one to represent the T.A., and the
other the A.E.R.
One Chairman of a Branch to represent directly the
views of most of us here today.
I shall speak in a moment about the individuals nominTHE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1954

ated by the Cen~ral Committee ~o fill the elected posts in
the new Com~mee. Meanwhile, .will some-one please
second the mouon that the re-orgamsation of the Central
Committee be adopted?
T~e motion was seconded by Mr. A. W. Smith,
Charrman of the London Branch, and unanimously
APPROVED by the Meeting.
Now to the formal matter of election, and I oropose the
following election to appointments named, as- nominated
by the Central Committee: Chairman-Major-General C. M. F. White, c.s., c.B.E.,
D.S.O.

Seconded by Brigadier R. H. Willan, n.s.o., M.C.
Vice-Chairman-Major-General R. F. H. Nalder, c.B.,
C.B.E.
Seconded by Mr. J. E. Newton, Honorary Secretary,
York Branch.
Both appointments were unanimously APPROVED by
the Meeting.
I must now tell you that Brigadier Walton is retiring as
T.A. Representative, and I take this opportunity to say bow
grateful I am personally for what he has done for the Association while serving on the Committee, and for all he
has done for the Corps. I therefore propose, as nominated
by the Central Committee : Colonel F. E. P. Jones for the appointment of T .A.
Representative.
Seconded by Colonel L. R. Hall, M.c., Chairman of
the Catterick Branch, and unanimously
APPROVED by the Meeting.
A.E.R. Representative, Colonel E. C. Calverley, known
to_all for his work in the Normandy and D-Day
landings.
Seconded by Colonel A. Ellison, M.B.E., T.D., 22 Army
Group Signal Regiment, A.E.A., and unanimously APPROVED by the Meeting.
Now, just one word of exolanation. The Central Committee consider that normally nominations for the ' Branch
Chairman ' should be canvassed for when necessary at the
Branch Representatives Meeting. For the immediate vacancy t~ e Committee bas invited the Chairman of No. 2
Branch to be the first incumbent. Why No. 2 Branch and
not No. 1 there is a very good reason. Colonel Jones, who
we have just decided shall represent the T.A., is also President of No. 1 Branch, and Birmingham must not have it
all their own way. Will somebody please second Mr. G . E.
Hand for the last vacancy on the Committee?
The nomination was seconded by Brigadier R.
H. Willan, n.s.o., M.C., and unanimously
APPROVED by the Meeting.
Now to Item 4 of the Agenda. Mainly because of the
increase in Life Membership subscriptions and also because
of continued prosperity in such items as THE WIRE and ·
Petty Trading, the GENERAL FUND has been able to
bear a greater share in the costs of ad.ministration. This is

" Retreat''
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reflected mainly in the Welfare Section. Thu the
GENERAL FUND shows a small deficit in 1953 which we
hope to correct in 1954·
The WELFARE SECTIONS (this is the new name for
the Benevolent Fund). Successful applications for grants
were down a trifle on previous years. Refunds continue
to improve. I have often forecast to you that the grants
from the Army Benevolent Fund at £3,000 a year could not
long continue, but we had a shock when our grant for 1954
was cut by £2,000, leaving income from this source at
£1,000 only. It was very fortunate that increased prosperity in the General Fund enabled it to Jessen the proportion of costs of administration borne by the Welfare Section. The full effect of this change will not be apparent
until next year.
Now I want you to listen carefully to what I am now
going to say. It has long been apparent that the continued
passage of about 10,000 men a year through Royal Signals
was going to present a problem. It means that the numbers
of potential recipients of the Welfare Section's generosity
will increase year by year. So seriously do your Central
Committee view the situation that they have asked for a
special study of the probable effect of this and they have
called for positive recommendations. I can tell you now
what one of these recommendations is going to be-we shall
have to increase our income to match our expenditure.
Deeply grateful as I am to all those Regiments, Squadrons
and Branches who gave so generously last year, the fact
remains that a very large number of branches give little or
nothing at all and I regret to say that many of the Signal
Regiments do not give as much as they should. Voluntary
subscriptions and donations from all sources last year
reached the total of £2,500. I forecast that study of the
subject to be undertaken this year will reveal that this total,
admirable though it is, will have to be considerably increased this year ,!lDd hereafter, if we are to meet our
obligations.
I have taken both Accounts together in this statement as
they are to an extent mutually independent. Will somebody please second that the Accounts be passed.
Mr. T. Black, Honorary Secretary of the Liverpool
Branch seconded the motion, and it was unanimously
APPROVED by the Meeting.
I will now conclude by thanking the General Secretary
and Staff at Headquarters for their loyal support and hard
work; also the Chairmen, Honorary Secretaries and
members of Branch Committees. They are the people who
do the work-without their support the Association could
do nothing. Thank you all."
Brigadier G. H. Wafton, c.B., C.B.E., T.D., D.L., proposed
a vote of thanks to the retiring Chairman : " During the five years in which I have served on the
Central Committee, I have usually had the honour to ask
you at this meeting to express 'your gratitude to General
Flad.gate. I am sorry, and know that you are sorry that
he is retiring from the onerous job he has done so well for
the last five years. It is -the kind of work for which there is
no hope of repayment, except for the gratitude of those for
whom he has worked so bard-all of us here today. I want
us to assure him in no uncertain terms of our very great
gratitude and instead of asking you to show your appreciation in the usual gentlemanly manner, I want you to stand
and give him three cheers in a most ungentlemanly
manner."
The Meeting rose and gave three enthu iastic cheers for
which General Fladgate thanked them.
Under any other business, CHESTER Branch proposed
that the Association endeavoured through the B.B.C. co
have the Church Parade Service Broadcast.
The Chairman informed the Meeting that the General
Secretary had tried this year to get the Service broadca t
but had failed. He would ask his successor to try again
next year.
As there was no further bu iness the Meeting was do ed.
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GENERAi.

FUND

Balance Sheet ns at 31st December, 19:»3
1952

£

[,

1,259
I.Oil

ACCUMULATED FUND:
Balance, 31st December, 1952 .. .
...
...
Lass Excess of Expenditure over Income for
year
Cr.

2,-::.70

12,765

I0,495
93
200
4I8
83I
I?

1,559

Add Life Membership Account (Including
[.1,850 Ss. 9d. received during yeor, Jess
[,935 15s. rod. paid to Benevolent Fund)
SUNDRY CREDITORS :
Expenses Accrued
Subscriptions paid in advonce on Publications
Subscriptions to Quarterly Journal unclaimed
Printing Charges on Publications
Corporation Duty
.. .
.. .
.. .
Army Sports Control Boord

[.

s. d.

2,269

6

5

525

0

3

1,744

6

2

11,409 15

8

s. d.

[.

0
I6
15
I8
15
4

1952 [.
1,366
8

1,374
352
290
5,280
265

1 10

13,I54
130
199
4IO
384
8
63

[,

0
0
2
5

41
107
17

6,352
203

0
II

9 6

1, I97

1,290
200

500

C. W. FLADGATE, Major-General, Clialrmar1.
H. R. FIRTH, Brigadier, Secretary.

400
391
2,440
197
5,418

~

200
6o

1,800

140
£14,324

{.I4,351

4

II

~

0PPICE FURNITURE-At Cost, L ess Depreciation :
Balance, 1st January, 1948
Additions to date

2,000

"'

3~%

76
174

I
m

m

LOANS TO BRANCH ASSOCIATIONS
INVBSTMBNTS-At Cost:
1,287 12s. 8d. 3 i% War Loan
226 8s. 1d. 4
Consolidated Stock
Conversion Stock ...
.. .
682 90. 3d.
5 National Savings Certificates of 100 Units
400 3% Funding Loan, 1959/69
...
.. .
2,500 2t% Funding Loans, 1956/61 ...
.. .
I94 7s. 7d. 3 % Commonwealth of Australia
Stock, 1963/65
.. .
.. .
. ..
.. .
. ..

129

250
8r

169

~

SUNllRY DEBTORS ANO PAYMENTS IN ADVA NCE:
Subscriptions to Publications
Advertisements in Publications
Benevolent Fund
...
Officers' Benevolent Fund
War Memorial Fund ...
".T~rough" Fund
Diaries
...
...
...
...
Superannuation Contribotions
Sundry Loans

f

s. d.

2,025 4
30 12

(Market Value of the above Investments as at
3IBt December, I953 , was taken at Middle
Market Prices and amounted to [.5,564 14s. 8d.).
STOCKS ON liANI>-At Cost :
Corps Clothing, etc.
Car Badges
...
.. .
Small Signals History .. .
A ~~iation Badges
D1ar1cs
...
. ..
...
...
...
. ..
Blue Books--at estimated Selling Price

438
53
16
32
668

£

CASH:
Lloyds Bank Ltd.
Cash in hand

L ess Aggregate Depreciation to date
LEASEHOLD PROPERTY-At Cost:
88 Eccleston Square, S.W. I
...
L ess Proportion borne by Benevolent Fund

Less Amount written off to date ...

.(.

s. d

2
0

2,055 16

406 I3
351 JI
4,,;83 16
250 0
73 IO
44 r7
JI 3

2

9
5

4
0
0

6
I

9

1o6 15

7 IO
5 0

5,748
2I2
1,289 14 10
200

0

500

0

0

400 0
391 I
2,439 17

0
0
0

0

197

I

8
5,417 14

6

349 15 7
I06 8 10
75

6o

7

4

9
5

0

7

6

297
102

II

9

8
8

2,000

0

0

l,800

0

0

200

0

0

74

0

0

4

75
222

4

596

5 IO

195

2

2

£14,324

0

126

0

0

£14,351

IJ

4

(/)

m
"'O
~

I have C.'<amined the above Balance Sheet and accompanying Income and Expenditure Account with the Books and Vouchers of the Fund and certify the same to be in accordance therewith. I have
ascertained that the Inscribed Stocks stood in the names of the Trustees and Lloyds Bank Ltd. , has certified as to the correcmess of the Bank Balance, and that they hold for safe custody the other
Securities representing the Investme.n ts.
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GRESHAM HOUSE,
24 OLD BROAD STRJ!BT,
LONDON, E.C.2.
27th April, 1954.

'°
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~
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m

H. S. BAKER, F.C.A.,
Chartered Accour11ant,
Auditor.

Income and Expenditure Account for the year ended 31st December, 1953

~

"'
m

EXPENDITURE
1952

£

[.
62
303

(/)

m

Jl

"'O

61

-i

2

m

6

3:

70
39
24
42
53
16

°"m

"'

2

'°
"'

6

To Administration Expenses:
Secretary's Salary .. .
.. .
Salaries, Wages and National Insurance
Superannuation Contributions ...
Rent, Rates, Heating and Lighting
Insurance
Telephone
Printing and Stationery ...
PoStage and Sundry Expenses
Office Cleaning
.. .
.. .
Travelling Expenses .. .
.. .
Audit and Accountancy Charges
Legal Charges .. .
.. .
Bank Charges . ..
.. .
Repairs and Renewals

INCOME

£

s. d .

213 I S
996 4
35 I2
188 0
6 I8
25 14
117 r9
143 10
76 2
175 I
52 IO
7

£

s. d.

1952

[.

847

O
JI

24

l
I

12
62

11

6

158

8
~

4

3,219
I ,085

0

II

2

7 6

0

672

25

72
440

161

279
I29

Less Proportionate amount of Administration Expenses due from Officers' Benevolent
Fund
,, Loss on Publications:
Officers' Gazette
.. .
. ..
.. .
,, Cost of Distribution of Blue Books:
Priming ...
...
.. .
Less Sales to date ...

Less Stocks on hand at estimated Selling
Price

I SO

I9
14

75
9
1 ,010

[.2,021

,, Depreciation:
Office Furniture
.. .
. ..
. ..
.. .
Amount written off on Leasehold Property
Cost of Association Reunion
Taxation:
Income Tax deducted from Income from
Investments . ..
. ..
.. .
.. .
Corporation Dury . ..
.. .
. ..
Balance being Excess of Income over
Expenditure for year

2,046
75

6

[,

45
9

7
4

444

I ,971

8

94

9

2

35 r9

7

Less Cost of Printing ...
Grant from Corps Funds in respect of loss
incurred in l 9 5 r
Officars' Gazette
Subscrip1ior1s
...
Less Cost of Printing

0

130

Income from Publications:
The Wire
Subscriptions
Advertising Charges

3,86o

6

330
0

By Subscriptions
,, Income from Investments-Gross:
3!% War Stock
...
4 % Consolidated Loan
3!% Conversion Loan
3 % F unding Loan ...
2! % Funding Loan .. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
3% Commonwealth of Australia Stock

4.304

~

697

£

6

6

9

Small Signals Hisrory
Sales
...
...
.. .
Less Cost of Sales .. .

26

35 I9

7

2I IJ
14 0
184 r6

0
2

72 II
8 15

.C2,309

2

78

6

6
0

3

IS

So
32
II

45

I

4

9

l

0

23 17
12 0
62 IO
5 r6

8

3,433 16

0

8

2

4,686 6
4,549 16

9
6

428 I6
364 10

0

5

32 16 7
26 15 4

444

8

3

366

734 15

7

170
155

Sale of Car Badges
Less Cost of Badges Sold . ..

202 6
147 13

9
0

177

Snle of Association Badges
L ess Cost of Badges Sold ...

269 19

97

Profit on Sale of Diaries
...
Profit on Sale of Paint Transfers ...
Balance being Excess of Expenditure over
Income for year

£2,021

121

17

158

6

8

136 10

3

7

1,252 JO

882

[. s. d.
998 I IO

0

Sundry Income:
Sale of Corps Clothing, etc.
Less Cost of Clothing

'
...,
...,

s. d.

6

8

64

5

7

6

1

3

147 12

8

54 13

9

148
45
25

5

525

0

3

£2,309

2

3

I IO
2
6

8

w
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BENEVOLENT

FUND

Dnlnuce Sheet us nt 31st December, 1953
195:: [,

[,

{,

s. d.

ACCUMULATED FUND
102,796
Balance, 31st December, 1952 . ..
. ..
1.390 Dr. Add Profit on Investments sold during year

97,535 8 IO
I5 I7 6

10J,4o6

97,551

Add- Life Membership Subscriptions received
from General Fund ...

3,870
97,536
1 75

5,28o
20
52
24

5,55J

Less-Excess of
for year ...

Expenditure

over

Income

6

{,

1952

{,

d.

CASH AT BANK
...
INVESTMENTS- At Cost:
130 I5/- Units National Savings Certificates
£941 15s. Id. 3! % War Loan ...
...
. ..
(including £29I 15s. 1d. Nominal Value
relating to ~migrant Loan Fund)
£13,813 17s. 3d. 4 % Consolidated Stock ...
£7 ,679 IIS. 9d. 3 % Serial Funding Stock,
1955
...
...
...
...
...
...
. ..
£9,036 6s. Sd. 3!% London County Consolidated Stock, I952/62 ...
...
...
. ..
{,2,500 3.% Defence Bonds
...
...
. ..
[,300 3!% Commonwealth of Australia Stock,
1954/59 ...
...
...
...
...
. ..
. ..
£5,000 3!% London County Consolidated
Stock, 1954/ 59
. ..
.. .
...
..·
· ..
£4,200 2!% Funding Loan1 J956 / 61
. ..
[,6,ooo 3t% Commonwcaltn of Aumalia
Stock, x956/61
...
...
...
...
. ..
850 3 % Funding Loan, J959/69
...
. ..
I,945 3% Savings Bond ~ 196o/70 ...
.. .
li.000
3!%
Stoke-on-Trent
Corporation
::>tock, I96o/70
...
...
...
...
...
£2,000 3!% Hull Corporation Stock, 196o/70
{,I,000 3!% Liverpool Corporation Stock,
196o/70 ...
. ..
...
...
...
...
. ..
{,J,000
3!%
Bristol
Corporation
Stock,
J96o/70 .. .
...
...
...
...
...
...
{,5,000 3!% Commonwealth of Australia Stock,
I96I/66 ...
...
...
. ..
...
. ..
. ..
{,5,000 3!% British Guiana Stock, 1966/68
{,5,II3 5s. rrd. 3!% Southern Rhodesia
Stock, J967 / 69
...
...
...
...
. ..
£5,000 3!% British Gas Stock, I969/7J ...
[.5,000
3!%
Northern
Rhodesia
Stock,
I970/72 ...
.. .
...
...
...
.. .
£5,000 3!% Kenya Stock, J973 /J 8 . . .
£10,079 3!% Treasury Stock, I977 So .. .

98
94I

4

935 I5 IO
98,487

{,

1,643

13,841

2

2

I0,664

904 J8

o

9,I87
2,500

97,582

SUNDRY CREDITORS
Expenses Accrued
General Fund .. .
Memorial Fund . . .
Accountancy Charges
Legal Charges . ..
. ..
.. .
.. .
Deposit: Guards Divisional Signals

s.

4

2

313

4,483 I6 4
20
9
52 JO 0
49 8 0
:.4 0 0

5,I23
4,200

6,098
840
1,945

4,629 J6
C. W. FLADGATE, Major-General, Chairman .
H. R. FIRTH, Brigadier, Secrerary.

£

978
1,955
978
978
4,9Io
4,890
5,034
4,910
4,922
5,037
8,767
99,109

(Market Value of the above Investments as at
3ISt December, I953, was taken at Middle Market
Prices and amounted to £93,I58 2s. J Id.).
INCOME TAX RECOVERABLE
...
...
.. .
LEASEHOLD PROPERTY
88 Eccleston Square, S.W.I.
...
. ..
Less Proportion borne by General Fund

I,055
-i
I
m

Less Amount written off to date
1 ,280

~

LOAN.-War Memorial Fund in respect
Mercury House, Colwyn Bay ...

;io

£ro3,087

m

[.102,212

0

l

3

{,

s. d.
3,£0

97 IO
94I 4
I3,841

s. d.
2

0

0

3

7,679 JJ

9

5 0

9,187
2,500

0

0

3J3

I

0

5,122 12

4 ,200

0

0

6,098 6
839 18
I,945 0

0
JI

0

977 14
I,955 8

0

977 I4

0

0

977 .I4

0

4,9ro o
4,889 I6

9
0

5,033 I2
4,9IO 0

9

4,922
5,037
8,767

6
3
7

9
3
0

0

96,124

4 JO

965 J3 4
2 , 000

0

0

0

200

0

1,800

0

0

648

0

0
J , 152

of

[,103 ,087

0

0

350 0

0

£102,212

0

3

(/)

m
"'C

-i
m

I have examined the above Balance Sheet and accompanying Income and Expenditure Account with the Books and Vouchers of the Fund and certify the same to be in accordance therewith. I have
ascertained that the Inscribed Stocks stood in the names of the Trustees and Lloyds Bank Ltd., has certified as to the correctness of the Bank Balance, and that they hold for safe custody the other
Securities representing the Investments.
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m
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GRESHAM HOUSE,
24 OLD BROAD STREET,
LoNDON, E.C.2.
27th April, 1954 .

"'.,,.:..

H, S. BAKER, F.C.A.,
Chartered Accountan1,
Auditor .

-i
I
m

l11come and Expenditure Aet>o1111t for the year ended 31st DPcember, l9d3

~
m
(/)

[.

1952

£

6,010

m
"'C

2

-l
m

5
100

3

20

20

ti:I

325

m
;io

100
20

.,,
"'

25
15

.:..

632
128
563
2,729
99
57
547
20

51
567
312
218
382
53

I7
51
5,666

225
5,441
£12,2n

w
w
w

INCOME

EXPENDITURE

;io

To Benevolent Grants (£6,874 11s. 6d., less
£ 1,503 u. 6d. refunded) ...
Donations:
Royal Cambridge Home for Soldiers, Widows
Corps of Commissionaires
S.S.A.F.A.
...
. ..... .
Gordon Boys' School .. .
. ..
Royal Alexandra and Albert School . . .
National Association for the Employment
of Regular Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen
Union Jack Club ...
...
...
...
. ..
Forces' Help Society and Lord Roberts'
Workshops
...
...
...
Victory Club . ..
. ..
.. .
. ..
Royal Soldiers' Daughters' School
Star and Garter Home .. .
. ..
Royal Victoria Patriotic School ...
,, Amount written off Leasehold Property
Administration Expenses:
Secreuuy's Salary .. .
...
.. .
.. .
Salaries, Wages and National Insurance
Superannuation Contribution . ..
.. .
Pension

...

...

...

. ..

Rent, Rates, Heating and Lighting
Insurance

Telephone
Printing and Stationery .. .
. ..
Postage and Sundry Expenses
Office Cleaning
.. .
. ..
.. .
Travelling Expenses . . .
.. .
.. .
Audit and Accountancy Charges
.. .
Legal Charges . . .
Bank Charges
...
Repairs and Renewals

from

s. d.

£

s. d.

5,371 JO
2

2

0

5

0

0

100

0

0

20

0

0

65

0

0

I952

By Donations:
Corps Units . . .
.. .
. ..
.. .
...
Corps Funds, Branches and Individuals
Army Benevolent Fund ...
,, Bequests from:
Estate of the late Miss Blanche Curtis
Estate of the late Col. P. Jennings

4,729
u

392

0

0

IO

0

0

100

0
0

0
0

20

25
30
2o

0
0
0

75
26
105
54
267
58
33
JO

0
0
0

789
128
498
2,324
83
57
438
16
59
247
361

15
11
2

4

2

0

0
0

r75

195
36o
179
491
175
175
553
154
175

0
6
8

14

0
l

2

2

19
IO

6
9

4

8

4,809 17

9

35
70
35
35

175

0

177

3,612
3,870

£

{,

J,046
683
3,000

0

177 12 4
408 9 9
52 IO 0
49 8 0
J7 12 JO
17 0 6

Leu Proportionate amount of Admini1tration Expenses received
Benevolent Fund ...

£

{,

Interest from Investments-Gross:
3 % Defence Bonds ...
3 % Funding Loan ...
2! % Funding Loan
. ..
. ..
3 % Serial Funding Stock, 1955
2!%
National War Bonds ...
3 % Savings Bonds .. .
...
. ..
31% War Stock
.. .
. ..
..
. ..
. ..
3 % Commonwealth of Australia, 1954 /59
3 % Commonwealth of Australia, 1961 / 66
3t% Commonwealth of Australin, 1956 / 61
3! % Soutli African Stock, 1965/ 67
...
31 % Southern Rhodesia, 1967 / 69 .. .
. .
3! '.r~ London
County Consolidated Stock
3! ~ Kenya, J97J .l78
...
...
..
3l/'O Northern Rhodesia, J970 ·7 2 ...
4 70 Consolidated Stock . . .
.. .
. ..
3!% British Guiana, 1966/ 68 ...
. ..
3! % British Gas, 1969/ 71
. .
..
...
3!%
Stoke-on-Trent Corporation Stock.
196o/70
...
...
..
...
. ..
3!% Hull Corporation Stock, 196o /70
..
3!~ Liverpool Corporation Stock, 196o /70
31~o Brisml Corporation Stock, 196o / 70 ...
3!% Treasury Stock, 196o/70 ...
. ..
. ..
4 % Interest on loan of £350 mnde to
Mercury House, Colwyn Bay
.. .

., Bnlance being Excess of
Income for year . ..

Expenditure

over

s. d .

1,7 27 16
891 3

3

3 ,000

0

0

53 2

l2

46o

0

6

75 0
25 10
105 0
2 75

2

58

7
32 19

0

r2

o

11

0
2

178 19
5

.;

2

49I
175
175

0
0

552

I I

n

I75
175

0
0

0
0

35

0

0

iO

0

0
0
0

0

6,6rr

0

0
0
0

4

s. d.

0
0

10 IO
J75 0
195 0

35 0
35 0
352 15

£

3

0
0

~

0

3,4o6 r9

9

904 tS

o

Officers'
0

4,634 17
£10,923

9

9
9

£12,21 l

£10,923

9

9

Hlrminf.:hnm. nnd Dis tdct

El ewhere in this issue of T HE IRE you will have been
able to read about the Royal Signals Association Reunion
at Catterick on 17th/18th July. It was again an outstanding success and it is gratifying to know that, from aJJ
Branches, ome 400 members attended, and that from this
Branch we had a party of 32, among whom were Colonel
F . E. B. Jones, o.B.E., T.D., Captain Evans, Captain G. Shale,
M.M., L ieutenant Evans Messrs. Aaron, Bowcott, Bromhall
( enr.), Bromhall Qnr.), Butcher, Carpenter, Clifford, W.
Clifford, Coley Hine, Johnson, H. Jones S. Jones, Lyster,
Parker, Powell, Richards, Simnett, Singleton Thomas, Vale
Webster and Wilby.
'
The journey to and from Catterick was by motor coach
and I am sure we are all indebted to George Shale for
making such satisfactory arrangements for us.
As in previous years, the Birmingham party was accommodated in Catterick by 2 Training Regiment and our
sincere thanks go to them for their kindness and most
generous hospitality in looking after us so well.
Those of us who went are all agreed that we had a
thoroughly enjoyable and interesting week-end-Jet us all
make a big effort to try and double the size of our party
for next year.

Loughllorou h

This month's notes are only concerned with a very
successful Garden Fete held, by permission of Brigadier
J. J. Duvivier, C.B.E., in Beaurnanor grounds.
Remembering that similar functions held in previous
years have always been washed out, everyone was hoping
that this year there would be much better weather-and so
it was.
In the morning it was dull and overcast, but quite warm.
Around 2 p.m. the sun broke through and it became hot.
The sun did not remain long, neither did the heat but
the weather kept fine for the remainder of the day. '
The opening address was given by Brigadier Firth, who
came down to Beaumanor especially for the occasion.
Approximately 500 of both sexes and all ages attended
the fete, which was situated on the cricket pitch. The
perimeter was lined with side shows, consisting of hoop-la
archery, children's roundabout, football, treasure trove,
stars (from straws), goldfish, coconut s'hy, skittles (for a pig)
ice cream kiosks (selling huge lollipops) and mineral tents. '
During the afternoon a P.T. display was given by personnel of IO Wireless Training Squadron, under C.S.M.
Oliver. This, at times, I thought was reminiscent of
Olympia. However, considering inadequacies, it was a very
good show and applause endorsed this view.
To my mind, the most attractive item was the marching
and counter-marching (accompanied by numerous young
marcher~ and counter-marchers from the spectators) of a
small pipe and drum detachment of the Seaforth Highlanders' O.C.A. from Leicester.
Easily the rnost popular side-show was bowling at the
skittles for a small pig. Play went on long after the other
stalls had closed before the pig was won eventually by
young. GC?ff Kir~ .. This was despite numerous attempts
by Bngadier Duv1v1er and Major Barren.
Tea was served in the House and was in the capable
hands of members' wives, who were almost swamped by
the hungry hordes.
All the side-shows were manned by members and thanks
to these and their wives and the organisers for a pleasant,
profitable (small) afternoon.
In the evening the club rooms and bar were open until
IO p.m. and some of the folks moved inside for a drink
and chin-wag, and so ended a happy day.
The fete was a social success and will, no doubt now
become 'ln annual affair.
'

mn::
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Welfare
__ sect i

n

0

Below an attempt is made to describe with suitable
anonymity eight cases taken frnm the Welfare Section files
current during the first week in August, 1954. Also on this
page is a si~pl.e statement of income and expenditure.
Driver 1952, Still Serving. Married, two children,
not in quarters. S.S.A.F.A., W.V.S. and the Association
have all helped his wife a little.
Sig ual 11~an 19:0..J. Still Ser''ing.
Low rate of pay.
Married, three children. National Service Grant applied
for, not yet received. Association heloed with rent.
\,'\ idow of Signalm.an who died in 1951, four children,
two of whom contribute. The fund helped towards payment of very large debts.
lUotlte r of S ig m nlm.an who died 1943. She is a widow
and lives on a tiny income. The fund paid for a short
stay at Mercury House.
SigualDtn n 1941·45. Married, five ohiklren, emigrating
to Australia. Fund helped by paying small outstanding
balance on H .P. agreement.
Signalm.an 1 945- 47. Married, five childlren. He is a
T .B. hospital case and two of his children have it. Before
this he had a good income. The fund heloed his wife
with outstanding bills and with fares to visit hospital.
Drive r 194 0-4 6 . Now having a second leg removed.
T he fund enabled the local branch of the Association to
continue to orovide assistance to the man and to his
family .
Sigualnrnn 1941-4c6. Wife had a bad accident and was
in hospital for several months with consequential expense. T he fund helped.
Subscriptions received during July, 1954 :
Royal Signals Corps Funds . . .
. ..
...
.. .
.. .
. ..
G.H.Q. Signal Regiment (and all Signal Regiments and
Squadrons in Singapore)
. ..
. ..
...
.. .
. ..
I2 Air Formation Signal Regiment
...
...
...
...
. ..
4 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment ( I Unit Branch) .. .
23 (S) Corps Signal Re~iment
...
...
...
.. .
...
...
I Infantry Divisional Signal R egiment (W.0.s and Sergeants)
Officer Training Wing, School of Signals ...
2 Training Regiment
...
...
...
. ..
. ..
4 '.fraip~ng B.eg~ent (W.0 .s and Sergeants) . . .
7
ra1010g R egunent . . .
. ..
H .Q ., A.E.R. , Royal Signals
2 War Office Signal Regiment
1 Wireless Regiment
.. .
. ..
10 Wireless T raining Squadron
4 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment
68 A.A. (M) Signal Sq uadron
. ..
...
. ..
...
.. .
. ..
25 A.A. (M) Signal Squadron and Southampton Branch, R.S .A.
Berlin Sig·al Squadron (4 Unit Branch)
.. .
.. .
...
...
B.T.A. Signal Sq uadron , K lagenfurt . ..
Donations rtceived during July, 1954 :
Tubbs, Lewis and Co., Ltd. (in respect of Motor Cycle D isplay
bv 56 (London) Armoured D ivisional Signal Regimen t,
T .A.) . ..
...
.. .
Army Bc~cvole n t Fund
.. .
...
. ..
...
7 T raining Regiment (Parents and F riends) . . .
S .R .D .E .. Ministry of Supply
. ..
...
. ..
Captain W . F. H . Herdon
Mr . G . B. Eckersley .. .

s. d .

£
47

4

9

75 II
5 0
20
0
2
0
4
5
6 0
IO 0
2 I9
IO 0
l
4
5 I7

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
0

5 16

3

2
2
4

2
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0

26

5

5 00
I4

16

0
0
0
0
0

7
2
I2

0

6
0
0

I

I5
0
12

£771

7

IO

Bxpendiiure during 7illy, 1954 :
...
...
...
...
. .. £575
(Includes: Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedd ing; Cots and
P rams; R ehabilita tion; G eneral As istance).

6

I

T otal receipts

...

A nal;J!siS of Cases:

Families of sold iers serving in U. K .
.. .
,, B.A.O .R.
tt
,,
"
u
,, M.E.L.F.
W idows and de pendants
...
...
Released and d ischarged sold iers .. .

6
I

8
46
62

Total cases assisted
42 cases of sold iers serving d uring 1939/ 45 W ar . . .
20 cases of sold iers not serving du ring 193 9 / 45 W ur

6

£ 456

I

5

II9

4

8

.£575

6

I
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Photograph by R ea<kr and W a rd, A ldershot .

PHOTO GR APH TAKEN IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP C HALLENGE SHIELD
Back Row : Corporal R. Higgi ns, 2/ Lleutenant J. A. Conley, Lance/Corporal I. Drummond, Signalman R. G. Lucas, Sisnalman G. T. Curnow, Signal man K. M. Whitaker,
Signalman D. R. Chappell, Signalman D. Jones. Centre Row : Signalman D. M. Taylor, Signalman J. C. Murray, Signalman J. D. Furnen, Sergeant F. E. Slade, Corporal
T. Cross, Signalman T. D. Kelly, Lance/ Corporal R. D. C louter. Sisnalman J. Smith, Signalman J.P. Horrocks-Taylor, Signalman Escott. Seated: Cor poral J. M. W ar inr,
Signalman P. McParland, Captain T. I. M. Robinson, S.Q .M.S. D. Rees, S.S.I. T. Brophy, Majo r B. S. Fordyce, Captain R. W hite head. Signalman J. Lowe, Lan ce/ Corporal
G. E. Fletcher, Signalman W. S. Bowron, Corpo ral l . N . How le .

ARMY RUGBY FOOTBALL

-

ARMY CROSS COUNTRY

ARMY ATHLETIC TEAM CHAMPIONS

lst TRAINING REGIMENT
O, after an interval of 29 years we have once again won
.._ the Anny Inter-Unit Athletic Team Championship.
Well done! rst Training Regiment.
When we watched Signalman Whitaker completing the
final leg of the 4 x 440 yards event, our minds flashed back
to those earlier days of Signals supremacy on the athletic
field. I t is said that reminiscence is an attribute of old
age and so well it may be, but we have got something to
reminisce about.
Royal Signals, by their tremendous enthusiasm have
created a wonderful esprit de corps and this been helped in
a large degree by the efforts of its sportsmen. Without
detracting from the merits or in any way belittling the
superb effort of every member of the 1st Training Regiment team, I would recall to memory some of the Corps
athletic stalwarts of the past.
I have no doubt that one, who rejoices as much as anyone in this win is ex-Sergeant W. L. ("Joe") Cotterell. In
his heyday (and his heyday lasted for many years), "Joe,"
as he was affectionately known to all and sundry won practically every major cross-country event as well as the A.A.A.
and Army 3-miles. Those of the Corps who were privileged to run with him will remember his kindly and cheerful
nature and his willingness-nay anxiety- at all times to
help the weaker runners.
Thinking of Cotterell immediately brings to mind the
names of Lieutenant C. T. Courtenay-Thompson, Beeton,
Bundy, Ayres, Broadley, Ivison, Gaston, Richardson and
many others. What memories those names bring back.
Then we had our sprinters and hurdlers. Do you
remember Lance-Corporal Murphy, Corporal Cutler,
Second-Lieutenant (now Colonel retired) C. C. Danby,
Second-Lieutenant (now Colonel) J. C. Hardy, LanceCorporal Craig, Sergeant (now Major) " Bill" Nicks, Ser-
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geant (now M aj or) G. Leath, Lieutenant (now Major retired) E. G. W. Pearce, and last, but by no means least, that
great enthusiast and performer, Major (now Major-General)
R. F . B. Naylor, once described by an English Olympic
coach as the best unorthodox hurdler he had ever seen.
Of course, we must not forget the stalwarts of the field
events, Corporal Gandy, Lieutenant (now Colonel) Scott,
Sergeant Waghorn, Signalman King, Sergeant Griffin (now
Chief Yeoman Warder in the Tower of London) . . . it
almost seems that one could go on for ever, but there is one
known to many ex-Boys who must not be forgottenTommy Blades-still going strong at Harrogate.
Now before we get lost in the past we had better return
to the present day and hear something of the athletes who
have been responsible, yes and proud, to bring back to the
Corps the honours of the Army athletics field.
About two years ago Major Fordyce took over the organisation of I Training athletics and was also appointed nonrunning Captain of Corps athletics. He estimated that
given about three years in which to establish a background
in athletics and to develop coaching experience, Ist Training Regiment ought to be within reach of the Army Championship. The experienced gained in preparing for and
competing in the District and Command Championships in
the first year might enable them to win them in the second
year and so represent the Command in the Army Championships at Aldershot. In the third year he hoped to repeat the Command succe s and to win the Army as well.
What, in fact, did happen was-they won the Di trict
and Command Championships in the first year but failed
in the Army, finishing in 6th position. They were not
unduly worried by this because they had gained a lot of
experience and in many cases could see quite clearly how
performances could be improved .
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Photos by S . T.C. Studio, Catterick Camp,

An up and com ing fi e ld event
athl ete-Signalman Chappell-at
practice for the weight event.

Signalman Horrocks-Taylor, W hittake r, Kelly and Ca ptain
Whitehead showing fine style in tra ining for t he 4 x 120 hurd les
event.

This season trammg actually commenced during the
winter with gym work and cross-country running, and the
results of the experience gained in the previous year bore
its first fruit by their team winning the Army CrossCountry Championship. (None of the members of the
cross-country team had run for the R egiment prior to this
winter).

Training Regiment was then in a position to start off
the track season with a very small nucleus of athletes from
the previous season together with a few members of the
cross-country team. The.number of potential athletes tried
out during the season up to the week prior to the Army
Championships was approximately 80. . The number who
were up to the necessary standard to represent the Regiment :it the Championship was 27 !
Training was carried out on an organised basis every
evening from Mondays to Fridays for approximately rt
hours, and on Saturdays for one hour before lunch. Sunday
was treated as a rest day. Although the weather this year
has been abominable from a training point of view, not one
period of training was allowed to pass. It cannot be said
that the team always enjoyed this monotonous routine, but
they stuck to it and have reaped their reward.
The Championship. The final points were as follows : rst Training Regiment, Royal Signals
. . . r24 points
n9 ,,
6 Bn. Royal Tank Re,girnent
r Bn. Parachute Regiment
u5 ,,
67 Regiment R.A. . . .
96t ,,
Guards Depot
.
...
7r
,,
Depot and Training Est., R.A.M.C.
68
37 Heavy_ A.A. Regiment R.A. ...
...
...
52t ::
As one will observe there was very little in it at the finish
and we, as victors, congratulate the losers on a fi rst class
sporting contest carried out in the very best tradition.
The events and and athletes were as follows : I

4 x 110 Yards
4

x

220

Yards

4 x 440 Yards
4 x 88o Yard s
One M ile Team
Three Mile Team
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Capt. T ..I. M. Robinson, S.Q .M.S. B.F.
Recs, S1gmn. J. C. Murray, Sigmn. J.
Lo"'e
Sigmn. K. M . Whitaker, J . D . Furness, J .
Lowe, J. C. Murray
Sigmn. K. M,. Whitaker, T . D . Kelly, Cpl.
J. M. Wanng, 2/ Lt. J. A. Conley
Cpl. J. M. Waring, Sigmn. R. G. Lucas,
D . M. Taylor, L / Cpl. R. D . Clouter
L / Cpl. G. E. Fletcher, Sigmn. P. McFarland, W. S. Bowron, D. M. Taylor
L / Cpl. G . E . Fletcher, Sigmn. P . McParland, W . S. Bowron, J. Smith

Position
5th
5th

ut
2nd
3rd
xst

4 x

120 Yards
Hurdles

Pole Va1Jlt
High Jump
Long Jump
Jav~lin

Hammer
D iscus
Shot

Lance/Corporal Drummond keeps
loosened up for the Javelin event.

Capt. R. Whitehead, Cpl. J. N. Howie,
Sigmn. T. D . K elly, J. P. HorrocksTaylor
Capt. A. Whitehead, Sgt. F. E. Slade
Sgt. F. E. Slade, Sigmn. T. D. Kelly. Joint
Capt. T. I. M . Robinson, Sigmn. J. D .
Furness
L/Cpl. I. Drummond, Cpl. R. Higgins
L/Cpl. I. D rummond , Sigmn. G. T.
Curnow
Sigmn . D . R . Chap pell, Sigmn. D . Jones
Sigmn. D . R. Chappell, Cpl. T . Cross

3rd
I st
I st
5th
ist

It is debatable whether so much excitement has ever
before been seen at the Aldershot Stadium. The stand rose
to the contestants who exercised every racing skill in an
effort to gain supremacy. When Signalman Lucas handed
over to Signalman Whitaker for the last lap, the roof almost
came off the stand: We were. at this time being chased by
6 Royal Tank Regiment. Whitaker had a slight lead which
he never lost and which he latterly increased so as to win
this vital race by a comfortable margin of about rs yards.
Our field events worked out according to the training
expectations. We knew our weakness in certain events and
could not do anything to overcome them. Caotain Whitehead and Sergeant Slade withdrew from the pole vault
with an aggregate of 22 ft., and had they been permitted
to carry on vaulting it is reasonable to assume that they
would have broken the Army record. As they had to compete in other events it was not politic to allow them to risk
possible injury and they were withdrawn.
Lance-Corporal Drummond and Corporal Higgins made
up a wonderful combination to win the Javelin; whilst Sergeant Slade and Signalman K elly jumped very well to gain
a joint first in the high jump.
The H ammer, Discus and Shot went according to form,
as our second strings-as they themselves will admit-were
not as strong as they might have been.

I

7th
7th

2nd

The track events presented some very excellent running.
These started off in the morning with the 3-mile team
event. The result was kept in suspense until the last lap,
and after a great battle with the Paratroopers we edged our
way home to win by two points. Signalman McParland
ran an exceptionally fine race in a very high wind to win
the event in a time of rs minutes 20 seconds.
We expected to win the mile team event, but after a
terrific struggle with r Battalion Parachute Regiment and
67 Regiment RA., we were adjudged 3rd.
.
The 4 x 880 yards event worked out more or less to
pattern. It was thought that 67 Regiment RA. would just
about win and this they did in very fine fashion, with
Private Eldridge of 67 Regiment RA. and Signalman Lucas
fighting out the last leg right to the tape, for Eldridge to
win by about 5 yards. A wonderful race.
Our hurdlers appeared to be a little sluggish and were
never able to produce, either in their heat or in the final,
the times they had produced in training. Nevertheless, it
was a splended final with all four contestants on the tape
abnost together, the rst Battalion Parachute Regiment finishing first, Guards Depot 2nd, ourselves 3rd.
It was realised even before proceeding to Aldershot that
our sprint teams were that "essential yard" too slow.
Nevertheless, although relegated to the "B" finals of the
4 x rro and 4 x 220 they did all that was expected of them
by winning these finals. One thing of course which requires
stressing at all times, is the importance of efficient baton
hand-overs. Baton changing must be practised until it is
perfect. 67 Regiment R.A. and 6 Royal Tank R egiment
gave the other teams a lesson on how to save yards on the
sprints by perfect hand-take overs.
The finest race of the afternoon was the last event-and
on this everything depended. The teams which lined up
for the 4 x 440 yards final were 6 R oyal Tank Regiment,
67 Regiment R.A., 2 Battalion Coldstream G uards and ourselves.
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Photo by S. T .C. S tudio, Catren'ck Camp.

Two of o ur su ccessful 3 mile team - Lance/Corporal Fletcher, and
Signalma n Bowron limbering up on the track.

It was ra ther sad to see Signalman Chappel put the shot
just on the 44 ft. mark and then slip. He failed to regain his
balance and his hand touched the " forbidden " area. He
nevertheless did lead the field with a very good put of
4r ft. s ins.
The organisation and management of the meeting was of
the highest order and we congratulate the Army athletics
Association on their arrangements, and also on the state
of the track.
It has taken us from 192s until I9S4 to regain some of
our previous prestige in the athletic field, but the endeavour
of 1st Training Regiment, it is hoped, will be the beginning
of a new era for Signals j.n this great sport.
In conclusion, it is worthy of note that the 1st Training
Regiment now hold three Army Championships-in
Rugger, Cross-Country Running, and Athletics.
Great credit is due to Major B. S. Fordyce for raising
training and inspiring the rst Training Regiment Athletic
team, and I am sure that all readers will join with me in
congratulating him and his team on a very fine performance.

*

*

*

*

*

The n -ire joins wi th all in Jloy nl S i g nals in eo11g ra t11latio 11s o n t his outstand i n g a c hievem e n t b y
Hae Jst T rain ing lll'gime nt. R e adin g the v e r :'·
;.(rn e rous tr ibnt r nutde b y Roy al S i g nals of toda:'to R o:'·al Sign als of yes t e rday, one h1 r e mindt>d
t hat T lie \ V ire p erha1•s proplletically r ecalled
s ome of t ht.' 1m st in the February n11mbe r of 1954.
Photo by S.T.C. Studio, Catterick Camp.

Captain Whitehead putting in practice at 10 feet. With Sergeant
Slade they had an aggregate of 22 feet to win the Pole Vaul t .

WELL DONE, ROY AL SIGNALS

~~~~~~---------------*------------------~~~~
You will agree this number of " THE WIRE '' is a very good one. It
costs Is. 8d. to produce. The only way in which we can go on
producing good " WIRES " is if we sell more. Please endeavour to
INCREASE THE SALE
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Round the Island

HE race round the Isle of Wight which was held this
year on Saturday, roth July, is an annual event run by
th~ Island Sailing Club of Cowes. It attracts every conceivable form of boat which can obtain a rating under the
rules of the Royal Ocean Racing Club, and which is within
ea y reach of the Solem. It provides the experienced
skippers with a good day's racing without the exhaustion of
an _ocean race~ the less sk~led can concentrate on sailing
their ya~hts without worrymg too much about navigation;
the un killed, who normally do not venture outside sheltered
waters, can enjoy a good day's sailing in company with
many other boats sailed with no more skill than their own.
Wh~t is more every yacht which completes the course
receives an elegant pewter tankard in cribed with the initials
of the Island Sailing Club.
A _coui;>le of days before the race, I was rung up by
~aune Lm:, who was due to skipper Cito this year, to ask
1£ I would like to fill a vacancy in his crew, as someone had
fallen out. I was a bit apprehensive at first, as although as
treasurer I run the accounts and pay all the bills for her,
I had not so much as set eyes on Cito. Furthermore I was
afraid I should let down the other members of th~ crew
whose experience is far greater than mine: Laurie Line the
skipper, learnt to sail before he could walk· Mark Ba:ker
the ~ate,. h~s s!'lil:d roul'.d t~e Fastnet and knows ever;
knot m Cito s nggmg; Bngadier Peter Gray is one of the
oldest members of the Royal Signals Sailing Association
and was rh;e fir~t to sail Cito in this country. When, how~
~ver, La~1e said he would do the cooking as he did not
hke washmg up, Mark was to be resoonsible for navigation
and all I should have to do was what I was told· I accepted
willingly.
'
It was dark, damp and miserable when I joined the ship
on the trots at Co~ves.. I could not get away on Friday
afternoon to help sail Cito over from her moorings at Portsmout;b, and ha~ had to come down by train and ferry.
Laurie was cooking an excellent stew, which we all ate with
gusto, I included, despite an adequate meal on the train.
(One never knows how long the next meal will stay down
when sailing). Cito is cramped below decks and we had
~o go_ to bed by numbers. Apart from the Brigadier crackmg his skull on a deck beam this was accomplished without
mishap by midnight.
Reveille was at 0600 hrs. in order to give us time to have
breakfast and get out to the line well before the start at
0815 hrs . .we shaved in the rain on deck, while the skipper
cooked a Jolly good breakfast. During the meal we discussed the day's prospects and it came out in conversation
that both Laurie and Mark had been round the island the
year bef?re ~ Fireflies. The thought of rounding the
Ne:dles m a dmghy made me feel ill, and at the first opportunity I went to my ba~ for .a Kw~ll. We were tidied up
and away from our moormgs m good time. We sailed down
to the start in good spirits despite the rain, fortified by
co~~e, eggs and bacon and the thought of a day's keen
sa1lmg.
_My_ impressions of the race are few but vivid. Laurie
Lme Judged a perfect start. Mark, who was working on
the !oredeck, thought we had beaten the gun, but if we did
the Judges w:re tolerant and we were not disqualified. We
cr?ssed the lme at the starboard end, where the fleet was
thmner. We were first boat over and sailed down on the
starboard tack forcing at least two boats to go about from
the port tack. After that we had a long and disheartening
beat down to th~. Needles. It seemed as if every boat in
the r~ce was sailing by, and many pf them had smaller
handicaps than we had, which meant we would give them
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time. I t was a grand sight to sec St. Barbara the large
R .A.-x.c . yacht, sail b¥ with a rugger team o( heft y gunners
loungmg on her spacious decks. She did well and ended
up among the leaders. We were, however, most depressed
to see Sachse, the R.A.S.C.Y.C. 30 square metre ahead of
us near Hurst Point. She is virtually a sister shir: of Ciro's
an_d although Cito gives her a little time on handicap, the;
sail on al~ost equal terms, as both were designed for racing
under a dtfferem set of conditions and handicao rules from
th?se used on the Solem. From then on we - were determmed to beat her whatever else happened.
As we came down to the Needles the wind freshened and
the sea became more choppy. Laurie considered whether
to shorten sail, but decided to hold on to the Genoa until
we were round the mark. Once round, we were on a
broad reach and we made good speed. Laurie chose to
stay close to the land while most of the fleet stood out to
sea. These tactics paid well, for by the time we reached
St. Catherine's Point, under Main, Genoa and Spinnaker
we had p~ssed many yachts, including Sachse. Our jo;
~as shorthved, however, as on rounding the point we ran
mto the rough water of the "race." Sachse and some other
boats came sailing past to seaward. From then on we chased
her, keeping always a different course in the hooe that we
would get that extra puff which would gjve us the -advantage.
Round Bembridge Ledge she kept ahead and entered the
Solem through the forts about two cables in front of us.
We felt we were lost now as the rest of the race was a beat
to Cowes, and it was on this point of sailing that we had
had so little success in the morning.
We had, however counted without two factors. Firstly
Sachse's skipper was a poor tactician. He chose to tak~
long tacks across the Solent, instead of keeping in the main
stream of t;he c_urrent with short sharp tacks. Secondly, it
was the Bngadier's turn at the helm (we were taking shifts
of ~ee-quarters of an hour each). With masterly concenu:anon he kept Cito going at her best speed without flaggmg for a moment. When next Sachse crossed our course
she was well astern. We kept her there until we crossed
th.e line. We timed the difference between our gun and hers
with. a stopwatch. It was something over four minutes.
Officially we beat her on corrected time by 26 seconds in
a race which lasted over ten hours!
'
My recollections of the rest of the day are hazy. There
was a first class steak for dinner, cooked again by the
skipper. Then he and I went ashore to check uo on the
timings and collect the tankard. I think a oint- of beer
c~me into it somewhere, but I know I slept like a log that
mght.

POINTS ABOUT

LIFE ASSU R ANCE
War and Flying Risks CAN normally be covered at
ordinary civilian premiums. Existing policies restricting cover or charging extra premiums can usually be
converted to advantage.
Officers with present intention to pilot aircraft or
warned for Far East can get only restricted cover OR
pay ext~a premiu!lls· . Such restrictions may grow if
m1ernat1onal tension increases.
It pays to sta rt policies young and before becoming involved in pol icy restrictions; by delaying you
also pay higher p rem iums and lore Bonuses. (Apropos
of which, do NOT take long-term Endowments
Without profits, advertised at low premiums.)
Tncome Tax concessions usually represent a subsidy
of 22 % and make Life Assurance a very good investment. Life Assurance can al o help greatly in connection with Estate Duty and House Purcha e.
DETAlLED RECOM MENDATIONS
TO MEET YO R PROBLEM ARE
WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

R. T. WILLIAMS, LTD.
(Brigadier R. T. Williams)

69- 70 EAST STREET, BRIGHTO
Telephone Brighton 23056

Royal Signals
Gold and Enamel

£5 · 15·0

I
I

Civil and Military Tailors
and Outfitters

GOLF
One of the most e~citing matches ever played by the
Royal Signals Golfing Society took ·place on 23rd July at
Sunningdale against the "Gurmers."
When the first few results came in at lunch time it seemed
as if the Gunners were going to run away with the match
but the tail-enders altered things and we went out jn th~
afternoon with the score 4 games all.
Our top pair in the foursomes had a handsome win of
4 and 3, the next pair halve<l and the third pair lost so
that with the last pair to come in the score was st ga:nes
all. Excitement mounted, especially when we heard that
the " old firm " of Brigadier Cole and Colonel Longfield
were I up and 2 to play and, knowing them, we felt fairly
confident. Sure enough they won their game and so the
Gunners were shot down by 6! games to st.

" For the Finest in Service and Civilian Wear "
Special Export Facilities

Telephone: Grosvenor 5016-7-8

1954

GARRARD & CO. LTD.
Uormerly The Goldsmiths &..
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have
for many years specialised
in the production of
badge jewellery.

A LeaOet, " Notes on Li fe As ura nce fo r Young
Officers," will be sent on request.
Also insurance of household contents, kit and valuables, motors, winter sports, etc., and in vest ments,
annuities, etc.

*
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The badge of your unit ...

AND EXPLANATIONS
GlVEN FREELY AND

97 New Bond Street, London, W.1

The following repre.sented Royal Signals:
Major-General Vulliamy, Brigadier Cole, Colonel Longfield LieutenantColoncls Maydon and Linton, Major Rhys Few, Second-Lieut~nahts Nalder
and Sturt.

BT APPOih-rMENT SJL\'f'UMJTHS

TO TH!: LATZ XD-'C GEORGE VI

Our Representatives will wait upon you where and
when you so desire, and at our premise every
courtesy and attention is as ured to both old and
new cu tamers
Emergency Service : Tailor-made Uniforms to
individual measurements within 48 hours

I

Gold and &amel
£6· 10·0

Here is illustrated the badge
of your Unit,
fashioned into a brooch, and
produced in gold and enamel.
If desired, these very attractive
brooches can be set with
diamonds or other precious stones
for which designs and estimates
are submitted without charge.
Great care is taken to ensure
correctness of detail, and expert
workmanship is assured.

GARRARD & CO. LID.
Crown Jewellers
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LID.

112 REGENT STREET • LONDON • W.1
TELEPHONE: REGENT 3021

Bru11clies at
CAMBERLEY, ALDERSHOT. RAMSEY (LO.M.)
CAITERICK
Appointed Toi/ors to Mer ftf1 y Regimeius and Corps
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INGAPOllE D I ATEUR BOXING
.\. SOCIATION OPEN CRAlUPI NSUIPS

Royal Signals personnel in Singapore have again dist!nguished themselves in the Singapore Amateur Boxmg
As ociation Championships, 16th to 18th June, 1954. The
following took part in the Championships:
Corporal Raison, R. J.
Signalman Crofts
Signalman Jerome Tan

Welterweight
Heavyweight
Featherweight

Corporal Stevclman, H.J .

Lightweight

G.H.Q . Signal Regiment
19 A.F. Signal Regiment
Siruiapo~ District Signal

Re11unent
G.H.Q. Signal Regiment

The first three named won their weights and are shown
on the photograph in the next colwnn with their numerous
trophies. Corporal Stevelman was unfortunately unable to
take pan in the finals owing to medical reasons. We hope
he soon recovers. Well done, Royal Signals, Singapore.

ROYAL

SIGNALS

INSTITUTION

The Second Annual General Meeting of the Institution will be held at
p.m., on Saturday, 4th December, 1954, in the Convocation Hall, Church
House, Westminster (entrance in Great Smith Street).

2.30

WAR O FFI CE
LO~DON" DISTRICT ROYAL SIGNALS

RIFLE

~IEETING,

T

HE Director changed during September, 1954.

Major-General M. S.
Wheatley C.B., C.B.E., assumed duty as Director of Signals on 1st
SepteII?ber, vice Major-General W. 0. Bowen, c.B., c.B.E., who we understand is to assume an appointment in Civil D efence.
Later in th~ year the Deputy Director of Signals, Brigadier R. J.
Moberly, O.B.E., is transferred to C.S.0 ., Northern Army Group his place
was taken by Brigadier K. C. 0. Bastyan, C.B.E., on 21 st Au~t, 1954,
who was until recently in FARELF.

(T.A. )

196 ~

The Annual Rifle Meeting for Territorial Army Signal
Regiments in London was held this year on the Pirbright
Ranges on Sunday, 8th August, and was very well at~ended .
D espite a somewhat gloomy weather forecast, the ram held
off, after a preliminary downpour, and during the afternoon there were even some glimpses of the sun.
T he following regiments took part in the meeting:

NAT I OXAI. RADIO A ND TEl..E""ISION" EXIDDITION

THE WIRE

56 (London) Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.).
16 (Airborne) Infanrry Divisional Signal Regiment (T. A.).
44 (Home Counties) Infantry D ivisional Signal Regiment (T.A.).
Army P hantom Signal Regiment (T .A.).
2/w (Ban Anglian) Army Signal R egiment (T .A.).
23 (Southern) Corps Signal Regiment (T .A.).
1 Special Communications Regiment (T .A.).

The meeting started with a Pool Bull Competition,
which produced five marksmen with sufficient skill plus luck
to collect a prize, and continued with:

Young Soldiers' Individual Compeiition
Result:
r Lance-Corporal P. D onovan
2 Lieutenant D. A. D . Smith
3 Lieutenant M. Hanssen

Divisional Signal Regiment
Comns. Regiment
56 Armoured Divisional SiiDal Regiment
l 6 (AB)
1 Special

Open Individual Challenge Cup
Result:
1
Lieutenant R . J . Gundry
44 (HC) Division al Signal Regiment
2
Captain J. M. Craig, R .A.M .C. 16 (AB) Divisional Signal Regiment
3 W.O.II R . E. Griffiths
2/20 (E A) Army Signal Regiment

The Corps Magazine of the
Corporal Rai son , Signalman Je ro me Ta n, Signalman C rofts.

Tennis
T he Inter-Regimental Doubles Championship of the
1954 Army L awn Tennis Championships was won by M ajor
H. McD. Chapman and Signalman R. J. Lee, of No. I W ar
Office Signal Regiment. T he scores in the final match
being : 6-3, 6-3, 6-2.

3

Major M . J. R . Fletcher

The

Official

S IG N ALS
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O r g an

of

the

ASSOCIATION

Ed ito r :
BRIGADIER H. R. FIRTH
All correspondence and matter fo r
publication fo r T HE W IRE should be

16 (AB) Divisional Signal Regiment
56 Armoured Divisional Signal Regi-

88 Eccleston Square,

ment
23 (S) Corps Signal Regiment

Matter for publication must be received

There was then a break for lunch, followed by some
excellent shooting for the main competition of the meetingthe Inter-Unit Challenge Trophy, which is a handsome
bronze statue of Mercury.
In this competition, Unit teams of three had first to
engage and knock down three snap targets before the 4fc.
target was raised on which shots to count could be scored.
Spectators were thus able to watch the fortunes of the teams
as they fired, and a fair degree of excitement resulted.
In this event, the Unit Challenge Trophy was won by 16
Airborne Divisional Signal Regiment (" B" team) and the
same Regiment secured second and third places with its
" A " and " C " teams respectively-a notable achievement.
A tie for third place with I Special Communications Regiment (" B" team) was decided after a shoot-off.
At the conclusion of the meeting the Chief Signal Officer,
London District, Lieutenant-Colonel C. H. Stoneley, o.B.E.,
said how pleased he was with the excellent attendance and
good standard achieved during the meeting, which was now
firmly established as an annual event.
The prizes were kindly presented by Colonel J. G.
Christopher, T.D., TARO, late Commanding Officer, 23 (S)
Corps Signal Regiment (T.A.).

HO

Y

addressed to T he Editor, THE WIRE,

T.A. Permanent Staff Individual Compeiition
Result :
1
Captain D . D . Ranft
2 Lance-Corporal P . C . Shiclb

A I.

R 0

London, S.W.I .

by the 15th of the month preceding
publication.
R emittances should be made payable
to: R oyal Signals Association.
scription
mail) :

rates
Twel ve

Sub-

(post free, except air
months,

12 / ·;

single

mo111h, I/-.

CO RPS METHEUN TEAM
(Back Row) : S.Q.M.S. T. Sneddon , L/Corporal J. D. B. Lobley,
Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. K. Hewlett, Captain, D. W. Coopt:r.
(Centre Row) : Sergeant A. A. Copestake, Major H. R. Jordan ,
Lieutenant-Colonel H. Winterbotham (Team Captain). S.Q.M.S.
A. Whittington. (Front Row) : Corporal A. M. Warren (Reserve),
Sergeant G. P. Bradley (Rese rve), Signalman P. T . N icho las (Reserve).
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SHILLING

.E~s~wher~ in th~s number is an account of the Army Stand at this
E:<-bib1uon, with pa~cular reference to Royal Signals, who, as usual, share

with the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers the honour of providing
by far the greater portion of it.
. Yisit~d by T HE WIRE on a " slack " day, the Stand was a scene of great
act1v1ty-m contrast to much of the trade exhibits .
. The " se~ piece " this year illustrates most graphically the system of
calling for Air Support by the Army. "New fangled" but clearly very
effective is the lighuweight camera which gave a very readable picture in a
small Television screen. The demonstration was readily understandable to
both young and old. It is a considerable advance on what had been attempted
in the past.
For the rest there was interest and amusement for everyone. The staff
of the Stand, Royal Signals and W.R.A.C. Signals was in good form. An
innovation was the addition to the team of six boys from 6 (Boys) Training
Regiment who had lost a week of their summer holiday (to be replaced later)
and were to miss the first week of term, for this purpose. The boy N.C.O.
spoken to by THE WIRE said he had been one of the two orderlies at the
Parade for the Colonel-in-Chief when Her Royal Highness visited the
Regiment in July.
Mr. M agnertron has a new exterior but is still highly effective. In
conjunction with the Forces Broadcasting System it was possible for mothers
and girl friends to sponsor a record played in F .B.S. overseas. The Tape
recorder was a little overshadowed by these wonders and a W.R.A.C. Switchboard Operator was enjoying the control of numerous small boys who were
calling each other on the telephone. Those responsible for instruction in
switchboard operating at Catterick would have learnt a lot.
•· THE WI R E"

The considerable changes in location of Royal Signals all over the
world now taking place has caused a slight drop in the circulation figures of
Tm: WIRE.
Revenue from advertising is very sensitive to circulation figures.
The Editor wishes to ex.press his great gratitude to the many Regiments
who resiponded so quickly to his appeal.
He again appeals to t:he few who have not yet increased their ord r.
All readers are asked to do everything possible to increase the number
of WIRES bought each month.
LIGHTER PACKS - BEl\"EVO LENT FUND
The Association will sl:ortly be in a position to supply Lighter Fuel

Containers incorporated in collecting boxes in aid of the Welfare Section
(Benevolent Fund).
Will anyone who can place one of these in a position where it will be
used please communicate quickly with the Secretary of r.he Association.
A

PERS 0 N A ·L

COLUMN
•4u:ards

Lieutenant-Colonel D . A. Pringle, G.H.Q., East Africa,
has been awarded the O.B.E.
The B.E.M. has been awarded to S.Q.M.S. Gerrard, and
also Lanc~-CorporaJ West, both ex-members of G.H.Q.
ignal R egi;nent, FARELF.
.1\rrirals and Departrircs
Sergeant R. G. Aitken and family from
to 6 Armoured Divis.on.

1

L. of C. Signal Regt.,

Hong Kong Signal R egiment
Arrivals
Major A. R. Wythe from Korea.
W.O.I Bergelin from Signal Park D etachment of 6 C .O.D.
S.S.M.s Forrest and Jones from U. K.
Sergeant Anderson from Korea.
Departures
Captain Grace and family to U.K.
Captain (T.0.T.) Bristow and family to U.K.
W.O.I Holmes and family, and W.O.II Holt to U.K.
Sergeant Teycn and family to U.K.
2 L. of C. Signal Regiment
Arrioals
W.O.Ils W. Lombard and R. Bell from the Depot.
Sergeants V. Burke, G . T odd and C. Bumphrey from the Depot.
DeparUlres
Sergeant J . Tostevin to Korea.
I

Ith Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment

Arrivals
Captains R. C. Anderson and D. Sherrard Smith.
A.S.M. H . V. J. Lawe (R .E.M.E.), S.Q.M.S . (F. of S.) R. Jones,
Staff-Sergeant D . Pratt (R.A.E.C.) and Sergeants F. A . ..... kham, H.
G . Daglish, E. H. Walker, D . R. Woodward.
Depar1ures
Major A. ] . Blower to U.K.
Captain J . K. M. Bell to War Office.
A.S.M. J. Cheeseman to Korea.
S.S.M. B. Brown to Korea.
Sergeant H. Burgess (R .A.E.C.) to release.
I

Wireless Regiment, Royal Signals

Arnoals
Captain (Q .M.) W. Potesta from Egypt.
Captain W . G . Geddes from Military College of Science.
R .S.M. S. G. Barnes from Gibraltar.
S.S.M. W. Buddery from School of Infantry.
Dcpariuus
Sergeant M . Butler to Egypt.
Sergeant A. R. Gomm to U .K.
1

Corps Signal Regiment

Arriools
\/\aior P. F. Pe'ltreath from Liaison, U.S.A.
Captains G. B. Wood and G. L. D avis from 2 A.A. {M) Signal Regt.
Captain J. W . Ingledow from 7 Training Regiment.
Captain J . W. Fyffe from 6 {Boys) Training Regiment.
Lieutenant (Cipher) F. W. Moseley from Malaya.
W .O .II D . E . Haylcr from Gibraltar.
Sergeant A. M. Ross from the Arab Legion.
D epartuTes
Sergeants B. J. Keenan and I. Humphrey to release.

3 Infantry Divisional Signa.l Regiment
Arnools
W.0 .11 A. L'H'?mme from I Commonwealth Divisional Signal R egt.
Sergca_m G. Higgins from 43 {Wessex) Infanuy Divis;onal Signa.
Regiment (T.A.).
Sergeant E. Withall from 1 Corps Signal Regiment.
Sergeant C. Harr:is from 7 Training Regiment, Royal Signal s.
Sergeant G. Wright from Commonweal;h Artillery Training Centre,
Korea.
Depa. tures
W.O.II (F. of S.) J . Wall to Depot Regiment.

H.Q. AE.R. Royal Signals

Arn:ials
S.Q.M.S. {F. of S.) E. Harrington from Southern Command.
Sergeant M . White from Weotem Command.
W.O .II {R.Q.M.S.J H. P. Haydon from Egypt
W.O.II Massie from Depot Regiment.
·
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Departures
Serg:ant E. Parr to Resular release.
W.O.II (R.Q.M.S. ) J. Sims to Eastern Command Signal Regiment.
W .0 .11 G. Chapman to Korea.

3 Training Regiment
.-irnva/s
Cap:ai1 T. G . irnpson from Depot Regiment .
Lieutenant R . F. Downe from Depot Regiment.
Lieu:ena1t W . H . Brookes fro:n Depot Regiment.
Lieute "nnt C. G. Gilbert from School of Signals.
LicJtcnant M . ]. T. O ' Connor from B.A.O.R .
Dcpar1141es
Ma1or P. M. . Sp:ncc to Senior Officers' Course.
Major B . S. Walker on retirement.
Ca;i:a;n E. A. McLoughlin ~o Scotti~h Command Siiinal Regiment .
Cap:ain J. L. Heard to R. Signals Wing, School of Signals.
Cap:ain F . H. Wragg on rer!rement.
Cap;ain H . Illingworth to East Africa.
Cap:ain ] . A. Fricker to Middle East.
Lie:Jtenant J. Sketch to Liaison Flying Course.

Births

SMILLIE.-On 2nd June, 1954, at B.M.H., Tripoli, to
S.S.M. and Mrs. G. Smillie of Tripolitania Signal Troop
a son, Ian Mayhew George.
'
SKELLY. -To Captain arid Mrs. T . N. Skelly, on 21st
August, 1954, at Braunton Nuxsing Home, a second
daughter, Penelope.
ARMSTRONG.-To Sergeant and Mrs. D.R. Armstrong,
on 17th July, 1954 at the B.M.H., Rinteln, a daughter
(Dolores Patricia Kathleen).
DUNSEITH.-To Driver arid Mrs. R. M. Dunseith, on
1st July, 1954, a daughter (Linda).
SHIRLEY.-To Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. John R.
Shirley, of Operational Research Section, B.A.O.R., on
1st September, 1954, at the B.M.H., Rinteln, a son Gohn
Richard).
SHILLAKER.-To S.Q.M.S. arid Mrs. A. A. Shillaker, on
2nd September, 1954, at the B.H.M., Rinteln, a daughter
(Elizabeth Joy).
TAYLOR.-To Lieutenarit and Mrs. R. V. Taylor (nee
Byrne), a son, Francis Damian, on 24th July, 1954, at
B.M.H., Munster.
ROBINSON.-To W.0.I and Mrs. G. Robinson (nee
Young) a son, Norman, on 22nd June, 1954.
TRE:LAiWNY.- To Captain and Mrs. R. Trelawny, on 21st
July, 1954, a son.
MORGAN.-To Major and Mrs. W. C. Morgan, on 24th
July, 1~54, twin sons.
EMBRY.-To Sergeant and Mrs. G. J. Emery, a daughter
(Janice Margaret), on 24th August, 1954.

HOLDAWAY.-Driver Eric Holdaway late 48th and 7&th
Divisional Signals, died at Nantyglo, Mon., on i6th
August, 1954, after a very long illness.
SHARPLEY.-At his home, 397 Mi·~cham Road, Croydon,
Mr. W. 0. R. Sharpley, R.E. Signafa, Royal Signals,
Member of the Croydon Branch, Royal Signals Association.
LAVER~.-22910624 Driver N. G. Lavers, on 28th August,
1954, m B.A.0.R.
ELRICK.-22718370 Cor·poral I. C. G. Elrick, on 30th
August, 1954, at Catterick.
TOMLINSON.-22749669 Signalman F. Tomlinson, on
30th August, 1954, at Catte.rick.
O'~.-On 3rd July, 1954, after a very long illness, MT.
Wilkin John O'Hara, aged 45; Royal Signals and Royal
Signals Association, Liverpool Branch. He served in
S.R.T.T.E. at Akrok~ta, Lagos, Nigeria, and also at
Puxemble Lodge, Chnstchurch. He l~ves a widow and
three children. Address : Mrs.. M. O'Hara, 120, Crosswood Crescent, Roby, Lancashire.

Major G. M. Fraser
Extracted from the notes of I Training Regiment
Gordon Fraser joined the Northamptonshire Regiment in
1909 from R.M.C. Sandhurst, and served throughout the
first World War. He left the Army in 1919 but rejoined in
1940 and served throughout the last war.
He leaves us after 13 years spent at Catterick, six of which
were spent in the Regiment. His achievements both as
Secretary of Corps Rugger and jn charge of the Regimental
team are too well known to bear repetition. It was his
help, enthusiasm and inspiration which made all these successes possible and he leaves behind him a host of friends
rh:ro~hout the Corps who will, we know, join with us in
wishing him every happiness in his retirement.
Each year he has been in charge of the erection and
organisation of Messines Ground for the Old Comrades'
Reunion.
But over and above all this his quiet wasdom and humour
and indeed his whole personality has proved of inestimable
value to the numbers of young men who have passed
through the Regiment in his time. He will be sorely missed.
Ave atque Vale.

Oeatli,s

WEBSTER-Mr. W. A. Websiter, of 15 Ward House,
North Street, Portsea, Portsmouth, on 20th August, 1954.
He served in Royal Signals from 1941-53 arid was a Life
Member of the Association.
GORE.-22869620 Signalman J. C. Gore, 18 Army Group
Signal Regiment, on 18th August.
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11.A.C-. illUSEUlU

Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. S. Tulloch, O.B.E., Royal Signals,
Wireless Wing, R.A.C. Centre, Bovington Camp, Wareham, Dorset, writes : The Royal Armoured Corps have at Bovington Camp an
excellent museum in which all types of armoux, from the
Tanks• and AFVs of Wodd War I to those of the present,
are displayed.
Up-to-date the accent has been entirely on the automotive and gunnery aspects of the vehicle.
I have now had it agreed that a space is allotted to show
the history of signalling within armoured regiments.
I would be very grateful if any past or present member
of the Co.I'j)s who served with the R.T.C. Battalions could
let me have any information regarding the s.ignalling organisation, etc., of those times; e.g. how the first wireless sets
were used and what sort of range was obtained; use of lamp
flags and semaphore, etc. Any photographs would be most
welcome and I will guarantee to return them.
I feel that any such information which we can use will help
to keep alive the tradition of very close co-operation which
has grown up between the two Corps.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1954

*

Events
Dinner Cl ub

December 4th
4th

"

"At Home" for T.A. and A.E.R. Officers,
Dorchester Hotel, London, S.W.1; 4 for
4.3o ·p.m.
Officers' Annual Buffet Supper and Reunion at the T.A. Centre, 206 Brampton
Road, London, S.W.3; 7 to I I p.m. (By
couxtesy of 11 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment
(T.A.)

The Royal Signals Officers' Annual Dinner will be on
Ist June, 1955, and the Regular Officers' "At Home" on
2nd June, 1955.

*

Marriages

MOYNAN-D'ARCY.-Sergeant D . Moynan to Eileen
D'Arcy at Mor·tlake, on 6th Joune, 1954.
PRATT-WALKER-Lieutenant D . G. Pratt, Royal
Signals, to Miss Irene Walker, on 7th August, 1954, at
St. Deny's Parish Church, Sleaford, Lines.
SYMS'-CAIRNESS.-Driver T. W. Syms to Miss Doreen
Cairness, on 10th July, 1954, at the Parish Ohurch, Saint
Hilda, Middlesbrough.
ELLIS-HANNIGAIN.-Signalman T. J. IIDis to Miss
Mary Elizabeth Margaret Hannigan, on 5th June, 1954,
at Corpus Chiisti Church, Brixton Hill, London, S.W.2.
SMITH-HELM.-Corporal D. Smith to Miss Patricia
Lily Rose Helm, on 17th July, 1954, at the Garrison
Chuxch, Herford, Germany.
MURRAY-TUCK.-Se.rgeant N. Murray to Col'pOl"aJ J.
Tuck, W.R.A.C., at Moascar, on 20th August, 1954.

Forthco1n i1ig

*

*

The Ninth Rewlion Dinner for former officers of the

Catterick Signals O.C.T.U. will be held at the Hotel
Rembrandt, South Kensingt?n, S.W.7, on Saturday, 23rd
October, 1954 Cost 21/- mcluding port and gratuities.
Dress: Lounge suit. Tea will be served to officers arid
their ladies in the afternoon.
Dinner Secretary: Major K. D. Anderson, The High
School for Boys, Chichester, Sussex.

*

*

*

44th DIVISION (1939/1942) 01,D t'OMRADES·
RALLY, 1954

The Rally will take place at The Centuxy Hotel, Forty
Avenue, Wembley Park (near Wembley Park Station) on
F~iday, 22nd October, 1954, between 5 p.m. and 6.30 p.m.
Tickets, .4 /- eac~, are obtainable from: The Adjutant, 257
(H.C.) Field Regunent, R.A. (T.A.), The Dril! Hall, Chuxch
Street, Brighton, and a cheque or. postal order (with
sta~ped addressed envelope) should accompany all applications.
It will be appreciated that the time of the Rally will
enable ex-members of 44th Division who were at El
Alamein, to "get together" before proceeding to the Empire
Pool, Wembley, for the El Alamein Reunion but it is
emphasised that the RALLY is for ALL ex-members of the
Division and not only for those who took part in the battle
of El Alamein.
Wives or lady friends of ex-members of the Division are
invited.
l&o:"'· ul Signals Baud Progrnmmf-'

October 22

Alamein Reunion.
DA~CE

Ueadqmtrtc~rs

tH Army Signal llegimeut. T.A ••

are organising a dance at the Mayfair Hotel, London, on
Sa·turday, 23rd October. Music is being provided by the
Corps Dance Band and it is hoped that many Royal Signals
officers, serving or retired, will attend. Tickets at £1 2s. 6d.
per head, which includes a buffet supper can be obtained
from the Adjutant, H.Q. 61 Army Signai Regiment, T .A.,
40 Ashburnham Road, Bedford. Telephone number: Bedford 672n/2.
SEHGEA:\'TS DISTING1-'ISUING R.\DGES

Malaya Signal Squadron, c/o G .P.0., Kuala Lumpur
has for disposal a quantity of embroidered (Left and Right)
"Jimmies." These were manufactured in 1952/53 to comply wim Corps Memo No. 7(c). Price 7/- a pair.
3'13

EARLS COURT
24 Aug. - 4 Sept. -~..

~~~

.anal ltadio and Television EXhibit10
'

A view of part of the Royal Signals exhibits just prior to opening time. The apparatus Selective Carrier and Mr. Magnetron
appear on the left and right respectively.

T

HE provision of the Royru Signals half of the Regular

Army Sund at this year's Radio Exhibition was again
the responsibility of 5 Corps Signal Regiment because this
is one of our several annual standing tasks.
The personal experience gained last year was a great
asset in the planning and preparation side, whiie knowing
the right contacts at Earls Court made the week of installation before opening day a little less hectic.
Preliminary planning started some six months in advance
as a result of conferences held at the War Office and a deal

of the construction work was started within the Regiment
soon afterwards. This year Public Relations Branch at the
War Office managed to get approval for the overahl stand
design and construction to ·b e taken on by a civil furn and
not by the Ministry of Information, and it was felt that
results were better thereby. The disiplay benches, models,
and method of presentation however still remained the task
of the Units taking part.
The main theme this year was ASSU communications
and to this end we made our centre piece depict an air

The Royal Signals Centre piece at the Radio Exhibition - a model battlefield with an air-strike in progress. The Subsidiary
exhibit - Battlefield T.V. - is also evident by the miniature Camera top-left and the picture monitors at the sides.

strike being called for by an ASSU Tentacle. Our large
Korean landsc'.l'pe mo?el used last year was redesigned to
suggest an. I~ahan setung and a mass of detail was applied
Such detail mc~uded model villages and an airfield in th~
rear areas leadmg on to burned-out farm houses b b
craters, and broken trees and bridges in the centr;l b~~le
a!ea, followed by enemy H.Q.s at the far end. A concentrauon of enemy tanks was shown being shot up by Meteors
suspended .overhead. Two of the tanks were suitably shot up
by a .22 Rift~ ~fore the model was completed and with red
6 volt bulbs ms1de and cotto~ w~ol smoke they looked truly
damaged. A block schemauc diagram and caption at one
end of the model showed how air strikes are called for
through ASSU, and smaJI bulbs driven by a Uniselector
o;aced the passage of _the messages and the take-off of the
aircraft. Ad~ed to. this the bomb craters mentioned above
flashed at swtable mtervals. A running commentary with
typical." VOICE" chat between an ALO on the ground
and slcipper of the supporting aircraft was played continuously from a remote tape recorder feeding loudspeakers
placed round the model. A genuine Armoured Half Track
ASSU tentacl:e was parked adjacent to the centre piece so
that the .public couJd see what the real thing looked like.
The vehicle. complete with all wireless :fittings and a good
array of aerial masts was kindly loaned by No. 10 ASSU
at Sou~ampton, and a scale model of this Half-Track was
shown m the battle area.
Knowing th.at we were to have a ·really fine landscape
model, m.easurmg S?me. twelve by sixteen feet it was thought
a good idea to gliVe it more public appeal by adding a
"Ba.ttle~eld T~levision" angle. We felt that although such
a. thing is not likely to be us~d in the British Army for some
ume to come we could put It across as a " glimpse into the
future " and anyway ¥:'e could not be outdone by the Royal
Navy who were showmg Underwater television. A tactful
approach to the Marconi Wireless Telegraiph Company at
Chelmsford produced an arrangement whereby they would
reconstruct our landscape model and complete all the
minute detail for the pleasure of having their new Industr!~ Television Camera shown on our stand. This new
Vxdicon contains a one inch Picture Tube and is the smallest
commercia~ Camera avaifable in this country, it weighs
5~ ~bs. while the power pack and drive equipment is on a
sn~ilar ,,scale and combined measure aipproxirnately 12" x
12 x 8 . The camera was mounted at the side of the battlefield model on a ta.JI stand and pointed at the air strike
Three T.V. ~onitors placed round the model reproduced
the scene with reasonable clarity and depicted what the
Comman~er of the future might e:x;pect to have relayed
bac~ to his. H.Q. from a camera sited at some suirable point
or m an aircraft.
A subsidiary theme to the stand was a comparison between.
"Ancient and Modern" methods of communication.
Museum equipment was kindly loaned from Catterick
t?gether with the nine very pleasant oil paintings of signalling methods from ancient Greek times to the last war.
These exhibits were .compared with the latest C 45, C 11,
R 210 and A 40 equipments. To Jiven uo such static exhibits one of the latest FROMOPLAST tele-hand sets was
mounted on an anvil with a mechanically driiven 7 lbs.
hammer which struok it hard eight times a minute. The
hand-set survived the complete duration of the exhibition.
&. a furnher innovation it was shown how the Corps can
pr~1de the R.A.E.C. with up to the minute copy from
~ch they produce Forces Newspapers in remote parts
like Korea. Renters kindly loaned a Hcllschri1ber tape
printer and associated amplifier which was driven by an
AR 88 Receiver to produce a steady stream of news for all
to see.
Teleprinters and Auto Heads were shown, admittedJy not
a new exhibit, but the public were encouraged to try their
hand and as usual the machines were kept ful.Jy occupied.
Likewise, the new CB 20 Exhange was more than popular, not so much due to its technical capabilities but because
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Major R. E. D. Mathews shows a new unbreakable tele hand.set to Sir
Cameron Nicholson, the Adjutant General. The hammer tester is
seen in the lower left hand corner .

uhe few tel~phones connected to it allowed people to chat
to each other some five yards apart.
;ApPafatus Selective Carrier was shown set up over a
miruature PL r~ute and proved a veritable play-ground for
small boys. Adiacent to this the "Line Fault Locater Pulse
Operated " was connected to another five foot model PL
Route v;:hich w~s ~lectrically equivalent to 75 miles and
the p~lic were mvited to apply their own faults and nhen
test with the Locater. Miniature mile stones correctly calibrated along the route added to the realism.
. ~ ~ape recorder was available as in previous years for
mdiv1duals to hear themselves played back and this was as
well patronised as ever.
At the far end of the stand a complete C 41 mobile station
was shown. ~s VHF Wide Band FM Radio Relay equipment housed m a 1 ton Palace certainly looked imposing.
Mr. Magnetron, our mechanical man who tries to answer
al.l questions put to him, kept a large crowd round him at all
~es. It i~ sll!prising how well this item goes down and
this year with unproved speech quality and a new suit of
ahnninium sheeting engine turned, he was well up to No. 1
Dress standards.
Finally, a B 70 micro-wave equ.Doment was shown worki~g to s:pecially modified headphones fitted with minute
diipole, reflector, and built-in geranium rectifier so that the
"".earer could walk in the beam and hear the speech. This
gives a space-man atmosphere and went down very well as
a novelty.
We met many VIPs and past and present members of the
Corps and it is this part of the show which makes up for
the h~urs of bard work which have to be put in. Added
to. which there are moments of humour. One Mother
was seen to pluck her young son away from the very brink
of the stand with, "Come away from that Army Stand
Ernie, it's alJ propaganda." Again when the writer wa~
explai~ng the Ancient and .Modern theme to two very dear
old ladies who were Ar eruc and Old Lace per onified he
had just said-" this is from our Museum"- when s~me
wag i? the re~r said ''.Yo~ can say that again f, and gave a
know111g nod m the direction of the old ladies.
Outside help came from many sources and particular
~eference must be made to C.S.O., A.A. Command, for loanmg S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Risby, who did so much of the
detailed construction before our own Foreman, S.Q.M.S.
Day, wa posted in to help. The W.RA.C. team also came
from A.A. Command and, as usual, combined smartne
personality and good looks to great effect. Added to thi;
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we had six boys from the Boys Training Reg~ent at
Beverley and they showed how the younger generauon can
st:and up to the strain of exhibition work and created a very
good impression indeed.
So far as our own Regiment was concerned 01;1r caripenter
team, headed by Signalman Fisher, deserve praise, fo~ they
worked without ceasing at everyone's beck and call without
complaint and the draughts.man, Lance-Corporal Saunders,
did much' for nhe decor and artistic lay-out.
Our No. l Wireless Group in the main st:iH:ed the Stand,
but mention should be made of the rema1mng, and very
much larger part of the R~iment, for. they have. worked. at
all the season's major exerC1ses on Sa~sbury Pla~, providing Neutral and Control communicatJo~s: . Their task has
perhaps not been so glamourous as exhi~1uons, but nevertheJess even more exacting and where mistakes show more
prominently, but as far as we know our slips have shown at
neither place.
R.E.D.M.

All phoiographs by courtesy of the War Office Reproduction Services.

*

•· THE FORCES MAGAZINE "
(Formerly "The Fighting Force8 ")

The "Fighting Forces" magazine is to re-appear in
May, 1955, as a Quarterly. It wiH be under new Editorship.
The contents will include short, interesting and informative articles on outstanding events of the day; Service news
from all quarters (with ~pecial notes from ~taff .Colleg~s
and Experimental Estabhsihments); the Services m Parl1ment· and news letters from Commonwealth and U.S.A.
Forc~s in Great Britain. Well wr.itten short stories will be
a speciality.
The cost of the magazine will be 2/6d. per copy (2/9d.
post free). Annual subscripti9n will be 10/- (II/- post
free).
D.A.P. (Sussex) Ltd., Dolphin Road, Shorehall_l-by-Sea,
Sussex.
ElUPLOYMENT VACANCIES

(IMPORT ANT: Anyone obtaining employment t~rough
answering ad-certisements in THE WIRE must notify the
Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1).
The GENERAL ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTD. offers employment
to men who have finished their service in Royal Signals •. In the Company:.& plants in Coventry some 10,000 people are engaged 1n the manufacture of telecommunication equipment. Telephone exchanges, telephone line transmission equipment and radio transmitters and receivers
are the principal classes of product. . Design, production an~ t.es~g
in Coventry are followed by installatlon, testing and comm1~s1orung
on site. Typical vacancies are for draughtsmen, testers, .wiremen,
installation testers and cable hands ; thus almost any qualified man
in Signals can find an opening suited to his abilities, in employment
that will allow him to settle down or to travel at home or abroad. In
an organisation already large but still expanding, there are many op·
portun!ties for advancement. There is no artificial bar at any level to
a man's progress. Good conditions of employment, w<;lfare, sport a:nd
recreational facilities. Apply, giving personal particulars, quabfi·
cations, details of service and date when free to .start, to Mr. R. P. Mat·
thews, Personnel Manager, The General Electric Company Ltd., Telephone Works, Coventry, Warwicks.

A vacancy exists at the ARMY APPRENTICES
SCHOOL HAiRROGATE, for a Civilian Instructor, Grade
IV, to instruct apprentice OWLs: Applicants should P.referably be B.I OW\Ls and. should be capable of lecturrng
to the apprentices on E and M, in which subject .t he successful applicant will be princi.pally employed. .The salarY: scale
is £425 to £525 per annum and the post is ~established.
Alpplications should be addressed to the Chief Instructor,
Army Apprentices School, Uniacke Barracks, Harrogate,
Yorks.

"I've raised the money for the T.V. licence, George."
)f.

~IERCURY

HOUSE, COLWYN
An Appreciation

BAY

"My family and I have just returned from a week's holiday at Colwyn Bay and I am writing to express appreciation of nhe high standard of accommodation we enjoyed at
Mercury House.
The food was excellent, beautifully cooked and promptly
served. The efficient but unobtrusive management of the
place was a credit to Major Barlow, his family and ~s staff,
and it was with great regret that I learned nhat this lovely
house must be sold. The failure of such a project must be
a tremendous disappoinLment to the management and others
who have worked so hard to make it a success."
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THE UNITED SULPHURIC ACID CORPORATION
LTD. will open in Widnes early in 1955. Key personnel
are already being recruited, and there will be .vacancies .for
labourers, trainee Chemical Plant operauves, clerical
workers, watchmen, etc. National scale of wages paid, with
varying "plus rates" depending on the nature of nhe work
performed. Day workers (44-hour, 5-<lay week) will dr~w
a minimum of £6/13/- per week from the start; shift
workers est 8-hour shifts per week) can reckon on about
£8/9/-. The plus rates will increa~ these am~ts. Some
houses will be available for men holdmg key pos1uons. Any0ne interested should apply to Mr. J. D. L. Morris, Labour
and Welfare Officer, The United Sulphuric Acid Co~pora
tion Ltd., Green Oaks Works, Tan House Lane, Widnes,
Lanes.
The AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT GO. welcomes aipplications from
ex-Signals personnel, with or withou~ previous exper~ence
of electrical work. Basic commencmg rate for tramees
£7/9/-£7/12/-; for skilied men, £8 upwar~s according
to qualifications. 44-hour, 5-<lay week; overnme payable.
Canteen facilities available. Apply by telephone or letter
to Mr. Holder, Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical
Equipment Co., Willow House, Willow Place, London,
S.W.1 (VICtoria 3404).
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The Prodigal Returns - . . .

At the cost of one dented bowler, two umbrellas and
rufHed feelings every time I catch the 8.10 a.m. to Charing
Cross, I'm stickily installed on the strength of the " bowlerhat-cum-umbrella " brigade.
Frightfullu Nattu 1

Of course, you've missed my witticisms under Catterick
Jottings-I'm sure-I presume-I hope-you must have
done!
Have learnt several things already about this London
business and I can't for the life of me understand why No.
1 War Office Signals didn't win the Army Rugby Cup. The
scrum technique employed in "boarding" the a.m. and
p.m. trains to and from Woolwich is fantastic-and I've
found it's useless to use a bowler as a shield and an
umbrella as a spear.
·
Everyone terribly good-humoured of course, no one gives
up his seat to a non-sweatered lady and no one leaves his
bowler on a spare sea.t (though I must admit they make
lovely flower bowls jf you do!)
I must tell you next month about some of the personalities in the "area "--certainly "old soldiers never die."
I love the story though of the Staff Captain who carried
on a policy conversation with a disting·uished personage (in
mufti) interrupted the conversation to ask-" To whom am
I speaking" only to discover it was the Director! !
- "There's a slow boat to ....."
Hnnd.s Across the Ocean . . . .

Think I've told almost everyone in the Corps that I spent
five happy years at the Norweigian Signal Training Centre,
became reasonably good at ski-ing, although I must admit
I've spent nearly three years trying to convince sceptics that
it wasn't "she-ing."
I can, however, testify to the wonderful bonds of comradeshiiP and single puDpOSe that binds our Corps and the
Norwegian Signal Corps. To this end the first six " Sandhurst-type " barracks has been erected at the Signal Train- .
ing Centre, Jorstadmoen and, as the photograph depicts
has been aptly named Catterick.
The next barrack will be named Marieberg after the
Swedish Army Signal School in Stockholm.
The Catterick barrack will house the N.C.O.'s Training
Wing and Boys Trade Training Wing, has a capacity for
250 and is centrally heated, with hot and cold water, showers
and drying rooms-my! my! So there's magic in that
name after all !
This Atom B-int!SS .

A friend of mine, who works in the Awful Place, spend
most of his 36-hour week ·writing specifications on "this
and that," became involved in a course at Drivenham on
neutrons, protons and nucleus, resigned in "nil desperado"
and set up business as a film writer. As you can see, his
blurb on the Atom film is fascinating . . . .
" Splitting the Atom has positively the most astounding,
amazing possibilities since Gone with the Wind. You saw
Laughton in Mutiny on the Bounty, you gasped at Grable
in Monday Night at Eight ... . surely your heart strings
would vibrate to Civilisation's most stupendous presentation. Can you visualise Errol Flynn in his greatest dramatic
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[Courtesy: Co/anti A. B. Nilxn

The entrance to the first of six Sandhurst type barracks at the
Norwegian Signal Training Centre. Jorstadmoen, Norway.

role as the Scientist Who Doesn't Save the World ..
he is made for the part.
Splitting the Atom is the best film material we have had
since Laurence Olivier wrote Henry V. The most significant fact about this scientific discovery is that it breaks
completely away from the usual theme of Eternal Triangle
or Man Loves Wife-So Does Lodger, or Poor Songwriter
Steps Into Breach, Solves Backstage Murder, Weds Chorine,
Makes Good.
With early scenes of laboratory research the Atom story
gives immense scope for lighting and camera effects on testtrubes, retorts and things. When the neutrons and protons
have been divorced, the ensuing explosion scene could introduce so:nething entirely novel in its realism.
As the explosion occurii_ in the film a man with a scythe,
stationed at the back of the screen, could slash the white
sheet to ribbons, thus creating a perfect illusion. You might
get some panic in the crowded auditorium but a fire hose
would soon restore calm, and think of the publicity. It
would be the most staggering spectacle since one exhibitor
of The Covered Wagon gave us an accompanying smell of
horses.''
(I always felt he should have stayed in and attempted
p.s.c. ! !)
This Sum11Jf'r ••

I know the sun is really warm
I know the roses are in flower
I know that September skies inform
Us aU with many a tepid shower
That summer is here,
It is, I fear.
I know that poets now enthuse
I know that sonnets are composed
I know that young hearts can't refu e
The laws this summer has imposed
Since Genesis,
I know all thi .
I know that I should shout for joy
I know rhat I should be quire bold
And court some maiden young and coy
But I have got a lousy cold
And can't even tammer
The praise of ummer !
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TRAININ"G REGDIENT

Catterick has had ics full share of the atrocious weather
this summer, and this has meant anxious moments for anyone organi ing any functions.
The day was not promising when about fifty families set
out on the Married Families outing co Saolrburn and the
rain had really set in long before we reached the s a. It
was mackintoshes and umbrellas all day. We were, however, more fortunate for our "Parents Day" and a very full
programme was carried out without a hitch. We were very
grateful for the services of the Royal Signals Motor Cycle
Display Team who laid on for us their usual thrilling performance. The day's programme ended with an excellent
.::oncert party in the Cary Theatre put on by members of
the Regiment under the direction of S.Q.M.S. Bottell, and
we hope that all parents felt their visit co the Regiment had
really been worth while.
The cricket season has been quite successful, although
we were beaten in both the Northumbrian District and
Northern Command Championships by teams we had previously beaten in friendly matches.
Results:Games Played
Won
Lost Drawn
16
IO
4
2
,Following on our successes on the athletic field, three of
our athletes, Signalman Whittaker, Signalman Kelley and
Signalman Chappell were selected as members of the Army
Athletic Team for the Inter-Services ChamJ>ionship, and
also for the APmy v. R.M.A. Sandhursc. They were all
awarded their Army colours and Whittaker and Kelly have
since been selected as members of the Combined Services
team to compete against the A.A.A. at Hull on IIth
September.
The Rugger team has got off to a good start with a convincing win against Huddersfield. This was che last march
for Major Fraser before his retirement and the send-off we
are sure that he would wish.

2

The Unit held its Regimental Week-end this month combined with Regimental Sports Day. Many families came
to us for the week-end and luckily the weather was reasonably good.
After the spores a dance was held in the Gymnas1um at
which we saw all types of dancing from light fantastic co
heavy and fantastic. A good ~ime was had by all.
The Sports supplied their own quota of excitement. Competition was keen and several Unit records were broken.
~o. I Sq1:1adron emerged the winners for the second year
m succesS<lon. Second-Lieutenant Bissill is to be congratulated on the hard work he put in on the Athletics side.
R.S.M. Etherington broke the starter's record for misfires
on his new pistol. This evoked wild cheers from the
sipectators if not from the runners.
S.Q.M.S. King as usual started all the important events
-the ahildren's race, ladies' race, etc.~but disdained tihe
pistol and used his foghorn instead. No misfires!
The Old Soldiers' race was won by Sergeant Burton,
A.C.C. He tells me that C.C. in A.C.C. stands for Gerta
Cito!
No. 1 Squadron bas done well this month-as well as
winning the Regimental Sports once more, four of their
number were chosen to represent Royal Signals in the
Annual Triangular Ath.Jetics Competition between R.A.F.R.A.C.-Royal Signals. Of these four, Signalman Norris
won the 3-mile, Lance-Corporal Hedger came first and Signa·l man Irvine second in the mile, and Signalman Butts
second in the hurdles.
Lance-Corporal Hedger, Signalmen Norris and Irvine
achieved standard time in uheir events and are to be awarded
CorJ>S Colours.
Signalman Tough (2 Squadron) and Signalman Brennan
(H.Q. Squadron) have achieved fresh laurels in coming in
third and fourth respectively in the Southern Command 50
mile Cycling Time Trial Championship. They also
achieved simalar placings in the Al'my 100 miles Road
Championships.
Both are to be congramlaced on winning Gold Medals
and Signalman Tough on achieving Army Colours.

TRAININ"G REGIMENT

Captain Pope has now surrendered the Adjutant's chair
and is back on line work. Actually he is busy try.ing to
explain to various inquisitive people that the new "Light
Poled Route " has, in fact, nothing to do with the supply
of electricity to lonely moorland farms.
Captain Waccs promptly celebrated his appointment to
Adjutant by winning the best Army Driver's award in the
Darlington and District Motor Club regularity hill climb in
his Healey.

3

4

I Squadron 2 Training Regiment Athletic Team.

TRAINING REGIMENT

First, a bela.ted welcome to our new R.S.M., W.O.I R.
Gray, posted to us fro~ 2 Wireless Regiment, in
place o.f R.S.M. A. H. Knight, who has been promoted
Quartermaster and is now with I War Office Signal Regiment. We hope that R.S.M. Gray's tour with us will be
long and pleasant, antl our best wishes go to Mr. Knight in
his new sphere.
During .t he past few weeks we have had several visits by
distinguished officers of the Allied Forces, the most recent
being that by General Brygoo, C.S.O., ALFCE. Among
others were Lieutenant-Colonels King, Obedul Rehman and
Lawrence, of the United States, Pakistan and Royal Australian Signals respectively, all of whom were most interested
in our training methods and gave us many useful hints.
The cricket st:ason is now over and we have come out
not too badly. Of 21 games played w_e lost only 4, won 11,
and drew 6. And now, of course, the winter games are
starting; so away with the stumps and on with che shin
pads!

TRAINING REGIMENT

This last month has seen more new arrivals to the regiment and we extend a hearty welcome to Captain R. T. R.
Cocks, Second-Lieutenant J. N. Smith, and last, but not
least, R.S.M. P. H. Johnstone. We miss the familiar figure
of R.S.M. E. R. Gay striding around the unit lines, but feel
sure he has already made his presence felt in 7 Training
Regiment. He will, no doubt, be remembered by all who

Photo : T. Hollingsworth, BnJer/ty

CERTA CITO
Commanding Officer, Regimental Sergeant Major and Boys of the Summer Output, 6 (Boys) Training Regiment.

took part in the recent "Parents' Day Parade " every time
they hear the popular tune "The Happy Wanderer," as
this was the tune that the Corps Band played when we
marched on and off the parade. This was the last ceremonial parade that R.S.M. Gay "fathered " in this regiment. We should like to take this opportunity to thank Mr.
Gay for all he has done for the unit and wish him all the
very best for the future.
In his place we should like to welcome RSM. Johnstone,
who has come to join this happy throng and sincerely hope
that his tour in this regiment will be a pleasant one. Everyone who has passed through the Depot Regiment of recent
years will know Mr. Johnstone, and will appreciate that he
has made himself heard and felt about the place with great
effect.
We were visited during the month by Lieutenant-Colonel
ObeduJ Rehman, Pakistan Signals, and by LieutenantColonel R. G. Lawrence, Royal Australian Signals, who
came to study our training methods. They were both very
pleased with what they saw and not a little amused at the
musical accompaniment provided for the trainees on their
basic typing lessons.
The biggest event in the sporting world has been the
Unit's triumph over the Depot Duke of Wellington's Regiment in tlle final match for the Northern Command Cricket
Cup.
7

TllA.INING llEGIMENT

The Regiment has had a very quiet monnh on the whole
-at least as quiet as t,raining 1,000 men and moving 3
Squadron lock, stock and barrel to allow re-decorations,
would permit.
This month we welcome our new Assistant C.I., Captain
D. P. I. Campbell, R.W.K. We trust he will soon get into
the swing of our brand of infantry training. A new voice is
being heard on the square these days. This month we said
good-bye to R.S.M. Royall, going to Depot Regiment, and
greeted R.S.M. Gay from 4 Training Regiment. We wish
Mr. Royall all the best in his new appointment and would
like to thank him publicly for all he has don for the Regiment in nhe year he has been here.
We congratulate Signalman P. J. M. Williams who completed his training on 1st September, in being selected as
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the best recruit and also the best shot in his Squadron. This
is a worthy achievement and a fine start in his army career.
Five new arrivals must be mentioned. They are Mamma
and Pappa Swan, and their three cygnets who have permanently parked themselves near the Vimy "C " Cookhouse. Where they've come from we aren't certain, but
presumably they feel that this stnnmer one spot is as wee as
another.
Determined to keep up our reputation in the soccer world
our team got away to a fine start to the season when, at
Scarborough on 30th August, they beat Scarborough 1st
XI 6-2. The team played very good football and we are
looking forward eagerly to a season in which we have about
a dozen fixtures with leading clubs in the country.
Our Rugby trial held on 1st Sep~ember revealed that we
are strong in cadre players, and supplemented by trainees,
a good side is promised. Our first game is against I Training Regiment, a game that promises to be good entertaining
football. The unfortunate departure of Second-Lieutenant~
Phillips and Smith will be felt and we wish them every
success in llheir civilian rugby.
Since the last issue the swimming season in the Regiment has ended. In the last issue it was reported that we
won the orthern Command Swimming and Water Polo
Championships. This qualified us for rhe Army Championships in the swimming and quarter-final of the Army Water
Polo Cup.
In the quarter-final we lost 15 goals to 4 against a very
strong 9 Battalion R.A.0.C. team, who went on comfortably
to win the final at Aldershoc.
In the Army Team Swimming Championships in competition with all units in the U.K. and N.A.G. the Regiment
took fourth place for (the second year in succession. The
places being: 1st

2nd
3rd
4th
51h
6th

9 Bo. R.A.O.C.
15 Training Bo. R.A.S.C.
R.A.P.C. Training Centre.
7 Training Regiment.
H.Q., N.A.G.
Guards' Depot, Caterham.

In the Individual Championships neither member of the
Regimental team who were taking part reached their respective finals. In spite of this Signalman Woolley has been
selected to repre ent the Army in the Inter ervice
Meeting at Aldershot.
3-19
B

THE DEPOT REGDIENT

By the tune these notes appear the Regiment will have
been through its yearly "Hoop " and the Annual Administrative Inspection will be but a memory (whether pleasant
or not remains to be seen!) This indeed is quite a month,
for amidst the preparation for the aforesaid Inspection has
come the news that our C.O., Lieutenai t-Colonel P. G. ·
Goodeve-Docker, will be moving to Germany during
October, so the days immediately following the Inspection
will be spent on _the hand-over to the C.O. designate,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. HiU, O.B.E. To complete the cycle
the Adjutant (your harassed correspondent-bound for
Korea) also hands over next month to Caotain D. Turner.
The monthly All Ranks' Dance was held on Friday, 20th
August, 1954. attended by a lal'ge crowd with partners
drawn from Torquay, Paignton and Newton Abbot.
The highlight of the evening was the presentation of
prizes and trophies by Mrs. Goodeve-Docker, wife of the
Commanding Officer.
The Cricket trophy was won by I Squadron who had
beaten 2 Squadron in a very exciting and decisive final
match. Major Warren accepted the Cup from the wife of
the Commanding Officer, and all the team received ashtrays in Corps Colours.
The Small Bore Competition Cup, also won by 1
Squadron, was received by Second-Lieutenant M. E. Barden from the wife of the Commanding Officer. The team
received ash-trays in Corps Colours.
The cricketing days having now closed, all that remains
are some pleasant memories of matches played and to set
down a brief summary of the averages. Of 27 matches
played, II were won and I drawn. Quite a creditable season considering that most of our matches are against strong
touring teams from all parts of the country and teams from
nearby towns.
Our batting was considerably strengthened mid-way
through the season by the arrival of Lance-Corporal Simmonds from the S.T.C. and he, with Captain D. Turner,
were our most successful batsmen with averages of 15.08
and 17.78 respectively.
Signalman Robinson headed the bowling averages with
5.75 runs per wicket, but mention must be made of S.S.M.
Knight who bowled over 200 overs and ended with an
average of 8.75.
Six of this year's team will be available for next season.
Thus we have a nucleus to build on already.
With the close of <the summer season the " tougher "
games of winter have beset us. The footballers have played
two matches in the S. Devon Senior League, the first against
St. Marychurch Spurs; result, a defeat by 6 goals to 2; and
th~ second match at home against Torquay United "A,"
this also was lost by 6 goals to 4. Not exactly an inspiring
start, but the players are now settling down and we look to
them for better things.
Since early A·u gust the Sailing Calendar has been choca-bloc with Regattas, culminating in the National Redwing
Championships.
The Sailing Club had no striking successes, but to coin
a phrase, "a good time was held by aU." How~ver, the
sto:y of a private little race yersus the crew of H.M.S.
1:'numph-;--~he aircraft carrier-is worth telling.
It is a
httle rem1ruscent of "The Ten Little Nigger Boys."
Four Redwings raced in Torbay with a mixed naval and
military crew, i.e., a naval helm and military crew and vice
versa; which made 2 aval and 2 Depot boats. All four
boats ".'ere p~ovided by us. It was a very wet and squally
day with whlte horses rampant. Discretion counselled a
"race" in the Club bar instead; however, we sailed.
The first "little nigger boy " went out shortly after leaving harbour. " Meteor " with naval helm and Signalman
'.fhompson as crew, had her rudder carried away and got
mto harbour with a jib and paddle.
'
The rest got away to a good start wiJ!1h. " Widgeon" (Major
Fanner and naval crew) leading. Shortly before the second
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mark the port shroud of "Widgeon" broke away with a
crack like an infantry tank gun. That left two little nigger
boys. John Cook (Major Cook's son) with naval crew in
"Greylag," and a naval Lieutenant wiirh S.S.M. Knight as
crew ,in "Cormorant."
These two disappeared into the mist behind a submarine.
Half-an-hour later they completed the first 1 round with
mere seconds between them, and headed on into the mist.
Later " Cormorant" closely followed by " Greylag," reappeared and then disappeared again behind the aircraft
carrier H.M.S. Triumph. "Cormorant" came into view
again from behind the aircraft carrier Triumph but no
"Greylag" ! she had capsized whilst running before the
wind. The heavy sea tossed her just as a squall hit her.
A jet engine would not have saved her.
A launch from H.M.S. Triumph brought "Greylag" in,
whilst the sole survivor " planed " over the finishing line
in a welter of foam. The Royal Navy triumphed.
The sailing season is now almost ended alas! Stripping,
varnishing, polishing and renewing rigging is the order of
the day, ready for 1955·
During the past month we have said " au revoir" to
Lieutenant W. H. Brooks on posting to 3 Training Regiment; may all go well with him "oop north"; also to our
R.S.M., W.0.I P.H. Johnstone, who has taken up residence
with 4 Training Regiment. R.S.M. Johnstone had been
with the Regiment since the "Airfield " Pocklington days,
and has become a legendary figure in the Depot, his figure
and lungs will be nissed and we wish both he and Mrs.
Johnstone all good fortune.
As is the way with the service, one says "good-bye " in
one breath and "hallo" with another, so it is that we have
welcomed our new R.S.M., W.O.I Royall from 7 Training
Regiment. He is now settled down with his family in a
"hiring" and is busy finding out about the Regiment and
its ways.
OFFIC:ER
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After an exceptionally busy and hectic six months, Augus~
has been nearly a normal month for the Wing with the total
number of Y.O.s and Cadets, which had reached a peak
figure of 223, reduced to 120. Meanwhile, however, the
Summer A.C.F./C.C.F. Courses are with us again and continue until late in September.
The Commissioning Parade of 321 Course on 13th
August was taken by the Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General C. W . Fladgate, C.B.E. The Commanding Officer's Prizes for the best Officer Cadets in each half
course were awarded to Officer Cadet J. Hill and Officer
Cadet W. B. Marnoch.
Dur.ing the month Captain J. R. Ellis and Caiptain D. W.
Sherrard-Smith left us for Germany. To both of them we
wish the best of luck. Captain Ellis organised the Wing
Rugby over the past three years and did much to inspire
the team both by his keenness and by his own ability on
the field. Captain. Sherrard-Smith will be remembered by
many Regular Y.O.s from Sandhurst as their Course Officer
in the Wing. No, 12 Subalterns Part I Course also left
during the month and we wish them all success in their
new appointments.
We congratulate Captain J. B. Prince on his wedding at
St. Cuthbert's Ohuroh, Darlington on 24nh July. Officers of
the Wing formed a Guard of Honour outside the Church
afterwards.
,
The weather was quite unsuitable for summer outdoor
sports during the month and the Wing Cricket Team waited
patiently in the rain for nearly three weeks before it was
possible to play tihe 1st Battalion Gloucesters in the semifinal of the District Cup. Though the final score (0.T.W.
16o, lst Battal<ion Gloucesters 65) suggest it was a comfortable victory there were severaJ periods when the game might
have gone against us.
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The weather relented for the Wing Annual Garden Fet
on 14th Aug~st, the object of which was to raise funds fo~
the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund and S.S.A.F.A. The
Fete ..was. welJ.. attended -and- appeared 0 be enjoyed b
young and old of both sexes.
y

flock in Weston-Super-Mare. Many will recall him as the
Padre of All Saints, Fayid, who lived in the very nice
bunga.1ow at the entrance of Kensington Village, Fayid.
Maior ~bby Warren. and family have been resting in
Dover, this prior to theu move to the Continent
Another visitor brought in by Captain R. G. Phippard
was none other than Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Renecle. The
latter now lives in or around Aldershot.
0

*
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August this year has been, if not glorious at least memor-

a~le for all in the Regiment. It had long been hinted in

high places. that a m~e to the West Country was planned,
~ut succe~s1ve gener~t1ons had been and gone without havmg to miss .th~ delights of Tina's Cafe, and there were
those who said lt ~as all a hoax. With the coming of July
however, the cyru.cs were confounded when the advance
party actually set off.
The ~ain move began quietly enough at the classic time
of. first hght on 61lh August. The tempo increased however
with every shower of rain until it seemed impo;sible tha~
order would ever again be restored. Troops arose, breakfasted, saw the Q.M., clean this, that and themselves fell in
and were counted, dressed and inspected and then' before
you knew it the unbelievable had happened and we ~ere on
our way.
At Gloucester ~verything from the building and the fixtures, not forgetitmg the D.S.O.s, to the lawn outside was
new, and already there hung over it that atmosphe~e of
ap~rehension coupled with excitement that precedes a Royal
VISlt.

It was then the contrast of the new with the old that
struck one most vividly perhaps when, s-0me three weeks
later, the Regiment said good~bye not only on Lts own behalf,
but fo.r the Corps at la~ge, to that oldest of Signalmasters
and kmdest of men, Bill Buttle. He had been with the
Corps from clle days before it knew a coroorate existence
~d the ~choes round the table were hearlfelt as the c.o'.
wished hrm ~od s~~~ and good fortune in the years ahead.
The sporn~ acuv1ttes of the Regiment got off to a good
start when Signalman Carey came home fir&r in the 100
mile ~ateurs cycling championshiip. VHF equipment can
have bttle value for such a one, it is felt-it's quicker by
wheel. In the Inter-Regiment challenge meeting several
members, to mention only Driver Daft and Captain Smith,
upheld the traffic flag. To those of us who banked on the
vaunted prowess of Second-Lieutenant G. A. Rees, in the
440 yards, it came as a saddening blow to realise that to
few of us is it given at the same time to celebrate incipient
rele~se, and to emulate Roger Bannisiter.
Victory went to No. I Regiment no less on account of
i~s. g~ sportsmen than on the wisdom which forbad paruc1pauon by those due for release the following day.

EASTEHN
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The C.C.F. demonstration team have returned to the fold
after touring the cadet camps at Kinmel and Castlemartin
and finishing with a final flourish (but a damp one) at
Kinmel!
The tape relay station has now settled down to routine
working and is providing interesting training for our keyboard operators and is an alternative to routine DTN work.
The T.M. Troop have had a busy month which has included .the annual inspection by the Civilian Inspectorate
of Vehicles. The report of the condition of our vehicles
was good, and we are t.rying hard to maintain and improve
the standard.
A rare event is recorded in the August calendar. One of
oti.r N.S. N.C.0.s succeeded in obtaining the Anny Certificate of Education 1st Class. We offer Corporal Wright of
Command Troop our congratulations on his achievement.
We are sorry to report the departure to civilian life of
our R.Q.M.S. "Jock" Craig. Another stalwart to leave us
was F. of S. : "Mick" Render, who has gone to 2 War
Office Signal Regiment, and they take with them our good
wishes for success in their new spheres.
We also said "Good-bye" to Sergeant Nichol, R.A.E.C.
our Education N.C.O. He has given tremendous assistanc;
to his numerous students.
We welcome to the Regiment the following and hope
that their stay will be a most enjoyable one: R.Q.M.S. Hilton, S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Carpenter, S.Q.M.S.
(F. of S.) Dodson, Sergeant Alexandar, Corporal Ratcliffe
and Sergeant Alldritt, R.A.E.C.
The principle item of news is that our Regimental team
won third place in the Western Command Motor Cycling
CJ:iampionships held on 5th September near Wrexham.
Signalman Garrity obtained third place in the Individual
Results. Our team will thus compete in the Anny Championships near Aldershot on 17th October, 1954.

SIGNAi, llEGDIENT

Second-Lieutenant Stutchbury ·has left the Regiment for
civilian life, and S.S.M. Kilburn has left for Germany.
In spite of what recently appeared in THE WIRE, Major
G. F. M. Pike stays with us until November.
. The Wireless Troop have been busy preparing for Exercise London Pride. There is a good deal of enthusiasm,
and the opportunity to join in manoeuvres of military
nature instead of the administrative chores of Warr n Camp
is looked forward to by all concerned.
Captain Stewart, Commanding Home Counties District
Signal Troop, had the interesting and pleasant experience
of observer in the recent Cro s Channel Swimming Marathon and came ashore at St. Margaret's Bay with the first
woman swimmer across.
A well-known figure of Fayid, M.E.L.F., was seen
the other day in Dover, none other than the Reverend
Gerald Battersby, apparently holiday making away from his
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U.q. A.E.R.

ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY-SIGNAL COMMUN ICATIONS WING- JUNE, 195'4
(Sock Row) : Signalman J. Smith, Signalman D. G. Maton. Signalman D. E. Baker, Corporal E. E. Johnson. Signalman D. Browning, Signalman J. Major, Signalman P. .Hannell,
(3rd Row) : Lance/Corporal N. Pickles, Signalman G. Allen, Signalman G. C. Harvey, Signalman D.R. Buckley, Signal.man D. G. York •. ~lgnalman D. Newman, ~'.gnalman
A Marsh, Corporal w. Duffy, (2nd Row): Signalman D. Davidson, Signalman M. Hammond, Signalman I. Dobson, Signalman P. R..Htllter, Slg~alman R. Cox, 1gnalman
P.· Morris, Signalman w. Moan. (Front Row): Sergeant A.H . Gill, Sergeant R. G. Wood, Sergeant R. Miller, S.S. M. T. J. Gorton, Ma1or J. C. Clinch, Sergeant L. J. Hadley .
Sergeant V. Slavin , Sergeant A. H. Arnold

A.A. CoDltnand
14 A.A.

(H)
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(T.A.)

On Sunday, 29th August, the second of two main train
parties left Chickerell Camp, Weymouth, to conclude yet
another successful annual camp. Looking back, a fortrlight
seems too short a time for the occurrence of all the events
which memory has stored away.
In addition to R.H.Q. and 4 Squadron from Liverpool
and 70 Squadron from Manchester, there were also attached
to us for camping purposes, 13 Squadron, Coventry; 71
Squadron, Cardiff; and 95 Squadron, Swansea. Despite
all our apprehensions about l~kely administrative problems,
everyone in fact settled down very well to camping life,
and thanks to a great deal of cheerful co-operation from all
concerned, problems remained problems for only short
periods.
Lack of training space in camp and shortage of transport
for mobile training necessitated the " Southern Squadrons,"
i.e. 13, 71 and 95 Squadrons carrying out an out-of-camp
scheme during the first week and the "Northern Squadrons" following suit a week later. Each group of Squadrons
carried out indoor training whilst the other group was out
" scheming." All things considered the system worked
quite smoothly and apart from a hectic hand-over of vehicles
and stores between Southern and Northern Squadrons at
the end of the first week, everything worked extremely
moothly.
Training areas out of camp were not very plentiful but
local farmers were very helpful and co-operative and indeed
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without their ·help neither scheme could have succeeded.
Spare ground was scarce too from the civilian point of viiew
and clle couple who pitched their te1;1t over 70 Squadr?Jl's
earth spike had a very rude awakemng fr.om several lmemen the following morning!
Visi'l:ors ro camp included the G.O.C. 4 A.A. GroU!p,
Brigadier M. G . A. Hepper, C.S.0. A.A. Command. Camp
as usual provided, in addition t? a great deal o~ wovk, many
enjoyable moments and much light-hearted en1~yment. :rne
early morning subaltern parade at 0715 hrs. da.tly provided
both. Much hard work for the subalterns and a litJtle lighthearted enjoyment for the surreptitious watchers ("Y'ho persisted des.pite "diocouragement" by R.S.M. Hopkins).
An incident which greatly shocked everyone was the
death whilst we were at camp of the oldest sergeant in the
regi.ment (and perhaps the oldest servi111g T.A. soldier),
Sergeant Carl Taylor-a fine old soldier and popular c~m
rade. H.e will be, greatly missed by all who knew him.
To Mrs. Taylor and family we tender our heartfelt sympathy
in their great loss.
In addition to the death of Sergeant Taylor, we were all
doubly shocked when on our last Friday in camp, ~jor
C. Danks, Royal Signals, the Camp Commandant, Ch1~
erell Camp, died very suddenly. Our deepest sympathy 1s
tendered to Mrs. Danks and family.
These two unfortunate deaths, of such well-known and
popular figures detracted inevitably from the ultimate
pleasure of camp, but apart from this a very worth-wh~le
measure of training was carried out and the camp was satisfactorily concluded.
Since returning from camp, work has tbeen at a !ast and
f·urious pace and administration and quartermastermg now
cleared up, we all look forward to a quiet period until tihe
beginning of winter traindng !n November.
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During.11?-e past Summer season there has been very little
sports acttvio/ on account of the almost perpetual inclement
weather. Cricket has been almost entirely washed out.
Swimmi~g practice at ~bester baths for a regular party of
about thirty has been q uite a popular and successful activity
for the weekly sports afternoon.
Attention is now being given to preparation for the Winter
season, and in most events we have combined with Western
Command Signal Regiment. Soccer interests are being
looked after ~Y A.Q.M.S. Slee and Sergeant Thompson;
R ugby by M aior Luscombe and captain Homersham· and
Hockey by Captain Beale. A small Inter-Unit F~tball
league has been started with eight troops or squadrons competing; for the coming season a f ull soccer fixture list has
already been drawn up including entry for the Army Cup.
M otor cycle trials have been very much to the fore lately
and in mid-Augu st our "A" and " B " teruns were comvet~
ing in the 4 A.A. Group trials held at T rawsfyndd. The
" B" team were awarded the visitors' prize in recognition
for their stalwart efforts over a gruelling course. More recently in the Western Command trials (for which our "A"
tewn had previously quaHfied) the team was placed fifth
out of a total of twenty teams competing; considering that
this team started its training from ocratch this year this is
indeed a promising performance. Furthermore, one member of the team, Lance-Corporal Rossiter, ha s qualified for
entry into the Army trials-a very praiseworthy effort.
Quite a number of the permanent staff of H.Q. A.E.R:
have left us on posting during the last two months, and to
a.ti of them we send our best wishes. Amongst these have
been W.O.II MacMorran, who has gone on promotion to
W.O.I to 52 (L) Infantry Divisi'Onal Signal Regiment,
S.Q.M.S. Eastwood and Sergeant Yeo to Depot Regiment.
There ha.ve also been numerous new arrivals, all of whom
we -welcome to Blacon Camp. They include W.0 .II Dickson and Sergeant Wright from Depot Regiment, and
Sergeant Lea from 50 Independent Infantry Brigade
Signal Troop.
We offer our congratulations to W.O.II Brown on his
promotion to W .O.I.

"TUE OSCILLOSCOPE AT WORK"
By A. HASS and R. W. HALLOWS

Most of us at some time or other have seen a cathode-ray
oscilloscope, few of us have had an opportunity to study
it in detail, but with the aid of this book all should be able
to make the very best use of the facilities provided by this
versatile instrument. The combined efforts of the authors
have produced a work of great practical value both to the
novice and the expert, for it deals clearly and without
resort to complicated mathematics with the diverse uses
to which this instrument can be put.
Having dealt with the basic elements of the cacllode-ray
oscilloscope the authors then show how it can be made to
measure the voltages, currents and resistances as well as
phase relationships and other electrical quantities. Separate
chapters deal with all factors relating to audio and radio
frequency amplifiers and some us.eful points are given regarding the operation and checking of oscillators.
The question of. fault finding is dealt with in detail and
a full description is given of how a cathode-ray oscilloscope
can ,be used to check the operation of a t levision receiver.
The book is liberally illustrated with oscillograms and
numerous circuit diagrams are provided to clarify the text,
making it of great practical use to the student and amateur
experimenter.
Published by Iliffe, 15s.
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The response to an appeal to Regiments to make
a very slight increase in their purchase of "The
W ire" has been wonderful. Seventeen Regiments
have responded. Circulation is up by 200 copies.
Thank you.

EUROP E
1 COUPS SIGNAL llEGDIENT
T rain ing. Now, after a successful Javelin VII and VIII
Wlhere for the first time we met 43 Infantry Division th~
unit is in " dry dock" preparing for manoeuvres. From
what one reads in the papers and a preview of exercise instructions the whole of "Battle Royal" seems to be a little
alarming. However, doubtless we shall manage.
H / N Troop is at present supporting the gunners on yet
anot~er exercise, whid.st the rest of the unit is feverishly
runrung through cable and checking equipment.
Last month also saw the successful exercising of 3
Squadron under pressure. The normal Rear Corps Signal
office and its communications were established and officers
from other squadrons acted as the Col'pS Staff. At one
stage, it was reported, both teleprinter and morse keys were
red hot!
There have been three junior N.C.O. courses run in the
unit recently. One for Corporals and two for LanceCorporals. Congratiulations to all who were successful. The
"Q" must be running out of chevrons now.
Inter Squadron Drill Competition. This great annual
event was won again this year by No. 1 Squadron. Congratulations are indeed due to the hard work of the squad
which was commanded by Lieutenant K. A. C. Wilson and
Sergeant P.icton. The judg.ing was done by our C.S.0.,
Brigadier D. W. R. Burridge, C.B.E., Major D. L. Pounds,
"X" Branch, 1 (B.R.) Corps, and R.S.M. Guilfoyle, Irish
Guards, also of H.Q. 1 Corps. In his address after the competition the Brigadier congratulated all the squadrons for
their very fine effort.
Inter Squadron Garden Competition. This competition
was won by 2 Squadron this year. In spite of really foul
weather the gardens \Wthin the camp really looked lovely
again. Congratulations are indeed due to No. 2 Squadron.
Though it has been reported that several nefarious figures
were seen late at night, before the competition, placing cut
flowers into the ground.

S1JOrts

Athletics : The Regiment was 6th in the Royal Signals
(B.A.0.R.) athletic meeting this year. The meeting, which
was held at Duesseldorf and run by 2 Infantry Divisional
Signal Regiment, was a great success. We thoroughly enjoyed the m eting and were most impressed with the organisation.
Hockey: The winter season has just opened. On Wednesday, 1st September, 1954, the Regiment beat HQ. (l (B.R.)
Covps by a single goal scored by Driver Adams.
Swimming : Unfortunately the Royal Signals swimming
has been cancelled this year. It is a big disappointment to
the unit for we hoped to complete the hat trick of victories,
having held the trophy for two years.
Sailing : The annual triangular regatta between R.A., R.E.
and Royal Signals was held this year at Steinhudemeer. The
Sappers won easily, and though third the Signals by no
means disgraced themselves. Four officers from the Regiment and two from our H.Q. 1 CollPS sailed for Ro al
Signals.
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MOTOR CYCLE TEAM
Lieutenant-Colonel Nettleshi p
Sergeant Edwards Sergeant Slaughter Signalman Bly

7 AB:O.IOURED Dn'ISIONAL SIGNAL HEGl!UE~T

We are glad to be able t-O report two res-0unding victories
in the sporting field to finish up this month.
Motor Cyele

Trial~

Firstly, on 1st September we again swept the Board at
the Divisional M-0tor Cycle Trials. Our team was, Ser.geant
Slaughter (Team Captain), Sergeant Edwards and Signalman Bly, and they won : The Divisional Team Oharnpionsbip.
The Open Team Championship (Open to a1l units in
B.A.0.R.).
1st Individual Open Championship (Sergeant Edwards).
1st Divisional Individual Championship (Sergeant
Edwards).
2nd Divisional Individual Championship (Signalman
Bly).
3rd Divisional Jnd.ividual Championship (Sergeant
Slaughter).
As we have now won the Divisional Team Championship
for the third successive year the Cup is now ours for keeps.
This was a magnificent performance in face of a strong
entry of 214 riders from all over Germany.
.
.
Great credit is due to Sergeant Edwards, who with his
family, leaves us for Western Command, where we_ hope he
continues his programme in the U.K., and to Signalman
Bly, whose first effort in the "A" team this was. Well done.
Royal Signals B.A.O.R. Cricket

At Herford on Wednesday, 25nh August, we met 12 Air
Formation Signal Regiment in the final of the Royal Signals
B.A.0.R. Cricket Championship. In brilliant sunsh,ine
(the first for many weeks), our opponents went in first and
were all out soon after lunch for 83 runs. Shertly after
opening in the same weather, Sergeants Price and Spurgin
were soon enveloped in black cloud and heavy rain. But
it was now or never and play continued. Wet through,
stumps were drawn at 84 for 3 wickets (Second-Lieutenant
Hancock having replaced Sergeant Spurgin). The Championship Cup was presented by Brigadier R. H. 0. Coryton, C.S.O., Northern Army Group, who kindly had an
individual chat to most members of the team. We were
most grateful to 18 Army Group Signal Regiment for the
excellent arrangements " laid on" at their ground for the
Championship.
The following was the team for the final: Second3S4

IPhoro. : L-Cp/. Bradbrook
CRICKET TEAM
Front Row : Serge;int Spurgin, Lieutana.nt·Colonel Nettleship. l·Lieutenant
Hancock, L·Corporal Foulds, Sergeant Price . Back Row : Lieutenant Pickering,
Signalman Robinson, L-Corporal Houston , L-Corporal Yarnold, Signalmen Powell,
leat and Wyllie.

Lieutenant J. Hancock (Captain and all-rounder), Lieutenant G. Pickering (who has done sterling work for the team
throughout the season), Sergeants SpurgiJ?- and Pr~ce (opening bats), Lance-Corporals Foulds (of Leicestershire, excellent bat and wicket-keeper), Lance-Corporal Yarnold (a
scorer in a tight corner), Signalman Robinson (bowler),
Signalman Houston, Powell, Leat and Wyllie. Not present,
but who have g.iven us great assistance in early rounds were
Corporal Stevenson and Signalman Hawkes.
With the Editor's kind permission, included are photographs of the Motor Cycle team with, I . can only re~at,
their indecent display of silver, and the Cncket team which,
in spite of the weather, might reproduce well enough to
merit inclusion.

•

The highlight of July's activities was the visit by Her
Royal Highness The Princess Margaret to IIth Armoured
Division.. At a parade at .Sennelager on 14th July Her
Royal ~ghne.ss saw a .dnve,past of a typical Brigade
Group m tactical formation, the Corps being represented
by an Armoured Command vehicle. Unfortunately we
cannot produce any photographs suitable for publication
owing to the bad weather on that day. After the parade
R.S.M. T. Rawlinson together with other R.S.M.s of the
Division had the honour of being received by Her Royal
Highness.
August brought more bad weather which led to the indefinite postponement of exercise "Redrag" (this will
shake old members of the unit!) However it has given us
a little more time to prepare for the Army manoeuvres
exercise "Battle Royal." This year we are running the
umpire communications assisted by detachments of other
Signal units out here.
The Personal Column wilJ give some idea of the changes
in Officers, Warrant Officers and senior N.C.O.s that have
taken place recently. Among the departures was Captain
J. M. K. Bell, who had been with the Regiment since its
re-formation in November 1951, and has been the Adjutant
for the past two years. To him and the others who have
left we say " Thank you for all you have done for us, and
the best of luck in your new jobs."
~o.

4 Squadron (with 33 Armour.-d Brigade)

It's wonderful how, despite our "summer" weather we
manage to keep smiling! Corporal Johnson and his "~ire
spoilers" had, perhaps, the dirtiest end of the stick but
judging by his smile (see photo) they did not lose 'their
sense of humour, and their workmanship surprised a lot of
people (did someone whisper, "even themselves"?).
Alas, we have found out, and there have been a number
of departures from among our happy family. "Henry" wilJ
be remembered by many old 4 Squadroners: he is now a

boffin at Cambridge; we lost S.Q.M.S. Knowle recently
on his well-deserved elevation to S.S.M., and we are about
to lose one of the finest efforts at camouflage in B.A.O.R.,
when its ~wner takes it to adorn the ancient cathedral city
of Cattenck. It must be very advantageous to its owner
to be able to smile, yet to keep others in ignorance as to
whet?er he is doing so. On the other hand, we have
acquued (from the Eastern Hemisphere) "Julie," whose
shape, colour and beard are sometimes apt to cause her
to be confused with a walrus. (" Qasid" please copy).
As the season draws to its close, we may look back with
a deal of satisfaction. Despite the bad weather, we have
had a lot of fun as well as a lot of hard work, and to
our newcomers we say: "May you never be poor, may you
never be tired !"
We feel constrained to end up by assuring Sergeant
Gibbs that "Two" is never off net, even if "The Voice
of Freedom" has been known to be so.
Cricket. Despite frequent exercises we have managed
to play a reasonable number of games this season, and without being outstanding the side has done quite well. We
were fortunate in having Major Thornton, who also led
the B.A.O.R. Signals, to skipper the side. Halfway through
the season, however, we said goodbye to Sergeant Burgess
(R.A.E.C.), who has been a mainstay of both rugger and
cricket in the Regiment. We should like to take this opportunity of thanking him, and wishing him all the best at
Loughborough.
We reached the semi-final of the B.A.0.R. Signals Cup
before being beaten by the eventual winners, 7 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment, and were perhaps a little unlucky in that we lost two of our five Corps players just before the game.

12 AIU FOUMATION SIGNAL llEGIMENT

The month has been one of intense activity with, it
seemed all sorts going on simultaneously. First the
R.E.M.E. Inspectorate Team arnived on the 9th and subjected the Unit M.T. to their usual thor-0ugh investigation.
Then came the Command Secretary's visit which, though
less ostentatious, is just as disrupting of all normal activities. Concurrently with both these we have been building
the camp at Butweilerhof and gett<ing in the training stores
for 51 Air Formation Signal Regimei;it (A.E.R.) who ~re
due to arrive on 5th Seprember. This has been a maior
headache made none the less by the dreadful weather we
have been suffering. And finally, Exercise "Battle Royal"
with its complicated communicative nenwork involving many
tons of stores and much la!bour to set up, has occupied aJJ
that remained of our energies. However, aJl is now about
to come to fruition. The camp is up, the flag is flying; two
hard working Construction Troops are ba·t tling with armoured cable at Meschede with victory in sight, and we can
ai: last ·begin to see something s-0lid on the ground for all
our labours.
Des·p ite a certain lack of key personnel " other.wise
detained" the Unit managed to reach nhe final of the Cncket
tournament for Royal Signals Units in Germany, when we
were beaten by 7th Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment
at Herford.
We think it not too bad a record to have reached nhe
final of both the cricket and foonball competition in our first
years of existence as a. Regiment, and fu1ly intend to do
better next time.
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Corporal Johnson.
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4 Squadron 11 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment at Camp at
RHEIN SEHLEN.
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Like everyone el e, we have been hard-hit by the
weather, and on occasions we have played on grounds more
like an overused and flooded soccer pitch. I t was not uncommon to see a bowler, his flannels rolled above the ankle
gripping a ball cunningly camouflaged with sawdust, splashing gamely up to the wicket through the lake which had
once been the bowler's run-up. Ic seemed often that his
only hope of success was tha't the batsmen 1n1ight be
temporarily blinded by the inevitable downpour. Now, as
we see the soccer players sweltering in the sun, we are
more than ever convinced that the cricket season should
be reorganised to include September.
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The highlight of the past month was our success in the
Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) A·thletics Championships which we
won for the second successive year and the third time in
four years. The meeting was held at Rhlne Stadium in
Dusseldorf on 10th August, 1954, and we only just won
after a very close fight with 2 Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment. The final placings were: l Wireless Regiment . . .
199 points
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment . . . 193t po~nts
18 Army Group Signal Regiment . . .
173 pornts
Aipart from a few showers, me weather was fine and keen
competition led co some good pe-rformances in both track
and field events. Our team managed to win the discus,
weight, javelin, 4 x 200 metres, and 4 x 400 metres relays
and were well placed in most of the other events. Even
so the result of the whole contest rested on the last event
of the day, the 4 x 400 metres relay which we just managed
to win from our close riva-ls and eventual runners-up. The
shield was once again ours, and the team under the lead~r
ship of Second-Lieutenant Skinner is to be thoroughly congratulated on their success.
From an evenly balanced team, it is difficult to single out
individuals for praise, but Corporal Pedder and LanceCorporal Dearn in the Shot Putt, and Sergeant Gomm and
Signalman Jones in the Javelin events were outstanding.
Corporal Brown, who recently won the 400 metres in the
B.A.0.R. Championships and gained 4th place in the Army
Championships, did all that we have come to expect of him
in the 200 and 400 metres. Signalman Whittam who had
never attempted the Pole Vault until a few days before the
meeting surprised himself and the team by clearing eight
feet.
In conclusion, we must not forget to girve an honourable
mention to the small rabbit, who, finding his peaceful grassy
stadium suddenly invaded by hundreds of troops, ran a
very spirited 200 metres to narrowly escape through the
nearest ex.it. Our thanks are also due to 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment for running a very good meeting.
The shocking ·weather we have been having this summer
has been more beneficial to the ducks of the Unit Farm than
to our activities in other forms of spore. Our cricket team
has managed to squeeze in a few matches between the rain
storms with varying degrees of success. After a low scoring
but quite exciting match, we lost by one run to II Armoured Divii.sional Signal Regiment in the Royal Signals InterUnit Cup.
Our football and basket ball teams are now getting down
to a spot of training, and we a:re looking forward to a good
season in these sports. Our trial hockey match bas been
played and we have the ~ngs of a use£ul team.
On the other side of the house, trade and educational
training continues with monotonous regularity, but with
considerable advantage to those who successfully pass the
tests. The RS.M. has made his presence felt with a short
sharp D. and D. Course.
The Messing Officer and the cooking staff are to be congratulated on gaining a Special Mention in the Lubbecke
District Catering Competition. We have recently pur356

No. I WIRELESS REGIMENT ROYAL SIGNALS ATHLETIC TEAM
WINNERS ROYAL SIGNALS (B .A.0 .R.) ATHLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS
1954

Back Row (left to right) : Sergeant Gomm, Signalman Skipp, Sig~alman Beales,
Signalman Thompson, Corporal Pedder, Corporal Brown, L-Corporal Fyall,
L-Corporal Dearn , Signalman Jones. Centr e Row : Signalman Whittam, Corporal W illiams, Signalman Johnson , Signalman Gordon, Corporal Bracey, Corporal Eisby. Signalman isitt, L-Corporal Andrews. Signalman Rapkins. Front
Row: Corporal Colloby, Signalman Key, Corporal Shelley, 2- Ueutenant Skinner,
2-Lieutenant O ' Brien, Signalman Lynch , Signalman Hannagan, Signalman Foster.

chased an ice-cream making machine and are now able to
serve ice-cream twice a week, 1besides prorviding this delicacy
on special occasions.
The Regimental Dance Band has now made quite a name
for itself and is having to turn down requests for engagements. New talent has recently arrived and the band should
go from strength to strength.
We extend a hearty welcome to R.S.M. and Mrs. S. G.
Barnes who have recently arrived from Gibraltar, and S.S.M.
Buddery posted from U.K. Sergeant and Mrs. Gomm have
left •US after a very long tour. Sergeant Butler has departed
en route for summer climes and with the glint of marriag::
in his eye. We wish them all the best of luck in their new
units.
We have just heard that for his performance in the 440
yards in the Army Athlenic Championships, Corporal G.
Brown has been awarded a Standard Medal. Well done!
2 L. OF C:. SIGNAL llEGIMENT
Church Parade - Corps Sunday
ll.U.Q. and I Squadron. The anniversary of th(!
Corps being granted the title "Royal" by King George V
on 5th August, 1920, was celebrated by R.H.Q. and I
Squadron this year by a Church Parade held in Dusseldorf
on Sunday, 8th August. Aft~r a gruelling week's rehearsals
in the heat of our summer the parade took place on a
pleasantly cool morning. The service was conducted by
Lieutenant-Colonel Hope, R.A.Ch.D., and the sermon given
by the Assistant Chaplain General to the Forces. Lessons
were read by Signalmen Lew.is and Partridge.
After the service a march past was held, and the salute
was taken by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
F. A. Young, who afterwards congratulated the troops on
their bearing and turnout, and completed rihe proceedings
by awarding the Unit th<; following day as a holiday.
H.A.O.R. Signals Inter-Unit Athletic Meeting
This meeting was about the last of .its kind to be held in
B.A.0.R. this year, and on 10th August there was a general
gathering of the Signals Amlenic Glans at the Duesseldorf
Stadium. Although the weather had been abnormally wet
for some time, the weather clerk decided to produce a fine
day for this event, and spectators and athletes alike heaved
large sighs of relief.
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1:~s Regiment entered a team and ended up in fourth
posiuon out of the eleven teams that took part. This was
a re?lar~ably good performance on the part of our team,
~onsidenng mat the athletes were selected and trained dur~ng ~e week before. The team spirit was particularly good
m view of the fact that the members were called in from
our Squadrons stationed in different parts of B.A.O.R. The
result of the team work is seen when the fact is noted that
we gained a first in only one event, but still finished fourth
at the end of the meeting.
. Second-Lieutenant Lakeman is to be congratulated on
h1s fine personal performance in the 120 yards Hurdles as
well as. for producing the remainder of the Hurdling t~
from his own trO?P· Well done, 18 Construction Troop.
Well done all, m fact! Afthough there were no startling
times, prodigious leaps, or colossal throws, the results
showed tl1e will to win and that we were a force to be
reckoned with, despite lack of training time.
2 Div.isional Signal Regiment, ouz nearest neighbours,
are to be thanked for a well organised show, and a sumptuous repast in the dining tent.
Hardy annual from Captain Smith having thrown hammer
and discus yet again, "It's time I gave up this lark."

Swimming, 1954 ·
Having had our appetite whetted by the beautiful
weather at the end of April, during which time the Rhine
Stadium pools were closed for repairs, the enthusiasm
of the keen swimming members of the Squadron was little.
affected by the bitterly cold weather during the following
months, when, on many occasions sole occupants of the unheated, rain and windswept pool, we trained for the Rhine
District Minor Units Championships and for the Rhine
District, and 2 Divisional sports held in July. Holders of
the former we were beaten by one point by the Royal Naval
Rhine Squadron, whose team was built around frogmen.
In the 2 Divisional sports, in which our Squadron team
oompeted against regimental representatives, we were
placed 7th out of nine entries. Signalman Marsden and
Signalman Jones later swam in the B.A.0.R. championships, coming fourth and eighth respectively in the 1,500
metres.
We now look forward co next year when we hope to build
up a representative regimental team.
3 Squadron. To carry on from our last notes-our
collection of silver has been .implemented and we are now
the proud possessors of the Advance Base 6-a-side soccer
cup and d1e Coronation Cups for Billiards, Table Tennis
and Snooker. Not quite so many as we expected but not
too bad. Our cricket team seems to be suffering somewhat
from a lack of consistency in that we often beat teams which
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are considered far better than us-and then suffer defeat
at the ~ds of "also rans." Whilst on cricket we had a
v_ery enioy.able game against the C anadian Base Units stauoned nearby-who said the Canadians can't play cricket?
After teaching them to hold the bat we were beaten by 55
runs! ! ! A re~urn ba_seball match was held a few days
later when the uistruct1on came from the other side. Unfortunately the result was not reversed; but a rather dazed
and battered Squadron team was revived with " light "
refreshment afterwards.
In Athletics the Squadron produced at least its fair share
of th~ Regimental team for the Royal Signals B.A.0.R.
Meenmg. From reports filtering through the training
seemed to be based on the lights of Hanover and Duesseldorf. Nevertheless, a creditable show was put up by all
concerned.
Our official d uties are keeping us busy as usual and we
h_ave been somewhat involved in Exercise Winch. A considera~le amount of r unning back and forth has had to be
done m weather and road conditions more suitable to
DU:I<W~ than to our jeeps. M .T. have also had their annual
paruc with the C.LE.M.T. inspection team. Their labours
do ~ot seem to .have been in vain, however, as the reports
received are qwte favourable.
5 Telegraph Operating Troop have remained in their
usual happy isolation in the Hook of Holland and were
recent!ly ins-pected by Brigadier R H. 0. Coryton, C.S.O.
Northern Army Group. No unfavourable comment so far
received. Since we last wrote, Second-Lieutenant Dick
Blaclcwood has left the troop for the more active life of
2 Infantry Divisional Signals, and Lieutenant Tony Brown
has been welcomed as the new O.C. Troop. Both seem
to be settling down happily.
Our congratulations to Sergeant Moynan on his recent
marriage to Miss Eileen D'Arcy. They are now both
happily residing at the Hook of Holland in Harmonie
Street-very apt under the circumstances.
Amongst those lost to us recently are Second-Lieutenant
Brian Rothwell who, due to the exiigencies of National Service has exchanged the mysteries of telecomns accounts for
the equally mysterious paths of schoolreaching. Also by
the time uh.is appears in print, we shall have lost SecondLieutenant Roger Parker for the same reason. Their enthusia~tic participation in the :life of the Squadron will make
the.tr loss keenly felt and we wish them both the best of luck.
AllTICLES AVAILABLE TIIROUGU ASSOCIATION
READ QUARTERS

Corps Paint Transfers
"Jimmy" on background of Corps Colours (each):
20" x 15"
10" x 7t''
7t" x 5i"
3 1/10" x 2 2/5"
4/3/2/8
1/6
do. mounted on black plastic (each):
8/6
4/9
4/Corps Ties : Reppe ...
5/6
Heavy Weave
7/6
Woollen
8/6
Corps Scarves
25/Corps Cuff Links
7/Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches
3/Members only
Association Blazer Badges ...
25/Members only
Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours) 35/Ash Trays (Pottery)
7/Beer Mugs (do) Pint Size
(Plus Postage) 10/t Pint Size
(Plus Postage) 6/Regt. Plaques
(Plus Postage) 26/6
Please send cash with order for all the above anicles
EXCEPT Corps Transfers, for which an account will ~
forwarded.
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B.T.A. SIGNAi. SQUADRON
Though the summer here has been as bad as yours in

England, the raia did manage to hold off for cl:le first four
days of the Command Rifle Meeting. T h is year it was an
open competition, and where as before we had always been
a minor unit we were now up against the Infantry. Thoug,.':l
we rould not take a first_prize from the Middlesex Battalion,
we did manage to beat every other unit in the command,
with a positive spate of second and third prizes. I should
make special mention of Captain Ron Walker who proved
to be the best all round shot of the meeting.
The results were as follows: Open rifle application
u
,,
rapid
Individual Bren Pairs
Young Soldiers Bren pain
Inter unit Sten team
Individual Sten
Individual Pistol

rst,

Capt. Walker
Capt. Irwin
211d, Capt. Irwin & Capt. Walk~
2nd, Sigmn. Lucantoni and
Sigmn. Diggins.
3rd,
20d, Capt . Walker
3rd, Capt. Walker
JSt,

Captains Irwin and Walker competing in the Individual Bren pairs.

SHAPE SIGNAi. SC}UADRON

August has been an extremely quiet month as far as outside activities go, for the weather has been the worst on
record for many years. The cricket season has finally been
washed away and we are now looking forward to fine September weather for the start of the Rugby, foo~ball and
hockey seasons. This year ltbe Sports Meeting for the
British Support Units at SHAPE is to be held towards the
end of September, and we hope to report in our next WIRE
notes that we have managed to beat our old rivals, H.Q.
Company of H.Q. Battalion. Aithletics training has been
going on for some weeks now and on present-form the
Squadron should do well at the actual meeting.
Quite a few members of the Squadron watched the military parades in Paris on the anniversary of the Liberation
of Paris and were very proud of the reception given by the
crowds to the fine marching and playing of the detachment
and Band of the Parachute Regiment which represented the
British Army in the Parade. The Band Beat "Retreat " in
the Tuilleries Gardens a£ter the parade and were warmly
applauded by the audience that watched them.
The membership of our Association Branch continues to
grow steadily, and a successful raffle which was drawn during the early part of the month produced a welcome boost
to the Branch funds. During the moruth members have
visited the indoor circus in Paris and the swimming plage
at Villenes.
The month was finally rounded off by a parade for the
Deputy H.Q. Commandant at SHAPE, Colonel J. L.
Galloway, as part of the Annual Administrative Inspection.
Considering our lack of opportunity to practice, the
office staff is now hard at it preparing for the final administrative check wruch takes place early next month.
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ALF CE
The Squadron continues to expand and old timers, now
serving elsewhere, would not know the old caserne.
In March we said " good-bye and thank you" to the
R.A.F. and launched our own cookhouse. General Cochrane did the necessary " Official Opening " and a good meal,
plus beer, was enjoyed by one and a.U. Sergeant "Bill"
Purser, A.C.C., is our Chef de Cuisine, who organises the
French and British cooks with equal verbos~ty. The discovery of the fact that I franc pieces, value nothing, worked
the newly installed juke-box in the Men's Mess, just as
well as 20 franc pieces, value fourpence, led to its ihastiy
removal by the owners, whose stake in the venture was 90 %.
Once again we jmrrneyed to Gien for our annual two
weeks training camp on the River Loire. We were really
" Ambassadors at Large " and a first class job was done
by aJl ranks of cementing oux good relations with the
French. During our sta,y we were visited by General
Cochrane, Senior British Officer, ALFCE, Colonel Bradford, C.S.O. Both e~ressed their delight at the effort put
in by the Squadron. The weather was not too kind but
the healthy life made us quite immune. Take no notice
of those " Sunny France " posters you read on railway platforms. At one stage of the camp a rum ration was seriously
anticipated. For once we managed to get our W.O. and
Sergeants together under one roof, canvas though it was.
Consequently the Sergeants' Mess was a really successful
venture, with Sergeant Nicholls doing mine host at the
"Gettem Inn."
Our football team entered the arena with the local amateur
team, and emerged as victors with two clear goals. Someone said that Captain Barber was seen rubbing our centrefor'Ward down with a copy of the "Sporting Chronicle."
Nearly forgot to mention Caisar. It's a dog, breed unknown, owned and trained by Lieutenant Johnstone, and
feared by the Squadron at large. It not only res.ponded to a
louci1Jy voiced "Va-t-en," but also to surreptitious, well placed
kicks. He acted as pacemaker on our annual PE route
marches. If you have never been paced by a dog, you
haven't l~ved. No doubt the "DriU Book 1952 " will be
amended in due course.
Our next happy task is the accommodation of a Squadron
of 21 Army Signal Regiment A.E.R. for a training in September. To them we say "Welcome, and best of training
weather." A full report will be submitted .to THE WIRE
next month.
Meanwhile, "Au revoir Messieurs 'dames" (Vo1q1ire 17921854).

The evacuation barometer varies between the extremes,
and at the moment its swing is so urupredictable that the
use of dandelion fluff might be resorted to.
The Annual Firing Camp was held during the last week
of July at Basovizza Ranges which once was a prospering
viUage unti1 the Nazis razed it to the ground. The Camp
coincided with the visit of H.M.S. Bermuda to Triesteand the inevitable party fever. We had four days excellent
shooting, and rang the changes with ~rts and visits to the
ship. The Navy in turn were delighted to see that Jimmy
also knows a thing or two about signalling.
Of fifth night of the Camp we have vi'Vid memories. The
W.0.s and Sergeants had been entertaining guests from the
Petty Officers' Mess, and the canteen was also in full voice.
S.S.M. Markey, a most brilliant naval tactician, and
courageous submarine C.O. in the game of" Submariners"
had disengaged after a dozen submerged and surface
actions, with his inter-service ships company. When, with
fuel tanks exhausted, and a bar post mortem in progress, a
real bang-on BORA blew up at force 9. With it came the
dust from the Zonal Frontier hills, and the sand from the
ranges. Weary sleepers were dragged out, some without
tents, which were busy taking off. In the headlights of the
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War Memorial
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Mercury House
Bournemouth
Under the able management of Major a nd
Mrs. S. Dunningham this house has establ ished
a great reputation amongst Royal Signals.
The house will hold about twenty guests and
is run on the lines of a good private hotel.
It is within a few minutes of the sea and of
the main bus routes into the centre of
BOURNEMOUTH-buses every minute.
During the season bookings may be for two
weeks only but often in the winter arrangements may be made w ith the manager for a
longer stay.
BOURNEMOUTH with its good climate and
great number of theatres, cinemas and other
places of entertainment, is known as a holiday
resort both in summer and in winter.

DETFOR SIGNALS

THE WIRE,

Royal Signals

1954

Address :

MERCURY

HOUSE

14 Florence Road, Boscombe
BOURNEMOUTH
Telephone : Boscombe 360861.
Applications for rooms should be addressed to the Manager.
All members and ex-members of Royal Signals and R.E. Signals are eligible as guests in the House, also their wives
and children. Widows and children of members of the Corps killed in the 1939-1945 War are also eligible.
Charges are at comparatively low rates
October to May
£4 IS
June
S 0
July to September
S 15

but slight increase may be sanctioned if necessary : 0 '
A week for adults with reduced charges for children
0
~ by arrangement with the Manager according to age.
0 j
Daily rates also available.

The Manager will be pleased to show visitors over the House at any time.
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vehicles an organised hambles was all too evide~t. The
Officers' Mes tent, an early casualty, ~ent do'"lll· m a roar
of breaking bottles crockery and furniture, as if crushed
by some "giant." From the Serg<:ants' fAess ~ame ~h~ cry
" Secure the Main Royals, and whtle we re at it, Sphc~ the
Mainbrace" (some D . and I. there I think). By 0300 hrs.
order was restored.
The cricket season has been very satisfactory, and alth<;mg~
the honours in the Command League and Knockout didn t
come our way, we put up a hard fight. In the latter
petition, we were beaten by R.?. by a narrow runs margm
after our tail had wagged magnificently for 70. run~. Several
of our players including L ance-Corporeal Hill, Signalmen
Welch, Cartwright, Menzies and .Sutton, were selecte~ to
play in the Command Representanve and Arms v. Services
matches. Operating T roop won both the Inter-Tr.oop
League Championship and the Knockout-<:ongratulat1ons
and well done.

oon:-

ducted club or hostel where Service or ex-Service families
can stay.
In Nevern Square? London, the S:S.-A.F.A.
Married Families Club provides hotel amenmes for
families with special facilities for children and has frequently' helped stranded familie.s to find both shelter and
advice. The Club operates without profit..
. ..
These are some of S.S.A.F.A.'s more obvious ac~1vit1es,
but most of the Association's work takes ~~ace behind ~e
doors of modest-looking homes where families seek to h ide
their grief and trouble from the curious gaze of the outside world. And because S.S.A.F.A.'s thousands o~ voluntary workers have scrupulously respected the myna.d ~01!
fidences they have received, much of the Asso~1anon s
most intimate work remains urtknown.. For, m fac~,
S.S.A.F.A. is more than just a large Sen:ice. Fund. . It is
a flexible and experienced welfare orgarusanon,. design~d
and equipped to help the Service and ex-Service fan:iily
in all its difficulties, however personal and however varied.

THE SOLDIERS', SAILORS' AND Affi!UEN' S
FAHILIES ASSOCIATION (S.S.A.F.A.)
« S.S.A.F.A.

Although it was in 1885 that Major (later Colonel Sir
James) Gildea first formed what .~as to ~cc;ime . tb:e
Soldiers', Sailors' and Airmen's Farmlies Associanon, it ~s
surprising how few people rea~se the full ~cope ~f this
now very large organisation, which has been m connnuous
existence since that date. Even as far back as the Boer
War this Association spent over one million pourtds helping Service families. The expenditure both in the first
and second world wars was many times as large.
Now that WP ::ire at peace, however, what can S .S.A.F.A.
do to help the family of the Serving and ex-Service man?
First and foremost, it is a welfare organisation designed to
look after every aspect of family welfare. S.S.A.F.A tries,
when the Serviceman is separated from his family, in
some measure, to take his place, for all of us know how
difficult it is for bis wife to deal with the many problems
of present day living without the help of her husband.
The Overseas Service of S.S.A.F.A., which started during the last war, and which has representatives in the
main Commands overseas, exists to help in all the many
problems that arise through separation.
Throughout the British Isles there are 15,000 voluritary
representatives of the Association, who can visit families
in their own homes and can give them practical help. This
help may take the form of advice, or, in necessitous cases,
an immediate grant. These representatives also visit and
report at the request of Regimental Associations.
The S.S.A.F.A. Clothing Branch can provide bedding,
clothes and footwear for families with small incomes, who,
owing to the high cost of living have little or no margin to
meet all their clothing requirements.
When Father is away and Mother falls ill, the problem
often arises as to who can look after the children. The
answer lies in Springbok House, near Chelmsford, where
S.S.A.F.A. takes care of small boys and girls in happy,
friendly surroundings.
S.S.A.F.A. runs a Nursing Service, cons1stmg of
qualified hospital-trained nurses, who look after the
health of the children and mothers in overseas stations.
The entire cost of the Nursing Service is now borne by
public funds, but it is -still administered and controlled
by the Association.
When visiting or passing through London there is
always a demand for an inexpensive but properly con-
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Champions the Cause of Service
Fa1nilies "
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that the purpose of the Nation al Association
for Employment of R egular Sailors, Soldiers
and Airmen (short title: Regular Forces
Employment Association) is to assist m en and
women of good character to resettle themselves in civil life?

::
11

It is supported by the Services for the
Services and at each of the fifty-odd Branches
you will find an ex-Regular whose purpose
is to help you to help yourself.
No fees are charged nor payments
accepted.
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62 Victoria Street, London, S.W . I. Tel. : Victoria 7262
NO FEES
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••INTERNATIONAL RADIO TUBE
ENCYCLOPAEDIA "
By llERNARD n. DABANI

This invaluable work of reference has been brou~t up
to date and republished as the 1954 edition by Bernards
(Publishers) Limited. Price 42s.

M. E. L. F.
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olude F. of S. Foakes, Sergeant Winter, Sergeant Murray,
C.orporal Fryer, Corporal Ladley, Signalman Chaplin and
Signalman Green. Here we must mention F. of S. Foakes
who has done wonders for the Regimental side. His
prowess has been duly recognised when he was chosen this
year to c~ptain the Army Egypt team.
The cricket season is over. Prominent amongst the batsmen are Signalman Bolus, Second-Lieutenant Carrol and
Second-Lieutenant Douglas. Bolus has iproved an extremely
reliable opening bat and has an average of over 30 for the
season. The star bowler has undoubtedly been Signalman
SI?Cncer, who ~as already taken fifty wickets for the season.
His slow bowlmg has been of the highest order. Sergeant
Radford and Lance-Corporal Mattinson were a good pair
of fast bowlers, although they weren't available for as many
games as we would have liked them to be. Sergeant Radford, Signalmen Bolus, Spencer, Mankey and SecondLieutenants Carrol and Douglas have all played for the
Corps side. We have never had to worry about "Rain
stopped play" only " Where's the Lemonade? " The
Office rs vers~s Sergeants match proved very exciting, with
a .narrow wm. f<?T r~e Serg~nts. The Officers obviously
m issed the scmtJUatmg battmg of Major Dan Nolan!
. Signalman Smailes, our Arsenal centre-half, is busy trainmg our team, though unfortunately he will return to Highbury before the season is well under way.
T he " Dai l~ Mail " tells us we may go to Cyiprus and
last week " The T imes " gave photos of a splendid bar:acks.
They ar~ said to contain every~ing except the much hQpCd
f?r bedside lamJ?S.. Perhaps Maior Weech will provide bed. side telephones m lieu. These can then be used to ring up
the Chanteclair !

G.ll.(!. SIGNAL REGIMENT

Our notes are due in today so we cannot include the results of the Garrison Water Polo Cup which ends tomorrow.
For the third year in succession the Regiment is in the final
and for the third year we hope to win. Our stalwarts inTHE WIRE, OCTOBER 1954

2 WIRELESS REGDIENT
The Regiment has again, acquitted itself well in the swimming championships, although not quite as magnificently as
last year. This is partly due to lack of outstanding talent but
largely d:O lack of training. Duties unfortunately oreve'med
all the team from training together which would have
helped everyone a lot, the water polo players in particular.
I~ the competition for the "Keo " Trophy however, the
Regiment came second, a num ber of points behind nhe
R.A.F. The individual championships brought more success, Signalman Sim:pson won ·t he diving after an extra
dive.
Leading Coder Bedford won the 100 yards Backstroke
Championship against mediocre opposition in the last of
the afternoon's races.
Rounding off the afternoon's sport came the final of the
Water Polo Knockout Competition between 2 Wireless
Regiment and the R.A.F.
At half-time the ~egiment was one goal down, but they
fought back and with goals by Lance-Corporal Robinson
and Leading Coder Bedford, came out of rhe water 1'.he
winners by two goals to one.
Swimming team: Sergeant Glanfield, Sergeant Heaps
Corporal Brice, Corporal Elliott, Lance-Corporals Hall:
Robinson and Bedford, Signalmen Harvey, Simpson
'
Leversly, Carlisle, Walker, White, Coley, McGarry.
During the season the cricket in the Regiment has been
of a very high standard, the Regimental team losing only
to the R.A.F.
.
In the Island League the 2 Squadron team finished their
matches at the top of the area table, having played 14 games
and won 12 of them.
Starting the season with seven consecutive wins they
seemed to be an unbeatable combination but then struck a
bad patch, losing the next t:Wo games. Af.ter this setback
they not only trounced their two conquerors, but won all
their remaining games, many times with scores nearing 200
runs, and these are only 30 overs matches.
The local derbies between the two teams from uhe Regiment were both won by the 2 Squadron team who now go
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on to meet. ~e winners of the Nicosia area in the final of
the competition.
Team: Corporals Brice (captain) Aylett and Pearson
Lance-Corporal Green, Signalmen Thomas Ordway Hart~
ley, Long~en, Wills, R. Jones and Brophy.'
'
. The Uni~ b.asketball team has been out at practice several
times and lt lS apparent that we will have some very fine
players to choose our team from.
Among the ~ewcomers this season is Signalman Barclay
fr~m the Scottish amateur basketball side, who looks like
bemg the best of a very good team.
We sincerely hope to better our performance of last year
when we were narrowly beaten by the R. A.F. in the final
of the Basketball competition.

3 INFANTRY D I VISION AL SIGNAL REGl:MENT

At the time of. writing the Regiment is once again in the
~roes of preparmg for the Annual Administrative Inspection, due to take place on 21st/ 22nd September.
. Alre~dy llhe Commanding Officer has had his preliminary
mspectJon of eaah T roop, during which many a dark corner
was explored with surprising results.
~s ever, ~e Quarten:naster's department is bard at it,
trymg to satisfy the contmua1 cry for Whitewash Paint and
" S tate " vouchers.
'
Even though this in spection occupies much of our
th_oughts; at the back of every mind is the thought that this
will i;>e the 1asit Administrative Inspection in M.E.L.F .
It IS now practically certain that we shall be seeing dear
old "Blighry " early !n the New Year.
T he last desert exercise has also been successfully surmo1:1nted. This consisted of a 24-hour movement and
se~ng-up exercise, which, from aJ.l accounts was satisfacton.Ly completed.
Range Classifications have been carried out mis month
mostly to the amazement both of those firing and thos~
officiating. Due to the heat of the day, an early move had
to be made each day, sometimes before, even first light.
Among the departures this month has been F.O.S. W.0.II
(Jack Wall), who has been with the Regiment since its inception. To him we wish the best of luck in his next Unit
wherever it may be.
'
In the sporting world, the emphasis has been on cricket
and water-polo, with mixed fortunes. Whilst the Cricket
XI, with Captain Pearce and Lance-Corporal Spooner on
leave, have lost t:J:ieir last two encounters, the water-polo
team have had qune a run of successes, for which a lot of
credit must go to Signalman Sylvester.
The Inter Troop Cricket League still flourishes with
" Q " and "B " Troops fighting it out for first place.'
To end the cricket news, congratulations are extended to
Lieutenant Driskell on his selection to play for the Royal
Signals (Egypt) XI.
Now that the weather is turning slightly cooler footballs
are being hastily prepared, and before we know ~here we
are, another season of Soccer will have commenced
Life from the " sharp-end " as supplied by " K " Troop
w~th the 32nd Guards Brigade tells us that the O.C., Captam R. I. A. Hughes, has now left for Catterick on his Part
II Course and has beea succeeded by Lieutenant J. P. Hart.
Sergeant Longstaffe has also left for the more pleasant
land of soldiering, in Englruid.
The Troop as a whole is busy counting the days and
there is a strong "Home by Christmas " feeling in the air.
Which Christmas remains to be seen.
In the meantime, life goes on as much the same a few
short exercises and, in conjunction with the Brigade HQ.,
a few games of cricket.
So ends our notes for yet another m<>nth, the last month
for your present " scribe" as, he too leaves for that
"horrible climate " of Blighty.
See you soon.
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The main news of this month has bee~ the signing of
the " Heads of Agreement " with the Egyptian Government,
which up to the time of going to press _has r:neant ~at our
linemen have had a very much happier time.
Cab_lecutter " are now really being hounded by . the ~gyipttan
police, who for a change, are most co-operative with us.
Day to day work in the Regiment goes. on as. usual ~nd
with the ending of the hot weather, the tnspection period
commences. Th1o: Regiment is now busy o~ the preparation for the annual R.E.M.E. ~-~· inspec?on, ~d Suez
Troop are working for their Ad.mirustrative inspection. .
Throughout the hot weather we have managed to put m
a large amount of sporting activities, and although we have
not won any major events, our name has been kept well
to the fore.
Cricket. Both the Regimental team and a team fr.om 2
Squadron, Fayid, have been playing regularly, but wtthout
any outstanding results;
.
.
C-0rperal Hardacre has been playmg cricket regularly for
· full
·
D R
the Corps.
An inter-troop competition is now m
swmg, · ·
Troop have battled their way into . the fiI$l . from the
Northern Zone and will oppose the winner of Lme Troop,
Fayid, and Suez Troop, from the Southern Zone.
.
Swimming. Here Signals have been well to the fore ana
a summary of results obtained is as foll~ws: - ..

1

Board Diving - Moascar Gar:nsoo. Individuals
4 Metre Firm
Canal Army (N) individual championship
Canal Army (Egypt) ,,
,,
Winner
- L / Cpl. Russell
Runner-up - Sgmn. Long .
Meter Springboard Diving-Canal Arrny (North)--winner, Sgmn. LonLg
Canal Army (Egypt)-runner-up, Sgmn. o~g
Moascar Garnson (2nd) Sgmn. M2Tuhdsley
440 yards Freestyle
Canal Army (North) (m) Sgrnn.
omas
Canal Anny (North) (211d) Sgmn. Thomas
220 yards Frecscylc mile
Freescyle
Moascar
Garrison
(2nd)
Sgmn.
Maudslcy
1

Lance-Corporal Russell and Signa1?1an Long have be.e~
selected to represent the Army m the Inter-Servic_
Championshaps.

ARMY EGY PT
Swimming C hamp ions hips
Signalman D. T. Long, Signalman A. T homas, L-Cpl .W. 0 . Russell
Major P. 0. J. Nicholson, Second-Lieutenant P. G. F. Lewis
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Water Polo. This is the first year that the Re~ent h_as
entered a team in the Canal Army (North) maior umts
league, and although no honours were achieved, the teams
kept their heads well above the water.
Signalman Maudsley who captained the team, has been
playing regularly for the Army (Egy1pt).
. .
Suez Troop are to be congratulated on ".l"mnmg the Canal
Army (South) minor units league, and tymg for first place
in the Suez Garrison league.
.
.
Basket Ball. We have been playmg regularly m the
Moascar Garrison league, and are now entered for the
Garrison knock-out competition.
Tennis. The Regimental tennis team has now re3:c~ed
the final of the Canal Army (North) knock-out competmon.
Sailing. The enthusiasm of a number of m~mber~ of the
Regiment for sailing remains unabated. Cyrucs. n<?ttng t;he
large number of Command Grou~ oc~upyin~ the1.r.ume w1!11
this sport suspect that the attraction 1s not m sailmg but m
the fact that no one has yet succeeded in laying a telephone
l<ine into th·~ middle of Lake Timsah.
August bank holiday saw all the .iocal sa.ilors keenly competing in the August Regatta. This year 1t was run by the
U.S.0.S.C. and we were all given three full and very plea.sant
days sailing. A great deal of credi~ is due to the .corrumttee
for their organisation of the meetmg. ~he Regune~t su~
ceeded in winnting their share of the prizes. .Captam Gill
winning the Snipe Seamanship race and Captam Macintyre
winning the miscellaneous "A" (over 18 .ft.) and ~<: Bo!deaux Seamanship race. His seamanship capabiliues m
this craft immediately became suspect when he turned a
.
Bordeaux over during die afternoon.
The U.S.O.S.C. which claims the most sailors from ~e
Regiment runs a system of monthly ~p races f<?r tts
Bordeaux and Snipe classes. Once agam we and Signals
as a whole met with some success for the August C~p.
Captain Long being second in tll~ Bordeaux class wtth
Captain Farmery thrlrd. The Srupe cl.ass ~as won ?Y
Colonel Gordon (C.A.F.S.O.), with Captam Gill and Maior
Nicholson a very close second and third.
4 AIR FOHIUATION SIGNAL JlEGIMENT
Although the weather has no~ yet star~ed t~ cool, everyo~e
in the unit who plays is looking to his winter sports kit.
Soccer has begun to rear its ugly head, and the head gets
pretty ugly when one has to play on hard •p acked san.d. The
Hockey entllusiasts can be seen carefully measurmg tJ:e
height of their shoulders from the. ground, no ~oubt nhis
season will show that most measuring tapes are inaccurate
.
anyway.
No. 1 Squadron departed for the desert for a cable la}'.mg
scheme. S.S.M. Banham appears to have spent more tune
laying dust than cable.
.
Sergeant Thwaite, who was given the very responsible
job of providing and guarding the be~r stocks for_ the
S ergeants' Mess is now in bad odour wtth the remamder
' was so negligent as to a11 ow a "D ust
of ~he Mess. He
Devil " to remove the Sergeants' Mess tent and very nearly
.
allow a line troop to remove the beer as w~ll.
Swimming. The swimmers have been quite active. The
Regimental Team reached the finals of the Canal South
Team Championships, but were not good enough to beat
full strength infantry battalions. We were the only Royal
Signals Regiment in the finals in the zone.
Craftsman McKenzie dived very well in the Canal South
Championship, gaining first place Hard Board and third
place Spring Board in the Canal South, and fourth place
both boards in the Army (Egypt).
.
Shooting. The .22 League is drawing to its close and >t
looks as though R.H.Q., 9 Con., 2 Squadron H.Q .. and. 18
Air Formation Signals are running close for honours. Considerable ~mprovernent in shooting ability has been shown
and good use will be made of this when full bore practjce
commences.
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Old members of the Regiment will be pleased to hear of
the award of the B.E.M. to S.Q.M.S. Gerrard, who is now
with 7 Training Regiment and to Lance-Corporal West,
who is now back in Australia. R.Q.M.S. Etherington was
also awarded the Commander-in-Chief's Certificate, and
W.0.11 King, S.Q.M.S. Mil'ls and Sergeant Sandham have
been awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.
Congratulations to them all.
We take this opportunity of wel<A>ming Major Stoney and
Captain Harrison to the Regiment. Major Stoney has
taken over as 2 i/c and Training Officer, and Captain Harrison as M.T.O. Captain Nation has left us to take over
command of 13 Signal Park Squadron. We wish him the
best of luck in his new appointment. We shall greatly miss
Mrs. Nation for her visits to rhe British Military Hospital.
Her cheerfulness and sympat!hy have been a great comfort
and sustenance to all our patients.
Our congratulations are due to Sergeant and M:rs. Drugan
and Sergeant and Mrs. Cunion on clie birth of daughters
recently at the B.M.H., Singapore.
In the golfing world, we must congratulate Major Fairman on winning the June Monthly Medal at the Keppel
Club, and Major Wardle on winning the Keppel Cup and
the Vice-Captain's Prize in quick succession. Fellow
golfers will be relieved to hear nhat his handicaip has now
been reduced to 12.
In the Singapore Rifle Association Bisley Meeting 1954,
held on the 31st July, we entered one team: Major White,
W.O.II McKirgan, S.Q.M.S. Mills and Corporal Raison.
The standard of shooting was very high and in view of the
fact that the team had no practice apart from zeroing on
the 30 yards range, the results were very good. The team's
final placings were : Club Match-4th out of ten teams.
Inter-Service Match-6th out of fourteen teams.
Falling Plates-Knocked out in the Semi-Finals.
Major Wthite is to be congratulated on winning the cup
for the highest score (3 r out of 35) at 6oo yards, and this
in pouring rain.
In the Royal Signals Singapore Rifle Meeting held at
Nee Soon on 24th August, the Regiment's "A" team won
the cup with a grand aggregate of 1,199.
The teams are to be congratulated on their fine effort.
The Cup and Medals were presented by Lieutenant-Colonel
R. C. B. Stewart, Commanding District Signal Regiment.
The organisation and arrangements made by District Signal
Regiment for the match were excellent and our thanks are
due to them for a most enjoyable day's shooting.
In nhe Boxing world, Lance-Corporal McLennan and
Signalman H?il won the Light Welter and Light Weight respectively in the Johore Championships held at Johore
Bahru on 10th August, 1954.
Well done, Corporal Martin for finishing fourth .in the
mile in the Malayan A.A.A. Championsh~ps held at Kuala
Lumpur recently. Corporal Boiling was reserve for Singapore for Dhe 220 yards.
Departures for U.K. recently include W.0.II King,
S.Q.M.S. Alexander, Sergeants Kirkup, Prescott and Davies
and last but not least, Lance-Corporal Davenport, our
Draughtsman and ardent cricket representative. Vale and
best wishes for the future to tllern all.
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Back Row (left to right): Sergeant J.M. Thom (132), Signalman J. V.
Burrows (128). Corporal R. 0. Raison (134), W.0. II. T. McKirgan
(154). Front Row (left to right): Captain R. E. Rooks (147), Major
L. F. White (173), Lieutenant.-Colonel G .Thomson, Major R. E.
Stoney, M.B.E. (166), R.S.M., P. E. A. Hall (165). Scores ore shown
in brackets.

HONG KONG SIGNAL llEGIMENT

The C.S.O. Land Forces, Colonel J. Stuart-Usher, carried out the inspection of this Regiment on 12th/13th
August, 1954. Yes, and the 13th really was a Friday! After
inspecting t!he •parade at Murray Barracks the C.S.0. then
presented the L.S. and G.C. Medal to W.0.II Parks of
1 Squadron.
In the swimming pools the Regiment has had a successful
month. Although not one of the seeded teams we finished
in third place out of twenty-one Regimental entries for the
Land Forces Championships. Lance-Corporal Lowe and
Signalmen Harding and Ryan swimming extremely well.
Harding set up a new Land Forces Record for the backstroke event. Ryan, who finished second in the event, also
broke the old record. Four of the Regiment's team have
now been selected to travel to Singapore wirh the Land
Forces team in the FAiRELF Championships.
Our R.S.M., W.O.I Holmes, has just left us for U.K.,
where he is to be commissioned as a Quartermaster. He
left at very short notice, an all-time record being enacted
in the orderly room and carpenter's shop getting documents
and boxes organised. We wish him and his family the best
of luck for the future.
We welcome W.O.I Bergelin as our new R.S.M., who has
moved across the ferry from Kowloon where he was running
t:he Signal Park Detachment.
This month it is No. 2 Squadron's turn to be highlighted.
All troops of the Squadron put their best foot forward
when the C.S.0., FAIR.ELF, visited us. The results justified nhe effort.
The individual training season is coming to an end and
the emphasis at the moment is on small schemes and preparation for the inter-troop competition. The Squadron
has its share of upgradings as a result of various cour es
and time will tell if the knowledge can be put into practice.
Command of the C.R.A. Signal Troop has changed and
Second -Lieutenant H. S. de N. Rogers relieved W.0.II
Weatherley who is now a R.Q.M.S. Signalman Cannock
captained a successful swimming team in the Squadron
Gala.
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35 Inf. Bde. Signal Troop at Sek Kong

Fig. 2

OR

Too Long at the " Sharp End "
Regimental notes published in THE WIRE often only interest p,.."Ople who have served or are serving in that particular unit.
I feel some m ay be more interested to hear of our activities and eJqX:riments in : (i) Deploying tactically without the use of WD transport
and terminal aerials.
(ii) Blending into the local landscape to effect concealment.
During our exper iments our war artist, Driver Carne,
managed to capture the annosphere of these gruelling trials.
(a) Brigade Reece Group Sets Out (fig. r )
The O.C.'s rickshaw does two miles to the pint!
(b ) Brigade Signal Office (fig. 2)
The D .R. from H.Q. Land Forces (Fairyland) is too
conspicuous. The Brigade D.R. returning from a
" Special " would be more visible if covered with a
camouflage net. Even wi thout troop vehicles all
transport drivers are encouraged to keep their hand
in on MT maintenance!
We have been unable to persuade ciphers to acquire
a taste for china tea.
(c) Cookhouses (fig. 3)
We have been trying to keep the meat ration mobile
as long as possible. Eclfalo pie is the favourite dish
among certain N.C.O.s. 7 Royal Tank Regiment
always come into the lines by cutting u p our cables
with tracks. By the look of it they are determined to

F ig. 3
get into the cookhouse picture. (They live somewhere near us).
(d ) T elephone Exchanges (fig. 4)
We have tried to economise on batteries and telephones. A special repeater has been designed for
the TWSK cable.
(e) Command Vehicles (fig. 5)
See how our Brigade staff effect command and control while mobile!
Vehicle loading brings out
several lessons.
A fuller report of these important experiments will be
published in a training pamphlet to be issued to all NATO
countries within the near futur~ .
More news of 35 Inf. Bde. Signal Troop soon.

"MAX."

....

Fig. 4
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KOREA

Presentation to Church
(Extracts frcnn " 1apan N ews" of Saturday, JISt 'July, I 954)
In Korea recently a short and simple presentation of
particular interest took iplace in St. Marnin's Church the
Reg~ental Church of ISt Commonwealth D ivisional s ignal
Regrment. The service at which this presentation took
place was very appropriate as it ma.rked the 34tJh anniversary of the formation of the Royal Corps of Signals. During
the past seven months a close bond of friendship has
developed ·b etween this Regiment, whose men are drawn
from all parts of the U .K . as well as from Canada, Australia
and New Zealand and the boys of Stratford Green County
Secondary School in the County Borough of West Ham,
London. It started through correspondence between Captain D. F. L. James, Royal Signals, of Forest Gate, London,
serving with the Regiment, and his brother, Mr. B. G . James,
who is the handicraf.ts master at the school. Mx. James
tarted to read portions of his brother's letters to the boys,
who showed such a lively interest in Far East Current
Affairs that Captain James, besides writing interesting and
THE WIRE. OCTOBER 1954
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It's a good. many m<?nths since this Unit was in THE
WIRE;--we ~heve we did an article last in 1953, but with
all this rotation (to borr~ an Americanism) there's nobody
le~t who kflo:ws. There ts a tendency in some places to
ttlunk that t:his Squadron is located in Japan, let us hasten
to correc~ th~t error and say that Squadron H.Q. and Two
Troo~s liive m Seoul and our Third Troop lives in Pusan.
Her~ m S~<>Ul we are part of Sub Area North and provide
a middle link between the H.Q. B.C.F.K. in Kure and the
Com~onwealth Di~ision. From the signals aspect our role
h<;re is rather a uruque one in .so far as we signal virtually
w~th the good grace and enurely due to our American
friends of the 8th U.S. Army. We maintain a 100 line
manual board, American teletype machines and certain tails
at. the e~hange and automatic ends of the circuit. The
middle piece can be anytJhing from U .G. to open wire or
a . V.H.F. radio link and is maintained by tlle American
Sign~ C<_>rps. Thus for much of the time and distance
our c1rcu1ts are completely out of our control and in the
event o_f a breakdown we can but hope and pray that the
U.S. Signal Corp.s g~ts on with the job. And invariably
th_ey do. We ma.u:tam. a very healthy and friendly liaison
with nearly a~l the1r S1g;ial Departments and it pays dividen'!s. Life 1s very static and the majority of oor work is
routine. Unfortunately we tend to fall betiween two stools
at pre~ent; on the one hand we are not at war, neither are
.we strictly at peace, so we are expected to maintain a high
standard in all things, and whilst you at home talk of yearly
Administrative Inspections here we speak of and suffer
quarterly ones! And these I may add do not fall far short
of the standard s required in the U.K.
With S.D.S. vehicles doing 900 miles a week over the
worst of roads, transpor t poses quite a problem and few if
any of our quarter-ton trucks suffer from old age. Rather
it's a short life and a gay one.
En tertainment here is extremely limited and fo r those
of our readers who imagine Seoul as the Korean C ity of
" bright lights " and gaiety let me disillusion them now. Its
lights are very dim, tawdry and distinctly dingy. It smells
and it's dus ty; there's a curfew for military personnel at
2130 hrs. and for civilians at 2200 hours. Just now it's hot!
-.it smells more than ever, and to borrow a phrase "You
can have it" ! Like all soldiers we grumble but still soldier
on and for quite a few of us now, Korea will soon be a not
very fr agrant memory.

lively a: counts of Army life in Korea, sent descriptions of
Korea, Its people, their customs and history. In addition,
he has sent numerous objects of historical and cultural
interest which now form a Korean section of the school
m useum. The schoolboys soon began to identify themselves w_ith the Regiment's welfare, and in particular with
the Regimental Church. Captain James's letters reflected
the pride of the Regiment in its Church which, starting with
a. bare hut, has been built up and improved over the past
six months entirely by the Regiment's own effor.ts.
Today, ~t. Martin's is a Church of which, although small,
any parish could be proud. The boys decided vhat their
ent>husiastic interest should take some practical form and
so, with the consent ()f Mr. H. Munden, their headmaster,
they fashioned in their woodworking and metal shops a
carved oak cross and .altar lantern. These, suitably engraved,
were sent to the Regunent and at a ceremony during morning service were placed in the Church.
Captain James was chosen to make the presentation before
a capacity congregation of 80 men of the Regiment. He
said: " I have been asked to present on behalf of the headmaster and the boys of Stratford Green County Secondary
School in London this gift of a cross and lantern which
have been made by the boys, and to request the Commanding Officer to accept them for our Regimental Church.''
The Co:nmanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G . H. Starr,
in reply said: " I have great pleasure in accepting on behalf
of the First Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment this
cross and lantern. We ~every grateful to the Headmaster
and the boys of the Stratford Green School for these gifts
which will enhance the beauty of our church. I will now
ask our Cha.plain to receive this cross and lantern.'' The
Regimental Chaplain, Reverend Allen Bowers, R.A.Ch.D.,
of Derby, after pronouncing a blessing placed the cross on
the altar. There it will remain so long as the Regiment is
in Korea as a token of the admirable bond which from a
small beginning has grown into a tangible and staunch
friendship between Royal Signals soldiers 11,000 miles
away in Korea and Stratford Green schoolboys in London.
(The presentation took place on Sunday, 27.t:h June, 1954).
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Isl Commonwealth Divisional Signal
Regiment and Korean Pictorial-VI

The G. O.C. M•ior-General H. Murray, C.B., D.S.O., takes the salute of the
Reglmenul Gu.rd consisting of (left to right) : Driver Owen •nd Corporal
Willi•ms both Roy•I Sign.ts, L-Corporol Veltri, Royal Canadian Signals, Signalm•n
Massey. Roya l Signals, Signalman Dunn, Royal New Zealand Signals , Signalman
Kim Jae Chun, Katcom . Signalman O' Connor, Royal Auscralian Signals and
Signalman Hirst, Royal Signals.

As this is written there is news that the D ivision is to
be reduced to Brigade group strength. No doubt further
details will be available by the time these notes are published. Meanwhile no rumour is too wild to be discussed,
but all that seems certain is that a number of those now
present will be fortunate enough not to do their full term
in the L and of Morning Calm.
If this has been the Regiment's last summer before disbandment it has been celebrated not unworthily. ·
The Church Serivce held on rst August to commemorate
our 3rd birthday as a Regiment was a family affair-a
Commonwealth family. The G .O.C. and three Brigadiers
were present (Canadian, Australian and New Zealand), the
rest of the congregation coming from every T roop of the
Regiment, including attached Australian Signals, and
Katcoms (attached Korean soldiers, who wear our uniform
and form part of the Regiment.) Padre Alan Bowers, on
his last appearance before returning home, preached on a
text from the 13Jrd Psalm " Behold, how good and how
pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity"; and
St. Martin's Church, packed to the doors with men from
the Royal Canadian, Royal New Zealand, Royal Australian
and Royal Corps of Signals, seemed to be a living proof of
this.
The next day, though rain poured down, the Regimental
Gymkhana was held, and thanks to some hard work by
all T roops who each contributed a stall, this was a great
success. For the athletically-inclin ed, the Canadians provided Horseshoe Pitching (E T roop) and hurling a curious little affair which they called a football (J T roop); K
Troop had a cricket bowling test of skill; C Troop an immense pole to climb, but only C Troop succeeded in climbing it. There were varied and ingenious stalls by B, D,
H, L, M and Q Troops, and also by R.H.Q., L.A.D. (a
very gay and attractive affair, awarded the prize as the
best stall) and H.Q. Squadron, where for 3d. one could pelt
Aunt Sallies bearing some distinguished faces. There was
a real Fortune Teller, who seemed to be able to read in
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the enquirer's palm secrets normally not known outside
the Adjutant's office. The most energetic events (not counting the Old Soldiers' Race, and a fiendish obstacle course
devised by A Troop, run off 1n the morning) were the
Choksong Derby and the Imjin Stakes. These, organised
by 0 Troop, were human horse races of four-men teams,
a professional touch being lent by O.C. ("Raymond Glendenning ") Crown Radio at the microphone and some
shifty-looking bookies supplied by the Sergeants' Mess.
The afternoon closed with a Knobbly Knees contest (I
Troop), a prize-giving for various inter-Troop sports, and
a wood-chopping exhibition by the Kiwis of G Troop.
Including the profit on the excellent Hot-Dog Stand run
by Sergeant Thomas and his cooks, the sum of £13 was
later despatched to the Benevolent Fund.
Friday 13th, saw a ceremony of a different kind. VJ D ay
is on the 15th and on or near that day it is the custom
in America, the Commonwealth Countries and U.K. for the
Signal Corps to get together and drink a toast to each
other in their respective H.Q. Messes. This pleasant
custom is followed in Korea and helps to strengthen the
ties between the U.S. Signal Corps and the Commonwealth
Corps which of course are nowhere stronger than here,
where a British Commonwealth Division serves under an
American Corps. This year we were the hosts and some
hard work was put in to commemorate the occasion
worthily. Many officers from all the Signal Units we deal
with foregathered, and the occasion was only slightly
marred by a sudden practice manning exercise decreed by
Corps H.Q. The U.S. Signal Corps have obviously not
got their staff under as tight a control as we have!
This burst of celebration activity does not mean that
other work has lessened. Trade and other training competes with out normal commitments. Each Brigade and
Field Regiment Troop in turn has departed to "Nightmare " Range to provide communications for field firing
exercises. None of those returning have any quarrel with
the name.
2 Squadron were recently heavily involved with a Divisional Artillery Demonstration. Besides E, F, G and I
Troops, H. Troop were there with a mass of equipment,
including Rro7s and 109s PA equipments and WS 62
stations. With this ironmongery they rebroadcast over the
PA the proceedings from each OP. All the equipment had
to be manhandled 100 feet up to a crest then 300 yards
along to the demonstration point. The Kiwis treated this
hazard in true " Everest " style with A frames and a
stretcher which proved ideal for carrying R107s, but the
rumour can be discounted that it was also used to convey
O.C. 2 Squadron. Torrential rain and wind failed to stop
the shoot, though the V.l.P.s tent was only saved from
blowing away by the weight of brass. The demonstration
was most impressive and the G.O.C. congratulated all concerned. 2 Squadron pret~nded, it was nothing unusual for
them but even so have mdented for larger berets.
The weather here has not been mentioned as it is understood that just about everyone has been having a lot of
unmentionable weather too.
We hate to confess that we have since discovered that
the Regimental birthday should have been on 16th April
when the U.K. contingent first saw the light of day at
Parkestone Camp, Harwich in 1951-however, the Commonwealth Troops did not join until 28th July so that
seems as good a day as any to celebrate.
Sandy-those who waded through to the last para of
our August notes may be interested in a letter fro)ll Corporal Clayton now in 3 Training Regiment. Sandy belonged to Driver H erbert who brought him from Japan in
the pocket of his parka. In April, 1952, all pets were
destroyed as possible carriers of Haemorragic fever. The
plaque on the cross was the work of Corporal Tex Atkins.
Incidentally Corporal Clayton says he would like to be
back here-what is it we have that Catteriok hasn't ? No-don't tell us!
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ht COMMONWEA!-TH DIVISIONAL SIGNA!- REGIMENT BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS 1'2 AUGUST 1954. I The wlnnlna st.all at th e Gym·
2 The bookies - S.Q. M.S . Spence cash1n1 In on a nothe r s u c ker, Seraeant Wallis shoutina the odds and Ser1eant Donova n drinks th e profits
The Katcom ho rse, K i m ~ Brot~ e r, by Ka tcom out of Sinsan .. ni winnin1 the Chokson Derby. • The secret exposed. S.S. M. Crompton, w l nn e~
of the Knobbly knees receives his pri:i:e from the C . O . (where did th a t danc l n1 1lrl come from 1)
5 Th C.O. Lieuten a nt-Colonel G H Star r
he lps the j udaes of th e fin a l or t he knobbly knees. Did the dancina air I on the calf of the winner Influence the judses ! 6 The r a ce com.me~c.oto r
Captain Tom Hu11an, R.T . R. O .C. Crown Rad io . Any like n e ss to Raymond Glendennln1 is intentiona l.
7 The fortun e tell e r - If th e Adjutan ~
(Ca ptain Winter) does n't know which boat, who does t
~han a .

\'"J DAY DINNER-KOREA
FRIDAY,. 13th AUGUST 1954

f*

S c•c t oi of page 353, if 17 R egime nts e quals ]
200, whnt c ould 25 Regime nts equal 1
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.
c 0 I0 nel e F. Koerner, U.S. Signal Corps, Deputy Signal
The principle guest,
h
t .. The Un ited States Signa l
• •
Officer Eighth U.S. Army, replies to t e toas
Corps."

We have little to report since our last notes appeare.d as
our activities have been very domestic and have cons1s~ed
mainly of winaing up the aftermath of camp, and send~
our P.S.I.s on their well earned annual leave. T?e s
is now together again and pro~ra mme~ a.nd preparations are
getting under way for our Wmter ~~mmg season.
M
We are looking forward to the v1s1t to Sheffield of H. . ·
The Queen in late October, a nd all members of the Regiment who can get away from their employment on that day
.
will take part in street lining.
We recently bid farewell to W.O.I V. G. King who has
been our R.S .M. for just over ~o. years and has now be:en
granted a short service· comm1ss1on. We repeat to ~
· th ough these columns our hearty congratulations
agaim,
r
'
w ·th th
b eath
and our best wishes for his future.
1
e s~e r . '
we extend a warm welcome to W.O. I G. R. B~lby, who is
·ust about to arrive from H.Q. Eastern Colll:mand. We are
~lso pleased (and relieved! ) to have back with us our h~d
working Orderl<y Room Sergeant, Sergeant Convery, w o
had a long serious iHness and has no:v recovered.
We feel that we would li.ke to mentton that one of our
staff spent his holiday at Mercury ~~~se, Co~wyn Bay? and
is full of praise for the splendid facilities which he <7nJoyed
under the capable management and kindness of MaJor and
Mrs. Barlow.

II.ft.
· h I
d" ) • Captain .G . Davies,C Royal
I
I
A representative group. Left to Rig t ~ sto n mg .
Canadian Signals, Colonel E. F. Koerner, U. S. s·igna I Corps • Lieutenant·
r s·o one
als
G H Starr Royal Signals , Lieutenant A. MacDonald , Royal Austra ian
Si;tin~: l·Li~utenant Watts , Royal New Zealand Si.gnats, Ma!or G. Atk in. oya
Signals, Captain Campbell, U.S. Signal Corps .

•:n I

A 1eneral view or the dinner.
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wireless sets were sited many competitors did many more
miles nhan this. Conditions were made more difficult by
a sea m ist which enveloped those wireless sets on top of
the South Downs in a mist. One of the few cars to reach
one site on Ditchling Beacon was a private car takin~ beer
to the detachment and which had no map on board. We
were grateful to the Army M .T. School who helped us to
organise a short tri'<ll section as a slight relief of the
monotony when half way round the course. The results
were a tie between Corporal Anderson and Craftsmau
Bonnar of 161 I ndependent I nfantry Brigade Signal Squadron and D river Sewell and Signalman Stevens of I
Sq uadron.
Besides the G .O.C. and C.S.O. we had visits from Commanders 161 Brigade and 25 Engineer Group, all of whom
expresse!:I satisfaction with what they saw, and we have now
ret urned to our vai;ious stations scattered over East Anglia
to think over the many lessons that we learned.
During this month 286 Field Regiment R.A. Signal Troop
from Bedford completed their camp at Sennybridge, most
of nhe time in heavy rain which turned the area into axle
deep r ed mud of a particularly adhesive nature.
AJl went we ll except when an Austin " Cham p " employed
on line du ties became bogged and sank so deeply that the
water came up to the driver's chest. However, nhe " Snort"
breathing apparatus was raised and the vehicle was towed
out none the worse for wear.
At the other end of rhe country, namely Otterburn, N or thum berland, 89 AGRA Signal Squadron, 304 F ield Regiment, 305 and 358 Medium Regiment Signal Troops were
enjoying much the same weather during their camp.
But whereas 286 Troop had the l~ury of hutted accommodation the troops in Non.humberland had only ten ts to
keep the damp out.

*
a3

(W)

*

*

INFANTllY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT (T.A.)

Any report on our Annual Camp at Kinmel Park, Rihyl,
must refer at least once to the subject of mud. We were in
camp from 21st August to 4th September, and our first

days were spent amidst a sea of mud and water, requiring
two complete days of the Regiment's training period to be
spent in cleaning up and improving the drainage. With
these somewhat dispiriting opening days behlnd us life
became more effective and in due course the sun came out
and remained with us. Individual T raining was the theme
for the first week and a fairly comprehensive p rogramme was
carried out successfully. With the assistance of some 30
officers from Mid West District a four-day full scale Divisional Signal Exercise "Swan Song" was held in the second
week, the Regiment being commanded by me Second-inCommand, Major J. H. Lawrence, T.D . The Divisional
Co:nmander, Major-General E. M. Bastyan, visited us for
the first two days and showed great interest in our somewhat a:nbitious "plot." In both aspects of providing Divisional communications and road movement by night the
Regiment performed well. In addi tion, thanks to hard
work by Lieutenant H. U. M Adler and M Troop, two
speech circuits were maintained successfully by Radio Relay
throughout to H igher Control. There were mistakes of
course, and the subsequent constructive comments by Major
R. L. Downs who 1,1mpired us, were greatly appreciated.
T he speed at which 14 days can pass indicates perhaps
how much work was done. An equally heavy social programme no doubt is equally responsible! Both the Officers'
and W.O.s and Sergeants' Messes held guest nights. The
L ord L ieutenant of Flint, Brigadier H. S. K. Mainwaring,
and G lamorgan, Major C. G . Traherne, Honorary Colonel,
attended the Officers' Mess together with other guests.
There were Inter-Troop competitions in soccer, shooting
(revolver and rifle), vehicle detachment turn-out and an
Inter-Squadron competition won by. No. 3 Squadron
(Ma jor J. E. Morrell). L Troop (Lieutenant B. 0. B.
Williams) won nhe best Troop award by a short head from
G Troop (Lieutenant D. A. Rees).
Despite so much camp activity it is believ~d that some
found time to visit Rhyl itself, and on occasions to bathe
in the sea at two in the morning! Even informality has its
place you see.
We raised our glasses to bid farewell to LieutenantColonel D. J. Goldsmith during camp, who leaves. for Korea
shortly, after three years in command of the Regrment. To
you, sir, and to Lieutenant-Colonel C. H. Barker your successor, our best wishes. Ave atque Vale.

(T.A.)

This regiment had its annual camp at St. Martin's Plain,
Shorncliffe, during the only fine fortnight that we have had
so far th·is summer.
The camp was a great success and full advanta.ge was
taken of having most of us together for the only um~
three years. How be it, we ~ere sorry that 89 A
Signal Squadron could not as usual be spa~ed by . the
gunners. T hey had far worse weatheralfor tlleir
· · fortnight.
out
During the middle week-end norm tr~mmg wa~ .asid" and a pleasant Saturday was S'))ent If.l competl~?ns
for ~he Helps Trophy which included a dnll compeuuon
·udged by the G.0.C., which was won by. 1.61 Indepen?~nt
infantry Brigade Signal Squadron, a dnivmg compeuuon
whioh was won by Squadron, and sports at which 161
Independent Infantry Rragade Signal Squadron were the
victors. Tthe Helps Trophy went again for the second year
to 2 Squadron, Cambridge.
["ff
On Sunday we had a parade service in the Shornc 1 .e
Garrison Church, and the ba?d of th~ I I Parachute Regiment TA who were in D~bgate, kindly played for the
March P~s~'. The March Past was taken by our Honor-ary
Colonel Colonel R. P.A. Helps, o .B.E., M.C., D.L.
On Thursday we had a motor car trial.. Trwenty-two cars,
5 cwt., set out on a long cross coun~ iourney to Bordon
and back a total distance of 240 miles. However, as on
the way they had to locate various map references where

*
The Hon . Colonel with officers of
53 (W) Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment, (T.A.).
Group includes the A.A. & Q.M.G.
53 (W} Inf. Div., Lieutenant-Colonel
D. J. Goldsmith, CR Signals and his
successor, Lieutenant-Colonel C. H.
Barker.

*
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ma!1y readers of THE WIRE who are eligible for membership.
It 1s open to all ranks who served in any Indian Signal or
Wireless Unit, in or out of India between 1911-1926.
Further particulars may be obtained from the Secretary.
The subscription fee is the lowest possible. Officers 5/-,
B.O.R.s 2/- annually. We send out four circulars and a
printed bulletin yearly, to keep all members informed of our
activities. Two Committee meetings, under President
Brigadier H. I. Allen, C.B.E., o.s.o., are held twice a year
plus the Annual General Meetings at the Reunions.
'
The Secretary is Captain W. A. Dowley, 153, Mytchett
Road, Myt4;hett, near Aldershot.
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Albert Carl Taylor

*
Sheffield

(Courttsy : Wallauy 'ews Office,
Chtlrch Road, Wallasey.

W:Th:'$1:Y
(Courc;,;··.:· Souchn n N ewspapns, Southampton

The new Standard leading· the procession. Standard Bearer, Mr. A. F. Fuller, M.M ., and Escort, (I tor.) Messrs.
T. Gray and F. Grffiths, Mr. J. Webb, Parade Marshall, is on the extreme left.

SOUTHAMPTO:X BRANCO
Dedication of Branch Standard
at Southampton

The Standard of Southampton and District Branch was
dedicated at The Avenue Congregational Church, ~~uth
ampton, on Sunday, 5th September, 1954, by the Miruster,
Rev. W. Vine Russell, R.N.V.R.
.
The Mffiister, in his address, told the large cong.r egauon
that if the spirit of rhe Association was kept alive they
would go from strength to strength.
.
The Lesson was read by Major-General C. M. F. White,
c.s., c.B.E., o.s.o., Chairman of the Royal Signals Association, who afterwards took the salute at march past, and
later inspected those on parade.
There were 17 other Standards in the procession, including those from the Aldershot and Bournemouth branches
of the Association. Representatives from Portsmouth
branch also attended.
The parade took place on Southampton Common in perfect weather, and will live long in the memories of those
who took part.
The Band of the 14th Parachute Battalion (5th Battalion
The Royal Hampshire Regiment) T.A., headed the parade,
and also played in the Church.
The collection, amounting to £8/12/-, was in aid of the
Royal Signals Benevolent Fund.
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Carl had latterly suffered with arthritis but despite this,
regardless of weather conditions, he cheerfully and regularly attended weekly Branch meetings and strove to overcome his disability so that he might continue to serve in
the Territorial Army, which he did until his death at tbe
age of sixty years. He held in high regard and respected
the trad1tions of the army and, in particular, those of the
Signals with whom he had been associated for over forty
years.
It is true to say that his life was one of service to others;
he never tired in his work on behalf of the Association and
was always exploring means to attract ex-Corps personnel,
post-war and National Servicemen, to the Branch. To Carl
the Catterick " Regimental Day " always loomed brightly
ahead and it was his earnesr desire to see greater numbers
attending, particularly the younger men, who he felt would
greatly benefit by the cqmradeship manifest in the annual
reunion.
Worthy of record is the comment of one of a group of
sympathisers who were ~iisc uss ing the tragic manner of
Carl T aylor's passing. He said, " I knew Carl for twentyfive years and I cannot recall •h is uttering a harsh or unkind
word of anyone." ' None could dissent. Surely a great
tribute to a man.
W.H.W.

INDIAN

SIGNAL UNITS, 1911·1926,
SEVENTH REUl\TJ:ON

0.{;.A.

This year we held our reunion dinner at the Eccleston
Hotel, Victoria, London, on 29th May, 1954· Seventy-four
All Ranks sat down; some members were accomparued by
their wives.
.
.
We had invited two guests from India. Bngadier C. ~I. Akehurst, o.B.E., who had recentlr returned fr_om India,
where he was Signal Officer-in-Chief, and. ~JOI L. ~·
Mathora, who is serving with High Comm1ss1on of India
in London.
,, .
Both replied to a "Toast to Our Guest~, rn the course
of which they mentioned that the Esprit de C:orps we
knew and helped to create, is still very much. alive today
in I~dian and Pakistan Signals. We were mdeed very
pleased to hear this.
The usual loyal greetings had been sent to H.R.H. The
Princess Royal, and a very charming repl¥ was received
and read out at the dinner by our President and was
. .
.
published in our Bulletin.
We also sent greetings to the two remammg Command~ng
Officers of the original Indian Divisional Signal Comparues,
Colonel L. H. Queripal, c.M.G., o.s.o., and Colonel R. G.
Earle, c.M.G., o.s.o. Replies were received from both, and
we hope they continue to enjoy good health.
.
Our strenITTh had increased during the year by SIX officers
and 10 B.0.R.s The Committee feel sure that there must be
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The untimely passing of Alber.t Carl Taylor has left the
Liverpool Branch of the Signals Association
w1th a sense of loss and we mourn his deatih with a deep
personal sorrow.
Sergeant Taylor was fatally injured in a road accident in
Bournemouth on Saturday, 21st August, 1954. when he
was on a day visit with personnel of his unit, the 14th
Mi.x ed A.A. Signal Regiment, from Weymouth, where the
urut was undergoing annual Territorial training. He was
walking with others in Exeter Road, Bournemouth, when
he was involved in a collision with a private motor car. His
inj uries were so severe-they included fractures of both
legs-that he died in hospital on the 24th August, 1954.
Carl Taylor was a technician (first class) in the Post Office
Telephone Engineer's Department, being a popular member of the Birkenhead staff. He joined the National Telephone Company as a trainee in 1910, and came under the
direction of the G.P.O. when the authority took over in
1912. He was recently gazetted for the Imperial Service
Medal for meritorious service with the Post Office.
He was greatly esteemed in many circles, but his keenest
interest was in the Territorial Army, which he joined three
years before the 1914/1918 War jn which he served overseas. He continued his Territorial service between the wars
and again was one of the first to serve in France. There
was an anxious period when he was reported missing after
Dunkirk, but he eventually escaped from France in a fishing boat and continueq serving with the forces, returning
to France with the invasion.
He helped to found the Liverpool Branch of the Signals
Association and was an active and enthusiastic member of
the Committee at the time of his death. He will be remembered for his forthrjght counsel, integrity of purpo e and
his boundless cheerful optimism. His cheerfulness was
~pparent to all and as " Carl " he vas known and welcome
whereV'Cr Signals met.
m~mbers of
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The first meeting after the summer recess was held at
the Crabtree T.A. Centre on Friday, 3rd September. Unfortunately the attendance was by no means all that could
be desired, only nine members being present. However,
the next meeting should show an improvement as our T.A.
and Permanent Staff members will have returned from leave,
and the holiday season will be over.
Lieutenant-Colonel V. C. Holland took the chair in the
absence of the Ghairman, who was on leave. Arrangements
for an evening trip to Banford and Ladybower were discussed and agreed. The York Rally came up for discussion
and it was agreed that if transport could be arranged a
party would attend the Rally. The main item on the agenda
was the election of a Treasurer to replace R.S.M. l(jpg; but
owing to the small attendance it was referred back to the
next meeting. Lieutenant-Colonel Holland spoke warmly
of the good work and staunch support which R.S.M. King
had given to the Association: of how, during a very trying
time for the branch, he had put himself to a great amount
of trouble to find a suitable meeting <place, and had always
made the branch welcome at Crabtree
We have lost a good member, but our sincerest congratulations to you, Mr. l(jng, from all the members on receiving your commission and appointment as Lieutenant (Q.M.)
to SHAPE, Paris. To you and Mrs. King we wish all the
very best for the future. We shall miss you both.
The meeting was brought to a close on a happy note by
the presentation of a "Jimmy" Tankard to the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess on behalf of the Branch as
an appreciation of their goodwill in allowing the use of
their Mess for Association functions. C .S.M. Page, who
received the Tankard on behalf of the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess, ~hanked the Branch and promised
that it would have a place of honour in the Mess. He
hopes that rhe harmony betrween the Mess and the Branch
would be maintained in the future.
The Sheffield representatives who au nded the Reunion
at Catterick wish to thank all concerned with the arrangements, for an excellent week-end, especially Ist Training
Regiment in whose quarters they are billetted. Who thought
of the "Codeine" tablets with the morning tea? That lad
should go far, although it was a doubtful compliment to
the "Ten pints before Tattoo and never a stagger" boys.
We are not looking forward to next years' event.
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HOUSING FOil

Welfare
Section
Below an attempt is made to describe with ~uitable
anonymity nine cases taken from the Welfare Section files
current during the first week in September, .1954. Also
on this page is a simple statement of mcome and
expenditure.
His daughter
died subsequently at age of 20 leaving the widow to
support her aged mother on a tiny pens!on and her
earnings as a nurse. She herself has been ill for a long
time. The fund pa{d her small debts.
Slgnabnan 1943-48. .Africa, Italy, Austria, disability
pension, married, three. childre~. He _has now c;ontracted T.B. and in hospital, family have JUSt moved mto
a new house. As recommended by S.S.A.F.A. the fund
made a grant
Slgnahnan 1940-46. Middle East.
Married, four
children. Husband and children all have T.B. T he fund
helped with new clothes for the wife who had not spent
anything on herself for some years.
Signalman 1953. Still serving N.S., married three
children. On recommendation of S.S.A.F.A. and Commanding Officer, the fund made a small grant for a cot
for a baby.
Widow of Signalman 1928. Died as Far East P. of W.
1944- She has been ill. Fund heliped pay for a holiday
for herself and children.
Signalman 1954. N.S. Taken suddenly ill on arriv~l
in ME.L.F., and invalided home. Fund helped his
mother with cost of long journey to visit him in hospital.
Widow of Corporal 1928. Died as Far East P . of W.
in 1943. Her work and accommodation ceased when the
business changed hands and the fund helped her to move.
Slgnahnan 1940-46. Middle East.
Married, two
children. He has been in T.B. Sanatorium and is putting
on much weight. Wife is hard put to it to bring up
children on State assistance. Fund paid for necessary
clothes. British Legion attempting appeal for disability
Pension.
Widow of Warrant Officer who died in duty accident.
Local official Ministry of Labour denied her right to
family allowance. Application to War Office produced
immediate action.

19 Air Formation Signal Regiment
.. .
l
Corps Signal Regiment . . .
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
43 (W) Infanuy Divisional Signal Regimen t, T .A . .. .
l Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment
.. .
Officers' Training Wing, School of Signals .. .
1 Training Regiment (W.0.s' and Sgu.' Mess)
3
7

"

,,

.. .

BBTFOR Signal Squadron .. .
...
. ..
...
12 Wireles Squadron . ..
. ..
...
. ..
. ..
18 lnfanuy Brigade Signal Squadron .. .
. ..
23 Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron T.A.
l Sp!cial Communications Regiment, T.A.
...
. .
. ..
Kent C:>ast Troo;>, Eostern Command Signal Reg'.m"'H . . .
Donallons received during August, r954:St. Martin's Church, Catterick Camp (Parade S:rvice) .. .
Mr. H. J. Crocker
Mr. P. G. Ashcroft
Mr. C. West
Total receipts

£ s.

d.

15 12

3

6 JI
5 6
39 14
6o 0
5 0
15 12
JO 16
20
12
21
l
2

0

8

6
0

0
9

Renowned throughout the world
for Q UAL IT Y
RE'GIMENTAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
INVITATION CA RDS

0
0
2
0
0

3 0

0

22

2

2

I
I

0
I

0
0

6

0

7

2

CRESTED STATION E RY

The difficulty was and is, that many authoruties demand
residential qualifications. The Minister sent to the local
authorities Circular 8/52, of which paragraph 2 reads as
follows:" Many of these serving men have no established a~s?
ciation with any particular distrlict. If, therefore, a ng1d
residential qualification is imposed by the local authority of
the area in which they want to settle after discharge, they
would because of their serv.ice, be prejudiced in their aipplications for housing accommodation. The Minister is confident that is a position which local authorities will ~
anxious to avoid' and that they will agree that these applicants should be given equal priority with others for consideration on the basis of relative housing need."
Mr. Marples considered what further action the Minis~er
could take. He specially asked all Members to send hnn
details of d ifficult cases which are not being sanisfactorily
dealt with. " I t is then our job," he said, " to get in touch
with the local authorities on a friendly basis to see whether
we can ask them to right the wrong, if wrong there be. I
have never yet-speaking from memory-known of one case
in which the local authority has not gone some way towards
meelling the wishes of the Mnn.istry."
Before taking further action in general, the Minister
decided that he would like to have the backing of the
Central Housing Advisory Committee. '!1he Committee has
already started its inquiry. It is a good thing that the Official Report of this debate ~s being sent to the Committee."

PRINTING OF
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Brochures and Catalogue on application
Estimates and samples sent on request

,,

,,

,,

,,

,,

42 cases of Soldiers serving during 1939 / 45 War

~~

~,(y~

I

Civil and Military Tailors
and Outfitters
97 New Bond Street, London, W.1
Tolephone : Grosvenor 5016-7-8

"For the Finest in Service and Civilian Wear"
Special Export Facilities
Our Representatives will wait upon you where and
when you so desire, and at our premises every
courtesy and attention is assured to both old and
new customers

9

49

.. .
23 cases of SolC!iers not serving during 1939 / 45 War

[,311
£122

65

7
t8

2
11

Emergency Service : Tailor-made Uniforms to
individual measurements within 48 hours

for many years specialised
in the production of
badge jewellery.

Gold and Enamel
U, · fO·O

Here is illustrated the badge

of your Unit,
fashioned into a brooch, and
produced in gold and enamel.
If desired, these very attractive
brooches can be set with
diamonds or other precious stones
for which designs and estimates
are submitted without charge.
Great care is taken to ensure
correctness of detail, and expert
worlananship is assured.

GARRARD & CO. LTD.
Crown Jewellers
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LID.

112 REGENT STREET • LONDON • W.1
TELEPHONE: REGENT 3021

Branches at
CAMBERLEY, ALDERSHOT, RAMSEY (I.O.M.)
CATTERICK
Appointed Tailors to over fifty R egiments and Corps

£434

6

I
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GARRARD & CO. LTD.
(formerly The Goldsmiths 8t.
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have

Royal Signals
Gold and Enamel
£5· JS·O

2
1

Total cases assisted

The badge of your unit ...

DEVONPORT
Telephone : D evonport 437

4

M.E.L.F.

LATE JUNG CWRGB VI

MARLBOROUGH STREET

The Second Edition of the Blue Book will be ready for
despatch by the end of October, 1954. The price is 3/6
per copy, and serving officers, warrant officers, and noncommissioned officers will be able to obtain the book
through their Regimental Headquarters. Those not at
Regimental Duty apply to Royal
, Signals Association.

Widows and D ependants
...
Released and Discharged Soldiers

TH~

HIORNS & MILLER LTD

*

6

APPOlh"TMENT 5lLV2.l.SW1THS

ANY DESCRIPTION

THE DLlJE BOOK

Expenditure during August, r954:. ..
...
...
£434
(Includes : Rent and Rates, Beds and Bedding, Cots and
Prams, Rehabilitation, General Assistance)
Analysis of Cases:
Families of Soldiers serving in U .K. . . .
,,
,,
,,
,,
,, B.A.0.R .

et
TO

ACCOUNT BOOKS

Courtesy, The Ex-Serviceman.

8

0
0
2
0
2

£242

Hiorns &_ Miller

Problems of Residence

Widow of Signalman who died in 1942·

Subscriptions received during August, r954:-

EX-SERVICEJHEN

Shortly before Parliament rose for the Summer recess,
the question of Housing lists for ex-Servicemen was once
again brought up in the House of Cmn!fl?ns.
.
The Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Housmg
and Local Government, Mr. Marples, said, inttn· alia, that
"many modifications had been made giving greater preference to ex-Servicemen than existed in those days" (that
is, 1951), after referring to ~.~.I. No .. 273. of I9?1, whi0
gives all staffs the task of ass1stmg soldiers m makmg applications to focal housing authorities.
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"THROUGH FUND ''
As is well known an artist's copy of this famous picture
now hangs in the War Memorial Chapel of St. Martin's
Church (me Royal Signals Church) in Catterick Camp.
It was agreed that the cost of this would be ~orne by
branches of the Association as some token of gratitude for
the hospitality extended during the Annual Reunion at
Catterick Camp.
Up to the 15th September, 36 Branches had g.iven towards
the cost of the picture and in addition six Branches have
presented a silver trumpet to the Band of the 6 (Boys)
Training Regiment.
76 Branches had so far given nothing.

T rian gular ~latch - R.A.C./R.A.F./Royal Signals ·

The athletic team representing Royal Signals was selected
from units of the School of Signals and the Signal Training
Centre to compete in the Annual Triangular fixture with
Royal Armoured Corps and Royal Air Force at Norithern
Command Stadium on 1st September, 1954. Due to the
greatly impro.ved standard of athletics . in Catterick tlµs
year it was anticipated that the Royal Signals team would
be
strong and would take some beating. Such proved
to be the case.
The team chosen was as follows : -

.;ery

Event

Selection

Regiment

Placing

s ·g!llil. Norris
2 Training Regt.
3 M:Jes
l
L / Cpl. Fletcher
Cap:.
R.
Whitehead
i
Po!e Vault . ..
Sgt. Slade
...
.. . l
,,
.,
'v\ajor
D.
C.
Ward
.
..
R:>yal
S\g- als Wing
Hop, Step & Jump
Capt. T. I. R obi:'.son l Training Regt.
Cpl. Drummond
l
Shot
s·g:nn. Chappoll
s ·gnn. Whitaker
440 Yards
L / Cp!. Mann
.. .
C:>l. Drummond
Javelin
Cpl. Higgins
I
440 Yards Hurdles s ·g:nn. Kelly
2
S 11:nn. Butts ...
s ·gmn. Lowe
100 Yards
Cp' . Williams
S:gnn. Lucas
880 Yards
Cp!. Ooutcr .. .
I
u
"
Roval Signals Wing
Capt. J. Weston
Hammer
l Trai ni~g Regt.
Cp!. Drummond
Cpl. Galley
.. .
2 Miles Steeple3
I
,,
,,
...
Chase s·g-nn. McParland
Officers' Trg. Wing
Lt. R. K . Nice
Hlgh Jump .. .
Ro)'al
Signals
Wing
Capt. F. S. Williams
...
Sigmn. Furne•s
... l Training Regt.
Long Jump .. .
JJ
,,
Capt. T. I. Robinson l
Royal Signals Wing
120 Yards Hurdles Capt. D. E mley
Cpl. Howie
...
I
''
''
.. .
Royal Signals Wing
Cpl. Boulter . . .
D.scus
1 Trai:iing Regt. . . . .
s·gnn. Chappell
Sigmn. Lowe ...
I
220 Yards
I
L/Cpl. Murray
L / Cpl. Hedger
2
I Mile
S:gmn . Irvine
2.

I St

2nd
Jo:Ot
lSt

4th
6th
3rd
181
181

2nd
1st

2nd
ISt

20d
20d
3rd
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For Army Officers .

LIFE
ASSURANCE

CHARGE
AT NO EXTJ0.
RISKS!
coVERJNG wAR

con rs CHIC"KET' n.A.O.n.
Two matches were arranged for the 1954 cricket season.
The se were against R.A. and R.E. Both were spoiled by
vile weather. The results were: ver us R.E. on 7th and 8th August, match drawn .
R.E. 218 for 8.
Royal Signals 134 and 126 for 9.
versus R.A. on 14th and 15th August, match
abandoned.
R.A. 179 for S declared.
Royal Signals 193 for 7.
HOYAL SIGNALS (B.A.0.H.) INTE&-lJNIT
cmCKET COMPETITION

7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment beat 12 Air Formation Signal Regiment in the final which took place at
He.rford on 25th August. The scores were: 12 Air Formation Signal Regiment . . .
. .. · 83
7 Armoured Divisional SignaJ. Regiment 84 for 2.
UOY.AL SIGNALS SAILING .ASSOCIATION

Major W. W. Cock, Royal Signals, has assumed appointment of Secretary and Treasurer.
Letters addressed: Secretary, Royal Signals SAILING
Association 88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1, wiH. be
forwarded ~o him. Those who are wise will al5o mark their
envelopes SAILING in big letters in top left hand corner.
Major Cook answers telephone WHI 9400, Extn. 1628.
No-one at 88 Eccleston Square can talk sailing on the telephone.

Policies for :

Endowment, Investment, Education, Death
Duties, House Purchase, etc.
OTHER
OFFICERS' KIT :-

MOTOR INSURANCE :-

Europe 15/- per £100
(Ex. Russian Zone)
World Wide 25/- per £100
HOUSEHOLD EFFECT'S

Home and Foreign
PERSONAL ACCIDENT
HUNTER, ETC.

B. E. THOMPSON

&

CO.,

Wines, S-pvr/
. .ns
.:1-;

LTD.

INSURANCE BROKERS

ALBANY CHAMBERS, 41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE.
Tel. No. 2308
lRAOING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

TYLER ' S
PRIVATE
HIRE

SERVICE

...

FOR

UNIFORM

THE CAMP CENTRE

AND

o r Telephone Catterick Camp 2225

KELSO (Scotland) 7 - a - side Rugby Football Cup

r Training Regiment beat Langholm in the final 22-Nil.
This is the first time that this Cup has ever been won by
an English side since its inception. in 1925.

INSURANCES

LEISURE - WEAR

Telegrams: ATAXI, CATTE RICK CAMP

ALL YOUR CLOTHING
MAY BE PURCHASED
THROUGH T HE ALKIT

You may book your requlremenu at our office opposite the G.P.O

lSt

20d
4th

S E R VICE S

SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE

BLAZER BADGES

GIVING YOU

IS!

20d
IS!
I St
4th
3rd
5th
2nd
3rd
4th
3rd
2:Jd
5th
IS[
2nd

All the events were well contested but the one contes·t
created the greatest thrill of the afternoon was the
Medley Relay, where we had Signalman Lowe (no), Corporal Willia.ms (no), Signalman Whitaker (220) and Signalmln Kelly (44:J) representing Royal Signals.
Lowe ran a very fine n o to hand-over to Corporal Williams. D ue to some "misunderstanding" the baton parted

w'.uc~

co:npanv with the athletes with the result approximately 50
to 6o yards were lost. Corporal Williams, having picked up
the baton r, n on to hand-over to Signalman Whitaker who
ran one of the finest 22os seen in Catteriok for many a long
day. H e reduced the deficit to approximately 30 yards to hand
over to Kelly. Signalman Kelly in his turn ran an excellent
44J yards to win by five yards from the Royal Armoured
Co11ps. It was another great day for Royal Signals athletes
Wiho have justified their prominence in Army aithletics thi s
season.
The final result at the conclusion of the meeting was: Royal Signals
171! points
Royal Afr Force
rut points
Royal Armoured Corps
94 points

The Signal is -

JACKSONS!
(Not claiming to be the o oly butchers, but oeverthelesso ne of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON
Telephone 2955 (2 lines)
G rocery Braoches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Coekerton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastbo urne Road (Telephone 2989)
Dally DdiYerles In Ca rter/ck Camp fo r over thirty-five years
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make ;ach badge BY HAND in our workroom from fine
wire and. silk, to last you for years. Best quality Silver Wire
(not white-metal) used for white sections and all Crowns
properly padded up and • jewelled ' with coloured silks. We
s~pply cut to shape on standard dark navy cloth, ready to
Sutch on, or we will work the bnd11c on your own pocket
p rov.ld ed tha t y ou d etach this fro m you r B lazer . We
reo_uLrc seven dnys from receipt of order and remittance, lor
delivery.. The R.C.o ..s. Badge costs thi rty- five shllllngs
(cash wtth order), re111stercd post paid. Price of any other
badge sent on request. Money refunded if our craf1smanship fails to comple1cly satisfy.

D.

HAND· WO RKED BADGE MAKER
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REASONABLE

1

PRICES

AND
MODEST MONTHLY PAYMENT

FACILITIES

SEND FOR DETAILS and ILLUSTRATED BRO CHURE

AL KIT

J• PARKINSON

51a, NORFOLK SQUARE, BRIGHT ON,

QUALITY CLOTHES
AT

-

OUR

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS,
LO N DO N W . C.2 .

REPRESENTATIVES

VISIT

ALL

DEPOTS -
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COLGATE'S
wonderful new GREEN
CHLOROPHYLL TOOTHPASTE

There's

TOE END OF TOE GREAT El\'DEAVOU R
MERCURY DOUSE, COLWYN DAY, closed on 30th September 1954·
Set .up by the W3! Memorial F~d in 1949 this house had always b~en an

something
about a
soldier ...
THE -WIRE

EVEN WHEN HE'S

The Corp s Magazine of th e

OUT OF UNIFORM

ROYAL

T he

Offi cial

SIGNALS

There's something about a soldier, even when he's out of

SIGNALS

Orga n

of

the pride be takes in his personal appearance. On parade

t he

Edi t o r:
BRIGADIER D.R. FIRTH
All correspondence and matter for
publication for Tlm W IRE should be
addressed to The Editor, Tim WIRE,

or in civvies, he's smart right down to his Kiwi shine.

KIWI
It's the sold ier' s pol ish
'

,------------

:•
'
I
I
I
I
I
I

88 Eccleston Square, London , S.W .J.
Matter for publication must be received
by the 15th of the month preceding
publication.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association.
scription
mail):

rates
Twelve

months.

JZ /-;

single

*

*

Threatened nearly a year ago, when to the grave discomfort of many,
the families wene hurriedly evacuated, this excellent example of R oyal
Signals is finally closing down. It has always been a popular station. It has
always .done well in proportion to its numbers by such standards as contributions to the Benevolent Fund and WIRE Sales. The Association will miss
BETFOR, and Royal Signals as a whole are bereft of a station with good
barracks, admirable climate, plenty of opportunity for sport and games and
a jumping off place for leave in some of the more interesting parts of Southern
Europe.
I

*

COMMONWEALTH

*

DIVISIONAL

*

SIGNAL

REGIMENT

Yet a third chapter in our history, and this a very glorious one is closing.
The Division is to be reduced to Group strength and no doubt the Regiment
will become a Squadron.
There are almost insuperable difficulties in maintaining the Commonwealth character of a Squadron. We hope that these may be overcome.
Whether they are or no, one factor will remain in Korea and that is
the Service to each other and the abiding friendship between Royal Signals
and the Signal Corps of the United States Army.
ENCLOSED IN THI S I SSUE OF THE WIRE I S AN ORDER
FOll1'1 FOR 1 9 55.

T ms I S TUE

O NL I ' ORDER FORM

THAT WILL B E SENT O UT TWS YEAR.

H AKERS OF SHOE rousH
TO TH E LAT E KI NG GEORGE VI

PLEASE SE N D

Y OUR SUB SCRIPTIONS IM MEDIATELY O N RECEIPT OF

•

1954

New Series

No. I I

NOV.EM.DER

THIS ISSUE.
ALL ORDERS N OT P AID D Y T U E 1st FEBRU ARY, 1955,
WILL B E D ELETE D FROM TUE M AILING LIST.

KIWI PUTS LIFE INTO LEATHER

T h is does a ot alleet Baake rs' Orde r Pa9me a u .
PRI C E

376

*

DETFOR SIGNALS

(post free , except air

month, I/-.

Vol. 8

ASK FOR COLGATE GREEN TOOTHPASTE

Sub-

BY APPOI NTH ENT
KIWI ,OllSH co. PTY. LTD.

'---------- --

Hardly had the above been printed when the sad news r eache d us that
Major R. F. Barlow (Barleux) died on 27th October afte r a s ho rt bu t savage
illness. The deep sympathy of all will go to Mrs. Bar low and his daughter at
13 Cambridge Road, Kings Heath, Birmingham, 14.

ASSOCIATION

uniform, that makes him stand out. Something about the
way be walks-bead up, shoulders back; something about

a~x1ety. An admirable well furrushed property in an excellent position it
failed solely because the season at that resort is too short. Unlike other
towns on the north-west coast there is little to attract visitors during the long
months October to April.
Since June, 1951, the house has been managed by M ajor and Mrs.
R F. Barlow. He has served Royal Signals continuously since the earliest
days at Maresfield Park. Since his marriage Mrs. Barlow has aided in all
that he has done. Perhaps their hardest, most unselfish years were those at
Mercury House. Only those who have spent a holiday there can measure
the very long hours of toil, the effort to · be a charming host and hostess.
D uring their management it appeared that solvency was only just around the
comer. I t was very near to success. What could be done was done. Climate,
and still more the official season at Colwyn Bay, was all that beat them.
" Barleux " has always had a host of friends, and their three years
"hard " at Colwyn Bay will have m ade still more.
Both h ave been ill with overwork during the last months and they are
to rest and refit in Birmingham.
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O NE

S H ILLI NG
A

VALE
~(nj

William Oswald Bowen entered the Army from Sandhurst, obtaining his first commission as a SecondLieutenant on 21st December, 1917. He joined the 6th
Gurkha Rifles early in 1918 and served with the 3rd/1st
K.G.O. Gurkha Rifles from 1919-22. During this period
he saw service both in Afghanistan and on the North-West
Frontier. Between 1923 and 1928 h passed his " Q"
Course at Maresfield and then returned to I~dia to serve
with ' A " Divisional Signals and Peshawar District
Signals, transferring to the Corp as a Captain on 21st
December, 1928.
He made his first acquaintance with Burma in 1930,
when he was appointed Inspector of Wireless Burma
Military Police. The four years he spent there turned out
to be of inestimable value a few years later, when his
knowledge of th'e country and its inhabitants enabled him
to deal successfully with many intricate problems which
arose during the Japanese advance and subsequent defeat.
At the end of his tour, when he was made an 0.B.E.
(Civil), he came home to be posted to 1st Divisional
Signals, and spent over four years with that Unit in Aldershot and Palestine, becoming Ad;utant.
Early 1939 found him on the high seas bound for the
East once more, having been selected for the appointment
of C.S.O., Burma Defence Force, no doubt without a care
in the world, looking forward to what must have appeared
a delightful job in a most interesting country which he
knew well!
In less than three years, however, he was faced with the
problem of improvising the intercommunication requirements, not only of a retreating army, but also of a
country wherein the fixed wireless and line installations
which keot touch with the outer world had either fallen
into enemy hands or were otherwise disrupted. His
resources were meagre; the Signal reinforcem.ents and
equipment which could be despatched from India, herself
heavily committed elsewhere, were meagre too; but the
time already spent between 1939 and 1941 in training
operators and in producing wireless sets at his excellent
school at Maymyo paid high dividends. During the worst
periods of the retreat, when Headquarters Burma Army (and
Burma itself) was reduced to one transportable hand-speed
wireless set for communication with the rest of the world,
it is safe to say that each time it opened up, the signals,
faint as they might be, were easily readable by operators
manning similar sets at Delhi many hundred miles away.
The praise of these and the other Burmese operators by
the Commander, Burma Army (now Field~rshal Lord
Alexander), at a subsequent conference in Calcutta, was well
deserved indeed.
After the withdrawal of Bunna Army, Bowen's job as
C.S.O. ceased with the break up of the Headquarters. He
was sent on well-deserved leave, which he spent, rather
impatiently, in South India. It was not long, though,
before he was appointed C.S.O., Eastern Army, with
Headquarters in Bengal, to become in due course C.S.O.,
14th Army, in the knowledge that as such he would take
part in driving the Japanese from Burma. I t would take
too much space here to relate the story of the intervening
period, but it will suffice to say that, after some anxious
and arduous moments, he had the great pleasure of assisting in the accomplishment of 14th Army's task-this time
with adequate signltl resources. For his services .in the
campaign he was made a C.B.E.
On arriving home after the war, Bowen was appointed
C. .0., Western Command, early in 1946 and, in 1949, he
became C.S.O., Middle East Land Forces. Eighteen
months later, having been prom<•ted to substantive Major378

PERSONAL
COLUMN

r-Genernl W. O. Dow.-.1, (;.n., f'.ll.E.

Major K . J . Hinton, Southern Command (M) Signal
Regiment to l Training Regiment.
Major G . B. Donald, Northern Army Group to War
Office.
Major F. W. Mulholland, Northern Army Group to 1/20
Army Signal Regiment, T.A.
Arrivals and Departures

2 L. of C. Signal Regiment

The B.E.M. has been awarded to S.Q.M.S.
of 7 Training Regiment.

J.

Gerrard,

London Gazetif!

General on 12th December, 1949, he went to the War Office
as Director of Signals.
In the three years which have passed, he has once more
been faced with emergencies in the East, in Egypt, Kenya,
Korea and Malaya. And these, c;omplicated, no doubt, by
headaches due to the birth of training for atomic warfare,
must have caused much extra work and unusual peacetime strain.
The good wishes of his many friends go with him in
whatever calling his future . lot is cast. That he may
continue to prosper will be the sincere hope of them all.

*

WELFAUE SECTION

For some years now we have been appealing for financial
help to enable the Benevolent Fund to carry on its work.
The main factor causing anxiety has been the fact that since
the War some 10,000 men each year have passed through
the ranks of Royai Sigm1ls.
By analogy with Royial Signals from 1920 to 1939 those
serving have in some measure an obligation to their contemporaries.
,
Thanks to the generosity of all, income from Regiments
and Squadrons has risen steadily since 1951, and we are
very proud to announce that during the first nine months
of 1954, Income £z,o64, actually exceeded the sum of £1,890
which, .during the same period, was given to alleviate distress
amongst those whose service commenced after 1st January,
1947.
It is a wonderfol achiev ment and our most grateful
thanks go to all who have been so generous. We must not
relax. Each year increases the number to whom we owe
this generosity.
During the first nine months of 1953 a very much larger
sum was expended on the needs of those whose service
commenced before 31st December, 1946. The very great
m'.ljority of these contributed to build up the invested capital
of the fund.
Because of the goodness of those now serving, withdrawals of invested Capital will be a little less than in
fol11ller years.
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Arrivals
Sergeants R. Potter and V. Anderson from the Depot.
Departures
W .O.II A . llett to SX Branch.
W .0 .II M . Lambcn to 7 Armoured Divisional Sijlllal Regiment.
Sergeant Wale to 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
Sergeant Flowers to Egypt.

17th September, 1954-Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. L.
Morris, o.B.E., to retirement.
Major B. S. Walker to retirement.
Captain J. Judd, M.B.E., to be Major.

Departures
Major (Q)

Movements-Olllcers

Arrivals
Sergeant Perkwood, Corporals Pa.rker and Reid from Depot Regiment.

Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Seely, Malta to H.Q.,
A.A.F.C.E.
Major (T.O.T.) V. G. Rushworth, Ministry of Supply to
Depot.
Major J. C. Alcock, 56 (L) Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment, T.A. to 1 Training Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. Watts, 4 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment to FARELF.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. T. Honeybourne, U.S.A. to Depot.
Major H. J. Waters, M .E.L.F. to 61 Army Signal Regiment, T.A.
Major (T.0.T.) G. H. Smith, School of Signals to
M.E.L.F.
Major (T.O.T.) A. F. Goat, 2 War Office Signal Regiment to M .E.L.F.
Major R. D . Nash, East Africa to War Office Ord. 9.
Major 0 . B. G. Shoubridge, I Training Regiment to
Northern Army Group.
Major A. J. Blower, Northern Army Group to 56 (L)
Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.
Major R. L. Underwood, Royal Australian Signals, 3
Training Regiment to Northern Army Group.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. Anderson, Northern Army
Group to H.Q. London District.
Major D. K . Binks, Sudan to Southern Command Signal
Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel C.H. Stoneley, H.Q. London District
to M .E.L.F. (MS. appointment).
Major H. Kelly, M.E.L.F. to 4 Training Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. B. Elliott, M.E.L.F. to 7 Training
Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. P. North, 7 T ·r aining Regiment to
II Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. G. Goodeve-Docker, Depot Regiment to 19 Army Group Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Hill, Northern Command Signal
Regiment to Depot Regiment.
Major N. D. Shaw, War Office to M.E.L.F.
Major J. R. Cubberley, Ministry of Supply to R.M.
College of Science (Course).
Major G. E. Johnson, Ministry of Supply to R.M. College
of Science (Course).
Major G. S. Fenton, r6 Airborne Divisional Signal Regiment to A.F.N.E.
Major W. W. Nicholson, M .E.L.F. to Northern Army
Group.
Major J. H. Wolstenholme, Air Ministry to Release.
Major A. J. Jackson, War Office to Staff College.
Major L. M. Rutherford, R.M. College of Science to
U.S.A.
Major T. H. G. Fletcher, Ministry of Supply to M.E.L.F.
Major D. P. K. Rennick, War Office to M.E.L.F.
Major I. McAnsh, 6 (Boys) Training Regiment to
M.E.L.F.
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Wireless Regiment

J. S. Aftlcen to H.Q, Lubbecke District.

12 Air Fanmtion Signals

Departures
Corporal

Ch~pman

to Release.

50 Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Troop

Arriva.15
Captain M. H. L. Kenning from 4 Training Regiment.
Sergeant W. E. Higgs from 2 Wer Office Signal Regiment (Eng.).
Sergeant H. Rees from Nonhern Army Group.
Departures
Sergeant A. Bullock to Northern Army Group.
Sergeant A. M. Lea to H.Q., A.E.R., Royal Signals.

3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment

Arrivals
Captain N. S. Gallyer and a Brigade Signal Troop.
S.Q.M.S. (FofS) E. Frost from Southern Command (M) Signal
Regiment.
Sergeant C. Salter from Easrem Command Signal Regiment.
Sergeant C. Boyle from 1 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
Depar1ures
Captain R . I . A. Hughes to School of Signals (course).
S.S.M. B. Muxworthy to Depot Regiment.
Sergeants M. Fraser and D . L . James to Depot Regiment.

SHAPE Signal Squadron

Arrit!als
Lieutenants V. W. G . King and A. Kerr.
Sergeant Johnson .
Depart14res

Captain A. Sawyer.

Arri~'<lls

19 Air Formation Signal Regiment

MajOt" C. E. Booth-Jones from Korea.
R.S.M. Barnwell.
Sergeant Campbell from Korea.
Depar1urss
Major T. A. Hall .
R.S .M. A . C. Gorringe.

*

*

Major J. L. JUDD

*

M.B.E., MUS. BAC., F.T.C.M., L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M .

Royal Signals h~s bag been proud of its Band and the
promotion of its Director of Music shewn in the London
Gazette extract at the head of this column is to some extent,
no doubt, official recognition of its efficiency. It js, of
course, still more a matter of personality and extreme competence both as a master of music and as an officer.

*

*

*

SWORDS

The Commandant Signal Training Centre wishe to
obtain ome swords for use by officers of the Training
Regiments on parades.
Would any retired Officer willing to donate, or ell, hi
. sword please communicate with the Headquarter , Signal
Training Centre, Messines Lines, Cattcrick Camp, Yorks.
379

Blrtlu
P INDER -To W.0.1 (F. of S.) and Mrs. Pinder at Catterick Military Hospital on 25th August, 1954, a son,
Andrew.
CLARKE.-On 26th August, 1954, to Sergeant and Mrs.
Clarke, G .H.Q. Signal Regiment, FAIR.ELF, at the B.M.H.,
a son, Garry Jack.
SANDERS.-To Lanc:e-CoX1p0ra1 and Mrs. Sanders,
G .H.Q. Signal Regiment, FA.RELF, a son, Brian, at the
BM.H., on 4th September, 1954HOWELL.-To S.QM.S. and Mrs. Howell, G .H.Q. Signal Regiment, F ARELF, a daughter, Gillian, at the
B.M .H ., on roth September, 1954·
BOSOMWORTH.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Bosomworth,
G .H .Q. Signal Regiment, FAIR.ELF, a son, Dereck, at
B.M.H., on 26th September, 1954.
WATKINS-PITCHFOR,D.-On n th September, at Catterick, to Mr. and Mrs. Jeremy Watkins-Pitchford, a son,
Richard Hugh.
BOGLE.-On 15th September at Halsdown Nursing Home,
Exmouth, to Major an<l Mrs. H. Bogle, a daughter,
Caroline.
THOMAS.-On 20th August, 1954, at Cheriton N ursing
Home, Swindon, to June Dorothea (nee Worth), wife of
Lieutenant E. G . Thomas, a son (Geoffrey D avid).
AITKEN..:.....On 14th September at Warrington, to Sergeant
and Mrs. R. G. Aitken, of 6 Amld. Div. Signal Regiment,
a son, Graham John.
HUDSON.-To Sergeant and Mrs. A. Hudson, No. 1 Wireless Regiment, twin daughters, Aru:ie and Maureen, on
22nd September, 1954 at B.M.H., Munster.
WEST.-To Corporal and Mrs. West of 19 Army Group
Signal Reeiment, a son, Michael Peter, on 5th August.
GORTON.-To Sel'geant and Mrs. Gorton, of 19 AI'Iny
Group Signal Regiment, a son, Richard Lloyd, on 30th
August, 1954-

All the following of 50 Ind. Inf. Bde. Signal Troop :CROSSLAND.-To Corporal and Mrs. Crossland, a
daughter.
SMITH-To Signalman and Mrs. A. T. Smith, a daughter.
DONALDSON.-To Signalman and Mrs. J. Donaldson, a
son.
MAHON.-To Driver and Mrs. J. Mahon, a daughter.

*

!

*

THOMPSON.-To wife of Sergeant Thompson, 12 Air
Formation Signals, on xst October. a son, at BM.H.,
Hostert.
FINN.-To Second-Lieutenant and Mrs. T. Finn, a
daughter, Jane Lindsey.
GILKS.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Gilks of 3 Tnining Regiment on 12th October, 1954, at Catterick Milirary Hospital, a son.
GRAHAM.-To Corporal and Mrs. Graham of 3 Training
Regiment on 7th October, 1954' at Edinburgh, a son.
Marriages
COOPER-ARTHUR-At Bad Oeynhausen, on 7th
August, 1954, Sergeant Cooper, 19 Army Group Signal
Regiment, to Edna Arthur.
DALY-COLE.-On 28th August, 1954 Signalman I. J.
Daly, 1 Wireless Regiment, to Miss Pearl Emily Cole at
Bedford.
DONNE-HAMBROOK.-Captain J. L. Donne, Eastern
Command Signal Regiment, to Miss J. S. Hambrook, at
St. James, Tunbridge Wells.
KNIGHT-HUGHES.--:9n 8th May, 1954. Signalman H.
Knight, 50 Ind. inf. Bde. Signal Troop to Mi~ Brenda
Hughes at St. Mary's Church, Bucknall, Stoke-on-Trent.
GA!RNETT-FARRELL.-On 13th September, 1954.
Signalman R Garnett (son of Captain E. B. Garnett,
formerly Royal Signals), to M iss Sheila Farrell, at Paddington Register Office.
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Deatlr.s
STONEHOUSE.- Ex C.Q.M.S. R. S. Stonehouse of 99
Commercial Road, Halifax, on 13th September, 1954.
aged 46 years.
MATTHEWS.-Signalman Matthews of 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment, in B.A.O.R in September.
SHBPPARD.-Craftsman Sheppard of 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment, in B.A.0.R. in September.
BATTYE.-Mr. H. P. Battye, Royals SignaJs 1935-45.
Royal Signals AssociatioQ 1946-51. Died at his home, 45
Sharow Grove, Blackpool, on 10th June, 1954·
LE StAUTEUR.-Mr. S. R. Le Sauteur, Royal Signals
1939-1944 Member of Cardiff Branch of the Association.
Died in Cardiff on 10th October, 1954' aged 48 years.

Forthconiing
Events
D i nner Club
" At H ome " for T.A. and A.E .R. Officers,
D orchester Hotel, London, S.W. x; 4 for
4.30 p.m.
4th Officers' Annual Buffet Supper and Reunion at the T .A. Centre, 2o6 Brompton
Road, London, S.W.3; 7 to II p.m. (By
courtesy of n A.A. (M) Signal Regiment

December 4th

(T.A.).

The Royal Signals Officers' Annual Dinner will be on
.Ist June, 1955, and the R egular Officers' " At Home " on
2nd June, 1955.

*

*

*

*

*

*

23 (S) Corps -Signal Regiment, T.A.
December 17th Christmas Dr:m and Social Evening.
January ist
Children's Christmas Party.
Royal Signals Rugby Football-Fixtures 1954-55

1954
Nov. 20
" 24
" 27
Dec. 8
t ,, 16
t " 18
1955
Jan. 8
,, 15
,, 22
tFeb.
" 26
5
,, 9
" 12
,, 19
,, 23
Mar. 12
t " 19
" 26
Aipr. 2
,, 6
" 27
" 30

Sandal ...
Leeds University
Otley . ..
K ing's College, Newcastle
Oxford U niv. Greyhounds
Waterloo

Signals Hoc k ey- Fixtures 1954·55

17
30
I
3

4

1955
Wed., Jan. 26
Wed., Feb. 9
Wed., :Feb. 23
Aipril
8 --II

R.AE.C.
. . . Beaconsfield
...
. ..
R.A.O.C.
. .. Blackdown
RM.A., Sandhurst ...
... Sandhurst
R.A.S.C.
. .. Aldershot
Military College of Science
Shrivenham
R.E.M.E.
. . . Aborfield
R.E.
.. .
.. .
. . . Aldershot
Durham University ...
. .. Durham
Scavborough Festival . . . Scarborough

*

*

"

Royal
1954
Wed., Nov.
Tues., Nov.
Wed., Dec.
Frid. Dec.
Sat.,
Dec.

Catterick
Catteriok
... Otley
Catteriok
Catteriok
Catterick

Halifax .. .
Halifax
Halifax . . .
Catterick
West Har tlepool
Catterick
R.&O.C.
Catterick
Percy Park
Catteriok
Leeds University
... Leeds
Durham City . . .
. . . Durham
Billingham . . .
. . . Billingham
King's College, Newcastle
. . . Newcastle
Harrogate
. . . Catterick
Waterloo
Blundellsands
Percy Park . . .
. . . Tynmouth
Sandal
. . . Sandal
Middlesbrough
. . . Middlesbrough
Northern Command Sevens . . .
. . . Catterick
Huddersfield Sevens . . .
. . . Huddersfield

t Corps Representative Matches

4th A . A. DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
Anyone who would like to take pan in, or help organise,
a Reunion of the wartime members of this Unit should
write to:- W. R. Hargreaves, 7 Hazelhurst Drive, Garstang, Nr. Preston, Lanes.

MALAYAN CAMPAIGN RE1JNION
The eigh·t h reunion of the Officers who served in the
Malayan ~ai.gn will be held at the Naval and Military
Club, 94 Piccadilly, W.x., on Fr~y, J.rd December, 1954
(7.0 P~· to II.o p.m.-Lounge Swts). All particulars may
be obtamed .from B. K. Castor, c/o Surrey County Cricket
Club, Kenmngton Oval, London, S.E.II.

*
EMPLOYMENT VACANCIES

(l~T~-Anyon<: obtaining employment through
ans.wermg adverti.semen ts m THE WIRE must notify the
Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1).
Vacan~ies ex!st for Departmept Examiners {Electronics)
for .the mspectton of Radar, Wueless and other electronic
eqmpment manufactured for H.M. Government. Appli~ts must. h ave had at least three years• trade exper ience
in electrorucs or have served in t!he Forces as a Line Radio
or T elegraph Mechanic or Foreman of Signals. Codiznence
£ 8 15s. 4d: rising to £9 16s. 4d. per 44 hour, 5-day week.
(Commencmg rate may be sli.ghtly higher for skilled men).
Certain work classified as "highest qualicy" carries pay of
£9 16s. 4d. to £10 6s. 4d. 2 'Yeeks' paid leave a year, rising
to 3 weeks after 5 years' service. Eanployees will be based
at Bromley but may be required to travel anywhere in the
U .K. (probably· for short periods only). Subsistence allowanc~s and payment for travelling time are admissible during
periods of detached duty. Aipplications should be addressed
to the Ministry of Supply (I.E.M,E.), " Aquila," Golf Road,
Bromley, Kent.
Employment Figll.l"es for the Quarter Ending
30th September, 1954
Aipplicants registered . . .
40
Placings confirmed
21

*
N.S.M. VOLUNTEERS INTO A.E.R.
It will be of interest to all National Servicemen posted
to A.E.R. for part-time service to learn they may now be
permitted to apply for enlistment on a Voluntary engagement into A.E.R. after they have completed only 7 days
fo their obligatory annual training. This means they may
enlist during the second week of their 1st camp. Formerly,
they had to complete an annual camp of 15 days, which
meant they either had to attend a Recruiting Centre or
await their ne:x.t camp to carry out enlistment.

Cannot you persuade one other to buy

.

" THE WIRE " ?

S. T. C.
2nd T R AINING REGIMENT
I have just . returned from visiting three Line Sections
who are campmg out on the moors for a week and buildin~ lines over hills and dales, water splashes' and screes
with great verve.
~ ~ust say they look remarkably fit, but I understand
thi~ is due t? the fact that much of their route lies in fields
which contam b~s-they have invented a new system for
these-the bull diverts half the detachment, while the other
half does the work.
This ~nth No. 2 Squadron is patting itself on the back
as. the ~mners o~ the District Cup Drill Competition by a
fauly wide margm. The District Commander kindly cons~nted to h ave his photograph taken with the winning Section . Unfortunately the prints are not yet available.

I feel that we must not close without reference to the
rerurn to civilian life early next month of Ken Norris who
throughout this last season, has continued to add fresh
laur~ls to the Corps and the Army.
His record for the season is quite remarkable, and is as
follows : After a 2nd place to Sando in the 6 miles Inter-Counties
Championships at Whitsun, Norris won the 3 miles Kinaird
Trophy.
On 30th Jun~ he cut th~ recc_>rd ?Y 15 secs. when winning
the Army 3-Mile Championships m 14 min. 7 secs.
~epresenting the Army in the A.A.A. 6-Mile Championships on 9th July, Norris finished .a creditable 3rd behind
the Empire Games Champion and runner-up, Driver and
Sando.
Four days later he finished runner-up to R.A.F. Champion and English International, Corporal Ranger, in the
Inter-Services 3-Miles Championships.
At an International Meeting held at White City on
~ugust. Monday, Norris came in 2nd to F. Herman (Belgmm) m the 5,000 metre race, this time beating Corporal
Ranger in the process.
In the Bri~sh <;7ames, ~orris was 2nd to Garay (Hungary), recording h1s best ume ever for the 3 miles (13 min.
14.7 sec.).
Representing the Combined Services v. A.A.A. at Hull
on IIth September, Norris again beat Corporal R anger and
set up a new Army 3-mile record of 13 min. 54 secs.
This was followed two weeks later by Norris obtaining
third place in a 2,000 metre race behind t'he ex 1,500 metre
World Record Holder, W. Lueg.
In the Bn;gland v. ~lgium match a~ White City on 29th
September m ~e 6-~iles e~ent Norris and Driver lapped
both t?e Belgians, with Driver only getting away in the
last mile.
At the White City Stadium AthJetic Meeting on 13th
October between London and Moscow, Signalman K.
Norris, 2 Training Regiment, due for release by the end of
the month, won the xo,ooo metres in the British Record
Time of 29 minutes 35.4 seconds.
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is i1u1ebted to
the "Daily Mirror" 'for the
use of the block from which
the photograph is reproduced,
and also to the " Daily Express " for the account of this
wonder/Ill race.
WIRE

Signalman K. Norris, aged
had previously tele22
phoned that an injured foot
might keep him out of t!he
race. He and F. Sando represented London against the
Russian champion, A. Anufriev, and his colleague, Chennyevskly, who, as it turned
out, was quite outclassed.
The race was run between
Norris and Anufriev. Norris
and Sando let the Russian
make the running but clung
to his heels until seven laps
from the finish. Norris then
challenged and passed Anufriev several times only to be
repassed in his turi:. T~en
Norris lengthened his stride
and went out in front, and
try as he would the Russian
never caught him again. As
Norris entered the final lap
the race became a procession.
In the last yards F. S~mdo
also passed the exhausted
Anufriev.

3

*

TRAINING REGIMENT

The first chill winds have reached us and those who have
experienced one (or more) winters in Catterick reco~t
tales of frost, and snow, and ice, but n~ ! The _season 1s
not yet winter. Nor has the first fuel issue arrived; but
soon . . . we hope.
.
We welcome Second-Lieutenants D . S. Rockl~,. M.
Wilrnshurst and P. Woon. posted to us on first comrrussioning; W.0.II Hague, fro!11 Notti°!?iham University~ and ~ei:
geant Fulston after a six months tour of recrwung ~VI
ties with "Quicksilver." All nicely in time for the wmter
sports.
.
At Rugby, Signalman Mortimer has 1?ee°: ~~resenun.g
Royal Signals Catterick XV regularly-hlS civilian club 1s
Huddersfield. The Regiment had its first game on 6th
October, winning 45-0 against. 7 Tra~iag Regime~~
In the Inter-Squadron Novices Boxmg Compennon 3
Squadron emerged the winners., a!1d all who fought ~eceived
warm praise from the Commanding Officer for their plue:k
and sport911lanship. Our regimental novices team have their
first fights shortly, and we aim at repeating our last season's
success in the District Competition.
In keeping with the longer hours of darkness, 3 Squadron
has embarked on a new venture, setting aside a room for
the use of those interested in model making and other hobbies needing a workroom. What price a few training aids?
Congratulatioru; to Sergeants Hutchinson and Bennett
on their promotion to S.Q.M.S.
And lastly a fond farewell to Major R. L. Underwood,
)
' attach m~t
Royal •Australian
Signals, who, after a years
to the Regiment, leaves us shortly for 6th Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment. We shall miss his ever cheery
smile and even more sadly will he be missed by our cricket
and hockey teams. With him and Mrs. Underwood go our
very best wishes.
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5 TRAINING REGHIENT

We weloome to the Regiment Major Evans, Major
Routledge and Captain Rae and wish their stay with us
a happy one.
.
Those who have recently left us are Major Jaryis and
Maj<>r Worrin---we wish you the very best of luck m your
new duties.
.
The Basketball team are so far unbeaten this seas?n.
Their most recent success being a win against Topcl~e
R.A.F. in the Battle of Britain Competition-the score bemg
16 to 6. Our outstanding players were Corporal Gratton
and Lance-Corporal McKay.
The team are fixed' for some friendly matches with the
Northern Command Cup in view.
Football. The Regimental "A" team have n~t been
beaten this season; this is also applicable to the Regimental
"B " team. In the preliminary Army Cup round the "A"
team had a hard game against 6 Training Regiment (Boys),
Beverley, eventually winning by four goals to one.
.
Motor Cycle Trials. For the past t!Wo months th~ Regimental Motor Cycle Trials Tea~ has bee~ reSJponstble f<?r
several more additions to the silver trophies held for this
sport. The Northumbrian Motor Cycle T'l'ials Cup w~s
won by our Officers' team, whic;h consisted of. Ca.ptam
Mackenzie, Captain Kemp (AdJu.t~t) _and L!euten~t
Holmes· Lieutenant Holmes also distmgwshed himself m
gaining' the second individual award. Seventeen of 0e
Regiment's riders were selected fr~m. th~ Northumbnan
District Trials to represent the District .m the N?rthern
Conunand Trials. For the seventh year m succession the
Regiment retained the Northern Command Ohallenge Cup,
the winning team •b eing " Old Faithful" (Staff-Sergeant
Nicolson) Sergeant Sharp and last, but by no means least,
Lance-Co'rporal Ives-well ~one chaps. Thi.s team will be
representing the Command m the Army T~als to be he~d
in Southern Command. Staff-Sergeant NicolS'On rode m
the "A " British Army team competing i'n the International Six-Days Trials held in Wale~ this year~ and
obtained the coveted gold medal, of which the Regiment
is very proud. We shall be very sorry to lose StaffSergeant Nicolson on his posting to Korea at the end of
this month.
.
The following is the result of the Unit's entry m the
Auto-Cycle Union Rally: .
.
.
Maximum points : Caiptam W. A. Mackenzie, Lieutenant
A. S. Petrie, Lieutenant J. J. Holmes, Sergeant J. ~~an,
Sergeant D. Rowthorn, Lance-Corporal K. Ta1smok,
Lance-Corporal R. Capner.
As a result of their efforts the following awards were
gained:
The Motor Cycle Penpetual Challenge Trophy, The
Ferodo Award, The Fibrax Award, The Matchless AM>ard.

*

6 BOYS TRAINING REGIMENT
Report on Boys Gains and Tongs Expedition with
the British Schools Exploring Society
Few boys expect to go on expeditions t<;> far and distant
lands while still in training in Boys' Service; yet that has
been the fortunate lot of two of our boys. These two boys,
Gains and Tongs have only recently returned from Northern Quebec whe~e they spent six advei;iturous. weeks .as
members of the British Schools Explorauon Society on its
annual expedition.
.
.
.
After being introduced to Bngad1er Sir John Hunt, the
party flew from London Airport to Montreal on 29th July.
From Montreal they travelled by train, bus and flying-boat
till they finally reached Lake Waconichi, where their Base
Camp was to be established.
The area in which the boys found themselves was one
of lakes and forests, unmapped and uninhabited save for a
few Indian fur trappers.
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Gains _and Tongs main f1;1nction on the expedition was to
act as wirele~s operators with the task of maintaining contact over a distance of some eight miles between the Survey
Cai:ip a~d the B~se Camp. U sing 62 sets, with 75 feet of
~enal ~nd .oJ(>eraung on 38 megacycles, the boys succeeded
m mamtammg an effective link with the Base Camp
throughout.
In addition to their duties as wireless operators, G ains
and Tongs also spent a good deal of time on marches and
treks through the virgin forests, studying natural life and
in assisting with the survey work.
'
During the treks, they were sometimes away from Camp
for as long as seven days at a time. Owing to the thick
forests, most of the marches had to be on compass bearings
and they often had to hack their way through the dens~
undergrowth of Juniper bushes or wade through marshes
and streams-a?- ~me occasi<;>n Gains and his party had to
go as far as bmldmg a raft m order to cross a particularly
deep fast flowing river.
After spending a day sight-seeing in Montreal on the
return journey, the expedition finally arrived back in London in the early hours .of Wednesday morning, 15th Sept~mber. ~part from bemg a ~<:st of endurance, the expedit10n provided great opportumttes for developing initiative
sel~-reliance and. leadership. It also gave our two boys ;
umque opportumty of living and mixing with boys from
some of our most famous Public schools, and through the
co~on sharing of ':"Ork an~ hazards, enabled a strong
feelmg of comradeship to arise between boys with such
widely divergent backgrounds.
The Royal Corps of Signals has a number of officers who
have taken part in these expeditions in the past. It is
hoped that other boys of the Corps may be as lucky as
Gains and Tongs in the future.

*
7

TllAINING llEGIMEl\"'T

Our main items of note for the month have been the
visits to the Regiment of General Brygoo, C.S.O.,
A.L.F.C.E., and our District Commander. The first was
on 8th September, when General Brygoo spent an hour in
the Regiment. He watched all forms of training of
National Servicemen in their first and third weeks of training, and finally watched our Junior N.C.0. Course on drill.
He seemed both interested and pleased with all he saw.
On the pass-out parade of 3 and 4 Squadrons on 21th
September, the Salute was ~aken by the G.0.C. Northumbrian District, Major-General C. H. Colquhoun, o.B.E.,
who also presented medals to S.Q.M.S. J. Gerrard, and
Sergeant H. Mitchinson of this Regiment. S.Q.M.S.
Gerrard was presented with the B.E.M., and Sergeant
Mitchinson the L.S. and G.C. Our congratulations to them
both. The weather was good and the P.A. system worked
very well. Both these factors, we feel, are rather beyond
man's control and we are duly thankful.
In the field of sport we have now got going quite soundly
in Soccer, Rugby and Hockey, whilst, although shon of
fixtures, our Badminton team is showing good promise on
practice evenings. After a hard fought match in which we
were beaten 4-2 by O.T.W., our Hockey team found their
winning way when beating 4 Training Regiment 2-0 in the
first round of the District Kn-0ck-out Cup. The team is
still a little ragged and unsettled, but with games against
Royal Signals Wing and 68 Training Regim~nt R.A.C., plus
two praclice games before the second round, our eyes are
on the final.
The Soccer team is playing well, and produced good
football in beating 5 D.G. 7-0, and I Training Regiment
8-3 in the first round of the Army Cup.
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THE HEl•OT

HEGDIENT

As reported last month, the Annual Administrative
Inspection of the Regiment was scheduled for 5th October
1954. This is now safely behind us, the alarms and excur~
sions died away and the result on paper has come back to
us-one that we can all be well satisfied with.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. G . Goodeve-Docker hands over
command of the Regiment to Lieutenant-Colonel A. Hill,
o.B.E., on 16th October. This last week has been taken
up with the melancholy business of saying "au revoir."
The farewell parties have included an All Ranks' Dance
an excellent W.0.'s and Sergeants' Dance, and on Wednes~
day, 13th, a gathering of families in the Gymnasium at
which a presentation was made to Mrs. Goodeve-D~ker
on behalf of the Officers, W.O.s and Sergeants and civilian
members of the Regimental choir. We all join in wishing
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Goodeve-Docker good
fortune in tlieir new station.
The sporting activities of the Regiment have continued
with varied results. The Football team are still trying
to find ~eir form. In the. ~st round of the A.F.A. Cup
the Regiment met 8 Trarnmg Battalion R.E.M.E., who
proved worthy victors with a score of 8-r.
After a disappointing season last year, the Depot Regiment Rugby team has started this season well.
We have the usual teething troubles, some of last year's
players have left us and we seem to have a few'new ones
but with a hard core of good regular players, we hav~
managed to form the rest of the team with transitees.
We have only played three games as yet, these are:v. Plymouth Arguam "A" XV
Won 16-3
v. Brixham R.F.C. "A" XV
Won 38-6
v. H.M.S. Cumberland
Won 22-3
The last race has been raced and the last racing flag
struck.-for the 1954 racing season anyway. Of our five
Red~gs, four are now safely in winter quarters, ready
for their annual overhaul. The fifth is still down on the
9u~y, gazing apprehensively on the cruel sea, wondering
if tee really can crush a boat's ribs. (We are leaving one
boat down there for winter sailing). After all, there must
be one or two fine days in winter, just as there must have
been during summer, 1954.
Information has been received that the Club Secretary
Major Farmer, won the end of the season Crews Race a:
Torbay in "Khojak," a six-ton Class II Ocean Class Yacht
and now drinks from a nautical tankard only.
'
New arrivals to the Regiment include Captain G. P.
Dobson, from I Training Regiment, Second-Lieutenant M.
Wates, from O.T.W., W.0.Ils Gorridge, Bates, S.Q.M.S.
Randle, Sergeant Kennedy.

*

EASTERN CO~IIUAND

SIGNAL REGIMENT

A team of East Anglian District Signal Troop did very
well in the District Motor Cycle trial. Lance-Corporal
Whiffen, Signalman Brown and Signalman Harrison were
the riders.
Th~ trial commenced with a R.E.M.E. inspection of the
machines, followed by a 50-mile road circuit, during which
r~ders ~ould lose points fo~ being at. various check points
either m advance of or behmd a specified time. The third
stage of the trials were the individual hazards, some of
which seemed frightening to thos of us not used to riding
motor cycles.
The team finished third, being beaten by two Territorial
Army Units, each of which had more motor cyclists on
establishment than the Troop.
For the Eastern Command trials, Signalman Harrison
stood down to allow Signalman Robinson to join LanceCorporal Whiffen and Signalman Brown. The trial was
similar to the District except that the road was 8o miles
and the weather very bad. Signalman Robin on had the
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misfortune to skid whilst avoiding a child and was unable
to complete the trial. Lance-Corporal Whiffen was placed
25th and Signalman Brown 39th out of a total of 99 riders.
For the first time, we think, in the history of the r egiment,
we have had a military wedding. Our Adjutant, Captain
J. L. Donne, has married Miss J. S. Hambrook. The marriage took place at St. James, Tunbriqge Wells, and Major
F. A. L. Terrey very kindly lent his house for the reception. The weather was consistent with the rest of the
summer's weather-pouring on the day-but clearing up
for the crucial minutes when the bride and groom and
guests left for the reception.
Having got the couple away amidst showers of confetti,
a small party was detailed to give the pair a final send
off from Tonbridge Station. When the group arrived,
armed with more confetti, a porter came up to them and
said without preamble : "They're having some tea in the
buffet! " Why is that all newly-weds look so obviously
newly wedded?
We have been fortunate in once again having the Corps
Band to stay with' us on its way to Eastbourne. The Band
gave us an excellent Band Concert to which bad come large
numbers from the Tunbridge Wells and Uckfield Branches
of the Royal Signals Association at the invitation of our
Unit Branch.
We were all very happy to have Major-General C. M. F.
White, c.n., c.B.E., o.s.o., with us. At the end of the concert
he gave a short talk on the Royal Signals Association.
After the Band Concert the Regimental Branch was then
At Home to the two visiting Branches at a Social held in
the W.O. and Sergeants' Mess. A very enjoyable evening
was spent and a small cheque to the Benevolent Fund will
shortly be on its way.
The presence of our Chairman, the Band and our Comrades from Tunbridge Wells and Uckfield gave our newly
formed Branch a fine start to what we hope will be a long
and useful life.

*

WESTERY COMMA.."'VD SIGNAL REGIMENT

September bas been a busy month for the Regiment. i:he
principal commitment at the beginning of the month was
the Western Command Motor Cycle Championships which
were held in the Wrexham area, and for which the Regiment produced the necessary wireless communications.
Fortunately the weather was very good and personnel involved had a pleasant and interesting week-end. The Regimental team, consisting of Lieutenant Roberts, Sergeant
Harrop and Signalman Garrity, secured third place in the
Championships after a very keen struggle. There were
only four points between rst and 3rd teams. Signalman
Garrity was third in the individual placings. Congratulations to all concerned and our sincere wishes for success
in the Army Trials in October. Since the Command Trials
we have welcomed the arrival of Sergeant Edwards from
7 Armoured Division, and we hope that his wide experience in motor cycling will benefit our team in the future.
Later in the month the Regiment provided the wireless
communications for the International Six Day Motor Cycle
Trials in the vicinity of Llandrindod Wells. The weather
was then not so good, but all personnel came back full of
good spirits.
In the sporting world winter activities are getting under
way and some fixtures have already been played. Inevitably soccer is the main attraction and keen interest is taken
in all games. For representative games Royal Signals in
Blacon Camp are combined under the title of Royal Signals
Blacon, and we hope to make our mark in sporting circles.
Two soccer teams have been formed, one each in Chester
"A" and "B" Leagues. The "A" team started the season
very well by winning a hard game away from home by 4
goals to 2 against 4 A.A. Workshops R.E.M.E. "A" teamlast year's winners in the Chester "B" League.

T he tables were turned, however, when the Royal Signals Blacon " B " team was defeated by three goals to two
by the " B " team of 4 AA. Workshops R.E.M.E.
We are scheduled to play in the First Round of the
Army Cup at Donnington on 8th October against a Royal
Pioneer Corps Team. In addition a Blacon Camp League
is in full swing, and of Western Command Signal Regiment Troops participating, T.M. Troop are the most successful so far, having won 2 games and lost I- scoring 20
goals against 8.
The Hockey team has played two games, but have been
defeated in each after hard games. Results so far are : v. The Depot The Cheshire Regiment ... lost 3- I
v. 31 Training Regiment R.A. . . .
. .. lost I - o
We hope that better results will be achieved when the
team settJes down and has experience iin playing as a team.
Officers of the Regiment assemOled on 28th September,
1954, for an Officers• Training Day and later at a Regimental Guest Night. We were pleased to welcome as guests
many Officers who are always assisting the Regiment in
various ways.
During the month of September members of the W.O.'s
and Sergeants' Mess of 22 Construction Regiment, A.E.R.
Royal Signals, were enter tained in the W.O.'s and
Sergeant-s' Mess and a very enjoyable games and social
evening was held. This hoopitality was later returned and
a most enjoyable time was had by all.

*

50 INDEPENDENT INFANTR'l' BRIGADE
SIGNAL TROOP

We have recently expanded by half and had a complete change round at the top. We still live in Lucknow
Barracks, Tidworth, but it cannot be said that our Units
stay as long as we in the area, for they are usually only
staging through U.K. Our titJe is probably a contradiction
in terms of the type that Tactics Squadron at the School
might find indiges.tible, but we spend much of our time
as Fantasian Signals on that well-known piece of downland called Salisbury Plain. We have been on Mayfly,
Epsom Down, Forearm, Marengo, Hen Harrier, Summer
Down andi London Pride. The fa.ct that we were on the
British side for one exercise did not appear to be realised
by a certain Tank Troop, who dismounted and took
prisoner at pistol point a friendly Infantry Company H.Q.
of one of our Battalions. We enjoyed seeing tanks firing from
just behind our A.Q. command vehicle as we were about
to be " overrun" on another exercise; we duly earned
and Tec:eived our rum issue on Exercise (appropriately)
" Summer Down," while some wag duly recorded "Result
-Won," when we found all our exercise fixtures had been
played.
This brings us on to the subject of sport. We duly
beat Brigade H.Q. and Camp at Cricket in the local
"Derby" and to date our Football team, rmder the expert
management of Se1.1geant Higgs, has won all its matches
in the East Wilts Military League. Our professional boxer,
Signalman Kelley, stayed on his feet easily in the Andover
Carnival Booth. We sent two players up to the Corps
Hockey Tri l, but we are going to have diffioulty in making
up a Rugby team. Conporal Johnston is about our best
Cross-Country Runner; our Camp C.S.M. had the brainwave of driving us three miles out into the country and
e~ting us to run back for our tea. Congratulations to
Signalman Parker, our Table Tennis Champion.
We were honoured being asked to produce the Insspecting Officers' Orderlies at the Royal Sussex Farewell Parade.
Corporals Stafford and Trafford were still fairly fresh from
the hands of the moustachioed terrors of 4 Training Regiment, so they went. Corrporal Trafford has had one work
hung at the exhibition of the Royal Institute of Oil Painters
this autumn.

A.A.

(;0D11Dand

!
Major-General N. P. H. Tapp, C.B.E., D.S.O., accompanied by the
C.O. Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. Daubeny and Major P. G. Hallett,
T.D., O .C., 106 Squadron.

12 A.A.

(lU)

SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.

A great effort was made by the Unit team at the R.A.
Southern Command Motor Cycle Trial for the Visitors'
Cup on the 26th September at Lat1khill, and third place
was achieved.
Down at Southampton the Home Guard are on their
toes, as our 25 Squadron found out last Sunday when
acting as enemy parachutists, out to blow up the Oil
Refineries. In spite of accurate small arms fire, the
Umpires judged numerical superiority of 4 to r too much
for us.
The event of the month was the inspection by the G.O.C.,
Major-General N. P. H. Tapp, C.B.E., n.s.o., of R.H.Q. and
106 Squadron, at Bristol on 22nd September, 1954. The
W.R.A.C. element of the Squadron certainly made a brave
showing and were deservingly congratulated by the G.O.C.
The local Press !l"esponded well and gave us some much
needed publicity.
We have been fortunate enough, at last, to obtain a
W.R.A.C. Adviser to the Regiment, and Captain Jean
Chis.well (ex ro6 Squadron) takes up her duties from rst
November. Now, perhaps, we can go ahead with our
recruiting.

79 A.A. INDEPENDENT (H) SIGNAL SqUADRON

In recent months this Squadron has been in a state of
flux due to the expected breakaway from 4 A.A. (M) Signal
Regiment (of which the Squadron formed the Regular element) to an independent Squadron.
However, due to circumstances beyond our control, we
still belong to our Regiment whose R.H.Q. 'is now at
Cardiff.
As a result of this change we have lost some familiar
personalities, notably that of our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. Watts who has left us for
FARELF. Major (Q.M.) Harries and Captain C. A.
Taylor have deserted the home for a holiday-so we sayat Cardiff. May they all enjoy their escape from independence and be successful in their future formation.
THE WIRE , NOVEMBER 1954
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As this is our first appearance in THE WIRE a a detached
Squadron, I would like to name some of the personalities
with us. Our 0.C. is Major W. J. Quinn, who, we are
sorry to say, is leaving us for B.AO.R. in November. Our
new O.C. will be M ajor R. Thomas, who is due to join us
in October. 2 i/ c and Administrative Officer is Captain A.
Sharp. Captain M ilne, W.R.A.C., does a sound job as
O.C. W.R.A.C., administering Signals and W.R.A.C. personnel attached to 4 A.A. Group Headquarters.
S.S.M . Landells and S.Q.M .S. Ware have the usual discipline and stores problems.
The Squadron h as just spent a very happy two weeks
beside the sea at Chickerell, where we had the pleasure of
being visited by the G .O.C. 4 A.A. Group, the D.C. 4 A.A.
Group, C .S.O. A.A. Command, Comd. 79 Brigade, and
our C.S.0. 4 Group.
The weather was very kind throughout our stay and
helped considerably to lighten our spirits after the dull
summer we waded through in Warrington.
We now prepare for some hard but interesting work at
home. The first item is the training of our Street Lining
party for the visit of HM. The Queen to Liverpool on 21st
October. Then comes our annual G.O.C.'s inspection and
the Brigade Commander's inspection.
~inally, the Squadron wishes hon voyage to Sergeant
Fnel who leaves us on 6th October for E. Africa.

GREEN BERET RED STAR
By ANTHONY CROCKETT

. This is a simple, factual yet stirring account of two years
m Malaya of a Troop of 42 Commando .Royal Marines. If
one may be permitted to quote from the foreword by the
Chief of the Imperial General Staff, the book "makes clear
to all types of readers what the Services are trying to do
in Malaya and the dangers and difficulties with which they
are faced.''
The story covers a period of about two years during
which the Royal Marines, and Major Crockett in particular,
developed great skill in this queer war where there is such
disparity in nwnbers between the opposing sides.
Those of us who go about our peaceful daily lives albeit
with memories of greater wa:rs, find difficulty in understanding how a fow thousand Conununists should have
caused the deployment of tens of thousands of troops.
Readers of this book will understand, thoroughly. They
will, as well, be greatly entertained and edified by as good
a wue adventure story as ever simulated fiction.
Thr9ugh it all is apparent the steady dogged courage of
the ordinary man in the ranks. Heroism is never mentioned
but is there in plenty-I quote: "We found Peter's
party - - . They looked like the survivors of some frightful holocaust. Hollow-eyed, caked with filth, their clothing in shreds and their boots in ribbons, they lay exhqusted.
Peter was cheerlful, 'We're not really as bad as we look,'
be laughed, ' but we've had a pretty frightful time. It's
the worst patrol I've ever been on, even though we did iCt
a bandit in the end.' "
As the story goes on, a relief patrol plunged into the
sodden rain drenched jungle to take up the chase, and
" Peter's party " were lorried back to base camp for refit
and rest-they would be lucky if not back in the jungle
again in 36 hours.
The tale reads fast, it is exciting, as always with Briti h
servicemen there is laughter as well as fatigue and frustration.
The title is taken from the Green Beret of the Royal
Marines and the Cap badge of those Communist gorillas
who wear uniform.
A very good book for old and young, and well worth
18/-, from Eyre and Spottiswoode,
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the Royal Standard was broken at the mast head, and the
ccrcm:my began. Our Guard of Honour was commanded
by Major S. F. Dunkley, Royal Signals, and we had the
band with us, under Captain (now Major) J. L. Judd,
M.B.E., Royal Signals.
1:"here were .a number of guests whom the CollPS, and
their own acluevements, honoured; the representatives of
those who made this technical achievement oossible; and,
of course, the Lord Lieutenant of the County: the Duke of
Beaufort, whose duty it is to welcome Royalty to his land,
and the G .O.C. Southern Command, Lieutenant-General
Sir Ernest E. Down, K.B.E., C.B.
These presented, Her Royal Highness toured the Signal
Centre. A row of shields, presented by all the Dominions
and Commands, lined the wall of the Main Traffic hall, symbolis-ing their far countries; and the steady quiet heartbeat
of many auto-transmitters and receivers, four hundred
beats a minute, ceased as Her Royal Highness signed her
message of g.reeting and began again as the tapes carrying
her words slipped through the heads.
By the time t!he party had toured round the Centre most
of the replies had come back, with loyal and affectionate
greetings.
Outside the Signal Centre, which may, without prejudice
to security, be described as an enormous block of concrete
streaked with rain-water, Her Royal Highness planted a
tree to commemorate the occasion. Our photograph shows
Her Royal Highness ins-pecting the bronze plate recording
this. One wonders what this plate-and tree-will see .
in another twenty years.
And so to tea, and various light airs discoursed by the
Band. The weather favoured us singularly; there was a
blue sky and warm sun, and it almost seemed a Mediterranean landscape, framed in the door of the Marquee and
with the golden Cotswold hills along the skyline.
The Guard of Honour reassembled; there was a fretiful
rumble of B.S.A. engines as the D.R.s formed up; and
the Royal party said good~bye. So we ended wit!h another
"Royal Salute ..." and this time the Royal Standard slides
slowly down from t!he mast-head. The Signal Centte is
opened and the day is over.
Behind this simple ceremony lies very much achieved,
but even still more to be done. As always, the Coops never
reaches perfection, for signalling methods change with start- .
ling rapidity; but tlie principles remain t!he same and (on
second thoughts) perhaps there is not so much difference
betrween this Centre and the home-made transmitter under
a bench in the workshop, of twenty years ago?

H.R.H. THE PRINCESS ROYAL
C.I., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., R.R.C., T.D., D.C.L., LL.D.

Colonel - in - Chief
opens

No. I SIGNAL CENTRE

*
[Photos: Captain F. G. Hardy, Royal Signals

It is not often that the Coros is able to do something
really new, but the official Opening of "No. 1 Signal
Centre " by Her Royal Highness the Princess Royal, on
22nd September, 1954> is a landmark in our history. The
Army Wireless Chain began its illustrious career some
twenty years ago; and tll~ writer has vivid memories of the
two valve self-excited oscillator which then lived under a
bench in Albbassia, accompanied by agreeably coloured
mercury-vapour rectifiers, and spoke (at thirty words per
minute) to the home station in Aldershot.
Now the romance has gone out of long distance
signalling, or so some say; but the Anny Wireless Chain,
or COMCAN (adopting the modern habit of talking in
initials), still puts its modest million messages a year round
the globe, and hdps not a little to keep the armies overseas
happy and well administered.
And at the hub of COMCAN is No. 1 Signal Centre;
our pictures show some details of the official opening. At
half-past two our D.Rs, who had wheeled in front of the
Royal Car as it left the main road, three miles away, flashed
into sight, followed by the big black car with its fluttering
flag, and another, with the Director of Signals and the

e

Colonel Commandant, Major-General C. M. Fladgate; a
pause as the slight figure in W.R.A.C. uniform walked
gravely across to the saluting base, and "Royal Salute .. .'',

e

H.R.H. has just planted a double cherry tree to commemorate
the occasion

•
R.H.Q.-2 SQ1JADRON, GL01JCESTER
We would like to congrarulate both Second-Lieutenant
T. Finn and his wife on their fine achievement of a baby
daughter-Jane Lindsey.
We would like to extend a very special welcome to R.S.M.
Hipperson and R.Q.M.S. Dignam; we sincerely hope that
their stay with us will both be long and happy.
Another 51pecial welcome is due to Lieutenants Clements
and Rowe of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals, who
have come over here from Ottawa to give us advice from
their vast experience in Tape Relay working.
Since the Siplit of the Regiment the W.O.s and Sergeants
have been sharing a mess with the Gloucestershire Regiment; however, by the end of October it is hoped that they
will be in their own mess again. There have been few new
arrivals this month, except for Sergeant Troop of the Royal
Canadian Signals, to whom we extend a very warm welcome.
W.0.II Butterfield having received fatherly adv.ice, has
decided to take a five-week higher educational course.
It is believed that W.O.II Cheshire (of Big Bangs) is
still sighing with relief, that there are other methods of
dressing bodies of men in line, other than the orthodox
method.

Lieutenant.Colonel H. Winterbotham reads the commemoration
plaque which will guartf the tree
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The Escort and Major H. Mc.D. Chapman

It is hoped by the time these notes have gone to press,
that the Sergeants' Mess will be firmly established as a
Sergeants' Mess.
The Regiment entered a team in the District Shoot. The
First Targets were held last week, we did very well with
a score of 650 points. Special words of praise are due to
Signalman Ellis who had a total of 81, Signalman Turnbull
a total of 82 and Signalman Hunt.
We have started lnter-T~oop football within the Regiment-this is taking the form of a league; the only troops to
play so far have been" E" and" F." "F" Troop won by
4 goals to nil; bad luck "E " Troop, but it was a very good
match.
We sent a team of three men down to Taunton to box
in the qualifying bouts for the District champion~hlps. Our
team put up a very good show, and were congratulated on
producing some very good fights, unfortunately we were
not successful.
We have started Technical Training within the Regiment,
Captain R. I. Osbourne is giving the first series of lectures
on the principles and working of COMCAN.

No. I SQUADRON, LONDON
The normal life of the War Office Signal Regiment has
been much disturbed of late; first, the movement oi 2
Squadron and R.H.Q. to Gloucester, and now the Annual
Administration Inspect.ion of Connaught Barracks, where
now live No. I Squadron.
For four weeks or more, paint has been daubed, floor
polish applied, brooms wielded and bumpers flourished.
And now, we can relax-it is over. The work put in by
the personnel of the Squadron has -received its due reward
in a satisfactory report and the normal task of manning
the War Office Signal Office can, we trust, continue with
no further distractions.
No. 1 Squadron is fast gaining a reputation in the world
of Garrison Sport. After success of the whole Regiment
in an athletics match against 2 War Office Sign.al Regiment
at Bampton on 4th September, in which six of the Squadron
took part, our swimming team gained a resounding victory
in Woolwich Garrison Gala on 29th September against
fairly strong opposition. The Squadron soccer team has
started off the season in the Garrison League with a 9-1
defeat of Administrative Troop R.A. Signalman Carey won
the Army 100 miles cycling championship, and Major H.
Mc.D. Chapman and Signalman R. J. Lee the Army Tennis
Doubles Ohampionship.
But let it not be thought that we live merely for port.
Life down the pit tend!\ to dull the appetite for energetic
pastimes, and it is good to see so many people playing instead of merely wat<:hing.
We have lost several subalterns recently-the call of Civvy
Street has proved too srrong for them, and they have left
u to our D.S.0.s chair, diary-and telephone. It is alleged
by some wag that, judging by the number of poems written
by D.S.O.s down the pit recently they have obviously little
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else to do. This is not true-a little scribbling between
times does no harm, and helps to hasten that blessed
moment when one can write "Handed Cfier, off duty" and
breathe once more the fresh air of Vict01'ia Embankment.
The oontingent of the W.R.A.C. which, for the duration
of the Woolwich Tattoo, was housed in one of the empty
bloc.ks of the Barracks, has departed together, we suspect,
with the hearts of our more susceptible comrades. Still,
there is always next year. .

R.n.q.

a N.A.T.O. manoeuvre and the largest since World War

II, commenced on 22nd September and ended during the

by

nacerby

A crackling fire-scent from the pine,
A hearty meal and good red wine.
An armchair, feet up, a good cigar
Lends to contentment wherever you are.
· A good book-thrilling, a little romance,
Afterwards music and maybe a dance.
A chat with good company, the book has been read,
Lastly a night cap-and so to bed.
Does that conjure up visions of Christmas? It does?
Good! and don't say I didn't warn you about the Christmas number of THE WIRE.
That wlaielt. th.ey call a. rose •••

How I became involved in the matter in the first place
is rather obscure. It was not my baby, and I should
normally have displayed only a superficial interest in it that
I thought was required by the laws of politeness. However, Fate decreed otherwise by causing me to be suggested as Godfather, and from there on it was only a
step to enlisting my aid in naming the child.
Never, till that moment, had I realised the difficulties
and pitfalls consequent on the naming of such an ordinary
and undistinguished object as a . first-born babe. Had it
been my own, I should without hesitation have named it
after myself. Unimaginative perhaps but at least my
name had stood the test of years and would cause little or
no disruption in the family. Why, my ·own father had
borne the name for 6o years without a word of complaint
from anyone, and I after him.
Yes-that was it-name it after the child's own father.
I put forward this suggestion in all innocence and was
immediately assailed by both parents.
"Name it after its father? Never! We want our child
to be different. There are enough Cecils in the family
now without adding another. Besides it's such an ordinary
name . . ." and so on.
Feeling thoroughly chastened I lapsed into an uncomfortable silence, and while the pros and cons of a dozen
other suggestions were being thrashed out over my head,
cast about in my mind for something to meet the parents'
demand. My thoughts centred around romantic names
from the Classics and also, I must admit, equally romantic
but less staid ones from the novels I had read in my
youth. If only it had been a girl, how easy it would have
been. Such exotic names as Zena, Yvonne and Tamarra
flooded unbidden into my mind, but boys' names were
harder to find. I wanted something short, but not too
abrupt, something like . . . like . . . Yes! like Bruce.
That was it. "Bruce! "
1:ull of excitement I leaped up and told them of my
brain-wave. There was ~ moment's silence, then my si.xyear-old nephew, who hitherto had taken no interest in
the proceedings, looked up and said, " Bruce! You can't
call him Bruce, with a surname like Hough. All the school
will call him "Be Off."
I sat down. I was finished. They could find their own
name.
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They did. They called him George, but spelt it Georg.
It simply had to be different you see.
Two weeks later they bought an Alsatian pup. This
time I wasn't even asked. They called him Bruce from
the start.

afternoolll of the 27th &.,ptember, that is from the Struf
point of view.
For us, it started in mid-Au.gust and is still continuing.
As usual, we found ourselves in the role of Control
Signals and on this occasion were required to provide communications for the very large integrated H.Q. which
directed the activities of the Northland and Southland
Armies.
For the first time on manoeuvres of this kind, we were
under canvas, a situation which the wettest summer for
many years did nothing to assist. However, by and large,
we were very comfortable and thoroughly enjoyed our
sojourn .in the field. To describe communications in detail
would take more space than Mr. Editor could spare, suffice
is to say, we made many mistakes, learned many lessons
and satisfied our maniy exacting customers.
The move of H.Q. Northern Army Group to its new
H.Q. has proceeded, with 3 Squadron taking over the
responsibilities of the Regiment in its old area, giving it a
completely different aspect to thait known by so many
Royal Signals personnel in the past.
From the exercise the Regiment completed its move and
set about getting communications ready for when the Headquarters arrive.
The new H.Q. is undoubtedly a finely conceived project.
Everything is completely up-to-date (even the A.K.C.
is equipped with Cinemascope), with excellent billets, cookhouses, sports grounds, NAAFis md clubs. Married
. famidies have newly built quarters and new school for the
youngsters.
The Signal Centre has a first-class lay-out and when the
settling down process is over should prove a model of its
kind.
Sport in the interim period betJWeen cricket and football
has temporarily had a quiet period, although Inter-Troop
soccer matches have started and the fixture list will soon
fill up.
·
3 Squadron. September has been an extremely busy
monthly for all trQOPS in B.A.O.It, and this Squadron was
no exception. We started off with the opening of the
Bielefeld Signal Centre, which, with the pending move of
H.Q., NORTHAG, to Moenchen Gladbach, now becomes
the major switching centre in the area. Thanks to the hard
work of those involved, including our friends in SX (CTG)
and the Deutsche Bundespost, the transfer of circuits went
without a hitch, and the new Teleprinter Exchange md 12
position Telephone Trunk Switchboard with its booking
and enquiry ancillaries quickly took the strain.
This switch-over completed, a short D +D C.ourse was
run, resulting in Signalmen Gray, Thompson, Summers,
Cunliffe and Goode and Craftsman Morrice climbing the
first rung of the promotion ladder.
This was followed immediately by Exercise Force Eight,
the Signals prelude to "Battle Royal." For these it was
necessary to call in every avail.able N.C.O. and man from
outstations, and many were sh~en to find that 12 to 15
hours' work per day was the rule rather than the exception.
There were many teething problems, not least of which was
the language difficulty with the Netherl.ainds Corps
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mechanics and the D.B.P. Everything was eventually
~rted out, however, and when the great day dawned and
~eed through?Ut t!ie Battle, communications were' provided to the sausfaouon of everyone.
There were, of course, the few odd "flaps " as when
Lance-Coiiporal Skelland and Signalman We;t with an
SDR pack.age f?r Control, failed to arrive there. It
eventually transpu:ed that they had been taken prisoner
but, with !he assistance of some Sappers who were in th~
same predicament, had turned the tables on their ca.ptors
and retun~ed to Northland, complete with one Southland
Officer, J?rtSOner .. Their principal pride in this adventure
was g<:tui;ig 20 ~tres of ~ol from the enemy-without
even s1grung for it I Thell' captors even paid a nice compliment to their "won't talk" determination.
There has not been a lot of time for sport recently but
from the Bi~lci"eld detachment W.O.II Gill, e.ori>oral
•Parraitt and Signalman Powderham have had trials for the
·1. (BR) Co.rips Hockey Team, and in Lubbecke the com'hmed Squadron and District H.Q. Soccer Team is
•beginning to show its paces. We look forward to a
·successful season.
I

-of a day's pay. Strictly speaking, only the bricklayers,
'Carpenters aoo concreters should get the bonus because the
RICHTFEST is really for them.
'
To return to the actual proceedings. When all had
assembled, the head carpenter, together with four companions, a bottle of spirits and a glass, climbed up through
the rafters and stood below the RICHTFEST crown. He
w~s d~essed in the carpenters' traditional black corduroy
swt WJ.th bell-bottomed trousers and white pearl buttons
on the waistcoat. A black sombrero on his head completed
the effect of a Mexican gaucho.
The chief of the local department c:i. the German Works
Ministry then rmde an opening speech from a first floor
balcony. He welcomed us all to the RICHTFEST and
hoped .that we would all have a good time. From bis
perch m the rafters the head carpenter then declaimed
several verses c:i traditional poetry, drank three toasts and
then ceremoniously smashed the glass against the rafters.
Tradition has it that if the glass fails to break bad luck
will dog those who occupy the building. The Squadron
CorJ:tmanders need not worry, however, because tibe glass
was well and truly shattered.

WIRELESS REGIMENT
. •• RlCHTFEST ''

By CAPTAIN R. n. BORTHWICK
The Regiment is to move to a new location early next
year aoo a completely new barracks is being built for us.
Four months ago the new site was virgin woodland but
by n~w most of the buildings are roofed, roads and drains
~re l~d and the square is invitingly smooth, quietly biding
its tllne.
Now the Germans welcome any excuse to have a party
and one i~ al~ys held when the raf.ters are ready to be
covered with t'lles. On a large project such as our new
barra<:ks, an average halfway completion stage is taken as
the signal for the celebration which is ~nown as ·the
RICHTFEST.
We were not surprised therefore when early in August
two very large and imposing invitation cards arrived for
the Commanding Officer and myself. They requested our
presence at a RICHTFEST to be held at 1630 hours on
nth August, 1954. Strangely enough, this was the very
d:'I'~ on which we h~d planned to mll;ke one of our regular
VlSlts to the new site to see that nhmgs were being done
to our liking.
On the appointed day we duly travelled to the new site
and after completing our business made our way to the
central building in the barracks. Above this building had
been hoisted a large spruce RICHTFEST crown witl1
black, red and gold ribbons fluttering from it. Gathered
before the building were the British Resident, several R.E.
representatives, numer-OUs German officials, the contractors
and about 400 workmen who had been responsible for
the building operations so far. Whilst this assembly was
forming, a dignified little viJlage band, comprising four men
and three boys, marched solemnly up and down the parade
ground, criss-crossing the while with a green steam roller
doing a last bit of levelling.
The traditional RIOHTFEST ceremony starts when the
crown is hoisted above the rafters. This provides visible
evidence that the owner of the building is generous and is
doing what is expected of him by nhe workmen. To do
this is qruite expensive, for not only does the owner have to
throw a party for the workmen but also to pay them a
bonus. If on the other hand the owner does not pay for a
RICHTFEST then an old boot is hoisted instead to
'advertise the fact to all and sundry.
Discreet enquiries revealed that the RICEITFEST at
our Barracks would cost about DM 9,000 and would involve
about 700 people. The foremen would get a bonus of two
days' pay and nhe other workmen one of three-qm1rters
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The Head Carpenter reciting the traditional Richtfest poem.

Mter this short ceremony the carpenters climbed down
to join the watching throng, which then marched off behind
the band to the scene of the actual spree. The procession
was headed by an old workman bearing the workmen's
standard-a far from straight rod with a bit of old wood
nailed across t!he top.
The feast proper was held in a 100-foot long gaily bedecked ma:quee erected in the car park of a nearby Gasthaus. Inside the marquee were rows and rows of white
clothed tables with a U-8haped high table at one end. At
this the Commanding Officer was seated as guest of
honour between the British Resident and a senior official
of the Works Finance Ministry.
On entering the marquee everyone was given a ration
card wih.ich entitled him to ten glasses of beer two of
schn.aps, two packets of cigarettes or cigars and a ~I A
bustle of waiters then tackled the enormous job of ser:..mg
about 700 waiting appetites with their entitlement, and very
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well they did it. The traditional RICHTFEST meal
erved consi ted of oigs trotters, sauerkraut and mashed
potatoe . The Gernlans soon cleared their plates, gr~stle,
pigskin and all, but the British guests seemed either
squeami h or unaccustomed and were only really happy
with the mashed potatoes and the meaty part of the
troners.
When the meal was over, several speeches were made,
in · which everyone congratulated every~ne. else on . the
undeniably spectacular progress of the building operanons
to date. The two GeNilan officials who were supervising
the financial and contracting side of the proje.ct were then
presented with illuminated scrolls and awarded the Order
of Concrete, First Class. Boch had the medal of the Or~er
hung round his neck. These medals were unusual, being
made of about ten pounds of cement in the &hape of a
giant aspirin. Half embedded in the flat side was a wine
glass from which tradition required that a toast be drunk.
The' two men, however, managed to put off this ~lmost
impossible task until it was forgotten and so we did not
see their predicament.
After the speeches, we were entertained with songs and
patter from a local carnival ~ssoci11:tion, and with m~ic
from the dance section of the little village band. Knowmg
very little German, we had to have the jokes inteiipreted
for us. However, we got plenty of amusement from
watching the performers and the reactions of the assembled
company.
. .
As the evening wore on the low murmur of smgmg ebbed
and flowed and the haze of cigar smoke slowly reduced
one's visio.:i to table length. It was quite remarkable,
h::>wever, that the affair remained completely orderly,
despite the ten glasses of free beer and the two of schnaips.
When we left at 2130 hours the pany was still in full
swing and the tempo showed no signs of lessening. We
learned later that the revels went on until the very early
hours, and this was borne out next day by the appearance
of those who managed to rum up at work.
It certainly was a right good RICHTFEST.

*
II Am FOR:llATION SIGNAL REGIMENT
The life of the Regiment within the last two months-

has been very much dominated by two features: the pending move to other parts and Exercise " Battle Royal."
The former, as regards dates and details, is still in the
lap of the gods, however it is certain enough to have
resulted in Second-Lieutenant Hill taking a construction
team down to our future 1ocation to prepare communications for us there.
The Regiment has had considerable success in the Bill
Parkes Cricket Trophy com,petiiion, only to be foiled by
the weather at the last hurdle. The delay being that as
yet we do not know if our opponents in the final are to
be 1 ASSU or The Casuals.
The Inter-Troop Hockey competition resulted in victory
for 4 Construction Troop but all other competitions have
been postponed until we have moved, when it is rumoured
places have already been found in the R.A.F. camps for
the numerous Hockey trophies which they have not seen
for so long.
Also considerably affected by the pending move has been
the Soccer in the Unit. It is with regret that we shall no
longer be able to compete in the Zeoo League, e&pecially
since it means that we must surrender the shield we won
last year without a chance to retain it.
l Squadron. "Battle Royal" has been claiming the
attention of the greater part of the Squadron. 3 Construction Troop has been moving about the country on loan to
18 Army Group. 2 and 4 Construction Troops can be con·gratulated on securing for themselves perhaps the driest
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camp night in the Forst Heister. The troops entered into
the spirit of the "Battle" with tremendous enthusiasm;
for instance, so zealous were the sentries that a jeep carrying four Netherlands M.P.s was stopped and the driver
asked to show his pass. The request was jokingly refused
until the astonished man sudldenly fonnd a Sten g.un thrust
into his ribs. Amazing results can be obtained with an
unloaded Sten! A later interrogation of two Canadians
of " Q " force who were trying to take photographs of the
J.O.C. resulted in the remark: "We thought it would be
ea ier this way by night but we guess it's impossible. Too
many damned Signals around here who can't sleep."
I Wing Si"nnl Troop. The highlight of t• e month
was a most enjoyable evening when the Station monthly
draw w.as held. The O.C. won a Rolls razor and Signalman
Willet a cigarette lighter. After these successes, the Troop
is thinking of buying raffle rickets in a big way. Several
members of the Troop have revealed unsuspected talent by
playing Soccer for the Station team, and for the second
season rllinning Signalman Hogarth has retained hi.s place
in the Station Rugiby team.
22 Wing Signal Troop. In spite of the fact that
" Flapdoodle III " did not materialise, prejects and bad
weaEher have been falling fast upon us. An unusual
diversion occurred when a " cable " on the airfield was
exposed by a construction team and it was only after the
cable had been handled by a member of the Troop that
it was discovered to be a Main Supply Power cable. We
welcome Sergeant Payne from Air Formation Signals,
M.E.L.F.; he is relieving Sergeant Kerton, who will soon
be leaving us for the S'UilllY climate of West Africa, where
we all hope his efforts will meet with the same success as
they have in 22 Wing Signal Troop.
Ahlborn \Ving Signal Troop. Much of the effc:ts
of the Troop have been devoted to the Nordhorn Bombing
Range, where cables are needed j.n neatly every direction.
Strohen Range also presents its problems, but they are
mostly of the " up the pole " variety. In spite of an
unavoidable shortage of linemen, which is felt particularly
now that "Battle Royal" is in progress, the Troop continues to work hard and so far as football is concerned,
play both hard and successfully.
3 Squadron. We still have with us 15 T.E. Troop,
8 Line Troop and 16 Construction Troo!J, who have been
formed .into a small Squadron; sometimes known as No. 3
Squadron, sometimes as 2nd TAF Signal Detachment anci
sometimes by a much ruder name.
Nevertheless, whatever their parentage may be., they
a.ppear to be quite happy under the protective wi.ng of I I
Air Formation Signal Regiment.
During the recent Exercise " Battle Royal " they were
responsible, together with 3 T.E. Troop, for the provision
of all R.A.F. communications at Control H.Q.

stores, which occupied the following morning, that was
our job done and we left them to carry out the strenuous
programme whioh had been oPganised by their ene11getic
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Ireland. He we
feel, wiU be interested to know that the cables they' put
down at Norvenich and on other airfields worked like a
charm on "Battle Royal."
The A.E.R. Unit left us on the 17th and, we hear,
arrived back in Englan<l wicliout misha.p. If any of that
very fine Regiment chance to read these notes we would
like them to know how glad we were to have them with
us and that they are assured of a welcome should they
come to this pan of the world again.
Bottle Royal. The rest of the month was fully occupied in preparing for, taking part in and clearing up after
the ma ior exercise of the year. Due again to adverse weather
conditions-it hardly ever ceased to rain and in the hills
was cold and cheerless-memories of "Battle Royal " will
long remain in the minds of 13 and 14 Construction Troops,
who bore the brunt as linemen always do. However, all
that is in the past and the troops are now back in Wahn
busily preparing themselves for their next tasks and,
incidentally, these promise to be many.
•• E " TROOP, Att. lst REGIMENT, R.B.A.
For some time now we have taken up a pen in an effort

to get our notes in print, but alas wrat with schemes and
Regimental Drill Orders we just couldn't find time.
Last month Divisional Signal Regiment held a very successful Regimental Week-end, and it was a real pleasure
to see all the Out Troops assembled at Bunde to do battle
on the field of sport, we ourselves did not do too badly.
Our final position was seventh. We would also like to take
this opportunity in offering our congratulations to Able
Troop for putting up such a good show and winning the
shield.
On Friday, 1st October, the Troop held a farewell dinner
for S.Q.M.S. Archibald; he now goes to 2 Squadron, to
take up his duty as S.Q.M.S. The Troop presented to
S.Q.M.S. Arctibald and Mrs. Archibald a lovely clock and
calender combined, we wish him all the best in his new
job on return from the U.K., and in his place we welcome
Sergeant Aitken and hope he will have an enjoyable stay;
we also say farewell to Corporals Roberts, Field and Signalman Uniacke, who are leav~ng us for demob, and we
wish them all the best in Civvy Street.

AIR FORMATION SIGNAL. REGIMENT

The month has been one of feverish activity. For weeks
it seemed 7 Line Troop were engaged in erecting the camp
at Butzweilerhof for the fortnight's camp of 51 Air Formation Signal Regiment, A.E.R. Rain, wind, which on one
occasion blew down half the tents, and mud made conditions quite unpleasant. However, due to valiant efforts
on the part of Lieutenant Candy and his men everything
was there and in its proper place "on the day." The day,
of course, being the one when rhe Officers and men who,
twenty-four hours previously, had been civilians, descended
slightly bewildered at Longerish Station and proceeded to
go through the sausa.ge machine, which resulted in their
being equipped, fed and bedded down in a creditably short
space of time. Aipart from handing over the technical
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SHAPE SIGNAL S(lUADRON

This month, meteorologically speaking, has been anything
but a happy one, with the exception of Saturday, 25th September, the day of the British Support Unit Sports which
turned out to be a very good day in every way.
At the meeting, the Squadron were able to regain the
winners shield which was lost to H.Q. Company last year.
The victory was a due reward for all the hard training put
in by .the members of the team who ·carried off no less than
seven of the events. As the success was essentially a team
affair, it would be invidious to mention individual performers; praise must, however, be given to W.0.11 (Cipher)
Grant who cooched and exhorted the Squadron team as
well as being the outstanding performer, running in both
. the 1 and 3 mile events, and to Captain Sawyer who ran
the Tug o' War team. The latter by beating in two straight
pulls the Provost Company, the acknowledged experts at
the event, provided the surprise of the meeting.
The Tug o' War win provided a fitting climax to Captain
Sawyer's service with the Squadron. One of the original
members and also O.I.C. SHAPE Crypto, he has seen many
personalities and procedures come and go. Nevertheless,
he has contrived to keep his head very much above water,
aided no doubt by the buoyancy afforded by his figure.
The Squadron soccer and hockey teams are already in
the field, and the rugger XV have their first fixture on 16th
October.
On the 21st October, we are to be visited by our Colonel
Commandant, Major-General Fladgate, a prospect which
gives particular pleasure to our branch of the Royal Signals
Association.

*

*
12

The Football season is now well under way, and at
present we are in the Finals of the 1st Regiment R.H.A.
Inter-Troop Cup. This match will be olaved off between
ourselves and the L.A.D. If we win, and-I feel sure that we
will, it will be the first time in the history of the 1st Regiment RH.A. that the Cup has gone to the Attached Arms,
also in the 1st Regiment R.H.A. Regimental team we have
two of the Troop playing. Corporal Warren as inside right
and Signalman Collis as left half. On the Rugby field we
have our O.C., Second-Lieutenant J. N. Taylor, playing
both for Munster Nomads and the 1st Regiment RH.A.
It also looks as if he will be playing again this season for
B.A.0.R.

2 WIRELESS REGIMENT SWIMMING TEAM

Left to right.
(Front Row) Sergeant Glanfield, Lance-Corporal
Bedford, Lieutenant-Colonel W. B. Rowett,
Signalman Carlisle, Lance-Corporal Robinson.
(Second Row) Lance-Corporal Hall, Signalman
Simpson, Signalman Leversly

[Photo: Strgtant T. Watson, Royal Sigrt<J/s
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3 INFANTHY Dl'\'ISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

Interest this month has been two-fold, firstly, the Annual
Administrative Inspection, and secondly, the move home
of the Regiment.
. .
First things first as we relate our tale of tl e Administration (the events leading up to it are summarised pictorially).
.
.
.
This year the inspecung team was Bngadier R . C.
Elstone, o.B.E., M.c., and staff of 19 Infantry Brigade.
They arrived at Mackworth Camp on the 21st September to be greeted by the Guard of Honour and the Regiment on parade, supported by the band of the Seaforth
Highlanders.
Despite the dust and sand, which at times threatened to
envelop the Brigadier, the parade came to a very successful
conclusion, with the presentation of the L.S. and G.C.
Medal to S.S.M. L'Homme.
Meanwhile the M.T. was being probed by the Brigade
E.M.E. and, we are happy to report, also received a good
chit.
To round off the inspection, the Brigadier toured Troop
stores and accommodation, offices and Q.M. stores, and
seemed ,very satisfied with the spontaneous answers to his
various questions, in spite of the man who claims to be
able to wear a respirator in comfort-with the plug in.
As a final word over the inspection we must pay tribute
to the band who played the Corps March as if they had
been playing it all their lives.
Now to the most pleasant of all subjects-R.H.E. !
F or many months rumours have been rife regarding the
future of the Regiment. This is now practically certain
with the advance party on their toes and ready to move
this month, whilst the main party are ruefully considering
Christmas Day in the Bay of Biscay! ! !
Nevertheless, I think the Regiment are unanimously
agreed that Colchester is a far bem:er station than the Canal
Zone.
Sporting news of the month is very small, due to the
preparation for both the previously mentioned subjects.
T he Regiment wound ·up the cricket season with a match
at the Stadium, Moascar, against 3 L. of C. Signal Regiment and had a successful afternoon in the shape of a
victory by an innings and almost roo runs. Scores being:
3 L. of C., 67 and 58; 3 Divisional Signals 213/3 declared.
Credit goes to Lance-Corporal Spooner for his 67 not
out and some very good bowling, an d to Signalman G ittins
who also completed his half century.

Presentation of L.S. and G.C. Medal to WOii A. L' Homme by
Brigadier Elstone.

The news from " K " Troop emphasises our own remarks on the Administrative Inspection, as they, too seemed
to have had their fill of paint and whitewash.
They have welcomed the arrival of Second-Lieutenant D.
Hopkins as 2 i/ c, who will barely have time to unpack
before the Troop leaves for home.
Life now consists of training and preparing crates for the
big move.
In the sporting world, "K " Troop, holders of the Regimental Soccer shield, have high hopes of continuing their
mastery when the new season commences.
In conclusion, this will be my last effort for the Regiment
as R.H.E. also has me as an ardent admirer, and I'm off to
try my luck in an A.A. Signal Regiment.
So long and all good luck.

And many thanks to you for all too infrequent contributions, always informative, sometimes both witty and wise.-Ed.

Brigadier R.C. Elstone, 0 .B.E., M.C., Com mand ing 19 Infantry
Brigade, taking the salute at the march past of t he Reg iment. The
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Swainso n, in
attendance.
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Brigadier Elstone, accompanied by Major C. A. Boden ham, P.M ., B.M.,
and Major D. M. Panton, M.B.E., D.A.A. and Q .M.G., 19 Infantry
Brigade, in conversat ion w ith t he Commanding Officer.
" The 3rd Infantry Divisional Sign al Regiment prepares for its fl rst and, we hope, last Ad ministrative Inspection in t he Canal Zone. ·
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2 AGRA SIGNAL SQUADRON
With coming changes in the Canal Zone, the Squadron
is about to take its final bow and a number of happy
a sociation will come to a temporary close.
Recent departures were notably tho
of SecondLieutenant G. H. Wright for U.K. and ' civvy street,'
Sergeant Fenner and S.S.M. Haydon ("Busty "), who is
now in Klagenfurt. We hope that he is as happy in his
new Unit as he was 'vith us. Their places have been filled
by Second-Lieutenant M. S. Double from U.K. an~ ~.~.M.
Axam, who has joined us from 7th Armoured D1v1S1onal
Signal Regiment.
Varied schemes, guards and escort duties have kept the
Unit fully employed during the last few months, but we
have been active in the field of sport as well. We entered
the AGRA S\vimming gala and beat our co-wilt in the
AGRA, 188 AAFC Battery R.A., coming second in place
to H.Q., 2 AGRA. Three of our swimmers, Signalman
·W right, Signalman Brooks and. Signalman Pridmore are
now training for greater glory m the R.A. (Egypt) InterU nit Competition.
With the Unit closing down, wherever we, as individuals
may go, we shall look for many old faces, and will hope
to make a reappearance in THE WIRE in other guise.

F.A.R.E.L.F
G.R.Q. SIGNAL REGOIENT~ FARELF
On Tuesday, 21st September, we were honoured by a
visit from the C.-in-C., General Sir Charles F. Loewen,
K.C.B., K.B.E., n.s.o. After visiting the Signal Centre, the
Tape Relay Station and Tyersall Park, the C.-in-C. expressed great satisfaction after his visit.
The only other major event of the month was the Singapore District Rifle Meeting held on the Nee Soon Ranges
from 20th to 23fd September. We entered one team in
the Major Unit competition, three teams in the Plate Cum
Target and Falling Plate Competitions and eleven individuals. The team shot very well and, although no cups
were brought home, the object of the exercise was achieved
in that everyone thoroughly enjoyed the four days out
on the ranges.
The Soccer season has, of coui:se, now closed and we
must congratulate Sergeant Clarke and Signalman Wark on
representing the Army and Inter-Services Team throughout the season.
Congratulations to Sergeant "Mollie " Morgan on promotion to S.Q.M.S.
Finally, we take this opportunity of welcoming W.O.II
Swenson and Sergeants Anderson and Elease to the Regiment, and of saying farewell to S.S.M. Feegan and Sergeants Pearshall and Evans.
llO~G

KONG SIGNAi, REGIMENT
H.Q. Squadron is back in focus again this month in the
midst of a rather hectic hot season. Summer in Hong
Kong was once looked upon as a gentle season of semiinactivity, but this year the whips have been out.
First of all, among recent events, we had the InterSquadron Safe Driving Competition in which the Squadron
distinguished itself against its larger brothers by winning
both the trophy and the award for the best individual performance (cries of "Swindle").
Since then, we have had to contend with our Annual
Administrative Inspection, a visit by G.0.C. Land Forces,
and the Inter-Troop Competition, in addition to training
for the annual range course and preparing for the C.I.V.
inspection. Somehow we have succeeded in carrying out
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Race was won by Colonel J. Stuart-Usher in fine style.
P.A. equipment was provided by H .Q. Squadron and
worked faultlessly. (ADVT.) !

Civil and Military Tailors
and Outfitters
97 New Bond Street, London, W.1
Telephone: Grosvenor 5016-7-8

"For the Finest in Service and Civilian Wear ..
Special Export Facilities
Our Representatives will wait upon you where and
wh.en you so desire, and at our premises every
courtesy and attention is assured to both old and
new customers

Emergency Service : Tailor-made Uniforms to
individual measurements within 48 hours
Branches at
CAMBERLEY, ALDERSHOT, RAMSEY (I.0.M.)
CATTERICK
Appointed Tailors to over fifty Regiments 011d Corp

all these enterprises simultaneously, as well as the daily
task, and still retained our sense of humour. Who was it
who said you couldn't whistle and sing at the same time?
· Since our last contribution, Major (T.O.T.) E. G. Brice
has emerged from the Fault Control catacombs to take
over from Captain (T.O.T.) S. A. Bristow now happily (his
own expression) R.H.E. S.Q.M.S. Tetlow has arrived from
the U.K. to fill the vacant Foreman of Signals chair, so we
have a completely new team in the " to B.L.R. or not to
B.L.R." department.
In the realms of sport, the major activity has been the
Annual Regimental Swimming Gala, in which all Squadrons
took part on the hottest day since 1900. The general standard of performance was high and a feast of good entertainment was served up to the spectators. Line Squadron
swept into an early lead which they increased to comfortable proportions and looked like walking away with the
trophy. After an indifferent start, 1 Squadron, fhe holders,
gradually settled down and slowly but inexorably whittled
down Line Squadron's lead until, in the second last race
of the gala, they crept into a half-point lead. Tension was
high in the rival camps as the two championship contenders
fought out the last event of the day-the free style relay.
From start to finish it was anybody's race and the ~xcite
ment was terrific, but in a thrilling finish I Squadron got
home, literally by a fingernail, in front of Line Squadron
to clinch the championship-a truly tremendous climax to
a keenly competitive afternoon's sport. Third place in the
team championship was taken by H.Q. Squadron-a creditable performance, considering the relative strengths of other
Squadrons. The amusing highlight of the afternoon was
in the plate-diving event, where Signalman Robinson of
H.Q. Squadron, after an incredibly lengthy underwater tour,
came nonchalantly to the surface and placed no fewer than
thirty-one "crock" dinner plates on the side of the pool
to the astonishment of all concerned. The Old Soldiers'
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19 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT
The Wives' Clubs are still very much in the news, the
MOR families' club are busy raffling a beautifully handworked quilt, and hope 10 swell the coffers; the rival club
are holding a "Jumble Sale," organised by Mrs. J. J. Lamb
and her Committee; and today many are worried; what was
one person's fashion last month may be another person's
fashion next month, and for just a mere fifty cents. Still
the a•:m is wonderful-funds for the Children's Christmas
Party.
Trade Training and Trade Boards are going along fast
and furiously at the moment; Sergeant Melvin is busy organising the Drivers' Courses, and Sergeant Bunyarnin and
Sergeant Khalid (complete with Catterick method of Instruction technique) are instructing our Lineman iUpgrading
courses--and to press, the results haive been most gratifying
-who said our Drivers were not clever types.
Education has recently been extended to the precincts of
Singapore, and we can now guarantee that all our candidates
for the AC.E. III know the following: (a) Who produces
Anchor Beer; (b) Who produces Tiger Beer; (c) The name
of the person who gave his name to Raffles Museum; (d)
Where the morning paper comes f.rom; but joking aside, the
visits arranged by Sergeant Dye, our Education Instructor,
have been extremely interesting, helpful and, of course, very
popular, and preparations are being made to add to th'is
list of "places of interest."
The District Catering ,..Competition took place last month
and we are hoping that everything seen and produced has
put the Regiment well up the list; it was not a one-sided
affair, the iudges did really eat the meal produced and so
did the C.0. and 2 i/c voluntarily, and believe it or not, the
N.C.O. i/c Cookhouse is still mth us-not to mention of
course the judges. In the District Rifle Meeting although
not placed in the first three, we did, however, put up a very
creditable performance, being eighth out of fifteen. The
absence of Corporal Anderson, repatriated through injury
a few days before the competition, cost us at least four valuable places-he was the unit champio::i shot and a consistent
marksman-at this point we wish Corporal Anderson a
speeding recovery and more bulls to come.
One feat worthy of note was being runners-up this month
in the Singapore Six-a-Side Hockey Tournament, although
beaten three-nil by G.H.Q., the game was extremely hard
fought, and in the final we played throughout with only
five men-wel1 done, indeed. The success of the team was
in some measure due to the Inter-Squadron Six-a-Side
Tournament, completed just prior to the District Tournament, the prizes were presented by Mrs. J. J. Lamb. To cap
a very successful football season, Signalman Wainwright
and Lance-Corporal Kenworthy (it is rumoured) have been
awarded their Corps Colours. Both these players were a
tower of strength the whole of the season, and although we
shall miss them next year we ihope they have passed
on thek talent and enthusiasm. The 0 i/c R.A.F. football joins with me in saying thank you, and best wishes in
the Foouball World.
FLASH.-News has just reached us that S.S.M. Bibby recently of this unit, now in U.K., has just bought a Hillman
Minx-now we know why he was lllimrning.
For Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Johnson of Shrivenham, to
let you know Block 20 is coming along nicely, and that No.
1 Squadron are still digging up and moving cables, due to
the Civil Planners ! I !
For Major John Garlick somewhere in Aldershot-The
MOR Camp have a1 last got a "huge Frig"; and that his
successor did pass the local Malayan Language Course recently. Bag.us Tuan!
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MALAYA
COMMAND
New Badge. The Gurkha Royal Signals badge was
presented on a representative ceremonial parade by Major
General Perowne, Major-General Brigade of Gurkbas, who
addressed the parade as follows : ·
" This is a proud day. And one long to be remembered. For, this day, detachments representing all the
units and sub-units of Gurkha Royal Signals are
assembled here to take into use your own Regimental
badge, which has been approved by Her Majesty The
Queen, to establish for all time the intimate association
between the ROY AL GORPS OF SIGNALS and the
BRIGADE OF GURKHAS.
You are young in history; but old in tradition and
rich in inheritance. In your new badge the Winged
Mercury of the old established Signal Service of Her
Majesty's Army is joined together with the crossed
kukris, symbolic of the martial traditions of Nepal;
and above all is set in the Crown, which is the symbol
of our united loyalty to The Queen. So, henceforth,
you will bear upon your heads three times the honour;
and will carry in your hearts a threefold pride.
Yet no man may assume honour, neither may he
enjoy pride, without that he be worthy of them. You,
Gurkha Royal Signals, shall not betray the trust placed
in you as men, or as soldiers, or as signalmen, by Her
Majesty The Queen, by me as your Major-General, and
by the Units and Formation for whose communications
you make yourselves responsible.
By your badge men shall know you. By your loyalty,
by your behaviour, and by your technical skill, they will
judge you as men, and measure your efficiency as
soldiers."

Messages of good wishes were received from H.R.H. The
Princess Royal and Major-General Bowen, himself an exGurkha.
Corps Bnnd In Malaya. During the subsequent
celebrations on BADGE DAY the Corps Reel was danced
before a distinguished gathering by the Gurkha Royal
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Signals highland dancers. The music was provided by the
Corps Band, conducted by Captain Judd. This was not
a magic carpet tour by the Band but came about this wise.
On 9th September, Lieutenant-Colonel Gregory sent a cable
to Major Griffiths (M.T. 8) asking him to contact the Band
at Southend and obtain a ta.pe recording. Captain Judd
and Band, at great inconvenience we believe, made the recording and it arrived in Kuala Lumpur in time to give
the dancers practice before the main performance on 23rd
September.
.
We in Malaya were delighted with the spirit of CO-Operation shewn by the many officers and men who in various
ways contributed to this success.
Dasnhra. The annual nautch and head cutting ceremony was held on 5th/6th October. Among those present
were H.E. The High Commissioner, Sir Donald McGilliv.ray, The Mentri Besar of Selangor State, Brigadier Good,
C.S.0. FARELF, and Colonel Adams, C.S.O. Malaya Command. The weather took a hand and it rained stair rods.
However, good heart overcame difficulty and the nautch got
off to a wet start in the end. Sir Donald stayed until the
small hours, the nautch in fact finishing at breakfast time.
Gurkha Major Parsuram entertained the guests with the
lavish hospitality customary to our martial allies from Nepal.
Queen's Birthday. Among other representative
detachments which made up the vast parade in Kuala
Lumpur was one from Malaya Command Signal Squadron,
a troop of which is shewn in the accompanying photo.
The Squadron rose from the ashes of Malaya Signal Regiment, who it is to ibe regretted did have some ashes around
in their last days. The new Squadron has had a satisfactory
football season, at one time having won 17 anq drawn 2 out
of 19 matches.
Major Llewellyn took over from Lieutenant-Colonel G.
Thomson, who departed to G.H.Q. The Squadron was
visited by Colonel Tucker and Colonel R. M. Adams, our
new C.S.O., during their hand-over.
The Squadron is roughly two-thirds British to one-third
Malayan. The MORs had a successful celebration of Hari
Raya, and extracted a speech in Malay from Major
Llewellyn.
We had the pleasure of a two-<iay cricket match Signals
Malaya against Signals Singapore. The visitors trounced
us in a two innings game. Time allowed the two teams to
play officers versus the others on the second day. Stumps
were drawn early as the Rugger season started1in the outfield on the second evening.
Presentation to H.M.S. Alert. A party of all ranks
representing Gurkha Royal Signals visited H .M.S. Alert at
Singapore to present the Admiral's dispatch vessel with a
Kukri to commemorate a training cruise on which a: party
of Gurkha Officers and other ranks of Gurkha Royal Signals
were embarked. The cruise had been a great success, the
Gurkhas contributing the rum required to augment the
daily messing.
The U:munaoding Officer, Commander Ashworth, R.N.,
in acknowledging the gift, said that there had been three
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H.M. Ships named " Ghurka" and each had been sunk in
action. Now Alert was carrying on the traditional link, and
both he and his ship's company felt highly honoured.
The presentation party, headed by Major Glanvill and
Gu.r.kha Major Parsuram, then swapped lies in the ward
room, the customary hospitality of the Royal Navy ensuring a mellow conclusion to the ceremony.
It was pleasant to see the ship represented at Dasahra.
C:.mbined Operation. When H.E. The Hi.gh Commissioner visited the East Coast of the Federation he took
with hjin on H.M.S. Alert a wireless detachment from
Malaya Command Signal Squadron to enable him to keep
in contact with Government in Kuala Lumpur. The dedetachment had sufficient free t.ime to enjoy a lovely cruise.
Swimming Gain. At the Kuala Lumpur Swimming
Gala, Captain Connett, C.S.O.'s Branch, came second in the
diving, and was a member of the relay team which came
second.
Searchlight Tattoo.
The finale of the Recruits
passing-out ceremony at the Depot Brigade of Gurkhas was
a searchlight ta~too in which the massed bands were illuminated by the efforts of the Signal Training Squadron
under Major Willett. In addition to the floodlighting the
back screen (of MAL construction) depicting the badges of
the Gurkha Coups and Regiments was illuminated, and was
crowned with a 15 ft. square pair of crossed Kukris picked
out with over 200 bu1bs. Sixty-seven recruits out of the
800 on parade have joined the Co11ps.
Federation Signals. Major Chapman has returned
from his inter-tour leave. The Hari Raya Puasa celebrations were attended by H.H. The Sultan of Perak and
Major-General Lambert. 1st Malaya Infantry Brigade
Signal Squadron under Major Ellis acquitted themselves
well in the much-publicised operation "Termite," a combined S.A.S. and ground operation against the Communist
terrorists in Perak.
22 S.A.S. Regiment Signal Troo1•· All ranks were
very sorry when Major Wilmott had to leave Malaya suddenly on account of the illness of Mrs. Wilmott. We are
delighted to hear how much better she is already.
News from Pnhang. 18 Infantry Brigade Signal
Squadron are still in Kuala Liipis. In addition to the everlasting operations, rune has been found for troop exercises.
Is it Major Boyland who cuts the cables or the communists?
We are wondering whether the Squadron has yet carried
the new 53 set up the 500 foot jungle-covered trackless hill,
on top of which is the transmitter station. S. Q.M.S. Sarfaty
is to be congratulated on a well-earned B.E.M. The Squadron has won the local football league, the following having
made up the team: S.S.M. Wilson, Corporals Ryan, Parkes,
Murdoch, Lance-Corporals Haddock, Johnson, Taylor, Signalmen Bunegar, Lipsett, Hart, Gardiner, Huckle, Watson
and Collins.
The operators have recently had a most successful trade
board.
The D .C.R.E. has found a place for swimming in our
river. However, so far only the curr<rnt has raced.
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Ser1eant Kim tidies up a road crossing.
Sergeant Kim Yong Sin, N.C.O. i/ c Katcoms.
5

l
Katcoms runninc through cable.
4 The Katcom detachment lo ading up.
Katcoms pullin1 out a five pair snake~

. The Katcoms have in the past two years become an
mtegral part of infantry battalions in Korea and of 1st
Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment, and by their
loyalty and cheerfulness have earned the respect of all
who serve with them.
Katcoms (Korean Army attached Commonwealth) are
Korean soldiers permanently attached to the Commonwealth Division. The first Katcoms joined the Divisional
Signal Regiment on 22nd March, 1953, and it was decided
to employ them exclusively as linemen. They joined " C "
Troop, and under their own Katcom Sergeant, who also
acted as interpreter, they were trained as linemen field.
They learned quickly-mainly by example-and· were soon
taking their places in both New Zealand and U.K. line
detachments. In June, 1953, a complete Katcom line detachment was formed and has worked as such ever since.
Although several Katcoms soon learnt some English, it was
not possible to form further detachments.
They have proved themselves first-rate linemen, being
apparently indifferent to the severities of the climate and
the harshness of the Korean terrain.
Their record both in the war and during the truce has
been impressive, and it is difficult to pick specific incidents
out of so many but their action on Hill 355 will probably
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1954

be best remembered. Heavy fighting took place against
the Commonwealth position and cable on the ground survived only a few minutes. The Katcom detachment working entirdy at night with the minimum of noise often
under heavy mortar fire, dug a 1,000 yards trench for the
cable up the back of the hill, rising 8ooft., often up a 75°
slope.
Many of the most difficult cross-country routes of the
Divisional static line system were constructed by the
Katcom detachment. One in particular is a 2-mile stretch
across precipitous country covered in thick scrub.
. The 38 ~atcoms n~"". '.lttached to !11e Regiment take part
m all Regunental activmes and dut.Ies and are in no way
segregated. Not only are they efficient linemen but smart
soldiers as has been shewn by their outstanding performance on Divisional ceremonial Katcom parades.
Much of. this s.uccess is due to the leadership and keenness of thetr semor N.C.O., ~ergeant Kirn Yong Sin, who
recently turned down promotlon to S.S.M. in order to remain with the Regiment.
They are proud to wear our uniform, and in particular
the Corps badge, and we also are oroud to include them
as f1;1ll members of the Regiment, knowing that they will
continue to serve in the best traditions of the Corps.
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The hot and hwnid swnmer has given way to the sunny
afternoons and cool evenings of Korean autumn. Winter
working hours have been introduced wi1h the loss of the
afternoon siesta for those who were able to take it, and
the football season has started, as in England, but without
the green turf and the Pools.
Aununn fashions have made the jersey heavy wool
popular again; a battledress is also seen on a few rare
occasions. The Q.M. Store is one step ahead, collecting
the clothing and domestic goods for the colder weanher to
come.
Last mont;ll saw the arrival in our area of a Dental team,
so we are now almost self-<:ontained with our own Padre,
Doctor and Dentist. The arrival of the Dentist has sot yet
produced an epidemic of toothache, nor do his morning
parades yet compare in size with the Doctor's.
Although the Press has published much about the rundown of the Division, we are still here as a Regiment with
· plenty of work to keep us occupied. After the Press
announcement there followed the inevitable "rumour"
fever, which produced amusing light table talk but naught
else. Temperatures are now normal and we carry on with
our daily tasks unhindered by speculation.
September was a month of changing scenes, bonh in
nature and in the sporting activities of the Regiment; the
small red seamed ball was replaced by the larger leather
spheroid, and the " Imjin " began to look cold and uninviting even to the bravest of S'Winuners. The final of
the Inter-Troop Cricket Competition resulted in "L"
Troop being undisputed champions, with " K " Troop as
the gallant losing finalists. The Regimental eleven had a
short life in the Divisional Cricket Competition, losing in
the first round to I R.A.R. Nevertheless, two games had
to be played in order to reach a decision. In the first game
the Regimental side had its tail up with the I R.A.R. scoreboard reading 20 or so runs for five wickets. We began to
dream of a resounding victory, but an objection was raised
to the ball we were using-a composition ball. After a midfield conference between captains, umpires and teams it
was decided to continue the game as a "friendly " match.
In the replay, I R.A.R. left us in no doubt as to which side
was the better. We hope nhat our defeat will be avenged
" down under " this winter.
The Regimental Swimming Gala proved an outstanding
success. The programme covered two dayS-<>ne day being
spent at the " Olympic " Siwimming Pool at Seoul, where
the heats for the swimming events, the diving and plunging
finals, and the water polo competition were held ; the
scoond day being spent in our own swimming pool in the
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Imjin. The day at Seoul was unfornunately cold and
wintery; this did not damp the ennhusiasm of the competitors and their keenness was rewarded by being given
a glorious sunny day for the events in our Regimental
swimming pool. The highlight of the afternoon on the
lmjin was the Inter-Squadron boat race, which was won by
No. 1 Squadron, due mainly to the skilful use of the river
current and their experienc:OO h~g of the nornhern
bank at the end of the course. At nhe end of the day "M"
Troop emer-ged the ha?PY and victorious team.
The Regimental football field js now complete, but not
without excitement. One dark night an ex;pll'Sion was
heard from the vicinity of the field ; the investigators of the
noise reported that one set of goalposts had disaippeared.
During the previous week "C" Troop had been engaged
in putting another crossing over the Imiin and in order
to put up their poles had been blasting holes in the rocks
on the banks. This, together with their natural and
national preference to H -tylpe goals, put them under heavy
suspicion. There was no proof, however, and this incident,
which enlivened one of the days of last month, was soon
forigotten. The field was quickly put into operation again
and on it we have high hopes of playing our way into the
final of the Divisional Inter~Unit Competition.
On 18th September Lieutenant-Colonel Vincent, Royal
Australian Signals, C.S.O., H .Q., B.C.F.K., paid a farewell
visit to the Regiment and brought with him his successor,
Lieutenant-Colonel Roseblade.
We wish LieutenantColonel Vincent every success in his new appointment as
Director of Signals and welcome Lieutenant-Colonel Roseblade, our new C.S.O.
On 21st Septdmber, 1954, Brigadier C. E. Weir, c.B.,
c.B.E., n.s.o., Q.M.G. of the New Zealand Militarv Forces,
spent a morning with the Regiment. Brigadier Weir took
the salute at a parade of our new Zea.landers from "C"
and "D " Troops; he then inspected the vehicles of "A"
and "O'' Troops, and the " C" and "D" Troop lines. He
was accompanied by Brigadier J. T. Burrows, n.s.o., E.D.,
M.A., Conunander Kayforce, who .proved to be a keen Rugby
supporter, and it will interest the many Rugby enthusiasts
in the Cor>ps that he has played for the "All Blacks "-a
high honour in the Rugiby world .
The Regiment has been put into the twnbril and is
destined for the guillotine. Next month we may be able
to let you know the r esult of the execution.
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The Benevolent Fund of this unit has been taken over
for administration by the Welfare Section in accordance
with the normal objects and rules of the Association.
It is IMPORTANT that branches and individuals applying to the Welfare Section for financial help sh<;>Uld state
if the applicant served in 5th (London) Corps Signal.

H.Q., A.E.B.
ROYAL SIGNALS
Royal Signals Blacon sports activities have continued
apace notwithstanding setbacks of inclement weather. A
most encouraging rugby foonball match played against
RA.F. Haydock, res.ulted in a win of 24 points to 3. A
more recent match against a local R.A.M.C. team, however,
resulted in a loss of 14 points to 3. The current fixtures
now provide for a match every Wednesday.
In soccer we are lucky in still having AQ.M.S. Slee with
us to nurture the teams and co-<>rdinate fixtures. In the
North-West District League Cup the "A" team won in a
match against 4 A.A. Group Workshops, 4 goals to 2; whilst
the "B" team lost 3 to 4 In a friendly match against
RA.F. Hawarden, a hard-fought game resulted in a loss
of 3 goals to 4
Several cross country runs have been arranged against
local Units. In this sport there a,re a keen dozen enthusiasts
who disappear across the fields every Wednesday afternoon,
and the core amongst these comprises Lance-Coriporal
Howes, Signalman Yeoma.n~ and Signalman Lane.
Two hockey matches have been played, one resulting in
a loss against the Cheshire Regiment 0-3, and the other a
draw 3-3 against 31 Training Regiment R.A
We welcome to the Unit W.O.II Sims, who has been
posted in from BETFOR via the Depot Regiment. To Signalman Brennan we offer our congranulations on his recent
marriage, and we wish him and his wife every happiness.
The D.D., TA and A.E.R. paid a visit to Blacon on 10th
September, 1954, whilst 4 Signal Construction Regiment
were in Camp. He was able to see· both Camp installations
and also the A.E.R. Unit setting up T.E. stations and laying
U.G. cables in the Poulton Airfield area.
The same A.E.R. Unit, 4 Sigqal Construction Regiment,
commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Scarborough, T.D., will,
in the near future, be figuxing as an item of special interest
on T.V. radio newsreel or a similar programme. On 16th
September, 1954, we had a representative of the B.B.C.
Television Service taking shots depicting various phases in
the life of Driver Snooks, A.E.R., from where, as a painter
in civilian life, he comes down a ladder from his civilian
job to report for his fortnight's training at Blacon Camp,
and concludes with Driver Snooks returning to his civilian
employment retracing his steps up the ladder! It is left
for the reader to find out what happens in the fortnight
between by keeping a look-out for the T.V. programme,
which it is understood will cover all aspects of A.E.R. training both Signals and other arms. It is regretted that
the date when this programme will be shown cannot be
specified, because apparently even the B.B.C. themselves
cannot say until the last moment.
Another visitor to the Camp was Lieutenant-Gen¢ral
Martin, Military Correspondent to the Daily Telegraph.
He came on 5th October whilst 2 Signal Construction Regiment, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Gill, T.D.,
M.I.E.E., were in training. We enjoyed reading his account
of A.E.R. matters in the Daily Telegraph, and especially
his very understanding references ro the work of Royal
Signals and of 2 Signal Construction Regiment.
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Our uniforms having dried out after a wet but nonetheless successful camp at Otley, and the Permanent Staff
having completed some well-earned leave, we are now
fully occupied with R.E.M.E. inspectorates.
Sir Thomas Spencer, of Standard Telephones and
Cables Limited, recently presented the Regiment with some
most superlative mobile and static Public Address equiipment, which has already been put to effective use on
numerous occasions.
Our Motor Cycle Trials' team have started the season
extremely well. Cpls. Blackford, Barnard and L/Cpl. Pynn
are again to be congratulated on bringing back the "Ashes"
from the Home Counties and 44 (HC) Divisional M.C.
Trials, in addition to obtaining the Team Award, they were
also first and third in the individual placings. They were
called forward to compete in the Command Trials; an illtimed downpour, unfortrmately, played havoc with the
course, but Corporal Blackford is to be congratulated on a
fine effort-finishing nth, from a field of nearly one
hundred riders.
The Rifle Team can also boast a success, being placed
fourth in the Royal Signals, T.A., London District Rifle
Meeting.
The individual award was captured by
Lieutenant Gundry who, alas has since departed for the
U.S.A., though not, we understand, to the ." Wild West"!
Rumour has it that Sergeant Castle's absence of late
from the Drill Hall is because he is having a baby! We
feel safe, however, in offering congratulations to his wife as
well! !
Santa Claus arrived early this year and left us with
some User Trial vehicles, to whit, a Light and Medium
Signal Office, also Light and Medium Cipher Office
Trailers and a T.E.V. Light.
The Cipher Offices remain a closely guarded secret (it
is said, even to the Cipher Officer),-though the T.E.V. has
received minute scrutiny at the hand of our G.P.O. types.
Its designer will, doubtless, be horrified to learn all the
points he has apparently forgotten to consider.
Our Social Calender began with the Sergeants' Mess
Dinner, which was again a success, particularly for bar
profits. The Mess made a presentation of a handsome
clock to W.0.II Biggs on his retirement.
Still to come is the Officers' Mess Annual Dinner, the
El Alamein Ball and Reunion, when, it is anticipated, we
will see a lot of Old Comrades.
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After our A.nD.ual Camp at Barry this year it was
rumoured that there would then be a rest period until
winter individual training began in November. This has
been pure fiction and the fact ha6 been a case of "Never a
dull moment had by all." In August the Regiment had a
two weeks' visit by the Light Orchestra Section of the
Corps Band and they were put to good use in Aberdeen
and Kirkcaldy. In A!berdeen the Orchestra played for a
Sunday Concert, which was well attended by people from
A!berdeen and the County. They also played during the
Territorial Association Rifle Meeting and were muoh
praised for their contribution to the occasion. At Kirkcaldy they were used to give a concert to celebrate the
return of the Conps to Fife. It is intended to raise a

Briga~e Troo;v ~d "N " Troop of Fifers, with a Drill
Hall situated m K 1rkcaldy.
In . Seipt~ber there was the Annual Regimental Rifle
M~tmg wh~ch was held at Barry Ranges. The Aberdorna.i:s earned off most of the prizes, which went to the
following :
Individual Rifle, S.S.M. Jones, 1 Squadron; Sten,
Ser.g eant Neale, R.H.Q.; Officers' Pistol, Captain Moonie
~ Sq~;Iron; Bream team, "H.Q." Squadron ; Falling plates:
H.Q. Squadron.
!h~ Regiment also entered a team in September for the
D~str1ct Motor . Cycle T rial: The team, led by SecondL1eutenant Petrie, who has iust come to the Regiment, did
very well and the team members all won prizes for their
efforts. . We shall CXipect big things from them during
our Regimental Motor Cycle Meeting in November.
In . October. the Officers were "exercised " on several
oci:as1ons. Chief amongst these were the Highland District
Bngade TEWT at Perth and the C.S.O.'s TEWT in Edinburgh. Both of these were most instxuctive during study
hours ~nd th~reafter m1;1ch enjoyed socially judging by the
deafenmg noise emanatmg from the bars of the respective
hotels.

H.q. 60 ARMY
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for t?is month we can report that
I~d1v1~ual ~rammg is now m full swing. We are now
aided m this sphere by the recent arrival of Sergeant
J. Walton, from the Gold Coast Signal Squadron to fill a
long standing vacancy as Tele. Mech. P.S.I.
'
The W.O:s. and Sergeants' !vfess was recently the .scene
of great ~ctlVlty on the occasion of Lieutenant (Q.M.) V.
W. G. Kmg (our ex-R.S.M.) be.ing on embarkation leave
This, plus the departure of our Young Officers to click
respective Universities, afforded us the far from feeble excuse to stay up late and ensure their departure in style I Yet
another departure ~ the n<;ar future will be that of Sergeant
Oates CT.A.), who is leavmg us after three years' service.
We all join in wishing him good luck.
During the month we have had the pleasure of assisting
the 2nd Derbyshire Home Guard Battalion willh their communications and of giving a demonstration of Signal
eq~ent to ~e boys of Mount St. Mary's College, both
of which are m our area. We have also been visited• by
a large party of young men from a local firm, as part of a
pre-Nati?nal Service Course which they were attending.
Preparaaons are well under way in Sheffield for the visit
of H.M. The Queen on 27th October. We are playing our
small part in providing a street lining party, and with the
co-Ope.ration of employers and the enthusiasm of volunteers, we are going to be well represented. We are eagerly
looking foIWard to tihe· visit of our Corps Band to Sheffield
on 6th November, when they are to play at the Festival
of Remembrance in the City Hall. We hope that the sight
and sound of the Band will draw forth from hibernation,
the large numbers_ of ex Royal Signals personnel in this
city, so that we may have the opporl'unity of reminding
them tlhat we have a T.A. Unit and a Branch of the Royal
Signals Association on their doorsteip.
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Bulford Camp, September, 1954-Exercise " London
Pride "-those names will be well remembered for many
a long day to come.
·The Regiment has been building up, training, planning
and scheming in preparation for the climax of the training
cycle. At last it had come, Exercise " London Pride.''
Those who went to camp did so with full knowledge that

the task ahead would not be easy. In the past the Regi-

m~nt . had won the respect of all who had made contact

with it. Its name and reputati<;>n was good, but, the acid
test ~as. yet to come. The Regiment was to provide commU?Icauons for the entire Division. The facts were
we1ghe~ up. . The lessons learnt from previous camps were
borne m . mind. ~he newcomers to the Regiment were
comparauv.ely untried. Camp was taking place at the end
of the tralDIDg season-pool vehicles and equipment-?
L astly, the weather, prior to camp, was far from good, to
say the least.
!fo~ever, ~e Regiment went to camp with full determm~uo~ to live up to its good name and provide commurucauons, come what may.
~he scene which confronted the main party on its
arrival at Bulford Fields did nothing to give hope for a
"comfortable camp." It was all there. Rows and rows
of tents, empty, cold, uninviting tents; the large Mess
marquee and the smaller tent at the side labelled "Guard
Room," the cookhouse, complete with singing cook (his
vocal efforts were heard by all at 0230 hrs. daily until
somebody told him that C.R. Signals slept 50 yara; away
-(God bless .that man); and lastly the ablutions (cold
water). Yes, It was all .there. The general feeling was
well summed. up by the Signalman who, as clambering from
th~ coach, sa1d, as he slowly surveyed the scene, "Blimey!
this lot after Carter Barracks."
In spite of all, the Regiment went to work with a will.
It settl~d down rapidly and soon order was established.
The v01ce of experience was heard and listened to--but
somehow it seemed strange to hear "Stumpy" Stockwell
yelling "Sign 'ere," instead of "'old that cable, man 'old
it.''
'
. ~e beginning of the first week was highlighted by the
visit .of Gen~~l. Fladgate, whose striking personality,
expenence, Wittlc1sm and keen eye for detail is so wellknown througl].out the Royal Corps of Signals.
The first week passed rapidly. Stores, equipment,
vehicles were drawn, issued and tested (and returned). The
problems arose and were overcome. Only those who have
been to a TA. camp know from bitter experience how
tough that first week can be.
Then the day dawned and the weather was set fair.
Exercise " London Pride " was started.
~e Division moved out to its concentration areas. The
mam body moved up to the Aldershot-Farnborough
District, the Armoured Brigade went to Marlborough and
elements of the R.A. settled in Barton Stacey.
The exercise set was a simple one (so the experts say).
There was to be a long approach march to an assembly
area, an infantry assault over the River Avon, followed by
an armoured break-out.
During the initial stages, line was the principle means
of communication and assistance was given to Division
by the provision of G.P.0. circuits. Wireless communication was maintained and the distance problem between
Church Crookham and Marlborough was overcome by the
use of a relay station. Thereafter the communications
both wireless and line, were planned to be as normal
an Armoured Division.
The Division moveci back to Salisbury P.T.A. by night
and formed up. So far there had been no serious signal
problems. Then came the most interesting period of allthe assault of the river. From the signal point of view
this operation required careful planning.
A "Bank Control H.Q.'' and a "Regulating H.Q." were
to be set up East of the River Avon in the neighbourhood
of Silk Hill and The Wig (famous names to those who
know the Plain). The Signal Plot was made. Line was to
be the main means of communication.
A_ Sigi;ia.l .Centre was established !it Bank Control HQ.
~am D1v1S1on and the Infantry Brigade were tied in by
!me; the Armoured BrigQde was contacted via the Main
Division switchboard. Lines were run out to the T.P.s
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served continuously ~s Regular and T .A. until 1945·
Sergeant K . Martm, 7 year s Regular service with T he
Argyle a~d ~utherland Highlanders, recently demobbed
after servmg m Korea.
?ergeant G . Cooke, ex N.S.M. with Royal Signals, and
pnor to that 4 years Army Cadet Force.
At present the Squ~dron is comprised of two Training
Platoons plus a recruits Platoon. Training at present is
Infantry, with t~e object of Cert. "A," Pt. I and II being
taken by approxunately 50 per cent. before Signal Training
commences.
Two ·Camps have been attended by the Squadron. The
first ~t Monske, near R etford, was quite a success as the
operung camp. ~h~ Squadron won the Camp Sports and
also the West Rid1~g Guard Mounting Competition for
th.e .week, they were m Camp, and finished 2nd in the West
R1dmg. The first Annual Inspection was also very successful and a " G~od " r.ep?rt was obtained. In February
of 1953 a Parents Association was formed which has done
some very go<?d work and .at Christmas they gave the
Squadron a Dinner and Socrnl Evening.

by the bridge sites (one Class 6o and one Class 9). L ong
locals were laid to the wheeled and tracked Assembly
Areas to the bridge sites.
All this was laid by night. The line laying manpower
of the Regiment was taxed to the extreme. The test was
not so much the laying of the line, but ·ability to hold
them in circuit. The lines, both forward and rear, by
necessity had to cross the main Division axis down which
would go all the Armour and S.P. Regiments.
Those circuits held but not without difficulty. The
Regiment is proud to say that communications never failed.
The story of the assault will be written elsewhere. It
is not within the scope of this effort to describe the scenes
that took place that morning. The whole plan was
succe sful and went with " a bang."
And so the exercise came to an end. The Regiment
returned to camp weary, very weary, but proud of its
achievement. It had done all that had been asked of it.
To quote the Army Commander, "Signals worked well,
amazingly well."
We have now returned and settled down after that hectic
fortnight at Bulford. We have checked the score and we
are reasonably happy.
But we would like to place on record our grateful thanks
to all those who so nobly assisted us; to 5 Corps Signal
Regiment, whose commitments were as great as ours but
who still found time and men to help us, to Eastern Command Signal Regiment, who took their share of the line
laying tasks; to those who were attached to us as "Regular
Assistance," and lastly to our Camp Sponsor Unit, whose
work so often goes unsung.

*
ROYAL SIGNALS AND TllE ARHY CADET
FORCE
In the November issue of THE WIRE of 1952 and 1953
the Editor has been kind enough to allow me to publicize

the happy relations that exist between Royal Signals and
the Army Cadet Force In Cheshire. This short article and
accompanying photograph go to prove that this relationship still exists and is, in fact, more fully extended.
When I retired at the end of November, 1953, after 30
years with the Co:r.ps, I was fortunate enough to be offered
the position of County Commandant of the Army Cadet
Force in Cheshire. This, in itself, has strengthened the
link between Cadets and Royal Signals as I now have nearly
one thousand Cadets under my control.
The photograph, taken at this year's annual camp, has
added interest as it shows the presenration of a shield for
the best Guard in the annual Guard Mounting Competition. The winning Guard was provided by the Royal Signals Cadet Unit, the 8th (Cheshire) Independent A.C.F.
Squadron Royal Signals, and this was the third year in
succession that this Unit had won the shield.
At this year's annual camp, 62 H.Q. L. of C. Signal Regiment, T.A., again sent a Demonstration Team headed by
Sergeant Mears of 16 Wireless Squadron, T.A., which did
sterling work.
R.S.M. Boyton, now with a Training Regiment, came
to Camp as my R.S.M., and proved a tower of strength as
always.
In Chester the good work goes on. Lieutenant (Q.M.)
Lou Jackson, now with the A.E.R., has started a Cadet Unit
in Blacon Camp with the backing of the C.S.O. and Commandant A.E.R. The U.nil is affiliated to the Command
Signal Regiment and wears Royal Signals badges. The
C.O. of the Command Signal Regiment is the "Parent."
Further notes of interest in this County are that one
ex-Cadet has now passed through Sandhurst and has been
commissioned into the Corps. Another Cadet has volunteered to serve in the Corps Band.

19.54 has been even more successful and the bard work
put 10 by the Adult Staff has certainly paid dividends. In
July the Squadron had its 2nd Annual Inspection and was
reported as a "Very Efficient Unit." Camp this year was
at Strensall, near York, and our successes were as follows :
Won. the West Riding Guard Mounting Competition.
2nd _in Camp. Boxing with 3 wins out of 4 fights.
3rd m the Lmes Competition, which included the best
laid out kit in Camp and also the second best Tent.
5 Marksmen, 10 first class shots and 2 second class shots
in the .22 Empire Test Shoot.
8th in the .303 Competition out of 17 team~. This was
the very first time any Cadet had fired .303 S.A.A.
In the Sports, Cadet K. Shields broke the A.C.F. Long
Jump Record.
1,000 Cadets were in Camp the same week as the
Squadron making up eleven Units, of which we were the
smallest.
On Friday, October lst, 1954, the Squadron will be
holding its 2nd Annual Open Night, and further news will
be given about this event.

Welfare _ _ _ _ _ Section
[Photo : N. Wol1tenholme, Grange over Sand•

Cadet Sergeant Kay, 8th (Cheshire) Independent ACF Squadron,
Royal Signals, receives the Guard Mounting Shield from the
County Commandant, Colonel T. W. Boileau, O .B.E.

I can still do with the helip of any ex-Royal Signals who
may have settled down in Cheshire. There is a great need
for Officers, Adult Warrant Officers and Cadet Instructors.
Let me know where you are and I can find a job for you.
T.W.B.
CADET NOTES. LEEDS

On Friday, 4th October, 1953, Gibraltar Barracks, H.Q.
of the 49th W ..R. Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment
was open for the purpose of recruiting : this time was for
a Cadet Squadron which has been affiliated to the 49th as
No. 5 Cadet Squadron. Since that night the Squadron has
gone from strength to strength. The Squadron has already
made its presence known in the West Riding of Yorkshire.
The Squadron was formed by Captain G. Lewis who
had recently moved to Leeds from Selby, where he was
O.C. "B "'Company, 5th C/Bn. West Yorkshire Regiment.
The present strength of the Squadro~ is 3 Officers, 2 Adult
W.O.s and 2 Sergeant Instructors plus 87 Cadets.
The military background of the adult staff is as follows :
Captain G. Lewis, 0.C., 16t years Regular service with
the York and Lancaster Regiment, ex-W.O.I, and 10 years
Cadet service.
Second-Lieutenant G. Blower, Training Officer, 22
years Regular service with the East Yorkshire Regiment,
ex-W.O.II, demobbed August 1952, after service in Korea.
Second-Lieutenant G. A. Gresham, Sports Officer. ExRoyal Signals prior to joining Leeds City Police.
R.S.M. S. G. March. 21 years Regular and T .A. service
with the Royal Engineers, ex W.O.I.
R.Q.M.S. W. Lushworth joined Royal Signals 1921, and •
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&lowi, an attempt is made to describe with suitable
anonymity seven cases taken from the Welfare Section
files current during the first week in October · 1954.
Also on this page is a simple statement of inco:rie and
expenditure.
~other of Two Ser,•lng Signabnen. The father has
been ill for years, has at last had to give up work and go
to hospital, T.B. Despite all the help her sons can give,
there were small accumulated debts. These are now
negligible.
Wife of Serving '\Vnrrnnt Officer who was on the high
seas, living in a families' camp she suddenly was offered a
house. The fund provided cash for the in-going and no
doubt this will be repaid when the W.O. reaches his new
Regiment.
Signalman, married, one child; after previous service rejoined on Regular engagement, but such things as marriage allowance and voluntary allotment take a little time
to come through. The Fund helped to bridge the gap.
The Signalman quickly qualified for five star pay, so
things will be easier.
Ex-Signnlmnn 1938-46, married, four children. Wife
very ill and he has lost three weeks' earnings looking after
home and children. SSAFA and the Fund helped to keep
such as rates and hire purchase from getting out of hand.
Ex-Signnhnnu 1037-46, ex P. of W., small disability
pension. Had been in hosipital for six months. He and
his family had a good holiday at a Mercury House. The
manager wrote, "When the family arrived here we
thought we had seldom seen four people more in need of
seaside air and Mercury House feeding treatment."
Ex-Cor1•oral, T.B., married, one stepson, writes "I have
now been out of hospital two weeks and it is in a great
measure due to you and SSAFA that I have a home at all.
My wife and I will never cease to be grateful. One day
I'll be back at work and hope through you to be able to
help someone else in need."
Ex-Slgnahnnn 1946-48. Has been in hospital with
Polio since 1949· We only heard in August, 1954· British
Legion and Royal Signals helped his widowed mother to
some necessities and t11e concerned Branch of the Association will ensure that he does not lack visitors, news
and small necessities.
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Subscriptions receitied during September, I954 :
. ..
...
4 Air Formation Signal Regiment
I I Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment
...
I Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (W.O.s and Se~gean;~j
3 Infanuy Divisional Sig~al Regunent ...
~8 WA;rmY Groui;> Signal Regiment
ueless Regunent . . .
...
. ..
I Training Regiment .. .
3 jra·~"!ng Reg~ent .. .
4 rauung Regunent
...
...
. ..
~hool ~ S_ignals (W.O.s and Sergeants)

S~crn ~d

CM) si&;,a1

·R:egm;ent ... ... ...

Eastern Command (M) Signal Regiment (C.H.Q. Troop)
21 (NM) Corps Signal Regiment, T .A. .. .
. ..
.. .
. ..
16 Wireless Squadron, T.A.
...
...
. ..
...
. ..
I Malay Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron . . .
...
. ..
Donations received during September, I954 :
~gadier R. H . Willen-Brigadier L. de M. Thuillier ..
. A. Monk ...
...
...
.. .
. ..
. ..
...
. ..
Church of St. James the Le , Penicuick
Port Talbot and District Branch
Southampton and District Branch
Toutl receipts

£ s.

d.

4 II
5 0

2
0

3 19

3

100 0
40 II

0

7

0

0

0
35 0
20
I
IO
20
I

0
0
3

IO

9
8

5

0

I
2

0
0

5

5

0
0

1 12

0

0
IO

0
0

IO

0
0

5

0

0

IO

0
12

0
0

... £295 14

9

8

Expenditure during September, t954 . . .
. .. £592
(Includes : Rent and Rates, Beds and Bedding Cots and
Prams, Rehabilitation, General Assistance).
'
Analysis of Cases :
Families of Soldiers serving in U .K.
. ..
,. B.A.O.R.
,,
,,
,,
,,
n F.A.R.E.L.F.
Widows and Dependents
. ..
. ..
Released and Discharged Soldiers . . .

2

6

6
I

2
II

48

Total cases assisted
45 cases of soldiers serving during i939 / 45 war ...
23 cases of soldiers not serving during 1939/ 45 war

8

68
£41I II II

.£180 10

7

£592

6

2

" TDllOUGll FUND "
As is well known an artist's copy of this famous picture

now hangs in the War Memorial Chapel of St. Martin's
Church (the Royal Signals Church) in Catterick Camp.
It was agreed that the cost of this would be borne by
branches of the Association as some token of gratitude for
the hospitality extended during the Annual Reunion at
Catterick Camp.
We acknowledge with gratitude to:
Sheffield Branch
£1 o o
£1 l o
Chislehurst and District Branch
Thirty-eight branches have so far oontributed.
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Sheffield

The October meeting was held at Crabtree T.A. Centre
on Friday, 1st October. Twenty-two members and friends
attended.
We were pleased to welcome R.S.M. Bilby who has recently arrived to take over from Mr. King, and we hope
his stay in Sheffield will be a happy one.
The Chairman, Lieutenant-Colonel McNeil, informed us
that the Corps Band will be playing for the Festival of
Remembrance at the City Hall, Sheffield. We can look
forward to an excellent evening's entertaimnent. This is,
we believe, the first time the Band has appeared in Sheffield,
although members of the Dance Band have played here
for several functions, and it is the first Regular Army Band
to take part since the Festival was revived after the last
war. The Joint Council df Ex-Service Associations who are
organising the Festival can rest assured that the Corps
Band will be a very definite asset to the programme. Once
again the Association will have a representative party on
the platform, and efforts are being made to obtain the
loan of a standard for the occasion.
Arrangements have b.een made for a party to attend the
Rally at York on 24th October, in conjunction with a local
organisation who had coach seats spare.
Members were sounded in regard to an annual dinner
to be held sometime in February; all members on the
books are to be circularised and asked to attend. If the
response is good then all arrangements can be made for a
first class effort, as it will be the first dinner to be held by
the Branch since its formation in January, 1948.
The attendance of members was again very small, but
we are living in hopes that now the winter is creeping on
us the attendance will increase. Next meeting is N ovember.

WINES .ANQ SP IRITS
Wine and spirits are an indispensable part of the Christmas Feo>tivitie .
For home
Naafi
.
, mes or wardroom,
.
has i~ store a wide range of the
choicest vintage , to warm the heart
and bring good cheer.
If you wish t o s end a p resent to
your family or friends , ask y our
nearest Naafi shop for folder s of
the complete range of pres ent ation cases. Naafi will despatch
them to any address in the U .K.
on receipt of your instructions.

CIGARS
T he mellow contentment of a good
cigar is dou bly welcome at Christmas
time. For you r discerning choice,
Naafi presents a range of th e fi nest
varieties. Call at you r nearest aa fi
shop today, or write to :-

Apologia

The last line of the notes of Sheffield Branch, published
in the October WmE should have read : "We are N OW looking forward <to next year's event."

City of London Signals Old Comrades• As sociation

NAAF][

held their Annual General Meeting at Signal House, 20
Atkins R oad London, S.W.12, on the 16th October. In
the regretted' absence of Brigadier A. C. C. Willway, C.B.,
c.B.E., T.D., o.L., J.P., the Olair was taken by L ieutenantColonel G . M Welsford. Having passed the 1953 accounts
as in a satisfactory condition, and re-elected their officers
for the following year, the meeting decided nem con to
affiliate to the Royal Signals Association. It was m ade clear
that membership was open to all who ha~ ~e:ved o~ were
serving in 56 1st London, The London D1vmo;nal Signals,
or 56 London A·r moured DiV'isional Signal Regiment, TA.

The Official Canteen Organisation
for H.M. Forces
Esher • Surrey

2 L. of c;. Signal Regiment

A new Unit Branch, No. 45, has been opened at
B.usseldotf. Thi s is the third Branch operated by 2 L. of C.
Signal Regi ment. It is centaintly so now, and there probably
never has been another Unit that runs three Branches of
the Association in three separate locaJ.ities.
We understand that the main interest so far in the new
Brooch has been Tombola nights, and the purchase of
bicycles, generally for the benefit of those who live out.
Corrigenda
W~~ of H.~H. Th.e
Colonel-in-Chicl's visit to 6 (Boys) T!rauung Regunent, 1t
was snated that a Trumpet was presented on behalf of Y<?rk
Branch of- the Association. It should h~ve been qattenck
and DiStrict Branch. The error, for which the Editor was
not responsible, is regretted.

In the account in the September
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BETTEll BRANCHES - A
U GGESTED REMEDY
FOR INER TIA

Formed only fifteen months ago, one Branch at least
does not, will not, suffer from inertia.
Three months after their inaugural meeting they held
their first annual dinner and invited their Ladies. The
dinner was enjoyed by all and-the ladies liked the ideaso formed a Ladies' Section. After that things really began
to happen. The monthly meeting of Brandl members
continued to be attended by "the few." The weekly meeting d the Ladies' Section was attended by " the many."
Entertainments and outings were organised, the Branch
members were galvanised. A good time was admitted
to have been had by all. At the second annual dinner a
handsome cheque came to the Welfure Section (Benevolent
Fund). At the dinner there were some good spccciies.
The best and the shortest was ma.de by the Chairman of
the Ladies' Section-" We will double that cheque next
year "-was what she said.
The name of the Branch-Port Talbot and District!

York

The York and District Council of Service Associations,
which title conceals a very great deal of organisational
ability and energy provided by the Royal Signals Association, had a tremendous week-end 231'd/24th Oc.tober.
The affair started smoothly with a very good and well
attended dance at the Assembly Rooms, and there was
som e rather complimentary Yorkshire criticism that the
Band was at the El Alamein Reunion in London instead of
in York cc Where they belong."
On Sunday something like 2,000 ex-Servicemen and
women, from seemingly all over Yorkshire, paraded in a
brief spell when it was not raining hard, and marched to.
the Minster. The salute was taken by the Right Honourable the Earl of Scarborough, K.G., Her Majesty's Lord
L ieutenant. The writer has not seen so many standards
since Her Majesty Reviewed in Hyde Park in Coronation
Year.
The Minster was packed to the doors. It can seldom
have been fuller in the last few centuries.
Many of the Association and their ladies then had a
most welcoine and excellent tea at the invitation of the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, Northern Command Signal Regiment.
The rain had been very heavy for about 14 hours and
cea"Sed temporarily iand mercifully for the march, then
stalll:ed again; a torrential downpour.
Despite this, the covered stands of the Rugby L:eague
Football ground were packed at 8 p.m. for the OI><;rung of
the York Military Tournament. The ground which had
been played on on Saturday, rehearsed on in the rain on
Sunday morning, was by then a quagmire, every step sending up showers of muddy spray. Interest centred na~~lly
on Trooping the Regimental Stand3!d by 6 (B:oys) Trau:ung
Regiment. Under the most appalling conditions and m a
slight drizzle, the drill and steadiness of the bo~s was
beyond praise. The writer has s~en the Troopmg . by
perhaps three generations of the Regrment. It has certainly
never been better performed. The Arms drill, the marchin~
in slow and quick time, would all have done them credit
on a proper barrack square.
Notable also was the playing, marching and countermarching of the 751st United States Air Force Bud and
the drill and marching of the Colour Guard of the 8o4
Engineer Aviation Battalion. The quicker movements of
the drill of the United States Armed Forces were made
doubly difficult by the state of. the ground.
.
.
York Branch of the Associauon on whom, as is said, most
of the organisational work had fallen, went to bed that night
very tired, but justly very, very proud.

Establishtd 1749

CHERRY'S

{!

T.ltplione 2108

W. Metealfe

Market

Plaee,

Biehmond,

!}
York.a

Telephone 2293 (2 lines)

FOR

THE SPORTS DEPOT

UNIFORM

FRESH FRUIT
& VEGBTABLES
WRBATIIS AND
CROSSES

FISH
GAMB
AND
POULTRY

FOOTBALL BOOTS AND JERSEYS
REPAIRS TO ALL SPORTS EQUIPMENT
TRAVEL GOODS
HOCKEY STICKS, ETC.
ROY AL SIGNALS CANES, CRESTED

AND

LEISURE - WEAR

Richmondfor Beauty-Cherry's for Quality

RICHMOND, YORKS

aT APPOlNTM.ENT $JLVl!.ltDUTHS

ALL YOUR CLOTHING
MAY BE PURCHASED
THROUGH THE ALKIT

TO THE LI.TE JUNG G.Fpll.CB VI

The badge of your Corps • • •

SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE

GARRARD & CO. LTD.
(formerly The Goldsmiths &..
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have

GIVING YOU

0

· 1i===~==!F®==~.,==tr~\I
CORPS CRICKET 1954

Played 6; Won 4; Drawn 1; Lost 1.
v. R.A.C. at Catteriek.
Won by 33 runs.
Royal Signals-1st innings: 234-5 wkts. dee. LanceCorporal Barker 136.
2nd innings: 178-5 wkts. dee. Signalman Marner
59 not out.
&.A.C.-1st innings: 165.
2nd innings: 214.
v. R.M.A. Snndhurst at Camberley. Won by I wkt.
R.M.A. Sandhurst: 145. M . M. Gibson 79.
Royal Signals, 147-9 wkts. Signalman Marner 71 not out.
v. R.A.S.C. at Aldershot.

Drawn.

R.A.S.C.-1st innings: 240. Lieutenant-Colonel White
53.
2nd innings: 196-7 wkts. Private Way 53.
Royal Signals-rst innings: 307. Second-Lieutenant
Tapley 50; Second-Lieutenant James 59, Signalman
Halfyard 52.

DOYAL SIGN.U.S OF ..'ICERS' GOLFING SOCIETY

QUALITY CLOTHES

The last match of the season was held at Camberley
Heath, where the Society defeated the Royal Academy by
lt games to 2t . This strange score was recorded because
the Society was not able to put out a f.ull team of eight
players. When one thinks of the number of golf players
available, i.e. serving Officers, T.A. and Reserve Officers,
National Servicemen and retired Officers, it must be
agreed that this is a deplorable state of affairs. Doubtless
many Officers will say immediately " Why didn't they ask
me? I was available." Will those Officers kindly note that
neither the Captain, Lieutenant-Colonel G. S. K. Maydon,
oor the Hon. Secretary, Captain Price, who are responsi:ble for raising teams, is a thought reader.
Will all Officers who are desirous of. playing next year
please get in touch with the Hon. Secretary at Catterick
Camp, so that they may receive a copy of the fixture list
when ready, and when they ha.ve it, please inform him if
they are desirous of playing in all or any of the games. A
most hearty welcome is extended to all prospective new
members and we are sure they will be delighted to know
that there is no entrance fee! ! !

AT

R oyal Signals
Captain Price
...
. ..
Colonel Longfield
Colonel Winckley
.. .
.. .
Major Rhys Few, S & 3 .. .
Major Bradshaw1 6 & 4 . . .
Major-General Su- L . Phillips,
I
up

o

t

o

3;

Royal Military Academy
Officer Cadet Brown, s & 3 . . .
Officer Cadet Robson
...
Officer Cadet Rawle, 4 & 3
Officer Cadet Mackieham
Officer Cadet Morland
Officer Cadet Bell

v. R.A.O.C. at Catterlek.

Won by 6 wkts.

R.A.O.C.-1st innings: 166.
2nd innings: 86. Redfern 6-25.
Royal Signals-ISt innings 180-3 wkts. dee.
Corporal Barker 69 not out.
2nd innings : 76-4 wkts. Major Collins 65.

Lance-

v. R.E.M.E. at Catterlek. Lost by an Innings und
15 runs.
R.E.M.E.-1st innings: 278-5 wkts. dee. Cfn. Bloodworth II9; Captain Taggart 91.
Royal Signals-rst innings: 132. Major Collins 54. Cfn.
Coniffe 6-53;
2nd innings: 131. Cfn. Coniffe 6-48.

PRICES

AND
MODEST MONTHLY PAYMENT

FACILITIES

SEND FOR DETAILS and /UUSTRATED BROCHURE

ALKIT
-

OUR

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS~
W .C.2.

LONDON

REPRESENTATIVES

VISIT

ALL

DEPOTS _

Rovol Signals
Gold and Enamel
Home £6 • 0 · o
Export £4 · 15 · O

o
o
o

games to

Gold and Enamel
Home £7 · O · O
Export £5 · 10 · 0

Here is illustrated the badge

of your Corps,

The Signal is -

JACKSONS!
(Not claiming to be tho only butchers, but nevertheless-one of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers

v. Doyal Engineers at Chatham. Won by 132 runs.

Royal Signals-1st innings: III.
2nd innings: 245-6 wkts. dee. Lance-Corporal Barker
64; Second-Lieutenant James 65 not out.
Royal Engineers-ISt innings III.
2nd innings: 113. Lance-Corporal Simpson 53.

REASONABLE

for many years specialised
in the production of
badge jewellery.

63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON
Telephone 2955 (2 lines)
Grocery Branches : 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches : Auckland Road, Cockerton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Dally De/il'eries in Catterick Camp for over rhirty·five years

fashioned into a brooch and
produced in gold and e~amel.
If desired, these very attractive
brooches can be set with
diampnds or other precious stones
for which designs and estimates
are submitted without charge.
Great care is taken to ensure
correctness of detail, and expert
workmanship is assured.

GARRARD & CO. LTD.
TllE HOYAL SIGNALS FARELF GOLFING
SOCIETY

The Autumn Meeting of the Royal Signals FARELF
Golfing Society was held at the Royal Island Club, Singapore, on Wednesday, 15th September, 1954, in very nearly
perfect weather conditions for golf in the Far East. It was
a cloudy day, with a slight breeze, the lazy sun breaking
through only on infrequent occasions, so that everyone was
able to keep reasonably cool. Those taking part were :
Colonel R. N. Seddon, Lieutenant-Colonels A. J. G . McNair,
M.A. Charlton, G. Thomson, J. Lamb and R. C. B. Stuart,
Majors C.H. Golden, T. S. Foster, D. D. Fairman, C. C.
Wardle, P. Smith, D. T. W. Gibson, J. Y. Ferguson and
C. W. Emsley, Captains B. A. Beattie and R. Hair.
In the morning the competition for the Millichip Scratch
and Handicap Cups took place over 18 Holes Medal Play,
and in the afternoon the competition for the best Stableford system score against bogey over 18 holes under
THE WIRE. NOVEMBER 1954

Crown Jewellers

SERVICES

BL4ZER BADGES
We make ~ach badge BY HAND in our workroom from fine
w( u-c and_ silk, to last you for years. Best qualiry Silver Wire
not white-metal) used for white sections and all Crowns
properly padded up and • jewelled ' with coloured silks We
S";PPIY cut to shape on standard dark navy cloth, ready to
sutch on, or we will work the badae on your own pocket
pro".lded that you detach this from your Blazer. We
rcq_uirc seven day s from receipt of order and remittance, for
delivery._ The R.C.O .S. Badge costs thirty-five shillings
~cad•h with order), real.stered post paid . Price of any other
a gc sent on r~que ~t. Money refunded if our craftsmanship fails to completely satisfy.

D.

J.

formerly THE GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD.

112 REGENT STREET • LONDON • W.1
TELEPHONE: REGENT 3021

PARKINSON

HAND· WORKED BADGE MAKER

51a, NORFOLK SQUARE, BRIGHTON,
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handicap (limited to 18). For this competition partners
were drawn from two groups, one group below and one
above the average handicap of entrants.
A good time was had and much beer was consumed by
all in the delightful surroundings of the Royal Island Club.
ome good golf was played, especially by Major Ferguson.
The results were : ·
Millichip Cup Open-Winner: Major J. Y. Ferguson.
Gross 80. Runner-up: Lieutenant-Colonel G. Thomson,
Gross 85.
Millichip Cup Handicap-Winner: Major J. Y. Ferguson.
Net 69. Runner-up : Major P. Smith. Net 72.
.
Stableford Competition (over 18 holes}-Wmners:
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. G . McNair and Major J. Y.
Ferguson. Points 34t.. Runners-up: Colonel R. N. Seddon
and Major T. S. Foster. Points 33!.
Our th'lnks are due to Lieutenant-Colonel Charlton and
Major Golden for the efficient organisation of the meeting,
and to Mrs. I. F. Meiklejohn for kindly presenting the
prizes.
As the Royal Signals FARELF Golfing Society has never
before appeared on the pages of THE WIRE, a few words
about its inception and its first meeting on 24th February,
1954, would not be inappropriate.
Early this year Lieutenant-Colonel Charlton and Major
Golden conceived the idea of organising a Royal Signals
Singapore Golfing Society. Major W. Millichip kindly
presented two fine trophies to the Golfing Society, and
accordingly the first meeting took place at the Keppel Club,
.Singapore, on Wednesday, 24th February, 1954. The results were : Millichip Cup Open-Winner : Lieutenant-Colonel G.
Thomson. Gross 77.
Millichip Cup Handicap-Winner: Major C. C. Wardle.
Net 68.
Stableford Competition (over 9 holes}-Winners: Major
C. H. Golden and Major A. P. Johnson. Points 19t.
Brigadier . K. C. 0. Bastyan kindly presented the prizes.
Our thanks are due again to the President, LieutenantColonel M. A. Charlton, and to the Secretary, Major C. H.
Golden, for the smooth and efficient organisation of the
meeting. As this meeting was so successful, it was decided
to open the Society to the whole of FARELF and it is
to be hoped that these meetings will continue with even
greater success in succeeding years.

SAILING
Triangular Regatta 1964

The annual sailing regatta benween the Royal Artillery,
Royal Engineers and Royal Signals was held this year at
Steinhuder Meer in the British Zone of Germany.
The races were sailed in Tornados and Sharpies kindly
lent by 2 T.A.F. Officers' Yacht Club.
Teams consiste.d of 12 Officers as last year, though in
addition three reserve crews, who could be ladies, were
allowed. These sipare crews were particularly useful in the
Tomados. For in the fresh wind of the first day it was
·doubnful whether two up would have held them.
Following the recommendations of the RY.A. a different
system of scoring was introduced. The winner received
9t points, the second 8 and oo on, the sixth boat home
being awarded 4 points. Any boat retiring after committing
a breach of the rules received 3 points. A boat, however,
that did' not retire and was subsequently disqualified as the
result of a protest recei-ved Nil points. CertainJy this
method of scoring reduced protests.
Racing commenced at 0930 on 31st August, 1954' in a
very fresh W.S.W. breeze. The Tornados were aible to
'Plane when reaching even with three up. Likewise the
·Sharipies planed well.
At half-time, after six races, the Sappers had gained a
lead. Their score was 89 to the Gunners' 7<>!, whilst
-Signals had earned 70 points. At the end of the first day
the scoring was:
R.A. 89t
R.E. 109t
Royal Signals 91
On the second day, unfortunately, the wind died right
out. Whilst it was very pleasant to lie in the hot sun
between races, it was not much fun sailing. The first race
of the day turned out to be a drifting match lasting some
three hours.
After tea on the second day there was the traditional
ladies' race. In which I I contestants, four of them Signals,
showed their male crews how to sail.
The regatta was won by the Royal Engineers, who scored
174 points to the Royal Artillery's 148. Royal Signals
soored 138 points. The Challenge Shield was presented
by Mrs. Lewis, the wife of Colonel H. L. Lewis, C.B.E.,
CAFSO, 2 ATAF. Lieutenant-Colonel K. N . Wylie,
n.s.o., M.B.E., R.E., the Sapper Caiptain, received the award
on behalf of his team.
The Corps team was as follows : "A,,
Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. M . Bradley,
D.S.O. (Captain)
Major P . P . Morton ...
Major C. Newbold
.. .
Captain P. C . Goodley .. .
Captain J. W . Ingledow
Captain R. Trelawny ...

"B,,

Major R. M . Bircmrubaw
Maior D. L . Pounds ...
Major D. R. Yearsley .. .
Captain C . D. Nodder .. .
Captain M. D . Scott . ..
. ..
Captain D. H. Thursby-Pel!lam

Corps
L . of
CAFSO
1 Corps
1 Corps
1 Corps

1
2

Sig1al Regiment
C. Signal Regiment
Branch 2 AT AF
Sig~al Regiment
Sigial Regiment
Sigial Regiment

5 AGRA Signal Squadron
C .S.O .'s Branch, I Corps
11
Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment
C .S .0 .'s Branch, 1 Corps
1 Corps Sig1al Regiment
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment

Reserves
Mrs. Bradley
The Misses Newbold

ROYAL SIGNALS F.A.R.E.L.F. GOLFING SOCIETY AUTUMN
MEETING
Mrs. I. F. Meiklejohn presenting the Millichip Cup (Open) to Major
J. Y. Ferguson at the Royal Island Club Singapore, Wednesday,
IS September, 1954.

*
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!HE WIRE offers all good wishes to Royal Signals serving and exServ1ce at home and abroad for Christmas and for 1955.

~
1954 has been a good year and THE WIRE has recorded much of wh'ch
1
~ we may be proud.
~

11ajor-Ge~eral R. F . Nalder published the first full sized history of Royal
1gna s recording .our work in World War II, the first great war of the Co s
as a. sep:i:ate enuty. We ar~ del~ght~ to report that his second votU:e
~eating w! 11h the .history af S1gnalhng m the British Army from the earliest
tunes unt1 1 now 1s already half written.
~ . THE WIRE recorded ~e 5oth Birthda)'. of the Royal Canadian Corps of
~ S1?nals (1953) and also the mterchange of gifts cementing the war-time friendS~1P between 7 Armoured Divisional Signals and -Ist New Zealand Divisional
1g;ials.
Towards the e~~ of th~ year 1954 Gurkha Royal Signals received
thetr own badge empha~1smg ~heir association with all the Signalmen of the
C ommonwealtih and their service to the Brigade of Gurkhas.
~
_All oyer ~<; w?r:ld Signalmen upheld and enhanced our reputation. To
~ p~rttculanse is. mv1~1ous, but mention must be made of such milestones in
·
history a~ the signalhng for ~e firs~ Co.-nmonwealth Atomic Tests in Australia,
the _operung b~ the Colonel-m-Chief of No. 1 Signal Cent:re, thus in a sense
settmg an official seal on the change from Army Wireless Chain to COMCAN
~
Nearer home Regiments of the Territorial Army and Army F.mergen~
~ Reserve t~k themselves to Northern Army Group with success that does
tihem credit.
fj!
The high state of effk;:iency of_ all of Royal Signals; Regula.r and Territorial
~ Army was demonstrated m Exercises in B.A.O.R and in this Country and in
wo.l1k as arduous and often more dangerous in many onher parts of th~ world.
~
The ~~d. of the _year is ~11ked winh sa.OOess at the demise of the Common~ ~ealth D1v1s1onal Signal Regiment, but there will be a big Signal commitment
m Korea for many months to come.
~
. The 3rd Divisional Signal Regiment is on its way home to be we hope
~ uruted for the first time in its post war history.
'
'
~
I~ sport too, we have don~ well. 1st Training Regiment in R.ugger
~ Athleucs and Cross Country. Signalman K. Norris a British Record holde;
and a very great deal more besides for which we ha~e not space to chronicle.
~
The Association too makes progress. 6,ooo new members. 12 new
~ bran.ches and a. txuly generous response to appeals to enable the Welfare
Secu~n to c<;>ntmue Its wo11k for ex-Signalmen, and also for not a few who
are sull servmg.
~
THE ~IRE itself has survived an e~pensive year. When so much is done
~ ~y Royal .Signals and the Association, the recording of it in words and pictures
is expen_s1ve. Thanks .to the support it r:ceives from those who buy it and
also ~o Its many contn.butors, the year will close with THE WIRE solvent~nly iust, but able to withstand almost any successes that may adorn its pages
In 1955.
~
THE WIRE will, we know, be jo~ed by all in saying thank you to Major
~ M. J. R. Fletcher, M.B.E., to whose skill we owe the cover of this tJhe Christmas
number.
~
As. many know THE WIRE costs a good deal more than Is. per copy to
~ prodm~e and the C<?nside~a~le d1.ffere:11ce is made up by the publication of
adve.:u.sements. With this m mmd lt would be gracious if readers helped
by giving preference to WIRE advertisers in any puroha~es they make.
~
Only the amateur Editors can know the debt of gratitude we owe to
~ the sk!Jl and kindness of the staff of F. J. Parsons Ltd., who print the
magazine.
The make up of display pages, the production of the magazine and its
punctual despatch all over the world is entirely in their hands. In the
constant crises which occur in the publication of such a monthly magazine
their understanding and the ability to achieve the impossible alone enables
THE WIRE to be of credit to Royal Signals.
~
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It will doubtless be of interest to sailors within the
Corps that this year's team had no less than five persons
who had only re.Cently learnt to sail. The Gunners and
Sappers were able to produce full teams, and even reserves,
who were well experienced. This is not an excuse but
really an appeal. Surely somewhere in Rhine Army there
must be some more experienced keen sailors wearing the
Corps cap badge. Beyond any doubt this year's team did
very well. But the fact remains, that if the Corps is ever
going to win the triangular regatta, then a stronger and
more experienced team must be produced. There are few
better places in the world to learn and practise sailing than
Germany. Surely Royal Signals can win in 1955. Let us
have another good try anyway.

*
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MAJOR R. F. BARLOW.
Innumerable members and
ex-members of Royal Signals
of all ranks will have learnt
with very great regret of the
death of Bob Barlow on the
27th October, announcement
of which appeared on the
Editorial page of the November number of THE WIRE.
" Barleux," to use the pen
name which made him
famous for very many years,
had as long a career in
Royal Signals as almost any.
Born on 23rd January, 1898,
he enlisted as a Boy in the
Royal Engineers two days before his !ifteenth b~til~ay, and
passed into the ranks of the R.E. Signal Service m 1915,
which year saw him with the British Expeditionary Force in
France. He remained there until the Armistice, and in 1919
was with the Army of Occupation in Germany. Carne the
formation of Royal Signals in 1920. He was one of the
earliest contributors to THE WIRE and his column has been
a most regular and welcome feature in almost every nu_mber
from then until mid-summer 1954. He was an ad!!mrable
columnist, sticking throughout the years to such famous
characters as "Ukan Larfe" and his wife-cum-daughter,
that stout hearted lady "Hermione Larfe," Lord Elpas
always somehow associated with tram-lines, and Uncle Alf.
He served in India from 1929 to 1933; THE WIRE records
his first tiger and that he combined good soldierjng with
sport, and the organisation and running of one of the early
Royal Signals Dance Bands.
He finished his r;wenty-one year engagement in the rank
of Sergeant in 1937, and in February of that year commenced his service with the T.A. 48th DilVisional S-ignals in
Birmingham. He was commissioned as Quartermaster in
that Regiment in 1939 just prior to the embodiment of his
Regiment for World War II.
He was in France again in January, 1940, and remained
there until the Division came out through Dunkirk.
One is reminded of a later WIRE column of how be re-met
an entirely fictitious circle of frienQ.s of 1917 vintage.
After a period at home, he joined the 78th Divisional
Signals in 1942 and went with the Division to its fighting
in North Africa in October of that year. Again the "Barleaux" column in post war years contains many references
to what we are certain did not take place in that very famous
Signal Regiment. Still in North Africa in 1944 he was in
command of a Signal Park, with which he took part in the
Italian campaign and the Wax finished with service in 1 L.
of C. Signals. He returned home for a well-earned rest in
1945, but needless to say re-joined the Territorial Army
immediately on its reconstitution in 1947. His Regiment is
now 1/20 Army Signal Regiment, T.A., with which he
served as Quartermaster until transfertt'ing to T.A.R.O. in
August, 1951, when he was asked to take over the management of Mercury House, Colwyn Bay.
The labours of Major and Mrs. Barlow to make a success
of Mercury House were duly mentioned in the November
WrRE in the Editorial drafted and printed prior to his death.
He continued until the very end, returning to Birmingham
and after an illness which was very tough but mercifully
short, died, as has been said on the 27th October.
410

There can have been few if any whose loyalty to and
affection for his Corips exceeded Major Barlow's. Partly
through his monthly column in THE WIRE, much more
through his great capacity for friendshiip and rhe remembering of old friends, he was known and liked as few have
been. W e shall all regret him and in his life and career
there is a lesson for all of us.
The very deep sympath.y of all Royal Signals will go to
Mrs. Barlow and his daughter at 13 Cambridge Road ,
Kings H eath, Birmingham 14.

*

*

jfielb of

31\emembrance

The following of the Association attended the dedication
on 3rd November: M·iss M. Archer, Messrs. F. J. Gr~,
A. E. Stead, W. E. Evenden, A. E. Smith, Captains L. N.
Lloyd and L. J. Burrows, Sergeant Dibbs, R.S.M. King.
Crosses and Wreaths from Headquarters Newcastle Scarborough, Aldershot, Chislehurst, Prescot,'Leeds, Liv~rpooJ,
London, Blackpool, Sheffield, Sutton and No. l Unit
Branches.

Hang Kong Signal Regiment
Major H. R. Glanvill and family from Malaya.
S.Q.M.S. W. A. Mann and family from Malaya.

Arrivals :

Departures :

Sergeants

D.

Burgoyne and B. Dosseucr and

families

to Malaya.

1 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment
R.S.M. Jones.
Sergeants Partridge aod Miall, S.Q.M.S.s Madlcy and Arnold.

Arrivals:

Departures :

*

PERS .O
. NAL
COLUMN
Major-General C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., has been appointed
an Honorary Life Member of the Army, Navy and Air
Force Veterans in Canada.
London Gazette

12th October, 1954.-.Afl the following Majors to be
Lieutenant-Colonels: L. J. D. Read, M.B.E., C. T. Honeybourne, O.B.E., E. B. Elliott, G . D . T. Harris, R. Linton, A.
V. Benton, P. C. Williams, R. J. Western.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. F. Heap, O.B.E., resigns his
commission.

1/20 (South Midlands) Army Signal Regiment (T.A.)
made all the arrangements for the funeral at Brandwood
End Cemetery, Birmingham, on Friday, 29th October.
The pall bearers were Captains -0. E. Dillon, P. M. Vane,
Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. T. Justice and Captain 0. F. Humbert,
A.C.C., attached to the Regiment.
The Bearer Party consisted of R.S.M. T . W. Grigg,
R.Q.M.S. A. Palmer, W.O.II H. King, S.Q.M.S. L. Abbotts,
Sergeants G. Biddell, A. P. Hands, R. Docker, G . W.
Harrison and J. Waddell.
The mdurners included Brigadier D. St. J. Hoysted,
C.S.0., Western Command, Brigadier E. A. James, o.B.E.,
T.D., D.L., J.P., Honorary Colonel, 1/20 (S.M.) Army Signal
Regiment, T .A., Colonels F. E. B. Jones, o.B.E., T.D., and
E. R. Price, T.D., Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. ]. Dryland,
Officer Commanding, Western Command Signal Regiment,
and of 1/20 (S.M.) Army Signal Regiment, T.A.:Lieutenant-Co)onel R. N. Houston, M.B.E., T.D., Majors
F. W. Mulholland, M.B.E., R.H. Ironmonger, P.R. Hoskins,
R. C. Reid-Jones, Captain F. M. Partington, Sergeants
J.P. James and A. B. Griffiths, Corporal D. W. Roper, and
Drivers A. V. Jeff and ]. B. Coates, Mr. S. Ironmonger,
representing the Chester Branch, Royal Signals Association.

OBITUARY
Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.M.) A. Trapmore (Retired), died in Queen Alexandra's Military
Hospital, Millbank, S.W.1, on 13th November,
1954. The sympathy of all his many friends in
Royal Signals will go to his family.
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Arrirals and Departurl'll
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19th October, 1954.-All the following Majors to be
Lieutenant-Colonels: D. E. L. Gardiner, F. P. Johnson,
O.B.E., M . Stonestreet, R. G . Baker, J. J . Lamb, R. G. Miller,
G . H . Starr.
15th October, 1954.-Captain (Q.M.) H. G. Stickley to be
Major (Q.M .).
22nd October, 1954.-To be Lieutenant-Colonels: Majors
F. S. P . H. Lang, L . E. Thorpe, E. G. Day, o.B.E., T.D.
Aiwarded the Territorial Efficiency Decoration: Lieutenant-Colonel R. J . (2nd Clasp).
Major T. D. Childs, M.B.E.
Major E. B. Williams.
Movements -

Ofllcers

Major E. A. Knott from 7 Training Regiment to C.S.0.,
Cyrenaica District.
Major R. J. Barlow, M .E.L.F. to Depot.
Major L. V. McNaught Davies, Depot to M.E.L.F.
Major S. R. Rickman, School of Signals to M .E.L.F.
Major (T.0.T.) A. T. Smith, West Africa to Depot.
Major F. P . Stewart, I Training Regiment to I Wireless
Regiment.
Major G. H. Wotton, Glider Pilot Regiment to Depot.
Major J. H. St. George Hamersley, East Africa to J.S.S.C.
Major B. C. Bovey, 3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
to U.S.A.
Major ]. R. Romaines, N.A.G. to School of Signals.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Galbraith, N.A.G. to M.E.L.F.
Major ]. G. Oliver, N.A.G. to I Training Regiment.

*

SWOJlDS
The Commandant Signal Training Centre wishes to
obtain some swords for use by officers of the Training
Regiments on parades.
. .
.
Would any retired Officer w1llmg to donate, or sell? his
sword please communicate with the Headquarters, Signal
Training Centre, Messines Lines, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
THE WIRE. DECEMBER 1954

S.Q.M.S. Appleyard to Royal Signals Wing, School of Signals.
S.Q.M.S. Freemantle to Germany.
Sergeant Hodges to East Africa.
Sergeant Stephenson to Middle Ea8!.

3 Infantry Divisional Signal R egiment
S.Q.M.S. A. Monk, Crom Signals Braocb, G.H.Q., M.E.L.F .
Departures :
Major W. J. Bush to Depot.
R.Q.M.S. L. A. Dwyer to Depot.
S.Q.M.S. M. J. P. Giles to Depot.
Sergeant B. L. White to Depot.
Sergeant P. Courtney to Depet.
Arrivals :

lllrrivals:

3 Training R egiment

Captain J. A. King

from

Eastern Command Signal Regiment.

DepariuTes :

Major R. L. Underwood, Royal Australian Signals, to 6th Armoured
Divi ional Signal Regiment.

MAJOR W. H. BOTTLE, M.M., T.D.
There must be a very large nwnber of officers still
serving who were taught their trade by that most experienced and imperturbable of Signalmasters, W. 'Buttle.
It is given to few to serve for so long.
One fancies his Military Medal was awarded when an
infantryman during the first world war. Certainly in 1934
he was a very experienced Sergeant, Royal Signals in the
London T.A.; then as now, a friend and guide to very many.
Commissioned early in the Second World War he served
mainly in War Office Signal Regiment-The Pit-was a
second home. Year after year in the post war period the
great influence he bad on the large number of young inexperienced officers assigned as duty signal officers justified
his retention in the Signal Office.
·
Methods of signalling have changed during his service
our of all recognition. He started in tlhe days of rhe flag and
lamp, the buzzer telephone, even the sounder. Burtle goes
out as No. I Signal Centre is born at its official opening
by our Colonel-in-Chief. The morse key gave way to the
typewriter long ago, but the principles of message handling
remain rmchanged. They get longer-there are more of
them, but the age old axiO!lll of Royal Signals " A message
banded in to a Signal Office will be delivered " remains for
future generations who will, alas, lack the mellow wisdom
of one who during his very long service does not seem to
have got any older.
Births

HENSON.-On 28tih September, 1954, at the Barrett Maternity Home, Northampton, to Corporal and Mrs. Henson
of Mauritius Signal Troop, a son, Roger Alan.
BLIZARD.-On 17th October, 1954, at Leeds Maternity
Hospital, to Captain and Mrs. R. Harvey Blizard, a
daughter, Sandra Caroline.
COX.-On 2nd October, 1954, at B.M.H. Nicosia, Cyprus,
to Captain and Mrs. J. Cox, of 2 Wireless Regiment, a
son, Nicholas John.
ANDERSON.-On 29th October, 1954, at Odstod< Hospital, Salis.bury, to Captain and Mrs. A. Anderson, a son,
David John Scott.
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Marriages

WICKS-BROWN.-Mr. Neville E. Wicks to Miss
Margaret T. Brown on 2nd October, 1954, at St. Mark's
Church, Parklands, Nairobi. Mr. Wicks is a Life
Member of the AS6ociation.
JO~SON.~rpornl Johnson, 3 Training Regiment, to
M:iss Joan Vmrng at St. John's Church, Sourhall, Middlesex, on 2onh October.
D e aths

"Don't be scared of hitting it. If it breaks we'll buy
you a new one."

"Course it's a dummy. You don't think they would
leave live gl'"enades al'"ound, do you?"

.

"Come with me, sir.

I know a short cut."

"Plenty of time. The train always runs a few minutes
late."

__JL_

~w 1{1t

CAMERON.-2276273 Signalman J. R. Cameron on 7th
September, 1954, in. Edinburgh Royal In:firanary.
KENNY.-2281515 Signalman W. J. Kenny on night of
7th/8th September, 1954.
R OBBRTSON.-22774870 Driver G. Robertson on 13th
September, 1954, at B.MH., Kinrara, Far East.
MATTHEWS.-2284457 Signalman R. E. Mattlhews on
23rd• September, 1954, in B.A.0.R.
LAMBOTTE. -22569435 Signalman C. T. Lambotte on
21st September, 1954, in B.A.O .R.
STURMEY.-22431035 Corporal R. Sturmey, on 28th
September, 1954, in M .E.L.F.
GBEKIE.-22800829 Signalman D . Geekie on 28th
September, 1954, in M .E .L.F.
THOMSON.-22903414 Signalman T homson on 13th
M arch, 1954.
TAME. -Ex-Signalman N. W. L. Tame on 15th October,
1954.
HEALEY.-Ex~Signalman W. H ealey <X 5, Cannel Street,
Ancoats, Manchester 4, on 1st O cto ber, 1954. Member
of the Manchester Branch of the Association.
GRAY.-2330178 Signalman W. Gray on 23rd October,
1954. at Conisborough, near Doncaster, Yorkshire.
GAIRDNBR.- 14951052 D river F . R. G ardner on 6th
October, 1954, in B.A.O.R
MORGAN.-22763931 Signalman T. P. M organ on 6th
October, 1954. in M .E .L.F.
McGOVERN.-2280405 Signalman E. McGovern on 15th
October, 1954, in B.A.0.R.
NORTON.-Lance-Corporal A. Norton, at Bordon, on 9th
November, 1954, as a result of a road accident while serving in Southern Command (M) Signal Regiment.

*

" You stick with me. I know how to bluff these M.Ps."

" Of course the power is switched off, stupid!"

Regiment~

T.A.

December 17 Christmas Draw and Social Evening.
January
I
Children's Christmas Party.

ftOfJfd Sign11ls H11gbg Jlo,,tball

Dec. 16
18
1955
Jan. 8
15

DO
" Relax !

'412

He never turns up before 9 o'clock l"

Oxford Univ. Greyhounds
Waterloo

Catterick
Catterick

Halifax
Halifax

Halifax
Catterick

Ho11al SignalN Hockefl

" No one will ever think of looking in here."
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1954

1955
Jan. 26 R.E.M.E.
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CO M PE T IT!O

The Committee responsible for the synopsis of the Royal
Signals training film viewed the unfinished film on 22nd
October, 1954, and met afterwards to decide the competition for the title. Sixty-five different entries have been
received from seventeen ~ompetitors. In spite of the disappointingly small number of ennries the Committee has
been able to pick the eventual title of the film.
The results of the competition are as follows: 1st Prize
"Mercury"
Major A. J. Carpenter, Royal Signals.
2nd Prize
"Swift and Sure"
Lieutenant D. V. Raiment, Royal
Signals.
Major P. P. H . Morton, Royal
Signals.
3rd Prize
" Signal Endeavour "
Major C. M. Jenkins, Royal Signals.

EMPLOY~IENT

Lonoo"' (CUg) Branch are holding Dances (with
Buffet) on the following dates, from 7.30 p.m., at the Westminster Arms, Page Street, London, S.W.1. Admission 5s.:
Fridays, 14th January, 12th February and 11th March.
Tickets and further details from: F . Steel, Esq., 38, Stanhope Gardens, London, N.4.
OJ

The Association .is in a position to supply Coloured
Photographs aoproximately 3 ft. by 1 ft. 6 ins. of: H.M. The Queen in Court Dress (Dorothy Wilding).
H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh in R.A.F. Uniform
(Baron).
Th~ are exactly suitable for Messes and Club Rooms.
They can be supplied at 12s. 6d. each, including packing
and postage.
The same coloured photographs in Gold coloured wooden
frames, backed, and with glass, cost £2 15s. od. plus up to
10s. for packing freight charges.
The uppliy .is limited, so please order early from: Royal
Signals AS6ociation, 88, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1.

*

Forthconiing
Events
1::r
23 (S) Corps Signal

COL O t;llED PllOTOGllAPIIS OF
HEil M AJESTl' THE QtIEE. A. ·o
11.ll.ll. T HE DlTKE OF EDINUtillGH

. . . Arborfield

VACANCIES

(IMPORTANT: Anyone obtaining employment through
answering advertisements in THE WIRE must notify
the Employment Section, Royal Signals Association, 88
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.i.).
A few vacancies exist for Linemen with the G.P.O.,
Warrington. Linemen UG or PL preferred, but Field
Linemen also considered. Apply, mentioning THE WIRE,
to the Department Manager, Post Office Engineering
Department, Winmarleigh Street, Warrington, Lanes.
UNITED KINGDOM
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
ALDERMASTON, BERKS.
requires

TECHNICIANS
to be responsible for the inspection, testina and calibration to
specilication, fault finding and maimenance of electronic equipment
such as Oscilloscopes employing high speed time basis, pulse
generators, video amplifiers and stabilised power supply unit .
Equipments involved are in small qunntitie of widely varying de ·gn
and the testing is of a non-routine nature. Applicants should have
had several years approved practical trainina and experience on
electronic testing and fault findina and posse.., technical qualifications in this field to at least O . .C. standard. Salary: £510
(at age 26) to £640 per annum. Housin11 accommodation will be
avnilable within a reasonable period for married officers who Jive
outs:de the radiu of the Establishment's transport facilitic •
Application form from Senior Recruitment Officer, A. .R.E.,
Aldermaston, Berks. Quote Ref. 239/ WGE/ ro1. Oo<ina date for
applications December 18th, 1954.
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~· BLUE BOOK~
· ~
The 3rd Edition of the Blue Book will be published in
February, 1955. It will cost 2s. 6d. The Association will
accept orders from Regiments/Squadrons (or from individuals if the order is accompanied by cash), up to and including 15th January, 1955. The exact number of copies of the
Blue Book which are ordered on that date will be printed,
and no more. All copies ordered will be despatched by post
on date of publication. Air Mail costs 2s. 6d. EXTRA.
Regiments/Squadrons and individuals who do not place
their order by that date will NOT receive any Blue Books.
Order direct from ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION,
88 ECCLESTON SQUARE, LONDON, S.W.1.

*

dence that each places in the other.
The Cox's & King'c branch of Lloyds

Wines. Spirits &-

conducts the private accounts of Officers but
also, as Agents to the Army and Royal Air
T.RAO I NG THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Force issues Officers' pay and allowances.
Nevertheless the usual private and confidential relationship between customer and
banker is fully maintained. Officers' banking
transactions are matters between the Bank
and the customer only.
confidential advice on financial matters the

Civil and Military Tailors
and Outfitters

Bank can bring two centuries' experience .

97 New Bond Street, London, W.l

of Service finance to the solution of his
particular problems.

LLOYDS BANI(
LIMITED

Cox,s and King,s Branch

Telephone : Grosvenor 5016-7-8

" For the Finest in Service and Civilian Wear "
Special Export Facilities
Our 1 Representatives will wait upon you where and
when you so desire, and at our premises every
courtesy and attention is assured to both old and
new customers
Emergency Service : Tailor-made Uniforms to
individual measurements within 48 hours

Officially appointed Agents to the Army and Royal Air Force

6 Pall Mall, London, S. W.1

--~-414

by 11acerbg_____I
The Season oi Goodwill • • • •

Bank acts in a dual capacity. It not only

On the other hand when an officer needs

*

LAUGHS

A traditional feature of the relationship
between banker and customer is the confi-

*

Branches at
CAMBERLEY, ALDERSHOT, RAMSEY (I.0.M.)
CATTERICK
Appointed Tailors to over ftfty Regiments and Corp
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It is customary at this stage to boast of the .fact I predicted as early as rhe Spring that Chrisanas Day would fall,
this year, on 25th December.
Such perspicacity! Such prognostication!
So whilst lesser known columnists will hint at various
ways of disposing of that Ohristmas Pudding, may I wish
you all at home, abroad and in places where gin is only
eight bob a bottle, very fruity "Nacerby" seasonal greetings
and the hope that 1955 will be even more successful than
1954·
We can, in retrospect, look back with justifiable pride on
a year wherein t!he Corps has steadily and without ostentation risen to new heights at both work andl play; where the
Association has consolidated its magnificent work in increased membership and assistance to our less fortunate
colleagues; and most significant, an ever deeper Corps spirit
and feeling.
And in no way was this Corps spirit better exemplified
than in the life of Bob Barlow. His tragic death leaves so
very many past and present members of the Corps with a
deep personal loss.
After a friendship lasting nearly a quarter of a century ·
the loss to me is irreparable-and who in the Corps will
ever forger his famous pen character UKANN LARFE, the
master detective who never solved a crime; and old 'uns will
certainly remember wim glee his brilliantly written, humorous, satirical yet so very human PLAIN TALES all under
the pseudonym BARLEUX.
Those of us who were also fonunate enough to visit
Colwyn Bay will always have the memory of he and Mrs.
Banlow subordinating everything to the comfort and happiness of their guests.
A true and worthy son of the Corps, his unselfish devotion ro duty, his happy gift of seeing the "silver lining"
at all times and the happiness he brought to so many wit!h
his writings will serve as a lasting inspiration to us all.
Blue lleaven or Catterick Bliss • • • •

According to a well known Hollywood film director, the
Polynesians on the Pacific Island of Upolu in Western
Samoa divide their week as follows: Sunday-Day of worship; Monday-Day to discuss
games; Tuesday-discussion continues; Wednesday-Day
for games; Thursday- Day to discuss wo.I'k and who will
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do it; Friday-Day of work if the chiefs can get hold of
the people who are supposed to do it; Sarurday-Day of
cooking.
This seemed to ring a bell somewhere in my memory,
even ignoring the time I spent at Catterick, so I popped
over to see an old friend of mine now happily retired after
cllree years' service.
"Incredible," he said, "you'd never think they'd have
Sergeants' Messes in such far off places."
Trade Training • • • • (E.~clusive)

As I threatened-sorry-promised last month, and with
timing that is so characteristic of my articles, I can reveal
the plans for the introduction of three new trades-Operator
Wireless and Whitewash; Operator Keyboard and Canasta;
Lineman Field and Snackbar.
The first should fil.l a long needed want-how often in
the past has training seriously interfered with the whitewashing of the coal and barrack steps with Chief Instructors
at their wits end and hair white searching for buckets and
brushes.
A happy feature is the co-ordination of morse teaching
and brush wielding with a resultant reduction in training
time-IO barrack steps per minute being equivalent ro eight
words per minute at morse. I fancy this will satisfy everybody except receiving units, instructors and trainees.
But then you can't please everyone can you?
The Operator Keyboard and Canasta presents less difficulty-it is merely awaiting Treasury approval for the issue
of four packs of playing cards (less duty) per Troop. Gambling, however, is strictly forbidden except when static or on
the move and it is untlerstood that only FLASH messages
will be allowed to interrupt any bridge school. The question
as to who plays Dummy is left to your imagination.....
The introduction of Snackrbar to uhe Lineman Field trade
merely regularises a long st-.mding custom and will put a
stop to the practice of plarming Staff Officers having cable
laid exclusively in the country. In future, all routes will
include two " pull-up for cali!llen " per mile. . . .
Certain basic test papers will be set and I have secured
a copy of the Electricity and Magnetism paper ....
Draw a domestic parallel between OHM's Law and (a)
Housey-Housey; (b) ORMS; (c) The Riot Act.
An electro magnet has blond coils. Does this remind you
of any particular film star?
E:xiplain simply what you would do with (a) A field of
force; (b) Five yards of insulated wire and a pair of old
suspenders. Are you sure?
You go to the Q.M.'s store and instead of a bar of scrubbing soap you are given a magneto bell from which the
polarity has been extracted. Would you be surprised?
Assuming you are in the field and lamps and cords are
directly connected with two chokes, a gurgle and a filter
would you be under a greater handicap?
You take a teaspoonful of sal-ammoniac paste, a few
granules of carbon, mix with a sprinkling of ground aerials
add a nucleus of soft iron yokes. Stir briskly and bring to
the boil. What type of cell would you be using?
A vibrating diaphragm which has been grilled until resistance has ceased now has 3,000 volts put through it. Is thi
the principle of the Electric chair?
Stop Press • • • • Panic ;,. lt' hilehall ••

On the lowe t authority I am asked to state there is no
truth in the rumour that Caiptain L-w-s B-r-1-a- has requested permission to keep a cow in nh War Office Quadrangle. It appears this officer requested-{l[ld got-milk
instead of tea for his elevenses.
The condition of se nraJ senior Civil Servant is rated
to be satisfactory.
A glad hand to Captain Mick Willway who has taken over
from Gaiptain R. J. (Dickie) Armstrong. The latter, with
the luok uhat so often characterises the industrious, i now
happily situated with a T.A. appointment in Gla gow.
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FIRST COMMONWEALTH DIVISION
By DRIG.<\DIER c. n. BARCLAY, c:.n.E., D.S .O.
HIS mu t have been an extremely difficult history to
write and to an extent that the ti.tie is misleading, tlle
T
book is disappointing.
In truth the Commonwealth D ivision created in July, 1951,
although it remained in the line for two years, fought only
two major battles. These were a set piece attack across the
River Imjin in September and October, 1951, and the defensi ve battle of the Hook which, jn essence, was a Brigade
affair.
For the rest of the two years the Division Jived a troglodyte existence more reminiscent of World War I than the
more fluid figh ting of World War II.
This does not mean lack of action. Probing attacks in
some strength were frequently met, and repulsed. T he
defence was extremely active and patrol actions were frequent. There were few periods •without a furious fight on
some pan of the Divisional front involving companies or
even a battalion.
Perhaps because of this, only eight of the twenty-one
chapters are devoted to the History of the Division. The
early pan of the book deals in considerable derail with the
fighrin<> of the 27th Brigade and later the 29th Brigade, each
under '::ommand of separate Ameriam Divisions.
This early part is most admirable dealing with the infantry figliting of those days, clearly illustrated by sketch maps
and g!.ving details of actions by individual companies.
Perhaps because of this precedent, nhe story of the Division contains considerable detail which, to one r eader at
least, tends to befog the basic facts and lessons.
It is all too easy to criticise, but surely military history is
written partly by way of instruction. There are so many
pages devoted to too little detail of too many small patrol
actions. Space could, and might well have been found for
a really detailed analysis of one typical action of this type.
Again a detailed analysis of a typical defence of a Company
area under very heavy assault would have value for
posterity.
Korea was an infantryman's war, but surely less than .
justice is done to the supporting arms. We read almost in
parenthises of the prodigious number of rounds fired by ~e
Divisional Artillery. We read of Communist attacks bemg
preceded by very heavy shelling which disrupted communications, and yet in many cases the attacking troops were
badly mauled by defensive artillery fire. Again we read
hoping to learn the modem "know how."
The chapter devoted to the supporting arms and services
is in the nature of an afterthought. The account in
Chapter 9 of the unopposed advance aoross the Imjin and
Haman Rivers would have been embellished by an account
of the prodigious " Sapper " effort involved.
Space could have been found for such interesting and
infonnative accounts at the expense of the seemingly quite
unnecessary very long and detailed lists of V.I.P. 'Swanners"
who visited the Division. There was once a Corps Headquarters in which the Commander's Mess was known as
" a good ' pull in' for Generals " ! We were alwa~ glad! !
to see them, but we did not list them and did not keeip a
visitors' book.
While in the opinion of your reviewer there is much to
criticise in this history of a most historic formation, there
is still more to interest and edify. Rightly stressed is the
way in which a fonnation welded from units from five
different sovereign states of the Commonwealth, serving
under command of another nation, not of the Commonwealth, achieved instantly a unity which was as amazing
as its fighting quality. Hone considers only the great differences in the matter of soldiers' pay it is remarkable. Add
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to this diffe rence of outlook-food, clothing and equipment
-and yet there has seldom been, and seldom will be a
better team than the Commonwealth Division.
The staff lists and orders of ibattle which are included
are reasonably accurate. The list of honours and awards
and the summary of casualties are witness to the severity of
fighting.
A good book of absorbing interest which is why your
reviewer has had the temerity to point to cerrain imperfections. Gale and Polden 25/-.

*
DUKE OF Y ORK'S M I LITARY SCHOOL, BOVEil
AND
T H E QUEEN VICTORIA SCHOOL, D UNSTABLE

It is believed that too few are aware of the advantages of
and conditions of entry to these llWO schools. Full details can
always be obtained from the Association. They both give
free education, boarq and uniform to the sons of those who
have served in the Army on a Regular Engagement. Preference is· always given to the sons of those who have died.
Early registration is very necessary as there is often a
waiting list.
The dates of registration and admission vary.
R egister
Admission
D uke of Yorks, between
between 9tll and 12tll
8 and 11 years
Birthday.
Queen Victoria's, from 7
between 9tll and nth
years
.. .
.. .
.. .
Birtllday.
.
By early application therefore a first-class J;>oardmg ~ool
education may be secured. Normal leavmg age ts 15,
whence if the boy wishes an Army career, he may pas.s to
one of the Boys' Regiments. Selected boys may continue
at school until aged 18.
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:l TllAIN I NG U EGUIENT

T his month has seen the demise of 3 Squadron and
the Olympians of Gallowgate are compelled to walk the
ear th.
Potential OWLs are being persuaded, albeit gradually,
that they have not been dnven from their nests but
received more closely into tlle bosom of the Re~ent.
G one tlle splendid isolation, but, instead of the snow-bound
slopes of G allowgate they have now the flowery plains of
Bourlon.
As a final gesture on the clo;iing down of 3 Squadron,
the last Troop passed out 100 % on their B111 Test and
then on the following Sunday comprised the Royal Signals'
contingent in the Richmond R emembrance D ay P arade.
Proudly they marched, the last survivors of a happy breed.
And so, in T raining Squadrons we are n ow but twowith No. 1 at Aisne and N o. 2 (as 'before) at Bourlon. Botll
take Regular and National Service O WLs and, in addition
N o. 2 trains switchboard operators.
'
No. 1 Squadron welcomes its new members, if for no
other reason tllan that they now have more talent upon
which to draw for their annual Squadron Concert Party.
Already the Squadron Band, once an established provider
of Catterick music, has been revived, and with Corporals
Weir and Jackson going strong, promises well for the winter
season. On the sports field tlle Squadron still provides
its fair share of members in all Regimental team s.
No. 2 Squadron also welcomes the men of G allowgate
and all the " new blood " they bring.
On G uy F awkes' Night we had a huge bonfire and fireworks display on the big field behind Bourlon G ym. Heavy
rain did nothing to help but a large crowd of all ranks and
their families thoroughly enjoyed the spectacle. Our
grateful thanks to those who kept the show going despite
the downpour.
Our Regimental sports teams are doing well in most of
the competitions.
At rugger we have won all our league games and beat
I Glosters 25-8 in the second round of the Army Cup.
At soccer also we are doing quite well and we are now
in the second round of the Northern Command Cup.
At boxing we are in the semi-finals of the Northumbrian
District N ovices' Competition. We lost only one fight in
our match with a Cavalry Regiment recently, so our hopes
are high for keeping the cup.
So much for work and sport. .. . Christmas draws nigh
- the time fo r the children-and preparations are well in
hand for their entertainment. Mrs. Burke, wife of our
Commanding Officer, and her willing band of helpers have
already contacted Santa (at the NAAFI Toy Fair) so, ere
these notes appear, there will be much festive joy and
laughter. ·
A h appy Christmas and a bright, prosperous New Year
to all members of the Corps and their families from Colonel
and Mrs. Burke and All Ranks, 3 Training Regiment.
4 Tll.\INING llEGDIENT

" What happened to you!" " Oh, I we nt rou nd a corner on one
wheel !" " O ne wheel !!" " Yes, t he steeri ng wheel."
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The Rugby football season got off to a very good start.
Out of eight games played, we have won seveu, scoring 118
points and only giving away 60 points. The most exciting
game was against Officer Training Wing who won, but only
by a narrow margin of one point. Against Constantine
College, our very m uch understrength side were surprise
winners by 17-8.

. Although we only entered one team in the D istrict 7-as1de tournament, we were fortunate to win the Cup, which
was large enough to be useful for the celebration which
followed! For these successes, our thanks are largely due
to Second-Lieutenant A. C. Longden, Sergeant Small (team
captain), Signalman Mortimer, and all the other players who
have made such a splendid effort to achieve this degree of
success. We played four games in the 7-a-side the final
being against O.T.W., which we only won in the second
half of extra time, largely due to the enthusiasm and fitness
of our players.
W~ have a good number of players representing Catterick
Services who play every Saturday, and in addition SecondLieutenant Longden and Sergeant Small have played for
Northern Command.
We were not so for tunate in the Novices Knock-out
Boxing Competition, as we were defeated in the first round
by the Glouce&tershire Regiment. There were several spirited
fights, and haJf way through the programme we were holding our own with t he Gloucesters and the score was even.
In the second half of the contest, our novices were most
unfortuna te in meeting some very experienced boxers who
had obviously done this sort of thing before. Nevertheless
they gave a very good account of themselves and have
nothing to be a&hamed of in ihaving lost the comest by only
fo ur points against a mudh stronger team .
We have achieved no distinction in Cross-Country Running so far. We are now training up a team comprised
largely of cadre personnel who will form a hard core. We
hope to show some improvement in this particular sport
during the coming season. As playing fields are now being
steadHy water-logged and put out of play, we should have
amp le opportunity to concentrate more on cross country
running and we may find certain members of our new
intake who have some talent in this direction.

7 TllAINING llEGDIENT

The Catterid< winter is beginning to show itself, and
there is an air of general preparedness witll whispers of
"Exercise Snowdrop" and complaints from offices about
lack of heat ! Maybe it was the thought of the coming
winter that dismayed one Scotsman. Whatever the reason,
he sent a telegram regretting his inability to report for
National Service owing to the fact that he had no passport!
We pointed out that Catterick knew no country and needed
no passport. We are a nation all of our own.
r o doubt the coming winter will be a considerable
change for our new C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel E. B. Elliott,
back from a tour as C.S.O. Arab Legion. The departure
of a C.O. and the arrival of a new one i always a very
pecial occasion. All ranks in their various ways combined
to give Lieutenant-Colonel J. P. North, M.B.E., a top class
send off, and there is a general and genuine regret at his
going. By the time he left he had the distinction of having
been C.O. of every N .S. man in Signals, and we are convinced that the results of his tour of command are apparent
in the constant raising of the qualities of output and the
efficiency of the Regiment. We look forward to still further
progress under Lieutenant-Colonel Elliotc. Already we are
· finding, as many have found before us, that it is amazing
what a new eye can see.
Sports continued to flourish . The rugby te:un i ettling
down and producing far better team work wirh resultant
success ; the soccer team won through the econd round
of the Army Cup; and the hockey team is in the semi-final
of the Northumbrian District Knock-Out Cup. Our new
" babe " of the &porting world-the badminton team-got
off to a good start by beating R.A.F. Catterick, 6 matches
to 4, Corporal Robb and Lance-Corporal Glad tone playing
very well to win all three of their doubles matches. The
cross-country season is well under way. The Regiment i
running in two leagues, and although owing to the short
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training period we have mainly to rely on a keen team of
cadre per onnel one trainee, Signalman Doy!~ set up . a
record time of 14 mins. 30 ecs. for the three-mile course m
a match with 2 Training Regiment. We regret to report
that he ha now been posted-to 2 Training Re!Zimem. Our
runners will probably be seeing more of the back of him.

*
2

Til.\l~~G

llEGllUENT

The Sergeants' Mess has now decided that it ought to
be " in the new " and to this end have produced some
remarkable likenesses on the opposite page. These have
a " depth of character " not usually so visible to the
uniniated-I have no doubt that man members of the
Corps will recognise the sitters-and the symptoms.
The Novice Boxing Team came up against the South
Lancashire Regiment on the znd November and were
defeated 18 points to 15, a narrow margin. They put up
a very good show indeed, but as a team seemed to be
younger and less mature than their opponents.
The Association Football Team's star is in the ascendant-under the very able coaching of our Regimental
Sergeant-Major. They are a very keen lot and it will be
a great pleasure to see the 2nd Training Regiment shining
in the football world as well as in boxing.
The Basketball Team is also well to the fore and all other
forms of sport in the Regiment appear to be producing
teams which will be better than last season.

*
OFFICER TRAINING WING, SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

Since these notes last appeared rwo months ago, the main
event in the Wing has been the visit on 20th October of rhe
Director General Military Training who during the afternoon toured the various courses under ins-truction.
The last of the large N.S. Courses has now left us, but a
further series of double courses is due to begin shortly so
that the present period ~s merely a brief breatihing space,
and we have been kept very busy by the six week period
.of ACF /CCF Courses which passed off successfully.
The Commissioning Parade of 322 Course on 10th September was taken by the C.S .O. Northern Command,
Brigadier L. De M. Thuillier, O.B.E., who presented the
Commanding Officer's Prize for the best cadet to Officer
Cadet J. M. Gluckstein. The Inspecting Officer on the
Commissioning Parade of 323 Course on 8th October was
Brigadier G . H. Walron, C.B., C.B.E., T.D., and the Commanding Officer's Prize for tihe best cadet was awarded to
Officer Cadet S. F. Loveday.
Captain 0. J. Peck and Captain E. C. Collins have left
us recently for the Military College of Science and Germany respectively, and Lieutenant N. C. Moody has left for
Mauritius. Major A. J. Clarke and: Captain N. R. F.
MacKinnon are now on a Long Telecommunications Course
at Royal Signals Wing. We welcome to the Wing No. 13
Regular Young Officer Course from Sandhurst who arrived
on 13th September, and also Captain L. A. Grace who has
come from Hong Kong.
•
We congratulate Captain T. P. F. Unwin and Captain
R. T. Hone on their marriages. Several officers of the Wing
attended Captain Unwin's Wedding and formed a Guard of
Honour outside the Church afterwards.
The Wing has had considerable success on the Sports
Field in the past two months. The Cricket XI had a
successful season, losing only two matches all Summer; in
the last match of the season on 6th and 7th September we
were beaten by 7 Training Regiment by four wickets in the
final of the District Cup.
All the Winter season's sports have started well. The
Hockey XI has only lost one match and has already reached
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the final of the .District Cup. The Soccer XI lead the District Junior League in which we have won every match, and
the Basket Ball team has also made an excellent start and i
undefeated. The highlight of the Rugby season so far has
been the District Seven-a-side on 27th October in which we
reached the final and were beaten in extra time 8-II after
a fine match against 4 Training Regiment.

*
THE DEJ•OT llEGHIENT

The main events of October have been the major
changes in the Regiment. Lieutenant-Colonel GoodeveDocker, having handed over command of the Regiment to
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Hill, o.B.E. We welcome LieutenantColonel A. Hill and trust his stay in sunny Devon will be
a long and happy one. Rumour has it that the sun will
be seen in this area but the rain clouds have so far forbid
the happy event.
Captain Hibberd, who we had all began to register as a
permanent fixture, has departed for Korea, and the
Adjutantal chair is now fully occupied by Captain D.
Turner. Captain J. Joyner is exchanging trooping for
training and is shortly moving to Catterick. We welcome
Captain G. P. Dobson and Captain A. D. Steel, who have
both recently joined from Catterick.
Our sporting achievements have been quite creditable.
Of eight rugger matches played we have won seven by
handsome scores and drawn the other. Alas, our soccer
team does not measure up to the standard of our rugger
team and in the local civilian league we have only one win
to our credit from seven games played.
With the festive season almost upon us all sorts of
whispers are being discussed and preparation for feasting
and jollity are in full swing and we would like to take
the opportunity of extending our best wishes for Christmas
and the New Year to all readers.

*
EASTEUN COlHMAND SIGNAL UEGDIENT
R.B.Q.-2 Squadron. The Hockey team at last, has

started off in fine form by winning their first game against
the R.A.F. West Malling, I I goals to 4, following up the
second week willh another win against the " I " Corps Maresfield, 7 goals to 3. It is to be hoped that Corporal Gately
and Signalman Hayter can keep up their present scoring
average.
The Fooroall season has gone off with a bang. Our first
league match with Bexhill Police was won II goals to nil,
and in our first " Eliza Hilliar Shield " game we knocked
out R.A.F. Rye to the tune of 6 goals to I. "Jock" Edrnonstone being our highest scorer with a total of nine goals.
Eastern Command 11.q. Signal Troo1•. Since the
end of the cricket season, in which the troop finished second
in the league, the football team has shown itself to be as
good, if not better, than last year's. Great interest is shown,
though lack of skill, by at least six members of the Troop
on the hockey field.
Plans are now being laid by Sergeants Bradley and
Chitticks to train A and B miniature rifle teams in the hope
of winning both A and B leagues.
llome Counties District 11.q. Signal Troo1•. With
the winter months fast approaching our small troop is now
relaxing after a strenuous season of widespread activity with
our old proverbial P.A.
We are now entering upon the last few months of occupation of our Troop office (date of erection 1907 or thereabouts), as better accommodation is being found in a more
substantial building which keep& the rain out and the
warmth in.
THE WIRE , DECEMBER
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It is becoming almost a tradition for Regimental notes
to open with a comment about the awful weather we have
suffered. If we have much more rain, gills will become
an essential physical requirement. The only happy men are
those who dislike gardening.
•
Despite the weather, the Royal Signals, Blacon, met 23
Group Royal Pioneer Corps in the first round of the ~m
Soccer Cup Competition and a grand game resulted m a
win for 23 Group R.P.C. by four goals to three. . The
Signals team were leading three goals to one _until 20
minutes from the final whistle and then three quick goals
by R.P.C. gave them the vi.tal le~d. It was .a bar~ and
exhausting game on a very sucky p1tch. The Signals goals
were scored by Signalman Ward, Rowley and Craftsman
Bumim.
In the North-West District Soccer Leagues the Royal
ignals "A " team are as yet unbeaten and the " B " team
has lost only one game. The teams are playing well and
we hope to have a successful sea.son. .
.
The Inter-Troop League is gomg with a symig and
keenness is noticeable in all games. The lead 1s held at
present by H.Q. Squadron, A.E.R. Royal Signals "A "
team and they are being hotly challenged by T.M. Troop,
Western Command ·Signal Regiment.
We have had some tense struggles at hockey during the
month and are pleased to record that we won the two
inter-unit games held in October. v. H.Q., Western Command, won 3-2; v. R.A.F., Stoke Heath, won 3-r.
.
The team is beginning to settle down to construcuve
play and we hope to be more successful in the future. The
weather has made sports grounds unsuitable for swift play
and we can consider ourselves fortunate in being able to
play at all.
.
The Bl:it:on Camp Rugby team started the season rather
slowly, partly due to lack of talent, b~t und~r the able direction of Captain K. Homersham are rmprovmg and we hope
they will become a strong team. The season's results so far
are:Btaron Camp v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

R.A.F., Haydock
19 Company R.A.M.C.
Eaton Hall O .C.T.U.
Chester College
S. Lanes. Regiment

Won 24 3
Lost
S-3
Lost 22-8
Lost 14 8
Draw 3-3

The Regiment provided a team for the Army Mo.tor
Cycle Trials Championships held at Aldershot durmg
October. Although we were not amongst the prizewinners, the team did reasonably well and learned some
valuable lessons. The riders were Lieutenant J. W.
Roberts, Sergeant M. G. Edwards and Signalman J.
Garrity.
We have some boxing talent in the Unit now and
although not enough to complete a team, under the guidance of Sergeant Thomson we hope to produce some competitors in individual championships ~his year . . Sergeant
Thomson will be well-known to boxmg enthusiasts who
were in the Canal Zone in the 1953 season.
All ranks of the Corps will now be aware of the closing
down of Mercury House at Colwyn Bay, which was closely
followed by the tragic death of Major R. F. Barlow, who
had managed it for so long and who is known throughout
the Corps. We extend our deepest sympathy to Mrs.
Barlow.

CORPS MARCHES

A new recording of the Corps QUICK and
SLOW March has been made, and records are now
available, price 10/- each, plus cost of postage and
packing, from: The Honorary Treasurer, Royal
Signals Band, H.Q. Officers' Mess, Catterk:k Camp,
Yorks.

·UO

I WAR OFFICE SIGNAL REGIMEN'(

The month of October has been very pleasant for us; we
really feel now for the first time, that we have settled in at
Reservoir Camp.
Our sporting activities have increased by leaps and
bounds. Regimental Soccer h well under way. We played
off our first round of the Army Cup on Wednesday, the 27th
October, our opponents were tlle .6.llh Training Regi~ent
R.E., Worcester. It was a very exclltl~ maoch; at half-trme
we were leading 2 goals to 1, three minutes before the end
of the game we were leadil_ig 3 goa!s to ~· The R.oyal
Engineers then got an equaliser. Thirty mmutes of extra
time then ensued, in which time the R.E.s scored 2 goals,
one being a penalty. Our goals were scored by Corporal
Brownlie, Signalman Cla11ke and SignaID:an Hogg. LanceCorporal Mitchell suffered from concussion after the game,
but we are pleased to see him back again in the Squadron
Office. Our ollher s·porting activities include a match played
by our other team versus the Gloucester Depot XV. We
were playing a man short but we managed to keep the
Glocesters at bay and the score ended up at 12 points all. At
hockey too we now have a Regimental team, and the
Officers' Mess seems to contribute almost entirely to the
team . ln fact, it has been rumoured th.at the only time there
is a space by the fire is when llhere is a hockey match.
As regards our social life this past month it has not been
wildly exciting but various entertainments are being planned
for the funure.
We would like to extend a very wam11 welcome to Captain
D. D. Crerar who has come to join us. This is his second
visit to Gloucester in four years, and his many old friends
are very pleased to see him back.
We now have a very sad task of saying good-bye to our
old friend, Captain B. D. Gough, who ihas left us this month
for the Middle East. We all here join in wishing him the
very best of luck.
Regimental Training once a. week is now uncle~ ".l'ay. Each
Oper.ating Troop gets one penod of General Trammg under
Captain A. G. Smith, at the Educational Cei;tre and one
period of training, which is run by tibe Reg1roent on the
general principles of COMCAN, so far these lectures have
been given by Major N. C. B. Cleveley and Captain A. G.
Smith.

*

r

BOUND VOLUMES
of "THE WIRE "

=====:; ;. ._; ; ;oi

We have available material to bind in book form 20
.:opies of the 1954 WIRE. Messes and individuals who
require bound volumes should please let the Editor
know . as soon as possible.
Lance Corporal Johnston, Signalman Hayes and Signalman Roulston
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t.;=======PRICE IS 35 SHILLINGS

I A.A. (M) SIGN'AL REGIMENT

In September we found more scope was offered for our
wanderings than the usual London area. Detachments were
sent to Weymouth, Salisbury and Warrington, from where
we received good reports .
Such was the extent of our dispersion that our Annual
Administrative Ins.pection had to be pos~ned. Time,
however, did not lie heavy and the new date, 21st October,
soon arrived. Afterwards we gave a quick sigh of reljef
and rushed off on what everyone thought a well-earned
" forty eight."
Our winter training schedule has just started and a very
full programme has been prepared; which we all seem too
busy preparing to notice that winter is just around the
corner.
With its usual smooth efficiency the hand-over take-over
of hockey and soccer from cricket has again resulted in
success. The Unit Soccer team seem to have settled down
very quickly; if the hockey team have not met with the same
good fortune it is not because of any lack of enthusiasm.
Rugby football is as yet a strange game for us; however, we
have built up a nucleus of enthusiasm which will, we are
sure, prove fruitful.

JI A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

BETFOR SIGNALS

The Gazelle has made his final leap and it was appropriate
rhat the 13 Corps flash should be worn until the end.
Shortly before our departure the Unit rever~ed from Khaki
Drill to Battle Dress. Rumours that the Adiutant was seen
wearing his evacuation sign-gazelles leaping in opposite
directions-have been suppressed.
On the 23rd October we .hauled down the Conps flag at
Dona Doni Barracks-the last of many such flags which
have flown continuously in the Italian orbit for over eleven
years.
'11he unit returned home in divers groups and ways. The
road party motored north through the Dolomit.es and
handed over their vehicles in North AG. The rrul party
left the following day, accompanied by a blue sky and warm
sunshine. Neither have been seen since. The C.S.O. and
a band of stalwarts laid D8 aboard H.M.S. Centaur and
sailed with her to Malta, flying on from there to join us in
England.
The Gazelle now squats a little forlornly on Salisbury
Plain surrounded! by .f.rost, rain and myxamotosis. The days
of BETFOR Signals are nll!lllbered, but phoenix-like we
shall shortly arise in a new guise. 'Tlhis we shall divulge
in our next instalment.
1
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Since our last reports we have been getting down to the
winter training programme, but a familiar face is missing
-R.S.M. Woods left us at the end of August for warmer
climes, and before be left the Regiment was able to hold a
party for him and Mrs. Woods. We would like to welcome
R.S.M. R. Burge into tibe Regiment, and trust that he will
enjoy his stay as much as "Chiippy" said he did.
In September a week-end exercise was run at Edenbridge
for the four London Squadron~, and about 80 all ranks took
part in a Sign.al Office Scheme in Ashdown Forest. A lot
of traffic was passed, using all means of communication at
our dfaposal, and the results of the week-end were most
satisfactory.
The following month mother of these combined exercises
was held, this time in the Brentford area, and about the
same number of personnel took part. The W.R.A.C. ran
a Signal Office Scheme while the linemen were wiring up
a P /L route, and the technical minded erected VHF aerials
somewhere in the depths of the cotmtry.
Once again the Regiment is honoured by being able to
entertain the Officers of the Co11ps at their Annual Buffet
Supper to be held on the 4th December. We are looking
forward to meeting many friends and we are hoping that
the London smog will not reduce the numbers attending
as in 1952.
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(U) A.A. INDEPENDENT (M) SIGN.U.
SQUADllON, T.A.

During the eairly part of September this unit went to its
Annual Camp at Chickerel Camp, Weymouth. The weather
was excellent and the amenities offered by the town and
camp proved quite sufficient.
The training was divided into three, Linemen, Drivers,
and W .R.A.C. The Linemen went out with several miles
of 7 pair cable and laid the main trunk route for the exercise. In spite of setbacks and to the surprise of many, they
completed their task on time. The W.R.A.C. manned a
Signal Office very successfully, and the drivers, apart from
normal training, worked on improving the vehicles issued.
Since return from camp the unit entered the N. Ireland
District Motor Cycle Tirials which they won, with Signalman Roulston winning first individual.
The unit team then represented N.l.D. in ~he Army
Motor Cycle Trials. The whole team completed the course
and it is understood that they were the 3rd T.A. team, but
this is Yet to be confirmed.

"SSAFA CHAMPIONS THE CAUSE OF
FORCES FAMILIES"
Although it was in 1885 that Major (later Colonel Sir
James) Gildea first formed what was to become the Soldiers',
Sailors' and Airmen's Families Association, it is surprising
how few people realise the full scope of this now very large
organisation, which has been in continuous existence since
that date. Even as far back as the Boer War the Association spent over one million pounds helping Service families,
and this figure has been increased many times over both in
the first and second World Wars.
In peace time what can SSAFA do to help? First and
foremost, of course, it is a welfare organisation designed to
look after every aspect of family welfare.
SSAFA tries, when the Serviceman is separated from hi
family, in some measure, to take his place, for we all know
how difficult it is for the wife to deal with the many
problems of modern living without the help of her husband.
The Overseas Service of SSAFA, which was started during the last war, and which has representatives in the main
Commands overseas, exists to help in all the many problems that arise through separation.
Throughout the British Isles there are 15,000 voluntar
representatives of the Association who can visit families in
their own homes and who can give them instant practical
help, either in the form of advice, or, in neces itous cases,
an immediate grant.
SSAFA provides an emergency home for children, when
mothers are ill, at Springbok House, near Chelmsfor , and
a Clothing Branch for supplying clothing to families in real
need. It also administers and controls a Nursing Service
of fully qualified Nursing Sisters to look after Service families overseas.
In its work SSAFA is more than just a Service Fund; it
is a vast welfare and advisory or:ganisation existin~ solely
to look after the inrere ts of the Serving and ex-Serviceman's
family.
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NAAFI

B----A----

CHILDREN'S
PARTIES
Father Christmas may
not be able to arrive by
helicopter at your Unit
children's party this year;
but if Naafi plans your
catering arrangements he
will not be missed. Naafi
specialises in Service
catering for all occasions,
and knows how to provide all those good things
that children dream of
at Christmas time.

* * *

Entrust everything to
Naafi this Christmas and
give the children a party
that will be gay and
unforgettable.
The
Official Canteen Organisation
for H.M. Forces
Esher ·Surrey .

o--R-
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HIS month some notes covering B.A.O.R. as a whole
are appropriate. This is because we feel that the visit
which the Representative Colonel Commandant, MajorGenera~ C. W. ~ladgate, C.B.E., has just paid to B.A.0.R.,
and which has given us so much pleasure, merits a separate
account.
General Fladgate arrived in Bad Oeynhausen on 11th
October, 1954. As this was not his first visit to Germany
he was doubtless surprised to find that Headquarters,
Northern Army Group, was no longer there; it had moved
West of the Rhine earlier in the month.
He left ne~t. ~ay by special .train for Verden to visit 7
Armoured D1v1S1on Signal Regiment, where he arrived at
three o'clock. He was met by Lieutenant-Colonel C.
Nettleship, O.B.E., T.D., and Lieutenant-Colonel C. T .
Honeyborne, o.B.E., who had just arrived to take over command of the Regiment. The party, accompanied by outriders, drove to Caithness Barracks, where General Fladgate inspected a quarter guard. A tour of the barracks
followed, during which he was shown the Training School
in operation, the NAAFI canteens and the W.V.S. R ooms.
The General then spoke for r5 minutes to all ranks in the
Gymnasium on Corps matters and on Association problems
which affect us all.
After this G eneral Fladgate met all the married members
of the Regiment and their wives in the Corporals' Mess
H all, where a most enjoyable tea party took place. T he
G eneral spent some time talking to m arried N .C.O.s and
men and their wives.
In the evening there was a cocktail party in the Officers'
Mess to which had been invited members of the D ivisional
Staff and of other Units.

11 Armoured Division Signal Regiment marching past
The fo ur phorographJ art by courcery of the p.,b/ic R•larirms Photo Service
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The Saluting Base
~11 ranks thoroughly enjoyed General Fladgate's VISlt
and th~ efforts he made to talk individually to as many
as possible were greatly appreciated.
General Fladgate continued his tour the next day.
Everywhere he went his visit followed much the same
pattern. The Units he visited were:
5 AGRA (AA) Signal Squadron
Major R. M. Bircumshaw
r Wireless R egiment
Lieutenant-Colonel P. W. L annon
I I Air Formation Signal Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. G albraith
I .Air Support Signal Unit
Major H . D . Bould
I I Armoured D ivisional Signal R egiment
L ieutenant-Colonel G . F. H oughton, o .B.E.
6 Armoured D ivisional Signal R egiment
L ieutenant-Colonel P. G. Curry
r Corps Signal Regiment
L ieutenant-Colonel P. E. M . Brad l~y, o.s.o.
18 Army Group Signal Regiment
L ieutenant-Colonel J. D. Elliott
2 L. of C. Signal R egiment
Lieutenant-Colonel F . A. Young
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
L ieutenant-Colonel E. J. C. H arrison, o.B.E.
r9 Army Group Signal Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel L. J. D . R ead, M.B.E.

General Fladgate with Lieutenant Sutton and the Guard of Honour
provided by I Canadian Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron
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General Fladgate meets the families of 11 Air Formation Signal
Regiment and I Air Support Signal Unit at tea

On 14th October a ceremonial parade was held at
Stornoway Barracks, Lemgo. Over 6oo Officers and men
from seven different regiments were on parade. A Guard
of Honour was provided by I Canadian Infantry Brigade
Signal Squadron, under Lieutenant P. H. Sutton, which
was very smart indeed. General Fladgate was given a
General Salute by the parade, after which he inspected
each Squadron in turn. After an advance in review order,
the "parade marched past. The high standard shown was
a great credit to the regiments participating in view of the
very short time there was to get ready after Exercise
"Banle Royal." The Band of the 1st Battalion The King's
Royal Rifle Corps played during the parade. By a happy

I

~~~~~~---------------*--------------------~~~
CORPS SIGNAL REGllUENT
At the first football cup game we did not

With me end of manoeuvres-Exercise "Battle Royal"the Regiment has settled down to winter trainini, C.I.V.
inspections and the Annu3!1. Range Classification. Exercise
"Battle Royal" was hard work, but I think everyone
enjoyed themselves and a high standard of communications
was maintained.
In the last trwo months we have had to say good-bye to a
lot of old friends of the Regiment, among them being
Brigadier Coryton, Brigadier Burridge, Major Romaines,
Major Morgan, Captain Legge, Captain Scott, Captain
Trelawney and W.0.1 Dolbear; we wish them the very best
of everytlhing wherever they may be. Among the new faces
we welcome ~re Brigadier Tucker, Major Pentreath, Major
Burrows, Captain Fyfe, Captain Davies, Captain Wood,
Captain lngledow and Lieutenant Mosely-certainly a "new
look" about the old Regiment now.
At long last we have made the centre page of The Times.
A baboon from the zoo next to our camp decided to come
and see if he could find any playmates on this side of the
wire. After a chase round the cook-house he was netted and
led back to his own cage.
Earlier this month we had to say good-bye to the Special
Wireless Troop from 5 Corps Signal Regiment that had
been attached to us for the summer training months-we
were very sorry to lose them, and wish Oiptain Birrwistle
and his troop good luck in the future. As an off set to this
loss we now have 3 Medium Wireless Troop fimtly attached
to us. Second-Lieutenant Heap commands them-to him
and the Troop we extend a wami welcome and hope they
are going to enjoy their stay with us.
After a slow start in the sport world due to the lack of
grounds and bad weather, we got under way with a hardfought Cup game of. rugby against R.A.S.C., Paderborn, the
result being a draw 6-6.
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coincidence, this was General Fladgate's Regiment before
he transferred to Royal Signals. I ASSU kept the parade
ground.
The same evening a most successful dinner was held
at the Bielefeld Officers' Club. No less than 200 Royal
Signals Officers sat down to dinner. Our guests included
the Commander-in-Chief, General Sir Richard N . Gale,
G.C.B., K.B.E., o.s.o., M.C. A.o.c., the Chief of Staff, MajorGeneral C. F. C. Coleman, C.B., c.M.G., o.s.o., O.B.E., and
signals officers from the Royal Navy and the Royal Air
Force. We were very pleased also to see representatives
from our Belgian and Netherlands Allies, the Royal
Canadian Corps of Signals and the Post Office Liaison
Group in Germany. General Fladgate read out a telegram
of loyal greetings which had been sent to the Colonel-inChief on the occasion, together with a reply which Her
Royal Highness had been graciously pleased to send.
General Fladgate then made a speech, in which he reviewed
Corps activities during the year. After this, the Chief
Signal Officer, Brigadier R. H. 0. Coryton, c.B.E., proposed
the health of the guests, to which the Commander-in-Chief
replied. In doing so he was kind enough to pay a warm
tribute to the work of Signals in B.A.O.R. during the last
year.
Before closing these notes it is with much regret that
we must announce the departure for retirement of Brigadier
Coryton. "Cory" left us for good on 2nd November and
all ranks of the Corps serving in B.A.0.R. join in thanking
him for his guidance and many kindnesses during his stay
and in wishing him and Mrs. Coryton all best wishes in
the future.
The new C.S.O., Brigadier R. J. Moberly, o.B.E., has
arrived and on behalf of all ranks we can assure him of
our continued loyalty and co-operation. We are also
pleased to welcome Brigadier W. G. Tucker, O.B.E., who
ha_!l assumed the duties of C.S.0., 1 Corps.

do so well,
losing 13-0 to 6 Divisional Column R.A.S ,C. · They are a
wonderful side and deserve every encouragement in the
Army Cup.
The Regiment welcomed our Representative Colonel
Commandant on the 16th October at IIOO hrs. with a guard
of honour. After inspecting the guard Generail Fladgate
was accompanied to the C.0.'s office, where he spent halfan-hour chatting to Brigadier Coryton, C.B.E., Briga.d'ier
Tucker, o.B.E., and the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel P. E. M. Beadley, o .s.o. General Fladgate then
took a walk ar-ound the unit lines, ending up in the Other
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Ranks' cook-house where he was intrigued by the modem
machinery used in catering and the "blarney" of Sergeant
Kelly. General Fladgate then spent an hour in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess chatting informally to the
members, after which he was introduced by Mrs. Bradley
and Mrs. Newsham to the families who had come for a
luncheon panty in the NAAFI. After a very pleasant halfhour with the families the General met all officers and their
ladies in the Officers' Mess where he stayed to lunoh. The
General left us at three o'clock after a very memorable day.

TllE BAND

The Band will be on tour in Germany and Austria
between 21st February, 1955, and 27th March, 1955.
It will be in Southern Command between 12th and 16th
May, 1955.

2 INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGllUENT

On the 18th of October llhe Regiment was visited by
the Colonel Commandant, Major-General C. W. Fladgate,
C.B.E.

The Colonel Commandant was met in Dusseldorf and
brought to the Regiment by the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. C. Harrison, O.B.E.
On his arrival at St. David's Barracks, General Fladgate
inspected the guard of honour of two Sergeants and 26 men
under the command of Captain K. L. Uttley, and complimented them on their smart appearance and drill.
He then met the senior N.C.O.s of the Regiment and
was afterwards shown round the " Op UNION " married
quarter of Sergeant and Mrs. Wale, where he remarked on
the very high standard of comfort obtained in the men's
quarters and stated that they were far superior to any that
he had seen in Catterick. He then went to the NAAFI
where he had tea with the Regiment's families.
In the evening General Fladgate was the guest at a cocktail party in the Officers' Mess where the officers of both
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment and 2 L. of C. S:ignal
Regiment and their wives were present.

2 L. OF C. SIGNAL UEGUIENT
ll.11. «!. and I Squndrou. October has been a busy

month for R.H.Q. and I Squadron of 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment, which besides normal duties included the annual
parade at Lemgo and the Colonel Commandant's visit to
the Camp.
First of all we must send our best wishes to Major D.
Cullum and Captain E. Wright, R.A., both of whom have
left the Army after many years' service.
All the training for the men selected to attend the armoo.l
parade at Lemgo ·was carried out there under the able
instructions of R.S.M. Mayhew. Although he has only
been here for a short time the R.S.M. produced a smart
efficient and well-drilled squadron for the parade, where,
under the command of Major R. S. Campbell, they
acquitted themselves very well.
On the 19th October we were honoured by the visit of
the Colonel Commandant, Major-General C. W. Fladgate,
c.B.E., accompanied by the C.S.O., Brigadier Coryton.
As with the parade at Lemgo, the men prepared well for
the visit, the Camp was looking very smart in the early
morning of the 19th, with a faint sun gliding through some
rather ominous looking clouds. The grass which had been
sown in the latter part of the summer had now fully
matured, and the dark green of the grass and bushes preTHE WIRE, DECE1'1BER 1954

sentcd a very pleasing picture together with the red and
high cream walls of the buildings.
At 10 o'clock the General arrived, escorted by two D.R.s
from the Regiment. He was welcomed by the C.O. and
inspected the Guard of Honour, under the command of
Second-Lieutenant Hutcheson. By now it was raining
slightly and the General went inside the R.H.Q. Block to
be introduced to the Officers and Warrant Officers.
After a short stay in the C.0.'s Office he inspected the
Camp and showed great interest, especially in the cookhouse, reputedly the best in the District. He went on to
visit 1 Squadron and then to the L.A.D., T.M. Workshops
and the M.T.
Unfortunately General Fladgate had to foreshorten the
time and number of places visited in the Camp, to enable
him to include a visit to the Signal Centre at Steel House
in Dusseldorf. From Dusseldorf the General travelled to
the Officers' Mess, where he was entertained by the Officers
to lunch.
From the sporting aspect, R.H.Q. and I Squadron are
doing quite well. Hockey has just started and the soccer
team has been improving with each match. The soccer
team had a poor start in the first match, when a team,
weakened by the absence of members away on the Lemgo
Parade, lost to <the East Lancashire Regiment by 1 goal
to 3. However, in the last three matches in winning two
and drawing one they have scored 22 goals, of which Signalman Blackshaw, at outside right, has scored seven.
Although we have a prolific scoring attack, the defence
do<:s not always hold out and, if the team is leading too
easily, leads to lose a firm grip on the situation. This was
evident in the game played against Rhine Centre on 30th
October, when after leading 6-3 at half-time, they could
only equalise at the last minute to draw 7-7.
Hockey has just started up again and a scratch side,
playing for the first time this season, beat HQ., Northern
Army Group 4-3, after an exciting game in which we
had led _4--0 at half-time.
3 Squadron. Having appeared in print again in the
October number we feel inspired to write more about our
doings in this rather out of the way part of Belgium.
In sport we are still doing more than our share. The
Base Athletics Competition was held recently between the
major camps in the area. We provided 75 per cent. of our
camp team and we walked away with the meeting. Considering that our Camp is by far the smallest in the area
we feel rather proud. Particularly good performances were
put up by Second-Lieutenant Chris Sly, who (with an
injured foot) ran and won easily the 880 yards and the 880
yards leg of the Mile Medley Relay, and by Sergeant Smith,
who won both the Discus and Shot. It was a worthy
achievement and several pints were sunk on the result.
Since we last wrote we have had a series of inspections.
5 Telegraph Operating Troop at the Hook of Holland were
pleased to receive both the Chief Signal Officer, B.A.O.R.,
and the Representative Colonel Commandant.
Both
inspections seemed to be a success. We here were visited
by our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel F. A. Young, who stayed
with us nearly two days. A very pleasant visit indeed. We
think the C.0. was pleased with us and also with Antwerp
which, we understand, he also inspected in off duty hour .
We recently lost W.0.11 (S.S.M.) M. Lambert, who left
us on appointment to R.Q.M.S. of I I Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment-he will be missed by everyone here. In
his place we welcome W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Barnes-Murphy,
who has left the fleshpots of B.A.0.R., to join our band of
rugged pioneers. We hope his stay will be as long and
happy as that of his predecessor.
In other fields we have been normally active. Although
we were not directly involved in Ex.ercise "Battle Royal,'
our numbers were sadly depleted to help make up the
various field units. We got a good "chit" for the standard
of our operators.
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Our so cer team have now got well into their stride.
The result o far-played seven, lo t two, wo_n five (45
goals for 15 again t). It i odd to note agam, as last
sea on, the only team to beat u s decisively has been .~ 28
Army Fire Company, R.A.S.C. They seem to put a imx
on u -we easily beat teams that literally "; ipe them up '
and then we inevitably lost heavily to them. Dunnomaybe black magic.

7

.\R~l01;RED

Dl'\' ISIOS:\I. SIGNAL REGDIENT

The first half of September fl ashed by quickly enough for
our sights were trained falltly intently on Autumn M anoeuvres i.e. " Battle Royal."
We sallied forth in full array for this Exercise finally on
th 20th September and subsequently, on the whole, thoroughly enjoyed ourselves despite atrocious weather .
There is little point in saying anything further here about
the Exercise because we were after all, only one of the
many Royal Signals units taking part and, in any case, the
new papers and glossy magazines covered the subject pretty
thoroughly. Suffice it to Teport, for the departed members
of the team that standards were maintained and " the Sun
was not all~wed to et on Signals Command. '
.
Immediately after "Battle Royal " we ha.cl time f?r. JUSt
one deep breath and then, on with our Winter Individual
Training programme which started on th~ 4nh Octo?er.
This programme, now well under way, ~as mvolved bnnging in from Nos. 3 and 4 Squadrons quite a large number
of men, so that, at present, we have a fair maj~rir;r of .the
Regiment all together in one place. A very graufymg situation.
. ..
Coincident this month with commencement of mdividual
trainina were rwo other events of great importance. Firstly,
we we~ visited by the Representative Colonel Commandant,
Major-General C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., on the 12th October
and then on the 17th October, Lieutenant-Colonel C. T .
Nettleship, o.B.E., T.D., having handed over command to
Lieutenant-Colonel C. T. Honeybourne, O.B.E., departed
to take up his new ap;:iointment as Officer in Charge Records,
Reading.
.
The former event is reported more fully elsewhere. With
regard to the latter the whole Regiment joins me in wishing
Colonel ettleship great success in his new appointment
and in welcoming our new Commanding Officer, as an Old
Desert Rat, back to the fold.

[Photo : Sgt. Mawston

The Commanding Officer " Opens the Bar " in .the new W .O .'s and
Sergeants' Mess
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[Photo: Sgt. Mawston

The Colonel Commandant inspects t he Quarte r Gu a rd

enthusiasm. Our first competitive hockey match for the
coming season has yet to be played, but several practice
games with 1 ASSU and adjacent units has revealed that
the first team will still be able to give a good account of
itself when called upon to do so. The loss of our Comm anding Officer will be felt most strongly, leaving a gap in
the team which will be hard to fill. Another of the reg ular
first team players, S.S.M. Walker, is also on his way and
both these losses will r esult in much hard work if the high
standard of hockey attained in the past is to be maintained
in the fu ture.
U pfortunately our soccer team was not successful in their
fi rst competitive game-rumour has it that Spartak passed
this way en r oute for Highbury. H owever, there appears
to be a lot of talent in the R egimen t and Captain Cox, our
soccer representative, h as high hopes of finding a winning
combination in the very near fu ture.

territory in SHAPE. On the first occasion the Officer took
over for the evening and threw a party for all British
W.O.s and Sergeants at SHAPE. Apart from a fe w bruised
shins resulting from chair hockey, damage was negligible.
The second event to which the M ess, with their annual
generosity, invited all British Officers and their wives was
the W.O.'s and Sergeants' Autumn Ball. A very ucce sfu l
effort, wh ich was enjoyed by all.

M. E. L. F.
3 INFANTHY DIVISIOXAL SIGNAL REGDIE:'\"T

Before closing this month's contribution mention must
be made of the fac t that due to stout efforts on the p art of
our friend the G arrison Engineer, work on the project of
remodelling and redecorating the Warr ant Officers' and
Se11geants' Mess was completed j u s~ in tim e for it to be
opened officially by Colonel ~e ttl~sh 1p ~ore he left u.s. A
Housewarming D ance, held m this m agmficen tly equipped
and beautifuhly decorated Mess on the 16th October, was
a great succe ~ and served as a most suitable occasion for
the Warrant Officers and Sergeants and their ladies to say
good~bye to Colonel and Mrs. Nettleship and to welcome
Lieutenant-Colonel Honeybourne.

11 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL UEGHIENT

Two events of major importance occurred during the
month. These following closely on the heels of " Battle
Royal," created a certain arno~t of activity, both social
and otherwise, within the Regrment, but happy to say
everything went according to plan.
Firstly, Major-General C. W. Fl~~gate, C.B.E.,_ the
Representative Colonel Commandant, visited the Regrment
on Thursday 14th October. After lunching in the Officers
Mess he inspected a Royal Signals Parade and took the
salute at a march past. Later he met married Othe~ Ra~ks
and their ladies in the NAAFI and Officers and their ladies
at tea in the Officers' Mess.
The Parade was commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel . A.
C. Galbraith. Major R. Carlyon was the Parade Second-inCommand with Captain A. L. Dowell and W.O.I L.
Purvis pe~forming the duties of Parade Adjutant and
R.S.M. respectively.
Officer and Other Rank spectators and their families had
a good view of the Parade and the march past from a
vantage point behind the saluting base and fortunately for
all the weather was excellent-a most unusual occurrence
this summer in Germany.
Secondly, we witnessed the departure of our pop~lar
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C . Galbraith,
to warmer climes, after, of course, a short spell of
well-earned leave in the U.K. We take this opportunity
of wishing him god speed and every success in his new
command. At the same time we extend our hearty congratulations to our new Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel W. Hammond, M.B.E., who was previously our
Second-in-Command. Major A. G. MacTavish, formerly
O.C. 1 Squadron, has taken over as Second-in-Command,
and we welcome Major P. E. Mott, our new 0.C. I
Squadron.
There is much activity in the hockey and soccer world,
where regimental team building is being tackled with great
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The event of the month has been the visit to the
Squ adron of the Representative Colonel Commandant,
Maj or-General C. W. Fladgate, c.B.E. The programme
began with an inspection of the Squadron on parade;
followed by a march past; after which the General saw
the Squadron accommodation and met the Officer s, W.O.s
and Senior N .C.O.s. Finally, he was cooducted around
the Communication Centre and the Transmitter site.
This month the Squadron h as also been engaged on the
range at Versailles for the annual range classification. The
range itself is a French civilian one and as the firing point
is almost completely enclosed, it was no place to recuperate
after playing darts in an Association Branch match with
the Paris British Legion.
Football, hockey and rugger are now in full swing and
the Squadron has two teams in the British Support
Battalion Football League.
Three members of the
Squadron play for the SHAPE International Team and
have just been to Naples. The Squadron hockey team play
regularly every Thursday against the rest of the Battalion
and contribute the bulk of the Battalion hockey team for the
representative games on Sunday mornings. The Battalion
rugger team has now played two games and includes some
seven or eight players from the Squadron.
Social activities have included two events in the British
W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess, the only real piece of National

Major-General Fladgate, C.B.E., accompanied by the Commanding
Officer, Major T. I. G. Gray and Brigad ier W . R. Smijth-Windham,
C.B.E., D.S .O.
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After three years of " standing still and waiting to move
service " in the Middle East the Regiment is now in full
preparation for embarkation to the U.K. on 18th
December abm1rd H.M .T . Lancashire. It has been fa r
from easy for those who have been with this Regiment
throughout this period, many unfulfilled promises of a
return home and many frustrations which are common
throughout the Middle East. Despite it all we have never
failed to uphold the Corps' reputation, both for communications and on parade, and in this we take pride, but not
one of us will be saddened at leaving this unsatisfactory
piece of sand.
Our final exercise was " Operation Highlight," an atomic
tactical scheme of a type which will become more familiar
as we become more conversant with the capabilities of the
atomic weapon. It is too great a technical subject at this
stage for the non-scientific types to visualise the destructive
qualities and after effects of this weapon when used in
field warfare, so the least said on the matter the better
but as the exercise was deemed successful it shows that
there is still hope for us.
We have also had our final ceremonial parade, when we
provided a contingent for the Divisional Remembrance Day
Drumhead Service held on Moascar Stadium. Major P. E.
Hutchins, shortly leaving us, had the privilege of commanding this contingent and he took obvious pleasure in thanking all those who helped to make Royal Signals outstanding
amongst the divisional multitude of Guards, Infantry and
Scottish Regiments.
During all this we have not neglected our sports and
held our Annual Athletics Meeting with undoubted success. Indeed, it provided a pleasant day for all of us and
the athletic standards achieved spoke well for the P.T.
we have so early each morning. Oboe Troop took first
honours, followed by a most unlucky Baker Troop, but I
think the real thanks should go to those who organised the
affair for making it such a happy change from our normal
routine. Football too has come into the picture with some
useful goal-getting demonstrated by the Scots Guards when
they luckily beat us 13-0; after all, it could have been
worse if the referee hadn't become bored and firmly convinced of the eventual result. Still, first match of the
season and all that, you know!
Captain K. Harman is to be congratulated on his winning
the Sten section of the Royal Signals (Middle East) Shoot,
and Sergeant Hastie on his taking third place in the same
section. Competition in this shoot was rather overwhelmed
by the experts of 4 Air Formation Signals, to whom we offer
our congratulations.
As a parting note for this month we would like to wi h
all those listed in the departures column the very best of
luck and thank you for both your i;ervice and your friendship. Special congratulations to R.Q.M.S. Dickie Dwyer,
who has now left us to become R.S.M. of a T.A. Unit. And
a final word to our Advance Party, now at home. Make the
best of it, we are not far behind.
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for the Corps side, and the result of a Combined Services
Trial, in which Sergeant Pettigrew was selected to play is
still awaited.
. ~n~atulations to La!1.c:e-Corv:o~al Cooper of M.T. Troop
m w1nnmg the Best Ind1v1dual VlSltors' Cup in the R.A.S.C.
Motor Cycle Trial at Pasir Panjang on Sunday, 10th
October.
Fina~ly, a word about the Royal Signals Leave Camp,
Chang1, for the benefit of those members of the Regiment
wh~ have returne~ to U.K. The name will undoubtedly
con1u:e up memories of happy hours spent by the s·::aside,
of enioyable curry lunches, barbecues and ice cold beer.
Well, the ~r is still cold and the curries very tasty. The
camp remams most popular especially at week-ends. We
must shortly say farewell to Sergeant Flipp, that familiar
figure at the camp, who took over from Sergeant Elsom
way back, and after l'Unning it for so long and so well'.
leaves shortly for U.K.

The Regiment has increased its reputation by recently
winning both the Royal Signals (E) Swimming and Tennis
Championships. The Swimming Championships took place
at Moascar on Saturday, 16th October, 1954, and tlhe Regimental team, capmined by W.O.II Foakes, clinched the
event with 15 points to spare, their neare t rivals being 3 L.
of C. Signal Regiment.
In the Tennis, held at Olympia, Fayid, the Regiment's
achievement was mainly due to the efforts of Signalman
Krikorian who won every event he entered for, namely the
Open Singles, Open Doubles and Regimental D~ubles in
which he was teamed with Sergeant Radford and S1gnalman
Cohen. With these two events behind the Regiment, everyone has very high hopes for the future.

:HAJ,TA

COHCAl~
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A Tape Relay Centre has been established on Malta, and
due to the changing conditions in the Middle East we have
p11l1Ilg into being a lot earlier than was originally intended.
The small nucleus that were sent here originally to start
the Squadron have literally worked night and day. Leave
was stopped for a while. The last fortnight has seen a large
input that has doubled our strength and the pressure has
eased accordingly.
Stacks of cCK>peration from Malta Signal Squadron, and
our "ends" at home and in M.E.L.F. have done much to
help us over difficult periods.
For anyone interested in names: Captain A. E. Jenkins
is our O.C. Traffic and Wireless is in the capable hands of
Captain L. H. Dutton. S.Q.M.S. Ledger has been with us
from almost the start. S.Q.M.S. (F.O.S.) Davis, S.S.M.
O'Connor and Sergeant Rhodie dropped in on us recently
(by courtesy of Hunting Ciani Air Transport). Other senior
N.C.O.s are: Sergeants McGreal, Bussell, Little, Brown,
Baker, Metcalfe, Huxley-Duggan, R!hodie and Holcombe.
Things in Malta are pretty good generally, the weather
is now Springlike, warm and sunny, and not too hot. Battledress has now replaced K.D. but as yet there is no sign of
Winter. Perhaps the staff have advanced warning wrapped
up in their files marked "Top, Top Secret." We have had
the Trieste personnel with us. for a short period. The Signals
element came in one evening and out next morning, so we
saw little of them. Other Units ~re billetited with us and
we played them at Football and Hockey. The little island
was certainly crowded for a few days.
" When compiling WIRE Notes please add things of local
interest or general iruterest," so they say. So m~y letters
are received daily from personnel earmarked•for Malta, aS!king but one question, "Are there any Quarters? If not, is
there any family accommodation?" Here is the answer,
applicable to all, Officers and O.R.s alike.
There are a fair amount of W.D. Quarters but these are
allocated on a points system and there is a waiting list for
O.R.s and for Officers. There are very few W .D. hirings,
so few that they are not worth taking into consideration.
There are, however, flats and houses that can be rented,
rents varying from £8 to £14 rper month. These Hats are
mos.tly self-contained but vary greatly. They are not handed
out "on a plate" and must be found . But they are much
easier to find than Flats in England. Allowances and Pay
give a reas.onable smndard of living, but do not expect too
much. It is not lavish and is not meant to be. Here is
good advice. Resist the temptation to travel accompanied
by family. Come out yours.elf, get your feet "on the
ground," fi.nd a place to suit yourself, then get the family
with you. Overall it will not rake more than 12 weeks. If
you plan on these lines you won't go wrong. The O.C.
Squadron is prepared to answer any ot!her queries provided
they are not d a restricted nature. The Uait address is
COMCAN Signal Squadron, British Forces Post Office 51.
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Lance Corporal Cooper takes a hazard
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The Soccer season 1954 ended on 30th September and
the Regiment finished third in the 1st Division League of
Singapore District, which was quite a creditable performance in view of the bad stan at the ·beginning of the season
due to our not finding our star players until half~way
through the League.
Congratulations to Sergeant Clark and Signalman Warik
on being awarded their Combined Services and Cor:ps
Colours and to Corporal Angell on being awarded his Corps
Colours. Clark's and Wark's play during the season has
been outstanding. Wark reoeived a commendation from the
Singapore Amateur Football Association and was selected
to represent Singapore against Hong Kong, but unfortunatdy had to turn down this invitation as he was due for
return to U.K. This was a great disaippointment to the
Singapore Amateur Football Association, who considered
Wark to be the best centre-forward in Singapore Island.
Wark has now left us and we wish him all the best for the
future. As for Sergeant Clark, he gave one of the best exhibition of goalkeeping ever at Jalan Besar when nhe Combined Services beat Singapore's best civilian team in the
" Sata " Cup, four goals to one.
The Rugger season is now in full swing and the Regiment
is fortunate in having a nucleus of suoh stalwarts as Major
FaiI1!llan, Sergeant Clark, Corporal Potts, Corporal Payne,
Corporal Steeples and Lance-Co11poral Wood in the Corips
side. In the Army side, in the match against the R.A.F.,
Major Fairman played as full back, Lance-Corporal Wood
as stand off and Cooporal Payne as scrum half. That versatile sportsman, Serigeant Clar.k, would hGve played as forward but be unfortunately sprained his ankle and had to
drop out. The Army was beaten 9-3 by what looks like the
side of the year.
The Hockey seas.on got off to a very good start lGSt month
with lots of enthusiasm by everyone. The U.K. is not the
only place where the weather is bad and unfortunately heavy
rains have necessitated the cancellation of a ntimber of
matches recently. Six players from the Regiment, Captain
Thornton, Cooporal Angell, Lance-Co11poral Abdullah,.
Signalman Rosser and .Signalman Jago, have already played
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May, the start of the hot (and u sually wet) summer season
found us with reservoirs practically empty. The wet season
was only half as wet as usual this year, and we face the dry
winter season with reservoirs far from full and water
rationed to three houirs per day! However, "it's an ill
wind ... ",for the Line Squadron has had very few cases of
"rheuma~si:n ''. in the joints, and has been busy on projects·
and rehab1htat1on all through the summer with good results.
The Inter-Troop Competition was won by Kowloon
Garrison ~ignal ~roop (Lieutenant Keeling, Sergeant
Peberdy) w1(lh 21 Fue Command Signal Troop (Lieutenant
Mer.ry, Sergeant Oram) 2nd. Both Troops can well be
pleased with the res.ult. The Cup was presented to the
winne.l' by the Commander British Forces. when he visited
the Regiment in October.
:J Squadron. Since we were last in the news we have
said good-bye to an Infantry Brigade Signal Trooo who
have left us for Malaya. Before Ieavi.ng they came near to
winning the Regimental Inter-Troop Competition. Well
done, and ha·ppy h unting!

In their place we welcome a Gurkha Independent Signal
Squadron under Major H. R. Glanvill. They must have
settled in as they have already asked for a Trade Eoard.
At long last it can be said that the earthworks project
given to 40 Divisional Signal Troop has been completed and
great credit is due to the men for the cheerful and ~ner
getic ma~er in which they tackled the job.
The picture shows "men at work" having cut their
way 15ft. down through solid rock. (Even the G.O.C. was
amazed !).
The Squadron Swimming Gala which wa'S held at Sekkong
Baths was won by 27 Brigade Signal Troop with .d.O Divisional Signal Troop a close second
·
With rhe cooler weather all sports are in full swing
hockey, soccer, cricket, rug>ger, tennis basket ball and
boxing, all going at the same time.
'
Our best wishes go to Signalman Gimmy) Ballantine a
cheerful and popular National Serviceman, who had 'an
unfortunate accident whils.t playing hockey and has returned
to U.K.

Brigadier E. D. Goode, C.B.E., with 27 Infantry Brigade Signal Troup.
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Farewell Parade, 1st November, 1954

1st Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment
24th April, 1951 N 16th November a unique chapter in the history of
the Commonwealth Signal Corps was closed when that
O
"imperial mixture "-the rst Commonwealth Divisional
Signal Regiment-ceased to exist. The spirit, which made
this unprecedented experiment so successful, remains not
only in the lasting friendships which were made but in its
successor unit First Commonwealth Divisional Signal
Squadron. Unfortunately for many reasons the Squadron
is not an integrated unit, and although it will serve Commonwealth units, all its personnel will be found from the
U.K.
The rst Commonwealtlh D ivisional Signal Regiment began
life in a dreary damp cold camp at Harwich on 24th April,
1951, when the bulk of the U.K. element assembled. On
arrival in Korea under its first C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel A.
L. Atkinson, O.B.E., on 24tih June, 1951, the Regiment after

e

16th November, 1954
only two short exercises moved up into the line where it
was joined by its other Commonwealth elements, 16 New
Zealand Field Regiment Signal Troop which had already
had seven months' service in Korea, 25 Canadian Infantry
Brigade Signal Troop, and a Canadian Field Signal Troop,
bot!h of which had arrived two months previously, the
veteran 29 Independent Infantry Brigade Group Signal
Squadron undaunted by eight months of war, and by 28
Britcom Infantry Brigade Signal Troop.
The Division became operational at 1200 hours 28th July,
l95L For Signals this in i'tself w.is something of a record,
after landing several hundred miles away, having unloaded
all its equipment, formed for the first time as a complete
Regiment, it provided operational communications all within
34 days.
Such a start set .t he standard for its subsequent work

Brits

~hich, in spite of holding a sector of the U.N. f.ront contmuously, except for a short period in reserve in February
--.,March! 1953, was never allowed to deteriorate.
Later m 1951, the integration of the Regiment was complet~ wh~n. Australian personnel from the Base Signal
Reg~rnent iomed. From t!hen until its reorganisation the
Regrm~nt mcluded elements from all four Commonwealth
~ountn~s, U.K., Canada, Australia and New Zealand and
1.r: fact m the last few months, was the only unit in the Division to have this distinction .
. The history of the Regimen~ which it is hoped to publish
m ~HE WIRE at a later date, will record in detail its successes
durmg these year~, the problems which were squarely met
and solv~d, and Its work on the Wyoming Jamieson and
Kansas Imes.
'
. It ~s not. proposed to g~ into _the work of the Regiment
m this article, although d1fficulues of climate and terrain
proved many orthodox communication practices unsuitable
One as.peer, however, gives some idea of the magnitude of
th~ .t~sk--0ver 20,000 miles of cable has been laid by the
D1v1s10!1 a?d for nhe past eighteen months the Regiment
has mamtamed 3,500 miles of cable.
~n t!lls short al?preciation it is sufficient to say tlhat during
this ttme the friendly and! healthy rivalry whicli existed
between the components ensured the highest possible
~t'andards and moral~ and proved tlhat an integrated unit
is more th.an a prac~1cal pr~sition; that iJt is in fact an
overw~el~rung factor m promottng understanding and mutual
appreciation .by the members of the Briti h Commonwealth

•

Canucks

of Nation~. ~I w~'? have served in this Regiment are
~n;bued with this ~pun ~nd should the necessity arise again
lt is hoped that this Regiment will be reformed.
'
It w~~d be a. sad omission if the close co-operation and
ever _w1llmg assistance of me U.S. Signal Corps was not
menuone~.. The Regiment has always been backed up by
the 5ISt Slgna] Corps Battalion and by the Signal Officer

•

Kiwis

Major.General H. Murray, C.B., D.S.O., G. 0. C. First Commonwealth Division, inspects No. I Squadron

•

Aussies
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and his staff at H.Q. I Corps, and no unit could have been
better served. The slightest suggestion invariably brought
instant as i tance whether it was for a vital nut or a BC 6ro
complete with crew. Equally helpful has been th Royal
Australian Corp of Signals in Japan, where the C.S.0 . and
his staff and the Base Signal Regiment have always sup-

ported the Regiment winh a!L the resources at their command.
Three and' a half years is a short life in the Army
but it is safe to say that in that time the Ist ComrnonweaJth
Divisional Signal Regime nt has achieved a reputation seeond
to none and on·e which will be recordecil w~th pride in the
hi ~ torie s of rhe Common:wealth Signal Corps.

'' \!rbe rastment slotulp grows a
HE light is now fading fast and in a few days the Regi-

ment will cease to exist. We a.re at the moment
T
furious:ly engaged in packing up for the move to another
area where nhe "rundown" of the Regiment will be completed. All the material in our present location is being
salvaged which involves dismantling and transporting nhe
Quonset huts, the Nissens, the "utchis" and tlhe ocller
"home-made" structures. It is depressing to witness the
pulling down of all the structures, which were built to make
the camp comfortable--panticularly since so much rime and
effort was expended by past and present members of t!he
Regiment, not only to build them, but also to acquire the
materials. The saddest dismantling of all was that of St.
Martin's Churd:i, which occupied ~ central position in the
camp, and was always an active and important centre in the
life of rhe Regiment. The last official service was one of
harvest thanksgiving for which the Churah was beautifully
decorated. The Commanding Officer read the lesson and
our Padre, Reverend G. Wolsey Gilbert, gave the address.
The Church was full to capacity and the joyful harvest
hymns were sung lustily.
There has not been muoh time for sport during tlhe laS1t
month but we have played games whene.ver possible. "A"
Troop won the Inter-TroQp Soccer competition, defeating
"Q" Troop in a most enjoyable game. In the larger Divisional competition we were not as successful as we had
hoped. The Regimental side had no difficulty in defeating
r R.A.R, but came to grief against 98 Medium Battery RA.
SimiliarJy on nhe hockey field we won comfortably against
98 Medium Battery R.A. and then lost to the Royal Irish
Fusiliers.
We have now said our" farewells." Farewell parties were
held in the Officers' Mess and in the Sergeants' Mess; and
a Regimental Party was he:ld on the foottball field. The
Regimental Party took the form of a barbecue, five bonnie
porkers being roasted on spits. This was a new departure
for 0.C. H.Q. Squadron, but he was fortunate in being able
to call upon the experience of the Canadian Brigade Signal
Troop. There were also hot dog stands, liquid refreshment
tents, and bonfires, one large official blaze and another
smaller one started by private entePPrise. The dance band
of the Northamptonshire Regiment very kindly supplied the
music and entertainers from tlhe Regiment, compered by
S.Q.M.S. Fletcher, produced a variety of turns, including
" Santa Maria " sung in Korean.
On Monday, 1st November, the G.O.C., Major-General
H. Murray, C.B., o.s.o., inspected and took t!he salute at our
farewell parade. Before the march past he presented the
L.S. and G.C. Medal to R.Q.M.S. Stratton and addressed
the parade. In his address he complimented the Regiment
on its tum out, its arms drill and on its fine record in Korea.
This was a memorable parade for this Regiment, may well
be the first and last Signals Regiment able to parade with
representatives of the Sign:11 Corps of Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and the U.K., in its ranks.
At a testimonial supper held at 51st Signal Battalion on
29th October to mark clle departure of their Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel James E. Foster, U.S. Signal
Corps, our Commanding Officer presented to nhe Battalion
a Regimental Shield to commemorate the close friendship
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St. Martin's in Korea.

Harvest Festival, 10th October, 1954

and liaison which has existed for over three years between
the two units. Similar shields are 1being presented to the
Signal Section H.Q. r U.S. Corps GroUIP, and to Mrs.
Fairlie, who for over two years has regularly sent ro us from
Scotland farige collections of magazines and books. Many
hundreds of men will !l"emember her wiith gratitude. A
shield is also being sent ro rhe Stratford Green Seoondary
School; regular readers of tlhese notes will! remember that
the boys of this school presented t<> our Ohiurch, St. Martin's in Korea, a cross .and lantern which nhey had made
themselves.
This is the last contribution from the I Commonwealth
Divisional Signals Regiment. We wish our Dominion
brothers a speedy and happy journey home and all our best
wishes go with them.
Before closing fina.Jly, it is fitting that we should look to
the future and remember those remaining to carry on Dile
good work in Korea. Good luck to Major Hoerder and the
1 CommonweaLth Divisional Signal Squadron; and also to
Lieutenant Radcliffe and the R.A. Regiment Signal Troop.
Christtna is upon us and many do not yet know where
they wi.Jl spend it, but we send our best wishes for mis
festival and for nhe New Year, especially to all those who
have served wiith, or been associated witJh this Regiment
whether they be in Canada, Austr.alia, New Zealand,
America, Korea, Great Britain or still serving overseas. May
your memories of Korea remain eve11green in"nhe knowledge
of a job well done and friendsh.iips made. Good luck to you
all.
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As a ch_ange from signalling, an exercise was held before
camp agamst the Sussex H ome Guard, involving a 25-mile
forced ~arch at ~ght. The winners of the forced march
were g1yen free tickets to a West End theatre, and they
earned lt.
T~e L.A.D. did not come to camp this year with us.
TheJr presence was missed, especially with the large
amount of transport in use at that time.
0 1;1r " B " team in the L ondon District motor cycle trials
9ual1fie9 for the Eastern Command trials, and spent an
mterestmg day on the course. We shall win that cup yet!

This month we cover the Regiment's activities since last
April. Looking back we see that this year has been one
of the most important ones for the Regiment since the end
of the war.
~o. I Squadron, having spent the first year of its
existence ~der the able hands of Major (Bill) Williams,
now passes mto the care of Captain (" Lofty ") Birch who
has only recently joined the Regiment. This Squ~dron
shaped down well at camp and next year we hope to see
~n e".'e? bet~er Squadron. The discipline in this Squadron
1s . v1v1dly 1llustra~ed by the behaviour of Signalman
Mitchell, who, dunng a parachute jump, careered into his
Squadron Commander's canopy some 6ooft. above the
ground, at first with violent oaths to "get out of the - way," but quickly correcting himself on recognising his
O.C., with a dazzling salute (feet and knees together).
~amp in August was a Regimental one, at St. Martin's
Plam, Folkestone. It was a successful fortnight and certainly a busy one.
We were delighted to be visited at camp by our Honorary
Colonel, Brigadier B. B. Kennett, c.B.E., wbo was able to
wa_tch one of our small airborne exercises, by Colonel A. S.
Milner, O.B.E. (C.S.0.), and by representatives from the
R~islip/Harrow borough, including the Secretary of the
Middlesex T. and A.F. Association. It is to Ruislip that
our No. 2 Squadron will be moving in 1956, when the new
Drill Hall is completed there.
We are very sorry to be losing our 2 i/c, Major C. S.
Fenton, M.B.E., and we wish him good luck for the future.
In his stead we welcome Major L. R. D. Willmott, M.M.,
B.E.M., from 22 S.A.S. Regiment.
On 13th November we are holding our Annual Dance
and prize-giving and we hope to see a large number present.
We welcome R.S.M. J. R. Sweeny, who took over from
·
R.S.M. R. J. Hood just before camp.
In September 30 men took part in the B.A.O.R. exercise
"Battle Royal." Although the jump itself was cancelled
because of high winds, they took part with 46 Parachute
Brigade in an interesting phase of the exercise.
In the London District Royal Signals Rifle Meeting
(T.A.) the Regiment walked away with 12 of the 18 prizes,
gaining first three places in the inter-unit challenge trophy
shoot, first places in the Young Soldiers' competition
(Lance-Corporal P. Donovan), and the Permanent Staff
competition (Captain D . D. Ranft), and second place in the
Open Individual competition (Captain J. M. Craig).
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We open our notes on this occasion to greet fellow
readers that at the time of writing our T.A. Centre is
enveloped by clouds of. rain and mist which seems to be
prevalent in this area during the last ~eeks.
The visit of H.M. The Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh to the West Riding of Yorkshire at the end of last
month was a great event for the County, and no less so,
for Sheffield. We played our small part in the military
arr~angem~nts, by providing 50 volunteers who, much to
theu credit, took a day off from their place of work to
carry out street lining duties. This detachment was led
by Captain T. J. Cresswell (T.A.) and Captain A. E. Farnol,
T.D. (T.A.), and the smart turn-out and bearing of the
· detachment did credit to their arrangements.
Our Corps Band played at the City Hall on the evening
of 6th November on the occasion of Sheffield's Annual
Festival of Remembrai:-ce and needless to say they were a
great success and received a very warm ovation from the
audience. This was the first occasion on which a military
band had played at the Festival, and they undoubtedly
add~d tone and colour to the show as well as playing grand
music. For the second half of the programme the Band
gave . a concert of music to suit all tastes, and it was a
pleasmg feature that the whole performance was broadcast to She~eld hospitals, on the civic relay system.
After theu performance, the Director of Music and the
Band were the guests of this Regiment at a supper held at
the T .A. Centre, and may we, at this juncture echo the
words of the Commanding Officer in once agau; thanking
Major Judd and the Band for an excellent performance
which ha_s help~d publicise the fact that "Jimmy" in
Sheffield ~s growmg up. The day following this event wa
the occas10n of the Annual Remembrance Service and a
parade was held at the Cenotaph at the City Hall and
again the Regiment was well represented by the Co~and
ing Officer and a detachment of Officers and men.
Our winter Trade Training programme is now in full
swing and seems to be enjoyed by one and all; this i
reflected by our attendances, which are ever increasing
week by w~ek. We take this opportunity of offering our
congratulauons to S.S.M. K. Pilley on his promotion to
that rank; it will be remembered that he is one of the
original stalwarts of this Unit. Another founder member
of the Unit, Sergeant R. Chambers, is to be congratulated
on his recent marriage to Miss M. Beal. Sergeant
Chambers is also a member of our civilian staff to who e
ranks we welcome Mr. G. Williams, who has joined us
from a neighbouring Unit.
Now that R.S.M. 0. R. Bilby has moved house fr
Hounslow, Middlesex, we take the opportunity of extending a hearty welcome to Mrs. Bilby and family and hope
that their stay with us will be long and happy.
Those followers of the fistic art may be interested to
know ~at Corpor~l E~ic Ludl~m (ex-Army Middleweight
Champion, 1951) 1s sttll showmg great promise, and thi
week we hear that he has topped his recent professional
performances with a third round K.O. victory over a leading Scottish middleweight at Manchester Stadium.
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The Signal is -

JACKSONS!
{Not claiming to bo the only butchers, but nevertheless-one of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON
Telephone 2955 (2 lines)
Grocery Branches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Cockerton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Daily Deliveries in Catterick Camp for over thirty-five yea"
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Sheffield

The November meeting was brought forward a week
and held at the Crabtree T.A. Centre on 29th October, so
that Guy F awkes' Night could be free for the family men
to indulge in a little legal arson with their children.
The attendance was very good, 41 members and wives
being present, and we were very pleased to see one or
two old faces again. The younger members of the T.A .
s-tatf had turned out in force. It is very gratifying for us
to know that these young men are Association-minded and
can keep the spirit of the Corps alive along with us, the
ex-members.
Messrs. Taylor, Manterfield, Rotherham and Lee, who
attended the York Rally, expressed their appreciation of
the very good programme, especially the show put on by
the Boys' Unit, despite the shocking condition of the
ground through the heavy rain, and expressed their thanks
to Northern Command Signals Sergeants' Mess for the
excellent tea they provided.
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Arrangements were concluded for the representative
party to attend the Festival of Remembrance, and we were
very pleased to welcome Flight-Lieutenant T. Whittaker,
the Producer, who was introduced by our Joint Council
representative, Mr. Ryalls.
Business was disposed of as quickly as possible and
everybody settled down to the evening's entertainment,
Tombola ably conducted by R.S.M. Bilby and C.S.M.
Stevens, with music at the piano by Mr. Moulson. The
very merry party of the younger T.A. Staff members won
a bottle of whisky, which was very conveniently opened to
toast the health of Sergeant Chambers, who was to be
married the following day. The best wishes of all members
go to Sergeant and Mrs. Chambers for their future happiness. The evening closed with a series of hilarious games,
ending with a song, somewhat confused, by the winning
team as a grand finale.
On Saturday, the 6th November, the Corps Band made
history in Sheffield by being the first Regular Army Band
to present a programme of music at the Festival of
R emembrance in the City Hall, Sheffeld, since the end
of the last war.
The Band, under the baton of Major J. L. Judd, M.B.E.,
marched on the Standards and escorts, representatives of
ex-Service Associations, Nursing Services and Armed
Forces. The Sheffield Branch contingent, LieutenantColonel V. C. Holland, Messrs. Ellwood, Manterfield,
Rotherham and Taylor, marched to the strains of the Corps
March. It was a great moment and we marched with
pride to the applause of the audience. Thank you, Major
Judd, for a very grand gesture.
After the religious service and the Act of Remembrance,
during which the trumpets of the Band played " Last
Post " and "Reveille," the Master Cutler, in introducing
the second half of the Festival, expressed his appreciation
to the Corps Band and to Lieutenant-Colonel J. McNeil,
of th~ir pres-ence at the Festival, thanking them on behalf
of all present, and the ex-Servicemen of Sheffield, and
wished them a safe journey back to Catterick.
The musical entertainment provided by the Band was
received with great enthusiasm by the audience. There
was something to suit the taste of everybody. Lively music,
classical piano playing of a very high standard, light music
with vocalists. It all passed too soon, a strict time-table
having to be adhered fo, as they had to return to Catterick
that night. For the record this was the first time that all
the audience had stayed until the end of the programme
since these Festivals were revived after the war. It may
be of some satisfaction to the Band to know that the programme was relayed to the Sheffield hospitals and brought
pleasure to people who were unable to be with us.
Afrcr the Festival the Band were the guests of
Lieutenant-Colonel McNeil at the T .A. Centre. A buffet
supper was laid on, not forgetting a small barrel of beer.
After an all too short stay, we said good-bye to Major Judd
and his men. May we say thank you for a very good show,
an excellent performance, good company and the very good
boost you have given to the prestige of Royal Signals in
Sheffield.

*
Cro:rdon

The Croydon Branch at their Annual General Meeting held on the 13th October, 1954, decided that in spite
of their lack of membership and financial difficulties they
will continue to meet at Queen's House, Poplar Walk, ~ t
Croydon, at 7.30 p.m. on the second Wednesday of every
month. A strong committee was elected to be re ponsibl
for ~he social activities at all future meetings and good progress is now being made. New member are UI'gelltly
required; enquiries to the Honorary Secretary F. W. Jenner,
10, Eldon Park London S.E.25.
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FOR ARMY OFFICERS ...

LIFE ASSUBAN.:JE
- AT, NO EXTRA CHARGE

co v~E.:...RI_N_o--=w::-AR

\

RISKS

J l

Policies for :

Convertible Whole Life, Endowment,
Education, Death Duties, House
Purchase, etc.
ALL INSURANCES INCLUDING
OFFICERS' KIT :
Europe 15/- per £100
(excluding Russian Zone)
World Wide 25/- per £100
HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS
PERSONAL ACCIDENTS
Premium £3 for £1,000
Death and other benefits

B. E.

MOTOR:
Home & Foreign Policies
Competitive Rates for
Old Cars
Bloodstock, Camera, G-Olf,

?·

BOSTOCK & KIMPTON

Proprietors of"G.H.Q." and other Sherries

PANTON HOUSE
HAYMARKET

& Co., Ltd.

25
(e111ronce in Ponro11 Street)
LONDON, S.W.l

Insurance Brokers

ALBANY CHAMBERS, 41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND, )'ORKSHIRE.
Tel. No. 2308

Enj~y

TELEPHONE
TELEGRAMS

TRAFALGAR 1441-2
BOSTIMTOCK, LESQUARB, LONDON

a drink with Toby
ROYAL TOBY
TOBY ALE
PALE ALE
PUNCH STOUT
ANCHOR STOUT
BROWN ALE
BARLEY WINE
TOBY LAGER

LTD

WINE MERCHANTS SPECIALISTS IN SERVICE
TO NAVAL, MILITARY AND AIR FORCE MESSES

Gun, Hunter
Personal Liability, Transit
Policies, etc.

TDO~IPSON

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

I

I

I

Extra strong Pale Ale for the Great Occasion
A full strength Pale Ale of matured flavour
A fine sparkling Light Ale
A special Stout-not too bitter ••• not too sweet
Rich and full bodied
Brewed to combine sweetness and character
A stro ng Dark Ale of superb quality
A true Pilsen-type beer-best served cold

CHIRRINGTONS
Beers
C HARRINGTON
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Ancho r

Seated-Left of Lang Table: S. Hipw.o od, Mrs. W . Day, Mrs. F. Hipwood , W . Day, Mrs. E. Griffith•, Mrs. F. Herbert, Lt.·Col. A. F. Herbert, M. B.E .• Sergeant F. W. Jacob
G. A; C~sens, Mrs .
Cosens, A., H1.ckmott, Mrs. A. Hickmott. Standing-<m left : E. R. Griffiths. Mrs. L. Graves. Standing-at rear ; R. Bray, Mrs. w. Solly, W. So lly•
P. 0 Brien, A. Barn1cott, Mrs. 0 Bnen, F. Toogood , Mn. Barnicott, Mrs . Toogood, L. GraveJ. Seoted-lst row : F. Matthew, R. Major, Mn. w. Jacob. 2nd row: Bo~
R.S. M. Hall, Boy S.S.M . Podmore, Major (Q. M.) C . Cullen, A. H. Green . 3rd row : Captain A. Beal, S. J. Murphy, Major F. G. Strange, J. Prees. 4th row: H. Small
Mrs. Small, Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. Murphy. 5th row : Major (Q. M.) T. Luscombe, H. Hamlin, Mrs. D. Mansfield, Captain F. Mansfield.
•

Brew e ry ,

Mi le

End ,

London ,

E.I
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EX-BOYS REUNION DINNER
A very successful ex-Boys Reunion Dinner was held at
the Shakespeare Hotel, London, on 9th October, when 30
ex-Boys of various vintages met after not seeing each other
for many years, and it was a pleasure to us all to meet old
friends of MaresfieJd and Crowborough days under such a
happy occasion. The.re was so much to talk about to old
friends that the evening went far too quick for us all and
" Closing time " came much too soon, but all who attended
thoroughly enjoyed themselves, and are already looking forward to the next reunion. It was not only the ex-Boys who
met old friends, for their wives also had the pleasure of
renewing old acquaintances who they had not met for a
considerable number of years-one happy occasion being
when three of the party first met each other as very small
children in "C " Square Married Quarters at Aldershot
round about 1907, when their fathers were serving in the
R.E.s . .
It was hoped that 51 would have sat down to dinner but
this number was reduced to 48 at the last minute ow~g to
the non-attenpance of" Lofty" Barnes, who sent a telegram
of apology owing to business reasons, and to George and
Mr~. Kingman who had a family bereavement a few days
earlier. Other ex-Boys who could not attend owing to business or domestic reasons were: Major (Q.M.) F. G. Webber,
Major Cq.M.) \YI. Bmnton, Major (Q.M.) C. Cla11ke, Major
E. G. Gibbons, M.B.E., Captain F. R. Jerram, and Messrs.
"Jock" Hunt, Bill Pack, Tom Cobb, Vic Blackburn and
Dick Gibbs. All the above sent letters of apology and b st
wishes for a very successful evening, and we hope rhat they
will be able to attend the next Reunion.
Those wh<> giraced the Shakespeare Hotel for this happy
occasion were: Lieutenant-Colonel (Rtd.) A. F . Herbert,
M.B.E., Major (Q.M.) M . Gul!en, Major (Q.M.) T. Luscombe,
Major J::. G . Strange, Caiptain A. Beal, Captain F. Mansfield
and Messrs. "Titch " Hamlin, "Grave" Graves, "Pip "
H~pwood, Bill Day, "'Erb " Small, Ernie Major, " Barny"
Barnicott, "Dicky " Bray, Bill Solly, Sam F3.l1mer, "Ginger"
Monaghan, "Dodger" Green, Gerry Cosens, "J<>ck "
Matthew, Alf Hiokmott, "Spud" Murphy, Freddy Toogood
Eric Griffith, Pat O'Brien, Jim Press and myself.
'
As guests we had tlhe pleasure of the company of the two
senior Boy Warrant Office.rs frnm 6 (Boys) Training Regiment, namely Boy R.S.M. M . G. Hall and Boy S.S.M . B. J.
Podmore, who were invited as a link bel!Ween Boys of Royal
Siognals todav and those who were serving as Boys when the
Corps was first formed.
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During the evening Lieutenant-Col<>nel A. F. Herbert,
M.B.E., was elected Chairman, and Major (Q.M.) T. Luscombe, Major F. G. Strange, Captain F. Mansfield and H.
Hamlin, Esq., were elected Area Publicity Officers for their
respt;,ctive areas, and who will be pleased to hear from any
ex-Boys who are interested in attending our next Reunion
Dinner. Special efforts are being made to increase our
numbers for the next meeting to top the 100 mark for
while the majority of th<>se who attended on 9!!h oc:ober
were. of the 19~0-1924 v~tage, it is hoped that more ex-Boys
of different vmtages will attend future Reunions. It is
hoped that our next Reunion Dinner will be held in London
durin_g March/ April, 1955, and to coincide witlb a large
sporung event so that members who have a long train
j?urney to make. can take advantage of the cheap return
uckets that are 1ssued on such occasions by the British
Railways.
The addresses of the Area P.ublicity Officers are: Major F. G. Strange, c/o Royal Signals. Records Balmore
House, Caversham, Reading.
'
Major (Q.M.) T. Luscombe, Western Command Signal
Regiment, Blacon Camp, Chester.
Captain F. Mansfield, 15 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment, T.A.,
Dewsbury Lane, Leeds Ir.
H. Hamlin, Esq., 83, Strathville Road, Southfields
London, S.W.15.
'
So will all ex-Boys of whatever vintage please write to
one of the Area Publicity Officers so that your name may be
added to my mailing list to receive further information re
future events. I'm afraid tlhat I cannot dwell much longer
<>n these notes as space is precious, and I must not take
advantage of the generous support that has been given by
the Secretary of our Association by having our Meeting and
Dinner published in THE WIRE.
Switching to a more sorrowful note, it was with regret
that I heard of rhe death of e.x-Major R. Barlow who up
to the time of his illness was the manager of Mercu'cy House
at Colwyn Bay, and was well known th.roughout the Corp
as " Barleux," the writer of ' Plain Tales" which have
been publishe~ it? THE. WIRE ~>Ver a good many years, and
as a saxophorust m various urut dance bands over a similar
period. Bob was one of the Senior ex-R.E. boys and his
death will 1 ave a gap that will be hard to fill, and to Mr .
Barlow I extend the sympathies of all ex-Boys who have
had the pleasure of serving with him during the pa t 37
years, on her bereavement.
JACQUES.
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,.Ork
804th Engineer Aviation Battalion,
United States Army, and the Legion of
Frontiersmen leading the long column
at the York Services and ex-Services
Rally on 24th October.
The Standard of York Branch, Royal
Signals Association, is in the third
row

FOR

UNIFORM
AND

LEISURE - WEAR
ome description of this and of the ensuing Military
Tattoo was given in the November number and suffice to
reiterate that the bulk of th'l! work of organisation fell on
the York Branch, Royal Signals Association. Mr. J. E.
Newton was the Organiser, Mr. E. A. Leavesley the
Honorary Secretary, and the Branch Chairman, Mr. W.

H

ALL YOUR CLOTHING
MAY BE PURCHASED
THROUGH THE ALKIT

Jackson, planned the l-ighting of the ground. The lighting
was a most remarkable job, in that the whole work
estimated at over £350, was done by voluntary labour at
a cost of under £20. The Northern Command Signal
Regiment played a most notable part in this by erecting
poles, etc., as well as supplying telephones.

The badge of your Corps • • •

SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE

GARRARD & CO. LTD.
(formerly The Goldsmiths &.
Silversmiths Company Ltd.) have

GIVING YOU

QUALITY CLOTHES
AT

REASONABLE

APPOINTMENT SJLVP-RSMITIU

TO THE LATE KISG GEORGE VI

PRICES

for many years specialised
in the production of
badge jewellery.

AND
S1<bscriptions received during October, 1954 :

Welfare

______s e c t i 0

n

Below an a.Ltempt is made to describe with suitable
anonymity eight cases taken from the Welfare Section files
current during the first week in November, r954. Also on
this page is a simple statement of income .and expenditure.
Serving. Sent from Lraq to hospital
in England. His wife, worried, wrote to t!he Association.
The nearest Signal Unit immediately visited, reassw-ed
wife, and invited Signalman to consider himself a member
of the Unit during his stay in hospital.
Ex-Signalman 1949-51. Married, children, sustained
severe injury at work. He had a good income, now ceased.
The fund helped with small debts which quickly accrued
when his income was halved.
Ex-Sergeant 1938 to date (including TA.). Married,
children. The concerned Branch of nhe Association
strongly recommended a small loan to start him in civil
life. He got it.
Ex-Signalman 1942-4 7 and from 1948 in T.A. until to
hospital with Tuberculosis. The small income of his
wife and children does not cover cost of journey to visa
him in hospital. The fund provides this on strong recommendation of rhe O.C. T .A. Signal Regiment.
1''idow of Signalman 1941-51. She has a tiny income
which does not run to effective clothing. The fund
helped.
Ex-Sergeant 1944-54. On leaving the service he was
faced with heavy expense in settling his family in a house,
himself in a job. The fund helped a little.
Ex-Signahnnn 1948-49. Married, rhree children. The
illness that put him out of the Army has now put him
out of w<K'k for three months and he will not be fit for
many weeks. A little help was given.
Ex-Sergeant, D.C.M., 1920-26 and 1939-4~. He
managed to keep himself and his wife until about six
months ago when he had a bad mental breakdown and is
now in hospital. His wife has been heLped to clear off
her small debts.
Signalman 1953.
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£ s.

4 Air Formation Signal Regiment . . .
. ..
t 2 Air Formation Signal Regiment . . .
.. .
...
. . . . .. .
51 Air Formation Signal Regiment (A.E.R. ) (Church collecuo:i)
2 Squadron 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment . . .
.. .
.. .
. ..
4 Squadron 2 L. of C. Signal Squadron
50 L. of C. Signal Regiment (A.E.R. )
l
Corps Signal Regiment . . .
23 (S ) Signal Regiment
Royal Si!{'lals Corps Funds ...
Officer "I raining Wing, School of Signals
2 Training Regiment
...
...
.. .
...
. ..
4 Training Regiment (W.0.s and Sergeants) . . .
7 Training Regiment .. .
...
...
. ..
C .S.O .'s Branch, H.Q., Western Command
Eastern Command Signal Regiment . . .
...
. ..
43 (W) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A. ) .. .
53 (W) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.) .. .
11 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment ...
l A.A. (M ) Signal Regiment
...
...
...
13 (S) A.A. (M) Signal Reg!ment (T.A.) } Proceeds of a
51 (U) A.A. (1':i) Signal _Regunent (T.A.) R egimental Dance
68 A.A. (M ) Signal Regunent (T.A.)
14 A.A. (M ) Signal Squadron .. .
10 Wireless Training Squadron .. .
M.E.S. / S.R.D .E ., Chrisrchurch .. .
18 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron ...
50 Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Troop
Donations received during October, 1954 :
Tunbridge Wells Branch
.. .
...
...
. ..
7 Training Re11iment (Parents and Friends) ...
Major K. W. Jordan ...
...
...
.. .
. ..
Major D . G . Jones
Mr. F . Baker
Total receipts

4
5

0

0

0

5
63

8

12
40 0

0
0
0

IO

0

0

7 19

6

2

0

0

47 5
5 15

0

12
2
40

0

7
0

6 12
5 0
3 II
1 10
IO 0

OUR

cmcus,
W.C.2.

REPRESENTATIVES

VISIT

ALL

DEPOTS Royal Signals
Gold and Enamel
Home £6 · 0 · 0
Export H · IS · 0

0
0
0
0

12

0

0

2

0
2
15

0

9

II

II

l

II

6

0

0

4

0

TYLER'S . TAXIS
and

0
0

l

0

5

0

0

0

£322 14

3

2

2

Expenditure during October, 1954 . . .
. . .' . . .
.. ·
· · · £535
(Including: Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding; Cots and
Prams; Rehabilitation; General A ssistance).

-

CAMBRIDGE

LONDON

0
0

0

I

AL KIT

0
2

0

l

FACILITIES

SEND FOR DETAILS and ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

2

5

5
7

MODEST MONTHLY PAYMENT

d.

4

SELF

DRIVE

CARS

~

THE CAMP CENTRE
or Telephone Catterick Camp 2224
Telegrams: ATAXI, CATIERICK CAMP
You may book your requl rements at our office opposite the G.P.O.

Analysis of Cases :

Families of soldiers serving in U .K .

Wid~ws ~~d d~pcndco~'s

. ..

::.F~LF

Released and discharged soldiers ...

Total cases alfSisted
37 cases of soldiers serving during 1939 / 45 War
12 cases of soldiers not serving during 1939 / 45 Wnr

Gold and Enamel
Home £7 · 0 · 0
Export £5 · 10 · 0

Here is illustrated the badge
of your Corps,
fashioned into a brooch, and
produced in gold and enamel.
If desired, these very attractive
brooches can be set with
diamonds or other precious stones
for which designs and estimates
are submitted without charge.
Great care is taken to ensure
correctness of detail, and expert
workmanship is assured.

GARRARD & CO. LTD.

2
l

3
43

SERVICES

BLAZER BADGES

49
410 1 5
124
7

£535

2

2
0
2

" TDROUGD FUND "
As is well known an artist's copy of this famous picture
now hangs in the War Memorial Chapel of St. Martin's

Church (the Royal Signals Ch,ucch) in Catterick Camp.
It was ag<Ieed that the cost of this would be borne by
branches of the Association as some token of gratitude for
the hospitality extended during the Annual Reunion at
Catteriok Camp.
We acknowledge winh gratitude to:Port Talbot and District Branch
... · £1 I o
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We make each badge BY HAND in our workroom Crom fine
wire and silk, to last you for yelll's. Best quality Silver Wire
(not white-metal) used for white sections and all Crowns
properly padded up and ' jewelled ' with coloured silks. We
supply cut to shape on standard dark navy cloth ready to
stitch on1 or we will work the bad11e on your o~n pocket
provide<! thnt you detnch this from your Btnzcr. We
rcq_uire seven days from receipt of order and remittance, for
delivery.. The R.C.O.S. Badge costs thirty-eight shillings
(cash with order), reg\stcrcd post paid. Price of any other
badge sent on request. Money refunded if our craftsmanship fails to completely satisfy.

D.

J.

Crown jewellers
formerly THE GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS COMPANY LTD.

112 REGENT STREET • LONDON • W.1
TELEPHONE: REGENT 3021

PARKINSON

HAND· WORKED BADGE MAKER

51a, NORFOLK SQUARE, BRIGHTON, 1
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ROYAL SIGNALS (SINGAPOllE) C:Rl(;KET
SEASON. 19G4
C:OBPS RUGDY-lloyal Signals,.• Cambridge
LX Club
CAMBRIDGE LX CLUB 11; ROYAL SIGNALS 6
The Corps match against the LX Oub was played on
th "Varsity" ground on Monday, 25th Oc ober, 1954Weather conditions \vere perfect and as r.he LX Club were
"on show" to the Cambridge Selectors a fast and open
game was anticipated.
Fast and open it was, and despite misfortune tlhe outco:ne was in doubt until the closing minutes of the game.
The LX Club imm.ediately went into the attack and finally
forced' their wa•y over in the corner for an unconverted try
after ten minutes play. Shortly afterwards our Captain, D.
F. Re-.°S, was forced to retire with a shoulder injury. His
plucky return ten minues later received the applause it well
deserved. Unfortunately he had to be sheltered on the wing.
Meanwhile, under the able Captaincy of R. Higgins,
further attacks on our lines were " bottled up." A dangerous
move by H. J. C. Brown, and a break-away by R. J. Small
nearly ended in tries. Our efforts were rewarded after thirty
minutes when W. G. Spellane kicked an excellent penalty
goal.
Just before half-time, a break, followed by a cross kick,
caught us on the "wrong foot" and the LX Club scored a
further unconverted try.
On reswnption we passed to the attack and after ten
minutes P. Horrocks Taylor broke through the centre from
che half-way line and all but scored himself. R. Evans was
well up to touch down in the corner; W. G. Spellane's kick
fell short.
We were now on the offensive. A drawn game appeared
certain and with luck a win possible, but our luok was not
to hold. D . Mortimer the Corps back, who had played an
excellent game, was heavily tackled after running through
half the LX Club side. He was forced to retire.
This was too much. A burst by LX Club forwards, and
a break, led to a try under the posts which was converted
as · the final whistle went.
Team:Sigmn. J. Mortimer (3 T.R., Huddersfield).
Sgt. R. J. Small (4 T.R., Watsonians).
S.Q.M.S. D. F. Rees (Captain),
(1 T.R. Army).
Sigrnn. P. Horrocks-Taylor (1 T.R.,
Halifax).
Sgt. J. Waring (1 T.R., Leicester).
Sigmn. H. J. C. Brown (10 Wrls.
Sqn., Som<rset).
Sigma. R. Evans ( 1 T.R., Army).
2 Lt.
I. Curracher (6 (Bo)'s)
Herriots).

L / Cpl. C. Williams (1 T .R., Army
~Orth).

L / Cpl. M. G. Thompson (1 T.R.,
Durham).
Sgt. W. G. Spillane (t T.R. ,
Yorkshire).
L / Cpl. G. T. Curnow (1 T.R.,
Yorkshire).
Cpl. R. Higgins (1 T.R., Lancashire, E .:gland).
L / Cpl. D. M. Manley (t T.R.,
Devon).
Cpl. K . McCrae (I T.R., South of
Scotla : d).

This is the first season we have played home matches on
our own gronnd at Princess Mary Barracks. A laterite
wicket ·was laid in the early part of tlhe season, and althou~
there is still a lot of room for improvement we can at last
say that we have a cr.i cket ground of our own.
We started the season with seven members of the 1953
Team and despite "goings " and "comings " have completed the season with the following results: v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

R .A.S.C.
R.A.
...
...
...
Singapore Cricket Club
R.A.M.C .
R.A.P.C.
R.A .O .C .
R.E.M.B.
R.E.

v.

R.A.B.C.

v. Royal Signals (Malaya)
Royal Signals Officers
v. R.A.S.C. Officers .. .

lost by 75 runs.
won by 22 runs.
lost by 1 wkt.
won by 7 wkts.
won by 108 runs.
won by 25 runs.
won by 4 wilts.
drawn
R.E. 21~ for 8 (dee.).
Royal Signals 141 for 5.
drawn
R.A.E.C. 122 for 8 (dee.).
Royal Signals 84 for 5.
won by an innings and 119 runs.
won

by 4 wk ts.

All matches played were Inter-Conps, except our annual
games against Signals Malaya and the Singapore Crioket
Club. As in the 1953 season the strength of the sjde has
been in tihe bowling ratlher than the batting. We lost Captain
Frost, our hardwol"king Secretary and opening fast bowler,
in the middle of the season. The most successful performer
with the ball was Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Moores, who finished
me season with 42 wickets and an average of 9.8. We were
unfortunate in seeing lirtle of Major J. E. Bvans wiho played
consistently for the Army side, and finished the season 2nd
in the Colony bowling averaiges.
The best performers with the bat were Lieutenant
(T.O.T.) Pritchard, who joined us in July, with an average
of 44, and Signalman Jackson, who also had several games
for the Army, with an average of 24. Lieutenant Pritchard
scored the only century of the season against Signals Malaya.
We lost Lance-Corporal Floyd and Signalman Jackson
on N.S. release in August. They had pla.yed. consistently
in every Co11ps match while they had been in Singapore, and
were awarded their Corps Colours just before they left.
Major Evans and Lieutenant Moores have also been awarded
colours.
Major Foster skippered the side again this season, and
the Cor.ps was honoured by his selection to Captain the
Army side in rwo representative matches v. Army (Malaya)
and the R.A.F. He had the unique experience of doing the
"hat-trick" in both innings against Signals Malaya.
We now look forward to next season and to welcoming
more cricketers to the Colony to fill the gaps left by those
going home.

ROYAL SIGNALS
SINGAPORE CRICKET

9 s 4
Back row from left to right : Major
F. E. Marshall (Umpire), Sergeant
, Bligh, Lieutenant (T.O.T.) A. G.
Pritchard, Signalman Abbott, Signalman Mitchall , Corporal Norris,
Captain B. A. Beattie, Mrs. P. R.
Moores (Scorer). Front row : Lieutnant (T.O.T.) P. R. Moores, Signalman
Jackson, Lieutenant-Colonel Sir E. Y.
Nepean Bart, Colonel I. F. Meiklejohn ,C.S.O., Singapore Base District,
Major T. S. Foster (Captain), Major
J. E. Evans, M.C., Lance Corporal
Floyd.
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